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PREFACE TO THE AMERICAN EDITION.

The reputation of Dr. William Smith's "Dictionary of the Bible" is now too well established to need any special commendation. It contains, by universal consent, the fruit of the ripest Biblical scholarship of England, and constitutes a library of itself (superseding the use of many books otherwise necessary) for the study and illustration of the Scriptures. As a whole, it is unquestionably superior to any similar Lexicon in our language, and cannot fail to maintain this rank for a long period to come. In this American edition, the Publishers reprint the entire work, without abridgment or change, except the correction of typographical errors, or an occasional verbal inaccuracy, and of mistakes in quotation and reference.

At the same time, the reprinting of this Dictionary, after the lapse of several years since its first publication, and of a still longer time since the preparation of many of the articles, affords an opportunity to give to it some new features, required by the progressive nature of Biblical science, and adapting it more perfectly to the wants of students of the Bible in our own country. Among the characteristics in which the American edition differs from the English, are the following:—

1. The contents of the Appendix, embracing one hundred and sixteen pages, and treating of subjects overlooked or imperfectly handled in the first volume, have been inserted in their proper places in the body of the work.

2. The numerous Scripture references, on the accuracy of which the value of a Bible Dictionary so much depends, have all been verified anew. The corrections found necessary in these references, and silently made, amount to more than a thousand. Many other mistakes in quotation and reference have been corrected during the revision of the work.

3. The system of cross-references from one article to another, so indispensable for enabling us to know what the Dictionary contains on related but separated subjects, has been carried much further in this edition than in the English.

4. The signification of the Hebrew and, to some extent, of the Greek names of persons and places has been given in English, according to the best authorities (Simonis, Gesenius, Dietrich, Fürst, Pape) on this intricate subject. We have such definitions occasionally in the original work, but on no consistent plan. The Scripture names reveal to us a striking peculiarity of the oriental mind, and often throw light on the personal history and the geography of the Bible.

5. The accentuation of proper names has required adjustment. Dr. Smith's "Concise Dictionary of the Bible" differs here widely from the larger work; and in both, forms perfectly analogous are differently accented, in many instances, without apparent reason. In the present edition, this subject has received careful attention; and in respect to that large class of names whose pronunciation cannot be regarded as settled by usage, an attempt has been made to secure greater consistency by the application of fixed principles.

6. The English edition, at the beginning of each article devoted to a proper name, professes to give "the corresponding forms in the Hebrew, Greek, and Vulgate, together with the variations in the two great manuscripts of the Septuagint, which are often curious and worthy of notice." But this plan has been very imperfectly carried out so far as relates to the forms in the Septuagint and Vulgate, especially in the first volume. The readings of the Vatican manuscript are very
rarely given where they differ from those of the Roman edition of 1587, — a case which frequently occurs, though this edition is, to a great extent, founded on that manuscript; and those of the Alexandrine manuscript are often ignored. The present edition of the Dictionary seeks to supply these defects; and not only have the readings of the Roman text (as given by Tischendorf) been carefully noted, with the variations of the Vatican and Alexandrine manuscripts as edited by Mai and Baber, but also those of the two other leading editions of the Septuagint, the Complutensian and the Aldine, and of the Codex Sinaiticus, whenever the forms given in them accord more nearly with the Hebrew, or on other accounts seem worthy of notice. To these last two editions, in the Apocrypha especially, we must often look for the explanation of the peculiar spelling of many proper names in the common English version. Many deviations of the later editions of this version from the first edition (1611), important as affecting the orthography of Hebrew proper names, have also been detected and pointed out.

7. The amount of Scripture illustration derived from a knowledge of Eastern customs and traditions, as made known to us so much more fully at the present day by missionaries and travellers in the lands of the Bible, has been largely increased. More frequent remarks also have been made on difficult texts of Scripture, for the most part in connection with some leading word in them, with which the texts are naturally associated.

8. The obsolete words and phrases in the language of the English Bible, or those which, though not obsolete, have changed their meaning, have been explained, so as to supply, to some extent, the place of a glossary on that subject. Such explanations will be found under the head of such words, or in connection with the subjects to which they relate.

9. On various topics omitted in the English work, but required by Dr. Smith's plan, new articles have been inserted in the American edition, with additions to others which seem not fully to represent our present knowledge or the state of critical opinion on the subjects discussed. The bibliographical references have been greatly increased, and care has been taken to mention the new works of value, or new editions of works in geography, philology, history, and exegesis, in our own or other languages, which have appeared since the original articles were written. Further, all the new wood-cuts in the Abridged English edition, illustrating some of the most important subjects in geography and archaeology, but not contained in the Unabridged edition, are inserted in the present work. Many additional views of Scripture scenes and places have been introduced from other more recent publications, or engraved from photographs.

10. Fuller recognition has been made of the names and works of American scholars, both as an act of justice to them as co-workers with those of other lands in this department of study, and still more as due to American readers. It must be useful certainly to our own students to be referred to books within their reach, as well as to those which they are unable to consult, and to books also which more justly represent our own tendencies of thought and modes of statement, than can be true of those prepared for other and foreign communities. References are made not only to books of American writers, but to valuable articles in our Periodicals, which discuss questions of theological and Biblical interest.

In addition to the aid of Mr. Abbot (who has had special charge of the proof-reading, the orthoepy, and the verification of references to the original texts and ancient versions of the Bible, and has also given particular attention to the bibliography), the editor has had the cooperation of eminent American scholars, as will be seen by the list of names subjoined to that of the writers in the English edition. It is proper to add that the Arabic words in the Dictionary have been revised by the Rev. Dr. Van Dyck, one of the translators of the modern Arabic Bible, or by Professor Salisbury, of Yale College.

Newton Centre, December 20, 1864.

H. B. HACKETT.
PREFACE TO THE ENGLISH EDITION.

The present work is designed to render the same service in the study of the Bible as the Dictionaries of Greek and Roman Antiquities, Biography, and Geography have done in the study of the classical writers of antiquity. Within the last few years Biblical studies have received a fresh impulse; and the researches of modern scholars, as well as the discoveries of modern travellers, have thrown new and unexpected light upon the history and geography of the East. It has, therefore, been thought that a new Dictionary of the Bible, founded on a fresh examination of the original documents, and embodying the results of the most recent researches and discoveries, would prove a valuable addition to the literature of the country. It has been the aim of the Editor and Contributors to present the information in such a form as to meet the wants, not only of theological students, but also of that larger class of persons who, without pursuing theology as a profession, are anxious to study the Bible with the aid of the latest investigations of the best scholars. Accordingly, while the requirements of the learned have always been kept in view, quotations from the ancient languages have been sparingly introduced, and generally in parentheses, so as not to interrupt the continuous perusal of the work. It is confidently believed that the articles will be found both intelligible and interesting even to those who have no knowledge of the learned languages; and that such persons will experience no difficulty in reading the book through from beginning to end.

The scope and object of the work may be briefly defined. It is a Dictionary of the Bible, and not of Theology. It is intended to elucidate the antiques, biography, geography, and natural history of the Old Testament, New Testament, and Apocrypha; but not to explain systems of theology, or discuss points of controversial divinity. It has seemed, however, necessary in a “Dictionary of the Bible,” to give a full account of the Book, both as a whole and in its separate parts. Accordingly, articles are inserted not only upon the general subject, such as “Bible,” “Apocrypha,” and “Canon,” and upon the chief ancient versions, as “Septuagint” and “Vulgate,” but also upon each of the separate books. These articles are naturally some of the most important in the work, and occupy considerable space, as will be seen by referring to “Genesis,” “Isaiah,” and “Job.”

The Editor believes that the work will be found, upon examination, to be far more complete in the subjects which it professes to treat than any of its predecessors. No other dictionary has yet attempted to give a complete list of the proper names occurring in the Old and New Testaments, to say nothing of those in the Apocrypha. The present work is intended to contain every name, and, in the case of minor names, references to every passage in the Bible in which each occurs. It is true that many of the names are those of comparatively obscure persons and places; but this is no reason for their omission. On the contrary, it is precisely for such articles that a dictionary is most needed. An account of the more important persons and places occupies a prominent position in historical and geographical works; but of the less conspicuous names no information can be obtained in ordinary books of reference. Accordingly many names, which have been either entirely omitted or cursorily treated in other dictionaries, have had considerable space devoted to them; the result being that much curious and sometimes important knowl-
edge has been elicited respecting subjects of which little or nothing was previously known. Instances may be seen by referring to the articles "Ishmael, son of Nethaniah," "Jarchi," "Jedidiah," "Jehosheba."

In the alphabetical arrangement the orthography of the Authorized Version has been invariably followed. Indeed the work might be described as a Dictionary of the Bible, according to the Authorized Version. But at the commencement of each article devoted to a proper name, the corresponding forms in the Hebrew, Greek, and Vulgate are given, together with the variations in the two great manuscripts of the Septuagint, which are often curious and well worthy of notice. All inaccuracies in the Authorized Version are likewise carefully noted.

In the composition and distribution of the articles three points have been especially kept in view — the insertion of copious references to the ancient writers and to the best modern authorities, as much brevity as was consistent with the proper elucidation of the subjects, and facility of reference. To attain the latter object an explanation is given, even at the risk of some repetition, under every word to which a reader is likely to refer, since it is one of the great drawbacks in the use of a dictionary to be referred constantly from one heading to another, and frequently not to find at last the information that is wanted.

Many names in the Bible occur also in the classical writers, and are therefore included in the Classical Dictionaries already published. But they have in all cases been written anew for this work, and from a Biblical point of view. No one would expect in a Dictionary of the Bible a complete history of Alexandria, or a detailed life of Alexander the Great, simply because they are mentioned in a few passages of the Sacred Writers. Such subjects properly belong to Dictionaries of Classical Geography and Biography, and are only introduced here so far as they throw light upon Jewish history, and the Jewish character and faith. The same remark applies to all similar articles, which, far from being a repetition of those contained in the preceding dictionaries, are supplementary to them, affording the Biblical information which they did not profess to give. In like manner it would obviously be out of place to present such an account of the plants and animals mentioned in the Scriptures, as would be appropriate in systematic treatises on Botany or Zoology. All that can be reasonably required, or indeed is of any real service, is to identify the plants and animals with known species or varieties, to discuss the difficulties which occur in each subject, and to explain all allusions to it by the aid of modern science.

In a work written by various persons, each responsible for his own contributions, differences of opinion must naturally occur. Such differences, however, are both fewer and of less importance than might have been expected from the nature of the subject; and in some difficult questions — such, for instance, as that of the "Brethren of our Lord" — the Editor, instead of endeavoring to obtain uniformity, has considered it an advantage to the reader to have the arguments stated from different points of view.

An attempt has been made to insure, as far as practicable, uniformity of reference to the most important books. In the case of two works of constant occurrence in the geographical articles, it may be convenient to mention that all references to Dr. Robinson's "Biblical Researches" and to Professor Stanley's "Sinai and Palestine," have been uniformly made to the second edition of the former work (London, 1856, 3 vols.), and to the fourth edition of the latter (London, 1857).

The Editor cannot conclude this brief explanation without expressing his obligations to the writers of the various articles. Their names are a sufficient guarantee for the value of their contributions; but the warm interest they have taken in the book, and the unwearying pains they have bestowed upon their separate departments, demand from the Editor his grateful thanks. There is, however, one writer to whom he owes a more special acknowledgment. Mr. George Grove of Sydenham, besides contributing the articles to which his initial is attached, has rendered the Editor important assistance in writing the majority of the articles on the more ob
secure ones in the first volume, in the correction of the proofs, and in the revision of the whole book. The Editor has also to express his obligations to Mr. William Aldis Wright, Librarian of Trinity College, Cambridge, and to the Rev. Charles P. Phinn of Chichester, for their valuable assistance in the correction of the proofs, as well as to Mr. E. Stanley Poole, for the revision of the Arabic words. Mr. Aldis Wright has likewise written in the second and third volumes the more obscure names to which no initials are attached.

It is intended to publish shortly an Atlas of Biblical Geography, which, it is believed, will form a valuable supplement to the Dictionary.

LONDON, November, 1853.

WILLIAM SMITH
## WRITERS IN THE ENGLISH EDITION.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INITIALS</th>
<th>NAMES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H. B.</td>
<td>Rev. Horatius Bonar, D. D., Kelso, N. B.; Author of &quot;The Land of Promise.&quot; [The geographical articles, signed H. B., are written by Dr. Bonar; those on other subjects, signed H. B., are written by Mr. Bailey.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. B.</td>
<td>Rev. Alfred Barry, B. D., Principal of Cheltenham College; late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. W. B.</td>
<td>Rev. Joseph Williams Blakesley, B. D., Canon of Canterbury; late Fellow and Tutor of Trinity College, Cambridge.</td>
</tr>
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<td>F. C. C.</td>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>J. F.</td>
<td>James Ferguson, F. R. S., F. R. A. S., Fellow of the Royal Institute of British Architects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. S. Ff.</td>
<td>Edward Salusbury Ffoulkes, M. A., late Fellow of Jesus College, Oxford.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LIST OF WRITERS.

INITIALS. NAMES.

F. G. Rev. Francis Garden, M. A., Subdean of Her Majesty's Chapels Royal.

F. W. G. Rev. F. William Gotch, LL. D., President of the Baptist College, Bristol; late Hebrew Examiner in the University of London.

G. George Grove, Crystal Palace, Sydenham.


J. J. H. Rev. James John Hornby, M. A., Fellow of Brasenose College, Oxford; Principal of Bishop Cosin's Hall.


A. H. L. Austen Henry Layard, D. C. L., M. P.


D. W. M. Rev. D. W. Marks, Professor of Hebrew in University College, London.

F. M. Rev. Frederick Meyrick, M. A., late Fellow and Tutor of Trinity College, Oxford.


J. J. S. P. Rev. John James Stewart Perowne, B. D., Vice-Principal of St. David's College, Lampeter.


E. H. P. Rev. Edward Hayes Plumptre, M. A., Professor of Divinity in King's College, London.

E. S. P. Edward Stanley Poole, M. R. A. S., South Kensington Museum.

R. S. P. Reginald Stuart Poole, British Museum.

J. L. P. Rev. J. Leslie Porter, M. A., Professor of Sacred Literature, Assem-
<table>
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<tr>
<th>Names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bly's College, Belfast; Author of &quot;Handbook of Syria and Palestine,&quot; and &quot;Five Years in Damascus.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev. George Rawlinson, M. A., Camden Professor of Ancient History, Oxford.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev. William Selwyn, D. D., Chaplain in Ordinary to the Queen; Lady Margaret's Professor of Divinity, Cambridge; Canon of Ely.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev. Arthur Penrhyn Stanley, D. D., Regius Professor of Ecclesiastical History, and Canon of Christ Church, Oxford; Chaplain to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof. Calvin Ellis Stowe, D. D., Hartford, Conn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev. Edmund Venables, M. A., Bonchurch, Isle of Wight.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev. Brooke Foss Westcott, M. A., Assistant Master of Harrow School; late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Aldis Wright, M. A., Librarian of Trinity College, Cambridge.</td>
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</table>
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| G. P. F | Prof. George Park Fisher, D. D., Yale College, New Haven, Conn |
| F. G | Prof. Frederic Gardiner, D. D., Middletown, Conn. |
| J. H | Prof. James Hadley, LL. D., Yale College, New Haven, Conn. |
| A. IL | Prof. Alvah Hovey, D. D., Theological Institution, Newton, Mass. |
LIST OF WRITERS.

INITIALS.  

Names.

A. C. K.  Prof. Asahel Clark Kendrick, D. D., University of Rochester, N. Y.
C. M. M.  Prof. Charles Marsh Mead, Ph. D., Theol. Sem., Andover, Mass.
G. E. P.  Rev. George E. Post, M. D., Tripoli, Syria.
C. E. S.  Rev. Calvin Ellis Stowe, D. D., Hartford, Conn.
D. S. T.  Prof. Daniel Smith Talcott, D. D., Theol. Seminary, Bangor, Me.
S. W.  Rev. Samuel Wolcott, D. D., Cleveland, Ohio.

* * * The new portions in the present edition are indicated by a star (*), the editorial additions being distinguished by the initials H. and A. Whatever is enclosed in brackets is also, with unimportant exceptions, editorial. This remark, however, does not apply to the cross-references in brackets, most of which belong to the original work, though a large number have been added to this edition.

ABBREVIATIONS.

Abl. The Abline edition of the Septuagint, 1518.
Alex. The Codex Alexandrinus (5th cent.), edited by Baber, 1816-28
A. V. The authorized (common) English version of the Bible.
Comp. The Septuagint as printed in the Complutensian Polyglott, 1514-17, published 1522.
FA. The Codex Friderico-Augustanus (4th cent.); published by Tischendorf in 1846.
Rom. The Roman edition of the Septuagint, 1587. The readings of the Septuagint for which no authority is specified are also from this source.
Sin. The Codex Sinaiticus (4th cent.), published by Tischendorf in 1862. This and FA. are parts of the same manuscript.
Vat. The Codex Vaticanus 1299 (4th cent.), according to Mai’s edition, published by Vercellone in 1857. “Vat. II.” denotes readings of the MS. (differing from Mai), given in Holmes and Parsons’s edition of the Septuagint, 1798-1827. “Vat. 3” distinguishes the primary reading of the MS. from “Vat. 2,” or “2 m.,” the alteration of a later reviser.
DICTIONARY
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BIBLICAL ANTIQUITIES, BIOGRAPHY, GEOGRAPHY, AND NATURAL HISTORY.

A

A'ALAR. [Addan.]

AARON (א‎ר‎ו‎ן‎, moun-
taneer, Ge.; or from א‎ר‎ו‎ן‎, enlightened, First; a

Aapóv;; Aaron), the son of Amram (א‎ר‎ו‎ן‎א‎ר‎ם‎, kindred of the Highest) and Jochebed (יו‎כ‎ב‎ד‎ו‎ה‎, whose glory is Jehovah), and the elder brother of

Moses and Miriam (Num. xxvi. 59, xxxii. 39). He was a Levite, and, as the first-born, would naturally be the priest of the household, even before any special appointment by God. Of his early history we know nothing; although, by the way in which he is first mentioned in Ex. iv. 14, as "Aaron the Levite;" it would seem as if he had been already to some extent a leader in his tribe. All that is definitely recorded of him at this time is, that, in the same passage, he is described as one "who could speak well." Judging from the acts of his life, we should suppose him to have been, like many eloquent men, a man of impulsive and comparatively unstable character, leaping almost wholly on his brother; incapable of that endurance of loneliness and temptation, which is an element of real greatness; but at the same time earnest in his devotion to God and man, and therefore capable of sacrifice and of discipline by trial.

His first office was to be the "Prophet," i.e. (according to the proper meaning of the word), the interpreter and "Month" (Ex. iv. 16) of his brother, who was "slow of speech;" and accordingly he was not only the organ of communication with the Israelites and with Pharaoh (Ex. iv. 20, vii. 2), but also the actual instrument of working most of the miracles of the Exodus. (See Ex. vii. 19, &c.) Thus also on the way to Mount Sinai, during the battle with Amalek, Aaron is mentioned with Hur, as staying up the weary hands of Moses, when they were lifted up for the victory of Israel (not in prayer, as is sometimes explained, but) to bear the rod of God (see Ex. xvii. 9). Through all this period, he is only mentioned as dependent upon his brother, and deriving all his authority from him. The contrast between them is even more strongly marked on the arrival at Sinai. Moses at once acts as the mediator (Gal. iii. 19) for the people, to come near to God for them, and to

speak His words to them. Aaron only approaches with Nadab, and Abihu, and the seventy elders of Israel, by special command, near enough to see God's glory, but not so as to enter His immediate presence. Left then, on Moses' departure, to guide the people, he is tried for a moment on his own responsibility and he fails, not from any direct unbelief on his own part, but from a weak inability to withstand the demand of the people for visible - gods to go before them." Possibly it seemed to him prudent to make an image of Jehovah, in the well-known form of Egyptian idolatry (Apis or Mnevis), rather than to risk the total alienation of the people to false gods; and his weakness was rewarded by seeing a "fear of the Lord" (Ex. xxxii. 5) degraded to the lowest form of heathenish sensuality, and knowing, from Moses' words and deeds, that the covenant with the Lord was utterly broken. There can hardly be a stronger contrast with this weakness, and the self-condemned shame of his excise, than the burning indignation of Moses, and his stern decisive measures of vengeance; although beneath these there lay an ardent affection, which went almost to the verge of presumption in prayer for the people (Ex. xxxii. 19-34), and gained forgiveness for Aaron himself (Deut. ix. 20).

It is not a little remarkable, that immediately after this great sin, and almost as though it had not occurred, God's fore-ordained purposes were carried out in Aaron's consecration to the new office of the high-priesthood. Probably the fall and the repentance from it may have made him one "who could have compassion on the ignorant, and them who are out of the way, as being himself also compassed with infirmity." The order of God for the consecration is found in Ex. xxix., and the record of its execution in Lev. viii.; and the delegated character of the Aaronic priesthood is clearly seen by the fact, that, in this its inauguration, the priestly office is borne by Moses, as God's truer representative (see Heb. vii.).

The form of consecration resembled other sacrificial ceremonies in containing, first, a sin-offering, the form of cleansing from sin and reconciliation [Sin-offering]; a burnt-offering, the symbol of entire devotion to God of the nature so purified [Burnt-offering]; and a meat-offering, the thankful acknowledgment and sanctifying of God's natural blessings [Meat-offering]. It had, however, besides these, the solemn assumption of the
it from Abishar, and restored it to Zadok (of the house of Eleazar), so fulfilling the prophecy of 1 Sam. vii. 90.

A. B.

N. B. In 1 Chr. xxvii. 17, "Aaron" (יוסף ארון) is counted as one of the "tribes of Israel."

AARONITES, THE (יוסףים, יוסף: 'Aṣop); the Levites, descendants of Aaron, and therefore priests, who, to the number of 3,700 fighting men, with Jeshaniah the father of Benaiah at their head, joined David at Hebron (1 Chr. xxi. 27). Later on in the history (1 Chr. xxvii. 17) we find their chief was Zadok, who in the earlier narrative was distinguished as "a young man mighty of valor." They must have been an important family in the reign of David to be reckoned among the tribes of Israel.

A. B.

AB (אב, father), an element in the composition of many proper names, of which Abba is a Chaldaic form, the syllable aflatx giving the emphatic force of the definite article. Applied to God by Jesus Christ (Mark xiv. 36), and by St. Paul (Rom. viii. 15; Gal. iv. 6.) [Abbâ]. K. W. B.

AB [Montiss].

AB'ACUC, 2 Esdr. i. 40. [Habarukk].

ABAD'DON, Rev. ix. 11. [Apollyon].

ABAD'IAS (Aaron, Abaias); Ab'ina, the son of Jehiel (1 Esdr. viii. 35).

A. B.

ABAGTHA (אבגדה, Zabađēth, Zabādā; Alex. F.A. Zabaδatha; Comp. 'Abaγatha; Abagaδath), one of the seven envoys in the Persian court of Abasurus (Esth. i. 10). In the LXX, the names of these envoys are different. The word contains the same root which we find in the Persian names Bigthah (Esth. i. 10), Bigthan (Esth. vi. 21), and Bignath, which explains it from the Sanscrit bégānāthu, "given by fortune," in bagei, fortune, the sun.

AB'ANA (אהבנה; 'Abarāh; [Yat. ii. (Yat. 2 Mai) Apē'bara; Alex. Nas'βara; Comp. 'A'awār]; "Aaron"), one of the "rivers (יוסף יתנ של ממונק) of Damascus (2 K. v. 12). The Barada (Ἀπεραδάς) of the Greeks and the Ar'ayj are now the chief streams of Damascus, and there can be little doubt that the former of these represents the Alman and the latter the Pharpar of the text. As far back as the days of Eliezer and Strabo the Barada was, as it now is, the chief river of the city (Rob. iii. 446), flowing through it, and supplying most of its dwellings with water. The Ar'ayj is further from Damascus, and a native of the place, if speaking of the two together, would certainly, with Naxman, name the Barada first (Porter, i. 276). To this may be added the fact that in the Arabic version of the passage — the date of which has been fixed by Kidger as the 11th century — Alman is rendered by Barrud, الربد. Further, it seems to have escaped notice that one branch of the Ar'ayj — if Kiepert's map (in Rob. 1856) is to be trusted — now bears the name of Wadi Baradar. There is however no reference to this in Robinson or Porter. The Barada rises in the Anti-Libanus near Zebdiyyah, at about 23 miles from the city, and 1149

A. B.

The Kert, with the Turgut Jonathan and the Syriac version, has Aasmah. See margin of A. V.
feet above it. In its course it passes the site of the ancient Abila, and receives the waters of Ain-Fijeh, one of the largest springs in Syria. This was long believed to be the real source of the Barada, according to the popular usage of the country, which regards the most copious fountain, not the most distant head, as the source of a river. We meet with other instances of the same mistake in the case of the Jordan and the Orontes [Alt]; it is to Dr. Robinson that we are indebted for its discovery in the present case (Rob. iii. 477). After flowing through Damascus the Barada runs across the plains, leaving the remarkable Assyrian ruin Tell es-Saltikeh on its left bank, till it loses itself in the lake or marsh Boiret el-Kibliyeh. Mr. Porter calculates that 14 villages and 150,000 souls are dependent on this important river. For the course of the Barada see Porter, vol. i. chap. v. Journ. of the L. S. N. S. viii. Rob. iii. 446. 7. Light-foot (Cent. Chor. iv.) and Gesenius (Thes. 116) quote the name 'Abilley as applied in the Lexicon Arisch to the Amama.

* G. * G. Gesenius (Thes. p. 116) supposes Alana to be a commutation for Amama by an interchange of the initials א and ר: it may be a dialectic or a provincial difference. See also Keil's BS. der Könige, p. 398. Amama or Alana means "perennial" (comp. נָּרִים) as said of water in Is. xxiii. 16 and Jer. xv. 18) and is especially appropriate to this everflowing stream. The only biblical allusion to the name is in Naaman's sorrowful interrogation in 2 Kings v. 12: "Are not Alana and Pharpar, rivers of Damascus, better than all the waters of Israel?" There may be something more than pride of country in this; for the waters of Alana (Riwardo), especially after the confluence of the stream from Fijeh, its most copious fountain, are remarkably fresh and sparkling, and at the present day proverbially salubrious, while those of the Jordan are mixed with clay and tepid, though not unfit for drinking (Kleider's Wallfahrten, p. 157; Rob. Phys. Geog. p. 163.

AB'ARIM (so Milton acccents the word), the "mount," or "mountains of (always with the def. article, נָּרִים נָּרִים נָּרִים) or נָּרִים, or נָּרִים נָּרִים נָּרִים נָּרִים נָּרִים, [etc.] or וּבְגֶלֶפֶּדַּו וּבְגֶלֶפֶּדַּו וּבְגֶלֶפֶּדַּו וּבְגֶלֶפֶּדַּו וּבְגֶלֶפֶּדַּו, = the mountains of the further parts, or possibly of the fords), a mountain or range of highlands on the east of the Jordan, in the land of Moab (Dent. xxxii. 49), facing Jericho, and forming the eastern wall of the Jordan valley at that part. Its most elevated spot was the "Mount Nebo, "head of the Pisgah," from which Moses viewed the Promised Land before his death. There is nothing to prove that the Abarim were a range or tract of any length, unless the J.ei-Abarim ("heaps of A.") named in Num. xxxii. 44, and which were on the south frontier of Moab, are to be taken as belonging to them. But it must be remembered that a word derived from the same root as Abaraim, namely, נָּרִים, is the term commonly applied to the whole of the country on the east of the Jordan.

These mountains are mentioned in Num. xxii. 12, xxxii. 47, 48, and Deut. xxxii. 49; also probably in Jer. xxii. 20, where the word is rendered in the A. V. "passages.

In the absence of research on the east of the Jordan and of the Dead Sea, the topography of those regions must remain to a great degree obscure. *

*ABBA. The Chaldee or Aramonic appends the article instead of prefixing it as in Hebrew; and hence when Abba (ס'א) occurs the exact כ'פ'א"poccurs for the sake of Greek readers. See Winer's Epist. ad Gals. p. 96. Abba, as the vernacular term (a vox solennis from childhood), was of course more expressive than any foreign word could be, and came, as it were, first to the lips as the writer or speaker thought of God in the filial relation, which the word designated with such fullness of meaning. See Usteri's 'Com. über d. Brief an die Gal.' vol. v. p. 98. The transla- "Abba" into the mouth of Jesus as he prayed in the garden in anticipation of a usage which began to exist at a later period.

AB'DA (שֶׁפֶר) [servant, a Chaldee form]: Ab'doa; [Vat. Ephr.]: Alex. Αβδοά; Comp. 'Ab'død (-). 1. Father of Adoniram (1 K. iv. 6.)
 2. [Ab'død: Comp. 'Abd'siz] Son of Shammua (Neh. xi. 17), called Obediah in 1 Chr. ix. 15.

AB'DEEL (שֶׁפֶר) [com. Abd. Rom. Alex. FA.]: Comp. 'Ab'δês; Alex. Αβδῆς; Ab'deel, father of Shele- mish (Jer. xxxvi. 29). [A. V. ed. 1611 reads Ab'del.]

AB'DDI (שֶׁפֶר) [my servant]: Ab'dî; [Vat. Αβδη; Αβδη]; Alex. Αβδη; Ab'dil. 1. A Merarite [Mas-狂欢, and ancestor of Ethan the singer (1 Chr. vi. 44).
 2. (Ab'dî). The father of Kish, a Merarite Le- tile in the reign of Hezekiah (2 Chr. xxix. 12). From a comparison of this passage with 1 Chr. iv. 44 it would appear either that ancestral names were repeated in Levitical families, or that they be- came themselves the names of families, and not of individuals.

3. [Ab'dîa]: F. Αβδηα. One of the Bene- Elam [sons of Elam] in the time of Ezra who had married a foreign wife (Ezr. x. 26). W. A. W.

AB'DI'AS (Ab'divas). The prophet Obediah (2 Esdr. i. 20).

W. A. W.

AB'DIEL (שֶׁפֶר) [servant of God]: Αβ' δηάς; [Vat. Αβδηάς; Αβδηάς] Αβδηλ, son of Gunî (1 Chr. v. 13).

* The casual notice here is all that is known to us of this Abielid from the Bible. The celebrity which the name has acquired arises chiefly from Milton's use of it as applied to that only one among the hosts of Satan, of whom he could say:——

* Among the faithful, faithful only he; 

* For a concise statement of the somewhat per- plexed relation of Abilael, Nebo, and Pisgah to each other, the reader may consult Dr. Robinson's Arabic Geography of Palestine, p. 92. Kurta (Gesch. des A. B.) has a section (ii. p. 88) on the "Gelirge Abarim." See also Ramser's Palestina, and Ritter's Enzyklopa die auf Abarim. Additional information, the result of later discoveries, will be found under Nemo.
and whom (referring to the etymology) he represents as receiving the lofty praise —

"Servant of God, well done; well hast thou fought." 


**ABDON** (אבדון [ser:ik]) 'Αβδών; [in Judg., Alex. Ἀβδών, Ἀβδώνι] Abdon). 1. A judge of Israel (Judg. xii. 13, 15), perhaps the same person as Reuben in 1 Sam. xii. 11.

2. [Vat. Ἀβδώνι] Son of Shashak (1 Chr. viii. 23).

3. First-born son of Jehiel, son of Gibeon [rather, father of Gibeon, i.e. the city or people of Gibeon] (1 Chr. viii. 29, ix. 35, 36).

4. [Aḇḏōn] Vat. Ἀβδώνι; Alex. Ἀβδών. Son of Micah, a contemporary of Josiah (2 Chr. xxxix. 20), called Achbor in 2 Kings xii. 12.

**ABDON** (אבדון [ser:ik]), ᾿Αβδών, Αβδών, Παγαδών, a city in the tribe of Asher, given to the Gershonites (Jesh. xxi. 30; 1 Chr. vi. 74). No place of this name appears in the list of the towns of Asher (Jesh. xiii. 24-31); but instead we find (28) יַכְּרִי, "Hebron," a which is the same word, with the change frequent in Hebrew of יַכְּרִי for יַכְּרִי. Indeed many MSS. have Abdon in Jesh. xix. 28 (Gen. p. 980: Winer, s. r.); but, on the other hand, all the ancient versions retain the R. except the Vatican LXX. which has Ἐλπάδων (Alex. Ἀχραῖαν) and (so Comp.; 17 MSS. have Ἐβραῖον).

**ABED NEGO** (אבדנגו, Ἀβδένγκο, Αβδένγκο, i.e. servant of Nego) perhaps the same as נְגוּ, which was the Chaldean name of the planet Mercury, worshipped as the scribe and interpreter of the gods (Gesen). Abednego was the Chaldean name given to Azariah, one of the three friends of Daniel, miraculously saved from the burning fiery furnace (Dan. iii.).

[AΣΧΑΗΗ, No. 24.]

**A'bel** (אֵיבֵל) אֵיבֵל, אֶוַ́ל = membræ, according to Genesis, which derives it from a root signifying moisture like that of grass; see, however, in favor of a different meaning [בֵּיתאות], the arguments of Lengerke, Kuran, i. 358, and Hengstenberg, P.ii. ii. 319); the name of several places in Palestine:

1. **A'HEL-TH'AY'AH** (אֵהלַת-תַּיָּהָא) אֵהלַת-תַּיָּהָא; [house of oppression; 2 S. ᾿Αβελ καὶ Βεθαδα podría] Abela et Bethadumea; 1 K. ν' ᾿Αβελ ᾿Αβελ καὶ Μααχ: Αβελδονα Μααχα; 2 K. ν' ᾿Αβελ καὶ Θαμασονία καὶ Μααχα: Αβελδονα Μααχα Μααχα; H. e. a town of some importance πόλις καὶ μητρόπολις, "a city and a mother in Israel," 2 Sam. xx. 196), in the extreme north of Palestine; named with Dan, Cinnereth, Keveh; and as such filling an early place to the invading kings of Syria (1 K. xv. 20) and Assyria (2 K. xx. 29). In the parallel passage, 2 Chr. xvi. 4, the name is changed to Abel Maim, כָּלֶּל נַחַל = Abel on the waters. Here Sheba was overtaken and besieged by Joab (2 Sam. xx. 14, 15); and the city was saved by the exercise on the part of one of its inhabitants of that sagacity for which it was proverbial (18). In verses 14 and 15 it is simply Abel, and in 14 Abel is apparently distinguished from Beth-maachah. If the derivation of Gennesim be the correct one, the situation of Abel was probably in the Abel el-Helah, the marshy meadow country which drains into the Sen of Meron, whether at Abel (Robinson, iii. 372), or more to the south (Stanley, S. and P., p. 390, note). Eusebius and Jerome place it between Paneas and Damascus; but this has not been identified.

2. **A'HELMAYIM** (אֵיהָלִמְּיִם) אֵיהָלִמְּיִם = A'בֵלמַיִּם —Abelmaita), 2 Chr. xxvi. 4. ([AEL, 1.]

3. **A'HEL-MIZRAHIM** (אֵיהָל-מִצְרָיִם) אֵיהָל-מִצְרָיִם, according to the etymology of the text, the mourning of Egypt, πέντε Αἰγύπτου [Pentecos / Egyptos], this meaning, however, requires a different pointing, כָּלָל סי for כָּלָל סי; the name given by the Canaanites to the floor of Atad, at which Joseph, his brothers, and the Egyptians made their mourning for Jacob (Gen. i. 11). It was beyond (כָּלָל סי = on the east of) Jordan, though placed by Jerome at Beth-Hogla (now Ain-Hajra), near the river, on its west bank. [ΑΤΑΛ.]

4. **A'HEL-SHTTİM** (with the article כָּלָל סי) כָּלָל סי; [Bela; Alex. Βελστηττα; Comp. Βελστηττια: Belstion], the mound of the ancients, in the "plains" (כָּלָל סי) the deserts of Moab: on the low level of the Jordan valley, as contrasted with the cultivated "fields" on the upper level of the table-land. Here — their last resting-place before crossing the Jordan — Israel pitched their tent from Beth-Maachah unto Kadesh-barnea, i.e. till Shittim (Num. xxxviii. 40). The place is most frequently mentioned by its shorter name of Shittim. [SHTT.] In the days of Josephus it was still known as Abila, — the town besieged in palms, (ὅποιον τοις πάλαις εἶναι Ἀβίλα, δουκεφόρον δ' ἐστὶ τῷ χειρόν, Ant. iv. 8, § 11, 60) stadia from the river (v. i, § 1). The town and the palms have disappeared; but the acacia-graves, denoted by the name Sthitt, still remain, "marking with a line of verdure

* It is certain from 2 Sam. xx. 11, that they were different, and no doubt the fuller name signifies Abel near Beth-Machir and Hengstenberg. [B. ii. 319; Robinson, iii. 372]. See Ges. Heb. Gr. § 156, 5, a, in this mode of expressing local proximity. See Thomson's Land and Book, i. 327, for a description of Abel.

* The Biblical text knows nothing of any connection between Abelmairin and Beth-Maachah. Whether "behind the Jordan" denotes the east or the west side, depends on the position of the speaker, like our Trans-atlantic, whether used on one side of the water or the other. Against the supposition of Ritto and others, that Joseph's自如 escort, with the body of Jacob, travelled through the Great Desert, by the way of the Dead Sea and Moab, in going to Canaan, instead of the direct course through Philistia, see Thomson's Land and Book. ii. 385.

It was amongst these palms, according to Josephus, that Deuteronomy was delivered by Moses. See the passage above cited.
the upper terraces of the Jordan valley." (Stamly, S. and P. p. 298).

5. "A'bel-meh-o'lah (Mechemlah, "Αβέλμηλα, membra of the dance: [Αβέλμηλα, Alex. Βεθσελαθά, Abolamela], named with Beth-shean (Scythopolis) and Jokneam (1 K. 18. 12), and therefore in the northern part of the Jordan valley (Eus. ναὸς Αβελ). The route Deoboum host ibid from Gideon (Judg. vii. 22) to "the border (the "lip" or "brink") of Abel-meholah," and to Beth-shittah (the "house of the acacia"), both places being evidently down in the Jordan valley. Here Elisha was found at his plough by Elijah returning up the valley from Horeb (1 K. xix. 19-16). In Jerome's time the name had dwindled to "A'bel melah."

6. "A'bel-ker-'nim (א'בלי-קרניימ, [Εβελεχρηστιον, Alex. Abel επικεφαλον, Abel qui est vinctus consuli], in the A. V. rendered "the plain [wary]'Abel'] of the vineyards," a place eastward of Jordan, beyond Aroer; named as the point to which Jephthah's pursuit of the Ben-Ammen [sons of A.] extended (Judg. vii. 32). A κατά αποτελεσματικά 'Abel is mentioned by Enesiis at 6 (Deo-

7. "The great 'A'bel," [wary, or stone], in the field of Joshua the Bethsheimithe" (1 Sam. vi. 18). By comparison with 14 and 15, it would seem that J has been here exchanged for י, and that for ינש should be read ינש as stone. So the LXX. and the Chaldee Targum. Our trans-

8. "A'bel, i. e. breath, vigor, transitoriness, probably so called from the shortness of his life," the second son of Adam, murdered by his brother Cain (Gen. iv. 1-16). Jehovah showed respect for Abel's offering, but not for that of Cain, because, according to the Epistle to the Hebrews (xi. 4), Abel by faith offered a more excellent sacrifice than Cain. The expression "sin," i. e. a sin-offering, "at the door" (Gen. iv. 7), seems to imply that the need of sacrifices of blood to obtain forgiveness was already revealed. On account of Abel's faith, St. Augustine makes Abel the type of the new regenerate man; Cain that of the natural man (de Civ. Del. x. 1). St. Chrysostom observes that Abel offered the best of his flock — Cain that which was most readily procurable (Hom. in Gen. xviii. 5). Jesus Christ spoke of him as the first martyr (Matt. xxii. 35): so did the early church sub-

"Or, it may be from the mother's impression of the brevity and frailty of human life, which she had now begun to understand; and in that case the child could have been so named at his birth."

menger, Eulobel. Jul. i. 462, 832; Hottinger, Hist. Or. 24; Ezech & Gruber, Faeckley, s. c.; and the Kur-ssia V. The place of his murder and his grave are pointed out near Damascus (Voeoek, b. ii. 168): and the neighboring peasants tell a curious tradition respecting his burial (Stamly, S. and P. p. 415).

The Oriental Gnosticism of the Sabaeans made Abel an incarnate man, and Augustinian or Mar-

rionian sect of the Abalite in North Africa in the time of Augustine (de Heeres, 85), so called themselves from a tradition that Abel, though married, lived in continence. In order to avoid perpetuating original sin, they followed his example, but in order to keep up their sect, each married pair adopted a male and female child, who in their turn vowed to marry under the same conditions."

R. W. B.

A'BEZ (אבעז), in pass.Paused, be distinguished: [Alb. Alex. Αμαζ, Comp. 'Αμαζός, A'maz), a town in the possession of Issachar, named between Kishion and Keneath, in Josh. xix. 20, only. Gemusen mentions it as a possible derivation of the name, that the Chaldee for tin is נון: [but Fürst thinks it may be from בַּש בַּשׁ, and hence height]. Possibly, however, the word is a corruption of בַּש נון.

Thebes [which see], now Tabo, a town situated not far from Engannim and Sheminem, (both towns of Issachar), and which otherwise has entirely escaped mention in the list in Joshua."

"A' BI ['ב], A'BI'AH, or A'BIAH (א'ביה = נוןสถาבתו), whose father is Jehovah; 'A'bi'd, mother of king Hezekiah (2 K. vii. 2). The name is written Abiah (נשתנתו) in 2 Chr. xxix. 1. Her father's name was Zechariah, who was, perhaps, the Zechariah mentioned by Isaiah (viii. 2). R. W. B.

"A' BI'A, A'BI'AH, or A'BIAH (א'ביה = נוןสถาבתו), whose father is Jehovah; 'A'bi'd, mother of king Hezekiah (2 K. vii. 2). The name is written Abiah (נשתנתו) in 2 Chr. xxix. 1. Her father's name was Zechariah, who was, perhaps, the Zechariah mentioned by Isaiah (viii. 2). R. W. B.

"A'BI'E, or A'BIAH (א'ביה = נוןสถาבתו), whose father is Jehovah; 'A'bi'd, mother of king Hezekiah (2 K. vii. 2). The name is written Abiah (נשתנתו) in 2 Chr. xxix. 1. Her father's name was Zechariah, who was, perhaps, the Zechariah mentioned by Isaiah (viii. 2). R. W. B.

"A'BI'E, or A'BIAH (א'ביה = נוןสถาבתו), whose father is Jehovah; 'A'bi'd, mother of king Hezekiah (2 K. vii. 2). The name is written Abiah (נשתנתו) in 2 Chr. xxix. 1. Her father's name was Zechariah, who was, perhaps, the Zechariah mentioned by Isaiah (viii. 2). R. W. B.

"A'BI'AH, or A'BIAH (א'ביה = נוןสถาבתו), whose father is Jehovah; 'A'bi'd, mother of king Hezekiah (2 K. vii. 2). The name is written Abiah (נשתנתו) in 2 Chr. xxix. 1. Her father's name was Zechariah, who was, perhaps, the Zechariah mentioned by Isaiah (viii. 2). R. W. B.

"A'BI'E, or A'BIAH (א'ביה = נוןสถาבתו), whose father is Jehovah; 'A'bi'd, mother of king Hezekiah (2 K. vii. 2). The name is written Abiah (נשתנתו) in 2 Chr. xxix. 1. Her father's name was Zechariah, who was, perhaps, the Zechariah mentioned by Isaiah (viii. 2). R. W. B.

"A'BI'E, or A'BIAH (א'ביה = נוןสถาבתו), whose father is Jehovah; 'A'bi'd, mother of king Hezekiah (2 K. vii. 2). The name is written Abiah (נשתנתו) in 2 Chr. xxix. 1. Her father's name was Zechariah, who was, perhaps, the Zechariah mentioned by Isaiah (viii. 2). R. W. B.

"A'BI'E, or A'BIAH (א'ביה = נוןสถาבתו), whose father is Jehovah; 'A'bi'd, mother of king Hezekiah (2 K. vii. 2). The name is written Abiah (נשתנתו) in 2 Chr. xxix. 1. Her father's name was Zechariah, who was, perhaps, the Zechariah mentioned by Isaiah (viii. 2). R. W. B.
with reference to the death of Korah, as related in Num. xvi.; but according to Furst and Gesenius, father of gathering, i.e. the gatherer; compare ¶; Azaph, 1 Chr. vi. 39). He was the head of one of the families of the Korhites (a house of the Kohathites), but his precise genealogy is somewhat uncertain. In Ex. vi. 24, he appears at first sight to be represented as one of the sons of Korah, and as the brother of Assir and Elkanah. But in 1 Chr. vi. he appears as the son of Elkanah, the son of Assir, the son of Korah. The natural inference from this would be that in Ex. vi. 24 the expression "the sons of Korah" merely means the families into which the house of the Korhites was subdivided. But if so, the verse in Exodus must be a later insertion than the time of Moses, as in Moses' lifetime the great-grandson of Korah could not have been the head of a family. And it is remarkable that the verse is quite out of its place, and appears improperly to separate ver. 25 and ver. 23, which both relate to the house of Aaron. If, however, this inference is not correct, then the Eliashaph of 1 Chr. vi. is a different person from the Eliashaph of Ex. vi., namely, his great-nephew. But this does not seem probable. It appears from 1 Chr. ix. 19, that that branch of the descendants of Abiathar of which Shallum was chief were porters, "keepers of the gates of the tabernacle"; and from ver. 31 that Mattithiah, "the first-born of Shallum the Korhite, had the set office over the things that were made in the pews," apparently in the time of David. From Neh. xii. 25 we learn that Abiathar's family was not extinct in the days of Nehemiah; for the family of Meshullam (which is the same as Shallum), with Tamon and Akub, still filled the office of porters, "keeping the ward at the threshold of the gate." Other remarkable descendants of Abiashaph, according to the text of 1 Chr. vi. 33-37, were Sanball the prophet and Elkanah his father (1 Sam. i. 1), and Heman the singer; but Eliashaph seems to be improperly inserted in ver. 35. The possessions of those Kohathites who were not descended from Aaron, consisting of ten cities, lay in the tribe of Ephraim, the hill-tribe of Manasseh, and the tribe of Dan (Josh. xxii. 20-26; 1 Chr. vii. 61). The family of Elkanah the Kohathite resided in Mount Ephraim (1 Sam. i. 1).

ABIAHAR (עִבְיָהָר; 'Abi'ahar; Abi'ahar; but the version of Sept. Pagninus has Ebi'ahar, according to the Hebrew points. In Mark ii. 26, it is 'Abi'ahar. According to Simonis, the name means "a man with a space in his mouth, mouth wide open," but according to Furst and Gesenius, father of gathering, or abhorrence). Abiahar was that one of all the sons of Ahimelech the high-priest who escaped the slaughter inflicted upon his father's house by Saul, at the instigation of Doeg the Edomite (see title to Ps. liii., and the psalm itself), in revenge for his having inquired of the Lord for David, and given him the shew-bread to eat, and the sword of Goliath the Philistine, as is related in 1 Sam. xxii. 3, 9-16. We are told that when Doeg slew in Nob on that day fourscore and five persons that did wear a linen ephod, "one of the sons of Ahimelech the son of Abitub, named Abiahar, escaped and fled after David;" and it is

\[ \text{**ABIAHAR** (עִבְיָהָר; 'Abi'ahar; Abi'ahar; but the version of Sept. Pagninus has Ebi'ahar, according to the Hebrew points. In Mark ii. 26, it is 'Abi'ahar. According to Simonis, the name means "a man with a space in his mouth, mouth wide open," but according to Furst and Gesenius, father of gathering, or abhorrence). Abiahar was that one of all the sons of Ahimelech the high-priest who escaped the slaughter inflicted upon his father's house by Saul, at the instigation of Doeg the Edomite (see title to Ps. liii., and the psalm itself), in revenge for his having inquired of the Lord for David, and given him the shew-bread to eat, and the sword of Goliath the Philistine, as is related in 1 Sam. xxii. 3, 9-16. We are told that when Doeg slew in Nob on that day fourscore and five persons that did wear a linen ephod, "one of the sons of Ahimelech the son of Abitub, named Abiahar, escaped and fled after David;" and it is added in xxiii. 6, that when he did so "he came down with an ephod in his hand," and was thus enabled to inquire of the Lord for David (1 Sam. xxiii. 3, xxx. 7; 2 Sam. ii. i, v. 19, etc.). The fact of his having escaped the punishment of the death of all Abiahar's kindred, coupled with his gratitude to his father Ahimelech for his kindness to him, made him a firm and steadfast friend to Abiahar all his life. Abiahar on his part was firmly attached to David. He adhered to him in his wanderings while pursued by Saul; he was with him while he reigned in Hebron (2 Sam. ii. i-2), the city of the house of Aosh (Josh. xxi. 10-13); he carried the ark before him when David brought it up to Jerusalem (1 Chr. xv. 11; 1 K. i. 26); he continued faithful to him in Absalom's rebellion (2 Sam. xv. 24, 29, 35, 36, xvii. 15-17, xix. 11); and was afflicted in all wherein David was afflicted." He was also one of David's chief counsellors (1 Chr. xxvii. 34). When, however, Adonijah set himself up for David's successor on the throne in opposition to Solomon, Abiahar, either on account of his age, or in rivalry with Absalom, or under some influence which cannot now be discovered, sided with him, and was one of his chief partisans, while Zadok was on Solomon's side. For this Abiahar was banished to his native village, Anathoth, in the tribe of Benjamin (Josh. xxi. 18), and narrowly escaped with his life, which was spared by Solomon only on the strength of his long and faithful service to David his father. He was no longer permitted to perform the functions or enjoy the prerogatives of the high-priesthood. For we are distinctly told that "Solomon thrust out Abiahar from being priest to the Lord;" and that "Zadok the priest did the king put in the room of Abiahar" (1 K. ii. 27, 35). So that it is difficult to understand the assertion in 1 K. iv. 4, that in Solomon's reign "Zadok and Abiahar were the priests;" and still more difficult in connection with ver. 2, which tells us that "Azariah the son of Zadok," was "the priest;" a declaration confirmed by 1 Chr. i. 10. It is probable that Abiahar did not long survive David. He is not mentioned again, and he must have been far advanced in years at Solomon's accession to the throne.

There are one or two other difficulties connected with Abiahar, to which a brief reference must be made before we conclude this article. (1.) In 2 Sam. xxvii. 17, and in the duplicate passage 1 Chr. xviii. 16, and in 1 Chr. xxiv. 3, 6, 31, we have Ahimelech substituted for Abiathar, and Abimelech the son of Abiathar, instead of Abiathar the son of Ahimelech. Whereas in 2 Sam. xxvii. 25, and in every other passage in the O. T., we are uniformly told that it was Abiathar who was priest with Zadok in David's reign, and that he was the son of Ahimelech, and that Abimelech was the son of Abitub. The difficulty is increased by finding Abiathar speaking of as the high-priest in whose time David ate the shew-bread, in Mark ii. 26. (See Alford, ad loc.). However, the evidence in favor of David's friend being Abiathar the son of Ahimelech preponderates so strongly, and the impossibility of any rational reconciliation is so clear, that one can only suppose, with Pusey of Gaza, that the error was a clerical one originally, and was propagated in August. (2.) The mention of Abiahar by our Lord, in Mark ii. 26, might perhaps be accounted for, if Abiathar was the person who
**Abiathar**

persuaded his father to allow David to have the bread, and if, as is probable, the loaves were Abiathar's (Lev. xxiv. 9), and given by him with his own hand to David. It may also be remarked that our Lord doubtless spoke of Abiathar as "the priest," the designation applied to Abimelech throughout 1 Sam. xxi., and equally applicable to Abiathar. The expression ἱερεύς is the Greek translation of our Lord's words.

(2.) Another difficulty concerning Abiathar is to determine his position relatively to Zadok, and to account for the double high-priesthood, and for the advancement of the line of Heli to that of Eleazar. A theory has been invented that Abiathar was David's, and Zadok Saul's high-priest, but it seems to rest on no solid ground. The facts of the case are these:—Abimelech, the son of Abihit, the son of Eli, was high-priest in the reign of Saul. On his death his son Abiathar became high-priest. The first mention of Zadok is in 1 Chr. xii. 28, where he is described as "a young man mighty of valor," and is said to have joined David while he was in Hebron, in company with Jehoiada, "the leader of the Aaronites." From this time we read, both in the books of Samuel and Chronicles, of "Zadok and Abiathar the priests," Zadok being always named first. And yet we are told that Solomon on his accession put Zadok in the room of Abiathar. Perhaps the true state of the case was, that Abiathar was the first, and Zadok the second priest; but that from the superior strength of the house of Eleazar (of which Zadok was head), which enabled it to furnish 16 out of the 24 courses (1 Chr. xxiv.), Zadok acquired considerable influence with David; and that this, added to his being the heir of the elder line, and perhaps also to some of the passages being written after the line of Zadok were established in the high-priesthood, led to the precedence given him over Abiathar. We have already suggested the possibility of jealousy of Zadok being one of the motives which inclined Abiathar to join Adonijah's faction. It is most remarkable how, first, Saul's cruel slaughter of the priests at Nob, and then the political error of the wise Abiathar, led to the fulfillment of God's denunciation against the house of Eli, as the writer of 1 K. ii. 27 leads us to observe when he says that "Solomon thrust out Abiathar from being priest unto the Lord, that he might fulfill the word of the Lord which He spake concerning the house of Eli in Shiloh." See also Joseph. Ant. viii. 1, §§ 3, 4.

A. C. H.

* Some adhere to the text, without resorting to the supposition of a clerical error. It is deemed possible that Abimelech and Abiathar were hereditary names in the family, and hence, that the father and the son could have borne these names respectively. It would thus be accounted for that Abiathar is called the son of Abimelech in 1 Sam. xxii. 30, and that Abimelech is called the son of Abiathar in 2 Sam. viii. 17. The same person of the tribe consequently could be meant in Mark ii. 26, whether the one name was applied to him or the other; and the reason why the father is mentioned by his name Abiathar, and not that of Abimelech may be that the former had become, historically, more familiar in consequence of the subsequent friendship between Abiathar, the son, and David. Another explanation is, that Abiathar was for some unknown reason acting as the father's vice at the time of this transaction with David, and that the citation in Mark follows a tradition of that fact, not transmitted in the O. T. history. We have other instances of a similar recognition of events or opinions not recorded in the O. T., to which the S. T. writers refer apparently well known among the Jews; such as e. g. Abraham's first call in Lc of the Chaldees (Acts vii. 3, compared with Gen. xii. 1); the tomb of the patriarchs at Shechem, (Acts vii. 16); the giving of the law by the agency of angels (Gal. iii. 19, Heb. ii. 2), and others. Lange's note on Mark ii. 26 (Biblecirk, ii. 28), deserves to be read. For some very just and thoughtful remarks on the proper mode of dealing with such apparent contradictions of Scripture, see Commentary on Mark (p. 59), by Dr. J. A. Alexander.

**Abib.** [Months.]

**Abi'dah and Abida** (אּבֶּדֹא [father of knowledge, i. e. wise]: אֹבֶּדֹא, [Abi'dah; Alex. Abi'd; R. Abi'd]; Abidah; [as Zadok], a son of Midian [and grandson of Abraham through his wife or concubine Ketura]; Gen. xxv. 1, 1 Chr. i. 33).

Abi'dan (אֵבִדֶן [father of the judge, i. e. wise]: אֶבַדֶן, [Alex. twice Abi'dan]: Abidan), chief of the tribe of Benjamin at the time of the Exodus (Num. i. 11, ii. 22, vii. 60, 65, x. 24).

**Abiel** as a Christian name in English commonly pronounced Abi'del (אֵבְיֵל [father of strength, i. e. strong]: אָבִּיֵל; Abiel). 1. The father of Kish, and consequently grandfather of Saul (1 Sam. ix. 1), as well as of Abner, Saul's commander-in-chief (1 Sam. xiv. 51.) In the genealogy in 1 Chr. vii. 33, iii. 39, Ner is made the father of Kish, and the name of Abiel is omitted, but the correct genealogy according to Samuel is:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kish</th>
<th>Ner</th>
<th>Saul</th>
<th>Abner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. One of David's 30 "mighty men" (1 Chr. xi. 32); called in 2 Sam. xxii. 31, Abi-albon, a name which has the same meaning R. W. B.

Abi'zer (אַבִּיְזֶר, father of help: אַבִּיְזֶר, [Alex. in Josh., *Abi zer (?) dabus Abi'zer].) 1. Eldest son of Gilead, and descendant of Machir and Manasseh, and apparently at one time the leading family of the tribe (Josh. vii. 5; Num. xxvi. 30, where the name is given in the contracted form of אַבִּיְזֶר, Jezer). In the genealogies of Chronicles, Abi'zer is, in the present state of the text, said to have sprung from the sister of Gilead (1 Chr. vii. 18). Originally, therefore, the family was with the rest of the house of Gilead on the east of Jordan; but when first met with in the history, some part at least of it had crossed the Jordan and established itself at Ophrah, a place which, though not yet identified, must have been on the hills which overlook from the south the wide plain of Esdraelon, the field of so many of the battles of Palestine (Stanley, pp. 246-7; Judg. vi. 34). Here, when the fortunes of his family

* A. V. ed. 1611, and in other early editions, read Abibe in both passages. D.
were at the lowest — my 'thousand' is the poor one in Manasseh" (vi. 15) — was born the great judge Gideon, destined to raise his own house to almost royal dignity (Stanley, p. 229) and to achieve for his country one of the most signal distinctions recorded in their whole history. [C A N O N ; O v i n e . ]

The name occurs, in addition to the passages above quoted, in Judg. vi. 34, viii. 2.

2. One of David's "mighty men" (2 Sam. xxiii. 27; 1 Chr. xi. 28, xxvii. 12).

ABIZERITE [h d a i r (the father of help); pi r y p a v E a s o t i j in Judg. vi.; d i t t E a s o t i j in Judg. viii.; A x l a r a p A b i e z r i t e. p. i o a y (p. 356. 22; p. 357. 2).] [Josiah, the father of Gideon, is so termed], a descendant of Abiezer, or Jezre, the son of Gilad (Judg. vi. 11, 24, viii. 32), and thence also called JIZEEXTZ (Num. xxvi. 30). The Peshito-Syriac and Targum both render the first part of the word "Abi" as an appellative, "father of," as in the LXX. and Vulgate.

W. A. W.

3. Abitezrites (A. V.) in Judg. vi. 24, and viii. 32, stands for the collective "Abiezrite," which does not occur as plural in the Hebrew.

H.

ABIGAIL [3 syl., Heb. Abigail], [y i e n o j , or ye e i t s (father of exaltation, or, whose father rejoiced); A b i g a i l, Abijah]. 1. The beautiful wife of Nabal, a wealthy owner of goats and sheep in Carmel. When David's messengers were slain by Nabal, Abigail took the blame upon herself, supplied David and his followers with provisions, and succeeded in appeasing his anger. Ten days after this Nabal died, and David sent for Abigail and fetched her to him (1 Sam. xxv. 4, seq.). By her he had a son, called Chileab in 2 Sam. iii. 3; but David, in 1 Chr. iii. 1. For Daniel's T

nus proposes to read x i e n o j , suggested to him by the LXX. Δ ἅλονα (Then. Lexy. Hands, ed ber.).

2. A sister of David, married to Jether the Ishmaelite, and mother, by him, of Amasa (1 Chr. ii. 17). In 2 Sam. xvii. 27, she is described as the daughter of Nahash, sister to Zeruiah, Joel's mother, and as marrying Abra (another form of Jether) an Ishmaelite.

The statement in Samuel that the mother of Amasa was an Ishmaelite is doubtless a transcription of Jether's error. There could be no reason for recording this circumstance; but the circumstance of David's sister marrying a heathen Ishmaelite deserved mention (Thenius, Lexy. Hands, S. i. c.).

K. W. B.

ABJAH [h i a (father of might, i. e. mighty); A b i j a h, Abijah]. 1. Father of Zuriel, chief of the Levitical family of Merari, a contemporary of Moses (Num. iii. 35),

2. Wife of Abishur (1 Chr. ii. 29).

3. [Abijah: Hebrew Abijah; Comp. Abijah.]

Son of Hur, of the tribe of Judah (1 Chr. v. 14).

4. Wife of Rekoham (2 Chr. xi. 18). She is called the daughter, i. e., a descendant, of Eliah, the elder brother of David.

5. [Amathath; Comp. Abijah.] Father of Abijah and uncle of Mephibosheth (1 Sam. xv. 15, ix. 29).

a "Mother" must be an indelicacy here for "father of Amas." The correction Familia for Familis is suggested in the margin in later editions of the A. V.

b In such combinations, says First (Handb. i. 219), SNN, he himself, refers to God, as expressive of the utmost reverence, like his among the Persians and here, socrに対し, among the Greeks. II.

The names of No. 2 and 4 are written in some MSS. Ω/Ω (Abikola, [Abd. Alex. Abikola Comp. Abikola], 1 Chr. ii. 29; Abijah, Alex. Abikola, Comp. Abikola], 2 Chr. iii. 18), which Gesenius conjectures to be a corruption of Ω, but which Simonis derives from a root ΩΩ, and interprets "father of light, or splendor." R. W. B.

ABIHU (h h h , he is found); b Abiho (Comp. in Num. iii. 1 and 1 Chr. iv. Abihui) Abihui, the second son (Num. iii. 2) of Aaron by Elisheba (Ex. vi. 23), who with his father and his elder brother Nadab and 70 elders of Israel accompanied Moses to the summit of Sinai (Ex. xxiv. 1). Being together with Nadab guilty of offering strange fire (Lev. x. 1) to the Lord, i. e. not the holy fire which burnt continually upon the altar of burnt-offering (Lev. vi. 9, 12); they were both consumed by fire from heaven, and Aaron and his surviving sons were forbidden to enter for them. [Occurs also Ex. xxiv. 9, xxviii. 1: Num. iii. 4, xxvi. 60, 61; 1 Chr. vi. 3, xxiv. 1, 2.]

R. W. B.

ABIJAH [h y a h (whose father is Jehovah); or, is renown); Abioth: Abiah], son of Beja and grandson of Bejaiah (1 Chr. viii. 2).

ABIJAM or ABIJAM. 1. [y a h (will of Jehovah); Abia, Abi'o, LXX. Abias, Joseph: Abian, Abiah], the son and successor of Rehoboam on the throne of Judah (1 K. xiv. 31; 2 Chr. xii. 16). He is called Abijah in Chronicles. Abijah in Kings; the latter name being probably an error in the MSS., since the LXX. leave nothing corresponding to it, and their form, "Abioth," seems taken from Abijah, which occurs 2 Chr. xii. 20, 21. Indeed Gesenius says that some MSS. read Abijah in 1 K. xiv. 31. The supposition, therefore, of Lightfoot (Horae. O. T. p. 206, Fittam's edition), that the writer in Kings, who takes a much worse view of Abijah's character than we find in Chronicles, altered the last syllable to avoid introducing the holy Jah into the name of a bad man, is unnecessary. But it is not fanciful or absurd, for chances of the kind were not unusual: for example, after the Samaritan schism, the Jews altered the name of Shechem into Sychar (chekwn), as we have it in John iv. 5; and Hosea (iv. 15) changes Bethel, house of God, into Bethaven, house of naught. (See Stanley, S. F. p. 222.)

From the first book of Kings we learn that Abijah endeavored to recover the kingdom of the Ten Tribes, and made war on Jeroboam. No details are given, but we are also informed that he walked in all the sins of Rehoboam (idolatry and its attendant immoralities, 1 K. xiv. 24, 24), and that his heart was not perfect before God, as the heart of David his father. 7 In the second book of Chronicles his war against Jeroboam is more minutely described, and he makes a speech to the men of Israel, reproaching them for breaking their allegiance to the house of David, for worshipping the images of Jeroboam.}
golden calves, and substituting unauthorized priests for the sons of Aaron and the Levites. He was successful in battle against Jeroboam, and took the cities of Bethel, Jeshanah, and Ephraim, with their dependent villages. It is also said that his army consisted of 400,000 men, and Jeroboam's of 800,000, of whom 500,000 fell in the action: but Kenicott (The Hebrew Text of the Old Testament Considered, p. 532) shows that our MSS. are frequently incorrect as to numbers, and gives reasons for reducing these to 40,000, 80,000, and 50,000, as we actually find in the Vulgate printed at Venice in 1483, and in the old Latin version of Josephus; while there is perhaps some reason to think that the smaller numbers were in his original Greek text also. Nothing is said by the writer in Chronicles of the sins of Abijah, but we are told that after his victory he " waxed mighty, and married fourteen wives," whence we may well infer that he was elated with prosperity, and like his grandfather Solomon, fell, during the last two years of his life, into wickedness, as described in Kings. Both records inform us that he reigned three years. His mother was called either Maachah or Michiahah, which are mere variations of the same name, and in some places (1 K. xv. 2; 2 Chr. xi. 23) she is said to be the daughter of Absalom or Abishalom (again the same name); in one (2 Chr. xiii. 2) of Uriel of Gibeah. But it is so common for the word מַעֲשִׂית, daughter, to be used in the sense of granddaughter or descendant, that we need not hesitate to assume that Uriel married Absalom's daughter, and that thus Maachah was daughter of Uriel and granddaughter of Absalom. Abijah therefore was descended from David, both on his father's and mother's side. According to Ewald's chronology the date of Abijah's accession was B.C. 908; Clinton places it in B.C. 909. The 18th year of Jeroboam coincides with the 1st and 24th of Abijah.

2. The second son of Samuel, called Abiah in our version ("عبد الله, LX.). [Abia, Abiah, No. 3.]

3. The son of Jeroboam I. king of Israel, in whom alone, of all the house of Jeroboam, was found "some good thing toward the Lord God of Israel," and who was therefore the only one of his family that was spared to see his nation in the grave in peace. He died in his childhood, just after Jeroboam's wife had been sent in disguise to seek help for him in his sickness from the prophet Abijah, who gave her the above answer. (1 K. xiv.)

4. A descendant of Eleazar, who gave his name to the eighth of the twenty-four courses into which the priests were divided by David (1 Chr. xxiv. 10; 2 Chr. viii. 14). To the course of Abijah or Abia, belonged Zacharias the father of John the Baptist (Luke i. 5).

5. A contemporary of Nehemiah (Neh. v. 7). [Abii, Abia, No. 5.]

6. A priest who returned with Zerubbabel from Babylon (Neh. xii. 4, 17).

A. ABIJAM. [Abijah, No. 1.]

ABITLA. [Abilene.]

ABILENE (אֲבִילָן, Luke iii. 1), a tetrapy of which Abila was the capital. This Abila must not be confounded with Abila in Peræa, and other Syriæ. It was the one so frequently situated on the eastern slope of Antilibanus, in a district fertilized by the river Barada. It is distinctly associated with Lebanon by Josephus (Ant. xvi. 6, § 19, xiv. 5, § 1, xx. 7, § 1; B. J. ii. 11, § 5). Its name probably arose from the green luxuriance of its situation, "Abel" perhaps denoting "a grassy meadow." [See p. 4, a.] The name thus derived is quite sufficient to account for the traditions of the death of Abel, which are associated with the spot, and which are beclouded by the tomb called Nêbi Hîdol, on a height above the ruins of the city. The position of the city is very clearly designated by the itineraries as 18 miles from Damascus, and 35 or 32 miles from Heliodorus or Basileus (His. Ant. and Tit., Pent.).

It is impossible to fix the limits of the Abilene which is mentioned by St. Luke as the tetrarchy of Lysanias. [LYSANIAS.] Like other districts of the East, it doubtless underwent many changes both of masters and of extent, before it was finally absorbed in the province of Syria. Josephus associates this neighborhood with the name of Lysanias both before and after the time referred to by the evangelist. For the latter notice see the passages just cited. We there find "Abila of Lysanias;" and "the tetrarchy of Lysanias," distinctly mentioned in the reigns of Claudius and Caligula. We find also the phrase ᾳβιλὴν Λυσανίου in Ptolemy (v. 15, § 22). The natural conclusion appears to be that this was the Lysanias of St. Luke. It is true that a chiasm bearing the same name is mentioned by Josephus in the time of Antony and Cleopatra, as ruling in the same neighborhood (Ant. xiv. 3, §§ 3, 4, § 1; B. J. i. 13, § 1; and Dio Cass. xiii. 32); and from the close connection of this man's father with Lebanon and Damascus (Ant. xiii. 16, §§ 3, 4, § 1; B. J. i. 9, § 2) it is probable that Abilene was part of his territory, and that the Lysanias of St. Luke was the son or grandson of the former. Even if we assume (as many writers too readily assume) that the tetrapy mentioned in the time of Claudius and Caligula is to be identified, not with the Lysanias of St. Luke but with the earlier Lysanias (never called tetrach), and never positively connected with Abila) in the times of Antony and Cleopatra, as ruling in the same neighborhood (Ant. xiv. 3, §§ 3, 4, § 1; B. J. i. 13, § 1; and Dio Cass. xiii. 32); and from the close connection of this man's father with Lebanon and Damascus (Ant. xiii. 16, §§ 3, 4, § 1; B. J. i. 9, § 2) it is probable that Abilene was part of his territory, and that the Lysanias of St. Luke was the son or grandson of the former. Even if we assume (as many writers too readily assume) that the tetrapy mentioned in the time of Claudius and Caligula is to be identified, not with the Lysanias of St. Luke, but with the earlier Lysanias (never called tetrach), and never positively connected with Abila (the times of Antony and Cleopatra, there is no difficulty in believing that a prince bearing this name ruled over a tetrarchy having Abila for its capital, in the 15th year of Tiberius. (See Wieseler, Chronologische Synopse der vier Evangelien, pp. 174-185.)

The site of the chief city of Abilene has been universally doubtfully identified where the plain of Damascus lies, and its remains have been described of late years by many travellers. It stood in a remarkable gorge called the Sök Wady Barada, where the river breaks down through the mountain towards the plain of Damascus. Among the remains the inscriptions are most to our purpose. One containing the words Λυσανίου Τετράπυρου is cited by Poole, but has not been seen by any subsequent traveller. Two Latin inscriptions on the face of a rock above a fragment of Roman road (first noticed in the Quarterly Review for 1832, No. 52) were first published by Letronne (Journal des Savans, 1827), and afterwards by Orelli (Inscr. Lat. 4997, 4988). One relates to some repairs of the road at the expense of the Abilene; the other associates the 16th Legion with the place. (See Hogg in the Trans. of the Royal Geog. Soc., for 1851; Porter, in the Journal of Sacred Literature for July, 1854, and especially his Damascus, pp. 473-487; and Robinson, Letter Bib. Res. pp. 478-484.)

J. S. H.
should be said to have died by a woman, he bid his arm-bearer slay him. Thus God avenged the murder of his brethren, and fulfilled the curse of Jotham.

4. [Aaron:] F. A. A. 

5. Ps. xxiii. title. [Abimelech 2. A.]

6. ABINADAB [2323292529 [a father noble or princely]; 'Abi-adab; [Comp. often 'Abiraad:] Abinadab]. 1. A Levite, a native of Kirjathjearim, in whose house the ark remained 20 years (1 Sam. vii. 1; 2 (2 Sam. vi. 3, 4) 1 Chr. xii. 7). 2. Second son of Jesse, who followed Saul to his war against the Philistines (1 Sam. xvi. 8, xvii. 13; [1 Chr. ii. 13]). 3. A son of Saul, who was slain with his brothers at the fatal battle on Mount Gilboa (1 Sam. xxxii. 2; [1 Chr. viii. 33, ix. 30, x. 2]). 4. Father of one of the 12 chief officers of Solomon (1 K. iv. 14).

7. ABINADAB [2323292529 [a father noble or princely]; 'Abiraad; [father, Argob], [Abi-abad]; Abner]. This form of the name Abner is given in the margin of 1 Sam. xvii. 50. It corresponds with the Hebrew. W. A. W.

8. ABINAAM [Ueh., Abinoam] (2323292529 [a father gracious]; 'Abina'ad; [Ab., Comp. sometimes 'Abirad:] Abinom). The father of Barak (Judg. iv. 6, 12; v. 1, 12).

9. ABIRAM (2323292529 [father exalted]; 'Abi- 

A. 1. A Benenite, son of Libiah, who with Jotham and On, men of the same tribe, and Korah a Levite, organized a conspiracy against Moses and Aaron (Num. xvi.). [For details, see Korah.]

10. [Abirat; Ab.] A. 1. The wife of Abraham. 2. The wife of Balaam (Deut. xii. 11, 12). 3. The wife of Deborah, the Belithee, who died when his father hid the foundations of Jericho (1 K. xvi. 34), and thus accomplished the first part of the curse of Joshua (Josh. vi. 26). W. K. B.

11. ABIRUTH (2323292529 [Abiruth]: Abiron). ABIRUTH (Exek. xlv. 18). W. A. W.

12. ABISEI (Abi'te). ABISEI, the son of Phinehas (2 Esdr. ii. 2). W. A. W.

13. Fruit. This view is now regarded by the best scholars as erroneous. In early English, as in Anglo-Saxon, it was in common use as an intensifying prefix to verbs and verbal nouns, somewhat like be in modern English, but stronger. Thus,

14. "The wicked man's wife; whenever he (2) break."

Wycliffe, Ps. civ. 41.

"What I did wickedly neke he to brake."

Chaucer. Cant. Tales, 558.

We have it in Shakespeare's 'to pinch the unclean knight. (Shylock, iv. 1, 2); and perhaps the best example in Milton's "ill refined" (Comus, 390). "All" is often used to strengthen the expression, but is not essential. See Bocher's Glossary, art. All, and Taylor's note: the Glossary to Foshall and Madden's ed. of Wycliffe's Bible; Eastwood and Wright's Bible Word-Book, pp. 21, 22; and especially Corson's

ABIMELECH [Hebrew Abimelech]

(2323292529; father of the king, or father-king; 'Abi-melek; Abimelech), the name of several Philistine kings. It is supposed by many to have been a common title of their kings, like that of Pharaoh among the Egyptians, and that of Caesar and Augustus among the Romans. The name Father of the King, or Father King, corresponds to Panidek (Father King), the title of the Persian kings, and Atith (Father, or paternity), the title of the Khans of Basharia (Gesen. Thes.). An argument to the same effect is drawn from the title of Ps. xxxiv. in which the name of Abimelech is given to the king, who is called Abish in 1 Sam. xxxi. 11; but perhaps we ought not to attach too much historical value to the inscription of the Psalm.

1. A Philistine, king of Gerar (Gen. xx., xxvi.), who, exercising the right claimed by Eastern princes, of collecting all the beautiful women of their dominions into their harems (Gen. xii. 15; Esth. ii. 3), sent for and took Sarah. A similar account is given of Abraham's conduct on this occasion, to that of his behavior towards Pharaoh [Abraham].

2. Another king of Gerar in the time of Isaac, of whom a similar narrative is recorded in relation to Kebekah (Gen. xxxi. 1, seq.).

3. Son of the judge Gilboa by his Shechemite concubine (Judg. viii. 31). After his father's death he murdered all his brethren, 70 in number, with the exception of Jotham, the youngest, who concealed himself; and he then persuaded the Shechemites, through the influence of his mother's brethren, to elect him king. It is evident from this narrative that Shechem now became an independent state, and threw off the yoke of the conquering Canaanites (I. Makketh, Gesch. ii. 444). When Jotham heard that Abimelech was made king, he addressed to the Shechemites his fable of the trees choosing a king (Judg. ix. 1, seq.; cf. Joseph. Ant. v. 7, § 2), which may be compared with the well-known fable of Menenius Agrippa (Livy ii. 22). After he had reigned two years, the citizens of Shechem rebelled. He was absent at the time, but he returned and quelled the insurrection. Shortly after he stormed and took Thebez, but was struck on the head by a woman with the fragment of a mill-stone (comp. 2 Sam. xi. 21); and lest he

*The expression used in relation to this in A. V. (v. 7, 11) in the Hebrew Bible is "all to brake his will," i.e. "brake completely," or "all to pieces." In many later citations "brake" has been changed to "break," giving the false meaning "and all this in order to break." "All to" has been explained and written by some as a compounded adverb, "all-to-"... “al other together" (see Robinson in Eld. Secta, vi. 69),
ABISHAG (אֶבִישָׁג [father i. e. author of error, mischief, and hence said of man or woman] ׳Aḇīṣārāy: Abishai), a beautiful Shunammite, taken into David's harem to comfort him in his extreme old age (1 K. i. 1-4). After David's death Adonijah induced Bathsheba, the queen-mother, to ask Solomon to give him Abishag in marriage; but this imprudent petition cost Adoni- 

jah his life (1 K. ii. 13, seq.). [AABONAH.]

ABISHAI b [3 syll. (אֶבִישָׁי [and אַבִישָׁי, father of a gift, Gen.; or Father, i. e. God, who cried, 1 Pet. iv. 13]: ʾAḇīṣārāy: [also ʾAḇīṣād, ʾAbīṣa, etc.] and ʾAḇīṣārāy: Abishai), the eldest of the three sons of Zeruiah, David's sister, and brother to Joab and Asahel (1 Chr. ii. 16). It may be owing to his seniority of birth that Abishai, first of the three brothers, appears as the devoted follower of David. Long before Joab appears on the stage Abishai had attached himself to the fortunes of David. He was his companion in the desperate night expedition to the camp of Saul and would at once have avenged and terminated his uncle's quarrel by stabbing the sleeping king with his own spear. But David in- 

dignantly restrained him, and the adventurous war- 

riors left the camp as stealthily as they had come, carrying with them Saul's spear and the cruse of water which stood at his head (1 Sam. xxvi. 6-9). During David's outlaw life among the Philistines, Abishai was probably by his side, though nothing more is heard of him till he appears with Joab and Asahel in hot pursuit of Abner, who was beaten in the bloody fight by the hand of Gibeon. Asahel fell by Abner's hand; at sunset the survivors re- 

turned, buried his brother by night in the sepul- 

chre of their father at Bethlehem, and with revenge in their hearts marched on to Hebron by break of day (2 Sam. ii. 18, 24, 32). In the prosecution of their vengeance, though Joab's hand struck the deadly-blow, Abishai was associated with him in the treachery, and "Joab and Abishai killed Ab- 

ner" (2 Sam. iii. 30, 31). In the war against Hanun, undertaken by David as a punishment for the insult to his messengers, Abishai, as second in command, was opposed to the army of the Ammonites before the gates of Rabbah, and drove them headlong before him into the city, while Joab defeated the Syrians who attempted to raise the siege (2 Sam. x. 10, 14; 1 Chr. xix. 11, 15). The defeat of the Enomites in the valley of salt (1 Chr. xviii. 12), which brought them to a state of vassalage, was due to Abishai, acting perhaps under the immediate orders of the king (see 2 Sam. 

viii. 13), or of Joab (Ps. cx. title). On the out- 

break of Absalom's rebellion and the consequent flight of David, Abishai remained true to the king; and the old warrior showed a gleam of his ancient spirit, as fierce and relentless as in the camp of Saul, when he offered to avenge the taints of Shimel, and urged his subsequent execution (2 Sam. xvi. 9; xix. 21). — In the battle in the wood of Ephraim Abishai commanded a third part of the army (2 Sam. xvii. 2, 9, 12), and in the absence of Amasa was summoned to assemble the troops in Jerusalem and pursue after the rebel Sheba, Joab, being apparently in disgrace for the slaughter of Absalom (2 Sam. xx. 6, 10). — The last act of serv- 

ice which is recorded of Abishai is his timely rescue of David from the hands of a gigantic Philis- 

tine, Ishbi-benob (2 Sam. xxi. 17). His personal prowess on this, as on another occasion, when he 

sought single-handed against three hundred, won for him a place as captain of the second three of David's mighty men (2 Sam. xxiii. 13; 1 Chr. xi. 20). But in all probability this act of daring was achieved while he was the companion of David's wanderings as an outlaw among the Philistines. Of the end of his chequered life we have no record.

ABISHAI (אֶבִישָׁי [father of light?]. ʾAḇīṣārovāy: Abi- 

siova], ʾAḇēšāvoāy: Abishai). According to Simonis, patris salus: 1. q. Σωσίσταρος, and Σώσισταρος. According to First, father or lord of happiness. Pater solutus, iucundus. 1. Son of Delaught, of the tribe of Judah (1 K. viii. 4). 2. Son of Phinehas, the son of Eleazar, and the father of Buki, in the genealogy of the high- 

priests (1 Chr. vi. 4, 5, 50, 51; Ezr. vii. 4, 5). According to Josephus (Ant. viii. 1, § 3) he executed the office of high-priest after his father Phine- 

has, and was succeeded by Eli; his descendants, till Zadok, falling into the rank of private persons (Σωσίσταρος). His name is corrupted into Ἰαίρους. Nothing is known of him. A. C. H. 

ABISHUR (אֶבִישָׁע [father of the will or uprightness]. ʾAḇēšōwāy: Abisai), son of Shammuel (1 Chr. ii. 28).

ABITSUM (אֶבֱיָתָם [Abishai: Abi- 

tumu]; ʾAbiṣṭām: Abitsam). ʾAḇiṣṭām: Abishai, the son of Phine- 

has (1 Esdr. viii. 2). Called also Ṣibari. W. A. W.

ABITAL (אֶבַיָל [whose father is dew or protection]. ʾAḇīṭālāy: Abidah), one of David's wives (2 Sam. iii. 4; 1 Chr. iii. 3).

ABITUB (אֶבַיָע [father of goodness]). ʾAḇĪṭū: [Alex. ʾAbīṭūb; Abib], son of Shaba- rain by Husham (1 Chr. viii. 11).

ABIU (אֶביוו [Abiah]). Descendant of Zorobabel, in the genealogy of Jesus Christ (Matt. i. 13). Lord A. Hervey identifies him with Ho- 

dale (1 Chr. iii. 24) and Juda (Luke iii. 26), and supposes him to have been the grandson of Zerubabel through his daughter Sheizonith.

W. A. W.

ABLUITION. [PURIFICATIONS.]

ABNER (אֶבָנֶר, once אֶבָנֶר, father of light]. ʾAḇēnāvāy: Abenyav; [Alex. often ʾAḇēnāv or ʾAḇēnāv]: Abner). 1. Son of Ner, who was the brother of Kish (1 Chr. ix. 36) the father of Saul. Abner therefore, was Saul's first cousin, and was made by 

him commander-in-chief of his army (1 Sam. xiv. 51). He was the person who conducted David into 

Saul's presence after the death of Goliath (xvii. 57); and afterwards accompanied his master when he...
sought David's life at Haiah (xxvi. 3-14). From this time we hear no more of him till after the death of Saul, when he rises into importance as the mainstay of his family. It would seem that, immediately after the disastrous battle of Mount Gilboa, David was proclaimed king of Judah in Hebron, the old capital of that tribe, but that the rest of the country was altogether in the hands of the Philistines, and that five years passed before any native prince ventured to oppose his claims to their power. During that time the Israelites were gradually recovering their territory, and at length Abner proclaimed the weak and unfortunate Ishboseth, Saul's son, as king of Israel in Mahanaim, beyond Jordan—at first no doubt as a place of security against the Philistines, though all serious apprehension of danger from them must have soon passed away—and Ishboseth was generally recognized except by Judah. This view of the order of events is necessary to reconcile 2 Sam. ii. 10, where Ishboseth is said to have reigned over Israel for two years, with ver. 11, in which we read that David was at Hebron for seven years and six months. It is confirmed by vers. 5, 6, 7, in which David's message of thanks to the men of Jabesh-gilead for burying Saul and his sons implies that no prince of Saul's house had as yet claimed the throne, but that David hoped that his title would be soon acknowledged by all Israel; while the exhortation "to be valiant" probably refers to the struggle with the Philistines, who placed the only apparent impediment in the way of his recognition. War soon broke out between the two rival kings, and a "very sore battle" was fought at Gilboa between the men of Israel under Abner, and the men of Judah under Joab, son of Zeruiah, David's sister (1 Chr. ii. 16). When the army of Ishboseth was defeated, Joab's youngest brother Asahel, who is said to have been "as light of foot as a wild roe," pursued Abner, and in spite of warning refused to leave him, so that Abner in self-defence was forced to kill him. After this the war continued, success inclining more and more to the side of David, till at last the imprudence of Ishboseth deprived him of the counsel and generalship of the hero, who was in truth the only support of his tottering throne. Abner had married Rizah, Saul's concubine, and this, according to the views of Oriental courts, might be so interpreted as to imply a design upon the throne. Thus we read of a certain Armaeus, who, while left viceroy of Egypt in the absence of the king, his brother, "used violence to the queen and concubines, and put on the diadem, and set up to oppose his brother" (Manetho, quoted by Joseph. c. Apion, i. 15). Cf. also 2 Sam. vi. 21, xx. 3, 1 K. ii. 13-25, and the case of the Psæudomero, Herod. iii. 68. [ABHASHEM; ABONOMAH.] Ehrlich very wrongly, Ishboseth so understood it, though Abner might seem to have given sufficient proof of his loyalty, and he even ventured to reproach him with it. Abner incensed at his ingratitude, after an indignant reply, opened negotiations with David, by whom he was most favorably received at Hebron. He then undertook to procure his recognition throughout Israel; but after leaving his court the purpose was frustrated back by Joab, and treacherously murdered by him and his brother Absalai, at the gate of the city, partly because Joab showed afterwards in the death of Amasa, from fear lest so distinguished a convert to his cause should gain too high a place in David's favor (Joseph. Ant. vii. 1, § 5), but especially in retaliation for the death of Asahel. For this there was indeed some pretext, insomuch as it was thought dishonorable even in battle to kill a more stripling like Asahel, and Joab and Absalai were in their turn the victors of Abner (Num. xxxv. 19), but it is also plain that Abner only killed the youth to save his own life. This murder caused the greatest sorrow and indignation to David; but as the assassins were too powerful to be punished, he contented himself with showing every public token of respect to Abner's memory, by following the bier and pouring forth a simple dirge over the shroud, which is thus translated by Ewald (Dichter des Alten Bundes, ii. 403). As a villain doeth, ought Abner to die? Thy hands, not fettered; Thy feet, not bound with chains; As one falls before the melodious, fittest thou:

—i. e. "Thou diest not fall as a prisoner taken in battle, with hands and feet fettered, but by secret assassination, such as a villain meets at the hands of villains." (2 Sam. iii. 33, 34). See also Louth, Lectures on Hebrew Poetry, xxii. G. E. L. C.

2. Father of Assael, chief of the Benjamites in David's reign (1 Chr. xxix. 21): probably the same as ABNER I.

W. A. W.

ABOMINATION (τὸ βιδέλμα τῆς ἐρμηκήσεως), mentioned by our Saviour as a sign of the approaching destruction of Jerusalem, with reference to Dan. ix. 27, xi. 31, xii. 11. The Hebrew words in these passages are respectively, בִּדְלָמָם and בִּדְלָמָא. In the LXX. translate the first word uniformly βιδέλμα, and the second ἐρμηκήσεως (ii. 27) and ἐρμηκήσεως (xi. 31, xii. 11): many MSS. however have ἡρμηκήσεις in xi. 31. The meaning of the first of these words is clear: ἐρμηκήσεως expresses any religious impurity, and in the plural number especially idols. Suidas defines βιδέλμα as used by the Jews πῶν εὐθαλὸν καὶ πῶν εὐκτίσμαν ἀνθρώπων. It is important to observe that the expression is not used of idolatry in the abstract, but of idolatry adopted by the Jews themselves (2 K. xxiv. 4. 13). In our text we must look for the fulfilment of the prophecy in some act of apostasy on their part; and so the Jews themselves appear to have understood it, according to the traditional feeling referred to by Josephus (B. J. iv. 6, § 3), that the temple would be destroyed εἰσίν ἐπιφανές προμαχών τῷ τεῖναι. With regard to the second word — which has been variously translated of abomination, of the abomination, that desolateth (Marginal transl. xi. 31, xii. 11) it is a participation substantively and placed in immediate apposition with the previous noun, qualifying it with an expressive sense abominable, horrid ( 전체. a. v. οὐδῆς) —and thus the whole expression signifies a horrid abomination. What the object referred to was, is a matter of doubt; it should be observed, however, that in the passages in Daniel the setting up of the abomination was to be consequent upon the cessation of the sacrifice. The Jews considered the proffered sacrifice as fulfilling the prophecy of the Temple under Antiochus Epiphanes, when the Israelites themselves erected an idolatrous altar (Βαρνον, Joseph. Ant. xii. 5, § 4); upon the sacred altar, and offered sacrifice thereon this altar is described as βιδέλμα τῆς ἐρμηκήσεως.
ABRAHAM
(1 Mac. i. 54, vi. 7). The prophecy, however, referred ultimately (as Josephus himself perceived, Ant. x. 11, § 7) to the destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans, and consequently the Βῆθελγυμα must describe some occurrence connected with that event. But it is not easy to find which needs all the requisites of the case: the introduction of the Roman standards into the Temple would not be a Βῆθελγυμα, properly speaking, unless it could be shown that the Jews themselves participated in the worship of them; moreover, this event, as well as several others which have been proposed, such as the erection of the statue of Hadrian, fall in regard to the time of their occurrence, being subsequent to the destruction of the city. It appears most probable that the prophecy of the Zealots constituted the abomination which was the sign of impending ruin.† (Joseph. B. J. iv. 3, § 7.)

W. L. B.

ABRAHAM (אבראה, father of a multitude; אבּרַם: Abraham; originally ABRAM, אבּראָם, father of election: אבּרַמְא: Abram), the son of Terah, and brother of Nahor and Haran; and the progenitor, not only of the Hebrew nation, but of several cognate tribes. His history is recorded to us with much detail in Scripture, as the very type of a true patriarchal life—a life which is, in which all authority is paternal, derived ultimately from God the Father of all, and religion, imperfect as yet in revelation and ritual, is based entirely on that same Fatherly relation of God to man. The natural tendency of such a religion is to the worship of tutelary gods of the family or of the tribe; traces of such a tendency on the part of the patriarchs are found in the Scriptural History itself; and the declaration of God to Moses (Ex. vi. 3) plainly reaches that the full sense of the unity and eternity of Jehovah was not yet unfolded to them. But yet the revelation of the Lord, as the "Almighty God" (Gen. xvii. i, xxviii. 3, xxxv. 11), and the "Judge of all the earth" (Gen. xviii. 25), the knowledge of His intercourse with kings of other tribes (Gen. xx. 3-7), and His judgment on Sodom and Gomorrah (to say nothing of the promise which extended to "all nations") must have raised the patriarchal religion far above this narrow idea of God, and given it the germs, at least, of future exaltation. The character of Abraham is that which is formed by such a religion, and by the influence of a nomad pastoral life; free, simple, and manly; full of hospitality and family affection; truthful to all such as were bound to him by their ties, though not untainted with Eastern craft to those considered as aliens; ready for war, but not a professed warrior, or one who lived by plunder; free and childlike in religion, and gradually educated by God's hand to a continually deepening sense of its all-absorbing claims. It stands remarkably contrasted with those of Isaac and Jacob.

The Scriptural history of Abraham is mainly limited, as usual, to the evolution of the Great Covenant in his life; it is the history of the man himself rather than of the external events of his life; and, except in one or two instances (Gen. xii. 10-20, xiv., xx., xxii. 22-34), it does not refer to his relation with the rest of the world. To them how may have appeared as a chief of the harder Chaldean race, disdaining the settled life of the more luxurious Canaanites, and fit to be hired by plunder as a protector against the invaders of the North (see Gen. xiv. 21-23). Nor is it unlikely, though we have no historical evidence of it, that his passage into Canaan may have been a sign or a cause of a greater migration from Haran, and that he may have been looked upon (e. g. by Abimelech, Gen. xxi. 22-32) as one who, from his position as well as his high character, would be able to guide such a migration for evil or for good (Ewald, Gesch. i. 409-413).

The traditions which Josephus adds to the Scriptural narrative, are merely such as, after his manner and in accordance with the spirit of his writings—exalt the knowledge and wisdom of Abraham, making him the teacher of monotheism to the Chaldeans, and of astronomy and mathematics to the Egyptians. He quotes however Nicolaus of Damascus,§ as ascertaining to him the conquest and government of Damascus on his way to Canaan, and stating that the tradition of his habitation was still preserved there (Joseph. Ant. i. c. 7, § 2; see Gen. xv. 3).

The Arab traditions are partly ante-Mohammedan, relating mainly to the Kaabah (or sacred house) of Mecca, which Abraham and his son "Isma'il" are said to have rebuilt for the fourth time over the sacred black stone. But in great measure they are taken from the Koran, which has itself borrowed from the O. T. and from the Rabbinical traditions. Of the latter the most remarkable is the story of his having destroyed the idols (see Jud. vi. 6-8) which Terah not only worshipped (as declared in Jeds. xxiv. 2), but also manufactured, and having been cast by Nimrod into a fiery furnace, which turned into a pleasant meadow. The legend is generally traced to the word עֵיר (עֵיר), Abraham's birth-place, which has also the sense of "light" or "fire." But the name of Abraham appears to be commonly remembered in tradition through a very large portion of Asia, and the title א'ל-קֵקִי (א'ל-קֵקִי) "the Friend" (of God) (see 2 Chr. xxvii. 7; Is. xliii. 10; Jer. ii. 23) is that by which he is usually spoken of by the Arabs.

The Scriptural history of Abraham is divided into various periods, by the various and progressive revelations of God, which he received through his father Terah, his wife Sarai, and nephew Lot. Abram left Ur for Haran (Charran), in obedience to a call of God (alluded to in Acts vii. 2-4). Haran, apparently the eldest brother—since Nahor, and probably also Abram, married his daughter—was dead already; and Nahor remained behind (Gen. xi. 31). In Haran Terah died; and Abram, now the head of the family, received a second call, and with it the promise.‡ His promise

* Lange's note (Bibelauswek, i. 312), especially as enlarged by Dr. Schaff (Con. on Matt. p. 424), enumerates the principal explanations of this difficult expression.

† H. B.
was two-fold, containing both a temporal and spiritual blessing, the one of which was the type and earnest of the other. The temporal promise was, that he should become a great and prosperous nation; the spiritual, that in him should all families of the earth be blessed" (Gen. xii. 2).

Abram appears to have entered Canaan, as Jacob afterwards did, along the valley of the Jabbok; for he crossed it once into the rich plain of Moreh, near Shechem, and under Elod and Gerizim. There, in one of the most fertile spots of the land, he received the first distinct promise of his future inheritance (Gen. xiii. 7), and built his first altar to God. "The Canaanite" (it is noticed) "was then in the land," and probably would view the strangers of the warlike north with no friendly eyes. Accordingly Abram made his second resting-place in the strong mountain-country, the key of the various passes, between Bethel and Ai. There he would dwell securely, till famine drove him into the richer and more cultivated land of Egypt.

That his history is no ideal or heroic legend, is very clearly shown, not merely by the record of his death as to Sarai, practised in Egypt and repeated afterwards, but much more by the clear description of its utter failure, and the humiliating position in which that place in comparison with Pharaoh, and still more with Abimelech. That he should have felt afraid of such a civilized and imposing power as Egypt even at that time evidently was, is consistent enough with the Arab nature as it is now; that he should have sought to guard himself by deceit, especially of that kind which is true in word and false in effect, is unfortunately not at all incompatible with a generally religious character; that such a story should have been framed in an ideal description of a saint or hero is inconceivable.

The period of his stay in Egypt is not recorded, but it is from this time that his wealth and power appear to have begun (Gen. xiii. 2). If the dominion of the Hyskos in Memphis is to be referred to this epoch, as seems not improbable [Egyptian], then, since they were akin to the Hebrews, it is not impossible that Abram may have taken part in their war of conquest, and so have had another recommendation to the favor of Pharaoh.

On his return, the very fact of this growing wealth and importance caused the separation of Lot and his portion of the tribe from Abram. Lot's departure to the rich country of Sodom implied a wish to quit the nomadic life and settle at once: Abram, on the contrary, was content still to "wander in tents" and wait for the promised time (Heb. xii. 9). Probably till now he had looked on Lot as his heir, and his separation from him was a providential preparation for the future. From this time he took up his third resting-place at Mamre, or Hebron, the future capital of Judah, situated in the direct line of communication with Egypt, and opening down to the wilderness and pasture land of Hebron. This very position, so different from the mountain-fastness of Ai, marks the change in the numbers and powers of his tribe.

The history of his attack on 4 kings from Amor, which from Haran in his father's lifetime, Various explanations have been given of this difficulty; the most probable of these, is that statement in Gen. xiv. 28, that Terah was 70 years old when he begat his three children, applies only to the eldest, Abram, and that the deaths of his two younger children belong to a subsequent period (Num. xxvi. 1).

follows, gives us a specimen of the view which would be taken of him by the external world. By the way in which it speaks of him as "Abraham the Hebrew," it would seem to be an older document, a fragment of Covenant-history (as Ewald calls it), preserved and sanctified by Moses. The invasion was clearly another northern immigration or foray, for the chiefs or kings were of Shinar (Babylonian), Elam (Persia), i.e., that it was not the first, is evident from the vassalage of the kings of the cities of the plain; and it extended (see Gen. xiv. 5-7) far to the south over a wide tract of country. Abram appears here as the head of a small confederacy of chiefs, powerful enough to venture on a long pursuit to the head of the valley of the Jordan, to attack with success a large force, and not only to rescue Lot, but to roll back for a time the stream of northern immigration. His high position is seen in the gratitude of the people, and the dignity with which he refuses the character of a heralding; that it did not elevate him above measure, is evident from his reverence to Melchizedek, in whom he recognized one whose call was equal and consecrated rank superior to his own [Melchizedek].

The second period of Abram's life is marked by his sojourn in Egypt, which without in the prompt unfolding the spiritual promise, completes the temporal one, already in course of fulfillment. It first announced to him that a child of his own should inherit the promise, and that his seed should be as the "stars of heaven." This promise, unlike the other, appeared at his age contrary to nature, and therefore it is on this occasion that his faith is specially noted as seconded and "counted for righteousness." Accordingly, he now passed into a new position, for not only is a fuller revelation given as to the captivity of his seed in Egypt, the time of their deliverance, and their conquest of the land, when the iniquity of the Amorites was full; but after his solemn burnt-offering the visible appearance of God in fire was vouchsafed to him as a sign, and he enters into covenant with the Lord (Gen. xv. 8). This covenant, like the earlier one with Noah, (Gen. vii. 17), is one of free promise from God, faith only in that promise being required from man.

The immediate consequence was the taking of Hagar, Sarai's maid, to be a concubine of Abram (as a means for the fulfillment of the promise of seed), and the conception of Ishmael.

For fourteen years after, no more is recorded of Abram, who seems during all that period to have dwelt at Mamre. After that time, in Abram's 99th year, the last step in the revelation of the promise is made, by the declaration that it should be given to a son of Sarai; and at the time the temporal and spiritual elements are distinguished: Ishmael can share only the one, Isaac is to enjoy the other. The covenant, which before was only for temporal inheritance (Gen. xv. 18), is now made everlasting, and sealed by circumcision. This new state is marked by the change of Abram's name to "Abraham," and Sarai's to "Sarah," and it was one of far greater acquaintance.

a) "O perpetua, Ixx. If this sense of the word be taken, it strengthens the supposition noticed. In any case, the name is that applied to the beneficent by for eigiers, or used by them of themselves only in speaking to foreigners; see Hager.

b) The original name is uncertain in deriv.
nace and intercourse with God. For, immediately after, we read of the Lord's appearance to Abraham in human form, attended by two angels, the ministers of His wrath against Sodom, of His announcement of the coming judgment to Abraham, and acceptance of his intercession for the condemned cities. 7 The whole record stands alone in Scripture for the simple and familiar intercourse of God with him, contrasting strongly with the vaguer and more awful descriptions of previous appearances (see e. g. xv. 12), and with those of later times (Gen. xxviii. 17, xxxii. 30; Ex. iii. 6, &c.). And corresponding with this there is a perfect absence of all on Abraham's part, and a cordial and reverent joy, which, more than anything else, recalls the time past when "the voice of the Lord God was heard, walking in the garden in the cool of the day."

Strangely unworthy of this exalted position as the "Friend" and intercessor with God, is the repetition of the falsehood as to Sarah in the land of the Philistines (Gen. xx.). It was the first time he had come in contact with that tribe or collection of tribes, which stretched along the coast almost to the borders of Egypt; a race apparently of lords ruling over a conquered population, and another example of that series of migrations which appear to have taken place at this time. It seems, from Abraham's excuse for his deceit on this occasion, as if there had been the idea in his mind that all arms may be used against unbelievers, who, it is assumed, have no "fear of God," or sense of right. If so, the rebuke of Abimelech, by its dignity and its clear recognition of a God of justice, must have put him to manifest shame, and taught him that others also were servants of the Lord.

This period again, like that of the sojourn in Egypt, was one of growth in power and wealth, as the respect of Abimelech and his alarm for the future, so natural in the chief of a race of conquering invaders, very clearly shows. Abraham's settlement at Beerseba, on the borders of the desert, near the Amalekite plunderers, shows both that he needed room, and was able to protect himself and his flocks.

The birth of Isaac crowns his happiness, and fulfils the first great promise of God; and the expulsion of Ishmael, painful as it was to him, and vindictive as it seems to have been on Sarah's part, was yet a step in the education which was to teach him to give up all for the one great object. The symbolic meaning of the act (drawn out in Gal. vi. 21-31) could not have been wholly unfit e for the patriarch himself, so far as it involved the sense of the spiritual nature of the promise, and carried out the fore-ordained will of God.

(IV.) Again for a long period (25 years, Joseph. Ant. i. 13, § 2) the history is silent; then comes the final trial and perfection of his faith in the command to offer up the child of his affections and of God's promise. The trial lay, first, in the preciousness of the sacrifice, and the perplexity in which the command involved the fulfilment of the promise; secondly, in the strangeness of the command to violate the human ties of which the sacredness had been enforced by God's special command (Gen. ix. 5, 6), as well as by the feelings of a father. To these trials he rose superior by faith, that "God was able to raise Isaac even from the dead" (Heb. xi. 19), probably through the same faith to which our Lord refers, that God had promised to be the "God of Isaac" (Gen. xvii. 19), and that he was not "a God of the dead, but of the living." 9

It is remarkable that, in the blessing given to him now, the original spiritual promise is repeated for the first time since his earliest call, and in the same words then used. But the promise that "in his seed all nations should be blessed" would be now understood very differently, and felt to be far above the temporal promise, in which, perhaps, at first it seemed to be absorbed. It can hardly be wrong to refer preeminently to this epoch the declaration, that Abraham "saw the day of the Lord and was glad" (John viii. 50).

The history of Abraham is now all but over, though his life was prolonged for nearly 50 years. The only other incidents are the death and burial of Sarah, the marriage of Isaac with Rebekah, and that of Abraham with Keturah.

The death of Sarah took place at Kirjath Arba, i. e. Hebron, so that Abraham must have returned from Beerseba to his old and more peaceful home. In the history of her burial, the most notable points are the respect paid to the power and character of Abraham, as a mighty prince, and the exceeding modesty and courtesy of his demeanour. It is sufficiently striking that the only inheritance of his family in the land of promise should be a tomb. The sepulchral cave of Machpeleh is now said to be concealed under the Mosque of Hebron (see Stanley, S. & P. p. 101). [Hebron.]

The marriage of Isaac, so far as Abraham is concerned, marks his utter refusal to ally his son with the polluted and condemned blood of the Canaanites.

The marriage with Keturah is the strangest and most unexpected event recorded in his life, Abraham having long ago been spoken of as an old man; but his youth having been restored before the birth of Isaac, must have remained to him, and Isaac's

7 The scene of the sacrifice is, according to our present text, and to Josephus, the land of "Moriah," or Ἀμελεχ, chosen by Jehovah, Geis. (comp. the name "Jehovah-Jireh"). The Samaritan Pentateuch has "Moreh," Ἀμελεχ; the LXX. render the word here by οἰκήματα, the phrase used for what is undoubtedly "Moreh" in xii. 6, whereas in 2 Chr. iii. iii. they render "Morah" by Ἀμελεχ: they therefore probably read "Moreh" also. The fact of the three days' journey from Beerseba suits Moreh better (see Stanley's S. & P. p. 251); other considerations seem in favor of Moriah. [Morath.]
ABRAHAM'S BOSOM

Abraham marriage having taken his son comparatively away, may have induced him to seek a wife to be the support of his old age. Keturah held a lower rank than Sarah, and her children were sent away, lest they should dispute the inheritance of Isaac. Abraham having learnt to do voluntarily in their case what had been forced upon him in the case of Isaac.

Abraham died at the age of 175 years, and his sons, the heir Isaac, and the outcast Ishmael, united to lay him in the cave of Machpelah by the side of Sarah.

His descendants were (1) the Israelites; (2) a branch of the Arab tribes through Ishmael; (3) the children of the East, of whom the Moabites were the chief; (4) perhaps (as vague tribes), the nations of Ammon and Moab (see these names); and through their various branches his name is known all over Asia.

A. B.

On Abraham, see particularly Ewald, Gesch. i. 409-439, 2e Aufl.: Kuczyn, Gesch. des A. Bandes, 2e Aufl., i. 160-215; and Stanley, Lect. on the Hist. of the Jewish Church, Part I., Lect. i., ii., iii., iv., v., vi., vii., viii.

The Jewish legends respecting him have been collected by Leen, Leben, Buchner, etc. (Auflassungen der jüdischen Sage, Leipzig, 1859); see also Eisenmenger's Teutsche Judenlehre.

ABRAHAM'S BOSOM

During the Roman occupation of Judaea, at least, the practice of reclining on couches at meals was customary among the Jews. As each guest leaned upon his left arm, his neighbor next below him would naturally be described as lying in his bosom; and such a position with respect to the master of the house was of especial honor, and only occupied by his nearest friends (John i. 18, xii. 23). To lie in Abraham's bosom, then, was a metaphor in use among the Jews to denote a condition after death of perfect happiness and rest, and a position of friendliness and nearness to the great founder of their race, when they shall lie down on his right hand at the banquet of Paradise, "with Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob, in the kingdom of heaven" (Matt. viii. 11). That the expression was in use among the Jews is shown by Lightfoot (Hor. Heb. in loc., xii. 22), who quotes a passage from the Talmud (Kiddushin, fol. 72), according to whose interpretation, represents Levi as saying in reference to the death of Rabbi Judah, "to-day he dwelleth in Abraham's bosom." The future blessedness of the just was represented under the figure of a banquet, "the banquet of the garden of Eden or Paradise." See Schottgen, Hor. Heb. in Matt. viii. 11, [Lazarus].

W. A. W.

ABRAM. [Abraham.]

ABRONKH (אָבְרֹקָח) [passage], from פְּרֹקָח (p'rokach), to pass over, one of the halting-places in the Israelites in the desert, immediately preceding Ezion geber, and therefore, looking to the east, the name may possibly retain the trace of a ford across the head of the Elanitic Gulf. In the A. V. it is given as Etham (Ethamethos; [Vat. 2: β'ροχα] Αθηνος) (Num. xxxiii. 31, 35).

ABRONXAS (אֱבְרֵנִס) [Comp. 'Abronx: Heb. 'Abronx: Mevrim], a torrent (γυαλόμα), apparently near Cilicia (Jud. ii. 21 compared with 21): it is possible it be the Nahr Abanim, or Korish, the ancient Avonis, which rises in the Lebanon at Afzon, and falls into the sea at Adonis (Rhodos).

It has, however, been conjectured (Mo-

VERS, Bonner Zeit. xiii. 18) that the word is a corruption of מָרְאַנָה מָרְאַנָה [maranah maranah] = beyond the river (Euphrates), which has just been before mentioned; a corruption not more inconceivable than many which actually exist in the LXX. The A. V. has An

woni (Jud. ii. 24).

G.

AB'SALOM (אֶבְרָסַלְמָם) father of peace: 'Abesdalya : Absalom", third son of David by Maachah, daughter of Talmi king of Geshur, a Syrian district adjoining the north-eastern frontier of the Holy Land near the Lake of Mecon. He is scarcely mentioned till after David had committed the great crime which by its consequences emblazoned his old age, and then appears as the instrument by whom was fulfilled God's threat against the sinful king, that "evil should be raised up against him out of his own house, and that his neighbor should lie with his wives in the sight of the sun." In the latter part of David's reign, polygamy bore its ordinary fruits. Not only is his sin in the case of Bathsheba traceable to it, since it naturally suggests the unlimited indulgence of the passions, but it also brought about the downfall of that sin, by leading up to jealousies and conflicting claims between the sons of different mothers, each apparently living with a separate house and establishment (2 Sam. xiii. 8, xiv. 21; cf. I K. vii. 8, &c.).

Absalom had a sister Tamar, who was violated by her half-brother Amnon, David's eldest son by Ahinose, the Jedidilees. The king, though indulgent at so great a crime, would not punish Amnon because he was his first-born, as we learn from the words אָבְרָסַלְמָם וַאֲכֵפְרָבֹא (Evesal'ma va'kipra'ov), "the same (i.e., David) and his brother Absalom," which are found in the LXX. (2 Sam. xiii. 21), though wanting in the Hebrew. The natural anger of such an outrage would be Tamar's full brother Absalom, just as the sons of Jacob took bloody vengeance for their sister Dinah (Gen. xxviii.). He brooded over the wrong for two years, and then invited all the princes to a sheep-shearing feast at his house, perhaps an old divinatory rite which was used in the recesses of the religious sanctuary (as we infer from the prefix γυς), on the borders of Ephraim and Benjamin. Here he ordered his servants to murder Amnon, and then fled for safety to his father-in-law's court at Geshur, where he remained for three years. David was overwrought by this accumulation of family sorrows, thus completed by separation from his favorite son, whom he thought it impossible to pardon or recall. But he was brought back by an artifice of Joab, who sent a woman of Tekoa (afterwards known as the birthplace of the prophet Amos) to entreat the king's interference in a suit instituted case similar to Absalom's. Having persuaded David to prevent the avenger of blood from pursuing a young man, who, she said, had slain his brother, she adroitly applied his absence to the recall of Absalom, and urged him, as he had thus yielded the general principle, to "etch house his banished." David did so, but would not see Absalom for two more years, though he allowed him to live in Jerusalem. At last wearied with delay, perceiving that his triumph was only half complete, and that his exclusion from court interfered with the ambitious schemes which he was forming, fancying too that sufficient exactions were not made in his favor, the impetuous young man sent his servants to his own camp and lamenting to Josah, that doing as Samson had done (Judg. xv. 4). There-
upon Joab, probably dreading some further outrage from his violence, brought him to his father, from whom he received the kiss of reconciliation. Absalom now began at once to prepare for rebellion, urged to it partly by his own restless wickedness, partly perhaps by the fear lest Bathsheba's child should supplant him in the succession, to which he would feel himself entitled as of royal birth on his mother's side as well as his father's, and as being now David's eldest surviving son, since we may infer that the second son Chileab was dead, from no mention being made of him after 2 Sam. iii. 3. It is harder to account for his temporary success, and the imminent danger which befell so powerful a government as his father's. The sin with Bathsheba had probably weakened David's moral and religious hold upon the people; and as he grew older he may have become less attentive to individual complaints, and that personal administration of justice which was one of an eastern king's chief duties. For Absalom tried to supplant his father by courting popularity, standing in the state, concurring with every snare, luring the ill-feeling which he would find in getting a hearing, "putting forth his hand and kissing any man who came nigh to do him obeisance." He also maintained a splendid retinue (xx 1), and was admired for his personal beauty and the luxuriant growth of his hair, on grounds similar to those which had made Saul acceptable (1 Sam. x. 23). It is probable, too, that the great tribe of Judah had taken some offense at David's government, perhaps from finding themselves completely merged in one united Israel; and that they hoped securely for preeminence under the less wise and liberal rule of his son. Thus Absalom seizes Hebron, the old capital of Judah (now supplanting by Jerusalem), as the scene of the outbreak; Amasa his chief captain, and Ahithophel of Gihon his principal counsellor, are both of Judah, and after the rebellion was crushed we see signs of ill-feeling between Judah and the other tribes (xxx. 41). But whatever the causes may have been, Absalom raised the standard of revolt at Hebron after forty years, as we now read in 2 Sam. xv. 7, which it seems better to consider a false reading for four (the number actually given by Josephus), than to interpret of the fortieth year of David's reign (see Gerlach, in loco, and Ewald, Geschichte, iii. 217).

The revolt was at first completely successful; David fled from his capital over the Jordan to Mahanaim in Gilead, where Jacob had seen the "Two Hosts" of the angelic vision, and where Absalom had rallied the Israelites round Saul's dynasty in the person of the unfortunate Ishbosheth. Absalom occupied Jerusalem, and by the advice of Ahithophel, who saw that for such an unnatural rebellion war to the knife was the best security, took possession of David's harem, in which he had left ten concubines. This was considered to imply a formal assumption of all his father's royal rights (cf. the conduct of Absihay, 1 K. ii. 11 ff., and of Smerdis the Magian, Herod. iii. 68), and was also a fulfillment of Nathan's prophecy (2 Sam. xii. 11). But David had left friends who watched over his interests. The vigorous counsels of Ahithophel were afterwards rejected through the crafty advice of Hushai, who insinuated himself into Absalom's confidence to work his ruin, and Ahithophel himself, seeing his ambitions hopes frustrated, and another preferred in the time of his horns whose sake his heart's desire went home to Gihon and committed suicide. At last, after being solemnly anointed king at Jerusalem (xix. 10), and lingering there far longer than was expedient, Absalom crossed the Jordan to attack his father, who by this time had rallied round him a considerable force, whereas had Ahithophel's advice been followed, he would probably have been crushed at once. A decisive battle was fought in Gilead, in the wood of Ephraim, so called, according to Gerlach (Comm. in loco), from the great defeat of the Ephraimites (Judg. xii. 4), or perhaps from the connection of Ephraim with the trans-Jordanic half-tribe of Manasseh (Stanley, S. and P. p. 325). Here Absalom's forces were totally defeated, and as he himself was escaping, his long hair was entangled in the branches of a terebinth, where he was left hanging while the nude on which he was riding ran away from under him. Here he was dispatched by Joab, in spite of the prohibition of David, who, loving him to the last, had desired that his life might be spared, and when he heard of his death, lamented over him in the pathetic words, 

O my son Absalom! would God I had died for thee! O Absalom, my son, my son! He was buried in a great pit in the forest, and the conquerors threw stones over his grave, an old proof of bitter hostility (Josh. vii. 20). The sacred historian contrasts this dishonored burial with the tomb which Absalom had raised in the King's Dale (comp. Gen. xiv. 17) for the three sons whom he had lost (comp. 2 Sam. xviii. 18, with xiv. 27), and where he probably had intended that his own remains should be laid. Josephus (Ant. vii. 16, § 4) mentions the pillar of Absalom as situate 2 stadia from Jerusalem. An existing monument in the valley of Jehoshaphat just outside Jerusalem bears the name of the Tomb of Absalom; but the Ionic pillars which surround its base show that it belongs to a much later period, even if it be a tomb at all.

G. E. L. C.

The so-called Tomb of Absalom.
whole sea-board of Palestine — which is formed by the bold promontory of Carmel on the opposite side. This bay, though spacious (the distance from Acre to Carmel being about 8 miles), is shallow and exposed, and hence Acre itself does not offer safe harborage: on the opposite side of the bay, however, the roadstead of H[e]fuj, immediately under Carmel, supplies this deficiency. Inland the hills, which from Tyre southwards press close upon the sea-shore, gradually recede, leaving in the immediate neighborhood of Acre a plain of remarkable fertility about six miles broad, and watered by the small river Helus (Nader Namin), which discharges itself into the sea close under the walls of the town. To the S. E. the still receding heights afford access to the interior in the direction of Sepharis. Acre, thus favorably placed in command of the approaches from the north, both by sea and land, has been justly termed the "key of Palestine."

In the division of Canaan among the tribes, A[b](e)cha fell to the lot of Asher, but was never regarded as an original tribe (Josh. xiii. 31); and hence it is reckoned among the cities of Phoenicia (Strab. ii. 134; Plin. v. 17; Itol. v. 15). No further mention is made of it in the O. T. history, nor does it appear to have risen to much importance until after the dismemberment of the Macedonian empire, when its proximity to the frontier of Syria made it an object of frequent contention. Along with the rest of Phoenicia it fell to the lot of Egypt, and was named Ptolemais, after one of the Ptolemies, probably Soter, who could not have failed to see its importance to his dominions in a military point of view. In the wars that ensued between Syria and Egypt, it was taken by Antiochus the Great (Itol. v. 62), and attached to his kingdom. When the Macedeans established themselves in Judaea, it became the base of operations against them. Simon drove his encampment back within its walls, but did not take it (1 Mac. v. 22). Subsequently, when Alexander Jaxetus set up his claim to the Syrian throne, he might offer no more tempting bait to secure the cooperation of Jonathan than the possession of Ptolemais and its district (1 Mac. x. 39). On the decay of the Syrian power it was one of the few cities of Judaea which established its independence. Alexander Jannaeus attacked it without success. Cleopatra, whom he had summoned to his assistance, took it, and transferred it, with her daughter Selene, to the Syrian monarchy: under her rule it was besieged and taken by Tigranes (Joseph. Ant. xiii. 12, § 2; 13, § 2; 16, § 4). Ultimately it passed into the hands of the Romans, who constructed a military road along the coast, from Bybys to Sepharis, passing through it, and elevated it to the rank of a colony, with the title Colonia Claudii Cesaris (Plin. v. 17). The only notice of it in the N. T. is in connection with St. Paul's passage from Tyre to Caesarea (Acts xxi. 7). Few remains of antiquity are to be found in the modern town. The original name has alone survived all the changes to which the place has been exposed.

W. L. B.

ACCOZ [Koz.]

ACELDAMA (Acts 1:19; Lachmus [and...
ACEDALMA

[Isch.] (Sim.) B' Ακεδαλίμα: Ποαεδαλίμα); χω-  

νοίοι αἷμαρ, "the field of blood," (Chald. אֶ  

רִבָּנָן, נָפָן), the name given by the Jews of Jerusalem so a field (χαώριον) near Jerusalem purchased by Judas of the money paid for the betrayal of Christ, and so called from his violent death therein (Acts i. 19). This is at variance with the account of St. Matthew (xxix. 8), according to which the field of blood (ἀγρός αἷμαρ) was purchased by the priests with the 30 pieces of silver after they had been cast down by Judas, as a burial-place for strangers, the locality being well known at the time as the field of the Potter’s (τὸν ἀγρόν τοῦ ποταμίου). See Alford’s Notes to Acts i. 19. And accordingly ecclesiastical tradition appears from the earliest times to have pointed out two distinct (though not mutually) spots as referred to in the two accounts. In Jerome’s time (Omn. Achelambus) the “ager sanguinis” was shown “ad australem a plagam montis Sion.” Art-  

culius (p. 4) saw the “large fig-tree where Judas hanged himself,” certainly in a different place from that of the “small field (Acedalma) of the bodies of the pilgrims were buried” (p. 5). Saewulf (p. 42) was shown Aceldama “next” to Getseman-  

e, “at the foot of Olivet, near the sepulchres of Simeon and Joseph” (Jacob and Zacharias). In the “Citez de Jherusalem” (Roh. i. 560) the place of the suicide of Judas was shown as a stone arch, apparently inside the city, and giving its name to a street. Sir John Maundeville (p. 175) found the ceder-tree of Judas “fast by the image of Achilles;” but the Aceldama “on the other side of Mount Sion towards the south.” Maundrell’s account (p. 468-9) agrees with this, and so does the large map of Schultz, on which both sites are marked. The Aceldama still retains its ancient position, but the tree of Judas has been transferred to the “Hill of Evil Counsel” (Stanley, S. Π. P. pp. 163, 186; and Iarchay’s Jfrp. 1857, and “City,” &c. pp. 73, 208).

The "field of blood" is now shown on the steep southern face of the valley or ravine of Hinnom, near its eastern end; on a narrow plateau (Salz-  

mann, EtwK, p. 22), more than half way up the hillside. Its modern name is Hekt el-Manna. It is separated by no enclosure; a few venerable olive-  

trees (see Salzmann’s photograph, "Champ du sang") occupy part of it, and the rest is covered by a ruined square edifice—half built, half excavated—which, perhaps originally a church (Paulin, in Ritter, Pol. p. 454), was in Maundrell’s time (p. 468) in use as a charnel-house, and which the latest conjectures (Schultz, Williams, and Barclay, p. 207) propose to identify with the tomb of Amanus (Joseph. B. J. v. 12, § 2). It was believed in the middle ages that the soil of this place had the power of very rapidly consuming bodies buried in it (Saudys, p. 187), and in consequence either of this or of the sanctity of the spot, great quantities of the earth were taken away; amongst others by the Pisan Crus-  

saders in 1218 for their Campo Santo at Pisa, and by the Empress Helena for that at Rome (Koh. i. 355; Ruummer, p. 270). Besides the charnel-house above mentioned, there are several large tombs in the ground in this immediate neighborhood which may have been caused by such excavations. The formation of the hill is cretaceous, and it is well known that chalk is always favorable to the rapid decay of animal matter. The assertion (Krafft, p. 193; Ritter, Pol. p. 465) that a potter’s still exists near this spot does not seem to be borne out by other testimony.* 

* There is another view on some of the points embraced in this article, which deserve to be mentioned. The contradiction said to exist between Matt. xxvii. 8 and Acts i. 19 is justly qualified in the Concise Dictionary as "apparent," and hence not necessarily actual. The difficulty turns wholly upon a single word, namely, εκτίθατο, in Acts i. 18; and that being susceptible of a twofold sense, we are at liberty certainly to choose the one which agrees with Matthew’s statement, instead of the one contrasting with it. Many under-  

stand εκτίθατο in Acts as having a Hiphil or causative sense, as Greek verbs, especially in the middle voice, often have (Win. Y. T. Gr. § 38, 3; Schen. Syg. p. 228). With this meaning, Luke in the Acts (or Peter, since it may be the latter’s remark) states that Judas by his treachery gave occasion for the purchase of “the potter’s field” and that is precisely what Matthew is saying that the priests purchased the field, since they did it with the money furnished to them by the traitor. In like manner we read in the Gospels that Jesus when crucified was put to death by the Roman soldiers; but in Acts v. 30, Peter says to the members of the Jewish Council:—Whom Jesus (ye) slew, hanging on a tree"; * which all accept as meaning that the Jewish rulers were the means of procuring the Saviour’s death. For other examples of this causative sense of verbs, comp. Matt. ii. 16, xxvii. 60; John iv. 1; Acts vii. 21, xvi. 21; 1 Cor. vii. 16; 1 Tim. iv. 16, etc. As explaining, perhaps, why Peter chose this concise mode of expression, Fritzsche’s remark may be quoted:—The man (a sort of acerba invasio) thought to enrich himself by his crime, but only got by it a field where blood was shed for punishment (Eng. Matt. p. 799). Many of the best critics, as Kühnel, Althusan, Thielke (Lex. s. v. Jesus, Ewald (Wissensch. Kritik, p. 543), Baumgarten (Apokryphes, p. 31), Lange (Bibellex., i. 490), Deech (Der Apost. Gesch, p. 14), Robinson (Homo-  

gony, p. 227), Andrews (Life of our Lord, p. 511), and others, adopt this explanation.

It does not affect the accuracy of Matthew or Luke whether "the field of blood" which they mentioned was the present Aceldama or not; for they affirm nothing as to its position beyond implying that it was a “potter’s field” near Jerusalem.

* Krafft’s statement is (Topographie Jerusalem, p. 139) that he saw people cutting or digging up clay there (Erde stechen), and not that they worked it up on the ground. Schwit, the Prussian consul (Jerusa-  

lem, eine Vorlesung, p. 20), and Porter (Giant Cities, p. 147), speak of a bed of clay in that place. See, also, Williams’s Holy City, ii. 495. There is a potter at Jerusalem at present, for which the clay is obtained from the hill over the valley of Hinnom. H.  

* The V. strangely misrepresents the case here, as if the putting to death of Jesus was prior to the crucifixion.

---

a The prophecy referred to by St. Matthew, Zechari-  

as notJeremiah (13. 12, 13), does not present the precise state of the Hebrew text agrees with the quotation of the Evangelist. The Syriac Version omits the name sitogether.

b Eusebius, from whom Jerome translated, has here in Boponen. This may be a clerical error, or it may also be an instance existing of the change of a traditional site to meet circumstances.
Nor does the existence of traditions which point out different spots as "the field," prove that the first Christians recognized two different accounts, i.e. a contradiction in the statements of Matthew and Luke; for the variant traditions are not old enough (that of Arculf A.D. 700) to be traced to any such source. Yet it is not impossible that the potter's field which the Jews purchased may actually be the present Achelema, which overlooks the valley of Hinnom. The receptacles for the dead which appear in the rocks in that quarter show that the ancient Jews were accustomed to bury their dead there.

It is usually assumed that Judas came to his miserable end on the very field which had been bought with his 30 pieces of silver. It was for a twofold reason, says Lightfoot (I Hebr. p. 630), that the field was called Achelema; first, because, as stated in Matt. xxvii. 7, it had been bought with the price of blood; and, secondly, because it was sprinkled with the man's blood who took that price. Such congruities often mark the retributions of guilt. Yet it should be noted that Luke does not say in so many words that Judas "fell headlong and burst asunder" on the field purchased with his "reward of iniquity"; but may mean that the field was called Achelema because the foot of the traitor's bloody end, whether it occurred in one place or another, was so notorious (ἀκρατήρια... αὔτῃ κηρυγμα). In either case there is no inconsistency between the two reasons assigned by Matthew and Luke for the appellation; the field could be called Achelema with a double emphasis, both because it was "the price of blood," and because the guilty man's blood was shed there by his own hand.

Further, the giving of the 30 pieces of silver, "the price of him that was valued," for the "potter's field," fulfilled an O.T. prophecy. But why the evangelist (Matt. xxvii. 9) should refer this prophecy to Jeremiah, and not Zechariah (Zech. xi. 12, 13), in whom the words are found, is a question not easy to answer. Possibly as the Jews (according to the Talmudic order) placed Jeremiah at the head of the prophets, his name is cited merely as a general title of the prophetic writings. See Davidson's Biblical Criticism, i. 330. Dr. E. Robinson (Harmony, p. 237) agrees with those who think διὰ τοῦ προφητῆτος may be the true reading, but certainly against the external testimony. The view of Hengstenberg is that though Zechariah's prophecy was directly Messianic and that of Jeremiah ante-Messianic and national, yet they both really prophesy one truth (namely, that the people who spurn God's mercies, be they his prophets and their warnings or Christ and his Gospel, shall be themselves spurned); and hence Matthew in effect quotes them both, but names Jeremiah only because he was better known, and because Zechariah incorporates the older prophecy with his own so as to give to the latter the effect of a previous fulfilment as a pledge for the future: the common truth taught in the two passages, and the part of the "potter" so conspicuous in them, being supposed insufficient to achieve the removal of this relation of the prophecies to each other. See his Christology of the O. T. ii. 187 ff., § 9 (Keith's trans.). So free a critic as Groitsch (Anm. ad loc.) takes nearly the same view: "Cum autem hoc dictum Jeremie per Zach. repetitum hic recipit Matt., simul ostendit "acate, ec semper inimicis Judaeis, quae idem prophetae olim et temporis hominibus praedix- nam.

For other opinions, which may be thought, however, to illustrate rather than solve the difficult question, see Dr. Schaff's edition of Lange's Commentary, i. 505.

II.

ACHAIA (Ἀχαΐα) signifies in the N. T. a Roman province, which included the whole of the Peloponnesus and the greater part of Hellas proper, with the adjacent islands. This province, with that of Macedonia, comprehended the whole of Greece: hence Achaia and Macedonia are frequently mentioned together in the N. T. to indicate all Greece (Acts xviii. 27, xix. 21; Rom. xv. 26, xvi. 11; Eph. v. 4). Achaia is the term used by ancient writers: 1 Cor. xvi. 15; 2 Cor. i. 1, iv. 1, xi. 10; 1 Thess. i. 7, 8). A narrow slip of country upon the northern coast of Peloponnesus was originally called Achaia, the cities of which were celebrated in an ancient League, which was renewed in n.c. 280 for the purpose of resisting the Macedonians. This League subsequently included several of the other Greek states, and became the most powerful political body in Greece; and hence it was natural for the Romans to apply the name of Achaia to the Peloponnesus and the south of Greece, when they took Corinth and destroyed the League in n.c. 146. (Βασιλεύς δι' οὖν ἕλκατο ἀλλ' Ἀχαϊά ἤγειμον ἤ διδοὺ ἐλεφαντάζον "Ελληνες δι' Ἀχαιῶν πότε τοῦ Ἑλληνικοῦ προετοιμάστων, Pans. vii. 16, § 10). Whether the Roman province of Achaia was established immediately after the conquest of the League, or not till a later period, need not be discussed here (see Dict. of Greek, i. 17).

In the division of the provinces by Augustus between the emperor and the senate in n.c. 27, Achaia was one of the provinces assigned to the Senate, and was governed by a proconsul (Strab. xvii. p. 840: Dion. Cass. liv. 12). Titurius in the second year of his reign (A.D. 16) took it away from the Senate, and made it an imperial province governed by a procurator (Tac. Ann. i. 70); but Claudius restored it to the Senate (Suet. Claud. 25). This was its condition when Paul was brought before Gallio, who is therefore (Acts xviii. 12) correctly called the "proconsul" (ἀρχηγός) of Achaia, which is translated in the A. V. "deputy" of Achaia. (For the relation of Achaia to Helles, see GRIEVE, ad fin.)

ACHAEUS (Ἀχαίος), name of a Christian (1 Cor. xvi. 17, subscription No. 25).

ACHAN (ἄχαν, trouble; written ἄχαν in 1 Chr. ii. 7: "Ἀχαῖος or Ἄχαιος: Acham or Achhar"), an Israelite of the tribe of Judah, who, when Jericho and all that it contained were accursed and devoted to destruction, secretly a portion of the spoil in his tent. For this sin Jehovah punished Israel by their defeat in their attack upon Ai. When Achan confessed his guilt, and the booty was discovered, he was stoned to death with his whole family by the people, in a valley situated between Ai and Jericho, and their remains, together with his property, were burnt. From this event the valley received the name of Acher (Lu. vii. 22) (See ACHAR). From the similarity of the name Achan to Acher, Joshua said to Achan, "Why hast thou troubled us? the Lord shall trouble thee this day" (Josh. xix.). In order to account for the terrible vengeance executed upon the family of Achan, it is quite unnecessary to resort to the hypothesis that they were accomplices in his act of military insubordination. The extraordinary severity of Oriental nations, from which the Jewish people were by n
neus free, has in all ages involved the children in the punishment of the father.

The name occurs Josh. vii. 1, 18, 19, 20, 24, xxii. 20.

A. "ACHAR (אָCarthy : Achar). A variation of the name of Achan which seems to have arisen from the play upon it given in 1 Chr. ii. 7; "Achar, the trouble maker (רֶוֶזֶנ) of Israel." W. A. W.

ACHBOR (אָCarthy : Achar). Chief minister, "cupbearer, and keeper of the signet, and steward, and overseer of the accounts." at the court of Sarchon or Esarhaddon, king of Nineveh, in the Apocryphal story of Tobit (Tob. i. 21; 22. ii. 10, xiv. 10). He was nephew to Tobit, being the son of his brother Anan, and supported him in his blindness till he left Nineveh. From the occurrence of the name of Anan in xiv. 10, it has been conjectured that Achcharus is but the Jewish name for Mordecai, whose history suggested some points which the author of the book of Tobit worked up into his narrative; but there is no reason to have recourse to such a supposition, as the discrepancies are much more strongly marked than the resemblances. W. A. W.

Achias (Achias). Son of Pheineas; high-priest and progenitor of Esdras (2 Esdr. i. 2), but omitted both in the genealogies of Ezra and 1 Esdras. He is probably conformed with Ahijah, the son of Ahitub and grandson of Eli. W. A. W.

ACHIM (אָCarthy : Achar), Matt. i. 14, son of Sadoc, and father of Eliud, in our Lord's genealogy; the fifth in succession before Joseph the husband of Mary. The Hebrew form of the name would be יֶּהֶנֶּס, Jachin (Gen. xxxvi. 10; 1 Chr. xxiv. 17), which in the latter place the LXX. render Ἀχίας, [Horn. ed.], or Ἀκίας [Vat.]; Alex. Ἀκίας, Comp. Iaκίας, Ab. Ἀκίας. It is a short form of Jehohachin, the Lord will establish. The name, perhaps, indicates him as successor to Jehoiachin's throne, and expresses his parents' faith that God would, in due time, establish the kingdom of David, according to the promise in Is. ix. 7 (6 in the Hsb. Bibh.) and elsewhere. A. C. H.

ACHIOR (אָCarthy : Achar, the brother of light; comp. Num. xxxvii. 27: Achior: conformed with Ἀκίας, Tob. xi. 18), a general of the Ammonites in the army of Holofernes, who is afterwards represented as becoming a proselyte to Judaism (Jud. v. vi., xiv.). B. F. W.

Achish (אָCarthy : Achez: [Alex. in 1 K. Ἀκίας: Comp. Ἀχίας, in 1 K. Ἀχίας: Acheis), a Philistine king at Gath, son of Mnaoch, who in the title to the 34th Psalm is called Abimelech (possibly corrupted from Ἰσσύ Ἐφραί). David twice found a refuge with him when he fled from Saul. On the first occasion, being recognized by the servants of Achish as one celebrated for his victories over the Philistines, he was alarmed for his safety, and feigned madness (1 Sam. xxi. 10-13). [DAVID.] From Achish he fled to the cave of Adullam. On the second occasion, David fled to Abimelech with 600 men (1 Sam. xxvii. ii.), and remained at Gath a year and four months. Whether the Achish [son of Maachah] to whom Shimei went in disobedience to the commands of Solomon (1 K. ii. [89] 40), be the same person is uncertain. R. W. B.

In the title of the 34th Psalm, Abimelech (which see) may be the royal title, and Achish in the history the personal name, as Hengstenberg, De Wette, Lengerke remark. Fürst (Handb. s. v.) regards Achish as Philistine and probably = serpent-charmer. The name occurs also 1 Sam. xxix. 3-12, xvii. 1, xxix. 2-9. H.

ACHITOB (אָCarthy : Achitob). Ahiotus, the high-priest (1 Esdr. viii. 2; 2 Esdr. i. 1), in the genealogy of Esdras. W. A. W.

ACHITOF [Echatax.] ACHOR, VALLEY OF, (אָCarthy : אִיךְ : Achor), valley of trouble, according to the etymology of the text; the spot at which Acham, the "trouble maker of Israel," was stoned (Josh. vii. 24, 29). On the N. boundary of Judah (xxv. 7; also Is. xix. 10; Hos. ii. 15). It was known in the time of Jerome (Onom. s. v.), who describes it as north of Jericho; but this is at variance with the course of the boundary in Joshua (Kell's Joshua, p. 131).

G.

No trace of the name is found any longer. Yet Achor "was stoned at all events near Gilgal and the West-Jordan heights " (Knoch, Joscr. p. 118). It is a valley "that runs up from Gilgal toward Bethel" (Thomson's Land and Book, ii. 185). The prophet's allusion in Hos. ii. 15 is not so much to the place as to the meaning of the name. "And I will give her . . . . the valley of Achor for a door of hope," i. e. through "trouble," through affliction and discipline, God will prepare His people for greater blessings than they would otherwise be fitted to bestow on them.

ACHSAH (אָCarthy : Acsah: Alex. Ἀκσάς; [Comp. Οὐάδ] Acsa). Daughter of Caleb, or Chelaibai, the son of Hezron (1 Chr. ii. 49)." Caleb.

ACHSAH (אָCarthy : Acsah)." Comp. in Josh., Ἀκσάς: Acsa), daughter of Caleb, the son of Jephunneh, the Kenazite. Her father promised her in marriage to whoever should take Debir, the ancient name of which (according to the analogy of KIRJAT-t-AHIA, the ancient name of Hebron) was Krigath-Hebrom (or as in Josh. xxv. 14), the city of the book. Othniel, her father's younger brother, took the city, and according received the hand of Achsa as his reward. Caleb at his daughter's request added to her dowry the upper and lower springs, which she had pleaded for as peculiarly suitable to her inheritance in a south country (Josh. xv. 15-19). See

A. Achsa is merely an incorrect form which in modern editions of A. V. has been substituted for Acksah, the reading of the first and other early editions. A.
ACHSHAPH

Stanley’s S. of P. p. 161). [GULLOTT.] The story is repeated in Judg. i. 11-15. Acsah is mentioned again, as being the daughter of Caleb, in 1 Chr. ii. 43. But there is much confusion in the genealogy of Caleb there given. [ACHUSA; CALER.]

A.C.H.

ACTS OF THE APOSTLES

will not stand the test of searching inquiry. They will be found enumerated in Davidson’s Introd. to the N. T. vol. ii., and Alford’s prolegomena to vol. ii. of his edition of the Greek Testament. It must be confessed to be, at first sight, somewhat surprising that notices of the author are so entirely wanting, not only in the book itself, but also, generally, in the Epistles of St. Paul, whom he must have accompanied for some years on his travels. But our surprise is removed when we notice the habit of the Apostle with regard to mentioning his companions to have been very various and uncertain, and remember that no Epistles were, strictly speaking, written by him while our writer was in his company, before his Roman imprisonment; for he does not seem to have joined him at Corinth (Acts xxi.), where the two Epps. to the Thess., were written, nor to have been with him at Ephesus, ch. xiii., whence, perhaps, the Epp. to the Gal. was written; nor again to have wintered with him at Corinth, ch. xx. 3, at the time of his writing the Epp. to the Rom. and, perhaps, that to the Gal.

The book commences with an inscription to one Theophilus, who, from bearing the appellation ἐπισκόπος, was probably a man of birth and station. But its design must not be supposed to be limited to the edification of Theophilus, whose name prefixed only, as was customary then as now, by way of dedication. The readers were evidently intended to be the members of the Christian Church, whether Jews or Gentiles; for its contents are such as are of the utmost consequence to the whole church. They are The fulfillment of the promise of the Father by the descent of the Holy Spirit, and the beginning of those continuing, by the dispersion of the Gospel among Jews and Gentiles. Under these leading heads all the personal and subordinate details may be ranged. Immediately after the Ascension, St. Peter, the first of the Twelve, designated by our Lord as the Rock on whom the Church was to be built, the holder of the keys of the kingdom, becomes the prime actor under God in the founding of the Church. He is the centre of the first great group of savings and doings, as the opening of the door to the Christian Church for Jews and Gentiles (ch. x.), is his office, and by him, in good time, is accomplished. But none of the existing twelve Apostles were, humanly speaking, fitted to preach the Gospel to the cultivated Gentile world. To be by divine grace the spiritual conqueror of Asia and Europe, God raised up an other instrument, from among the highly-educated and zealous Pharisees. The preparation of Saul of Tarsus for the work to be done, the progress, in his hand, of that work, his journeys, preachings, and perils, his stripes and imprisonments, his testifying in Jerusalem and being brought to testify in Rome,—these are the subjects of the latter half of the book, of which the great central figure is the Apostle Paul.

Any view which attributes to the writer as his chief design some collateral purpose which is supposed by the book, as it stands, or, indeed, any purpose beyond that of writing a faithful history of such facts as seem important in the spread of the Gospel, is now generally and very properly treated as erroneous. Such a view has become celebrated in modern times, as held by Baur;—that the purpose of the writer was to compare the two great Apostles, to show that St. Paul did not depart from the principles which regulated St. Peter, and to extol him at every opportunity by comparison with St. Peter.
The reader need hardly be reminded how little any such purpose is borne out by the contents of the book itself; naq, how naturally they would follow their present sequence, without any such thought having been in the writer's mind. Doubtless many ends are answered and many results brought out by the book as its narrative proceeds: as e. g. the rejection of the Gospel by the Jewish people everywhere, and its gradual transference to the Gentiles; and others which might be easily gathered up, and made by ingenious hypothesizers, such as Baur, to appear as if the writer were bent on each one in its turn as the chief object of his work.

As to the time and place at which the book was written, we are left to gather them entirely from indirect notices. It seems most probable that the place of writing was Rome, and the time about two years from the date of St. Paul's arrival there, as related in ch. xxviii., sub fin. Had any considerable alternation in the Apostles' circumstances taken place before the publication, there can be no reason why it should not have been noticed. And on other accounts also, this time was by far the most likely for the publication of the book.

The arrival in Rome was an important period in the Apostles' life; the quiet which succeeded it seemed to promise no immediate determination of his cause. A large amount of historic material had been collected in Judea, and during the various missionary journeys; or, taking another and not less probable view, Nero was beginning to undergo that change for the worse which disgraced the latter portion of his reign: none could tell how soon the whole outward repose of Roman society might be shaken, and the tacit toleration which the Apostles enjoyed, might be exchanged for bitter persecution. If such terrors were imminent, there would surely be in the Roman Church prophets and teachers who might tell them of the storm which was gathering, and warn them that the records lying ready for publication must be given to the faithful before its outbreak or event.

Such a priori considerations would, it is true, weigh but little against presumptive evidence furnished by the book itself; but arriving there as the result of such evidence, they carry some weight, when we find that the time naturally and fairly indicated in the book itself for its publication is that of one of all others when we should conceive that publication most likely.

This would give us for the publication the year 63 A. D., according to the most probable assignment of the date of the arrival of St. Paul at Rome.

The genuineness of the Acts of the Apostles has ever been recognized in the Church. It is mentioned by Eusebius (H. E. iii. 25) among the διαλογογουμενα θεω γραπαι. It is first directly quoted in the epistle of the churches of Lyons and Vienne to those of Asia and Phrygia (A. D. 177); then repeatedly and expressly by Irenaeus, Clement of Alexandria, Tertullian, and so onwards. It was rejected by the Marcionites (cent. iii.) and Manicheans (cent. iv.) as contradicting some of their notions of the history of the church; but still others have attempted to throw discredit on it, and fix its publication in the second century, mainly by assuming the hypothesis impugned above, that it is an apology for St. Paul. But the view has found no favor, and would, ere this, have been forgotten, had it not been for the ability and subtlety of its chief supporter.

The text of the Acts of the Apostles is very full of various readings; more so than any other book of the N. T. To this several reasons may have contributed. In the many backward references to Gospel history, and the many anticipations of statements and expressions occurring in the Epistles, temptations abounded for a corrector to try his hand at assimilating, and, as he thought, reorganizing the various accounts. In places where a chronological order or usage was in question, insertions or omissions were made to suit the habits and views of the Church in aftertimes. Where the narrative simply related facts, any act or word apparently unworthy of the apostolic age was modified for the sake of decorum. Where St. Paul repeats to different audiences, or the writer himself narrates the details of his miraculous conversion, the one passage was pieced from the other, so as to produce verbal accordance. There are in this book an unusual number of those remarkable interpolations of considerable length, which are found in the Codex Beza (D) and its cognates. A critique of some emendations, Bornemann, believes that the text of the Acts originally contained them all, and has been abbreviated by correctors; and he has published an edition in which they are inserted in full. But, while some of them bear an appearance of genuineness (as e. g. that in ch. xii. 10, where, after εξελθόντες, is added κατατέθησαν τοις έτταθαθούν, καὶ) the greater part are unmeaning and absurd (e. g. that in ch. xvi. 39, where we read after εξελθείν, εις είποντες, Ηροσθεμάους τά καθών δι’ οτε δέπε δεικνοι καὶ εξεγάγωντες περικέλασαν αυτούς λέγοντες Εκ τις πόλεως ταύτης εξελθοντες μήποτε πάλιν συντράφωμεν ήμις επιπρόκειτον καθω διάων). The new remarkable exegetical works and monographs on the Acts, besides commentaries on the whole N. T. [Alford, Wordsworth, De Wette, Meyer, Lechler in Lange's Bibelwerk], are Baugarten, Apostelgeschichte, oder der Entwicklungsgang der Kirche von Jerusalem bis Rom, Halle, 1852 [2d ed. 1859, Eng. trans. Edibn. 1854; Zeller, Die Apostelgeschichte nach ihrem Inhalt u. Ursprung krit. untersucht, Stuttgart, 1854, first pub. in the Zeitschr. für Theol. Wiss. u. Krit. 1849-51; and] Lehmann, Die Compositions- und Entstehung der Apostelgeschichte von Neuem untersucht, Gotha, 1854.

The former of these works is a very complete treatise on the Christian-historical development of the Church as related in the book: the latter is of more value as a critical examination of the various theories as to its composition and authorship. [Zeller's is the ablest attack on its genuineness and authenticity.]


ACTS OF THE APOSTLES


Some additional remarks will be need to be made upon the theory of the Tubingen school respecting the authorship of the book of Acts. This theory proceeds upon the assumption that Peter and the rest of the original disciples of Christ were Judaizers; i. e., that they insisted upon the circumcision of the Gentile converts to Christianity, as an indispensable condition of fellowship. Consequently, according to Dr. Baarr, Peter and Paul and the two branches of the church of which they were respectively the leaders were placed in a relation of hostility to one another. After the death of these Apostles, various attempts were made to produce a reconciliation between the opposing parties. The book of Acts, it is claimed, is the product of one of these irremedial or compromising efforts. A Pauline Christian in the earlier part of the second century composes a half-fictional history, with the design to present Paul in a favorable light to the Judaizing and Peter in an equally favorable light to the adherents of Paul. Paul is represented as hav- ing circumcised Timothy, and as having in other points conformed to the Judaizing principles; whilst Peter, on the other hand, in the affair of Cornelius and on other occasions, and the Jerusalem Church (in the narrative of Apostolic convention, for example), are made out to agree almost with the tenets of Paul. One feature of Dr. Baarr's system was the rejection of the genuineness of all the Pauline Epistles, save the two Epistles to the Corinthians, the Epistle to the Romans and that to the Galatians. The following remarks form the heads of a conclusive argument against the Tubingen theory.

1. Paul's general style of reference to the other Apostles, in the Epistles acknowledged to be genuine, is inconsistent with that theory. He and the other Apostles, and are parties of common affiliations. See 1 Cor. iv. 9 sqq., 1 Cor. xv. 5 sqq. In the last passage (ver. 9) he styles himself "the least of the Apostles." When both Epistles were written, he was engaged in collecting contribution for "the saints" at Jerusalem. The last two chapters of the Epistle to the Romans, which show the friendship of Paul for the Jewish Christians, are, on quite insufficient grounds, de-
ACUA

AW are declared to be "many thousands" (μεταχειρίζεται). See also Paul's denunciation of the Jews, Acts xxvii. 25 seq.

The historical discrepancies which the critics find in Acts are such as, if they were made out to exist, prove no "tendency" or partisan purpose in the work, but only show that the author, like other credible historians, is not free from inaccuracies. The speeches are doubtless given or reproduced in the language of Luke himself. Their historical credibility is shown by Tholuck (Theol. Studien u. Kritiken, 1839, II.

In the defence of the Tübinger hypothesis, see Baur, Die Christentum u. die christliche Kirche der drei ersten Jahrhunderte, 2d Ausg., 1860: also, his Prælus; and Zeller, Die Apostelgeschichte. From this hypothesis, see Eduard Lekelous, Die Composition u. Entwicklung der Apostelgeschichte, 1884; Professor Hackett, Commentary on the Acts, revised ed. 1880 (both in the introduction and in the excisions of the passages pertaining to the controversy); Meyer, Apostelgeschichte: Lightfoot, Ep. to the Galatians, Camb. Diss. iii. St. Paul and the Thieves, pp. 276-346; and Fisher's Essays on the Supernatural Origin of Christianity, New York, 1865.

G. P. F.

ACU' A [Ἄκουά; [Ald. Ἄκουά; Ἀκουά]. AKB (1 Esdr. v. 30); comp. Ezr. ii. 43.

W. A. W.

A'CUB [Ἄκουα; Ἀκουά; [Ald. Ἄκουά; Ἀκουά]. Acab (1 Esdr. v. 31); comp. Ezr. ii. 15.

W. A. W.

AD'ADAH (אָדָדָה [festal]; Ἀδοτά). [Ald. Comp. Ald. Ἀδαθά; Ἀδάθα], one of the cities in the extreme south of Judah named with Dinannah and Kedesh (Josh. xv. 22). It is not mentioned in the Onomasticon of Eusebius, nor has any trace of it been yet discovered.

AD'ADAH (אָדָדָה; ornament, beauty; 'Ađádá: 'Ađá). 1. The first of the two wives of Lamech, fifth in descent from Cain, by whom were born to him Jabal and Jubal (Gen. iv. 19, [20, 21]).

2. A Hittite, daughter of Ethon, one (probably the first) of the three wives of Esau, mother of his first-born son Eliphaz, and so the ancestress of six (or seven) of the tribes of the Edomites (Gen. xxxvi. 2, [4], 10 ff. 1.5 ff.). In Gen. xxxvi. 34, she is called BASHEMATH.

W. F. G.

AD'ATAH [3 syll.] (אָדָת [whom Jehovah adorns]; 'Eḏētā; [Vat. Ǝd̂ētā; Ǝd̂ētā: Ǝd̂ētā; Ἀδατά]. 1. The maternal grandfather of King Josiah, and native of Boscath in the lowlands of Judah (2 K. xxii. 1).

2. (A'dāţā; [Vat. A'ētā; Alex. Ἀδατά: Ἀδατά], a Levite, of the Gershonite branch, and ancestor of Asaph (1 Chr. vi. 41). In ver. 21 he is called DADūN.

3. (A'dāţā; [Vat. A'ētā; Alex. Ἀδατά: Ἀδατά], a Benjamite, son of Shimhi (1 Chr. viii. 21), who is apparently the same as She'ma in ver. 13.

4. (Alex. Ἀδατάς, ᾿Αδάτας; Ἀδάτας, Ἀδάτα), a priest, son of Jeroham (1 Chr. ix. 12; Neh. xi. 21), who returned with 242 of his brethren from Babylon (1 Chr. xii. 40).

5. (A'dāţā; Ἀδατά). One of the descendants of Band, who had married a foreign wife after the return from Babylon (Ezr. x. 29). He is called 1 EDELA in 1 Esdr. i. 30.

6. (A'dāţā; Alex. Ἀδάτας; FA. Ἀδατάς, Ἀδάτας). The descendant of another Bani, who had also taken a foreign wife (Ezr. x. 39).

7. (Alex. A'dāţā; [Vat.] FA. Ἀδατάς; Ἀδατάς). A man of Judah of the line of Pharez (Neh. xi. 5).

8. (A'dāţā; [Vat. 'Aētā; 2. m. ᾿Αδάτας; Alex. ᾿Αδατάς: Ἀδατάς). Ancestor of Maselah, one of the captains who supported Jehoiada (2 Chr. xxiii. 1).

W. A. W.

AD'A' LA (אָדָלָה; ᾿Αδαλά; [Vat. Ἀδαλᾶ; Bâr. Alex. FA. Bârê; Comp. ᾿Αδαλά; Ὁδαλά], a son of Hanan (Esth. ix. 8).

* He was massacred by the Jews, together with nine other sons of Hanan, in the palace of the Persian king at Shushan, on Hanan's downfall and the elevation of Mordecai to his place as chief minister of state (Esth. ix. 6-10). The name is Persian, though the father was probably an Amalekite.

H.

AD' ĀM (אָדָם; Ἀδάμ), the name which is given in Scripture to the first man. The term apparently has reference to the ground from which he was formed, which is called ADA'NAT (אָדָנָת Gen. ii. 7). The idea of redness of color seems to be inherent in either word. (Cf. AD'NAT, Lam. iv. 7; ᾿Αδανάς, Rev. xii. 3, 14: Edon, Gen. xxxv. 30; בּדנָת, a ruby; Arab. ٍمُذل, coloquus fuscus, ruber luteus, etc.). The generic term Adan, man, becomes, in the case of the first man, a denominative. Supposing the Hebrew language to represent accurately the primary idea connected with the formation of man, it would seem that the appellation bestowed by God was given to keep alive in Adan the memory of his earthly and mortal nature; whereas the name by which he preferred to designate himself was Ish, 'a man of substance or worth, Gen. ii. 23.

The creation of man was the work of the sixth day. His formation was the ultimate object of the Creator. It was with reference to him that all things were designed. He was to be the "roof and crown" of the whole fabric of the world. In the first nine chapters of Genesis there appear to be three distinct histories relating more or less to the life of Adam. The first extends from Gen. i. 1 to ii. 3, the second from ii. 4 to iv. 26, the third from i. 1 to the end of ix. The word at the commencement of the two latter narratives, which is rendered there and elsewhere generations, may also be rendered history. The style of the second of these records differs very considerably from that of the first. In the first the Deity is designated by the word Elohîn; in the second He is generally spoken of as Elohîm. The object of the first of these narratives is to record the creation; that of the second to give an account of paradise, the original sin of man and the immediate posterity of Adam; the third contains mainly the history of Noah, referring, it would seem, to Adan and his descendants, principally in relation to that patriarch.

The Mosaic accounts furnish us with very few materials from which to form any adequate conception of the first man. He is said to have been created in the image and likeness of God, and this
ADAM

is commonly interpreted to mean some super-excellant and divine condition which was lost at the Fall: apparently, however, without sufficient reason, as the continuance of this condition is implied in the time of Noah, subsequent to the flood (Gen. ix. 6), and is asserted as a fact by St. James (iii. 9), and by St. Paul (1 Cor. xi. 7). It probably points to the Divine pattern and archetype after which man's intelligent nature was fashioned; reason, understanding, imagination, volition, &c. being attributes of God; and man alone of the animals of the earth being possessed of a spiritual nature which resembled God's nature. Man, in short, was a spirit created to reflect God's righteousness and truth and love, and capable of holding direct intercourse and communion with Him. As long as his will moved in harmony with God's will, he fulfilled the purpose of his creator. When he refused submission to God, he broke the law of his existence and fell, introducing confusion and disorder into the economy of his nature. As much as this we may learn from what St. Paul says of "the new man being renewed in knowledge after the image of Him that created him" (Col. iii. 10), the restoration to such a condition being the very work of the Holy Spirit of God. The name Adam was not confined to the father of the human race, but like house was applicable to evemus as well as meta, so that we find it is said in (Gen. 1, 2, 3) "This is the book of the history of Adam in the day that God created Adam in the likeness of God made Him, male and female created He them, and called their name Adam in the day when they were created."

The man Adam was placed in a garden which the Lord God had planted "eastward in Eden," for the purpose of dressing it and keeping it. It is of course hopeless to attempt to identify the situation of Eden with that of any district familiar to modern geography. There seems good ground for supposing it to have been an actual locality. It was probably near the source of a river which subsequently divided into four streams. These are mentioned by name: Pison is supposed by some to be the Indus, Gihon is taken for the Nile, Hiddekel is called by the LXX. here, and at Dan. x. 4, Tigris, and the fourth is Euphrates; but hose they should have been originally united is unim-possible. Adam was permitted to eat of the fruit of every tree in the garden but one, which was called "the tree of the knowledge of good and evil." What this was it is also impossible to say. Its name would seem to indicate that it had the power of bestowing the consciousness of the difference between good and evil; in the ignorance of which man's innocence and happiness consisted. The prohibition to taste the fruit of this tree was enforced by the menace of death. There was also another tree which was called "the tree of life." Some suppose it to have acted as a kind of medicine, and that by the continued use of it one's parents, not created immortal, were preserved from death. (Mpp. Whately.) While Adam was in the garden of Eden the beasts of the field and the fowls of the air were brought to him to be named, and whatever he called every living creature that was the name thereof. Thus the power of "my designating objects of sense was possessed by the mind only." (Burckhardt) which is generally considered as indicating nature and extensive intellectual resources. Upon the failure of a companion suitable for Adam among the creatures thus brought to him to be named, the Lord God caused a deep sleep to fall upon him, and took one of his ribs from him, which He fashioned into a woman and brought her to the man. Prof. S. Lee supposed the account of the creation of Eve to have been revealed to Adam in his deep sleep (Lee's Job, Introd. p. 16). This is agreeable with the analogy of similar passages, as Ax. x. 10, xi. 5, xxii. 17. At this time they are both described as being naked without the consciousness of shame.

Such is the Scripture account of Adam prior to the Fall. There is no narrative of any condition superhuman or contrary to the ordinary laws of humanity. The first man is a true man, with the powers of a man and the innocence of a child. He is moreover spoken of by St. Paul as being "the figure, τύπος, of Him that was to come," the second Adam, Christ Jesus (Rom. v. 14). His human excellence, therefore, cannot have been superior to that of the Son of Mary, who was Himself the Pattern and Perfect Man. By the sublity of the serpent, the woman who was given to be with Adam, was beguiled into a violation of one command which had been imposed upon them. She took of the fruit of the forbidden tree and gave it to her husband. The propriety of its name was immediately shown in the results which followed: self-consciousness was the first fruits of sin; their eyes were opened and they knew that they were naked. The subsequent conduct of Adam would seem to militate against the notion that he was in himself the perfection of moral excellence. His cowardly attempt to clear himself by the inculcation of his helpless wife bears no marks of a high moral nature even though fallen; it was conduct unworthy of his sons, and such as many of them would have scorned to adopt. Though the curse of Adam's rebellion of necessity fell upon him, yet the very prohibition to eat of the tree of life after his transgression, was probably a manifestation of Divine mercy, because the greatest malignant of all would have been to have the gift of indestructible life superadded to a state of wretchedness and sin. When moreover we find in Prov. iii. 18, that wisdom is declared to be a tree of life to them that lay hold upon her, and in Rev. ii. 7, xii. 14, that the same expression is applied to the grace of Christ, we are led to conclude that this was merely a temporary prohibition imposed till the Gospel dispensation should be brought in. Upon this supposition the good condition of Christians now is as favorable as that of Adam before the Fall, and their spiritual state the same, with the

a. For an analysis of this first sin of the race, the nature of the temptation, and its effects on the mind and spirit of Adam, the student will find Auerler's remarks instructive (Die wissenschaftliche Offenbarung, i. 154 ff., translated in the Bibl. Sacra, xxii. 439 6). H.

b. The better view of interpreters is that Adam meant to cast the blame of his sin not so much on Eve as on his Maker for having given to a woman whom example had led him into transgression. And in that disposition certainly he manifested only a trait of human character that has ever distinguished his descendants, namely, a proneness to find the cause of sin not in their own hearts, but in God's relations to them, having ordained the circumstances in which they act, and given to them the moral nature which they possess. In that remembrance of the Apostle James (vi. 13-15) against this self-exculpatory spirit, "Let no man say when he is tempted, I am tempted of God," he has but rest again the echo of Adam's defence in the garden, "The woman whom thou gavest to be with me" (Gen. iii. 12). H.
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single exception of the consciousness of sin and the knowledge of good and evil.

Till a recent period it has been generally believed that the Scriptural narrative supposes the whole human race to have sprung from one pair. It is maintained that the O. T. assumes it in the reason assigned for the name which Adam gave his wife after the Fall, namely, Eve, or Chavvah, i. e. a living woman, "because she was the mother of all living;" and that St. Paul assumes it in his sermon at Athens when he declares that God hath made one blood all nations of men: and in the Epistle to the Romans, and first Epistle to the Corinthians, when he opposes Christ as the representative of redeemed humanity, to Adam as the representative of natural, fallen, and sinful humanity. But the full consideration of this important subject will come more appropriately under the article MAX.

In the middle ages discussions were raised as to the period which Adam remained in Paradise in a sinless state. To these Bantu refers in the Paradise, xxvi. 130—142—

"Nel monte, che si leva più dall'onda,
Fu' io, con vita pura e disonesta,
Dalla prim' ona quell' età seconda,
Come il Sol muta quadra, all' ona sesta."

I ante therefore did not suppose Adam to have been more than seven hours in the earthly paradise. Adam is stated to have lived 930 years: so it would seem that the death which resulted from his sin was the spiritual death of alienation from God. "In the day that thou estest thereof thou shalt surely die:" and accordingly we find that this spiritual death began to work immediately. The sons of Adam mentioned in Scripture are Cain, Abel and Seth. It is implied, however, that he had others.

ADAM (אָדָם) = earth: a [Comp. Abd. 'Ad-]
Adom], a city on the Jordan "beside (גָּוֹר) "Zarthan," in the time of Joshua (Josh. iii. 16). It is not elsewhere mentioned, nor is there any reference to it in Josephus. The LXX. (E. MS.) [both in the Iom. ed. and the Alex. MS.] has χάρμος Καραθαυρίου [Var. Καραθωρίου], a curious variation, in which it has been suggested (Stanley, S. v. P. App. § 80, note) that a trace of Adam appears in αρμ, D being changed to K according to the frequent custom of the LXX.

Note.—The A. V. here follows the Keri, which for אדָם = "by Adam," the reading in the Hebrew text or Chetib, has דָּם = "from Adam," an alteration which is a questionable improvement (Keil, p. 51). The accurate rendering of the text is "rose up upon a heap, very far off, by Adam, the city that is beside Zarthan" (Stanley, S. v. P. p. 304, note).

ADAMAH (אֲדָם) = earth: "Armuid;" [Alex. Comp. Abd. 'Adom;] "Edom," one of the "southern cities" of Nahashil, named between Chinnereth and the Ramah (Josh. xix. 36). It was probably situated to the N. W. of the Sea of Galilee, but no trace of it has yet been discovered.

ADAMANT (דָּמוֹן) = Shemor, שֵׁמֶור: דָּמוֹנְתָּו.

Can the place have derived its name from the "fat ground" (אֶדְמָנְתָּו) which was in this very neighborhood — "between Succoth and Zarthan" (J. K. vii. 49)?

adomas). The word Shemor occurs as a common noun eleven times in the O. T. In eight of these passages it evidently stands for some prickly plant, and accordingly it is rendered "lieris" by the A. V. In the three remaining passages (Jer. xvii. 1; Ez. iii. 9; Zech. vii. 12) it is the representative of some stone of excessive hardness, and is used in each of these last instances metaphorically. In Jer. xvii. 1, Shemor = "diamond" in the text of the A. V. "The sin of Judah is written with a pen of iron and with the point of a diamond," i. e. the people's idolatry is indelibly fixed in their affections, engraved as it were on the tablets of their hearts. In Ez. iii. 9, Shemor = "adaman." "As an adaman harder than flint have I made thy forehead, fear them not." Here the word is intended to signify that firmness of purpose with which the prophet should resist the sin of the rebellious house of Israel. In Zech. vii. 12, the Hebrew word = "adaman-stone" — "Yea, they made their hearts as an adaman-stone, lest they should hear the law," — and is used to express the hardness of the hearts of the Jews in resisting truth.

The LXX. afford us but little clue whereby to identify the mineral here spoken of, for in Ez. iii. 9 and in Zech. vii. 12 they have not rendered the Hebrew word at all, while the whole passage in Jer. xvii. 1-5 is altogether omitted in the Vatican MS.; the Alexandrine MS. however has the passage, and reads, with the versions of Aquila, Theodotion, and Symmachus, "with a nail of adaman." "Adaman" occurs in the Apocalypse, in Ecleus. xvi. 16.

Our English "Adaman" is derived from the Greek, αδάμαντος, and signifies "the unconquerable," in allusion, perhaps, to the hard nature of the substance, or, according to 1 Thess. (xxvii. 13), because it was supposed to be intractable by fire. The Greek writers generally apply the word to some very hard metal, perhaps steel, though they do also use it for a mineral. 1 Thess. in the chapter referred to above, enumerates six varieties of Adamos. Dana (Syst. Mineral. art. Diamond) says that the word "Adamas was applied by the ancients to several minerals differing much in their physical properties. A few of these are quartz, specularium from ore, emery, and other substances of rather high degrees of hardness, which cannot now be identified." Nor does the English language attach any one definite meaning to Adaman; sometimes indeed we understand the diamond by it, but it is often used vaguely to express any substance of im-
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penetrable hardness. Chaucer, Bacon, Shakespeare, use it in some instances for the |ebestone. In modern mineralogy the simple term Adament has no technical signification, but Adamantine Spat |is a mineral well known, and is closely allied to that |which we have good reason for identifying with the |Shamir or Adament of the Bible.

That some hard cutting stone is intended can be shown from the passage in Jeremih quoted above. Moreover the Hebrew root שָׁמִיָּר |b (Shamir, "to cut," "to pierce"), from which the word is derived, reveals the nature of the stone, the sharpness of |which, moreover, is proved by the identity of the |original word with a breve or thorn. Now since, in |the opinion of those who have given much atten- |tion to the subject, the Hebrews appear to have |been acquainted with the true diamond, it is |very probable, from the expression in Ez. iii. 9, of |"an adamanth breve than that," that by Shamir |is intended some variety of Corundum, a mineral |interior only to the diamond in hardness. Of this |mineral there are two principal groups; one is crys- |talline, the other granular; to the crystalline va- |rieties belong the indigo-blue sapphire, the red |oriental ruby, the yellow oriental spair, the green |oriental emerald, the violet oriental amethyst, the |brown adamanth spar. But it is to the granular |or massive variety that the Shamir may with most |probability be assigned. This is the modern Emery, |extensively used in the arts for polishing and cutting |gems and other hard substances; it is found in |Saxony, Italy, Asia Minor, the East Indies, &c., |and occurs in boulders or nodules in mica slate, |in talcose rock, or in granular limestone, associated |with oxide of iron; the color is smoky-gray or |blackish-gray; fracture imperfect. The best kinds |are those which have a blue tint; but many sub- |stances now sold under the name of emery contain |no corundum. The Greek name for the emery is |Σιζορίς or Σιρίς, and the Hebrew lexic- |graphers derive this word from the Hebrew שָׁמִיר. |There seems to be no doubt whatever that the two |words are identical, and that by Adament we are |to understand the emery-stone, or the uncrystal- |line variety of the Corundum.

The word Shamir occurs in the O.T. three |times as a proper name—once as the name of a |man (I Chr. xxiv. 24), and twice as the name of |a town. The name of the town may have reference |to the rocky nature of the situation, or to breics |and thorns abundant in the neighborhood. |W. I.

AD'AMIM (אַדָּם יִם [human], human, or |Adamite) "Adam" [Alex. Abd. Appa]: Comp., "Ada- |mik." A place on the border of Naphtali, |named after Alon Bezemannim (Josh. xix. 32). |By some it is taken in connection with the next |name, ham-Nebok, but see Israk, p. 545. In |the post-biblical times Adami bore the name of |Damai.

AD'AR (accurately Addar, אָדָר [height]: |Σάραμας [Alex. Abd. Comp. Ada/ama]: Addar), |a place on the south boundary of Palestine and of |Judah (Josh. xv. 3) which in the parallel list is |called HAZAR-ADDAR.

AD'AR [Mel. [Months].]

AD'ASA (אָדָסָה, I.XX.: τὰ Ἀδάσα, Jos.: |Aders, Adder). A place in Judah, a day's journey |from Gaza, and 30 stadia from Bethhoron (Jos. |Ant. xii. 10, § 5). Here Judas Macabæus encamped |before the battle in which Nicanor was |killed. Nicanor having pitched at Bethhoron (1 |Macc. iv. 49, 46). In the Omission it is men- |tioned as near Gupmus [the Roman Gaphna |and present Jaffa], 2 miles north-west of |Bethel. See ORTHES.

AD'BEEL (אָדָבֶאֵל [salt]: Na'bab): [in 1 Chr. |Vat. Na'abana]: Comp., "AdoBâhâh": Adol: |'Adôbâhâ, Joseph; "perhaps_miracle |or show of God," from מירכ אל, miracle," Gesen. s. r.) a |son of Islamut (Gen. xxv. 13; 1 Chr. i. 29), |and probably the progenitor of an Arab tribe. |No satisfactory identification of this name with that of |any people or place mentioned by the Greek geog- |raphers, or by the Arabs themselves, has yet been |discovered. The latter have lost most of the names |of Islamut's descendants between that patriarch |and Adam (who is said to be of the 21st genera- |tion before Mohammad), and this could scarcely |have been the case if tribes, or places named after |them, existed in the times of Arabian historians |or relaters of traditions: it is therefore unlikely that |statements are correct: the one refers to the powder, |the other to the stone. The German Schmirtl, or |Schmarotl, is evidently alluded to the Hebrew or |greek words. Bdden considers the Hebrew word to be of |Indian origin, comparing asmara, a stone which eats |away iron. Doubtless all these words have a common |origin.

This is probably the same stone which Herodotus |vii. 42 [49] says the Egyptians in the army of Xenex |used instead of iron to point their arrows with, |and by means of which they engraved seals.

b In the Keri. The Uebrith has "זע' ימ": Schmar |It will be enough merely to allude to the Rabbin|cal cabal false about Solomon, the Hoph, and the |wares Schmir. See Böttcher's Herzoguon, vol. iii. p. 812, |ed. Rosenmuller, and Buttoft, Lex. Talmai, col. 244.
ADDAN (ｱﾙｻ, LXX.; 'Ałaa, Vat. Alia, Alex. Aāa); Apoc. 1 Esdr. A'dar, Vulg.), one of the places from which some of the captivity returned with Zerubbabel to Judea who could not show their pedigree as Israelites (Esdr. ii. 30). In the parallel lists of Nehemiah (vii. 61) and Esdras the name is Addon and Aalar.

G.

*Perhaps the name Aalar in 1 Esdr. v. 36 corresponds to Immer in Ezra and Nehemiah. It appears in Esdras as the name of a man. See Charaxathalaah.

ADDAR (ｱﾙｻ : 'Aši; Vat. Āāa; Alex. Aīā); Comp. 'Aādār (Ādār), son of Beh (1 Chr. viii. 3), called Ār̄d in Num. xxvi. 40.

ADDER. This word in the text of the A. V. is the representative of four distinct Hebrew names, mentioned below. It occurs in Gen. xlhi. 17 (margin, arros-snake); Ps. viii. 4 (margin, agup); xcl. 13 (margin, asp); Prov. xxii. 32 (margin, cockatrice); and in Is. xi. 8, xiv. 29, lx. 5, the margin has adder, where the text has cockatrice. Our English word adder is used for any poisonous snake, and is applied in this general sense by the translators of the A. V. But they use in a similar way the synonymous term assp.

1. Acrhis (Ἀκρίτης: arabis: aspis) is found only in Ps. cxli. 3: "They have sharpened their tongues like a serpent, adder's poison is under their lips." The latter half of this verse is quoted by St. Paul from the LXX. in Rom. iii. 13. The poison of venomous serpents is often employed by the sacred writers in a figurative sense to express the evil tempters of ungodly men—that malignity which, as Bishop Horne says, is "the venom and poison of the intellectual world" (comp. Deut. xxxii. 33; Job xx. 14, 16). It is not possible to say with any degree of certainty what particular species of serpent is intended by the Hebrew word; the ancient versions do not help us at all, although nearly all agree in some kind of serpent, with the exception of the Chaldee paraphrase, which understands a spider by Acrhis, interpreting this Hebrew word by one of somewhat similar form. The etymology of the term is not ascertained with sufficient precision to enable us to refer the animal to any determinate species. Gene- nius derives it from two Hebrew roots, the combined meaning of which is "rolled in a spire and lying in ambush;" a description which would apply to almost any kind of serpent.

The number of poisonous serpents with which the Jews were acquainted was in all probability limited to some five or six species [Serpents], and as there are reasonable grounds for identifying Pethen and Shepophinon with two well known species, viz. the Egyptian Cobra and the Horned Viper, it is not improbable that the Acrhis may be represented by the Toxocin of Egypt and North Africa.

a Adder, in systematic zoology, is generally applied to those genera which form the family Viperidae: — Asp, to the Vipera Aspis of the Amph.

b אכרִית, Acrhis. The adder in the Bible, is usually applied to those genera which form the family Viperidae. It is generally said to be one of the most venomous of snakes, but this is not necessarily so.

At any rate it is unlikely that the Jews were unacquainted with this kind, which is common in Egypt and probably in Syria: the Echis arenicola, therefore, for such is this adder's scientific name, may be identified in name and reality with the animal signified by the Hebrew Acrhis.

Toxocin, of Egypt.

Colonel Hamilton Smith suggests that the Acrhis may be the puff or spool-adder of the Dutch colonists at the Cape of Good Hope, or that of Western Africa; but it has never been shown that the Echis species (Echis arenicola) or the W. African species (Chelota lateriterige), the only two hitherto known, are either of them inhabitants of a district so far north and east as Egypt.

2. Pethen (Pēthēn). [Ār̄d.]

3. Tsophon, or Vhiphoni (ㄒòpōn, ㄒòphōnī: e¢kōnā àpplidów, keparrès: regularus) occurs five times in the Hebrew Bible. In Prov. xxiii. 32 it is translated adder, and in the three passages of Isaiah quoted above, as well as in Jer. viii. 17, it is rendered cockatrice. The derivation of the word from a root which means "to hiss" does not help us at all to identify the animal. From Jeremiah we learn that it was of a hostile nature, and from the parallelism of Is. xi. 8, it appears that the Tsophoni was considered even more dreadful than the Pethen. Bochart, in his Hierozonion (iii. 182, ed. Rosenmüller), has endeavored to prove that the Tsophoni is the Basilisk of the Greeks (whence Jerome in Vulg. reads Regulus), which was then supposed to destroy life, burn up grass, and break stones by the pernicious influence of its breath (comp. Plin. H. N. viii. c. 33); but this is explaining an "ignotum per ignotius."

The whole story of the Basilisk is in vogue in fable, and it is in vain to attempt to discover the animal to which the ancients attributed such terrible power. It is curious to observe, however, that Forskål (Deser. Anim. p. 15) speaks of a kind of serpent (Coluber Bolivis) which is no doubt what he means when he says produces irritation on the spot touched by its breath; he is quoting, no doubt, the

c Thes. sub voc.: — موظ, retroversum ex fissir, and ｾﾒ, instilitus est. All Arab. kahera (impetum facere), vil etiam gusub (venenum) conferunt (Fist.).
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4. *Shekhiphon* (in Juxta Eusebii: ἐργαθευματος: cerastes t e) occurs only in Gen. xlix. 17, where it is used to characterize the tribe of Judah: "Dan shall be a serpent by the way, an adder in the path, that biteth the horse's heels, so that his rider shall fall backward." Various are the readings of the old versions in this passage: the Samaritan interprets *Shekhiphon* by "lying in wait;" the Targums of Jonathan, of Onkelos, and of Jersalem, with the Syriac, "a basilik." b The Arabic interpreters *Epeninus* [i. e. the anonymous version edited by *Erpenius*] and Sandias have "the horned snake;" and so the Vulg. *Cerastes*. The LXX., like the Samaritan, must have connected the Hebrew term with a word which expresses the idea of "sitting in ambush." The original word comes from a root which signifies "to prick," "pierce," or "bite." a

The habit of the *Shekhiphon*, alluded to in Jacob's prophecy, namely, that of lurking in the sand and biting at the horse's heels, suits the character of a well-known species of venomous snake, the celebrated horned viper, the asp of Cleopatra (*Cerastes [Cerastes] Heuglini*), which is found abundantly in the sandy deserts of Egypt, Syria, and Arabia. The Hebrew word *Shekhiphon* is no doubt identical with the Arabic *Sifim*. If the translation of this Arabic word by Gallus be compared with the description of the *Cerastes* in the British Museum, there will appear good reason for identifying the *Shekhiphon* of Genesis with the *Cerastes* of naturalists. "Sifim, serpents genus, heve, punctis nunculsique distinctum"—"a small kind of serpent marked with dots and spots" (Gallus, Arb. Lex. s. v.). *The Cerastes* (*Cerastes Heuglini*), brownish white with pale brown irregular unguent spots" (*Cot. of Snakes in Brit. M. pt. i. 29*). It is not pretended that the mere fact of these two animals being spotted affords sufficient ground, when taken alone, for asserting that they are identical, for many serpents have this character in common; but, when taken in connection with what has been adduced above, coupled with the fact that this spotted character belongs only to a very few kinds common in the localities in question, it does at least form strong presumptive evidence in favor of the identity of the *Shekhiphon* with the *Cerastes*. The name of *Cerastes* is derived from a curious hornlike process above each eye in the male, which gives it a formidable appearance. Bruce, in his *Travels in Abyssinia*, has given a very accurate and detailed account of these animals. He observes that he found them in greatest numbers in those parts which were frequented by the jerysa, and that it, the stomach of a *Cerastes* he discovered the remains of a jerysa. He kept two of these snakes in a glass vessel for two years without any food. Another circumstance mentioned by Bruce throws some light on the assertions of ancient authors as to the movement of this snake. *Elam* is Isidorus,

---

a The British of naturalists is a most forbidding-bogging yet harmless beast of the family *Ceradinae*, order *Sauria*. In using the term, therefore, care must be taken not to confound the mythical serpent with the veritable Saurian.

b "[is translated by] (Harman), preniciosus, from βέλος, "to destroy." *Ha R. Salom. Chaldeeum explicit, Onkelos autem redigit, Sacra seque Harman, quod est assim serpentis cyaussam, cuvo morsus est insalubris: is autem est basiliscus ὑπόθεσιν. (Orit. Sacri. i. 1114.)

c [This is not the rendering of the versions referred to, which have ὑπάτη ἐπισκέφος.] A)

d From ἐπαρεξία, punere, mordere, according to Furst and A. Schleiden; but Gesenius denies this meaning, and compares the Syr. " to gibe." " to creep."

"H καὶ ἁμαρτογερμή κατὰ σπίνην διδαχή αὐτής..." *Nieander, Thesaur. 233.*

f The female, however, is supposed sometimes to possess these horns. Hasselquist (*liner. pp. 241, 365*) has thus described them: "... Tienhuiha duo, utroque umbra ad laterum vertice, in margine superiore orbicul oblong, erecta, parte aversa paras umbram, cadentque parte parasum canaliculata, sub-dura, membra tenui vestiti, basi quadraturi minimis, una serie crenet, cineta, bravia, orbiculo ecuorum dimidia longitudine..."

With this description that of Geoffrey St. Hilaire may be compared: "Au dessus des yeux nait de chaque côté une petite éminence, comme on a une coutou-"
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Astius, all recorded of the Cerastes that, whereas other serpents creep along in a straight direction, this one and the Hemovorous a (no doubt the same animal under another name) move sideways, stumbling as it were on either side (and comp. Bochart). b Let this be compared with what Bruce says: "The Cerastes moves with great rapidity and in all directions, forwards, backwards, sideways; when he inclines to surprise any one who is too far from him, he creeps with his side towards the person," &c., &c. The words of Ibn Sina, or Avicenna, are to the same effect. It is right, however, to state that nothing unusual has been observed in the mode of progression of the Cerastes now in the gardens of the Zoological Society; but of course negative evidence in the instance of a specimen not in a state of nature does not invalidate the statement of so accurate an observer as Bruce.

The Horned Cerastes. (From specimen in British Museum.)

The Cerastes is extremely venomous; Bruce compelled one to scratch eighteen pigeons upon the thigh as quickly as possible, and they all died nearly in the same interval of time. It averages 2 to 15 inches in length, but is occasionally found larger. It belongs to the family Viperidae, order Viperida. [Serpent.]

From the root Shuphaba are possibly derived the proper names of Shupham, whence the family of the Shuphamites, Shuphiman, and Shupham.

W. H.

ADDI (Aâdî) [Tisch. Treg. 'A'dêî]. 1. Son of Cosam, and father of Melchi, in our Lord's genealogy (Luke iii. 28): the third above Sahthiel. The etymology and Hebrew form of the name are doubtful, as it does not occur in the LXX., but it probably represents the Hebrew יִדִּית, an ornament, and is a short form of Adiel, or Adahia. The latter name in 1 Chr. vi. 41 (26 in Heb. Bib.) is rendered in the [Roman edition of the] Septuagint Ἀδηίας, which is very close to Adhî. A. C. H.

2. (A'Adî; [Vat. A'däe'â;] A'dîln). This name occurs in a very corrupt verse (1 Esdr. ii. 31), apparently for Adîna (Ezra x. 30). W. A. W.

ADDÔ (A'dô; [Vat. E'dô] A'dôln). Indô, the grandfather of the prophet Zechariah (1 Esdr. vi. 1). W. A. W.

AD DON. [Addan.]

* This varied orthography, says Fürst (Hannah p. 17) is owing to a dialectic difference which pronounced Α as o.

AD DUS (A'dûsî): Addus. 1. The sons of Addus are enumerated among the children of Solomon's servants who returned with Zorobabel (1 Esdr. v. 14); but the name does not occur in the parallel lists of Ezra or Nehemiah.

2. (A'dûsî; [Vat. ldûsî]; Alex. 1ldûsî; [Akk. A'dûsî;] A'dônîn.). A priest whose descendants, according to 1 Esdr., were unable to establish their genealogy in the time of Ezra, and were re-emoted from their priesthood (1 Esdr. v. 38). He is said to have married Aniga, the daughter of Barzillai. In Ezra and Nehemiah he is called by his adopted name Barzillai, and it is not clear whether Addus represents his original name or is a mere corruption. W. A. W.

ADER (אדר) [in pause אדר, a flock]: "EŠep; [Vat. dô'î;] Alex. dô'î: Hedera. A Benjamite, son of Ithah, chief of the inhabitants of Aijalon (1 Chr. viii. 15). The name is, more correctly, Edôr. W. A. W.

ADIDA (A'dîdâ; [Sin. A'dîdâ, A'dûdâ or vav;] Joseph. A'dûdâ; A'dûdô; A'dûônô), a town on an eminence (Ant. xiii. 6, § 4) overlooking the low country of Judah ('A. v. câr ΢εφᾶίαες; fortified by Simon Macabaeus in his wars with Tryphon (1 Macc. xii. 38, xiii. 13). Alexander was here defeated by Arctas (Ant. xii. 15, § 2); and Vespasian used it as one of his outposts in the siege of Jerusalem (B. J. iv. 9, § 1). Probably identical with Ḥappîn and Additham (which see) G.

ADIEL (אַדִּ֙ל) [ornament of God]: 'Edzi- ųâlî; [Vat. corrupt.;] Alex. E'dziâlî; [Comp. A'dîdâ;] A'dîlî. 1. Prince of the tribe of Simeon, descended from the prosperous family of Shimeî (1 Chr. iv. 36). He took part in the murderous raid made by his tribe upon the peaceful Hamite shepherds in the valley of Gedor, in the reign of Heze- kiah.

2. (A'dîlîl). A priest, ancestor of Maasi (1 Chr. ix. 12).

3. (O'dôî; [Vat. Comp.;] Alex. O'dôîlî). An- cestor of Aza'maveth, David's treasurer (1 Chr. xxvii. 25). W. A. W.

ADIN (אוגין) [delicate]: A'dôînî, A'dînî [Vat. A'dûnî, A'dûmî in Exr., A'dûnî, A'dûnî in 1 Esdr.]: H'ôîn [Vat. Hôînî in Neh.: Hôîn, Jônîn in Ezr. viii. 6). Ancestor of a family who returned with Zerubbabel to the number of 434 (Exr. ii. 15 [1 Esr. v. 12]), or 655, according to the parallel list in Neh. vii. 20. Fifty-one more [251 according to 1 Esr. viii. 32] accompanied Ezra in the second caravan from Babylon (Exr. viii. 6). They joined with Nehemiah in a covenant to separate themselves from the heathen (Neh. x. 10). W. A. W.

ADINA (אַדִּ֙יה) [pliant]: 'Adô; [Comp. Vat. F., 'A'dônî;] A'dônî. The son of Shizaz, one of David's captains beyond the Jordan, and chief of the Reubenites (1 Chr. xii. 42). According to the A. V. and the Syriac, he had the command of thirty men; but the passage should be rendered "and of him were thirty," that is, the thirty before enumerated were his superiors, just as Denaiah was "above the thirty" (1 Chr. xxvii. 6). W. A. W.
ADINO. *ADINO, THE EZNITE, 2 Sam. xxvii. 8. See JASHOREM.

ADINUS (Ἰάνους; [Vat. Ἰανους; Abr. Ἀδινος; Jud. 11]; James the Levite (1 Esdr. ix. 48; comp. Neh. viii. 7). W. A. W.

ADITHAIM (with the article, Ἀδιθαίμ [the double booted]; Comp. Αἰθαίας; Abr. Ἀδιθαίας: Adithiain), a town belonging to Judah, lying in the low country (Shefelah), and named, between Saron and Gedera (with the articles in Josh. xv. 36 only. It is entirely omitted by the [Vat. and Alex. MSS. of] the 1 LXX. At a later time the name appears to have been changed to Hadid (τ Ἡαδιδ) and Adida. For the dual termination, comp. the two names occurring in the same verse; also Eglaim, Horonaim, etc.

ADJURATION. *ADJURATION. [EXORCISM.]

ADLAI [disyll.] (Ἄδλαι, Justice of Judah): Ἀδαλ [Vat. Alex. Adam]; Comp. 'Adam: Adon. Ancestor of Shaphat, the overstep of David's herds that fed in the broad valleys (1 Chr. xxvii. 20).

ADMAH (أجر: fortress, Furst): 'Αμα: Adam; one of the cities of the plain, always coupled with Zebaim (Gen. x. 19, xiv. 2; Dent. xxix. 23; Hos. xi. 8). It had a king of its own.

ADMATHA (Ἄδμα: compact, [MalaiGer: Vat. Alex. F. Malager; Comp. 'Admados; Adumatha], one of the seven princes of Persia (Esth. i. 14).

ADNA (Ἄδνα; pleasant): Εδρίτ; [Vat. II. Edon: Mai Adonae]. 1. One of the family of Pahath-Moab, who returned with Ezra, and married a foreign wife (Ezr. x. 30).

2. [Mavdai; Vat. Alex. Man; Comp. Edon]. A priest, descended of Harim, in the days of Josiah, the son of Jehu (Neh. xii. 14).

ADNAYAH (አንን: pleasant): Ebon; Edon. 1. A Manasite who deserted from Saul and joined the fortunes of David on his road to Ziklag (from the camp of the Philistines (1 Chr. xii. 29).

2. [Edoni; Vat. Alex. Edons]. The commander-in-chief of 300,000 men of Judah, who were in Jehoshaphat's army (2 Chr. xvii. 14).

W. A. W.

ADOI-NEBEZ (Ἅδωιν: lord of Bezak: Ἀδωνιβής: Adonibi, king of Bezak, a city of the Canaanites. [BEZEK.] This chieftain was vanquished by the tribe of Judah (Judg. i. 3-7), who cut off his thumbs and great toes, and brought him prisoner to Jerusalem, where he died. He confessed that he had inflicted the same cruelty upon 70 petty kings whom he had conquered.

R. W. B.

* Exeget in his note on Judg. i. 6 ([Richard Bruth, p. 63] mentions some parallels to this barbarity, which show that it was not uncommon in ancient times. The form of the mutilation was not arbitrary, but chosen in order to render those who suffered it unfit for warlike service; henceforth they could neither wield the bow, nor stand firm in battle, or escape by flight. When the inhabitants of

* If so, it is an instance of Aim changing to Eth (see Gez p. 490).

ADONIJAH. *ADONIJAH, my Lord is Jehovah: 'Abouras; Adonites). 1. The fourth son of David by Haggith, born at Hebron, while his father was king of Judah (2 Sam. iii. 4). After the death of his three brothers, Amnon, Chileab, and Absalom, he became eldest son; and, when his father's strength was visibly declining, put forward his pretensions to the crown, by equipping himself in royal state, with chariots and horses, and fifty men to run before him, in imitation of Absalom (2 Sam. xv. 1) whom he also resembled in personal beauty, and apparently also in character, as indeed Josephus says (Ant. vii. 14, § 4). For this reason he was plainly unfit to be king, and David proved to Adonijah that his son Solomon should inherit the crown (1 K. i. 39), for there was no absolute claim of princenouge in these Eastern monarchies. Solomon's cause was espoused by the best of David's counsellors, the illustrious prophet Nathan; Zadok, the descendant of Eleazar, and representative of the elder line of priesthood; Benaiah, the captain of the king's body-guard; together with Shimeai and Icri, whom Evi (Geschichte, iii. 295) conjectures to be David's two surviving brothers, comparing 1 Chr. ii. 13, and identifying אֲמוֹת with אֲמוֹת (Shimamow in our version), and כֹּל with כֹּל (our Rabba). From 1 K. ii. 8, it is unlikely that the Shime of 2 Sam. xvi. 5 could have actively espoused Solomon's cause. On the side of Adonijah, who when he made his attempt on the kingdom was about 35 years old (2 Sam. v. 5), were Abiathar, the representative of the tribe of Levi, i. e., the junior line of the priesthood (descended from Ithamar, Aaron's fourth son), and Joab, the famous commander of David's army; the latter of whom, always audacious and self-willed, probably expected to find more congenial elements in Adonijah's court than in Solomon's. His name and influence secured a large number of followers among the captains of the royal army belonging to the tribe of Judah (comp. 1 K. i. 3 and 25); and these, together with all the princes except Solomon, sought of Adonijah at a great solemn feast held "by the stone Zohleth, which is by Enrogel." The meaning of the stone Zohleth is very doubtful, being translated rock of the watercourse in the t'khudhe: great rock, Sth. and Arab.; and explained rock of the stream of water" by R. Kimchi. Enrogel is mentioned in Josh. xv. 7, as a spring on the border of Judah and Benjamin,

ADONIJAH. *ADONIJAH (Ἅδωνις, my Lord is Jehovah: 'Abouras; Adonites). 1. The fourth son of David by Haggith, born at Hebron, while his father was king of Judah (2 Sam. iii. 4). After the death of his three brothers, Amnon, Chileab, and Absalom, he became eldest son; and, when his father's strength was visibly declining, put forward his pretensions to the crown, by equipping himself in royal state, with chariots and horses, and fifty men to run before him, in imitation of Absalom (2 Sam. xv. 1) whom he also resembled in personal beauty, and apparently also in character, as indeed Josephus says (Ant. vii. 14, § 4). For this reason he was plainly unfit to be king, and David proved to Adonijah that his son Solomon should inherit the crown (1 K. i. 39), for there was no absolute claim of princenouge in these Eastern monarchies. Solomon's cause was espoused by the best of David's counsellors, the illustrious prophet Nathan; Zadok, the descendant of Eleazar, and representative of the elder line of priesthood; Benaiah, the captain of the king's body-guard; together with Shimeai and Icri, whom Evi (Geschichte, iii. 295) conjectures to be David's two surviving brothers, comparing 1 Chr. ii. 13, and identifying אֲמוֹת with אֲמוֹת (Shimamow in our version), and כֹּל with כֹּל (our Rabba). From 1 K. ii. 8, it is unlikely that the Shime of 2 Sam. xvi. 5 could have actively espoused Solomon's cause. On the side of Adonijah, who when he made his attempt on the kingdom was about 35 years old (2 Sam. v. 5), were Abiathar, the representative of the tribe of Levi, i. e., the junior line of the priesthood (descended from Ithamar, Aaron's fourth son), and Joab, the famous commander of David's army; the latter of whom, always audacious and self-willed, probably expected to find more congenial elements in Adonijah's court than in Solomon's. His name and influence secured a large number of followers among the captains of the royal army belonging to the tribe of Judah (comp. 1 K. i. 3 and 25); and these, together with all the princes except Solomon, sought of Adonijah at a great solemn feast held "by the stone Zohleth, which is by Enrogel." The meaning of the stone Zohleth is very doubtful, being translated rock of the watercourse in the t'khudhe: great rock, Sth. and Arab.; and explained rock of the stream of water" by R. Kimchi. Enrogel is mentioned in Josh. xv. 7, as a spring on the border of Judah and Benjamin,
S. of Jerusalem, and may be the same as that
afterwards called the Well of Job or Job (Job 1.
25: 31). It is explained spring of the fuller by the
Chaldee Paraphrast, perhaps because he treats his
clothes with his feet (גוז), see Gesen. s. v.); but
comp. Deut. xi. 10, where “watering with the feet”
refers to machines trodden with the foot, and
such possibly the spring of Rogel supplied. [En-
rogel.] A meeting for a religious purpose would
be held near a spring, just as in later times sites
for processing were chosen by the watershed (Acts
xi. 13).

Nathan and Bathsheba, now thoroughly alarmed, apprised David of these proceedings, who immedi-
ately gave orders that Solomon should be conducted
on the royal mule in solemn procession to Gilbon,
a spring on the west of Jerusalem (2 Chr. xxxii.
30). [Gigon.] Here he was anointed and pro-
claimed king by Zadok, and joyfully recognized by
the people. This decisive measure struck terror into
the opposite party, and Adonijah fled to the
sanctuary, but was pardoned by Solomon on condi-
tion that he should “show himself a worthy
man,” with the threat that if wickedness were
found in him he should die” (i. 52).

The death of David quickly followed on these
events; and Adonijah begged Bathsheba, who as
“king’s mother” would now have special dignity and
influence [AsA], to procure Solomon’s consent
to his marriage with Abishag, who had been the
wife of David in his old age (1 K. i. 3). This
was regarded as equivalent to a fresh attempt on
the throne [AbSaLOm: Abner]; and therefore Sol-
omon ordered him to be put to death by Benail, in
accordance with the terms of his previous pardon.
Far from looking upon this as the most flagrant
act of despotism since David massacred the priests
at Saul’s command “(Newman, Hebrew Monarchy,
ch. iv.), we must consider that the clemency of
Solomon in sparing Adonijah till he thus again re-
vealed a treasonable purpose, stands in remarkable
contrast with the almost universal practice of
Eastern sovereigns. Any one of these, situated like
Solomon, would probably have secured his
throne by putting all his brothers to death, but we
have no reason to think that any of David’s
sons suffered except the open pretender Adonijah,
though all seem to have opposed Solomon’s claims;
and if his execution he thought an act of severity,
we must remember that we cannot expect to
find the principles of the Gospel acted upon a thou-
sand years before Christ came, and that it is hard
for us, in this nineteenth century, altogether to
realize the position of an oriental king in that remote
age.

2. [Ahd. Vale. Alex. ‘Adoniar.] A Levite in
the reign of Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. xvii. 8).

3. [Ahia: Alex. Anan; Vat. P.乳腺: Ahd. ‘Ania;
Comp. ‘Ahd. ‘Adoniar.] One of the Jewish chiefs in the
time of Nehemiah (x. 16). He is called Adonikum
Neh. vii. 18. G. E. L. C.

ADORIAM [בִּדְבֵד, lit. king of the
enemy, Ges.; or lord who assists, Forst.]. ‘Adoniam
[or אדוניאמ; Vat. varies in each place]: Adoniam.
The sons of Adonikum, 606 in number, were among
those who returned from Babylon with Zerubbabel
(Ezr. ii. 19; Neh. vii. 18: 1 Esdr. v. 14). In the
list these passages the number is 607. The remain-
der of the family returned with Ezra (Ezr. viii. 13.
1 Esdr. vii. 39). The name is given as Adoni-
jah in Neh. x. 16. [In 1 Esdr. v. 14, A. V. ed.
1011, etc. reads Adoniram, and vii. 39, Adoniram
—A.]

ADORIAM (בִּדְבֵד) lord of exalt-
tion, 1 K. iv. 6; by an unusual contraction Ado-
riam, בִּדְבֵד, 2 Sam. xx. 24, and 1 K. xii. 18;
also hadoram, בִּדְבֵד, 2 Chr. x. 18: Ahabvah:
[Vat. —ser. in 1 K. xii. 18. Ahabvah:]
Adoriam, Adouram. Chief receiver of the tribute during
the reigns of David (2 Sam. xx. 24), Solomon (1 K.
iv. 9) and Rehoboam (1 K. xii. 18). This last
monarch sent him to collect the tribute from the
rebels.Ismaelites, by whom he was stoned to
death. [See also 1 K. iv. 14—]

ADONIZEDEC (בִּדְבֵד, lord of jus-
tice: ‘Ahabvamëkëq: [Comp. ‘Ahabvamëkëq:]
Adonizedek), the Amorite king of Jerusalem who orga-
nized a league with four other Amorite princes
against Joshua. The critical word is usually
having had siege to Gilonomía, Joshua marched to the relief of
his new allies and put the besiegers to flight.
The five kings took refuge in a cave at Makkedah,
whence they were taken and slain, their bodies
hung on trees and then buried in the place of their
concealment (Josh. x. 1-27). [Joshua.]

I. W. B.

ADONIZEDEC (בִּדְבֵד, lord of jus-
tice: ‘Ahabvëmëkëq: [Comp. ‘Ahabvëmëkëq:] Ado-
')

II. ADOPTION (אָדָptive), an expression meta-
 aphorically used by St. Paul in reference to the
present and prospective privileges of Christians (Rom
viii. 15, 23; Gal. iv. 5; Eph. i. 5). He probably
alludes to the Roman custom of adoption, by which
a person not having children of his own might
adopt as his son one born of other parents. It was
a formal act, either by the process named
adoptive, when the person to be adopted was in-
dependent of his parent, or by adoptio, specifically
so called, when in the power of his parent. (See
Dict. of Gk. and Rom. Ant. art. Adoption.]
The effect of it was that the adopted child was entitled
to the name and secta privata of his new father,
and ranked as his heir-at-law; while the father on
his part was entitled to the property of the son,
and exercised towards him all the rights and priv-
ileges of a father. In short the relationship was to
all intents and purposes the same as existed between
a natural father and son. The selection of a
person to be adopted implied a decided preference
and love on the part of the adoptor; and St. Paul aply
transfers the well-known feelings and customs con-
ected with the act to illustrate the position of the
Christianized Jew or Gentile. The Jews them-

 selves were unequipped with the process of adop-
tion's in their country would have been relieved
with the regulations of the Mosaic law affecting the
inheritance of property. The instances occasion-
ally adduced as referring to the custom (Gen. xv.
3, xvi. 2, xxx. 5-9) are evidently not cases of
adoption proper. 

W. L. B.
ADORAM

ADRAMYTTUM

ADORAM, a fortified city built by Rehabe-
am (2 Chr. xi. 9), in Judah (Jos. Ant. viii. 10, § 1), apparently in or near the Shephelah, since, although omitted from the lists in Josh. xv, it is by Josephus (Ant. iii. 9, § 1, 15, § 4; B. J. i. 2, § 6, i. 8, § 4) almost uniformly coupled with Marshab, which was certainly situated there. For the dual termination compare Michin, Gedeolinath, etc. By Josephus it is given as "Ahabon, Ahabeppe," and in Ant. xiii. 6, § 5, he calls it a city of Ilumasa," under which name it was included, in the later times of Jewish history, the southern parts of Judaea itself (Rechab, p. 48; Robinson, ii. 69). Adoraim is probably the same place with "Ahadon (1 Macc. xiii. 29), unless that be Dor, on the sea-coast below Carmel. Robinson identifies it with Dora, a large village on a rising ground west of Hebron (ib. 215).

* Dora is one of the largest villages in the district of Hebron, and is properly the chief place* (Reb. ii. 214). The name (from "Ahab, to be great") intimates that Adoraim had a similar importance; and the dual (First, b. 22) implies that there was an upper and lower town, as there might so easily be, since the top of the hill overlooks the present Dora on its slope.

ADORAM. [ADORAMAH.]

ADORATION. The acts and postures by which the Hebrews expressed adoration bear a great similarity to those still in use among Oriental nations. To rise up and suddenly prostrate the body, was the most simple method; but generally speaking, the prostration was conducted in a more formal manner, the person falling upon the knee and then gradually inclining the body until the forehead touched the ground. The various expressions in

ADRAMYTTUM (occasionally Atramytum; and some curious MSS. have Agramytio, instead of Adramytoo) in Acts xxvii. 7, a seaport in the province of Asia (Asia), situated in the district anciently called Eleda, and also Musia (see Acts xvii. 7). Adramyttum gave, and still gives its name to a deep gulf on this coast, opposite to the opening of which is the island of Lesbos (Mytilene). St. Paul was never at Adramyttum, except, perhaps, during his second missionary journey, on his way from Galatia to Tarsus (Acts xix. 22), and it has no Biblical interest, except as illustrating his voyage from Caesarea in a ship belonging to

form of expression for the new kingdom, and that none of the towns named are necessarily in the limits of Benjamin proper.
ADRIA

This place (Acts xxvii. 2). The reason is given in what follows, namely, that the centurion and his prisoners would thus be brought to the coasts of Asia, and therefore some distance on their way towards Rome, to places where some other ship bound for the west would probably be found. Ships of Adranytum must have been frequent on this coast, for this was a place of considerable traffic. It lay on the great Roman road between Assos, Troas, and the Hellespont on one side, and Pergamus, Ephesus, and Miletus on the other, and was connected by similar roads with the interior of the country. According to tradition, Adranytum was a settlement of the Lydians in the time of Croesus. It was afterwards an Athenian colony. Under the kingdom of Pergamus it became a seaport of some consequence; and in the time of St. Paul Phily mentions it as a Roman assize-town. The modern Adventi is a poor village, but it is still a place of some trade and shipbuilding. It is described in the travels of Pococke, Turner, and Fellows. It is hardly worth while to notice the mistaken opinion of Grotius, Hammond, and others, that Hadrumetum on the coast of Africa is meant in this passage of the Acts.

J. S. H.

ADRIA, more properly ADRIAS (Δρᾶιας; [Adria]). It is important to fix the meaning of this word as used in Acts xxvii. 27. The word seems to have been derived from the town of Adria, near the Po; and at first it denoted that part of the gulf of Venice which is in that neighbourhood. Afterwards the signification of the name was extended so as to embrace the whole of that gulf. Subsequently it obtained a much wider extension, and in the apostolic age denoted that natural division of the Mediterranean, which Humboldt names the Syrtic basin (see Acts xxvii. 17), and which had the coasts of Sicily, Italy, Greece, and Africa for its boundaries. This definition is explicitly given by almost a contemporary of St. Paul, the geographer Ptolemy, who also says that Crete is bounded on the west by Adrias.Later writers state that Malta divides the Adriatic sea from the Tyrrhenian sea, and the Istiums of Corinth the Aegean from the Adriatic. Thus the ship in which Josephus started for Italy about the time of St. Paul’s voyage, founded in Adrias (Eph. 2, 9), and there he was picked up by a ship from Tyre and taken to Puteoli (see Acts xxvii. 13). It is through ignorance of these facts, or through the want of attending to them, that writers have drawn an argument from this geographical term in favor of the false view which places the Apostle’s shipwreck in the Gulf of Venice. [Melita.] (Smith’s Voy. and Shipwreck of St. Paul. Dars. on the Island Melita.) J. S. H.

ADRIEL (אדריאל; [Rock of God]; [Comp.] אדריאל; [Rom. Ἱδραίλ, Vat. Σερηί, om. in 1 Sam.]; Alex. Ἱορακι, Ἰαὰρικ; Ald. Ἰορακι, Ἰαὰρις; Hobley, a son of Zairiiah the Mahodathite, to whom Saul gave his daughter Merab, although he had previously promised her to David (1 Sam. xviii. 19). His five sons were amongst the seven descendants of Saul whom David killed at the Gibeonites (2 Sam. xxii. 8, 9) in satisfaction for the meedows of Saul to extirpate the latter, although the Israelites had originally made a league with them (Josh. ix. 15). In 2 Sam. xxii. they are called the sons of Michal (the daughter of Saul and wife of David); but as Michal had no children (2 Sam. b 23), the A. V., in order to surmount the difficulty, erroneously translates 7777, “brought up,” instead of “bare.” This accords with the opinion of the Targum and Jewish authorities. The marg. gives “Michal’s sister,” for “Michal.” Probably the error is due to some early transcriber.

ADUEL (Αὐδέα [Alex. FA. Ναυή]); i. e. ΝΕυΤ, 1 Chr. iv. 36 (1εντηλά; ix. 12) (Αὐδέα), the ornament of God. A Naadhalite, ancestor of Tobit (Tob. i. 1). B. F. W. and W. A. W.

ADULLAM (Apoor. Οδωλάμ, Οδωλάμ; [Justice of the people; Ges.; but according to Simonis from 777; and 777, hence hiding-place]: Οδωλῶμα; [Odhullam, Oddulam, Adullam]), a city of Judah in the lowland of the Shefelah, Josh. xv. 35 (comp. Gen. xxxviii. 1, “Judah went down,” and Micah i. 15, where it is named with Mareschal and Achsah); the seat of a Canaanite king (Josh. xii. 15), and evidently a place of great antiquity (Gen. xxxviii. i. 12, 20). Fortified by Rehoboam (2 Chr. xi. 7), one of the towns recouped by the Jews after their return from Babylon (Neh. xi. 30), and still a city (Q. πόλις) in the times of the Maccebes (2 Mac. xxii. 38). The site of Adullam has not yet been identified, but from the mention of it in the passages quoted above in proximity with other known towns of the Shefelah, it is likely that it was near Pithol, 5 or 6 miles N. of Eleutheropolis. (Byeus's and Jerome, and apparently by the LXX, it is confounded with Eleusin: see that name.) The limestone cliffs of the whole of that locality are pierced with extensive excavations (Robinson, ii. 23, 51-53), some one of which is possibly the cave of Adulam;” the refuge of David (1 Sam. xxix. 1; 2 Sam. xxii. 16; 1 Chr. xi. 15; Stanley, S. P. F. p. 259). Monastic tradition places the cave at Khirbet el, at the south end of the Wady Urain, between Bethel and the Dead Sea (Robinson, i. 481).

* No one who has seen the cave at Khirbet el can have any doubt of its fitness to be such a place of refuge as the cave of Adullam evidently was to David and his followers. For a description of this cavern see Tekoa. Dr. Thomson (Land and Book, i. 124 & c.) pleads still for the correctness of the popular opinion. David, who lived in the neighboring Bethlehem and had often driven his flocks over those hills, must have known of the existence of the cave and been familiar with the entrances to it. It was in a desert remote from the haunts of Saul, or if approached by him was incapable of any effectual assault. It was in the direction of Moab, whither David, shortly before betaking himself to this retreat, had sent his parents and the women of his train. Stanley decides (S. & P. p. 254, note) that the cave must have been in the Shefelah, because the family of David “went down” to him there from Bethlehem (1 Sam. xxii. 1); but the expression may be used also of Khirbet el, which is nearly 2 hours S. E. of Bethlehem and over a path which descends rapidly almost the entire distance. That the town and the cave of Adullam are not near each other would be only an instance of the fact that the same name is often applied to different localities.

* So also Thukus (Die Bucher Samuel, p. 229), accounts for the inconsistancy. See further under Merab.
David was certainly in the cave of Adullam when the "three chiefs" brought water to him from Bethlehem; and as it is said that the Philistines, through whom they forced their way for that purpose, encountered at the time near Bethlehem (2 Sam. xxiii. 13, 14), we must infer that the cave itself was near Bethlehem, and not so far off as the border of the plain of Philistia.a

ADULLAMITE (אדיללמאתי; see ADULLAM: אדיללמאתי: Αδύλλαματης; Adullamite). A native of Adullam: applied to Hirah, the friend (or "shepherd") as the Vulgate has it, reading עֶבְרָי for עֶבְרַי of Judah (Gen. xxxviii. 1, 12, 29). W. A. W.

ADULTERY. The parties to this crime were a married woman and a man who was not her husband. The ordinance of polygamy, indeed, renders it nearly impossible to make criminal a similar offence committed by a married man with a woman not his wife. In the patriarchal period the sanctity of marriage is noticeable from the history of Abraham, who fears, not that his wife will be seduced from him, but that he may be killed for her sake, and especially from the scruples ascribed to Pharaoh and Abimelech (Gen. xxii., xxxi.). The women of Canaan were, as amongst all eastern nations, no doubt, capital, and probably, as in the case of Tamar's unchastity, death by fire (xxxviii. 24). The Mosaic penalty was that both the guilty parties should be stoned, and it applied as well to the betrayer as to the married woman, provided she were free (Deut. xxii. 22-24). A bondwoman so offending was to be scourged, and the man was to make a trespass offering (Lev. xix. 20-22). The system of inheritances, on which the penalty of Moses was based, was threatened with confusion by the doubtful offspring caused by this crime, and this secured popular sympathy on the side of morality until a far advanced stage of corruption was reached. Yet from stoning being made the penalty we may suppose that the exclusion of private revenge was intended. It is probable that, when that territorial basis of policy passed away — as it did, after the captivity — and when, owing to Gentile example, the marriage tie became a lesser bond of union, public feeling in regard to adultery changed, and the penalty of death was seldom or never inflicted. Thus in the case of the woman brought under our Lord's notice (John viii.), it is likely that no one then thought of stoning her in fact, but there remained the written law ready for the purpose of the casuist. It is likely, also, that a divorce in which the adulteress lost her dowry and rights of maintenance, &c., (Genesis thirty-eight, sec. vii. 6), was the usual remedy suggested by a wish to avoid scandal and the excitement of commeration for crime. The word παραπετασματιαν | ιογεναλατιαν Λακημ, Thes., Trea. Mass. lit. 182, probably means to bring the case before the local Sanhedrin, which was the usual course, but which Joseph did not propose to take, preferring repudiation (Baxter, de Spons. et Divert. iii. 1, 4), because that could be managed privately (Adýma).

Concerning the famous trial by the waters of jealousy (Num. x. 11-29), it has been questioned

---
a. Since writing the above note, we find that Dr. Stanley is either not consistent with himself or has changed his opinion. In his article on David in this whether a husband was, in case of certain facts, bound to adopt it. The more likely view is, that it was meant as a relief to the reformation of impra- visible jealousy to which temptations appear prone, but which was not consistent with the laxity of the mupidal tie prevalent in the period of the New Testament. The ancient strictness of that tie gave room for a more intense feeling, and in that intensity probably arose this strange custom, which, no doubt, Moses found prevailing and deeply seated; and which is said to be paralleled by a form of ordeal called the "red water" in Western Africa (Kittel, Cyclop. x. 4). The forms of Hebrew justice all tended to limit the application of this test.

1. By prescribing certain facts presumptive of guilt, to be established on oath by two witnesses, or a preponderating but not conclusive testimony to the fact of the woman's adultery. 2. By technical rules of evidence which made proof of those presumptive facts difficult (Suetb. vi. 2-5). 3. By exempting certain large classes of women (all indeed, except a pure Israelite married to a pure Israelite, and some even of them) from the liability. 4. By providing that the trial could only be before the great Sanhedrin (Suetb. i. 4). 5. By investing it with a ceremonial at once humiliating and intimidating, yet which still harmonized with the spirit of the whole code as recorded in Num. v.; but 6. Above all, by the conventional and even mercenary light in which the mupidal contract was latterly regarded.

When adultery ceased to be capital, as no doubt it did, and divorce became a matter of mere convenience, it would be absurd to suppose that this trial was continued. And when adultery became common, as the Jews themselves confess, it would have been impious to expect the miracle which it supposed. If ever the Sanhedrin were driven by force of circumstances to adopt this trial, no doubt every effort was used, may, was prescribed (Suetb. i. 5, 6) to override the culprit and induce confession. Nay, even if she submitted to the trial and was really guilty, some rabbis held that the effect on her might be suspended for years through the merit of some good deed (Suetb. ii. 4-6). Besides, however, the intimidation of the woman, the man was likely to feel the public exposure of his suspicions odious and repulsive. Divorce was a ready and quiet remedy; and the only question was, whether she divorce should carry full penalty, and the property which she had brought; which was decided by the slight or grave character of the suspicions against her (Suetb. vi. 1; Genera Chowthoth, vii. 6; Ged. for Heb. c. vii.). If the husband were incapacitated through derangement, imprisonment, &c., of acting on his own behalf in the matter, the Sanhedrin proceeded in his name as concerned the dowry, but not as concerned the trial by the water of jealousy (Suetb. iv. 6). W. A. W.

ADUMMIM, "THE GOING UP TO" or "OF" (אָדֻםמִים; אדום מים). The "passage of the red sea," "one of the landmarks of the boundary of Benjamin, a rising ground or pass over against Gilgal," and "on the south side of the torrent" (Josh. xv. 7, xvii. 17), which is

Dictionary (s. b. 3), and in his Lectures on the Jewish Church (ii. 180), he speaks without hesitation of the cave near Kedeeson as David's of Adullam II.
Of the position still occupied by the road leading up from Jericho and the Jordan valley to Jerusalem (Rob. i. 5589), on the south face of the gorge of the Wady Kelt. Jerome (Onom. Adonain) ascribes the name to the blood shed there by the robbers who infested the place in his day, as they still do now (Stanley, pp. 314, 424; Martineau, p. 481; Stewart) continue to infest it, as they did in the middle ages, when the order of Knights Templars arose out of an association for the guarding of this road, and as they did in the days of our Lord, of whose parable of the Good Samaritan this is the scene. But the name is doubtless of a date and significance far more remote, and is probably derived from some tribe of the "red men" of the earliest inhabitants of the country (Stuart, 424, note). The suggestion of Keil that it refers to the "wöthlichen Farbe des Felsen," is the conjecture of a man who has never been on the spot, the whole pass being of the whitest limestone. [First derives the name in the first instance from the color (red-brown) of the earth in the hills.]

G. AÉDIAS: [Aédis: [Vat. Αέδιας; Ald. Alex. Α'έδιας; Helias,] 1 Esdr. ix. 27. Probably a corruption of EPHIA.

ΑΕΥΓΥΠΤ. [ΕΥΓΥΠΤ.]

ΑΕΝΕΑΣ (so, correctly, A. V. ed. 1611, etc.; Ennas, later eds.) [Aéiaus: Αένας,] a paralytic at Lydda, healed by St. Peter (Acts iv. 33, 34).

* The name shows that he was either a Greek or a Hellenistic Jew. It is uncertain whether he was a believer or not (ἀνυμνιά των); but it was usual to require faith of those who received such benefits.

ΑΕΝΟΝ (Αῦνον), a place "near to Salim," at which John baptized (John iii. 23). It was evidently west of the Jordan (comp. ii. 22 with 26, and with i. 28), and abounded in water. This is indicated by the name, which is merely a Greek version of the Chaldee үүүү, which Ἐνον is given in the Onomasticon as a 8 miles south of Syraphopolis, "luxia Slama et Jordanum." Dr. Robinson's most careful search, on his second visit, however, failed to discover any trace of either name or remains in that locality (iii. 333). But a Sélém has been found by him to the east of and close to Násulas, where there are two very copious springs (ii. 279; iii. 280). This is confirmed with the testimony of Gen. xxxiii. 18. [Σιλόμονας.] In favor of its distance from the Jordan is the consideration that, if close by the river, the Evangelist would hardly have drawn attention to the "much water" there.

The latest writer on Jerusalem, Dr. Bardsley (1858), reports the discovery of Ὑνων at Wady Farah, a sequestered valley about 5 miles to the N. E. of Jerusalem, running into the great Wady Farea immediately above Jericho. The grounds of this novel identification are the very copious springs and pools in which W. Farah abounds, and also the presence of the name Sélém or Sélcin, the appellation of another Wady close by. But it requires more examination than it has yet received. (Bardsley, City of the Great King, pp. 558-570.) See the curious speculations of Lightfoot (Chorog. Inquiry, ch. iii. §§ 1, 2, 3, 4).
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* The later observations tend to narrow the limits of the question: they indicate at least the region if they do not fix the site of Ὑνων. Jerome's testimony (Rebain's Palestine, p. 480) that it was 8 miles south of Scythopolis (still shown there in his day, (Onom. Adonain) name) was made with the ascertained condition of that neighborhood. Dr. Thomson (Land and Book, ii. 176), who visited Beisain (Syraphopolis) and the neighborhood, represents the valley there as abounding in fountains and brooks, which make it one of the most fertile places in Palestine. Though finding no traces of the names still current, he says that Ὑνων and Sélén were no doubt in this chor Beisain. Dr. Robinson's Sélun lies too far inward to agree with the "luxia Jordanum" of Eusebius and Jerome; indeed, he gives up that position and fixes on a different one. The name merely of Sélum would not be decisive, as it seems to have been, and is still, not uncommon in Palestine. [Sali.] We have the reason for adhering to the traditional site, that Mr. Van de Velde reports his finding a Musulman oratory (Wady) called Sładgh Sélun near a heap of ruins, about six English miles south of Sélém, and two west of the Jordan (Syr. and Pol. ii. 346). Beek (Brief an die Hebr. vol. ii. pt. 2, p. 283 ff) maintains that this Sélun was not only the one where John baptized, but of which Melchizedek was king (Gen. xiv. 18). As to Ὑνων, which is descriptive rather than local, the existence itself of fountains, "deep water" (ὕδατα τολαί), is all the identification that the term requires.

H. ΑΕΡΑ. [Chronology.]

ΑΕΘΙΟΠΙΑ. [Ethiopia.]

*ÆTHIOPIAN VERSION. [Versions, Ancient.]

AFFINITY. [Marriage.]

AGABUS (Ἀγάβος: [Vat. marc. Ἀγαβᾶς; Alex. τὰβα: Ald: Ἀγαβᾶ;] Agab,] 1 Esdr. v. 30. [Hagab.]

AGABUS b (Ἀγάβος: Agabas), a Christian prophet in the apostolic age, mentioned in Acts xi. 28 and xxi. 10. The same person must be meant in both places; for not only the name, but the office (προφήτης) and residence (ἵππον τεσσαράκοντα, ἀπὸ τῆς ἱεροσολύμων), are the same in both instances. He probably was the man of Acts xi. 28) that a famine will take place in the reign of Claudius "throughout the whole world" (ἐκ δια τῆς ἡμερήσιος ἡμέρας. This exression may take a narrower or a wider sense, either of which confirms the prediction. As Greek and Roman writers used οἱ ἐνοχοὶ of the Greek and the Roman world, so a Jewish writer could use it naturally of the Jewish world or Palestine. Josephus certainly so uses it (Ant. viii. 19, § 4) when speaking of the efforts of Abah to discover the prophet Elijah, he says that the king sought him κατὰ πᾶσαν τὴν ὅμορφων, i. e. throughout Palestine and its borders. (See Anger, De Tempora in Acta App. ratione, p. 42.) Ancient writers give no account of any universal famine in the reign of Claudius, but they speak of several local famines which were severe in particular countries. Josephus (Ant. xx. 2, § 6; ib. 5, § 2) mentions one which prevailed at that time in Judea, and swept away many of the inhabitants. Helena, queen of Adiabene, a Jewish proselyte who was then at Je-
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uselam, imported provisions from Egypt and Cyprus, which she distributed among the people to save them from starvation. This, in all probability, is the famine to which Agabus refers in Acts xi. 28. The chronology admits of this supposition.

According to Josephus, the famine which he describes took place when Quaestor Claudius and Tiberius Alexander were procurators; i.e. as Lardner computes the time (Credibility, i. 1. i. c. xi.), it may have begun about the close of A. D. 44, and lasted three or four years. Fadus was sent into Judea on the death of Agrippa, which occurred in August of the year A. D. 44; and it was about the time of the death of Agrippa (Acts xii. 1) that Paul and Barnabas carried the alms of the Christians at Antioch to Jerusalem. If we attach the wider sense to exouyasted, the prediction may import that a famine should take place throughout the Roman empire during the reign of Claudius (the year is not specified), and not that it should prevail in all parts at the same time. We find mention of three other famines during the reign of Claudius, one in Greece (Euseb. Chron. i. 79), and two in Rome (Buon Case, i. 11; Tac. Ann. xii. 43). For the facts concerning these famines, see Walch, De Agaro corte (Disert. ad Acta Apost. ii. 131 ff.).

At Cesarea, Agabus foretold to Paul, who was then going up to Jerusalem for the last time, that the Jews there would cast him into prison and bind him hand and foot. The prophet accompanied this prediction with a symbolic act (that of binding his own hands and feet with Paul's girdle), which served to place the event foretold more vividly before them. The scene, being thus acted out before their eyes, was rendered present, real, beyond what any mere verbal declaration could possibly have made it.

"Segnus irritans animo densissis per auran Quam qua sunt oscula subjecta foliis, et quae Ipsa sibi tradit spectorum."

Instances of such symbolism, though rare in the N. T., are frequent in the O. T. See 1 K. xxii. 11; Is. xx. 1 ff.; Jer. xxiii. 1 ff.; Ezek. iv. 1 ff., etc.

The name Agabus is variously derived: by Drusius, from by one; by Grothus, Witzian, and Wolf, from as he bore. See Wolf's Carol Philologus, ii. 195. Walch (ut supra) adopts the latter derivation, and compares the name with the Greek Agaia, Agapeia, Agapis, and the like; in, in his Dissertation, treats (a) of the name of Agabus; (b) of his office as prophet; (c) of his prophecies; and (d) of their fulfillment. He illustrates these topics fully, but adds nothing important to the results stated in this article. The incidents in which Agabus appears are noticed at length in Kuhnau's Apostolische Nachrich., iii. 270 ff. and iv. 116 ff.

AGAG (אַגָּג), from an Arab root to burn; Gen. iv. 4: "Agayd and Evay: Agayd," possibly the title of the kings of Amalek, like Pharaoh of Egypt. One king of this name is mentioned in Num. xxiv. 7, and another in 1 Sam. xv. 8, 9, 20, 32. The latter was the king of the Amalekites, whom Saul spared together with the rest of the spoil, although it was the well-known will of Jehovah that the Amalekites should be extirpated (Ex. xvii. 14; Deut. xxv. 17). For this act of disobedience Samuel pronounced a solemn curse and declared to Saul his rejection, and he himself sent for Agag and cut him in pieces. [SAMUEL.]

Haman is called the AGAGITE in Esther (Bou- quáios, ii. 10, viii. 3, 5, [Maxeckx, ix. 21]). The Jews consider Haman a descendant of Agag, the Amalekite, and hence account for the hatred with which he pursued their race (Joseph. Ant. xi. 6, § 5; Targ. Esth.). R. W. B.

AGAH; [AGAH.]

AGARENES (אַגָּרֶנים, shēbē: 7575, wahrith;) is mentioned four times in the text of the A. V.: viz. in Ex. xxviii. 19, xxix. 12; Is. xix. 12; Ez. xxvi. 16. In the two former passages, where it is represented by the Hebrew word shēbē, it is spoken of as forming the second stone in the third row of the high-priest's breast-plate; in each of the two latter places the original word is caphet, by which no doubt is intended a different stone. [RHYM.] In Ez. xxvi. 16, where the text has aga, the margin has chrysoprase, whereas in the very next chapter, Ex. xxviii. 13, chrysoprase occurs in the margin instead of men- rcalb, which is in the text, as the translation of an entirely different Hebrew word, wark;* this will show how much our translators were perplexed as to the meanings of the minerals and precious stones mentioned in the sacred volume.* This uncertainty which belongs to the mineralogy of the Bible, and indeed in numerous instances to its botany and zoology, is by no means a matter of surprise when we consider how often there is no collateral evidence of any kind that might possibly help us, and that the derivations of the Hebrew words have generally and necessarily a very extensive signification; identification, therefore, in many cases becomes a difficult and uncertain matter.

With regard to the meaning of the Hebrew word shēbē have been given by the learned, but nothing definite can be deduced from any one of them. "Gesenius places the word under the root shalāb, to take prisoner," but allows that nothing at all can be learned from such an etymology. Forthwith many probability assigns to the name an Arabic origin, shābah, to glitter."

Again, we find sufficiently enough an interpretation which derives it from another Arabic root, which has precisely the opposite meaning, viz. to be dull and obscure." Another derivation traces the word to the proper name Shabat, whence precious stones were exported for the Tyrian merchants. Of these derivations, it is difficult to see any meaning at all in the first, while a contrary
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One to which we should expect is given to the third, for a dull-looking stone is surely out of place among the glittering specimens with which adorned the splendid brecciate. The derivation adopt by
Furz is perhaps the most probable, yet there is nothing even in it which will indicate the stone intended. That sheb, however, does stand for some variety of agate seems generally agreed upon by commentators, for, as Rossmiller has observed (Sedl. in Exod. xxxvii. 19), there is a wonderful agreement amongst interpreters, who all understand an agate by the term.

Our English agate, or ochBei, derives its name from the Achates, the modern Dirillo, in the Val di Noto, in Sicily, on the banks of which, according to Theophrastus and Pliny, it was first found; but as agates are met with in almost every country, this stone was doubtless from the earliest times known to the Orientals. It is a silicious stone of the quartz family, and is met with generally in rounded nodules, or in veins in trap-rocks; specimens are often found on the sea-shore, and in the beds of streams, the rocks in which they had been imbedded having been decomposed by the elements, when the agates have dropped out. Some of the principal varieties are called chalcedony, from Chalcedon in Asia Minor, where it is found, cornelian, chrysoprase, an apple-green variety colored by oxide of nickel, mocha-stones, or moss agate, which owe their denticrue or tree-like markings to the imperfect crystallization of the coloring salts of magnesium or iron, onyx-stones, blood-stones, &c. &c. Beautiful specimens of the art of engraving on chalcedony are still found among the tombs of Egypt, Assyria, Etruria, &c.

W. H.

Age, OLD. In early stages of civilization, when experience is the only source of practical knowledge, old age has its special value, and consequently its special honors. The Spartans, the Athenians, and the Romans were particular in showing respect to the aged, and the Egyptians had a regulation which has its exact parallel in the Bible (Job xii. 20; Deut. xxxii. 32). Under a triarchial form of government such a feeling was still more deeply implanted. A further motive was superadded in the case of the Jew, who was taught to consider old age as a reward for piety, and a signal token of God's favor. For these reasons the aged occupied a prominent place in the social and political system of the Jews. In private life they were looked up to as the depositaries of knowledge (Job xv. 10); the young were ordered to rise up in their presence (Lev. xix. 32); they allowed them to give their opinion first (Job xxxii. 4); they were taught to regard grey hairs as a "crown of glory" and as the "beauty of old men" (Prov. xxxi. 2). The attainment of old age was regarded as a special blessing (Job v. 29), not only on account of the prolonged enjoyment of life to the individual, but also because it indicated peaceful and prosperous times (Zech. viii. 4; 1 Mac. xiv. 9; Is. xxv. 20). In public affairs age carried weight with

it, especially in the infancy of the state: it formed under Moses the main qualification of those who acted as the representatives of the people in all matters of diligence and deliberation. The old men or Elders thus became a class, and the title gradually ceased to convey the notion of age, and was used in an official sense, like Patres, Senators, and other similar terms. [Elders.] Still it would be but natural that such an office was generally held by men of advanced age (1 K. xii. 8).

W. L. B.

The distinction between θροπόβιστα and προπόβιστα should be remarked. Though the for mer refers always to age, the latter refers occasionally to age (Acts ii. 17; 1 Tim. v. 1; 1 Pet. v. 5), but usually to rank or office. The point is of some interest as regards the age of Paul at the time of his Roman captivity. In Phil. en. 9, the apostle alludes to himself "as an old man" (θροπόβιστα) for the purpose of giving effect by that reminiscence to his entreaty in behalf of Onesimus. Paul is supposed to have been, at the time of writing to Philemon (converted about 30 A.D., at the age of 30, and at Rome 62-4 A.D.), about 60 years old. According to Hippocrates, a man was called προπόβιστα from 49 to 56, and after that was called γέρων. But there was another estimate among the Greeks which fixed the later period (γέρων) at 69. Corey's treatment of this question in his Συναγερμος Περιτομος, p. 157 (Paris, 1581),

"The most impressive image of old age in the N. T., as represented by its appropriate word, is that which occurs in the Savior's touching description of what was to befall the energetic Peter in his last days (5ευρισκόντας). See John xxi. 18. The term applied to Zacchaeus (Luke i. 18) is προπόβιστα. The patriarch Jacob's characterization of a long life, as he looked back upon it from the verge of the grave, has hardly its parallel for truthfulness and pathos in all extant literature. See Gen. xlviii. 8, 9.

2. A'GEE [dissyll.] [Α'ΓΕΕ] [afterlit.]: "Αγε: Alex. Agge; [Comp. Αγεδ: Age]. A Harirate, father of Shammah, one of David's three mightiest heroes (2 Sam. xxiii. 11). In the Pesaita-Syriac he is called "Age of the king's mountain." A'GEEUS (Α'ΓΕΙΟΣ: Aggeus), [1 Esdr. vi. 1; 3 Esdr. i. 49]. [HAGGI].

Agriculture. This, though prominent in the Scriptural narrative concerning Adam, Cain, and Noah, was little cared for by the patriarchs; more so, however, by Isaac and Jacob than by Abraham (Gen. xxv. 12, xxxviii. 7), in whose time, probably, if we except the lower Jordan valley (xiii. 10), there was little regular culture in Canaan Thus Gerar and Shechem seem to have been cities where pastoral wealth predominated. The Hebrews strove with Isaac about his wells; about his cattle there was no contention (xx. 14, xxiv. 28). In Joshua's time, as shown by the story of the "Escoho" (Num. xiii. 24), Canaan was found in an engraver and a cunning workman; and ch. xxxix. 8: "And he made the brecciate of cunning work." Occasionally specimens of agate occur along the coast north of Tortosa, and it is very abundant near Antioch (Antakia), Rob. Phys. Geogr. p. 356. H.

"On the single word "aged" in Phil. ver. 9, the celebrated Laverter preached two of his 32 sermons on the Epistle to Philemon (Prebent ser. 6 Eng. of d. Priest on d. Priest, St. Galen, 1765-6). H.
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Agriculture is a much more advanced agricultural state than Jacob had left it in (Deut. viii. 8), resulting probably from the severe experience of famines, and the example of Egypt, to which its people were thus led. The pastoral life was the means of keeping the sacred race, whilst yet a family, distinct from surrounding heathen, locally attached, especially whilst in Egypt. When, grown into a nation, they conquered their future seats, agriculture supplied a similar check on the foreign intercourse and speedy demoralization, especially as regards idolatry, which commerce would have caused. Thus agriculture became the basis of the Mosanic commonwealth (Michaelis, xxviii.-xxi.). It tended to check also the free-living and nomad life, and made a numerous offspring profitable, as it was already honorable by natural sentiment and by law. Thus, too, it indirectly discouraged slavery, or, if, where it existed, made the slave somewhat like a son, though it made the son also somewhat of a slave. Taken in connection with the inalienable character of inheritances, it gave each man and each family a stake in the soil and nurtured a hardy patriotism.

"The land is Mine" (Lev. xxv. 32) was a dictum which made agriculture likewise the basis of the theocratic relation. Thus every family felt its own life with intense keenness, and had its divine tenure which it was to guard from alienation. The prohibition of cultivation in the sabbatical year formed, under this aspect, a kind of rent reserved by the Divine Owner. Landmarks were deemed sacred (Deut. xix. 14), and the inalienability of the heritage was ensured by its reversion to the owner in the year of jubilee; so that only so many years of occupancy could be had (Lev. xxxv. 8-16, 22-25). The prophet Isaiah (v. 8) denounces the contempt of such restrictions by wealthy grantees who sought to "add field to field," erasing families and depopulating districts.

A change in the climate of Palestine, caused by increase of population and the clearance of trees, must have taken place before the period of the X. T. A further change caused by the decrease of skilled agricultural labor, e.g., in irrigation and terrace-making, has since ensued. Not only this, but the great variety of elevation and local character in so small a compass of country necessitates a partial and guarded application of general remarks (Robinson, i. 507, 555, 554, iii. 556; Stanley, 8, 6 P., pp. 119, 124-6). Yet wherever industry is secure, the soil still assert its old fertility. The "Horusin (Terra) is as fertile as Damascus, and its local enjoys the highest reputation. The black and silt, but light, soil about Gaza is said to hold so much moisture as to be very fertile with little rain. Here, as in the neighborhood of Tyre, is a vast olive-ground, and the very sand of the shore is said to be fertile it watered. The Israelites probably found in Canaan a fair proportion of woodland, which their necessities, owing to the discouragement of commerce, must have led them to reduce (Josh. xvii. 18). But even in early times timber seems to have been far less used for building material than among western nations; the Israelites were not skillful hewers, and imported both the timber and the workmen (1 K. vi. 8, 8). No store of wood fuel seems to have been kept; ovens were heated with such things as dung and hay (Lev. x. 12, 15; Mal. iv. 1); and, in any case of sacrifice in an emergency, some, as we should think, manual source of supply is constantly mentioned for he wood (1 Sam. vi. 14; 2 Sam. xiv. 22: 1 K. xix. 21; comp. Gen. xxiii. 3, 6, 7). All this indicates a non-abundance of timber.

Its plenty of water from natural sources made Canaan a contrast to rainless Egypt (Deut. vii. 7 xi. 8-12). Nor was the peculiar Egyptian method alluded to in Deut. xi. 10 unknown, though less prevalent in Palestine. That peculiarity seems to have been restricted in making the fields shallow boxes, like our salt-jeans, surrounded by a raised border of earth to keep in the water, which was then turned from one square to another by pushing aside the mud to open one and close the next with the foot. A very similar method is apparently described by Robinson as used, especially for garden vegetables, in Pal-time. There irrigation (including under the term all appliances for making the water available) was as essential as drainage in our region; and for this the large extent of rocky surface, easily excavated for cisterns and ducts, was most useful. Even the plain of Jericho is watered not by canals from the Jordan, since the river lies below the land, but by rills converging from the mountains. In these features of the country lay its extensive resources to meet the wants of a multiplying population. The lightness of agricultural labor in the plains set free an abundance of hands for the task of terracing and watering; and the result gave the highest stimulus to industry.

The cereal crops of constant mention are wheat and barley, and more rarely rye and millet (?). Of the two former, together with the vine, olive, and fig, the use of irrigation, the plough and the harrow, mention is found in the book of Job (xxvi. 40, xv. 33, xxiv. 6, xxix. 9, xxxix. 10). Two kinds of common in the black variety called "itches," i.e., xxvii. 25, and such pooled plants as beans and lentils, may be named among the staple produce. To these later writers add a great variety of garden plants, c. g., kidney-beans, peas, lettuce, endive, leek, garlic, onion, melon, cucumber, cabbage, etc. (Mechon, Tobit, i. 1, 2). The produce which formed Jacob's present was of such kinds as would keep, and had kept during the famine (Gen. xlviii. 11).

The Jewish calendar, as fixed by the three great festivals, turned on the seasons of green, ripe, and fully-gathered produce. Hence, if the season was backward, or, owing to the imperfections of a non-astronomical reckoning, seemed to be so, a month was intercalated. This rade system was finally retained long after mental progress and foreign intercourse placed a correct calendar within their power; so that notice of a Yomah, etc., second or intercalated Adar, on account of the lands being not yet of caspal size, and the barley not forward enough for the Adil (green sheaf), was sent to the Jews of Babylonia and Egypt (Ugil. de Re Rust, v. 22) early in the season.

The year ordinarily consisting of 12 months was divided into 6 agricultural periods as follows (Tosephita Taanith, ch. 1):

1. SOWING TIME

   Ti'er, latter half

   Tiber. (beginning about)

   Autumnal

   Equinox

   Early racd due

   Marcheswan

   Kishon, former half

   11. UNRIP'T TIME

   Kishon, latter half

   Tebeth

   Shebat, former half.
The produce of the land besides fruit from trees, was technically distinguished as רעננים, including apparently all cereal plants, רדנין (quicquior in silvis siccator, Bux. Lxx.). nearly equivalent to the Latin legumen, and בְּרֵירִים or בְּרֵירָּה, semina hortensia, (since the former word alone was used also generically for all seed, including all else which was liable to tithe, for which purpose the distinction seems to have existed. The plough probably was like the Egyptian, and the process of ploughing mostly very light, like that called scorticato by the Romans ("Syria tenui sudeo arat." Plin. xviii. 47), one yoke of oxen mostly sufficing to draw it. Such is still used in Asia Minor, and its parts are shown in the accompanying drawing: a is the yoke to which the cross beam with yokes, b, is attached; c, the share; d, the handle; e represents three modes of arming the share, and f is a goad with a scraper at the other end, probably for cleansing the share. Mountains and steep places were hoed (Is. vii. 25; Maon. ad Hik. vi. 2; Robinson, iii. 505, 602-3). The breaking up of new land was performed as with the Romans engineered. Such new ground and follow, the use of which latter was familiar to the Jews (Jer. iv. 3; Hos. x. 12), were cleared of stones and of thorns (Is. v. 2; Genara Hierael. ad loc.) early in the year. Sowing or gathering from among thorns" be a proverb for slovenly husbandry (Job v. 5; Prov. xxiv. 29, 31; Robinson, ii. 127). Virgin land was ploughed a second time. The proper words are רכשין, prosceindere, and הָעַֽשָּׁה, offendere, i. e., iterare ut frangantur gloria (by cross ploughing), Varr. de R. R. i. 32; both are distinctively used Is. xxviii. 24. Land already tilled was ploughed before the rains, that the moisture might the better penetrate (Maon. ap. Ugod. de Re Rust. v. 11). Rain, however, or irrigation (Is. xxxii. 20) prepared the soil for the sowing, as may be inferred from the prohibition to irrigate till the gleaning was over, lest the poor should suffer (Pech, v. 2); and such sowing often took place without previous ploughing, the seed, as in the parch
table of the sower, being scattered broadcast, and ploughed in afterwards, the roots of the late crop being so far decayed as to serve for manure (Fol-
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Fig. 3 — Goats treading in the grain, when sown in the field, after the water has subsided. — (Wilkinson, Tomba, near the Pyramids.)

Fig. 4. — Corn growing in patches. — (Surenhusius.)

the ploughing was best done dry ("dam sieca tellece fitet," Virg. Georg. i. 214); and there, though not generally, the serratio (יוֹרֵר, der. יְרָרָה, to cleanse), and even the leuto of Roman husbandry, performed with tubaha affixed to the sides of the share, might be useful. But the more formal routine of heavy western soils must not be made the standard of such a naturally fine tilth as that of Palestine generally. "Sunt enim regionum proprius numerus, sicut Egypti et Africa, in quibus agricola post semem ante messem semem non attigit . . . . . in his autem locis ubi daciescentur serrito," f. Columella, ii. 12. During the rains, if not too heavy, or between their two periods, would be the best time for these operations; thus 70 days before the passover was the time prescribed for sowing for the "wave-sheaf," and, probably, therefore, for that of barley generally. The oven were urged on by a goad like a spear (Judg. iii. 31). The custom of watching ripening crops and thrashing floors against theft or damage (Robinson, i. 400, ii. 18, 81, 109) is probably ancient. Thus Bezale slept on the floor (Ruth iii. 4, 7).* Barley ripened a week or two before wheat, and as fine harvest weather was certain (Prov. xxvi. 1; 1 Sam. xii. 17; Am. iv. 7), the crop chiefly varied with the quantity of timely rain. The period of harvest must always have differed according to elevation, aspect, &c. (Robinson, i. 430, 551.) The proportion of harvest gathered to seed sown was often vast; a hundred-fold is mentioned, but in such a way as to signify that it was a limit rarely attained (Gen. xxi. 12, Matt. xiii. 8).

Fig. 5. — Sowing. — (Surenhusius.)

Fig. 6. — Sowing. — (Surenhusius.)

Fig. 7. — Sowing. — (Surenhusius.)

* This practice continues to the present day. Speaking of a night spent near Hbron, Robinson (ii. 446, ed. 1841) says: "The owners of the crops came every night and slept upon the" threshing floors to guard them; and this we had found to be universal in all the region of Gaza." Thomson (Land and Book, ii. 518) refers to the same custom. See RUTH, Notes II.
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(Wilkinson, ii. p. 4), can hardly have been unknown to the Hebrews. Sowing a field with divers seeds was forbidden (Deut. xxii. 9), and minute directions are given by the rabbis for arranging a seeded surface with great variety, yet avoiding juxtaposition of heterogenea Such arrangements are shown in the annexed drawings. Three furrows' interval was the prescribed margin (Colenso, ii. 6). The blank spaces in fig. 5, a and b, represent such margins, tapering to save ground. In a vineyard wide spaces were often left between the vines, for whose roots a radius of 4 cubits was allowed, and the rest of the space cropped: so herb-gardens stood in the midst of vineyards (Pethah, v. 5). Fig. 9 shows a corn-field with olives about and amidst it.

Fig. 8.—Sowing. — (Surenhusius.)

Fig. 9.—Corn-field with Olives. — (Surenhusius.)

in Jer. and Joel, either the ears merely in the "Piscian" method (Varr. de Re Rast. i. 50), or stalk and all, or it was pulled by the roots (Pethah, v. 10). It was bound in sheaves—a process prominent in Scripture, and described by a peculiar word, נֵטֵל, in the form of a helmet, נֵטֶלְהֵם of a turban (of which, however, see another explanation, Buxt. Lex. v. נֵטֵלֶה, or נֵטֶלֶה of a cake. The sheaves or heaps were carted (Am. ii. 13) to the floor—a circular spot of hard ground, probably, as now, from 50 to 80 or 100 feet in diameter. Such floors were probably permanent, and became well known spots (Gen. i. 10, 11; 2 Sam. xxiv. 16, 18). On these the oxen, &c., forbidden to be muzzled (Deut. xxv. 4), trampled out the grain, as we find represented in the Egyptian monuments. At a later time the Jews used a threshing sledge called מִנֶּרֶג (1 Sam. xi. 15: 2 Sam. xxiv. 22: 1 Chr. xvi. 29), probably resembling the מִנֶּרֶג, still employed

Fig. 10.—Reaping wheat. — (Wilkinson, Tomb of the Kings — Thebes.)

The wheat, &c., was reaped by the sickle (the word for which is רֵכֶשׁ in Deut., and רֶכֶשׁ in)

Fig. 11.—Pulling up the corn by the roots. — (Wilkinson, ut supra.)

Fig. 12.—Reaping. — (Surenhusius.)

Fig. 13.—Threshing-floor. The grain driven round the heap: contrary to the usual custom. — (Wilkinson, Thebes.)

Fig. 14.—The מִנֶּרֶג, a machine used by the modern Egyptians for threshing corn.
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in Egypt (Wilkinson, ii. 190) — a stage with three rollers, ridged with iron, which, aided by the driver’s weight, crushed out, often injuring, the grain, as

\[\text{Fig. 15. — Threshing instrument. — (From Fellows's}
\]

well as cut or tore the straw, which thus became fit for fodder. It appears to have been similar to the Roman tribulum and the phatellum Panicum (Varr. de R. R. ii. i. 52). Lighter grains were beaten out with a stick (Is. xxviii. 27). Barley was sometimes soaked and then parceled before treading out, which got rid of the pellicle of the grain. See further the Antiquitates Tiburtina, Ugolini, vol. 29.

The use of animal manure is proved frequent by such recurring expressions as “dung on the face of the earth, field,” &c. (Ps. lxxiii. 10; 2 K. ix. 37; Jer. viii. 2, &c.). A rabbi limits the quantity to three heaps of ten half-cor. or about 380 gallons, to each (\(\frac{1}{3}\) of a sphen of grain. Gem.).

The great usefulness of sheep to the soil unrecognized (ibid. 4), though, owing to the general distinctness of the pastoral life, there was less scope for it. Vegetable ashes, burnt stable, &c. were also used.

\[\text{Fig. 16. — Treading out the grain by oxen, and winnowing. 1. Raking up the ears to the centre. 2. The}
\]

driver. 3. Winnowing, with wooden shovels. — (Wilkinson, Tiberi.)

The "shovel" and "fan" (Fig. 16 and Fig. 16) were, as xxx. 24, but their precise difference is very doubtful, indicate the process of winnowing — a conspicuous part of ancient husbandry (Ps. xxxv. 5; Job. xxi. 18; Is. xvi. 13), and important owing to the slowly threshing. Levitizing was the favorite (Ruth iii. 2) when there was mostly a breeze. The (\(\pi\)\(\nu\)\(\pi\)\(\varphi\)) to scatter = (\(\pi\)\(\nu\)\(\pi\)\(\omega\)). (Matt. iii. 12; Hom. Riol. xiii. 588), was perhaps a broad shovel which threw the grain up against the wind; while the (\(\pi\)\(\nu\)\(\pi\)\(\varphi\)\(\tau\)) (shovel to (\(\pi\)\(\tau\)\(\nu\)\(\rho\)\(\varepsilon\))? may have been a fork (still used in Palestine for the same purpose), or a broad basket in which it was tossed. The heap of produce gathered in rent was sometimes customarily so large as to cover the (\(\pi\)\(\tau\)\(\nu\)\(\rho\)\(\varepsilon\)) (Horae Maior. ix. 2). This favors the latter view. So the (\(\pi\)\(\nu\)\(\pi\)\(\omega\)) was a corn-measure in Cynus, and the (\(\pi\)\(\tau\)\(\nu\)\(\rho\)\(\varepsilon\)) a (\(\pi\)\(\tau\)\(\nu\)\(\rho\)\(\varepsilon\)). (Liddell and Scott, &c. s. v. (\(\pi\)\(\nu\)\(\pi\)\(\omega\)). The last process was the shaking in a sieve, (\(\pi\)\(\tau\)\(\nu\)\(\rho\)\(\varepsilon\)), a (\(\pi\)\(\tau\)\(\nu\)\(\rho\)\(\varepsilon\)), to separate dirt and refuse (Am. ix. 9). [See Luke xxi. 31.]

Fields and groves were not commonly enclosed; vineyards mostly were, with a tower and other buildings (Num. xxiii. 24; Ps. lxxv. 12; Is. v. 5; Matt. xxi. 31; comp. Judg. vi. 11). Banks of mud from ditches were also used.

With regard to occupancy a tenant might pay a fixed money rent (Cant. viii. 11) — in which case he was called (\(\pi\)\(\tau\)\(\nu\)\(\rho\)\(\varepsilon\)), and was compellable to keep the ground in good order for a stipulated share of the fruits (2 Sam. ix. 10; Matt. xxi. 34), often a half or a third; but local custom was the only rule: in this case he was called (\(\pi\)\(\tau\)\(\nu\)\(\rho\)\(\varepsilon\)), and was more protected, the owner sharing the loss of a part of spoil or crop; so, in case of locusts, blight, &c., the year’s rent was to be abated; or he might receive such share as a salary — an inferior position — when the term which described him was (\(\pi\)\(\tau\)\(\nu\)\(\rho\)\(\varepsilon\)) (\(\pi\)\(\tau\)\(\nu\)\(\rho\)\(\varepsilon\)). It was forbidden to sow the during a short occupancy these leases for terms of years would seem to have been common), lest the soil should be un lucrably exhausted (comp. Geo. v. 77). A passer-by might eat any quantity of corn or grapes, but not reap or carry off fruit (Pent. xxi. 24-25; Matt. xvi. 11).

The rights of the corner to be left, and of gleanings (GLEANING), formed the poor man’s claim on the soil for support. For his benefit, too a sheaf forgotten in carrying to the floor was to be left; so also with regard to the vineyard and the olive grove (Lev. xiv. 9, 10; Pent. xxiv. 19, 21).
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Besides there seems a probability that every third year a second title, besides the priests', was paid for the poor (Deut. xiv. 28, xxvi. 12; Am. iv. 4; Tob. i. 7; Joseph. Ant. iv. 8). On this doubtful point of the poor man's title (§ 27 אַנְוָה) see a learned note by Surenhusius, ad Deus, viii. 2. These rights, in case two poor men were partners in occupancy, might be conveyed by each to the other for half the field, and thus retained between them (Mainon, ad Deus, v. 9). Sometimes a charitable owner declared his ground common, when its fruits were to be the subsistence of the poor. For three years the fruit of newly-planted trees was deemed unincumbered and forbidden; in the 4th it was holy, as first-fruits; in 5th it might be ordinarily eaten (Midr. on Or. beh. pru'in). For the various classical analogies, see Dict. of Ge. and Rom. Antiq. s. v. H. H.

AGrippa. [Herod.]

A'Gur (אָגוּר [collector]; Congregans). The son of Jakeh, an unknown Hebrew sage, who uttered or collected the sayings of wisdom recorded in Prov. xxx. Ewald attributes to him the authorship of Prov. xxx. 1-xxxi. 9, in consequence of the similarity of style exhibited in the three sections therein contained; and assigns as his date a period not earlier than the end of the 7th or beginning of the 6th cent. B. C. The Rabbins, according to Rashi, and Jerome after them, interpreted the name symbolically of Solomon, who "collected understanding" (fromג פאוש, he gathered), and is elsewhere called "Kohledeth." Bunsen (Bibehcer-k, p. exxviii.) contends that Agur an inhabitant of Massa, and probably a descendant of one of the 50 Simeonites, who, in the reign of Hezekiah, adorned the Amalekites from Mount Seir. Hitzig goes further, and makes him the son of the queen of Massa and brother of Lemuel (Die Sprache Sol. p. 311, ed. 1858). [Massa.] In Castell's Lex. Heptag. we find the Syriac word ܐܓܘܪ, āqūr, defined as signifying "one who applies himself to the studies of wisdom." There is no authority given for this but the Lexicon of Bar Bohad, and it may have been derived from some traditional interpretation of the proper name Agur.

W. A. W.

Ahab (אָהָב [father's brother]; Ἄχαδῆ; Achab), son of Omri, seventh king of the separate kingdom of Israel, and second of his dynasty. The great lesson which we learn from his life is the depth of wickedness into which a weak man may fall, even though not devoid of good feelings and amiable impulses, when he abandons himself to the guidance of another person, resolute, unscrupulous and depraved. The cause of his ruin was his marriage with Jezebel, daughter of Ethbaal, or Ethbal, king of Tyre, who had been priest of Astarte, but had usurped the throne of his brother Hazili (compare Joseph. Ant. viii. 13, 2, with c. Apion. i. 18). If she resembles the Lady Macheth of our great dramatist, Ahab has hardly Macheth's energy and determination, though he was probably by nature a better man. We have a comparatively full account of Ahab's reign, because it was distinguished by the ministry of the great prophet Elijah, who was brought into direct collision with Jezebel, when she ventured to introduce into Israel the impure worship of Baal and her father's goddess Astarte. In obedience to her wishes, Ahab caused a temple to be built at Baal in Samaria itself, and an ornamental grove to be consecrated to Astarte. With a fixed determination to extirpate the true religion, Jezebel hunted down and put to death God's prophets, some of whom were concealed in caves by Obadiah, the governor of Ahab's household from whose hand the Fanatici's were carried on with such splendor that we read of 450 prophets of Baal, and 400 of Asherah. (See 1 K. xviii. 19, where our version follows the LXX. in erroneously substituting "the groves" for the proper name Asherah, as again in 2 K. xxi. 7, xxiii. 6.) [Asaph.] How the worship of God was restored, and the idolatrous priests slain, in consequence of "a sore famine in Samaria," will be more properly related under the article Elisha. But heathenism and persecution were not the only crimes into which Jezebel led her yielding husband. One of his chief tastes was for splendid architecture, which he showed by building an ivory house and several cities, and also by ordering the restoration and fortification of Jericho, which seems to have belonged to Israel, and not to Judah, as it is said to have been rebuilt in the days of Ahab, rather than in those of the contemporary king of Judah, Jehoshaphat (1 K. xvi. 44). But the place in which he chiefly indulged this passion was the beautiful city of Jezeel (now Sara), in the plain of Esdraelon, which he adorned with a palace and park for his own residence, though Samaria remained the capital of his kingdom. Jezeel standing in the same relation to it as the Versailles of the old French monarchy to Paris (Stanley, § t. p. 244). Desiring to add to his pleasure-grounds there the vegetation of his neighboring Naboth, he proposed to buy it or give land in exchange for it; and when this was refused by Naboth, in accordance with the Mosaic law, on the ground that the vineyard was "the inheritance of his fathers" (Lev. xxv. 23), a false accusation of blasphemy was brought against him, and not only was he himself stoned to death, but his sons also, as we learn from 2 K. ix. 29. Elijah, already the great indicator of religion, now appeared as the ascender of morality, and declared that the entire extirpation of Ahab's house was the penalty appointed for his long course of wickedness, now crowned by this atrocious crime. The execution, however, of this sentence was delayed in consequence of Ahab's deep repentance. The remaining part of the first book of Kings is occupied by an account of the Syrian wars, which originally seems to have been contained in the last two chapters. It is much more natural to place the 20th chapter after the 21st, and so bring the whole history of these wars together, than to interrupt the narrative by interposing the story of Naboth between the 20th and 22d, especially as the beginning of the 22d seems to follow naturally from the end of the 20th. And this arrangement is actually found in the LXX. and confirmed by the narrative of Josephus. We read of three campaigns which Ahab undertook against Benhadad, king of Damascus, two defensive and one offensive. In the first, Benhadad laid siege to Samaria, and Ahab, encouraged by the patriotic counsels of God's prophets, who, next to the true religion, valued most deeply the independence of His chosen people, made a sudden attack on him whilst in the plentitude of arrogant confidence he was banquetting in his tent with his 32 vassal kings. The Syrians were totally routed, and fled to Damascus.
Next year Benhadad, believing that his failure was owing to some peculiar power which the god of Israel exercised over the hills, invaded Israel by way of Aphek, on the E. of Jordan (Stanley, S. of P. App. § 6). Yet Ahab's victory was so complete that Benhadad himself fell into his hands: but was released (contrary to the will of God) and was not punished by the capture of garrison towns in the kingdom of Syria, which the treaty of peace provided for the recovery of. But as Benhadad was one of the cities which Benhadad agreed to restore, why did Ahab wait for three years to enforce the fulfillment of the treaty? From this difficulty, and the extreme bitterness shown by Benhadad against Ahab personally (1 K. xxii. 31), it seems probable that this was not the case (or at all events that the Syrians did not so understand the treaty), but that Ahab, now strengthened by Jehoshaphat, who must have felt keenly the paramount importance of crippling the power of Syria, originated the war by assaulting Ramoth without any immediate expectation. In any case, God's blessing did not rest on the expedition, and Ahab was told by the prophet Micah that it would fail, and that the prophets who advised it were murdering him to his ruin. For giving this warning Micah was imprisoned; but Ahab was so far roused by it as to take the precaution of disguising himself, so as not to offer a conspicuous mark to the archers of Benhadad. But he was slain by a certain man who drew a bow at a venture: and the king died up in his chariot for a time, yet he died towards evening, and his army dispersed. When he was brought to be buried in Samaria, the dogs licked up his blood as a servant was washing his chariot: a partial fulfillment of Elijah's prediction (1 K. xii. 19), which was more literally accomplished in the case of his son (2 K. ii. 26). Josaphat, however, substitutes Josiah for Samaria in the former passage (2 K. xii. 6), the date of Ahab's succession is 9th b.c., of his death, b.c. 897.

2. [Aχαβας: Heb. in Jtr. xxix. 22, Ἱαβαθ]. A lying prophet, who deceived the captive Israelites in Babylon, and was buried to death by Nebuchadnezzar, Jtr. xxix. 22. G. E. C.

AHAUSHAR (Avic. § 'Aharah) [after the brother, but uncertain]: Ἰαβαθ [Vat. 1. 'Aharah]. The third son of Benjamin (1 Chr. viii. 1). See AHER, AIVRAIM.

AHAUSHAR (Avic. § 'Aharah) [after the son of Sem], a name occurring in an obscure fragment of the genealogies of Judah, "the families of Aharah", apparently traced their descent through Ozi to Ashur, the posthumous son of Hemam. The tomb of R. Joseph on Chronicles identifies him with Hur the firstborn of Miriam." (1 Chr. iv. 8)

The LXX. appear to have read Ἰαβαθ, "brother of Rechab," or according to the Compl. ed. 98, "brother of Rechab." W. A. W.

AHA'SAI (3 syl.) [Avic. § 'Ahasai]: om. in LXX. [but Comp. Σωσαῖ]: Ahazi. A priest, ancestor of Maasiai or Ahasai ( Neh. xii. 13). He is called JAHZEAI in 1 Chr. ix. 12. W. A. W.

AHA'SAI (3 syl.) [Avic. § 'Ahasai]: or Ἰαβαθ [Vat. -Bar]; Alex. ὁ ἄρωτος [Comp. Ἰαβαθ]: Ahasai. The father of Eliphlet, one of David's thirty-seven captains (2 Sam. xxiii. 34). In the corrupt list in 1 Chr. xii. 35, Eliphelet appears as "Eliphal the son of Ur." The LXX. regarded the name Ahasai as denoting not the father but the family of Eliphlet. [According to Genesis the name signifies "I have taken refuge in Jehovah."] W. A. W.

ASHASHYVAROSH. Noted in Ezra iv. 6 in the margin of the A. V., as the Hebrew form of Ahasai.

AHA'SAI (Avic. § 'Ahasai): Ακσαομογος [Vat. 1. 'Aharaios]; LXX. [in Ezra iv. 6]; but Ακσαομογος [Alex. Ακσαομογος, Comp. Aδι Ακσαομογος]. Tob. xiv. 15: Ahasai, Α. V. [in Tob.], Vulg., the name of one Median and two Persian kings mentioned in the Old Testament. It may be desirable to prefix to this article a chronological table of the Medo-Persian kings from Cyaxares to Artaxerxes Longimanus, according to their ordinary classical names. The Scriptural names conjectured to correspond to them in this article and A Toilet are added in italics.

1. Cyaxares, king of Media, son of Phraortes, grandson of Belesus and conqueror of Nineveh, began to reign 6 b.c. 634. Ahasaius.

2. Astyages his last king of Media, b.c. 294. Durian the Mede.

3. Cyrus, son of his daughter Mandane and Cambyses, a Persian noble, first king of Persia, 539.


5. A Median usurper, who personates Smerdis, the younger son of Cyrus, 521. Ahasiurus.

6. Darius Hystaspis, raised to the throne on the overthrow of the Magi, 521. Durian.


The name Ahasaius or Ashashyvarosh is the same as the Sanscrit Ashas, a king, which appears as Ashas in the arrow-headed inscriptions of Persepolis, and to this in its Hebrew form: see this form in its Greek forms is Xerxes, explained by Herod. vi. 58) to mean άρωτος, a signification sufficiently near that of king.

1. In Dan. iv. 1, Ahasaius (LXX. Χαραθος, Thesb. Ακσαομογος) is said to be the father of Cyrus the Mede. Now it is almost certain that Cyaxares is a form of Ahasaius, greaved into other contexts.

* This form in A. V. 7, ch. 10 may have been intended to be read Ahasaius, a being used elsewhere.

AHA'SAI (Avic. § 'Ahasai): אחשיאס [Comp. אחשא]: Ahasai. A phrase occurring in an obscure fragment of the genealogies of Judah, "the families of Aharah," apparently traced their descent through Ozi to Ashur, the posthumous son of Hemam. The tomb of R. Joseph on Chronicles identifies him with Hur the firstborn of Miriam." (1 Chr. iv. 8)
AHASUERUS

Ahaz with the prefix Cy- or Kai, common to the
Kabirian dynasty of kings (Malcolm Persis, ch. iii.), with which may be compared Kai Khosro of the
Persian kings.

The son of this Cyaxares was Astyages, and it is no improbable conjecture that Darius the Mede was Astyages, set over Babylon
as viceroy by his grandson Cyrus, and allowed to
live there in royal state. (See Rawlinson's Herodotus, vol. i. Essay iii. § 11.) [Darius.] This first Ahasuerus, then, is Cyaxares, the con-
queror of Nineveh. And in accordance with this
view, we read in Tobit, xiv. 15, that Nineveh was
taken by Nabuchodonosor and Assuerus, i. e. Cy-
axares.

2. In Ezra iv. 6, the enemies of the Jews, after
the death of Cyrus, desirous to frustrate the build-
ing of Jerusalem, send accusations against them to
Ahasuerus, king of Persia. This must be Camb-
yxes. For we read (v. 5) that their opposition con-
tinued from the time of Cyrus to that of Darius, and Ahasuerus and Artaxerxes, i. e. Cambyses and the Perso-Smerdils, are mentioned as reigning be-
tween them. [Artaxerxes.] Xenophon (Cyr. viii.) calls the brother of Cambyses, Tanyoxares, i. e. the younger Oxares, whence we infer that the elder Oxares or Ahaseris, or Ahasuerus, was Camb-
yxes. His constant wars probably prevented him
from interfering in the concems of the Jews. He
was chiefly called after his grandfather, who was
not of royal race, and therefore it is very likely that
he also assumed the king's name or title of Oxares
or Cyaxares which had been borne by his most illust-
rious ancestor.

3. The third is the Ahasuerus of the book of
Esther. It is needless to give more than the heads of
the well-known story. Having divorced his
queen Vashti for refusing to appear in public at
a banquet, he married four years afterwards the Jewess Esther, cousin and ward of Mordecai. Five years
after this, Haman, one of his counsellors, having
been slighted by Mordecai, prevailed upon him to
order the destruction of all the Jews in the empire.
But before the day appointed for the massacre,
Esther and Mordecai overthrew the influence which
Haman had exercised, and so completely changed
his feelings in the matter, that they induced him to
put Haman to death, and to give the Jews the right
of self-defense. This they used so vigorously that
the Jews of all the four hundred and twenty
provinces.

New from the extent assigned to the Persian em-
pire (Esth. i. 1), "from India even unto Ethiopia," it
is proved that Darius Hystaspis is the earliest
possible king to whom this history can apply, and it is
hardly worth while to consider the claims of any
after Artaxerxes Longimanus. But Ahasuerus
cannot be identical with Darius, whose wives were
the daughters of Cyrus and Otanes, and who in
name and character equally differs from that So
dish tyrant. Neither can he be Artaxerxes Longimanus.
Although as Artaxerxes is a compound of Xerxes,
there is less difficulty here as to the name. But
in the first place the character of Artaxerxes, as given
by the Htarch and by Diodorus (xiv. 71), is also very
unlike that of Ahasuerus. Besides this, in Ezra
vii. 1–7, 11–26, Artaxerxes, in the seventh year of
his reign, issues a decree very favorable to the Jews,
and it is unlikely, therefore, that in the twelfth
(Earth. iii. 7) Haman could speak to him of them
as if he knew nothing about them, and persuade
him to sentence them to an indiscriminate mas-
acre. We are therefore reduced to the belief that
Ahasuerus is Xerxes (the names being, as we have
seen, identical); and this conclusion is fortified by
the resemblance of character, and by certain chron-
ological indications. As Xerxes scourged the sea,
and put to death the engineers of his bridge be-
cause their work was injured by a storm, so Ahas-
uerus repudiated his queen Vashti because she
would not violate the decorum of her sex, and
ordered the massacre of the whole Jewish people to
gratify the malice of Haman. In the third year
of the reign of Xerxes was held an assembly to ar-
range the Grecian war (Herod. vii. 7 4). In the
third year of Ahasuerus was held a great feast and
assembly in Shushan the palace (Esth. i. 3). In the
seventh year of his reign Xerxes returned de-
feated from Greece, and consigned himself by the
pleasures of the harem (Herod. ix. 108). In the
seventh year of his reign "fair young virgins were
sought" for Ahasuerus, and he replaced Vashti by
marrying Esther. The tribute he "laid upon the
land and upon the isles of the sea (Esth. x. 1) may
well have been the result of the expenditure and
ruin of the Grecian expedition. Throughout the
book of Esther in the LXX, "Αραχαριθέων is writ-
ten for Ahasuerus, but on this no argument of any
weight can be founded.

AHAVA (אוהה [water, Gen.]: Εὐδί [Vat. Ewvi, Alex. Ewv]; [in Ezrrv. viii. 21, 31] δ' Αυστ [Vat. Ousv, Alex. Aôs], a place (Ezrrv. viii.
15), or a river (ר̣ח̣), (vii. 21, 31), on the banks of which Ezra collected the second expedition which returned with him from Babylon to Jerusalem.

Various have been the conjectures as to its locality; e. g. Adontes (Le Clerc and Mauzret), or perhaps Aveli (Hâvrecr-n, see Winet); the Great Zab
(Europ) or Diusa (Mand. xvi. 15), the spring of bitumen. But see Rawlinson's Herodotus, i. 316, note.

In the apocryphal Esdras [1 Esdr. viii. 41, 61]
the name is given θεσσάρης. Josephus (Ant. xi. 5, §
merely says εϊς το πνευμα του Ευρυστέρου. G.

AHAZ (אָחוֹז, possessor: "Aχεψ: Joseph.
[Achzq: Achaz].) 1. Ahas, eleventh (twelfth?)
king of Judah, son of Jotham, ascended the throne
in the 20th year of his age, according to 2 K. xvi. 2.

But this must be a transcriber's error for the 25th,
which number is found in one Hebrew MS., the
LXX, the Peshito, and Arabic version of 2 Chr.
xxvii. 1; for otherwise, his son Hezekiah was born
when he was eleven years old (so Clinton, Festi
Heli, vol. i. p. 318). At the time of his accession,
Rezin king of Damascus and Pekah king of Israel
had recently formed a league against Judah, and
they proceeded to lay siege to Jerusalem, intending
to place on the throne Ben Tabeal, who was not a
prince of the royal family of Judah, but probably
a Syrian noble. Upon this the great prophet
Isaiah, full of zeal for God and patriotic loyalty to
the house of David, hastened to give advice and
encouragement to Ahaz, and it was probably owing
to the spirit of energy and religious devotion which
he poured into his counsels, that the allies failed
in their attack on Jerusalem. Thus much, together
with anticipations of danger from the Assyrians,
and a general picture of weakness and unfaithful-
ness both in the king and the people, we find in

AHASUERUS

see
AHAZIAH

the famous prophecies of the 7th, 8th, and 9th chapters of Isaiah, in which he seeks to animate and support them by the promise of the Messiah. From 2 K. xvi. and 2 Chr. xxviii. we learn that the allies took a vast number of captives, who, however, were restored in virtue of the remonstrances of the prophet Obed, and that they also inflicted a most severe injury on Jehu by the capture of Elath, a flourishing port on the Red Sea, in which, after expelling the Jews, they reestablished the Edonites (according to the true reading of 2 K. xvi. 6, הַֽשִּׁלָּה for הַשָּׁלָה). He purchased this help at a costly price. He became tributary to Tidht-pileser, sent him all the treasures of the Temple and his own palace, and even appeared before him in Damascus as a vassal. He also ventured to seek for safety in heathen ceremonies; making his son pass through the fire to Moloch, consulting wizards and necromancers (Is. viii. 19), sacrificing to the Syrian gods, introducing a foreign altar from Damascus, and probably the worship of the heavenly bodies from Assyria and Babylon, as he would seem to have set up the houses of the sun mentioned in 2 K. xxii. 11 (cf. 2 Macc. vii. 13); and the altar on the top (or roof) of the upper chamber of Ahaz" (2 K. xxiii. 12) were connected with the adoration of the stars. We see another and blameless result of this intercourse with an astronomical people in the "sundial of Ahaz." Is. xxxviii. 8. 9. He died after a reign of 16 years, lasting c. 740-724. G. E. L. C.

2. (Ahaz). A son of Micah, the grandson of Jonathan through Mehemal or Mephibosheth (1 Chr. xxii. 35, 36, ix. 42). W. A. W.

AHAZIAH (אַחָזִיָּה, Ἀχαζιάς, whom Jeh- horah sanctified: ὁ Ἰεχωρά, ἀπὸ ὑποτελεῖς, 1). Son of Ahaz and Jeroboam, and eighth king of Israel. After the battle of Ramoth in Gilead [AHAE] the Syrians had the command of the country along the east of Jordan, and they cut off all communication between the Israelites and Moab- ites, so that the vassal king of Moab refused his yearly tribute of 100,000 dollars and 100,000 rams with their wool (comp. Is. xvi. 1). Be're Ahaziah could take measures for enforcing his claim, he was severely injured by a fall through a lattice in his palace at Samaria. In his health he had worshipped his mother's gods, and now he sent to inquire of the oracle of Baalzabub in the Philistine city of Ekron whether he should recover his health. But Elijah, who now for the last time exercised the prophetical office, rebuked him for this impiety, and unannealed to him his approaching death. He reigned two years (c. 836, 835). The only other recorded transaction of his reign, his endeavor to join the king of Judah in trading to Typhir, is more likely related under Jehoshaphat (2 K. xxii. 50 ff.: 2 K. i. 24 Chr. xx. 35 ff.).

2. Fifth [sixth] king of Judah, son of Jehoram and Athaliah, daughter of Ahah, and therefore nephew of the preceding Ahaziah. He is called

AHAZIAH, 2 Chr. xxi. 6, probably by a copyist's error, and Jehoahaz, 2 Chr. xxi. 17. Ewald (Geschichte des Volkes Israel, iii. 525) thinks that his name was changed to Ahaziah on his accession, but the LXX. read ὁ Ἰεχωρά for Jehoahaz, and with this agree the Pesebi, Chalde, and Arab. So too, while writing in the 10th month of his 22 years old reign, we find in 2 Chr. xxii. 2, that his age at that time was 42. The former number is certainly right, as in 2 Chr. xxi. 5, 20, we see that his father Jehoram was 40 when he died, which would make him younger than his own son, so that a transcriber must have conflated 22 (22) and 22 (42). Ahaziah was an idler, "walking in all the ways of the house of Ahah, and he allied himself with his uncle Jehoram king of Israel, brother and successor of the preceding Ahaziah, against Hazael, the new king of Syria. The two kings were, however, feasted at Ramoth, where Jehoram was so severely wounded that he retired to his mother's palace at Jezreel to be healed. The union between the uncle and nephew was so close that there was great danger lest heathenism should entirely overspread both the 10th new kingdoms, but this was prevented by the great revolution carried out in Israel by Jehu under the guidance of Elisha, which invaded the house of David and elsewhere only less severe than those which exterminated the house of Omri. It broke out while Ahaziah was visiting his uncle at Jezreel. As Jehu approached the town, Jehoram and Ahaziah went out to meet him, either from not suspecting his designs, or to prevent them. The former was shot through the heart by Jehu; Ahaziah was pursued as far as the pass of Gur, near the city of Ibleam, and there mortally wounded. He died when he reached Megiddo. But in 2 Chr. xxii. 9, it is said that Ahaziah was found hidden in Samaria after the death of Jehoram, brought to Jehu, and killed by his orders. Attempts to reconcile these accounts may be found in Pole's Synopsis, in Lightfoot's Horae, of Old Testament. (in loc.), and in Davidson's Text of the Old Testament, part ii. book li. chapter xiv. Ahaziah reigned one year, c. 851, called the 12th of Jehoram, king of Israel, 2 K. vii. 25, the 11th of 2 K. i. 29. His father therefore must have died before the 11th year of Jehoram was concluded (2 K. xxiv. 1. 32). G. E. L. C.

* It being possible that the two accounts, taken singly, are fragmentary, they may supplement each other. Ahaziah escaping "by the way of the garden house," Jehu ordered his men to pursue and slay him in his chariot (2 K. ix. 27): but being too swift for his pursuers, he reached Samaria and there concealed himself for a time, till Jehu, "executing judgment upon the house of Ahah," sought him out, and had him put to death (2 Chr. xxii. 8, 9). For the fuller circumstances of the death we turn to 2 K. ix. 27. Jehu ordered his captive to be taken (perhaps under some pretense of a friendly object) "to the going up (ascent) to Gur near Ibleam," and there he was slain in his chariot (i.e. received the deadly blow there, though he escaped and actually died at Megiddo). According to another slightly varied combination, Ahaziah may have managed, after being brought before Jehu from his place of concealment, to escape again at the expense of being decoyed to Gur for execution, may have been overtaken there as he fled in his chariot, and put to death as before stated. It is worth
noticing (see the Hebrew text and the italics in the A. V.; "And they did so") that the slaying of Abiazah at Gush (2 K. ix. 27) stands loosely related to what precedes, as if his being slain there was the final execution of John's order after various delays had intervened. See Keil, Comm. ab, die Bücher der Könige, p. 402; and Zeller's Bold. Weis., p. 42. [Azariah 12.] H.

AHIBAN (גַּיֶּם), [brother of the wise, or brotherly: ] "Aχιβάτρι. Alex. Οὐγα [Abl. Οὐγά; Comp. Αἴβατρ] Meibom.). Son of Abishur, by his wife Abihail (1 Chr. li. 29). He was of the tribe of Judah. W. A. W.

ACHER (גַּיֶּם [another]: ] "Αψ [Vat. M. Ἀψ; Comp. Ἀχέρ]:) Ancestor of Hushim, or rather "the Hushim," as the plural form seems to indicate a family rather than an individual. The name occurs in an obscure passage in the genealogy of Benjamin (1 Chr. vii. 12). Some translators consider it as not a proper name at all, and render it literally "another," because, as Rashi says, Ezra, who compiled the genealogy, was uncertain whether the families belonged to the tribe of Benjamin or not. It is not improbable that Acher and Ahiram (Num. xxvi. 38) are the same: unless the former belonged to the tribe of Dan, whose genealogy is omitted in 1 Chr. vii. Hushim being a Danite as well as a Benjamite name.

AHIIH (גַּיֶּם, brother: ἀδελφὸς: friend). 1. A Gadite, chief of a family who lived in Gilgal in Bashan (1 Chr. v. 13), in the days of Judah, king of Israel. By the LXX. and Vulgate the word was not considered a proper name. [But for Βοίδ ἀδελφὸς of the Roman edition, Vat. M. has Ζαβουχαυα (H. Ζαβουχαυα), and Alex. with 7 other MSS. Αχιεβοι = Α.]

2. (Αχιε': [Vat. M. Αχιεων, Η. Αχιεων; Ἀκί]:) A descendant of Shamer, of the tribe of Asher (1 Chr. vii. 34). The name, according to Gesenius, is a contraction of AHIJAH.

AHIIAH. [ΑΗΙΑΗ.]

AHIIAM (גַּיֶּם, for גַּיֶּם, father's brother). Gesen.: [in 2 S.] "Aχιεων: [Abl. Αχιεων; Comp. Αχιεων: in 1 Chr. Αχιεων: Vat. Αχιους; Comp. Alex. Αχιευς: Αχιεον], son of Sharrar the Hararite (or of Saar, 1 Chr. xi. 35), one of David's 30 mighty men (2 Sam. xxiii. 33).

AHIIAN (גַּיֶּם: ] "Ακι: [Vat. Αιαοι: Alex. Αιαοι; Ἀκι]:) A Manasseh of the family of Shemida (1 Chr. vii. 19). W. A. W.

AHIIEZER (גַּיֶּם, [brother of help, or God is help]: ] "Αχιεζηρ: Ahiiezer). 1. Son of Ammishaddai, hereditary chieftain of the tribe of Dan under the administration of Moses (Num. i. 13, ii. 35, vi. 66, [71, x. 23]).

2. The Benjamite chief of a body of archers at the time of David (1 Chr. xii. 3). R. W. B.

AHIIHU (גַּיֶּם, [brother = friend, of the Jews, or of renown]:] "Αχιεβοι: [Alex Αχιεβοι: Αχιους]: Ahiob). 1. Son of Shelomi, and prince of the tribe of Asher, selected by God to judge Shashm and Eezar in the division of the Promised Land (Num. xxxvii. 27).

2. (גַּיֶּם, [brother = friend, of union]: ] "Αχιους: [Vat. Αιεχειους: Alex. Αιεχεις; Comp.}
AHIKAM

3. [LXX. αἵκαμος αὑτῷ: Aĥīkām.] Son of Jerahmeel (1 Chr. ii. 25).

4. [Ahih.] One of David's mighty men, a Peleonite (1 Chr. xi. 36).

5. [LXX. ὁ τοιοῦτος αὐτῶν: Aĥīkās.] A Levite in David's reign, who was over the treasures of the house of God, and over the treasures of the dedicated things (1 Chr. xxvii. 29).

6. [Ahih.] One of Solomon's princes, brother of Hishai, and son of Shishai (1 K. iv. 5).

7. [Ahih.] A prophet of Shiloah (1 K. xiv. 2), hence called the Shilonite (xi. 19). In the days of Solomon and of Jeroboam king of Israel, of whom we have two remarkable prophecies extant: the one in 1 K. xi. 33–39, addressed to Jeroboam, announcing the rending of the ten tribes from Solomon, in punishment of his idolatries, and the transfer of the kingdom to Jeroboam: a prophecy which, though delivered privately, became known to Solomon, and excited his wrath against Jeroboam, who fled for his life into Egypt, to Shishak, and remained there till Solomon's death. The other prophecy, in 1 K. xiv. 6–16, was delivered in the prophet's extreme old age to Jeroboam's wife, in which he foretold the death of Abijah, the king's son, who was sick, and to inquire concerning whom the queen was to come in disguise, and then went on to denounce the destruction of Jeroboam's house on account of the images which he had set up, and to foretell the captivity of Israel "beyond the River" Euphrates. These prophecies give us a high idea of the faithfulness and boldness of Abijah, and of the eminent rank which he attained as a prophet. Jeroboam's speech concerning him (1 K. xiv. 2, 3) shows the estimation in which he held his truth and prophetic powers. In 2 Chr. ix. 21 reference is made to a record of the events of Solomon's reign contained in the "prophecy of Abijah the Shilonite." If there were a larger work of Abijah's, the passage in 1 K. xi. is doubtless an extract from it.

8. [Ahih.] Father of Basha, king of Israel, the contemporary of Asa, king of Judah. He was of the tribe of Issachar (1 K. xxvii. 33). [Occurs also 1 K. xxxi. 22; 2 K. ix. 9.] A.C. H.

9. [Aaz.] [Vat. Aazat:] Echah. One of the heads of the people who sealed the covenant with Nehemiah (Neh. x. 26). W. A. W.

AHIKAM (אֵֽהִיקָם [brother of the court]): 'Aχίκαμ [Vat. -χίκαμ; Aḥikām], a son of Shaphan the scribe, an influential officer at the court of Josiah (2 K. xxiii. 12), and of Jehohanan his son (Jer. xxxvi. 21). When Shaphan brought the book of the law to Josiah, which Hilkiah the high priest had found in the temple, Ahikam was sent by the king, together with four other delegates, to consult Hilkiah the prophetess on the subject. In the reign of Jehoiakim, when the priests and prophets arrayed Jeremiah before the princes of Judah on account of his old denunciations of the national sins, Ahikam successfully used his influence to protect the prophet. His son Gedaliah was made governor of Judah by Nebuchadnezzar, the Chaldean king, and to his charge Jeremiah was entrusted when released from prison (Jer. xxxix. 14, xl. 5).

AHI'LUD (אַֽֽהָאֱלוד [brother of one born]): or Ach, i. e. God, who originated, First: Rom.] 'Aχίλαδ: 'Aχιλαδ [Vat. -χίλαδ] in 2 Sam. xx. 21: [Vat. 'Aχιλαδ in 2 Sam. viii. 16 and 1 Chr.; in 1 K. iv. 3, Vat. M. 'Aχιλαδ; H. 'Aχιλαד: Alex. 'Aχιλαδ] 2 Sam. viii. 16, 'Aχιλα� 1 K. iv.

3: Ahikam. 1. Father of Jehoshaphat, the recorder or chronicler of the kingdom in the reigns of David and Solomon (2 Sam. viii. 16, xx. 24; 1 K. iv. 3; 1 Chr. xviii. 15).

AHI'MAAZ [וָאֵֽחִימָאָצ] (Aχίμας [brother of upper, i. e. oriental]): 'Aχίμας [Vat. 'Aχίμας; Aχίμας]: 1. Father of Saul's wife, Ahinoam (1 Sam. xiv. 50). 2. [Vat. 'Aχίμας, etc.]: Son of Zadok, the priest in David's reign. When David fled from Jerusalem on account of Absalom's rebellion, Zadok and Abiathar, accompanied by their sons Ahimaz and Jonathan, accompanied Ahimaz, who stayed outside the walls of the city at En-Rioel, on the road towards the plain. A message soon came to them from Zadok and Abiathar through the mid-servant, to say that Ahithophel had counselled an immediate attack against David and his followers, and that, consequently, the king must cross the Jordan without the least delay. They started at once on their errand, but not without being suspected, for a bad feeling was raised on both sides, and they immediately ran off quickly—and Ahimaz, we know, was a practised runner—went and told Absalom, who ordered a hot pursuit. In the mean time, however, they had got as far as Bahurim, the very place where Shimea cursed David (2 Sam. xv. 5), to the house of a steadfast partisan of David's. Here the woman of the house effectually hid them in a well in the court-yard, and covered the well's mouth with a brained corn. Among the servants coming up searched for them in vain; and as soon as they were gone, and returned on the road to Jerusalem, Ahimaz and Jonathan hasted on to David, and told him Ahithophel's counsel, and David with his whole company crossed the Jordan that very night. Ahithophel was so mortified at seeing the failure of his scheme, through the unwise delay in executing it, that he went home and hanged himself. This signal service rendered to David, at the hazard of his life, by Ahimaz, must have tended to ingratiate him with the king. We have a proof how highly he was esteemed by him, as well as an honorable testimony to his character, in the saying of David recorded 2 Sam. xxvii. 27. For when the watchman announced the approach of a messenger, and added, that his running was like the running of Ahimaz, the son of Zadok, the king said, "He is a good man, and counsels with good tidings."

The same transaction gives us a very curious specimen of the manners of the times, and a singular instance of oriental or Jewish craft in Ahimaz. For we learn, first, that Ahimaz was a professed runner—and a very swift one too—which one would hardly have expected in the son of the high-priest. It belongs, however, to a simple state of
society that bodily powers of any kind should be highly valued, and exercised by the possessor of them in the most natural way. Ahimaaz was probably naturally swift, and so became famous for his running (2 Sam. xvii. 27). So we are told of Asahel, Joab's brother, that "he was as light of foot as a wild roe" (2 Sam. ii. 18). And that quick running was not deemed inconsistent with the utmost dignity and gravity of character appears from what we read of Elijah the Tidhite, that "he girded up his loins and ran before Ahabs (who was in his chariot) to the entrance of Jezered" (I K. xviii. 46). The kings of Israel had running footmen to precede them when they went in their chariots (2 Sam. xv. 1; 1 K. i. 5), and their guards were called בֵּית בֶּן, runners.

It appears by 2 Chr. xxx. 6, 10, that in Hezekiah's reign there was an establishment of running messengers, who were also called בֵּית בֶּן. The same name is given to the Persian posts in Esth. iii. 13, 15, viii. 14; though it appears from the latter passage that in the time of Xerxes the service was performed with mules and camels. The Greek name, borrowed from the Persian, was ἄγγελον. As regards Ahimaaz's craftiness we read that when Absalom was killed by Joab and Hushai, Ahimaaz was very urgent with Joab to be employed as the messenger to run and carry the tidings to David. The politic Joab, well knowing the king's fond partiality for Absalom, and that the news of his death would be anything but good news to him, and, apparently, having a friendly feeling towards Ahimaaz, would not allow him to be the bearer of such tidings, but employed Cushl instead. But after Cushl had started, Ahimaaz was so urgent with Joab to be allowed to run too that at length he extorted his consent.

Taking a shorter or an easier way by the plain he managed to outrun Cushl before he got in sight of the watch-tower, and, arriving first, he reported to the king the good news of the victory, supressing his knowledge of Absalom's death, and leaving to Cushl the task of announcing it. He had thus the merit of bringing good tidings without the alloy of the disaster of the death of the king. This is the story of the hear of Ahimaaz, for the Ahimaaz of 1 K. iv. 15, who was Solomon's captain in Naphtali, was certainly a different person. There is no evidence, beyond the assertion of Josephus, that he ever filled the office of high-priest; and Josephus may have concluded that he did, merely because, in the genealogy of the high-priests (1 Chr. vi. 8, 9), he intervenes between Zadok and Azariah. Judging only from 1 K. iv. 2, compared with 1 Chr. vi. 10, we should conclude that Ahimaaz died before his father Zadok, and that Zadok was succeeded by his grandson Azariah. Josephus's statement that Zadok was the first high-priest of Solomon's temple, seeing the temple was not finished till the eleventh year of his reign, is a highly improbable one in itself. The statement of the Nedar Omran, which makes Ahimaaz high-priest in Rehoboam's reign, is still more so. It is safer, therefore, to follow the indications of the Scripture narrative, though somewhat obscured by the apparently corrupted passages, 1 K. iv. 4, and 1 Chr. vi. 9, 10, and conclude that Ahimaaz died before he attained the high-priesthood, leaving as his heir his son Azarias.

3. Solomon's officer in Naphtali, charged with providing victuals for the king and his household for one month in the year. He was probably of the tribe of Naphtali, and was the king's son-in-law, having married his daughter Basmuth (1 K. iv. 7, 15).

AHI'MAN [אח'ימן] [brother of a gift; Gers.]

Aχωδας; [Aχωδα; Vat. -χερι]; in Judg., Vat. -χερι; Alex. Αχωδας. Alex. Αχωδας. Achimoth, [Ahimoth]. 1. One of the three great Anakim who inhabited Mount Hebron (Num. xiii. 22, 33; [Josh. xx. 14]), seen by Caleb and the spies. The whole race were cut off by Joshua (Josh. xi. 21), and the three brothers were slain by the tribe of Judah (Judg. i. 10).

2. Διαίδης: [Vat. Μ. Αχωδά, Α. Αχωδά; Ald.]. Alex. Αχωδά, [Com. Αχωδας]; Ahimoth. One of the porters or gatekeepers, who had charge of the king's gate for the "camps" of the sons of Levi (1 Chr. ix. 17).

AHI'MELECH [أخיملך] (Aχμελέχ) [brother of the king]; Aχμελέχ and 'Αχμελέχ; Vat. -χερι and -βερι; Alex. Ἀχμελέχ. Aχμελέχ, [Achimelech]. 1. Son of Ahitub (1 Sam. xxii. 11), and high-priest at Nob in the days of Saul. He gave David the showbread to eat, and the sword of Goliath; and for so many times he was used to the consecration of David, the Eternal, was put to death with his whole house by Saul's order. Eighty-five priests wearing an ephod were thus cruelly slaughtered; Abiathar alone escaped. [AbiaIIath]. The LXX. read three hundred and five men, thus affording another instance of the frequent clerical errors in transcribing numbers, of which Ex. ii. compared with Neh. vii. is a remarkable example. The interchange of בֵּית בֶּן or בֵּית בֶּן, with בֵּית בֶּן and בֵּית בֶּן, is very common. For the question of Achimelech's identity with Ahijah, see AHIJAH. For the singular confusion [or apparent confusion] between Ahimelech and Abimelech in the 1st Book of Chronicles, see ABAIMATH. [The name occurs 1 Sam. xxii. 1, 2, 8, xxii. 9, 11, 14, 16, 29, xxiii. 6, xxx. 7; 2 Sam. vii. 17; 1 Chr. xxiv. 3, 6, 31; Ps. lii. title.]

2. [Aχμελέχ; Vat. Αχμελέχ, 2. m. Αχμελέχ; Achimelech]. One of David's companions while he was persecuted by Saul, a Hittite; called in the LXX. Aχμελέχ, which is perhaps the right reading, after the analogy of Abimelech, king of Gerar (1 Sam. xxvi. 6). In the title of Ps. xxxiv. בֵּית בֶּן [Achiemelch, Achiash] seems to be a corrupt reading for בֵּית בֶּן. See 1 Sam. xxii. 13 (19, in A. V.).

AHI'MOTH [אח'ימות] [brother of death]; Aχωδάθ; [Vat. Αχωδάθ]; Achimoth, a Levite of the house of the Kohites, of the family of the Kohathites, apparently in the time of David (1 Chr. vi. 25). In ver. 35, for Abinadab we find מְדוֹת (מְדוֹת); Mada; as in Luke iii. 26. For a correction of these genealogies, see Genealogies of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, p. 214, note.

A. C. H.

AHINADAB [אח'נדב] [tomb brother]; Aχωδάθ; [Vat. Αχωδάθ; Alex. Αριελάδ]. Ahiadab, son of Iddo, one of Solomon's twelve commissaries who supplied provisions for the royal household. The district entrusted to Ahinadab

A. C. H.
was that of Mahanaim, situated on the east of the Jordan (1 K. iv. 14).

AHINOAM [Heb. 'ahî'î.nô'am] (אֹהִינֹעַם) [brother of grace or beauty; according to Fürst's theory, 'borah, i. e. God, is grace] = 'A'î'î'ô'â'm: Alex. 'A'î'nô'ô'mâ: [Comp. 'A'î'nô'ô'mād] A'î'nô'maûn. 1. Daughter of Ahimelech and wife of Saul (1 Sam. xiv. 50; xxv. 14) and later, according to 2 Sam. xxiv. 18, the wife of David.

2. [A'î'nô'ô'mâ: Alex. 'A'î'nô'ô'mâ: Vat. 'A'î'nô'ô'mâ etc.] A woman of Zareah, whose masculine name may be compared with that of Abigail, father of joy. It was not uncommon to give woman names composed with סָoblins (father) and סָoblins (brother). Ahinoam was married to David during his wandering life (1 Sam. xxv. 43), lived with him and his other wife Abigail at the court of Achish (xxvii. 3), was taken prisoner with her by the Amalekites when they plundered Ziklag (xxx. 5), but was rescued by David (18). She is again mentioned as living with him when he was king of Judah in Hebron (2 Sam. ii. 2); and was the mother of his eldest son Amnon (iii. 2 also 1 Chr. iii. 1). G. E. L. C.

AHIO (אֹהִי [brotherly]; אִי אֵלֶּף oî 'â'î-lôf) אָוֹ oî 'â'ô Toû: Mî'o, 2 Sam. vi. 3, 4; frater eius, 1 Chr. xiii. 7). 1. Son of Abinadab who accompanied the ark when it was brought out of father's house (2 Sam. vii. 3, 4; 1 Chr. xiii. 7).

2. [אָוֹ oî 'â'ô Toû: Alex. אִי אֵלֶּף oî 'â'ô Toû: Mî'o.] A Benjamite, one of the sons of Peraiah, who drove out the inhabitants of Gath (1 Chr. xviii. 14). According to the Vat. MS. the LXX. must have read Αιός, according to the Alex. MS. Αίός.

3. A Benjamite, son of Jehiel, father or founder of Gibon (1 Chr. vii. 31, ix. 37). In the last quoted passage the Vatican MS. [as also Sin.] has אֵלֶּף oî 'â'î-lôf and the Alex. אֵלֶּף oî 'â'î-lôf. W. A. W.

AHIRAH (אֹהִרָה [brother of cell]; 'A'î'yô'â [Vat. generally 'yô'; Alex. 'A'î'yô'â: Mî'o]) chief of the tribe of Naphtali when Moses took the census in the year after the Exodus (Num. i. 15, ii. 29, vii. 78, 81, x. 27).

AHIRAM (אֹהִרָם [brother exalted]; 'A'î'yô'â [Vat. 'yô'; Alex. 'A'î'yô'â: Mî'o]) son of Benjamen (Num. xxvi. 38), called Eli in Gen. xvi. 21, and perhaps the same as A'î'mî which see.

AHIRAMITES, THE (אֹהִרָמִי [brotherly]; אַלְּאִירָמִי [Vat. oî 'â'îrâmî; Alex. o'î 'â'îrâmî: Abîn].) 'A'î'yô'â: 'A'î'râmî: Mî'o, one of the brethren of the tribe of Benjamin, descendants of Ahiram (Num. xxvi. 38.

AHIAS (אַהִישׁ [brother of support]; 'A'î'sô [Alex. 'A'î'sô: Abîn].) A priest, father of Abinadab, one of the architects of the tabernacle (Ex. xxxi. 6, xxxv. 34, xxxvii. 29).

AHIASHAR (אַהִישׁ [brother of the sinner]; אַהִישׁ הָאָדָם [Vat. 'A'î'sô hâ'â'dâm: Alex. 'A'î'sô hâ'â'dâm].) One of the sons of Baniyan, the grandson of Benjamin (1 Chr. vii. 10).

AHITUB (אָהִיתוּב [brother of goodness; or, God is good, Firsty]; 'A'î'tôb: Alex. 'A'î'tôb. I. Father of Ahimelech, or Ahiphah, the son of Phin- chas, and the elder brother of Jehiel (1 Sam. xiv. 9, xii. 11), and therefore of the house of Eli and the family of Hkham. There is no record of his high-priesthood, which, if he ever was high-priest, must have coincided with the early days of Samuel's judgeship.

2. [Vat. 'A'î'tôb: Alex. 'A'î'tôb. I. Father of Ahimelech, or Ahiphah, the son of Phin- chas, and the elder brother of Jehiel (1 Sam. xiv. 9, xii. 11), and therefore of the house of Eli and the family of Hkham. There is no record of his high-priesthood, which, if he ever was high-priest, must have coincided with the early days of Samuel's judgeship.

AHITUB (אָהִיתוּב [brother of goodness; or, God is good, Firsty]; 'A'î'tôb: Alex. 'A'î'tôb. I. Father of Ahimelech, or Ahiphah, the son of Phin- chas, and the elder brother of Jehiel (1 Sam. xiv. 9, xii. 11), and therefore of the house of Eli and the family of Hkham. There is no record of his high-priesthood, which, if he ever was high-priest, must have coincided with the early days of Samuel's judgeship.

2. [Vat. 'A'î'tôb: Alex. 'A'î'tôb. I. Father of Ahimelech, or Ahiphah, the son of Phin- chas, and the elder brother of Jehiel (1 Sam. xiv. 9, xii. 11), and therefore of the house of Eli and the family of Hkham. There is no record of his high-priesthood, which, if he ever was high-priest, must have coincided with the early days of Samuel's judgeship.
The expression Aho'shahar (Av. Aohashahar) is applied to Azariah: the high-priest in Hezekiah's reign in 2 Chr. xxxi. 13. The passage is repeated in Neh. xi. 11, but the LXX. have spoilt the sense by rendering it Διαναυοντα, as if it were Διαναυοντα. If the line is correctly given in these two passages, Ahitub was not the father, but the grandfather of Zadok, his father being Meraiah. But in 1 Chr. vi. 3, and in Ezra vii. 2, Ahitub is represented as Zadok's father. This uncertainty makes it difficult to determine the exact time of Ahitub's high-priesthood. If he was father to Zadok he must have been high-priest with Ahimelech. But if he was grandfather, his age would have coincided exactly with the other Ahitub, the son of Phinehas. Certainly a singular coincidence.

3. [Vat. Aeyterof.] The genealogy of the high-priests in 1 Chr. vi. 11, 12, introduces another Ahirah, son of another Amariah, and father of another Zadok. At p. 287 of The Genealogies will be found reasons for believing that the second Ahitub and Zadok are spurious. A. C. H.

Aholab [אַהוֹלָב Hebrew: Aholab] (2 Kings 3:11) [fertility: Δαὶδηφι] [Comp. 'Aχαδῆ: Aholob] a city of Asher from which the Canaanites were not driven out (Judg. i. 31). Its omission from the list of the towns of Asher, in Josh. xix., has led to the suggestion (Bertheau on Judg.) that the name is but a corruption of Achshaph; but this appears extravagant. It is more probable that Aholab reappears in later history as Gush Caleb, גׇשׇכָּל, or Gischa, (Reland, pp. 818, 817), a place lately identified by Robinson under the abbreviated name of El-Tish, near Safed, in the hilly country to the N. W. of the Sea of Galilee (Rob. ii. 144, iii. 72). Gush Caleb was in Rabbinical times famous for its oil (see the citations in Reland, p. 817), and the oil olive-trees still remain in the neighborhood (Rob. iii. 72). From it came the famous John, son of Levi, the leader in the siege of Jerusalem (Jos. Vit. § 10; B. J. ii. 21, § 1), and it had a legendary celebrity as the birthplace of the parents of no less a person than the Apostle Paul (Jerome, quoted by Reland, p. 813). [Gischaal.] G.

Aholai [אַהוֹלִיא Hebrew: Aholai] [2 syl. (Aholai) [O that, a wish]: Δαέατι [Vat. Ахайд: Aholai; Comp. 'Aχαδ: Aholai; 'Αχαία: Aholai; 'Αχαίο: Aholai; 'Αχαίοι: Aholai; 'Αχαίος: Aholai]: Oholai; Oholai]. Daughter of Sheshan, whom he gave in marriage to his Egyptian slave Jarba (1 Chr. ii. 31, 35). In consequence of the failure of male issue, Ahloai became the foundress of an important branch of the family of the Jerahmeelites, and from her were descended Zadok, one of David's mighty men (1 Chr. xi. 41), and Azariah, one of the captains of hundreds in the reign of Josiah (2 Chr. xxiii. 1; comp. 1 Chr. ii. 38).

Aho'ah [אַהוֹה Hebrew: Ahoah], probably another form of itsob [friend of Jehovah]: 'Aχαία: [Comp. 'Aχαδ: Ahoah; Comp. 'Aχαδ: Ahoah]. Son of Beha, the son of Benjamin (1 Chr. viii. 4). The patronymic Ahohite [אַהוֹהִּי] [found in 2 Sam. xxiii. 9, 28; 1 Chr. xi. 12, 29, xxvii. 4]. [EHM.]

Aho'hitel [אַהוֹהִיתֵל Hebrew: Ahohitel] [Ahoah, Ahoah]

Aholah [אַהוֹלָה Hebrew: Aholah] (2 Kings 3:11) [her tent]: 'Oαλα: [Vat. Οαλα: Οαλα: [Alex. Ολα]: Oola], a harlot, used by Ezekiel as the symbol of Samaria (Ez. xxiii. 4, 5, 30, 44).

Aholibamah [אַהוֹלִיבַּמָּה Hebrew: Aholibamah] [tent of his father]: 'Eλדַב (Eldob, a Dane of great skill as a weaver and embroiderer, whom Moses appointed with Bezaleel to erect the tabernacle (Exx. xxxv. 30-35) [xxxvi. 6, xxxvi. 1, 2, xxxviii. 21)].

Aholibab [אַהוֹלִיבַּב Hebrew: Aholibab] [my tabernacle in her]: 'Ωολαβ (Alex. Ωλαβ, etc.: Olobon), one (probably the second) of the three wives of Esau. She was the daughter of Aannah, a descendant of Seir the Horite (Gen. xxxvi. 2, 25). It is doubtful through this connection of Esau with the original inhabitants of Mount Seir that we are to trace the subsequent occupation of that territory by him and his descendants, and it is remarkable that each of his three sons by this wife is himself the head of a tribe, whilst all the tribes of the Edomites sprung from his other two wives are founded by his grandsons (Gen. xxxvi. 15-19). In the earlier narrative (Gen. xxvi. 31) Aholibamah is called Judith, daughter of Beer, the Hittite. The explanation of the change in the name of the woman seems to be that her proper personal name was Judith, and that Aholibamah was the name which she received as the wife of Esau and foundress of three tribes of his descendants; she is therefore in the narrative called by the first name, whilst in the genealogical table of the Edomites she appears under the second. This explanation is confirmed by the recurrence of the name Aholibamah in the concluding list of the genealogical table (Gen. xxxvi. 40-43 [comp. 1 Chr. i. 52]) which, with Hengstenberg (Die Autentic d. Pont. ii. 279, Eng. transl. ii. 228), Tuch (Komm. ab. d. Gen. p. 493), Knobel (Genes. p. 238), and others, we must regard as a list of names of places and not of persons, as indeed is expressly said at the close of it: "These are the chiefs (heads of tribes) of Esau, according to their settlements in the land of their possession." The district which received the name of Esau's wife or perhaps rather from which she received her marriage was not doubt (as the name itself indicates) situated in the heights of the mountains of Edom, probably therefore in the neighborhood of Mount Hor and Petra, though Knobel places it south of Petra, having been misled by Burchardt's name Hamas, which, however, according to Robinson (H. 155), is "a sandy tract with mountains around it . . . but not itself a mountain, as reported by Burchardt." It seems not unlikely that the three tribes descended from Aholibamah, or at least two of them, possessed this district, since there are enumerated only eleven districts, whereas the number of tribes is thirteen, exclusive of that of Korah, whose name occurs twice, and which we may further conjecture emigrated (in part at least) from the district of Aholibamah, and became associated with the tribes descended from Eliphaz, Esau's first-born son.

It is to be observed that each of the wives of Esau is mentioned by a different name in the genealogical table from that which occurs in the history. This is noticed under Basmath.
to the name and race of the father of Aholiabam, see AXAM and BEER.

F. W. G.

AHU'MAI [3 syl.] (אָהֻמַּיПетербургская: 'Ayaına [Vat. ܐܝܢܐ] 'Ahami) 2. Son of Jahath, a descendant of Judah, and head of one of the families of the Zoraites (1 Chr. iv. 2).

W. A. W.

AHU'ZAM (אָהּעַזָּם theirs possession: אָהֻזָּם Petersburgская: 'Ayaınam [Ahd. 'Айнам [Comp. 'A'yānām -Azm] - Akm.) Properly AHUZ'ZATH, son of Asier, the father or founder of Tekoa, by his wife Naarah (1 Chr. iv. 6).

W. A. W.

AHUZZATH (אָהֻצָּת theirs possession: אָהֻצָּת Petersburgская: 'Ayaınam [Ahd. 'Айнам [Comp. 'A'yānām -Azm] - Akm.) was, in fact, the descendant of Seir, and ancestor of one of the wives of Esau (1 Chr. i. 40), called in Gen. xxxvii. 24 AIAH. He probably died before his father, as the succession fell to his brother AXAM.

2. (In 2 Sam. iii. 2) 'AIÁ (Vat. M. i55, Alex. 2 λόμ. Comp. 'A'm [in 2 Sam. xxi. 11] AIAH) Father of Ragah, the concubine of Saul (2 Sam. iii. 7, xvi. 8, 10, 11).

W. A. W.

AIAH [2 syl.] (אִיָּה [fem. of 'AIÁ: 'Aiyáh [Ahd. 'Aiyāh [Comp. 'A'yāh - 'Aym] - Akm.) is, probably a variation of the name AIL. The name is mentioned with Micmash and Bethel (Neh. vi. 31). [AIAH.]

AIAJAH [2 syl.] (אִיֵּאֶה place of deer or gazelles, Geon. p. 49, Stanley, p. 208, note; Ἀιαζέας [? Ἀιαζέας], and Αἰαζέα, [etc.] Αἰαζόν) 1. A city of the Judæites (Josh. xxii. 24; 1 Chr. vi. 93), originally allotted to the tribe of Dan (Josh. xiv. 42; Alex. [A] 'AIAM), which tribe, however, was unable to dispossess the Amorites of the place (Judg. ii. 35). Aijalon was one of the towns fortified by Rehoboam (2 Chr. xi. 10) during his conflicts with the new kingdom of Ephraim (1 K. xii. 30); and the last we hear of it is as being in the hands of the Philistines (2 Chr. xxvii. 18, Alex. [A] 'AIAM).

Living on the very frontier of the two kingdoms, we can understand how Aijalon should be spoken of sometimes (1 Chr. vi. 93, comp. with 66) as in Ephraim, and sometimes (2 Chr. xi. 10; 1 Sam. xiv. 31) as in Judah and Benjamin.

The name is most familiar to us from its mention in the celebrated speech of Joshua during his pursuit of the Canaanites (Josh. x. 12, valley (אָלֶן) of Aijalon; see Stanley, p. 219). There is no doubt that the town has been discovered by Dr. Robinson in the modern Yebus a little to the N. of the Jaffa road, about 14 miles out of Jerusalem.

It stands on the side of a high hill which forms the southern boundary of a fine valley of corn-fields, which valley now earns the name of the Jaffa or Jerusalem valley, but which there seems no reason for doubting was the valley of Aijalon which witnessed the defeat of the Canaanites (Rob. ii. 253, iii. 115).

2. [A]'AJO'-Abd. Alex. A'Axo'am) A place in Zebulun, mentioned as the burial-place of Elon (אֶלון [fem. of 'AIÁ: 'Ełā'ôn) of one of the Judges (Judg. xii. 12). [AJO-]

AIJALON [3 syl.] (אְיִלִּון, place of deer or gazelles, Geon. p. 49, Stanley, p. 208, note; Ἀιαζέας [? Ἀιαζέας], and Αἰαζέα, [etc.] Αἰαζόν) 1. A city of the Judæites (Josh. xxii. 24; 1 Chr. vi. 93), originally allotted to the tribe of Dan (Josh. xiv. 42; Alex. [A] 'AIAM), which tribe, however, was unable to dispossess the Amorites of the place (Judg. ii. 35). Aijalon was one of the towns fortified by Rehoboam (2 Chr. xi. 10) during his conflicts with the new kingdom of Ephraim (1 K. xii. 30); and the last we hear of it is as being in the hands of the Philistines (2 Chr. xxvii. 18, Alex. [A] 'AIAM).

Living on the very frontier of the two kingdoms, we can understand how Aijalon should be spoken of sometimes (1 Chr. vi. 93, comp. with 66) as in Ephraim, and sometimes (2 Chr. xi. 10; 1 Sam. xiv. 31) as in Judah and Benjamin.

The name is most familiar to us from its mention in the celebrated speech of Joshua during his pursuit of the Canaanites (Josh. x. 12, valley (אָלֶן) of Aijalon; see Stanley, p. 219). There is no doubt that the town has been discovered by Dr. Robinson in the modern Yebus a little to the N. of the Jaffa road, about 14 miles out of Jerusalem.

It stands on the side of a high hill which forms the southern boundary of a fine valley of corn-fields, which valley now earns the name of the Jaffa or Jerusalem valley, but which there seems no reason for doubting was the valley of Aijalon which witnessed the defeat of the Canaanites (Rob. ii. 253, iii. 115).

2. [A]'AJO'-Abd. Alex. A'Axo'am) A place in Zebulun, mentioned as the burial-place of Elon (אֶלון [fem. of 'AIÁ: 'Ełā'ôn) of one of the Judges (Judg. xii. 12). [AJO-]
It may have been also his birth-place, and possibly took its name from him. Elken.] Van de Velde (Mem. p. 283) reports his finding a Juluan, a place of ruins, in northern Galilee, inland from Akko, which (if this be reliable) might answer well enough for the Aijalon of Zedekiel.

The Aijalon mentioned as lying in the tribe of Benjamin (2 Chr. xi. 10), one of "the fenced cities" fortified by Recholom, some regard as a third town of this name. But it was probably the Danite Aijalon (Josh. xix. 42), which, after the Danites had extended their territory further north (Judg. xviii. 1 f.), was assigned to Benjamin, and hence at different times was held by different tribes. See Herrenn's note on 2 Chr. xi. 10 (Ezeg. Handbuch, xv. 308).

AIJELETH [3 syl.] SHA'HAR, more correctly AYILETH HAS-SHACHAR (ג"ד, the hind of the morning dawn), found once only in the Bible, in connection with P. xxiii., of which it forms part of the introductory verse or title. This term has been variously interpreted. Rashii, Kimchi and Aben-Ezra attest that it was taken for the name of a musical instrument. Many of the modern versions have adopted this interpretation; and it also seems to have been that of the translators from whom we have the Authorized Version, although they have left the term itself untranslated. Some critics speak of this instrument as a "flute," and J. D. Michaelis, Mendelssohn, Knapp, and others, render the Hebrew words by "morning flute." Michaelis admits the difficulty of describing the instrument thus named, but he conjectures that it might mean a "flute" to be played on at the time of the "morning" sacrifice. No account is rendered, however, by Michaelis, or by those critics who adopt his view, of the etymological voucher for this translation. Mendelssohn quotes from the Skillo Haggeberorin a very fanciful description of the "Ayileth Hassachar" (see Prolegomena to Mendelssohn's Psalms); but he does not approve it: he rather seeks to justify his own translation by connecting the name of the "flute" with חאג יילית איה

Ayileth Ahabim (Prov. v. 19), and by endeavoring to make it appear that the instrument derived its appellation from the sweetness of its tones. The Chaldee Paraphrast, a very ancient authority, renders לילית איה הח"ד, "the power of the continual morning sacrifice," implying that this term conveyed to the chief musician a direction respecting the time when the 22d psalm was to be chanted. In adopting such a translation, איה must be received as synonymous with ח"ד (strength, force) in the 20th ver. (A. V. 19th ver.) of the same psalm. According to a third opinion, the "hind of the morning" expresses allegorically the argument of the 22d psalm. That this was by no means an uncommon view is evident from the commentaries of Rashii and Kimchi; for the latter regards the "Hind of the Morning" as an allegorical appellation of the house of Judah, whose captivity in Babylon is, agreeable to his exegesis, the general burden of the psalm. Tholuck, who imagines the 22d psalm to treat primarily of David, and of the Messiah secondarily, makes David allude to himself under the figure of "the hind of the morning." He speaks of himself as of a hind pursued even from the first dawn of the morning (Tholuck on the Ps. in loc.).

The weight of authority predominates, however, in favor of the interpretation which assigns to איה the sole purpose of describing to the musician the melody to which the psalm was to be played, and which does not in any way connect Ayeileth Hassachar with the argument of the psalm itself. To Aben-Ezra this interpretation evidently owes its origin, and his view has been received by the majority of grammarians and lexicographers, as well as by those commentators whose object has been to arrive at a grammatial exposition of the text. Amongst the number, Buxtorf, Bochart, Gesenius, Rosenmüller, and M. Sachs (in Zunz's Bible), deserve especial mention. According to the opinion, then, of this trustworthy band of scholars, איה described a lyrical composition no longer extant; but in the age of David, and during the existence of the Temple of Solomon, when the Psalms were chanted for public and private service, it was so well known as to convey readily to the director of the sacred music what it was needful for him to know. That this was not an unusual method of describing a melody may be satisfactorily proved from a variety of analogous instances. Ample evidence is found in the Tanhoud (Jerushal. Berach.) thus the expression "hind of the morning" was used figuratively for "the rising sun:" and a similar use of the Arabic "gezalath" may be adduced. (See Rosenmüller's Scholiis, in loco, and Furst's Concordance.) Aben-Ezra is censured by Bochart (Herتصرفcon, book iii. ch. 17) for describing the poem איה as an amanur song (ינש מים בפיות הימים, איה איה) (ת'). איה איה describing a term considered too profane to be employed in reference to a composition used for public worship. But if for the obvious epithet "amorous" the word "elegiac" be substituted (and the expression used by the rabbi will readily admit of this change in the translation) the objection is removed.

Cabinet understands איה to mean a "band of music:" and he accordingly translates the introductory verse, "A Psalm of David, addressed to the music master who presides over the band called the Morning Hind." D. W. M.

ATN (א"ת), "an eye," and also, in the simple but vivid imagery of the East, a spring or natural burst of living water, always contrasted with the well or tank of artificial formation, which latter is designated by the words בור (בורי),BOR (בר) and "well." Ain still retains its ancient and double meaning in Arabic. "عين.

Such living springs abound in Palestine even more than in other mountainous districts, and apart from their natural value in a hot climate, form one of the most remarkable features of the country. Professor Stanley (S. of P. pp. 147, 509) has called attention to the accurate and persistent use of the word in the original text of the Bible, and has well expressed the inconvenience arising from the confusion
in the A. V. of words and things so radically distinct as AIN and BeEr. "The importance of distinguishing between the two is illustrated by Ex. xxvii., in which the word דָּרָך (translated 'wells') is used for the springs of fresh water at El hin, although the rocky soil of that place excludes the supposition of dug wells." [FOUNTAIN.] AIN ethnean occurs in combination with other words, forming the names of definite localities. These will be found under Eu, as En-gedi, En-ganim, &c. It occurs twice in two cases:

1. (With the def. article, יִבְרָכָה.) One of the landmarks on the eastern boundary of Palestine as described by Moses (Num. xxxiv. 11), and apparently mentioned, if the rendering of the A. V. is accurate, to define the position of Riblah, namely, "on the east side of the spring." (LXX. εἰς παγάς.) By Jerome, in the Vulgate, it is rendered contra fontem Deiphan, meaning the spring which rose in the celebrated grove of Daphne dedicated to Apollo and Diana at Antioch. But Riblah having been lately, with much probability, identified (Rob. iii. 535-6; Porter, ii. 553) with a place of the same name on the N. E. slopes of the Hermon range, "the spring" of the text must in the present state of our knowledge be taken to be AIN el-ayyat, the main source of the Orontes, a spring remarkable, even among the springs of Palestine, for its force and magnitude. The objections to this identification are the distance from Riblah—about 9 miles—and the direction—nearer N. E. than E. (See Rob. iii. 535; Porter. ii. 555-6, 558). [RHODE: HAMATH.]

2. [Aar, etc.: Axe, Aor, etc.: AIN, Ayin, etc.] One of the southermost cities of Judah (Josh. xv. 32), afterwards allotted to Simon (Josh. xix. 1: 1 Chr. iv. 32) and given to the priests (Josh. xxi. 16). In the list of priests' cities in 1 Chr. vi. 38.

Ashan (אֲשָן) takes the place of AIN. [ASHAN.]

In Neh. xi. 29, AIN is joined to the name which in the other passages usually follows it, and appears as En-rimmon. So the LXX., in the two earliest of the passages in Joshua, give the name as Ἑρμοῦδα and Ερμοῦδαν. [EN-RIMMON.] (See Rob. i. 214. 4.

* The reader should not overlook, under this head, Dr. Robinson's admirably accurate account of the Ayins or Fountain of Palestine in his Physical geography, 228-224. He enumerates and describes the principal of them under the classes of (a), those of the western plain along the Mediterranean; (b) those of the hill-country west of the Jordan; (c) those in the Ghur or valley of the Jordan; (d) those of the hill-country east of the Jordan; and (e) the warm and mineral fountains. (In the comparative frequency of such living springs of water, he finds the characteristic difference between Palestine and Egypt, and a perfect justification of the language of Moses in his description of the Promised Land to the children of Israel: "For the Lord the God bringeth thee into a good land, a land of brooks of water, of fountains and depths that spring out of valleys and hills." [Deut. viii. 7]. The English explorer, Mr. Tritram, in his Land of Israel, has given special attention to this important branch of sacred geography; and Dr. Sepp has done the same in his two volumes (Jerusalem u. his Heilige Land, 1863). The subject recurs again under FOUNTAINS.

H. * AIN (in the N. T. ἀῖπ, also ἀ菂ῶς). The Greeks generally used the word ἀῖπ to denote the lower portion of the atmosphere, the region of vapors, clouds and mist, in opposition to ἀ藟, the polar region. But although the former word also included the whole space between the earth and the nearest of the heavenly bodies, the Romans borrowed the words and adopted the conceptions connected with them. It appears to have been a common opinion, both among the Jews and heathen, that the air was filled with spiritual beings, good and evil, the region nearest the earth being regarded as, in particular, the abode of the inhabitants of the harts of Pythagoras taught them. (See, for example, references to Diogenes Laërtius (viii. 32), "that the whole air was full of souls," namely, demons and heroes: Plutarch says "that the air beneath the ether and the heaven, τὸν ὄραρόν ἀῖπα καὶ τὸν ὅραρόν, is full of gods and demons." [Quod Rom. c. 40, p. 274 b]; and he ascribes to Xenocrates the doctrine "that there are beings in the region surrounding us, great and powerful indeed, but evil-disposed and malignant." [De f. et Gér. c. 26, p. 364 b]. Varro, in a curious passage preserved by Augustine (De Civ. I, vii. 6), represents the space between the moon and the lower part of our atmosphere as full of "heroes, haruts, and genii"; and, according to Plutarch, our "ancestors," that is, souls inhabiting the air in distinction from the ether. Philo says "that angels, which the philosophers call demons, are souls flying about in the air," ὀφεῖ κατά τον ἀῖπα περιγράμμα (De Ignite, c. 2, Op. i. 253 ed. Mang); and similar passages repeatedly occur in his writings (De Plent. Nat. c. 4, p. 331; De Conf. Ling. c. 31, p. 471; De Somn. i. 22, p. 641). In a Rabbinical commentary on Pirke Aboth, fol. 83, 2, it is said "that from the earth upward the whole space is filled with beings divided into hands with rulers: and that below [i.e. in the lower region of the air] there are many creatures employed in judging, accusing, and pronouncing on evil deeds", the expression on Eph. vi. 12, or Keppe on Eph. ii. 2.) The Test. XII. Patriarch., Bej. c. 3, speaks of Beliar or Belial as ἀὕρων πειράς, a "spirit of the air." (Fabric. Cod. pess. v. T. p. 728.) These passages may serve to illustrate Eph. ii. 2, where Satan is designated as ἀὕρων τῆς ἐχθρίας τῶν ἄθροος, i. e. "the ruler of the powers of the air," ἐχθρία being used in a collective sense for ἐχθρίαν (comp. Eph. vi. 12, Col. iii. 16), as we say "force" for "forces," and denoting the evil spirits which make the air he is driven to assume that the Daphne near Palaus had also the name of Riblah.

b There is a curious expression in this verse which has not yet been explained. After enumerating the "ethers" ἀὕρων of Simun, the text proceeds, "and their villages ἀὕρων" were Etnan, AIN, five others ἀὕρων. Considering the strict distinction so generally observed in the use of these two words the above is at least worthy of note. [Hyyon,
AIRUS

Eisner, one of the genii, in A. and D. of the Latin lexicographers, in the sense of "servants of the Temple," or "Nethinim," whose descendants returned with Zerubabel (1 Esdr. vi. 31). Perhaps the same as REJAH.

W. A. W.

AJAH, Gen. xxxvi. 24. [AJAH],

AJALON (Josh. x. 12, xix. 42; 2 Chr. xxviii. 18). The same place as AJALON (1) which see. The Hebrew being the same in both, there is no reason for the inconsistency in the spelling of the name in the A. V.

G.

AKAN (['a:kan] [pers. sharp-sighted, Furst] toudaï; [Alex. [rououou:] Ab. [iouou:] Acan), descendant of Esau (Gen. xxxvi. 27, called JAKA-

in 1 Chr. i. 42. [BJE-N.JAARAN]

AK'KUB ([o:soi] [infinitives]; [Akôv; [Lacouor;]: Alex. Akoov; Acov;]. 1. A descendant of Zerubbabel, and one of the seven sons of Elieoni (1 Chr. iii. 24).

2. ([Akoov; in 1 Chr., [Akôv; Alex. Akov; in 1 Chr., Akoov; in Ezr. and Neh.; [Vat. Akoov; in 1 Chr. and Ezr., Akôv; in Neh. vii.]) One of the Levites or doorkeepers at the east gate of the Temple. His descendants succeeded to his office, and appear among those who returned from Babylon (1 Chr. ix. 17; Ezr. ii. 42; Neh. vii. 45, xi. 19, xii. 25). Also called Dacoov (1 Esdr. vi. 28).

3. ([Akôv; [Vat. Akov];]) One of the Nethinim, whose family returned with Zerubbabel (Ezr. ii. 45). The name is omitted in Neh. vii., but occurs in the form ACOV in 1 Esdr. vi. 31.

* It rather corresponds to ACOC (Acoc; in 1 Esdr. vi. 30). Acoc in 1 Esdr. vi. 31 answers to BARAC, Ezr. ii. 51.

A. 4. (om. in LXX. [but Comp. 'Akoov;] A Levi who assisted Ezra in expounding the Law to the people (Neh. viii. 7). Called Jacobus in 1 Esdr. ix. 48.

W. A. W.

AKRAVBIM [scorpions], "the ascent of," and "the going up to;" also "MAALEH-

AKRAVBIM." ([o:soi] [com.]. = the scorpion-pest; [avanabas; [Akóvbiv [Alex. -biv;]: Ascension scorpionum). A pass between the south end of the Dead Sea and Zin, forming one of the landmarks on the south boundary at once of Judah (Josh. xv. 3) and of the Holy Land (Num. xxxiv. 4). Also the north (?) boundary of the Amorites (Judg. i. 36).

Judah Macalendo had here a great victory over the Edomites (1 Macc. v. 3), "Arabattine," which see; Jos. Ant. xii. 8, § 1).

De Sauley (i. 77) would identify it with the long and steep pass of the Wady es-Zurqivv. Scorpions he certainly found there in plenty, but this wady is too much to the north to have been Arababim, as the boundary went from thence to Zin and Kadesh-barna, which, wherever situated, were certainly many miles further south. Robinson's conjecture is, that it is the line of cliffs which cross the Ghor at right angles, 11 miles south of the Dead Sea, and form the ascent of separation between the Ghor and the Aralah (ii. 120). But this would be a descent and not an ascent to those who were entering the Holy Land from the south. Perhaps the most feasible supposition is that Arakabim is

was then in possession of the Edomites. But this reading does not agree with the context, and it is at least certain that Josephus had the text as it now stands.

In his Phys. Geogr. p. 53, Dr. Robinson says that

a The Alex. MS. in this place reads [Iovouou; for [Iovouou; and Ewald (Gesch. iv. 91, 535) endeavors to show therefore that the Acrabatine there mentioned was that between Samaria and Judea, in support of his opinion that a large part of Southern Palestine

b
ALABASTER

Alabastro (ἀλάβαστρον: alabastrum) occurs in the N. T. only, in the notice of the alabaster box of ointment which a woman brought to our Lord when He sat at meat in the house of Simon the leper at Bethany, the contents of which she poured on the head of the Saviour. (Matt. xxvi. 7; Mark xiv. 3; Luke vii. 37.) By the English word alabaster is to be understood both that kind which is also known by the name of gypsum, and the oriental alabaster which is so much valued on account of its translucency, and for its variety of colored streakings, red, yellow, gray, &c., which it owes for the most part to the admixture of oxides of iron. The latter is a fibrous carbonate of lime, of which there are many varieties, vitre spar being one of the most common. The former is a hydrous sulphate of lime, and forms when calcined and ground the well-known substance called plaster of Paris. Both these kinds of alabaster, but especially the latter, are and have been long used for various ornamental purposes, such as the fabrication of vases, boxes, &c. The ancients considered alabaster (carbonate of lime) to be the best material in which to preserve their ointments (Pliny, H. N. xiii. 34). Hendecott (iii. 20) mentions an alabaster vessel of ointment which Cambyses sent, amongst other things, as a present to the Ethiopians. Hammond (Antiquit. Matth. xxvi. 7) quotes Plutarch, Julius Pollux, and Athenaeus, to show that alabaster was the material in which ointments were wont to be kept.

In 2 K. xxi. 13, "I will wipe Jerusalem as a man wipeth a dish." (Heb. τολθόθιθεν, the Vulgate, and the Vulgate, versions of the LXX, use alabstrum in the rendering of the Hebrew words a) The reading of the LXX. in this passage is thus literally translated by Harmer (On crevial, iv. 473): "I will unman Jerusalenm as an alabaster unmantled box is unmantled, and is turned down on its face." Pliny states that we the usual form of these alabaster vessels was long and slender at the top, and round and full at the bottom. He likens them to the long pears, called elenchi, which the Roman ladies suspended from their fingers or dangling from their ears. He compares also the green pointed cone of a rose-bud to the form of an alabaster ointment-vessel (H. N. xvi. 4). The agate — (cf. Hor. Phi. iv. 12, 17), 'Nardī parvis onixe'—which Pliny says is another name for alabastria, must not be confounded with the precious stone of that name, which is a sub-species of the quartz family of minerals, being a variety of agate. Perhaps the name of onix was given to the pink-colored variety of the calcareous alabaster, in allusion to its resemblance to the fingernail (onyx) in color or else because the calcareous alabaster bears some resemblance to the agate-onyx in the characteristic lunar-shaped mark of the last-mentioned stone, which mark reminded the ancients of the white semi-circular spot at the base of the fingernail.

The term alabaster, however, was by no means exclusively applied to vessels made from this material. Theorists speak of golden alabasters. That the passage in Theoritius implies that the alabasters were made of gold, and not simply girt, as some have understood it, seems clear from the words of Plutarch (in Alex.unt. p. 676), cited by Kyrie on Mark xiv. 3, where he speaks of alabasters 'all skilfully wrought of gold.' Alabasters, then, may have been made of any material suitable for keeping ointment in, glass, silver, gold, &c. Precisely similar is the use of the English word box: and perhaps the Greek πιξός and the Latin lacern are additional illustrations. Box is doubtless derived from the name of the shrub, the wood of which is so well adapted for turning boxes and such-like objects. The term, which originally was limited to boxes made of the box-wood, eventually extended to boxes generally; as we say, an iron box, a gold box, &c.

In Mark xiv. 3, the woman who brought the alabaster box of ointment of spikenard is said to break the box before pouring out the ointment. This passage has been variously understood; but Harmer's interpretation is probably correct, that breaking the box implies merely breaking the box which kept the essence of the perfume from evaporating.

The town of Alabstraon in Middle Egypt received its name from the alabaster quarries of the adjacent hill, the modern Mount St. Anthony. In this town the Vultge understand the passage in a very different way.

15 "Et provecto suo gravis est: elenches appetit fastigia longitudine, alabasterum figuram in pleniturn orbe deserunt." (H. N. ix. 59).
16 "Xovos δὲ μυρον χρεωτίς ἀλαβαστάρα (H. ο. xii. 11)." "Meper χρεωτίς ἀλαβαστάρα to onix sun vass augmentaria ex alabastros laticia cupe auro ornata, sed simpiliter vass augmentaria ex auro facta." (Schleusen Iov. T. N. ὑ. v. alabastorum.) "Keiseling, u. Theor. (=)
17 Δραιοῦσι οὖσανά απεκτέτον (λεγουμεν)
was a manufactory of vases and vessels for holding perfumes, &c.

A. W. II.

* Layard found vases of white alabaster among the ruins at Nineveh, which were used for holding ointments or cosmetics (Rogers and Nineveh, p. 197). The alabaster often had a long, narrow neck, and it not only accords best with the Greek (σπαρτίθος) to suppose that the woman broke this in two, but makes the act more expressive.

She would reserve nothing for herself, but devote the whole to her Lord. See Meyer and Lange on Mark xiv. 3.

**ALAMETH (אֲלַמִּת [covering]): **'Elameh;

[Var. 'Elameh; Abd. 'Alex. 'Elameh;

[Comp. 'Alexameth: ] Alometh.

Properly Alameh; one of the sons of Becher, the son of Benjamin (1 Chr. vii. 8).

W. A. W.

ALAM'AMELECH (Hebrew Alummelech)

(אֲלַמִּאֵמְלָךְ = king's oak; 'Elamelech; [Var. 'Alex.-

Ald. 'Alexamelech: ] Elomelech), a place within the limits of Asher, named between Achshaph and Adam (Josh. xii. 26, only). It has not yet been identified; but Schwarz (191) suggests a connection with the Nahar el-Melk, which falls into the Kishon near Haifa.

G.

ALAMOTH (אֲלַמוֹת): Ps. xlv. title; 1 Chr. xx. 20), a word of exceedingly doubtful meaning, and with respect to which various conjectures prevail.

Some critics are of opinion that it is a kind of huts brought originally from Elam (Persia); others regard it as an instrument on which young girls (תַּנָּה) used to play (comp. the old English instrument "the Virginal"); whilst some again consider the word to denote a species of lyre, with a sounding (mute) attached to it for the purpose of softening or deadening the sound, and that on this account it was called תַּנָּה from תַּנָּה, to conceal. Lafage speaks of תַּנָּה as "chant supérieur ou chant à l'octave." Some German commentators, having discovered that the keys of the medieval minstrels were chanted to a melody called "die Jungfrauenweise," have transferred that notion to the Psalms; and Thoheck, for instance, translates תַּנָּה by the above German term. According to this notion תַּנָּה would not be a musical instrument, but a melody. (See Mendelssohn's Introduction to his Version of the Psalms; Forkel, Geschichte der Musik; Lafage, Hist. Gen. de la Musique; and Gesenius on תַּנָּה.)

D. W. M.

AL'CIMUS (גֶּלֶכִּים, valiant, a Greek name, assumed, according to the prevailing fashion, as representing תַּנָּה): 'Elaxeim, God hath set up), called also JACIMUS (יוֹץ), 'Iaxeim; all

'Tacmeim, Joseph. Ant. xii. 3, 5, 6, c. תַּנָּה, c. Jud. iv. 6, person,ledge,, a Jewish priest (1 Macc. vii. 12) who was attached to the Hellenizing party (2 Macc. xiv. 3). On the death of Menelaus he was appointed to the high-priesthood by the influence of Lysias, though not of the pontifical family (Joseph.

.c. xx. 9; 1 Macc. vii. 14), to the exclusion of Junias, the nephew of Menelaus. When Demetrius

7 According to a Jewish tradition (Eriith R. 55), he was "sister's son of Jose ben Joscer," chief of the
ALEXANDER III.

The battle of the Granicus was followed by the subjugation of western Asia; and in the following year the fate of the East was decided at Issus (n. c. 333). Tyre and Gaza were the only cities in Western Syria which offered Alexander any resistance, and these were reduced and treated with unusual severity (n. c. 332). Egypt next submitted to him; and in n. c. 331 he founded Alexandria, which remains to the present day the most characteristic monument of his life and work. In the same year he finally defeated Darius at Gaugamela; and in n. c. 330 his unhappy rival was murdered by Bessus, satrap of Bactria. The next two years were occupied by Alexander in the consolidation of his Persian conquests, and the reduction of Bactria. In n. c. 327 he crossed the Indus, penetrated to the Hyphasis, and was there forced by the discontent of his army to turn westward. He reached Susa n. c. 325, and proceeded to Babylon n. c. 324, which he chose as the capital of his empire. In the next year he died there (n. c. 323) in the midst of his gigantic plans: and those who inherited his conquests left his designs unachieved and unattempted (cf. Dan. vii. 6, viii. 5, xi. 3).

The famous tradition of the visit of Alexander to Jerusalem during his Phoenician campaign (Joseph. Ant. xii. 8, 1 ff.) has been a fruitful source of controversy. The Jews, it is said, had provoked his anger by refusing to transfer their allegiance to him when summoned to do so during the siege of Tyre, and after the reduction of Tyre and Gaza (Joseph. l. c.) he turned towards Jerusalem. Judas (Jaddua) the high-priest (Neh. xii. 11, 22), who had been warned in a dream how to avert the king's anger, eagerly awaited his approach; and when he drew near went out to Saphah (\.\'\'\'\'\', the noted), within sight of the city and temple, clad in his robes of haught and gold, and accompanied by a train of priests and citizens arrayed in white. Alexander was so moved by the solemn spectacle that he did reverence to the holy name inscribed upon the tiara of the high-priest; and when Pammenes expressed surprise, he replied that he had seen the god whom Jaddua represented in a dream at Damascus, and he expected to find him to cross over into Asia, and restore him his former greatness. After this, it is said that he visited Jerusalem, offered sacrifice there, heard the prophecies of Daniel which foretold his victory, and conferred important privileges upon the Jews, not only in Judaea but in Babylonia and Media, which they enjoyed during the supremacy of his successors. The narrative is repeated in the Talmud (Baba Batha 68; ap. Tosa. Kol. 1. 10, ed. Rob. s. v. Alexander), and the tradition is there said to have been Simon the Just, in later Jewish writers (Vajikra R. 13; Joseph ben Gerson, ap. Ste. Croix, p. 554), and in the chronicles of Abulafia (Ste. Croix, p. 555). The event was adapted by the Samarians to suit their own history, with a corresponding change of places and persons, and various embellishments (Abulafia, quoted by Ste. Croix, pp. 296—12); and indeed the time Alexander was enrolled among the prophets of Judaism. On the other hand, the event of the Cotton图书馆 of the great and Curious, — the connexion in which it is placed by Josephus is alike inconsistent with Jewish history (Ewald, Gesch. d. Völker Isr. iv. 124 f.) and with the narrative of Arrian (iii. 1 42 Ηπιπέδη ηταλόν ἄκαθος τήν Γαϊσαν- ης διάκολον τοις Παρθονοις). But admitting the inexactness of the details of the tradition as given by Josephus, there are several points which confirm the truth of the main fact. Justin says that "many kings of the East came to meet Alexander wearing fillets" (lib. xi. 10); and after the capture of Tyre "Alexander himself visited some of the cities which still refused to submit to him" (Unt. iv. 5, 13). Even at a later time, according to Curtius, he executed vengeance personally on the Samaritans for the murder of his governor Androclus (Unt. iv. 8, 10). Besides this, Jewish soldiers were enlisted in his army (Hecat. ap. Joseph. c. Apion. i. 22); and Jews formed an important element in the population of the city which he founded shortly after the supposed visit. Above all, the privileges which he is said to have conferred upon the Jews, including the remission of tribute every sabbatical year, existed in later times, and imply some such relation between the Jews and the great conqueror as Josephus describes. Internal evidence is decidedly in favor of the story, even in its picturesque fulness. From policy or conviction Alexander delighted to represent himself as chosen by destiny for the great act which he achieved. The siege of Tyre arose professedly from a religious motive. The battle of Issus was preceded by the visit to Gordium; the invasion of Persia by the pilgrimage to the temple at Athens. And it was necessary to determine the correct circumstances of the meeting of Alexander and the Jewish sages, the silence of the classical historians, who notoriously disregarded (e. g. the Maccabees) and misrepresented (Tac. Hist. v. 8) the fortunes of the Jews, cannot be held to be conclusive against the occurrence of an event which must have appeared to them trivial or unintelligible (John, Arch. cond. 139 f.; Ste. Croix, Ezech. quod super Aristot., Amstel. 1705, pp. 69 ff.)

The tradition, whether true or false, presents an aspect of Alexander's character which has been frequently lost sight of by his recent biographers. He was not simply a Greek, nor must he be judged by a Greek standard. The Orientalism, which was a main part of his character, and essential to his success, is not a divergence from his principles, and not the result of caprice or vanity (comp. Arr. vii. 29). He approached the idea of a universal monarchy from the side of Greece; but his final object was to establish something higher than the paramount supremacy of one people. His purpose was to combine and equalize, not to annihilate: to weld the East and West in a just union—not to enslave Asia to Greece (Plut. Athen. iv. 1, § 6). The time indeed, was not yet come when this was possible, but if he could not accomplish the great issue, he prepared the way for its accomplishment.

The first and most direct consequence of the policy of Alexander was the weakening of nationalities, the first condition necessary for the dissolution of the old religions. The swift course of his victories, the constant change in the incorporation of new elements in his armies, the fierce wars and changing fortunes of his successors, broke down the barriers by which kingdom had been separated from kingdom, and opened the road for larger conceptions of life and faith than had hitherto been possible (cf. Polyb. iii. 50). The contact of the East and West brought into practical forms, thoughts and feelings which had been内容d to the achievements of Paganism, was depicted beyond the narrow limits in which it was transplanted beyond the narrow limits in which it remained unknown.
took its shape. The spread of commerce followed the progress of arms; and the Greek language and literature vindicated their claim to be considered the most perfect expression of human thought by becoming gradually universal.

The Jews were at once most exposed to the powerful influences thus brought to bear upon the East, and most able to support them. In the arrangement of the Greek conquests which followed the battle of Ipsus, n. c. 301, Judaea was made the frontier land of the rival empires of Syria and Egypt, and though it was necessarily subjected to the constant vicissitudes of war, it was able to make advantageous terms with the state to which it owed allegiance, from the important advantages which it offered for attack or defense [Antiochus, ii.-vii.]. Internally also the people were prepared to withstand the effects of the revolution which the Greek dominion effected. The constitution of Ezra had obtained its full development. A powerful hierarchy had succeeded in substituting the idea of a church for that of a state; and the Jew was now able to wander over the world and yet remain faithful to the God of his fathers [The Dispersion]. The same constitutional change had strengthened the intellectual and religious position of the people. A rigid "fence" of ritualism protected the course of common life from the license of Greek manners; and the great doctrine of the unity of God, which was now seen to be the divine centre of their system, counteracted the attractions of a philosophic pantheon [Samon the Just]. Through a long course of discipline in which they had been left unguided by prophetic teaching, the Jews had realized the nature of their mission to the world, and were waiting for the means of fulfilling it. The conquest of Alexander furnished them with the occasion and the power. But at the same time the example of Greece fostered personal as well as popular independence. Judaism was

ALEXANDER BALAS

obs Head of Alexander the Great, as a young Jupiter Ammon, to right. Rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΥΣΙΜΑΧΟΥ. In field, monogram Σ, Dallas seated to left, holding a Victory.

specifically divided into sects, analogous to the typical forms of Greek philosophy. But even the rude analysis of the old faith was productive of good. The freedom of Greece was no less instrumental in forming the Jews for their final work than the contemplative spirit of Persia, or the civil organization of Rome; for if the career of Alexander was rapid, its effects were lasting. The city which he chose to bear his name perpetuated in after ages the office which he providentially discharged for Judaism and mankind; and the historian of Christianity

a The attempt of Bertholdt to apply the description of the third monarchy to that of Alexander has little to recommend it [Daniel].

must confirm the judgment of Arrian, that Alexander, "who was like no other man, could not have been given to the world without the special design of Providence" (Ew. τοῦ θεοῦ, Att. vii. 30). And Alexander himself appreciated this design better even than his great teacher; for it is said (Plut. de Alec. Or. 1, § 6) that when Aristotle urged him to treat the Greeks as freemen and the Orientals as slaves, he found the true answer to this counsel in the recognition of his "divine mission to unite and reconcile the world" (καὶ οὐκ εἶδεν διάστημα καὶ παλαιάστηκα τῶν ὥν δὲν οἴον.)

In the prophetic visions of Daniel the influence of Alexander is necessarily combined with that of his successors. They represented with partial exaggeration the several phases of his character; and to the Jews nationally the policy of the Syrian kings was of greater importance than the original conquest of Asia. But some traits of "the first mighty king" (Dan. viii. 21, xi. 3) are given with vigorous distinctness. The emblem by which he is typified (Dan. vii. 14; a he-goat, fr. Τ irresistibile, Ges. Thes. s. v.) suggests the notions of strength and speed; and the universal extent (Dan. viii. 5, "from the west on the face of the whole earth") and marvellous rapidity of his conquests (Dan. i. c. he toucheth not the ground) brought to the characteristics of his power, which was directed by the strongest personal impetuosity (Dan. vii. 6, "in the fury of his power.") He ruled with great dominion, and did according to his will (xi. 3); and there was none that could deliver . . . out of his hand (viii. 7)."

B. F. W.

ALEXANDER BALAS (Joseph. Ant. xii. 4, § 8, Αλέξανδρος ὁ Βάλας λεγόμενος; Strab. xiv. p. 734, τὸν Βάλα Αλέξανδρον Just. xxxv. 1, Suborning pro eo Euboulus quemdam . . . et . . . nomen ei Alexander indultur. Balas possibly represents the Aram. Βαλα, bond; he likewise assumed the titles ἔτριγες and ἐφρετηστι, 1 Macc. x. 1). He was, according to some, a (natural) son of Antiochus IV. Epiphanes (Strab. xiii. Joseph. Ant. xii. 2, 1), but he was more generally regarded as an impostor who falsely assumed the connection (App. Syg. 67; Justin i. c. cf. Polyb. xxxiii. 10). He claimed the throne of Syria in 152 B. c. in opposition to Demetrius Soter, who had provoked the hostility of the neighboring kings and alienated the affections of his subjects (Joseph. l. c.). His pretensions were put forward by Hellenists, formerly treasurer of Antiochus Epiphanes, who obtained the recognition of his title at Rome by scandalous intrigues (Polyb. xxxiii. 14, 16). After landing at Ptolemais (1 Macc. x. 1) Alexander gained the warm support of Jonathan, who was now the leader of the Jews (1 Macc. ix. 73); and though his first efforts were unsuccessful (Just. xxxv. 1, 10), in 150 B. c. he completely routed the forces of Demetrius, who himself fell in the retreat (1 Macc. x. 48-50; Joseph. Ant. xii. 2, 4; Str. xvi. p. 751). After this Alexander married Cleopatra, the daughter of Ptolemais VI. Philometor; and in the arrangement of his kingdom appointed Jonathan governor (μεγάλης: 1 Macc. x. 69) of a province (Judaea: cf. 1 Macc. xi. 57). But his

There may be also some allusion in the word to the legend of Cyrus, the founder of the Achaemenid dynasty in Macedon, who was guided to victory by a flock of goats. (Jast. i. 75)
ALEXANDER

triumph was of short duration. After obtaining power he gave himself up to a life of indulgence (Liv. Ep. 59; cf. Athen. v. 211); and when Demetrius Nicator, the son of Demetrius Soter, landed in Syria in 147 B.C., the new pretender found powerful support (1 Mac. x. 67 ff.). At first Jonathan deserted and slew Apollonius the governor of Cilicia-Syria, who had joined the party of Demetrius, for which he received fresh favors from Alexander (1 Mac. x. 68-83); but shortly afterwards (v. c. 146) Ptolemy entered Syria with a large force, and after he had placed garrisons in the chief cities on the coast, which received him according to the commands of Alexander, suddenly pronounced himself in favor of Demetrius (1 Mac. xii. 1-11; Joseph. Ant. xiii. 4, 5 ff.), alleging, probably with truth, the existence of a conspiracy against his life (Joseph. I. c. cf. Diod. ap. Muller. Fug. ii. 16). Alexander, who had been forced to leave Antioch (Joseph. I. c.), was in Cilicia when he heard of Ptolemy's defection (1 Mac. xii. 14). He hastened to meet him, but was defeated (1 Mac. xii. 15; Just. xxv. 2), and fled to Asia in Arabia (Diod. I. c.), where he was murdered v. c. 146 (Diod. I. c.; 1 Mac. xii. 17) differs as to the manner; and Euseb. Chron. Ann. i. 349 represents him to have been slain in the battle). The narrative in 1 Mac. and Josephus shows clearly the partiality which the Jews entertained for Alexander "as the first that entreated of true peace with them" (1 Mac. x. 47); and the same feeling was exhibited afterwards in the zeal with which they supported the claims of his son Antiochus. [Antiochus VI.]

B. F. W.

ALEXANDRIA

Tetradrachm (Ptolemaic talent) of Alexander Balas.

(See: Bust of king to right. Rev. ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ. Eagle, upon rudder, to left, and palm-branch. In field, the monogram and symbol of Tyre; date ΤΠ (132 B.C., Seleucid).)

ALEXANDER (Ἀλεξάνδρος), in N. T. 1. Son of Simon the Cyrenian, who was compelled to bear the cross for our Lord (Mark xxv. 21). From the manner in which he is there mentioned, together with his brother Rubus, they were probably persons well known in the early Christian church. [Comp. Rom. xvi. 13.]

2. One of the kindred of Amass the high-priest (Acts iv. 6), apparently in some high office; as he is among three who are mentioned by name. Some suppose him identified with Alexander the Malachi at Alexandria, the brother of Philo Judæus, mentioned by Josephus (Ant. xviii. 8, § 1, xix. 5, § 1); in the latter passage as a ϕίλος ἀρχαγγέλου of the Emperor Hadrian; so that the time is not inconsistent with such an idea.

A. The Alexandrine corvessels (Acts xxvii. 6, xviii. 11) were large (Acts xxvi. 35) and handsome (Luc. Nigr. p. 698 ed Benzi); and even Verpasian made a voyage in one (Joseph. B. J. vii. 2). They generally sailed direct to Puteoli (Demochron. Strab.

3. A Jew at Ephesus, whom his countrymen put forward during the tumult raised by Demetrius the silversmith (Acts xix. 33), to plead their cause with the mob, as being unconnected with the attempt to overthrow the worship of Artemis. Or he may have been, as imagined by Calvin and others, a Jewish convert to Christianity, whom the Jews were willing to expose as a victim to the frenzy of the mob.

4. An Ephesian Christian, reproved by St. Paul in 1 Tim. i. 20, as having, together with one Hymenaeus, put him from faith and a good conscience, and so made shipwreck concerning the faith. This may be the same with

5. ALEXANDER: the coppersmith (Acts, δ χαλκι- κείος), mentioned by the same apostle, 2 Tim. iv. 14, as having done him many mischiefs. It is quite uncertain where this person resided; but from the caution to Timothy to beware of him, probably at Ephesus.

H. A.

ALEXANDRIA [Gr. Ἀλεξάνδρεια] (Acts xix. 38, 3 Mac. iii. 11; Mod. E-Δικάσθενες; Ebn., Αλεξάνδρεις, 3 Mac. iii. 30, iii. 21; Acts xvi. 24, vi. 9), the Hellenic Roman and Christian capital of Egypt, was founded by Alexander the Great the latter of whom traced himself the ground-plan of the city which he designed to make the metropolis of his western empire (Plut. Alex. 26). The work thus begun was continued after the death of Alexander by the Ptolemies; and the beauty (Athen. i. p. 3) of Alexandria became proverbial. Every natural advantage contributed to its prosperity. The climate and site were singularly healthy (Strab. p. 793). The harbors formed by the island of Pharos and the headland Lochias, were safe and commodious, alike for commerce and for war; and the lake Mareotis was an inland haven for the mercantile of Egypt and India (Strab. p. 798). Under the despots of the later Ptolemies the trade of Alexandria declined, but its population (300,000 freemen, Diod. xvii. 52; the free population of Antioch was about 130,000) and wealth (Strab. p. 798) were enormous. After the victory of Augustus it suffered for its attachment to the cause of Antony (Strab. p. 792); but its importance as one of the chief corn-ports of Rome secured for it the general favor of the first emperors. In later times the solitaries tunneled for which the Alexandrians had always been notorious, desolated the city (A.D. 260 A.D.; Gibbon, Decline and Fall, i. x.), and religious feuds aggravated the popular distress (Dionys. Alex. Ep. iii. xii.; Euseb. H. E., vi. 41 ii.; vii. 22). Yet even thus, though Alexandria suffered greatly from constant dissensions and the weakness of the Byzantine court, the splendor of "the great city of the West" endured. Among its Arab conquerors (A.D. 649; Gibbon, e. c.) and after centuries of Mohammedan misrule it promises once again to justify the wisdom of its founder (Strab. xvii. pp. 791-9; Fug. ap. Joseph. Ant. xiv. 7, 2; Plut. Alex. 26; Arr. iii. 1; Joseph. B. J. iv. 5. Comp. Alexander the Great).

The population of Alexandria was mixed from the days of its foundation (Acts xviii. 27, 28) and this fact formed the groundwork of the Alexandrine character. The three regions into which the city was divided (Regio Alexandrina, Bithynica, Rhoeotis) corre-

sounded to the three chief classes of its inhabitants, Jews, Greeks, Egyptians; but in addition to these principal races, representatives of other races were found there (Dion Chrys. Orat. xxiii.). According to Josephus, Alexander himself assigned to the Jews a place in his new city; "and they obtained," he adds, "equal privileges with the Macedonians" (c. Ap. ii. 4) in consideration of "their services against the Egyptians" (B. J. ii. 18, 7). Ptolemy I.imitated the policy of Alexander, and, after the capture of Jerusalem, he removed a considerable number of its citizens to Alexandria. Many others followed of their own accord; and all received the full Macedonian franchise (Joseph. Ant. xii. 1; cf. c. Ap. i. 22), as men of known and tried fidelity (Joseph. c. Ap. ii. 4). Already on a former occasion the Jews had sought a home in the land of their bondage. More than two centuries and a half before the foundation of Alexandria a large body of them had taken refuge in Egypt, after the murder of Gedaliah; but these, after a general apostasy, were carried captive to Babylon by Nebuchadnezzar (2 K. xxv. 26; Jer. xlv.; Joseph. Ant. x. 9, 7).

The fate of the later colony was far different. The numbers and importance of the Egyptian Jews were rapidly increased under the Ptolemies by fresh immigrations and maturing industry. Philo estimates them in his time at little less than 1,800,000 (In Flacc. § 6, p. 971); and adds that two of the five districts of Alexandria were called "Jewish districts;" and that many Jews lived scattered in the remaining three (id. § 8, p. 973). Julius Caesar (Joseph. Ant. xiv. 10, § 1) and Augustus confirmed to them the privileges which they had enjoyed before, and they retained them with various interruptions, of which the most important, A. D. 59, is described by Philo (l. c.), during the tumults and persecutions of later reigns (Joseph. c. Ap. ii. 4; B. J. xiii. 3, 2). They were represented, at least for some time (from the time of Cleopatra to the reign of Claudius; Jost, Gesch. d. Judenth. i. 353) by their own officer (εὐφρόνιος, Strab. ap. Joseph. Ant. xiv. 7, 2; αλαμβάνως, Joseph. Ant. xviii. 7, 3; 9, 1; xix. 3, 1; cf. Rup. ad Juv. Sat. i. 139; γενναίος, Philo, In Flacc. § 10, p. 975), and Augustus appointed a council (ἐραυναία, i. c. Sankte- din. Philo l. c.) to superintend the affairs of the Jews. The establishment of Christianity altered the civil position of the Jews, but they maintained their relative prosperity; and when Alexandria was taken by Amrou 40,000 tributary Jews were reckoned among the marves of the city (Gibbon, cl.).

For some time the Jewish Church in Alexandria was in close dependence on that of Jerusalem. Both were subject to the civil power of the first Ptolemies, and both acknowledged the high-priest as their religious head. The persecution of Ptol- emy Philopator (217 B. c.) occasioned the first political separation between the two bodies. From that time the Jews of Palestine attached themselves to the fortunes of Syria [Antiochus the Great]; and the same policy which alienated the Palestin- ian party gave unity and decision to the Jews of Alexandria. The Septuagint translation which strengthened the barrier of language between Pal- estine and Egypt, and the temple at Leontopolis (161 B. c.) which subjected the Egyptian Jews to the charge of sensualism, widened the breach which was thus opened. But the division, though marked, was not complete. At the beginning of the Chris- tian era the Egyptian Jews still paid the contributions to the temple-service (Raphall, Hist. of Jews, ii. 72). Jerusalem, though its name was fashioned to a Greek shape, was still the Holy City, the met- tropolis not of a country but of a people (Τεφθο- αρχα, Philo, In Flacc. § 7; Leg. ad Cit. § 86); and the Alexandrians had a synagogue there (Acts vi. 9). The internal administration of the Alexan- drine Church was independent of the Sanhedrin at Jerusalem; but respect survived submission.

There were, however, other causes which tended to produce at Alexandria a distinct form of the Jewish character and faith. The religion and phi- losophy of that restless city produced an effect upon the people more powerful than the influence of poli- tics or commerce. Alexander himself symbolized the spirit with which he wished to animate his new capital by founding a temple of Isis side by side with the temples of the Greek gods (Arr. iii. 1). The creeds of the East and West were to coexist in friendly union; and in after-times the mixed worship of Sarapis (comp. Gibbon, c. xxviii.; Dict. of Geogr., p. 99) was characteristic of the Greek kingdom of Egypt (August. De Civ. Dei, xviii. 9; S. maximius Egyptianus Jews). This catholicity of worship was further combined with the spread of universal learning. The same monocrats who favored the worship of Sarapis (Clem. Al. Protr. iv. § 48) founded and embellished the Museum and Library; and part of the Library was deposited in the Sarapeum. The new faith and the new litera- ture led to a common issue; and the Egyptian Jews necessarily imbued the spirit which prevailed around them.

The Jews were, indeed, peculiarly susceptible of the influences to which they were exposed. They presented from the first a capacity for Eastern or Western development. To the faith and conserva- tion of the Oriental they united the activity and energy of the Greek. The mere presence of Hel- lenic culture could not fail to call into play their powers of speculation, which were hardly repressed by the traditional legalism of Palestine (comp. Jost, Gesch. d. Judenth. i. 247); and the un- changing element of divine revelation which they always retained, enabled them to harmonize new thought with old belief. But while the intercourse of the Jew and Greek would have produced the same general consequences in any case, Alexandria was peculiarly adapted to insure their full effect. The result of the contact of Judaism with the many creeds which were current there must have been speedy and powerful. The earliest Greek fragment of Jewish writing which has been pre- served (about 160 B. c.) [ARISTOBULUS] contains large Orphic quotations, which had been already moulded into a Jewish form (comp. Jost, Gesch. d. Judenth. i. 370); and the attempt thus made to connect the most ancient Hellenic traditions with the Law, was often repeated afterwards. Nor was this done in the spirit of bold forgery. Orphics, Musaeus, and the Sibyls appeared to stand, in some

a Polibius (xxxiv. 14; ap. Strab. p. 797) speaks of the population as consisting of "three races (τρις γέρικη), the native Egyptian . . . the mercenary . . . and the Alexandria . . . of Greek descent." The Jews might
remote period anterior to the corruptions of polythelism, as the witnesses of a primeval revelation and of the teaching of nature, and thus it seemed exæscable to attribute to them a knowledge of the Modern Hellenic or third book of the Mahabharata (c. u. c. 150) is the most valuable relic of this pseudo-Hellenic literature, and shows how far the conception of Judaism was enlarged to meet the wider view of the religious condition of heathendom which was opened by a more intimate knowledge of Greek thought; though the later Apocalypse of Ezra (ESDRAS II.) exhibits a marked reaction towards the extreme exclusiveness of former times.

But the indirect influence of Greek literature and philosophy produced still greater effects upon the Alexandrine Jews than the open conflict and combination of religious dogmas. The literary school of Alexandria was essentially critical and not creative. For the first time men labored to collect, revise, and classify all the records of the past. Poets trusted to their learning rather than to their imagination. Language became a study; and the legends of early mythology are transformed into philosophic mysteries. The Jews took a vigorous share in these new studies. The caution against writing, which became a settled law in Palestine, found no favor in Egypt. Numerous authors adapted the history of the Patriarchal, of Moses, and of the Kings, to classical models (Eiseh. Prog. Er. i. 15-20) [as] Eupolemus, Artapanus (?), Demetrius, Aristaeus, Cleopatra Philo, or Malchus, a prophet. A poem which bears the name of Phileolochus, gives in verse various precepts of Leviticus (Justin vec. LXX. Apology, p. 512 f. Romae, 1772); and several large fragments of a "tragedy" (in which Ezekiel (c. u. c. 110) dramatized the Exod., have been preserved by Eusebius (l. c.), who also quotes numerous passages in heroic verse from the older Philo and a "sibylus. This classicalism of style was a symptom and a cause of classicalism of thought. The same Aristobulus who gave currency to the Judaeo-Orphic verses, endeavored to show that the Pentateuch was the real source of Greek philosophy (Eiseh. Prog. Er. xiii. 12; Clem. Al. Strom. vi. 98).

The proposition thus enunciated was thoroughly congenial to the Alexandrine character; and henceforth it was the chief object of Jewish speculation to find in the analogies of the New Testament another proof to the existence of both the writings of Moses and the teaching of the schools. The circumstances under which philosophical studies first gained a footing at Alexandria favored the attempt. For some time the practical sciences reigned supreme; and the issue of these was skepticism (Matter, Hist. de l'École d'Alex. iii. 162 ff.). Then at length the clear analysis and practical morality of the Peripatetics found ready followers; and in the strength of the reaction men eagerly trusted to those splendid ventures with which Plato taught them to be content till they could gain a surer knowledge (Phaed. p. 83). To the Jew this surer knowledge seemed to be already given; and the belief in the existence of a spiritual meaning underlying the letter of Scripture was the great principle on which all his investigations rested. The facts were to be essentially to understand the language the veil (or sometimes the mask) which partly disguised from common sight the truths which it enveloped. In this way a twofold object was gained. It became possible to withdraw the Supreme Being (τὸ ηὐαγγελία τοῦ θεοῦ) from immediate contact with the material world; and to apply the narratives of the Bible to the phenomena of the soul. It is impossible to determine the process by which the results were reached; but, as in parallel cases, they seem to have been shaped gradually in the minds of the mass, and not fashioned at once by one great teacher. Even in the LXX. there are traces of an endeavor to interpret the anthropomorphic imagery of the Hebrew text [Septuagint]; and there can be no doubt that the Commentaries of Aristobulus gave some form and consistency to the allegoric system. In the time of Philo (c. u. c. 20 — 100) the theological and interpretative systems were evidently fixed, even in many of their details, and he appears in both cases only to have collected and expressed the popular opinions of his countrymen.

In each of these great forms of speculation — the philosophical and the exegetical — Alexandrianism has an important bearing upon the Apostolic writings. But the doctrines which are characteristic of the Alexandrine school were by no means peculiar to it. The same causes which led to the formation of wider views of Judaism in Egypt, acting under greater restraint, produced corresponding results in Palestine. A doctrine of the Word (Logos), and a system of mystical interpretation grew up within the Rabbinic schools, which bear a close analogy to the language of St. John and to the "allegories" of St. Paul than the speculations of Philo. But while the importance of this Rabbinic element in connection with the expression of Apostolic truth is often overlooked, there can be no doubt that the Alexandrine teaching was more powerful in furthering its reception. Yet even when the function of Alexandrianism with regard to Christianity is thus limited, it is needful to avoid exaggeration. The preparation which it made was indirect and not immediate. Philo's doctrine of the Word (Logos) led men to accept the teaching of St. John, but not to anticipate it; just as his method of allegorizing fitted them to enter into the arguments of the Epistle to the Hebrews, though they could not have foreseen their application.

The first thing, indeed, which must strike the reader of Philo in relation to St. John, is the similarity of phrase without a similarity of idea. His treatment of the Logos is vague and does not give the term and not about the reality, and seems to delight in the ambiguity which it involves. At one time he represents the Logos as the reason of God in which the archetypal ideas of things exist (Δοξά τοῦ ἐν κόσμῳ), at another time as the Word of God by which he makes himself known to the outward world (Δοξά προσώπου); but he nowhere realizes the notion of One who is at once the Creator and the Revelation, which is the personal unity of the Logos and the Messiah. But while it is right to state in its full breadth the opposition between the teaching of Philo and St. John, it is a The closest analogy to the teaching of Philo on the Logos occurs in the Epistle to the Hebrews, which
impossible not to feel the important office which the mystic theosophy, of which Philo is the representative, fulfilled in preparing for the apprehension of the highest Christian truth. Without any distinct conception of the personality of the Logos, the tendency of Philo's writings was to lead men to regard the Logos, at least in some of the senses of the term, as a person; and while he maintained with devout earnestness the indivisibility of the divine nature, he described the Logos as divine. In this manner, however unconsciously, he prepared the way for the recognition of a twofold personality in the Son of God, and performed a work without which it may well appear that the language of Christianity would have been unintelligible (comp. Döner, Die Lehre von der Person Christi, i. 23 ff.).

The allegoric method stands in the same relation to the spiritual interpretation of Scripture as the mystic doctrine of the Word to the teaching of St. John. It was a preparation and not an anticipation of it. Unless men had been familiarized in some such way with the existence of an inner meaning in the Law and the Prophets, it is difficult to understand how an Apollo "mighty in the Scriptures" (Acts xviii. 24-28) could have convinced many, or how the infant Church could have seen almost unMOVED the riddle of the Old Covenant sweep away, strong in the conscious possession of its spiritual antitypes. But that which is found in Philo in isolated fragments combines in the New Testament to form one great whole. In the former the truth is affirmed in casual details, in the latter it is laid down in its broad principles which admit of infinite application; and a comparison of patristic interpretations with those of Philo will show how powerful an influence the Apostolic example exercised in curling the imagination of later writers. Nor is this all. While Philo regarded that which was positive in Judaism as the mere symbol of abstract truths, in the Epistle to the Hebrews it appears as the shadow of blessings realized (Hebr. ii. 11, pedou-ména [so Lachm.] in the presence of a personal Saviour. History in the one case is the emanation of a riddle; in the other it is the record of a life.

The speculative doctrines which thus worked for the general reception of Christian doctrine were also embodied in a form of society which was afterwards transferred to the Christian Church. Numerous bodies of sectaries (Therapeutæ), especially on the borders of Lake Marœus, devoted themselves to a life of ceaseless discipline and study. Unlike the Essenes, who present the corresponding phase in Palestinian life, they abandoned society and labor, and often forgot, as it is said, the simplest wants of nature in the contemplation of the hidden wisdom of the Scriptures (Philo, De Vit. Contempl. throughout). The description which Philo gives of their occupation and character seemed to Eusebius to present so clear an image of Christian virtues that he claimed them as Christians; and there can be no doubt that some of the forms of monasticism were shaped upon the model of the Therapeutæ (Euseb. H. E. ii. 10).

According to the common legend (Euseb. c. c.) St. Mark first "preached the Gospel in Egypt, and founded the first Church in Alexandria." At the beginning of the second century the number of Christians at Alexandria must have been very large, and the great leaders of Gnosticism who arose there (Hassibès, Valentins) exhibit an exaggeration of the tendency of the Church. But the later form of Alexandrine speculation, the strange varieties of Gnosticism, the progress of the catechetical school, the development of Neo-Platonism, the various phases of the Arian controversy, belong to the history of the Church and to the history of philosophy. To the last Alexandria fulfilled its mission; and we still owe much to the spirit of its great teachers, which in later ages struggled, not without success, against the stern systems of the West.


ALEXANDRIANS, THE (eii άλεξάνδριοι). 1. The Greek inhabitants of Alexandria (3 Mac. ii. 30, iii. 21). 2. (Alexandrinus). The Jewish colonists of that city, who were admitted to the privileges of citizen ship, and had a synagogue at Jerusalem (Acts vi. 9). [ALEXANDRIA, p. 63 a.]

ALGUM or ALMUG TREES (αλμύγις, αλμύγινον, Αλμύγις, abamsgin: Άλμυγις, abamysgin, abamysgin, abamysgin; βασιλικά, abamysgin; επαξιλεκτῇ, almygii; έκαί, abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgin; abamysgi
Algem to the mountains of Lebanon must be considered to be either an intermixture of some
transmitter, or else it must bear a different interpretation.
The former view is the one taken by Rosenmuller (Bibl. Bot. p. 215; Morren's translation),
who suggested that the wood had been brought from Ophir to Tyre, and that Solomon's instructions to
Hiram were sent on to Jerusalem (viz de Bois, perhaps) to the oil merchant from Ophir that was
l1ng at the port of Tyre, with the cedar which had been cut in Mount Lebanon (see Lee's Heb.
Lxx. s. v. "Alhagiim"). No information can be deduced from the readings of the LXX., who explain the Hebrew word by "lewn wood" (1 K. x. 11, Vat.), "unhewn wood" (ibid. Alex.), and "cme-wood" (2 Chr. ii. 8, and ix. 10, 11). The Vulg. in the passages of Kings and 2 Chr. ix. reads ligna lignum; but in 2 Chr. ix. 8 follows the LXX., and has ligna pinum. Interpreters are greatly perplexed as to what kind of tree is denoted by the words algammam and almaggam. The Arabic and the Chaldee interpretations, with Munster, A. Montanus, Deechaut, Noddia, Tigririnus, retain the original word, as does the A. V. in all the three
passages. The attempts at identification made by modern writers have not been happy. (1) Some writers hold that the "almaggam" wood is signified by almug. This wood, as is well known, was highly prized by the Romans, who used it for doors of temples, tables, and a variety of purposes; for the citron-wood of the ancients appears to be identical with the thuya. (The word occurs in Rev. xii. 13.) Its value to the Romans accounts for the reading of the Vulgate in the passages quoted above. But the Thuya orientalis is indigenous to the north of Africa, and is not found in Asia; and few geographers will be found to identify the ancient Ophir with any port on the N. African coast. (Orph.) (2) Not more happy is the opinion of Dr. Kitto, that the douroar is the tree probably designated by the term algam (Vest. Bibl.,
note on 2 Chr. i.). On this subject Dr. Hooker, in a letter to the writer, says, "The douroar is out of the question. It is no better than cedar, and never could have been imported from Hiram, to whom it was sent." (3) The late Dr. Boileau, with more reason, is inclined to decide on the white sandal-wood (Sondhun album; see Cyc. Bibl. Lit. art. "Algum"). This tree is a native of India, and the mountainous parts of the coast of Malabar, and deliciously fragrant in the parts near to the root. It is much used in the manufacture of work-boxes, cabinets, and other arti-
2 facts. (4) The rabbinus understand a wood commonly called haddon, in Arabic ahedon, or a
derp red color, used in dying," this appears to be the haddon (corallium rubrum), a tree allied to the Brazil wood of modern commerce, and found in India; and many of the Jewish doctors
understand oral (i. e. cord-wood) by the word algam, the name no doubt having reference to the color of

the wood. (5) If any reliance is to be placed on these rubricated interpretations, the most probable of all the attempts to identify the algam is that first proposed by Celsius (Herod. i. 172), namely that the red sandal-wood (Phoeocarpus sandanus) may be the kind denoted by the Hebrew word. But this, after all, is mere conjecture. "I have," says Dr. Hooker, "heard the subject of the "alhagiim discussed, but never to any purpose. The Phoeocarpus sandanus has occurred to me, but it is not found in large pieces, nor is it, I believe, now used for musical purposes.

Such a tree, which belongs to the natural order Leguminosae, and sub-order Papilionacae, is a native of India and Ceylon. The wood is very heavy, hard, and fine-grained, and of a beautiful garnet color, as any one may see who has observed the medical preparation, the compound tincture of lavender, which is colored by the wood of the red sandal-tree. Dr. Lee (ibid. Heb. Lxx. s. v. "Alhaggim") identifying Ophir with some seaport of Ceylon, following Bochart (Chamnan, i. 46) herein, thinks that there can be no doubt that the wood in question must be either the Kalkunj ill of Ceylon or the sandal-wood (Phoeocarpus sant.?) of India. The Kalkunj ill, which apparently is some species of P. ceylonensis, was particularly esteemed, and sought after for the manufacture of lutes and musical instruments, as Dr. Lee has proved by quotations from Arabic and Persian works. In fact he says that the Eastern lyre is termed the ill, perhaps because made of this sort of wood. As to the de-
2ivation of the word nothing certain can be learnt. Miller (Hierogl, p. i. 106) derives it from two words meaning "drops of gum;" and as if some resins wood was intended. There is no objection to this derivation. The various kinds of pines are for the most part trees of a resinous nature; but the value of the timber for building is great. Nor would this derivation be unsuitable to the Phoe-
carpus generally, several species of which emit resins when the stem is wounded. Josephus (Ant.
8, § 1) makes special mention of a tree not unlike pine, but which he is careful to warn us not to identify with the pine trees known to the merchants of his time. "Those are we speaking of," he says, "were in appearance like the wood of the fig-tree, but were whiter and more shining." This description is too vague to allow us even to conjecture what he means. And it is quite impossible to arrive at any certain conclusion in the attempt to identify the algam or alum-tree. The arguments, however, are more in favor of the red sandal-wood than of any other tree. W. H.
**ALIEN. [STRANGER.]**

**ALL TO.** On the expression (Judg. ix. 53) "all to brake his skull," see note to the art. ALM.

A. **ALLEGORY, a figure of speech, which has been defined by Bishop Marsh, in accordance with its etymology, as "a representation which is intended to excite the representation of another thing;" the first representation being consistent with itself, but requiring, or being capable of admitting, a moral and spiritual interpretation over and above its literal sense. An allegory has been incorrectly considered by some as a lengthened or sustained metaphor, or a continuation of metaphors, as by Cicero, thus standing in the same relation to metaphor as parable to simile. But the two figures are quite distinct: no sustained metaphor, or succession of metaphors, can constitute an allegory, and the interpretation of allegory differs from that of metaphor, in having to do not with words but things. In every allegory there is a twofold sense; the immediate or historic, which is understood from the words, and the ultimate, which is concerned with the things signified by the words. The allegorical interpretation is not of the words but of the things signified by them; and not only may, but actually does, coexist with the literal interpretation in every allegory, whether the narrative in which it is conveyed be of things possible or real. An illustration of this may be seen in Gal. iv. 24, where the apostle gives an allegorical interpretation to the historical narrative of Hagar and Sarah: not treating that narrative as an allegory in itself, as our A. V. would lead us to suppose, but drawing from it a deeper sense than is conveyed by the immediate representation.

In pure allegory no direct reference is made to the principal object. Of this kind the parable of the prodigal son is an example (Luke xvi. 11-32). In mixed allegory the allegorical narrative either contains some hint of its application, as Ps. lixxx., or the allegory and its interpretation are combined, as in John xv. 1-8; but this last passage is, strictly speaking, an example of a metaphor.

The distinction between the parable and the allegory is laid down by Dean Treach (On the Parables, chap. i.) as one of form rather than of essence. "In the allegory," he says, "there is an interpretation of the thing signifying and the thing signified, the qualities and properties of the first being attributed to the last, and the two thus blended together, instead of being kept quite distinct and placed side by side, as is the case in the parable." According to this, there is no such thing as pure allegory as above defined.

W. A. W.

**ALLELELUIA** (ἀληλελούα: Halleluia), so written in Rev. xix. 1 ff. [and Tob. xiii. 18], or more properly ἈΛΛΕΛΕΛΥ (προκαταλελέλυ), "praise ye Jehovah," as it is found in the margin of Ps. civ. 35, ev. 45, evi. 1, exi. 1, exili. 1, exili. 1 (comp. Ps. exili. 9, exvi. 18, evxi. 19, exvii. 2). The Psalms from exiii. to exviii. were called by the Jews the Hallel, and were sung on the first of the month, at the feast of Dedication, and the feast of Tabernacles, the feast of Weeks, and the feast of the passover. [HOSANNA.] On the last occasion, Ps. exili. and exvii., according to the school of Hillel (the last not representing to the school of Shammai), were sung before the feast, and the remainder at its termination, after drinking the last cup. The hymn (Matt. xxvi. 30), sung by Christ and his disciples after the last supper, is supposed to have been the great Hallel, which seems to have varied according to the feast. The literal meaning of "Halleluiah" is sufficiently indicated by the changes of the Psalms in which it occurs, as hymns of praise and thanksgiving. They are all found in the last book of the collection, and bear marks of being intended for use in the temple-service; the words "praise ye Jehovah" being taken up by the full chorus of Levites. In the great hymn of triumph in heaven over the destruction of Babylon, the apostle in vision heard the multitude in chorus like the "mightyangels mingling their voices:

- "Alleluia, for the Lord God omnipotent reigneth," responding to the voice which came out of the throne saying "Praise our God, all ye his servants, and ye that fear him, both small and great" (Rev. xix. 1-6). In this, as in the offering of incense (Rev. viii.), there is evident allusion to the service of the temple, as the apostle had often witnessed it in its failing grandeur.

W. A. W.

**ALLIANCES.** On the first establishment of the Jews in Palestine, no connections were formed between them and the surrounding nations. The geographical position of their country, the peculiarity of their institutions, and the prohibitions against intercourse with the Canaanites and other heathen nations, alike tended to promote an exclusive and isolated state. But with the extension of the kingdom under the kings, the Jews were brought into contact with foreigners, and alliances became essential to the security of their commerce. Solomon concluded two important treaties exclusively for commercial purposes: the first with Hiram, king of Tyre, originally with the view of obtaining materials and workmen for the erection of the Temple, and afterwards for the supply of ship-builders and sailors (1 K. 2-12, ix. 27); the second with a Pharaoh, king of Egypt, which was concluded by his marriage with a princess of the royal family; by this he secured a monopoly of the trade in horses and other products of that country (1 K. 28, 29). After the division of the kingdom, the alliances were on the defensive nature. They had their origin partly in the internal disputes of the kingdoms of Judah and Israel, and partly in the position which these countries held relatively to Egypt on the one side, and the great eastern monarchies of Assyria and Babylonia on the other. The scantiness of the historical records at our command makes it probable that the key to many of the events that occurred is to be found in the alliances and counter-alliances formed between these peoples, of which no mention is made. Thus the invasion of Shishak in Rehoboam's reign was not improbably the result of an alliance made with Jeroboam, who had previously found an asylum in Egypt (1 K. xii. 24). Each of these monarchs sought a connection with the neighboring kingdom of Syria, on which side Israel was particularly accessible (1 K. xv. 19); but Asa ultimately succeeded in securing the active cooperation of Benhadad against Baasha (1 K. xvi. 19-20). Another policy, induced probably by the encroaching spirit of Syria, led to the formation of an alliance between the two kingdoms under Ahaz and Jehoshaphat, which was maintained until the end of Ahaz's reign. It was on this alliance that the shift from commercial operations (2 Chr. xx. 36). The alliance ceased in Jehu's reign: war broke out
shortly after between Amaziah and Jeroboam II.; each nation looked for foreign aid, and a coalition was formed between the kings of Syria, and Pekah on the one side, and Ahaz and Tachith-Plezer, king of Assyria, on the other (2 K. xvi. 5-9). By this means an opening was afforded to the advances of the Assyrian power; and the kingdoms of Israel and Judah, as they were successively attacked, sought the alliance of the Egyptians, who were strongly interested in maintaining the independence of the Jews as a barrier against the encroachments of the Assyrian power. Then Hoshea made a treaty with So (Salame or Sevedus), and receded against Shishmeser (2 K. xvi. 1); Hezekiah adopted the same policy in opposition to Nemascherib (Is. xxx. 2). In neither case was the alliance productive of much good: the Israelites were abandoned by So. It appears probable that his successor Sotah, who had offended the military caste, was unable to render Hezekiah any assistance; and it was only when the independence of Egypt itself was threatened, that the Assyrians were defeated by the joint forces of Sotah and Tirkah, and a temporary alliance afforded thereby to Judah (2 K. xix. 9, 36; Herod. ii. 141). The weak condition of Egypt at the beginning of the 26th dynasty left Judah entirely at the mercy of the Assyrians, who under Esarhaddon subdued the country, and by a conciliatory policy succeeded in obtaining the alliance of his successor to his side against Egypt (2 Chr. xxxiii. 11-13). It was apparently as an ally of the Assyrians that Josiah resisted the advance of Necho (2 Chr. xxxv. 20). His defeat, however, and the downfall of the Assyrian empire again changed the policy of the Jews, and made them the subjects of Egypt. Nehemiah's first expedition against Jerusalem was contemporaneous with and probably in consequence of the expedition of Necho against the Babylonians (2 K. xxv. 1; Jer. xvi. 2); and lastly, Zedekiah's rebellion was accompanied with a renewal of the alliance with Egypt (Ez. xxvii. 15). A temporary relief appears to have been afforded by the advance of Hophrah (Jer. xxxvii. 11), but it was of no avail to prevent the extinction of Jewish independence.

On the restoration of independence, Judah Mac- cenas sought an alliance with the Romans, who were then gaining an ascendency in the East, as a counterpart to the neighboring state of Syria (1 Mac. viii.; Joseph. Ant. xii. 10, § 6). This alliance was renewed by Jonathan (1 Mac. xii. 1; Ant. xiii. 5, § 9), and by Simon (1 Mac. xv. 17; Ant. xiii. 7, § 4). On the last occasion the independence of the Jews was recognized and formally ratified by the neighboring nations n. c. 140 (1 Mac. xxv. 22, 23). Treaties of a friendly nature were at the same period concluded with the Eroy- dianians under an impression that they came of a common stock (1 Mac. xii. 2, xiv. 20; Ant. xii. 4, § 10, xiii. 5, § 8). The Roman alliance was again renewed by Hyrcanus, r. c. 126 (Ant. xiii. 3, § 2), after his defeat by Antiochus Sidetes, and

the losses he had sustained were repaired. This alliance, however, ultimately proved fatal to the independence of the Jews. The rival claims of Hyrcanus and Aristobulhus having been referred to Pompéy, r. c. 68, he availed himself of the opportunity of placing the country under tribute (Ant. xiv. 4, § 4). Finally, Herod was raised to the sovereignty by the Roman Senate, acting under the advice of M. Antony (Ant. xiv. 14, § 5).

The formation of an alliance was attended with various religious rites. A victim was slain and divided into two parts, between which the contracting parties passed, involving imprecations of a similar destruction upon him who should break the terms of the alliance (Gen. xv. 10; cf. Liv. i. 24); hence the expression תְנֵי־בִּלְשָנָּה (= open covenant, fides iure) to make (lit. to cut) a treaty; hence also the use of the term תְנֵי־בִּלְשָנָּה (lit. impression) for a covenant. That this custom was maintained to a late period appears from Jer. xxxiv. 18-20. Generally speaking, the oath alone is mentioned in the contracting of alliances, either between nations (Josh. ix. 13) or individuals (Gen. xxviii. 28, xxx. 53; 1 Sam. xvii. 17; 2 K. x. 4). The event was celebrated by a feast (Gen. L c.; Ex. xivv. 11; 2 Sam. iii. 12. 20). Salt, as symbolic of fidelity, was used on these occasions: it was applied to the sacrifices (Lev. ii. 13), and probably used, as among the Arabs, at hospitable entertainments: hence the expression "covenant of salt" (Num. xviii. 19; 2 Chr. xii. 5). Occasionally a pillar or a heap of stones was set up as a memorial of the alliance (Gen. xxxvi. 53). Their presents were also sent by the party soliciting the alliance (1 K. xv. 18; 1 S. xxx. 6; 1 Mac. xv. 18). The fidelity of the Jews to their engagements was conspicuous at all periods of their history (Josh. ix. 18), and any breach of covenant was visited with conspicuous severe punishment (2 Sam. xxxi. 1; Ez. xivv. 16).
ALMOND definition of "by Kedeha (Naphtali)." Here, now, the A. V., following the Vulgate, renders the words "the plain of Zaanaim." [ELOI.] (See Stanley, p. 340, note.)

2. AL'ON-BA'CHUTH (אַלַון בַּכֹּות) = oak of weeping; and so βαθύς (quercus flutes), the tree under which Rebekah's nurse, Deborah, was buried (Gen. xxxv. 8). Ewald (Gesch. iii. 29) believes the "oak of Tabor" (1 Sam. x. 3, A. V., "plain of T"). to be the same as, or the successor of, this, "Tabor" being possibly a merely dialectical change from "Deborah," and he would further identify it with the "palm-tree of Deborah." (Judg. iv. 5). See also Stanley, pp. 143, 222b.

G.


ALMODAD (אַלַון מַדָּד) [possibly = the progenitor, First]: Eumodad: Esmodad: Alex: ALMODAD: (Alon). A Simonite, ancestor of Zirra, a prince of his tribe in the reign of Hezekiah (1 Chr. iv. 37). W. A. W.

ALMOND (אַלַון, shakel): ἀμύγδαλος, κασμίον, κασμίον, ταρεία: amygdalus, amygglon, in Vict. nut, ineris, carya virginus. This word is found in Gen. xliii. 11; Ex. xxx. 33, 34, xxxvii. 19, 20; Num. xv. 8; Eccles. vii. 5; Jer. i. 11, in the text of the A. V. It is invariably represented by the same Hebrew word (shakel), which sometimes stands for the whole tree, sometimes for the fruit or nut; for instance, in Gen. xliii. 11, Jacob commands his sons to take as a present to Joseph "a little honey, spices and myrrh, nuts and almonds." Here the fruit is clearly meant. In the passages out of the book of Exodus the "bowls made like unto almonds," which were to adorn the golden candlestick, seem to allude to the nut also.4 Aaron's rod, that so miraculously budded, yielded almond nuts. In the two passages from Ecclesiastes and Jeremia, shakel is translated almond tree, which from the context it certainly represents. It is clearly then a mistake to suppose, with some writers, that shakel stands exclusively for "almond-nuts," and that láz signifies the "tree." Rosenmuller conjectures that the latter word designates the wish, the former the cultivated tree. This may be so, but it appears more probable that this tree, conspicuous as it was for its early flowering and useful fruit, was known by these two different names.

ALMOND, always used in Heb. text in reference to the golden candlestick: LXX. ἀμύγδαλον, κασμίον, κασμίον, ταρεία: amygdalus, amygglon, in Vict. nut, ineris, carya virginus.

4. shakel: "aunt amygdalus et amygdalum, arbor et frutus." (Michaels, op. cit., p. 229) understands the almond-shaped bowels to refer to the blossom, i. e. the calyx and the corolla. See Harris, Nat. Hist. of the Bible, art. "Almond," and Dr. Royce in Kîto, art. "Shaked."
The etymology of the Hebrew liz is uncertain; and although the word occurs only in two, xxx. 37, where it is translated bough in the text of the A. V., yet there can be little or no doubt that it is another word for the almond, for in the Arabic this identical word, liz, denotes the almond. [Hazel.] The early appearance of the blossoms on the almond-tree (Amygdalus communis) was no doubt regarded by the Jews of old as a welcome harbinger of spring, reminding them that the winter was passing away— that the flowers would soon appear on the earth—and that the time of the singing of birds and the voice of the turtle would soon be heard in the land (Song of Sol. iv. 11, 12). The word shaked, therefore, or the tree which hastened to put forth its blossoms, was a very beautiful and fitting synonym for the liz, or almond-tree, in the language of a people so fond of imagery and poetry as were the Jews. We have in our own language instances of plants being named from the season of the year when they are flowering—snow for hawthorn; purple flower for amaranth; but lily for daffodil; white cross for white mustard. But perhaps the best and most exact illustration of the Hebrew shaked is to be found in the English word apricot, or apricock, as it was formerly and more correctly called, which is derived from the Latin perocanus, perocina; this tree was so called by the Romans, who considered it a kind of peach which ripened earlier than the common one; hence its name, the perocina tree (comp. 1 Kin. xv. 11; Martial, xiii. 46). Shaked, therefore, was in all probability only another name with the Jews for liz.

Shaked is derived from a root which signifies "to be wakeful," "to hasten," for the almond-tree blossoms very early in the season, the flowers appearing before the leaves. Two species of Amygdalus—A. persica, the peach-tree, and A. communis, the shaked—appear to be common in Palestine. They are both, according to Dr. Kitto (Chrys. Hist. Palest, p. 211), in blossom in every part of Palestine in January. The almond-tree has been noticed in flower as early as the 9th of that month: the 19th, 23rd, and 25th are also recorded dates. The knowledge of this interesting fact will explain that otherwise unaccountable passage in Jeremiah (i. 11, 12), "The word of the Lord came unto me, saying, Jeremiah, what seest thou?" And I said, I see the rod of an almond-tree (shaked). Then said the Lord unto me, Then hast thou seen, O son of man, then I will cause thee to know the significance of the word to perform it."

In that well-known poetical representation of old age in Eccles. xii, it is said, "the almond-tree shall flourish." This expression is generally understood as emblematic of the hoary locks of old age thinly scattered on the bald head, just as the white blossoms appear on the yet leafless boughs of this tree. Gesenius, however, does not allow such an interpretation, for he says, with some truth, that the almond flowers are pink or rose-colored, not white. This passage, therefore, is rendered by him—"the almond is rejected." Though a delicious fruit, yet the old man, having no teeth, would be obliged to refuse it. If, however, the reading of the A. V. is retained, then the allusion to the almond-tree is intended to refer to the hastening of old age in the case of him who remembereth not his Creator in the days of his youth. As the almond-tree ushers in spring, so do the signs mentioned in the context foreshadow the approach of old age and death. It has always been regarded by the Jews with reverence, and even to this day the English Jews on their great feast-days carry a bough of flowering almond to the synagogue, just as in old time they used to present palm-branches in the Temple, to remind them perhaps, as Lady Collott has observed (Script. Heb., p. 10), that in the great famine in the time of Joseph the almond did not fail them, and that, as it failed not to their patriarchs in the days of drought, it cometh to their hand in this day of worse and more bitter privation, as a token that God forgetteth not his people in their distress, nor the children of Israel, though scattered in a foreign land, though their home is the prey of the spoiler, and their temple is become an high place for the heathen.

A modern traveller in Palestine records that, at the passover, the Jews prepare a compound of almonds and apples in the form of a brick, and having the appearance of fine or mortar to remind the people of their hard service in the land of Egypt and house of bondage (Anderson's Wanderings in the Land of Israel, p. 250).

The almond-tree, whose scientific name is Amygdalus communis, belongs to the natural order Rosaceae, and sub-order Amygdalinae. This order is a large and important one, for it contains more than 1000 species, many of which produce excellent fruit. Apricots, peaches, nectarines, plums, cherries, apples, pears, strawberries, &c., &c., are all included under this order. It should be remembered, however, that the seeds, flowers, bark, and leaves, of many plants in the order Rosaceae contain a poisonous principle, called milder, which appears to be a bitter principle. The almond-tree is a native of Asia and North Africa, but it is cultivated in the milder parts of Europe. In England it is grown simply on account of its beautiful vernal flowers, for the fruit scarcely ever comes to maturity. The height of the tree is about 12 or 14 feet; the flowers are pink, and arranged for the most part in pairs; the leaves are long, cuneate, with a serrated margin, and an acute point. The covering of the fruit is downy.

\[\text{to be Hophil future, from } \text{a}, \text{to deride, to despise}; \text{would then be after the Syriac form, instead of } \text{a}.\]

But all the old versions agree with the translation of the A. V., the verb being formed regularly from the root \(\text{a}\). flower.

\[\text{When the grinders cease because they are few (Eccles. xii. 3). For some other curious interpretations of this passage, see that of R. Salomon, quoted by省内's Pagninus in his Thesaurus, sub voce } \text{a} \text{. and Vatablus, Annotation ad Ecclesiastic, xii. 5 (Ort Nov. in 296).}\]
The Almond-tree and Blossom.

Variety of this species. The English *Almond*, Spanish *Almendro*, the Provençal *Anamolada*, the French *Amande*, are all apparently derived from the Greek ἀμπελόνα, Latin *Amigdal*ina. It is curious to observe, in connection with the almond-bowls of the golden candlestick, that pieces of rock-crystal used in adorning branch-candlesticks are still denominated by the lapitharies "Almonds."—W. H.

**ALMS (Child. Νησίς**), beneficence towards the poor, from Anglo-Sax. *alones*, probably, as well as Germ. *alanem*, from ἐλεοσωματική; eleemosyna, Vulg. (but see Bosworth, A. S. Dict.). The word "alms" is not found in our version of the canonical books of O. T., but it occurs repeatedly in N. T., and in the Apocryphal books of Tobit and Ecclesiasticus. The Heb. ינשין, righteouness, the usual equivalent for *alms* in O. T., is rendered by LXX in Deut. xxiv. 15, Dan. iv. 24, and elsewhere, ἐλεοσωματικά, whilst some MSS., with Vulg. and Rhen. Texit., read in Matt. vi. 1. ἀλατοί (This reading is adopted by Griesb., Lachm., Tisch., Treleges, and Alford. — A.)

The duty of almsgiving, especially in kind, consisting chiefly in portions to be left designately from produce of the field, the vineyard, and the olive-yard (Lev. xix. 9, 10, xxvii. 22; Deut. xxv. 11, xxiv. 19, xxvi. 3-10; Ruth ii. 2), is stringly enjoined by the Law. After his entrance into the land of promise, the Israelite was ordered to present yearly the first-fruits of the land before the Lord, in a manner significant of his own previously destitute condition. Every third year also (Deut. xiv. 28) each proprietor was directed to share the tithes of his produce with "the Levite, the stranger, the fatherless, and the widow." The theological estimate of almsgiving among the Jews is indicated by the following passages:—Job xxxi. 17; Prov. x. 2, xi. 4; Esth. ix. 22; Ps. cxiii. 11; Acts ix. 30, the case of Dorcas; x. 2, of Cornelius: to which may be added, Tob. iv. 10, 11, iv. 10, 11; and Eccles. iii. 30, x. 24. And the Talmudists went so far as to interpret *righteousness* by almsgiving in such passages as Gen. xviii. 19; Is. lv. 14; Ps. xvii. 15.

In the women's court of the Temple there were 13 receptacles for voluntary offerings (Mark xii. 41), one of which was devoted to alms for education of poor children of good family. Before the Cap-

**ALOE**

**ALMUG-TREE. [ALGUM.]**

AL'NATHAN (Ἀλνατάν; [Vat. Εαρατάν]) Alex. *Alnathos*; *Eunathos*. ELNATHAN 2 (1 Esdr. viii. 44; comp. Ezra. viii. 15). W. A. W.

**ALOES, LIGN ALOES (Cassia, A. Bahā'ilim, 连理草): *Aloes*; *sperai* (in Num. xxvi. 6), *Στερανί* (Ps. xiv. 8); *Δωδή*, *Aquil* and Abd. *Δωδίς*; *Comp. Δωδίς*; Sym. *ευανθίον* (in Cant. iv. 14): *toberemcula, gutta, abo*; in N. T. *Δωδίς, abo*, the name of some costly and sweet-smelling wood mentioned in Num. xxvi. 6, where Balaam compares the condition of the Israelites to "trees of lign-aloës which the Lord hath planted;" in Ps. xvii. 8, "All thy garments smell of myrrh, and aloes, and cassia;" in Prov. xvii. 17, "I have perfumed my bed with myrrh, aloes, and cinnamon;" and in Cant. iv. 14, Solomon speaks of "cinnamon and aloes, with all the chief spices." The word occurs once in the N. T. (John xix. 39), where mention is made of Nicodemus bringing a "mixture of myrrh and aloes, about an hundred pound weight," for the purpose of anointing the body of our Lord. Writers generally, following Celsius (*Microb. i. 153*), who devotes thirty-five pages to this subject, suppose that the *Aquilaria agallochum* is the tres
n question. The trees which belong to the natural order 
Aquilariaceae, aptly called cistakeous flowering plants, are for the most part natives of tropical Asia. The species *Aq. agallochum*, which supplies the aloes-wood of commerce, is much valued in India on account of its aromatic qualities for fumigations and incense. It was well known to the Arabian physicians, Ibn Sina (Avicenna), in the Latin translation, speaks of this wood under the names of *Apolinaria, Agallochum, Agallochis, or Lignum-Aloes.* In the Arabic original a description is given of it under the names of *Aquilaria, Agallochis, Oud.* (Dr. Reade, *Ueber die Naturgesch. von Bind., p. 171*) mentions three varieties of this wood as being obtained in the bazaars of Northern India.

The *Aquilaria secondaria* of *China* has the character of being the most highly scented. But it is a singular fact that this fragrance does not exist in any of this family of trees when in a healthy and growing condition; it is only when the tree is diseased that it has this aromatic property. On this account the timber is often buried for a short time in the ground, which accelerates the decay, when the *utter* or fragrant oil, is secreted. The best *aloes-wood* is called *culo-baís,* and is the produce of *Aquilaria agallochum,* a native of Bih, in Northern India. This is a magnificent tree, and grows to the height of 120 feet, being 12 feet in girth. The bark of the trunk is smooth and asphaltum, colored; that of the branches gray and lightly striped with brown. The wood is white, and very light and soft. It is totally without smell; and the leaves, bark, and flowers are equally odorless." *(Script. Herb. p. 238).* The *Exoorum agallochum,* with which some writers have confused the *Aq. agallochum,* is an entirely different plant, being a small crooked tree, containing an acid milky poison, in common with the rest of the *Aquilariaceae.* Persons have lost their sight from this juice getting into their eyes, whereas the plant's generic name, *Exoorum.* It is difficult to account for the specific name of this plant, for the agallochum is certainly not the produce of it.

It must be confessed, however, that, notwithstanding all that has been written to prove the identity of the *Aloes-*trees with the *aloe-wood* of commerce, and notwithstanding the apparent connection of the Hebrew word with the Arabic *Aquilaria* and the Greek *Apyallochum,* the opinion is not clear of difficulties. In the first place the passage in Num. xxiv, 6, as the *Ahalim* which Jehovah hath planted, is an argument against the identification with the *Aquilaria agallochum.* The LXX read *σκευαί* (tents); and they are followed by the Vulg., the Syriac, the Arabic, and some other versions. If *alalim* (tents) is not the true rendering — and the context is against it — then if *Aquilaria agallochum* means a tree, we must suppose that *Baham* is speaking of trees concerning which in their growing state he could have known nothing at all. Rosenmüller (*Schol. in T. T. ad Num. xiv. 6*) allows that this tree is not found in Arabia, but thinks that Baham might have become acquainted with it from the merchants. Perhaps the prophet might have seen the wood. But the passage in Numbers manifestly implies that he had seen the *Ahalim* growing, and that in all probability they were some kind of tree sufficiently known to the Israelites to enable them to understand the allusion in its full force. But if the *Ahalim* is the *Aquilaria, agallochum,* then much of the illustration would have been lost to the people who were the subject of the prophecy; for the *Aq. agallochum* is found neither on the banks of the Euphrates, where Baham lived, nor in Moab, where the blessing was enunciated.

Michaelis (*Supp. pp. 34, 35*) believes the LXX. reading to be the correct one, though he sees no difficulty, but rather a beauty, in supposing that Baham was drawing a simile from a tree of foreign growth. He confesses that the parallelism of the verse is more in favor of the tree than the tent; but he objects that the ligia-aloes should be mentioned before the cedars, the parallelism requiring, he thinks, the inverse order. But this is hardly a valid objection; for what tree was held in greater estimation than the cedar? And even if *Ahalim* = *Aq. agallochum,* yet the latter clause of the verse does no violence to the law of parallelism, for of the two trees the cedar = "major ost de auctoriter." Again, the passage in Ps. xlv. 8 would perhaps be more correctly translated thus: "The myrrh, aloes, and cassia, perfuming all thy garments, brought from the ivory palaces of the Minni, shall make thee glad." *The Minni, or Minni*, were inhabi...
itants of spicy Arabia, and carried on a great trade in the exportation of spices and perfumes (Piln. xii. 14, 16; Bochart, Phileg. ii. 22, 135. As the myrrh and cassia are mentioned as coming from the Minni, and were doubtless natural productions of their country, the inference is that obes, being named with them, was also a production of the same country.

The Scriptural use of the Hebrew word applies both to the tree and to its produce; and although some weight must be allowed to the opinion which identifies the Ablinis with the Agathoboea, supported as it is by the authority of so eminent a botanist as the late Dr. Boyle, yet it must be conceded that the matter is by no means proved. Hiller (Hierogl. i. 314) derives the word from a root which signifies "to shine," "to be splendid," and believes the tree to be some species of cedar; probably, he says, the Cedrus magna, or Cedrelate. What the C. magna may be, modern botanical science would be at a loss to conjecture, but it is quite possible that some kind of odoriferous cedar may be the tree denoted by the term Ablinis or Abilinis. W. H.

ALOTH [אלהים]: Balaôth; [Alex. Mela-
or:] Balôth, a place or district, forming with Asher the jurisdiction of the ninth of Solomon's commissariat officers (1 K. iv. 16). It is read by the LXX. and later scholars as Bealôth, though the A. V. treats the ל as a prefix.

In the former case see Beallôt. Josephus has γῆν πεδινάριον, "Aρχή, the being which he name elsewhere gives to Εκθέτη (Achzib) on the coast inAsher.

ALPHA (α), the first letter of the Greek alphabet, as Omega is the last. Its significance is plainly indicated in the context, "I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end." (Rev. xxi. 15, comp. i. 8, 11 [rec. text], xxi. 6), which may be compared with Is. xli. 4, xlv. 6, "I am the first and I am the last, and beside me there is no God." So Prudentius (Cathemer. kyian, i. 11) explains it:

"αλφά et οιογονιατόρ: ἵπη φόνος et clausura Ominium quae sunt, incurram, quaque post futura sunt."

The expression "I am Alpha and Omega" is illustrated by the usage in Rabbinical writers of Alpha and Tau, the first and last letters of the Hebrew alphabet. Schoetgen (Hor. Heb. i. 1080) quotes from Jellul Rabeni, fol. 17, 4, "Adam transgressed the whole law from Σ to Π, that is, from the beginning to the end. It is not necessary to inquire whether in the latter usage the meaning is so full as in the Revelation; but it must be determined by separate considerations. As an illustration merely, the reference is valuable. Both Greeks and Hebrews employed the letters of the alphabet as numerals. In the early times of the Christian Church the letters A and W were combined with the cross or with the monogram of Christ (Maitland, Church in the Catacombs, pp. 169-8). One of the oldest monuments on which this occurs is a marble tablet found in the catacombs at Melos, which belongs, if not to the first century, to the first half of the second. [Chrys.]

W. A. W.

ALPHAUS [αλϕαυς]: [or Alphæus, A. V. 1611, and most eds.]("Αλπάος: αλϕαυς [perh. exchange]), the father of the lesser St. James the Apostle (Matt. x. 3; Mark ii. 18; Luke vi. 13; Acts i. 13). And husband of that Mary (called in Mark xv. 40, mother of James the less and of Jesus) who, with the mother of Jesus and others, was standing by the cross during the crucifixion (John xix. 25). [Mark.] In this latter place he is called Cephas (not, as in the A. V., Cleophas); a variation arising from the double pronunciation of the letter Γ: and found also in the LXX. rendering of Hebrew names. Winer compares Αργαίος from Αλφά, "Ευαθ from Αλϕαυς, φακίακ from Φακία (2 Chr. xxxi. 1), Τασίκ from τασίκ (Gen. xxii. 24), and says that although no reliable example appears in the LXX. of the hardening of Γ at the beginning of a word, yet such are found, as in Καλακία from Καλάκι. Whether the fact of this variety existing gives us a further right to identify Alpheus with the Cephas of Luke xiv. 18, can never be satisfactorily determined. If, as commonly, the ellipsis in Ιωάννας Καλάκιου in Luke vi. 13, Acts i. 13, is to be filled up by inserting Αλϕαυς, then the apostle St. Jude was another son of Alpheus. And in Mark ii. 14, Levi (or Matthew) is also said to have been the son of Alpheus. Nor can any satisfactory reason be given why we should suppose this to have been a different person, as is usually done. For further particulars, see JAMES THE LESS, AND BRETHEN OF JESUS. H. A.

* The Alpheus who was the father of Levi or Matthew (Mark ii. 14), and the Alpheus who was the father of James the Less (Matt. x. 3), in all probability, were different persons. In the lists

* It does so in I K. iv. 16, but not in Josh. xvi. 24.
of the apostles (Matt. x. 3; Mark iii. 18; Luke vi. 15); Acts i. 13), those of them known to be related to each other are usually mentioned in pairs, whereas Matthew (or Levi) and James the younger are never placed thus together. Altars was a common name among the Jews (see Lightfoot on Acts i. 13), and need not be appropriated to one person. Fritzsche, Winer, de Wette, Oldhausen, Meyer, Lange, and most of the leading critics, recognize two men of this name in the Gospels. Bleck remakes (Neppel, Evangelien, 396) that it is only on the supposition that Levi and Matthew were different persons, and that Levi was a disciple only and not an apostle, that he could be the son of the Altar who was the father of the younger James.

ALTAR

ALTARNEUS (Ἀλτάρευς; [Vat. Altarevus;] Alex. Altarreus; Carinus). The same as MATTHEUS (Ex. x. 33), one of the sons of Hashmon (1 Esdr. ix. 33). W. A. W.

ALTAR (ἐλαιόν: ὑστεραθησών, βασίς: altare). (A) The first altar of which we have any account is that built by Noah when he left the ark (Gen. viii. 20). The Targumists indeed assert that Adam built an altar after he was driven out of the garden of Eden, and that on this Cain and Abel offered Noah and Abram, on his sacrifice (Ps Amos-Jonah. Gen. viii. 20, xxii. 5). According to the tradition the First Man was made upon an altar which God himself had prepared for the purpose, and on the site of this altar were rear'd both those of the Patriarchs and that in the Temple of Solomon. This tradition, if it can be rationally explained, at least shows the great importance which the Jews attached to the altar as the central point of their religious worship (Kühir, Symbolik, ii. 503).

In the early times altars were usually built in certain spots hallowed by religious associations, e. g. where God appeared (Gen. xii. 7, xiii. 18, xxvi. 25, xxxv. 1). Generally of course they were erected for the offering of sacrifice; but in some instances they appear to have been only memorial. Such was the altar built by Moses and called Jebus -Neci, on a sign that the Lord would have war with Amalek from generation to generation (Ex. xvii. 15, 16). Such too was the altar which was built by the Reubenites, Gadites, and half-tribe of Manasseh, "in the borders of Jordan," and which was erected "not for burnt-offering nor for sacrifice," but that it might be "a witness" and between them and the rest of the tribes (Josh. xxi. 19-29). Alteras were most probably originally made of earth. The Law of Moses allowed them to be made either of earth or unhewn stones (Ex. xx. 26); any iron tool would have profaned the altar — but this could only refer to the body of the altar and that part on which the victim was laid, as directions were given to make a casing of shittim-wood overlaid with brass for the altar of burnt-offering. (See below).

In later times they were frequently built on high places, especially in idolatrous worship (I Kings. xvii. 1; for the pagan worship on this subject, see Tac. Ann. xiii. 71). The altars so erected were themselves sometimes called "high places" (I Chron. ii. 21; 2 Kings xiv. 3, 4). The Law of Moses all altars were forbidden except those first

ALTAR (ἐλαιόν: ὑστεραθησών, βασίς: altare). (B) The Law of Moses directed that two altars should be made, the one the Altar of burnt-offering (called also the Altar war εἰς τὸν θυσίαν, see Haver- nick in Ex. xiii. 13 ff.) and the other the Altar of incense.

I. The Altar of Burnt-offering (ἐλαιόν: ὑστεραθησών), called in Mal. i. 7, 12, "the table of the Lord," perhaps also in Ex. xiv. 16. This differed in construction at different times. (1) In the Tabernacle (Ex. xxvii. 1 ff., xxxviii. 1 ff.) it was comparatively small and portable. In shape it was square. It was five cubits in length, the same in breadth, and three cubits high. It was made of planks of shittim (or acacia) wood overlaid with brass. (Josiphus says gold instead of brass, Ant. iii. 6, 8.) The interior was hollow (ἰθυόν: ὑστεραθησών, Ex. xxviii. 8). But as nothing is said about a covering to the altar on which the victims might be placed, Jarchi is probably correct in supposing that whenever the tabernacle for a time became stationary, the hollow case of the altar was filled up with earth. In support of this view he refers to Ex. xx. 24, where the command is given, "make me an altar of earth," etc., and observes: "Altar terrae est locum sanctum argus cujus eadem forma terrae impleatur, cum exarata meteatur."

At the four corners were four projections called horns, made, like the altar itself, of shittim-wood overlaid with brass. It is not quite certain how the words in Ex. xxvii. 2, ἐλαιόν: ὑστεραθησών, should be explained. According to Mendesbohm they mean that these horns were of one piece with the altar. So also Knobel (Comm. in loc.). And this is probably right. By others they are understood to describe only the projection of the horns from the altar. These probably projected upwards, and to them the victim was bound when about to be sacrificed (Is. xxviii. 27). On the occasion of the consecration of the priests (Ex. xxix. 12) and the offering of the sin-offering (Lev. iv. 7 ff.) the blood of the victim was sprinkled on the horns of the altar. (See the symbolism explained by Baumann, Comment. zum Pseudois, ii. 63.) Round the altar midway between the top and bottom (or, as others suppose, at the top) ran a projecting ledge (ἐλαιόν: ὑστεραθησών, A. V. "Compass") on which perhaps the priests stood when they officiated. To the outer edge of this, again, a grating or network of brass (ἐλαιόν: ὑστεραθησών) was affixed, and reached to the bottom of the altar, which thus presented the appearance of being larger below than above. Others have supposed this grating to adhere closely to the boards of which

The ἐλαιόν: ὑστεραθησών, he thinks, was merely an ornament by way of finish at the top of this.
the altar was composed, or even to have been substituted for them half-way up from the bottom.

At any rate there can be little doubt that the grating was perpendicular, not horizontal as Jonathan supposes (Targum on Ex. xxvii. 5). According to him it was intended to catch portions of the sacrifice or coals which fell from the altar, and which might thus be easily replaced. But it seems improbable that a net work or grating should have been constructed for such a purpose (cf. Joseph. Ant. iii. 6, § 8). At the four corners of the network were four brazen rings into which were inserted the staves by which the altar was carried. These staves were of the same materials as the altar itself. As the priests were forbidden to ascend the altar by steps (Ex. xx. 26), it has been conjectured that a slope of earth led gradually up to the 

Altar of Burnt Offering, from Surenhusius’s Mishna.

It is said (Surenhusius’s Mishna) that (2 Chr. xx. 18), and Manasseh, after renouncing his idolatry, either repaired (Chethb, לֵזִי) or rebuilt it (Keri, פֶּלַי). It may finally have been broken up and the brass carried to Babylon, but this is not mentioned (Jer. ii. 17 ff.). According to the Rabbinical tradition, this altar stood on the very spot on which man was originally created.

(3.) The Altar of Burnt-offering in the second (Zerubbabel’s) temple. Of this no description is given in the Bible. We are only told (Ex. iii. 2) that it was built before the foundations of the Temple were laid. According to Josephus (Ant. xii. 4, § 1) it was placed on the same spot on which that of Solomon had originally stood. It was constructed, as we may infer from 1 Macc. iv. 47, of unhewn stones (אֲבָהָנִים סְלָם). Antiochus Epiphanes desecrated it (אֵרֵסְמָנִים בֵּיתוֹ סְלָם יָסִירִים אֵנִי רֹאשׁ כַּבְדַיָּבְר). According to Josephus (Ant. xii. 5, § 4) it was removed altogether. In the restoration by Judas Macabeaus a new altar was built of unhewn stone in conformity with the Mosaic Law (1 Macc. iv. 47).

(4.) The altar erected by Herod which is thus described by Josephus (Bell. i. v. 5, § 4): “In front of the Temple stood the altar, 15 cubits in height, and in breadth and length of equal dimensions, viz. 50 cubits; it was built foursquare, with horn-like corners projecting from it: and on the south side a gentle inclivity led up to it. Moreover it was made without any iron tool, neither did iron ever touch it at any time.” It was also a correspondence to the Moslem dimension of the Mishra (3, 1) that the altar was at the base 32 cubits square; at the height of a cubit from the ground 30 cubits square; at 5 cubits higher (where was the circuit, אֲבָהָנִים) it was reduced to 29 cubits square, and at the
horns still further to 26. A square of a cubit each way was here allowed for the officiating priests to walk, so that 24 cubits square were left for the fire on the altar (αἵρεσις).

This description is not very clear. But the Rabbinical and other interpreters consider the altar from the unhewn upwards to have been 28 cubits square, allowing at the top, however, a cubit each way for the horns and another cubit for the passage of the priests. Others, however (as L. Emperor in loc.), suppose the ledge on which the priests walked to have been 2 cubits lower than the surface of the altar on which the fire was placed.

The Mishna further states, in accordance with Josephus (see above), and with reference to the law already mentioned (Ex. xx. 25), that the stones of which the altar was made were unhewn: and that twice in the year, viz. at the Feast of the Passover and the Feast of Tabernacles they were whitewashed anew. The way up (αἵρεσις) was on the south side, 32 cubits long and 16 broad, constructed also of unhewn stones. In connection with the horn on the south-west corner was a niche intended to receive the blood of the victims which was sprinkled on the left side of the altar: the blood was afterwards carried by means of a subterranean passage into the brook Kidron. Under the altar was a cavity into which the drink-offerings passed. It was covered over with a slab of marble, and emptied from time to time. On the north side of the altar were a number of bronze rings, to secure the animals which were brought for sacrifice. Lastly, round the middle of the altar ran a scarlet thread (ἐλεον) to mark where the blood was to be sprinkled, whether above or below it.

According to Lev. vi. 12, 13, a perpetual fire was to be kept burning on the altar. This, as Bähr (Symbolen, II. 350) remarks, was the symbol of and token of the perpetual worship of Jehovah. For inasmuch as the whole religion of Israel was concentrated in the sacrifices which were offered, the extinguishing of the fire would have looked like the extinguishing of the religion itself. It was therefore, as he observes, essentially different from the perpetual fire of the Persians (Curt. iii. 3; Amm. Marc. xxiii. 6; Hyde, Pash. Vit. Pers., viii. 148.), or the fire of Vesta to which it has been compared. These were not sacrificial fires at all, but were symbols of the Deity, or were connected with the belief which regarded fire as one of the primal elements of the world. This fire, according to the Jews, was the same as that which came down from heaven in κατὰ τύχην (Ex. xxxi. 18) and consumed upon the altar the burnt-offering and the tithe (Lev. xi. 21). It continued upon the altar, they say, like a lion; it was bright as the sun; the flame thereof was solid and pure: it consumed things wet and dry alike: and finally, it emitted no smoke. This was one of the five things existing in the first temple which tradition declares to have been wanting in the second (Iren. Hom. c. i. sub fin. fol. 21, rd. b.). The fire which consumed the sacrifices was kindled from this; and besides these there was the fire from which the coals were taken to burn incense with (as Cuppone, Appar. Hist. Crit. Annot. p. 286.).

H. The Altar of Incense (ἐλεον)

This altar stood in the Holy Place, "before the vail that is by the ark of the testimony" (Ex. xxxii. 6, xii. 5). Philo too speaks of it as "before the vail."
The Altar in Solomon's Temple was similar (1 K. vii. 48; 1 Chr. xxviii. 18), but was made of cedar overlaid with gold. The altar mentioned in Is. vi. 6, is clearly the Altar of Incense, not the Altar of Burnt-offering. From this passage it would seem that heated stones (πέπηρα) were laid upon the altar, by means of which the Incense was kindled. Although it is the heavenly altar which is there described, we may presume that the earthly corresponded to it.

(c.) The Altar of Incense is mentioned as having been removed from the Temple of Zerubbabel by Antiochus Epiphanes (1 Mac. i. 21). Jude Macæus restored it, together with the holy vessels, &c. (1 Mac. iv. 49). On the arch of Titus no Altar of Incense appears. But that it existed in the last Temple, and was richly overlaid, we learn from the Mishna (Chogign., iii. 8). From the circumstance that the sweet incense was burnt upon it every day, morning and evening (Ex. xxx. 7, 8), as well as that the blood of atonement was sprinkled upon it (v. 10), this altar had a special importance attached to it. It is the only altar which appears in the Heavenly Temple (Is. vi. 6; Rev. viii. 3, 4).

(c.) Other Altars. (1.) Altars of brick. There seems to be an allusion to such in Is. lxv. 3. The words are: ὡς ὁ στίχωμα τῆς ζύμης, "offering in-
...11. and...
occupation by the descendents of Joktan. This account of their origin harmonizes with Gen. xiv. 7, while the introductory "generations" ("genealogical" to the reading adopted by the LXX.) of the Amalekites is mentioned several generations before the birth of the Edomite Amalek: it throws light on the traces of a permanent occupation of central Palestine in their passage westward, as indicated by the names Amalek and Mount of the Amalekites (Judg. v. 14, xii. 15); and it accounts for the silence of Scripture as to any relationship between the Amalekites on the one hand, and the Edomites or the Israelites on the other. That a mixture of the two former races occurred at a later period, would in this case be the only inference from Gen. xxxvi. 16, though many writers have considered that passage to refer to the origin of the whole nation, explaining Gen. xiv. 7 as a case of ἕνωπη. The physical character of the district which the Amalekites occupied (Amahia), necessitated a nomadic life, which they adopted to its fullest extent, taking their families with them, even on their military expeditions (Judg. vi. 5). Their wealth consisted in flocks and herds. Mention is made of a "town" (1 Sam. xv. 5), and Josephus gives an exaggerated account of the capture of several towns by Saul (Ant. vi. 7, § 2); but the towns could have been little more than stations or nomadic enclosures. The kings or chieftains were perhaps distinguished by the hereditary title Agag (Num. xxxiv. 7; 1 Sam. xv. 8). Two important routes led through the Amalekite district, namely, from Palestine to Egypt by the Ishmaus of Suez, and to southern Asia and Africa by the Elanitic arm of the Red Sea. It has been conjectured that the expedition of the four kings (Gen. xiv.) had for its object the opening of the latter route; and it is in connection with the former that the Amalekites first came in contact with the Israelites, whose progress they attempted to stop, adopting a guerilla style of warfare (Deut. xxv. 18), but were signalily defeated at Rephidim (Ex. xvii.). In union with the Ca'naanites they again attacked the Israelites on the borders of Palestine, and defeated them near Hormah (Num. xiv. 45). Thereafter we hear of them only as a secondary power, at one time in league with the Moabites (Judg. iii. 13), when they were defeated by Ehud near Jericho; at another time in league with the Midianites (Judg. vi. 3) when they penetrated into the plain of Esdraelon, and were defeated by Gideon. Saul undertook an expedition against them, overrunning their whole district - from Havilah to Shur, and inflicting an immense loss upon them (1 Sam. xv.). Their immense power was then for ever broken, and they degenerated into a band of banditti, whose style of warfare is well expressed in the Hebrew term מַעְטַה (Gesen. Lec.) frequently applied to them in the description of their contests with David in the neighborhood of Ziklag, when their destruction was completed (1 Sam. xxxviii, xxx.; comp. Num. xxxiv. 20).

W. L. B.

A'MAM (אָמָם [gathering-place]; שָׁב [Ahd. Comp. 'Adav] 'Amam), a city in the south of Judah, named with Shema and Moladah (el-Milh) in Josh. xv. 26 only. In the Alex. LXX. the name is joined to the preceding - אָמוֹרָם. Nothing is known of it.

A'MAN (אָמָן; [in Tobit, Vat. Asa]; Sin. נאָמָן; Ammon, Hanaman) (Tob. xiv. 10; Esth. x. 7, xii. 6, xiii. 3, 12. xv. 17, xvi. 10, 17).

AMANA (אַמָּנָא; [permanent], apparently a mountain in or near Lebanon, = 'from the head of Amana' (Cant. iv. 8). It is commonly assumed that this is the mountain in which the river Abana (2 K. v. 12; Keri. Targum Jonathan, and margin of A. V. = 'Amana') has its source, but in the absence of further research in the Lebanon this is mere assumption. The LXX. translate ἀμάνα πιστῶς.

G.

* If Amana and Abana be the same (Amana), and consequently the name of a river, the mountain so called, as the etymology shows (see above), must have taken its name from the stream; and further, if this river be the Besorah, which has its sources in a part of Anti-Lebanon near Hermon, that part of Anti-Lebanon near Hermon must be the part that was anciently called Amana. See Bibl. Sacra, vi. 371; and Hauber, für Syria, ii. 558. There is no proof that Amana still exists as the name of any part of this range. If, as above suggested, the name of the mountain was derived from the river, and not the reverse, it is less surprising that the name of the region should have been, as in the lapse of time, perhaps, the river-name, gave place to Beraida.

H.

AMARI'AH (עֲרַיָּה and עֲרַיָּים: 'Arapia and [Alex.] 'Arapias: Amarians: whom God promised), Num. (Gen. i. q. Αμαλη'καιος). Father of Ahitub, according to 1 Chr. vi. 32, and son of Meribaal, in the line of the high-priests. In Josephus's Hist. (Ant. viii. 1, § 3) he is transformed into 'Αφαρίαος.

2. The high-priest in the reign of Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. xix. 11). He was the son of Azariah, and the fifth high-priest who succeeded Zadok (1 Chr. vi. 11). Nothing is known of him beyond his name, but from the way in which Jehoshaphat mentions him he seems to have succeeded that pious king in his endeavors to work a reformation in Israel and Judah (see 2 Chr. xvii. xix.). Josephus, who calls him ἀμαρίαν τὸν ἵππον "Amariah the priest," unconsciously says of him that he was of the tribe of Judah, as well as of Zadokiah, as the text now stands. But if ἀκτιοὺς is struck out of this absurd statement will disappear (Ant. ii. 1, § 1). It is not easy to recognize him in the wonderfully learned list of his successors given in the Ant. x. 8, § 6. But he seems to be concealed under the strange form ΑΞΙΟΡΑΜΟΣ, Axioramus. The syllable ΑΞ is corrupted from ΑΖ, the termination of the preceding name, Azarias, which has accidentally adhered to the beginning of Amari'ah, as the final Σ has to the very same name in the text of Nicephorus (op. Seld. de Success. p. 193), producing the form Αξιορίας. The remaining Ζαρίας is not far removed from 'Arapia. The successor of Amari'ah in the high-priesthood must have been Jehohanan. In Josephus Ζαρίας, which is a corruption of ᾿Ιαρίας, follows Axioramus. There is not the slightest support in the sacred history for the names Abi'zib and Zobah, who are made to follow Amari'ah in the genealogy, 1 Chr. xvi. 11, 12.

3. [In 1 Chr. xxiii. 23, Rom. Abl. 'Amaria; 4. [Arapia; v.a. in 2 Chr. Vat. Alex. Αμαρίας]

[H. * Dr. Robinson's remark (II. 447) is understood to be an inference from Cant. iv. 8.

G. 4]
Ammonias; [Vat. Manuscr.], Alex. Manuscr.: Amo
nias). Son of Zichri, and captain of 200,000 war
riors of Judah, in the reign of Jehoshaphat (2 Chr.
vi. 16). W. A. W.

AMATH [Hamat.] AMATHIES [3 syl.] (Ammathias; [Vat. Emath
thias; Abd. Alex. Emathias; Wechsel A'mathis; E'mathis)], 1 Esdr. ix. 29. [Athlaih.

AMATHIAS [in some copies AMATHIAS], "THE LAND OF" (After Amathías, a district to the north of Palestine, in which Jonathan Maccab
eans met the forces of Demetrius (1 Macc. xii. 23). From this context it can be evidently HAMATH.

AMAZIAH (אמסיה, or מתיה, strength of Jehovah: 'Amoseias; [Vat. -st], 'Amoseias; Ammiasis), son of Joash, and eighth king of Judah, succeeded to the throne at the age of 25, on the murder of his father, and punished the murderers; sparing, however, their children, in accordance with Deut. xxiv. 16, as the 2d look of Kings (xiv. 6). expressely informs us, thereby implying that the pre
cept had not been generally observed. In order to restore his kingdom to the greatness of Jehoshaphat's days, he made war on the Edomites, defeated them in the valley of Salt, south of the Dead Sea (a scene of a great victory in David's time, 2 Sam. xvi. 11; 1 Chr. xxvii. 12; 2 S. k. title), and took their capital, Selah or Petra, to which he gave the name of Jokteel, i.e. perium Bel (Genesis in verse), which was also borne by one of his own Jewish cities (Jos. xvii. 38). We read in 2 Chr. xxvi. 12-14, that the victorious Jehos. threw 10,000 Edomites from the cliffs, and that Amaziah per
formed religious ceremonies in honor of the gods of the country; an exception to the general characte
r of his reign (of 2 K. xiv. 3, with 2 Chr. xxvi. 2). In consequence of this he was overthrown by misfortune. Having already offended the Hebrews of the northern kingdom by sending back, in obedience to a prophet's direction, some mercenary troops whom he had hired from it, he had the fool
ish arrogance to challenge Josiah king of Israel to bat
tle, despising probably a sovereign whose strength had been exhausted by Syrian wars, and who had not yet made himself respected by the great successes reserved in 2 K. xiv. 25. But Judah was completely defeated, and Amaziah himself was taken prisoner, and conveyed by Josiah to Jerusalem, which, according to Josephus (Ant. ix. 9, 3), opened its gates to the conqueror under a threat that otherwise he would put Amaziah to death.

We do not know the historian's authority for this statement, but it explains the fact that the city was taken apparently without resistance (2 K. xiv. 19). A portion of the wall of Jerusalem on the side towards the Israelitish frontier was broken down, and treasures and hoardages were carried off to Samaria. Amaziah lived 15 years after the
death of Josiah; and in the 29th year of his reign he was murdered by conspirators at Lachish, whether he had retired for safety to Jerusalem.

The chronicle seems to regard this as a punishment for his idolatry in Edom, though his language is not very clear on the point (2 Chr. xxv. 27); and doubtless it is very probable that the conspiracy was a consequence of the low state to which Judah must have been reduced in the latter part of his reign, after the Edomitic war and humiliation inflicted by the Edom of king of Israel. His reign lasted from n.

AMASIAH (אמוניה, or מתיה, strength of Jehovah: 'Amoseias; [Vat.
manuscr.], Alex. Manuscr.: Ammiasis). Son of Jehoarnab, and commander of 200,000 war
riors of Judah, in the reign of Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. vii. 16). W. A. W.
AMBASSADOR.

AMBER

2 [A`uarias.]. Priest of the golden calf at Bethel, who endeavored to drive the prophet Amos from Israel into Judah, and complained of him to king Ahaziah (2 K. iii. 10-16).

3. [A`uasia. Vat. -etia.]. A descendant of Simeon (1 Chr. iv. 34).


G. E. L. C.

AMBASSADOR.

Sometimes άμπ and sometimes άμπ is thus rendered, and the occurrence of both terms in the parallel clauses of Prov. xiii. 17 seems to show that they approximate to synonyms. The office, like its designation, was not definite nor permanent, but προ νυ ta merely. The precept given Deut. xx. 10, seems to imply such a usage: rather, however, that of a mere function, often bearing a letter (2 K. v. 5, xix. 14) than of a legate empowered to treat. The inviolability of such an officer’s person may perhaps be inferred from the only recorded intimation of it being followed with unusual severity towards the vain efforts of Antiochus the Great to extinguish, of that of Iznik in a more manageable form of that offense (2 Sam. x. 2-5; cf. xii. 26-31).

The earliest examples of ambassadors employed occur in the cases of Eben, Moab, and the Amorites (Num. xx. 14, xxi. 21; Judg. xi. 17-19), afterwards in that of the fraudulent Gilgamesh (J osh. ix. 4, &c.), and in the instances of civil strife mentioned Judg. xi. 12, and xx. 12. (See Comment. de Rep. Hebr. ii. 29, with notes by J. Nicolaus. Lpz. iii. 771-4.) They are mentioned more frequently during and after the contact of the great adjacent monarchies of Syria, Babylonia, &c., with those of Judah and Israel, e.g. in the invasion of Nebuchadrezzar. They were usually men of high rank; as in that case the chief captain, the chief eunuch, and chief of the eunuchs were deputed, and were met by delegates of similar dignity from Hezekiah (2 K. xvii. 17, 18; see also Is. xxx. 4). Ambassadors are found to have been employed, not only on occasions of hostile challenge or insolent menace (2 K. xiv. 8; 1 K. xx. 2, 6), but of friendly compliment, of request for alliance or other aid, of submissive deprecation, and of curious inquiry (2 K. xiv. 8, xvi. 7, xviii. 14; 2 Chr. xxxiii. 31). The dispatch of ambassadors with urgent haste is introduced as a token of national grandeur in the obscure prophecy Is. xviii. 2. II.

AMBER (άμπηρ, chashnath; άμπηρ, chashoneth : σάκχαρον: electron) occurs only in Ez. i. 4, 27, viii. 2. In the first passage the prophet compares it with the brightness in which he beheld the heavenly apparition who gave him the divine commands. In the second, “the glory of the Lord’s appearance was more manifest—‘from the appearance of his loins even downward, fire; and from his loins even upward as the appearance of brightness, as the color of amber.’” It is by no means a matter of certainty, notwithstanding Bochart’s dissertation and the conclusion he comes to (Hieroz. iii. 876, ed. Rosenmüll.), that the Hebrew word chashnath denotes a metal, and not the fossil resin called amber, although perhaps the probabilities are more in favor of the metal. Dr. Harris (Nat. Hist. Bib. art. “Amber”) asserts that the translators of the A. V. could not mean amber, “for that being a bituminous substance, becomes dim as soon as it feels the fire, and soon dissolves and consumes.” But this is founded on a misconstruction of the words of the prophet, who does not say that what he saw was amber, but of the color of amber (Pict. Bib. note on Ez. viii. 2). The context refers to the appearance as clearly as much in favor of amber as of metal. Neither do the LXX. and Vulg. afford any certain clue to identification, for the word electron was used by the Greeks to express both amber and a certain metal, composed of gold and silver, and held in very high estimation by the ancients (Ytihn. H. N. xxxiii. 4.). It is a curious fact, that in the context of all the passages where mention of electron is made it is in the works of Greek authors (Hom. see below; Hes. Sc. Herc. 142; Soph. Antig. 1038; Aristoph. Eq. 532; &c.), no evidence is afforded to help us to determine what the electron was. In the Odyssey (iv. 73) it is mentioned as enriching Menelaus’ palace, together with copper, gold, silver, and ivory. In Od. iv. 460, xviii. 216, a necklace of gold is said to be fitted with electron. Pliny, in the chapter quoted above, understands the electron in Menelaus’ palace to be the metal. But with respect to the golden necklace, it is worthy of note that amber necklaces have been long used, as they were deemed an amulet against throat diseases.

Beads of amber are frequently found in British barrows with entire necklaces (Vosbr. Antig. i. 239), Theophrastus (ix. 18, § 2; and Fr. ii. 29, ed. Schneider), it is certain, uses the term electron to denote amber; for he speaks of its attracting properties. On the other hand, to assert that electron was understood by the Greeks to denote a metal composed of one part of silver to every four of gold, we have the testimony of Pliny to show; but whether the early Greeks intended the metal or the amber, or sometimes one and sometimes the other, it is impossible to determine with certainty. Passow believes that the metal was always denoted by electron in the writings of Homer and Hesiod, and that amber was not known till its introduction by the Phenicians; to which circumstance, as he thinks, Herodotus (iii. 115, who seems to speak of the resin, and not the metal) refers. Others again, with Böttgermann (Mythol. ii. 337), maintain that the electron denoted amber, and they very reasonably refer to the ancient myth of the origin of amber. Pliny (H. N. xxxvii. cap. 2) ridicules the Greek writers for their credulity in the fabulous origin of this substance, and especially finds fault with Sophocles, who, in some lost play, appears to have believed in it.

From these considerations it will be seen that it is not possible to identify the chashnath by the help of the L.XX., or to say whether we are to understand the metal or the fossil resin by the word. There is, however, one reason to be adduced in favor of the chashnath denoting the metal rather than the resin, and this is to be sought in the etymology of the Hebrew name, which, according to Gesenius, seems to be compounded of two words which together = polished copper. Bochart (Hieroz. iii. 885) conjectures that chashnath is compounded of two Chaldee words meaning copper — gold-leaf, to which he refers the aurichalcum. But aurichalcum is in all probability only the Latin form of the Greek orichalchom (mountain copper). (See Smirke, Rev. Eng. Bible Dictionary v. 282.) Aurichalcum, however (Oriq. xvi. 19), is a contraction from the etymology which Bochart adopts. But the electron, according to Pliny, Paninius (v. 12, § 6), and the numerous authorities quoted by Bochart, was composed of gold and silver, not of gold and copper—
The Hebrew word may denote either the metal *electrum or amber*; but it must still be left as a question which of the two substances is really intended.  

W. H.

*AMETHATHA*, Esth. iii. 1, A. V. ed. 1611, for HAMMEATHA.

A.

**A.MEN** (αμέν), literally, "firm, true," and used as a substantive, "that which is true," "truth" (Is. lv. 16): a word used in strong asseverations, fixing it as the stamp of truth upon the assertion which it accompanied, and making it binding as an oath (comp. Num. v. 22). In Is. xxii. 15; Jer. xvi. 30, Neh. vi. 13, xvi. 6, the word appears in the form ἀμὴν, which is used throughout the N. T. In other passages the Heb. is rendered by *vé moment*, except in Is. lv. 16. The Vulgate adopts the Hebrew word in all cases except in the Psalms, where it is translated *sìd*.

In Deut. xxviii. 15-26, the people were to say "Amen," as the Levites pronounced each of the curses upon Mount Ebal, signifying by this their assent to the conditions under which the curses would be inflicted. In accordance with this usage we find that, among the Rabbins, "Amen" involves the ideas of swearing, acceptance, and truthfulness. The first two are illustrated by the passages already quoted: the last by 1 K. i. 36; John iii. 3, 5, 11 (A. V. "verily"), in which the assertions are made with the solemnity of an oath, and then strengthened by the repetition of "Amen." "Amen" was the proper response of the person to whom an oath was administered (Neh. v. 14; vii. 6: 1 Chr. xvi. 36; Jer. vi. 5; 2 Cor. i. 20); and the Levitical, to whom appeal was made on such occasions, is called "the God of Amen" (Is. lxv. 16), as being a witness to the sincerity of the implied compact. With a similar significance Christ is called "the Amen, the faithful and true witness" (Rev. iii. 14; comp. John i. 14, xiv. 6; 2 Cor. i. 20). It is matter of tradition that in the Temple the "Amen" was not uttered by the people, but that, instead, at the conclusion of the priest's prayers, they responded, "Blessed be the name of the glory of his kingdom for ever and ever." Of this a trace is supposed to remain in the concluding sentence of the Lord's Prayer (comp. Rom. xi. 36). But in the synagogues and private houses it was customary for the people or members of the family who were present to say "Amen" to the prayers which were offered by the minister of the house, and the custom remained in the early Christian church (Matt. vi. 13; 1 Cor. xiv. 16). And not only public prayers, but those offered in private, and doxologies, were appropriately concluded with "Amen" (Rom. ix. 5, xi. 36, xvi. 26; 2 Cor. xiii. 14 (15), etc.)

W. A. W.

* The phrase of the received text at the end of most of the books of the N. T. is probably genuine only in Rom., Gal., Heb. (?), 2 Pet. (?), and Jude.

**AMETHYST** (αμέθυστος, achlaméthos: amethystos: amethystus). Mention is made of this precious stone, which formed the third in the third row of the high-priest's breastplate, in Ex. xxviii. 19, xxxix. 12, "And the third row a figure, an agate, and an amethyst." It occurs also in the N. T. (Rev. xii. 20) as the twentieth stone which garnished the foundations of the wall of the heavenly Jerusalem. Commentators generally are agreed that the amethyst is the stone indicated by the

Hebrew word, an opinion which is abundantly supported by the ancient versions. The Targum of Jerusalem indeed reads σμαραγδος (smaragdus); those of Jonathan and Onkelos have two words which signify "call-eyed" (ουδες ετριη), which Brunnus (de Vit. Sacerd. Heb. ii. 711) conjectures to be identical with the Pal. *Amethath* and the Assyrians (1Sm. ii. N. X. xxxvii. 10), the Cat.'s *eye* (Cholebank, according to Assafon and Befontsines; but as Brunnus has observed, the word ακριμαθων according to the best and most ancient authorities signifies αμηθυστος.

Modern mineralogists by the term amethyst usually understand the amethystine variety of quartz, which is crystalline and highly transparent: it is sometimes called Rose quartz, and contains alumina and oxide of manganese. There is, however, another mineral to which the name of Oriental amethyst is usually applied, and which is far more valuable than the quartz kind. This is a crystalline variety of Cymailin, being found more especially in the E. and W. Indies. It is extremely hard and bright, and generally of a purple color, which, however, it may readily be made to lose by subjecting it to fire. In all probability the common Amethystine quartz is the mineral denoted by ακριμαθων; for Pliny speaks of the amethyst being easily cut (σκυπτεριζειν, H. N. xxxvii. 9), whereas the Oriental amethyst is inferior only to the diamond in hardness, and is moreover a comparatively rare gem. The Greek word amethystos, the origin of the English amethyst, is usually derived from Αμηθυστος, or "not, and μορφας, "to be intoxicated," this stone having been believed to have the power of dispelling drunkenness in those who wore it. (Dionys. Perig. 1122: Antol. Pelas. 9, 762; Martini, Excurs. 158.) Pliny, however (H. N. xxxvii. 9), says, "The name which these stones have is to be traced to their peculiar tint, which, after approximating to the color of wine shades off into a violet." Theophrastus also alludes to its wine-like color."

W. H.

A'MI (אַמִי [architect, Fürst]: "Haecit: Ami"), name of one of Solomon's servants (Exr. ii. 57), called Amon (עמון) (Hebr. Vat. Alex. F. H. Hm: Comp. *Amon*): in Neh. vii. 59 Ami is probably a corrupted form of Amon.

AMIN'ADAB (אֲמִינָדָב: Aminadab). AMINADAB 1 (Matt. i. 4; Luke iii. 33).

A. W. W.

AMITTAI (אַמִיתָי [true, faithful]): *Amasthi* (Vat. Sin. -d̄t̄f̄; *Amathai*), father of the prophet Joel (2 K. xv. 25; Jon. i. 1).

* AMI'ZABAD, 1 Chr. xxviii. 6. So the A. V. ed. 1611, etc., following the Vulgate, the Genevan version, and the Bishop's Bible, for the correct form AMMIZABAD.

A.

**AMMAH**, the hill of (אַמֶמה [mother, cubs]: but here, according to Furst, aqueducis, after an Armenian and Talmudic ms.): διοβολος *Amai* [Alex. Comp. Am'it: Akh. "Amatho" coll. *Ama* *amata*: a hill "facing" Giah by the way of the wilderness of Gileon, named as the point to which Joshua's pursuit of Abner after the death of Asriel extended (2 Sam. ii. 24). Josephus (Ant. vii. i. § 3) "φυτον τις, δι' Άμιαθανολα καλους" (comp

a το τοις άμαθανοις αντικειμενο τη γη

(Πτ. ii. 31; ed. Schadab.)
Targ. Jon. (םולש). Both Symmachus (אדר), and Theodotion (אדר), agree with the Vulgate in an allusion to some source here. Can this point to the "excavated fountain," as under the high rock," as described near Gibeon (Ex. 17:7)?

G.

*AMMEDATHA.* Esth. iii. 10, A. V. ed. 1611, for Hammedatha. A.

AMMI (אמי) (יָדְדַד). The name is of频属 woes), i.e., as explained in the margin of the A. V., "my people"; a figurative name applied to the kingdom of Israel in token of God's reconciliation with them, and their position as "sons of the living God," in contrast with the equally significant name Lo-am-mi, given by the prophet Hosea to his second son by Gomer, the daughter of Diblahim (Hos. ii. 1). In the same manner Rahamah contrasts with Lo-ruhamah.

W. A. W.

AMMIDOI, in some copies [e. g. ed. 1611] Ammidoi (אָמִידַד or אָמִידַה), named in 1 Esdr. v. 29, among those who came up from Babylonia with Zorobabel. The three names, Pira, Chadias, and A., are inserted between Beeroth and Ramah, without any corresponding words in the parallel lists of Ezra or Nehemiah.

* Fritzche (in loc.) identifies אָמִידַה with the inhabitants of Hunatha, Josh. xv. 54. There appears to be no authority for the form אָמְדוּי.

A.

AMMIHEL (אמי-הל). The father of Eleazar, chief of the tribe of Dan (Num. xxii. 12).

2. Alex. אָמְדָה, Vulg. Ammihel in 2 Sam. xviii. 27; [Vat. in 2 Sam. ix., Ammeh, Ammiel].

The father of Machir of Loefbar (2 Sam. ix. 4, 5, xvii. 27).

3. The father of Bathshua, or Bathsheba, the wife of David (1 Chr. iii. 5), called Eliahim in 2 Sam. xi. 3; the Hebrew letters, which are the same in the two names, being transposed. He was the son of Ahithophel, David's prime minister.

4. [Vat. אמיֶלָה]. The sixth son of Obed-edom (1 Chr. xxvi. 5), and one of the doorkeepers of the Temple.

A. W. W.

AMMihuD (אָמִיהוּד [people of Judah]): 'Euoio in Num., 'Amiñod [Vat. אמיו''ד] in 1 Chr. [Amiñod]. 1. An Ephraimite, father of Elishama, the chief of the tribe at the time of the Exodus (Num. i. 10, ii. 18, vii. 48, 54, x. 22), and through him ancestor of Joshua (1 Chr. vii. 26).

2. [Euoio] Alex. AmmiuH. A Simeonite, father of Shemuel, chief of the tribe at the time of the division of Canaan (Num. xxiv. 20).

3. [Euoio] Alex.aven. The father of Pedahel, chief of the tribe of Naphtali at the same time (Num. xxiv. 28).

4. [Euoio, Keri 헬לקוי] 'Euoio. Ammiuhd, or "Ammichur," as the written text has it, was the father of Tahmi, king of Geshur (2 Sam. xiii. 37).


A. W. W.

AMMINDAB (אָמִינָדָב). 'Ammindab [Vat. יָדְדַב]: Ammindab; one of the people, i.e. family, of the prince [familia principis], Geeses.
AMMIZABAD (אַמִּיְזָבָּד) [people of the Giver, i. e. God: Rom. Alt.] Zabādā; [Vat. Αμιζίβαδ: Alex. Αμιζζαδ: Comp. Αμιζζαδα: Amizbad]. The son of Remiahi, who apparently acted as his father's lieutenant, and commanded the third division of David's army, which was on duty for the third month (1 Chr. xxvii. 6). [Amizbad.] W. A. W.

AMMON, AMMONITES, CHILDREN OF AMMON a גֵּרֶּר (only twice), sons of Ammôn. Ammônites (N. B. 10, 2 Chr. xxvii. 3; 31; Acts vii. 45); Ammôns, Ammônites. [Vulg.] Amōn, Amōnīa, LXX. in Pent. elsewhere Amōn, Amōn; Joseph. Αμμονίαν: Ammon (Ammōniter), a people descended from Ben-Ammon, the son of Lot by his younger daughter (Gen. xix. 38; comp. Ps. lxxiii. 7, 8), as Moab was by the elder; and dating from the destruction of Sodom. The near relation between the two peoples indicated in the story of their origin continued throughout their existence: from their early connexion (Deut. ii. 4) to their disappearance from the biblical history (Judg. v. 2), the brother-tribes are named together (comp. Judg. x. 10; 2 Chr. xx. 1; Zeph. ii. 8, &c.). Indeed, so close was their union, and so near their identity, that each would appear to be occasionally spoken of under the name of the other. Thus "the land of the children of Ammon" is said to have been given to the "children of Lot," i. e., to both Ammon and Moab (Deut. ii. 3). They are both said to have hired Balam to curse Israel (Deut. xxiii. 4), whereas the detailed narrative of that event omits all mention of Ammon (Num. xxvii. xxixii.). In the answer of Jephthah to the king of Ammon the allusions are continually to Moab (Judg. xi. 15, 18, 25), while the meshes, the peculiar deity of Moab (Num. xxx. 29), is called "thy god" (24). The land from Ammon to Jabesh, which the king of Ammon calls "my land" (13), is elsewhere distinctly stated to have once belonged to a "king of Moab" (Num. xxvi. 26).

Unlike Moab the precise position of the territory of the Ammonites is not ascertainable. In the earliest mention of them (Deut. ii. 20) they are said to have destroyed those Edom, whom they called the Zemanim, and to have dwelt in their place, Jabesh being their border (Num. xxvi. 21; Deut. iii. 15, 37). "Land" or "country" is, however, but rarely ascribed to them, nor is there any reference to those habits and circumstances of civilization — the "plentiful fields," the "hay," the "summer fruits," the "wineyards," the "presses," and the "songs of the grape-treader" — which so constantly recur in the allusions to Moab (Is. xv., xxvi.; Jer. viii.; but on the contrary we find everywhere traces of the fierce habits of marauders in their incursions — thrusting out the right eyes of whole cities (1 Sam. xi. 2), ripping up the women with child (Am. i. 13), and displaying a very high degree of cruelty (Jer. vii. 6; Jud. vii. 11, 12) to their enemies, as well as a suspicious courtesy to their allies, which on one occasion (2 Sam. x. 1—5) brought all but extermination on the tribe (xxii. 31). Nor is the contrast less observable between the one city of Ammon, the fortified hold of Jabesh (2 Sam. xi. 1; Ez. xxv. 5; Am. i. 10), and the "streets," the "house-tops," and the "eminent places," the numerous and busy towns of the rich plains of Moab (Jer. xli. 8 xxv. 36). Taking the above into account it is hard to avoid the conclusion that, while Moab was the settled and civilized half of the nation of Lot, the Bene-Ammon formed its predatory and Bedouin section. A remarkable confirmation of this opinion occurs in the fact that the special deity of the tribe was worshipped, not in a house or on a high place, but in a booth or tent designated by the very word which most readily expressed to the Israelites the contrast between a nomadic and a settled life (Am. vi. 26; Acts vii. 43) [Suet. Cotz.]. (See Stanley, App. § 69.)

On the west of Jordan they never obtained a footing. Among the confusions of the times of the Judges we find them twice passing over: once with Moab and Amalek seizing Jericho, the "city of palm-trees," (Judg. iii. 13), and a second time to "fight against Judah and Benjamin, and the house of Ephraim:" but they quickly returned to the free pastures of Gilead, leaving but one trace of their presence in the name of Chephar ha-Ammoni, "the band of the Ammonites." (Josh. xviii. 24), situated in the portion of Benjamin somewhere at the head of the passes which lead up from the Jordan-valley, and form the natural access to the table-land of the west country.

The hatred in which the Ammonites were held by Israel, and which possibly was connected with the story of their incestuous origin, is stated to have arisen partly from their opposition, or, rather, their want of assistance (Deut. xxiv. 4), to the Israelites on their approach to Canaan. But it evidently sprang mainly from their share in the affair of Balam (Judg. xxiii. 7. Neh. xii. 1). At the period of Israel's first approach to the south of Palestine the feeling towards Ammon is one of regard. The command is then "distress not the Moabites . . . . . , distress not the children of Ammon, nor meddle with them" (Deut. ii. 9, 19; and comp. 35); and it is only from the subsequent transaction that we can account for the fact that Edom, who had also refused passage through his land but had taken no part with Balam, is punished with the ban of exclusion from the congregation for three generations, while Moab and Ammon is to be kept out for ten generations (Deut. xxiii. 5), a sentence which acquiesces peculiar significance from its being the same pronounced on "curseds" in the preceding verse, from its collocation amongst those pronounced in reference to the most hateful physical deformities, and also from the emphatic recapitulation (ver. 6), "then shall not seek their peace or their prosperity all the days forever."

But whatever its origin it is certain that the animosity continued in force to the latest date. Subdued by Jephthah (Judg. xi. 33) and scattered with great slaughter by Saul (1 Sam. xi. 11) — and that not once only, for he "vexed" them — the Ammonites employed the three terms, Children of Ammon, Ammonites, Ammon, indiscriminately.

The expressions most commonly employed for this nation in "Bene-Ammon": next in frequency comes "Ammon" or "Ammonites"; and least of all "Ammon." The translators of the Author Version have, as usual, neglected these minute differences, and have

* "The expression most commonly employed for this nation in "Bene-Ammon": next in frequency comes "Ammon" or "Ammonites"; and least of all "Ammon." The translators of the Author Version have, as usual, neglected these minute differences, and have
whithersoever he turned them — (xiv. 47) — they enjoyed under his successor a short respite, probably the result of the connection of Moab with David (1 Sam. xxii. 3) and David's town, Bethlehem — where the memory of Ruth must have been still fresh. But this was soon brought to a close by the shameful treatment to which their king subjected the friendly messengers of David (2 Sam. x. 1; 1 Chr. xix. 1), and for which he destroyed their city and inflicted on them the severest blows (2 Sam. xii. 1: Chr. xx. 1.) [Ixxhah.]

In the days of Jehoshaphat they made an incursion into Judah with the Moabites and the Ammonites, but were signally repulsed, and so many killed that three days were occupied in spilling the bodies (2 Chr. xxi. 1—25). In Uzziah's reign they made incursions and committed atrocities in Gilgal (Am. i. 13); Jotham had wars with them, and executed from them a heavy tribute of "silver (comp. "jewels," 2 Chr. xx. 25), wheat, and barley" (2 Chr. xxvii. 5). In the time of Jeremiah we find them in possession of the cities of Gad from which the Jews had been removed by Tidgatha-Pileser (Jer. xxxix. 1—6), and other incursions are elsewhere alluded to (Zeph. ii. 8, 9). At the time of the captivity many Jews took refuge among the Ammonites from the Assyrians (Jer. xl. 11); but no better feeling appears to have arisen, and on the return from Babylon, Tobiah the Ammonite and Sanballat a Moabit (of Chorazin, Jer. xiii.), were foremost among the opponents of Nehemiah's restoration.

Amongst the wives of Solomon's harem are included Ammonite women (1 K. x. 1); one of whom, Naamah, was the mother of Rehoboam (1 K. xiv. 31; 2 Chr. xii. 13), and henceforward traces of the presence of Ammonite women in Judah are not wanting (2 Chr. xxiv. 26; Neh. xiii. 23; Ezr. ix. 1; see Geiger, Urschrift, cp. pp. 47, 49, 209).

The last appearances of the Ammonites in the biblical narrative are in the books of Judith (vi, vii.) and of the Maccabees (1 Macc. v. 6, 30—13), and it has been already remarked that their chief characteristics — close alliance with Moab, hatred of Israel and cunning cruelty — are maintained to the end. By Justin Martyr (Hist. c. Tryph.) they are spoken of as still numerous (κόντο πόλα παρθένους); but, notwithstanding this they do not appear again.

The tribe was governed by a king (Judg. xi. 12, &c.; 1 Sam. xii. 12; 2 Sam. x. 1; Jer. xiv. 14) and by prince, "Ammonite" (2 Sam. x. 3; 1 Chr. xix. 3). It has been conjectured that Nahash (1 Sam. xi. 1; 2 Sam. x. 2) was the official title of the king, as Pharaoh was of the Egyptian monarchs; but this is without any clear foundation.

The divinity of the tribe was Moloch, generally named in the O. T. under the altered form of Milcom — the abomination of the children of Ammon; and occasionally as Maleham. In more than one passage under the word rendered "their king" in the A. V., an allusion is intended to this idol. [Moloch.]

The Ammonite names preserved in the sacred text are as follow. It is open to inquiry whether these words have reached us in their original form (certainly those in Greek have not), or whether they have been altered in transference to the Hebrew records.

Achlor, *Achiaph, quasi Ἀκιάφ, brother of light, Jud. v. 5, &c.


Hanum, *Hanum, pitiable, 2 Sam. x. 1, &c.

Molech, *Μολεχ, king.

Naamah, *Νααμά, pleasant, 1 K. xiv. 21, &c.

Nachash, *Ναχασ, serpent, 1 Sam. xi. 1, &c.

Shold, *Σόλουχ, return, 2 Sam. xvii. 27.

Timothaeus, *Τιμόθαιος, 1 Macc. v. 6, &c.

Tobiah, *Τοβιά, good, Neh. ii. 10, &c.

Zelok, *Ζέλοκ, scar; 2 Sam. xiii. 37.

The name Zammammin, applied by the Ammonites to the Hebram whom they despoissed, should not be omitted.

G.

AMMONITESS (ἡ Ἄμομωντισσίς) in 1 K. Ἄμομωντισσίς, 2 Chr. xiii. 13; 2 Chr. xxiv. 20; Alex. Ἄμομωντισσίς in 1 K.; [Vat. Ἄμομωντισσίς, Ἀμομωντισσίς] Amomithsis. A woman of Ammon. [See Ammonite.] Such were Naamah, the mother of Rehoboam, one of Solomon's foreign wives (1 K. xiv. 21, 31: 2 Chr. xii. 13), and Shimneath, whose son Zalad or Jozachar was one of the murderers of king Joash (2 Chr. xxiv. 20). For allusions to these mixed marriages see 1 K. xi. 1, and Neh. xiii. 25. In the Hebrew the word has always the definite article, and therefore in all cases should be rendered "the Ammonitess."

W. A. W.

AMNON (אַמֹּנְו, once אַמֹּנְו [faithful]): Ἄμονος, [Alex. sometimes Ἄμων]: Ammon. 1. Eldest son of David by Ahinoam the Jezreelites, born in Hebron while his father's royalty was only acknowledged in Judah. He dishonored his half-sister Tamar, and was in consequence murdered by her brother (2 Sam. xiii. 1—21). [Absalom.]

[See also 2 Sam. iii. 2, xiii. 32, 33, 39; 1 Chr. i. 1.]

2. Son of Shimon (1 Chr. iv. 20). G. E. L. C.

AMOK (אַמֹּק [deep or incomprehensible]): Ἀμοκ: [Vat. om.; Comp. Ἀμοκός]: Amoc. A priest, whose family returned with Zerubabel, and were represented by Elter in the days of Josiah (Neh. xii. 7, 29). W. A. W.

*AMOMUM (אָמוּם: amoom). In the description of the merchandise of Babylon (Rome) in Rev. xlviii. 13, the best critical editions read κρύσταλλον καὶ ἄμομον, "cinnamon and amomum," for κρύσταλλον of the received text. Under the name ἄμομον or amomum Dioscorides and Pliny describe an aromatic plant growing in India, Armenia, Media, and Pontus, which modern botanists have found it difficult to identify with any known species. (See Dioscor. i. 14; Plin. H. N. xii. 13, xiii. 1, 2, xvi. 32: Theophr. Hist. Plant. ix. 7; Fr. iv. 32.) Fée (Flore de Vigne, pp. 16, 17) supposes it to be the Amomum racemosum, Lam., Am. cariddmannum, Linn.; Hillerbeck (Phala Cinaesis, p. 21) makes it the Amomum grains Paracel: Sprengel (Hist. Rei. Herb. i. 140 ff. 247 f.), Fras, and others identify it with the *Osis

*Compare the sobriquet of "Le Balafré."
A'MON (יוֹמָן, יְהוֹמָן: meaning ambiguous; [Sin.] in Nahum, [Greek] in Psalms 104:47; [Hebrew] in Judges 8:7) also called ܢܘܡܢ (Nah. iii. 8; or Theb. 364; Matt. vi. 64, xiii. 7, 3; Sil. Hal. xi. 493). See Wetstein's note on Rev. xviii. 13.

A'MON, a god. 1. An Egyptian divinity, whose name occurs in that of Ṣiḥ-n (Nah. iii. 8; or Theb. 364, Matt. vi. 64, xiii. 7, 3; Sil. Hal. xi. 493). It has been supposed that Amon is mentioned in Jer. xvi. 25, but the A.V. is most probably correct in rendering Ṣiḥ-n as the multitude of Nc, as in the parallel passage, Ez. xxx. 15, where the equivalent יְהוֹמָן is employed. Comp. also Ez. xxx. 4, 10, for the use of the latter word with reference to Egypt. These cases, or at least the two former, seem therefore to be instances of pronounisation (comp. Is. xxx. 7, 11, 12). The Egyptian name of Amon, and the Latin Ammon and ammonites, but their writers give the Egyptian pronunciation as 'Aμονος (Herod. ii. 42): 'Aμων (Plut. de Isol. et Osir. 9), or 'Aμων (lambd. de Myst. viii. 3). The ancient Egyptian name is Amen, which must signify the hidden, from the verb aown, to envelop, conceal (Champollion, Dictionnaire Egyptien, p. 197). Cop. 2. 'AMUN. This interpretation agrees with that given by Plutarch, on the authority of a supposition of Manetho. (Mανήθης μὲν ὁ Ἑλευθέριος τὸ κεφαλαίων ὄντα τῆς πρῶτης ὄπω τοῦτος δηλούσα τὴν φωνήν τῆς ᾽Αμοῦν τῆς Ἑλευθ. κ. τ. l. c.) Amen was one of the eight gods of the first order, and chief of the triad of Thebes. He was worshipped at that city as Amen-Ra, or 'Amen the sun,' represented as a man wearing a

The god Amon. (Wilkinson.)

with Baal. In the Great Osiris, and the famous one named after him, he was worshipped in the form of the ram-headed god Num, and called either Amen, Amen-Ra, or Amen-Num, and thus the Greeks came to suppose him to be always ram-headed, whereas this was the proper characteristic of Num (Wilkinson, More Egypt and Thebaid, vol. ii. pp. 367, 375). The worship of Amon spread from the Oases along the north coast of Africa, and even penetrated into Greece. The Greeks identified Amen with Zeus, and he was therefore called Zeus Ammon and Jupiter Ammon. R. S. P.

A'MON, a god. 1. A king of Egypt, called 'Amon, son of the god Amon, and reigning in the reign of Thutmose III. He is mentioned in the First Intermediate Period, and was the last king of the Thinite dynasty. He was the founder of the Amarna Period, and the first king to adopt the Amon cult. He was succeeded by his son, Tutankhamun. The Amon cult was adopted by the Pharaohs of the Eighteenth Dynasty, and became the dominant religious cult of Egypt. Amon was considered the god of the capital city of Thebes, and was associated with the god Ra, the sun god. The Amon-Ra cult was the most important religious cult in ancient Egypt, and the Amon temple in Thebes was the most important temple in Egypt.

AMORITE. The Amorites (אַמְרִית, אַמְרָית) (always in the singular, accurately "the Amorite") — the dwellers on the summits — mountaineers: אַמְרִית (Amerithi), one of the chief nations who possessed the land of Canaan before its conquest by the Israelites.

In the genealogical table of Gen. x. the "Amori" is given as the fourth son of Canaan, with "Zidon, Beth [Hitite], the Jebusite," &c. The interpretation of the name as "mountaineer" or "highlanders" — due to Simons (see his "Omons-


toum"), though commonly wanted by Ewald — is quite in accordance with the notices of the text, which, except in a few instances, speak of the Amorites as dwelling on the elevated portions of the
country. In this respect they are contrasted with the Canaanites, who were the dwellers in the lowlands; and the two tribes mentioned in the division of the land to the east of the Jordan. "The Hittite, and the Jebusite, and the Amorite, dwell in the mountain [of Judah and Ephraim], and the Canaanite dwells by the sea [the lowlands of Philistia and Sharon] and by the 'side of Jordan' [in the valley of the Aravah], — was the report of the first Israelites who entered the country (Num. xiii. 22); and see Josh. v. 1, x. 6, xi. 9; Deut. i. 7, 20; "Mountain of the A.," ver. 44)). This we shall find repeated by other notices. In the very earliest times (Gen. xiv. 7) they are occupying the barren heights west of the Dead Sea, at the place which afterwards bore the name of En-gedi; hills in whose fastnesses, the "rocks of the wild goats," David afterwards took refuge from the pursuit of Saul (1 Sam. xxix. 25-24). [Hazezon-Tamar]. From this point they stretched west to Hebron, where Abram was then dwelling under the "oak grove" of the three brothers, Aner, Eshcol, and Mamre (Gen. xiv. 13; comp. xiii. 18). From this, their ancient seat, they may have crossed the valley of the Jordan, tempted by the high table-lands on the east, for there we next meet them at the date of the invasion of the country. Sihon, their then king, had taken the rich pasture-land south of the Jabok, and had driven the Moabites, its former possessors, across the wide chasm of the Arnon (Num. xxi. 16, 17), which the Israelites afterwards formed the boundary between the two hostile peoples (Num. xxi. 13). The Israelites apparently approached from the south-east, keeping "on the other side" (that is, on the east) of the upper part of the Arnon, which then bends southwards, so as to form the eastern boundary of the country of Moab. Their request to pass through his land to the fords of Jordan was refused by Sihon (Num. xxi. 21; Deut. ii. 20); he went out against them (xii. 21, 32), was killed with his sons and his people (iii. 33), and his land, cattle, and cities taken possession of by Israel (xii. 24, 25, 31, ii. 34-6). This rich tract, bounded by the Jabok on the north, the Arnon on the south, Jordan on the west, and the wilderness on the east (Judg. xii. 11, 22) — in the words of Josephus "a land lying between three rivers after the manner of an island." (Ant. iv. 5, 2 §) — was, perhaps, in the most special sense the "promised land of the Amorites." (Num. xiii. 31; Josh. xii. 2, 3, xiii. 9; Judg. xii. 21, 22) ; but their possessions are distinctly stated to have extended to the very feet of Hermon (Deut. iii. 8, iv. 48), abounding "all Gilead and all Bashan" (iii. 10), with the Jordan valley on the east of the river (iv. 49), and forming together the land of the "two kings of the Amorites," Sihon and Og (Deut. xxxi. 4; Josh. ii. 10, ix. 10, xiv. 12).

After the passage of the Jordan we again meet with Amorites disputing with Joshua the conquest of the west country. But although the name generally denotes the mountain tribes of the centre of the country, yet this definition is not always strictly maintained, varying probably with the author of the particular part of the history, and the time at which it was written. Nor ought we to expect that the Israelites could have possessed very accurate knowledge of a set of small tribes whom they were perhaps too soon to extinguish with whom they were forbidden to hold any intercourse — and, moreover, of whose general similarity to each other we have convincing proof in the confusion in question.

Some of these differences are as follows: — He has in "Amorite" in Gen. xiii. 18, xiv. 13, though "Hittite" in xiii. and "Canaanite" in Judg. i. 10. The "Hivites" of Gen. xxxv. 2, are "Amorites" in xviii. 22; and so also in Josh. ix. 7, x. 19, as compared with 2 Sam. xxi. 2. Jerusalem is "Amorite" in Josh. x. 5, 6; but in xv. 63, xviii. 28; Judg. i. 21, xiv. 11; 2 Sam. v. 6, &c., it is "Jebusite." The "Canaanites" of Num. xiv. 45 (comp. Judg. i. 17), are "Amorites" in Deut. iv. 44. Jarmouth, Laishah, and Eglon, were taken in the low country of the Shefelah, (Josh. xv. 35, 39), but in Josh. x. 5, 6, they are "Amorites that dwell in the mountains;" and it would appear as if the "Amorites" who forced the Danites into the mountain (Judg. i. 34, 35) must have themselves remained on the plain.

Notwithstanding these few differences, however, from a comparison of the passages previously quoted it appears plain that "Amorite" was a local term, and not the name of a distinct tribe. This is confirmed by the following facts. (1) The wide area over which the name was spread. (2) The want of connection between those on the east and those on the west of Jordan — which is only once hinted at (Josh. ii. 10). (3) The existence of kings like Sihon and Og, whose territories were separate and independent, but who are yet called "the two kings of the Amorites:" a state of things quite at variance with the habits of Semitic tribes. (4) Beyond the three confederates of Abram, and these two kings, no individual Amorites appear in the history (unless Arunah or Ornan the Jebusite be one). (5) There are no traces of any peculiar government, worship, or customs, different from those of the other "nations of Canaan." One word of the "Amorite" language has survived — the name Senir (not "Shenir") for Mount Hermon (Deut. iii. 9); but may not this be the Canaanite name as opposed to the Phoenician (Sidon) on the one side and the Hebrew on the other?

All mountaineers are warlike; and, from the three confederate brothers who at a moment's notice accompanied "Abrah the Hebrew" in his pursuit of the five kings, down to those who, not depressed by the slaughter inflicted by Joshua and the terror of the name of Israel, persisted in driving the children of Dan into the mountain, the Amorites fully maintained this character. After the conquest of Canaan nothing is heard in the Bible of the Amorites, except the occasional mention of their name in the usual formula for designating the early inhabitants of the country.

A'MOS (א'מוס, a burden: A'mos: Amnon), a native of Tekoa in Judah, about six miles S. of Bethlehem, originally a shepherd and dresser of sycamore-trees, was called by God's Spirit to be a prophet, although not trained in any of the regular prophetic schools (i. 1, vii. 14, 15). He travelled from Judah into the northern kingdom of Israel or Ephraim, and there exercised his ministry, apparently for a very long time. His death was announced, however, later than the 15th year of Uzziah's reign (n. c. 808, according to Clinton, F. H. ii. 325); for he tells us "that he prophesied in the reigns of Uzziah king of Judah, and Jeroboam the son of Joash king of Israel, two years before the earthquake."
This earthquake (also mentioned Zech. xiv. 5) cannot have occurred after the 17th year of Uzziah, since Jeroboam II. died in the 15th of that king's reign, which therefore is the latest year fulfilling the three chronological indications furnished by the prophet himself. But his (iii. 14) probably took place at an earlier period of Jeroboam's reign, perhaps about the middle of it: for on the one hand Amos speaks of the conquests of this warlike king as completed (vi. 13, cf. 2 K. xiv. 35), on the other the Assyrians, who towards the end of his reign were approaching Palestine (Hos. x. 6, xi. 5), do not seem as yet to have caused any alarm in the country. Amos predicts indeed that Israel and Judah, the leading nations will be overthrown by certain wild conquerors from the North (i. 5, v. 27, vi. 14), but does not name them, as if they were still unknown or uncensed. In this prophet's time Israel was at the height of power, wealth, and security, but infected by the crimes to which such a state is liable. The poor were oppressed (viii. 4), the ordinances of religion thought burdensome (viii. 5), and idleness, luxury, and extravagance were widespread. The society of the day was idyllic, of that of the golden calves, not of Paul, since Jehoiakim occupied the throne, though it seems probable from 2 K. xii. 6, which passage must refer to Jeroboam's reign (Benjamin i. 31), that the rites even of Astarte were tolerated in Samaria, though not encouraged. Cult-worship was specially practised at Bethel, where was a principal temple and summer palace for the king (vii. 14; cf. iii. 15), also at Gilgal, Dan, and Beersheba in Judah (iv. 5, v. 5, viii. 14), and was extensively mixed with the true worship of the Lord (v. 14, 21-23; cf. 2 K. xvii. 33). Amos went to reside at Bethel itself, but was compelled to return to Judah by the high-priest Amaziah, who procured from Jeroboam an order for his expulsion from the northern kingdom.

The book of the prophecies of Amos seems divided into four principal portions closely connected together. (1) From i. 1 to ii. 3 he denounces the sins of the nations bordering on Israel and Judah, as a preparation for (2), in which, from ii. 4 to vi. 11, he describes the state of those two kingdoms, especially the former. This is followed by (3), vii. 1-ix. 10, in which, after reflecting on the previous prophecy, he relates his visit to Bethel, and sketches the impending punishment of Israel which he predicted to Amaziah. After this, in (4), he rises to a loftier and more evangelical strain, looking forward to the time when the hope of the Messiah's kingdom will be fulfilled, and His people forgiven and established in the enjoyment of God's blessings to all eternity. The chief peculiarity of the style consists in the number of allusions to natural objects and agricultural occupations, as might be expected from the early date of the author. See i. 3, 5, 12, 14, iii. 1, 5, 6, 7, 9, v. 8, 19, vi. 12, vii. 5, 3, 9, 11, 14. The book presupposes a popular acquaintance with the Pentateuch and Heinekenberg, Ritus der Einigung im Alten Testament, i. 83-125, and implies that the ceremonies of religion, except where corrupted by Jeroboam I., were in accordance with the law of Moses. The references to it in the New Testament are two: v. 25, 26, 27.

\* There was a later Jewish tradition, says Stanley, that he was beaten and wounded by the indignantcrowd on some occasion; but he should have died in his native place—the fate which such a rough, plain-spoken preacher would naturally invite; and it was almost as if it had been carried to its logical extreme, with the motive it suggests.

\* Among the later commentators on Amos may be mentioned J. A. Theiner, Klein. Propheten, 1828; Hitzig, Klein. Prophet, erklart, 1838, 3 ed. Ausl. 1833; Muraet, Com. Gram. Hist. Crit. in Prophet. Minoros, 1840; Ewald, Prophet. d. Alten Bundes, 1840; Umbreit, Proph. Com. über die Prophet. IV. ii. 1844; Heuender, Minor Prophet. Lland. 1845, Amer. ed. 1850; Baur, Die Prophet. Amos, erklart, 1847, and Pusey, Minor Prophet., 1861. There is a rapid but graphic sketch of the contents of the prophecy, as well as of the career of the prophet, by Stanley (Jewish Church, ii. 396 f. Amer. ed.) for a list of the older writers and their characteristics, the reader is referred to Baur's Einleitung to his commentary named above (pp. 149-162).

2. (Amos: Amos.) Son of Naum, in the genealogy of Jesus Christ (Luke iii. 25). W. A. W.

AMOZ (Ἀμώζ; Amos), father of the prophet Isaiah (2 K. xix. 2, xx. 1; 2 Chr. xxvi. 22, xxvii. 22, 29; Is. i. 1, ii. 1, xiii. 1, xx. 22 [xxvii. 21], xxxviii. 1.)

AMPHIPOLIS (Ἀμφιπόλις; Amphipolis), a city of Macedonia, through which Paul and Silas passed in their way from Philippi to Thessalonica (Acts xvii. 1). It was distant 33 Roman miles from Philippi (Itin. Anton., p. 320). It was called Amphipolis, because the river Strymon flowed almost round the town (Thuc. iv. 192). It stood upon an eminence on the left or eastern bank of this river, just below its entrance from the lake Cerasitis, and at the distance of about three miles from the sea. It was a colony of the Athenians, and was memorable in the Peloponnesian war for the battle fought under its walls, in which both Brasidas and Cleon were killed (Thuc. v. 6-11). Its site is now occupied by a village called Nikopolis, in Turkish Jeniköy, or "New-Town."

* The reader will notice from the wood-cut (taken from Cousin) the singular position of this apostolic place. Nikopolis is the modern Greek Neómpolis. Though the name is changed, the identification is undeniable, since the position answers so perfectly to the ancient name and to the notices of ancient writers (cfr. Νικόπολις περάν τοῦ Ἱπταμένου τοῦ Στρυμόνα, Thuc. iv. 192). Cousin inserts a plan of the ruins still found on the spot in his Voyage dans la Macédoine (i. 131), among which are parts of the city wall, symbolic figures, inscriptions, tombs, &c. See also Leake's Northern Greece, iii. 181 f., on the point here where Paul crossed the Strymon on his mission of philanthropy (διὰ Ἀμφιπολίτων τοῦ σταυροῦ ἐπὶ Θεόν, Tit. iii. 43). Nercessian, on his invasion of Greece, "offered a sacrifice of white horses to the river, and buried alive nine youths and maidens." See Herod. vii. 113, 114 and Rawlinson's note there. It was not till after the great sacrifice on Gorgotha that human sacrificers would naturally bristle; and it was almost as if it had been carried to its logical extreme, with the motive it suggests. (Cfr. Νικόπολις, Mat. xxiii. 35.) See Jewish Church, ii. 290, Amer. ed. 32.
AMULETS

Ampelis.

been cease generally, even among the Greeks and Romans. See Lasaulx's interesting monograph entitled Silbongef der Griechen u. Römer u. ihr Verhältnis zu dem Einem auf Golgota (tr. in the Bibl. Sacra, i. 308-408). For the classical interest of Amphiopis, the reader is referred to Grote's History of Greece, vi. 625 ff., and Arnold's Thucydides, ii. (at end). [APOLLOXIA.] H.

AMPLIAS ('Amyiaías, Lachm. marg. Sin. AVG. 'Amyiaías: Ampelis), a Christian at Rome [whom Paul salutes and terms his beloved in the Lord'] (Rom. xvi. 8).

AMRAM (['Amyras, people of the exalted, i.e. Ger]: 'Amyras, ['Amyras: Vat. in Ex. vi. 20, Ἀμμαράς: Amaran). 1. A Levite, father of Moses, Aaron, and Miriam (Ex. vi. 18, 2); Num. iii. 10, (xxvi. 58, 59; 1 Chr. vi. 2, 5, 18, xxiii. 12, 15, xxiv. 20)]. R. W. B.

2. (['Amyras: 'Eiméras: Alex. Ἀμμάδα: [Ald. 'Amydá: Comp. 'Amydáv: Hamram.) Properly Hamran or Charmun; son of Dishon and descendant of Levi (1 Chr. i. 41). In Gen. xxxvi. 29 he is called Ἡμιδάν, and this is the reading in 1 Chr. in many of Kennicott's MSS.

3. (['Amyras: 'Amyras: [Vat. Ἀμαρείς: Alex. Ἀμβραία: Amaran). One of the sons of Bani, in the time of Ezra, who had married a foreign wife (Ex. x. 34). Called Ὀλμαραί in 1 Esdr. ix. 34.

AMRIMATES, THE (['Amyras, ὁ 'Amyras: ὁ Ἀμβραία: Alex. ὁ Ἀμβραία, ὁ Ἀμπραία: Amramites). A branch of the great Kohathite family of the tribe of Levi (Num. iii. 27; 1 Chr. xxvi. 23); descended from Amram, the father of Moses.

W. A. W.

AMRAPHEL (['Amyrapel: Am-raphel), perhaps a Hamite king of Shinar or Babylon, who joined the victorious inversion of the Elamite Chedorlammer against the kings of Sodom and Gomorrah and the cities of the plain (Gen. iv. 1, 9). The meaning of the name is uncertain;

some have connected it with the Sanskrit aumrāpeli, "the guardian of the immortals." (Comp. Rawlinson's Herodotes, i. 446.) S. L.

AMULETS were ornaments, gems, scrolls, &c., worn as preservatives against the power of enchantments, and generally inscribed with mystic forms or characters. The "ear-rings" in Gen. xxxv. 4 (ἔντος: ἕνας) were obviously connected with idolatrous worship, and were probably amulets taken from the bodies of the skin Shechemites. They are subsequently mentioned among the spoils of Midian (Judg. viii. 21), and perhaps their objectionable character was the reason why Gideon asked for them. Again, in Hos. ii. 13, "decking herself with ear-rings" is mentioned as one of the signs of the "days of Baalim." Hence in Chaldee an ear-ring is called ἄμνηστη.

But amulets were more often worn round the neck, like the golden bulla or leather lorum of the Roman boys. Sometimes they were precious stones, supposed to be endowed with peculiar virtues. In the "Mirror of stones" the strongest properties are attributed to the amethyst, Kinocetus, Alectoria, Ceranium, &c.; and Fliny, talking of succina, says "Infantibus aligari amuletis ratione prodest." (xxxvi. 12, s. 37). They were generally suspended as the centre-piece of a necklace, and among the Egyptians often consisted of the embalms of various deities, or the symbol of truth and justice ("Thmei"). A gem of this kind, formed of sapphires, was worn by the chief judge of Egypt (Diod. i. 48, 75), and a similar one is represented as worn by the youthful deity Harropates (Wilkinson, Ant. Egypt. iii. 394). The Arabs hang round their children's necks the figure of an open bantu; a custom which, according to Svor, arises from the un-buckleless of the number 5. This principle is often found in the use of amulets. Thus the basilisk is constantly engraved on the talismanic scarabaei of Egypt, and according to John (Arch. Bibl. § 131 Engl. tr.), the ἄμνηστη of Is. iii. 21, were "fig-
AMULETS

ues of serpents carried in the hand (more probably worn in the ears) by Hebrew women. The word is derived from בַּרְצָה, *sidheq*, and means both *enchantments* (cf. Is. iii. 3), and the magica1 words and formulas used to avert them (Gesen. s. v.). It is doubtful whether the LXX. intends περπατία as a translation of this word: *pro voce* περπατο, nihil est in textu Hebraico* " (Schlesner's *Thesaurus*). For a like reason the phallic was among the sacred emblems of the Vestals (Dict. of Art, art. "Fascinating").

The commonest amulets were sacred words (the tetragrammaton, &c.) or sentences, written in a peculiar manner, or inscribed in some cabalistic figure, like the shield of David, called also Solomon's Seal. Another form of this figure is the pentangle (or pentacle, r. Scott's *Antiquity*), which "consists of three triangles intersected, and made of five lines, which may be set forth with the body of man to touch and point out the places where our Savour was wounded" (Sir Thos. Brown's *Vulg. Exrcv*. i. 19). Under this head fall the 'Εγκέπτα προσωπου (Acts xix. 19), and in later times the Arabic gems of the Basilians; and the use of the word *Abmnedahar*, recommended by the physician Serennas Samonius, as a cure of the hernia. The same physician prescribes for quartan ague:

"Διαφορικός ἱπποδρόμος συντομ συνειδημον.

Charms consisting of words written on bolts of papyrus tightly rolled up and sewed in linen, have been found at Thebes (Wilkinson, i. c.), and our English translators possibly intended something of the kind when they rendered the curious phrase (in Is. iii.) מַּהְרָן מְלַחְקָה by "tablets." It was the danger of lewdish practices arising from a

Amulet. Modern Egyptian. (From Lane's Modern Egyptians.)

knowledge of this custom that probably induced the sanction of the use of phylacteries (Deut. vi. 8: xi. 18, מַּהְרָן מְלַחְקָה). The modern Arabs use amulets of the Koran (which they call "telemos" or "cababaki") in the same way.

A very large class of amulets depended for their value on their being constructed under certain astronomical conditions. Their most general use was to avert ill-luck, &c., especially to nullify the effect of the עֲבֹדָה מְלַחְקָה, a belief in which is found among all nations. The Jews were particularly addicted to them, and the only restriction placed by the Rabbis on their use was, that none but approved amulets (i.e., such as were known to have cured three persons) were to be worn on the Sabbath. (Lightfoot's *Hor. Hebr.* in Matt. xxiv. 21). It was thought that they kept off the evil spirits who caused disease. Some animal substances were considered to possess such properties, as we see from Paul. (xxviii. 42) mentioning a fox's tongue worn on an amulet as a charm against bleak eyes, and says (xxx. 15) "Scablarum cornua alligata amuleti naturam obstinent;" perhaps an Egyptian fancy. In the same way one of the Roman emperors wore a seal-skim as a charm against thunder.

Among plants, the white hyacinth and the Hyssop, or *Hygana syriaca*, are mentioned as useful (St. G. Brown, *Vulg. Exrcv*. i. 19). He attributes the whole doctrine of amulets to the devil, but still shows a hint that they may work by "imponderable and invisible emissions"


2. (Ammzi [Vat.-sic]: Amizi). A priest, whose descendant Adahiah with his brethren did the service for the Temple in the time of Nehemiah (Neh. xi. 12).

W. A. W.

A'NABB [אַנַבָּב [goose-town, Gesen.]: *Ambedh*, *Amad*: Alex. *Amadh*: *Amad*), a town in the mountains of Judah (Josh. xv. 50), named, with Debir and Hebron, as once belonging to the Ana-kim (Josh. xi. 21). It has retained its ancient name ("Amad"), and lies among the hills about ten miles S. W. of Hebron, close to Sheva and Edentien (Eob. i. 494). The conjecture of Eus. and Jerome (Nom. *Amadh, Amud*), is evidently impossible.

G.

A'MAEL (Amael). The brother of Tobit (Tob. i. 21).

A'NAH [אָנָה [pers. answering, i. e. a request]: *Anai*. (Gen. xxxvi. 24, Alex. *Gerai*: 1 Chr. i. 40, 41. Rom. *Apeli*: Alex. *Grau*: *Arai*: *Arai*), the son of Ziloeon, the son of Seir, the Horite (Gen. xxxvi. 24, 24: and father of Abdihaman, one of the wives of Esau (Gen. xxxvi. 2, 14). We are not dubious as to understand the text with Winer, Hengstenberg, &c., though the Hebrew reads *Abdihamah, daughter of Anah*, daughter of Zibeon (*כֶּבֶּהֶר* אֱלָה אֶלֶּה יְבֵן). It is there any necessity to correct the reading in accordance with the Same, which has instead of the second הַּיָּבֶּה instead of to Abdihaman instead of to its immediate antecedent Anah. The word is thus used in the wider sense of descendant (here granddaughter), as it is apparently again in this chapter, v. 28. We may further conclude with Hengstenberg (Pract. ii. 280: Eng. trans. ii. 225) that the Anah mentioned amongst the sons of Seir in v. 29 in connection with Zibeon, is the same person as here referred to, and is therefore the grandson of Seir. The invention of the genealogy plainly is not so much to give the literal descent of the Seirites as to enumerate these descendants who, being heads of tribes, came into connection with the Edomites. It would thus appear that Anah, from whom Esau's wife sprang, was the head of a tribe independent of his father, and ranking on an equality with that tribe. Several difficulties occur in regard to the race and name of Anah. By his descent from Seir he is a
ANAHARATH and ANAMMELECH

Anaharath [which see] (Gen. xxxvi. 20), whilst in v. 2 he is called a Hivite, and again in the narrative (Gen. xxvi. 34) he is called Beeri the Hittite.

Hengstenberg's explanation of the first of these difficulties is far-fetched: and it is more probable that the word Hivite (חֵיתֵי) is a mistake of transcribers for Horite (כָּהִיתֵי). With regard to the identification of Anah the Horite with Beeri the Hittite, see Beeri.

F. W. G.

* In Gen. xxxvi. 24 (A. V.), we read: "This was that Anah that found the nudes in the wilderness, as he fed the asses of Ziloon his father." The word בַּעֲלָה is here rendered males, according to the Jewish explanation (Targ. of Jonathan, the Talmud, Scandin., Rabbinic commentators), followed in Luther's and other modern versions. With this rendering of בַּעֲלָה, the statement is altogether insignificant, unless נְעִיִּים is taken (as by the Talmudist) in the sense of invent, as in Luther's version; meaning that Anah found out the way of producing males, by coupling animals of different species. But this sense the Hebrew word will not bear. The explanation is evidently drawn from the connection merely, without any support from etymology. Equally baseless is the interpretation in the Targ. of Onkelos, and the Samaritan Codex, taking בַּעֲלָה in the sense of giants (as if נְעִיִּים). Deut. ii. 11.

Another and probably older exegetical tradition, transmitted through Jerome and the Vulgate, renders בַּעֲלָה by verna springs (Vulgate aquas calid.). This has the support of etymology (Genesius, Thea., בַּעֲלָה), as well as of the ancient tradition, and is corroborated by the frequent occurrence of warm springs in the region referred to, as observed both by ancient writers and by modern travellers.

T. J. C.

ANAHARATH [בַּעֲלָה] (בַּעֲלָה) [hollow way or pass, First].: Anah'aroth: [Alex. Anah'arah: Anah'arah], a place within the borders of Issachar, named with Shickon and Rabith (Josh. xix. 19). Nothing is yet known of it.

G.

* Some think it may be the present Ar'nah, near the foot of Gilboa, about 2 miles east of Jenin (En-gannim). See Zeller's Bibl. Wörterb. p. 60, 2te Aufl. Robinson mentions the place twice (ii. 316, 319), but does not suggest the identification.

H.

ANAH'AH [ם] (ם) [י]: Ar'afips: [Vat. M. Ar'apha: Ar'apha]. 1. Probably a priest; one of those who stood on Ezra's right hand as he read the Law to the people (Neh. viii. 4). He is called Anahas in 1 Esdr. ix. 43.

2. (Ar'apha: [Vat. Ar'apha: Abd. Ar'apha] Ar'apha). One of the "heads" of the people who signed the covenant with Nehemiah (Neh. x. 22).

W. A. W.

AN'AK. [Anakim.]

AN'AKIM [גַּלְגַּלָּה]: [Ar'aphah: [Vat. -apha, and so Alex. in Deut. i. 27] Ar'rephah], a race of giants (so called either from their stature (long.collis, Gesen.). or their strength (Fürst.), (the root גַּלְגַּלָּה being identical with our word neck), descendants of Arba (Josh. xv. 13, xxi. 11), dwelling in the southern part of Canaan, and particularly at Hebron, which from their progenitor received the name of גַּלְגַּלָּה. Besides the general designation Anakim, they are variously called גַּלְגַּלָּה, sons of Anak (Num. xiii. 33), גַּלְגַּלָּה, sons of Anak (Num. xiii. 32), and גַּלְגַּלָּה, sons of Anakim [LXX. υἱοὶ γαρδάτων] (Deut. i. 28). These designations serve to show that we must regard Anak as the name of the race rather than that of an individual, and this is confirmed by what is said of Arba, his progenitor, that he "was a great man among the Anakim" (Josh. xiv. 15).

The race appears to have been divided into three tribes or families, bearing the names Sheshai, Ahiman, and Talmai. Though the warlike appearance of the Anakim had struck the Israelites with terror in the time of Moses (Num. xiii. 28; Deut. ix. 2), they were nevertheless dispossessed by Joshua, and utterly driven from the land, except a small remnant that found refuge in the Philistine cities, Gaza, Gath, and Ashdod (Josh. xi. 21). Their chief city, Hebron, became the possession of Caleb, who is said to have driven out from it the three sons of Anak mentioned above, that is, the three families or tribes of the Anakim (Josh. xv. 14; Judg. i. 20). After this time they vanish from history.

F. W. G.

AN'AMIM [גַּלְגַּלָּה] : Ar'me'elah: [Alex. Ar'meelah: Abd. Ar'meelah] Ar'melah), one of the idols worshipped by the colonists introduced into Samaria from Sebharvain (2 K. xvii. 31). He was worshipped with rites resembling those of Melech, children being burnt in his honor; and is the companion to Adrammelech. As Adrammelech is the male power of the sun, so Anammelech is the female power of the sun (Rawlinson's Hist. of the Prom. x. 611). The etymology of the word is uncertain. Rawlinson connects it with the name Anamut. Gesenius derives the name from words meaning 'idol and king,' but Reland (de vet. ling. Pers. i.) deduces the first part of it from the Persian word for 'grief.' Winer advocates a derivation connecting the idol with the constellation Ce-
ANAN [a chson]: 'Hida, Alex. [Comp.]. 'Hirson: Anan. 1. One of the "heads", of the people, who signed the covenant with Nehemiah (Neh. x. 20).

2. (Arab: Alex. Arvas: Aroni.) HANAN 4 (1 Esdr. v. 30; comp. Ezra ii. 46). W. A. W.

ANANI (???) [Jehovah protects]: 'Aravz: 'Anani. The seventh son of Elioenai, descended through Zerubbabel from the line royal of Judah (1 Chron. iii. 24). W. A. W.

ANANIAH (???) [whom Jehovah protects]: 'Aravz: 'Anani. Probably a priest; ancestor of Ananiah, who assisted in rebuilding the city wall after the return from Babylon (Neh. iii. 23).

ANANIAH (???) [whom Jehovah protects], a place, named between Noh and Hazor, in which the Enamites lived after their return from captivity (Neh. xi. 32). The LXX. [in most MSS.] omits all mention of this and the accompanying names [but Comp. has 'Aravz, and F.3 Aravz].

ANANIAS (???, or ???) [Jehovah is gracious]: 'Aravz: 'Anani. 1. A high-priest in Acts xxiii. 2 if xxiv. 1. [Before whom Paul attempted to defend himself, in the Jewish Council at Jerusalem, but was silenced with a blow on the mouth for asserting that he had always "lived in all good conscience before God." See, in regard to that incident, Acts v.]. He was the son of Nehemiah (Joseph, 'Avavias, Ant. xx. 5, § 2); succeeded Joseph son of Caiaphas (Ant. xx. 1, § 3, 5, § 2), and preceded Ismael son of Phah (Ant. xx. 8, §§ 8, 11). He was nominated to the office by Herod king of Chalcis, in x. v. 45 (Ant. xx. 5, § 2); and in x. v. 52 sent to Rome by the prefect Ciphas Quadratus to answer before the Emperor Claudius a charge of oppression brought by the Samaritans (Ant. xx. 6, § 2). He appears, however, not to have lost his office, but to have resumed it on his return. This has been doubted; but Wieseler ('Avavias, d. Apostol. Zeitalters, p. 76, note) has shown that it was in all probability, seeing that the procurator Cummans, who went to Rome with him as his adversary, was unsuccessful, and was condemned to banishment. He was deposed from his office shortly before Felix left the province (Ant. xx. 8, § 8; but still held great power, which he used violently and lawlessly (Ant. xx. 9, § 2). He was at last assassinated by the Sicarii (B. J. ii. 17, § 9) at the beginning of the last Jewish war.

2. A disciple at Jerusalem, husband of Sapphira (Acts v. 1 ff.). Having sold his goods for the benefit of the church, he kept back a part of the price, bringing to the apostles the remainder, as if it were the whole, his wife also being privy to the scheme. St. Peter, being enabled by the power of the Spirit to see through the fraud, denounced him as having lied to the Holy Ghost, i. e. having attempted to pass upon the Spirit resident in the soul as an act of deliberate deceit. On hearing this, Ananias fell down and expired. That this incident was no mere physical consequence of St. Peter's severity of tone, as some of the German writers have maintained, distinctly appears by the direct sentence of a similar death pronounced by the same apostle upon his wife Sapphira a few hours after. [Sapphira.] It is of course possible that Ananias's death may have been an act of divine justice unlooked for by the apostle, as there is no mention of such an intended result in his speech; but in the case of the wife, such an idea is out of the question. Nienroyer (Charakteristik der Bibel, c. 55) has well stated the case as regards the husbands which some have endeavored to cast on St. Peter in this matter, when he says that not man, but God, is thus animadverted on. The apostle is but the organ and announcer of the divine justice, which was pleased by this act of deserved severity to protect the morality of the infant church, and strengthen its power for good.

3. A false disciple at Damascus (Acts ix. 10 ff.), of high repute, "a devout man according to the law, having a good report of all the Jews which dwelt there" (Acts xxii. 12). Being ordered by the Lord in a vision, he sought out Saul during the period of blindness and dejection which followed his conversion, and announced to him his future commission as a preacher of the Gospel, conveying to him at the same time, by the laying on of his hands, the restoration of sight, and commanding him to arise, and be baptized, and wash away his sins, calling on the name of the Lord. Tradition makes him to have been afterwards bishop of Damascus, and to have died by martyrdom (Muratorian Canon, i. 76 f.).

ANANIAS (Aravz: [Vat. Apocr.]: Alex. Arvas: Abd. 'Aravz: 'Anani.). 1. The sons of Ananias to the number of 101 (Vulg. 130) enumerated in 1 Esdr. v. 16 as having returned with Zerubbabel. No such name exists in the parallel lists of Ezra and Nehemiah.

2. Ananias; son, in Vulg. 1) HANAN 3 (1 Esdr. ix. 21; comp. Ezra x. 20).

3. (Anani.) HANANIAH 9 (1 Esdr. ix. 29; comp. Ezra x. 28).

4. (Anani.) ANANIAH 1 (1 Esdr. ix. 43; comp. Neh. viii. 4).


6. Father of Ananias, whose name was assumed by the angel Raphael (Tob. v. 92, 134). In the LXX. he appears to be the eldest brother of Tobit.

7. (Arvaniai.) Ancestor of Judith (Jud. viii. 1). The Cod. Sin. [with Alex.] gives Aravanus, though the Vat. MS. omits the name.

8. (Aravz: Vat. Apocr.): Shadrach (Song of 34 b. 66; 1 Macc. ii. 59). [HANANIAH 7.]

W. A. W.

ANANTHEMEN (Avsvia). Forefather of Tobias (Tab. 1). I.

ANATH (???, i. e. to prayer): 'Aravz; Aravz: [Vat. Luc. and Aravz: Alex. Aravz, Kevavz: 'Anani.] Asheth, father of Shamgar (Judg. iii. 31, v. 6).

ANATHHEMA (??, or ??, or ??) in LXX., the equivalent for ??, a thing or person denounced; in N. T. generally translated anathema. The more usual form is ??, with the sense of an offering supraadul, in a temple (Luke xxii. 52 Macc. ix. 16). The Alexandrine writers preferred the short penultimate in this and other kindred words (e. g. ??, ??);: but occasionally both forms occur in the MSS., as in 1 Macc. vii. 19 and 2 Macc. xxxii 13; Luke xxii. 51: no distinctive sense.
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ANCHOR ANDRONICUS

in tilled fields of grain, with figs and olives. There are the remains of walls and strong foundations, and the quarries still supply Jerusalem with building stone (Rob. i. 437, 438). G.

* The present Andō is a little hamlet of 12 or 13 houses, where, as of old on roofs of this humble class, the grass still grows on the house-tops; the striking image of the Song of Songs (i. 5, 7, and ii. xxxii. 27) of man's immaturity and frailty. The 100 House in Besser's Bibl. Worth. p. 61, should certainly be 100 inhabitants (or less), and not “houses.” It is worth remarking, too, that parts of the Dead Sea and its dismal scenery are distinctly visible from this ancient home of the pensive, heart-burdened Jeremiah. Dr. Wilson (Land of the Bible, i. 483) represents Andō as within sight from the Mount of Olives. H.

ANCHOR. [Srn^]

ANDREW, St. (Ἀνδρέας; Andrew: the name Andreas occurs in Greek writers: e. g. Athen. viii. 312, and xv. 678; it is found in Dion Cass. libri. 32, as the name of a Caesarien (Xn. in the reign of Trajan), one among the first called of the Apostles of our Lord (John i. 40, 41; Matt. iv. 18); brother (whether elder or younger is uncertain) of Simon Peter (ibid.). He was of Bethsaida, and had been a disciple of John the Baptist. On hearing Jesus a second time designated by him as the Lamb of God, he left his former master, and in company with another of John's disciples attached himself to our Lord. By his means his brother Simon was brought to Jesus (John i. 41).

The apparent discrepancy in Matt. iv. 18 from Mark iii. 16 ff, where the two appear to have been called together, is no real one. St. John relating the first introduction of the disciples to Jesus, the other Evangelists their formal call to follow Him in his ministry. In the catalogue of the Apostles, Andrew appears, in Matt. x. 2, Luke vi. 14, second, next after his brother Peter, but in Mark iii. 16, Acts i. 13, fourth, next after the three, Peter, James, and John, and in company with Philip. And this appears to have been his real place of dignity among the apostles; for in Mark xiii. 3, we find Peter, James, John, and Andrew, inquiring privately of our Lord about His coming; and in John xii. 23, when certain Greeks wished for an interview with Jesus, they applied through Andrew, who consulted Philip, and in company with him, proposed the request to our Lord. This last circumstance, combined with the Greek character of both their names, may perhaps point to some slight shade of Hellenistic connection on the part of the two apostles; though it is extremely improbable that any of the Twelve were Hellenists in the proper sense. On the occasion of the five thousand in the wilderness wanting nourishment, it is Andrew who points out the little lad with the five barley loaves and the two fishes. Scripture relates nothing of him beyond these scattered notices. Except in the catalogue (i. 13), his name does not occur once in the Acts. The traditions about him are various. Eusebius (iii. 1) makes him preach in Smyrna; Jerome (Ep. 148, ad Marc.) and Theodoret (ad Paulin. exvii.), in Achaim (Greece); Nicephorus (ii. 38), in Asia Minor and Thrace. He is said to have been crucified at Patrae in Achaim, or a cruze decussata (X); but this is doubted by Lipsius (de Cruce, i. 7), and Sagittarii (de Crucccssibus Martyrum, viii. 12). Eusebius (H. E. iii. 25) speaks of an apocryphal Acts of Andrew: and Epiphanius (Her. xvi. 1) states that the Evangelists accredited it among their principal Scriptures; and (xiii. 2) he says the same of the Origenists. (See Fabric. Cod. Apocr. i. 436 ff. [Tischendorf, Acta Apost. Apost. p. xii. ff., 105 ff. Memory, Grant. i. 221 ff.] Perenn. Vit. Apost. i. 82 ff.)

II. A.

ANDRONICUS (Ἀνδρόνικος [man of victory]). 1. An officer left as victor (Σάββατος, 2 Macc. iv. 31) in Antioch by Antiochus Epiphanes during his absence (v. c. 171). Menæcus avoided himself of the opportunity to secure his good offices by offering him some golden vessels which he had taken from the temple. When Onias (Οἰνας ΙΙΙ.) was certainly assured that the sacrifice had been committed, he sharply reproved Menæcus for the crime, having previously taken refuge in the sanctuary of Apollo and Artemis in Daphne. At the instigation of Menæcus, Andronicus induced Onias to leave the sanctuary and immediately put him to death in prison (παρακάτω, 2 Macc. xii. 37). This murder excited general indignation; and on the return of Antiochus, Andronicus was publicly degraded and executed (2 Macc. iv. 30-38). Josephus places the death of Onias before the high-priesthood of Jason (Ant. xii. 5, 4) and omits all mention of Andronicus; but there is not sufficient reason to doubt the truthfulness of the narrative, as Wernershof has done (De judeis llib. Macc. pp. 90 f.).

2. Another officer of Antiochus Epiphanes who was left for him on Gibraltar (de Tap. 2 Macc. v. 29), probably in occupation of the temple there. As the name was common, it seems unreasonable to identify this general with the former one, and so to introduce a contradiction into the history (Wernershof, l. c.: Ewald, Greek d. Volks Isr. iv. 335 n.; comp. Grimm, 2 Macc. iv. 38).

B. F. W.

ANDRONICUS (Ἀνδρόνικος; Andronicus), a Christian at Rome, saluted by St. Paul (Rom. xvi. 7), together with Junias. The two are called by him his relations (συγγενείς) and fellow-captives, and of note among the apostles, using that term probably in the wider sense; and he describes them as having been converted to Christ before himself. According to Hippolytus he was bishop of Panomia; according to Dorotheus, of Spain. H. A.

* Luke, as the companion of Paul's life for so many years, could hardly fail to have met with Andronicus and Junias (rather than Junia) in his travels, and, according to his habit (Luke i. 1), could have learnt much from them as personal witnesses, concerning the earlier events of Christianity, before Paul himself had been brought into the ranks of Christ's followers. As regards the mechanics, they had removed to the neighboring Capernaum from Bethsaida, their original home (John i. 44). H.

* The sense may be (as Meyer, Philippff, De Wette, Stuart, prefer) that the two were so famous (Σάββατος as to have become well known among the apostles. It is uncertain when or where they shared Paul's episcopacy.

H.
ANEM

(though illustrated) of the early Christians for obtaining and diffusing such knowledge among themselves, see Tholuck's striking remarks in his Gläubenbildung
des geschehn. Gesch., p. 140 ff.]

H. ANEM (אנה [see fountain]): תור אנה
(Alex. Aquæ [Anem]), a city of Issachar, with
suburbs,” belonging to the Gerzounites, 1 Chr.
vi. 73 (Heb. 58). It is omitted in the lists in Josh.
xix. and xxi., and instead of it we find En-ananim.
Possibly one is the contraction of the other, as
Kartan of Kirjathaim.

G. ANER (אנה [perh. = ענה, boy, Ges.]): אנה
[Vat. Aquæ; Atl. Alex. Krdp; Comp. Arnp;] Aner), a city of Manasseh west of Jordan,
with "suburbs" given to the Kohathites (1 Chr.
vi. 70 (55)). By comparison with the parallel list
in Josh. xxi. 25, it would appear to be a cor-
taporation of Tanneh (הנה for ענה).

* Kammer distinguishes Aner from Tanneh,
regarding the former merely as omitted in Josh.
xxi. 25 (P'θσστα, p. 121; ινόν Αντί).]

H. ANER (אנה [perh. boy]): ענה;
[Comp. in Gen. xiv. 21. (Amer;) Aner), one of the three
Hebronite chiefs who aded Abraham in the pursuit
after the four invading kings (Gen. xiv. 18, 21).

K. W. B.

ANETHOTHE, THE (אנה 
) [Vat. [thritis]; Alex. Αναθωθεις: de
Anathoth.] An inhabitant of Anathoth of the
tribe of Benjamin (2 Sam. xxiii. 37). Called also
ANETHOTHE and ANOTHE.

W. A. W.

ANETHOTHE, THE (אנה 
) [Vat.
inhabitant of Anathoth (1 Chr. xxvii. 12). Called also
ANATHOTHE and ANOTHOTHE.

W. A. W.

ANGAREU'O (Ἀγαρεύω: Angaríco, Vulg.,
Matt. v. 41, Mark xv. 21), simply translated "compel
in the A. V., is a word of Persian, or
rather of Tatar, origin, signifying to compel to
serve as an Áγγελος or mounted courier. The
words anérkevi or anérkevi, in Tatar, mean compulsory
work without pay. Herodotus (viii. 98) describes
the system of the áγγελος. He says that
the Persians, in order to make all haste in
carrying messages, have relays of men and horses
stationed at intervals, who hand the despatch from
one to another without interruption either from
weather or darkness, in the same way as the Greeks
in their λαοσιοιρια. This horse-post of the
Persians called Áγγελος. In order to effect the
object, license was given to the couriers by the gov-
ernment to press to the service men, horses, and
even themselves. Hence the word is meant to signify
"press," and áγγελος is explained by Suidas
διονουσια και αγεωσια δολεια, and áγγελουσια,
vii. φυτισσον ἀγγελεια. Persian supremacy
introduced the practice and the name into Pales-
rine; and Lightfoot says the Talmudists used to
call any oppressive service áγγελος. Among
the proposals made by Demetrius Soter to Jonathan
the high-priest, one was μη áγγελουσια αυτων
του τουδειαν ṣοπρυγια. The system was also adopted
by the Romans, and thus the word "angario"
came into use in later Latin. Many alludes to
the practice, "destinationem tabellarii diplomatis ad-
juvam." Sir J. Chardin and other travellers make
mention of it. The áγγελος were also called áσ-
edo[. (Liddell and Scott, and Stephens; ana
Scheller, Lex. s. v.; Xen. Cyrop. viii. 6, §§ 17,
18; Athen. iii. 94, 122; Ἄσεχ. Ap. 282, Perss.
217 (Hind.); Esth. xiii. 14; Josephus. A. J. xiii. 2.
§ 8; Philo. Qum. iv. 14, 121, 122; Lightfoot, On
Mott. v. 41; Chardin, Travels, p. 257; Patr. De
Mag. p. 326.]

W. P.

ANGELS (אנה [אנה]: αἱ ἄγγελοι; often with
the addition of נון, or נון, in later
books the word נון א聲音, is used as an
equivalent term). By the word "angels" (i. e.
"messengers" of God) we ordinarily understand a
race of spiritual beings, of a nature excited far
above that of man, although infinitely removed
from that of God, whose office is to do Him ser-
vice in heaven, and by His appointment to suc-
cess and defend men on earth." The object of
the present article is threefold: 1st, to refer to any
other Scriptural uses of this and similar words;
2ndly, to notice the revelations of the nature of
these spiritual beings given in Scripture; and 3rdly,
that, as derived from the same source a brief
description of their office toward man. It is to be noticed
that its scope is purely Biblical, and that, in
sequence, it does not enter into any extra-Scriptu-
ral speculations on this mysterious subject.

I. In the first place, there are many passages
in which the expression the "angel of God," or
the angel Jehovah," is certainly used for a mani-
festation of God himself. This is especially the
case in the earlier books of the Old Testament, and
may be seen at once, by a comparison of Gen. xxvii.
11, and of Ex. iii. 2 with 6, and 14; where
He, who is called the "angel of God" in one verse,
is called "God," and even "Jehovah" in those which follow,
and accepts the worship due to God alone.
(Contrast Rev. xix. 10, xxi. 9.) See also Gen. xvi.
7, 13, xxxi. 11, 13, xlviii. 15, 16; Nums. xxii.
22, 32, 33, and comp. Is. xlvii. 9 with xxiv. 11, 12.
It is to be observed also, that, side by side with
these expressions, we read God's being manifested
in the form of ange: as to Abraham at Mamre
(Gen. xviii. 2, 22 comp. xix. 1), to Jacob at Peniel
(Gen. xxiv. 24, 30), to Joshua at Gilgal (Josh. v.
13, 15), &c. It is hardly to be doubted, that both
sets of passages refer to the same kind of mani-
festation of the Divine Presence.

This being the case, we know that "no
man hath seen God" (the Father) "at any time," and
that "the only-begotten Son, which is in the
bosom of the Father, He hath revealed Him"
(John i. 18), the inevitable inference is that by
the "Angel of the Lord" in such passages is meant
He, who is from the beginning the "Word," i. e.
the Manifestor or Reveler of God. These appear-
ances are evidently "foreshadowings of the incarna-
tion." By these (that is) God the Son mani-
fested Himself from time to time in that human
nature, which He united to the Godhead forever
in the Virgin's womb.

This conclusion is corroborated by the fact, that
the phrases used as equivalent to the word "angels"
in Scripture, viz. the "sons of God," or even in
poetry, the "gods" (Elohim), the "holy ones,"
&c., are names, which in their full and proper
sense are applicable only to the Lord Jesus Christ.
As he is "the Son of God," so also is He the "Angel."
or "messenger" of the Lord. Accordingly it is to His incarnation that all angelic ministration is distinctly referred, as to a central truth, by which alone its nature and meaning can be understood. (see John i. 14; comparing it with Gen. xxviii. 11-17, not especially v. 13.)

Besides this, which is the highest application of the word "angel," we find the phrase used of any messengers of God, such as the prophets (Is. xiii. 19; Hag. i. 13; Mal. iii. 1), the priests (Mal. ii. 7), and the rulers of the Christian churches (Rev. i. 20) ; much as, even more remarkably, the word "Elohim" is applied, in Is. xxxiii. 6, to those who judge in God's name.

The more rare use of the word are not only interesting in themselves, but will serve to throw light on the nature and the method of the ministration of those whom we more especially term "the angels."

11. In passing on to what is revealed in Scripture as to the angelic nature, we are led at once to notice, that the Bible deals with this and with kindred subjects exclusively in their practical bearings, only so far (that is) as they conduce to our knowledge of God and of ourselves, and more particularly as they are connected with the one great subject of all Scripture, the Incarnation of the Son of God. Little therefore is said of the nature of angels as distinct from their office.

They are termed "spirits" (as e. g. in Heb. i. 14), although this word is applied more commonly, not so much to themselves, as to their power dwelling in man (as e. g. I Sam. xviii. 10; Matt. viii. 26, &c., &c.). The word is the same as that used of the soul of man, when separate from the body (as e. g. Matt. xiv. 26; Luke xxiv. 37, 39; i Pet. iii. 19); but, since it properly expresses only that superhuman and rational element of man's nature, which is in him the image of God (see John iv. 24), and by which he has communion with God (Rom. viii. 16); and since also we are told that there is a "spiritual body," as well as a "natural body," (I Cor. xv. 44), it does not assert that the angelic nature is incorporeal. The contrary seems expressly implied by the words in which our Lord declares that, after the Resurrection, men shall be "like the angels" (αιδεφανατοι) (Luke xx. 36); because (as is elsewhere said, Phil. iii. 21) their bodies, as well as their spirits, shall have been made entirely like His. It may also be noticed that the glorious appearance ascribed to the angels in Scripture (as in Dan. x. 6) is the same as that which showed out in our Lord's transfiguration, and in which St. John saw Him clothed in heaven (Rev. i. 14-16); and moreover, that, whenever angels have been made manifest to man, it has always been in human form (as e. g. in Gen. xviii., xix.; Luke xxiv. 4; Acts i. 10, &c., &c.). The very fact that the titles "sons of God" (Job. i. 6, xxviii. 7; Dan. iii. 25)] comp. with 280) and "gods" (Ps. viii. 4; xxvi. 7) are applied to them, are also given to them (see Luke iii. 28; Ps. lxixii. 6, and comp. our Lord's application of this last passage in John x. 34-37), points in the same way to a difference only of degree, and an identity of kind, between the human and the angelic nature.

The angels therefore revealed to us as beings,

such as man might be and will be when, the power of sin and death is removed, partaking in their measure of the attributes of God, — Truth, Purity, and Love, — because always beholding His face (Matt. xviii. 10), and therefore being "made like Him in nature" (1 John iii. 2). This, of course, implies finiteness, and therefore (in the strict sense) an imperfection of nature, and constant progress, both moral and intellectual, through all eternity. Such imperfection, contrasted with the infinity of God, is expressly ascribed to them in Job iv. 18; Matt. xxiv. 36; i Pet. i. 12; and it is this which emphatically points them out to us as creatures, follow-servants of man, and therefore incapable of usurping the excellencies of God. This finiteness of nature implies capacity of temptation (see Butler's Apology, part i. ch. 5); and accordingly we hear of "fallen angels." Of the nature of their temptation and the circumstances of their fall, we know absolutely nothing. All that is certain, is that they "left their first estate" (την προκαταλημμαν) and that they are now "angels of the devil" (Matt. xxv. 41; Rev. xi. 7, 9), partaking therefore of the falsehood, unchasteness, and hatred which are his peculiar characteristics (John viii. 44). All that can be conjectured must be based on the analogy of man's own temptation and fall.

On the other hand, the title especially assigned to the angels of God, that of the "holy ones" (see e. g. Dan. iv. 13, 24, viii. 13; Matt. xxv. 31), is precisely the one which is given to those men who are renewed in Christ's image, but which belongs to them in actuality and in perfection only hereafter. (comp. Heb. ii. 10, v. 9, xii. 23.) Its use evidently implies that the angelic probation is over, and their crown of glory won.

Thus much, then, is revealed of the angelic nature as may make it to us an ideal of human goodness (Matt. vi. 10), or beacon of warning as to the tendency of sin. It is obvious to remark, that in such revelation is found a partial satisfaction of that craving for the knowledge of creatures, higher than ourselves and yet fellow-servants with us of God, which in its diseased form becomes Polytheism. Its full satisfaction is to be sought in the Incarnation alone, and it is to be noticed, that after the Revelation of God in the flesh, the angelic ministrations recorded are indeed fewer, but the references to the angels are far more frequent — as though the danger of idolatry being: laid, conversely speaking, passed away.

III. The most important subject, and that on which we have the fullest revelation, is the office of the angels.

Of their office in heaven, we have, of course, only vague prophetic glances (as in I K. xxii. 19; 15. iv. 1-3; Dan. viii. 10; Rev. xiv. 11, &c.), which show us nothing but a never-ceasing adoration, proceeding from the vision of God, through the "perfect love, which casteth out fear."

Their office towards man is far more fully described to us. They are represented as being, in the widest sense, agents of God's Providence, natural and supernatural, to the body and to the soul. Thus the operations of nature are spoken of as hastous to the conclusion that the belief in angels is a mere consequence of this craving, never (it would seem) so entering into the analogy of God's providence as to suppose it possible that this inward craving should correspond to some outward reality.
under angelic guidance fulfilling the will of God. Not only is this the case in poetical passages, such as Ps. iv. 4 (commented upon in Heb. i. 7), where the powers of air and fire are referred to them, but in the simplest prose history, as where the postilions which slew the first-born (Ex. xii. 25; Heb. xi. 29), the disobedient people in the wilderness of Egypt (1 Cor. x. 10), the Israelites in the days of David (2 Sam. xxiv. 10; 1 Chr. xxi. 16), and the army of Sennacherib (2 K. x. 35), as also the plague which cut off Herod (Acts xii. 23) are plainly spoken of as the work of the "Angel of the Lord." Nor can the mysterious declarations of the Apocalypse, by far the most numerous of all, be resolved by honest interpretation into mere poetical imagery. (See especially Rev. viii. and ix.) It is evident that angelic agency, like that of man, does not exclude the action of secondary, or (what are called) "natural" causes, or interfere with the directness and universality of the Providence of God. The personifications of poetry and legends of mythology are obscure witnesses of its truth, which, however, can rest only on the revelations of Scripture itself.

More particularly, however, angels are spoken of as ministers of what is commonly called the "supernatural," or perhaps more correctly, the "spiritual" Providence of God; as agents in the great scheme of the spiritual redemption and sanctification of man, of which the Bible is the record. The representations of them are different in different books of Scripture, in the Old Testament and in the New; but the reasons of the differences are to be found in the differences of scope attributable to the books themselves. Different parts of God's Providence are brought out, so also arise different views of His angelic ministers.

In the Book of Job, which deals with "Natural Religion," they are spoken of but vaguely, as surrounding God's throne above, and rejoicing in the completion of His creative work (Job i. 6, li. 1, xxxviii. 7). No direct and visible appearance to man is even hinted at.

In the New Testament, there is no notice of angelic appearance till the call of Abraham. Then, as the book is the history of the chosen family, so the angels mingle with and watch over its family life, entertained by Abraham and by Lot (Gen. xlvii., xlix.), guiding Abraham's servant to Padan-Aram (xxiv. 7, 40), seen by the fugitive Jacob at Bethel (xxvii. 12), and welcoming his return at Mahanaim (xxxii. 1). Their ministry hallows domestic life, in its trials and its blessings alike, and is closer, more familiar, and less awful than in after times. (Contrast Gen. xlviii. with Judg. vi. 21, 22, xiii. 16, 22.)

In the subsequent history, that of a chosen nation, the angels are represented more as ministers of wrath and mercy, messengers of a King, rather than common children of the One Father. It is, moreover, to be observed, that the records of their appearance belong especially to two periods, that of the Judges and that of the Captivity, which were transition periods in Israelitish history, the former one destitute of direct revelation or prophetic guidance, the latter one of special trial and unusual contact with heathenism. During the lives of Moses and Joshua there is no record of the appearance of created angels, and only obscure reference to angels at all. In the book of Judges angels appear at once to rebuke idolatry (li. 1-4), to call Gideon (vi. 11, &c.), and consecrate Samson (xiii. 3, &c.) to the work of deliverance.

The office of prophet begins with Samuel, and immediately angelic guidance is withheld, except when needed by the prophets themselves (1 K. xix. 5; 2 K. vi. 17). During the prophetical and kingly period, angels are spoken of only (as noticed above) as ministers of God in the operations of nature. But in the captivity, when the Jews were in the presence of foreign nations, each claiming its tutelary deity, then to the prophets Daniel and Zechariah angels are revealed in a fresh light, as watching, not only over Jerusalem, but also over heathen kingdoms, under the Providence, and to work out the designs of the Lord. (See Zech. passim, and Dan. iv. 13, 23, x. 10, 13, 20, 21, &c.) In the whole period, they, as truly as the prophets and kings themselves, are seen as God's ministers, watching over the national life of the subjects of the Great King.

The Incarnation marks a new epoch of angelic ministration. "The Angel of Jehovah," the Lord of all created angels, having now descended from heaven to earth, it was natural that His servants should continue to do Him service there. Whether to predict and glorify His birth itself (Matt. i. 20; Luke i. 26) to minister to Him after His temptation and agony (Matt. iv. 11; Luke xxii. 43), or to declare His resurrection and triumphant ascension (Matt. xxviii. 2: John xx. 12; Acts i. 10, 11)—they seem now to be indeed "ascending and descending on the Son of Man," almost as though transferring to earth the administrations of heaven. It is clearly seen, that whatever was done by them for men in earlier days, was but typical of and flowing from their service to Him. (See Ps. cxl. 11, comp. Matt. iv. 6.)

The New Testament is the history of the Church of Christ, every member of which is united to Him. Accordingly, angels are revealed now as "ministering spirits" to each individual member of Christ for his spiritual guidance and aid (Heb. i. 14). The records of their visible appearance are but infrequent (Acts v. 19, viii. 26, x. 3, xii. 7, xxvii. 23): but their presence and their aid are referred to familiarly, almost as things of course, ever after the Incarnation. They are spoken of as watching over Christ's little ones (Matt. xvii. 19), as rejoicing over a penitent sinner (Luke x. 19), as present in the worship of Christians (1 Cor. xi. 10), and (perhaps) bringing their prayers before God (Rev. viii. 3, 4), and as bearing the souls of the redeemed into Paradise (Luke xvi. 22). In one word, they are Christ's ministers of grace now, as they shall be of judgment hereafter (Matt. xxii. 39, 41, 49, xvi. 27, xxiv. 31, &c.). By what method they act we cannot know of ourselves, nor are we told, perhaps lest we should worship them, instead of Him, whose servants they are (see Col. i. 18; Rev. xii. 7); but of course their agency, like that of human ministers, depends for its efficacy on the aid of the Holy Spirit.

Such is the action of God's angels on earth, as disclosed to us in the various stages of Revelation:

\[\text{\textsuperscript{a}}\] The notion of special guardian angels, watching over individuals, is consistent with this passage, but not necessarily deduced from it. The belief of it among the early Christians is shown by Acts xii. 15.

\[\text{\textsuperscript{b}}\] The difficulty of the passage has led to its being questioned, but the wording of the original and the usage of the N. T. seem almost decisive on the point.
that of the evil angels may be better spoken of elsewhere [Satan]: here it is enough to say that it is the direct opposite of their true original office, but permitted under God's overruling providence to go until the judgment day.

That there are degrees of the angelic nature, fallen and unfallen, and special titles and agencies belonging to each, is clearly declared by St. Paul (Eph. i. 21; Rom. viii. 38), but what their general nature is, it is needless for us to know, and therefore useless to speculate. For what little is known of this special nature see Ceruchim, Nebaphim, Michael, Gabriel.

A. E.

* On angels the most exhaustive work is Ode, Jac., Commentarius de Angelis, Trag. ad Rhin. 1739, a large quarto volume of more than 1100 pages. See, further, Kretik über die Lehre von den Engeln, in Henke's Magazin, 1785, i. 900-955, and 1786, i. 152-177; Beck, C. D., Commentarius historici, etc. Lips. 1801, pp. 302-342; Schmidt, F., Historia Doam. de Angelis tatevivonis, in Illen.


On the "Angel of Jehovah," see J. P. Smith's Scripture Testimony to the Messiah, 5th ed., Edin.

ANISE

1859, i. 236 ff.; Hengstenberg's Christology, i. 153 ff. (Keith's trans.); Noyes, G. B. in the Chris. Examiner for May and July 1856, xx. 207-240, 320-342 (in opposition to Hengstenberg); Kurtz, Der Engel des Herrn, in Tholuck's Anzeiger, 1846, Nos. 11-14, reproduced essentially in his Gesch. des Alten Bundes, i. 144-159; Trip, C. J., Die Theophanien in der Gesch. des J. T., Leiden, 1858, a prize essay.

On the literature of the whole subject, one may consult Bretschneider, System. Entwicklung, n. s. 4e Aufl., 1841, §§ 81, 82, and Grässle's Bibliotheca magica et pseudo-magica, Leipzig, 1843.

A. and H.

ANGLING. [Fishing]

ANJAM [זַנַי] [sighting of the people]

A'rai\v: [Var. A\rami\v: A\rima]. A Manasses, son of Shemdi\v (1 Chr. vii. 19).

A. W. W.

A'IM [םָנָי] [fountain]. A'irim: [Comp. A\rim]; A\rim], a city in the mountains of Judah, named with Eslemoth (Es-Sumeib) and Goshen (Josh. xv. 50). Eusebius and Jerome (Onom. Ap\rim, A\rim) mention a place of this name in Baroma, 9 miles south of Hebron (comp. also Anor, s. v. Amb).

* Anir is a contraction for w\rim, and might be the plural form of a\irim (which see); but the fact that Anir was "toward the east of Edom, southward" (Josh. xv. 31, 32) while Anir was in the mountain district (Josh. xv. 38, 50) indicates that they were different places. Dr. Wilson insists on the difference, and would identify Anir with the present Sheinâw (which though singular in Arabic may by a frequent permutation stand for a Hebrew plural) near Awb and Semâ'. and therefore in the territory of Judah (Wilson's Lands of the Bible, i. 334). Dr. Robinson adopts this suggestion in the second edition of his Bibl. Res. (ii. 204), though he had previously declared himself for the other view. See also Rammer, Pakistan, p. 171 (1th s. c. H.

ANISE [アンイス]. This word occurs only in Matt. xi. 23, "Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye pay tithe of mint and anise and cummin." It is by no means a matter of certainty whether the anise (Pimpinella anisum, Lin.), or the dill (Anethum graveolens) is here intended, though the probability is certainly more in favor of the latter plant. Both the dill and the anise belong to the natural order Umbelliferae, and are much alike in external character; the seeds of both, moreover, are and have long been employed in medicine and cookery, as condiments and carminatives. Celsius (Herbd. i. 494, ft) quotes several passages from ancient writers to show that the dill was commonly so used. Pliny uses the term anisma, to express the Pimpinella anisum, and anisum to represent the common dill. He enumerates as many as sixty-one remedies [diseases?] that the anise is able to cure, and says that on this account it is sometimes called anisurn, a. The best anise he adds, comes from Crete; and next to that of Egypt is preferred (Plin. H. N. xx. 17). Forskål (Descript. Plant. p. 154) includes the anise (Yuminâ, Arabic) in the Materia Medica

\n
\[\text{ANISE}\]

\[\text{ANISE} \text{άγγκελος} \text{ανίσατον} \text{γόνιμος} \text{γονίων}

\]
ANKLET

Dr. Royle is decidedly in favor of the dill being the proper translation, and says that the anisum is more especially a genus of Eastern cultivation than the other plant. The strongest argument in favor of the dill, is the fact that the Talmud (Toset. Moasevet, c. iv. § 5) use the word shabith to express the dill, "The seeds, the leaves, and the stem of dill are, according to Rabbi Eliezer, subject to tithe;" and in connection with this it should be stated, that Forskål several times alludes to the Anisum graveolens as growing both in a cultivated and a wild state in Egypt, and he uses the Arabic name for this plant, which is identical with the Hebrew word, namely, Sjexbet, or Sicklet (Descr. Plant. 65, 109).

Celsius remarks upon the difference of opinion amongst the old authors who have noticed this plant, some maintaining that it has an agreeable taste and odor, others quite the opposite; the solution of the difficulty is clearly that the matter is simply one of opinion.

There is another plant very dissimilar in external character to the two named above, the leaves and capsules of which are powerfully carminative. This is the aniseed-tree (Illicium anisatum), which belongs to the natural order Magnoliferae. In China this is frequently used for seasoning dishes, &c.; but the species of this genus are not natives of the Bible lands, and must not be confused with the umbelliferous plants noticed in this article.

W. H.

Pimpinella Anisum.

ANKLET (περισκελίδες, πέδαι περισφύρων, Chem. Alex.). This word only occurs in Is. iii. 18, τόποις (and as a proper name, Josh. xiii. 16); unless such ornaments are included in τόποις, Nam. xxxi. 50, which word etymologically would mean rather an anklet than a bracelet. Indeed, the same word is used in Is. iii. 20 (without the Aleph prothetic for the "stepping-chains worn by Oriental women, fastened to the ankle-band of each leg, so that they were forced to walk elegantly with short steps" (Gesen. s. v.). They were as common as bracelets and armbands, and made of much the same materials; the pleasant jingling and tinkling which they made as they knocked against each other, was no doubt one of the reasons why they were admired (Is. iii. 16, 18, "the bravery of their tinkling ornaments "). To increase this pleasant sound pebbles were sometimes enclosed in them (Calmet, s. v. Pergisellis and Bells). The Arabic name "khalkhal" seems to be onomatopoean, and Lane (Mod. Egyp. App. A.) quotes from a song, in allusion to the pleasure caused by their sound, "the ringing of thin anklets has deprived me of reason." Hence Mohammed forbade them in public, "let them not make a noise with their feet, that their ornaments which they hide may [thereby] be discovered" (Koran, xxiv. 31, quoted by Lane). No doubt Tertullian disconntenances them for similar reasons: "Nescio an cruss de periscelio in terram se patiatur aratari. . . . Pedes domi figite et plus quam in auro placebunt" (De cult. femin. ii 13).

They were sometimes of great value. Lane speaks of them (although they are getting uncommon) as "made of solid gold or silver" (Mod.

a Dill, so called from the old Norse word, the nurse's lullaby, to ditl = to soothe. Hence the name of the carminative plant, the dilling or soothing herb (see Wedg. Dict. Engl. Bymal.).

ANNA

Egypt. l. c.) but he says that the poorer village children wear them of iron. For their use among the ancient Egyptians see Wilkinson, iii. 374, and among the ancient Greeks and Romans, Dict. of Ant. art. "Pericles." They do not, we believe, occur in the Nineveh sculptures.

Livy's passage of the favorite wife of an African chief, "she wore a profusion of iron rings on her ankles, to which were attached little pieces of sheet iron to enable her to make a tinkling as she walked in her mincing African style." On the weight and inconvenience of the copper rings worn by the chiefs themselves, and the odd walk it causes them to adopt, see ib. p. 276. F. W. F.

AN'NA (Ἀννας [grace or prayer]: Ἀννος: Anna). The name occurs in the picture as the sister of Lidia. 1. The mother of Samuel (1 Sam. i. 2 ff.). [HANNAY].

2. The wife of Tobit (Tob. i. 9 ff.).

3. The wife of Raphail (Tob. vii. 2 ff.).


AN'NAS (Ἀννας; [Vat. Όνας; Amb. Ὄνας;] Anna), 1 Esdr. v. 23. [SENAXA].

AN'NAS (Ἀννας, in Josephus ᾽Αννας), a Jewish high-priest. He was son of one Sethi, and was appointed high-priest in his 37th year (1. v. 7), after the battle of Capharnum, by Ptolemy the governor of Syria (Joseph. Ant. viii. 2, § 1): but was obliged to give way to Isaael, son of Phabi, by Valerius Gratus, procurator of Judaea, at the beginning of the reign of Tiberius, A. D. 14 (ib. xviii. 2, § 2). But soon Isaael was succeeded by Eleazar, son of Annas; then followed, after one year, Simon, son of Canithias, and then, after another year (about A. D. 25), by Joseph Caiaphas, son-in-law of Annas (John xvii. 13; Joseph. l. c.). He remained till the passage, A. D. 37, and is mentioned in Luke iii. 2, as officiating high-priest, but after Annas, who seems to have retained the title, and somewhat also of the power of that office. Our Lord's first hearing (John xviii. 13) was before Annas, who then sent him bound to Caiaphas. In Acts iv. 6, he is plainly called the high-priest, and Caiaphas merely named with others of his family. It is no easy matter to give an account of the seemingly capricious appointments of this title. Wiener supposes that Annas retained it from his former enfeoffment of the office: but to this idea St. Luke's expressions seem opposed, in which he clearly appears as hearing the high-priest's dignity at the time then present in each case. Wieseler, in his Chronol. and more recently in an article in Herzog's Recht-Woehrbuch, maintains that the two, Annas and Caiaphas, were together at the head of the Jewish people, the latter as actual high-priest, the former as president of the Sanhedrin.

It is to be observed that this latter supposes Caiaphas to have been the second prefect of the Sanhedrin. Some again suppose that Annas held the office of ἀριστεύς, or sub-priest, of the high-priest; maintained by the later LXX. transcribers. He lived to old age, having had five sons high-priests (Joseph. Ant. xx. 9, § 1).

H. A.

AN'NAS (Ἀννας: [Amb. Ἀννος:] Anna).

* * Here the LXX. has Ἕβα, and the A. V. is HEB.

A corruption of HARIM (1 Esdr. ix. 32; comp. Ez x. 31).

W. A. W.


W. A. W.

AN'ONT (Ἀοντ; φίασ: ἀντόν). Anointing in Holy Scripture is either (1.) Material, with oil (Oil), or (2.) Spiritual, with the Holy Ghost.

I. MATERIAL.—1. Ordinary. Anointing the body or head with oil was a common practice with the Jews, as with other Oriental nations (Deut. xxxviii. 40; Ruth iii. 3; Mic. vi. 15). Abstinence from it was a sign of mourning (2 Sam. xiv. 2; 1 Kin. xvii. 18). Anointing the head with oil byointing seems also to have been a mark of respect sometimes paid by a host to his guests (Luke xi. 46 and Ps. xxxiii. 5), and was the ancient Egyptian custom at least. Observe, however, that in Ps. xcviii. the Hebrew is הָנָי, "thou hast made fat;" LXX. Ἀονταῖον, ἀναπαύειν; and in Luke vii. Ἀαντίανος is used as it is in the similar passages (John xii. 2, xiii. 3).

The word anoint (Ἀονταῖον) also occurs in the sense of preparing a body with spices and unguents for burial (Mark xvi. 1. Also xiv. 8, μαρμαρόν). From the custom of discontinuing the use of oil in times of sorrow or disaster, to be anointed with oil comes to signify metaphorically, to be in the enjoyment of success or prosperity (Ps. xxii. 10; comp. Ezek. ix. 2).

2. Official. Anointing with oil was a rite of inauguration into each of the three typical offices of the Jewish commonwealth, whose tenants, as anointed, were types of the Anointed One (Ἱησοῦς Χριστός).

(a.) Prophets were occasionally anointed to their office (1 K. xix. 16), and are called messiahs, or anointed (1 Chr. xxii. 22; Ps. cv. 15).

(b.) Priests, at the first institution of the Levitical priesthood, were all anointed to their offices, the sons of Aaron as well as Aaron himself (Ex. xl.; Num. iii. 3); but afterwards anointing seems not to have been repeated at the consecration of ordinary priests, but to have been especially reserved for the high-priest (Ex. xxix. 29; Lev. xvi. 32); so that "the priest that is anointed" (Lev. iv. 3) is generally thought to mean the high-priest, and is rendered by the LXX. ὁ ἄρχων τῶν ἀσκεσάσσων (Ἠσαβεῖας ὁ ἀντίαινος).

See also vv. 5, 16, and c. v. 22 (vi. 15, Heb.). (c.) Kings. The Jews were familiar with the idea of making a king by anointing, before the establishment of their own monarchy (Judg. ix. 8, 15). Anointing was the principal and divinely-appointed ceremony in the inauguration of their own kings (1 Sam. ix. 16, x. 1; 1 K. i. 31, 39); indeed, so preeminently did it belong to the kingly office, that "the Lord's anointed" was a common designation of the theocratic king (1 Sam. xii. 3, 5; 2 Sam. i. 14, 16).

The rite was sometimes performed more than once (David was thrice anointed to be king: first, privately by Samuel, before the death of Saul, by way of conferring on him a right to the throne (1 Sam. xvi. 13); again over Judah at Hebron (2 Sam. ii. 4), and finally over the whole nation (2 Sam. v. 3). After the separation into two kingdoms, the kings both of Judah and of Israel seem still
to have been anointed (2 K. ix. 3, xi. 12). So
ate as the time of the Captivity the king is called
the anointed of the Lord" (Ps. lxxiii. 38, 51; 
Lam. iv. 20). Some persons, however, think that,
after David, subsequent kings were not anointed
except as, in the cases of Solomon, Jond, and John,
the right of succession was disputed or transferred
(Jahn, Archzol. Bibl. § 223). Besides
Jewish kings, we read that Hazael was to be
anointed king over Syria (1 K. xix. 15). Cyrus
also is called the Lord's anointed, as having been
raised by God to the throne for the special purpose
of delivering the Jews out of captivity (Is. xiv. 1).
(d) Inanimate objects also were anointed with oil in
token of their being set apart for religious service.
Thus Jacob anointed a pillar at Bethel (Gen. xxxii.
13); and at the introduction of the Mosaic econ-
omy, the tabernacle and all its furniture were con-
secrated by anointing (Ex. xxx. 29—30). The
expression "anoint the shield" (Is. xxi. 5) (translat.
atum), LXX.; arripite clypeum, Vulg.) refers to the custom of rubbing oil into the
hilt, which, stretched upon a frame, formed the
shield, in order to make it supple and fit for use.
3. Ecclesiastical. Anointing with oil in the
name of the Lord is prescribed by St. James to be
used together with prayer, by the elders of the
church, for the recovery of the sick (Gk6vites; (James v. 14). Analogous to this is the anointing
with oil practiced by the twelve (Mark vi. 13), and
our Lord's anointing the eyes of a blind man
with clay made from salvia, in restoring him mira-
ously to sight (vte;tev, John ii. 6, 11).
II. Spiritual. — 1. In the O. T. a Deliever is
promised under the title of Messick, or Anointed
(Ps. ii. 2; Dan. ix. 25, 26); and the nature of his
anointing is described to be spiritual, with the Holy
Ghost (Is. li. 1; see Luke iv. 18). As anointing
with oil betokened prosperity, and produced a cheer-
ful aspect (Ps. civ. 15), so this spiritual anointing
is figuratively described as anointing, with the oil
of gladness" (Ps. xiv. 7; Heb. i. 9). In the N. T.
Jesus of Nazareth is shown to be the Messiah, or
Christ, or Anointed of the Old Testament (John
i. 41; Acts ix. 22, xviii. 2, 3, xviii. 5, 28); and
the historical fact of his being anointed with the
Holy Ghost is recorded and asserted (John i. 32,
33; Acts iv. 27, x. 38). 2. Spiritual anointing
with the Holy Ghost is conferred also upon Chris-
tians by God (2 Cor. i. 21), and they are described as
having an unction (yiepax) from the Holy Oup,
by which they know all things (1 John ii. 29, 27).
To anoint the eyes with eye-salve is used figurative-
ly to denote the process of obtaining spiritual per-
ception (Rev. viii. 18).
T. T. P.
A'NOS (A'nos: Jouns), 1 Esdr. ix. 34.
[VAEXLAX].

ANT (Mixndh, neudynth: myruph, formica). This insect is mentioned twice in the O. T.; in
Prov. vi. 6, "Go to the ant, thou sluggard con-
sider her ways and be wise;" in Prov. xxx. 25.
"The ants are a people not strong, yet they pre-
pare their meat in the summer." In the former
of these passages the diligence of this insect is
instanced by the wise man as an example worthy of
imitation; in the second passage the ant's winter
is especially alluded to, for these insects, "though
they be little on earth, are exceeding wise." It is
good to think that the ancient Greeks and Ro-
nans believed that the ant stored up food, which it
collected in the summer, ready for the winter's con-
sumption. Bochart (Hieroz. iii. 478) has cited
numerous passages from Greek and Latin writers,
as well as from Arabian naturalists and Jewish
rabbis, in support of this opinion. Such wisdom
was this little insect believed to possess, that, in
order to prevent the corn which it had stored from
germinating, it took care to bite off the head of
each grain; accordingly some have sought for the
derivation of the Hebrew word for ant, neudynth," in
this supposed fact. Nor is the belief in the
ant's biting off the head of the grains unsupported
by some ancient writers. Addison, in the Essays
divine (No. i. 167), inserts the following letter of
"of undoubted credit and authority," which was first
published by the French Academy: "The corn
which is laid up by ants would shoot under
ground if these insects did not take care to prevent
it. They therefore bite off all the grains before
they lay it up, and therefore the corn that has lain
in their cells will produce nothing. Any one may
make the experiment, and even see that there is no
germ in their corn." N. Plucho, too (Vivtum
Mayj. i. 125), says of these insects, "Their next
passion is to amass a store of corn or other grain
that will keep, and lest the humidity of the cells
should make the corn shoot up, we are told for a
certainty that they guaw off the buds which grow
at the point of the grain."
It is difficult to see how this opinion originated,
for it is entirely without foundation. Equally
erroneous appear to be the notions that the ant provident foresight in laying up a store of
corn for the winter's use; b though it is an easy
matter to trace it to its source. No recorded species
of ant is known to store up food of any kind for
provision in the cold seasons, and certainly not
grains of corn, which ants do not use for food.
The European species of ants are all dormant in
the winter, and consequently require no food; and
although it is well still to bear in mind the careful
language of the authors of Introduction to Ento-
ology (li. 46), who say, "all the manners of exotic

Of the anıno, abissines (Simon, Lex. Heb. ed.
Winer). The derivation of the word is uncertain.
(a) Ovid, "Abisius" is inclined to derive it from the Arabic Arab. verb sensis, is consedent, proc. procreato, arborum, Vulg. (N. Jol.
Arab. Lex. s. v. V. conj. "moti inter esse permista
formicarum repentiam more." First says, "For
Latinus putus diminutum est n. ἀνί, unde ἀνίνην f.
οὐκ ἄνίνην, sicut ὁ κιντις, ad bestiolam pulsum signifi-
cationem factum esse potest." Cf. Michels, Sop. Lex.
Heb. 1914, and Rosenmüll. not. ad Bochart, iii. 480.
(b) If not probable that the name nενδίνθης (from ἀνί

"To cut") was given to the ant from its extreme ten-
acity at the junction of the thorax and abdomen? If
the term insertus is applicable to any one living creature
more than to another, it certainly is to the ant. N. Mueller
is the exact equivalent to insertus. [Since the above
was written it has been found that Parkhurst—s. v.
[529](r. v.)—gives a similar derivation.]
ants are more accurately explored, it would be rash to affirm that no ants have magazines of provisions; for although during the cold of our winters in this country they remain in a state of torpidity, and have no need of food, yet in warmer regions during the rainy seasons, when they are probably confined to their nests, a store of provisions may be necessary for them; — yet the observations of modern naturalists who have paid considerable attention to this disputed point, seem almost conclusive that ants do not lay up food for future consumption. It is true that Col. Sykes has a paper, vol. ii. of Transactions of Entomol. Soc., p. 103, on a species of Indian ant which he calls *Attla provisoria,* so called from the fact of his having found a large store of grass-seeds in its nest; but the amount of that gentleman's observations merely goes to show that this ant carries seeds underground, and brings them again to the surface after they have got wet during the monsoons, apparently to dry. “There is not,” writes Mr. F. Smith, the author of the Catalogue of the Formicidae in the British Museum, in a letter to the author of this article, “any evidence of the seeds having been stored for food;” he observes, Catalogue of Formicidae (1858), p. 180, that the processionary ant of Brazil (*Ectatomma cephalotes*) carries immense quantities of portions of leaves beneath its underground nest, and that it was supposed that these leaves were for food; but that Mr. Bates quite satisfied himself that the leaves were for the purpose of lining the channels of the nest, and not for food. Ants are carnivorous in their habits of living, and although they are fond of saccharine matter, there is no evidence at all to prove that any portion of plants ever forms an article of their diet. The fact is, that ants seem to delight in running away with almost any thing they find, — small portions of sticks, leaves, little stones,—as any one can testify who has cared to watch the habits of this insect. This will explain the erroneous opinion which the ancients held with respect to that part of the economy of the ant now under consideration: nor is it, we think, necessary to conclude that the error originated in observers mistaking the cocoons for grains of corn, to which they bear much resemblance. It is scarcely credible that Aristotle, Virgil, Horace, &c., who all speak of this insect storing its *unguis of corn,* should have been so far misled, or have been such bad observers, as to have taken the cocoons for grains. Ants do carry off grains of corn, just as they carry off other things — not, however, as was stated, for food, but for their nests. “They are great robbers,” says Mr. Thomson (Land and Book, p. 537), “and plunder by night as well as by day; and the farmers must keep a sharp eye for his track, or they will abstract a large quantity of grain in a single night.”

It is right to state that a well-known entomologist, the Rev. F. W. Hope, in a paper “On some doubts respecting the economy of Ants” (Trans. Entom. Soc., ii. 211), is of opinion that Col. Sykes’s observations do tend to show that there are species of exotic ants which store up food for winter consumption, but it must be remembered that Mr. Bates’s investigations are subsequent to the publication of that paper.

A further point in the examination of this subject remains to be considered, which is this: Does Scripture assert that any species of ant stores up food for future use? It cannot, we think, be maintained that the words of Solomon, in the only two passages where mention of this insect is made, necessarily teach this doctrine: but at the same time it must be allowed, that the language used, and more especially the context of the passage in Prov. xx. 25, do seem to imply that such an opinion was held with respect to the economy of this insect.

“There are four things which are little upon the earth, but they are exceeding wise: the ants are a people not strong, yet they prepare their meat in the summer.” In what particular, it may be asked, are these insects so especially noted for their wisdom, unless some allusion is made to their supposed provident foresight in preparing their meat in the summer? If the expression here used merely has reference to the fact that ants are able to provide themselves with food, how is their wisdom herein more excellent than the countless host of other minute insects whose natural instinct prompts them to do the same? If this question is fairly weighed in connection with the acknowledged fact, that from very early times the ancients attributed storing habits to the ant, it will appear at least probable that the language of Solomon implies a similar belief; and if such was the general opinion, is it a matter of surprise that the wise man should select the ant as an instance wherein he might ground a lesson of prudence and forethought?

The teaching of the Bible is accommodated to the knowledge and opinions of those to whom its language is addressed, and the observations of naturalists, which, as far as they go, do certainly tend to disprove the assertion that ants store up food for future use, are no more an argument against the truth of the Word of God than are the ascertained laws of astronomical science, or the facts in the mysteries of life which the anatomist or physiologist has revealed.

The Arubians held the wisdom of the ant in such estimation, that they used to place one of these insects in the hands of a newly-born infant, repeating these words, “May he turn out clever and skillful.” Hence in Arabic, the noun *mukki, “an ant,” is connected the adjective *numil,* “quick,” “clever” (Bochart, Hier. lib. 494). The Talmudists, too, attributed great wisdom to this insect. It was, say they, from beholding the wonderful ways of the ant that the following expression originated: “Thy justice, O God, reaches to the heavens” (Challa, 61b). Ants live together in societies, having “no guide, overseer, or ruler.” See Latrille’s *Histoire Naturelle des Fourmis,* Paris, 1802; Huber’s *Traite des Mants des F. Ind.;* T urban, Brit. 7th ed. art. “Ant;” Kirby and Spence, *Intro. to Entom.* Ants belong to the family Formicidae, and order Hymenoptera. There is not in the British Museum a single specimen of an ant from Palestine. W. H.

**ANTICHRIST.** (Greek, *apokatastasis.* The word Antichrist is used by St. John in his first and second Epistles, and by him alone. Elsewhere it does not occur in Scripture. Nevertheless, by an ant, which had become wet. See instances in *Bo* chart, iii 490.

*Our English word ant appears to be an abbreviation of the form ennuit (Sax. ennorn).*
The Antichrist 

The first teaching with regard to the Antichrist and to the antagonist of God (whether these are the same or different we leave as yet uncertain) was oral. "Ye have heard that the Antichrist cometh," says St. John (1 Ep. ii. 18); and again, "This is that spirit of Antichrist wherewith ye have heard that it should come" (1 Ep. iv. 3). Similarly St. Paul, "Remember ye not, that when I was yet with you I told you these things" (2 Thess. ii. 5)? We must not therefore look for a full statement of the "doctrine of the Antichrist" in the Apostolic Epistles, but rather for allusions to something already known. The whole of the teaching of St. John's Epistle with regard to the Antichrist himself seems to be confined to the words twice repeated, "Ye have heard that the Antichrist shall come." The verb ἐφερταί here employed has a special reference, as used in Scripture, to the first and second advents of our Lord. Those whom St. John was addressing had been taught that, as Christ was to come (ἐφερταί), so the Antichrist was to come likewise. The rest of the passage in St. John appears to be rather a practical application of the doctrine of the Antichrist than a formal statement of it. He warns his readers that the spirit of the Antichrist could exist even then, though the coming of the Antichrist himself was future, and that, therefore, the Messianic and the Messiahship of Jesus were Antichrists, as being types of the final Antichrist who was to come. The teaching of St. John's Epistles therefore amounts to this, that in type, Cerinthus, Basilides, Simon Magus, and those Gnostics who denied Christ's Sonship, and all subsequent heretics who should deny it, were Antichrists, as being wanting in that divine principle of love which with him is the essence of Christianity; and he points on to the final appearance of the Antichrist that was "to come" in the last times, according as they had been orally taught, who would be the antitype of these his forerunners and servants.

The Adversary of God of St. Paul's Epistles. — St. Paul does not employ the term Antichrist, but there can be no hesitation in identifying his Adversary (ὁ ἀντικείμενος) of God with the "Antichrist" whom he describes as "to come." He refers to his oral teaching on the subject, but as the Thessalonians appeared to have forgotten it, and to have been misled by some passages in his previous Epistle to them, he recapitulates what he had taught them. Like St. John, he tells them that the spirit of Antichrist or Antichristianism, called by him "the mystery of iniquity," was already working; but Antichrist himself he characterizes as "the Man of Sin," "the Son of Perdition," "the Adversary to all that is called God," "the one who lifts himself above all objects of worship;" and assures them that he should not be revealed in person until some present obstacle to his appearance should have been taken away, and until the predicted ἀνοσία should have occurred.

From St. John and St. Paul together we learn (1) that the Antichrist should come; (2) that he should not come until a certain obstacle to his coming was removed; (3) nor till the time of, or rather till after the time of the ἀνοσία; (4) that his characteristics would be (a) open opposition to God and religion, (b) a claim to the incommunicable attributes of God, (γ) impiety, sin, and lawlessness, (δ) a power of working lying mir-
The Antichrist

This passage is universally acknowledged to be primarily applicable to Antichrist Epiphanes. Antiochus Epiphanes is recognized as the chief prototype of the Antichrist. The prophecy may therefore be regarded as descriptive of the Antichrist. The point is clearly argued by St. Jerome:—

"Down to this point (Dan. xiii.) the historical order is preserved, and there is no difference between Orpah and our own interpreters. But all that follows down to the end of the book he applies personally to Antichrist Epiphanes, brother of Seleucus, and son of Antiochus the Great; for, after Seleucus, he reigned eleven years in Syria, and possessed Judaea; and in his reign there occurred the persecution about the Law of God, and the wars of the Maccabees. But our people consider all these things to be spoken of Antichrist, who is to come in the last time. ... It is the custom of Holy Scripture to anticipate in types the reality of things to come. For in the same way our Lord and Saviour is spoken of in the 72d Psalm, which is entitled a Psalm of Solomon, and yet all that is there said cannot be applied to Solomon. But in part, and as in a shadow and image of the truth, these things are foretold of Solomon, to be more perfectly fulfilled in our Lord and Saviour. As, then, in Solomon and other saints the Saviour has types of His coming, so Antichrist is rightly believed to have for his type that wicked king Antiochus, who persecuted the saints and defiled the Temple." (S. Hiero. Op. tom. i. p. 523. Col. Afr. 1670; tom. iii. p. 1127. Paris, 1704.

The Little Horn of Daniel.—The Horns are being dealt with a person, not a kingdom or a polity. This is evident from St. John's words, and still more evident from the Epistle to the Thessalonians. The words used by St. Paul could not well have been more emphatic, had he studiously made use of them in order to exclude the idea of a polity.

"The Man of Sin," the Son of Perdition, the one who opposeth himself to God, the one who exalteth himself above all that is called God, the wicked one who was to come with Satanic power and lying wonders:—it words have a meaning, these words designate an individual. But when we come to Daniel's prophecy of the Little Horn this is all changed. We there read of four beasts, which are explained as four kings, by which expression is meant four kingdoms or empires. These kingdoms represented by the four beasts but undoubtedly the Asiatic empire, the Persian empire, the Grecian empire, and the Roman empire. The Roman Empire is described as breaking up into ten kingdoms, amongst which there grows up another kingdom which gets the mastery over nearly a third of them (three out of ten). This kingdom, or polity, is the little horn of the fourth beast, before which three of the first ten horns are plucked up. If thereby four "kings" (vii. 24) are monarchies or nationalities, then the other "king" who rises after them is, in manner, as an individual but a polity. It follows that the Little Horn of Daniel cannot be identified with the Antichrist of St. John and St. Paul. The former is a polity, the latter an individual.

VI. The Apocalyptic Beast of St. John.—A further conclusion follows. For the Apocalyptic Beast is clearly identical with the Little Horn of Daniel. The Beast whose power is absorbed into the Little Horn has ten horns (Dan. vii. 7) and rises from the sea (Dan. vii. 2): the Apocalyptic Beast has ten horns (Rev. xiii. 1) and rises from the sea (Rev. xiii. 1). The Little Horn has a mouth speaking great things (Dan. vii. 8, 11, 20): the Apocalyptic Beast has a mouth speaking great things (Rev. xiii. 5). The Little Horn makes war against the saints, and overcomes them (Rev. xiii. 7). The Little Horn speaks great words against the Most High (Dan. vii. 25): the Apocalyptic Beast opens his mouth in blasphemy against God (Rev. xvi. 6). The Little Horn wears out the saints of the Most High (Dan. vii. 25): the woman who rides on, etc. directs, the Apocalyptic Beast, is drunken with the blood of the saints (Rev. xvi. 6). The persecution of the Little Horn is to last a time and times and a dividing of times, etc. three and a half times (Dan. vii. 25): power is given to the Apocalyptic Beast for forty-two months, etc. three and a half times (Rev. xiii. 5). These and other parallels cannot be accidental. Whatever was meant by Daniel's Little Horn must be also meant by St. John's Beast. Therefore St. John's Beast is not the Antichrist. It is not an individual like the Antichrist of St. John's and St. Paul's Epistles, but a polity like the Little Horn of Daniel.

But, though not identical, it is quite evident, and it has been always recognized, that the Antichrist of the Epistles and the Beast of the Apocalypse have some relation to each other. What is this relation? and in what relation to both does the second Apocalyptic Beast or False Prophet stand? To answer this question we must examine the imagery of the Apocalypse. Shortly stated, it is, so far as concerns our present purpose, as follows. The church is represented (Rev. xix.) as a woman bringing forth children to Christ, persecuted by Satan, and compelled to fly from him into the wilderness, where she remains for 1260 days, or three and a half times, Satan, being unable to destroy the woman, will set up his own kingdom, and her seed (xii. 17). At this time the Beast arises from the sea, and Satan gives to him his power, and his seat, and great authority. The length of time during which the Beast prevails is three and a half times, the same period as that during which the sufferings of the woman last. During a certain part of this three and a half times the Beast takes upon itself, as its guide and rider, a harlot, or woman, it is expressly said, "that great city which reigneth over the kings of the earth" (Rev. xviii. 18) from her seven hills (xviii. 9). After a time Babylon the harlot-rider falls (ch. xviii.), but the Beast on whom she had ridden still survives, and is finally destroyed at the glorious coming of Christ (xix. 20).

Can we harmonize this picture with the prediction of Daniel, always assuming that his Man of Sin is an individual, and that the Apocalyptic Beast is a polity?

As we have here reached that which constitutes the great difficulty in mastering the conception of the Antichrist as revealed by the inspired writers we shall now turn from the text of Scripture to the...
The commentaries and essays of the ancient church fathers were written to provide guidance and interpretation of the scriptures. They were known as church authorities and played a crucial role in the development of Christian doctrine. These writings were used to explain and elucidate passages of the New Testament, often providing historical context and theological insights.

The Antichrist, as described in the New Testament, is a figure who will arise in the end times to challenge Christ's authority. This understanding is based on the belief that certain historical figures and events foreshadow the rise of the Antichrist. For example, the Roman Emperor Domitian is sometimes identified with this figure.

The Antichrist is also associated with the Beast, who is described in the Book of Revelation as a figure of power and control. The Antichrist will be a powerful ruler who will exert his authority over the earth, using his power to deceive and seduce people away from the true faith.

The Antichrist is depicted as a figure of evil, who will seek to undermine the work of God and bring about the downfall of the true kingdom. He is described as a false prophet, a lying devil, and a person who will deceive the world.

The Antichrist is closely associated with the number 666, which is often used as a code name for him. This number is seen as a symbol of evil and persecution.

The Antichrist is also associated with the mark of the beast, which is a sign of obedience to the Antichrist. Those who refuse to take the mark will be marked for death.

The Antichrist is described as a figure who will be present during the time of revelation, and his arrival is anticipated by many Christians as a sign of the end times. The Antichrist is seen as a test of faith, and those who remain faithful to Christ will be rewarded with eternal life.

The Antichrist is also associated with various symbols and places. For example, he is often depicted as a dragon, a beast, or a false prophet. He is also associated with Jerusalem, Rome, and Babylon, representing the worldly powers that oppose Christ.

The Antichrist is a figure of great interest and debate among Christians, and his description in the New Testament has been the subject of much interpretation and speculation. The Antichrist is seen as a symbol of the ongoing struggle between good and evil, and the ultimate victory of Christ over the forces of darkness.
ANTICHRIST

at Babylon, saying that he will be instructed in the Magian philosophy, and that his doctrine and miracles will be a parody of those of the Lamb. The received opinion of the twelfth century is brought before us in a striking and dramatic manner at the interview between King Richard I. and the Pope. The very prospect of an Antichrist has not been very edifying to the Holy Land. "I thought," said the king, "that Antichrist would be born in Antioch or in Babylon, and of the tribe of Dan; and would reign in the temple of the Lord in Jerusalem; and would walk in that land in which Christ walked; and would reign in it for three years and a half; and would dispute against Elijah and Enoch, and would kill them; and would afterwards die; and that after his death God would give sixty days of repentance, in which those might repent which should have erred from the way of truth, and have been seduced by the preaching of Antichrist and his false prophets." This seems to have been the view defended by the archbishops of Rouen and Auxerre and by the bishop of Bayonne, who were present at the interview; but it was not Joachim's opinion. He maintained the seven heads of the beast to be Cephas, Peter; Constantius, Maximianus; Melsemut, Shadrach; Malshad, who were post; Saladin, who was then living; and Antichrist, who was shortly to come, being already born in the city of Rome, and about to be elevated to the Apostolic See (Roger de Veneden in Richard I., anno 1190). In his own work on the Apocalypse Joachim speaks of the second Apocalyptic beast as being governed by "some great prophet who will be like Simon Mago, and as it were universal pontiff throughout the world, and be very Antichrist of whom St. Paul speaks." These are very noticeble words. Gregory I. had long since (A. D. 590) declared that any man who held even the shadow of the power which the popes of Rome soon after his time arrogated to themselves, would be the precursor of Antichrist. Annullin bishop of Orleans (or perhaps Gerbert), in an invective against John XV. at the Council of Rheims, A. D. 1051, had declared that if the Roman pontiff was destitute of charity and parted up with knowledge, he was Antichrist — it destitute both of charity and of knowledge, that he was a base stone (Mansi, tom. ix. p. 132; Ven. 1774); but Joachim is the first to suggest, not that such and such a pontiff was Antichrist, but that the Antichrist would be a Univers der Pontific, and that he would occupy the Apostolic See. Still, however, we have no hint of an order or succession of men being the Antichrist. It is an actual, living, individual man that Joachim contemplates.

The master had said that a Pope would be the Antichrist; his followers began to whisper that it was the Pope. Ambrose, professor of logic and theology at Paris at the end of the 12th century, appears to have been the first to have put forth the idea. It was taken up by three different classes; by the moralists, who were scandalized at the laxity of the Papal Court; by the imperialists, in their temporal struggle with the Papacy; and, perhaps independently, by the Waldenses and their followers in their spiritual struggle. Of the first class we

may find examples in the Franciscan enthusiasm, Peter John of Olivi, Telephorus, Ubertinus, and John of Paris, who saw a mystic Antichrist at Rome, and looked forward to a real Antichrist in the future; and again in such men as Grossete whom we find asking, as in despair, whether the name of Antichrist has not been earned by the Pope (Matt. Par. in Jo. 1253, p. 875, 1640). Of the second class we may take Becket archbishop of Salzburg as a specimen, who denounces Hildebrand as "having, in the name of religion," laid the foundation of the kingdom of Antichrist 1700 years before his time." He can even name the ten horns. They are the "Turks, Greeks, Egyptians, Africans, Spaniards, French, English, Germans, Sicilians, and Italians, who now occupy the provinces of Rome; and a little horn has grown up with eyes and mouth, speaking great things, which is reducing three of these kingdoms — i. e., Sicily, Italy, and Germany — to subserviency, is persecuting the people of Christ and the saints of God with intolerable opposition, is contounding things human and divine, and attempting things unutterable, execrable (Joachims, Annales, 1251, p. 1740)."

2. The Waldenses also at first regarded the Antichrist as an individual. The "Noble Lesson," written in the 12th century, teaches the expectation of a future and personal Antichrist; but the Waldensian treatise of Antichrist in the 14th century identifies Antichrist, Babylon, the Fourth Beast, the Harlot, and the Man of Sin, with the system of Papery. Wieland and Hussites held the same language. Lord Cobham declared at his trial that the Pope was Antichrist's head (Bedle's Works, p. 38; Cambidge, 1849). Walter Brute, brought before the Bishop's Court at Hereford at the close of the 14th century, pronounced the Antichrist to be the "high bishop of Rome calling himself God's servant and Christ's chief vicar in this world," (Foxe, iii. 151, Lond. 1841). Thus we reach the Reformation. Walter Brute (A. D. 1839), Bulilnger (1844), Chytrius (1571), Aetius (1573), Foxe (1566), Napier (1569), More (1632), Jurieu (1685), Bp. Newton (1756), Cunningham (1814), Faber, (1814), Woodhouse (1828), Harsen (1845), identify the False Prophet, or Second Apocalyptic Beast, with Antichrist and with the Papacy; Marbot (A. D. 1774), King James I. (1603), Banning (1729), Galloway (1802), the First Apocalyptic Beast; Brightman (A. D. 1809), Pareus (1615), Vitringa (1675), Gill (1776), Bachman (1778), Frerer (1753), Croy (1828), Fryt (1837), Elliot (1811), both the Beasts. That the Pope and his system are Antichrist, was

Car, segent l'escritura, son ara als molt Anticrist; Car Anicrist son fuit aquell que contrarest a Xrist."

— La Noma Lerzen, liv. 457. See Raymond's Choix des plus utiles et des plus estimables ecrits de Paul litteraire, tom. ii, to vol. iii. of Elliot's Historie Apocalyptique, Lond. 1846; Haliian's Int. Europe, i 28 (note), Lond. 1855.
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taught by Luther, Calvin, Zwingli, Melancthon, Bucer, Beza, Calixtus, Bengel, Michaelis, and by almost all Protestant writers on the Continent. Nor was the notion of Antichrist, as a power of the Papal theologians to seize the same weapon of offense. Bp. Bale (A.D. 1491), like Luther, Bucer, and Melancthon, pronounces the Pope in Europe and Mohammed in Africa to be Antichrist. The Pope is Antichrist, say Cranmer (Works, vol. ii. p. 46, Camb. 1814), Latimer (Works, vol. i. p. 149, Camb. 1844), Ridley (Works, p. 53, Camb. 1841), Hooper (Works, vol. ii. p. 44, Camb. 1852), Hurrington (Comm., Camb. 1844), Cunliffe (Works, vol. i. p. 147, Camb. 1848), Sands (Works, p. 11, Camb. 1841), Philpot (Works, p. 152, Camb. 1842), Jewell (Works, vol. i. p. 109, Camb. 1845), Rogers (Works, p. 182, Camb. 1854), Fuller (Works, vol. ii. p. 299, Camb. 1848), Bradford (Works, p. 435, Camb. 1848). Nor is the opinion confined to these 16th century divines, who may be supposed to have been specially increased against Popery. King James held it (Apoc. pro Juv. Nol. London, 1600), as strongly as Queen Elizabeth (see Jewell, Letter to Bulling, May 22, 1559, Zerach Letters, First Series, p. 33, Camb. 1842); and the theologians of the 17th century did not repudiate it, though they less and less dwelt upon it as their struggle came to be with Puritanism in place of Popery. Bp. Andrews maintains it as a probable conclusion from the Epistle to the Thessalonians (Resp. ad Delta, p. 304, Oxon. 1851); but he carefully explains that King James, whom he was defending, had expressed his private opinion, not the belief of the Church, on the subject (ibid. p. 23). Brannahh introduces limitations and distinctions (Works, iii. 520, Oxif. 1845); significantly suggests that there are marks of Antichrist which apply to the General Assembly of the Kirk of Scotland as much as to the Pope or to the Turk (ib. iii. 257); and declines to make the Church of England responsible for what individual preachers or writers had said on the subject in moments of exasperation (ib. ii. 582). From this time forward the Papal-Antichristian theory is not to be found in any theologians of name in the English Church, nor indeed in the sixteenth century does it seem to have taken root in England. Hard names were bandied about, and the hardest of all being Antichrist, it was not neglected. But the idea of the Pope being the Antichrist was not the idea of the English Reformation, nor was it ever applied to the Pope in his Patriarchal or Archiepiscopal, but solely in his distinctively Papal character. But the more that the sober and learned divines of the seventeenth century gave up this application of the term, the more violently it was insisted upon by men of little charity and contracted views. A string of writers followed each other in succession, who added nothing to the interpretation of prophecy, but found each the creation of his own brain in the sacred book of the Revelation, grouping history in any arbitrary manner that they chose around the central figure of the Papal Antichrist.

3. A reaction followed. Some returned to the ancient idea of a future individual Antichrist, as Iacunza or Benezra (A.D. 1810), Burgh, Samuel Maitland in his Essay on the Prophecy of Daniel (1747), No. 43), Charles Maitland (Prophetic Interpretation). Others preferred looking upon him as long past, and fixed upon one or another persecutor or heretic as the man in whom the predictions as to Antichrist found their fulfillment. There seems to be no trace of this idea for more than 1600 years in the Church. But it has been taken up by two opposite classes of expositors, by Romanists who were anxious to avert the application of the Apocalyptic prophecies from the Papacy, and by others, who were disposed, not indeed to deny the pro phetic import of the Apocalypse, but to confine the seer's ken within the closest and narrowest limits that were possible. Alcasar, a Spanish Jesuit, taking a hint from Victorinus, seems to have been the first (A.D. 1564) to have suggested that the Antichristian power did not consist further than to the overthrow of Paganism by Constantine. This view, with variations by Grothus, is taken up and expanded by Bossuet, Calmet, De Saey, Eichhorn, Hug, Herder, Ewald, Moses Stuart, Davidson. The general view of the school is that the Apocalypse describes the triumph of Christianity over Judaism in the first, and over Heathenism in the third century. Mariana sees Antichrist in Nero; Bossuet in Dacia and in Julian; Grothus in Caligula; Wetstein in Titus; Hammond in Simon Magnus (Works, vol. iii. p. 629, Lond. 1631); Whitby in the Jews (Comm. vol. ii. p. 431, Lond. 1760); Le Clerc in Simon, son of Giora, a leader of the rebel Jews; Schützgen in the Pharisees; Nüssel and Krause in the Jewish zealots; Harduin in the High Priest Ananiah; F. D. Maurice in Vellinus (On the Apocalypse, Camb. 1890).

4. The same spirit that reunites regard Satan as an individual, naturally looks upon the Antichrist as an evil principle not embodied either in a person or in a polity. Thug Koppe, Storey, Nitschel. (See Alford, Gr. Test. iii. 69.) We do not gain much by a review of the opinions of the commentators. In the case of prophecy, partially at least unfilled, little is to be expected. Of the four opinions which we have exhibited, the last is in accordance neither with St. Paul nor St. John, for St. Paul describes the Asbyerd as being distinctly a man; St. John speaks of the coming of Antichrist in terms similar to those used for the coming of Christ, and describes Antichristianism as τοῦ οὗτου οὐακρίστου, thereby showing that Anti christianism is Antichristianism because it is the spirit of the concrete Antichrist. The third opinion is plausibly refuted by the fact that the persons fixed upon as the Antichrist have severally passed away, but Christ's glorious presence, which is immediately to succeed the Antichrist, has not yet been vouchsafed. The majority of those who maintain the second opinion are shown to be in the wrong because they represent as a polity what St. Paul distinctly describes as a man. The majority of those who hold the first opinion are in like manner shown to be in the wrong, because they represent as an individual what the Apocalypse demonstrably pictures as a polity. We are unable to follow any one interpreter or any one school of interpreters. The opinions of the two last schools, we are able to see, are wholly false. The two first appear to contain the truth between them, but so divided as to be untrue in the mouth of almost any individual expositor who has entered into details. We return to Scripture.

St. Paul says that there are two things which are to remain unaffected by the Apocalypse, the συμπαλαιστήριον and the revelation of the Asbyerd, and he does not say that these two things are contemporary. On the contrary, though he does not directly express it, he implies that there was to be a succession
of events. First, it would seem, an unnamed and to us unknown obstacle has to be removed; then was to follow the "Apostasy;" after this, the Adversary was to arise, and then to come his destruction. We need hardly say that the word "apostasy," as ordinarily used, does not give the exact meaning of ἀπόστασις. The Λ. V. has no notion of qualifying the original by "falling away," having only failed of entire exactness by omitting to give the value of the article.a An open and unblushing denial and rejection of all belief, which is implied in our "apostasy," is not implied in ἀπόστασις. It means one of two things: (1) Political defection (Gen. xiv. 4; 2 Chr. xiii. 6; Acts v. 37); (2) Religious defection (Acts xxii. 21; 1 Tim. iv. 1; Heb. iii. 12). The first is the common classical use of the word. The second is more usual in the N. T. Cyril of Jerusalem seems to understand the word rightly when he says in reference to this passage: Νυν εἰς ἑν τῇ ἀπόστασις ἀπστάσατε γὰρ ἐν ἑωρᾷ τῆς ὁρίσθ πιστεῖς . . . ἀπστάσατε γὰρ ἐν ἑωρᾷ πρὸ ἀπὸ τῆς ἁλθείας . . . Αὐτή τοις εἰς τὴν ἀπόστασιν καὶ μελέτα προσδοκίας ἀπὸ ἔχοντο (St. Cyril. Catech. xv. 9, Ῡμα. p. 228, Paris 1720). And St. Ambrose: "A certain religious people has errore descensum" (Cassiod. in loc. xx. 20). This "falling away" implies persons who fall away, the ἀπόστασις consists of ἀπόστασα. Supposing the existence of an organized religious body, some of whom should fall away from the true faith, the persons so falling away would be ἀπόστασα, though still formally unsealed from the religious body to which they belonged, and the religious body itself, while from one side and in respect to its faithful members it would retain its character and name as a religious body, might yet from another side and in respect to its other members be designated an ἀπόστασις. It is such a corrupted religious body as this that St. Paul seems to mean by the ἀποστασία which he foretells in the Epistle to the Thessalonians. In the Epistles to Timothy he describes this religious defection by some of its peculiar characteristics. These are, seducing spirits, doctrines of demons, hypocrisy lying, a secret contempt for science, a forbidding of marriage and of meats, a form of godliness without the power thereof (1 Tim. iv. 1; 2 Tim. iii. 5). It has been usual, as we have seen, to identify the Beast of the Apocalypse with St. Paul's Man of Sin. It is impossible, as we have said, to do so. But it is possible, and more than possible, to identify the Beast and the ἀποστασία. Can we find any thing which will serve as the antitype of both? In order to be the antitype of St. John's Beast it must be a polity, arising, not immediately, but shortly, after the dissolution of the Roman Empire, gaining great influence in the world, and getting the mastery over a certain number of those nationalities which like itself grew out of that empire (Dan. vii. 24). It must last three and a half times, i. e., nearly twice as long as the empire of Assyria, or Persia, or Grecia, to which only two times seem to be allotted (Dan. vii. 12). It must blaspheme against God, i. e., it must arrogate to itself or claim for creatures the honor due to God alone. It must be an object of wonder and worship to the world (Rev. xiii. 6). It must put forward orishing chains in behalf of itself, and be full of its own perfections (Rev. xiii. 5). At a certain period in his history it must put itself under the guidance of Rome (Rev. xvi. 3), and remain hidden by her until the destruction of the latter (Rev. xviii. 2); its own existence being still prolonged until the coming of Christ in glory (Rev. xix. 9). To satisfy the requirements of St. Paul's description, its essential features must be a falling away from the true faith (2 Thess. ii. 3; 1 Tim. iv. 1), and it must be further characterized by the specific qualities already transcribed from the Epistles to Timothy.

The antitype may be found in the corrupted Church of Christ, in so far as it was corrupted. The same body, in so far as it maintained the faith and love, was the bride and the spouse, and, in so far as it "fell away" from God, was the ἀποστασία just as Jerusalem of old was at once Sion the beloved city and Sedam the bloody city — the Church of God and the Synagogue of Satan. According to this view, the three and a half times of the Beast's continuance (Rev. xiii. 5) and of the Beast's suffering in the wilderness (Rev. xii. 6) would necessarily be conterminous, for the persecuted and the persecutors would be the faithful and the unfaithful members of the same body. These times would have commenced when the Church lapsed from her purity and from her first love into unfaithfulness to God, exhibited especially in idolatry and creature-worship. It is of the nature of a religious detection to grow up by degrees. We should not therefore be able to lay the finger on any special moment at which it commenced. St. Cyril of Jerusalem considered that it was already existing in his time. "Nunc," he says, "is the ἀποστασία, for men have fallen away (ἀπετασύνην) from the right faith. This then is the ἀποστασία, and we must begin to look out for the enemy; already he has begun to send his legions, and the hour of his might may be ready for him at his coming." (Catech. xv. 9). It was at the Second Council of Nice that the Church formally committed itself for the first time (A. D. 787) by the voice of a General Council to base doctrine and idolatrous practice. The after acquiescence in the Hildebrandine theory of the Papal supremacy would be typified by the Beast taking the woman who represents the seven-headed city on its back as its guide and director. From the twelfth to the sixteenth century, and partially to the present day, this Hildebrandine idea has reigned over and has been the governing spirit of the Corrupted Church. The fall of Babylon, i. e., of Rome, would be as yet future, as well as the still subsequent destruction of the Corrupted Church, on the day of the coming of Christ. The period of the three and a half times would continue down to the final moment that this destruction takes place.

a For the force of the article, see Bip. Midleton on τελος (τιν. τ. p. 828, Camb. 1852).

b The word "blasphemy" has come to bear a secondary meaning, which it does not bear in Scripture. Schleiermacher (in var.) rightly explains it, Dieu et paixes jugable sacre sur des secrètes. The Jews accused our Lord of blasphemy because He claimed divine power and the divine attributes (Matt. x. 32). John x. (53) There was nothing in our Lord's words which the most bitter malice could have called blasphemies in the later sense which the word has come to bear. It is of course in the Scripture, not in the modern, sense that St. John attributes blasphemy to the Beast. (See Wordsworth, On the Apocryphas, p. 528.)
The Apocalyptic False Prophet. - There is a second Apocalyptic Beast: the beast from the Earth (Rev. xii. 13), and this is described as being "first in war, and afterwards in peace (Rev. xix. 20). Can we identify this Beast either with the individual Antichrist of the Epistles or with the corrupt polity of the Apocalypse? We were compelled to regard the First Beast as a polity by its being identical with that which clearly is a polity, the Little Horn of Daniel. There is no such necessity here, and there is no reason for regarding the Second Beast as a polity, beyond the fact of its being described as being" by the polity, which a polity had been just previously described. This presumption is more than counterbalanced by the individualizing title of the False Prophet which he bears (Rev. xvi. 13, xix. 20). His characteristics are - (1) "doing great wonders, so that he maketh fire to come down from heaven on the earth in the sight of men" (Rev. xiii. 13). This power of miracle-working, we should note, is not attributed to St. John to the First Beast; but it is one of the chief signs of St. Paul's Adversary, "whose coming is with all power and signs and lying wonders" (2 Thess. ii. 9). (2) He deceived them that dwell on the earth by the means of those miracles which he had power to do in the sight of the Beast" (Rev. xiii. 14). He wrought miracles with which he deceived them that received the mark of the Beast and worshipped the image of the Beast" (Rev. xix. 20). In like manner, no special power of beguiling is attributed to the First Beast; but the Adversary is possessed of "all deceivableness of unrighteousness in them that perish because they received not the love of the truth that they might be saved" (2 Thess. ii. 10). (3) He has borne a lamb, i.e., he bears an outward resemblance to the Messiah (Rev. xiii. 11); and the Adversary sits in the temple of God showing himself that he is God (2 Thess. ii. 4). (4) His title is The False Prophet, δ Προφητής, (Rev. xvi. 13, xix. 20); and our Lord, when Antichrist counterfeits, is emphatically δ Προφητής. The ψευδοπροφηταί of Matt. xxiv. 24 are the forerunners of δ Προφητής, as John the Baptist of the True Prophet. On the whole, it would seem that if the Antichrist appears at all in the Book of the Revelation it is by this Second Beast or the False Prophet that he is represented. If this be so, the question is, whether he is an individual person who will at some future time arise, or whether he is in the belief with the Corrupted Church, represent himself as her minister and vindicator (Rev. xiii. 12), compel men by violence to pay reverence to her (xiii. 14), breathe a new life into her decaying frame by his use of the secular arm in her behalf (xiii. 15), forbidding civil rights to those who renounce her authority and reject her symbols (xiii. 17), and putting them to death by the sword (xiii. 15), while personally he is an atheistical blasphemer (1 John ii. 22) and sums up in himself the evil spirit of unbelief which has been working in the world from St. Paul's days to his (2 Thess. ii. 7). That it is possible for a professed unbeliever and atheist to make himself the champion of a corrupt system of religion, and to become on political grounds as violent a persecutor in its behalf as the most fanatical bigot could be, has been proved by events which have occurred under a similar, and to that extent again occur on a more gigantic and terrible scale. The Antichrist would thus combine the forces, generally and happily antagonistic, of infidelity and superstition. In this would consist the special horror of the reign of the Antichrist. Hence also the special sufferings of the faithful delivered until Christ's second advent again appeal to vindicate the cause of truth and liberty and religion.

The sum of Scripture teaching with regard to the Antichrist, then, appears to be as follows. Already in the times of the Apostles there was the mystery of iniquity, the spirit of Antichrist, at work. It embodied itself in various shapes — in the Gnostic heresies of St. John's days, in the Jewish impostors who preceded the fall of Jerusalem, in all heresies and unbelief, and especially in the Gnostic heresy whose heresies had a tendency to deny the incarnation of Christ, and in the great persecutors who from time to time afflicted the Church. But this Antichristian spirit was then, and is still, diffused. It had not, and it has not yet, gathered itself into one person in whom it will be one day completely and fully manifested. There was something which prevented the open manifestation of the Antichrist in the Apostles' days which they spoke of by word of mouth, but were unwilling to name in letters. What this obstacle was, or is, we cannot now know. The general opinion of the early writers and fathers is that it was the power of secular law existing in the Roman Empire. The Roman Empire fell, and upon its fall, and in consequence of its fall, there arose a secularization and corruption of the Church, which would not have been so secularized and corrupted had it been kept in check by the jealousy of the imperial power. The secularization and corruption increasing, the Church, which from one point of view and in respect to some of its members was considered as the Church of Christ, from another point of view and in respect to others of its members, came to be regarded as no better than an άποστασία. Time passing, the corrupt element, getting still more the mastery, took the Popacy on its back and gave itself up to be directed from Rome. So far we speak of the past. It would appear further that there is to be evolved from the womb of the Corrupt Church, whether after or before the fall of Rome does not appear, an individual Antichrist, who, being himself a scoffer and contemner of all religion, will yet act as the patron and defender of the Corrupt Church, and compel men to submit to her sway by the force of the secular arm and by means of bloody persecutions. He will unite the old foes superstition and unbelief in one coalition attack on liberty and religion. He will have, finally, a power of performing lying miracles and beguiling souls, being the embodiment of satanic as distinct from brutal wickedness. How long his power will last we are wholly ignorant, as the three and a half times do not refer to his reign (as is usually imagined), but to the continuance of the άποστασία. We only know that his continuance will be short. At last he will be destroyed together with the Corrupt Church, in so far as it is corrupt, at the glorious appearance of Christ, which will usher in the millennium triumph of the faithful and hitherto persecuted members of the Church.

(B) There are points which require further elucidation:

1. The meaning of the name Antichrist. Mr. Greswell argues at some length that the only correct rendering of the word is "Counterfeit Christ" or "Pro-Christ", and denies that the idea of Adversary to Christ is involved in the word. Mr. Greswell's authority is great; but he has been in this case too hasty in drawing his conclusion from the instances
which he has cited. It is true that "Antichrist" is not synonymous with καριγον, but it is impossible to resist the evidence which any Greek lexicon supplies that the word ἀντικριστον, both in composition and by itself, will bear the sense of "opponent to." It is probable that both senses are combined in the word "Antichrist." The word "Antichrist" is very exact in its resemblance, but the primary notion which it conveys would seem rather to be that of antagonism than rivalry. See Greswell, *Exposition of the Parable*, vol. i. p. 327 ff; Wordsworth, *On the Apocalypse*, p. 512.

2. The meaning of καριγον. What is that thing which withholdeth (2 Thess. ii. 6) and why is it apparently described in the following verse as a person (καριγον)? There is a remarkable unanimity among the early Christian writers on this point. They explain the obstacle, known to the Thessalonians but unknown to us, to be the Roman Empire. Thus Tertullian, *De Rame, Curra.*, c. 24, and *Apoll.*, c. 32; St. Chrysostom and Theophylact on 2 Thess. ii.; Hippolytus, *De Antichristo*, c. 49; St. Jerome on Dan. vii.; St. Augustine, *De Civ. Dei*, xx. 19; St. Cyril of Jerusalem, *Catech.* c. 35; and H. Mors's *Works*, iv. 19, p. 692; Mole, *Life, etc.*, x. viii. p. 636. Alford, *Gk. Text. iii.*, 57; Wordsworth, *On the Apocalypse*, p. 520. Theodoret and Theodore of Mopsuestia hold it to be the determination of God. Theodoret's view is embraced by Pelt: the Patriotic interpretation is accepted by Wordsworth. Elliott and Alford so far modify the Patriotic interpretation as to explain the obstacle to be the restraining power of human law (καριγον) wielded by the Empire of Rome (καριγον) which Tertullian wrote, but now by the several governments of the civilized world. The explanation of Theodoret is untenable on account of St. Paul's further words, "until he be taken out of the way," which are supplied by him to the obstacle. The modification of Elliott and Alford is necessary if we suppose the ἀντικριστον to be an ἁγιος apoastasy still future, for the Roman Empire is gone, and this apoastasy is not come nor is the Wicked One revealed. There is much to be said for the Patriotic interpretation in its plainest acceptance. How should the idea of the Roman Empire being the obstacle to the revelation of Antichrist have originated? There was nothing to lead the early Christian writers to such a belief. They regarded the Roman Empire as idolatrous and abominable, and would have been more disposed to consider it as the precursor than as the obstacle to the Wicked One. Whatever the obstacle was, St. Paul says that he told the Thessalonians what it was. Those to whom he had preached knew, and every time that his Epistle was publicly read (1 Thess. v. 27), questions would have been asked by those who did not know, and thus the revelation must have been kept up. It is very difficult to see whence the tradition could have arisen except from St. Paul's own teaching. It may be asked, Why then did he not express it in writing as well as by word of mouth? St. Jerome's answer is sufficient: "If he had openly and unreservedly said, 'Antichrist will not come unless the Roman Empire be first destroyed,' the infant Church would have been exposed in consequence of persecution" ( *ed. Alford*, q.v. xi. vol. iv. p. 289, Paris, 1860). Remington gives the same reason. Why should the obstacle for a Roman should perhaps read the Epistle, and raise a persecution against him and the other Christians, for they held that they were to rule forever in the world? (Bib. *Patr.*, Max. viii. 1018; see Wordsworth, *On the Apocalypse*, p. 343). It would appear then that the obstacle was probably the Roman Empire, and on its being taken out of the way there did occur the "falling away." Zion the beloved city became Sodom, and still Sodom, and still Sodom though Zion. According to the view given above, this would be the description of the Church in her present estate, and this will continue to be our estate, until the time, times and half time, during which the evil element is allowed to remain within her, shall have come to their end.

3. What is the *Apocalyptic Babylon*? There is not a doubt that by Babylon is figured Rome. The "seven mountains on which the woman sit[s]" (Rev. xvii. 9), and the plain declaration, "the woman which thou sawest is that great city which reigneth" (i.e. in St. John's days) "over the kings of the earth" (Rev. xvii. 18), are too strong evidence to be gainsaid. There is no commentator of note, ancient or modern, Romanist or Protestant, who does not acknowledge so much. But what is that Rome is that is thus figured? There are four possible opinions: (1) Roman Pagans; (2) Pope; (3) Rome having hereafter become infidel; (4) Rome as a type of the world. That it is old Pagan Rome is the view ably contended for by Bossuet and held in general by the *protestant* school of interpreters. That it is Rome Papal was held by the Protestants of the sixteenth century, and by those who preceded and have followed them in their line of interpretation. That it is Rome Papal having lapsed into infidelity is the view of many of the *fathers*. That it is Rome as the type of the world is suggested or maintained by Tielmanus, Primasius, Arcetas, Albert the Great, and in our own days by Dr. Arnold (On the *Interpretation of Prophecy*) and Dr. Newman ( *Treats for the Times*, No. 83). That the harlot-woman must be an unfaithful Church is argued convincingly by Wordsworth ( *On the Apocalypse*, p. 376), and no less decisively by Isaac Williams ( *The Apocalypse*, p. 365). A close consideration of the language and import of St. John's prophecy appears, as Mr. Williams says, to leave no room for doubt on this point. If this be so, the conclusion seems almost necessarily to follow that the unfaithful Church spoken of is, as Dr. Wordsworth argues, the Church of Rome. And this appears to be the case. The Babylon of the Apocalypse is probably the Church of Rome which gradually raised and seated itself on the back of the Corrupted Church — the Harlot-rider on the Beast. A very noticeable conclusion follows from hence, which has been little marked by many who have been most anxious to identify Babylon and Rome. It is, that it is impossible that the Pope or the Papal system can be Antichrist, for the Harlot who rides on the Beast and the Antichrist are wholly distinct persons; (2) Babylon is fallen and destroyed (Rev. xviii.) the Antichrist is still found (Rev. xix.). Indeed there is hardly a feature in the Papal system which is similar in its lineaments to the portrait of Antichrist as drawn by St. John, however closely it may resemble Babylon.

4. What are we to understand by the two Witnesses? The usual interpretation given of the early Church is that they are Enoch and Elijah, who are to appear in the days of Antichrist, and by him to be killed. Victorians substitute Jeremias for Enoch. Joachim would suggest Moses
and Elijah taken figuratively for some persons, or perhaps orders, actuated by their spirit. Builinger, ike, Cityteaus, Parez, Mede, Vitringa understood by them the line of Antipapal renouncers. For they used to say that their eyes were opened to the Way of the Law, that is, the New Testament. Some of these people are: Bossuet, the early Christian martyr. Herder and Eichhorn, the chief priest Ananus and Jesus slain by the Zealots; Moses Stuart, the sick and old who did not fly from Jerusalem on its capture by the Romans; Maurice, the priest Joshua and the judge Zerubbabel as representing Law and Sacrifice; Lee understands by them the Law and the Gospel; Tichonius and Bede, the two Testaments; others: the Canaanites. And we are able to say this: The time of their witnessing is 1260 days, or a time, times, and half a time. This is the same period as that during which the aorostacia and the power of the Beast continues. They would seem therefore to represent all those who in the midst of the faithless are found faithful throughout this time. Their being described as "candlesticks" would lead us to regard them perhaps as Churches. The place of their temporary death, "the great city, which spiritually is called Sodom and Egypt, where also our Lord was crucified," would appear to be Jerusalem, as typifying the Corrupted Church. The Beast that kills them is not Antichrist, but the faithless Church.

5. The Number of the Beast. Nothing whatever is known about it. No conjecture that has been made is worth mentioning on the ground of its being likely in any the least degree to approximate to the truth. The usual method of seeking the solution of the difficulty is to select the name of an individual and to count the numerical values of its constituent letters. The extravagant conclusions which have been made to result from this system have naturally brought it into disrepute, but it is certain that it was much more usual, at the time that St. John wrote, to make calculations in this manner than most persons are now aware. On this principle Mercury and Hanth was invoked under the name of 1218, Jupiter under that of 717, the Sun of 608 or XH. Mr. Elliott quotes an enigma from the Syriac verses in some way expressing the name of God, strikingly illustrative of the challenge put forth by St. John, and perhaps formed in part on its model:

Ειναι γράμματα ἵνα τετραπλασιασμὸν εἰς νοεῖν με. Αἱ τρεῖς ἀριθμοὶ δύο γράμματα ἔχουσιν ἐκατόμον, Η μονήν δὲ τὰ λοιπά καὶ εἰς ὃμοια τὰ πέντε. Τοι ποιητὸς δ' ἀριθμὸν επιστάτησε εἰς τυχόν καὶ τρεῖς τρισκέλεις. έστιν γ' εἶναι τέσσαρας, ὅνες ὁμοίως συνέχεια παρ εἰς ἐν συνεχίς.


supposed by Mr. Clarke to be θεὸς σωτήρ. The only conjecture with respect to the number of the Beast, made on this principle, which is worthy of mention is one which dates as early as the time of Irenaeus, and has held its ground down to the time of Dean Alford and Canon Wordsworth. Irenaeus suggests, though he does not adopt, the word Δαντείου. Dr. Wordsworth (1860) thinks it possible, and Dean Alford (1881) has "the strongest persuasion that no other can be found approaching so near to a complete solution." Of other names the chief favorites have been Τηταυα, Αρτουμέ (Hippolytus), Λαμπετία, Αντεύβας (Tichonius), Γεννησία (Irenaeus), Κοκοσ Οδύςας, Ἀλήθης Βαλεφρός, Παλαιος Βασιλανος, Αμένος Μοτίζιος (Arethas), Αντίπατρια, Πολυς Αλεξάντες (Bossuet); Ewald constructs "the Roman Caesar" in Hebrew, and Binyan "the Cæsar Nero" in the same language. Any one who wishes to know the many attempts that have been made to solve the difficulty — attempts seldom even relieved by ingenuity — may consult Wolfius, Calmet, Clarke, Wrangham, Thorn (Thom?). Probably the principle on which Wolfius worked is false. He must have looked for Antichrist among their toes, and have tortured the name of the person fixed upon into being of the value of 606. Hence Latins under the Roman Emperors, Mohammed at the time of the Saracenic successes, Luther at the Reformation, Bonaparte at the French Revolution. The name to be found is not that of Antichrist, but the name of the Beast, which, as we have argued, is not the name of Antichrist. The name of Antichrist is probably that of a sounder method of interpretation is adopted by Mr. Isaac Williams, Dr. Wordsworth, and Mr. Maurice. There is clearly a symmetrical meaning in the numbers used in the Apocalypse: and they would explain the three sixes as a threefold declension from the holiness and perfection symbolized by the number seven. We will add an ingenious suggestion by an anonymous writer, and will leave the subject in the same darkness in which it is probably destined to remain: "At his first appearance," he writes, "he will be hailed with acclamations and hosannas as the redeemer of Israel, another Judas Maccabees: and either from the initials of his name, or from the initial letter of some scriptural motto adopted by him, an artificial name will be formed, a cipher of his real name. And that abreviated name or cipher will be ostentatiously displayed as their badge, their watchword, their shibboleth, their 'Maccabai,' by all his adherents. This artificial name, his name, or symbol of the real name, will be equal to Gerartia to 666." (Jewish Miscellany, p. 52, 1848.)

(C.) Jewish and Mohammedan traditions respecting Antichrist. The name given by the Jews to Antichrist is (מָצָא צִידָן) Armillus. There are several Rabbinical books in which a circumstantial account is given of him, such as the "Book of Zerubbabel," and others printed at Constantinople. Buxtorf gives an abridgment of their contents in his Lexicon, under the head "Armillus," and in the fifteenth chapter of his Synagogue Judaica (p. 717). The name is derived from Isaiah xi. 4, where the Targum gives "By the word of his mouth the wicked Armillus shall be slain," or "with the breath of his lips shall he slay the wicked." There will, say the Jews, be twelve [ten] signs of the coming of the Messiah: — 1. The appearance of three apostate kings who have fallen away from the faith, but in the sight of men appear to be worshippers of the true God. 2. A terrible heat of the sun. 3. A dew of blood (Joel ii. 30). 4. A healing dew for the plagues. 5. A darkness will be cast upon the sun (Joel ii. 31) for thirty days (Isa. xxxiv. 22). 6. God will give universal power to 888, which may well be regarded as a curiosity of illustration.
the Romans for nine months, during which time the Roman chieftain will afflict the Israelites; at the end of the nine months, God will raise up the Messian Ben-Joseph, that is, the Messiah of the tribe of Joseph, named Nehemiah, who will defeat the Roman chieftain and slay him. Then there will arise another great man from the Gentiles, for Christians call Antichrist. He will be born of a marble statue in one of the churches in Rome. He will go to the Romans and will profess himself to be their Messiah and their God. At once the Romans will believe in him and accept him for their king, and will have him and cling to him. Having made the whole world subject to him, he will say to the Ishmaeans (i.e. Christians) "Bring me the law which I have given you." They will bring it with their book of laws; and he will accept it as his own, and will exhort them to persevere in their belief of him. Then he will send to Nehemiah, and command the Jewish Law to be brought him, and proof to be given from it that he is God. Nehemiah will go before him, guarded by 30,000 warriors of the tribe of Ephraim, and will read, "I am the Lord thy God: thou shalt have none other gods but me." He will say that the Lord had given (each word of the Law), and will command the Jews to confess him to be God, as the other nations had confessed him. But Nehemiah will give orders to his followers to seize and bind him. Then Armillius, in rage and fury will gather all his people in a deep valley to fight with Israel, and in that battle the Messian Ben-Joseph will fall, and the angels will bear away his body and carry him to the resting-place of the Patriarchs. Then the Jews will be cast out by all nations, and suffer afflictions such as have not been from the beginning of the world, and the residue of them will fly into the desert, and will remain there forty and five days, during which time all the 1-tradities who are not worthy to see the redemption shall die. 8. Then the great angel Michael will rise and blow three mighty blasts of a trumpet. At the first blast there shall appear the true Messiah Ben-David and the prophet Elijah, and they will manifest themselves to the Jews in the desert, and all the Jews throughout the world shall hear the sound of the trump, and those that have been carried captive into Assyria shall be gathered together; and with great gladness they shall come to Jerusalem. Then Armillius will raise a great army of Christians and lead them to Jerusalem to conquer the new king. But God shall say to Messiah, "Sit thou on my right hand," and to the Israelites, "Stand still and see what God will work for you to-day." Then God will pour down sulphur and fire from heaven (Ex. xxxxi. 22), and the impious Armillius shall die, and the impious Ishmaeans (i.e. Christians), who have destroyed the house of our God and have led us away into captivity, shall perish in misery, and the Jews shall revenge themselves upon them, as it is written, "The house of Jacob shall be a fire, and the house of Joseph a flame, and the house of Esau (i.e. the Christians) for stubble, and they shall kindle in them and devour them: there shall not be any remaining of the house of Esau, for the Lord hath spoken it" (Obad. 18.) 9. On the second blast of the trumpet the tombs shall be opened, and Messiah Ben-David shall raise Messiah Ben-Joseph from the dead. 10. The ten tribes shall be led to Paradise, and there they shall dwell for ever with Messiah. And the Messiah shall choose a bride amongst the fairest of the daughters of Israel, and children and children's children shall be born to him, and then he shall die like other men, and his sons shall reign over Israel after him, as it is written, "He shall prolong his days" (Is. lili. 10), which Ramban explains to mean "He shall live long, but he too shall die another glory, and his sons shall reign in his stead, and his sons shall ascend successors to the Sycorax Syngaphe Judaeos, p. 717, Basil. 1661 [and Eisenmenger, Ethil eltes Judaiam, ii. 608-717]). The Mohammedan traditions are an adaptation of Christian prophecy and Jewish legend without any originality or any beauty of their own. They too have their signs which are to precede the final consummation. They are divided into the greater (or messianic) and lesser signs. Of the greater signs the first is the rising of the sun from the west (cf. Matt. xxiv. 29). The next is the appearance of a Beast from the earth, sixty cubits high, bearing the staff of Moses, and the seal of Solomon, with which he will inscribe the word "Believer" on the face of the faithful, and "Unbeliever" on all who have not accepted Islamism (comp. Rev. xiii.). The third sign is the capture of Constantinople, while the spoil of which is being divided, news will come of the appearance of Antichrist (cf. Apoc. vii. 9), and every man will return to his own home. Antichrist will be blind of one eye and deaf of one ear, and will have the name of Unbeliever written on his forehead (Rev. xiii.). It is he that the Jews call Messiah Ben-David, and say that he will come in the last times and reign over sea and land, and restore to them the kingdom. He will continue forty days, one of these days being equal to a year, another to a month, another to a week, the rest being days of ordinary length. He will devastate all other places, but will not be allowed to enter Mecca and Medina, which will be guarded by angels. Lastly, he will be killed by Jesus at the gate of Lut. For when news is received of the appearance of Antichrist, Jesus will come down to earth, alighting on the white tower at the east of Damassus, and will say him, Jesus will then embrace the Mohammedan religion, marry a wife, and leave children after him, having reigned in perfect peace and security, after the death of Antichrist, for forty years. (See Poecile, Poetae Moses, p. 258, Oxon. 1655; and Sale, Koran, Preliminary Discourse.)
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ANTIOCH (Αντίοχη). I. IN SYRIA. The capital of the Greek kings of Syria, and afterwards the residence of the Roman governors of the province which bore the same name. This metropolis was situated where the chain of Lebanon, running northwards, and the chain of Taurus, running eastwards, are brought to an abrupt meeting. Here the Orontes breaks through the mountains; and Antioch was placed at a bend of the river, partly on an island, partly on the level which forms the left bank, and partly on the steep and craggy ascent of Mount Silpius, which rose abruptly on the south. In the immediate neighborhood was Daphne, the celebrated sanctuary of Apollo (2 Macc. iv. 33); whence the city was sometimes called Antioch by Daphne, to distinguish it from other cities of the same name.

No city, after Jerusalem, is so intimately connected with the history of the apostolic church. Concerning the life of close association between these two cities, as regards the progress of Christianity, may be noticed in the first place. One of the seven deacons, or almoners appointed at Jerusalem, was Nicolas, a proselyte of Antioch (Acts vi. 5). The Christians, who were dispersed from Jerusalem at the death of Stephen, preached the gospel at Antioch (ibid. xi. 19). It was from Jerusalem that Agabus and the other prophets, who foretold the famine, came to Antioch (ibid. xi. 27, 28); and Barnabas and Saul were consequently sent on a mission of charity from the latter city to the former (ibid. xi. 30, xii. 25). It was from Jerusalem again that the Judaizers came, who disturbed the church at Antioch (ibid. xv. 1); and it was at Antioch that St. Paul rebuked St. Peter for conduct into which he had been betrayed through the influence of emissaries from Jerusalem (Gal. ii. 11, 12).

The chief interest of Antioch, however, is connected with the progress of Christianity among the heathen. Here the first Gentile church was founded (Acts xi. 20, 21); here the disciples of Jesus Christ were first called Christians (xi. 26); here St. Paul exercised so far as is distinctly recorded his first systematic ministerial work (xi. 22–26; see xiv. 28–29; also xv. 35 and xviii. 23); hence he started at the beginning of his first missionary journey (xiii. 1–5), and bifurcated his return (xx. 26). So again after the apostolic council (the decrees of which we are specially addressed to the Gentile converts at Antioch, xv. 23), he began and ended his second missionary journey at this place (xvii. 22). This too was the starting-point of the third missionary journey (xviii. 23), which was brought to a termination by the imprisonment at Jerusalem and Cesarea. Αντιοχος was never again, so far as we know, at Antioch, it did not cease to be an important centre for Christian progress; but it does not belong to this place to trace its history as a patriarchate, and its connection with Ignatius, Chrysostom, and other eminent names.

Antioch was founded in the year 309 B.C., by Seleucus Nicator, with circumstances of considerable display, which were afterwards emblazoned by fable. The situation was well chosen, both for military and commercial purposes. Jews were settled there from the first in large numbers, were governed by their own ethnarch, and allowed to have the same political privileges with the Greeks (Joseph. Ant. xii. 3, § 1; c. Ap. ii. 4). Antioch grew under the successive Seleucid kings, till it became a city of great extent and of remarkable beauty. Some of the most magnificent buildings were on the island. One feature, which seems to have been characteristic of the great Syrian cities — a vast street with colonnades, intersecting the whole from end to end — was added by Antiochus Epiphanes. Some lively notices of the Antioch of this period, and of its relation to Jewish history, are supplied by the books of Maccabees. (See especially 1 Macc. iii. 37, xi. 13; 2 Macc. iv. 7–9, v. 21, xi. 36.)

It is the Antioch of the Roman period with which we are concerned in the N. T. By Pompey it had been made a free city, and such it continued till the time of Antonius Pius. The early Emperors raised there some large and important structures, such as aqueducts, amphitheatres, and baths. Herod the Great contributed a road and a colonnade (Joseph. Ant. xvi. 5, § 3; B. J. i. 21, § 11): Here should be mentioned that the citizens of Antioch under the Empire were noted for scurrilous wit and the invention of nicknames. This perhaps was the origin of the name by which the disciples of Jesus Christ are designated, and which was now one of the foreign fields to which missionaries are sent by the churches of America.
probably given by Romans to the despised sect, and not by Christians to themselves.

The great authority for all that is known of ancient Antioch is C. O. Müller's *Antiquitates Antiochenae* (Göttingen, 1839). Modern Antakya is a shrunken and miserable place. Some of the walls, shattered by earthquakes, have a striking appearance on the crags of Mount Silpius. They are described in chestnut's account of the *Euphrates Expedition*, where also is given a view of a gateway which still bears the name of St. Paul. One error, however, should be pointed out, which has found its way into these volumes from Calmet, namely, chestnut's erroneous identification of Antioch with the Kiblah of the Old Testament.

The great authority for all that is known of ancient Antioch is C. O. Müller's *Antiquitates Antiochenae* (Göttingen, 1839). Modern Antakya is a shrunken and miserable place. Some of the walls, shattered by earthquakes, have a striking appearance on the crags of Mount Silpius. They are described in chestnut's account of the *Euphrates Expedition*, where also is given a view of a gateway which still bears the name of St. Paul. One error, however, should be pointed out, which has found its way into these volumes from Calmet, namely, chestnut's erroneous identification of Antioch with the Kiblah of the Old Testament.

In the district of Phrygia called Phrye, there is a certain mountain-ridge, stretching from E. to W. On each side there is a large plain below this ridge; and it has two cities in its neighborhood: Philomelium on the north, and on the other side Antioch, called Antioch near Pisidia. The former lies entirely in the plain; the latter (which has a Roman colony) is on a height. The relations of distance also between Antioch and other towns are known by the Pentecostian table. Its site, however, has only recently been ascertained. It was formerly supposed to be Akshe, which is now known to be Philomelium on the north side of the ridge. Even Winer (1847) gives this view, the difficulties of which were seen by Leake, and previously by Mannert. Mr. Arundell, the British chaplain at Smyrna, undertook a journey in 1853 for the express purpose of identifying the Pisidian Antioch, and he was perfectly successful (Arundell's *Asi Minor*, ch. xii., xiii., xiv.). The ruins are very considerable. This discovery was fully confirmed by Mr. Hamilton *Res. in Asia Minor*, vol. i. ch. 25). Antioch corresponds to Yedebet, which is distant from Akshe six hours over the mountains.

This city, like the Syrian Antioch, was founded by Seleucus Nicato. Under the Romans it became a colonia, and was also called Cesarea, as we learn from Pliny (v. 21). The former fact is confirmed by the Latin inscriptions and other features of the coins of the place; the latter by inscriptions discovered on the spot by Mr. Hamilton.

The occasion on which St. Paul visited the city for the first time (Acts xiii. 14) was very interesting and important. His preaching in the synagogue led to the reception of the gospel by a great number of the Gentiles; and this resulted in a violent persecution on the part of the Jews, who first, using the influence of some of the wealthy female residents, drove him from Antioch to Leo.
ANTIOCHIA

The concurrence of Antiochus Epiphanes (2 Macc. iv. 30).

W. A. W.

ANTIOCHUS (Ἀντίοχος: Antiochus). Father of Numenius, one of the ambassadors from Jonathan to the Romans (1 Macc. xii. 16, xiv. 22).

W. A. W.

ANTIOCHUS II. (Ἀντίοχος, the eisbeter), king of Syria, surnamed the God (Θεός), "in the first instance by the Mileseans, because he overthrew their tyrant Timarchus" (App. Syr. 65), succeeded his father Antiochus (Σταυρίω, the Σιδερό) in B. C. 261. During the earlier part of his reign he was engaged in a fierce war with Ptolemaus Philadelphus, king of Egypt (τοις viribus dominatoribus, Hieron. ad Pol. v. xi. 6), in the course of which Parthia and Bactria revolted and became independent kingdoms. At length (B. C. 250) peace was made, and the two monarchs "joined themselves together" (Dan. xi. 6), and Ptolemy ("the king of the south") gave his daughter Berenice in marriage to Antiochus ("the king of the north") who set aside his former wife, Laodice, to receive her. After some time, on the death of Ptolemy (B. C. 247), Antiochus recalled Laodice and her children Seleucus and Antiochus to court. Thus Berenice was "not able to retain her power;" and Laodice, in jealous fear lest she might a second time lose her ascendancy, poisoned Antiochus (him "that supported her," e. Berenice), and caused Berenice and her infant son to be put to death, B. C. 246 (Dan. xi. 6; Hieron. ad Deo, l. e.; App. Syr. 65).

After the death of Antiochus, Ptolemaus Evergetes, the brother of Berenice ("out of a branch of her root"), who succeeded his father Ptol. Philadelphus, exacted vengeance for his sister's death by an invasion of Syria, in which Laodice was killed, her son Seleucus Callinus driven for a time from the throne, and the whole country plundered (Dan. xi. 7–9; Hieron. l. c.; hence his surname "the benefactor"). The hostilities thus renewed continued for many years: and on the death of Seleucus B. C. 229, after his "return into his own land" (Dan. xi. 9), his sons Alexander (Seleucus) Keraunos and Antiochus "assembled a great multitude of forces" against Ptol. Philopator the son of Evergetes, and "one of them" (Antiochus) threatened to overthrow the power of Egypt (Dan. xi. 9, 10; Hieron. l. c.).

ANTIOCHUS III, surnamed the Great (μεγας), succeeded his brother Seleucus Keraunos, who was killed in a short rebellion (July 223). He prosecuted the war against Ptol. Philopator with vigor, and at first with success. In B. C. 218 he drove the Egyptian forces to Sidon, conquered Samaria and Gilead, and wintered at Ptolemais, but was defeated next year at Ephip, near Gaza (B. C. 217), with immense loss, and in consequence made a peace with Ptolemy, in which he ceded to him the disputed provinces of Cœle- Syria, Phoenicia and Palestine (Dan. xi. 11, 12; Pol. v. 40 ff., 53 ff.). During the next thirteen years Antiochus was engaged in strengthening his position in Asia Minor, and on the frontiers of Parthia, and by his successes gained his surname of the Great. At the end of this time, B. C. 205, Ptolemaus Philopator died, and left his kingdom to his son Ptolemy, who was only five years old. Antiochus availed himself of the opportunity which was offered by the weakness of a minority and the unpopularity of the regent, to unite with Philip III. of Macedon for the purpose of conquering and dividing the Egyptian dominions. The Jews, who had been exasperated by the conduct of Ptol. Philopator both in Palestine and Egypt, openly espoused his cause, under the influence of a short-sighted policy ("the factions among thy people shall rise," i. e. against Ptolemy; Dan. xii. 14.) Antiochus succeeded in occupying the three disputed provinces, but was recalled to Asia by a war which broke out with Attalus, king of Pergamos; and his ally Philip was himself embroiled with the Romans. In consequence of this diversion Ptolemy, by the aid of Scopas, again made himself master of Jerusalem (Joseph. Ant. xiii. 3, 3) and recovered the territory which he had lost (Hieron. ad Deo, xi. 14). In B. C. 198 Antiochus reappeared in the field and gained a decisive victory "after the divisions of the Jordan" (Joseph. Ant. xiii. 3, 3; Hieron. l. c. ubi Ptolemaeus nunc condition est); and afterwards captured Scopas and the remnant of his forces who had taken refuge in Sidon (Dan. xi. 15). The Jews, who had suffered severely during the struggle (Joseph. l. c.), welcomed Antiochus as their deliverer, and "he stood in the glorious land which by his hand was to be consumed" (Dan. xi. 16). His further designs against Egypt were frustrated by the intervention of the Romans; and his daughter Cleopatra (Pol. xviii. 17), whom he gave in marriage to Ptol. Epiphanes, with the Phoenician provinces for her dowery (Joseph. Ag. xii. 4, 1), favored the interests of her husband rather than those of her father (Dan. xi. 17; Hieron. l. c.). From Egypt Antiochus turned again to Asia Minor, and after various successes in the Εγγεραν crossed over to Greece, and by the advice of Hannibal entered on a war with Rome. His victory at Thermopylae (Dan. xiii. 191), and after subsequent reverses he was finally defeated at Magnesia in Lydia, B. C. 190. By the peace which was concluded shortly afterwards (B. C. 188) he was forced to cede all his possessions "on the Roman side of

The statement in 1 Macc. viii. 6, that Antiochus was taken prisoner by the Romans, is not supported by any other testimony.
Antiochus IV.

Mt. Taurus," and to pay in successive installments an enormous sum of money to defray the expenses of the war (15,000 En Richie talents; App. Syr. 38). This last condition led to his ignominious death. In B.C. 187 he attacked a rich temple of Belus in Eleusis, and was slain by the people who rose in its defense (Strab. xvi. 744; Just. xxxii. 2). Thus "he stumbled and fell, and was not found" (Dan. xi. 18).

The policy of Antiochus towards the Jews was liberal and conciliatory. He not only assured them perfect freedom and protection in the exercise of their worship, but according to Josephus (Ant. xii. 3, 3), in consideration of their great sufferings and services in his behalf, he made splendid contributions towards the support of the temple ritual, and gave various immunities to the priests and other inhabitants of Jerusalem. At the same time imitating the example of Alexander and Seleucus, and appreciating the influence of their fidelity and unity, he transported two thousand families of Jews from Mesopotamia to Lydian and Phrygian, to repress the tendency to revolt which was manifested in those provinces (Joseph. Ant. i. c.).

Two sons of Antiochus occupied the throne after him, Seleucus Philopator, his immediate successor, and Antiochus IV., who gained the kingdom upon the assassination of his brother. B. C. W.

Antiochus IV.

Tetrarchus (Attic talent) of Antiochus III.

Obv.: Head of King, to right. Rev.: ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΝ. In field, two monograms. Apollo, naked, seated on cortina to left.

Antiochus IV. Epiphanes (Eponymus, the Illustrious, also called Niceus, and in modern Νικήτας, the Frontal; Athen. v. 429; Polyb. xxiv. 10) was the youngest son of Antiochus the Great. He was given as a hostage to the Romans (c. 158) after his father's defeat at Magnesia. In B.C. 175 he was released by the intervention of his brother Seleucus, who substituted his own son Demetrius in his place. Antiochus was at Athens when Seleucus was assassinated by Heliodorus. He took advantage of his position, and, by the assistance of Eumenes and Attalus, easily expelled Heliodorus who had usurped the crown, and himself "obtained the kingdom by flattery" (Dan. xi. 21; cf. Liv. xliii. 20), to the exclusion of his nephew Demetrius (Dan. viii. 7). The accession of Antiochus was immediately followed by desperate efforts of the Hellenizing party at Jerusalem to assert their supremacy. Jason (Josh. Ant. xii. 5, 1; see Jason), the brother of Onias III., the high priest, persuaded the king to transfer the high priesthood to him, and at the same time bought permission (2 Macc. iv. 9) to carry out his design of habituating the Jews to Greek customs (2 Macc. iv. 7, 29). Three years afterwards Menelaus, of the tribe of Benjamin (Simon), who was commissioned by Jason to carry to Antiochus the price of his office, supplanted Jason by offering the king a larger bribe, and was himself appointed high priest, while Jason was obliged to take refuge among the Ammonites (2 Macc. iv. 23-26). From these circumstances and from the marked honor with which Antiochus was received at Jerusalem very early in his reign (e. g. c. 173; 2 Macc. iv. 22), it appears that he found no difficulty in restricting the border provinces which had been given as the dower of his sister Cleopatra to Phil. Epiphanes. But his ambition led him still further, and he undertook four campaigns against Egypt, c. 171, 170, 169, 168, with greater success than had attended his predecessor, and the complete conquest of the country was prevented only by the interference of the Romans (Dan. xi. 21; 1 Macc. i. 16 ff.; 2 Macc. v. 11 ff.). The course of Antiochus was everywhere marked by the same wild profligacy as had characterized his occupation of the throne (Dan. i. c.).

The consequent exhaustion of his treasury, and the armed conflicts of the rival high priests whom he had appointed, furnished the occasion for an assault upon Jerusalem on his return from his second Egyptian campaign (c. 170), which he had probably planned in conjunction with Phil. Philometor, who was at that time in his power (Dan. xi. 26).

The temple was plundered, a terrible massacre took place, and a Syrian governor was left with Menelaus in charge of the city (2 Macc. v. 1-22; 1 Macc. i. 20-28). Two years afterwards, at the close of the fourth Egyptian expedition (Polyb. xxix. 1, 11; App. Syr. 66; cf. Dan. xi. 29, 30), Antiochus detached a force under Apollonius to occupy Jerusalem and fortify it, and at this time he availed himself of the assistance of the ancestral enemies of the Jews (1 Macc. iv. 61, v. 3 ff.; Dan. xii. 41). The decree then followed which have rendered his name infamous. The Temple was desecrated, and the observance of the law was forbidden. "On the fifteenth day of Cislen [the Syrians] set up the abomination of desolation (i. e. an idol altar: v. 39) on the altar" (1 Macc. i. 54).

Ten days afterwards an offering was made upon it by piper Olympus. At Jerusalem all opposition appears to have ceased; but Mattathias and his sons organized a resistance ("help with a little help," Dan. xi. 34), which preserved inviolate the name and faith of Israel. Meanwhile Antiochus turned his arms to the East, towards Parthia (Tae. Hist. v. 8) and Armenia (App. Syr. 45; Diad. ap. Müller, Fugioii. ii. p. 10; Dan. xii. 40). Hearing not long afterwards of the riches of a temple of Nana ("the desire of women," Dan. xii. 57) in Edom, hung with the gifts of Alexander, he resolved to plunder it. The attempt was defeated; and though he did not fall like his father in the act of sacrilege, the event hastened his death. He retired to Babylon, and thence to Tabea in Persia, where he died n. c. 164, the victim of superstition, terror, and remorse (Polyb. xxxi. 2; Joseph. Ant. xii. 8, 1 ff.), having first heard of the successes of the Maccabees in restoring the temple-worship at Jerusalem (Ant. xii. 16; 2 Macc. iv. 7, 8; cf. Dan. xii. 7, 10). "He came to his end and there was none to help him" (Dan. xii. 45). Cf. App. Syr. 45; Liv. xliii. 21-5, xliii. 6, xlv. 19, xlv. 11-13; Joseph. Ant. xii. 5, 8.

The reign of Antiochus, thus shortly traced, was the last great crisis in the history of the Jews be-
fore the coming of our Lord. The prominence which is given to it in the book of Daniel fits well with its typical and representative character (Dan. vii. 8, 25, viii. 11 ff.). The conquest of Alexander had introduced the forces of Greek thought and life into the East, which was already prepared for their operation (ALEXANDER). For more than a century and a half these forces had acted powerfully both upon the faith and upon the habits of the people; and the time was come when an outward struggle alone could decide whether Judaism was to be merged in a rationalized Paganism, or to rise not only victorious from the conflict, but more vigorous and more pure. There were many symptoms which betokened the approaching struggle. The position which Judah occupied on the borders of the conflicting empires of Syria and Egypt, exposed equally to the open miseries of war and the treacherous favors of rival sovereigns, rendered its national condition precarious from the first, though these very circumstances were favorable to the growth of freedom. The terrible crimes by which the wars of the North and South were stained, must have alienated the mind of every faithful Jew from his Hellenic lords, even if persecution had not been superadded from Egypt first and then from Syria. Politically nothing was left for the people in the reign of Antiochus but independence, or the abandonment of every prophetic hope. Nor was their social position less perilous. The influence of Greek literature, of foreign travel on extended commerce, had the Greek idea and life. At Jerusalem the mass of the inhabitants seemed to have desired to imitate the exercises of the Greeks; and a Jewish embassy attended the games of Hercules at Tyre (2 Macc. iv. 9–20). Even their religious feelings were yielding; and before the rising of the Maccabees no opposition was offered to the execution of the king's decrees. Upon the first attempt of Jason the priests had no courage to stand up for the altar" (1 Macc. i. 43); and this was not so much from willful apostasy, as from a disregard to the vital principles involved in the conflict. Thus it was necessary that the final issues of a false Heilensm should be openly seen, that it might be discarded forever by those who cherished the ancient faith of Israel.

The conduct of Antiochus was in every way suited to accomplish this end; and yet it seems to have been the result of passionate impulse rather than of any deep-sighed scheme to extirpate a strange creed. At first he imitated the liberal policy of his predecessors; and the occasion for his attacks was furnished by the Jews themselves. Even the motives by which he was finally actuated were personal, or at most only political. Aile, energetic, (Polyb. xxvii. 17) and liberal to profusion, Antiochus was reckless and unscrupulous in the execution of his plans. He had learnt at Rome to court power and to drape it. He gained an empire, and he remembered that he had been a hostage. Regardless of the gods of his fathers (Dan. xi. 37), he was incapable of appreciating the power of religion in others; and like Nero in later times, he became a type of the enemy of God, not as the Roman emperor by the perpetration of unnatural crimes, but by the disregard of every higher feeling. "He magnified himself above all." The real felty whom he recognized was the Roman war-god, and fortresses were his most sacred temples (Dan. xi. 38 ff.; Ewald, Gesch. der Volker [iv. 340]). Confronted with such a persecutor the Jew realized the spiritual power of his faith. The evils of heathendom were seen concentrated in a personal shape. The outward forms of worship became in-...
success [Alexander Balas], occupying Ascalon and Gaza, and reducing the country as far as Damascus (1 Macc. xvi. 60–2). He afterwards defeated the troops of Ptolemaeus at Hazor (1 Macc. xvi. 67) near Cadesh (v. 73); and repulsed another attempt which he made to regain Palestine (1 Macc. xii. 21 ff.). Tryphon having now gained the supreme power in the name of Antiochus, no longer concealed his design of usurping the crown. As a first step he took Jonathan by treachery and put him to death, n. c. 143 (1 Macc. xiv. 40 ff.); and afterwards murdered the young king, and ascended the throne (1 Macc. xiii. 31; Joseph. Ant. xiii. 5, 6). He, by his troops, directly or indirectly, even won Samaria down to Joppa . . . . (Diod. ap. Müller, Farg. ii. 19. Just. xxxvi. 1).

B. F. W.

ANTIOCHUS VII. SIDETES (Σώδητης). of Sidon, in Phoenicia; not from "Σόδος", a hunter; Plut. Apophth. p. 54; called also Εὐδοβίσδος, the pious, Joseph. Ant. xiii. 8, 2; Eus. Chron. Aed. i. 349), king of Syria, was the second son of Demetrius I. When his brother, Demetrius Nicator, was taken prisoner (c. 111 n. c.) by Mithridates I. (Arsaces V., 1 Macc. xiv. 1) king of Parthia, he married his wife Cleopatra (App. Syr. 68; Just. xxxvi. 1), and obtained possession of the throne (156 n. c.), having expelled the usurper Tryphon (1 Macc. xi. 1 ff.; Strab. xiv. p. 628). At first he made a very advantageous treaty with Simon, who was now a high-priest and prince of the Jews; but when he grew independent of his help, he withdrew the concessions which he had made and demanded the surrender of the fortresses which the Jews held, or an equivalent in money (1 Macc. xv. 26 ff.; Joseph. Ant. xiii. 7, 3). As Simon was unwilling to yield to his demands, he sent a force under Cendebeus against him, who occupied a fortified position at Seleucia (1 Macc. xiv. 13), near Ascalon, and harassed the surrounding country. After the defeat of Cendebeus by the sons of Simon and the destruction of his works (1 Macc. xvi. 1–40), Antiochus, who had returned from the pursuit of Tryphon, undertook an expedition against Judæa in person. He had sieged Jerusalem, but according to Josephus granted honorable terms to John Hyrcanus (c. 131), who had made a vigorous resistance (Joseph. Ant. xiii. 30; see below). Porphyr. ap. Eus. Chron. Aed. i. 319, maris urbem demolitione, etque Cendebeus armis truncavit: Antiochus next turned his arms against the Parthians, and Hyrcanus accompanied him in the campaign. But, after some successes, he was entirely defeated by Phraortes II. (Arsaces VII.), and fell in the battle v. c. 127–6 (20 Macc. x. 33; App. Syr. 68, v. c. 133; App. Syr. viii. 3, xxxvii. 10). App. Syr. 68, Euseb. (c. 127–6). For the year of his death cf. Niebuhr, Kl. Schrift. i 251 f.: Clinton. F. R. ii. 332 ff.

B. F. W.

ANTIPAS (Ἀντίπας: Antipâs). A martyr at Pergamos, and, according to tradition, bishop of that place (Rev. ii. 13). He is said to have suffered martyrdom in the reign of Domitian by being cast into a burning brazen bull (Mend. Gr. iii. 51). His day in the Greek calendar is April 11.

W. A. W.

ANTIPATER (Ἀντίπατρος: Antipater), son of Jason, ambassador from the Jews to the Lacedæmonians (1 Macc. xvi. 16, xvii. 22).

ANTIPATRIS (Ἀντιπάτρις). Our means of identifying this town are due partly to the fortunate circumstance that the old Semitic name of the place has lingered among the present Arabic population, and partly to a journey specially undertaken by Dr. Eli Smith, for the purpose of illustrating the night march of the soldiers who conspired against Saul from Jerusalem to Caesarea (Acts xiii. 31). Dr. Robinson was of opinion, when he published his first edition, that the road which the soldiers took on this occasion led from Jerusalem to Caesarea by the pass of Beth-Horon, and by Lydda, or Dopsalis. This is the route which was followed by Cestius Gallus, as mentioned by Josephus (R. J. ii. 19, § 1); and it appears to be identical with that taken by Antipatris. On this route he met the Roman pavement again and again, and indeed says he does not remember observing anywhere beyond extensive remains of a Roman road. (See Ibid. Sacra, vol. i. pp. 478–498, Life and Epistles of St. Paul, vol. ii. pp. 330–331, 2d ed.)

It may be difficult to fix the precise spot where the ancient city stood, but the Arabic name, Kefr-Salāḥ, determines the general situation. Josephus tells us that the old name was Capharsalas (Kaphar ṣalāḥ or Antipatris), and that Herod, when he rebuilt the city, changed its name to the present one of his father Antipatris (Ant. xii. 15, § 1, xvi. 5, §§ 2; R. J. i. 21, § 39). The position of Kefr-Salāḥ is in sufficient harmony with what the Jewish historian says of the position of Antipatris, which he describes as a well-watered and well-wooded plain, near a hilly ridge, and with his notices of a trench dug from thence for military purposes to the sea near Joppa, by one of the Asmoncean princes (Ant. xii. 15, § 1; R. J. i. 1, § 7). At a later period he mentions the place again in connection with a military movement of Vespasian from Caesarea towards Jerusalem (R. J. ix. 8, § 1). No remains of ancient Antipatris have been found; but the ground has not been fully explored. J. S. H.
ANTONIA, a fortress built by Herod on the site of the more ancient Batis, on the N. W. of the Temple, and so named by him after his friend ANTONINUS. [JERUSALEM.] The word nowhere occurs in the Bible. [The fortress is referred to, however, in Acts xvi. 31 ff.]

ANTOTHIÁH (Ἀνθοθια; [Official of Jeshour:]: Ἀνθαθιὰ καὶ ἱασθ; [Vat. Ἀναθηθα καὶ ἱασθ.*) Alex. Ἀναθηθα: Ἀναθηθαῖα]. A Benjamite, one of the sons of Shashak (1 Chr. viii. 24).

W. A. W.

ANTOTHITE, THE (Ἀνθωθίτης; ὁ Ἀναθαθιάς). [Vat. θεί:] Comp. ὁ Ἀναθωθηθής]: Ἀναθωθηθιάς, Ἀναθωθήτως]. A native of ANATHOTH (1 Chr. xi. 28, xii. 3).

W. A. W.

A'NUB (א'נהוב [bound together]: ἕνοβις; [Vat. ἕνοβις]: Alex. ἕνοβις; [Comp. ἕνοβις; ἔνοβις]. Son of COZ, and descendant of Judah, through Ashur the father of TEKOA (1 Chr. iv. 8).

W. A. W.

A'NUS (א'נהוס; [Alex. ἄνους; ἄνους]: Benoia), a Levite (1 Esdr. ix. 48).

[DAN].

APA'MLE (Ἀπαμλε; Ἀπαμλε: [daughter of Bartacua] [1 Esdr. iv. 29].

APELLES (Ἀπελλῆς), a Christian sainted by St. Paul in Rom. xvi. 10, and honored by the designation ἄγιος ἐν Χριστῷ. Origen (in loc.) suggests that he may have been identical with Apelles: but there seems no ground for supposing it, and we learn from Horace (Sat. i. 5, 100) that Apella was a common name among the Jews. Tradition makes him bishop of Smyrna, or Heraclea (Fabric. Lec. Evangel. p. 116).

W. A. W.

APES (πίθηκος; πιθήκος; simile) occur in 1 K. x. 22, once in three years came the nay of Tharshish, bringing gold, and silver, ivory, and apes, and peacocks, and in the parallel passages of 2 Chr. ix. 21. The Vat. version [edition] of the LXX. in the first-mentioned passage omits the words "ivory, and apes, and peacocks," while the Alex. version [edition] has them; but both these versions have the words in the passage of the book of Chronicles.

For some attempts to identify the various kinds of Quadrumanus, which were known to the ancients, see L. A. H. Lichtenstein's work, entitled Commentaria philologica de Simurum quotundem veteribus inuicemur foenis (Hamb. 1791); and Ed. Tyson's Homo sylvestris, or the Anatomy of a Pignic (Lond. 1699), to which he has added a Philosophical Essay concerning the Cycnocephali, the Satyrs, and Splinges of the ancients. Aristotle (De Anim. Hist. ii. 5, ed. Schneider) appears to divide the Quadrumanus order of Quadrumanus into three tribes, which he characterizes by the names, πίθηκος, κῆβα, καικωρόφαλα. The last-named family are no doubt identical with the animals that form the African genus Cynocephalus of modern zoologists. The κῆβα, Aristotle distinguishes from the πίθηκος, by the fact of the former possessing a tail. This name, perhaps, may stand for the whole tribe of tailed monkeys, excluding the Cynocephali and the Lemurèque, which latter, since they belong to the island of Madagascar, were probably wholly unknown to the ancients.

The πίθηκος, therefore, would stand as the representative of the tailless apes, such as the Chimpanzee, &c. Although, however, Aristotle perhaps used these terms respectively in a definite sense, by no means follows that they are so employed by other writers. The name πίθηκος, for instance, seems to have been sometimes used to denote some species of Cynocephalus (see a Fragment of Simonides in Schneider's Anot. ad Arist. Hist. Anim. iii. 76). The LXX. use of the word was in all probability used in an extended sense as the representative of the Hebrew word קיפח, to denote any species of Quadrumanus Mammalia; Lichtenstein conjectures that the Hebrew word represents some kind of Diana monkeys, perhaps, Cercopithecus Diana, but as this species is an inhabitant of Guinea, and unknown in Eastern Africa, it is not at all probable that this is the animal denoted.

In the engraving which represents the Lithostrotum Prenestinum (that curious mosaic pavement found at Preneste), in Shaw's Travels (ii. 294, 8vo ed.), is to be seen the figure of some animal in a tree, with the word KHIPEIIN over it. Of this animal Dr. Shaw says (312), "It is a beautiful little creature, with a shaggy neck like the Colithricia, and shaped exactly like these monkeys that are commonly called Marmosets. The KHIPEIIN may therefore be the Ethiopian monkey, called by the Hebrews KUGH, and by the Greeks ΚΗΨΟΣ, ΚΗΨΟΣ, or ΚΕΙΠΟΣ, from whence the Latin name CEPHAUS." This description will be found to apply better to the figure in the 4to ed. of Dr. Shaw's Travels than to that in the 8vo ed. Perhaps, as Col. Hamilton Smith has suggested, the KEPEN of the Prenestine mosaic may be the Cercopithecus gracix-revela, Desmar., which is native of Nubia, the country represented in that part of the mosaic where the figure of the bejewi occurs. It cannot represent any species of mammal, since the members of that group of Quadrumanus are peculiar to America. In all probability, as has been stated above, the קיפח of the Bible is not intended to refer to any one particular species of ape.4

Solomon was a naturalist, and collected everything that was curious and beautiful; and if, as Sir E. Tennent has very plausibly argued, the ancient Tarshish is identical with Pt. de Galile, or some seaport of Ceylon, it is not improbable that the קיפח which the fleet brought to Solomon, were some of the monkeys from that country, which, according to Sir E. Tennent, are comprised, with the exception of the graceful silvine (Mecurus penterereus), under the Wanderer group of Quadrumanus. There can be little doubt but that the קיפח were brought from the same country which supplied ivory and peacocks; both of which are common in

4 The use of the word ape is generally now understood in a restricted sense to apply to the tailless Quadrumanus.

KHIPIIN

Monkey from the Prenestine Mosaic.
APHARSATHCHITES

Ceylon; and Sir E. Tenem has drawn attention to the fact that the Tamil names for apes, ivory, and peacocks are identical with the Hebrew.

Dr. Krapf (Tracts, in E. Africa, p. 518), believing Ophir to be on the E. African coast, thinks Solomon wished to obtain specimens of the Girass (Colobus).

It is very probable that some species of baboons are signified by the term Satys, which occurs in the A. V. in the prophet Isaiah. [SATYS]: The English versions of 1550 and 1574 (Bishop's Bible) read (Is. xiii. 21), where the A. V. has "satys shall dance there,"—"apes shall dance there."

The ancients were no doubt acquainted with many kinds of Quadruman, both of the tailed and tailless kinds (see Plin. viii. c. 19, xi. 44; Elian. Nat. Av. xix. 23, 39; Strab. xvii. p. 857; Bochart, Hieros. ii. 308); cf. Matt. Ep. iv. 12—

"Si mihi causae foret ceraevicibus etc.,"

W. II.

APHARSATHCHITES, APHARSLI-
TES, APHARSACHITES (aphars-
chites, apharsachites): Apharsa-
chus, Apharsachus; [Vat. in Exzr. iv., Aphars-
chad, Apharsachus: Ezr. v, Apharsakh]: Apharsa-
thanthe (finished, Apharsach, [Aphars,
achus]), the names of certain tribes, colonies from which had settled in Samaria under the Assyrian leader Assarpar (Erez. iv. 9, v. 6, [vi. 6]). The first and last are regarded as the same. Whence these tribes came is entirely a matter of conjecture: the initial S is regarded as prophetic: if this be rejected, the remaining portion of the first two names bears some resemblance (a very distant one, it must be allowed) to Paratsar, or Paratsarchi, significant of "mountainers," applied principally to a tribe living on the borders of Media and Persia; while the second has been referred to the Parnassius, and by Gesenius to the Parsee, to which it certainly bears a much greater affinity, especially in the prolonged form of the latter name found in Dan. vi. 28 (apharsachites). The presence of the proper name of the Persians in Exzr. i. 4, 3, must throw some doubt upon Gesenius' conjecture; but it is very possible that the best name of the tribe may have undergone alteration, while the official and general name was correctly given. W. L. B.

APHIEK (aphieki), from a root signifying tenacity or firmness, Ges.; Aphieki: [Aphieki], the name of several places in Palestine.

1. [Rom. 'Opher: Vat. om.]: A royal city of the Canaanites, the king of which was killed by Joshua (Josh. xii. 18). As this is named with Tappath and other places in the mountains of Judah, it is very probably the same as the Aphekah of Josh. xv. 54.

2. [In Josh. xiii. Vat. Taphieki; Add. Alex. 'Aphieki: Lomp. 'Aphieki: Aphieki]. A city, apparently in the extreme north of Acher (Josh. xix. 39), from which the Canaanites were not ejected (Judg. i. 34; though here it is Aphik, Ἀφίκ). This is probably the same place as the Aphieki (Josh. xii. 18), on the extreme north of "border of the Amorites,"

aphieki, apparently beyond Sidon, and which is identified by Gesenius (Thes. 149 a) with the Apheke of classical times, famous for its temple of Venus, and now Akro (Eob. ill. 600; Porter, ii. 256-6). Akro, however, lies beyond the ridge of Lebanon, on the northern edge of the mountain, and consequently much further up than the other towns of Asler which have been identified. On the other hand it is hardly more to the north of the known limits of the tribe, than Kadesh and other places named as in Judah were to the south; and Aphek may, like many other sanctuaries, have had a reputation at a very early date, sufficient in the days of Joshua to cause its mention in company with the other northern sanctuary of Tid-al-gad.

3. (With the article, τὸ Ἀφθιοκαί, a place at which the Philistines encamped, while the Israelites pitched in Eben-ezer, before the fatal battle in which the sons of Eli were killed and the ark taken (1 Sam. iv. 1). This would be somewhere to the N. W. of, and at no great distance from, Jerusalem.

4. The scene of another encampment of the Philistines, before an encounter not less disastrous than that just named,—the defeat and death of Saul (1 Sam. xxix. 1). By comparison with ver. 11, it seems as if this Aphek were not necessarily near Shema, though on the road thither from the Philistine district. It is possible that it may be the same place as the preceding; and if so, the Philistines were marching to Normal to seize the present road along the "backbone" of the country.

5. [In 1 K. 'Apheska]: A city on the military road from Syria to Israel (1 K. xx. 26). It was called (341), and was apparently a common spot for engagements with Syria (2 K. xiii. 17; with the article). The use of the word Ἀφεσσάς (A. V. "the plain") in 1 K. xx. 25, fixes the situation of A to have been in the level down-country east of the Jordan (Masston); and there, accordingly, it is now found in Fil, at the head of the Wady Fil, 6 miles east of the Sea of Galilee, the great road between Damascus, Nablus, and Jerusalem, still passing (Kiepert's map, 1857), with all the permanent lines of march, through the vallies which is remarkable of the number of inns that it contains (Burck. p. 280). By Josephus (viii. 14, § 4) the name is given as Aphēka. Eusebius (Onom. Αφεσσάς) says that in his time there was, beyond Jordan, a κωπή μεγάλη (Jer. castellum grande) called Apheca by (ταπάς) Hippius (Jer. Hippus); but he apparently confounds it with 1. Hippius was one of the towns which formed the Decapolis. Fil, or Filh, has been visited by Borchardt, Setzen, and others (Pitter, Pet. pp. 348-354), and is the only one of the places bearing this name that has been identified with certainty.

G.

APHIEK AH (aphieki, maphieki; [Alex. Add. Comp. 'Aphieka]: Apher: Apher), a city of Judah, in the mountains (Josh. xx. 57), probably the same as Aphieki.

APHIREMA (aphirema; [Alex. Apher-
ema, Apherēma, Apher). One of the three "governments" (ἐπαρχίας) added to Judah from Samaria and Galilee, x. 30) by Demetrios Soter, and confirmed by Nicomed (1 Mac. xi. 34) (see Jos. Ant. xiv. 8, § 9, and Rendall, p. 178). The word is

 Aphieki, the initial aspirate being dropped. Gesenius illustrates this derivation by comparing the Latin amicus from Semitic, kara.
APHERRA

APHRAHA (Ἄφραχα) (ref.): 'Aρέχα; [Alex. Αρέχα] Apirah, name of one of the forefathers of King Saul (1 Sam. ix. 1). 

APHEK (ἈΦΕΧ) (ref.): Naḥi: Vat. Naexi Alex. Nāphēk: A.V. Comp. 'Aρέχα) Apirah, a city of Asher from which the Canaanites were driven out (Judg. i. 31). Probably the same place as Ḍîrok 2.

APHRAH, the house of (Ἄφραχ) (ref.): [the fourth], a place mentioned in Mic. i. 10, and supposed by some (Winer, 172) to be identical with Ophrah. But this can hardly be, inasmuch as all the towns named in the context are in the low country to the west of Judah, while Ophrah would appear to be E Bethel (Ophrişah). The LXX. translate the word ἡ Ἀπεκ κατὰ γένεσα [Vulg. in domo putetur].

* According to the analogy of other similar compound names the translators of the L. V. might have written Beth Leaphrah for Aphrah. The σ is here sign of the genitive. 'If the name be the same as Ophrah (it may be different as there is some evidence of an Aphrah near Jerusalem) it is written Ἀφραχ in Mic. i. 10, instead of Ἀφραχ so as more readily to suggest ἀπεκ, dust, in conformity with the expression which follows: "In Asher" (as we should say in English) "roll thyself in ashes."" See Pusey's Minor Proverbs, iii. 300. II.

APHYES (ἈΦΗΤΗ) (the dispersion): 'Aφητή; [All. Alex. 'Αφητήγε: ] Aphyes, chief of the 18th of the 24 commanders in the service of the Temple (1 Chr. xiv. 15).

APOCRYPHYA. [REVELATION.]

The collection of Books to which this term is popularly applied includes the following: (1) that in which they stand in the English version of the Bible, (2) that given by the Septuagint; (3) the word ἀπόκρυφα answers to the Heb. בִּינָא יִתְנָא, libri obscuri, by which the later Jews designated those books which, as of doubtful authority or not tending to edification, were not read publicly in the synagogues: (4) that it originates in the κρυπτα of secret books of the Greek mysteries. Of these it may be enough to say, that (1) is, as regards some of the books now bearing the name, at variance with fact: that (2), as has been said, rests on a mistake: that (3) wants the support of direct evidence of the use of ἀπόκρυφα as the translation for the Hebrew word, and that (4), though it approximates to what is probably the true history of the word, is so far only a conjecture. The data for explaining the transition from the neutral to the bad meaning, are to be found, it is believed, in the quotations already given, and in the facts connected with the books to which the epithet was given in the first instance applied. The language of Clement implies that it was not altogether disclaimed by those of whose books he uses it. That of Athanasius is in the tone of a man who is confining his opponents out of their own mouth. Augustus implicitly admits that "as if..."
receiving them wast not only for the sake of the converse of the Apocrypha, but for the reasons which follow. It is not surprising that the Apocrypha should be included in the books of the O. T., and that they should be placed in the order of the books of the Hebrew Bible. They are, in fact, the books of the Apocrypha, and they should be read with that spirit of reverence and respect which is due to the sacred books of Scripture. The Apocrypha are the books of the Apocrypha, and they should be read with that spirit of reverence and respect which is due to the sacred books of Scripture.

The Apocrypha are the books of the Apocrypha, and they should be read with that spirit of reverence and respect which is due to the sacred books of Scripture. The Apocrypha are the books of the Apocrypha, and they should be read with that spirit of reverence and respect which is due to the sacred books of Scripture.
APOCRYPHA

decision, stood out in sharper contrast. The Council of Trent closed the question which had been left open, and deprived its theologians of the liberty they had hitherto enjoyed—extending the Canon of Scripture so as to include all the hitherto doubt-ful or deuterocanonical books, with the exception of the so-called book of Enoch. As with the commonly
seh, the evidence against which seemed too strong to be resisted (Sess. IV. de Con. Script.). In accordance with this decree, the editions of the Vulgate published by authority contained the books which the Council had pronounced canonical, as standing on the same footing as those which had never been questioned, while the three which had been rejected were printed commonly in smaller type and stood after the New Testament. The Reformers of Germany and England on the other hand, influenced in part by the revival of the study of Hebrew and the consequent recognition of the authority of the Hebrew Canon, and subsequently by the reaction against this stretch of authority, maintained the opinion of Jerome and pushed it to its legitimate results. The principle which had been asserted by Carlstadt dogmatically in his "De Canonicis Scripturis Biblicis" (1520) was acted on by Luther. He spoke of individual books among those in question with a freedom as great as that of Jerome, judging each on its own merits, praising Tobit as a "pleasant comedy" and the Prayer of Manaseh as a "good model for penitents," and rejecting the two books of Esdras as containing worthless fables. The example of collecting the doubtful books in a separate group had been set in the Strasburg edition of the Septuagint, 1520. In Luther's common edition, in 1534 (the books (Judith, Wisdom, Tobias, Song of Songs, 1 and 2 Maccabees, Additions to Esther and Daniel, and the Prayer of Manaseh) were grouped together under the general title of "Apocrypha, i. e. Books which are not of like worth with Holy Scripture, yet are good and useful to be read." In the history of the English Church, Wittliase showed himself in this as in other points the forerunner of the Reformation, and applied the term Apocrypha to all but the "canonized" Cano-Books of the Old Testament. The judgment of Jerome was formally asserted in the sixth Article. The disputed books were collected and described in the same way in the printed English Bible of 1539 (Craumer's), and since then there has been no fluctuation as to the application of the word. The books to which the term is ascribed are in popular speech not merely apocryphal, but the Apocrypha.

II. Whatever questions may be as to the authority of these books, they have in any case an interest of which no controversy can deprive them as connected with the literature, and therefore with the history, of the Jews. They represent the period of transition and decay which followed on the return from Babylon, when the prophets who were then the teachers of the people had passed away and the age of scribes succeeded. Uncertain as may be the dates of individual books, few, if any, can be put before the third or fourth quarter of the 3d century B. C. The latest, the 2d Book of Esdras, is probably not later than 30 B. C., 2 Esdr. vii. 23 being a subsequent interpolation. The alterations of the Jewish character, the different phases which Judaism presented in Palestine and Alexandria, the good and the evil which were called forth by contact with idolatry in Egypt and by the struggle against it in Syria, all these present themselves to the reader of the Apocrypha with greater or less distinctness. In the midst of the diversities which we might naturally expect to find in books written by different authors, in different countries, and at considerable intervals of time, it is possible to discern some characteristics which belong to the collection as a whole, and these may be noticed in the following order.

(1.) The absence of the prophetic element. From first to last the books bear testimony to the assertion of Josephus (c. Ap. i. 8), that the διαβάσεως διαμαντών of prophets had been broken after the close of the O. T. canon. No one speaks because the word of the Lord had come to him. Sometimes there is a direct confession that the gift of prophecy had departed (1 Macc. ix. 27), or the utterance of a hope that it might one day return (1 Esdr. iv. 46, xiv. 41). Sometimes a teacher asserts in words the perpetuity of the gift (Wisd. viii. 27), and shown in the act of asserting it how different the illumination which he had received was from that bestowed on the prophets of the Canonical Books. When a writer simulates the prophetic character, he repeats with slight modifications the language of the older prophets, as in Baruch, or makes a mere prediction or a violent expression of confidence, or plays arbitrarily with combinations of dreams and symbols, as in 2 Esdras. Strange and perplexing as the last-named book is, whatever there is in it of genuine feeling indicates a mind not at ease with itself, distressed with its own sufferings and with the problems of the universe, and it is accordingly very far removed from the utterance of a man who speaks as a messenger from God.

(2.) Connected with this is the almost total disappearance of the power of the prophet, as had shown itself in the poetry of the Old Testament. The Song of the Three Children lays claim to the character of a Psalm, and is probably a translation from some liturgical hymn; but with this exception the form of poetry is altogether absent. So far as the writers have come under the influence of Greek cultivation they catch the taste for rhetorical ornament which characterized the literature of Alexandria. Fic-

tions and metaphors abound, especially in the introductions to the narrative of a historian, and the story of a martyr is not complete unless (as in the later Acta Martyrum of Christian traditions) the sufferer declines in set terms against the persecutors. (Song of the Three Child., 3-22; 2 Macc. vi. vii.)

(3.) The appearance, as part of the current literature of the time, of works of fiction, resting or purporting to rest on a historical foundation. It is possible that this development of the national genius may have been in part the result of the Captivity. The Jewish exiles brought with them the reputation of excelling in minstrelsy, and were called on to sing the songs of Zion" (Ps. cxvi. vii.). The trial of skill between the three young men in 1 Esdr. iii. iv. implies a traditional belief that those who were promised to places of honor under the Persian kings were conspicuous for gifts of a somewhat similar character. The transition from this to the presentation of the future as a story telling was with the Jews, as afterwards with the Greeks, easy and natural enough. The period of the Captivity with its strange adventures, and the remoteness of the scenes connected with it, offered a wide and attractive field to the imagination of such narrators. Sometimes, as in Bel and the Dragon, the motive of such stories would be the love of the marvellous mingling itself with the feeling of scorn with which
the Jew looked on the idolater. In other cases, as in Tobit and Susanna, the story would gain popularity from its ethical tendencies. The singular variations in the text of the former book indicate at once the extent of its circulation and the liberties taken by successive editors. In the narrative of Judith, again, there is probably something more than the interest attaching to the history of the past. There is indeed too little evidence of the truth of the narrative for us to look on it as history at all, and it takes its place in the region of historical romance, written with a political motive. Under the guise of the old Assyrian enemies of Israel, the writer is covertly attacking the Syrian invaders against whom his countrymen were contending, stirring them up by a story of religious or national heroism to follow the example of Judith as she had followed that of Jael (Judg. iv. 3), the development of this form of literature is of course compatible with a high degree of excellence, but it is true of it at all times, and was especially true of the literature of the ancient world, that it belongs rather to its later and feebler period. It is a special sign of decay in honesty and discernment when such writings are passed off and accepted as belonging to actual history.

(4.) The free exercise of the imagination within the limits of the historical led to the ending of a purely legendary literature. The full development of this was indeed reserved for a yet later period. The books of the Apocrypha occupy a middle place between those of the Old Testament in their simplicity and truthfulness and the wild extravagances of the Talmud. As it is, however, we find in them the germs of some of the fabulous traditions which were influencing the minds of the Jews at the time of our Lord's ministry, and have since in some instances incorporated themselves more or less with the popular belief of Christendom. So in 2 Macc. i. ii. we meet with the statements that at the time of the Captivity the priests had concealed the sacred fire, and that it was miraculously renewed—that Jeremiah had given, accompanied by the tetrarch and the ark, "to the mountain where Moses climbed up to see the heritage of God," and had there concealed them in a cave together with the ark of in- 5 consequence. The appellation of the prophet at the close of the same book (xv. 15), as giving to Judas Maccabaeus the sword with which, as a gift from God, he was to "wound the adversaries," shows how prominent a place was occupied by Jeremiah in the traditions and hopes of the people, and prepares us to understand the rumors which followed on our Lord's teaching and working that "Jeremiahs or prophets of the patriarchs" had appeared again (Matt. xxvi. 14). So again in 2 Esd. xii. 40—47 we find the legend of the entire disappearance of the Ten Tribes which, in spite of direct and indirect testimony on the other side, has given occasion even in our own time to so many wild conjectures. In ch. xiv. of the same book we recognize (as has been pointed out already) the tendency to set a higher value on books of an esoteric knowledge than on those in the Hebrew Canon; but it deserves notice that this is also another form of the tradition that Ezra dictated from a supernaturally inspired memory the Sacred Books which, according to that tradition, had been lost, and that both tables are exaggerations of the part actually taken by him and by the "men of the Great Synagogue" in the work of collecting and arranging them. So also the rhetorical narrative of the Exodus in Wisd. xvi.—xix. indicates the existence of a traditional, half-legendary history side by side with the canonical. It would seem, indeed, as if the life of Moses had appeared with many different embellishments. The form in which that life appears in Josephus, the facts mentioned in St. Stephen's speech and not found in the Pentateuch, the allusions to James and Judas (2 Tim. iii. 8), to the disputes between Michael and the Devil ( Jude 9), to the "rock of as we followed" the Israhelites (1 Cor. x. 4), all bear testimony to the wide-spread popularity of this semi-apocryphal history.

(5.) As the most marked characteristic of the collection as a whole and of the period to which it belongs, there is the tendency to pass off suppositions books under the cover of fictitious names. The books of Esdras, the additions to Daniel, the letters of Barnabas and Jeremiah, and the Wisdom of Solomon, are obviously of this character. It is difficult perhaps for us to measure in each instance the degree in which the writers of such books were guilty of actual frauds. In a book like the Wisdom of Solomon, for example, the form may have been adopted as a means of gaining attention by which no one was likely to be deceived, and, as such, it does not go beyond the limits of legitimate personation. The fiction in this case need not be such as to destroy our admiration and reverence for the book any more than it would destroy the authority of Ecclesiastes were we to come to the conclusion from internal or other evidence that it belonged to a later age than that of Solomon. The habit, however, of writing books under fictitious names, is, as the later Jewish history shows, a very dangerous one. The practice becomes almost a trade. Each such work creates a new demand, to be met in its turn by a fresh super- 10 tition, and thus the prevalence of an apocryphal literature becomes a sure sign of want of truthfulness on one side, and want of discernment on the other.

(6.) The absence of honesty and of the power to distinguish truth from falsehood, shows itself in a yet more serious form in the insertion of formal documents purporting to be authentic, but in reality falling altogether to establish any claim to that title. This is very conspicuous in the case with the alternate text. The letters with which 2 Macc. opens, from the Jews at Jerusalem, betray their true character by their historical inaccuracy. We can hardly accept as genuine the letter in which the king of the Macedonians (1 Macc. xii. 20, 21) writes to Onias that "the Macedonians and Jews are brethren, and that they are of the stock of Abraham." The letters in 2 Macc. iv. and xi., on the other hand, might be authentic so far as their contents go, but the recklessness with which such documents are inserted as embellishments and make-weights throws doubt in a greater or less degree on all of them.

(7.) The loss of the simplicity and accuracy which characterize the history of the O. T. is shown also in the errors and anachronisms in which these books abound. Thus, to take a few of the most striking instances, Haman is made a Macedonian, and the purpose of his plot is to transfer the kingdom from the Persians to the Macedonians (Esth. xvi. 10); two contradictory statements are given in the same book of the death of Antiochus Epiphanes (2 Macc. i. 15—17, iv. 5—22); Nabalchonosor is made to dwell at Nineve as the king of the Assyrians (Judith i. 1) .

(8.) In their relation to the religious and ethical development of Judaism during the period which
these books embrace, we find (a) The influences of the struggle against idolatry under Antichus, as shown partly in the revival of the old heroic spirit, and in the record of the deeds which it called forth, as in Maccabees, partly again in the tendency of a narrative literature to protest against pollutions of worship in Baruch and Wisdom. (b) The growing hostility of the Jews towards the Samaritans is shown by the Confession of the Son of Sirach (Eccles. i. 25, 26). (c) The teaching of Tobit illustrates the prominence then and afterwards assigned to atoning among the duties of a holy life (Tob. iv. 7-11, xii. 9). The classification of the three elements of such a life — prayer, fasting, alms — in xii. 8, illustrates the traditional ethical teaching of the Scribes, which was at once recognized and purified from the errors that had been connected with it in the Sermon on the Mount (Matt. vi. 1-18). (d) The same book indicates also the growing belief in the individual guardianship of angels and the genius of a grotesque demonology, resting in part on the more mysterious phenomena of man's spiritual nature, like the cases of demonic possession in the Gospels, but associating itself only too easily with all the frauds and superstitions of vagabond exorcists. (e) The great Alexandrian book of the collection, the Wisdom of Solomon, breathes, as we might expect, a strain of higher mood; and though there is absolutely no ground for the patriotic tradition that it was written by Philo, the conjecture that it might have been was not without a plausibility which might well commend itself to men like Basil and Jerome. The picture of Wisdom as the unspotted mirror of the power of God and the image of his goodness" (vii. 26) as the universal teacher of all "holy souls" in "all ages" (vii. 27), as guiding and ruling God's people, approaches the teaching of Philo and foreshadows that of St. John as to the manifestation of the Unseen God through the medium of the Logos and the office of that divine Word as the light that lighteth every man.

In relation again to the symbolic character of the Temple as a reenactment of the work of Wisdom as "which God "has prepared from the beginning" (ix. 8), the language of this book connects itself at once with that of Philo and with the teaching of St. Paul or Apollos in the Epistle to the Hebrews. But that which is the great characteristic of the book, as of the school from which it emanated, is the writer's apprehension of God's kingdom and the blessings connected with it as eternal, and so, as independent of men's conceptions of time. Thus clas. i. 2, contain the strong protest of a righteous man against the materialism which then in the form of a sensual selfishness, as afterwards in the developed system of the Sadducees, was corrupting the old faith of Israel. Against this he asserts that the "souls of the righteous are in the hands of God" (viii. 1); that the blessings which the popular belief connected with length of days were not to be measured by the duration of years, seeing that "wisdom is the gray hair unto men, and a unspotted life is old age." (xvii. 25) In regard to another truth also, this book was in advance of the popular belief of the Jews of Palestine. "In the midst of its strong protests against idolatry, there is the fullest recognition of God's universal love (xii. 23-25), of the truth that His power is but the instrument of His righteousness (xii. 15), of the difference between those who are the "less to be blamed" as "seeking God and desirous to find Him" (xiii. 6), and the victims of a darker and more debasing idolatry. Here also the unknown writer of the Wisdom of Solomon seems to prepare the way for the higher and wider teaching of the New Testament.

It does not fall within the scope of the present article to speak of the controversies which have arisen within the Church of England, or in Lutheran or Reformed communities abroad, in connection with the authority and use of these Books. Those disputes raise questions of a very grave interest to the student of Ecclesiastical History. What has been aimed at here is to supply the Biblical student with data which will prepare him to judge fairly and impartially. E. H. P.


The most recent separate ed. of the Greek text, with a selection of various readings, is by H. A. Apel, Libri V. T. Apoc. Graece, Lips. 1837. This includes 3d and 4th Maccabees, and is the basis of Wahl's excellent Chris liberorum V. T. Apoc philologicus, Lips. 1853.

By far the most important exegetical help to the study of the Apocrypha is the K beganzfe, ed. Handb. zu den Apok. des A. T. by O. F. Fritzsche and U. L. W. Grimm, 6 Lieferungen, Leips. 1851-60, which also contains full critical introductions to the several books. The German translation and notes of Hezel, 2 Thelle, 1890-02, are not highly esteemed. There is a more recent German translation, with notes, by a Jewish Rabbi, M. Gutmann, Die Apokryphen des A. T., u. w. Alton, 1841. The principal commentary in English is by Richard Arnold, Lond. 1744-52, fol., 2d ed. 1769, new ed. by Pitman, Lond. 1822, 4to. It was published as a continuation of Patrick and Lowth's Comm. on the Old Test., which it usually accompanies, as in the Philadelphia ed. of 1846. There is a separate ed. of the common English version by Charles Wilson, The Books of the Apocryphon, with Crit. and Hist. Observations prefixed, Edin. 1891. A good English translation of the Apocrypha, with
APOLLOPHANES (Ἀπολλόφανης; Ἀργαῖος), a Syrian, killed by Judas Maccabaeus (2 Macc. x. 37).

APOLLOS (Ἀπόλλος, i. e. Ἀπόλλων ἐν Αἰγίλη), the son of Thracian governor of Cilicia, and slain, under SALTUS IV. PINDER, i. c. 187 B.C., a bitter enemy of the Jews (2 Macc. iv. 4), who urged the king, at the instigation of Simon the commander (στρατηγός) of the temple, to plunder the temple at Jerusalem (2 Macc. iii. 5 f.). The writer of the Pervaguration in the Maccabees, praised among the works of Josephus relates of Apollonius the circumstances which are commonly referred to his emissary Heliodorus (De Macc. 4; cf. 2 Macc. iii. 7 ff.).

2. An officer of Antiochus Epiphanes, governor of Samaria (Joseph. Ant. xii. 3, § 37, 7; § 1), who led a large force against Judas Maccabaeus, but was defeated and slain. (1 Macc. xii. 10-12, Joseph. Ant. xii. 71.) He is probably the same person who was chief commissioner of the revenue of Judae (ἀρχων φθαρμογίας, 1 Macc. i. 29; cf. 2 Macc. v. 24), who spoiled Jerusalem, taking advantage of the Sabbath (2 Macc. v. 24-26), and occupied a fortified position there (v. c. 108) (1 Macc. i. 30 ff.).

3. The son of Menestheus (possibly identical with the former), an envoy commissioned (v. c. 173) by Antiochus Epiphanes to congratulate Ptolemaeus Philometer on his being enthroned (2 Macc. iv. 21). An ambassador of the same name was at the head of the embassy which Antiochus sent to Rome (Liv. xiii. 6).

4. The son of Genninus (ὁ τὸν Γενάνιον ἐγένετο) it seems impossible that this can be des ecles Apollos, Noah, Luthe), a Syrian general under Antiochus V. Epipator c. n. 163 (2 Macc. xx. 7).

5. The Eban (Ἄβαν, Joseph. Ant. xiii. 4, § 3, i. e. one of the Palae or Pala, a people of Sagodia), a governor of (Cilicia (περί ἐντολής κ.), 1 Macc. x. 69) under Alexander Balas, who embraced the cause of his rival Eumenes, and was enrolled to a chief command (1 Macc. l. c. κατατέθη, Vulg. constestavit fidem). If he were the same as the Apollonius whom Polybios mentions as fader rather and son of Ptolemaeus II. (probably a son of (2) Πύθων ἔσχαιρον ἀδελφόν, Μακεδόνας καὶ Μυκῆνας τοὺς, Polyb. xxxi. 21, § 2), his conduct is easily intelligible. Apollonius raised a large force and attacked Jonathan, the ally of Alexander, but was entirely defeated by him (v. c. 147) near Azotus (1 Macc. x. 70 ff.). Josephus (Ant. xiii. 4, § 3 f. 4) represents Apollonius as the general of Alexander at the time of his defeat: but this statement, though it has found advocates (Wernsbruch, der jede liber, Macc. p. 135, yet doubtfully), appears to be untenable on internal grounds. Cf. Orinum, 1 Macc. x. 69.

B. F. W.
APOLLYON

any diligently, that it:thing may be wanting to them.

After this nothing is known of him. Tradition makes him bishop of Casarea (Monday, tracts. ii. b. 17). The exact part which Apollon took in the missionary work of the apostolic age can never be ascertained: and much fruitless conjecture has been spent on the subject. After the entire unity between St. Paul and him which appears in the first Epistle to the Corinthians, it is hardly possible to imagine any important difference in the doctrines which they taught. Certainly we cannot ascribe to the hypothesis that the copy against which the apostle so often warns the Corinthians, was a characteristic of the teaching of Apollon. Thus much may safely be granted, that there may have been difference enough in the outward character and expression of the two to attract the lover of eloquence and philosophy rather to Apollon, somewhat, perhaps, to the disparagement of St. Paul.

Much ingenuity has been spent in Germany in directing the four parties in the church at Corinth, supposed to be indicated 1 Cor. i. 12: and the Apollon party has been variously characterized. See Neander, Pfanz. u. Leitungen. p. 373 ff. 4th ed.: Conybeare and Howson, Life and Epistles of St. Paul, vol. i. p. 526, vol. ii. pp. 6-11, 2d ed.; Winer refers to Fitzer, Diss. de Apollone doctor apostol., Altor, 1718; Hopf, Com. de Apollone pseudohistor. Hag. 1752; and especially to Heymann, in the Saxon Exegetische Studien Nov. 213 ff.

H. A.

* The conjecture of Luther, that Apollon was the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews, has been favored by many eminent scholars, among whom may be named Osiander, Beausobre, Le Clerc, Henmann, Zieger, Semler, Dindorf, Bertholdt, Schott, Bleek, Norton, Fellenhozer (Cath.), Creder, Lutterbeck (Cath.). De Wette (without confidence), Tholuck, Rues, Bausen, Linnemann, and Alford. See Bleek, Brief an die Hebr. i. 429-451; Norton in the Christian Examiner for July 1823, vi. 338-343; and Alford’s Prolegomena to the Epistle, ch. i. sect. i. §§ 183-191. [Hebrews, Epistle to the.]

APOLLYON (Ἀπόλλων. Apollon), or, as it is literally the margin of the A. V. Rev. ix. 11, “a destroyer,” is the rendering of the Hebrew word ΑΒΔΒΙΔΟΝ, “the angel of the bottomless pit.” The Vulgate adds, “Latenis habens nomen Exterminatorum.” The Hebrew term is really abstract, and signifies “destruction,” in which sense it occurs in Job xxvi. 6, xxviii. 22; Prov. xv. 11; and other passages. The angel Apollon is further described as the king of the locusts which rose from the smoke of the bottomless pit at the sounding of the fifth trumpet. From the occurrence of the word in Ps. lxxviii. 11, the Rabbins have made Apollon the nethermost of the two regions into which they divided the under world. But that in Rev. ix. 11 Apollon is the angel, and not the abyss, is perfectly evident in the Greek. There is no authority for connecting it with the destroyer alluded to in 1 Cor. x. 10; and the explanation, quoted by Bengel, that the name is given in Hebrew and Greek, to show that the locusts would be destructive alike to Jew and Gentile, is far-fetched and unnecessary. The etymology of

APOSTLE

Asmodeus, the king of the demons in Jewish mythology, seems to point to a connection with Apollon, in his character as “the destroyer,” or the destroying angel. See also Wisd. xviii. 22, 25. [ASMODEUS.]

W. A. W.

APOSTLE (ἀπόστολος, one sent forth), the official name, in the N. T., originally of those Twelve of the disciples whom Jesus chose, to send forth first to preach the gospel, and to be with Him during the course of his ministry on earth. Afterwards it was extended to others who, though not of the number of the Twelve, yet were equal with them in honour and dignity. The word also appears to have been used in a non-official sense to designate a much wider circle of Christian messengers and teachers (see 2 Cor. viii. 23; Phil. ii. 25).

It is only of those who were officially designated Apostles that we treat in this article.

The original qualification of an apostle, as stated by St. Peter, on occasion of electing a successor to the traitor Judas, was, that he should have been personally acquainted with the whole ministerial course of our Lord from His baptism to the day when He was taken up into heaven. He himself describes them as “they that had continued with Him in His temptations” (Luke xxii. 28). By this close personal intercourse with Him they were peculiarly fitted to give testimony to the facts of redemption: and we gather from his own words in John xiv. 26, xv. 27, xvii. 13, that an especial bestowal of the Spirit’s influence was granted them, by which their memories were quickened, and their power of reproducing that which they had heard from Him increased above the ordinary measure of man. The Apostles were from the lower ranks of life, simple and uneducated; some of them were related to Jesus according in the flesh; some had previously been disciples of John the Baptist. Our Lord chose them early in his public career, though it is uncertain precisely at what time. Some of them had certainly partly attached themselves to Him before; but after their call as apostles, they appear to have been consecratedly with Him, or in his service. They seem to have been all on an equality, both during and after the ministry of Christ on earth. We find one indeed, St. Peter, from fervor of personal character, usually prominent among them, and distinguished by having the first place assigned him in founding the Jewish and Gentile churches [PETER]; but we never find the slightest trace in Scripture of any superiority or primacy being in consequence accorded to him. We also find that he and two others, James and John, the sons of Zebedee, are admitted to the inner privacy of our Lord’s acts and sufferings on several occasions (Mark v. 37; Matt. xvii. 1 ff., xxvi. 37); but this is no proof of superiority in rank or office. Early in our Lord’s ministry, He sent them out two and two to preach repentance, and perform miracles in his name (Matt. x.i Luke ix.). This their mission was of the nature of a solemn call to the children of Israel, to whom it was confined (Matt. x. 5, 6). There is, however, in his charge to the Apostles on this occasion, not a word of their proclaiming his own mission as the Messiah of the Jewish people. Their preaching was at this time strictly of a preparatory kind, resembling that of John the Baptist, the Lord’s forerunner.
The Apostles were early warned by their Master of the solemn nature and the danger of their calling (Matt. x. 17), but were not intrusted with any mystic doctrines, of which indeed his teaching, being eminently and entirely practical, did not admit. The Master blessed Him in his journey of teaching and to the Jewish fasts, saw his wonderful works, heard his discourses addressed to the people (Matt. v. 1 ff., xxiii. 1 ff.; Luke iv. 13 ff.) or those which He held with learned Jews (Matt. xix. 13 ff.; Luke x. 25 ff.), made inquiries of Him on religious matters, sometimes concerning his own savings, sometimes of a general nature (Matt. xiii. 10 ff., xv. 13 ff., xvi. 1 ff.; Luke viii. 9 ff., xii. 41, xviii. 10, John iv. 2 ff., v. 5, 22 al.); sometimes they worked miracles (Mark vi. 13; Luke ix. 6), sometimes attempted to do so without success (Matt. xvii. 16). They recognized their Master as the Christ of God (Matt. xvi. 16; Luke ix. 20), and ascribed to Him supernatural power (Luke ix. 54), but in the recognition of the spiritual teaching and mission of Christ, they made very slow progress, held back as they were by weakness of apprehension and by natural prejudices (Matt. xv. 12, xx. 29 f.; Luke ix. 54, xxi. 25 ff.). They were compelled to ask of Him the explanation of even his simplest parables (Mark viii. 14 ff.; Luke xii. 47 ff.), and openly confessed their weakness of faith (Luke xvii. 5). Even at the removal of our Lord from the earth they were yet weak in their knowledge (Luke xxiv. 21; John xvi. 12), though He had for so long been carefully preparing and instructing them. And when that happened of which He had so often forewarned them,—his apprehension by the chief priests and Pharisees,—they all forsook Him and fled (Matt. xxvii. 56, Av.). They left his burial to one who was not of their number and to the women, and were only convinced of his resurrection on the very plainest proofs furnished by Himself. It was first when this fact became undeniable that light seems to have entered their minds, and not even then without his own special aid, opening their understandings that they might understand the Scriptures. Even after that, many of them returned to their common occupations (John xxi. 3 ff.), and it required a new direction from the Lord to recall them to their mission and reunite them in Jerusalem (Acts i. 4). Before the descent of the Holy Spirit on the Church, Peter, at least, seems to have been specially inspired by Him to declare the prophetic sense of Scripture respecting the traitor Judas, and direct his place to be filled up. On the Feast of Pentecost, ten days after our Lord's ascension, the Holy Spirit came down on the assembled church (Acts ii. 1 ff.; and from that time the Apostles became altogether different men, giving witness of power of the life and death and resurrection of Jesus as he had declared they should (Luke xxiv. 48; Acts i. 8, 22, ii. 32, iii. 15, v. 32, xiii. 31). First of all the mother-church at Jerusalem grew up under their hands (Acts iii. xvii.), and their superior dignity and power were universally acknowledged by the rulers and the people (Acts v. 12 ff.). Even the persecution which arose about Stephen, and put the first check on the spread of the Gospel in Judæa, does not seem to have brought peril to the Apostles (Acts viii. 1). Their first mission out of Jerusalem was to Samaria (Acts viii. 5 ff. 14), where the Lord himself, during his ministry, addressed the seed of the Church. Here ends, properly speaking for other perhaps with the general visitation hinted at in Acts ix. 32), the first period of the Apostles' agency, during which its centre is Jerusalem, and the prominent figure is that of St. Peter. Agreedly to the promise of our Lord to him (Matt. xvi. 18), we conceive it impossible to understand otherwise than in a personal sense, he among the twelve foundations (Luke xi. 14) with whom the Church was first built: and it was his privilege first to open the doors of the kingdom of heaven to Jews (Acts ii. 44, 42) and to Gentiles (Acts x. 11). The centre of the second period of the apostolic agency is Antioch, where a church soon was built up, consisting of Jews and Gentiles; and the central figure of this and of the subsequent period is St. Paul, a convert not originally belonging to the number of the Twelve, but wonderfully prepared and miraculously won for the high office [Paul]. This period, whose history (all that we know of it) is related in Acts xv. 19-20, xxii. 1-5, was marked by the united working of Paul and the other apostles, in the cooperation and intercourse of the two churches of Antioch and Jerusalem. From this time the third apostolic period opens, marked by the almost entire disappearance of the Twelve from the sacred narrative. Some notices we have of their personal history, which will be found under their respective names, together with the principal legends, trustworthy or untrustworthy, which have come down to us respecting them. See Peter. James, John especially. As regards the apostolic office, it seems to have been predominantly that of founding the churches, and upholding them by supernatural power specially bestowed for that purpose. It ceased, as a matter of course, with its first holders—all continuation of it, from the very conditions of its existence (cf. 1 Cor. ix. 1), being impossible. The églises of the ancient churches existed with, and did not in any sense succeed, the Apostles; and when it is claimed for bishops or any church officers that they are their successors, it can be understood only chronologically, and not officially.

The work which contains the fullest account of the agency of the Apostles within the limits of the N. T. history is Neander's treatise, Gesch. der Pfanzung und Leitung der christlichen Kirche durch die Apostel, 4th edition, Hamburg, 1847. More ample, but far less interesting, notices may be found in Cave's Antiqu. Apost., or History of the Apostles, Lond. 1847.


A. *APOPHTHEGMATA* occurs in Neh. iii. 8 (A. V.) for διαφθοράς, supposed to mean "perfumers" or "makers of ointments" (in the Sept. strangely ἐπάργυρος, as a proper name). In this
peculiar as laying claim not to the revision of a sentence, but to a hearing at Rome before judgment had been rendered elsewhere. The point is not without its difficulty, and deserves a more specific notice.

Appeal in Roman law under the emperors (for this alone concerns us) proceeded on the principle that the emperor was the supreme judge, and all other judges, the provincial magistrates, for instance, his delegates. Such appeal from a decision in a province, when allowed, was authenticated by apostoli or litterae dismissiones, which contained a notice of the appeal to the higher court, and were accompanied by the necessary documents and evidence, etc. The appeal did not necessarily come before the emperor in the first instance, but he delegated the matter to subordinate persons, as to consular men, to the prefect of the city, and particularly to the prefect of the praetorium. Appeal was allowed in all sorts of cases, when a decision null and void had been given by the inferior court. Where the judgment was formally invalid, a querela nullitatis was necessary.

The apostle Paul, a Roman citizen, was brought to trial before the procurator of Judea on the charge of having profaned the temple and of having been "a mover of sedition among all the Jews throughout the world;" and to these offenses it was sought to attach political importance (Acts xxv. 8). If he had consented, a trial might have been held at Jerusalem before the procurator Festus. But Paul, fearing that he would be sacrificed to the malice of his enemies, if such a trial were held, made an appeal to the emperor, and Festus, after consulting with his consilium or assessors, allowed the appeal to take effect, glad, doubtless, to be freed from the responsibility of either irritating the Jewish leaders by acquitting Paul, or of pronouncing an innocent man guilty.

The peculiarity of this case consisted in this: that an appeal was taken before any condemnatory decision had been made, whereas an appeal implied a verdict. It is not easy to explain in this case of Paul's trial, or to illustrate it by analogous instances. The emperors, however, were wont, and sometimes from the best motives, to prevent the initiation or the continuance of a judicial proceeding (Geib, Gesch. d. röm. Criminalproces, p. 424). And Walter in his Gesch. d. röm. Rechts, ii. 147, says that a case was sometimes sent to the emperor by the procu
d for his settlement of it without a previous verdict, in support of which he cites Fronto, Epist. ad Miram, li. 15, but there is a mistake in the citation. The emperors' tribunici power could easily involve such a kind of appeal, which would be no stranger than to quash proceedings before a verdict (see Geib, as above). For appeal see the two writers referred to, and Rein in Paul's Recht-Eussel s. v. Appellatio.

T. D. W.

APHPHIA (Ἀποφθία, a Greek form of the Latin Appro, written 'Aπφθία, Acts xxviii. 13), a Christian woman addressed jointly with Philemon and Archippus in Philemon, 2 apparently a member of the former's household, seeing that the letter is on a family matter, and that the church that is in her house is mentioned next to these two, and not improbable his wife (Chrys., Theodoret). Nothing more is said or known of her.
The Arabsians make special allusion to the restorative properties of this fruit; and Celsus (p. 261) quotes Abn'l Fadli in illustration of Cant. ii. 5, "Comfort me with apples, for I am sick of love." Its scent," says the Arabic author, "cheers my soul, reneweth my strength, and restores my breath." Phylarchus (Hist. lib. vi.), Rabbi Solomon (in Numb. iv. 20), Maimon. (M. T., x. xi. 11), who uses the words odora praecipitamissimae, bear similar testimony to the delicious fragrance of the quince. It is well known that among the ancients the quince was sacred to the goddess of love; whence statues of Venus sometimes represent her with the fruit of this tree in her hand, the quince being the ill-fated "apple of discord" which Paris appropriately enough presented to that deity.

Other writers, amongst whom may be mentioned Dr. Boyle, deign to the opinion that the quince is the fruit here intended, and believe that the citrus (Citrus medica) has a far better claim to the byphagn of Scripture. The citrus belongs to the orange family of plants (Aurantioideae), the fruit of which tree, together with the lemon (C. limonum) and the lime (C. limetta), is distinguished from the orange by its oblong form and a protuberance at the apex. The name is as its name implies, borne on the top of Media (Theophrast. Plant. Hist. iv. 4, § 2); and according to Josephus (Ant. xiii. 13, § 5), branches of the citrus-tree were ordered by law to be carried by those persons who attended the Feast of Tabernacles, and to this day the Jews offer citrus at this feast; they must be "without blemish and the stalk must still adhere to them" (Script. Herb. p. 198). "The boughs of goodly trees" (Lev. xxiii. 40) may be several of the Jewish rabbis understood to be those of this tree (Celsus, Hierob. i. 20); and the citrus-tree is occasionally represented on old Samaritan coins. The rich color, fragrant odor, and handsome appearance of the tree, whether in flower or in fruit, are, Dr. Boyle asserts, "particularly suited to the passages of Scripture mentioned above." Dr. Thomson (Land and Book, p. 343), on the other hand, is in favor of the translation of the A. V., and has little doubt that quince is the correct rendering of the Hebrew word. He says, "The whole area (about Askelon) is especially celebrated for its apples, which are the largest and best I have ever seen in this country. When I was here in June, quite a caravan started for Jerusalem laden with them, and they would not have disgraced an American orchard. . . . The Arabic word for apple is almost the same as the Hebrew, and it is as perfectly definite, to say the least, as our English word—as much as the word for grape, and just as well understood; and so is that for citron; but this is a comparatively rare fruit. Citrons are also very large, weighing several pounds each, and are so hard and indigestible, that they cannot be used except when made into preserves. The tree is small, slender, and must be pruned up, or the fruit will bend it down to the ground. Nobody ever thinks of setting under its shadow, for it is too small and struggling to make a shade. I cannot believe, therefore, that it is spoken of in the Canticles. It can scarcely be called a tree at all, much less would it be singled out as among the choice trees of the wood. As to the smell and color, all the demands of the Biblical allusions are fully met.

* Apples and oranges (Malus domestica) have been grown in the Mediterranean region for centuries. They are both members of the Rosaceae family, which includes more than 100 species of flowering plants. Apples are typically used in cooking and as a fresh fruit, while oranges are commonly consumed as a fresh fruit and used in various culinary applications.

**Note:** The image contains a reference to a sentence that is not fully understandable due to the quality of the text. The sentence refers to a specific verse in the Bible, which is not visible in the image. The full context of the sentence is not provided. The text is a historical account of the apple and quince trees, mentioning their symbolic and cultural significance in ancient literature and scripture.
APPLE-TREE

by these apples of Askelon; and no doubt, in ancient times and in royal gardens, their cultivation was far superior to what it is now, and the fruit larger and more fragrant. Let *toppiwch* therefore stand for apple, as our translation has it.

Neither the quince nor the citron nor the apple, however, appears fully to answer to all the scriptural allusions. The *toppiwch* must denote some tree which is sweet to the taste, and which possesses some fragrant and restorative properties, in order to meet all the demands of the Biblical allusions. Both the quince and the citron may satisfy the last-named requirement, but it can hardly be said that either of these fruits is sweet to the taste. Dr. Thomson, in the passage quoted above, says that the citron is "too straggling to make a shade;" but in Cant. ii. 3 the *toppiwch* appears to be associated with other trees of the wood, and it would do no violence to the passage to suppose that this tree was selected from amongst the rest under which to recline, not on account of any extensive shade it afforded, but for the fragrance of its fruit. The expression "under the shade" by no means necessarily implies anything more than "under its branches."

But Dr. Thomson's trees were no doubt small specimens. The citron-tree is very variable as regards its size. Dr. Kitto (*Pict. Bib. on Cant. ii. 3*) says that it "grows to a fine large size, and affords a pleasant shade;" and Risso, in his *Histoire Naturelle des Oranges,* speaks of the citron-tree as having a magnificent aspect.

The passage in Cant. ii. 3 seems to demand that the fruit of the *toppiwch* in its unprepared state was sweet to the taste, whereas the rind only of the citron is used as a sweetmeat, and the pulp, though it is less acid than the lemon, is certainly far from sweet. The same objection would apply to the fruit of the quince, which is also far from being sweet to the taste in its uncooked state. The orange would answer all the demands of the scriptural passages, and orange-trees are found in Palestine; but there does not appear sufficient evidence to show that this tree was known in the earlier times to the inhabitants of Palestine, the tree having been in all probability introduced at a later period. As to the apple-tree being the *toppiwch,* most travelers assert that this fruit is generally of a very inferior quality, and Dr. Thomson does not say that he tasted the apples of Askelon. Moreover the apple would hardly merit the character for excellent fragrance which the *toppiwch* is said to have possessed. The question of identification, therefore, must still be left an open one. The citron appears to have the best claim to represent the *toppiwch,* but there is no conclusive evidence to establish the opinion. As to the *Apples of Sodom,* see Vine of Sodom.

The expression "apple of the eye" occurs in

Pot. ii. 10; Ps. xvii. 2; Prov. ivii. 2; Lam. ii. 18; Zech. ii. 8. The word is the representative of an entirely different name from that considered above; the Hebrew word being *toppiwch,* "a little man" — the exact equivalent to the English *pupil of the eye* is in the languages of different nations. Gesenius (*Thes. p. 86*) quotes from the Arabic, the Syriac, the Ethiopic, the Coptic, the Persian, in all of which tongues an expression similar to the English "pupil of the eye" is found. It is a pity that the same figure is not preserved in this English construction which invariably uses the expression "apple of the eye" (in allusion to its shape), instead of giving the literal translation from the Hebrew. W. H.

*PREPAREND* (as used in Phil. iii. 12, 13, of the A. V.) meant formerly "to take in the hand, or by the hand," (a Latin sense of the word.) Thus Jeremy Taylor (*Holy Living, ii. 6*) says: "There is nothing but hath a double handle, or at least we have two hands to apprehend it." Hence a more correct rendering would be: "If that I may lay hold (κατάλαβα) on that (φιλοκράτος) crown, very free, I was laid hold upon" (καταλαβόμενος). "Blest are ye that do not hold of myself to have laid hold," &c. The language is evidently figurative, derived from the contests of runners in the stadium. See GAMES.

AQUILA (Ἀκρίλας; Wolf, Curzer, on Acts xviii. 2, believes it to have been Grecised from the Latin Aquila, not to have any Hebrew origin, and to have been adopted as a Latin name, as Paulus by Saul), a Jew whom St. Paul found at Corinth on his arrival from Athens (Acts xviii. 2). He is there described as *Πορτινάζ ἀρτός* (ὅτε) from the connection of which description with the fact that we find more than one Pontius Aquila in the Pontian gnos at Rome in the days of the Republic (see Cic. ad Fam. x. 33; Suet. Caes. 78; *Dict. of Biog.,* art. AQUILA and PONTIUS), it has been imagined that he may have been a freedman of a Pontius Aquila, and that his being a Pontian by birth may have been merely an inference from his name. But besides that this is a point on which St. Luke could hardly be ignorant, Aquila, the translator of the O. T. into Greek, was also a native of Pontus. At the time when St. Paul met with Aquila at Corinth, he had fled, with his wife Priscilla, from Rome; for consequence of an order of Claudius commanding all Jews to leave Rome (Suet. Claud. 25) — "Judæos impulso Cæsare assidue tumultantes Roma expulsit:" see CLAUDIUS. He became acquainted with St. Paul, and they abode together, and wrought at their common trade of making the Cilician tent or hair-cloth (*Pallē*) on the departure of the apostle from Corinth, a year and six months after,

Aquila, and knew a little of horticulture, who assured me they were all QUINEX, the apples being admirable."

* In like manner Mr. Tristram says (*Land of Israel* p. 604) that he scarcely ever saw the apple-tree in the Holy Land except on a few high situations in Lebanon and in the region of Damascus. The question does not affect at all the accuracy of Scripture, but the meaning of *-appointed* which the A. V. renders "apple," Mr. Tristram concludes that it cannot be "the apple" that is intended, but is "the apicid."
PRISCILLA AND AQUILA ACCOMPANYED HIM TO EPHESUS ON HIS WAY TO SYRIA. THERE THEY REMAINED; AND WHEN APOLLO CAME TO EPHESUS, KNOWING ONLY THE BAPTISM OF JOHN, THEY TOOK HIM AND TAUGHT HIM THE WAY OF THE LORD MORE PERFECTLY. AT WHAT TIME THEY BECAME CHRISTIANS IS UNCERTAIN; BUT AQUILA WAS CONVERTED BEFORE HIS FIRST MEETING WITH ST. PAUL. THE WORD `APHISAPIA` WOULD HARDLY HAVE BEEN OMITTED (SEE AGAIN THIS VIEW NEUMER, *Pfl. u. Leit*, p. 292 f., AND FOR IT HERZOG, *Enzykol., s. v.*). AT THE TIME OF WRITING I COR., AQUILA AND HIS WIFE WERE STILL IN EPHESUS (1 COR. XIX. 19); BUT IN ROM. XIII. 31, WE FIND THEM AGAIN AT ROME, AND THEIR HOUSE A PLACE OF ASSEMBLY FOR THE CHRISTIANS. THEY ARE THERE DESCRIBED AS HAVING ENDANGERED THEIR LIVES FOR THAT OF THE APOSTLE. IN 2 TIM. IV. 19, THEY ARE SALUTED AS BEING WITH TIMOTHEUS, PROBABLY AT EPHESUS. IN BOTH THESE LETTERS THE PLACE OF THE PRISCAS AND NOT PRISCILLA IS NOTED.

Nothing further is known of either of them. The *Meyers Konversations- Lexicon* gives only a vague tradition that they were beheaded; and the *Morgenl. Rom.** celebrates both on July 8.

H. A.

* We must advert here to the question whether Luke mentions the Nazarite vow (Acts xviii. 18) of Aquila or the apostle Paul. The passage, grammatically viewed, no doubt should be understood of Aquila; and so much the more, it is urged, because Luke places Priscilla's name before Aquila's as if for the very purpose of showing that καταψυκτος belongs to Ακυλαία, and not Παίλος. So Gratian, Kuinoel, Wieseler, Meyer, and others.

On the contrary, Neumer, Olshausen, Hensen, De Wette, Winer, Wrede, Lechler (Lange's *Bibl. Lex.*), with others, refer the vow to the apostle, and not Aquila. Πάλασα is the leading subject, and the reader connects the remark spontaneously with him. It is only as an act of reflection, on perceiving that Ακυλαία stands nearer, that the other connection occurs to the mind as a possible one.

The intervening words (καὶ εἰς τὸν ἀρτέροι... Ἰταλόν) may separate καταψυκτος and Παίλασα from each other, because the clause is so evidently parenthetic, and because εἰς τὰ πανταχὖν has a tendency to draw its several subjects towards itself. No stress can be laid upon Luke's naming Priscilla, as is clear from Rom. xii. 2 and 2 Tim. iv. 19, where the names follow each other in the same manner. Some principle of association, as that of the relative superiority of Priscilla, seems to have made it customary to speak of them in that order. Dr. Howson (*Life and Epistles of St. Paul*, p. 498) maintains that Aquila assumed the vow; but in his *Bibl. Lex.* (p. 16, note) reverts from that opinion and ascribes the act to Paul.
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SAM. VERS. (.border Map) [Num. xxi. 15] TOP: [Deut. ii. 9, 18, Rom. Alex. *Apophh*; Vat. *Σεριρ*; 28, Rom. Vat. *Apophh, Alex. Arabia*, Comp. [Ar.] one of the chief places of Moab (Is. xvi. 1; Num. xxi. 28). From the onomasticon (Moab), and

a According to Gesenius (Joshua, p. 55), an old, probably Manitite, form of the word "Asher", a "city;" b Samarian Codex and Version, "as far as Moab," reading "Asher" for "Asher," and so also LXX. *εἰς Μ.*

We have Jerome's testimony that Aropulis was believed to be χαρτον "Apos môsis," "the city of Ares;" *Marc.* This is a good instance of the tendency which from Jerome's *Com. on Is. xvi. 1*, it appears that in that day the place was known as Aropolis and Rababbah-Moab, "id est, grandis Moab" (Rheing., p. 577; Rob. ii. 166, note).* The site is still called "Robba"; it lies about half-way between Kerak and the Wady Mejdeh, 10 or 11 miles from each, on the Roman road passing through it. The remains are not so important as might be imagined (Irby, p. 149; Burnell, p. 577; De Sauley, ii. 44-46, and map 8).

In the books of Moses Ar appears to be used as a representative name for the whole nation of Moab; see Deut. ii. 9, 18; and also Num. xxii. 15, where it is coupled with a word rarely if ever used in the same manner, Δέλλον Αρ., "the dwelling of Ar."

In Num. xxii. 36 the almost identical words Αραβία and Ar are rendered "a city of Moab," following the Sam. Vers., the LXX, and Vulgate. G.

* Ritter's view (referred to in the note) that Ar was not the present Robba, but was situated near Aror on the Arnon, is held also by Hengstenberg (Gesch. Blumen conexion, p. 234 f.), Keel (*Pentateuch* li. 146), and Kurtz (*Gesch. des A. Bandes*, ii. 448). Among the reasons on which they rely for this opinion, are that Ar formed the northern boundary of Moab (Num. xxii. 36, comp. xxii. 15), whereas Robba is 3 or 4 hours further south in the interior of Moab, and that Ar was in the Wady of the Arnon (Deut. ii. 36; Josh. xiii. 9) whereas Robba is not in that valley, but 10 miles or more distant from it. Bardinhard (*Syrinx*, ii. 636) found "a fine green pasture-land in which is a hill with important ruins," near the confluence of Wady Feynan and Wady Mejdeh (the Arnon) which may well be supposed to be the site of the ancient Ar. It is true, the name Aropolis, which was the Greek name of Ar, was applied also to Robba; but there is no proof that this was done till after the destruction of Ar by an earthquake in the 4th century B.C. (cf. *Jos.** xvi. 1*), and hence the name may have designated different places at different times. It is possible, as Ritter argues, that after the overthrow of Ar, the capital of the region, the name was transferred to Robba, which was the next in range and became then the seat of the episcopate, which had previously been at Ar. Dr. Robinson identifies Ar with Robba, but without specially noticing the objections to that view. The argument against that identification, and for supposing Ar to have been on the Arnon, is well stated in Kellers's *Bibl. Wirth*, p. 96. Rammer held at first a different opinion, but changed it in view of Hengstenberg's arguments (*Pentateuch*, p. 271, 4th Aufr.). Dietrich also agrees with Ritter, and distinguishes Ar from the present Robba in Moab (*Hebr. u. Chald. Handb., p. 680*).

ARAB (Arabic) [pers. liam = Aram; *Arab.*] One of the sons of Jether, the head of a family of Asherites (I Chr. xii. 38).

W. A. W.
Although but Jer. but Josh.

Looking to the indications of the Sacred Text there can be no doubt that in the times of the conquest and the monarchy the name "Arabah" was applied to the valley in the entire length of both its southern and northern portions. Thus in Deut. i. 1, probably, and in Deut. ii. 8, certainly (A. V. "plain" in both cases), the allusion is to the southern portion, while the other passages in which the name occurs, point with certainty — now that the identification has been suggested — to the northern portion. In Deut. iii. 17, iv. 49; Josh. iii. 16, xi. 2, xii. 3; and 2 K. xiv. 25, both the Dead Sea and the Sea of Chinneroth (Gennesareth) are named in close connection with the Arabah. The allusions in Deut. xi. 30; Josh. viii. 14, xii. 1, xviii. 18; 2 Sam. ii. 29, iv. 7; 2 K. xxiv. 4; Jer. xxxix. 4, iii. 7, become at once intelligible when the meaning of the Arabah is known, however puzzling they may have been to former commentators. * In Josh. xi. 16 and xii. 8 the Arabah takes its place with "the mountain," "the lowland," "the plains of Philistia and Esrauel, the south" and the "plain" of Celeno-Syria, as one of the great natural divisions of the conquered country.

3. But further the word is found in the plural and without the article (ןו*), also, always in connection with either Jericho or Moab, and therefore doubtless denoting the portion of the Arabah near Jericho; in the former case on the west, and in the latter on the east side of the Jordan; the Arabah-Moab being always distinguished from the Socal-Moab — the bare and burnt-up soil of the sunken valley, from the cultivated pasture or cornfields of the downs on the upper level — with all and "Arabah;" but it is difficult to say whether this has been done intelligently, or whether it is an instance of the favorite habit of these translators of transferring a Hebrew word literally into Greek when they were unable to comprehend its force. (See some curious examples of this — to take one book only — in 2 K. ii. 14, אֲדוֹנָי; iii. 4, וָנָּא; iv. 39, ברֹאשׁ; v. 18 (comp. Gen. xxxvi. 10), כְּשָׁרָה; vi. 8, כְּשָׁרָה; ix. 13, נַחֲלָה, &c. &c.). In the latter case it is evidence of an equal ignorance to that which has rendered the word by שָׁרוֹאָל, כְּשָׁרָה, and "Arabia*.

b By Abulfeda and Ibn Haukal the word el-Ghor is used to denote the valley from the Lake of Gennesareth to the Dead Sea (Ritter, Sinait, pp. 1059, 1060). Thus each word was originally applied to the whole extent, and each has since been restricted to a portion only (see Stanley, App. p. 487). The word Ghor is interpreted by Freytag to mean "locus depressus inter montes."

c See the mistakes of Michaelis, Marius, and others, who identified the Arabah with the Beksa (i.e. the plain of Celeno-Syria, the modern el-Dikwa), or with the Mishor, the level down to the east of Jordan (Kelly, pp. 215, 223).
The precise location of the ancient city of Arabah in the Bible is uncertain. However, it appears in the Books of Numbers and Deuteronomy. The city is mentioned in connection with the Promised Land and the wilderness. The people of Israel passed through Arabah on their journey from Egypt to the Promised Land. The region is characterized by a large, open valley that stretches from the Dead Sea to the Gulf of Elath, with a series of wadis and wadis running through it. The landscape is rocky, with limestone and granite formations, and is known for its beauty and natural resources.

The description of Arabah in the Bible suggests that it is a place of stark contrast, with its wadis and wadis carrying water that is either too hot or too cold for human use. The region is also known for its mineral springs, which have been used for centuries by those who inhabit the area. The landscape is dotted with small villages and towns, and is home to a variety of flora and fauna, including birds and animals that have adapted to the harsh conditions of the desert.

The description of Arabah in the Bible also suggests that it is a place of national and religious significance. The region is mentioned in the stories of the Israelites' journey through the desert, and is associated with the Israelites' victory over their enemies. The region is also associated with the region of the Promised Land, and is seen as a place of promise and hope for the Israelites.

Overall, the description of Arabah in the Bible suggests that it is a place of beauty and natural wonder, but also of harsh conditions and challenges. The region is a place of stark contrast, where the landscape is both beautiful and barren, and is home to a variety of flora and fauna that have adapted to the harsh conditions of the desert.
in the sand of the Arabah, "in a few paces" after they forsake the shadow of their native ravines (Labarde, 141), are yet sufficient to keep alive a certain amount of vegetation, rushes, tarnarsiks, palms, and even olivers, elbes, and ammons, while they form the resort of the numerous tribes of the children of Esau, who still "dwell (Stanley, p. 87, also M. S. Journal; Laburde, p. 141; Mart. p. 396) in Mount Seir, which is Edom" (Gen. xxxvi. 8). The most important of these waddies are the Wady Ithun (Jeboun of Laburde), and the Wady Abu Kusheibch. The former enters the mountains close above the Akalah and leads by the back of the mountains to Petra; and the latter, as Schubert and Tullel to the country east of the Dead Sea. 

Traces of a Roman road exist along this route (Laburde, p. 203; Rob. ii. 161); by it Laburde returned from Petra, and there can be little doubt that it was the route by which the Israelites took their leave of the Arabah when they went to "compass the land of Edom" (Num. xxxi. 4). The second, the W. Abu Kusheibch, is the most direct access from the Arabah to Petra, and is that up which Laborde and his party ascended to have gone to the city. Beside these are the Wady Tabal, in which the traveller from the south gains his first glimpse of the red sandstone of Edom, and W. Ghardab, not to be confounded with those of the same name north of Petra and west of Sinai.

To Dr. Robinson is due the credit of having first ascertained the spot which forms at once the southern limit of the Ghor and the northern limit of the Arabah. This boundary is the line of chalk cliffs which sweep across the valley at about 6 miles below the S. W. corner of the Dead Sea. They are from 50 to 150 feet in height; the Ghor ends with the marshy ground at their foot, and level with their tops the Arabah begins (Rob. ii. 116, 118, 120). Thus the cliffs act as a retaining wall or buttress supporting the higher level of the Arabah, and the whole forms what in geological language might be called a "fault" in the floor of the great valley. 

Through this wall breaks in the escarpment of the great main drain of the Arabah — the Wady el-Feib — in itself a very large and deep water-course which collects and transmits to their outlet at this point the torrents which the numerous waddies from both sides of the Arabah pour along it in the winter season (Rob. ii. 118, 129, 125). The furthest point south to which this drainage is known to reach is the Wady Ghurundel (Rob. ii. 125), which debouches from the eastern mountains about 40 miles from the Akalah and 60 from the cliffs just spoken of. The Wady el-Feib also forms the most direct road for penetrating into the valley from the north. On its west bank, and crossed by the road from Wady Musa (Petra) to Hebron, are the springs of Ain el-Weibeh, maintained by Robinson to be Kadesh (Rob. ii. 175; but see Stanley, pp. 93, 95).

Of the substructure of the floor of the Arabah very little is known, but his progress southward along the Wady el-Feib, which is 87 miles of its course over 100 feet in depth, Dr. Robinson (ii. 119) notes that the sides are "of chalky earth or marl," but beyond this there is no information.

The surface is dry and desolate in the extreme. "A more frightful desert," says Dr. Robinson (ii. 121) "it had hardly been our lot to behold ... loose gravel and stones everywhere furrowed with the beds of torrents ... blocks of porphyry brought down by the torrents among which the camel picked their way with great difficulty ... a bone shrub of the ghiblih, almost the only trace of vegetation." This was at the ascent from the Wady el-Feib to the floor of the great valley itself. Further south, near Ain el-Weibeh, it is a rolling gravelly desert with round naked hills of considerable elevation (ii. 173). At Wady Gharandel it is an expanse of shifting sands, broken by mounds of inconceivable and low hills (Burckh. p. 442), and "intersected by a hundred water-courses" (Stanley, p. 87). The southern portion has a considerable general slope from east to west quite apart from the undulations of the surface (Stanley, p. 85), a slope which extends as far north as Petra (Schubert, p. 1037). Nor is the heat less terrible than the desolation, and all travellers, almost without exception, bear testimony to the difficulties of journeying in a region where the sirocco appears to blow almost without intermission (Selim, p. 1016; Burckh. p. 144; Mart. p. 394; Rob. ii. 123). However, in spite of this heat and desolation, there is a certain amount of vegetation, even in the open Arabah, in the driest parts of the year. Schubert in March found the Arcti (Calligonum com.), the Anthriscus carum, and the Cyclomum (Ritter, p. 1014), also tarnarsik-bushes (tayasa) lying thick in a torrent-bed (p. 1016); and on Stanley's road "there is the appearance of a jumble," though it is true that they were so thin as to disappear when the "waste of sand" was overlooked from an elevation (85, and see Rob. i. 163, 175).

It is not surprising that after the discovery by Burckhardt in 1812 of the prolongation of the Jordan valley in the Arabah, it should have been assumed that this had in former times formed the outlet for the Jordan to the Red Sea. Lately, however, the levels of the Jordan and the Dead Sea have been taken, imperfectly, but still with sufficient accuracy to dispise the possibility of such a theory; and in addition there is the universal testimony of the Arabs that at least half of the dis-
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strict drains northward to the Dead Sea—a testimony fully confirmed by all the recorded observations of the conformation of the ground. A series of accurate levels from the Akabah to the Dead Sea, up the Arakah, are necessary before the question can be set at rest, but in the mean time the following may be taken as an approximation to the real state of the case.

1. The waters of the Red Sea and of the Mediterranean are very nearly at one level.

2. The depression of the surface of the Sea of Galilee is 502 feet, and of the Dead Sea 3166 feet, below the level of the Mediterranean, and therefore of the Red Sea. Therefore the waters of the Jordan can never in historical times have flowed into the Gulf of Akabah, even if the formation of the ground between the Dead Sea and the Gulf would admit of it.

3. All testimony goes to show that the drainage of the northern portion of the Arakah is towards the Dead Sea, and therefore that the land rises southward from the latter. Also that the south portion drains to the gulf, and therefore that the land rises northward from the gulf to some point between it and the Dead Sea. The watershed is said by the Arabs to be a long ridge of hills running across the valley at 2 miles, or say 40 miles, from the Akabah (Stanley, p. 83), and it is probable that this is not far wrong. By M. de Bertou it is fixed as opposite the entrance to the Holy Tush, apparently the same spot.

G. ARABATTINE (ἡ Ἑράμπατίνη; Alex. Sin. Ἀραβάττινη; Accurate name, in Idmane (1 Mac. v. 3). [Ἀράβαττινα; and see the note to that article.]

G. ARABIA (Ἀράβια, Gal. i. 17, iv. 25), a country known in the O. T. under two designations:—1. Ἀράβια Λεβαντική, the coast country (Gen. xxx. 6); or perhaps Ἀράβια Ἕβραι, (Gen. x. 50; Num. xxii. 7; Is. ii. 6); and Ἀράβια Ἐρυθρά, (Gen. xxix. 1); gent. n. "Haram, sons of the East (Judg. vi. 3 ff.; I K. iv. 50; Job i. 3; Is. xi. 14; Jer. xxii. 28; Ez. xxvii. 4). (Translated by the LXX. and in the Vulg. and sometimes transcribed (Kabya) by the former.) From these passages it appears that Ἀράβια Ἑραματική and Ἀράβια Ἐρυθρά indicate, primarily, the country east of Palestine, and the tribes descended from Ishmael and from Keturah; and that this original significance may have become gradually extended to Arabia and its inhabitants generally, though without any strict limitation. The third and fourth passages above referred to, as terminus marks (i.e. ed. Tréglés, in loc.), relate to Mesopotamia and Babylonia (comp. ἱπποχωρία, Matt. ii. 1 ff). Winer considers Kedem, &c., to signify Arabia and the Arabs generally (Real. world, loc. cit.); but a comparison of the passages (Schubert's interpretation is founded on) has led us to consider it doubtful. [BENEDICTUS].
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(xxv. 21; Ez. xxvii. 21); gent. n. Ἀράβιοι (Is. xiii. 20; Jer. iii. 2); and Ἀράβης (Neh. ii. 19). pl Ἀράβιται (2 Chr. xxi. 16, xxii. 1), and Ἀράβες, Ἀράβων (2 Chr. xxvii. 11, xxvii. 7). (LXX. Ἀραβία, &c.; Vulg. Arabiae, &c.) These seem to have the same geographical reference as the former names to the country and tribes east of the Jordan, and chiefly north of the Arabian peninsula. In the N. T. Ἀραβία cannot be held to have a more extended signification than the Hebrew equivalents in the O. T. Ὄδος Ἀραβίας (Ex. xiii. 38; Neh. xiii. 3) and Ἀραβία (1 K. x. 15; Jer. xxv. 20, l. 37; Ez. xxx. 5), rendered in the A. V. "a mixed multitude" (Ex. xiii. 38, here followed by Πύλας), "the mixed multitude," "kings of "Arabia" (so in Vulg., and in Heb. in corresponding passage in 2 Chr. ix. 14), and (in the last two instances) "the mingled people," have been thought to signify the Arabs. The people thus named dwelt in the deserts of Petra. By the Arabs the country is called بِلَاد أَلْعَبَرُ (Bilad El-'Arab), "the country of the Arab," and حُرْبَةُ الْعَرَبِ (Jezreel El-'Arab), "the peninsula of the Arabs," and the people عَبَرُ (Arab); "Bedawee" in modern Arabic, and "Arab (أُرَابِ) in the old language, being applied to people of the desert, as distinguished from townspeople. They give no satisfactory derivation of the name "Arab, that from Aaqib being purlicie. The Hebrew designation, "Arab, has been thought to be from "Arabah, a desert," &c., which, with the article, is the name of an extensive district in Arabia Petrea.

Geographical Divisions. Arabia was divided, by the Greeks, into Araba Felix (ἡ εὐπρόοιος Ἀράβα), Araba Deserta (ἡ ἄπροοιος Ἀράβα), (Strab. xvi. p. 767; Plin. vi. 28; 52; Diod. Sic. i. 48 ff.), and Araba Petraea (ἡ πετραία Ἀράβα, Pl. v. 17, § 1). The first two divisions were those of the earlier writers; the third being introduced by Ptolemy. According to this geographer's arrangement, they included, within doubtful limits, 1, the whole peninsula: 2, the Arabian desert north of the former: and 3, the desert of Petra, and the peninsula of Sina. It will be more convenient in this article to divide the country, agreeably to the natural divisions and the native nomenclature, into Araba Propria, or Jezreel El-'Arab, containing the whole peninsula as far as the limits of the northern deserts; Northern Araba, or El-Hadiyyah, bounded by the peninsula, the Euphrates, Syria, and the desert of Petra, constituting properly Araba Deserta, or the great desert of Arabia; and Western Araba, the desert of Petra and the peninsula of Sina, or the country that has been called Araba Petraea, bounded by Egypt, Palestine, Northern Arabia, and the Red Sea.

1 See the Report of Mr. Robert Stephenson, and of M. Baudouin, quoted in Albin's Report for 1863. Schubert's topographical observations are not very intelligible, but they at least show this: at the end of the 29th day his halting-place was 465 ft. above the water of the Gulf; 31 days, 167 ft.; 48th day, 230 ft. Then, after leaving Petra, his halting-place (in the Akabah) was 97 ft. below the water of the Gulf (Schubert: Ritter, Sinai, p. 196).

2 See in Palm respecting his journey to Arabia (Gal. i. 17).
Arabia Proper, or the Arabian peninsula, consists of high tablelands, declining towards the northwestern and southwestern, and separated partially by a chain of mountains running nearly parallel to the Red Sea, and the territory east of the southern part of this chain. The high land is enclosed from the 'Arabah to the head of the Persian Gulf by a belt of low littoral country; on the west and southwest the mountains fall abruptly to this low region: on the opposite side of the peninsula the fall is generally gradual. So far as the interior has been explored, it consists of mountainous and desert tracts, relieved by large districts under cultivation, well-peopled, watered by wells and streams, and enjoying periodical rains. The water-shed, as the confirmation of the country indicates, stretches from the high land of the Yemen to the Persian Gulf. From this descend the torrents that irrigate the western provinces, while several considerable streams — there are no navigable rivers — reach the sea in the opposite direction: two of these traverse 'Oman; and another, the principal river of the peninsula, enters the Persian Gulf on the coast of El-Bahrayn. It is known to traverse the inland province called Yemenih. The geological formation is in part volcanic; and the mountains are basalt, schist, granite, as well as limestone, &c.; the volcanic action being especially observable about El-Medmeench on the northwest, and in the districts bordering the Indian Ocean. The most fertile tracts are those on the southwest and south. The modern Yemen is especially productive, and at the same time, from its mountainous character, picturesque. The settled regions of the interior also appear to be more fertile than is generally believed to be the case; and the deserts afford pasturage after the rains. The principal products of the soil are date-palms, tamarix-trees, vines, fig-trees, tamarisks, acacias, the banana, &c., and a great variety of thorny shrubs, — which, with others, afford pasture for the camels, — the chief kinds of pulse and cereals (except oats), coffee, spices, drugs, gums and resins, cotton and sugar. Among the metallic and mineral products are lead, iron, silver (in small quantities), sulphur, the emerald, onyx, &c. The products mentioned in the Bible as coming from Arabia will be found described under their respective heads. They seem to refer, in many instances, to merchandise from the Far East, brought by Arab and other traders. Gold, however, was perhaps found in small quantities in the beds of torrents (comp. Diod. Sic. ii. 34, ii. 45, 47); and the spices, incense, and precious stones, brought from Arabia (1 K. x. 2, 10, 15; 2 Chr. ix. 1, 9, 14; Is. ix. 6; Jer. vi. 20; Ez. xxvii. 22), probably were the products of the southern provinces, still celebrated for spices, frankincense, ambergris, &c., as well as for the products of India, carried on the Arabian coasts. Among the more remarkable of the wild animals of Arabia, besides the usual domestic kinds, and of course the camel and the horse, for both of which it is famous, are the wild ass, the musk-deer, wild goat, wild sheep, several varieties of the antelope, the hare, monkeys (in the south, and especially in the Yemen); the bear, leopard, wolf, jackal, hyena, fox; the eagle, vulture, several kinds of hawks, the pheasant, red-legged partridge (in the peninsula of Sinai), sand-grouse (throughout the country), the varlich (abundantly in Central Arabia, where it is hunted by Arab tribes); the tortoise, serpents, lizards, &c. Lions were formerly numerous, as the names of places testify. The sperm-whale is found off the coasts bordering the Indian Ocean. Greek and Roman writers (Herod., Agatharch. op. Maller, Diod., Diod. Sac., Philo, Hérod. Héliod., & alii.) mention most of the Biblical and modern products, and the animals, above enumerated, with some others. (See the Dictionary of Geography.)

Arabia Proper may be subdivided into five principal provinces: the Yemen; the districts of Hadramiwt, Mahar, and 'Omam, on the Indian Ocean; and the entrance of the Persian Gulf; El-Bahrayn, towards the head of the Gulf just named; and the great central country of Nejd and Yemenih; and the Hijaz and Tihmeh on the Red Sea. The Arabs also have five divisions, according to the opinion most worthy of credit (Moravici, ed. Juvansull, in roe. Hijaz; comp. Strabo, Tihmeh, the Hijaz, Nejd, El-'Arool (the provinces lying towards the head of the Persian Gulf, including Yemenih), and the Yemen (including Oman and the intervening tracts). They have, however, never agreed either as to the limits or the number of the divisions. It will be necessary to state in some detail the positions of these provinces, in order to the right understanding of the identifications of Biblical with Arab names of places and tribes.

The Yemen embraced originally the most fertile districts of Arabia, and the frankincense and spice country. Its name, signifying "the right hand," and therefore "south," (comp. Matt. xii. 42,) is supposed to have given rise to the appellation esdahna (Felix), which the Greeks applied to a much more extensive region. At present, it is bounded by the Hijaz on the north, and Hadramiwt on the east, with the sea-board of the Red Sea and the Indian Ocean; but formerly, as Fresnel remarks (comp. Sale, Prelim. Disc.,) it appears to have extended at least so as to include Hadramiwt and Mahar (Bun-Eil-Wardee, M.S.; Yakost's Madhura, ed. Wüstenfeld, and Moravici, præs.), and was in this wider acceptation, it embraced the region of the first settlements of the Joktanites. Its modern limits include, on the north, the district of Klüvian (not, as Niebuhr supposes, two distinct districts), named after Klüviém (Kiwos), the Joktante (Moravici, in roe., and Caussin de Perceval, Essai sur l'Hist. des Arabes avant l'Islamisme, i. 113); and that of Neirum, with the city of that name founded by Neirum the Joktanite (Caussin, i. 50, and 113 ff.), which, is according to the soundest opinion, the Negro of Elus Gallus (Strab. xvi. 782; see Jonnard, Études geogr. et hist. sur l'Arabie, appended to Mengin, Hist. de l'Egypte, &c., iii. 385-8). Hadramiwt, on the coast east of the Yemen, is a cultivated tract contiguous to the sandy deserts called El-Alkhid, which are said to be the original type of the semi-deserts of the desert, and Garamantes. It was celebrated for its frankincense, which it still exports (El-Idreesee, ed. Iaunbert, i. 54), and formerly it carried on a considerable trade, its principal port being Zafari, between Mirhut and Ras Sajir, which is now composed of a series of villages (Fresnel, 4e Lettre, Journ. Asiat. (ii. Série, v. 821). To the east of Hadramiwt are the districts of Shihar, which exported ambergris (Moravici, in roe.), and Mahar (so called after a tribe of Kushitah (Ib. in roe.), and therefore Joktanites), extending from Seyhoot to Karwil (Fresnel, 4e Lettre, p. 510). 'Omam forms the easternmost corner of the south coast, lying at the entrance of the Persian Gulf. It presents the same natural charac
characteristics as the preceding districts, being partly desert with large fertile tracts. It also contains some considerable head-numeric.

The highest province on the Persian Gulf is El-Bahrayn, between 'Quran and the head of the Gulf, of which the chief town is Hejer according to some; the name of the province also (καρατζα, Harrat, in roc.) It contains the towns (and districts) of Katteef and El-Abas (El-Heresse, i. 571; Musecquit, in roc.; Majdsher, in roc. El-Abis), the latter not being a province, as has been erroneously supposed. The inhabitants of El-Bahrayn dwelling on the coast are principally fishermen and pearl-divers. The district of El-Abis abounds in wells, and possesses excellent pastures, which are frequented by tribes of other parts.

The great central province of Nejd, and that of Yemen, which bounds it on the south, are little known from the accounts of travellers. Nejd signifies “high land,” and hence its limits are very doubtfully laid down by the Arabs themselves. It consists of cultivated table-land, with numerous wells, and is celebrated for its pastures; but it is intersected by extensive deserts. Yemenich appears to be generally very similar to Nejd; but it is distinguished by the great desert called El-Rabia el-Khoud, uninhabitable in the summer, but yielding pasture in the winter after the rains. The camels of the tribes inhabiting Nejd are highly esteemed in Arabia, and the breed of horses is the most famous in the world. In this province are said to be remains of very ancient structures, similar to those east of the Jordan.

The Hijaz, and Tihamah (or El-Ghir r, the “low land”), are bounded by Nejd, the Yemen, the Red Sea, and the desert of Petra, the northern limit of the Hijaz being Elaych (El-Makreresse’s Khilai, in roc. Eyleh). The Hijaz is the holy land of Arabia, its chief cities being Meckkah and El-Medineeh, and it was also the first seat of the Ishmaedites in the peninsula. The northern portion is in general sterile and rocky; towards the south it gradually merges into the Yemen, or the district called El-Aseer, which is but little noticed by either eastern or western geographers (see Joseph, p. 245 ff.). The province of Tihamah extends between the mountains-plain of the Hijaz, and the shore of the Red Sea; and is sometimes divided into Tihamah of the Hijaz, and Tihamah of the Yemen. It is a patched, sandy tract, with little rain, and fewer pasturages and cultivated portions than the mountainous country.

Northern Arabia, or the Arabian Desert (البادية) is divided by the Arabs (who do not consider it as strictly belonging to their country) into Haidjet Esh-Sharm, “the desert of Syria,” Haidjet el-Jezirah, “the desert of Mesopotamia” (not “— of Arabia,” as Winer supposes), and Haidjet el-Itrak, “the desert of El-Itrak.” It is, as far as it is known to us, a high, undulating, sandy plain, of which the Emprates forms the natural boundary from the Persian Gulf to the frontier of Syria, whence it is bounded by the latter country and the desert of Petra on the north-west and west, the peninsula of Arabia forming its southern limit. It has few courts, the water of the wells is generally either brackish or impotable, and is visited by the sand-wind called Samoun, of which however the terriers have been much exagger.

The Arabs find pasture for their flocks and herds after the rains, and in the more depressed plains; and the desert generally produces prickly shrubs, &c., on which the camels feed. The inhabitants were known to the ancients as canepira, “dwellers in tents,” or perhaps so called from their hair, which projects in long curls (Strab. xvi. 747. Note 36; Diod. iv. 24; Amm. Marc. xiii. 6; comp. Is. xxii. 29.; Jer. xlix. 31; Ezck. xxxviii. 11); and they extended from Babylonia on the east (comp. Num. xxi. 7; 2 Chr. xvi. 21; Is. ii. 6, xiii. 29), to the borders of Egypt on the west (Strab. xvi. 748; Pim. v. 12; Amm. Marc. xiv. 4, xvi. 15). These tribes, principally descended from Ishmael and from Keturah, have always led a wandering and pastoral life. Their predatory habits are several times mentioned in the O.T. (2 Chr. xvi. 16 and 17, xxvii. 7; Job i. 15; Jer. iii. 2). They also conducted a considerable trade of merchandise of Arabia and India from the shores of the Persian Gulf (Ezek. xxvii. 20-24), whence a chain of houses still forms caravan stations (Barekhardi, Arabes, Appendix i.); and they likewise traded from the western portions of the peninsula. The latter traffic appears to have been more frequently frequented by the Ishmaelites, Keturahites, and other Arabian peoples (Gen. xxvii. 25, 28; 1 K. x. 15, 25; 2 Chr. ix. 14, 24; Is. k. 6; Jer. vi. 20), and probably consisted of the products of southern Arabia and of the opposite shores of Ethiopia; it seems, however, to have been chiefly in the hands of the inhabitants of Isumma; but it is difficult to distinguish between the references to the latter people and to the tribes of Northern Arabia in the passages relating to this traffic. That certain of these tribes brought tribute to Jehoshaphat appears from 2 Chr. xiii. 23, xiv. 11; and elsewhere there are indications of such tribute (comp. passages referred to above).

Western Arabia includes the peninsula of Sinai (Sinai), and the desert of Petra, corresponding generally with the limits of Arabia Petraea. The latter name is probably derived from that of its chief city, not from its story character. It was in the earliest times inhabited by a people whose genealogy is not mentioned in the Bible, the Horites or Horim (Gen. xiv. 6, xxxii. 20, 21; Dent. ii. 1. 22, xxxvi. 20-22). [Horites.]: Its later inhabitants were in part the same as those of the preceding division of Arabia, as indeed the boundary of the two countries is arbitrary and unsettled; but it was mostly peopled by descendants of Esau, and generally known as the land of Edom, of Idumaa [Edom], as well as by its older appellation, the desert of Sin, or Mount Seir [Sin]. The common origin of the Edomians from Esau and Idumaa is found in the marriage of the former with a daughter of the latter (Gen. xxviii. 9, xxxv. 3). The Nabataeans succeeded to the Idumaeans, and Idumaa is mentioned only as a geographical designation after the time of Josephus. The Nabataeans have always been identified with Nebatae, son of Ishmael, and the Nabataeans [Nabathaean] (Nabathaean) advanced the theory that they were of another race, and a people of Mesopotamia. [Nabathene]: Petra was in the great route of the western camel-traffic of Arabia, and of the merchandise brought up the Elomite Gulf. See preceding section, and Edom ELAM, EDOM-EDUM, &c.

Inhabitants. — The Arabs, like every other an

a In this section is included the history. The Arab
nant nation of any celebrity, have traditions representing their country as originally inhabited by races which became extinct at a very remote period. These were the tribes of 'A'd Thamood, Unneryum, Abeel, Taam, Jekos, Taneke (Analek), Jurheim (the Beni Jurheim, the fourth, and the last two, but add Jasim. The majority of their historians derive these tribes from Shem; but some, from Ham, though not through Cush. Their earliest traditions that have any obvious relation to the Bible refer the origin of the existing nation in the first instance to Kahtain, whom they and most European scholars identify with Joktan; and secondly to Islamad, whom they assert to have married a descendant of Kahtain, though they only carry up their genealogies to 'Adram (said to be of the 21st generation before Mohammed). They are silent respecting Cushite settlements in Arabia; but modern research, we think, proves that Cushites were among its early inhabitants. Although Cush in the Bible usually corresponds to Ethiopia, certain passages seem to indicate Cushite peoples in Arabia; and the series of the Cush should accelerate the discoveries, be sought for in order along the southern coast, exclusive of Saba (Meroi), occupying one extreme of their settlements, and Nineim the other. The great riches of Ma-rib and Sela, and of other places in the Yemen and Hadramaut, are not those of a Semitic people; and further to the east, the existing language of Mahrez, the remnant of that of the inscriptions found on the ancient remains just mentioned, is in so great a degree applicable to Africa, as to be called by some scholars Cushite; while the settlements of Wadiaw and those of his sons Sela and Dedan are probably to be looked for towards the head of the Persian Gulf, bordered on the north by the descendants of Keturah, bearing the same names as the two latter. In Babylonia also independent proofs of this immigration of Cushites from Ethiopia have been thought, been lately obtained. The ancient cities and buildings of southern Arabia, in their architecture, the inscriptions they contain, and the native traditions respecting them, are of the utmost value in aiding a student of this portion of primeval history. Indeed they are the only important archeological monuments of the country; and they illustrate both its earliest peoples and its greatest kingdoms. Ma-rib, or Sela (the Marib of the Greek geographers), is one of the most interesting of these sites. See Michaelis's "Questions, No. 94, &c. in Niebuhr's "Arabia." It was founded, according to the general agreement of tradition, by 'Abel-shehr Shems Sela, grandson of Yaarub the Kahtinite (Masbaham, in loc.; Abel-Idha, Hist. antica, ed. Fleischer, p. 114); and the Dyke of El-Arin, which was situated near the city, and the rupture of which (A. D. 150-170 according to De Saucy; 120 according to Cassius de Perceval) formed an era in Arabian history, is generally ascribed to Lukan the Greater, the 'A'dite, who founded the dynasty of the 21 'A'd (Bin-El-Wardee MS.; Hanza Isphahanaeus, pp. Schleierm. 24-5; El-Mes- couple, cited by De Saucy, "Mte. de la PAc.," xviii. p. 484 f.; and Ibn Khaldoon in Cassius's "Ess. s., i. 15); 'A'dites (in conjunction with Cushites) were probably the founders of this and similar structures, and were succeeded by a predominantly Joktanite people, the Biblical Sela, whose name is preserved in the Arabian Sela, and in the Sebei of the Greeks. It has been argued (Cassius, "Ess. s., i. 42 f.; Rennan, "Linguæ Semiticae," i. 500) that the 'A'dites were the Cushite Sela; but this hypothesis, which involves the question of the settlements of the eldest son of Cush, and that of the descent of the 'A'dites, rests solely on the existence of Cushite settlements in southern Arabia, and of the name of Sela (مسب) in the Yemen (by these writers inferentially identified with "Nap"; by the Arabs, unanimously, with Sela the Kahtinite, or "Neap:" the Hebrew śā'īn being, in by far the greater number of instances, sēn in Arabic); and it necessitates the existence of the two Biblical kingdoms of Saba and Sela in a circumscribed province of southern Arabia, a result which we think is irreconcilable with a careful comparison of the passages in the Bible bearing on this subject. [CUSHI, SEBA, SHEBA.] Neither is there evidence to indicate the identity of 'A'd and the other extinct tribes with any Semitic or Hamitic people. They must, in the present state of knowledge, be classed with the Kaphim and other peoples whose genealogies are not known to us. The only one that can possibly be identified with a Scriptural name is Analek, whose supposed descent from the grandson of Esau seems inconsistent with Gen. xiv. 7 and Num. xxiv. 20. [ANKAL.] The several nations that have inhabited the country are divided, by the Arabs, into extinct and existing tribes; and these are again distinguished as 1. El-'Arab el-'A'rib (or — or — or el-'A'rib), the Pure or Genuine Arabs; 2. El 'Arab el-Muta'-arrib (or — or — or —), the Arab and the Most Arab, the Institutions, or Naturalized, Arabs. Of many conflicting opinions respecting these races, two only are worthy of note. According to the first of these, El-'Arab el-'A'rib denotes the extinct tribes, with whom some conjoin Kahtain; while the other two, as synonymous appellations, belong to the descendants of Islamad. According to the second, El-'Arab el-'A'rib denotes the extinct tribes; El-'Arab el-Muta'-arrib, the umixed descendants of Kahtain; and El-'Arab el-Muta'-arrib the descendants of Islamad, by the daughter of Madik the Joktaite. That the descendants of Joktan occupied the principal portions of the south and southwest of the peninsula, with colonies in the interior, is attested by the Arabs and fully confirmed by historical and philological researches. It is also asserted that they have been generally abjectly reconciling contradictory opinions; and his identifications of these with other tribes are purely hypothetical.

1. Sela was the city of Marib (Masbaham, in loc.), or the country in the Yemen of which the city was Masrib (Marib, in loc.). See also Sheba.

2. El-'Arab el-'A'rib is conventionally applied by the lexicographers to all who spoke pure Arabic before its corruption began.
wounded into the Ishmaelite immigrants, though not without leaving strong traces of their former existence. Fresnel, however (in Lettre, p. 24), says that they were quite distinct, at least in Mohammedi's time, and it is not unlikely that the Ishmaelite element has been exaggerated by Mohammedian influence.

Respecting the Joktanite settlers we have some certain evidence. In Genesis (x. 30) it is said, and their dwelling was from Medea, as thou goest unto Sephar, a mount of the east [Kedem]."

The position of Medea is very uncertain: it is most reasonably supposed to be the western limit of the first settlers [Musita]. Sephar is undoubtedly Dhiifar, or Zafiri, of the Arabs (probably pronounced, in ancient times, without the final vowel, as it is at the present day), a name not uncommon in the peninsula, but especially that of two celebrated towns— one being the seaport on the south coast, near Mirbat; the other, now in ruins, near Sun'a, and said to be the ancient residence of the Himyerite kings (Es-Saghane, MS.: Ḏhaidīrak, in roc.; Marisid, ds; El-Ibirosei, i. 148). Fresnel (in Lettre, p. 516 ff.) prides the seaport, as the Himyerite capital, and is followed by Jomard (Études, p. 357). He informs us that the inhabitants call this town by ʿAṣ̄al, and that the position of the Joktanite races, this is probably Sephar. It is situated near a thritherous mountain (Musbaq, in roc.), and exports the best frankincense (Nielander, i. 148). Zafiri, in the Yemen, however, is also among mountains [SEPAH]. In the district indicated above are distinct and undoubted traces of the names of the sons of Joktan mentioned in Genesis, such as Hadramawt for Hazar-matheth, ʿAṣ̄al for Uzal, Selah for Sheba, &c. Their remains are found in the existing inhabitants of (at least) its eastern portion, and their records in the numerous Himyerite ruins and inscriptions.

The principal Joktanite kingdom, and the chief state of ancient Arabia, was that of the Yemen, founded (according to the Arabs) by Yarub, the son (or descendant) of Kahim (Joktan). Its most ancient capital was probably Sun'a, formerly called \[\text{Azal} (אָזַל), or אַזְאַל in the Marisid, in roc.\]

Sun'a, after ʿAṣ̄al, son of Joktan (Yākūt). [Uza]. The other capitals were Marib, or Sela, and Zafiri. This was the Biblical kingdom of Sheba. Its rules, and most of its people, were descendants of Selah (Sheba), whence the classical Nobai (Baal, Sid., iii. 38, 46). Among its rulers was probably the Queen of Selah who came to hear the wisdom of Solomon (I K. x. 2). The Arabs call her Bikkee, a queen of the later Himyrite, and their traditions respecting her are otherwise not worthy of credit. [SHEBA]. The dominant family was apparently that of Himyer, son (or descendant) of Selah. A member of this family founded the more modern kingdom of the Himyrites, and the foundation of the Bible, and of the classical writers, as well as native tradition, seems to prove that the latter appellation superseded the former only shortly before the Christian era; i.e. after the foundation of the latter kingdom. "Himyerite," however, is now very vaguely used. Himyer, it may be observed, is perhaps their names from Asfar (אֶזָרֶף), "red." This may identify Himyer (the red man?) with Qabar, respecting whose settlements, and the position of the country called Qabar, the opinion of the learned is widely divided [Ormsby]. Considering the ambiguity of signification with quār and ʿeṣba, it lends weight to the tradition that the Phoenicians came from the Erythraean Sea (Herod. vii. 89). The maritime nations of the Mediterranean who had an affinity with the Egyptians, such as the Philistines, and probably the primitive Canaanites and Carian, appear to have been an offshoot of an early immigration from southern Arabia, which moved northwards, partly through Egypt [Carpio]. It is noticeable that the Shepherd invaders of Egypt are said to have been Phoenicians; but Manetho, who seems to have held this opinion, also tells us that some said they were Arabs (Manetho, ap. Cory, Rec. Fragments, 20 ed., p. 171), and the hieroglyphic name has been supposed to correspond to the common appellation of the Arabs, Shasa, the "camel-riding Shasu" (Select Papyri, pl. lii.), an identification entirely in accordance with the Egyptian notion of the result of their invasion and amalgamation.

In the opposite direction, an early Arab domination of Chaldea is mentioned by Berosus (Cory, p. 60), as preceding the Assyrian dynasty. All these indications, slight as they are, must be borne in mind in attempting a reconstruction of the history of southern Arabia. The early kings of the Yemen were at continual feud with the descendants of Kahim (brother of Himyer) until the fifteenth in descent (according to the majority of modern historians) from Himyer united the kingdom. This king was the first Tubba, a title also distinctive of his successors, whose dynasty represents the proper kingdom of Himyer, whence the Himyarite (Plut. vi. 7; Plin. vi. 28). Their rule probably extended over the modern Yemen, Hadramawt, and Mahreth. The fifth Tubba, Dhh.-Adhar, or Za-Qa'zir, is supposed (Cauvin, i. 75) to be the Himyarite king of the Dhh. (Strab. vii. 758). The kingdom of Himyer lasted until A.v. 525, when it fell before an Ayyishian invasion. Already, about the middle of the 4th century, the kings of Axum appear to have become masters of part of the Yemen (Cauvin, l.c., i. 114: Zösch, der Deutschen Moscheenland, Geschichte, vii. 17 ff., xi. 338 ff.), adding to their titles the names of places in Arabia belonging to Himyer. After four reigns they were succeeded by Himyerite princes, vassals of Persia, the last of whom submitted to Mohammed. Kings of Hadramawt (the people of Hadramawt are the classical Chottaimat, Plin. vi. 28; comp. Alabyrin) are also enumerated by the Arabs (Has-Khuddem, ap. Cauvin, i. 155 ff.) and distinguished from the descendants of Yarub, an indication, as is remarked by Cauvin (l. c.), of their separate descent from Hazar-matheth (Hazarnawt). The Greek geographers mention a fourth people in conjunction with the Sabai, Himyerite, and Chottaimat, the Miny (Strab. vii. 768: Plut. vi. 7, § 23; Plin. vi. 32; Diod. Sic. iii. 42) who have not been identified with any Biblical or modern name. Some place them as high as Mebekk and derive their name from Minä (the sacred valley N. E. of that city), or from the goddess Minä, worshipped in the district of Minä, after whom Mekhāk (El-Medawwār), Fresnel, however, places them the Wadu Dālim in Hadramawt, arguing.
that the Yemen anciently included this tract, that the Mamel were probably the same as the Bihananite or Bihnananite (Phil. vi. 7; § 24; Strabo, xvi. p. 732); and that 'Parnionius was a copyist's error for 'Parniuinian.

The other chief Joktanite kingdom was that of the Hijaz, founded by Jurinum, the brother of Yarub, who left the Yemen and settled in the neighborhood of Mekkeh. The Arab lists of its kings are inextricably confused; but the name of their leader and that of two of his successors was Mudal (or El-Mudal), who probably represents Almudal [AL-MU'DAL]. Among the Arabs of the Hijaz, Ismael, according to the Arap, was a branch of the first Mudal, whence sprang 'Adin the ancestor of Mohammed. This kingdom, situated in a less fertile district than the Yemen, and engaged in conflict with aboriginal tribes, never attained the importance of that of the south. It merged, by intermarriage and conquest, into the tribes of Ismael. (Kutb-ed-Deen, ed. Wilstenfeld, pp. 35 and 39 ff.; comp. authorities quoted by Causin.) Fresnel cites an Arab author, who identifies Jurinum with Hodrana [HODRAN].

Although these were the principal Joktanite kingdoms, others were founded beyond the limits of the peninsula. The most celebrated of these were that of El-Heereh in El-Irak, and that of Ghasson on the confines of Syria; both originated by emigrants after the Flood of El-Arim. El-Heereh soon became Ismaelitish; Ghasson long maintained its original stock. Among its rulers were many named El-Harit, respecting the presumed identity of some of these with kings called by the Greeks and Romans Aretas, and with the Aretas mentioned by St. Paul (2 Cor. xi. 32), see ARATAS.

The Ismaelites appear to have entered the peninsula from the northwest. That they have spread over the whole of it (with the exception of one or two districts on the south coast which are said to be still inhabited by unmixed Joktanite peoples), and that the modern nation is predominantly Ismaelitish, is asserted by the Arabs. They do not, however, carry up their genealogies higher than 'Adin (as we have already said), and they have lost the names of most of Ismael's immediate and near descendants. Such have been identified with existing names will be found under the several articles bearing their names. [See also HABARENSES.] They extended northwards from the Hijaz into the Arabian desert, where they mixed with Keturahites and other Abrahamic peoples; and westwards to Idumaea, where they mixed with Edomites, &c. The tribes sprung from Ismael have always been governed by petty chiefs or heads of families (sheikhs and emirs); they have generally followed a patriarchal life, and have not originated kingdoms, though they have in some instances succeeded to those of Joktanites, the principal one of these being that of El-Heereh. With reference to the Ismaelites generally, we may observe, in continuation of a former remark, that although their first settlements in the Hijaz, and their spreading over a great part of the northern portions of the peninsula, are sufficiently proved, there is doubt as to the wide extension given to them by Arab tradition. Mohammed derived from the Jews whatever tradition he pleased, and silenced any contrary, by the Kur-an or his own dicta. This religious element, which does not directly affect the tribes of Joktan (where settlements are otherwise unquestionably identified), has a great influence over those of Ismael. They therefore cannot be certainly proved to have spread over the peninsula, notwithstanding the almost universal adoption of their language (which is generally acknowledged to have been the Arabic commonly so called), and the concurrent testimony of the Arabs; but from these and other considerations it becomes at the same time highly probable that they now form the predominant element of the Arab nation.

Of the descendants of Keturah the Arabs say little. They appear to have settled chiefly north of the peninsula in Desert Arabia, from Palestine to the Persian Gulf, and the passages in the Bible in which a reference is made to Deden (except those relating to the Cushite Deden, Gen. x. 7) refer apparently to the tribe sprung from this race (Is. xxi. 13; Jer. xxiv. 21; Ez. xxvii. 29), perhaps with an admixture of the Cushite Deden, who seems to have passed over the western shores of the Persian Gulf. Some traces of Keturahites, indeed, are asserted to exist in the south of the peninsula, where a king of Himyar is said to have been a Midianite (Schultess, El-Mes'oodee, ap. 38-90) and where one dialect is said to be of Midian, and another of Jokshan son of Keturah (Majum); but these traditions must be ascribed to the Rabbinical influence in Arab history. Native writers are almost wholly silent on this subject; and the dialects mentioned above are not, so far as they are known to us, of the tribes of Keturah. [KETURAH, &c.]

In Northern and Western Arabia are other peoples which, from their geographical position and mode of life, are sometimes classed with the Arabs. Of these are AMALEK, the descendants of Esau, &c.

Religion.—The most ancient idolatry of the Arabs we must conclude to have been fetishism, of which there are striking proofs in the sacred trees and stones of historical times, and in the worship of the heavenly bodies, or Saboeism. With the latter were perhaps connected the temples (or palace-temples) of which there are either remains or traditions in the Hijazite kingdoms; such as Rehob in Sa'n, and those of Reydun, Beynume, Ku'eyn, 'Eyney, and Riam. To the worship of the heavenly bodies we find allusions in Job (xxx. 20-23) and to the belief in the influence of the stars to give rain (xxxvii. 31), where the Pleiades give rain, and Orion withholds it; and again in Judges (v. 20, 21) where the stars fight against the host of Sisera. The names of the objects of the earlier fetishism, the stone-worship, tree-worship, &c., of various tribes, are too numerous to mention. One, that of Manah, the goddess worshipped between Mekkeh and El-Meleeheen, has been compared with Meni (Isa. xv. 11), which is rendered in the A. V. "number" [MENI]. Magianism, an importation from Chaldae and Persia, must be reckoned among the religious of the pagan Arabs; but it never had very numerous followers. Christianity was introduced in southern Arabia towards the close of the 2d century, and about a century later it had made great progress. It flourished chiefly in the Yemen, where many churches were built (see Philostorg. Hist. Eccl. iii. : Sozomen, vi.; Evagr. vi.). It also rapidly advanced in other portions of Arabia, through the kingdom of Heereh and the contiguous countries, Ghassin, and other parts. The persecutions of the Christians, and more particularly those of Ne'gin by the Tubilan Zara-Niusiwa, brought about the fall of the Himyarite dynasty by the invasion of the
Christian rule of Byzantium. Judaism was propagated in Arabia, principally by Kairaites, at thecaptivity, but it was introduced before that time. It became very prevalent in the Yemen, and in the Hijaz, especially at Kheybar and El-Medeneh, where there are said to be still tribes of Jewish extraction. In the period immediately preceding the birth of Mohammed another class had sprung up, who, disbelieving the divinity of the greater number of their countrymen, and not yet believers in Judaism, or in the corrupt Christianity with which alone they were acquainted, looked to a revival of what they called the "religion of Abraham" (see Spranger's Life of Mohammed, I., Calcutta, 1856). The promulgation of the Mohammedan imposture overthrew Judaism, but enounced while it assumed to lead the movement which had been one of the causes of its success, and almost wholly superseded the religions of the Bible in Arabia.

Language. — Arabic, the language of Arabia, is the most developed and the richest of the Semitic languages, and the only one of which we have an extensive literature: it is, therefore, of great importance to the study of Hebrew. Of its early phases we know nothing; while we have the historical monuments of the ancient language (the Semitic language of southern Arabia), though we cannot fix their precise ages. Of the existence of Hebrew and Chaldee (or Arabian) in the time of Jacob there is evidence in Gen. (xxvi. 47); and probably Jacob and Laban understood each other, the one speaking Hebrew and the other Chaldee. It seems also (Judg. vii. 9-15) that Gideon, or Pharaoh, or both, understood the conversation of the "Midianites," the Amalekites, and all the children of the east (Zeph. ii. 22). It is probable, therefore, that in the 14th or 13th century B.C. the Semitic languages differed much less than in after times. But it appears from 2 K. xviii. 26, that in the 8th century B.C. only the educated classes among the Jews understood Aramaic. With these evidences before us, and making a due distinction between the earlier and the known phases of the Aramaic spoken in Arabia and the Arabic, we think that the Himmite is to be regarded as a sister of the Hebrew, and the Arabic (commonly so called) as a sister of the Hebrew and the Aramaic, or, in its classical phase, as a descendant of a sister of these two, but that the Himmitic is mixed with an African language, and that other dialects of Arabia are in like manner, though in a much less degree, mixed with an African language. The inferential differences between the older and later phases of the Aramaic, and the presumed difference between those of the Arabic, are amply confirmed by comparative philology. The division of the Ismaelitc language into many dialects is to be attributed chiefly to the separation of tribes by uninhabitable tracts of desert, and the subsequent amalgamation of these dialects to the pilgrimage and the annual meetings of "Okaz, a fair in which literary contests took place. It is not improbable that the literary art was developed in those gatherings, and that the outstanding poets should deliver themselves in a language perfectly intelligible to the mass of the people congregated, in order that it might be critically judged by them; for many of the me scant of the Arabs, utterly ignorant of reading and writing, were of the highest of the authorities consulted by the theologians when the corruption of the language had commenced, i.e. when the Arabs, as Mohammedans, had begun to spread among foreigners.

Respecting the Himmite, B. may lately little was known; but monuments bearing inscriptions in this language have been discovered in the southern parts of the peninsula, especially in Hadramawt and Yemen, and some of the inscriptions have been published by Fresnel, Arnal, Wollstedt, and Cratenden; while Fresnel has found a dialect still spoken in the district of Malrich and westwards as far as the neighborhood of Zufar and Mirbat, being the purest, and called "Ekhill." This is supposed with reason to be the modern phase of the old Himmitic (4th Letter). Fresnel's alphabet has been accepted by the learned. The dates found in the inscriptions range from 30 (on the dyke of Marib) to 604 at Him Gobhar, but what era these represent is uncertain. Ewald (Vor der Himmpische Sprache, in Heer's Zeit- schrift, ii. 245 ff.) thinks that they are years of phrase, and not the era, while acknowledging their apparent high antiquity; but the difficulty of supposing such inscriptions on a ruined dyke, and the fact that some of them would thus be brought later than the time of Mohammed, make it probable that they belong rather to an earlier era, perhaps that of the Himmitic empire, though what point marks its commencement is not determined. The Himmitic in its earlier phase probably represents the first Semitic language spoken in Arabia. 6

The manners and customs of the Arabs of great value in illustrating the Bible; but supposed parallels between the patriarchal life of the Scriptures and the state of the modern Arabs must not be hastily drawn. It should be remembered that this people are in a degraded condition; that they have been influenced by Jewish contact, especially by the adoption, by Mohammed, of parts of the ceremonial law, and of rabbinical observances; and that they are not of the race of Israel. They must be regarded, 1st, as Redeans, or people of the desert, and 2dly, as settled tribes or townspeople.

A. The Arabs have impressed their national characteristics on every people whom they have conquered, except the Tartar races. "Arab life" is therefore generally understood in a very wide sense. The modern Egyptians are essentially an Arab people.
The Bedawee acknowledge that their ancient excellence has greatly declined since the time of Mohammed, and there cannot be a doubt that this decline had commenced much earlier. Though each tribe boasts of its unadulterated blood, and pure language, their learned men candidly admit the depreciation of national character. Scriptural customs still found among them must therefore be generally regarded rather as indications of former practices, than as being identical with them. Furthermore, the Elide always draws a strong contrast between the character of the Israelites and that of the descendants of Ishmael, whom the Bedawees mostly represent. Yet they are, by comparison with other nations, an essentially unchangeable people, retaining a primitive, pastoral life, and many customs strikingly illustrating the Bible. They are not as much affected by their religion as might be supposed. Many tribes disregard religious observances, and even retain some pagan rites. The Wahshibees, or modern Arab reformers, found great difficulty in suppressing by persuasion, and even by force of arms, such rites; and where they succeeded, the suppression was, in most cases, only temporary. Insect, sacrifices to sacred objects, &c., were among these relics of paganism. (See Burckhardt's Notes on the Bedawees and Wahshibees.) The less changed a tribe, however, the more difficulty is there in obtaining information respecting it. Such a one is very jealous of intercourse with strangers even of its own nation. In southern Arabia, for instance, is a tribe which will not allow a guest to stay within its encampments beyond the three days demanded by the laws of hospitality. This exclusion undoubtedly tends to preserve the language from corruption, and the people from foreign influence; but it probably does not improve the national character.

To the settled Arabs, these remarks apply with the difference that the primitive mode of life is in a great degree lost, and the Jewish practices are much more observable; while intermixture with foreigners, especially with Abyssinian and Negro concubines in the Yemen and the Hijaz, has tended to destroy their purity of blood. A Bedawee will scarcely marry out of his tribe, and is not addicted to concubines; he considers himself, and is, quite distinct, as a man in blood, mind, and thought, and in national feeling. Again, a distinction should be made between the people of northern and those of southern Arabia; the former being chiefly of Ishmaelite, the latter of Joktanite, descent, and in other respects than settlement and intermarriage with foreigners, further removed from the patriarchal character.

Regarded in the light we have indicated, Arab manners and customs, whether those of the Bedawees or of the townspeople, offer valuable hints to the student of the Bible, and testimony to the truth and vigor of the Scriptural narrative. No one can mix with this people without being constantly and forcibly reminded either of the early patriarchs or of the settled Israelites. We may instate their pastoral life, their hospitality (that most remarkable of desert virtues) [Hospitality], their universal respect for age [comp. Lev. xix. 32], their familiar demeanors [comp. 2 K. v. 13], their superstitious regard for the beard. On the signifying, which is worn on the little finger of the right hand, is usually inscribed a sentence expressive of submission to God, or of his perfection, &c., explaining Ex. xxx. 90, "the engraving of a signet, Holiness to the Lord," and the saying of our Lord (John iii. 33), "He . . . hath set to his seal that God is true." As a mark of trust, this ring is given to another person (as in Gen. xli. 42). The inlaid worn in the girdle is also very ancient (Ez. ix. 2, 3, 11), as well as the veil. (For these and many other illustrations, see Lane's Modern Egyptians, index.) A man has a right to claim his cousin in marriage, and he relinquishes this right by taking off his shoe as the kinsman of Ruth did to Boaz (Ruth iv. 7, 8; see Burckhardt's Notes on the Bedawees and Wahshibees, i. 113).

References in the Bible to the Arabs themselves are still more clearly illustrated by the manners of the modern people in their predatory expeditions, their mode of warfare, their caravan journeys, &c. To the interpretation of the book of Job, an intimate knowledge of this people, and their language and literature, is essential; for many of the most obscure passages can only be explained by that knowledge.

The commerce of Arabia especially connected with the Bible has been referred to in the sections on western and northern Arabia, and incidentally in mentioning the products of the peninsula. Direct mention of the commerce of the south does not appear to be made in the Bible, but it seems to have passed to Palestine principally through the southern tribes. Passages relating to the fleets of Solomon and to the maritime trade, however, bear on this subject, which is a curious study for the historical inquirer. The Joktanite people of southern Arabia have always been, in contradistinction to the Ishmaelite tribes, addicted to a seafaring life. The latter were caravan-merchants; the former, the chief traders of the Red Sea, carrying their commerce to the shores of India, as well as to the nearer coasts of Africa. Their own writers describe those voyages—since the Christian era especially, as we might expect from the modern character of their literature. (See the curious Accounts of India and China by Two Mohammedan Travelers of the 9th cent., trans. by Renanod, and amply illustrated in Mr. Lane's notes to his translation of the Thousand and One Nights.) The classical writers also make frequent mention of the commerce of southern Arabia. (See the Dict. of Gr. and Rom. Geography.) It was evidently carried on by the two great caravan routes from the head of the Red Sea and from that of the Persian Gulf; the former especially taking with it African produce; the latter, Indian. It should be observed that the wandering propensities of the Arabs, of whatever descent, do not date from the promulgation of Islam. All testimony goes to show that from the earliest ages the peoples of Arabia formed colonies in distant lands, and have not been acted on only by the desire of conquest or by religious impulse in their foreign expeditions; but rather by restlessness and commercial activity.

the geography, Niebuhr's Description de l'Arabie, 1774, in a translation of his Beschreibung von Arabien, Copenhagen 1772; see also his Reise- schreib, nach Arabien, 2 vol. (ibid. 1774-78).

Purchadis's Travels in Arabia, Lond. 1828; and William M. Jones's Narrative of a Journey to the ruins of Nakhel-el-Hijar, in Judah (ibid. 1829); his copy of Inscription, in Journal of Asiat. Soc. of Bengal, iii (1831); and his Journal, Lon. 1838. Grottendieck, Narrative of a Journey from Mecca to Sana; Jomard, Études geogr. et hist. appended to Mergin, Hist. de l'Egypte, vol. iii. Paris, 1839; [Barton, R. F.; Pilgrimage to El-Medineh and Meccah, 3 vol. Lond. 1855-56; Yule, W. G.: Journey through Central and Eastern Arabia, 2d ed. 2 vol., Lond. 1855-57; and for Arabia Petraea and Sinai, Robinson's Biblical Researches; Stanley's Sinai and Palestine; Tuch's Essay on the Sinaitic Inscriptions, in the Journal of the German Oriental Soc. xiv. 129 ff. Strabo, Polonny, Dioscorus Siculus, Pliny, and the minor geographers, should also be consulted. For the manners and customs of the Arabs, Purchadis's Notes on the Bedoinians and Wahhabis, Svo, 1831; and for Arabs of the most modern times, the Rev. Mr. Lane's Notes on the Thousand and One Nights, ibid. 1838; and his Modern Egyptians, ed. 1842 (new ed. 1869).

The most important works are, with two exceptions, still untranslated, and but few of them are edited. Abu'l-Fida's Hist. Antiquiomenos has been edited and translated by Fleischer, Lips., 1831; and El-Berrouci's Geography translated by Lumbert, and published in the Recueil d'Inscriptions de Me moires, by the Greco. Soc. of Paris, 1830; of those which have been, or are in course of being edited, are Yakout's Hominymous Geographical Dictionary, entitled El-Medina El-Medineh, ed. Wustenfeld, Got. 1845; the Mu'addal el-Buhuri, probably an abridgment by an unknown hand of his larger geographic, dit. called the Muqaddam, ed. Jannoull, Bang. Res. 1852-4; the Histories of Mikkab, ed. Wustenfeld, and now publishing by the German Oriental Society; and Ibn-Khaldoun's Prolegomenon, ed. Quatremere, i [-iii.] Paris, 1858 (in the Notices et Extraits des Monuments, xxvi. pt. 1, xvii. pt. 1, xvii. pt. 1, trans. into French, with notes, by Sane, Paris 1, 2. Paris, 1863-65). Of those in MS., besides the indispensable works of the Arab lexicographers, we would especially mention Ibn-Khaldun's History of the Arabs; the Khvarezẖ el-A'man of Ibn-al- Warah; the Mocar el-Zaman of Ibn-Elsudair; the Manaqiq el-Habab of El-Mes'oodi; Yakout's Mawrut el-Rabbi; the Khatib al-Yahwih of El-Flahane; and the Itid of El-Kurtubi.

E. S. P.

ARABIAN, THE (אראב), Neh. ii. 19, vi. 1: ḳ Abéôi [Vat. ܒܝܐ] Arabis; ḳ Abéôš, Is. xiii. 23]; Jer. iii. 2: ḳ Abéôsh: Arabæs; ARABANS.

The (אראב), 2 Chr. xvi. 11; ḳ Abéôš, 2 Chr. xvi. 16, xxvi. 1, xxvi. 7 (Keri); Neh. iv. 7: ḳ Abéôš: Arabæs: Arabæs; Arabæs: Arabæs). The nomadic tribes inhabiting the country to the east and south of Palestine, who in the early times of Hebrew history were known as Ishmaelites and descendants of Keturah. Their roving pastoral life in the desert is illustrated by the following texts, Jer. iii. 2, 2 Chr. xvi. 11: their country is associated with the country of the Dedan the travelling merchants (Is. xxi. 13) with Dedan, Tema, and Buz (Jer. xxvi. 21, and with Dedan and Kedar (Ez. xxvii. 21), all of which are supposed to have occupied the northern part of the peninsula later known as Arabia. During the prosperous reign of Jehoshaphat, the Arabians, in conjunction with the Phœciscans, were tributary to Judah (2 Chr. xix. 11), but in the reign of his successor they revolted, ravaged the country, plundered the royal palaces, slew all the king's sons with the exception of the youngest, and carried off the royal harves (2 Chr. xxi. 16, xxii. 1). The Arabians of Garm-ban were again subdued by Uzziah (2 Chr. xxvii. 7). During the Captivity they appear to have spread over the country of Palestine, for on the return from Babylon they were among the foremost in hindering Nebuchadnezzar in his work of restoration, and plotted with the Ammonites and others for that end (Neh. iv. 7). Geshem, or Gashum, one of the leaders of the opposition, was this race (Neh. ii. 19, vii. 1). In later times the Arabians served under Timothoes in his struggle with Judas Maccabaeus, but were defeated (1 Macc. v. 39; 2 Macc. xii. 10). The Zebalim, an Arab tribe, were routed by Jonathan, the brother and successor of Judas (1 Macc. xii. 31). The chieftain or king of the Arabians bore the name of Aratus as far back as the time of Antiochus Epiphanes and Jason the high-priest (2 Macc. v. 8: comp. 2 Cor. xi. 32). Zabdiel, the assassin of Alexander Balas (1 Macc. xi. 17), and Simon, who brought up Antiochus, the young son of Alexander (1 Macc. iii. 33), afterwards Antiochus VI., were both Arabians. In the time of the N. T. the term appears to have been used in the same manner (Acts i. 11).

W. A. W.

* ARABIC LANGUAGE. Besides the remarks under Arabia, p. 142, see Semitic Languages, §§ 20-24.

* ARABIC VERSIONS. [Versions, Arabic.]

ARAD (אראד [נולדת]; אפר: Alex. Arbôd; [Vat. Ḫ̄p; Comp. Abh. Ḫ̄pô; Ḫ̄pô; Arab.] Arod). A Benjamite, son of Berriah, who drove out the inhabitants of Sath (Judg. xvi. 13). W. A. W.

ARAD (אראד [place of fowlers, First]; Ḫ̄pô: [Arab. Ḫ̄pô, exc. in Josh., where we find Ḫ̄pô; [Vat. Ḫ̄pахa, Arab. Ḫ̄pахa; Comp. Ḫ̄pахa; Hebr.] Heber), a royal city of the Canaanites, named with Hormah and Lachish (Josh. xvi. 14). The wadi Pesevus of Judah was "to the south of Arad" (Judg. i. 16). It is also undoubtedly named in Num. xxii. 1 (comp. Hormah in ver. 3), and xxi. 40, "the Canaanite king of Arad," instead of the reading of the A. V., "king Arad the Canaanite." (See the translations of Zunck, De Wette, &c.) It is mentioned in the Othnielitc (s. V. Ḫ̄pахa, Arab. Ḫ̄pахa, Assam. Thamar) as a city of the Amorites, near the desert of Dedan, 4 miles from Medeba (Malachi), and 20 from Hebron. This agrees with the conjecture of Robinson, who identifies it with a hill, Tell Ḫ̄p, an hour and a half N. E. by E. from Milh (Mohabah), and 8 hours from Hebron (Robb. ii. 10, 201, 292).

ARADUS (אראדוס; Arabus), included in the list of places to which the decree of Lucius the equal, protecting the Jews under Simon the high-priest, was addressed (1 Macc. xv. 23). The same place as ARAD.

G.

ARAH (ארא; [vayofcr]; Ḫ̄pô: Ḫ̄pô; Arab.)
An Asherite, of the sons of Ulla (1 Chr. vii. 30).

2. [XXVIII. ix.] Apel [Vat. Haq. Neh.] Haq. 9p: Arca.] The sons of Aram returned with Zerubbabel, in number 773, according to Ezra ii. 8, but 632 according to Neh. vii. 10. One of his descendants, Shechaniah, was the father-in-law of Tobiah the Ammonite (Neh. vii. 18). The name is written Ares in 1 Esdr. v. 10.

W. A. W.

ARAM (עַרַם), occasionally with the definite article בֵּנֵי עַרַם, and once בֵּרָם; probably from a root meaning "height," and which is also the base of "Ramah" (Genesis, p. 151; Stanley, p. 129), the name by which the Hebrews designated, generally, the country lying to the northeast of Palestine; the great mass of that high table-land, rising with sudden abruptness from the Jordan and the very margin of the lake of Gennesaret, stretches, at an elevation of no less than 2000 feet above the level of the sea, to the banks of the Euphrates itself, contrasting strongly with the low land bordering on the Mediterranean, the "land of Canvas," or the low country (Gen. xxxvi. 18, xxxviii. 18, &c.). Throughout the A. V. the word is, with only a few exceptions [Num. xxxvii. 7, Judg. iii. 10, marg.], rendered as in the Vulgate and LXX. in [Vat. Syr.,] or for SYRIANS; a name which, it must be remembered, includes far more to our ears than did Aram to the Jews.

Its earliest occurrence in the book of Genesis is in the form of Aram-naharaim, i. e. the "highland of or between the two rivers" (Gen. xxiv. 10, A. V. "Mesopotamia"). But in several succeeding chapters, and in other parts of the Pentateuch, the word is used without any addition, to designate a dweller in Aram-naharaim—Laban or Bethuel—"the Aramite" (see Gen. xxv. 29, xxviii. 2, 5, xxxi. 24; also Judg. iii. 10, compared with 8; Deut. xxxv. 5, compared with xxxiii. 4, and Ps. lxx. title).

Psal. or accurately Padan, Aram (saben 777 1-cultivated highland,) from padon, to plough, Ges. p. 1092; Stanley, p. 123, note) was another designation for the same region (Gen. xxv. 29, xxviii. 2; comp. Hos. xii. 12, where the word Stoth, סֵתֹו, is, perhaps, equivalent to Padon). [SATON: PADAN ARAM.] A tribe of Hittites (Khatti) bearing the name of Padon is reported to have been met with in the inscriptions of Shalmaneser, b. c. 800-820. They then occupied the valley of the Orontes, and the country eastwards as far as the water-shed between that river and the Euphrates. The latest explorers do not hesitate to identify this name with Padok-aram and Bit-tanan or Beshan (Rawlinson's Herodotus, i. 463); but if this be correct, the conclusion of the identity of Padok-aram and Mesopotamia arrived at above from a comparison of the statements of Scripture, must be modified.

Later in the history we meet with a number of small nations or kingdoms forming parts of the general land of Aram:—1. Aram-Zobah (2 Sam. x. 6, 8), or simply Zobah, 2727 (1 Sam. xiv. 47; 2 Sam. viii. 3; 1 Chr. xvii. xix.) [ZOBAH]. 2. Aram Beth-rehob (2 Sam. x. 6), or Rehob, 2727 (x. 8). [REHOB]. 3. Aram-maachah (1 Chr. xix. 6), or Maachah only, 2727 (2 Sam. x. 8). [MAACHAH]. 4. Aram, "in Aram" (2 Sam. xv. 8), usually named in connection with Maachah (Deut. iii. 14; Josh. xiii. 11, 13, &c.). [GESHER]. 5. Aram-Damascus (Damascene) (2 Sam. viii. 6; 1 Chr. xvii. 5, 6). The whole of these petty states are spoken of collectively under the name of "Aram" (2 Sam. x. 13), but as Damascus increased in importance it gradually absorbed the smaller powers (1 K. xx. 1), and the name of Aram was at last applied to it alone (1 K. xi. 25, xv. 18, &c.).

It is difficult to believe, from the narrative, that at the time of David's struggles these "kingdoms" were anything more than petty tribes located round the skirts of the possessions of Gad and Manasseh. Some writers, however (Rosenmiller and Michaels amongst others), have attempted to show that their territory extended as far as the Euphrates on the one hand and the Mediterranean on the other, in which case it would have been considerably larger than Palestine itself. This, however, will be best examined under the separate heads, including, in addition to those already noticed, Ish-toh and Hamath.

According to the genealogical table in Gen. x., Aram was a son of Shem, and his brethren were Elam, Assur, and Arphaxad. It will be observed that these names occur in regular order from the east, Aram closing the list on the borders of the "western sea." In three passages Aram would seem to denote Assyria (2 K. xviii. 20; Is. xxxvi. 11, Jer. xxxv. 11).

In 2 K. xvi. 6, the Syrians are said to have come to Elath (on the Red Sea). The word rendered Syrians is רִמְנִים רָם, Aramim, in which the Keri is corrected to אֲדֹם, Edomites.

In 2 Chr. xxii. 5, the name is presented in a shortened form as Ram., רָם; comp. Job xxxiii. 2.

2. [Ziqqat: Syri.] Another Aram is named in Gen. xxii. 21, as a son of Kedem, and descendant of Nahor. From its mention with Uz and Buz it is probably identical with the tribe of Ram, to the "kindred" of which belonged "Elephan, the son of Barachel the Buzite," who was visiting Job in the land of Uz (Job xxii. 2). It is also worthy of notice that among the other descendants of Nahor are named Telach (comp. Tithath, 1 Chr. xix. 18), and Mechez; so that the tribe was possibly one of the smaller divisions of Aram described above.

G.

3. (Aphdi: [Vat. M. אבֵּדָךְ פָּרֹת]: Aram.) An Asherite, one of the sons of Shamer (1 Chr. vii. 34).

4. The son of Esrom, or Hezon; elsewhere called Ram (Matt. i. 3, 4; Luke iii. 33). W. A. W.

* In Luke, Tisch. with Sin. BXXII reads (instead of Aphdi) אֲדֹמֵי, אֲדֹמֵי, Apol, A.

ARAMITESS (ץיקפְּרֶא: Syr.): i. e. a female inhabitant of Aram (1 Chr. vii. 14).

In other passages of the A. V. the ethnic of Aram is rendered Syrian.

ARAM-NAHARAIM (ץיקפְּרֶא רַמְנִים): 84)

Comp. Strab. xvi. 735; Grote, History of Greece, iii. 395.

* The name Aram probably appears also in the Homeric names Ἀράμος (U. ii. 765) and Ἐρῆπος (Od. iv. 10).

ARAM-ZOBAY (חָמָה צֹבָה) [wild goat]: Sam. * רש: *Apdp [Alex. Apinn: in 1 Chr. *Appav (and so Vat.): Armin, Armen], name of a Horite (Gen. xxxvi. 28; 1 Chr. i. 42).

ARARAT (גַּבָּרֶג) [Apapar: Ararat], a mountainous district of Asia mentioned in the Bible in connection with the following events:—(1.) As the resting-place of the ark after the Deluge (Gen. viii. 4, "upon the mountains of Ararat," A. V.; *super montis Armenia, Vulg.: (2.) As the asylum of the sons of Semacherib (2 K. xix. 37; Is. xxxvii. 38; the LXX. have εἰς Αρμενία in the former passage, A. V. has in both "the land of Ararat"); (3.) As the ally, and probably the neighbor, of Mimi and Aschizanen (Jer. li. 27).

ARARAT

[ARMENIA.] In Gen. xi. 2 we have apparently an indication of its position as eastward of Mesopotamia (גַּבָּרֶג), "from the east," A. V.), whence Bohlen (Introil. to Gen. ii. 139) identifies Ararat with Aryanarte, [a Sanskrit name] the "holy land" in the north of Hindustan; but the Hebrew is more correctly translated in the margin, as also in Gen. xii. 11, eastward (Gesen. Thes. p. 805), the writer, as it would seem, describing the position of Mesopotamia in reference to his own country, rather than to Ararat.

The name Ararat was unknown to the geographers of Greece and Rome, as it still is to the Armenians of the present day; but that it was an indigenous and an ancient name for a portion of Armenia, appears from the statement of Moses of Chorene, who gives Araratia as the designation of the central province, and connects the name with an historical event reputed to have occurred n. c. 1750 (Histor. Armen. Whiston. p. 361). Jerome identified it with the plain of the Araxes. It would, however, be more correct to consider the name in its Biblical sense as descriptive generally of the Armenian highlands—the lofty plateau which overlooks the plain of the Araxes on the N., and of Mesopotamia on the S. We shall presently notice the characteristics of this remarkable region, which adapted it to become the cradle of the human race and the central spot whence, after the Deluge, the nations were to radiate to different quarters of the world. It is, however, first necessary to notice briefly the opinions put forth as to the spot where the ark rested, as described in Gen. viii. 4, although all such speculations, from the indefiniteness of the account, cannot lead to any certain result. Berosus the Chaldean, contemporary with Alexander the Great, fixes the spot on the mountains of Kordistan (πορός τού ύποι τού Κορο Σιάνθα, Joseph. Ant. i. 3, § 6), which form the southern frontier of Armenia. His opinion is followed by the Syrian and Chaldean versions, which give גַּבָּרֶג as the equivalent for Ararat in Gen. viii. 4, and in a later age by the Koran. Tradition still points to the *Sebali Dudi as the scene of the event, and maintains the belief, as stated by Berosus, that fragments of the ark exist on its summit. The selection of this range was natural to an inhabitant of the Mesopotamian plain; for it presents an apparently unsurmountable barrier on that side, hemming in the valley of the Tigris with abrupt declivities so closely that only during the summer months is any passage afforded between the mountain and river (Ainsworth's Travels in the Track of the Ten Thousand, p. 154). Josephus also quotes Nicolaus Damascenus to the effect that a mountain named Baris, beyond Minyas, was the spot. This has been identified with Taurus, a mountain mentioned by St. Martin (Mem. sur l'Arménie, i. 265) as rising to the N. of Lake Van; but the only important mountain in the position indicated is described by recent travellers under the name Sahane Tajo, and we are therefore inclined to accept the enumeration of Schroeder, who proposes to read *Mardis, the indigenous name of Mount Ararat, for *Hippus. That the scene of an event so deeply interesting to mankind had even at that
early age been transferred, as was natural, to the loftiest and most imposing mountain in the district, appears in the statement of Josephus (Ant. i. 3, § 5), that the spot where Noah left the ark had received a name descriptive of that event, which he renders Ἀραξάμαρα, which is identical with Ναχούθερων, on the banks of the Araxes. To this neighborhood all the associations connected with Noah are now assigned by the native Armenians, and their opinion has been so far indorsed by Europeans that they have given the name Ararat exclusively to the mountain which is called Masis by the Armenians, Arpil-Dag, i. e. Steep Mountain, by the Turks, and Kul-e-Nath, i. e. Noah's Mountain, by the Persians. It rises immediately out of the plain of the Araxes, and terminates in two conical peaks, named the Great and Less Ararat, about seven miles distant from each other, the former of which attains an elevation of 17,260 feet above the level of the sea and about 14,000 above the plain of the Araxes, while the latter is lower by 4,000 feet. The summit of the higher is covered with eternal snow for about 3,000 feet of perpendicular height. That it is of volcanic origin, is evidenced by the immense masses of lava, cinders, and porphyry with which the middle region is covered. A deep cleft on its northern side has been regarded as the site of its crater, and this cleft was the scene of a terrible catastrophe which occurred July 2, 1840, when the village of Arguri and the Monastery of St. James were buried beneath the débris brought down from the upper heights by a violent earthquake. Clouds of reddish smoke and a strong smell of sulfur, which pervaded the neighborhood after the earthquake, seem to indicate that the volcanic powers of the mountain are not altogether dormant. The summit of Ararat was long deemed inaccessible, and the Armenians still cling to this belief. It was first ascended in 1824 by Parrot, who approached it from the N. W. He describes a secondary summit about 400 yards distant from the highest point, and on the gentle depression which connects the two Eminences he observes the archeological ruins of Noah's Ark. The same geographer, when he returned to Ararat, (Jour. de l'Exé du Casp., p. 174.) The region immediately below the limits of perpetual snow is barren and unvisited by beast or bird. Wagner (Reise, p. 185) describes the silence and solitude that reign there as quite overpowering. Argarit, the only village known to have been built on its slopes, was the spot where, according to tradition, Noah planted his vineyard. Lower down, in the plain of Araxes, is Nachoutheon, where the patriarch's grave is supposed to have been buried.

Returning to the broader significations we have assigned to the term "the mountains of Ararat," as coextensive with the Armenian plateau from the base of Ararat in the N. to the range of Kurdsitan in the S., we notice the following characteristics of that region as illustrating the Bible narrative:—

1. Its elevation. It rises as a rocky island out of a sea of plain to a height of from 6000 to 7000 feet above the level of the sea, presenting a surface of extensive plains, whence, as from a fresh base, spring important and lofty mountain-ranges, having a generally parallel direction from E. to W., and connected with each other by transverse ridges of moderate height.

2. Its geographical position. The Armenian plateau stands equidistant from the Euxine and the Caspian seas on the N., and between the Persian Gulf and the Mediterranean on the S. With the first it is connected by the Araxes, with the second by the Tigris and Euphrates, the latter of which also serves as an outlet towards the countries on the Mediterranean coast. These seas were the high roads of primitive colonization, and the plains watered by these rivers were the seats of the most powerful nations of antiquity; the Assyrians, the Babylonians, the Medes, and the Cœlæans. Viewed with reference to the dispersion of the nations, Armenia is the true Ἵνδος of the world; and it is a significant fact that at the present day Ararat is the great boundary-stone between the empires of Russia, Turkey, and Persia. (3.) Its physical formation. The Armenian plateau is the result of volcanic agencies: the plains as well as the mountains supply evidence of this. Armenia, however, differs materially from other regions of similar geological formation, as, for instance, the neighboring range of Caucasus, inasmuch as it does not rise to a sharp, well-defined central crest, but expands into plains or steppes, separated by a graduated series of subordinate ranges. Wagner (Reise, p. 253) attributes this peculiarity to the longer period during which the volcanic powers were at work, and the room afforded for the expansion of the molten masses into the surrounding districts. The result of this expansion is that Armenia is far more accessible, both from without and within its own limits, than other districts of similar elevation. The passes, though high, are comparatively easy, and there is no district which is shut out from communication with its neighbors. The fall of the ground in the centre of the plateau is not decided in any direction, as is demonstrated by the early courses of the rivers—the Araxes, which flows into the Caspian, rising westward of either branch of the Euphrates, and taking at first a northerly direction—the Euphrates, which flows to the S., rising northward of the Araxes, and taking a westerly direction. (4.) The climate is severe. Winter lasts from October to May, and is succeeded by a brief spring and a summer of intense heat. The contrast between the plateau and the adjacent countries is striking. In April, when the (Gülevi) sown with wheat are still green on the Euxine shore the azalia and rhododendron are in bloom, the Armenian plains are still covered with snow; and in the early part of September it freezes keenly at night. (5.) The vegetation is more varied and productive than the climate would lead us to expect. Trees are not found on the plateau itself, but grass grows luxuriantly, and furnishes abundant pasture during the summer months to the flocks of the nomad Kurds. Wheat and barley ripen at far higher altitudes than on the Alps and the Pyrenees: the volcanic nature of the soil, the abundance of water, and the extreme heat of the short summer bring the harvest to maturity with wonderful speed. At Erz-rum, more than 6000 feet above the sea, the crops appear above ground in the middle of June, and are ready for the sickle before the end of August (Wagner, p. 355). The vine ripens at about 6000 feet, while in Europe its limit, even south of the Alps, is about 2500 feet.

The general result of these observations as bearing upon the Biblical narrative would be to show that, while the elevation of the Armenian plateau constituted it the natural resting-place of the ark after the Deluge, its geographical position and its physical character secured an impartial distribution of the families of mankind to the various quarters of the world. The climate furnished a powerful
ARABATH

adventure to seek the more tempting regions on all sides of it. At the same time the character of the vegetation was remarkably adapted to the nomadic state in which we may conceive the early generations of Noah's descendants to have lived.

W. L. B.


W. A. W.

ARAPATH (Ἄραπαθ: [Ornan.].) Aid. (Ex. 41: 8; comp. 2 K. xiii. 37).

A. W.

ARANTH (Ἄρανθ: Irbid), a Jebusite who sold his threshing-floor on Mount Moriah to David as a site for an altar to Jehovah, together with his oxen, for 50 shekels of silver (2 Sam. xxiv. 18-24), or (according to 1 Chr. xxii. 25) for 100 shekels of gold by weight. (The expression (2 Sam. xxiv. 21) "those things did Aranath, the king, give unto the king," it has been inferred that he was one of the royal races of the Jebusites. His name is variously written in various places: Ἄρανθ (2 Sam. xxiv. 16); Ἄραντ (xxiv. 18); Ἄραντος (1 Chr. xii. 15 ii; 2 Chr. iii. 1). [Ornan.]. R. W. B.

ARBA (אֶרֶב), hero of Beul, so Fürst, for בַּרְבָּא; like נֶבֶר, נֶבֶר. A. R. B. [Abba]; A. (1 Sam. xxvii. 8; comp. 1 Sam. xvi. 14). "The city of Arba" is always rendered elsewhere Hebem, or Kirjath-Arba (Gen. xxxv. 27). The LXX. appear to have read Βαρβάορα. W. A. W.


ARABITHE, THE (Ἀράβιτή), [in 1 Chr. 6: Γάβαδα; Vat. [G. Zaraçathia; FA. Xarząwethe; T. Xarząwethe; 1 comp. (G. Xarząwethe; I. Xarząwethe) in 2 Sam. all different.] Arabitide, etc. a native of the Arba (or else). Abdon the son of one of David's 30 mighty men (2 Sam. xxi. 31; 1 Chr. xiii. 52).

ABRATISS (ἐν ἀρατίσσον; Sin. Abraziss): Alex. Abrazissi and so Sin.: Arbatitsi, a district of Palestine named in 1 Marc. v. 23 only. Ewald's conjecture (Geschichtl. iv. 359; note) grounded on the reading of the Peshito Syriac ( עשפתא), "Arad for" is that the district N. of the sea of Galilee, part of which is still called Arad (see Huthal, is here intended. But it seems at least equally probable that the word is exactly a corruption of ἄραπαθίον, the province or toparchy which lay between Neapolis and Jericho (Ireland, p. 192; Joseph. B. J. iii. 3, §§ 4, 5, &c.).

ARBELA (ἐν ἀρψάθιοι: in Arbelith), mentioned in the Bible only in 1 Marc. ix. 2, and there only as defining the situation of Masakah, a place besieged and taken by Barchides and Aelius at the opening of the campaign in which Judas Macenas was killed. According to Josephus (Ant. xii. 11, § 1) this was at Arbel of Galilee, in ἀρψάθιοι πολείς τῆς Γαλανίας, a place which he elsewhere states to be near Sepphoris, on the lake of Gennesarath, and remarkable for certain improbable caves, the resort of robbers and insurgents, and the scene of more than one desperate encounter (comp. Ant. xiv. 13, §§ 4, 5; B. J. i. 16, §§ 2, 3; ii. 28, § 6; V: n. § 57). These topographical requirements are fully met by the existing Erbal, a site with a few ruins, west of Medjel, on the southeast side of the Wady Hammah, in a small plain at the foot of the hill of Kurin Huttin. The coves are in the opposite face of the ravine, and bear the name of Khabat ibn Mua'in (Rob. ii. 338; Barak. p. 331; Ifry, p. 91).

There seems no reason to doubt the soundness of this identification. The army of Barchides was on the road from Antioch to the land of Judah (γατατία), which they were approaching "by the way that leadeth to Galgala" (gilgal) ; that is by the valley of the Jordan in the direct line to which Arbid lies. Ewald, however (Geschichtl. iv. 370, note), insists, in opposition to Josephus, that the engagements of this campaign were confined to Judaea proper, a theory which drives him to consider "Galgalas" as the Jalignor north of Gophna. [Etg.] But he admits that no trace of an Arbel in that direction has yet come to light.

Arbel may be the Beth-arbel of Hos. x. 14, but there is nothing to ensure it.

G.

ARBITE, THE (אֶרְבִּי: de Arba). Parani the Arbsite was one of David's guard (2 Sam. xxiii. 35). The word, according to Gesenius (Thes. ii. p. 145) [and Fürst, i. 134], signifies a native of Arba. In the parallel list of Chronicles, it is given as Ren-Eziel, by a change in letters not infrequently occurring. [Ezech.] The LXX. version, ὁ ἀρβίτις, is very corrupt. [Comp., however, reads Ἀρβίλ: Alex. as ὁ ἀρβίτης—A.] (See Kenneth, Dissert. on 2 Sam. xxiii. 210.)

ARBOYNAI [Ἀρβούναι: Sin. Xebovw]: Comp. ἀρβόματι: Abb. ἀρβόματι: Minia, jiid. ii. 21.] It is called there a "river" (A. V.), on the banks of which were "high cities" destroyed by Holophernes in his desulting march toward the country of the Jews. [Arboynax].

Volkmar (Handb. d. Ethn. in die Apost. i. 190, 195) adopts with some modification the con-

v Some MSS. and the important version of the Syriac Peshito read "Bilad;" in which case the Arblade beyond Judaea must be thought of. But it is hardly likely that Josephus would be inaccurate in his topography of a part of the country which he knew so thoroughly.

v The importance of the Wady Hamnah in a military point of view, as commanding the great north road, the Sea of Galilee, and the important springs in the plain of Gennesarath, is not lost sight of by Wilkow (Landk. des Bib., in Ritter, Jordan, p. 328).
ARCHELAUS

ARCHITECTURE

The death of Herod took place in the same year with the birth of Christ; but this is to be placed four years before the date in general use as the Christian era.

ARCHITECTURE

ARCHIPPELUS, ARCHITECTUS (ARCHITECTUS; ARCHITECTUS, ARCHITECTUS)

ARCHIVES, ARCHIVE (ARCHIVE, ARCHIVE, ARCHIVES, ARCHIVES)
very artificer in brass and iron.” It is probable that the workers in metal were for the most part dwellers in towns; and thus the art of architecture and metalurgy became from the earliest times leading characteristically of Babylon. The practice of this art was derived from the nomadic tendencies of the human race.

To the race of Shehi is attributed (Gen. x. 11, 12, 22, xl. 2-9) the foundation of those cities in the plain of Shinar, Babylon, Nineveh, and others; to one of which, Resen, the epithet “great” sufficiently marks its importance in the time of the writer, a period at least as early as the 15th cent. B.C., if not very much earlier. (Rawlinson, Outl. of Arch. i. 221, 240, 258.) From the same book we learn the account of the earliest recorded building, and of the materials employed in its construction (Gen. xii. 3, 9); and though a doubt rests on the precise site of the tower of Babel, so long identified with the Birs Nimroud (Benjamin of Tudela, p. 109; Bodin, Newt. on Prop. x. 150, 530; Vaux, Nin. and Persp. pp. 173, 178; Keith, On Prop. p. 289), yet the nature of the soil, and the bricks found there in such abundance, though bearing merely the name of Nebuchadnezzar, agree perfectly with the supposition of a city previously existing on the same or a closely neighboring site. (Layard, ii. 249, 278, and Nin. and Bab, 511; Plin. vii. 50; Ex. i. 1.)

In the book of Esther (i. 2) mention is made of the palace at Susa, for three months in the spring the residence of the kings of Persia (Esth. ii. 13; Xen. Cyrop. vi. 6, § 22); and in the books of Isaiah and Judith, of the palace of Darius, to which they retired for two months during the heat of summer. (Tob. iii. 7, xiv. 14; Jud. i. 14; Herod. i. 98.)

A branch of the same Syro-Arabian race as the Assyrians, but the children of Ham, was the nation, or at least the dominant caste, of the Egyptians, the style of whose architecture agrees so remarkably with the Assyrian (Layard, ii. 290 ff.). It is in connection with Egypt that the Israelites appear first as builders of cities, compelled, in common with other Egyptian captives, to labor at the buildings of the Egyptian monarchs. Pithom and Ramses are said to have been built by them. (Ex. i. 11; Wilkinson, ii. 105.)

The Israelites were by occupation shepherds, and by habit dwellers in tents (Gen. xviii. 3). The “house” built by Jacob at Succoth is probably no exception to this statement (Gen. xii., Genes.). They had therefore originally, speaking properly, no architecture. Even Hebron, a city of higher antiquity than the Egyptian Zoon (Tunis), was called originally from its founder, perhaps a Canaanite of the race of Anak, Kirjath-Arba, the house of Arba (Num. xxii. 22; Josh. xiv. 15). From the time of the occupation of Canaan they became dwellers in towns and in houses of stone, for which the native limestone of Palestine supplied a ready material (Lev. xiv. 31, 45; 1 K. vii. 10; Stanley, S. of P. pp. 146, 8), but the towns which they occupied were not all, nor indeed in most cases, built from the first by themselves (Dent. vi. 10; Num. xiii. 19).

The peaceful reign and vast wealth of Solomon gave great impulse to architecture; for besides the Temple and his other great works at and near Jerusalem, he built cities and cities in various places. Eccl. iv, 16. Now which the names and sites of Beth- shiel and Gadur are in all probability represented by the more modern superstructures of Baalbek and Palmyra (1 K. ix. 15-24). Among the succeeding kings of Israel and of Judah, more than one is recorded as a builder: Asa (1 K. xv. 23), Baasha (xvi. 17), Omri (xvi. 24), Ahab (xvi. 34, 35), Jehu (1 K. xx. 34), Ezra (x. 27, 30), Josiah (xii. 11, xii. 6), and lastly, Jehezekiel, whose winter palace is mentioned (Jer. xxii. 14, xxxiv. 22; see also Am. iii. 15).

On the return from captivity, the chief care of the rulers was to rebuild the Temple and the walls of Jerusalem in a substantial manner, with stone, and with timber from Lebanon (Ex. iii. 8, 9; Neh. ii. 8, iii. 22). During the government of Solomon, Masaeæus (v. 27), the first castle of Haris, and afterwards a holy city, was erected for the defense of the Temple and the city. But the reigns of Herod and of his sons and successors were especially remarkable for the great architectural works in which they delighted. Not only was the Temple restored to a large portion if not to the full degree of its former magnificence, but the fortifications and other public buildings of Jerusalem were enlarged and embellished to an extent never before approached (xvi. 5; Neh. v. 26; p. 81, Bodin). [More particular descriptions of these works will be found under JERUSALEM.] Besides these great works, the town of Cæsarea was built on the site of an insignificant building called Strato’s Tower: Samaria was enlarged, and received the name of Sebastæ; the town of Antiquia was built: and Herod carried his love for architecture so far as to adorn with buildings cities even not within his own dominions, Berytus, Damascus, Tripolis, and many other places (Joseph. B. J. i. 21, 1, 11). His son Philip the tetarch enlarged the old Greek colony of Paneas, giving it the name of Cæsarea in honor of Tiberius; whilst his brother Antipas founded the city of Tiberias, and adorned the towns of Sepphoris and Bethanamphith, giving to the latter the name Livias, in honor of the mother of Tiberius (Leland, p. 497).

Of the original splendor of these great works no doubt can be entertained; but of their style and appearance we can only conjecture, though with nearly absolute certainty, that they were formed on Greek and Roman models. Of the style of the earlier buildings of Palestine, we can only form an idea from the analogy of the Egyptian, Assyrian, and Persian monuments now existing, and from the models of buildings still adopted in Eastern countries. The connection of Solomon with Egypt and with Tyre, and the influence of the Captivity, may have in some measure successively affected the style both of the two temples, and of the partial edifices of Solomon. The enormous stones employed in the Assyrian, Persepolitan, and Egyptian buildings find a parallel in the substructions of Baalbek, more ancient than the superstructure (Layard, ii. 317, 318), and in the stones of so vast a size which still remain at Jerusalem, relics of the building either of Solomon or of Herod (Williams, p. ii. 1). But as it has been observed again and again, scarcely any connected monuments are known to survive in Palestine by which we can form an accurate idea of its buildings, beautiful and renowned as they were throughout the East (Plin. v. 14; Stanley, p. 184), and even of those which do remain no trustworthy examination has yet been made; however, that the reservoirs known under the names of the Pools of Solomon and Hezekiah contain some portions at least of the original fabrics (Stanley, pp. 103, 165).
ARCTURUS

The domestic architecture of the Jews, so far as it can be understood, is treated under House, tools and instruments of building are mentioned by the sacred writers; the plumb-line, Am. vii. 7; the measuring-rod, Ez. xi. 3; the saw, 1 K. vii. 9.

ARCTURUS. The Hebrew words יַעֲרֹת, rendered "Arcturus" in the A. V. of Job ix. 9, xxxvii. 32, in conformity with the Vulg., of the former passage, are now generally believed to be identical, and to represent the constellation Urs Major, known commonly as the Great Bear, or Charles's Wain. Niebuhr (Deastr. de F. Arctt. p. 101) relates that he met with a Jew at Sana, who identified the Hebrew יַעֲרֹת with the constellation known to the Arabs by the name 'Oo-en-Nash, or 'Nash simply, as a Jew of Bagdad informed him. The four stars in the body of the Bear are named Ean u. u. in the tables of Ulgii Beigh, those in the tail being called el Beuth, "the daughters" (comp. Job. xxxvii. 32). The ancient versions differ greatly in their renderings. The LXX. render יַעֲרֹת by the "Placidae" in Job ix. 9 (unless the text which they had before them had the words in a different order), and יַעֲרֹת by "Hezerus," the evening star, in Job xxxvii. 32. In the former they are followed or supported by the Chaldee, in the latter by the Vulgate.

R. David Kimchi and the Talmudists understood by יַעֲרֹת the tail of the Ram or the head of the Bull, by which they are supposed to indicate the bright star Aldebaran in the Bull's eye. But the greatest difficulty is found in the rendering of the Syriac translators, who give as the equivalent of both יַעֲרֹת and יַעֲרֹת the word יַעֲרֹת, which is interpreted to signify the bright star Capella in the constellation Auriga, and is so rendered in the Arabic translation of Job. On this point, however, great difference of opinion is found. Bar Alī conjectured that יַעֲרֹת was either Capella or the constellation Orion; while Bar Bahlii hesitated between Capella, Aldebaran, and a cluster of three stars in the face of Orion. Following the rendering of the Arabic Hyde was induced to consider יַעֲרֹת and יַעֲרֹת distinct; the former being the Great Bear, and the latter the bright star Capella, or α of the constellation Auriga.

W. A. W.

ARD (אָרֶד [descend.]: ἀρέας: Ared). 1. Son of Benjamin (and if so, the youngest of his sons) (Gen. xvi. 21).

2. ἀρέας; [Ald. Alex. 'Ares]: Hebrew. Son of BELA, and grandson of Benjamin (Num. xxvi. 40), written Addar in 1 Chr. viii. 3. His descendants are called the AREDITES (altar), Num. xxvi. 40. [As Ard is not mentioned among the sons of Benjamin in Num. xxvi. 38, 39, "son" may stand for grandson in Gen. xvi. 21, and thus the same person be meant in both passages.]

AR DATH — the field called Ardathe — 2 Esdr. ix. 29.

* Lücke (Einl. in d. Offenb. d. Joh. i. 174) and Volkmar (Einl. in d. Apokr. lii. 131) take Ardathe (אַרְדָּחַד, Arad, Ahamat) to be a corruption for Arboth, meaning "a desert" (Heb. יָעַרָת), used as an appellative rather than as a proper name. Lücke supposes the desert of Judah to be intended: Volkmar, the Holy Land in general, which, though a "field of flowers," was then to the Israelites a desert (comp. 2 Esdr. x. 21, 22). A.

AR DITES, THE. [Ar.]

ARDON (ארדַן [figur.]: ἀρδαῖος; [Vat. H. Alex. Opea; Vat. M. Iopra; Arubai], 1 Chr. ii. 18. [A son of Caleb, the son of Hezon, by his wife Azubah.]

ARELE (אַרְלֶה, Sam. אַרְלֶה [son of a kera]: ἀρδαῖος; [Gen. ἀρδαῖος: Alex. ἀρδαῖος, Gough]. A red, a son of Gad (Gen. xvi. 11; Num. xxvi. 17). His descendants are called the AREITEDS (Num. xxvi. 17).

AREOPAGITE (Ἀρεωπαγιτής [Tisch. γελετός]): Areopagita. A member of the Court of Areopagus (Acts xxv. 34). [See DIONYSIUS.]

W. A. W.

AREOPAGUS or MARS' HILL (ὁ ἀρεωπάγος ἡμιότος, i. e. the hill of Mars or Areopagus, Vulg.), was a rocky height in Athens, opposite the western end of the Acropolis, from which it is separated by the valley of the Pythian. It rises gradually from the northern end, and terminates abruptly on the south, over against the Acropolis, at which point it is about fifty or sixty feet above the valley already mentioned. Of the site of the Areopagus, there can be no doubt, both from the description of Pausanias, and from the narrative of Herodotus, who relates that it was a height over against the Acropolis, from which the Persians assailed the latter rock (Vaus. i. 28, § 5; Herod. vii. 52). According to tradition it was called the hill of Mars (ares), because this god was brought to trial here before the assembled gods by Neptune (Poseidon), on account of his murdering Halirrhethius, the son of the latter. The spot is memorable as the place of meeting of the Council of Areopagus (ὁ ἀρεωπαγιτής ἐπισκόπος), frequently called the Upper Council (ὁ ἀρωπαγιτής) to distinguish it from the Council of Five Hundred, which held its sittings in the valley below the hill. It existed as a criminal tribunal before the time of Solon, and was the most ancient and venerable of all the Athenian courts. It consisted of all persons who had held the office of Archon, and who were members of it for life, unless expelled for misconduct. It enjoyed a high reputation, not only in Athens, but throughout Greece. Before the time of Solon the court tried only cases of willful murder, wounding, poisoning, and arson; but he gave it extensive powers of a censorial and political nature. The Council is mentioned by Cicero (ad Fam. xxii. 1; ad Att. i. 14, v. 11), and continued to exist even under the Roman emperors. Its meetings were held on the south-eastern summit of the rock. There are still sixteen stone steps cut in the rock, leading up to the hill from the valley of the Aegora below; and immediately above the steps is a bench of stones entrenched in the rock, forming three sides of a quadrangle, and facing the south. Here the Areopagites sat as judges in the open air (σταθμὸς ἐκκατανοοντος, Polux. viii. 118). On the eastern and western side is a raised block. These blocks are probably the two rude stones which Pausanias saw there, and which are described by Euripides as assigned, the one to the accuser, the other to the criminal, in the cases which were tried in the court (Iph. T. 961). The Areopagus possesses peculiar interest to the

* A. - I. Robinson says, habitation, that it is "from about north" from the Areopagus (E by Rec. i. 7). H.
ARGOB

Christian, as the spot from which St. Paul delivered his memorable address to the men of Athens (Acts xvii. 22-31). It has been supposed by some commentators that St. Paul was brought before the Council of Areopagus; but there is no trace in the narrative of any judicial proceedings. St. Paul "disputed daily" in the "market" or Agora (xvii. 17), which was situated south of the Areopagus in the valley lying between this hill and those of the Acropolis, the Pnyx, and the Museum. Attracting more and more attention, certain philosophers of the Epicureans and Stoics "brought him up from the valley, probably by the stone steps already mentioned, to the Areopagus above, that they might listen to him more conveniently. Here the philosophers probably took their seats on the stone benches usually occupied by the members of the Council, while the multitude stood upon the steps and in the valley below. (For details, see Dict. of. Ant. p. 126; Dict. of. George, l. c. 281.) [See Mars. Hist. for Paul's discourse there.]

A'RES (Αρές: Ares).—AH. 2 (1 Esdr. v. 10).

A'RETAS (Αρέτας: Arab. Chor. ech,): a common appellation of many of the Arabian kings or chiefs. Two are mentioned in the Bible:

1. A contemporary of Antiochus Epiphanes (B. C. 170) and Jason (2 Macc. v. 8). B. F. W.

2. In 2 Cor. xi. 32, St. Paul writes, εν δαμασκός καὶ θεάρφυς Αρέτα του βασιλείου εσφορει τιν τινι δαμασκίνης πασα τι. This Aretas was father-in-law of Herod Antipas. [HEL.1] There is a somewhat difficult chronological question respecting the subordination of Damascus to this Aretas. The city under Augustus and Tiberius was attached to the province of Syria; and we have Damascuscene coins of both these emperors, and again of Nero and his successors. But we have none of Caligula and Claudius, and the following circumstances make it probable that a change in the ruler-ship of Damascus took place after the death of Tiberius. There had been war for some time between Aretas, king of Arabia Nabataea, whose capital was Petra, and Antipas, on account of the divorce by Antipas of Aretas's daughter at the instance of Herodias, and also on account of some frontier disputes. A battle was fought, and the army of Antipas entirely destroyed (Joseph. Ant. xviii. 5, § 1).a On this, being in favor with Tiberius, he sent to Rome for help; and Vitellius, governor of Syria, was commissioned to march against Antipas, and to take him dead or alive. While he was on his march (Ant. xviii. 5, § 5) he heard at Jerusalem of the death of Tiberius (March 16, A. D. 37), and πάνων ενδοχρονίων αμείβων δυσμενών διὰ τὰ εἰς Γαίαν μεταποτικοῖν τὰ πράγματα, abandoned his march, and sent his army into winter-quarters, himself remaining at Antioch. By this change of affairs at Rome, a complete reversal took place in the situation of Antipas and his enemy. The former was now long (A. D. 50) banished to Lyons, and his kingdom given to Agrippa, his son (Joseph. Ant. xviii. 7), who had been living in bonds of intimacy with the new emperor (Ant. xviii. 6, § 5).

It would be natural that Aretas, who had been grossly injured by Antipas, should, by this change of affairs, be received into favor: and the more so, as Vitellius had an old grudge against Antipas, of which Josephus says, Ant. xviii. 4, § 5, Ύπερτωτερόων, μέχρι ἵνα καὶ μετέγιναι. Ἐγὼ τὴν ἀρχήν παρειληφθών. Now in the year 38 Caligula made several changes in the East, granting Iturœ to Sozomen, Lesser Armenia, and parts of Arabia to Cotes, the territory of Cotes to Ilmataxes, and to Polemon, son of Polemon, his father's government. These facts, coupled with that of no Damascuscene coins of Caligula or Claudius existing, make it probable that about this time Damascus, which belonged to the predecessor of Aretas (Ant. xviii. 5, § 2), was granted to him by Caligula. Thus the emoluments would vanish. The other hypotheses, that the ethemarch was only visiting the city (as if he could then have guarded the walls to prevent escape),—that Aretas had seized Damascus on Vitellius giving up the expedition against him (as if a Roman governor of a province would allow one of its chief cities to be taken from him, merely because he was in uncertainty about the policy of a new emperor), are very improbable. Wieseler, Chron. des apostolischen Zeitalters, p. 174, and again in his art. in Herzog's Realencyk., refers to a coin "Βασιλείως Αρέτας φιλάνθρωπος," but it seems to belong to an earlier Aretas. See Conyby, and Howson, Life of St. Paul, ed. 2, vol. i. p. 132, note. See Wieseler, pp. 142 ff., 167 ff., whose view has been adopted in this article: Anger, de Tempor. in Actis Ap. not. sub. 173 ff., and Conyby and Howson, vol. i. p. 59 ff. end.

A'REUS, a king of the Lacedæmonians, whose letter to the high priest Onias is given in 1 Macc. xii. 20 ff. He is called Ares in the A. V. in ver. 20, and in the margin of ver. 7; but in the Greek text he is named "Οραγυς [Alex. -vev]" in ver. 20, and Αρέως in ver. 7: there can be little doubt however that these are corruptions of "Aresus." In Josephus (Josephus Ant. xii. 4, § 10, v. § 8) the name is written "A'ρέως, and in the Vulgate "Aresus." There were two Spartan kings of the name of Aresus, of whom the first reigned n. c. 309-265, and the second, the grandson of the former, died when a child of eight years old in n. c. 257. There were three high-priests of the name of Onias, of whom the first held the office n. c. 323-300. This is the one who must have written the letter to Aresus I., probably in some interval between 309 and 300. (Grimm, zu Macc. p. 185.) [ONIAXS.]

ARGOB (Αργόβ), once with the def. article αργόβ, "the stony," from αργός, l. c. 1260: "Αργόβ: Argob," a tract of country on the coast of the east of Jordan, in Bashan, in the kingdom of Og, containing 60 "great" and fortified "cities."
ARGOB

ARGOB (אֲרֹגּוֹב) was in the portion allotted to the half-tribe of Manasseh, and was taken possession of by Jair, a chief man in that tribe. [Jair, the chief man in the half-tribe of Manasseh, according to the Book of Judges.]

Aryeh W. -^?^15, 16

Identification circle Edrei. In the Samaritan version it is rendered אֲרֹגּוֹב (Argoba), but in the Targums of Onkelos and Jonathan it is אַרְגּוֹב (l. e. Trachonitis).

Later on we trace it in the Arabic version of Sebastian Schmid explained that both Argob and Arich were two princes of Pekahiah, whose influence Pekah feared, and whom he therefore slew with the king. Rashii understands by Argob the royal palace, near which the castle was in which the murder took place (2 K. 25). W. A. W.

ARIAHATHES (properly Mithridates, Dioq. xxxi. 25, ed. ap. Vl. ΠΗΛΟΠΟΤΩΡ (Ἀριάραθης), [Comp. Abb. Alex.] Ἀριάραθης [Vuig. Aristarchus], probably signifying "great" or "honorable one of armor," from the roots existing in argos [Sanskr.], "honorable," and ραθος [head], "master;" Smith. Dict. Biogr. s. v.), king of Cappadocia B. C. 163-130. He was educated at Rome (Liv. xlii. 19): and his whole policy was directed according to the wishes of the Romans. This subservience cost him his kingdom B. C. 138; but he was shortly afterwards restored by the Romans to a share in the government (App. Syr. 47; cf. Polyb. xxxii. 26, 29; Polyb. iii. 5.) and on the capture of his palace Pergamum by Demetrius Soter, regained the supreme power (Just. xxxviii. 1). He fell in B. C. 130, in the war of the Romans against Antonines, who claimed the kingdom of Pergamum on the death of Attalus III. (Just. xxxviii. 1, 2). Letters were addressed to him from Rome in favor of the Jews (1 Macc. xx. 22), who in after-times seem to have been numerous in his kingdom (Acts ii. 9, comp. I. Pet. i. 1).

ARIADAI [3 sp.] (Ἀριάδαι) [FA. Apses; Comp. I. Pet.] Ariadai, ninth son of Haman (Esth. ix. 9).

ARIDATHA (Ἀριάθα) [3 sp.;] [Zeabadi] [Vat. Alex. FA. Zeabata; Comp. Apses; Aridaioi] Aridaia), sixth son of Haman (Esth. iii. 8).

ARIEH (properly Arjah or Arjah.) (אֶרְיֶה) [Comp.] Aréia; [Vat. Aréia] Alex. [Comp.] Arie, "The Lion," so called probably from his daring as a warrior; either one of the accomplices of Pekah in his conspiracy against Pekahiah, king of Israel, or, as Sebastian Schmid understands the passage, one of the princes of Pekahiah, who was put to death with him (2 K. xxv. 25). Rashii explains it literally of a golden lion which stood in the castle. W. A. W.

ARIEL (אַרְיֵאֵל, i. e. hero, of God, or, hearth of God: Ἀριήλ: Arieel).

1. As the proper name of a man (where the meaning no doubt is the first of those given above) the word occurs in Ezr. viii. 16. This Arieel was one of the "chief men" who under Ezra directed
the caravan which he led back from Babylon to Jerusalem.

The word occurs also in reference to two Moabites slain by Benoah, one of David's chief captains (2 Sam. xxii. 20; 1 Chr. xi. 22). Gesenius and many others agree with our A. V. in regarding the word as an epithet, "two lion-like men of Moab;" but it seems better to look upon it, with Tholuck, Winer, Furst, and others, as a proper name, and translate "two [sons of] Ariel," supplying the word שָׂרִי, which might easily have fallen out.

A similar word occurs in Num. xxvi. 17, בָּנֶיה (bànî’), as the name of a Gadite, and head of one of the families of that tribe. Both the LXX. and the Vulg. give Ariel for this word, and Winer without remark treats it as the same name.

2. A designation given by Isaiah to the city of Jerusalem (Is. xxi. 1 [bis], 2 [bis], 7 [Alex. יוסי-ปาף]). Its meaning is obscure. We must understand by it either "Lion of God;" — so Gesenius, Ewald, Hufnicker, Furst, and many others — or, with Umbreit, Knobel, and most of the ancient Jewish expositors, "Hearth of God," tracing the first component of the word to the Arabic ش،א a

fireplace or hearth (Gen. Thes.; First, Heb. s. Child, Rambaut. s. v.). This latter meaning is suggested by the use of the word in Ez. xliii. 16, in a synonomy for the altar of burnt-offering, although Hufnicker (Commentator ab. Hebrew. p. 698), relying on the passage in Isaiah, insists that even here we must understand Lion of God. The difficulty is increased by the reading of the text in Ezekiel being itself doubtful. On the whole it seems most probable that the words used by the two prophets, if not different in form, are at least different in derivation and meaning, and that as a name given to Jerusalem Ariel means "Lion of God," whilst the word used by Ezekiel means "Hearth of God."

F. W. G.

ARIMATH.εα (A. V. the.σα) (Ἀριμαθαία, Matt. xxvii. 57; Luke xxiii. 51; John xix. 38), the birthplace, or at least the residence of Joseph, who obtained leave from Pilate to bury his Lord in "his new tomb" at Jerusalem. St. Luke calls this place "a city of Judah;" but this presents no objection to its identification with the prophet Samuel's birthplace, the Ramah of 1 Sam. i. 1, 19, which is named in the Septuagint Armathim (Ἀραμαθαία), and by Josephus, Armathai (Ἀραμαθαί, Ιωσήφ. Ant. vi. 10, § 2). The Ramathaim of the Apocalypse (Ῥαμαθία, 1 Mac. x. 34) is probably the same place. [Raham.

J. S. H.

ARIIOCH (אַריוֹך) probably from לֶשֶׁך (Lechem, LXX.: [twice] in Dan. only: elsewhere אַרְיוֹך) אָרִיּוֹך (Arioch, Vulg.).

1. "King of Ellasar" (Gen. xiv. 1, 9).
2. "The captain of the guard" of Nebuchadnezzar (Dan. ii. 14 ff. B. W.


ARIASAI (3 syl.) (אריאסאי): Πορφαῖος: [Alex. Πορφαῖος] Πορφαῖος: [Alex. Πορφαῖος] Aristobulus, eighth son of Hannan (Esth. ix. 9).

ARISTARCUS (Ἀρισταρχος [most excellent ruler]; Aristarchus), a Thessalonian (Acts xx. 4; xxvii. 2), who accompanied St. Paul on his third missionary journey (Acts xix. 29), where he is mentioned as having been seized in the tumult at Ephesus together with Gaius, both συνεκποιησαντιος Παπποσ). We beat of him again as accompanying the apostle on his return to Asia, Acts xx. 41, and again xxvii. 2; as being with him on his voyage to Rome. We have him here forwards as St. Paul's συνεπιμελητης in Col. iv. 10, and Phil. 2. 21, both these notices belonging to the same time of Col. iv. 7; Phil. 12. 2. After this we altogether lose sight of him. Tradition, says Winer, makes him bishop of Aphaea.

II. A.

* Though Aristarchus is mentioned so often, the A. V. very strangely speaks of him as "one Aristarchus" in Acts xxvii. 2. He appears from that passage to have gone with the apostle to Rome of his own accord. We do not trace him as Paul's συνεπιμελητης (fellow-guardian) in Phil. 1:2, but since he is reckoned there among the συνειρημενοι (fellow-labourers), we may conclude that he received the other appellation in Col. iv. because he made himself the voluntary slaver of Paul's exile and captivity. To remember the brethren in their bonds was accounted the same thing as to be bound with them; see Heb. xiii. 3 (οὐκοδημοσίως). The letters to the Colossians and to Philemon were sent many at the same time, which leaves no room for supposing that Aristarchus had been put in prison after the letter to Philemon was written.

II. ARISTOBULUS (Ἀριστοβούλος [most excellent counsellor]; Aristobulus), a Jewish priest (2 Mac. i. 10), who resided in Egypt in the reign of Ptolemy VI. Philometer (comp. Grumus, 2 Mac. i. 9). In a letter of Judas Maccabaeus he is addressed (165 n. c.) as the representative of the Egyptian Jews (Ἀριστοβούλος ... καὶ των Ἰουρίων Ἰουδαίων). The letters to the Cœlecyrians and to Philemon were sent very at the same time, which leaves no room for supposing that Aristarchus had been put in prison after the letter to Philemon was written.

ARISTOBULUS (Ἀριστοβούλος [most excellent counsellor]; Aristobulus), a Jewish priest (2 Mac. i. 10), who resided in Egypt in the reign of Ptolemy VI. Philometer (comp. Grumus, 2 Mac. i. 9). In a letter of Judas Maccabaeus he is addressed (165 n. c.) as the representative of the Egyptian Jews (Ἀριστοβούλος ... καὶ των Ἰουρίων Ἰουδαίων). The letters to the Cœlecyrians and to Philemon were sent very at the same time, which leaves no room for supposing that Aristarchus had been put in prison after the letter to Philemon was written.

**The fragments which remain**
ARK OF THE COVENANT

This, taken generally together with the mercy-seat, was the one piece of the tabernacle's furniture especially invested with sanctity and mystery, and is therefore the first for which precise directions were delivered (Ex. xxv.). The word signifies a mere chest or box, and is (as well as the word ἄρχοντα) "ark" of Noah) rendered by the LXX. and New Testament writers by ΚΑΦΡΟΣΘΥ. We may remark: (I.) its material dimensions and fittings; (II.) its design and object, under which will be included its contents; and (III.) its history.

I. It appears to have been an oblong chest of hewing (cedar) wood, 2 cubits long, by 1 broad and deep. Within and without gold was overlaid on the wood, and on the upper side or lid, which was edged round about with gold, the mercy-seat, supporting the cherubim one at each end, and regarded as the symbolical throne of the Divine presence (Cherubim and Mercy-seat), was placed. The ark was fitted with rings, one at each of the four corners, and therefore two on each side, and through these were passed staves of the same wood similarly overlaid. By these staves, which always remained in the rings, the Levites of the house of Kohath, to whose office this especially appertained, bore it in its progress. Probably, however, when removed from within the veil, in the most holy place, which was its proper position, or when taken out therefrom, priests were its bearers (Num. vii. 9, x. 21, iv. 19, 20; 1 K. viii. 6, 9). The ends of the staves were visible without the veil in the holy place of the temple of Solomon, the staves being drawn to the ends, apparently, but not out of the rings. The ark, when transported, was enveloped in the veil of the dismantled tabernacle, in the curtains of badgers' skins, and in a blue chiton of all, and was therefore not seen.

II. Its purpose or object was to contain inviolate the Divine autograph of the two tables, that "covenant" from which it derived its title, the idea of which was inseparable from it, and which may be regarded as the depositum of the Jewish dispensation. The perpetual safe custody of the material tables no doubt suggested the moral observance of the precepts inscribed. It was also probably a reliquary for the pot of manna and the rod of Aaron. We read in 1 K. viii. 9, that "there was nothing in the ark save the two tables of stone which Moses put there at Horeb." Yet St. Paul, or the author of Heb. iv. 4, asserts that, beside the two tables of stone, the "pot of manna" and "Aaron's rod that budded" were inside the ark, which were directed to be "laid up" and "kept before the testimony," i. e., before the tables of the law (Ex. xx. 20); and probably, since there is no mention of any other receptacle for them, and some would have been necessary, the statement of 1 K. vii. 9 implies that by Solomon's time these relics had disappeared.

The expression יִנַּשׁ יָנָשָׁה, Deut. xxxi. 26, obscurely rendered "in the side of the ark" ("A. V.") merely means "beside" it. The words of the A. V. in 1 Chr. xiii. 3, seem to imply an use of the ark for the purpose of an oracle; but this is probably erroneous, and "we sought it not" the meaning; so the LXX. renders it: see Gesenius, Lex. s. v. יִנַּשׁ.

Occupying the most holy spot of the whole sanctuary, it tended to exclude any idol from the centre of worship. And Jeremiah (iii. 16) looks forward to the time when even the ark should be "no more remembered," as the climax of spiritualized religion apparently in Messianic times. It was also the support of the mercy-seat, materially symbolizing, perhaps, the "covenant," as that on which "manhood" rested. It also furnished a legitimate vest to that longing after a material object for reverential feeling which is common to all religions. It was, however, never seen, save by the high-priest, and resembled in this respect the Peity whom it symbolized, whose face none might look upon and live (Winer, ad loc. not. That this reverential feeling may have been impaired during its absence among the Philistines, seems probable from the example of Uzzah.

III. The chief facts in the earlier history of the ark (see Josh. xii. and other chapters) need not be recited. We may notice, however, a fiction of the Rabbis which seems to be a corruption of the two arks, one which remained in the shrine, and another which preceded the camp on its march, and that this latter contained the
breaken tables of the law, as the former the whole ones. In the decline of religion in a latter period a superstitions sanctity was attached to its presence in battle (though this was relaxed by its per- mitted c...
ARMENIA

used by one of the Jewish prophets (Zech. xii. 11).

As regards the Apocalypse, it is remarked by Stauney
(S. 5. P. p. 340), that this imagery would be
peculiarly natural to a Galilean, to whom the scene
of these battles was familiar. [MEGIDDO] 

J. S. L.

ARMENIA (Armenia) is nowhere mentioned
under that name in the original Hebrew, though
it occurs in the English version (2 K. xix. 37),
where our translators have very unnecessarily
substituted it for Ararat (comp. marginal reading).
[Here the LXX. read Αραρατ (Alex. Αραραν),
Vulg. Araratia). The absence of a definite
article, however, which was not the indigenous name
of the people, by no means implies that the Hebrew
writers were unacquainted with the country. They
undoubtedly describe certain districts of it under the
names Ararat, Minni, and Togarmah. Of these
three the latter appears to have the widest signifi-
cation. It is the name of a race (Gen. x. 3), and
not of a locality, and is used by Ezekiel as descrip-
tive of the whole country (xxvii. 14, xxxviii. 6),
while the two former are mentioned together, and
have been identified with separate localities.

Armenia is that lofty plateau whence the rivers
Euphrates, Tigris, Araxes, and Acaspis, pour
down their waters in different directions, the two
first to the Persian Gulf, the last two respectively
to the Caspian and Arus Seas. It may be termed
the nucleus of the mountain system of western
Asia. From the centre of the plateau rise two
lofty chains of mountains, which run from E. to
W., converging towards the Caspian sea, but par-
allel to each other towards the W., the most norther-
ly named by ancient geographers Alanis M., and
culminating in Mount Ararat; the other named
Niphates M. Westward these ranges may be
traced in Anti-Taurus and Taurus, while in the op-
posite direction they are continued in Caspius M.
The climate of Armenia is severe, the degree of
severity varying with the altitude of different local-
ities; the valleys being sufficiently warm to ripen
the grape, while the high lands are bleak and only
adapted for pasture. The latter supported vast
numbers of mules and horses, on which the wealth
of the country chiefly depended; and hence Strabo
(xi. 523) characterizes the country as αρδζάμη
τοί ποδίτων, and tells us that the horses were held in
as high estimation as the celebrated Nissene breed.
The inhabitants were keen traders in ancient as
in modern times.

The slight acquaintance which the Hebrew
writers had of this country was probably derived
from the Phenicians. There are signs of their
knowledge having been progressive. Isaiah, in his
prophecies regarding Babylon, speaks of the hosts
as coming from "the mountains" (xiii. 4), while
Jeremiah, in connection with the same subject, uses
the specific names Ararat and Minni (li. 27).
Ezekiel, who was apparently better acquainted
with the country, uses a name which was familiar to its
own inhabitants, Togarmah. Whether the use of
the term Ararat in Is. xxxviii. 38 belongs to the
period in which the prophet himself lived, is a
question which cannot be here discussed. In the
prophetic passages to which we shall refer, it will
be noticed that Armenia is spoken of rather in
reference to its geographical position as one of the
extreme northern nations with which the Jews were
acquainted, than for any more definite purpose.
(1) Ararat is noticed as the place whither the
remnants of Scenacheri fell (Is. xxxviii. 35). In
the prophecies of Jeremiah (li. 27) it is summoned
along with Minni and Ashkenaz to the destruction of
Babylon,—the LXX. however only notice the last.
It was the central district surrounding the moun-
tain of that name. (2) Minni (Minh) is only
noticed in the passage just referred to. It is
probably identical with the district Minyas, in the
upper valley of the Murad-so branch of the Eup-
hrates (Joseph. Ant. i. 3, § 6). It contains
the root of the name Armenia according to the
generally received derivation, Har-Minni, "the
mountains of Minni." It is worthy of notice that the
spot where Xenophon ascertains that the name of
the country through which he was passing was Ar-
menia, coincides with the position here assigned to
Minni (Xen. An. iv. 5; Ainsworth, Track of
10,000, p. 177). (3) Togarmah (τογαρμα) is noticed in two passages
of Ezekiel, both of which support the idea of its
identity with Armenia. In xxvii. 14 he speaks of
its commerce with the Tyrians in "horses, horse-
men, and mules" (A. V.), or, as the words mean,
"carriage-horses, riding-horses, and mules" (Hitzig,
Comment.), which we have already noticed as the
staple productions of Armenia. That the house of
Togarmah traded in the fairs of Tyre," as the
A. V. expresses it, is more than the Hebrew text
seems to warrant. The words simply signify that
the Armenians carried on commerce with the Ty-
rians in these articles. In this passage Togarmah
is mentioned in connection with Meshech and
Tudal; in xxxviii. 6, it is described as "of the
northern quarters" in connection with Gomer. Cou-
ping with these particulars the relationship between
Togarmah, Ashkenaz, and Riphath (Gen. x. 3),
the three sons of Gomer, and the nations of which
these patriarchs were the progenitors, we cannot
fail in coming to the conclusion that Togarmah
represents Armenia. We will only add that the
traditional belief of the Armenians themselves, that
they are descended from Thorgomass or Togar-
mah, strongly confirms this view.  

ARMLET (πυτεις, s. Num. xxxi. 50, 2
Sam. i. 10: έγξισθησεν; Aquila [in 2 Sam.] βαρικη
dαλαν αρμενική; armilla, brachiade; prop-
erly a letter, from γεγραμμένος, a step; comp. Is. iii

Assyrian Arulet. From Nineveh Marbles, British
Museum.

(2), and ANRLEIT, an ornament universal in the
work from Dr. Dwight (1859) entitled "Christianity
revived in the East," treating especially of the great
moral changes which are taking place among the Ar-
menians of Turkey.
Egyptian Amulet. From the Leyden Museum.

Egypt, iii. 375, and Plates 1, 2, 14. They were even used by the old British chiefs (Turner, Engl. Soc. i. 385). The story of Tarchia shows that they were common among the ancient Sabines, but the Romans considered the use of them effeminate, although they were sometimes given as military rewards (Liv. x. 44). Finally, they are still worn among most of the splendid regalia of modern Oriental sovereigns, and it is even said that some of the kings of Persia are worth a million sterling (Kitto, Crit. Hist. of Pol. i. 409). They form the chief wealth of modern Hindoo ladies, and are rarely taken off. They are made of every sort of material from the finest gold, jewels, ivory, coral, and pearl down to the common glass rings and varnished earthware bangles of the women of the Decian. Now, as in ancient times, they are sometimes plain, sometimes encased, sometimes with the ends not joined, and sometimes a complete circle. The arms are sometimes quite covered with them, and if the wearer be poor, it matters not how mean they are provided only that they glitter. It is thought essential to beauty that they should fit close, and hence Hatner calls them "rather maimers than braclets," and Buchanan says that "the poor girls rarely get them on without drawing blood, and rubbing part of the skin from the hand; and as they weigh great numbers, which often break, they suffer much from their love of admiration." Their enormous weight may be conjectured from Gen. xxxiv. 24. [Bracel.]
the derivation of the words, and from the renderings of the ancient versions.

The subject naturally divides itself into 1. Offensive weapons: Arms. II. Defensive weapons: Armor.

I. Offensive weapons: 1. Apparently the earliest known, and most widely used, was the Chereb (כֶּרֶב), "Sword," from a root signifying to lay waste.

Its first mention in the history is in the narrative of the massacre at Shechem, when "Simeon and Levi took each man his sword, and came upon the city boldly and slew all the males" (Gen. xxxiv. 25). But there is an allusion to it shortly before in a passage undoubtedly of the earliest date (Ewald, i. 446 note); the expostulation of Laban with Jacob (Gen. xxxi. 26). After this, during the account of the conquest and of the monarchy, the mention of the sword is frequent, but very little can be gathered from the casual notices of the text as to its shape, size, material, or mode of use. Perhaps if anything is to be inferred it is that the chereb was not either a heavy or a long weapon. That of Ehud was only a cubit, i.e. 18 inches long, so as to have been concealed under his garment, and nothing is said to lead to the inference that it was shorter than usual, for the "dagger" of the A. V. is without any ground, unless it be a rendering of the μαχαίρα of the LXX. But even assuming that Ehud's sword was shorter than usual, yet a consideration of the narratives in 2 Sam. ii. 16 and xx. 8-10, and also of the case with which David used the sword of a man so much larger than himself as Goliath (1 Sam. xvii. 51, xxi. 8).

Egyptian Sword.

K. ii. 5. A ghastly picture is there given us of the murdered man and his murderer. The unfortunate Anaxa actually disembowelled by the single stroke, and "wallowing" in his blood in the middle of the road — the treacherous Joab standing over him, bespattered from his "girdle" to his "shoes" with the blood which had spouted from his victim!

The chereb was carried in a sheath (רָכָּב, 1 Sam. xvii. 51; 2 Sam. xx. 8, only: רִכְּב). The passage (1 Chr. xxvi. 27, only) shang by a girdle (1 Sam. xxv. 13) and resting upon the thigh (Ps. xlv. 3; Judg. iii. 16), or upon the hips (2 Sam. xx. 8). "Girding on the sword" was a symbolical expression for commissioning war, the more forcible because in times of peace even the king in state did not wear a sword (1 K. iii. 24); and a similar expression occurs to denote those able to serve (Judg. viii. 19; 1 Chr. xxii. 5). Other phrases, derived from the chereb are, "to suite with the edge," (literally "mouth," comp. στόματα, and comp. "devour," Is. i. 20) of the "sword" — "skin with the sword" — "men that drew sword," &c.

Swords with two edges are occasionally referred to (Judg. iii. 16; Ps. cxlix. 6), and allusions are found to "whetting" the sword (Heb. xxi. 41; Ps. xliv. 3; Ez. xxi. 9). There is no reference to the material of which it was composed (unless it be Is. ii. 4; Joel iii. 10); doubtless it was of metal from the allusions to its brightness and "glittering" (see the two passages quoted above, and others), and the ordinary word for blade, namely, חָרֵב, "a flame." From the expression (Josh. v. 2, 3) "swords of rock," A. V. "sharp knives," we may perhaps infer that in early times the material was flint.

2. Next to the sword was the Spear; and of this weapon we meet with at least three distinct kinds.

a. The Chanith (חַנִית), a "Spear," and that of the largest kind, as appears from various circumstances attending its mention. It was the weapon of Goliath — its staff like a weaver's beam, the iron head alone weighing 600 shekels, about 25 lbs. (1
ARMS

Sam. xvii. 7, 45; 2 Sam. xxi. 19; 1 Chr. xx. 5), and also of other giants (2 Sam. xviii. 21; 1 Chr. xi. 24) and mighty warriors (2 Sam. ii. 23, xxiii. 18; 1 Chr. xi. 11, 20). The chisnith was the habitual companion of King Saul — a fit weapon for one of his gigantic stature — planted at the head of his sleeping-place when on an expedition (1 Sam. xvi. 7, 8, 11, 12, 16, 22), or held in his hand when mustering his forces (xxii. 6); and on it the dying king is leaning when we catch our last glimpse of his stately figure on the field of Gilboa (2 Sam. i. 6). His fits of anger or madness become even more terrible to us, when we find that it was this heavy weapon and not the lighter javelin "(as the A. V. renders it) that he cast at David (1 Sam. xvi. 10, 11, xix. 9, 10) and at Jonathan (xx. 33). A striking idea of the weight and force of this ponderous arm may be gained from the fact that a mere back thrust from the hand of Xerxes was enough to drive its butt end through the body of Achab (2 Sam. ii. 21). The chisnith is mentioned also in 1 Sam. xix. 19, 22, xxi. 8; 2 K. xi. 10; 2 Chr. xxiii. 9, and in numerous passages of poetry.

b. Apparently lighter than the preceding, and in more than one passage distinguished from it, was the cedon (ךֵדֹן), to which the word "javelin" perhaps best answers (Ewab, Wurfspieß). It would be the appropriate weapon for such maneuvering as that described in Josh. viii. 14-27, and could with ease be held outstretched for a considerable time (18, 26; A. V. "spear"). When not in action the cedon was carried on the back of the warrior, between the shoulders (1 Sam. xvii. 6, "target," and margin "gorget"). Both in this passage and in verse 15 of the same chapter the cedon is distinguished from the chisnith. In Job xxxix. 23 ("spear") the allusion seems to be to the quivering of a javelin when poised before hurling it.

c. Another kind of spear was the Remoth (רמֹת). In the historical books it occurs in Num. xxx. 7 ("javelin"), and 1 K. xviii. 28 ("lances," 1611, "lancers"). Also frequently in the later books, especially in the often recurring formula for arms, "shield and spear." 1 Chr. xii. 8 ("beak-Ver"), 24 ("spear"), 2 Chr. xi. 12, xiv. 8, xxv. 5, and Neh. iv. 13, 16-21; Ez. xxxix. 9, &c.

d. A lighter missile or "dart" was probably the Shekib (שְׁקִיב). Its root signifies to project or shoot out, but unfortunately there is nothing beyond the derivation to give us any knowledge of its nature. See 2 Chr. xxii. 10, xxiii. 5 ("darts"); Neh. iv. 17, 23 (see margin); Job xxxiii. 18, xxvii. v. 12; Joel ii. 8.

e. The word Shebath (שֶבָת), the ordinary meaning of which is a rod or staff, with the derived force of a baton or sceptre, is used once only with a military signification, for the "darts" with which Joab despatched Absalom (2 Sam. xviii. 14).

f. Of missile weapons of course the chief was undoubtedly the Bow, Kesbeth (קֶשְׁבֶת), it is met with in the earliest stages of the history, in use both for the chase (Gen. xxi. 20, xxvii. 3) and war (xlviii. 22). In later times archers accompanied the armies of the Philistines (1 Sam. xxx. 3; 1 Chr. x. 3) and of the Syrians (1 K. xxi. 34). Among the Jews its use was not confined to the common soldiers, but captains high in rank, as Jehu (2 K. ix. 24), and even kings' sons (1 Sam. xviii. 4) carried the bow, and were expert and sure in its use (2 Sam. i. 22). The tribe of Benjamin seems to have been especially addicted to archery (1 Chr. vii. 40, xii. 2; 2 Chr. xiv. 8, xvii. 17); but there were also bowmen among Reuben, Gad, Manasseh (1 Chr. v. 18), and Ephraim (Ps. lixvii. 9).

Egyptian Bows.

Of the form or structure of the bow we can gather almost nothing. It seems to have been bent with the aid of the bow-stick, as now, for the word commonly used for it is רָכִּב, to trend (1 Chr. v. 18, viii. 40; 2 Chr. xiv. 8; Is. v. 18; Ps. lii. 12, &c.).

Bows of steel (or perhaps brass, בַּזֵּבָת) are mentioned as if specially strong (2 Sam. xxii. 35; Ps. xlvii. 34). The string is occasionally named, בַּזֵּבָת. It was probably at first some kind of weed or natural cord, since the same word is used in Josh. xvii. 7-9 for "green withs."

In the allusion to bows in 1 Chr. xii. 2, it will be observed that the sentence in the original stands "could use both the right hand and the left in stones and arrows out of a bow," the words "hurling" and "shooting" being interpolated by the translators. It is possible that a kind of bow for shooting bullets or stones is here alluded to, like the peltet-bow of India, or the "stone-bow" in use in the middle ages — to which allusion is made by Shakespeare (Twelfth Night, ii. 5), and which in Wiel. v. 22 is employed as the translation of πέτροβολός. This latter word occurs in the LXX. text of 1 Sam. xiv. 14, in a curious variation of a passage which in the Hebrew is hardly intelligible — ἐν βολία, καὶ ἐν πέτροβολοις, καὶ ἐν κόνδυλας, τοὺς πέδων: "with things thrown, and with stone-bows, and with flints of the field." If this le
accepted as the true reading, we have here by com-
parison with xiv. 27, 43, an interesting con-
firmation of the statement (xiii. 19-22) of the degree to
which the Philistines had deprived the people of arms
leaving to the king himself nothing but his fa-
thful spear, and to his son, no sword, no shield,
and nothing but a stone-bow and a staff (A. V. " ro-
let ").
The Arowos, Choixim (חֵיקִים), were carried
in a quiver, Theli (תְּלָי, Gen. xxvii. 3, only), or
Ashpah (אֲשַׁפָׁה, Ps. xxii. 6, xxvi. 2, cxxv. 4).
From an allusion in Job vi. 4, they would seem to have been sometimes poisoned; and the "sharp
arrows of the mighty with coals of juniper," in Ps.
exx. 4, may point to a practice of using arrows
with some burning material attached to them.
4. The Sling, Kela (קֶלֶת), is first mentioned
in Judg. xx. 16, where we hear of the 300 Benja-
mites who with their left hand could "sling stones
at a hairbreadth, and not miss.” The simple
weapon with which David killed the giant Philis-
tine was the natural attendant of a shepherd, whose
duty it was to keep at a distance and drive off any-
thing attempting to molest his flocks. The sling
would be familiar to all shepherds and keepers of
sheep, and therefore the bold metaphor of Abigail
has a natural propriety in the mouth of the wife of
a man whose possessions in flocks were so great as
those of Nabal — "as for the souls of thine ene-
mies, them shall God sling out, as out of the
middle of a sling" (1 Sam. xxv. 29).
 Later in the monarchy slingers formed part of
the regular army (2 K. iii. 25), though it would be
seen that the slings there mentioned must have
been more ponderous than in earlier times, and
that those which could break down the fortifications
of so strong a place as Kir-hareseth must have
been more like the engines which king Uzziah con-
trolled to "shoot great stones" (2 Chr. xxvi. 15).
In verse 14 of the same chapter we find an allusion
(concealed in the A. V. by two interposed words)
to stones specially adapted for slings — "Uzziah
prepared throughout all the host shields and spears
... bows and sling-stones."
II. Passing from weapons to Armor — from of-
fensive to defensive arms — we find several refer-
ces to what was apparently armor for the body.
1. The Shigron (שִׁרִּון; or in its con-
tracted form שָּׁרְן, and once רִן; according to the
LXX. φίνον, Vulg. lorica, — a Breastplate.
This occurs in the description of the arms of Go-
lith — הָעְרָבֶת לָא, a "coat of mail," literally a "breastplate of scales" (1 Sam. xvii. 5),
and further (21), where shirgon alone is rendered
"coat of mail." It may be noticed in passing that
this passage contains the most complete inventory
of the furniture of a warrior to be found in the
whole of the sacred history. Golitha was a Philis-
tine, and the minuteness of the description of his
equipment may be due either to the fact that the
Philistines were usually better armed than the He-
brews, or to the impression produced by the con-
trast on this particular occasion between this fully
armed champion and the wretchedly appointed
soldiers of the Israelite host, tripped as they had
seem very shortly before, both of arms and of the
means of supplying them, so completely that no
smith could be found in the country, nor any
weapons seen among the people, and that even the
ordinary implements of husbandry had to be re-
minded and sharpened at the forge of the con-
querrors (1 Sam. xiii. 19-22). Shigron also occurs
in 1 K. xxvii. 34, and 2 Chr. xviii. 33). The last
cited passage is very obscure; the A. V. follows the
Syria translation, but the real meaning is prob-
ably "between the joints and the breastplate.
Ewald reads "between the loins and the chest;"
LXX. and Vulgate, "between the loins and the
breastbone." It is further found in 2 Chr. xxvi.
14, and Neh. iv. 16 ("habergeons"), also in Job
xxvi. 26 and Is. Ex. 17. This word has furnished
one of the names of Mount Hermon (see Deut. iii.
9; Stanley, p. 403), a parallel to which is found in
the name Ḡāṣāq given to Mount Sipylus in Lydia
It is possible that in Deut. iv. 43, Slon (סִּלֹן)
is a corruption of shigron (or shirgon, cf. Jer. ii. 3).
2. Another piece of defensive armor was the
Tacharva (תַּחַרְוָה), which is mentioned but twice,
namely, in reference to the Meil or gown of the
priest, which is said to have had a hole in the
middle for the head, with a hem or binding round
the hole as it were the "mouth" of an habergeon"
(שִׁרְהֹן), to prevent the stuff from tearing (Ex
xxxvii. 32). The English "habergeon," was the diminutive of the "hauberck," and was a quilted
shirt or doublet put on over the head.
3. The Helmet is but seldom mentioned. The
word for it is Coba (כּבָּה, or twice כּבָּרָה), from
a root signifying to be high and round. Reference
is made to it in 1 Sam. xvii. 5; 2 Chr. xxvi. 14;
Ex. xxvii. 10.
Assyrian Helmet.

4. Greaves, or defenses for the feet (not "legs"
as in the A. V.) — גֵּפָּה, Mitzvah, made of
brass,ından — are named in 1 Sam. xvii. 6,
only.
Of the defensive arms borne by the warrior the
notices are hardly less scanty than those just exa-
named.
5. Two kinds of Shield are distinguishable.
a. The Tsinnah (תִּשְׁנָה; from a root חָשַׁב, to
protect). This was the large shield, encompassing
(Ps. v. 12) and forming a protection for the whole
person. When not in actual conflict, the tsinnah
was carried before the warrior (1 Sam. xvii. 7, 41).
The definite article in the former passage ("the"
shield, not "a shield") as in the A. V.) denotes the
importance of the weapon. The word is used with
romach (1 Chr. xii. 8, 24; 2 Chr. xi. 12, &c.) and
chenith (1 Chr. xii. 34) as a formula for weapons
generally.
b. Of smaller dimensions was the *magen* (םָגֶּן) from קֹּדֶם, to cover), a buckler or target, probably for use in hand to hand fight. The difference in size between this and the *tsimod* is evident from 1 K. x. 16; 17; 2 Chr. ix. 15, 16, where a much larger quantity of gold is named as being used for the latter than for the former. The portability of the *magen* may be inferred from the notice in 2 Chr. xiv. 9, 10; and perhaps also from 2 Sam. i. 21. The word is a favorite one with the poets of Assyrian Shields. Egyptian Shield.

the Bible (see Job xv. 20; Ps. iii. 3, xviii. 2, &c.). Like *tsimod*, it occurs in the formalistic expressions for weapons of war, but usually coupled with light weapons—the bow (2 Chr. xiv. 8, xvii. 17), darts, מַגְּנֵי (2 Chr. xxiii. 5).

6. What kind of arm was the *Skelet* (שֵּלְקֶת) it is impossible to determine. By some translators it is rendered a "quiver," by some a "weapon," generally, by others a "shield." Whether either or none of these are correct, it is clear that the word had a very individual sense at the time. It denoted certain special weapons taken by David from Hadadezer king of Zobah (2 Sam. viii. 7; 1 Chr. xviii. 7), and dedicated in the temple, where they did service on the memorable occasion of David's proclamation (2 K. xi. 10; 2 Chr. xxi. 9), and where their remembrance long lingered (Sam. iv. 4). From the fact that these arms were of gold it would seem that they cannot have been for offense.

In the two other passages of its occurrence (Jer. li. 11; Ez. xxvii. 11) the word has the force of a foreign arm.

ARMY. 1. JEWISH ARMY. — The military organization of the Jews commenced with their departure from the land of Egypt, and was adapted to the nature of the expedition on which they then entered. Every man above 20 years of age was a soldier (Num. i. 3); each tribe formed a regiment, with its own banner and its own leader (Num. ii. 2, x. 14); their positions in the camp or on the march were accurately fixed (Num. ii.); the whole army started and stopped at a given signal (Num. x. 5, 6); thus they came up out of Egypt ready for the fight (Ex. xiii. 18). That the Israelites preserved the same exact order throughout their march, may be inferred from Balaam's language (Num. xxiv. 6). On the approach of an enemy, a conscription was made from the general body under the direction of a muster-master (originally named מָגָן, Deut. xx. 3, "officer;" afterwards מָגָן, 2 K. xvi. 19, "scribe of the host," both terms occurring, however, together in 2 Chr. xxvi. 11, the meaning of each being primarily a writer or scribe), by whom also the officers were appointed (Deut. xx. 9). From the number so selected, some might be excused serving on certain specified grounds (Deut. xx. 5–8; 1 Marc. iii. 56). The army was then divided into thousands and hundreds under their respective captains (Num. i. 10; Num. xxxi. 14), and still further into families (Num. ii. 34; 2 Chr. xxv. 5, xxvi. 12) — the family being regarded as the unit in the Jewish polity. From the time the Israelites entered the land of Canaan until the establishment of the kingdom, little progress was made in military affairs. Their wars resembled *bardi* or *fangai*, and the tactics turned upon strategem rather than upon the discipline and disposition of the forces. Skillfully availing themselves of the opportunities which the country offered, they gained the victory sometimes by an ambush (Josh. viii. 4); sometimes by surprising the enemy (Josh. 3, 9, xi. 7; Judg. xvii. 21); and sometimes by a judicious attack at the time of forcing a river (Judg. iii. 29, iv. 7, vii. 24, xil. 5). No general muster was made at this period; but the combatants were summoned on the spur of the moment either by trumpet-call (Judg. iii. 27), by messengers (Judg. vi. 35), by some significant token (1 Sam. xi. 7), or, as in later times, by the erection of a standard (תַּנַךְ, Is. xviii. 3; Jer. iv. 21, li. 27), or a beacon-fire on an eminence (Jer. vi. 1).

With the kings arose the custom of maintaining a body-guard, which formed the nucleus of a standing army. Thus Saul had a band of 3000 select warriors (1 Sam. xii. 2, 52, xxiv. 2), and David, before his accession to the throne, 600 (1 Sam. xv. 13, xx. 13). This band he retained after he became king, and added the *Shechitites* and *Peleites* (2 Sam. xv. 18, xx. 7), together with another class, whose name *Shaldashim* (עְלָדָשִׁים, ταπαρασκάν, I. X.) has been variously interpreted to mean (1) a corps of veteran guards — Roman *tribii* (Winer, s. v., Königsm); (2) chariot-warriors, as being three in each chariot (Gesen. Thes. p. 1429); (3) officers of the guard, thirty in number (Ewald, Gesch. ii. 601). The fact that the Egyptian war-chariot, with which the Jews were first acquainted, contained but two warriors, forms an objection to the second of these opinions (Wilkinson, Ann. Egypt. i. 335), and the frequent use of the term in the singular number (2 K. vii. 2, ix. 25, x. 25) to the third. Whatever be the meaning of the name, it is evident that it indicated officers of high rank, the chief of whom (זַעַרְשָׁג, מְלֹאֵץ, "lord," 2 K. vii. 2, or בְּבָאֵל בָּשַׁלָדָשׁ בְּבָאֵל, "chief of the captains," 1 Chr. xiii. 18) was immediately about the king's person, as adjutant or secretary-at-war. David further organized a national militia, divided into twelve regiments, each of which was called out for one month in the year under their respective officers (1 Chr. xxvii. 1); at the head of the army when in active service be appointed a commander-in-chief (מטְשָׁל מְלֹאֵץ, "captain of the host," 1 Sam. xiv. 50).

Hitherto the army had consisted entirely of infantry (תַּנַךְ, 1 Sam. iv. 10, xv. 4), the use of horses having been restrained by divine command
The Jews had, however, experimented the great advantage to be obtained by chariots, both in their encounters with the Canaanites (Josh. xvi. 16; Judg. i. 19), and at a later period with the Syrians (2 Sam. viii. 4, x. 18). The interior of Palestine was indeed generally unsuited to the use of chariots. The Canaanites had employed them only in the plains and valleys, such as Jezreel (Josh. xvii. 16), the plain of Philistia (Judg. i. 19), and the upper valley of the Jordan (Josh. xi. 9; Judg. iv. 5). But the border, both on the side of Egypt and Syria, was admirably fitted by a standing body of horsemen, and that as the foreign relations of the kingdoms extended, much importance was attached to them. David had reserved a hundred chariots from the spoil of the Syrians (2 Sam. viii. 4). These probably served as the foundation of the force which Solomon afterwards enlarged through his alliance with Egypt (1 K. x. 28, 29), and applied to the protection of his border, stations or barracks being erected for them in different localities (1 K. iv. 19). The force amounted to 1400 chariots, 4000 horses, at the rate (in round numbers) of three horses for each chariot, the third being kept as a reserve, and 12,000 horsemen (1 K. x. 26; 2 Chr. i. 14). At this period the organization of the army was complete; and we have, in 1 K. ix. 22, apparently a list of the various gradations of rank in the service, as follows: —

1. "men of war" = privates; 2. זִכְרָיָיָה וְשַׁךְ הָיָהוּ, "servants," the lowest rank of officers = lieutenants; (3) זִכְרָיָיָה וְשַׁךְ הָיָהוּ, "princes" = captains; (4) זִכְרָיָיָה וְשַׁךְ הָיָהוּ, "captains," already noticed, perhaps = staff-officers; (5) זִכְרָיָיָה וְשַׁךְ הָיָהוּ, "rulers of his chariots and his horsemen" = overdy officers.

It does not appear that the system established by David was maintained by the kings of Judah; but in Israel the proximity of the hostile kingdom of Syria necessitated the maintenance of a standing army. The militia was occasionally called out in time of peace, as by Asa (2 Chr. xiv. 8), by Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. xviii. 14), by Amaziah (2 Chr. xxv. 5), and lastly by Uzziah (2 Chr. xxvi. 11); but these notices prove that such exceptions were the exceptional. On the other hand the incidental notices of the body-guard lead to the conclusion that it was regularly kept up (1 K. xiv. 28; 2 K. x. 4, 11). Occasional reference is made to war-chariots (2 K. viii. 21), and it would appear that this branch of the service was maintained, until the wars with the Syrians weakened the resources of the kingdom (2 K. xiii. 7). It was restored by Jotham (Is. ii. 7), but in Hezekiah's reign no force of the kind could be maintained, and the Jews were obliged to seek the aid of Egypt for horses and chariots (2 K. xvii. 23, 24). This was an evident breach of the injunction in Deut. xviii. 16, and met with strong reprobation on the part of the prophet Isaiah (xxxvi. 1).

With regard to the arrangement and maneuvering of the army in the field, we know but little. A division into three bodies is frequently mentioned (Judg. vii. 16, ix. 43; 1 Sam. xi. 11; 2 Sam. viii. 2). Such a division served various purposes. As a general principle, by which, according to Herodotus (viii. 24), the Macedonians, German, and Gallic troops (Ant. xvi. 8, § 2) the discipline and arrangement of the army was gradually assimilated to that of the Romans, and the
titles of the officers borrowed from it (Joseph. B. ii. 29, § 7).}

II. Roman Army. — The Roman army was divided into legions, the number of which varied considerably, each under the command of a centurion (xalpypas, "chief captain"). Acts xxii. 31, who commanded by turns. The legion was subdivided into ten cohorts (aivtp*a, "bands". Acts x. 1), the cohort into three maniples, and the maniple into two centuries, containing originally 100 men, as the name implies, but subsequently from 50 to 100 men, according to the strength of the legion. There were thus 60 centuries in a legion, each under the command of a centurion (aivtpaq). Acts x. 22; (paras-tapuros, Matt. viii. 5, xxvii. 54). In addition to the legionary cohorts, independent cohorts of volunteers served under the Roman standards; and Biscoe (History of Acts, p. 229) supposes that all the Roman forces stationed in Judea were of this class. Josephus speaks of five cohorts as stationed at Cesarea at the time of Herod Agrippa’s death (Ant. xix. 9, § 2), and frequently mentions that the 1st, 2nd, and 5th cohorts of Cesarea and Sebaste served in the ranks (Ant. xx. 8, § 7). One of these cohorts was named the Italian (Acts x. 1), not as being a portion of the Italian legion (for this was not embodied until Nero’s reign), but as consisting of volunteers from Italy (— Cohors militaria voluntaria, quae est in Syria.” Gruter, Biscoe, i. 434). This cohort probably acted as the body-guard of the procurator. The cohort named “Augustas” (aivtq*a xirwpaB pos, Acts xxvi. 33) may have consisted of the volunteers from Sebaste (B. J. ii. 12, § 5; Biscoe, p. 225). Winer, however, thinks that it was a cohors Augusta, similar to the legio Augusta (Rieder, s. v. Römer). The head-quarters of the Roman forces in Judea were at Cesarea. A single cohort was probably stationed at Jerusalem as the ordinary guard. At the time of the great feasts, however, and on other public occasions, a larger force was sent up, for the sake of preserving order (B. J. ii. 12, § 1, 15, § 3). Insurgent disturbances arose in reference to the images and other emblems carried by the Roman troops among their military ensigns, which the Jews regarded as idolatrous; deference was paid to their prejudices by a removal of the objects from Jerusalem (Ant. xviii. 3, § 1, 5, § 3). The ordinary guard consisted of four soldiers (aerponyov, “quartemion”), of which there were four, corresponding to the four watches of the night, who relieved each other every three hours (Acts xii. 4; cf. John xix. 28; Polyb. vi. 33, § 7). When in charge of a prisoner, two watched on the door of the cell, while the other two were inside (Acts xii. 6). The officer mentioned in Acts xxviii. 16 (aerponyovdpywpas, “captain of the guard”) was perhaps the praefectus portariorum, or commander of the Praetorian troops, to whose care prisoners from the provinces were usually consigned (Thm. P. x. 65). The aerponyov (hommei, Volk. “spearman,” A. V.), noticed in Acts xxii. 23, appears to have been light-armed, irregular troops. The origin of the name is, however, quite uncertain (Alford, Comm. in l. c.).

ARNA (Armun), one of the forerunners of Ezra (2 Esdr. i. 2), occupying the place of Zerahiah or Zattan in his genealogy.

ARKAN (אֶרְכָּן; [after], Orop; [comp.] Karam, joining the Wady Mophb, or two or three miles east from Ar’Avin. 

ARON (אָרֹן; derivate, according to Ges., Thes. p. 153, from roots signifying “swift” or “noisy,” either stating the character of the stream: “Aron: Armon.”). In the received Hebrew text the sons of Aron are mentioned in the genealogy of Zerahbaid (1 Chr. iii. 21). But according to the reading of the LXX., Vulgate, and Syrian versions, which the Hymbantig is adopt, Aron was the son of Sebspah. W. A. W.
tor (Seetzen). It then runs through the delta in a S. W. course, narrowing as it goes, and is 10 ft. deep where its waters meet those of the Dead Sea. (Lynch, Report, May 3, 1847, p. 20.)

According to the information given to Burckhardt, its principal source is near Katrumm, on the Haje route. Hence, under the name of Stell es-Saïd, it flows N. W. to its junction with the W. Lejâm, one hour E. of 'Arôtîr, and then, as W. Mojèb, more directly W. to the Dead Sea. The W. Mojèb receives on the north the streams of the V. Wade, and on the south those of W. Shek-kal and W. Saïd (S). At its junction with the Lejâm is a piece of pasture ground, in the midst of which stands a hill with ruins on it (Burck. p. 374). May not these ruins be the site of the mysterious "city that is in the midst of the river" (Josh. xiii. 9, 16; Deut. ii. 36), so often coupled with Aroer? From the above description of the ravine it is plain that the city cannot have been situated immediately below Aroer, as has been conjectured. G.

**AROD** (אָרֹד [descendent, First]; [ַ'אָרֹדֶל]; [Arodi; Arod; Arodi]; Arod) a son of Gad (Num. xxvi. 17), called Arodi (אָרוֹדֶל) in Gen. xlvi. 16. His family are called the ARODITES (Num. xxvi. 17).

**ARODITES, THE (אָרֶדֶתּ; אָרוֹדֶתּ) of Arodi (Var. -dîth; Aroldes). Descendants of Arod the son of Gad (Num. xxvi. 17). W. A. W.

**AR'ORER** (אָרוֹרֶר, occasionally אָרוֹרֶר), ruins, places of which the foundations are laid bare, Gesenius: a Аорор: Aoror; the name of several towns of Eastern and Western Palestine.

1. [In Josh. xii. 2, Rom. and Vat. M. 'AroÁn (in Jer. xviii. 19, Rom. 'Apôp.] A city "by the brink," or "on the bank of" (both the same expression — "on the lip" or "by the" the torrent Arnon, the southern point of the territory of Sihon king of the Amorites, and afterwards of the tribe of Reuben (Deut. iii. 36, iii. 12, iv. 48; Josh. xii. 2, xii. 9, 16; Judg. xi. 26; 2 K. x. 33; 1 Chr. v. 8), but later again in possession of Moab (Jer. xviii. 19). It is described in the Omastation (Arôr) as вaque hide in vertice montis, sup. by the Romans atop promotus Arunon," an account agreeing exactly with that of the only traveller of modern times who has noticed the site, namely, Burckhardt, who found ruins with the name 'Arôr on the old Roman road, upon the very edge of the precipitous north bank of the Wadi Mojèb. [ARON.] Like all the toponymy east of the Jordan, this site requires further examination. Aroer is often mentioned in connection with the city that is "in," or "in the midst of," "the river." The nature of the drift through which the Arnon flows is such that it is impossible there have been any names derived from it, e.g. Arôr; in the modern Arabic 'Arur (see Rob. ii. 124, note). Comp. Luz, Rimmon, Tappach, and other places deriving their names from trees.

2. From the omission of the name in the remarkable fragment, Num. xxvii. 24-30, where the principal places taken by the Amorites from Moab are named, Aroer would appear not to be one of the very oldest cities. Possibly it was built by the Amorites after town in such a position immediately near Aroer; but a suggestion has been made above [ARON], which on investigation of the spot may clear up this point.

2. In [Josh. xiii. 25, Rom. and Vat. M. 'Αροὖς:] Aroer "that is facing" (τὸς τῆς Ραββά) "Rabbah" (Rabbah of Ammon), a town "built" by and belonging to Gad (Num. xxxii. 34; Josh. xiii. 25; 2 Sam. xxxv. 9). This is probably the place mentioned in Judg. xi. 35, which was shown in Jerome's time (Onom. Aroerius) in monte, vigesimo ab Elia lique ad septentrionem." Ritter (Syria, p. 1130) suggests an identification with Agour, found by Burckhardt 2 hours S. W. of es-Solt. There is considerable difference however in the radical letters of the two words, the second Ain not being present.

3. Aroer, in Is. xvii. 2, if a place at all, must be still further north than either of the two already named, and dependent on Dananes. Gesenius, however, takes it to be Aroer of Gad, and the "for-saken" state of its cities to be the result of the deportation of Galilee and Gilead by Tidahth-Pileser (2 K. xv. 29). See Ges. Jesuit, p. 550.

4. A town in Judah, named only in 1 Sam. xxx. 23. Robinson (ib. 199) believes that he has identified its site in Winly 'Ar'arôh, on the road from Petra to Gaza, about 11 miles W. S. W. of Bir es-Seba, a position which agrees very fairly with the slight indications of the text. G.

**AR'OERITE** (אָרוֹרִי; 'Aroapr, Vat. Alex. -pês: Aroprès). Moab, the Aroerite was the father of two of David's chief captains (1 Chr. xi. 44).

**AR'OM** (אָרֹם [Alt. 'Arâm:] Asonus). The sons of Arom, to the number of 32, are enumerated in 1 Esdr. v. 16 among those who returned with Zorobabel. Unless it is a mistake for Ason, and represents Hashum in Ezr. ii. 19, it has no parallel in the lists of Ezra and Nehemiah. W. A. W.

**AR'PAD** (אָרֶפֶד; [support], a strong city). 'Arôphô: [Arôphô, Alex. Aerophet, etc.: Arphon], a city or district in Syria, apparently dependent on Dananes (Jer. xiii. 23). It is invariably named with Hamath (now Hamah, on the Orontes), but no trace of its existence has yet been discovered, nor has any mention of the place been found out of the Bible (2 K. xvii. 34, xix. 13; Is. x. 9, xxvi. 19, xxvii. 13). In the two last passages it is rendered in the A. V. Arphad. Arpad has been identified, but without any ground beyond the similarity in the names, with Arvad, the island on the coast of Phoenicia (Winer). G.

**AR'PHAD.** [ARPAD.]

**ARPHAXAD** (אָרֶפֶהָד; [Arôphah; Jos. Arôphâd; Arôphah; Arphaxad], the son of Shem and the ancestor of Eber (Gen. x. 22, 24, xi. 10), and said to be of the Chaldeans (Joseph. i. 6, 4). Bochart (Phylei, i. 4) supposed that the name was derived from their conquest, to guard the important boundary of the Ammon.

1 In this place the letters of the name are transposed, אָרֶפֶהָד.

2 The LXX. have καταλειμματος εις την ανων, apparently reading אָרֶפֶהָד for אָרֶפֶהָד; not do any of the ancient versions agree with the Hebrew text.
served in that of the province Arrapachitis ('Ar-arpāχiτης, Phil. vi. 1, § 2: 'Ar'pāχa) in northern Assyria (comp. Ewald, Gesch. des Volkes Isr., i. 378). Different interpretations of the name have been given; but that of Ewald (t. c.) appears to be the best, who supposes it to mean the arrows, held of the two arrows of the name, to bend, and Khali, Khud, Khud, pl. Khud, Chakh. Comp. Nebuchad., Gesch. Isr., p. 414, n. 1.

2. ARPHAXAD, a king "who reigned over the Medes in Ecbatana, and strengthened the city by vast fortifications" (Jud. i. 14). In a war with "Nabuchodonosor, king of Assyria," he was entirely defeated in "the great plain in the borders of Ramah" (? Rages, Rege, Tohit i. 14, Acv.), and afterwards taken prisoner and put to death (Jud. i. 13-15). From the passage in Judg. ii. 2, glossators etc. 'Enkar'ytai has been frequently identified with Deioces (Artius, Ces.), the founder of the Medes (Herod. i. 98); but as Deicles died peacefully (Herod. i. 102), it seems better to look for the original of Arphaxad in his son Pharaohs (Artius, Ces.), who greatly extended the Median empire, and at last fell in a battle with the Assyrians, 633 B.C. (Herod. i. 102, αὐτός τε διαφερέων τα κατακρατησάντοι τον το Αρμένιον). Nebuchad., Gesch. Isr., p. 32 endeavours to identify the name of Araphshad, Wadhalakan, the common title of the Median dynasty, and refers the events to a war in the twelfth year of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, B.C. 592 (ibid. pp. 212, 285). [Judith; Nebuchadnezzar.] B. F. W.

ARROWS. [Arms.]

ARSAVES VI, a king of Parthia, who assumed the royal title Araxes (Αράξης, Armen. Ashtip), probably containing the roots both of Arp and Sora) in addition to his proper name, Mithridates I. (Phraates, App. S. p. 67 from confusion with his successor) according to universal custom (Strob. xv. 1, 702), in honor of the founder of the Parthian monarchy (Justin xli. 5, § 5). He made great additions to the empire by successful wars; and when Demetrius Iscander entered his dominions to collect forces or otherwise strengthen his position against the usurper Tryphon, he despatched an officer against him who defeated the great army after a campaign of varied success (Justin. xxxvi. 1), and took the king prisoner, r. c. 138 (1 Macr. xiv. 1-3; Joseph. Ant. xiii. 5, § 11; Justin, xxxvi. 1, xxxviii. 9). Mithridates treated his prisoner with respect, and gave him his daughter in marriage (App. S. pp. 67, 68), but kept him in confinement till his own death, r. c. 130, (App. S. p. 68; Ibid. ap. Müller, Forsch. Hist. ii. 19.) B. F. W.

ARSAETH, a region beyond Euphrates, apparently of great extent (2 Esdr. xiii. 45, only). G.

* Volkmar (Handb. d. Einl. in die Apokr. ii. 193) supposes the word to represent הַשֵּׁם בַּנָּי "Land of Art" or "Arrat," in northern Armenia.

ARTAXERXES (Ἀρτάξερξης or Ἀρτάξης). Arachshata or Arachshatshana; 'Ar'pāχασάθα; [Vat. Arapaha, etc.; Ar-arpahres,] the name probably of two different kings of Persia mentioned in the Old Testament. The word, according to Herod. vi. 58, means αὐτός ἐπιτίθηται, the great warrior, and is compounded

 presumed in Ezr. iv. 7, as induced by "the adversaries of Judah and Benjamin" to obstruct the rebuilding of the temple, and appears identified with Smerdis, the Magian impostor, and pretended brother of Cambyses. For there is no doubt that the Ahaseurus of Ezr. iv. 6 is Cambyses, and that the Darius of iv. 24 is Par- Assur's Hystaspis, so that the intermediate king must be the Persian Smerdis who usurped the throne (i. v. 622, and reigned eight months (Herod. iii. 61, 67 ff.). We need not wonder at this variation in his name. Artaxerxes may have been adopted or conferred on him as a title, and we find the true Smerdis called Tanyoxares (the younger Oxares) by Xenophon (Cyerp. viii. 7) and Ctesias (Pers. Yr. 8-13), and Dorostratus by Justin (Hist. i. 9). Oxares appears to be the same name as Xerxes, of which Artaxerxes is a compound.

1. In 486, we have another Artaxerxes, who permits Nehemiah to spend twelve years at Jerusalem, in order to settle the affairs of the colony there, which had fallen into great confusion. We may safely identify him with Artaxerxes Ma- croeheir or Longannus, the son of Xerxes, who reigned c. 484-445. And we believe that this is the same king who had previously allowed Ezra to go to Jerusalem for a similar purpose (Ezr. vii. 1). There are indeed some who maintain that as Darius Hystaspis is the king in the sixth chapter of Ezra, the king mentioned next after him, at the beginning of the seventh, must be Xerxes, and thus they distinguish three Persian kings called Artax- erxes in the Old Testament, (1) Smerdis in Ezr. iv., (2) Xerxes in Ezr. vii., and (3) Artaxerxes Macro- eheir in Nehemiah. But it is almost demon- strable that Xerxes is the Ahasuerus of the book of Esther, and it is hard to suppose that in addition to his ordinary name he would have been called both Ahaseurus and Artaxerxes in the O. T. It seems, too, very probable that the policy of Neh. ii. was a continuation and renewal of that of Ezr. vii., and that the same king was the author of both. Now it is not possible for Xerxes to be the Artaxerxes of Nehemiah, as Josephus asserts (Ant. xxi. 5, § 6), for Xerxes reigned 21 years, whereas Nehemiah (viii. 6) speaks of the 32nd year of Artaxerxes. Nor is it necessary to believe that the Artaxerxes of Ezr. vi. is necessarily the immediate successor of the Daries of Ezr. vi. The book of Ezra is not a continuous history. It is evident from the first words of ch. viii. that there is a pause at the end of ch. vi. In- deed, as ch. vi. concludes in the 6th year of Darius, and ch. vii. begins with the 7th year of Artaxerxes, we cannot even believe the latter king to be Xerxes, without assuming an interval of 36 years (n. c. 515-479) between the chapters, and it is not more difficult to imagine one of 58, which will carry us to n. c. 657, the 7th year of Artaxerxes Macro- eheir. We conclude therefore that this is the king of Persia under whom both Ezra and Nehemiah carried on their work; that in n. c. 457 he sent Ezra to Jerusalem; that after 14 years it became evident that a civil as well as an ecclesiastical head was required for the new settlement, and therefore that in 444 he allowed Nehemiah to go up in the
after capacity. From the testimony of profane historians this king appears remarkable among Persian monarchs for wisdom and right feeling, and with this character his conduct to the Jews coincides (Diod. xii. 71).

It remains to say a word in refutation of the view that the Artaeææ of Nehemiah was Artaxerxes Memon, elder brother of Cyrus the Younger, who reigned B. C. 404–459. As Ezra and Nehemiah were contemporaries (Neh. viii. 9), this theory transfers the whole history contained in Ezra vii. 12, Xerxes, and Nehemiah to this date, and it is hard to believe that in this critical period of Jewish affairs there are no events recorded between the reigns of Darius Hystaspis (Ezr. vii.) and Artaxerxes Memon. Besides, Hysãrub, who was high-priest when Nehemiah reached Jerusalem (Neh. iii. 1), i.e. on this last assumption, B. C. 397, was grandson of Joshua (Neh. xii. 10), high-priest in the time of Zerubbabel, B. C. 530. We cannot think that the grandfather and grandson were separated by an interval of 139 years.

G. E. L. C.

ARTEMIS (Ἄρτεμις, i. e. Ἀρτεμιδώρος), a companion of St. Paul (Tit. iii. 12). According to tradition he was bishop of Lydia.

* Paul was about to send Artemas to Crete at the time of his writing to Titus in that island, and hence Artemus must have been then with the apostle at Nicopolis or on the way thither (Tit. iii. 12). The name, which signifies "gift of Artemis," was a common one among the Greeks. (See Pape's Griech. Eigenamen, p. 77.)

H.

* ARTEMIS (Ἄρτεμις, Acts xix. 24). [Di.-]

* ARTILLERY (no longer applied, as in the older English, to the smaller missive weapons) is the translation of ἁπάν in 1 Sam. xx. 40, i. e. his arms, namely, the bow and arrows with which Jonathan had been shooting, at the time of his memorable interview with David at the stone Ezel. The A. V. has "his instruments" in the margin, which is the rendering of the Bishop's Bible.

H.

ARUBOTH (Aruboth, מַעֲרָבָה: Araphá: Aruboth), the third of Solomon's commissariat districts (1 K. iv. 10). It included Sochoh, and was therefore probably a name for the rich corn-growing country of the Shefelâh. In any case, the significance of the word is entirely lost at present. Josephus omits all mention of it. G.

ARUMAH (מַעְרָם [height]: Ἁραμᾶς, Vat. [not Vat., but Comp. Am. Alex.] Ἀραμᾶ: in Ruman), a place apparently in the neighborhood of Shechem, at which Abimelech resided (Judg. iv. 41). It is conjectured that the word in verse 31, מַעְרָם, rendered "privily," and in the margin "at Tormah," should be read "at Arummah" by changing the מ to an נ, but for this there is no support beyond the apparent probability of the change. Arumah is possibly the same place as Ruma, under which name it is given by Eusebius and Jerome in the Onomasticon. According to them it was then called Arimathaea (see also ARIMA). But this is not consonant with its apparent position in the story.

* Ramner (Palæstina, p. 148, 4th Aufl.) thinks Arumah was probably El-Armah, of the ruins of which Van de Velde speaks (Mem. p. 288), a little S. W. of Nablus.

Bunsen (Biblischer on Judg. ix. 31) and Bertheau (Richter, p. 145) make Tormah, referred to above, a proper name = Arumah. Keil and Delitzch (on Judges, p. 268, English trans.) are undecided. But critics generally, as Gesenius, Dietrich, De Wette, Cassel, Furtel, retain the etymological sense, secretly (ἐκ κρύπτος, in Sept. Cod. Vat.); which is better, both as agreeing with the text, and on exegetical grounds. Zebul, who had command in the city, was friendly to Abimelech; but in order to advance the interest of the latter without betraying himself to the Shechemites, he must confide with him secretly; and for this purpose sent messengers to him (ix. 31) for concerting measures against Gaal, the common enemy. If the term suggests the idea of deceit as well as secrecy, it is none the less appropriate, since acting in this way Zebul was deceiving Gaal as well as intriguing with Abimelech. [TORMAH.]

H.

ARVAD (אֶרַוַד, from a root signifying "wandering," Ges. p. 1208), a place in Phoenicia, the men of which are named in close connection with those of Zidon as the navigators and defenders of the ship of Tyre in Ez. xxvii. 8, 11. In agreement with this is the mention of "the Aravdite" (הארדית) in Gen. x. 18, and 1 Chr. i. 16, as a son of Canaan, with Zidon, Hamath, and other northern localities. The LXX. have in each of the above passages Ἀράδιος, and in Josephus (Ant. i. 6, § 2) we find Ἀρανδιος ἠραδίου την πῆιαν τοὺς φοίησαι. There is thus no doubt that Arvad is the island of Ἅρβα (Δίω), which lies off Tortosa (Tartus), 2 or 3 miles from the Phoenician coast, (not at, but) some distance above, the mouth of the river Eleutherus, now the Nahr el-Kubîr (Maund. p. 403; Buregh. p. 164), and at the northern extremity of the great bay which stretches above Tripoli (Kiepert's Map, 1856). The island is high and rocky, but very small, hardly a mile in circumference (see Maund. p. 399; "800 yards in extreme length," Allen, ii. 178). According to Strabo (xvi. 2, § 14) Arvad was founded by fugitives from Sidon, and he testifies to its prosperity, its likeness to Tyre, and especially to the well known nautical skill of the inhabitants. (See the notices by Strabo, Pliny, and others in Gesenius, p. 1209, and Winer, Arvad.) Opposite Arvad, on the mainland, was the city Antaradas, by which name the Targum Jehoseph renders the name Arvad in Gen. x. 18. [ARADEN.]

A plan of the island will be found in Allen's De et ^, end of vol. ii.; also in the Admiralty Charts, p. 2030, *Island of Randa.* G.

* Dean Stanley has a brief notice of this island, "a spot rarely seen, but full of interest in connection both with Phoenicia and with the cedars of Lebanon," in his Notices of Some Localities, &c. p. 220 (1863): "Just where Lebanon, with its white line of snow, ends, and melts away in the north into a range of low green hills, Phoenicia and the last remains of Phænicia also end in the northwesternmost of the Phœnician cities, Arvad, Arvad, by the Greeks called Arwhus, and now Rond." Mr. Thomson, author of The Land and the Book, had already visited and described this place in 1845 (see

a These nautical propensities remain in full force (See Allen's Dead Sea, ii. 183.)
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Bibl. Sacra, v. 251 ff). "On the very margin of the sea there are the remains of double Phoenician walls of huge beveled stones, which remind one of the outer foundations of Baalbek. In one part the wall is still 30 or 40 feet high, and was originally 15 or 20 feet thick. It must have been a stronger place than Tyre, for its distance from the shore and depth of channel rendered it impossible for even an Alexander to destroy its insular character. The harbor was on the northeast side, formed by carrying out into the sea two walls of great stones, to move any one of which would puzzle our best modern engineers." Tyre drew important supplies of military and naval stores from this little island. "The habitants of Arvad were the mariners: the men of Arvad with thine army were upon thy walls round about." (Ez. xxxvii. 8, 11). Many Greek inscriptions are found "graven on columns of hard black basalt." Mr. Thomson copied some of them, which are inserted in the Bibl. Sacra as above. II.

ARVADITE, THE (":170:5: 'Aparazos: Aradus). One of the families of Canaan (Gen. x. 13; 1 Chr. i. 16). [ARVAD.] Probably the habitants of the little island Aradas, or Izal, opposite Antaradis on the N. coast of Phenicia.

W. A. W.

ARZA (SNAS [earth]; 'Azai; Alex. Area; [Comp. 'Azarai; Arv].) Prefect of the palace at Tirzah to Elah king of Israel, who was assassinated at a banquet in his house by Zimri (1 K. xvi. 9). In the Targum of Jonathan the word is taken as the name of an idol, and in the Arabe version in the London Polyglot the last clause is rendered "which belongs to the idol Beth-Area."

W. A. W.

ASA (SNAS, caring, physician: 'Arad; Jos. 'Aravos; Arv.) 1. Son of Abijah, and third king of Judah, was conspicuous for his earnestness in supporting the worship of God and putting out idolatry, with its attendant immoralities; and for the vigor and wisdom with which he provided for the prosperity of his kingdom. In his zeal against heathenism he did not spare his grandmother, Maachah, who occupied the special dignity of "King's Mother," to which great importance was attached in the Jewish court, as afterwards in Persia, and to which parallels have been found in modern Eastern countries, in the position of the Sultana Valide in Turkey (see 1 K. ii. 19; 2 K. xxiv. 12; Jer. xxix. 2; also Calmet, Fragr. xvi.; and Bruce's Tracts, vol. ii. p. 337; and iv. 244). She had set up some impure worship in a grove (the word translated 'ud, 1 K. xv. 13, is in Hebrew horror, while in the Vulgate we read, ne cast (Melch) princiiss in seors Priego); but Asa burnt the symbol of her religion, and threw its ashes into the brook Kidron, as Moses had done to the golden calf (Ex. xxxiii. 20), and then deplored Maachah from her dignity. He also placed in the temple certain gifts which his father had dedicated, probably in the earlier and better period of his reign (1 K. v.), and which the heathen priests must have used for their own worship, and renewed the great altar which they apparently had desecrated (2 Chr. xv. 8). Besides this, he fortified cities on his frontiers, and raised an army, amounting, according to 2 Chr. xiv. 8, to 300,000 men, but the uncertainty attaching to the numbers in our present text of Chronicles has been pointed out by Kennicott [Abiah], and by Davidson (Introduction to the O. T., p. 688), who considers that the copyists were led into error by the different modes of marking them, and by confounding the different letters which denoted them, fearing as they did a great influence to enter here. Then Asa's reign marks the return of Judah to a consciousness of the high destiny to which God had called her, and to the belief that the Divine Power was truly at work within her. The good effects of this were visible in the enthusiastic resistance offered by the people to Zerah, an invader, who is called a Cushite or Ethiopian, and whom several authors, as Ewald (Gesch. des V. V., iii. 470), identify with Osorkon I., the second king of the 22d dynasty of Egypt, inheritor therefore of the quarrel of his father Shishak, to whom Asa had probably refused to pay tribute. [ZERAH.] At the head of an enormous host (a million of men, we read in 2 Chr. xiv. 9) he attacked Maresiah or Marissa in the S. W. of the country, near the later Eluthropolis (Robinson, B. R., ii. 67), a town afterwards taken by Judas Macabeus (1 Macc. vi. 65). He was defeated by the Carthaginians in their war against Herod (Joseph. Ant. xxv. 9, 3). There he was utterly defeated, and driven back with immense loss to Gerar. As Asa returned laden with spoil, he was commended and encouraged by a prophet, and on his arrival at Jerusalem convoked an assembly of his own people and of many who had come to him from Israel, and with solemn sacraies and ceremonies renewed the covenant by which the nation was dedicated to God. The forces which followed this victory was broken by the attempt of Basha of Israel to fortify Ramah as a kind of Decelia, "that he might not suffer any to go out or to come unto Asa king of Judah." To stop this he purchased the help of Benhadad I., king of Damascus, by a large payment of treasure left in the temple and palace from the Egyptian tribute in Rehobam's time, and thus he forced Basha to abandon his purpose, and destroyed the works which he had built at Ramah, using the materials to fortify two towns in Benjamin, Geba (the hill), and Mizpeh (the watch-tower), as checks to any future invasion. The wells which he sunk at Mizpeh were famous in Jeremiah's time (xli. 9). The means by which he obtained this success were censured by the prophet Hanani, who seems even to have excited some discontent in Jerusalem, in consequence of which he was imprisoned, and some other punishments inflicted (2 Chr. xvi. 7). The prophet threatened Asa with war, which appears to have been fulfilled by the continuance for some time of that with Basha, as we infer from an allusion, in 2 Chr. xvii. 2, to the cities of Ephraim which he took, and which can hardly refer to any events prior to the destruction of Ramah.

In his old age Asa suffered from the gout, and it is mentioned that "he sought not to the Lord but to the physicians." If any blame be intended, we must suppose that he acted in an arrogant and independent spirit, and without seeking God's blessing on their remedies. He died greatly loved and honored in the 41st year of his reign. These are difficulties connected with its chronology, arising perhaps from the reasons already mentioned as to the numbers in Chronicles. For instance, in 2 Chr. xvi. 1, we read that Basha fortified Ramah in the course of Asa's reign, but in the next verse it is said that Basha is said to have died in the 29th. If the former number be genuine, it is supposed by the
ASADIAS

note in the margin of the English Bible, by Clinton, and with some little hesitation by Ewald, that the chronicle is referring to the years not of Asa's reign, but of the separate kingdom of Judah, which would coincide with the 15th of Asa and the 15th of Baasha, and leave 11 years for the statement of 1 K. xvi. 16, and for the fulfillment of Haman's threat. According to Clinton (F. II. i. 421) the date of Asa's accession was n. c. 956. In his 15th year (n. c. 942) was the great festival after the defeat of Zerah. In n. c. 941 was the league with Benhadad, and in n. c. 916 Asa died. The statement in 2 Chr. xix. 19 must be explained by the 55th year of the kingdom of Judah, if we adopt that view of the date in xvi. 1. Clinton, with an inconsistency very unusual in him, does adopt it in the latter place, but imagines a fresh war with Ethiopia in n. c. 922 to account for the former.

G. E. L. C.

* In Matt. i. 7, 8, Lachm., Tisch. (8th ed.), and Tregelles read 'Aσαφ for 'Ασαφ.

2. ('Ασαφ; Alex. [Comp. Adv.] 'Ασαφ.) Ancestor of Berechiah, a Levite who resided in one of the villages of the Netophathites after the return from Babylon (1 Chr. ix. 16).

A. W. W.

ASADIAS (Ἀσάδιας; Alex. Σαδιας; Se- doua). Son of Chelias, or Hilkiun, and one of the ancestors of Baruch (2 Chr. i. 1). The name is probably the same as that elsewhere represented by Ἰςαμαθ (1 Chr. iii. 39). A. W. W.

AS'AL (Ἀσάλ; Vulg. omits), of the tribe of Naphtali, and forerunner of Tobit (Tob. i. 1).

[Hierkle?]

AS'ANIE (Ἀσανίης, made by God: 'Ασανιά: 'Ασανιελ). 1. Nephew of David, being the youngest son of his sister Zeruiah. He was celebrated for his swiftness of foot, a gift much valued in ancient times, as we see by the instances of Achilles, Antilochus (Hom. Il. xii. 570), Papirus Cursor (Liv. iv. 16), and others. When fighting under the command of his brother Joab against Ishbosheth's array at Gibeon, he pursued Abner, who, after vainly warning him to desist, was obliged to kill him in self-defense, though with great reluctance, probably on account of his extreme youth (2 Sam. ii. 18 ff. [Lii. 27, 30, xxiiii. 24: 1 Chr. xii. 26, xxvii. 7]). [A. N. E. L. C.]

2. ('Ασανια; Alex. Ιεανια; [Vat. Ιανια; Ιανελ].) One of the Levites in the reign of Jehoshaphat, who went throughout the cities of Judah to instruct the people in the knowledge of the Law, at the time of the revival of the true worship (2 Chr. xvii. 8).

3. ['Ασανια: 'Ασανιελ]. A Levite in the reign of Hezekiah, who had charge of the titles and dedicated things in the Temple under Cononiah and Shimeai (2 Chr. xxxii. 13).


W. A. W.

ASA'HI'H, or ASA'I'H (أشوح [whom Jehovah made]: 'Ασαίας; [Alex. 2 K. xiiii. 14, Ασα'ει: Ασαια], a servant of king Josiah, sent by him, together with others, to seek information of Jehovah respecting the book of the law which Hilkiah found in the temple (2 K. xiiii. 12, 14; also called Asahiah, 2 Chr. xxiv. 20). W. B. W.

ASA'AI'H [3 syl.] (אשיה) [Jehovah made]. 'Ασαίας; [Vat. Ασαία: Αθαίας; Ασαίο]. 1. A prince of one of the families of the Simeonites in the reign of Hezekiah, who drove out the Hamite shepherds from Gedor (1 Chr. iv. 30).

2. ('Ασαίας; [Vat. Ασαία].) Alex. [Comp.] 'Ασαία in 1 Chr. vii. 1. 'Ασαία [Vat. Ασαία; Ασαία]; Alex. [Adv.] 'Ασαία in 1 Chr. v. xx. A Levite in the reign of David, chief of the family of Merari (1 Chr. vi. 30). With 129 of his brethren he took part in the solemn service of bringing the ark from the house of Obed-edom to the city of David (1 Chr. xvi. 6, 11).

3. ('Ασαίας: Alex. Ασαία). The firstborn of "the Shilohite," according to 1 Chr. ix. 5, who with his family dwelt in Jerusalem after the return from Babylon. In Neh. xii. 5 he is called ΑΣΑΙΑΗ, and his descent is traced from Shem, which is explained by the Targum of R. Joseph on 1 Chr. as a patronymic from Shelah the son of Judah, by others as "the native or inhabitant of Shiloh."

4. (ντ.] [Vat. Ασαία].) 2 Chr. xxiv. 20

[AΣAIH] W. A. W.

ASA'ANA (Ἀσαώνα; [Aθαία: Αθαώνα: Ασα'ανι: Ασαντ]. name of a man (1 Esdr. i. 31). [A. N. A.]

A'SAPH (を作 [collectors]: 'Ασαφ: Ασαφ). 1. A Levite, son of Berechiah, one of the leaders of David's choir (1 Chr. vi. 39). Psalms i. and lxxii. to lxxxiii. are attributed to him, but probably all these, except i., lxxiii., and lxxxvi., are of later origin (Vailinger, Vers. von Psalmen); and he was in aftertimes celebrated as a seer (שאף) as well as a musical composer, and was put on a par with David (2 Chr. xxi. 20; Neh. xii. 40). The office appears to have remained hereditary in his family, unless he was the founder of a school of poets and musical composers, who were called after him "the sons of Asaph" (comp. the Homeric) (1 Chr. xxv. 1: 2 Chr. xxv. 14; Ezr. ii. 41).

2. (Ασαφ) [Vat. Ασαφ] in 2 K. [Vat. Ασαφ] in Is.: Alex. [Comp.] 'Ασαφ in 2 K. xviii. 57.) The father or ancestor of Joash, who was recorder or chronicler to the kingdom of Judah in the reign of Hezekiah (2 K. xviii. 18, 37; Is. xxxvi. 3, 22). It is not improbable that this Asaph is the same as the preceding, and that Joash was one of his numerous descendants known as the Baca-Asaph.

3. (Ασαφ.) The keeper of the royal forest or "paradise" of Araxeses (Neh. ii. 8). His name was so frequently indicated that he was a Jew, who, like Nehemiah, was at high office at the court of Persia.

4. (Ασαφ [Vat. Ασαβ] in Neh.) Ancestor of Mattaniah, the conductor of the temple-choir after the return from Babylon (1 Chr. ix. 15; Neh. xii. 17). Most probably the same as ΑΣΑΓΙ and ΑΣΑΓΙ.

A. W. W.

M. W.

ASARAEL. [ΑΣΑΡΑΕΛ.]

ASAREEL (אסריאל [whom God bound) Asaph who wrote may have been a descendant of the founder of the family, which, as Ezr. ii. 41 shows, existed through many generations.

H.
ASARELH

**ASARELH** [Sem.: 'Eserah; [Vat. Ieserah;] Axex. Eserah; [Comp. 'Aserah;] Jerezah]. A son of Jehudel, whose name is abruptly introduced into the genealogies of Judah (1 Chr. iv. 16). W. A. W.

**ASARELH** (אָסָרֶל, אֶשָּרֶל). Ephraim was said to have received the names near Mount Asarhel, designated in the Hebrew word asaret; the I.XX. and the Vulg. understand some species of pine-tree; and this rendering is supported by many learned commentators, amongst whom who is named Munster, Calvin, and Bodart: and some of the Jewish rabbis, according to Celsius (Hierob. i. 101), believe that the oren is identical with the Arabic sarabba, a kind of pine, and assert that the oren is often coupled with the asrez and berzech; as though all the three trees belonged to the same nature. Another understands the oren by orenus. Rosenmüller thinks that the stone-pine (Pinus pinea, Linn.) is the tree denoted. Celsius is inclined to think that the oren is identical with a tree of Arabie Petraea, of which Abul Fadil makes mention, called ares. Of the same opinion are Michaelis (Supp. al Lex. Heb. 129), Dr. Royle (Cyc. Bib. Lit. art. Oren), and Dr. Lee (Lex. Heb. s. v.). This tree is described as growing chiefly in valleys and low districts; it is a thorny tree, bearing grape-like clusters of berries, which are noxious and bitter when green, but become rather sweet when they ripen, and turn black. Celsius (Thes. s. v.) is in favor of some species of pine being the tree intended.

Nothing is known of the tree of which Abul Fadil speaks. Sprangel (Hist. Rei Hort. 1. 14) thinks the ares is the cypress-tree (Cupressus spinae, Linn.). Dr. Royle says the tree appears to agree in some respects with Solebrena parisiensis. Other attempts at identification have been made by Faber in his posthumous MS. notes on Biblical Botany, and Link (schröder's Botan. Journal, iv. 152), but they are mere conjectures. The A. V. adopted the translation of ashe in all probability from the similarity of the Hebrew asereth with the Latin oren; and Dr. Royle states that the Orenus europaeus is found in Syria, but thinks it is not a true native.

Until future investigation acquaints us with the nature of the tree denoted by the oren of Abul Fadil, it will be far better to adopt the interpretation of the LXX., and understand some kind of pine to be the oren of Scripture. Pinae holopini or P. aristata may be intended. Celsius (Hierob. i. 153) objects to any pine representing the oren, because he says pines are difficult to transplant, and therefore that the pine would all suit the words of the prophet, "he plucked an oren." This, however, is not a valid objection: the burch, for instance, is readily transplanted, and grows with great rapidity, but it is not a native of Syria. The Hebrew oren is probably derived from the Arabic verb oren, "to be agile," "to be slender," or "graceful."

W. H.

Dr. Hooker says he never heard of P. sylvestris in Syria, and thinks P. holopini is meant.

b 17N and 22N, cedars and cypress.

c Reading 17N instead of 17N, "quid 17N non unus minusculo, in multis eolcis Eolol editibus scribatur, quod re Saur simulminum est." (Hierob. i. 151.)

**ASH**

**ASH** (אָשׁ [יָשָׁה]: oren; πιῦν: pinus) occurs only in Is. xlv. 14, as one of the trees out of the wood of which idols were carved: "He heweth him down cedars, and taketh the eypress and the oak, which he strengtheneth for himself among the trees of the forest: he planteth an oren, and the rain doth nourish it." It is impossible to determine what is the tree denoted by the Hebrew word oren; the I.XX. and the Vulg. understand some species of pine-tree, and this rendering is supported by many learned commentators, amongst whom who is named Munster, Calvin, and Bodart; and some of the Jewish rabbis, according to Celsius (Hierob. i. 101), believe that the oren is identical with the Arabic sarabba, a kind of pine, and assert that the oren is often coupled with the asrez and berzech; as though all the three trees belonged to the same nature. Another understands the oren by orenus. Rosenmüller thinks that the stone-pine (Pinus pinea, Linn.) is the tree denoted. Celsius is inclined to think that the oren is identical with a tree of Arabie Petraea, of which Abul Fadil makes mention, called ares. Of the same opinion are Michaelis (Supp. al Lex. Heb. 129), Dr. Royle (Cyc. Bib. Lit. art. Oren), and Dr. Lee (Lex. Heb. s. v.). This tree is described as growing chiefly in valleys and low districts; it is a thorny tree, bearing grape-like clusters of berries, which are noxious and bitter when green, but become rather sweet when they ripen, and turn black. Celsius (Thes. s. v.) is in favor of some species of pine being the tree intended.

Nothing is known of the tree of which Abul Fadil speaks. Sprangel (Hist. Rei Hort. 1. 14) thinks the ares is the cypress-tree (Cupressus spinae, Linn.). Dr. Royle says the tree appears to agree in some respects with Solebrena parisiensis. Other attempts at identification have been made by Faber in his posthumous MS. notes on Biblical Botany, and Link (schröder's Botan. Journal, iv. 152), but they are mere conjectures. The A. V. adopted the translation of ashe in all probability from the similarity of the Hebrew asereth with the Latin oren; and Dr. Royle states that the Orenus europaeus is found in Syria, but thinks it is not a true native.

Until future investigation acquaints us with the nature of the tree denoted by the oren of Abul Fadil, it will be far better to adopt the interpretation of the LXX., and understand some kind of pine to be the oren of Scripture. Pinae holopini or P. aristata may be intended. Celsius (Hierob. i. 153) objects to any pine representing the oren, because he says pines are difficult to transplant, and therefore that the pine would all suit the words of the prophet, "he plucked an oren." This, however, is not a valid objection: the burch, for instance, is readily transplanted, and grows with great rapidity, but it is not a native of Syria. The Hebrew oren is probably derived from the Arabic verb oren, "to be agile," "to be slender," or "graceful."

W. H.
ASHAN

ASHAN (אִשָּׁן) [smoky]: ['Ashan], Ashdan; Ash'da; [Alex. Iephon, Acan. Assawa]: Ashon, a city in the low country of Judah named in Josh. xxv. 42 with Libnah and Elzur. In Josh. xix. 7, and 1 Chr. iv. 32, it is mentioned again as belonging to Simeon, but in company with Ain and Rimmon, which (see Josh. xv. 31) appear to have been much more to the south. In 1 Chr. vi. 59, it is given as a priests' city, occupying the same place as the somewhat similar word Ain (אֵין) does in the list of Josh. xxxi. 16.

In 1 Sam. xxx. 30, Chor-ashan is named with Horma and other cities of the South. [The compound name (אִשָּׁן) means (Ges.) smocking,因素, or (First) smelling因素.]

Eusebius and Jerome (Onom.; mention a village named Bethsan as 15 miles west of Jerusalem; but this, though agreeing sufficiently with the position of the place in Josh. xiv. 42, is not far enough south for the indications of the other passages; and indeed Euseb. and Jer. discriminate Bethsan from "Asan of the tribe of Simeon." It has not yet been identified, unless it be the same as Ain: in which case Robinson found it at Al Qwasser.

* The identification of Ain with Ghweer, Dr. Robinson recalls in his Res. ii. 204 (ed. 1858).

See ASIM. The Ashan of Simeon, situated on the northern limit of Palestine, may be a different one from the Ashan of Judah (Jos. xix. 7; 1 Chron. iv. 32). (Rammer, Palestine, p. 173). See CHOR-ASHAN.

ASHBE'A (אֵשֶׁב) [check, Ges.]: 'Essobi; [Comp. 'Ashbedi]: Incarnation. A proper name, but whether of a person or place is uncertain (1 Chr. iv. 21). Houbigant would understand it of the latter, and would render "the house of Ashbea" by Beth-ashbea. The whole clause is obscure. The Targum of R. Joseph (ed. Wilkins) paraphrases it, *'and the family of the house of manufacture of the fine linen for the garments of the kings and priests, which was handed down to the house of Ashba." W. A. W.

ASH'BEEL (אֵשֶׁבל): Ashbel, 'Ashbi'el: Ashbel, a son of Benjamin (Gen. xlv. 21; Num. xxvi. 38; 1 Chr. viii. 1). Respecting the sons of Benjamim, see BECHEER.

ASHBE'ELITES, THE (אֵשֶׁבלים): 'Ashbe'elites; [Vat. per.; Comp. 'Ashbi'elit]: Ashbei'elites. The descendants of Ashbel, the son of Benjamin (Num. xxvi. 38). W. A. W.

ASHCHENAZ (אֵשְׁכֶנָז): 'Ashkenaz, or Ashkenazim [Vat. A'sch]; Alex. äschunn, or Aṣ-

Ashdod.

ASHDOD (אֵשָׁד) [stronghold or castle]: 'Asdoros, LXX. [commonly] and N. T., one of the five confederate cities of the Philistines, situated about 30 miles from the southern frontier of Palestine, 3 from the Mediterranean Sea, and nearly midway between Gaza and Joppa. It stood on an elevation overlooking the plain, and the natural advantages of its position were improved by fortifications of great strength. For this reason it was probably selected as one of the seats of the national worship of Dagon (1 Sam. v. 5). It was assigned to the tribe of Judah (Josh. xvi. 47), but was never subdued by the Israelites: it appears on the contrary to have been the point for conducting offensive operations against them, so much so, that after Uzziah had succeeded in breaking down the wall of the town, he secured himself against future attacks by establishing forts on the adjacent hills (2 Chr. xxvi. 6): even down to Nehemiah's age it preserved its distinctiveness of race and language (Neh. xiii. 23). But its chief importance arose...
from its position on the high road from Palestine to Egypt, commanding the entrance to or from the latter country: it was on this account besieged by Jabin, the general of the Assyrian king, Sargon, about B.C. 736, apparently to frustrate the league formed between Troadish and Egypt (Is. xx. 1). Its importance as a stronghold is testified by the protracted siege which it afterwards sustained under Psammeticus, about B.C. 630 (Herod. ii. 157), the effects of which are incidentally referred to by Jer. (xxxv. 29). That it recovered from this blow appears from its being mentioned as an independent power in alliance with the Arabians and others against Jerusalem (Neh. iv. 7). It was destroyed during the wars of the Maccabees (1 Macc. v. 68, x. 94), and lay in ruins until the Roman conquest of Judea, when it was restored by Galbaeus, c. B.C. 55 (Joseph. Ant. xiv. 5, § 3; B. J. i. 7, § 7), and was one of the towns assigned to Sabone after Herod's death (Joseph. Ant. xiii. 8, § 1). The only notice of Azotus in the N.T. is in connection with Philip's return from Caesarea (Acts viii. 40). It is now an insignificant village, with no memorials of its ancient importance, but it is still called Ashdod.

W. L. B.

* Yet the present site is not wholly destitute of vestiges of its ancient fame. A few discoveries still reward the traveller's search. The high mound which probably formed the acropolis of the old city cannot be mistaken, covered with fragments of pottery, and with remains of columns or cisterns which excavations recently made (1852) have laid open. Here must have been the citadel which for 20 years baffled the efforts of Psammeticus for its capture, the longest siege (says Herodotus) on record (see Rev. xiv. 8; B. J. i. 7, § 23). From the summit of this hill may be seen the Mediterranean, and here doubtless stood the fish-god, Dagon (I Sam. v. 3 ff.), where he could survey the domain over which he was supposed to preside. Two marble columns remain, one prostrate in the court of the neighbouring khan, and the other upright in a drinking trough not far from it: and a few fragments of columns and capitals are to be seen built into a sidewalk or watering-machine, or into the walls of goat and sheep pens. Some traces of mosaicary occur near the Jaffa road, which may have belonged to the city walls, so nearly concealed as to be found only with special pains. There is also a large caravan-yard on the edge of an adjacent marsh (see woodcut), now entirely deserted, but once an important station, when the traffic at present transferred to the sea passed this way between Syria and Egypt.

**ASHDOTHITES, THE (אָשָּדוֹתִים): Ashdod.** The inhabitants (strictly "inhabitants," but collective) of Ashdod, or Azotus (Josh. xiii. 7).

W. L. B.

**ASHDOOTHITES, THE (אָשָּדוֹתִים): Ashdod.** The inhabitants (strictly "inhabitants," but collective) of Ashdod, or Azotus (Josh. xiii. 7), also called his name Asher ("Aashah", i.e. "happy"). A similar play occurs in the blessing of Moses (Deut. xxxiii. 24). Gaz was Zilpah's other son, but the fortunes of the brothers were not at all connected. Of the tribe descended from Asher no action is recorded during the whole course of the sacred history. Its name is found in the various lists of the tribes which occur throughout the earlier books, as Gen. xxxv. 16; Ex. i. 1; Num. ii. viii. xii., and like the rest Asher sent his chief as one of the spies from Kadesh-barnim (Num. xiii.). During the march through the desert his place was between Dan and Naphtali on the north side of the tabernacle (Num. ii. 27); and after the conquest he took up his allotted position without any special mention.

The limits of the territory assigned to Asher are, like those of all the tribes, and especially of the northern tribes, extremely difficult to trace. This is partly owing to our ignorance of the principle on which these ancient boundaries were drawn and recorded, and partly from the absence of identification of the majority of the places named. The general position of the tribe was on the seashore from Carmel northwards, with Manasseh on the south, Zebulun and Issachar on the southeast, and Naphtali on the northeast (Josh. Ant. i. 1, § 22). The boundaries and towns are given in Josh. xix. 31-34, xvi. 10, 11, and Judg. i. 31, 32. From a comparison of these passages it seems plain that Dan (Ventfris) must have been within the limits of the tribe, in which case the southern boundary was...
probably one of the streams which enter the Medi-
terranean sea from that place—rather than or el-
defining the term Zerach Zebulun. (1) While around the promontory of Carmel, the tribe then possessed the maritime portion of the rich plain of Esdraelon, probably for a distance of eight or ten miles from the shore. The boundary would then appear to have run northwards, possibly bending to the east to embrace Ashlah, and reaching Zidon by Kanaï. (a name still attached to a site six miles inland from Sidyl, whence it turned and came down by Tyre to Achdah (Khalloum, now ez-Zalo), a promontory which contained some of the richest soil in all Palestine (Stanley, p. 235; Kenrick, Phen. p. 35), and in its productiveness it well fulfilled the promise involved in the name ‘Asher,’ and in the blessings which had been pronounced on him by Jacob and by Moses. Here was the oil in which he was to ‘dip his foot,’ the ‘bread’ which was to be ‘fat,’ and the ‘royal dainties’ in which he was to indulge: and here in the metallic manufactures of the Phenicians (Kenrick, p. 38) were the ‘iron and brass’ for his ‘shoes.’ The Phenician settlements were even at that early period in full vigour: and it is not surprising that Asher was soon contented to partake their luxuries, and to ‘dwell among them’ without attempting the conquest and extermination enjoined in regard to all the Canaanites (Judg. i. 31, 32). Accordingly he did not drive out the inhabitants of Acco, nor Dor, nor Zidon, nor Ahlab, nor Achish, nor Helkah, nor Aphek, nor Rehob (Jud. i. 31), and the natural consequence of this inert acquiescence is immediately visible. While Zebulun and Naphtali ‘jeopardised their lives unto the death’ in the struggle against Sisera, Asher was content to forget the peril of his fellows in the creeks and harbours of his new allies (Judg. v. 17, 18). At the numbering of Israel at Sinai, Asher was more numerous than either Ephraim, Manasseh, or Benjamin (Num. i. 32—41), but in the reign of David so insignificant had the tribe become, that its name is altogether omitted from the list of the chief rulers (1 Chr. xxvii. 16—22); and it is with a kind of astonishment that it is related that ‘divers of Asher and Manasseh and Zebulun’ came to Jerusalem to the Passover of Hezekiah (2 Chr. xxx. 11). With the exception of Simeon, Asher is the only tribe west of the Jordan which furnished no hero or judge to the nation. One name alone shines out of the general obscurity—the aged widow Anna, the daughter of Pianuel of the tribe of Asher, who in the very close of the history departed not from the temple, but served God with fasting and prayers night and day” (Stanley, p. 265).

ASHER (אשת [fortress; Frst.: Comp.] Alex. ‘Ashph: Aser). A place which formed one boundary of the tribe of Manasseh on the south (Josh. xvii. 7). It was placed by Eusebius on the road from Shechem to Bethshan or Scythopolis, about 15 miles from the former. Three quarters

of an hour from Tibha, the ancient Thebez, is the hamlet of Teqsiris, which Mr. Porter suggests may be the Asher of Manasseh (Howb., p. 348). It is the Vul. MS. the LXX. of this passage is entirely corrupt.

W. A. W.

ASHERAH (אסרות), the name of a Phoe-
nician goddess, or rather of the idol itself. Translators, following the rendering of the LXX. (Aeror) and of the Vulg. (aexus), translate the word by ‘grove.’ Almost all modern interpreters however, since Schellen (De Dios Syrias, p. 343), agree that an idol or image of some kind must be intended, as seems sufficiently proved from such passages as 2 K. xvi. 7, xxviii. 6, in the latter of which we find that Josiah ‘brought out the Asherah’ (or as our version reads ‘the grove’) ‘from the house of the Lord.’ There can, moreover, be no doubt that Asherah was very closely connected with Ashtoreth and her worship, indeed the two are so placed in connection with each other, and each of them with Baal (e. g. Judg. iii. 7, comp. ii. 3; Judg. vi. 25; 1 K. xviii. 19), that many critics have regarded them as identical. There are other passages, however, in which these terms seem to be distinguished from each other, as 2 K. xxiii. 15, 16. Moreover (Plin. i. 261) first esteemed but not established the difference between the two names, though he probably goes too far in considering them as names of distinct deities. The view maintained by Bertheau (Exeg. Haehlb. Rict., p. 67) appears to be the more correct one, that Ashtoreth is the proper name of the goddess, whilst Asherah is the name of the image or symbol of the goddess. This symbol seems in all cases to have been of wood (see e. g. Judg. vi. 19—30; 2 K. xxiii. 14), and the most probable etymology of the term (Ashor = =, to be straight, direct) indicates that it was formed of the straight stem of a tree, whether living or set up for the purpose, and thus points us to the phallic rites with which no doubt the worship of Ashtoreth was connected. [ASHEROTH.] See also EGYPT. F. W. G.

ASHERITES, THE (Asherites). Alex. Aserph. Vulg. enm.). The descendants of Asher and members of his tribe (Judg. i. 32). W. A. W.

ASHES. The ashes on the altar of burnt-offering were gathered into a cavity in its surface, on a heap called the apple (מצל), from its round shape (Cramer, de Arc externarii), said to have sometimes amounted to 300 Cords: but this Maimon, and others say is spoken hyperbolically. On the days of the three sabbaths the ashes were not removed, and the accumulation taken away afterwards in the morning, the priests casting lots for the office (Mishnah, Tamid, l. 2, and ii. 2). The ashes of a red heifer burnt entire, according to regulations prescribed in Num. xix., had the ceremonial efficacy of purifying the unclean (Heb. ix. 19), but of polluting the clean. [SACRIFICE. Ashes

c. Zidon was then distinguished by the name Rab-bah = ‘the Strong.’ Josh. xix. 28.

d. This name is added by the LXX. Compare Josh xvii. 11.

e. This would be well compensated for if the ancient legend could be proved to have any foundation, that the parents of St. Paul resided at Gessina or Gush Chalib, i. e. the Alhab of Asher (Judg. i. 31). See Jerusalem, p. 513. (But see Acts xxii. 8.)
ASHIMA

about the person, especially on the head, were used as a sign of sorrow. [MOURNING.]

H. H.

Jeremiah (xxvi. 40) speaks of "a valley of ashes;" and from his mention of "the brook of Kidron" in the same passage, he may possibly refer to a "valley" which bore this name, near Jerusalem. But the prophet's representation there being symbolic, it is not easy to decide how far we are to regard the scene under which he conceives the allegory as literal and how far as figurative.

At a little distance north of Jerusalem are several large mounds of ashes (one of them 40 feet high), which some conjecture may be as old as the age of the temple, having been built up by the ashes carried out thither from the altar of sacrifice (Lev. vi. 10, 11). So much curiosity was felt respecting these ashes that two small specimens of them were submitted to Professor Lebègue, who found them on analysis to consist largely of animal and not of vegetable elements. But the general opinion is that they are the accumulations of ashes deposited there from soap manufactories which formerly existed at Jerusalem. The fact that similar mounds occur in the vicinity of Nâbâdûs (SILLOCHEN), which are known to be formed in this way, would seem to be decisive on this question. Travellers have observed them also near Gâzâ (GAZA), Liâdû (Lydda), and Rehôbôth, where the Jews never offered sacrifices. See Dr. Robinson's Letter Res. ii. 20.

The chemical test, as he suggests, is too limited for determining the character of the entire mass, and a few particles of bones might easily be intermingled with the other sediments. Dr. Nepp takes notice of these ash-heaps (Jerusalem n. d. héel, Liadû, i. 230), and expresses the same opinion of their origin.

H.

ASHIMA [Ašôma [Vat. -šôma]; Comp. Ašôma'atà, Ašôma]. A god worshipped by the people of Hamath. The worship was introduced into Samaria by the Hamathite colonists whom Shalmanasser settled in that land (2 K. xvii. 30). The name occurs only in this single instance. The Talmudists say that the word signifies a goat without hair, or rather with short hair (Buxtorf, Lex. Talm.); and from this circumference Ashima has been regarded as identical with the Mesopotamian god of the Egyptians (considered by the Greeks to be Pan), to whom the goat was sacred. This god has also by some been identified with the Phœnician god Elam (see Winer, Rech.), whose name is frequently found in Phœnician inscriptions as a component of the names of persons, and who is regarded as the Phœnician Elam (Green, Mon. Phœn. pp. 136, 417). The two conjectures are not necessarily discrepant, since to the Phœnician Elam belong the characteristics both of Pan and of Elam (Movers, Phonizier, i. 552). There are many other conjectures of Jewish writers respecting this god, but they are of no authority whatever.

F. W. G.

ASHKELON, ASHELON. Aper. ASH-CALON (אַשְׁכֵּלְּוֵן) [a] [perh. migration, Ge-sen.; story, Dicht.]; once "the Ashkalonite." (note the change from Aleph to Ain): Aššañn.

a The usual form would be אַשְׁכִּלְּוֵנָ פָּרָשָׁ הָא- פָּרָשׁ אַשְׁכַּלְוָנָ אָשִׂ שָׁן (note the change from Aleph to Ain): Aššañn.

one of the five cities of the lords of the Philistines (Josh. xiii. 3; 1 Sam. vi. 17), but less often mentioned, and apparently less known to the Jews than the other four. This doubtless arose from its remote situation, alone, of all the Philistine towns, on the extreme edge of the shore of the Mediterranean (Jer. xlvii. 7), and also well down to the south. Gaza, indeed, was still further south, but then it was on the main road from Egypt to the centre and north of Palestine, while Ashkelon lay considerably to the left. The site, which retains its ancient name, fully bears out the above inference; but some indications of the fact may be traced, even in the scanty notices of Ashkelon which occur in the Bible. Thus, the name is omitted from the list in Josh. xvi. of the Philistine towns falling to the lot of Judah (but comp. Joseph. Ant. v. 1, § 22, where it is specified), although Ebron, Ashdod, and Gaza are all named; and considerable uncertainty rests over its mention in Judg. i. 18 (see Bertheau in Exeg. Rambh.). Sonson went down from Timnath to Ashkelon when he slew the thirty men and took their spoil, as if to a remote place whence his exploit was not likely to be heard of; and the only other mention of it in the historical books is in the formalistic passages, Josh. xiii. 5, and 1 Sam. vi. 17; and in the casual notice of Judg. xix. 28; 1 Macc. x. 39; and 2 Macc. vi. 32. Their other Philistine cities are each distinguished by some special occurrence or fact connected with it, but except the one exploit of Samson, Ashkelon is to us no more than a name. In the poetical books it occurs 2 Sam. i. 20; Jer. xxi, 20, xlvii. 5, 7; Am. i. 8; Zeph. ii. 4; 7; Zech. ix. 5.

In the post-biblical times Ashkelon rose to considerable importance. Near the town—though all previous notices of them have now vanished—were the temple and sacred like of Pentecost, the Syrian Venus; and it shared with Gaza an infamous reputation for thesteadfastness of its heathenism and for the cruelty there practised on Christians by Julian (Ivanal, pp. 588, 590). "The soil around the town was remarkable for its fertility; the wine of Ascalon was celebrated, and the Ab-harum plant flourished better than in any other place except Canopus," says Keunick. It was also well watered by various great streams, it was surrounded by a vast plain, and by a semicircular, or rather a crescent, valley of blackish, shewy sandstones, and by a forest of figs, olives, and pomegranates, and by its beans, which gave their name to a valley in the neighborhood (Keunick, p. 28; Edrisi and Ibn Batuta in Ritter, Palastina, p. 88). Its name is familiar to us in the "Asbackah" or "Shallot," a kind of onion, first grown there, and for which this place was widely known. "The sacred doves of Venus still fill with their cooings the luxurious gardens which grow in the sandy hollow within the ruined walls." (Stanley, p. 257). Ashkelon played a memorable part in the struggles of the Crusades. "In it was intrenched the hero of the last gleam of history which has thrown its light over the plains of Philistia, and within the walls and towers now standing Richard held his court" (Stanley, ibid.). By the Mohammedan geographers it was called "the bride of Syria" (Schulten, Ind. x Graec.).

"The position of the town is naturally very strong. The walls are built on a ridge of rock which winds in a semicircular curve around the town and terminates at each end in the sea. There is no bay or shelter for ships, but a small harbor towards the east advanced a little into the town, and ancients bore, like that of Gaza, the name of Majamas" (Keunick, p. 28).
ASHKENAZ

It. the time of Origen some wells of remarkable shape were shown near the town, which were believed to be those dug by Isaac, or at any rate, to be of the time of the patriarchs. In connection with this tradition may be mentioned the fact that in the Samaritan version of Gen. xx. 1, 2, and xxi. 1, Ashkelon (תַּלְמָדָא) is put for the "Garar" of the Hebrew text.

G.

A word should be said of the present site of Ashkelon. Genesis speaks of a village there still bearing the ancient name; but in fact not a living soul dwells any longer within the proper precincts of the old city, though a little east of the ruins is a cluster of some twenty mud hovels surrounded by a few palms and other trees. The name is unknown on the spot except by tradition. The testimony of all travellers is the same; it is difficult to conceive of a more desolate scene, a sadder spectacle of the wasting effects of time, and of the havoc of war, than the ruins of Ashkelon present to us.

"A lofty and abrupt ridge begins near the shore, runs up eastward, bends round to the south, then to the west, and finally towards the sea, forming an irregular amphitheatre. On the top of this ridge ran the wall, which was defended at its salient angles by strong towers. The specimens which still exist along the southeast and west sides show that it was very high and thick, built, however, of small stones, and bound together by broken columns of granite and marble. These extraordinary fragments, tumbled up in strange confusion along the sandy ridge, are what generally appear in the pictures of Ashkelon, and impart such an air of desolation to the view. The whole area is now planted over with orchards of the various kinds of fruit which flourish on this coast. From the top of these tall fragments at the southeast angle of the wall, we have the whole scene of desolation before us, stretching, terrace after terrace, quite down to the sea on the northwest. The walls must have been blown to pieces by powder, for not even earthquakes could toss these gigantic masses of masonry into such extraordinary attitudes; (Thomson's Land and Book, ii. 328 ff.). Not a solitary column stands upright, and not a building can be traced even in outline, though a few stones of a wall are here and there seen in their places. Deep wells are frequently met with, with curb-stones of marble or granite; columns, mostly of granite, exist everywhere in vast numbers—so much of them may be seen projecting from the ruinous wall along the cliff over the sea, and some lie half buried in the sands below."

(Vorter's Handbook, i. 293.) We seem, as we stand there, to hear echoing through the ruins those words of Zephaniah (ii. 4), spoken 25 centuries ago: "Ashkelon shall be a desolation"; and of Zechariah (ix. 5): "Ashkelon shall not be inhabited." H.

ASHKENAZ (אַשְּכֵנָא): "Aryan, Ascenez, one of the three sons of Gomer, son of Japheth (Gen. x. 3), that is, one of the peoples or tribes belonging to the great Japhetic division of the human race, and springing immediately from that part of it which bears the name of Gomer. The original seat of the people of Ashkenaz was undoubtedly in the neighborhood of Armenia, since they are mentioned by Jeremiah (li. 27) in connection with the kingdoms of Amman and Minni. We are not, however, on this account to conclude that they, any more than the Genesiotes in general, were confined to this locality. Assuming here, what will be more properly discussed under the word Japhet, that the Japhetic tribes migrated from their original seats westward and northward, thus populating Asia Minor and Europe, we may probably recognize the tribe of Ashkenaz on the northern shore of Asia Minor, in the name of Lake Assan, and in Europe in the name Somnius, Scumbnivus. Knobel (Volkerfest, p. 35) regards the word as a compound (וֹלֶמְדָא), the latter element being equivalent to the Gr. γυναικεία, Lat. gens, geneus, Eng. blood, and the former meaning the male race.

A.

ASH'NAH (אַשְׁנָנָה [the strong, firm]), the name of two cities of Judah, both in the Shephelah or Lowland; (1) named between Zorea and Zanoah, and therefore probably N. W. of Jerusalem (Jos. xv. 33; Ashan; [Comp. Abd. Alex. 'Ashdn; A.]; and (2) between Jiphthah and Neziah, and therefore S. W. of Jerusalem (Jos. xiv. 22; Ashan; Abd. Alex. 'Ashdn; Comp. 'Assurad) Ezem). Each, according to Robinson's map (1857), would be about 16 miles from Jerusalem, and therefore corresponding to the Bethsam of the Old Test. Eusebius names another place, 'Asdah, but with no indication of position.

G.

ASH'PENAZ (אַשְׁפֶּנָא), of uncertain origin, yet see Hitzig on Dan. i. 3, and compare the form 'A'Shpena, Gen. x. 3: LXX., 'A'stēsphādī = אַשְׁפֶּנָא (?: 'A'sphādī), Theodot.: [Ashenec, Vulg. 'Ashphon, Ashper, Asper, Syr.], the master of the eunuchs of Nebuchadnezzar (Dan. i. 3). B. F. W.

ASH'RIEL (אַשְׁריֵלי: 'Esriel, [Vat. Asrean]: Eriel). Probably Ashreel, the son of Manasseh (1 Chr. vii. 14).

W. A. W.

ASHTERATHE (אַשְׁטֵרָתִי: Ṣ'ṭaratūth [Vat. 'Assaratūth]: Astaroth). A native or inhabitant of Ashtaroth (1 Chr. xi. 44) beyond Jordan. Uzzia the Ashterathite was one of David's guards.

W. A. W.

ASH'TAROTH, and (once) ASTAROTH (אַשְׁטֵרָות [Vat. 'A'stārotūth]: [A'stārādūth]: Astaroth [in Josh. xlii. 31]. Alex. Ασταράθη; in 1 Chr. vii. 71, 'A'strādāv; Alex. Ασταράθη, Comp. Abd. A'strāvad: Astaroth). A city on the E. of Jordan, in Bashan, in the kingdom of Og, doubtless so called from being a seat of the worship of the goddess of the same name. [Ashtoretel]. It is generally mentioned as a description or definition of Og,—who "dwelt in Ashtaroth in Edrei" (Deut. i. 4), "at Ashtaroth and at Edrei" (Josh. xii. 4. xiii. 12), or "who was at
Ash'taroth "(ix. 10). It fell into possession of the
half tribe of Manasseh (J Josh. xiii. 31), and was
given with its suburbs or surrounding pasture-lands
(אשתרות, אשתר) to the Gershonites (1 Chr. vi. 71 [59]),
the other Levitical city in this tribe being Golan.
In the list in Josh. xxii. 27, the name is given as
Reateriah (quasi ארתהא "house of A.");
Reelad, p. 621; Gesenius, Thes. pp. 175 a, 196
xv. 1083). Nothing more is heard of Ash'taroth.
It is not named in any of the lists, such as those
in Chronicles, or of Jeremjah, in which so many
of the trans-Jordanic places are enumerated.
Jerone (Thom. Astaroth) states that in his time it
lay six miles from Adra, which again was 25 from
Beitra. He further (Astaroth Carnaim) and
Eusebius speaks of two καιαλαί, or castella, which lay
nine miles apart, "inter Adram et Albinium cata-
tes." One of these was possibly that first named
above, and the other may have been Ash'teroth-Kar-
naim. The only trace of the name yet recov-
ered in these interesting districts is Telf-Astarte
or Ash'terath (Ritter, Geric, p. 819; Porter, ii. 212),
and of this nothing more than the name is known.
Uzziah the Ashterathite is named in 1 Chr. xi. 44.
G.

* ASHTAROTH

"Ash'taroth (אשתרות "house of A.");
Judg. ii. 3, 13, at 'Aš'taratha: x. 6, at 'Aš'taroth: 1 Sam. vii.
3, xii. 10, to (אשתרה) יִשְׂרָאֵל; vii. 4, at 'אשתרה 'Aš'taroth;
xxxi. 10, with המ with 'Aš'tarothא, Alex. -i: -Aš'taroth),
the plural of ASHTORETH, which see.
A.

ASH'TORETH-KARNAIM

(עשתרתה-קארניאים "Ash'taroth of the two horns or peaks;
אשתרות כאל (Alex. omits (אלא) כארניה: 'Astaroth Carnaim),
a place of very great antiquity, the
ashore of the Rechon (Gen. xiv. 5), while the cities
of the plain were still standing in their oasis.
The name reappears but once, and that in the later
history of the Jews, as Carnaim, or Carnion (1 Macc.
v. 26, 43, 44; 2 Macc. xii. 21, 26; Joseph, Ant. xii.
8, § 4), "a strong and great city, " Ash'terath to
be besieged," with a "temple (ט emple of Ararat" (ע "Aramatseuah),
but with no indication of its locality,
being beyond its "the land of Babad."
It is usually assumed to be the same place as the
preceding [ASH'TAROTH], but the few facts that
cannot be ascertained are all against such an identi-
fication. 1. The suffix "Karnain," which certainly
dicates some distinction, and which in this time of
the Maccabees, as quoted above, appears to have
superseded the other name. 2. The fact that En-
selius and Jerome in the Onomasticon, though not
very clear on the point, yet certainly make a dis-

tinction between Ash'taroth and Astaroth-Carnaim,
describing the latter as a קואל תמונת תנייא א"א
Aram-tiain, more splendid in angle Bataanae. 3.
Some weight is due to the renderings of the Samaritan
version, and of the Arabic version of Sandan, which
give Ash'taroth as in the text, but Ash'teroth-Kar-
naim by entirely different names (see above).
The first of these, אphabetith, does not appear to have been
yet recognized; but the second, א-Samman, can
hardly be other than the still important place which
continues to bear precisely the same name, on the
Haj route, about 25 miles south of Damascus, and
so the N. W. of the Leljih (Burekh. p. 55; Ritter,
Syrisch, p. 812). Perhaps it is some confirmation
that the name Karnaim refers to a
some double character in the deity there worshipped
א-Samman is also dual, meaning "the two idols."
There accordingly we are disposed to fix the site of
Ash'teroth-Karnaim in the absence of further evi-
dence.
G.

* Mr. Porter is very confident that "Karnaim"
refers to the figure of Ash'terath. At Kunnenit
(Keatnet, Num. xxxii. 42) in Lejjih, the ancient
Asab, he found "a colossal head of Ash'terath,
sadly broken, in front of a little temple, of which probably it was once the chief idol. The crescent
moon which gave the goddess the name "Carnaim"
(two-horned) is on her brow." Elsewhere also
among the massive ruins of the deserted cities there
he saw "sculptured images of Astarte, with the
crescent moon," showing how prevalent was this form of worship, and what its characteristic symbol
was (ASH'TORETH). See his Great Cities of
Bosrah, pp. 12, 43. 11.

ASHTORETH (עשתרתה: 'Aš'taroth; Aš-
taroth [Ash'taroth]), the principal female divinity of
the Phenicians, as Baal was the principal male
divinity. It is a peculiarity of both names that they
frequently occur in the plural, and are associated
together in this form (Judg. x. 6: 1 Sam. vii.
4, xii. 10). Gesenius (Thes. s. v.) maintained that by
these plurals were to be understood statues of
Baal and Astarte: but the more correct view seems
to be that of Movers (Phoe. i. 175, 692), that the
plurals are used to indicate different modifications
of the deities themselves. In the earlier books
of the O. T. only the plural, ASHTO"RETH, occurs,
and it is not till the time of Solomon, who intro-
duced the worship of the Sidonian Astarte, and
only in reference to that particular goddess, Ash-
toreth of the Sidonians, that the singular is found
in the O. T. (1 K. xi. 5, 53; 2 K. xxiii. 21). The
worship of Astarte was very ancient and very
widely spread. We find the plural Ash'toreth united
with the adjunct Karnaim as the name of a
city as early as the time of Abraham (Gen. xiv. 5),
and we read of a temple of this goddess, appar-
tently as the goddess of war, amongst the
Philistines in the time of Saul (1 Sam. xxxi. 10). From
the connection of this goddess with Baal or Be'l,
we should moreover naturally conclude that she
would be found in the Assyrian pantheon, and in
fact the name "Astarte" appears to be clearly identified
in the list of the great gods of Assyria (Layard,
N. and B., pp. 352, 629; Rawlinson, Early History
of Babylon, London, 1854, p. 23; Rawlinson, Herod-
etus, i. 634). There is no reason to doubt that
this Assyrian goddess is the Ash'toreth of the Old
Testament and the Astarte of the Greeks and
Romans. The worship of Astarte seems to have ex-
tended wherever Phenician colonies were
founded. Thus we find her name Ash'toreth in
scriptions still existing in the island of Cyprus on the site of the ancient
Cition, and also at Carthage (Genen. Mon. Phae.
p. 125, 449), and not uncommonly as an element
alludes to the worship of the horned goddess, the
"mooned Ash'terath."
in Phoenician proper names, as Ασταρτος, Αθλασταρτος, Δελεασταρτος (Joseph c. Αν. i. 15). The name occurs moreover written in Egyptian hieroglyphics, as Αστηρ (Gen. Thes. s. v.). For evidence of her wide-spread worship see also Eckhel, Dict. Vocab. iii. 369 ff. It is worthy of remark that Rüdiger, in his recently published Addenda to Gesenius's Thesaurus (p. 106), notices that in the inscription on the sarcophagus of a king named Kaunuzar, discovered in January, 1855 (see Robinson, iii. 35, note), the founding, or at least restoration, of the temple of this goddess at Sidon, is attributed to him and to his mother Ashurathath, who is further styled priestess of Ashthoret.

If now we seek to ascertain the character and attributes of this goddess, we find ourselves involved in considerable perplexity. There can be no doubt that the general notion symbolized is that of productive power, as Baal symbolizes that of generative power, and it would be natural to conclude: that as the sun is the great symbol of the latter, and therefore to be identified with Baal, so the moon is the symbol of the former and must be identified, with Asherah, the moon-goddess. Yet the name is also too aptly to be so interpreted, can scarcely be doubted. The ancient name of the city, Ashthorath-Karnaim, already referred to, seems to indicate a horned Astarte, that is, an image with a crescent moon on her head like the Egyptian Athor. At any rate it is certain that she was by some ancient writers identified with the moon; thus Lucian (De Syr. Des. iv. 4) says, Ασταρτην δι' έγνου δεκα[στα]ναι[ανα] μελεον. And again Herodian, v. 6, 10, Ὠρωσιαν Φωικαις Ασταρτην επικαθηρουσας σαλας και θελων. On these grounds, Movers, Winer, Keil, and others maintain that originally Ashethoret was the moon-goddess. On the other hand, it appears to be now ascertained that the Assyrian Ishtar was not the moon-goddess, but the planet Venus (Rawlinson, Herod. i. c.), and it is certain that Astarte was by many ancient writers identified with the goddess Venus (or Aphrodite) as well as with the planet of that name. The name itself seems to be identical with our word Αστήρ, a word very widely spread (Sanekt., tav. Zen: studium; Pehlevi, xtotrun). Pers. 3ηντολιν xtotra; Gr. αστήρ: Lat. stele.

Though this derivation is regarded as doubtful by Keil, from the absence of the initial Α in all the presumed representatives of the word (Κίναιος, i. 168, Eng. tr. i. 189), it is admitted by Gesenius, Fürst, Movers, and most Hebrew critics on apparently good grounds. On the whole it seems most likely that both the moon and the planet were looked upon as symbols, under different aspects and perhaps at different periods, of the goddess, just as each of them may in different aspects of the heavens be regarded as the "queen of heaven." The inquiry as to the worship paid to the goddess is not less perplexed than that of the heavenly body in which she was symbolized. Movers (Phoen. 697) distinguishes two Astartes, one Carthaginian-Sidonian, a virgin goddess symbolized by the moon, the other Syro-Phoenician symbolized by the planet Venus. Whether this be so or not, it is certain that the worship of Astarte became identified with that of Venus: thus Cicero (de Nat. Deor. iii. 23) speaks of a fourth Venus, "Syria Tyretoque concepta, que Astarte vocatur," and that this worship was connected with the most impure and licentious rites is apparent from the close connexion of this goddess with Ashterah, or, as our translators render the word, "groves." It is not necessary that we should here enter further into this perplexing and revolting subject of the worship of this goddess. The reader who wishes to pursue the inquiry may find ample details in Movers' Phainism, already referred to, and in Creuzer's Symbolik.

F. W. G.

ASHUR (אָשָׁר [black, Ges., possibly hero, First]: Ασθή: [Var. Σανωά]): [Alex. Ξαρς, Astro, Comp. Ασθόμ:] Ashtar, Asnur), the "father of Tekoa," 1 Chr. ii. 24, iv. 5 [which probably means that he was the founder or prince of that village. See Teroaj].

ASHURITES, THE (אשָׁרִים): [Δ θάρηπ: [Var. Θάρηπ: Alex. Θάρω]: [Comp. Ασθόπ]], Gessue.] This name occurs only in the enumeration of those over whom Ishbosheth was made king (2 Sam. ii. 9). By some of the old inter preters—Arabé, Syriac, and Vulgate versions—and in modern times by Ewald (iosch. iii. 143), the name is taken as meaning the (West) or members of a small kingdom to the N. or S. E. of Damascus, one of the petty states which were included under the general title of Aram. [Αραμ. Gessuer.] The difficulty in accepting this sub stitution is that Geshur had a king of its own, Tashui, whose daughter moreover was married to David somewhere about this very time (1 Chr. iii. 2, compared with 4), a circumstance not consistent with his being the ally of Ishbosheth, or with the latter being made king over the people of Geshur. Tashui was still king many years after this occurrence (2 Sam. xiii. 37). In addition, Geshur was surely too remote from Mahamna and from the rest of Ishbosheth's territory to be intended here.

It would therefore be perhaps safer to follow the Targum of Jonathan, which has Beth-Asher, צֶּבָּר הָאִישׁ, "the house of Asher," a reading supported by several MSS. of the original text, which, omitting the Vau, have רוֹנָיוֹשׁ (Davidson, Tesh. Text, ad loc.). "The Asherites" will then denote the whole of the country west of the Jordan above Jezreel (the district of the plain of Esdraelon), and the enumeration will proceed regularly from north to south, Asher to Benjamin. The term "Asherite" occurs in Judg. i. 32. The reading of the LXX. was evidently quite different; but what it was has not been yet recognized.

There is clearly no reference here to the Ashurrim of Gen. xxv. 3.

ASH VATH (אָשָׁד: 'Ashid: [Var.]: Alex. Ασθόθ: [Comp. Ασθόθ]: Aseth). One of the sons of Japheth, of the tribe of Asher (1 Chr. vii. 34).

A'SIA (אָסִי; [Join]). The passages in the N. T. where this word occurs are the following: Acts ii. 9, 10, 11, 13, 17, 20, 24, 27, 32, 37, 14, 17, 20, 21, 27, xxvii. 2; Rom. xvi. 5 (where the true reading is Ασίαις); 1 Cor. xvi. 19; 2 Cor. i. 8; 2 Tim. i. 15; 1 Pet. i. 1; Rev. i. 4, 11. [CHIEF of ASIA. See ASIARCH]. In all these passages it may be confidently stated that the word is used, not for "the continent of Asia," nor for what we commonly understand by "Asia Minor," but for a Roman province which embraced the western part of the peninsula of Asia Minor and of which Eph
sion was the capital. This province originated in the request of Attalus, King of Pergamus, or King of Asia, who left by will to the Roman Republic his hereditary dominions in the west of the peninsula (n. c. 133). Some rectifications of the frontier were made, and "Asia" was constituted a province. Under the early Emperors it was rich and flourishing, though it had been severely plundered under the Republic. In the division made by Augustus of senatorial and imperial provinces, it was placed in the former class, and was governed by a proconsul. Hence Ἀσιαῖοι, Acts xiv. 38, and on coins. It contained many important cities, among which were the seven churches of the Apocalypse, and it was divided into assay districts for judicial business. (Hence Ἀσιαῖοι, i. c. Ἀσιάς, Acts, ibid.) It is not possible absolutely to define the inland boundary of this province during the life of St. Paul: indeed the limits of the provinces were frequently undergoing change; but generally it may be said that it included the territory anciently subdivided into Lydia, Ionia, and Caria, and afterwards into My西亚, Lydia, and Caria. [MY西亚, Lycia, Bithynia, Phrygia, Galatia.]

Meyer's comment on Acts xvi. 6 is curious, and neither necessary nor satisfactory. He supposes that the divine intimation given to St. Paul had reference to the continent of Asia, as opposed to Europe; and that the apostle supposed it might have reference simply to Asia eis Taurum, and therefore attempted to penetrate into Bithynia. The view of Meyer and De Wette on Acts xxvii. 3 (and of the former on Acts xix. 10), namely, that the peninsula of Asia Minor is intended, involves a geographical mistake; for this term "Asia Minor" does not seem to have been so applied till some centuries after the Christian era. Moreover the mistake introduces confusion into both narratives. It is also erroneous to speak of Asia in the N. T. as Λ. προεομοθνία: for this phrase also was of later date, and denoted one of Constantine's subdivisions of the province of which we are speaking.

In the books of Macebees, where reference is made to the pre-provincial period of this district (n. c. 300-150), we frequently encounter the word Asia in its earlier sense. The title "King of Asia" was used by the Seleucid monarchs of Antioch, and was claimed by them even after it more properly belonged to the immediate predecessors of Attalus (see 1 Marc. xvi. 13; only Care and Howson's Life and Epistles of St. Paul, ch. xiv.; Marquardt's Rom. Alterthümer, ii. 139-140). J. S. H.

ASIA RICHE (Ἀσιαρχής: princeps Asiae, Vulg.: chief of Asia, A. V.; Acts xix. 34), officers chosen annually by the cities of that part of the province of Asia of which Ephesus was, under Roman government, the metropolis. They had charge of the public games and religious theatrical spectacles, the expenses of which they bore, as was done by the holders of Ἀσιότητα at Athens, and the arches at Rome (Nolhain, iii. 35; Gibbon, iv. xii. 295, ed. Smith). Their office was thus, in great measure at least, religious, and they are in consequence sometimes called ἀσιάρχης, and their office ἀσιάρχειον. (Mart. S. Poly无可 in Po. Ap. c. 21 [cf. c. 12].) Probably it represented the religious element of the ancient Panticus league; to the
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Rev.: EHIKAIMTH ITOCAGAT ASIARICHE. Bust of Emperor to right.

OE.: ATTAKMAYP, ANUTEINOUCE. Bust of Emperor to right.

Territorial limits of which also the circle of the functions of the Asarchs nearly corresponded. (See Herod. i. 142.) Officers called Άσιαρχῇς are mentioned by Strabo (xiv. 665), who exercised judicial and civil functions, subject to the Roman government; but there is no evidence to show that the Asarchs exercised any but the religious functions above mentioned. Moderns names Ωθοναρχία and Καταθαραρχία as religious offices in Bithynia and Cappadocia. The office of Asarch was annual, and subject to the approval of the proconsul, but might be renewed; and the title appears to have been continued to those who had at any time held the office. From its costliness, it was often (ἀριστοκρατεῖ) conferred on a citizen of the wealthy city of Tralles (Strabo, xiv. 649). Philip, the Asarch at the time of St. Polycarp's martyrdom, was a Tralienne. Coins or inscriptions bearing the names of persons who had served the office of Asarch once or more times, are known as belonging to the following cities: Aphrodisias, Cyzicus, Hierapolis, Laodicea, Pergamus, Philadelphia, Sardis, Smyrna, Thyatira. (Aristid. Oc. xvi. 518, ed. Dind.; Eckel, ii. 507, iv. 207; Eckel, Inser. vol. ii.; Van Dale, D. W. p. 274 sqq.; Krause, Crisp. Nieszer, p. 71; Wetstein, On Ac. xix. 27.) As coast of the Caspian Sea, as in Acts ii. 9 and xi. 9.
serve in building the temple, which he did noiselessly, by means of a mysterious stone Shamir (Cæmet, s. v. and Fragmenta, p. 271, where there is a great deal of fanciful and groundless speculations). F. W. F.

AS'NAH (ασ'ναθ) [thorn-bush]: 'Asennah'. The children of Assnah were among the Nethinim who returned with Zerubbabel (Ezr. ii. 50). In the parallel list of Neh. vii. 52 the name is omitted, and in 1 Esdr. v. 31 it is written Asana. [See also Asnath.] W. A. W.

[ASNAPPAR (so correctly A. V. ed. 1611; in later eds.)] ASNAPPER (ασ'ναπ'παρ) [Syr. Epop.]: 'Asennaphar; [Vat. At'ennaphar: Alex. Naqaph: Asennar'], mentioned in Ezr. iv. 10, with the epithets ‘great and noble,’ as the person who settled the Cuthans in the cities of Samaria. He has been variously identified with Shalmaneser, Senanorah, and Ezra-baldon. Of the three the third is the most probable, as Gesenius says, since in ver. 2 of the same chapter the Cuthans attribute their settlement to that king. But on the whole, as this is but slight evidence, it seems better to accept Patrick’s view (Comm. in loco), that Asnapper was ‘some great commander, who was intrusted by one of these kings to conduct them, and bring them over the river Euphrates, and see them settled in Samaria.’ G. E. L. C.

AS'OM (ασ'μα: Asom), 1 Esdr. ix. 33. [Hastum.]

ASP (ασ'μα: Asp): ‘Plures, ἀρπάζων, βαρνάκος: aspis, basiliscus. The Hebrew word occurs in the six following passages: Dent. xxxii. 33: Ps. viii. 4, xvi. 12; Job xx. 14, 16; Is. xi. 8. It is expressed in the passages from the Psalms by akker in the text of the A. V., and by ἀσπίς in the margin. Elsewhere the text of the A. V. has *asp* as the representative of the original word *pethen*. That some kind of poisonous serpent is denoted by the Hebrew word is clear from the passages quoted above. We further learn from Ps. viii. 4. that the *pethen* was a snake upon which the serpent-charmers practised their art. In this passage the wicked are compared to ‘the deaf adder that stoppeth her ear, which will not hearken to the voice of charmers, charming never so wisely:’ ‘and from Is. xi. 8. ‘the sucking child shall play on the hole of the *asp,*’ it would appear that the *pethen* was a dweller in holes of walls, &c. The question of identity is one which is by no means easy to determine. Böckh attributes nothing in aid to a solution when he attempts to prove that the *pethen* is the *asp* (Hieroz. iii. 156), for this species of serpent, if a species be signified by the term, has been so vaguely described by authors, that it is not possible to say what known kind is represented by it. The term *asp* in modern zoology is generally restricted to the *Vipera aspis* of Latrille, but it is most probable that the name, amongst the ancients, stood for different kinds of venomous serpents. Solinus (xxvi. 28) says, ‘plures diversissimorum aspidum species;’ and Elian (V. Anim. x. 31) asserts that the Egyptians enumerate

---

*a* Asp (the Greek ἀσπίς, the Latin *aspis*) has by some been derived from the Heb. מַעֲשָׂה, ‘to gather up,’ in allusion to the coiling habits of the snake when first rest; but this etymology is very improbable. We think that the words are onomatopoeia, alluding to the hissing sounds serpents make: cf. Lat. *aspis-nare.* The shield (ἀσπίς) is no doubt derived from the form of the animal at rest.
sixteen kinds of asp. Bruce thought that the asp of the ancients should be referred to the cerasus, while Cuvier considered it to be the Egyptian cobra (Naja haje). Be this, however, as it may, there can be little doubt that the Hebrew name pethen is specific, as it is mentioned as distinct from asp, asp, apis, naja, naja, bant, bant, naja, etc., names of other members of the Ophidien.

Oedmann (Vernisich, Samuel, v. 81) identifies the pethen with the Celaer bantun, Linn., a species described by Forskål (Descr. Anim. p. 15). Rosemuller (Nota, ed Hierzn. iii. 156), Dr. Lee (Ichth. S. v. 77), Dr. Harris (Nat. Hist. of Bible, art. Asp), Col. H. Smith (Cypr. Bib. Lib. art. Serpent), believe, that pethen is identified with the Celaer bantun of Forskål. Oedmann has no hesitation in establishing an identity between the Celaer bantun and the C. bantun; but from Forskål’s descriptions it is most probable that the two species are distinct. The whole argument that seeks to establish the identity of the Celaer bantun with the pethen of Scripture is based entirely upon a similarity of sound. Rosemuller thinks that the Arabic word bantun ought to be written pethen, and thinks there can be no doubt that this species represents the pethen of Scripture. Oedmann’s argument also is based on a similarity of sound in the words, though he adds an additional point in the fact that, according to the Swedish naturalist quoted above, the common people of Cyprus bestow the epithet of bont (copea), “deaf,” upon the Celaer bantun. He does not, however, believe that this species is absolutely deaf, for he says it can hear well. This epithet of deafness attributed to the Celaer bantun Oedmann thinks may throw light on the passage in Ps. 39. 3, about “the deaf adder.”

As regards the opinion of Rosemuller and others who recognize the pethen under the bantun of Forskål, it may be stated that, even if the identity is allowed, we are as much in the dark as ever on the subject, for the Celaer bantun of Forskål has never been determined. If C. bantun = Celaer bantun, the species denoted may be the Echis ceratophora (tation) of Egypt (Catalogue of Snakes in Brit. M. i. 29). Probably all that naturalists have ever heard of the C. bantun is derived from two or three lines of description given by Forskål. “The whole body is spotted with black and white; it is a foot in length, and the thickness of two thumbs; oviparous; its bite kills in an instant, and the wounded body swells.” The evidence adduced by the deaf snake of Cyprus, and adduced in support of his argument by Oedmann, is of no value whatever, for it must be remembered that the ambition in all the opinion is very imperfect; as all the members of this order are destitute of a tympanic cavity. The epithet “deaf” therefore, as far as relates to the power all serpents possess of hearing ordinary sounds may reasonably be applied to any snake. Vulgar opinion in this country attributes “deafness” to the adder; but it would be very unreasonable to infer from thence that the adder of this country (P. harisi) is identical with the “deaf adder” of the 38th Psalm! Vulgar opinion in Cyprus is of no more value in the matter of identification of species than vulgar opinion in England.

A preliminary proof, moreover, is necessary for the argument. The snake of Cyprus must be demonstrated to occur in Egypt or the Holy Land—a fact which has never yet been proved, though, as was stated above, the snake of Cyprus (C. ceratophora) may be the same as the Echis ceratophora of North Africa.

Very absurd are some of the explanations which commentators have given of the passage concerning the “deaf adder that stoppeth her ears;” the Rabbi Solomon (according to Bochart, iii. 162) asserts that this snake becomes deaf when old in one ear; that she stops the other with dust, lest she should hear the charmour’s voice.” Others maintain that “she applies one ear to the ground and stops the other with her tail.” That such errors should have prevailed in former days, when little else but foolish marvels filled the pages of natural history, is not to be wondered at, and no allusion to them would have been made here, if this absurd error of “the adder stopping her ears with her tail” had not been perpetuated in our own day. In Byttner’s Lyra of David, p. 152 (Dee’s translation, 1847?), the following explanation of the word pethen, without note or comment, occurs: “Asp, whose deafness marks the venom of his nature, as though impenetrable even to charms. It is deaf of one ear, and stops the other with dust or its tail, that it may not hear incantations.” Dr. Thomson also (Land and Book, p. 155, London, 1859.) seems to give credence to the fable when he writes: “There is also current an opinion that the adder will actually stop up his ear with his tail to fortify himself against the influence of music and other charms.” It is not, then, needless to observe, in confirmation of the above error, that no serpent possesses external openings to the ear.

The true explanation of Ps. 39. 4 is simply as follows: There are some serpents, individuals of the same species perhaps, which deaf all the attempts of the charmour; in the language of Scripture such individuals may be termed deaf. The point of the relative consists in the fact that the pethen was capable of hearing the charmour’s song, but refused to do so. The individual case in question was an exception to the rule. If, as some have supposed, the expression “deaf adder” denoted some species that was incapable of hearing, whence it had its specific name, how could there be any force in the comparison which the psalmist makes with wicked men?

![Egyptian Cobra. (Naja haje.)](image-url)
reason why such sounds as the charmer makes produce the desired effect in the subject under treatment. [SERPENT-CHARMING.] As the Egyptian zóbra is more frequently than any other species the subject upon which the serpent-charmers of the Bible lands practice their science, as it is fond of concealing itself in walls and in holes (Is. xi. 8), and as it is not improbable that the derivation of the Hebrew word pathen has reference to the expanding powers of this serpent's neck when irritated, it appears to us to have a decidedly better claim to represent the pathen than the very doubtful species of Coluber bonin, which on such slender grounds has been so positively identified with it.

W. H.

**ASPALATHUS** (asphaltóς ἀρωμάτων; Comp. πάλαθος: βεβηλόνας), the name of some sweet perfume mentioned in Ezek. xxiv. 15, to which Wisdom compares herself: "I gave a sweet smell like cinnamon and aspalathus." The question as to what kind of plant represents the aspalathus of the ancients has long been a puzzling one. From Theocritus (bd. iv. 57) we learn that the aspalathus was of a thorny nature, and (from bd. xxiv. 87) that the dry wood was used for burning. Phiny (H. N. xii. 24) says that aspalathus grows in Cyprus; that it is a white thorny shrub, the size of a moderate tree; that another name for this plant was cypesceptron or reperciputrum, as "red sceptre," a name perhaps which it owed to the fact of the flowers clustering along the length of the branches; but in another place (xxiv. 13) he speaks of aspalathus as distinct from the cypesceptron, as growing in Spain, and commonly employed there as an ingredient in perfumes and ointments. He states that it was employed also in the washing of wool. Theophrastus (Hist. Pl. iv. 7, § 3, ed. Schneider) enumerates aspalathus with cinnamon, cassia, and many other articles which were used for ointments, and appears to speak of it as an Eastern production. In Fr. iv. 33 he says it is sweet-scented and an astringent. Dioscorides (i. 19) says that the aspalithus was used for the purpose of thickening ointment.

It appears that there were at least two kinds or varieties of plants known by the name of aspalathus; for all the authorities cited above clearly make mention of two: one was white, thorny, and inferior; the other had red wood under the bark, and was highly aromatic. The plant was of so thorny a nature that Plato (Republic, p. 616 A. ed. Bekker) says cruel tyrants were punished with it in the lower world.

Gerarde (Herbal, p. 1625) mentions two kinds of aspalathus: aspal albeirus toro citrico, and aspal rubens. "The latter," he says, "is the better of the two; its smell is like that of the rose, whence the name Lignum Rhodenum, rather than from Rhodes, the place where it is said to grow." The Lignum Rhodenum is by some supposed to be the substance indicated by the aspalathus; the plant which yields it is the Convolvulus auratus of Linnaeus. Dr. Royle (CycI. Bibl. Lit. xi. v. c.) is inclined to believe that the bark of a tree of the Himalayan mountains, the Myrica sphydr of Dr. Wallis, is the article indicated; because, in India the term Dharshinum, which by Avicenna and Serapion are used as the Arabic synonym of aspalathus, is applied to the bark of this tree. If the aspalathus of the Apocrypha be identical with the aspalathus of the Greeks, it is clear that the locality for the plant must be sought nearer home, for Theocritus evidently mentions the aspalathus as if it were familiar to the Greek colonists of Sicily or the south of Italy in its growing state. For other attempts to identify the aspalathus see Salmatis, Hyg. Int. cap. lxxvin.; Dr. Royle, in passage referred to above; Sprengel, Hist. Real Herb i. 45, 1831; but in all probability the term has been applied to various plants.

W. H.

**ASPATHA** (Ἀσψάθα): [Alex. F. Φαγαί; Comp. Ἀσφαθάδις] Espathatho, third son of Haman (Esth. ix. 7).

**ASP' THAR, THE POOL** (Ἄσπατος Ασφαθ: [Alex. Λ. Ασφαθ: λακα Ασφαθ]: in the "wilderness of Theoc." By this "pool" Jonathan and Simon Maccaebus encamped at the beginning of their struggle with Bocoelius (I Macc. ix. 33; Joseph. Ant. xiii. 1, § 2). Is it possible that the name is a corruption of Ἀσπατής or Ἀσπατής?

G.

**ASP' THAR' ASUS** (Ἀσφαθάρασ: Machpattowchor), l Esdr. v. 8. [MISPERETIL]

**AS'RIEL** (Ἀσρείλ; [Row of God]: Esreil, I Ερεια [Acts-ερεία]; Alex. Ἐρεία in Jos.: Ashriel, Esriel). The son of Gilead, and great-grandson of Joseph (Num. xvi. 13; Josh. viii. 2). He was the founder of the family of the Ash剧烈ites. The name is wrongly written Ashriel in the A. V. of 1 Chr. vii. 14. According to the rendering of the latter passage by the LXX., Ashriel was the son of Manasseh by his Syrian concubine.

W. A. W.

**AS'RIELITES, THE** (Ἀσρείλίτες; Ἀσρείλίτες) [Acts-ερείλιτας]. Num. xxvi. 31. [ARIJEL]

**ASS.** The five following Hebrew names of the genus Asinus occur in the O. T.: Chamor, Ἀχιθών, Ἀγις, Ἀρίδ, and Ἀρίδιος.

the discovery of the Canary Islands this name was transferred to Convol. scoparius, and afterwards to several American plants. It is called in the Canary Islands Lema NAO, a corruption of Lignum aures, and though now in little request, large quantities of it were formerly exported, and the plant nearly exterminated. The apothecaries used it both as Lignum Rho- dium and as the aspalathus of Dioscorides: it soon however, took the latter name, which was handed over to a wood brought from India, though the original plant was a thorny shrub growing on the shores of the Mediterranean, probably Spartium villosum, according to Sibthorpe (For. Grec. vol. viii. p. 69). "c" so in the Genaran version. This accords with the Hebrew in 2 MSS., and one edition cited by Mi- chaeels. A.
ASS

1. Chzover (אש) in 1 Sam. xvi. 20; ass, "the ass," (her-ass) denotes the male domestic ass, though the word was no doubt used in a general sense to express any ass whether male or female. The ass is frequently mentioned in the Bible; it was used (a) for carrying burdens (1 Sam. 18. 26; Gen. xliii. 16; 2 Sam. 23; 2 Sam. xii. 1; 1 Chr. xii. 40; Neh. xiii. 15; 1 Sam. xxvii. 7) (b) for riding (Gen. xxvii. 11; Ex. iv. 20; Num. xxi. 14; 1 K. viii. 19; Josh. xiv. 18; Judg. i. 14, v. 10, x. 4, xii. 14; 1 Sam. xix. 20; 2 Sam. xii. 23, xix. 26; Zech. ix. 9; Matt. x. 7) (c) for ploughing (Is. xxv. 24, xxxv. 20; Deut. xvii. 11), and perhaps for treading out corn, though there is no clear Scripture allusion to the fact. In Egypt asses were so employed (Wilkinson's Anc. Egypt., iii. 34), and by the Jews, according to Josephus (Cont. Apion, iii. § 7) (d) for grinding at the mill (Matt. viii. 6; Luke xii. 2) — this does not appear in the A. V., but the Greek has μελας ἀνδρέας for "mill-tone"; (e) for (carrying baggage in wars (2 K. vii. 10); and, perhaps from the time of David, (f) for the procuration of mules (Gen. xxxvi. 21; 1 K. iv. 28; Esth. viii. 10, &c.).

It is almost needless to observe that the ass in eastern countries is a very different animal from what he is in western Europe. There the greatest care is taken of the animal, and much attention is paid to cultivate the breed by crossing the finest specimens; the riding on the ass therefore conveys a very different notion from the one which attaches to such a mode of conveyance in our own country. The most noble and honorable amongst the Jews were wont to be mounted on asses; and in this manner our Lord himself rode his triumphant entry into Jerusalem. He came, indeed, "meek and lowly," but it is a mistake to suppose, as many do, that the ass was meekest; according to our English ideas, ought to do with his meekness; although thereby, doubtless, he meant to show the peculiar nature of his kingdom, as horses were used only for war purposes. In illustration of the passage in Judg. v. 10, "Speak ye that ride on white asses," it may be mentioned that Buckingham (Trav., p. 389) tells us that one of the peculiarities of Bagdad is its race of white asses, which are saddled and bridled for the conveyance of passengers. . . . that they are large and spirited, and have an easy and steady pace. Bukhara is also celebrated for its breed of white asses, which are sometimes more than thirteen hands high; they are imported into Peshawar, and fetch from 80 to 100 rupees each.

In Deut. xxi. 10 "swearing with an ox and an ass together" was forbidden by the law of Moses. Michaelis (Comm. on the Laws of Moses, transl. vol. ii. p. 322) believes that this prohibition is to be traced to the economic importance of the ox in the estimation of the Jews; that the coupling together, therefore, so valued an animal as the ox with the inferior ass was a dishonor to the former animal; others, i.e. Clerc for instance, think that this law and merely a symbolical meaning, and that by it we are to understand improper alliances in civil and religious life to be forbidden: he compares 2 Cor. vi. 14, "Be ye not unequally yoked with unbelievers." It is not at all improbable that such a lesson was intended to be conveyed; but we think that the main reason in the prohibition is a physical one, namely, that the ox and the ass could not pull pleasantly together on account of the difference in size and strength; perhaps also this prohibition may have some reference to the law given in Lev. xix. 19.

The expression used in Is. xxx. 24, "The young asses that car the ground," would be more intelligible to modern understandings were it translated thence to till the ground; the verb is from αροι, "I till," or "I plough," being now obsolete (comp. also 1 Sam. viii. 12). [EAR, EATING.]

Although the flesh of the wild ass was deemed a luxury amongst the Persians and Tartars, yet it does not appear that any of the nations of Canaan used the ass for food. The Mosaic law considered it unclean, as "not dividing the hoof and chewing the cud." In extreme cases, however, as in the great famine of Samaria, when "an ass's head was sold for eighty pieces of silver" (2 K. vi. 25), the flesh of the ass was considered nothing. Many commentators on this passage, following the LXX., have understood a measure (αχομης of bread) by the Hebrew word. Dr. Harris says,— "no kind of extremity could compel the Jews to eat any part of this animal for food;" but it must be remembered that in cases of extreme need parents ate their own offspring (2 K. vi. 29; Ez. v. 19). This argument therefore fails to the ground; nor is there sufficient reason for assigning the common acceptance of these passages (1 Sam. xvi. 20, xxv. 18), and for understanding a measure and not the animal. For an example: to illustrate 2 K. i. c. comp. Plutarch, Arist. i. 1023, "An ass's head could hardly be bought for sixty drachmas."[a]

The Jews were accused of worshipping the head of an ass. Josephus (Cont. Apion, ii. § 7) very indignantly blames Apion for having the impudence to pretend that the Jews placed an ass's head of gold on the holy place (1 Macc. iii. 21), and that the grammarians asserted Antiochus Epiphanes discovered when he spoiled the temple. Plutarch (Sympoe., ch. 5) and Tacitus (Hist. v. 3 and 4) seem to have believed in this slander. It would be out of place here to enter further into this question, as it has no Scriptural bearing, but the reader may find much curious matter relating to this subject in Bochart (Hieroz. iii. 299 ff).

2. Αλεύθ (αλέβης); ους, ους, ους θηλεία, ἡμίους, ους θηλεία οὐχαίς; αὖσα, αὖσα, "ass," "she-ass.") There can be no doubt that this name represents the common domestic she-ass, nor do we think there are any grounds for believing that the αὐσις indicates some particular valuable breed which judges and great men only possessed, as Dr. Kittel (Phys. Hist. Polit. p. 381), and Dr. Harris (Nat. Hist. of Bible, art. Ass) have supposed. Αλεύθ in Gen. xiii. 16, xvi. 23 is clearly contrasted with θηλεία. Balaam rode on a she-ass (αὐσις). The asses of Kish which Saul sought were she-asses. The Shumannite (2 K. i. 22, 24) rode on one

[a] The Talmudists say the flesh of the ass causes barrenness in women. But this is a mistaken interpretation of the text (Seder Thum, § 165).

[b] A word of uncertain derivation, usually derived from an unused root. It was "to be slow," or "to walk with
when she went to seek Elisa. They were she-asses which formed the especial care of one of David's officers (1 Chr. xxvii. 30). While on the other hand Abraham (Gen. xxiii. 3, &c.), Achish (Josh. xv. 18), Abigail (1 Sam. xxv. 20), the disobedient prophet (1 K. xiii. 29), rode on a zebnir.

3. 'Ayir (אֲיִיר; pā'ïros, pā'álos νός, óvōs, beús (in Is. xxx. 24): pullus animæ, pullus ovis, ju-mentum, pullus asinæ, "coal," "ass colt," "young ass," "colt"), the name of a young ass, which occurs Gen. xix. 11, xxxii. 13; Jud. x. 4, xii. 14; Job xi. 12; Is. xxx. 6, 24; Zech. ix. 9. In the passages of the books of Judges and Zechariah the 'ayir is spoken of as being old enough for riding upon; in Is. xxx. 6, for carrying burdens; and in ver 24 for tilling the ground. Perhaps the word 'ayir is intended to denote an ass rather older than the age we now understand by the term foal or colt; the derivation "to be spirited" or "impetuous" would then be peculiarly appropriate.

4. Pere (פֶּר; ὡς ἁγράς, ὡς ἐν ἂγρι, ἄγρασ, ὡς ἴματις, ἄγραικος ἄ ρατως: ferus homo, Vulg.; "wild man," A. V., in Gen. xvi. 12; onager, "wild ass"). The name of a species of wild ass mentioned Gen. xvi. 12; Ps. civ. 11; Job vi. 5, vii. 12; xxxiv. 6, 9, 11; Hos. viii. 9; Jer. ii. 12; Is. xxxii. 14. In Gen. xvi. 12, Pere Asinus, a "wild ass man," is applied to Ishmael and his descendants, a character that is well suited to the Arabs at this day. Hosea (viii. 9) compares Israel to a wild ass of the desert, and Job (xxxiv. 5) gives an animated description of this animal, and one which is amply confirmed by both ancient and modern writers.

5. 'Arūd (אֶרָוד; omitted by the LXX. and Vulg., which versions probably supposed 'ārid and pere to be synonymous: "wild ass"). The Hebrew word occurs only in Job xxxiv. 5, "Who hath sent out the pere free, or who hath hossed the bands of the 'ārod?" The Chaldaic plural 'arūd-ayth (אֶרָוד עֵית) occurs in Dar. c. 21. Nebuchadnezzar's "dwelling was with the wild asses." Bochart (Hieroz. ii. 218) and Rosenmüller (Sch. in L. T. i., l. c.); Lee (Comment. on Job l. c.), Gesenius (Thes. s. v.) suppose 'ārid and pere to be identical in meaning. The last-named writer says that pere is the Hebrew, and 'ārid the Arabic; but it is not improbable that the two names stand for different animals.

The subject which relates to the different animals known as wild asses has recently received very valuable elucidation from Mr. Blythe in a paper contributed to the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (1839), a reprint of which appears in the October No. of The Annals and Magazine of Nat-ural History (1840). This writer enumerates seven species of the division Asinus. In all probability the species known to the ancient Jews are Asinus hémipus, which inhabits the deserts of Syria, Mesopotamia, and the northern parts of Arabia; and Asinus vulpes of N. E. Africa, the true onager or aboriginal wild ass, whence the domesticated breed is sprung; probably also the Asinus wrenii, the Koulun or Ghorkhur, which is found in Central Asia from 48° N. Intitide southward short steps; but Först (Heb. Conco. l. s. v.) demurs strongly to this etymology.

From וּז, ferure.

Syrian Wild Ass. (Asinus Hemipus.) Specimen in Zoological Gardens

[The text continues with descriptions and illustrations of other animals and locations, not fully transcribed here.]

is perhaps only a variety of Asinus onager, inhabits Thibet, Mongolia, and Southern Siberia, countries with which the Jews were not familiar. We may therefore safely conclude that the 'ūthān and pere of the sacred writings stand for the different species now distinguishing under the names of Asinus hémipus, the Assyrian wild ass, Asinus vulpes, the true onager, and perhaps Asinus onager, the Koulun or Ghorkhur of Persia and Western India.

The following quotation from Mr. Blythe's valuable paper is given as illustrative of the Scriptural allusions to wild asses: "To the west of the range of the Ghorkur lies that of Asinus hémipus, or true Hemionus of ancient writers—the particular species apostrophized in the book of Job, and again that noticed by Xenophon. There is a recent account of it by Mr. Layard in Nineveh and its Remains (p. 324). Returning from the Sinher, he was riding through the desert to Tel Afer, and there he mistook a troop of them for a body of horse with the Belonin riders concealed! 'The reader will remember,' he adds, 'that Xenophon mentions these beautiful animals, which he must have seen during his march over these very plains.'

The country," says he, "was a plain throughout,

[The text ends here, indicating the conclusion of the passage.]
as even as the sea, and full of wormwood, if any other kind of shrubs or reeds grew there they had all an aromatic smell, but no trees appeared . . . The asses, when they were pursued, having gained ground on the horses, stood still (for they exceeded them much in speed); and when these came up with them they did the same thing again . . . The flesh of those that were taken was like that of a red deer but more tender" (Jn. 1, § 5). "In fleeciness, continues Mr. Layard, 'they equal the gazelle, and to overtake them is a feat which only one or two of the most celebrated horses have been known to accomplish'" (Jews and Mag. of Nat. Hist. vol. vi. No. 34, p. 234).

The subjoined wood-cut represents some kind of wild ass depicted on monuments at Persepolis. W. H.

Greek correspondent of Gazerah in the text. [Gaxrera.] The Complutensian and Aldine editions of the Sept., with 6 MSS., read 'Asaphemath in the passage referred to for αἰσθημα of the Roman edition. 'Asaphemath is also found in the Sept. in Jer. xxxviii. (Heb. xxxii.) 40 as the representative of the Heb. גַּשָּׁם. A.

Ass'ur. [Assyria.]

Asshurim (חָשִׂירָם: 'Assowrim: Alex 'Așwrm: Assoumim). A tribe descended from Dedan, the grandson of Abraham (Gen. xxv. 3). They have not been identified with any degree of certainty. Knobel considers them the same with the Assur of Ez. xxvii. 23, and connected with southern Arabia. W. A. W.

Assideans (Ἄσσιδαι: [in 1 Mac. vii. Alex. Ασσίδιον, Sin. Ασσίδιον:] Assiadi, i. e. Ἀσσιάδα, the plains, "paritians"; οἱ εἰσαβείς, οἱ ἑσαβείς), the name assumed by a section of the orthodox Jews (1 Mac. ii. 42 [so Comp. Adj. Alex.], alli [Rom. Sin.] Τουδαίων, probably by correction; 1 Mac. vii. 13; 2 Mac. vii. 6), as distinguished from the "lawless" (οἱ αἰσθηματικοί, 1 Mac. iii. 8, vi. 21, vii. 5, &c.), "the howless" (οἱ ἀμαρτόμενοι, 1 Mac. iii. 6, ix. 23, &c.), "the transgressors" (οἱ παράνομοι, 1 Mac. i. 11, &c.), that is, the Hel-

Wild Ass. On monuments of Persepolis. (Rawlinson's Herodote.)

Assabias (Ἀσσαίας: [Vat. Alex. Αίασιας] Ασσαῖας), 1 Esdr. i. 9. [HASSAIAH.]

Assalimoth (Σαλιμώθ: [Vat. Σαλιμώθ: Alex. Add. Ἀσσαλιμώθ:] Salimoth (38)), 1 Esdr. viii. 36. [SHALIMITHE.]

Assanias (Ἀσσανίας: [Vat. Ασσανίας: Alex. Ασσανιας: 2 MSS. 'Aσσανιας: Ασσαννιας], 1 Esdr. viii. 54. [HASSAIAH.]

* Assareimoth. This word is given in the margin of the A. V. in 1 Mac. iv. 15 as the

Assos, or Assas (Ἀσσας), a town and seaport of the Roman province of Asia, in the district anciently called Mycia. It was situated on the northern shore of the gulf of Advamytium, and was only about seven miles from the opposite coast of Lesbos, near Methymna (Strab. xiii. p. 618). A road went up the mountains, and the towns were situated in the central parts of the province with Alexandria Troas [Thrace] passed through Assos, the distance between the two latter places being about 20 miles (Itin. Anton.). These geographical points illustrate St. Paul's rapid passage through the town as
mentioned in Acts xx. 13, 14. The ship in which he was to accomplish his voyage from Troas to Caesarea [to Ptolemais, Acts xxi. 7] went round Cape Lectum, while he took the much shorter journey by land. Thus he was able to join the ship without difficulty, and in sufficient time for her to anchor off Mitylene at the close of the day on which Troas had been left.

The chief characteristic of Assyra was that it was singularly Greek. Greeks found there "no trace of the Romans." Leake says that "the whole gives perhaps the most perfect idea of a Greek city that anywhere exists." The remains are numerous and remarkably well preserved, partly because many of the buildings were of granite. The citadel, above the theatre, commands a glorious view, and must itself have been a noble object from the sea. The Street of Tombs, leading to the Great Gate, is one of the most remarkable features of Assyra. Illustrations of the ancient city will be found in Texier, Charts, Fellows, and Choiseul-Gouffier. It is now utterly desolate. Two monographs on the subject are mentioned by Winer; Quandt, De Assyria Region. 1710; Annall, De Assyria, Upsal. 1758.

It is now a matter of curiosity to refer to the interpretation which used to be given to the words ἀσσυρία παρεληγοτός, in Acts xxvii. 13. In the Vulgate they were rendered "cum sustulissent de Assyra," and they were supposed to point to a city of this name in Crete. Such a place is actually inserted by Pader Georgi, in the map which accompanies his Praxis Navigantium (Venet. 1730), p. 181. The true sense of the passage was first given by Beza. J. S. H
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ASSUE RUS (Ἀσσύριος [Alex. Ασσούρ: Comp. Abd. Ασσούριος: Assuerus]), Tob. xiv. 15. [AHA SUE RUS.]

ASSUR (Ἀσσūρ: Ἀσσούρ: [Assur]). 1. Est. iv. 2; Ps. lxxiiii. 8; 2 Esdr. ii. 8; Jud. ii. 14; v. 1; vi. 1, 17; vii. 20, 24; xiii. 15; xiv. 3; xv. 6; xvi. 4. [Assur: ASSYRIA.]

ASSYRIA, ASSHUR (Ἀσσυρία, Ἀσσούρία: [Assur]). Jos. Ἀσσυρία: Assur, was a great and powerful country lying on the Tigris (Gen. ii. 14), the capital of which was Nineveh (Gen. x. 11, &c.). It derived its name apparently from Assur, the son of Shem (Gen. x. 22 [1 Chr. i. 17]), who in later times was worshipped as their chief god by the Assyrians. [Assur occurs also Gen. x. 11 (probably): Num. xxiv. 22, 24; Ez. xxvii. 23, xxviii. 22; Hos. xiv. 3, as the name of the country or people.] The boundaries of Assyria differed greatly at different periods. Probably in the earliest times it was confined to a small tract of low country between the Gibeon Mirkibm and the Lesser Zab, or Zib Assy'l, lying chiefly on the left bank of the Tigris. Gradually its limits were extended, until it came to be regarded as comprising the whole region between the Armenian mountains (lat. 37° 30') upon the north, and upon the south the country about Buhgdan (lat. 35° 30'). Eastward its boundary was the high range of Zagros, or mountains of Kurdistân; westward, it was, according to the views of some, bounded by the Mesopotamian desert, while, according to others, it reached the Euphrates. Taking the greatest of these dimensions, Assyria may be said to have extended in a direction from N. E. to S. W. a distance of nearly 500 miles, with a width varying from 350 to 100 miles. Its area would thus a little exceed 100,000 square miles, or about equal that of Italy.

1. General character of the country. — The country within these limits is of a varied character. On the north and east the high mountain-chains of Armenia and Kurdistân are succeeded by low ranges of limestone hills of a somewhat arid aspect, which detach themselves from the principal ridges, running parallel to them, and occasionally inclosing, between their northern or northeastern flank and the main mountain-line, rich plains and fertile valleys. To these ridges there succeeds at first an
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and undulating zone of country, well watered and fairly productive, which finally sinks down with some suddenness upon the great Mesopotamian plain, the modern district of Elam-Shirz, This vast plain, which extends in length for 250 miles from the latitude of Mardin (37° 21') to that of Tukrit (34° 34'), and which, in places, of nearly equal width, is interrupted only by a single limestone range — a narrow ridge rising abruptly out of the plain; which, splitting off from Zagros in lat. 33° 50', may be traced under the names of Susiana, Haman, and Sippar, from here in Persianistan nearly to Rind, where the Euphrates. Some parts of the plain the Sippar is a beautiful object. Its limestone rocks, wooded here and there with dwarf oak, are of a rich golden color; and the numerous ravines which narrow its sides form ribs of deep purple shadow" (Layard, Niniveh and Babylon, p. 266), Above and below this barrier, stretching southward and westward further than the eye can reach, and extending northward and eastward 70 or 80 miles to the hill-country before mentioned, is an immense level tract, now for the most part a wilderness, scantily watered on the right bank of the Tigris, but abundantly supplied on the left, which bears marks of having been in early times throughout well cultivated and thickly peopled. This plain is not arid, and most parts of it are even considerably raised above the level of the rivers. It is covered in spring time with the richest vegetation, presenting to the eye a carpet of flowers, varying in hue from day to day; but as the summer advances it is parched up, and gradually changes to an arid and yellow waste, except along the courses of the rivers. All over this vast tract, on both sides of the Tigris, rise "grass-covered heaps, marking the site of ancient habitations" (Layard, p. 245). Mr. Layard counted from one spot nearly a hundred (Niniveh and its Remains, i. 315); from another, above 200 of these lofty mounds (Nin. and Babel, p. 245). Those which have been examined have been uniformly found to present appearances distinctly connecting them with the remains of Nineveh. [Niniveh.] It may therefore be regarded as certain that they belong to the time of Assyrian greatness, and thus they will serve to mark the extent of the real Assyrian dominion. They are numerous on the left bank of the Tigris from Rind to the Diyarah, and on the right, they thicken still the entire country both north and south of the Sinjar range, extending eastward beyond the Khozeh (Layard, chs. xii.-xiv.), northward to Mardin, and southward to the vicinity of Baghdad.

2. Provinces of Assyria.—Assyria in Scripture's commonly spoken of in its entirety, and unless the Huzbeh (2 Ki. 24:7) of Nahum (vi. 7) is an equivalent for the Adiabene of the geographers, no name of a district can be said to be mentioned. The classical geographers, on the contrary, divided Assyria into a number of regions—Strabo (xvi. § 1 and § 4) into Mari, Arbelaith, Aractae, Apolloniatis, Chabatea, Dumaena, Calahena, Adiabena, Messopotamia, &c.; Ptolemy (vi. 1) into Aporennithia, Adiabene, the same country, Apolloniatis, Arbelaith, the country of the Sandabas, Calahena, and Sittacena. These regions appear to be chiefly named from cities, as Arbelaith from Arba; Calahena (or Calache) from Calah or Calah, Gen. x. 11; 2 K. xiv. 6; Apolloniatis from Apol-

over, the richest region of all, derived its appellation from the Zab (Dair) rivers on which it lay, as Asshurian Marcellinus informs us (xxiii. 20). Ptolemy (vii. 18) makes Mesopotamia (which he understood literally as the whole country between the Euphrates and the Tigris) distinct from Assyria, just as the sacred writers distinguish .self from Saba.

3. Chief Cities.—The chief cities of Assyria in the time of its greatness appear to have been the following: Nineveh, which is marked by the mounds opposite Mosul (Nabhi-Yamma and Rawandiz); Calah or Calah, now Niniveh; Ashur, now Khbarbet-Sagur; Sagarra or Dur-Sagurra, now Khawshelita; Arbela, still Arbel; Opel, at the junction of the Diyarah with the Tigris; and Sittacena, a little further down the latter river, if this place should not rather be reckoned to Babylonia.

4. Nations bordering on Assyria.—Towards the north Assyria bordered on the strong and mountainous region of Armenia, which may have been at times under Assyrian dominion, but was never reckoned a part of the country (iii. 14; xii. 37.) Towards the east her neighbors were originally a multitude of independent tribes, scattered along the Zab rivers, who have their fitting representatives in the modern Kurds and Lurs — the real sovereigns of that mountain-range. Beyond these tribes lay Media, which ultimately selected the mountaineers, and was thereby brought into direct contact with Assyria in this quarter. On the south, Sogdiana was the recognized state east of the Tigris, while Babylonia occupied the same position between the rivers. West of the Euphrates was Arabia, and higher up Syria, and the country of the Hittites, which last reached from the neighborhood of Damascus to Anti-Taurus and Amanus.

5. History of Assyria—original population.—On the subject of the original peopling and early condition of Assyria we have more information than is generally possessed with regard to the first beginnings of nations. Scripture informs us that Assyria was peopled from Calah (Gen. x. 11), and both classical tradition and the monuments of the country agree in this representation. In Herodotus i. 7, Ninus, the mythic founder of Nineveh, is the son (descendant) of Belus, the mythic founder of Babylon — a tradition in which the derivation of Assyria from Babylon, and the greater antiquity and superior position of the latter in early times are shadowed forth sufficiently. That Teshish (ap. Dion- Sic. ii. 7) inverts the relation, making Semiramis (according to him, the wife and successor of Ninus) found Babylon, is one out of ten thousand proof of the untrustworthy character of his history. The researches recently carried on in the two countries clearly show, not merely by the statements which are said to have been deciphered on the historical monuments, but by the whole character of the remains discovered, that Babylonian and civilization was older than Assyrian, and that while the former was of native growth, the latter was derived from the neighboring country. The cuneiform writing, for instance, which is rapidly punched with a very simple instrument upon moist clay, but is only with much labor and trouble inscribed by the chisel upon rock, must
have been invented in a country where men "had brick for stone." (Gen. xi. 3), and have thence passed to one where the material was unsuited for it. It may be observed also, that while writing occurs in a very rude form in the earlier Babylonian ruins (Loth. Ch. il. p. 169), and gradually improves in the later ones, it is in Assyria uniformly of an advanced type, having apparently been introduced there after it had attained to perfection.

6. Date of the foundation of the kingdom.——With respect to the exact date at which Assyria became a great independent power, there is an important difference between classical authorities.

Herodotus and Ctesias were widely at variance on this point, the latter placing the commencement of the empire almost a thousand years before the former! Scripture itself, that little, however, is in favor of the earlier author. Geographically—as a country—Assyria was evidently known to Moses (Gen. ii. 14, xxiv. 18; Num. xxiv. 24); but it does not appear in Jewish history as a kingdom till the reign of Menahem (ab. c. 770). In Abraham's time (b. c. 1900?) it is almost certain that there can have been no Assyrian kingdom, or its monarch would have been found among those who invaded Palestine with Chedorlaomer (Gen. xiv. 1). In the time of the early Judges (b. c. 1400?) Assyria, if it existed, can have been of no great strength: for Chushan-Rishathaim, the first of the foreigners who oppressed Israel (Judg. iii. 8), is master of the whole country between the rivers (Aram-Naharaim = "Syria between the rivers"). These facts militate strongly against the views of Ctesias, whose numbers produce for the founding of the empire the date of b. c. 2182 (Clinton. F. H. i. 253). The more modest account of Herodotus is at once more probable in itself, more agreeable to Scripture; and more in accordance with the native writer Berosus. Herodotus relates that the Assyrians were "lords of Asia" for 522 years, when their empire was partially broken up by a revolt of the subject-nations (i. 95). After a period of anarchy, the length of which he does not estimate, the Median kingdom was formed, 179 years before the death of Cyrus, or b. c. 708. He would thus, it appears, have assigned to the foundation of the Assyrian empire a date not very greatly anterior to b. c. 1525.

Berosus, who made the empire last 522 years to the reign of Pul (ap. Euseb. Chron. Can. i. 4), must have agreed nearly with this view; at least he would certainly have placed the rise of the kingdom within the 13th century. This is, perhaps, the utmost that can be determined with any approach to certainty. If, for convenience' sake, a more exact date be desired, the conjecture of Dr. Brandis has some claim to be adopted, which fixes the year n. c. 1273 as that from which the 522 years of Berosus are to be reckoned (Beros. Assyri. Temporum Emendat. p. 17).

7. Early kings, from the foundation of the kingdom to Pul.——The long list of Assyrian kings, which has come down to us in two or three forms, only slightly varied (Clint. F. H. ii. 257), and which is almost certainly derived from Ctesias, must of necessity be discarded, together with his date for the kingdom. It could be made use of absurdly, and severe marks besides of internal fraud, being composed of names snatched from all quarters, Arrian, Semitic, and Greek,—names of gods names of towns, names of rivers,—and in its estimate of time presenting the impossible average of 34 or 35 years to a reign, and the very improbable phenomenon of trigus in half the instances, amounting exactly to a decimal number. Unfortunately we have no authentic list to substitute for the forgery of Ctesias. Berosus spoke of 45 kings as reigning during his period of 522 years, and mentioned all their names (Euseb. l. s. c.) but they have luckily not been preserved to us. The work of Herodotus on Assyrian history Herod. i. 166 and 184) has likewise entirely perished; and it is whether Oriental sources, or the impression on their supply the loss, which has hitherto proved irreparable. Recently the researches in Mesopotamia have done something towards filling up this sad gap in our knowledge; but the reading of names is still so doubtful that it seems best, in the present condition of cuneiform inquiry, to treat the early period of Assyrian history in a very general way, only mentioning kings by name when, through the sacrifice of identification, a cuneiform royal designation with the numerous symbols, known to us from sacred or profane sources, firm ground has been reached, and serious error rendered almost impossible.

The Mesopotamian researches have rendered it apparent that the original seat of government was not at Nineveh. The oldest Assyrian remains have been found at Kîlich-Sherghat, on the right bank of the Tigris, 90 miles south of the later capital, and this place the monuments show to have been the residence of the earliest kings, as well as of the Babylonian governors who previously exercised authority over the country. The ancient name of the town appears to have been identical with that of the country, namely, *babatu*. It was built of brick, and has yielded but a very small number of sculptures. The kings proved to have reigned there are fourteen in number, divisible into three groups; and their reigns are thought to have covered a space of nearly 550 years, from n. c. 1273 to i. c. 794. The most remarkable monarch of the series was called Tiglath-Pileser. He appears to have been king towards the close of the twelfth century, and thus to have been contemporary with Samuel. He overran the whole country between Assyria Proper and the Euphrates; swept the valley of the Euphrates from south to north, from the borders of Babylon to Mount Taurus; crossed the Euphrates, and continued in northern Syria with the Hittite-invasion Aramaea and Cappadocia; and claims to have subdued forty-two countries "from the channel of the Lower Zab (Zob Apal) to the Upper Sea of the Setting Sun." All this he accomplished in the first five years of his reign. At a later date he appears to have suffered defeat at the hands of the king of Babylon, who had invaded his territory and succeeded in carrying off to Babylon various idols from the Assyrian temples.

The other monarchs of the Kîlich-Sherghat series, both before and after Tiglath-Pileser, are comparatively insignificant. The later kings of the series are only known to us as the ancestors of the two great monarchs, Sardanapalus the first, and his son Shalmaneser or Shalmanbar, who were among the most warlike of the Assyrian princes. Sardanapalus the first, who appears to have been the warlike Sardanapalus of the Greeks (SUADD. s. c. cap. Herod. i. 188), transforms the cuneiform legend from Kîlich-Sherghat to Nineveh (probably the Scriptural Cal'dah, where he built the first of those magnificent palaces which have recently been
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exhumed by our countrymen. A great portion of the Assyrian sculptures now in the British Museum are derived from this edifice. A description of the building has been given by Mr. Layard (Vind. and its Remains, 251, 361). It has been repeated more than a hundred times upon its sculptures, we learn that Sardanapalus carried his arms far and wide through Western Asia, warring on the one hand in Lower Babylonia and Chaldea, on the other in Syria and upon the coast of the Mediterranean. His son, Shalmaneser or Shalmanuahr, the monarch who set up the Black Obelisk, now in the British Museum, to commemorate his victories, was still a greater conqueror. He appears to have overrun Armenia, Assyria, great portions of Media Magna, the Kurlish mountains, Babylonia, Mesopotamia, Syria, and Phinecia; everywhere making the kings of the countries tributary to him. If we may trust the reading of certain names, on which concomput scholars appear to be entirely agreed, he came in contact with various scriptural personages, being opposed in his Syrian wars by Benhadad and Hazael, kings of Pal¬
natium, and taking tribute from Jeho, king of Israel. His son and grandson followed in his steps, but scarcely equalled his glory. The latter is thought to have been identical with the Biblical Pulp, Phul, or Pheloch (PUL), who is the first of the Assyrian kings of whom we have mention in Scripture.

8. The Kings from PUL to ISCHIAHOD. — The succession of the Assyrian kings from PUL almost to the close of the empire is rendered tolerable cer¬
tain, not merely by the inscriptions, but also by the Jewish records. In the 23 book of Kings we find the names of PUL, Tights-Pileser, Shalmaneser, Senna¬
cherib, and Esarhaddon, following one another in rapid succession (2 K. xx. 19 and 29, xvi. 3, xviii. 13, xix. 37); and in Isaiah we have the name of “Sargon, king of Assyria” (xx. i), who is a contemporary of the prophet, and who must evi¬
dently therefore belong to the same series. The inscriptions, by showing us that Sargon was the father of Sennacherib, fix his place in the list, and give us for the monarchs of the last half of the 8th and the first half of the 7th century B.C. the (probably) complete list of Tights-Pileser II., Shal¬
maneser III., Sargon, Sennaacherib, and Esarhaddon. It is not intended in this place to enter into any detailed account of the actions of these kings, which will be more properly related in the articles especially devoted to them. (PUL, SHALMANESER, SAR¬
GEN, ISCHIAHOD). A few remarks, however, will be made on the general condition of the empire at this period.

9. Establishment of the Lower Dynasty. — It seems to be certain that at, or near, the accession of PUL, a great change of some kind or other oc¬
curred in Assyria. Pinosus is said to have brought his grand dynasty of 45 kings in 326 years to a close at the reign of PUL (Pihlist. ap. Esch. i. 42), and to have made him the last king of a new series. By the synchronism of Menahem (2 K. xv. 19), the date of PUL may be determined to about B.C. 779. It was only 23 years later, as we find by the Canon of Ptolemy, that the Babylonians considered their independence to have com¬
men (1 c. 747). Herodotus probably intended c. 345 B.c. nearly to this same era the great commis¬
tion which (according to him) broke up the As¬
Syrian monarchies of that nation. These kings, which were formed the Median and other kingdoms. These traditions may none of them be altogether

certain; their coincidence is at least re markable, and seems to show that about the middle of the eighth century B.C. there must have been a break in the line of Assyrian kings,—a revolution, a foreign dynasty,—and a consequent weakening of the empire, which united the con¬
quered nations with their conquerors.

It was related by Bion and Polychistor (Agathias, ii. 25), that the original dynasty of Assyrian kings was ended with a certain Belechus or Beldeus, who was succeeded by a usurper (called by them Belcates or Balatorus), in whose family the crown continued until the destruction of Nineveh. The general character of the circumstances narrated, combined with a certain degree of resemblance in the names, for Belechus is close upon Puloch, and Belethas may represent the second element in Tights-Pileser (who in the inscriptions is called Tights-Pital¬
seri), — induce a suspicion that probably the PUL or Puloch of Scripture was really the last king of the old monarchy, and that Tights-Pileser II., his successor, was the founder of what has been called the “Lower Empire.” It may be suspected that Tights-Pileser and his grandson, the two kings, whose names are found in Scripture, the former by Phechius, the later by Polychistor, who repeated it, has been misreported by the former. The synchronism between the revolution in Assyria and the era of Babylonian independence is thus brought almost to exactness, for Tights¬
Pileser is known to have been upon the throne about B.C. 740 (Flelton. E. H. i. 278), and may well have ascended it in B.C. 747.

10. Supposed loss of the empire at this period. — Many writers of report — amongst them Clinton and Niebuhr — have been inclined to accept the state¬
ment of Herodotus with respect to the breaking up of the whole empire at this period. It is evident, however, both from Scripture and from the monuments, that the shock sustained through the dom¬
estic revolution has been greatly exaggerated. Niebuhr himself observes (Vorg.Bl.ter altere Ge¬
schichte, i. 38) that after the revolution Assyria soon recovered itself, and displayed the most extraordinary energy. It is plain from Scripture, that in the reigns of Tights-Pileser, Shalmaneser, Sargon, Sennaacherib, and Esarhaddon, Assyria was as great as at any former era. These kings all warred successfully in Palestine and its neighbor¬
hood; some attacked Egypt (Is. xx. 4); one appears as master of Media (2 K. xvii. 6); while another has authority over Lydia, Susiana, and Olymades (2 K. xvm. 21; Ezr. iv. 9). So far from our ob¬
serving symptoms of weakness and curtailed domi¬
non, it is clear that at no time were the Assyrian arms pushed further, or their efforts more sustained and vigorous. The Assyrian annals for the period are in the most complete accordance with those representations. They exhibit to us the above mentioned monarchs as extending their dominions further than any of their predecessors. The empire is continually rising under them, and reaches its culminating point in the reign of Esarhaddon. One of the statements of the inscriptions on these subjects are fully borne out by the indications of greatness to be traced in the architectural monuments. No palace of the old monarchy equalled, either in size or splendor, that of Sennaacherib at Nineveh. No series of kings belonging to it left buildings at all to be compared with those which were erected by Sargon, his son, and his grandson. The nobility and Khorehod belong entirely to these later kings, while those at Nineveh and the latter part of their time were of the same division.
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predecessors. It is further noticeable that the writers who may be presumed to have drawn from Berosus, as Polyhistor and Abdyenus, particularly exploited upon the stories of these other kings. Polyhistor said (ap. Enesb. i. 5) that Sennacherib conquered Babylon, defeated a Greek army in Cilicia, and built there Tarsus, the capital. Abdyenus related the same facts, except that he substituted for the Greek army of Polyhistor a Greek fleet: and added, that Esarhaddon (his Axerdis) conquered lower Syria and Egypt (Ibid. i. 9). Similarly Menander, the Syrian historian, assigned to Shalmanesar an expedition to Cyprus (ap. Joseph. Ant. Jud. x. 14), and Herodotus himself admitted that Sennacherib invaded Egypt (ii. 141). On every ground it seems necessary to conclude that the second Assyrian kingdom was really greater and more glorious than the first; that under it the limits of the empire reached their fullest extent, and the internal prosperity was at the highest.

The statement of Herodotus is not, however, without a basis of truth. It is certain that Babylon, about the time of Sennacherib's accession, ventured upon a revolt, which she seems afterwards to have reckoned the commencement of her independence [ BABYLON]. The knowledge of this fact may have led Herodotus into his error, for he would naturally suppose that when Babylon became free there was a general dissolution of the empire. It has been shown that this is far from the truth; and it may further be observed that, even as regards Babylon, the Assyrian loss was not permanent. Sargon, Sennacherib, and Esarhaddon all exercised full authority over that country, which appears to have been still an Assyrian fief at the close of the kingdom.

11. Successors of Esarhaddon. — By the end of the reign of Esarhaddon the triumph of the Assyrian arms had been so complete that scarcely an enemy was left who could cause her serious anxiety. The kingdoms of Hanath, of Damascus, and of Samaria had been successively absorbed; Phoenicia had been conquered; Judaea had been made a foedatory; Philistia and Idumea had been subjected, Egypt chastised, Babylon recovered, cities planted in Media. Unless in Armenia and Susiana there was no foe left to chastise, and the consequence appears to have been that a time of profound peace succeeded to the long and bloody wars of Sargon and his immediate successors. In Scripture it is remarkable that we hear nothing of Assyria after the reign of Esarhaddon, and profane history is equally silent until the attacks begin which brought about her downfall. The monuments show that the son of Esarhaddon, who was called Sardanapalus by Berosus (ap. Enesb. i. 9), made scarcely any military expeditions, but occupied almost his whole time in the enjoyment of the pleasures of the chase. Instead of adorning his residence — as his predecessors had been accustomed to do — with a record and representation of his conquests, Sardanapalus II. covered the walls of his palace at Nineveh with sculptures exhibiting his skill and prowess as a hunter. No doubt the military spirit rapidly decayed under such a ruler, and the advent of fresh enemies, synchronizing with this decline, produced the ruin of a power which had for six centuries been dominant in Western Asia.

12. Fall of Assyria. — The fall of Assyria, long previously prophesied by Isaiah (x. 5—19), was effected (humanly speaking) by the growing strength and boldness of the Medes. If we may trust Herodotus, the first Median attack on Nineveh took place about the year n. c. 643. By what circum- stances this people, who had so long been engaged with the Assyrians, and had hitherto shown themselves so utterly unable to resist them, became suddenly strong enough to assume an aggressive attitude, and to force the Ninevites to submit to a siege, can only be conjectured. Whether mere natural increase, or whether fresh immigrations from the east, had raised the Median nation at this time so far above its former condition, it is impossible to determine. We can only say that, soon after the middle of the seventh century they began to press upon the Assyrians, and that, gradually increasing in strength, they proceeded, about the year n. c. 633, to attempt the conquest of the country. For some time their efforts were unsuccessful; but after a while, having won over the Babylonians to their side, they became superior to the Assyrians in the field, and about n. c. 625, or a little earlier, bid final siege to the capital [MITIAE]. Sardus, the last king, — probably the grandson of Shalmanesar — made a stout and prolonged defense, but at length, finding resistance vain, he collected his wives and his treasures in his palace, and with his own hand setting fire to the building, perished in the flames. This account is given in brief by Abdyenus, who probably follows Berosus; and its outline so far agrees with Jeros (ap. Dio.d. ii. 27) as to give an important value to that writer's details of the siege. [NINEVEH.] In the general fact that Assyria was overcome, and Nineveh captured and destroyed, by a combined attack of Medes and Babylonians, Josephus (Ant. Jud. x. 5) and the book of Tobit (xiv. 15) are agreed. Polyhistor also implies it (ap. Enesb. i. 5); and these authorities must be regarded as outweighing the silence of Herodotus, who mentions only the Medes in connection with the capture (i. 106), and says nothing of the Babylonians.

13. Fulfilment of prophecy. — The prophesies of Nahum and Zephaniah (ii. 13—15) against Assyria were probably delivered shortly before the catastrophe. The date of Nahum is very doubtful [NAHUM], but it is not unlikely that he wrote about n. c. 645, towards the close of the reign of Manasseh. Zephaniah is even later, since he prophesied under Josiah, who reigned from n. c. 639 to 609. If n. c. 625 be the date of the destruction of Nineveh, we may place Zephaniah's prophecy about n. c. 630. Esr, writing about n. c. 584, bears witness historically to the complete destruction which had come upon the Assyrians, using the example as a warning to Phraor-Hophra and the Egyptians (ch. xxxi.).

It was declared by Nahum emphatically, at the close of his prophecy, that there should be "no healing of Assyria's bruise" (iii. 19). In accordance with this announcement we find that Assyria never rose again to any importance, nor even succeeded in maintaining a distinct nationality. Once only was she attempted; and then in conjunction with Armenia and Media, the latter heading the rebellion. This attempt took place about 250 years after the Median conquest, during the troubles which followed upon the accession of Darius Hystaspis. It failed signally, and appears never to have been repeated. The Assyrians remaining thenceforth submissive subjects of the Persian empire. They were reckoned in the same state with Babylon (Herod. iii. 92; comp. i. 192), and paid an annual tribute of a thousand talents of silver.
the Persian armies, which were drawn in great part from the subject nations, they appear never to have been held of much account, though they fought, in common with the other levies, Thermopylae, at Thermopylae, at Issus, and at Arbela.

14. General character of the empire. — In considering the general character of the Assyrian empire, it is, in the first place, to be noticed, that like all the early monarchies which attained to any great extent, it was composed of a number of separate kingdoms. In the East, conquest has scarcely ever been followed by amalgamation, and in the primitive empire there was not even an attempt at that governmental centralization which we find at a later period in the satrapal system of Persia. As Solomon reigned over all the kingdoms from the river (Euphrates) unto the land of the Philistines and the border of Egypt, so the Assyrian monarchs bore sway over a number of petty kings — the native rulers of the several countries — through the entire extent of their dominions. These native princes, the sole governors of their own kingdoms — were feudatories of the Great Monarch, of whom they held their crown by the double tenure of homage and tribute. Monachen (2 K. xv. 19), Hoshea (ibid. xiii. 4), Ahaz (ibid. xvi. 8), Hezekiah (ibid. xviii. 14), and Manasseh (2 Chr. xxxiii. 11-15), were certainly in this position, as were many native kings of Babylon, both prior and subsequent to Nabonassar; and this system (if we may trust the inscriptions) was universal throughout the empire. It naturally involved the frequent recurrence of troubles. Princes circumstance as were the Assyrian feudatories would be always looking for an occasion when they might revolt and reestablish their independence. The offer of a foreign alliance would be a bait which they could scarcely resist, and hence the continual warnings given to the Jews to beware of trusting in Egypt. Apart from this, the occurrence of any imperial misfortune or difficulty, such for instance as a disastrous expedition, a formidable attack, or a sudden death, natural or violent, of the reigning monarch, there would be a strong temptation to throw off the yoke, which would lead, almost of necessity, to a rebellion. The history of the kings of Israel and Judah sufficiently illustrates the tendency in question, which required to be met by checks and remedies of the severest character. The deposition of the rebel princes, the wasting of his country, the plunder of his capital, a considerable increase in the amount of the tribute thenceforth required, were the usual consequences of an unsuccessful revolt; to which were added, upon occasion, still more stringent measures, as the wholesale execution of those chiefly concerned in the attempt, or the transplantation of the rebel nation to a distant locality. The captivity of Israel is only an instance of a practice long previously known to the Assyrians, and by them handed on to the Babylonian and Persian governments.

It is not quite certain how far Assyria required a religious conformity from the subject people. Her religion was a gross and complex polytheism, comprising the worship of thirteen principal and numerous minor divinities, at the head of the whole of whom stood the chief god, Ashur, who seems to be the deified patriarch of the nation (Gen. x. 22). This god was supposed to state the affairs of the countries over which the Assyrians established their supremacy, they set up "the laws of Ashur," and "rules to the Great Gods." It was probably in connection with this Assyrian requirement that Ahaz, on his return from Damascus, where he had made his submission to Tachti-Pileser, incurred the guilt of idolatry (2 K. xvii. 10-12). The history of Hezekiah would seem, however, to show that the rule, if resisted, was not rigidly enforced; for it cannot be supposed that he would have consented to re-establish the idolatry which he had removed, yet he certainly came to terms with Sennacherib, and resumed his position of tributary (2 K. xxi. 14). In any case it must be understood that the worship which the conquerors introduced was not usually adopted by the subject races, but was only required to be superadded as a mark and badge of submission.

15. Its extent. — With regard to the extent of the empire very exaggerated views have been entertained by many writers. Ctesias took Semiramis to India, and made the empire of Assyria at least co-extensive with that of Persia in his own day. This false notion has long been exploded, but even Niebuhr appears to have believed in the extension of Assyrian influence over Asia Minor, in the expedition of Menon — whom he considered an Assyrian — to Troy, and in the derivation of the Lydian Heracleids from the first dynasty of Ninevite monarchs (Alt. Geschicht. i. 28-9). The information derived from the native monuments tends to contract the empire within more reasonable bounds, and to give it only the expansion which is indicated for it in Scripture. On the west, the Mediterranean and the river Euphrates appear to have been the boundaries; on the north, a fluctuating line, never reaching the Euxine nor extending beyond the northern frontier of Armenia; on the east, the Caspian Sea and the Great Salt Desert; on the south, the Persian Gulf and the desert of Arabia. The countries included within these limits are the following: Susiana, Cilicia, Babylonia, Media, Media, Armenia, Assyria Proper, Mesopotamia, parts of Cappadoce and Cilicia, Syria, Phœnicia, Palæstine, and Iudæa. Syria was also for a while a dependency of the Assyrian kings, and they may perhaps have held at one time certain portions of Lower Egypt. Lydia, however, Irygia, Lycia, Pamphylia, Pontus, Heria, on the west and north, Baetica, Scaea, Parthia, India, — even Carmania and Persia Proper, — upon the east, were altogether beyond the limit of the Assyrian sway, and appear at one time even to have been overrun by the Assyrian armies.

16. Civilization of the Assyro-Babylonians. — The civilization of the Assyro-Babylonians, as has been already observed, was derived originally from the Babylonians. They were a Semitic race, originally resident in Babylonia (which at that time was unsettled), and this acquainted with the Babylonian inventions and discoveries, who ascended the valley of the Tigris and established in the tract immediately below the Armenian mountains a separate and distinct nationality. Their modes of writing and building, the form and size of their bricks, their architectural ornamentation, their religion and worship, in a great measure, were drawn from Babylon, which they always regarded as a sacred land — the original seat of their nation, and the true home of all their gods, with the one exception of Assur. Still, as their civilization developed, it became distinctly peculiar. Their art is of home growth. The alabaster quarries in their neighborhood supplied them with a material unknown to their southern neighbors, on which they could represent
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As Assyrians (Assyr.) and Assyrians (Asyrii). The inhabitants of Assyria. The name in Hebrew is simply Assur, the same as that of the country, and there appears to be no reason in most cases for translating it as a gentilic (Is. x. 24, xiv. 25, xxvi. 8; Is. xvi. 29; Jud. xii. 13, &c.).

ASTAROTH (Ἀσταρόθ; Assur, the god of the Assyrians), Deut. i. 4. [ASHTAROTH.]

ASTARTE (Ἀσταρτή). [ASHTORETH.]

ASTATH (Ἀστάθ; Assur). 1 Esdr. viii. 38. [AZGAD.]

ASTROLOGER. [DIVINATION; MAGI; STAR.]

ASTRONOMY. [MAGI; STAR OF THE WISE MEN.]

ASTY'AGES (Ἄστυαγος; Herod. Ἀστυάγας, Ctes. Ἀστύαγας), the last king of the Medes, B. C. 595-561, or B. C. 592-588, who was conquered by Cyrus (Id. and Dragon, 1). The name is identified by Rawlinson and Niebuhr (Gesch Assur's, p. 52) with Deioces = Ashshakhaš (Arw.) Aja Duškaš (Pers., " king of Media"; the name of the Median power. [DAIUS THE M:D:AR CYRUS.] B. F. W.

ASUPPIM, and HOUSE OF (יִשְׁפָּה יִשְׁפָּה or יִשְׁפָּה יִשְׁפָּה). [Vat. Εσφά, 6 Εσφά: Alex. Ἀσφάς, Εσφά: in qui parte dominus erat seniorum concilium, ubi erat concilium, 1 Chr. xxvi. 15, 17, literally "house of the gatherings." Some understand it as a proper name of chambers on the south side of the Temple. Geemenius and Bertheau explain it of certain storerooms, and Furst, following the Vulgate, of the council-chambers in the outer court of the Temple in which the elders held their deliberations. The same word in A. V. of Neh. xii. 29, is rendered "thresholds," and is translated "tents" in the Targum of R. Joseph. W. A. W.

ASYNCRITUS (Ἀσυνκρίτος) [incomparable, unlike]; Asyncrius), a Christian at Rome, saluted by St. Paul (Rom. xvii. 14).

ATAD. THE THRESHING-FLOOR OF (אֶתַדְת). = the floor (or threshing-floor) of the thorn. Sam. Vers. אֶתַדְת = Saad. אֶתַדְת.
ATARAH

(ATARATHES, Alex. ATAROTH, etc.)

There was a temple of Atarathes (ATARATHES), Alex. A. தரசீ, — 2 Mac. xii. 26) at Karnaim (Karaim, 1 Mac. v. 43; i.e. Ashdard-Karnaim which was destroyed by Judas Maccabaeus (1 Mac. v. 44).

The name is rightly derived by Michaelis (Lex Syr. pp. 975 ff.) from Syr. dartego, an opening (through, he opened). Comp. Movers, Phoni, i. 594 f. Others have deduced it, with little probability, from άτισίος, greatness of fortune (?), or άτισίος, great fish. Gesenius (Thee. s. v. άτισίος) suggests Syr. darzego = dagga, a fish. It has been supposed that Atarathes was the tutelary goddess of the first Assyrian dynasty (Diodor.; fr. Peretto: Nicolaus, Gesenius, s. p. 131, 138), and that the name appears in Tigr- and Tilghath-Pileser (ol. p. 57).


ATAROTH (INΓατώρη, and once ινΓατώρη = εύτορη: Αταρόθ: Ataroth), the name of several places in Palestine both on the E. and W. of Jordan.

1. [Alex. Ataroth in Num. xxxii. 3.] One of the towns in the "land of Jazer and land of Gilead" (Num. xxxii. 3), taken and "built" by the tribe of Gad (xxxii. 44). From its mention with places which have been identified on the N. E. of the Dead Sea near the mountain of Jebel Ataroth (عين خورس), a connection has been assumed between Ataroth and that mountain. But Jebel Ataroth lies considerably to the S. of Heshbon (Hoshea), which was in the tribe of Reuben, and which is named apparently as the southernmost limit of Gad (Josh. xiii. 24), so that some other identification is necessary. Atot/Athophena was probably in the neighborhood of Ataroth; the shepahan serving as a distinction; but for this see ATROTH.

2. [LXX. corrupt in Josh. xvi. 21] A place on the (South?) boundary of Ephraim and Manasseh (Josh. xvi. 21). The whole specification of this boundary is exceedingly obscure, and it is not possible to say whether Ataroth is or is not the same place as.

3. [In Josh. xvi., ΑΤΑΡΩΘ (Vat. ΑΤΑΡΩΘ) και ΕΡΩΣ (Vat. M. EROS, Comp. Alex. 'ΑΕΡΟΣ), in Josh. xviiii., ΑΤΑΡΩΘ ΒΟΡΗ (Vat. ΑΜΑΡΟΘ ΒΟΡΗ, Alex. ΑΤΑΡΩΘ ΑΔΑΒ, Abd. ΑΤΑΡΩΘ ΕΘΗΔΑ: Ataroth Adab.) ATAROTH-ADAR, or ΑΤΑΡΩΘ (Γηνιατρής), on the west border of Benjamin, "near the mountain" that is on the south side of the rather Beth-horon" (Josh. xviiii. 13). In xvi. 5 it is accurately rendered Ataroth-adar.

In the Onomasticon mention is made of an Ataroth in Ephraim, in the mountains, 4 miles N. of Belasote; as well as of two places of the name "not far from" Jerusalem. The former cannot be that seen by Robinson (ii. 265), now Menhor. Robinson discovered another about 6 miles S. of Bethel (i. 575). This is too far to the E. of Beth-horon to be Ataroth-adar, and too far S. to be that on the boundary of Ephraim (2).

Jordan," the point of reckoning being left indeterminable.

H.
ATER

4. "ATAROTH, THE HOUSE OF JOAH" (i.e. Ateroth-beth-Joab), a place (?) occurring in the list of the descendants of Judah (1 Chr. ii. 54; Ateroth in 1 Chr. v. 13), and Aterah in 1 Chr. v. 13, as in the name of the Ateroth-beth-Joab, a place (?) occurring in the list of the descendants of Judah (1 Chr. ii. 54; Ateroth in 1 Chr. v. 13), and Aterah in 1 Chr. v. 13, as in the name of the

ATER (אֶתֶר, bound [perh. dative] "Ater"); Alex. Aţerăp. Alex. Aţerăp in Ezr.: Ater. 1. The children of Ater were among the porters or gate-keepers of the Temple who returned with Zerubbabel (Ezr. ii. 42; Neh. vii. 45). They are called in 1 Esdr. v. 28, "the sons of Ater of Jatul." 2. The children of Ater of Hezekiah, to the number of ninety-eight, returned with Zerubbabel (Ezr. ii. 16; Neh. vii. 21), and were among the heads of the people who signed the covenant with Nehemiah (Neh. x. 17). The name appears in 1 Esdr. v. 15, as Aterezias.

W. A. W.

ATEREZIAS (אֶתֶרֶזְיָאָס; [Vat. Aţeręzjās; Ewald's schichte, xxxiii. 7.]). A corruption of "Ater of Hezekiah." (1 Esdr. v. 15; comp. Ezr. ii. 16.)

W. A. W.

ATHACH (אַתֵּחַ) [leading-place]: Nusaëî; [Vat. Nsūś]. Alex. Āthāī; Comp. 'Āthāī. One of the places in the tribe of Judah, which David and his men frequented during the time of his residence at Zildah (1 Sam. xxx. 30). As the name does not occur elsewhere, it has been suggested that it is an error of the transcriber for Ether, a town in the low country of Judah (Josh. xiv. 43).

W. A. W.

ATHALIAH (אתֹלָיהו) [whom Jehovah afflicts]: Θεολαία; Athaliah. 1. Daughter of Ahaz and Jezekel, married Jehoram the son of Jehosophat, king of Judah, and into the 8. kingdom the worship of Baal, which had already defiled and overspread the N. After the great revolution by which Jehu seated himself on the throne of Samaria, she killed all the members of the royal family of Judah who had escaped his sword (2 K. x. 14), availing herself probably of her position as King's Mother [Asa] to perpetrate the crime. Most likely she exercised the royal functions during Ahaziah's absence at Jezreel (2 K. x.), and resolved to retain her power, especially after seeing the danger to which she was exposed by the overthrow of the house of Omri and of Baal-worship in Samaria. It was not unusual in those days for women in the East to attain a prominent position, their present degradation being the result of Mohammadanism. Miriam, Deborah, Abigail, are instances from the Bible, and Dido was not far removed from Athalath, either in birthplace or date, if Carthage was founded b.c. 891 (Joseph. c. Apion. i. 18). From the slaughter of the royal house, one infant named Josiah, the youngest son of Ahaziah, was rescued by his aunt Jehosheba, daughter of Jehoram (probably by another wife than Athalath) who had married Jehoiada (2 Chr. xxi. 11) the high-priest (2 Chr. xxiv. 6). The child was brought up under Jehoiada's care, and concealed in the temple for six years, during which period Athalath reigned over Judah. At length Jehoiada thought it time to produce the lawful king to the people, trusting to their zeal for the worship of God, and loyalty to the house of David, which had been so strenuously called out by Asa and Jehoshaphat. After communicating his design to five "captains of hundreds," whose names are given in 2 Chr. xxiii. 1, and securing the cooperation of the Levitical and chief men in the country-towns in case of necessity, he brought the young Josiah into the temple to receive the allegiance of the soldiers of the guard. It was customary on the Sabbath for a third part of them to do duty at the palace, while two thirds restrained the crowd of visitors and worshipers who thronged the temple on that day, by occupying the gate of Sur (הָרָע, 2 K. xi. 6, called of the foundation, הָרָע, 2 Chr. xxiii. 5, which Gerlach, in loco, considers the right reading in Kings also), and the gate behind the guard ("porta que est post tabernaculum stat ruriorum, Vulg."), which seem to have been the N. and S. entrances into the temple, according to Ewald's description of it (Ge schichte, iii. 397-9). On the day fixed for the outbreak there was to be no change in the arrangement at the palace, lest Athalath, who did not worship in the temple, should form any suspicion from missing her usual guard, but the latter two thirds were to protect the king's person by forming a long and closely-serried line across the temple, and killing any one who should approach within certain limits. They were also furnished with David's spears and shields, that the work of restoring his descendant might be associated with his own sacred weapons. When the guard had taken up their position, the young prince was announced, crowned, and presented with the Testament or Law, and Athalath was first roused to a sense of her danger by the shouts and music which accompanied the inauguration of her grandson. She hurried into the temple, but found Josiah already standing "by a pillar," or more properly on it, i.e. on the tribune or throne, apparently raised on a massie column or cluster of columns, which the king occupied when he attended the service on solemn occasions. The phrase in the original is תֹלָיהו תֹלָיהו, rendered "on the stone of splendour" by the LXX. and super trono in the Vulgate, while Gesenius gives it for the substantive a stone or pulex. (Comp. 2 K. xxiii. 4, and Ez. xiv. 2.) She arrived however too late, and was immediately put to death by Jehoiah's commands, without the temple. The only other recorded victim of this happy and almost bloodless revolution, was Mattan the priest of Kidna. For the view here given of the details of Jehoiada's plan, see Ewald, Geschichte, iii. 574 ff. The latter words of 2 K. xi. 6 in our version, "thai it be not broken down," are probably wrong:—Ewald translates, "according to caution"; Gesenius gives it in his Lexicon a keeping off." Clinton's date for Athalath's usurpation is c. 583-877. In modern times the name of Athalath has been illustrated by the music of Handel and of Mendelssohn, and the stately declamation of Racine.

G. E. L. C.

2. (Θεολαία; Alex. Θεολαία; Otholai.) A Benjamite, one of the sons of Jeroham who dwelt at Jerusalem (1 Chr. viii. 29).

3. (Athalia; [Vat. Athelai;] Alex. Athelia;}

a The marginal note to this name in the Bible of the present day, namely, "Aartites or crowns." &c., is a corruption of Aartites in the edition of 1611.

b * Rendered in the margin of the A. V. "Crowns of the house of Josiah."
ATHARIAS

Atharia, one of the Bene-Elim, whose son Jeshaiah with seventy males returned with Ezra in the second caravan from Babylon (Ezr. viii. 7.)

W. A. W.

ATHARIAS (Αθαρίας; et Αθαρίας), a corrupt rendering of Ἀθαρίας, the Tushathia (1 Esdr. v. 40).

ATHENOBUS (Αθηνόβους; [Athensi]), an envoy sent by Antiochus VII. Sidetes to Simon, the Jewish high-priest (1 Mac. xx. 25-36). He is not mentioned elsewhere.

B. F. W.

ATHENIANS (Αθηναίοι; Athenienses). Natives of Athens (Acts xvii. 21) and 22. For the character which Paul ascribed to them, see ATHENS.

ATHENS (Αθήνα: Athenë), the capital of Attica, and the chief seat of Grecian learning and civilization during the golden period of the history of Greece. This city is fully described elsewhere (Dict. of Geog. and Bow, tomos. i. 235 ff.; and an account of it would be out of place in the present work. St. Paul visited it in his journey from Macedonia, and appears to have remained there some time (Acts xxii. 14, 15 ff.; comp. 1 Thess. iii. 1). During his residence there he delivered his memorable discourse on the Areopagus to the "men of Athens" (Acts xxii. 22-31 [Āthēnai].)

In order to understand the facilities mentioned in the sacred narrative, it may be observed that four hills of moderate height rise within the walls of the city. Of these one to the northeast is the celebrated

Plan of Athens, showing the position of the Areopagus

Agora, or citadel, being a square craggy rock about 150 feet high. Immediately to the west of the Agor is a second hill of irregular form, but inferior height, called the Areopagus. To the southwest rises a third hill, the Pnyx, on which the assemblies of the citizens were held; and to the south of the latter is a fourth hill, known as the Museum. The Agora or "market," where St. Paul disputed daily, was situated in the valley between the Agor and the Areopagus, the Pnyx, and the Museum, being bounded by the Agor on the N.E. and E., by the Areopagus on the N., by the Pnyx on the N.W. and W., and by the Museum on the S. The annexed plan shows the position of the Agora. Many writers have maintained that there were two markets at Athens; and that a second market, usually called the new Agora, existed to the north of the Agor. If this were true, it would be doubtful in which of the two markets St. Paul disputed; but since the publication of Forester's "Treatise on the Topography of Athens, it is generally admitted that there was only one Agora at Athens, namely, the one situated in the valley already described. (The subject is discussed at length in the Dict. of Geog. i. 293 ff.)

The remark of the sacred historian respecting the inquisitive character of the Athenians (xvii. 21) is attested by the unanimous voice of antiquity. The great Athenian orator rebukes his countrymen for their love of constantly going about in the market, and asking one another, What news? (ποιήσεστε αὕτων πανανέσθαι κατὰ τὴν ἄγοραν, λέγεται τι καθορή; Dem. Phœn. i. 43, ed. Reiske). Their natural liveliness was partly owing to the purity and clearness of the atmosphere of Attica, which also allowed them to pass much of their time in the open air.

The remark of St. Paul upon the "superstitions" [A. V.] a character of the Athenians (xvii. 22) is in like manner confirmed by the ancient writers. Thus Pausanias says that the Athenians surpassed all other states in the attention which they paid to the worship of the gods (Αθηναίοι περισσότερον τὰ γενὸς ἄλλοις ἐί τά θεά τοι ἐστὶ σπάνια, Paus. i. 21, § 43); and hence the city was crowded in every direction with temples, altars, and other sacred buildings. The altar of the Unknown God," which St. Paul mentions in his address, has been spoken of under ALTAR.

a * This rendering is the more unfortunate as it recalls from the reader a remarkable instance of Paul's conciliatory habit in dealing with men when no principle was at stake. The Greek term (διαμεθομένως) is neutral, and means "very religious" or "devout." In the same paragraph the rendering should be instead of the) "an unknown God," II.
ATHLAI

Of the Christian church founded by St. Paul at Athens, we have no particulars in the N. T.; but according to ecclesiastical tradition (Euseb. H. E. iii. 4) Dionysius the Areopagite, who was converted by the preaching of the apostle, was the first bishop of the church. [DIONYSIUS.]

ATHLAI [2 syl.] (not Jehovah afflicted); όςα (Vat. Ζαζόπολες) Alex. άςα: Akathā), One of the sons of Bebal, who put away his foreign wife at the exhortation of Ezra (Ezra x. 28). He is called AMATHIUS in 1 Esdr. ix. 29.

ATIPHA (Ateph): [All. Ahis. Ateph]: Agiūth), 1 Esdr. v. 32. [HIPHAI.

atonement, the day of ἁµέα ἐξαιµεύµο: dies expiationum and dies propitiotionis; in the Talmud, מיהנ: י. כ. the day; in Philo, νοµεῖας κατηγ., Lib. de Sept. vol. v. p. 47, edit. Tarnovius. In Acts xxvii. 3, νοµεῖα: in Heb. vii. 27, מיהנ, according to Okhansanu and others; but see Edward's and Bengel's notes), the great day of national humiliation, and the only one commanded in the Mosaic law. [FASRS.] The mode of its observance is described in Lev. xvi., where it should be noticed that in v. 3 to 10 an outline of the whole ceremonial is given, while in the rest of the chapter certain points are mentioned with more details. The victims which were offered in addition to those strictly belonging to the special service of the day, and to those of the usual daily sacrifice, are enumerated in Num. xxix. 7-11; and the conduct of the people is emphatically enjoined in Lev. xxix. 20-32.

II. It was kept on the tenth day of Tisri, that is, from the evening of the ninth to the evening of the tenth of that month, five days before the Feast of Tabernacles. [FESTIVALS.] Some have inferred from Lev. xvi. 1, that the day was instituted on account of the sin and punishment of Nadab and Abihu. Maimonides (More Nechoich., xviii.) regards it as a commemoration of the day on which Moses came down from the mount with the second tables of the law, and proclaimed to the people the forgiveness of their great sin in worshipping the golden calf.

III. The observances of the day, as described in the law, were as follows. It was kept by the people as a solemn sabbath (σάββατον σαββάτων, LXX). They were commanded to set aside all work and "to afflict their souls," under pain of being "cut off from among the people." It was on this occasion only that the high-priest was permitted to enter into the Holy of Holies. Having bathed his person and dressed himself entirely in the holy white linen garments, he brought forward a young bullock for a sin-offering and a ram for a burnt-offering, purchased at his own cost, on account of himself and his family, and two young goats for a sin-offering with a ram for a burnt-offering, which were paid for out of the public treasury, on account of the people. He then presented the two goats before the Lord at the door of the tabernacle and cast lots upon them. On one lot נ.Therefore he next sacrificed the young bullock as a sin-offering for himself and his family. Taking with him some of the blood of the bullock, he filled a censer with burning coals from the brazen altar, took a handful of incense, and entered into the most holy place. Then he threw the incense upon the coals and enveloped the mercy-seat in a cloud of smoke. Then, dipping his finger into the blood, he sprinkled it seven times before the mercy-seat, eastward.

The goat upon which the lot, "for Jehovah," had fallen was then slain, and the high-priest sprinkled its blood before the mercy-seat in the same manner as he had done that of the bullock. Going out from the Holy of Holies he purified the holy place, sprinkling some of the blood of both the victims on the altar of incense. At this time no one besides the high-priest was suffered to be present in the holy place.

The purification of the Holy of Holies and of the holy place being thus completed, the high-priest laid his hands upon the head of the goat on which the lot, "for Azazel," had fallen, and confessed over it all the sins of the people. The goat was then led, by a man chosen for the purpose, into the wilderness, into "a land not inhabited," and was there let loose.

The high-priest after this returned into the holy place, bathed himself again, put on his usual garments of office, and offered the two rams as burnt-offerings, one for himself and one for the people. He also burnt upon the altar the fat of the two sin-offerings, while their flesh was carried away and burned outside the camp. They who took away the flesh and the man who had led away the goat had to bathe their persons and wash their clothes as soon as their service was performed.

The accoty burnt-offerings mentioned Num. xxix. 7-11, were a young bullock, a ram, seven lambs, and a young goat. It would seem that at least in the time of the second temple these were offered by the high-priest along with the evening sacrifice (see below, V. 7).

It may be seen (as Winier has remarked) that in the special rites of the Day of Atonement there is

a See Lev. xvi. 14. The English version, "upon the mercy-seat," appears to be opposed to every Jewish authority. (See Drusius in loc. in the Critici Sacri.) It has, however, the support of Ewald's authority. The Vulgate omits the clause; the LXX. follows the ambiguity of the Hebrew. The word καταρχῆς must mean either the direction in which the drops were thrown by the priest, or else on the east side of the vr., i.e. the side towards the veil. The last clause of the verse may be taken as a repetition of the command, for the sake of emphasis on the number of sprinklings: "and he shall take of the blood of the bullock and sprinkle it before the mercy-seat, on the east; and seven times shall he sprinkle the blood with his finger before the mercy-seat.

b That the altar of incense was thus purified on the day of atonement we learn expressly from Ex. xxx. 10. Most critics consider that this is what is spoken of in Lev. xvi. 18 and 20. But some suppose that it is the altar of burnt-offerings which is referred to in these verses, the purification of the altar of incense being implied in that of the holy places mentioned in ver. 16. Abenazer was of this opinion (see Drusius in loc.). That the expression, "before the Lord," does not necessarily mean within the tabernacle, is evident from Ex. xxix. 11. If the golden altar is here referred to, it seems remarkable that no mention is made in the ritual of the cleansing of the brazen altar. But perhaps the practice spoken of by Josephus and in the Mishna of pouring what remained of the mixed blood at the foot of the large altar, was an ancient one, and was regarded as its purification.
A natural gradation. In the first place the high-priest and his family are cleansed; then atonement is made by the purified priest for the sanctuary and all contained in it; then (if the view to which reference has been made be correct) for the brazen altar in the court, and lastly, reconciliation is made for the people.

IV. In the short account of the ritual of the day which is given by Josephus (Ant. iii. 10, § 3) there are a few particulars which are worthy of notice. His words of course apply to the practice in the second temple, when the ark of the covenant had disappeared. He states that the high-priest sprinkled the blood with his finger seven times on the ceiling and seven times on the floor of the most holy place, and seven times towards it (as it would appear, outside the veil), and round the golden altar. Then going into the court he either sprinkled or poured the blood round the great altar. He also informs us that along with the fat, the kidneys, the top of the liver, and the extremities (αι ἐγκέφαλοι) of the victims were burned.

V. The treatise of the Mishna, entitled Yoma, professes to give a full account of the observances of the day according to the usage in the second temple. The following details appear either to be interesting to themselves or to illustrate the language of the Pentateuch.

1. The high-priest himself, dressed in his colored official garments, went, on the Day of Atonement, to perform all the duties of the ordinary daily service, such as lighting the lamps, presenting the daily sacrifices, and offering the incense. After this he bathed himself, put on the white garments, and commenced the special rites of the day. There is nothing in the Old Testament to render it improbable that this was the original practice.

2. The high-priest went into the Holy of Holies four times in the course of the day: first, with the censor and incense, while a priest continued to agitate the blood of the bullock lest it should congeal; secondly, with the blood of the bullock; thirdly, with the blood of the goat; fourthly, after having offered the evening sacrifice, to fetch out the golden censer which had contained the incense. These four entrances, forming, as they do, parts of the one great annual rite, are not opposed to a reasonable view of the statement in Heb. ix. 7, and that in Josephus, B. J. v. 5, § 7. Three of the entrances seem to be very distinctly implied in Lev. xvi. 12, 14, and 15.

3. It is said that the blood of the bullock and that of the goat were each sprinkled eight times, once towards the ceiling and seven times on the floor. This does not agree with the words of Josephus (see above, IV.).

4. After he had gone into the most holy place the third time, and had returned into the holy place, the high-priest sprinkled the blood of the bullock eight times towards the veil, and did the same with the blood of the goat. Having then sprinkled the blood of the two victims together and sprinkled the altar of incense with the mixture, he came into the court and poured out what remained at the foot of the altar of burnt-offering.

5. Most careful directions are given for the preparation of the high-priest for the services of the day. For seven days previously he kept away from his own house and dwelt in a chamber appointed for his use. This was to avoid the accidental causes of pollution which he might meet with in his domestic life. But to provide for the possibility of his incurring some uncleanness in spite of this precaution, a deputy was chosen who might act for him when the day came. In the treatise of the Mishna entitled Parcz. Achod, it is stated that no such misdemeanour ever befell the high-priest. But Josephus (Ant. xvii. 6, § 4) relates an instance of the high-priest Matthias, in the time of Herod the Great, when his relation Joseph took his place in the sacred office. During the whole of the seven days the high-priest had to perform the ordinary sacerdotal duties of the daily service himself, as well as on the Day of Atonement. On the third day and on the seventh he was sprinkled with the ashes of the red heifer in order to cleanse him in the event of his having touched a dead body without knowing it. On the seventh day he was also required to take a solemn oath before the elders that he would alter nothing whatever in the accustomed rites of the Day of Atonement.

6. Several curious particulars are stated regarding the scapegoat. The two goats of the sin-offering were to be of similar appearance, size, and value. The lots were originally of being cast, but in later times they were of gold. They were put into a little box or urn, into which the high-priest put both his hands and took out a lot in each, while the two goats stood before him, one at the right side and the other on the left. The lot in each hand belonged to the goat in the corresponding position, and when the lot was for Atonel they happened to be in the right hand, it was regarded as a good omen. The high-priest then tied a piece of scarlet cloth on the scapegoat's head, called "the scarlet tongue," from the shape in which it was cut. Maimonides says that this was only to distinguish him, in order that he might be known when the time came for him to be sent away. But in the Gemara it is asserted that the red cloth ought to turn white, as a token of God's acceptance of the atonement of the day, referring to Is. i. 18. A particular instance of the exchange which happened is recorded in the Gemara, p. 18, and so the lot "for Atonel" was in the priest's right hand, is related as having occurred in the time of Simon the Just. It is further stated that no such change took place for forty years before the destruction of Jerusalem. The praver which the high-priest uttered over the head of the goat was as follows: "O Lord, the house of Israel, they have trespassed, rebelled, and sinned before thee. I beseech thee, O Lord, forgive now their trespasses, rebellions and sins which thy people have committed, as it is written in the law of Moses, thy servant, saying that in that day there shall be an atonement for thee to cleanse thou that ye may be clean from all your sins before the Lord" (Gemara on Yoma, quoted by Frischmuth). The goat was then gaded and calmly treated by the people till it was led away by the man appointed. As soon as it reached a certain spot which seems to have been regarded as the commencement of the wilderness, a signal was made by some sort of telegraphic contrivance, to the high-priest, who waited for it. The man who led the goat is said to have taken him to the top of a high precipice and thrown him down backwards, so

This, according to the Jerusalem Gemara on Yoma (quoted by Lichtenfeld), was instituted in consequence of an innovation of the Sadducean party, who had
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A to dash him to pieces. It was not a mistake of the writer of Yoma, it must have been, as Spener argues, a modern innovation. It cannot be doubted that the goat was originally set free. Even if there be any uncertainty in the words of the Hebrew, the word used in the LXX must be better than the Talmud — καὶ ὁ ἄρπαγγαιῶ τῶν χιμάρων τῶν διασταλλόμενων εἰς ἄφεσιν κ. τ. λ., Lev. xvi. 23.

7. The high-priest, as soon as he had received the signal that the goat had reached the wilderness, read some lessons from the law, and offered up some prayers. He then bathed himself, resumed his colored garments, and offered either the whole or a great part of the necessary offering (mentioned Num. xiii. 7-11) with the regular evening sacrifice. After this he washed again, put on the white garments, and entered the most holy place for the fourth time, to fetch out the censor and the incense-plate. This terminated the special rites of the day.

8. The Mishna gives very strict rules for the fasting of the people. In the law itself no express mention is made of abstinence from food. But it is most likely implied in the command that the people were to "afflict their souls." According to Yoma, every Jew (except invalids and children under 13 years of age) is forbidden to eat anything so large as a date, to drink, or to wash from sunset to sunset.

VI. There has been much discussion regarding the meaning of the word Azazel. The opinions which seem most worthy of notice are the following:

1. It has been regarded as a designation of the goat itself. This view has been most favored by the old interpreters. They in general supposed it to mean the goat sent away, or, let loose. In accordance with this the Vulgate renders it, Ccepemauistrus; Symmachus, ὁ τράγος ἀπερχόμενος; Aquila, ὁ τράγος ἀπολειμένος; Luther, der ledge Boch; the English translators, the scapegoat. The LXX. uses the term ἄποστασίος, applied to the goat itself. Theolozet and Cyril of Alexandria consider the meaning of the Hebrew to be the goat sent away, and regard that as the sense of the word used in the LXX. if there were right, ἄποστασίος is, of course, not employed in its ordinary meaning (Acremonius). (See Suicer, s. v.) It should also be observed that in the latter clause of Lev. xvi. 10 the LXX. renders the Hebrew term as if it was an abstract noun, translating ἄποστασίων by εἰς τὴν ἄποστασιν. Buxtorf (Hub. Lex.) and Fagius (Critici Sacri, in loc.) in accordance with this view of its meaning, derived the word from ἄποστασις, a goat, and ἔπος, to depart. To this derivation it has been objected by Bochart.

Winer, and others, that ἄποστασις denotes a she-goat, not a he-goat. It is, however, alleged that the word appears to be eponim in Gen. xxx. 33; Lev. iii. 12; and other places. But the application of ἄποστασις to the goat itself involves the Hebrew text in insuperable difficulties. It can hardly be supposed that the prefix which is common to the designation of the two lots should be used in two different meanings. If one expression is to be rendered for Jehovah, it would seem that the other must be for Jehovah, with the prefix in the same sense. If this is admitted, taking Azazel for the goat itself, it does not seem possible to make sense out of Lev. xvi. 10 and 26. In these verses the versions are driven to strange shifts. We have already referred to the inconsistency of the LXX. In the Vulgate and our own version the first clause of ver. 10 stands εἰς ἄφεσιν (the word in caprum emissarium) — "but the goat on which the lot fell to be the scapegoat." In ver. 26 our version reads « And he that let go the goat for the scapegoat," while the Vulgate cuts the knot to escape from the awkward tautology — "ille vero, qui dimiserat caprum emissarium."

2. Some have taken Azazel for the name of the place to which the goat was sent. (a.) Aben Ezra, following the words of an anonymous writer referring it to a hill near Mount Sinai. Vatalab adopts this opinion (Critici Sacri, in Lev. xvi.). (b.) Some of the Jewish writers, with Le Clerc, consider that it denotes the cliff to which the goat was taken to be thrown down, according to Yoma. (c.) Bochart regarded the word as a pluralis fractus signifying desert places, and understood it as a general name for any fit place to which the goat might be sent. But Gesenius remarks that the pluralis fractus, which exists in Arabic, is not found in Hebrew.

3. Many of those who have studied the subject most closely take Azazel for a personal being to whom the goat was sent. (c.) Gesenius gives τον ἄποστασίον the same meaning as the LXX. has assigned to it, if ἀποστασιοῦ is to be taken in its usual sense; but the being so designated he supposes to be some false deity who was to be appeased by such a sacrifice as that of the goat. He derives the word from a root unused in Hebrew, but found in Arabic, ἄπωστιν, to remove or take away (Hub. Lex. s. v.). Encel agrees with Gesenius, and speaks of Azazel as a demon belonging to the pre-Mosaic religion. (b.) But others, in the spirit of a simpler faith, have regarded him as an evil spirit, or the devil himself. In the book of Enoch the name Azazel is given to one of the fallen angels; and assuming, with Spencer, that this is a corruption of Azazel, if the book were written, as is generally supposed, by a Jew, about n. c. 40, it represents an old Jewish opinion on the subject. Origin, adopting the word of the LXX., identifies him with the devil: ἦν τις τοῦ Ἑλεωτῆς ἄποστασίος οὗ ἐφάνετο γραφή ἀποστασεῖς 'Αζαζής, ὕπερ τοὺς ἁγίους ἡ ἐν διαδόσει (Cels. vi. 305, ed. Spence). Of modern writers, Spencer and Hengstenberg have most elaborately defended the same opinion. Spencer derives the word from ἄποστιν, fortress, and ἄπωστιν, explaining it as εἶχο recusans, which he affirms to be a most suitable name for the evil spirit. He supposes that the goat was given up to the devil, and committed to his disposal. Hengstenberg affirms with great confidence that Azazel cannot possibly be anything but another name for Satan. He repudiates the conclusion that the goat was in any sense a sacrifice to Satan, and does not doubt that it was sent away laden with the sins of God's people, now forgiven, in order to mock their spiritual enemy in the desert, his proper abode, and to symbolize by its five gamboils their exculting triumph. He considers that the origin of the rite was Egyptian, and that the Jews substituted Satan for Typhon, whose dwelling was the desert. The obvious objection to Spencer's view is that the goat
formed part of a sin-offering to the Lord, and that it, with its fellow, had been formally presented before the Lord at the door of the Tabernacle. For, perhaps, we will be satisfied with Hengstenberg's mode of meeting this difficulty, &c.

4. An explanation of the word which seems less objectionable, if it is not wholly satisfactory, would render the designation of the lot "mittellos", for complete sending away;" Thus understood, the word would come from "mittel" (the root adopted by Gesenius), being the Peal form, which indicates intensity. This view is held by Thodeck (quoted and approved by Thomson), by Bahr, and by Winer.

VII. As it might be supposed, the Talmudists miserably degraded the meaning of the day of atonement. They regarded it as an opportunity afforded them of wiping off the score of their more heavy offenses. Thus Yoma (cap. viii.) says, "The day of atonement and death make atonement through penitence. Penitence itself makes atonement for slight transgressions, and in the case of grosser sins it obtains a respite until the coming of the day of atonement, which completes the reconciliation." More authorities to the same general purpose are quoted by Frischmuth (p. 917), some of which seem also to indicate that the peculiar atoning virtue of the day was supposed to rest in the scapegoat.

Philos (Lib. de Septuaginta) regarded the day as a far nobler light. He speaks of it as an occasion for the discipline of self-restraint in regard to bodily indulgence, and for bringing home to our minds the truth that man does not live by bread alone, but by whatever God is pleased to appoint. The prayers proper for the day, he says, are those for forgiveness of sins past and for amendment of life in future, to be offered in dependence, not on our own merits, but on the goodness of God.

It cannot be doubted that what especially distinguished the symbolical equation of this day from that of the other sacrifices of the law was its broad and national character, with perhaps a deeper reference to the sin which belongs to the nature of man. Exaud instructively remarks that though the least uncleanness of an individual might be atoned by the rites of the law which could be observed at other times, there was a consciousness of secret and indefinite sin pervading the congregation, which was aptly met by this great annual festivity. Hence, in its national character, he sees an antithesis between it and the passover, the great festival of national life; and, in its atoning significance, he regards it as a fit preparation for the rejoicing at the ingathering of the fruits of the earth in the feast of tabernacles. Philo looked upon its position in the Jewish calendar in the same light.

In considering the meaning of the particular rites of the day, three points appear to be of a very distinctive character. 1. The white garments of the high priest. 2. His entrance into the Holy of Holies. 3. The scapegoat. The writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews (ix. 25) teaches us to apply the first two particularly. The high-priest himself, with his person cleansed and dressed in white garments, was the best outward type which a living man could present in his own person of that pure and holy One who was to purify His people and to cleanse them from their sins.

But respecting the meaning of the scapegoat, we have no such light to guide us, and (as has been already implied in what has been stated regarding the word Azazel) the subject is one of great doubt and difficulty.

Of those who take Azazel for the Evil Spirit, some have supposed that the goat was a sort of brute, or retaining be, for the accuser of men, Spencer, in supposing that it was given up with its load of sin to the enemy to be tormented, made it a symbol of the punishment of the wicked; while, according to the strange notion of Hengstenberg, that it was sent to mock the devil, it was significant of the freedom of those who had become reconciled to God.

Some few of those who have held a different opinion on the word Azazel, have supposed that the goat was taken into the wilderness to suffer there for the sins of the people. But it has been generally considered that it was dismissed to signify the carrying away of their sins, as it were, out of the sight of Jehovah.

If we keep in view that the two goats are spoken of as parts of one and the same sin-offering, and that every circumstance connected with them appears to have been cunningly arranged to bring them under the same conditions up to the time of the casting of the lots, we shall not have much difficulty in seeing that they form together but one symbolical expression. Why there were two individuals instead of one may be simply this—that a single material object could not, in its nature, symbolically embrace the whole of the truth which was to be expressed. This is implied in the reasoning of the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews on the office and sacrifice of Christ (Heb. ix.). Hence some, regarding each goat as a type of Christ, supposed that the one which was slain represented his death, and that the goat set free signified his resurrection. (Cyril, Beza, and others, quoted by Spencer.) But we shall take a simpler, and perhaps a truer view, if we look upon the slain goat as setting forth the act of sacrifice, in giving up its own life for others to Jehovah, in accordance with the requirements of the Divine law; and the goat which carried off its load of sin for complete removal, as signifying the cleansing influence of faith in that sacrifice. Thus in his degree the devoted lambs might have felt the truth of the Psalmist's words, "As far as the east is from the west, so far hath he removed our transgressions from us." But for us the whole spiritual truth has been revealed in historical fact, in the life, death, and resurrection of Him who was made sin for us, who died for us, and who rose again for our justification. This Mediator, it was necessary, should "in some unspirable manner unite death and life" (Maurice on Sacrifice, p. 85).

(Spencer, Dr. Lightfoot's Hebrews and Ritudbulus, lib. iii. Dissertatio viii.; Lightfoot's Temple Service,

[In support of the view that Azazel denotes an evil spirit, or Satan, see also Bush, Arndt, etc, in the American Review, July, 1842, 247, viii. 1843; Dietrich, Nat.-Theol. 1. of the Eich, and Sassen, in the Zeusche, f. d. tvb. Tav., 1849, xxx. 193, 217; and Valentinus, etc. in Herzog's Real-Encycl., vol. i. A.]

[In the similar part of the rite for the purification of the leper, Lev. xiv. 7, in which a live bird was sent that the bird signified the carrying away of the uncleanness of the sufferer to precisely the same manner.]
ATROTH (っぱ町) Eroh, a city of Gad, named with Aroer and Jazer (Num. xxxii. 33). No doubt the name should be taken with that following it, Shophan; the addition serving to distinguish this place from the Atroth in the same neighborhood. The A. V. follows the Vulgate, Eroth et Sophan. In the LXX. it is altogether omitted.

ATRAH SASH (Aaron), E. V. (Atakoth), a grandson of Sheshan, whose name is given to one of the priests of the tribe of Judah. Jer. iv. 2.

ATTALUS (Attalos), a Macedonian name of uncertain origin, the name of three kings of Pergamus who reigned respectively B.C. 211-197, 193-198 (Philadelphus), 188-138 (Philometor). They were all faithful allies of the Romans (Liv. xiv. 13); and the last appointed the Romans his heirs. It is uncertain whether the letters sent from Rome in favor of the Jews (1 Macc. xxv. 22) were addressed to Attalus II. (Polyb. xxv. 6, xxxi. 9, xxxii. 3, 5, 8, &c., 25 f.; Strab. xiii. 4; Just. xxxv. 1, xxxvi. 4, 5; App. Mith. 62) or Attalus III., as their date falls in B.C. 139-8 (Lucius), about the time when the latter succeeded his uncle. Jos. Ant. xxii. 2. It is a decree of the Ptolemies in favor of the Jews (Ant. xiv. 10, § 22) in the time of Hyrcanus, about B.C. 112: comp. Apoc. ii. 12-17.

ATTAR ATAT (Atharathas). A city of Cilicia, 1 Esdr. ix. 49 (comp. Neh. viii. 9), a corruption of the Tirshatha; "comp. ATHARHAS.

ATTICA (Attikē), Attica, a county in Greece, mentioned only very casually in the New Testament (Acts xiv. 23), as the place from which Paul and Barnabas sailed on their return to Antoch from their missionary journey into the inland parts of Asia Minor. It does not appear that they made any stay, or attempted to preach the gospel in Attica. This city, however, though comparatively modern at that time, was a place of considerable importance in the first century, and has continued to exist till now. Its name since the twelfth century has been Sallade, a corruption of which the crusading chronicler, William of Tyre, gives a curious explanation.

ATTALUS, king of Pergamus, ruled over the western part of the peninsula from the N. to the S., and was in want of a port which should be useful for the trade of Egypt and Syria. As Tras was that of the Jezean. Thus Attala was built and named after the monarch. All its remains are characteristic of the date of its foundation.

ATTALUS, king of Pergamus, ruled over the western part of the peninsula from the N. to the S., and was in want of a port which should be useful for the trade of Egypt and Syria. As Tras was that of the Jezean. Thus Attala was built and named after the monarch. All its remains are characteristic of the date of its foundation.

There has been considerable doubt concerning the exact position of Attala. There is a discrepancy even between Strabo and Ptolemy; the former placing it to the W. of the river Cataractae, the latter to the E. This may probably be accounted for by the peculiar character of this river, the eulogizing waters of which are continually making changes in the channels. Beaufort thought that the modern Saltaka is the ancient Attala, and that Leonis is the true Atroth. Forliger after Mau- nert, is inclined to identify the two places. But Spratt and Forbes found the true Othalia further to the west, and have confirmed Leake's opinion, that Attala is where the modern name would lead us to expect it. (Beaufort's Karamania; Spratt and Forbes' Asia.)

J. S. H.

AUGUSTUS CÆSAR ( Augusta Caesar). The first Roman emperor, during whose reign Christ was born (Luke ii. 1). He was born A. D. 63, or 64. His father was Caius Octavius; his mother Atia, daughter of Julia, the sister of C. Julius Caesar. He bore the same name as his father, Caius Octavius. He was principally educated, having lost his father when young, by his great uncle Julius Caesar. After his murder, the young Octavius came into Italy as Caius Julius Caesar Octavianus, being by his uncle's will adopted into the gens Julia as his heir. He was taken into the family of Antony and Lepidus, and after the removal of the latter divided the empire with Antony, taking the West for his share. But there was no real concord between them, and the compact resulted in a struggle for the supreme power, which was terminated in favor of Octavianus by the decisive naval battle of Actium, in B.C. 31 (suet. Oct. 17; Dion Cass. l. 15 f.; Vell. Pater. ii. 51). On this victory he was invested emperor by the senate: and on his offering afterwards to resign the chief power, they conferred on him the title Augustus (B.C. 27). He managed with consummate tact and skill to consolidate the power conferred on him, by leaving the names and rights of the principal state officers intact, while by degrees he united them all in his own person. The first link binding him to N. T. history is his treatment of Herod after the battle of Actium. That prince, who had espoused Antony's side, found himself proscribed, taken into favor and confirmed, may even increased in his power (Comp. Ant. xiv.
the N. of Palestine. It has not been identified with certainty. Michaelis (notes on Amos) to regard it as "the N. of Palestine." It has not been identified with certainty. Michaelis (notes on Amos) to regard it as "the N. of Palestine." It has not been identified with certainty.

AVIM

AVIM, Avi, AVIM, or Avimos (אַוִּים), the word elsewhere used by the LXX. for Hittites: Ἀβραίοι, the name rendered by them is an etymological guess. AVIM is of Egyptian origin and was a toponym or a name of a people. It is a term used in the context of the Egyptian conquest of Palestine. The Avims are mentioned in the Egyptian records as a people living in the area of modern Israel and Palestine. The name Avims is thought to be a corruption of the Egyptian name for the people, which may have been the Amorites or the Amalegites. The Avims are also mentioned in the biblical text, where they are described as living in the region of the Amalegites in the north of Egypt. The Avims are mentioned in the context of the Egyptian conquest of Palestine, and they are thought to be the same people as the Avims of the biblical text. The Avims were a people who lived in the region of modern Israel and Palestine, and they were mentioned in the context of the Egyptian conquest of Palestine. The name Avims is thought to be a corruption of the Egyptian name for the people, which may have been the Amorites or the Amalegites. The Avims are mentioned in the Egyptian records as a people living in the area of modern Israel and Palestine.
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AXE

Egyptian Axe. — (British Museum.)

2. ǎ区域内, Chereb, which is usually translated "sword," is used of other cutting instruments, as a "knife" (Josh. v. 2) or razor (Ex. v. 1), or a tool for hewing or dressing stones (Ex. xx. 25), and is once rendered "axe" (Ex. xxvi. 9), evidently denoting a weapon for destroying buildings, a pick-axe.

3. ǎ区域内, Cossid, occurs but once (Is. lxviii. 6), and is evidently a later word, denoting a large axe. It is also found in the Targum of Jer. xlvii. 22.

4. ǐ区域内, Magzérith (2 Sam. xii. 31), and ǐ区域内, Míg'érith (1 Chr. xx. 3), are found in the description of the punishments inflicted by David upon the Ammonites of Rabbah. The latter word is properly "a saw," and is apparently an error of the transcriber for the former.

6. ǐ区域内, Mûtatu, rendered "axe" in the margin of Is. xlvii. 12, and Jer. x. 3, was an instrument employed both by the iron-smith and the carpenter, and is supposed to be a curved knife or bill, smaller than

7. ǐ区域内, Kavshin, a large axe used for felling trees (Judg. ix. 48; 1 Sam. xiii. 20, 21; Ps. lxiv. 5; Jer. xlvii. 22). The words 1, 5, and 7 have an etymological affinity with each other, the idea of cutting being that which is expressed by their roots. The "battle-axe," ǐ区域内, mappêla (Jer. li. 20), was probably, as its root indicates, a heavy mace or

tion of it, as "dwellers in the lowlands," is not obvious; nor does he specify any derivation.

c. See Leeneker's convenient hypograph (Kenman, p. 158), for which, as is often the case, he does not condescend to give the shadow of a reason.
AZAEL

AZAEL (Açâ'elos; [Abb. 'Açâ'el; Koedus], name of a man (1 Esdr. ix. 14). [Açâ'el].)

AZAE LEUS (Açâ'elos; [Alex. 'Açâ'el; Biolas], an Israhite in the time of Esdras; the name is probably a repetition of that preceding it (1 Esdr. ix. 31).

AZAL (Azal, 557, but from the euphonic accent 555, Azal: 'Açâ'al; Alex. [Comp. Afr.]. 'Açâ'el; name of a prominent), a name only occurring in Ezeh. xiv. 5. It is mentioned as the limit to which the "aravim" or eft (55) of the Mount of Olives will extend when "Jehovah shall go forth to fight." The whole passage of Zecharilah is a highly poetical one; and several commentators agree with Jerome in taking Azal as an apppellative, and not a proper name.

AZALIAH (55555 [where Jehovah has spred]: 'Ezzâ'el; Ezâ'el; [Vat. Ezzâ'el, Ezâ'el]; Alex. [Essâ'elias in 1 K.]; Zâ'el; Ezâ'el). The father of Shemaiah the son of Shobab in the reign of Josiah (2 K. xxii. 3; 2 Chr. xxxiv. 18).

AZARIAH (5555 [where Jehovah bears]; 'Açâ'aria [Vat. seren]: 'Açâ'arion). The father or immediate ancestor of Jesse, the Levite in the time of Nehemiah (Neh. vi. 9). W. A. W.

AZARPHION (Açâ'arphiôd; [Vat. Açâ'arphiôd]: Alex. Açâ'arphiôd; Abb. 'Açâ'arphiôd; Syphus, 1 Esdr. xiv. 33). Possibly a corruption of SeraPhim.

AZARA (Açâ'arai; Atti), one of the "servants of the temple" (1 Esdr. xiv. 31). No corresponding name can be traced in the parallel list in Ezra.

AZARIEL (the same name as the succeeding one; 55555; 'Oçâ'riô: [Vat. Alex. E.A.-'çâ'riô: Comp. 'Eçâ'riô], a Levite musician (Neh. xii. 38). [The A. V. ed. 1611, following the Bishop's Bible, incorrectly reads 'Azarad.']

AZAREEL (55555 [where God helps]: 'Oçâ'riô: [Vat. spirc: Abb. Alex. 'Eçâ'riô; Comp. 'Açâ'riô]; Ezrael). 1. A Korhite who joined David in his retreat at Ziklag (1 Chr. xii. 6).

2. ('Açâ'riô: [Vat. Açâ'riô; Alex. 'Eçâ'riô]) A Levite musician of the family of Heman in the time of David. 1 Chr. xxviii. 18; called 'Uzzai, in xxv. 4.

3. ('Açâ'riô: [Vat. Açâ'riô; Alex. 'Eçâ'riô]: Ezrâ'el). Son of Judah, and prince of the tribe of Dan when David numbered the people (1 Chr. xxviii. 22; 27).

4. ('Eçâ'riô: [Vat. 'Eçâ'riô; Ezrâ'el]. One of the sons of Bani, who put away his foreign wife on the command of Ezra (Ezr. x. 41); apparently he same as Ezrâ'el 1 Esdr. ix. 34.

AZARIAH

5. ('Eçâ'riô: [Comp. Abb. 'Eçâ'riô; Alex. 'Eçâ'riô; Ezrâ'el]. Father, or ancestor, of Maaseiah, or Amaziah, a priest who dwelt in Jerusalem after the return from Babylonia (Neh. xi. 13; comp. 1 Chr. ix. 12). W. A. W.

AZARIAH (55555 and 5555; 'Açâ'riôs; Azariah: who is God that helped). It is a common name in Hebrew, and especially in the families of the priests of the line of Eleazar, whose name has precisely the same meaning. Azariah. It is nearly identical, and is often confounded with Ezra as well as with Zerubbabel and Seraiah. The principal persons who bore this name were:

1. Son of Ahimad (1 Chr. vi. 9). He appears from 1 K. iv. 2, to have succeeded Zadok, his grandfather, in the high-priesthood, in the reign of Solomon. Ahimad having died before Zadok. [Ahimad]. To him, it can scarcely be doubted, instead of to his grandson, Azariah, the son of Jehoanan, belongs the notice in 1 Chr. vi. 10, "He it is that executed the priest's office in the temple that Solomon built at Jerusalem," meaning that he officiated at the consecration of the temple, and was the first high-priest that ministered in it. The other interpretation which has been put upon these words, as alluding to the Azariah who was high-priest in Uzziah's reign, and resisted the king when he attempted to offer incense, is quite unsuited to the words they are meant to explain, and utterly at variance with the chronology. For this Azariah of 1 Chr. vi. 10 precedes Amariah, the high-priest in Jehoshaphat's reign, whereas Uzziah was king five reigns after Jehoshaphat. Josephus merely mentions Azariah as the son and successor of Ahimad.

2. [Vat. 'Oçâ'riô: Vat. Ozeria]. A chief officer of Solomon's, the son of Nathan, perhaps David's grandson (1 K. iv. 5).

3. (55555, 55555) in 2 K. xv. 6 [where Jehovah helps]: 'Açâ'riôs; Azariah]. Tenth king of Judah, more frequently called Uzziah (2 K. xiv. 21, xv. 1, 6, 7, 8, 17, 23, 27; 1 Chr. iii. 12).

4. [Vat. M. 'Oçâ'riô: H. ë. 'Açâ'riô: Alex. 'Açâ'riô]. Son of Eliah, of the sons of Zerah, where, perhaps, Zerubbabel is the more probable reading (1 Chr. ii. 8).

5. Son of Jehon of the family of the Jeraumleeves and descended from Jara the Egyptian slave of Sheshesh (1 Chr. ii. 59, 39). He was probably one of the captains of hundreds in the time of Athaliah mentioned in 2 Chr. xxiii. 18; and there called the son of Obed. This fact assigns the compilation of the genealogy in 1 Chr. ii. 59-61 to the reign of Jeroham.

6. The son of Jehonan, 1 Chr. vi. 10, 11. He must have been high-priest in the reigns of Aliah and Asa, as we know his son Amariah was in the days of Jehoshaphat, the son of Asa. It does not appear what part he took in Asa's zealous reformation (2 Chr. xvi.), nor whether he approved the stripping of the house of God of its treasures to induce Jehoram to break his league with Baasha king of Israel, as related 2 Chr. xvi., for his name and his office are never alluded to in the history of Asa's reign, either in the book of Kings or Chronicles. The active persons in the religious movements of the times were the king himself and the

* The original article has been here combined with that in the Encyclopaedia Britannica.
two prophets, Azariah the son of Oded, and Haman.

The silence concerning Azariah, the high-

priest, is, perhaps, rather unfavorable than other-

wise to his religious character. His name is

almost lost in Josephus's list of the high-priests.

Having lost, as we saw in the article Azariah, its

termination Αζαρια, which adhered to the following

name, it got by some process transformed into

城市发展．

7. Another Azariah is inserted between Hilkiah,

in Josiah's reign, and Seriah, who was put to

death by Nebuchadnezzar, in 1 Chr. vi. 13. But

Josiah does not mention him by name, making Se-

rial the son of Hilkiah, and there seems to be

scarcely room for him. It seems likely that he

may have been inserted to assimilate the genealogy

to that of Ezra vi. 7, where, however, the Seriah

and Azariah are probably neither of them the high-
priests of those names.

8. Son of Zephaniah, a Kohathite, and ancestor of

Samuel the prophet (1 Chr. vi. 96). Apparently

the same as Uzziiah in ver. 24.

9. Azariah, the son of Oded (2 Chr. xv. 1),
called simply Oded in ver. 8, was a remarkable

prophet in the days of king Asa, and a contempo-

rary of Azariah the son of Johanan the high-priest,

and of Haman the seer. He powerfully stirred up

the spirit of Asa, and of the people of Judah and

Benjamin, in a brief but pithy prophecy, which has

been preserved, to put away all idolatrous worship

and to restore the altar of the one true God before

the porch of the temple. Great numbers of Israelites

from Ephraim, and Manasseh, and Simeon, and all

Israel, joined in the national reformation, to the

great strengthening of the kingdom; and a season

of rest and great prosperity ensued. Oded, the

prophet in the days of Azaz, may probably have

been a descendant of Azariah.

10. Son of Jehoshaphat king of Judah (2 Chr.

xxii. 2).

11. (גנדייינאשנו) Another son of Jehoshaphat,

and brother of the preceding (2 Chr. xxii. 2).

12. [O'cylrov, Var. Ócylrov]: Ochozias. At 2

Chr. xxii. 6, Azariah is a clerical error for Azahiah.

13. (זנדייינאשנו) Son of Jeroham, and one of

the captains of Judah in the time of Athaliah (2 Chr.

xxiii. 8).

14. The high-priest in the reign of Uzziah, king of

Judah, whose name, perhaps from this circumstance,
is often corrupted into Azariah (2 K. xiv.

21, xv. 1, 6, 7, 8, Æc.). The most memorable

event of his life is that which is recorded in 2 Chr.

xxvi. 17-20. When king Uzziah, elated by his

great prosperity and power, "transgressed against the

Lord his God, and went into the temple of the

Lord to burn incense upon the altar of incense," Azariah

the priest, accompanied by eight of his brethren,
got in boldly after him, and withstood him.

With unflinching faithfulness, and a high

sense of his own responsibility as ruler of the

House of God, he addressed the king with the well-

merited reproof — "It appertaineth not unto thee,

Uzziah, to burn incense unto the Lord, but to the

priests the sons of Aaron, that are consecrated to

burn incense: go out of the sanctuary, for thou

must needs be despised; neither shalt thou be for thine honor

from the Lord (μορ)." And it is added that when

Azariah the chief priest and all the priests looked

upon him, behold he was leprous in his forehead,

and they thrust him out from thence; yea, himself

hastened to go out, because the Lord had smitten him." Uzziah was a leper unto the day of his

death, and, as such, was never able again to go to

the Lord's house, which was afterwards violently

invaded. Azariah was contemporary with Isaiah

the prophet, and with Amos and Joel, and doubt-

lessly witnessed the great earthquake in Uzziah's reign

(Am. i. 1; Zech. xiv. 5). He is not men-

tioned in Josephus's list. "Iωάνας occurs instead

possibly the name of the prophet inadvertently sub-

stituted for that of the high-priest. Neither is he

in the priestly genealogy of Zech. vi. 11.

15. [Rom. Quer. Var. Vat. Origen.]: Son of

Johanan, one of the captains of Ephraim in the

reign of Alaz (2 Chr. xxviii. 12), who sent back

the captives and spoil that were taken in the

invasion of Judah by Pekah.

16. [Var. Alex. Mid. Ζαχαρίας.]: A Kohathite,

father of Joel in the reign of Hezekiah (2 Chr.

xxix. 12).

17. [Var. Ζαχαρίας.]: A Merarite, son of

Jehaleel, in the time of Hezekiah, contemporary

with the son of the preceding (2 Chr. xxix. 12).

18. The high-priest in the days of Hezekiah (2 Chr.

xxxii. 10-13). He appears to have cooperated zealously with the king in that thorough purifica-

tion of the temple and restoration of the temple-
services which was so conspicuous a feature in Hez-

ekiah's reign. He especially interested himself in

providing chambers in the house of the Lord in

which to store the gifts and offerings and consec-

rated things for the use of the priests and Levites,

and in appointing overseers to have the charge of

them. For the attendance of priests and Levites,

and the maintenance of the temple-services, de-

pended entirely upon the supply of such offerings,

and whenever the people neglected them the priests

and Levites were forced to disperse themselves to

their villages, and so the house of God was deserted

(Comp. Neh. x. 35-39, xii. 27-30, 44-47). His

name seems to be corrupted into Ζαχαρίας in Jose-

phus. He succeeded Urijah, who was high-priest

in the reign of Alaz. Who his successor was is

somewhat uncertain. He is not, any more than the

preceding, included in the genealogy of 1 Chr. vi.

19. [Var. Alex. FA. Α'αχαρίας.]: Son of Maaz-

iah, who repaired part of the wall of Jerusalem

in the time of Nehemiah (Neh. iii. 29, 24).

20. [Var. Alex. FA. Α'αχαρίας.]: One of the

leaders of the children of the province who went

up from Babylon with Zerubbabel (Neh. vii. 7).

Elsewhere called Seriah (Ezr. ii. 2) and Zacha-

rias (1 Esdr. v. 8).

21. [Rom. Var. Alex. FA. omit; Mid. Α'αχαρίας.]

One of the Levites who assisted Ezra in instructing

the people in the knowledge of the law (Neh.

vii. 7). Called Ζαχαρίας in 1 Esdr. iv. 43.

22. [In Neh. x. Α'αχαρίας, Comp. αρ, FA.

ζαχαρίας: In Neh. xii. Var. FA. Ζαχαρίας.]: One of

the priests who sealed the covenant with Ne-

ehemiah (Neh. x. 2), and probably the same with the

Azariah who assisted in the dedication of the city

wall (Neh. xii. 32).

23. (Α'αχαρίας.): Jezeaniah (Jer. xxxiii. 2).

24. The original name of Abed-ego (Dan. i. 6, 7, 11, 19).

He appears to have been of the seed-

royal of Judah, and for this reason selected, with

Daniel and his other two companions, for Nebu-

chadnezzar's especial service. The three children,

as they were called, were remarkable for their

beauty, and wisdom, and knowledge, and intelli-

gence. They were no less remarkable for their
AZARIAS (Ἀζαρίας; Azariah). 1. (1 Esdr. ix. 21) = Uzziel, Ex. 21. 2. (1 Esdr. ix. 43) = Urieliah, Neh. viii. 4. 3. (Alex. Ἀζάριας: 1 Esdr. ix. 48) = Azaziah, Neh. viii. 7.

AZAZ (אָצָא; strong;): ‘Aẓqā’s; [Vat.] Alex. Ὄζος; [Vomp. Ἀζής]. A Reubenite, father of Bech (1 Chr. v. 8).

AZAI stands in the margin of the A. V. (Lev. xvi. 8) for “scope-gate.” See ATEMET, THE DAY OF, under III. and VI.

AZAI (AZAIH [אָצָי; strong;] Jekoreh strengthened): ‘Oẓāz; [Vat. F.A. Ὅζαζ; Ozzian].
1. A Levite musician in the reign of David, appointed to play the harp in the service which attended the procession by which the ark was brought up from the house of Obed-edom (1 Chr. xxv. 21).
2. [Vat. Oẓāz]. The father of Hosen, prince of the tribe of Ephraim when David numbered the people (1 Chr. xxvii. 20).
3. (Vat. Ὅζαζ; Alex. Ὄζαζ; Azirias). One of the Levites in the reign of Zechariah, who had charge of the tithes and dedicated things in the temple under Conaniah and Shelumiel (2 Chr. xxxix. 13).

AZIBAZARETH (Ἀζιβαζαρέθ; [Vat.-φαθ; Alex. Ἀζιβαζαρέθ; Johazareth], king of the Assyrians, probably a corruption of Esar-haddon (1 Esdr. vi. 60). [The A. V. ed. 1611 reads, more correctly, “Azazarath.”]

AZIBUK (אֶזְבּוּך; Ἀζιβούκ; Alex. Ἀζιβοὺκ; Azibuk). Father or ancestor of Nehemiah, the prince of part of Bethzur (Neh. xii. 16).

AZIKAH (אָזְיקָה) from a root signifying to dig or till the ground; see Gesen. s. v.: ‘Azqēḏ, once ‘Iaqqōḏ: ‘Azēr, a town of Judah, with dependent villages (= daughters) lying in the Shephelah or rich agricultural plain, a situation quite in accordance with the derivation of the name given above. It is named with Adullam, Shunem, and other places known to have been in that locality (Josh. xv. 57; 2 Chr. xi. 9; Neh. xi. 30), but is most clearly defined as being near Shechem (that is the northern one) [Simon] (1 Sam. xvii. 1), Esmer’s pursuit of the Canaanites after the battle of Beth-horon extended to Azizah (Josh. x. 10, 11).
Between Azizah and Shechem, an easy step out of their own territory, the Philistines encamped before the battle in which Goliath was killed (1 Sam. xvii. 1). It was among the cities fortified by Rechabim (2 Chr. xi. 9), was still standing at the time of the invasion of the kings of Babylonia (Alex. xxxiv. 7).

AZIZA (Ἀζίζα; Azira). 1. A Levite musician in the reign of David, appointed to play the harp in the service which attended the procession by which the ark was brought up from the house of Obed-edom (1 Chr. xxv. 21). 2. (1 Esdr. ix. 43) = Urieliah, Neh. viii. 4.

AZIZA (Ἀζίζα; Azira). 1. A Levite musician in the reign of David, appointed to play the harp in the service which attended the procession by which the ark was brought up from the house of Obed-edom (1 Chr. xxv. 21). 2. (1 Esdr. ix. 43) = Urieliah, Neh. viii. 4.
AZMAVETH (אי'ומ [strong and death, Gez.]: 'Aṣ'āḇēṯ [Vat. 'Aṣ'āḇēth, 'Aṣ'āḇēth, 'Aṣ'āḇē]. Azel, Ammeq, 1 Chr. 2:37. 9. One of David's mighty men, a native of Bethurim (2 Sam. xxviii. 31; 1 Chr. xi. 33), and therefore probably a Benjamite. 2. (Greek: 'Aṣ'āḇēth). A descendant of Mephi-boseth, or Merib-bosea (1 Chr. viii. 36, ix. 42. [In 1 Chr. viii. 36 the A. V. ed. 1611, etc. reads "Azmaveth," following the Bishops' Bible].)

3. (Aṣ'āḇēth). The father of Jeiel and Pelet, two of the skilful Benjamite singers and archers who joined David at Ziklag (1 Chr. xiv. 1), perhaps identical with 2. It has been suggested that in this passage "sons of Azmaveth" may denote natives of the place of that name.

4. Overseer of the royal treasures in the reign of David (1 Chr. xxviii. 25).

AZMAVETH (אי'ומ [strong and death, Gez.]: 'Aṣ'āḇēṯ [Vat. in Ezr., 'Aṣ'āḇēth]: "Azmaveth," a place to all appearance in Benjamin, being named with Anathoth, Kirjath-jearim and other towns belonging to that tribe. Forty-two of the Bene-Azmaroth returned from the captivity with Zerubbabel (Ezr. ii. 24). The "sons of the singers" seem to have settled round it (Neh. xii. 29). The name elsewhere occurs as BETH-AZMMAVETH. Azmaveth does not make its appearance in the lists in Joshua, but the name was borne by several Benjamites of the kindred of Saul (1 Chr. viii. 36, ix. 42, xii. 3; in the last passage Bene-A. may merely denote natives of the place, especially as natives of Anathoth, Gibeah, &c. are mentioned in the same verse). G.

AZMON ('ai'om or 'ai'mon [strong]: 'Āṣ-μō'nā, 'Āṣμwānā: [Alex. once 'Aṣμwanoν: "Azmonei, a place named as being on the S. boundary of the Holy Land, apparently near the torrent of Egypt (Wadi el-Arish) (Num. xxxiv. 4, 5; Josh. xiv. 1). It has not yet been identified. It is mentioned by Eusibius and Jerome ("Amonus," but evidently was not actually known to them."

* Mr. Williams (Holy City, p. 462) would identify Azmon with Asinach, of which he speaks as west of Kedesh (Kedesh). Dr. Robinson in tracing the southern boundary of Judah (as laid down in Josh. xv. 1-4) makes no account of this proposed identification (Phys. Geogr. p. 17). Kloebel remarks (Exeget. Handb. xiii. 414) that the name reminds us of the "Asišim," an Arab tribe well known in that part of the desert (Deb. 19. 186)."

AZNOTH-TEBAR (אי'ומת-תאבר: 'Aṣ'āḇēṯ-'Aṣ'āḇēbā: [Alex. "Aṣ'aḇāθ 'Aṣ'āḇîbāh: Aznothtabor] = the era (i.e. possibly the annals) of Tabor, one of the landmarks of the boundary of Naphtali (Josh. xix. 34). The town if it be, or the reason for the expression contained in the name, has hitherto escaped recognition. By Eusibius (under "Aṣ'āḇēbā") it is mentioned as lying in the plain in the confines of Dioscearen. For the use of the word "Aṣ'āḇēbā" see Zebon-Sheva; and for the metaphor involved in the name, comp. Cheththoth Tabor.

AZOR ("Aṣ'āḇ: Azor), son of Elakim, in the line of our Lord (Matt. i. 13, 14).

of Jezebel, who represented his tribe in the division of the promised land (Num. xxxiv. 26).

A. W. W.

AZZUR (אֶזוּר) [helper]: "Aqūr; [Vat. אָצוּר; Ab. 'Aẓār]. One of the heads of the people who signed the covenant with Nehemiah (Neh. x. 17). The name is probably that of a family, and in Hebrew is the same as elsewhere represented by Azuz.

W. A. W.

B.

BAAL (בָּאָל). Baal: Baal, the supreme male Divinity of the Phoenician and Canaanitish nations, as Asherah was their supreme female divinity. Both names have the peculiarity of being used in the plural, and it seems certain that these pluralis designates not (as Gesenius, Thes. x. s.v., maintained) status of the divinities, but different modifications of the divinities themselves. That there were many such modifications of Baal is certain from the fact that his name occurs with numerous adjuncts, both in the O. T. and elsewhere, as we shall have occasion to notice hereafter. The plural Baalim is found frequently alone (e. g., Judg. ii. 11, x. 19; 1 K. xviii. 18; Jer. ix. 14; Hos. ii. 17), as well as in connection with Asherah (Judg. x. 6; 1 Sam. vii. 4) and with Asherah, or, as the version renders it, "the groves" (Judg. iii. 7; 2 Chr. xxxiii. 3). There is no difficulty in determining the meaning of the name, since the word is in Hebrew a common noun of frequent occurrence, having the meaning Lord, not so much, however, in the sense of ruler as of Master, Owner, Possessor. The name of the god, whether singular or plural, is always distinguished from the common noun by the presence of the article (וַּבַּאֲל, etc.), except when it stands in connection with some other word which designates a peculiar modification of Baal. In the Chaldaic form the word becomes shortened into אֱל, and, thence dropping the guttural, ב, Biit, which is the Babylonian name of this god (Buxtorf, loc. cit., Chaldb. et Talm., Gesen., Furst, Movers; the identity of the two words is, however, doubted by Rawlinson, Hist. i. 319).

There can be no doubt of the very high antiquity of the worship of Baal. We find his worship established amongst the Moabites and their allies the Medesians in the time of Moses (Num. xxxii. 41), and through these nations the Israelites were seduced to the worship of this god under the particular form of Baal Peor (Num. xxxv. 3 ff.; Deut. iv. 3). Notwithstanding the feathery punishment which their idolatry brought upon them in this instance, the succeeding generation returned to the worship of Baal (Judg. ii. 10-14), and with the exception of the period during which Gideon was judge (Judg. vi. 26 ff.; viii. 33) this form of idolatry seems to have prevailed amongst them up to the time of Samuel (Judg. x. 10: 1 Sam. xii. 4), at whose request the people renounced the worship of Baalim. Two centuries pass over before we hear again of Baal in connection with the people of Israel, though we can scarcely conclude from this silence that his worship was altogether abandoned. We know that in the time of Solomon the service of many gods of the surrounding nations was introduced, and particularly that of Asherah, with which Baal is so frequently connected. However this may be, the worship of Baal spread greatly, and, together with that of Asherah became the religion of the court and people of the ten tribes under Ahaz, king of Judah, in consequence of his marriage with Jezebel (1 K. xvi. 31-34; xxiii. 19, 22). And though this idolatry was occasionally put down (2 K. iii. 2, x. 28) it appears never to have been permanently or effectually abolished in that kingdom (2 K. xvi. 16). In the kingdom of Judah also Baal-worship extensively prevailed. During the short reign of Ahaziah and the subsequent usurpation of his mother Athaliah, the sister of Ahaz, it appears to have been the religion of the court (2 K. xxii. 27; comp. xi. 18), as it was subsequently under Ahaz (2 K. xvi. 3; 2 Chr. xxviii. 2), and Manasseh (2 K. xxii. 3).

The worship of Baal amongst the Jews appears to have been appointed with much pomp and ceremony. Temples were erected to him (1 K. xvii. 52; 2 K. xi. 18); his images were set up (2 K. x. 28); his altars were very numerous (Jer. xi. 13), were erected particularly on lofty eminences (1 K. xviii. 29), and on the roofs of houses (Jer. xxviii. 25); there were priests in great numbers (1 K. xviii. 19), and of various classes (2 K. x. 19); the worshipers appear to have been arrayed in appropriate robes (2 K. x. 22); the worship was performed by burning incense (Jer. vii. 9) and offering burnt-sacrifices, which occasionally consisted of human victims (Jer. xix. 3). The officiating priests danced with frantic shouts around the altar, and cut themselves with knives to demonstrate their devotion and compassion for the god (1 K. xxi. 26-28; comp. Lucian, De Syr. dea, 50; Tert. Apol. 9; Lucan, i. 565; Tibull. i. 6. 47).

Throughout all the Phoenician colonies we continually find traces of the worship of this god, partly in the names of men such as Ahaziah, Asdrubal, Haman-baal, and still more distinctly in Phoenician inscriptions yet remaining (Gesen. Mon. Phoen. passim). Nor need we hesitate to regard the name Bel (Jer. xvi. 1) or Belus (Herod. i. 181), as essentially identical with Baal, though perhaps under some modified form. Rawlinson distinguishes between the second god of the first trial of the Assyrian pantheon, whom he names provisionally Bel-Nimrud, and the Babylonian Bel whom he considers identical with Merodach (Herod. i. 594 ff.; 627 ff.).

The same perplexity occurs respecting the connection of this god with the heavenly bodies as we have already noticed in regard to Asherah. Creswell (Synops, ii. 413) and Movers (Phoen. i. 180) declare Baal to be the Sun-god; on the other hand, the Babylonian god is identified with Zeus by Heindeit, and there seems to be no doubt that Bel-Merodach is the planet Jupiter (Rawlinson, Hist. i. c.). It is quite likely that in the case of Baal as well as of Asherah the symbol of the god varied at different times and in different localities. Thus the great number of allusions with which the name of Baal is found is a sufficient proof of the diversity of characters in which he was regarded, and there must no doubt have existed a corresponding diversity in the worship. It may even be a question whether in the original notion of Baal there was reference to any of the heavenly bodies, since the derivation of the name cannot be traced in any case of Ashethoreth directly to any of the planets. If we separate the name Baal from idolatry, we seem, according to its nature
ing, to obtain simply the notion of Lord and Pro-
prietor of all. With this the idea of productive
power is naturally associated, and that power is as
naturally symbolized by the sun, whilst on the
other hand the ideas of providential arrangement
and rule, and so of prosperity, are also suggested
by the word, and in the astrological mythology these
ideas are associated with the planet Jupiter. In
point of fact we find adjuncts to the name of Baal
answering to all these notions, e. g. Beelzebub,
Baalhamon (Plut. Pas. v. 2, 67) = בּaal בּהָמָן,
"Lord of the heavens; " בּaal בּהָמָן, Baal-Hamon
(Gesen. Mon. Phen. 349), the Sun-Baal, and simi-
larly the name of a city in the O.T. בּaal בּהָמָן
(Cant. viii. 11); בּaal בּהָמָן, Baal-Gad, the
name of a city (Josh. xi. 17), Baal the Fortune-bringer,
which god may be regarded as identical with the
planet Jupiter (Gesen. Thee. Fürst.). Many more
compounds of Baal in the O.T. occur, and
amongst them a large number of cities, which are
mentioned below. We shall first mention those
names of men and of gods in which Baal is the
first element. It may be noted before proceeding
to specify the particular compounds of Baal that
the word standing alone occurs in the O.T. in
two (probably) instances as the name of a man (1 Chr.
v. 6, viii. 39, ix. 30). First considers that in
these instances the latter element of the word is
dropped.

1. BA'AL-BE'rITH (בּaal בּרֵית): [טז Baal
דֹּדֲחֵיתָא,] Baalbèreth; [Aex. ton Baal Beep eis
diaqethia,] Baal diacethia; [Baal jiwtha.] Baal-
berith. This form of Baal was worshipped at Shechem by the Israelites after the death of Gideon
(Judg. viii. 33, ix. 4). The name signifies the
Covenant-Baal, and has been compared with the
Greek Zeux ðiροσ or the Latin Deus fiúna. The
meaning, however, does not seem to be the god
who presides over covenants, but the god who comes
into covenant with the worshippers. In Judg. ix.
46 he is called נָֽוֵֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽবֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽבֶֽעֶֽלֶֽבֶֽעֶֽלֶֽלֶֽלֶֽלֶֽלֶֽלֶֽלֶֽלֶֽלֶֽלֶֽלֶֽלֶֽלֶֽלֶֽלֶֽלֶֽלֶֽl — Le-
then Baal and the Hebrew Ish—"at that day, saith Jehovah, men shall call Me 'Ish,' and shall cut Me no more 'Baal,'" both words having the sense of "my husband.""

6. Such places called by this name or its compounds must have been identified, and several of which existed at the time of the conquest, were either near Phœnicia, as Baal-gad, Baal-hermon, Belmarlos (of later times); or in proximity to some other acknowledged seat of heathen worship, as Baal-meon and Ramath-Baal, near the infamous seat of Baal-teron, or Kirjath-Baal and Bal-tamar, which were in the district containing the early and famous sanctuaries and high places of Gilgal and Bethel.

(c). On more than one occasion Baal forms part of the names of places which we elsewhere discover to have been elevated spots, spots in which the worship of the Canaanites delighted. Thus Baal-hermon is elsewhere called "Mount B.,” and Baal-Peraziim is (very probably) "Mount P.,” Baalath-téer too is called in the parallel lists Ramath (6. c. "height.”) Compare the Vulgate rendering of Baalath (<Rom. 8 ch. xvi.), ad colloem <Vulgate> "the hillside." There is the consideration of the very deep significance with which the name of Baal must always have been invested both for the Israelites and for their predecessors in the country: for those who venerated and those who were commanded to hate him. Surely this significance must have been sufficient to prevent that portentious name from becoming a mere alternative for a term which, like Beth, was in the commonest daily use.

The places in the names of which Baal forms a part are as follows:

1. BAAL. [Baal: Jat. Balæ; Vat. Balæt: "Baal.”], a town of Simeon, named only in 1 Ch. iv. 33, and which from the parallel list in Josh. xix. 9, seems to have been identical with BALEATH-BEER.

2. BALEATH (בַּלַיֶּה; fem. possess., i.e. of a town = city or state, Gen.]: Bæa: [in Josh. xv. 9, Vat. 26aa for bia: Baal, 11, εἰς Ἁλῆ, Alex.] Bala: [Bala: "Baal.”]

(a). Another name for KILILIAH-JEARM, or KILILIAH-BAIL, the well-known town, now Kurie of El Biaa. It is mentioned in Josh. xv. 9, 10; 1 Ch. xiii. 6 (εἰς πόλιν Δαοίαν: αδ collem Corynthiaram). In Josh. xvi. 11, it is called Mount ("Mount”) Baalah, and in xv. 60, and xviii. 14, Kirjath-Baal. From the expression "Balah, which is Kirjath-jearm" (comp. "Jebusa, which is Jerusalem," 2 Sam. xvii. 8), it would seem as if Baalah were the earlier or Canaanite application of the place. In 2 Sam. vii. 2, the name occurs slightly altered as "Baal of Judah" (בַּלַיֶּהוּ נֶבּה, and τωρ ἀρχάγγελον Ιουδα, de viri Judae)."

(b). [Bala: Abd. Alex, Bala: ] A town in the south of Judah (Josh. xv. 29), which in xiv. 3 is called Balalah, and in the parallel list (1 Ch. iv. 29) Balaah.

3. BALEATH (בַּלַיֶּה; [בַּלַיֶּהוּ, Balaah, om. in 1 K.; Vat. in 2 Ch. Balæ, Alex. Baława, Bala, Balæt: Balaath, 1 K. Balaath, a town of Ben named with Gildeon, Gath-rimon, and other Philistine places (Josh. xiv. 44). It is possible that the same town is referred to in 1 K. ix. 18 and 2 Ch. viii. 6 (Balaah). See Joseph. Ant. viii. 6, § 1.

4. BALEATH-BEER (בַּלַיֶּה בֵּיר, Baal of the sec: Holy-well: Balaë: [Vat. Báæa: Alex. Bala Balaath]: [Bala Balaath: Balaath-Beer], a town among those in the south part of Judah, given to Simeon; and which also bore the name of RAHILLIHAM, or, "villages of the South." (Josh. xix. 8). In another list it appears in the contracted form of Bala.

Other sacred wells in this parched region were the Beer-jalni-rai, the "well of the vision of God;" and Beer-sheba, the "well of the oath.”

5. BALEATH-GAD (בַּלַיֶּה גָּד, Balaegad: [Abd. Alex. Balaegad: Comp. Balægad: in Josh. xvii. 5, Geægad, Comp. Balægad: xii. 7, Vat. M. Balaægæ:] Balaugad), a place evidently very well known at the time of the conquest of Palestine, and as such used to denote the most northern (Josh. xvi. 17, xii. 7) or perhaps northwestern (xiii. 5, Hamath being to the extreme northeast) point to which Joshua's victories extended. It was in all probability a Philenian or Canaanite sanctuary of Baal under the aspect of God, or Fortune. [GAD.] No trace of its site has yet been discovered. The words "the plain (בַּלַיֶּה גָּד) of Lebanon” would lead to the supposition that it lay in the great plain between the two ranges of Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon, which is still known by the same Hebrew word el-Bala'as, and it has accordingly been identified by Ren and others with Baalbec (Rom. iii. 519). But against this are the too great distance of Baalbec to the north, and the precise expression of the text —under Mount Hermon” (Jerome: ad sudor montium Hermon). The conjecture of Schwarz (60), supported by Robinson with his usual care, is, that the modern representative of Balaalg is Farina, a place which long maintained a great reputation as the sanctuary of Pan. [CÁREAS PHILIPPI.]

6. BALEEHL-MON (בַּלַע לָם, Balael of multitude: Balaæmon: "as yea habeb peoples a place at which Solomon had a vineyard, evidently of great extent (Comp. viii. 11). The only possible clue to its situation is the mention in Jud. viii. 3, of a Belaenam or Balaenam (Rom. Belaæmon: Vat. Alex. Balaæmon: Comp. Abd. Balaæmon: Bethalæmon: A. V. Balaæmon) near Bethanath: and therefore in the mountains of Ephraim, not far north of Samaria. If so, this vineyard may have been in one of the "fat valleys” of the "drunkards of Ephraim, who were overcome with wine,” to which allusion is made in Is. xxviii. 4.

7. BALEEHL-ZOÈ (בַּלַע זֹא, Baal's village: Balaæzor: [Vat. Balæser]: Alex. Belæsor: [Comp. Balaæser: Balæser]: a place "by" Ephraim (בַּלַע זֹא, where Absalom appears to have had a sheep-farm, and where Amnon was murdered (2 Sam. xiii. 23).

8. MOUNT BALEEHL-MON (בַּלַע הָרָם, Mount of ruin: Balaæharon: [24 ὅς την Ἀραμάην, Alex. το. τ. Balaæarçov, Comp. Abd. το. τ. Balaæarçov mons Balaæharon: Judeg. iii. 5); and simply Baal-hermon ([Balaæe, Vat. Balæ: Bala: Horamon: 1 Ch. v. 23]). This is usually considered as a distinct place from Mount Hermon; but the only apparent ground for so doing is the statement in the latter of the above passages—"unto
BAAL

Baal-hermon, and Senir, and "Mount Hermon;" cut it is quite possible that the conjunction rendered "and" may be here, as often elsewhere, used as an expletive,—"unto Baal-hermon, even Senir, even Mount Hermon." Perhaps this derives some color from the fact, which we know, that this mountain had at least three names (Deut. iii. 9). May not Baal-hermon have been a fourth, in use among the Phoenician worshippers of Baal, one of whose sanctuaries, Baal-gad, was at the foot of this very mountain?

9. BAAL-MEKON (בֵּאל-מֵאָקּון): Near Beth-mekon, in 1 Chr. 27: 20; and Beth-mekon (בֵּאל-מֵאָקּון), one of the towns which were "built" by the Reubenites (Num. xxxii. 38), and to which they "gave other names." Possibly the "Beth," which is added to the name in its mention elsewhere, and which sometimes superseded the "Baal" of the original name, is one of the changes referred to. [Beth-baal-mecon: Beth-mekon (בֵּאל-מֵאָקּון)] is also named in 1 Chr. v. 8, and on each occasion with Nebi.

* The site is still known. "Taking a sweep on the fine turf to the southeast" (from Heshbon), says Mr. Tristram (Land of Israel, p. 540), "we passed by the ruins of Mecon (Baal-mékon), situated on a mamonel exactly like Heshbon, and due east of Nebi, shapeless and featureless, at which a cursory glance was sufficient." H.

10. BAAL-PEKÆAZIM (בֵּאל-פֶּקֶאָזִים): The scene of a victory of David over the Philistines, and of a great destruction of their images, and so named by him in a characteristic passage of exulting poetry—"Jehovah hath burst (נָפַשׁ) upon mine enemies before me as a burst (נָפַשׁ) of waters." Therefore he called the name of that place "Baal-pekáazim," i.e. bursts or destructions (2 Sam. v. 29; 1 Chr. xiv. 11). The place and the circumstance appear to be again alluded to in Is. xxviii. 21, where it is called Mount V. Perhaps this may point to the previous existence of a high place or sanctuary of Baal at this spot, which would lend more point to David's exclamation (see Gesenius, Jês. 844). The LXX. render the name in its two occurrences, respectively ἐπάνω διάκονον, and Διανόησις ψαλατις: [Vat. -pi; in 1 Chr. xiv. 11v. Baal Phæazim, Alex. -esb; Vat. Φαξαϊσιμα] the latter an instance of retention of the original d l word and its explanation aside by side: the former uncertain.

11. BAAL-SHALISHA (בֵּאל-שָלִישָה): [Vat. M. Baalshaphera, H. Baalshaphera; Alex. 2. Baalshaphar; Alex. Baalshaphar: Comp. Baal Saul-shad: Baalshephas], a place named only in 2 K. iv. 12; apparently not far from Gilgal (comp. v. 38).

a The "unto" in the A. V. is interpolated, though not so marked.

BAAL

It was possibly situated in the district, or "land" of the same name. [Shalishah.]

12. BAAL-TASMAR (בֵּאל-תָּסָמָר, sanctuary of the palm: Baal Θασμαρ: Baalthamar), a place named only in Judg. xx. 33, as near Gibeon of Benjamin. The palm-tree (תָּסְמָר) of Deborah (iv. 5) was situated somewhere in the locality, and is possibly alluded to (Stanley, 145, 6). In the days of Ezechias it was still known under the altered name of Baalhadda; but no traces of it have been found by modern travellers.

G.

13. BAAL-ZEPHON (בֵּאל-צֶפֵּון, place of Zephon: Βασίλειον, Baalzeboul: [Alex. Βασίλειον]): A place in Egypt near where the Israelites crossed the Red Sea (Ex. xiv. 2, 9; Num. xxxii. 7). From the position of Goshen and the indications afforded by the narrative of the route of the Israelites, we place Baal-zephon on the western shore of the Gulf of Suez, a little below its head, which at this time was about 30 or 40 miles northward of the present head. [Gospen; Red Sea, Passage of; Baalzaphon.] Its position with respect to the other places mentioned with it is clearly indicated. The Israelites encamped before or at Pi-hahiroth, between Migdol and the sea, before Baal-zephon, according to Ex. (xiv. 2, 9), while in Num. Pi-hahiroth is described as being before Baal-zephon, and it is said that when the people came to the former place they pitched before Migdol (Num. xxxii. 7): and again, that afterwards they departed from before Pi-hahiroth (v. 8). Migdol and Baal-zephon must therefore have been opposite to one another, and the latter behind Pi-hahiroth with reference to the Israelites. Baal-zephon was perhaps a well-known place, if, as seems likely, it is always mentioned to indicate the position of Pi-hahiroth, which we take to be a natural locality [Red Sea, Passage of; Pi-hahiroth]. The name has been supposed to mean "place of Typhon," in allusion to a god of the same name approved by Gesenius (Thes. s. v.). Zephon would well enough correspond in sound to Typhon, had we any ground for considering the latter name to be either Egyptian or Semitic, but as we have not, the conjecture is a very bold one. Were, however, Typhon an Egyptian word, we could not consider Zephon in Baal-zephon to be its Hebrew transcription, inasmuch as it is joined with the Hebrew form הֶבֶּל. We would rather connect Baal-zephon as a Hebrew compound, with the root הֶבֶּל, as if it were named from a watch-tower on the frontier like the neighboring הֶבֶּל, "the tower." It is noticable that the name of the son of Gad called Ziphon הֶבֶּל in Gen. (xli. 16) is written Zephon הֶבֶּל in Num. (xxvi. 15). The identifications of Baal-zephon that have been proposed depend upon the supposed meaning "place of Typhon." Forster (Epp. ad Mich., pp. 28, 29) thinks it was Horeopolis, Ηρωοπόλις, which some, as Champollion (L'Egypte sous les Pharaons, ii. 87 a) consider, wrongly, to be the same as Avaris, the stronghold of the Hycanos, both which places were connected with Typhon (Steph. B. s. r. Ἡρωοπόλις: Manetho, ap. Joseph. c. Apion, i. 20). Avaris cannot be Horeopolis, for geographical reasons. (Comp. as to the site of Avaris, Brugsch, Geographische...
Inscriptions, i. 86 ff.; as to that of Herodotus, Lepsius, Chron. d. Aegypt. i. 344 ff., p. 342, against the two places being the same.)

R. S. P.

BA'AL (בעַאל; [jiheon, under Babel, 132), "86K«]. The confirms Part BeAeiffo; cer after with elain against ej.

2. (Baal: [Vat. M. I Chr. viii. 30, Bealakeuq].) The son of Jehiel, father or filter of Gibeon, by his wife Manayah, brother of Kish, and grandfather of Saul (1 Chr. vii. 30, 35). W. A. W.

BA'ALAH. [Baal, No. 2.]

BA'ALATH. [Baal, Nos. 3, 4.]

BA'ALE OF JUHAN. [Baal, No. 2, a.]

* BAALI (בעִיל; Baalxia: Baalil, as employed in Hos. ii. 16, has a twofold sense: first, my Beal, the name of the principal god of the Canaanites; and, second, my lord, as applied by a woman to her husband (Ex. xxiii. 22; 2 Sam. xi. 20). The passage is: "And it shall be that day, saith the Lord, that thou shall call me Ishi, and shalt call me no more Baalii." The time is coming, the prophet would say, when Israel shall utterly renounce his idolatry, and so far from going after heathen gods, shall not even take upon his lips so much as a word that would revile even a thought of the old idolatry which had been so base a violation of the covenant of marriage between Jehovah and his people. See the next verse (17th) which confirms this view. Consult Manger (Comment. in Liber. Hos. p. 132), and Pusey (Minor Prophets, Part I. p. 19). The A. V. (marg.) translates both terms (my husband: my lord). The Vulgate translates the former (mens vivit), but does not translate the latter.

BA'ALIM. [Baal.]

BA'ALUS (בעַאלוס; Baalwsa: [Vat. FA- Beleva, Ch. -f] Baalua), king of the Bene-Ammun (Baalewos vwa Amuwr) at the time of the destruction of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar (Jer. xiii. 14).

BA'ANA (בעָנָא; son of affliction): Baav. [Alex.] Beava: Beaan. The name of several men.

1. The son of Ahiah, Solomon's commissariat officer in Jezebel and the north of the Jordan valley (1 K. iv. 12).

2. (Baal: Beaan.) The father of Zadok, one of those who repaired the wall of Jerusalem after the captivity (Neh. iii. 4).

3. [Baal: Vulg. coram.] (1 Esdr. v. 8.)

BA'ANAAN (בעָנָן; see above).

Baaan: [Vat. in 2 Sam. iv. 5, 9, Beaan: 6, Baraa: 20100."

1. Son of Elimson, a Benjamite, who with his brother Rechab murdered Ish-bosheth. For this they were killed by David, and their murdered bodies hung up over the pool at Hebron (2 Sam. iv. 2, 5, 6, 10).

2. [Alex. Beaan, Beaan: Rom. Vat. in 1 Chr. Noa: in 2 Sam. om.]. A Nebuchadnezzar, father of Hezekiah, father of David's mighty men (2 Sam. xviii. 29; 1 Chr. xi. 30).

3. (Accurately Beaan, נָעַן; Baaan: [Alex. Beaan: Baanun], son of Hushai, Solomon's commissariat officer in Asher (1 K. iv. 16).

BABEL

4. A man who accompanied Zerubbabel on his return from the captivity (Exn. ii. 2; Neh. vii. 7). Possibly the same person is intended in Neh. x. 27. [Bana, 3.]


BA'A'RA (בעַרא; Baas: [Vat. 1 Baas: Beera], one of the wives of Shilaharain, a descendant of Benjamin (1 Chr. viii. 8).

BAASETAH [4 syl. (בעַראת; Baaasa: [Vat. Macar: Besan], a Gereshonite Levite, one of the forefathers of Askph the singer (1 Chr. vi. 40 [29]).

BA'ASHA (בעָשֶׂ; in some eds. בָּשֶׂ; Beasa: Joseph. Barooay: Beasaan), third sovereign of the separate kingdom of Israel, and the founder of its second dynasty. The name, according to Gesenius, is from a root to be wicked, but this would seem impossible unless it has been altered [Ariah], and Calmet suggests that it may mean in the work, from Be, and it make, or he who seeks Be, and lays waste Be. Baasha was son of Abijah of the tribe of Issachar, and conquered against King Nadab, son of Jero- boam, when he was besieging the Philistine town of Gibeon, and killed him with his whole family. He appears to have been of humble origin, as the prophet Jeah speaks of him as having been exalted out of the dust (1 K. xvi. 2). In matters of religion his reign was no improvement on that of Jeroboam: he equally forgot his position as king of the nation of God's election, and was chiefly remarkable for his persevering hostility to Judah. It was probably in the 13th year of his reign [Asa] that he made war on its king Asa, and began to fortify Ramah as an épitéix caught against it. He was defeated by the unexpected alliance of Asa with Benhadad I. of Damascus, who had previously been friendly to Baasha. Benhadad took several towns in the N. of Israel, and conquered lands belonging to it near the sources of Jordan. Baasha died in the 24th year of his reign, and was honorably buried in the beautiful city of Tirzah (Cant. vi. 4), which he had made his capital. The dates of his accession and death according to (F. E. H. i. 321) are c. 934 and c. 931 (1 K. xv. 27, xvi. 7; 2 Chr. xvi. 1-6).

G. E. L. C.

* First derives the name from an obsolete root (existing in Arabic) = valor, boldness.

BA'BEL, BABYLON, &c. (בעַל; Baal, Babylw: [Label, Babylon] is properly the capital city of the country which is called in Genesis Shimar babyl (1x. 4) and in the later Scriptures Chabba, or the land of the Chaldeans (בעָבָל). The name is connected in Genesis with the Hebrew root בבל, "confound," because the god did there confound the language of all the earth (Gen. xi. 9); but the native etymology is Babylon, the queen of the gods, or perhaps more simply the gate of God; and this no doubt was the original intention of the appellative as given by Nimrod, though the other sense came to be attached to it after the confusion of tongues. Probably a temple was the
References to the Babylonians in Alexander’s age the city was originally built about the year B.C. 2230. The architectural remains discovered in southern Babylonia, taken in conjunction with the monumental records, seem to indicate that it was not at first the capital, nor, indeed, a town of very great importance. It probably owed its position at the head of Nimrod’s cities (Gen. x. 10) to the power and prominence whereby it afterwards attained rather than to any original superiority that it could boast over the places coupled with it. *Erech, Ur, and Eblus, appear to have been all more ancient than Babylon, and were capital cities when *Babul was a provincial village. The first rise of the Chaldean power was in the region close upon the Persian Gulf, as Herodotus indicated by his fish-god Oannes, who brought the Babylonians civilization and the arts out of the sea (ap. Struwwel. p. 28, B.). Thence the nation spread northwards up the course of the rivers and the seat of government moved in the same direction, being finally fixed at Babyl., perhaps not earlier than about B.C. 1700.

1. Topography of Babylon—Ancient descriptions of the city. The descriptions of Babylon which have come down to us in classical writers are derived chiefly from two sources, the works of Herodotus and of Ctesias. These authors were both at the head of the time of the Persians—Babylon —not, indeed, at their highest point, but before they had greatly declined and left accounts of the city and its chief buildings, which the historians and geographers of later times were, for the most part, content to copy. The description of Herodotus is familiar to most persons. According to this, the city, which was built on both sides of the Euphrates, formed a vast square, inclosed within a double line of high walls, the extent of the outer circuit being 450, and of the inner 56 miles. The entire area included thus have been about 230 square miles. Herodotus appears to imply that this whole space was covered with houses, which, he observes, were frequently three or four stories high. They were laid out in straight streets crossing each other at right angles, the cross streets leading to the Euphrates being closed at the river end with false gates, which allowed or prevented access to the quays wherewith the banks of the Euphrates were lined along its whole course through the city. In each division of the town, Herodotus says, there was a fortress or stronghold, consisting in the one case of the royal palace, in the other of the great temple of Belus. This last was a species of pyramid, composed of eight square towers placed cye above the other, the dimensions of the basement tower being a stade—or about 200 yards—each way. The height of the temple is not mentioned by Herodotus in his writing ascent, which, rising about round all the towers, led to the summit on which was placed a spacious ark or chapel, containing no statue, but regarded by the natives as the habitation of the god. The temple stood in a sacred precinct, two stades (or 400 yards) square, which contained two altars for burnt-offerings and a sacred ark or chapel, wherein was the golden image of Bel. The two portions of the city were united by a bridge, composed of a series of stone piers with movable platforms of wood stretching from one pier to another. Such are the chief features of the description left us by Herodotus (I. 178-185).

According to Ctesias (ap. Diod. Sic. ii. 7, ff.; the circuit of the city was not 480 but 360 stades— which Ctesias only says, and he says, both sides of the Euphrates, and the two parts were connected together by a stone bridge five stades (above 1000 yards) long, and 30 feet broad, of the kind described by Herodotus. At either extremity of the bridge was a royal palace, that in the eastern city being the more magnificent of the two. It was defended by a triple enceinte, the outermost 60 stades, or 7 miles round; the second, which was circular, 46 stades, or 4¾ miles; and the third 20 stades, or 2½ miles. The height of the second or middle wall was 300 feet, and its towers were 420 feet. The elevation of the innermost circuit was even greater than this. The walls of both the second and the third inclosure were made of colored brick, and represented hunting scenes—the chase of the leopard and the lion—with figures, male and female, regarded by Ctesias as those of Ninus and Semiramis. The other palace was inferior both in size and magnificence. It was inclosed within a single enceinte, 30 stades, or 3½ miles in circumference, and contained representations of hunting and battle scenes as well as statues in bronze, said to be those of Ninus, Semiramis, and Jupiter Belus. The two palaces were joined, not only by the bridge, but by a tunnel under the river! Ctesias’s account of the temple of Belus has not come down to us. We may gather however, that he represented it in a similar character to the temple of Belus, but spoke of it as surrounded by three statues, one of Bel, 40 feet high, another of Ichen, and a third of Juno or Belis. He seems further to have described elaborately the famous "hanging gardens" of Nebuchadnezzar (Diod. Sic. ii. 10) but the description, as reported by Diodorus, is not very intelligible. It appears that they were a square of 400 feet each way, and rose in terraces, the topmost terrace being planted with trees of all kinds, which grew to a great height. In examining the truth of these descriptions, we shall most conveniently commence from the outer circuit of the town. All the ancient writers appear to agree in the fact of a district of vast size, more or less inhabited, having been inclosed within lofty walls, and included under the name of Babylon. With respect to the exact extent of the circuit they differ. The estimate of Herodotus and of Pliny (H. N. vii. 26) is 480 stades, of Strabo (xvi. i. § 5) 595, of Q Curtius (c. 1 § 20) 308, of Ctesibus (ap. Diod. Sic. ii. 7) 362, and of Ctesias (ap. Eust.) 350 stades. It is evident that here we have merely the moderate variations to be expected in independent measurements, except in the first of the numbers. Setting this aside, the difference between the greatest and the least of the estimates is little more than 1 per cent. With this near agreement on the part of so many authors, it is the more surprising that the remaining case should have given the difference of one third more, or 33½ per cent. Perhaps the true explanation is that Herodotus spoke of the outer wall, which could be traced}
in his time, while the later writers, who never speak of an inner and an outer barrier, give the measurement of Herodotus's inner wall, which may have alone remained in their day. This is the opinion of M. Uprert, who even believes that he has found traces of both inclosures, showing them to have been really of the size ascribed to them. This conclusion is at present disputed, and it is the more general belief of those who have examined the ruins with attention that no vestiges of the ancient walls are to be found, or at least, that none have as yet been discovered. Still it is impossible to doubt that a line of wall inclosing an enormous area originally existed. The testimony to this effect is too strong to be set aside, and the disappearance of the wall is easily accounted for, either by the constant quarrelling, which would naturally have commenced with it (Rich, First Int., p. 44), or by the subsidence of the bulwark into the moat from which it was raised. Taking the lowest estimate of the extent of the circuit, we shall have for the space within the rampart an area of above 100 square miles; nearly five times the size of London! It is evident that this vast space cannot have been entirely covered with houses. Pisoenus confesses (ii. 9, ad fin.) that but a small part of the enclosure was inhabited in his own day, and Q. Curtius (v. i. § 27) says that as much as nine-tenths consisted, even in the most flourishing times, of gardens, parks, paradises, fields, and orchards.

With regard to the height and breadth of the walls there is nearly as much difference of statement as with regard to their extent. Herodotus makes the height 200 royal cubits, or 337 feet; 
Ctesias 50 fathoms, or 300 feet; Pliny and Solinus 200 royal feet; Strabo 50 cubits, or 75 feet. Here there is less appearance of independent measurements than in the estimates of length. The two original statements seem to be those of Herodotus and Ctesias, which only differ accidentally, the latter having omitted to notice that the royal scale was used. The later writers do not possess fresh data; they merely soften down what seems to them an exaggeration — Pliny and Solinus changing the cubits of Herodotus into feet, and Strabo the fathoms of Ctesias into cubits. We are forced then to fall back on the earlier authorities, who are also the only eye-witnesses; and surprising as it seems, perhaps we must believe the statement, that the vast inclosed space above mentioned was surrounded by walls which have well been termed "artificial mountains," being nearly the height of the dome of St. Paul's! (See Grote's Greece, vol. iii. p. 397, and, on the other side, Marx's Lit. of Greece; vol. iv. p. 546.) The mined wall of Nineveh was, it must be remembered, in Xenophon's time 150 feet high (Anab. iii. 4, § 10), and another wall which he passed in Mesopotamia was 100 feet high (ibid. ii. 4, § 12).

The estimates for the thickness of the wall are the following: — Herodotus, 50 royal cubits, or nearly 85 feet; Pliny and Solinus 50 royal, or about 60 common feet; and Strabo, 32 feet. Here again Pliny and Solinus have merely softened down Herodotus: Strabo, however, has a new number. This may belong properly to the inner wall, which, Herodotus remarks (i. 181), was of less thickness than the outer.

According to Ctesias the wall was strengthened with 250 towers, irregularly disposed, to guard the weakest parts (Diod. Sic. ii. 7): and according to Herodotus it was pierced with a hundred gates which were made of brass, with brazen lintels and side-posts (i. 129). The gates and walls are alike mentioned in Scripture, the height of the one and the breadth of the other being specially noticed (Jer. li. 58; comp. 1. 15, and ii. 53).

Herodotus and Ctesias both relate that the banks of the river as it flowed through the city were on each side ornamented with quays. The stream has probably often changed its course since the time of Babylonizing greatness, but some remains of a quay or embankment (E) on the eastern side of the stream still exist, upon the bricks of which is read the name of the last king. The two writers also agree as to the existence of a bridge, and describe it very similarly. Perhaps a remarkable mound (K) which interruptts the long flat valley — evidently the ancient course of the river — closing in the principal ruins on the west, may be a trace of this structure.

2. Present state of the Ruins.— Before seeking to identify the principal buildings of ancient Baby-
artificial mounds of enormous size, which have been recognized in all ages as probably indicating the site of the capital of southern Mesopotamia. They consist chiefly of three great masses of building—the high pile of unburned brickwork called by Rich 'Mijelleh,' but which is known to the Arabs as 'Babel' (A); the building demominated the 'Kors' or palace (B); and a lofty mound (C), upon which stands the modern tomb of Ame-rid-ibn-ley, (Lobius's Chabba, p. 17). Besides these principal masses the most remarkable features are two parallel lines of rampart (F F) bounding the chief ruins on the east, some similar but inferior remains on the north and west (I I and H H), an embankment along the river-side (E), a remarkable isolated heap (K) in the middle of a long valley, which seems to have been the ancient bed of the stream, and two long lines of rampart (G G) meeting at a right angle, and with the river forming an irregular triangle, within which all the ruins on this side (except Babel) are inclosed. On the west, or right bank, the remains are very slight and scanty. There is the appearance of an inclosure, and of a building of moderate size within it (D), nearly opposite the great mound of Amuram: but otherwise, unless at a long distance from the stream, this side of the Euphrates is absolutely bare of ruins.

Scattered over the country on both sides of the Euphrates, and reducible to no regular plan, are a number of remarkable mounds, usually standing single, which are plainly of the same date with the great mass of ruins upon the river-bank. Of these, by far the most striking is the vast ruin called the Birs-Nimrud, which many regard as the tower of Babel, situated about six miles to the S. W. of Hillah, and almost that distance from the Euphrates at the nearest point. This is a pyramidal mound, crowned apparently by the ruins of a tower, rising to the height of 153 feet above the level of the plain, and in circumference somewhat more than 2000 feet. As a complete description of it is given under the next article [BABEL, Tower], no more need be said of it here. There is sufficient reason to believe from the inscriptions discovered on the spot, and from other documents of the time of Nebuchadnezzar, that it marks the site of Borsippa, and was thus entirely beyond the limits of Babylon (Beros. Fr. 14).

3. Identification of sites.—On comparing the existing ruins with the accounts of the ancient writers, the great difficulty which meets us is the position of the remains almost exclusively on the left bank of the river. All the old accounts agree in representing the Euphrates as running through the town, and the principal buildings as placed on the opposite sides of the stream. In explanation of this difficulty it has been urged, on the one hand, that the Euphrates having a tendency to run off to the right has obliterated all trace of the buildings in this direction (Layard's Nin. and Babil, p. 493); on the other, that by a due extension of the area of Babylon it may be made to include the Birs-Nimrud, and that thus the chief existing remains will really lie on the opposite banks of the river (Rich, Second Memoir, p. 32; Ker Porter, Travels, ii. 383). But the identification of the Birs with Borsippa completely disposes of this latter theory: while the former is unsatisfactory, since we can scarcely suppose the abrasion of the river to have entirely removed all trace of such gigantic buildings as those which the ancient writers describe. Perhaps the most probable solution is to be found in the fact that a large canal (called Selleb) intervened in ancient times between the Kors mound (B) and the ruin now called Babel (A), which may easily have been confounded by Herodotus with the main stream. This would have had the two principal buildings upon opposite sides; while the real river, which ran down the long valley to the west of the Kors and Amuram mounds, would also have separated (as Ctesias related) between the greater and the lesser palace. If this explanation be accepted as probable, we may identify the principal ruins as follows:—1. The great mound of Babel will be the ancient temple of Belus. It is an oblong mass, composed chiefly of unburned brick, rising from the plain to the height of 140 feet, flattish at the top, in length about 200 and in breadth about 140 yards. This oblong shape is common to the temples, or rather temple-towers, of lower Babylon, which seem to have had nearly the same proportions. It was originally coated with fine burnt brick laid in an excellent mortar, as was proved by Mr. Layard (Nin. and Babil, pp. 500-51); and there was no doubt built in stages, most of which have crumbled down, but which may still be in part concealed under the rubbish. The statement of Berosus (Fr. 14), that it was rebuilt by Nebuchadnezzar, is confirmed by the fact that all the inscribed bricks which have been found in it bear the name of that king. It formed the tower of the temple, and was surmounted by a chapel, but
the main shrine, the altars, and no doubt the residences of the priests, were at the foot, in a sacred precinct. 2. The mound of the Kasr will mark the site of the great Palace of Nebuchadnezzar. It is an irregular square of about 700 yards each way, and may be regarded as chiefly formed of the old palace-platform (resembling those at Nineveh, Susa, and elsewhere), upon which are still standing certain portions of the ancient residence where the name of "Kasr" or "Palace" especially attaches. The walls are composed of burnt bricks of a pale yellow color and of excellent quality, bound together by a fine lime cement, and stamped with the name and titles of Nebuchadnezzar. They

Contain traces of architectural ornament — piers, tions of figures are traceable, recalling the state buttresses, pilasters, &c." (Layard, p. 598); and in ments of Ctesias (ap. Diod. Sic.) that the brick the rubbish at their base have been found slabs walls of the palace were colored and represented inscribed by Nebuchadnezzar and containing an hunting-scenes. No plan of the palace is to be account of the building of the edifice, as well as a made out from the existing remains, which are few sculptured fragments and many pieces of enam- elled brick of brilliant hues. On these last por- of the mound. 3. The mound of Amurn is thought
M. Oppert to represent the "hanging gardens" of Nebuchadnezzar; but this conjecture does not seem to be a very happy one. The mound is composed of poorer materials than the edifices of that prince, and has furnished no bricks containing his name. Again, it is far too large for the hanging-gardens, which are said to have been only 400 feet each way. The Aaruim mound is described by Rich as an irregular parallelogram, 1100 yards long by 800 broad, and by Ker Porter as a triangle, the sides of which are respectively 1400, 1100, and 850 feet. Its dimensions therefore very greatly exceed those of the curious structure with which it has been identified. Most probably it represents the ancient palace, coeval with Babylon itself, of which Nebuchadnezzar speaks in his inscriptions as adorning his own more magnificent residence. It is the only part of the ruins from which bricks have been derived containing the names of kings earlier than Nebuchadnezzar; and is therefore entitled to be considered the most ancient of the existing remains. 4. The ruins marked DD on either side of the Euphrates, together with all the other remains on the right bank, may be considered to represent the lesser Palace of Ctesias, which is said to have been connected with the greater by a bridge across the river, as well as by a tunnel under the channel of the stream (1). The old course of the Euphrates

Chart of the country round Babylon, with limits of the ancient City, according to Oppert.
entirely destitute of stone, and even wood was scarce and of bad quality, being only yielded by the palm-groves which fringed the courses of the canals. Hence the ordinary materials for building, recourse was had to the soil of the country—in many parts an excellent clay—and with bricks made from this, either sun-dried or baked, the vast structures were raised, which, when they stood in their integrity, provoked comparison with the pyramids of Egypt, and which even in their decay excite the astonishment of the traveller. A modern writer has noticed as the true secret of the extraordinary results produced, "the unbounded command of naked human strength," which the Babylonian monarchs had at their disposal (Groce's *Hist. of Greece*, vol. III. p. 401); but this alone will not account for the phenomena, and we must give the Babylonians credit for a genius and a grandeur of conception rarely surpassed, which led them to employ the labor whereof they had the command in works of so imposing a character. With only a 'brick for stone,' and at first only a 'slime ('$\text{\textedsymbol} -$') for mortar' (Gen. xi. 3), they constructed edifices of so vast a size that they still remain at the present day among the most enormous ruins in the world, impressing the beholder at once with awe and admiration.

*History of Babylon.*—The history of Babylon mounts up to a time not very much later than the Flood. The native historian seems to have possessed authentic records of his country for above 3000 years before the conquest by Alexander (Herod. *Fr.* 11); and Scripture represents the "beginning of the kingdom" as belonging to the time of Ninus, the grandson of Ham and the great-grandson of Noah (Gen. x. 10). Of Ninus no trace has been found in the Babylonian remains, unless he is identical with the god Bel of the Babylonian Pantheon, and so with the Greek Belus, the hero-bosom of the city. This identity is possible, and at any rate the most ancient inscriptions appear to show that the primitive inhabitants of the country were really Cushites, i.e. identical in race with the early inhabitants of Southern Arabia and of Ethiopia. The seat of government at this early time was, as has been stated, in lower Babylon, Erech (Babylonia), Nineveh (Akkadian), and Babylon (if built) being a piece of new consequence. The country was called Shinar (נִינָר), and the people the Akkadian (comp. *Accad* of Gen. x. 19). Of the art of this period we have specimens in the ruins of Nineveh and *Warka*, the remains of which date from at least the 20th century before our era. We find the use of kiln-baked as well as of sun-dried bricks already begun; we find writing practiced, for the bricks are stamped with the names and titles of the kings; we find buttresses employed to support buildings, and we have probable indications of the system of erecting lofty buildings in stages. On the other hand, mortar is unknown, and the bricks are laid either in clay or in bitumen (comp. Gen. xi. 3); they are rude and moulded, and of various shapes and sizes; sun-dried bricks predominate, and some large buildings are composed entirely of them; in these red masonry occurs at intervals, apparently used to protect the mass from disintegration. There is no trace of ornament in the erections of this date, which were imposing merely by their size and solidity.

The first important change which we are able to trace in the external condition of Babylon, is a subjection, at a time anterior to Abraham, by the neighboring kingdoms of Elam or Susiana. Berosus speaks of a first Chaldaean dynasty lasting the reign of eleven kings, whom he probably represents as reigning from c. 2234 to n. c. 1576. At the last mentioned date he said there was a change, and a new dynasty succeeded, consisting of 49 kings, who reigned 438 years (from n. c. 1576 to n. c. 1158). It is thought that this transition may mark the invasion of Babylonia from the East, and the establishment of Elamite influence in the country, under Chedhohamer (Gen. xiv). This monarch represents his conqueror in the inscription Amraphel, king of Shinar, and Arioch, king of Ellasar (Larsa), would be tributary princes whom Chedhohamer had subjected, while he himself may have become the founder of the new dynasty, which, according to Berosus, continued on the throne for above 440 years. From this point the history of Babylon is almost a blank for above twelve centuries. Except in the mention of the plundering of Job by the Chaldaeans (Gen. xiv), it is not marked by a "godly Babylonish garment" which Achan coveted (Josh. vii. 21). Scripture is silent with regard to the Babylonians from the time of Abraham to that of Hezekiah. Berosus covered this space with three dynasties; one (which has already been mentioned) of 49 Chaldaean kings, who reigned 438 years; another of 9 Arab kings, who reigned 245 years; and a third of 49 Assyrian monarchs, who held dominion over 526 years; but nothing beyond this bare outline has come down to us on his authority concerning the period in question. The monumental records of the country furnish a series of names, the reading of which is very uncertain, which may be arranged with a good deal of probability in chronological order, apparently belonging to the first of these three dynasties. Of the second no traces have been hitherto discovered. The third would seem to be identical with the Upper Dynasty of Assyria, of which some account has been given in a former article [Assyr.1]. It would appear then as if Babylon, after having had a native Chaldaean dynasty which ruled for 224 years (Brandis, p. 17), and a second dynasty of Elamite Chaldaeans who ruled for a further period of 458 years, fell wholly under Semitic influence, becoming subject first to Assyria for two centuries and a half, and then to Assyria for above five centuries and not beginning even a qualified independence till the time marked by the close of the Upper and the formation of the Lower Assyrian empire. This is the conclusion which seems naturally to follow from the abstract which is all that we possess of Berosus: and doubtless it is to a certain extent true. But the statement is too broad to be exact; and the monuments show that Babylon was at no time absorbed into Assyria, or even for very many years together a subject state. Assyria, which she had colonized during the time of the second or great Chaldaean dynasty, to which she had given letters and the arts, and which she had held in subjection for many hundred years, became in her turn (about n. c. 1270) the predominant Mesopotamian power, and the glory of Babylon in consequence suffered eclipse. But she had her native kings during the whole of the Assyrian period, and she frequently contended with her great neighbor, and even with a conqueror. Though much sunk from her former greatness, she continued to be the second power in Asia; and retained a vitality which
at a later date enabled her to become once more the head of an empire.

The line of Babylonian kings becomes exactly known to us from the year B.C. 747. An astronomical work of the geographer Ptolemy has preserved to us a document, the importance of which for historical astronomy it is scarcely possible to exaggerate. The "Canon of Ptolemy," as it is called, gives us the succession of Babylonian monarchs, with the exact length of the reign of each, from the year B.C. 747, when Nabonassar mounted the throne, to B.C. 331, when the last Persian king was deposed by Alexander. This document, which from its close accordance with the statements of Scripture always, vindicated to itself a high authority in the eyes of Christian chronologers, has recently been confirmed in so many points by the inscriptions that its authentic character is established beyond all possibility of cavil or dispute. As the basis of all accurate calculation for oriental dates previous to Cyrus, it seems proper to transcribe the earlier portion of it in this place. [The dates B.C. are added for convenience sake.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years before Christ</th>
<th>N. E.</th>
<th>B.C.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nabonassar</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadius</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinzinas and Porus</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elulas</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mardocompalus</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arceanus</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First interregnum</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belibus</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apamanalitis</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regibodus</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messeamanelitis</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second interregnum</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assirianus</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saosuehinnas</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuneladumas</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nabopolassar</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebuchadnazar</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nabonassar</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyrus</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>670</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of Nabonassar, the first king in Ptolemy's list, nothing can be said to be known except the fact, reported by Berosus, that he destroyed all the annals of his predecessors for the purpose of compelling the Babylonians to date from himself (Fr. 11 a). It has been conjectured that he was the husband, or son, of Semiramis, and owed to her his possession of the throne. But of this theory there is at present no proof. It rests solely upon a synchronism obtained from Herodotus, who makes Semiramis a Babylonian queen, and places her five generations (167 years) before Nitocris, the mother of the last king. The Assyrian discoveries have shown that there was a Semiramis about this time, but they furnish no evidence of her connection with Babylon, which still continues uncertain. The immediate successors of Nabonassar are still more obscure than himself. Absolutely nothing beyond the brief enumeration of the Canon has hitherto concerned us concerning Nadius (or Nabus), Chinzinus (or Chinzirus) and Porus, or Elulas, who certainly cannot be the Tyrian king of that name mentioned by Menander (ap. Joseph. Ant. Jud. iv. 14, § 2). Mardocompalus, on the contrary, is a monarch to whom great interest attaches. He is undoubtedly the Merodach-Baladan, or Merodach-Baladum (Me-

RODACIIH-BALADUM] of Scripture, and was a personage of great consequence, reigning himself twice the first time for 12 years, contemporaneously with the Assyrian king Sargon, and the second time for six months only, during the first year of Sennacherib; and leaving a sort of hereditary claim to his son and grandson, who were found to have been engaged in hostilities with Esar-haddon and his successor. His dealings with Hezekiah sufficiently indicate the independent position of Babylon at this period, while the interest which he felt in an astronomical phenomenon (2 Chr. xxix. 31) harmonizes with the character of a native Chaldean king which appears to belong to him. The Assyrian inscriptions show that after reigning 12 years Merodach-Baladan was deposed of his crown and driven into banishment by Sargon, who appears to have placed Arreans (his son?) upon the throne as viceroy, a position which he maintained for five years. A time of trouble then ensued, estimated in the Canon at two years, during which various pretenders assumed the crown, among them a certain Hangis, or Aucis, who reigned for about a month, and Merodach-Baladan, who held the throne for half a year (Polyhist. ap. Euseb.). The latter was bent on reestablishing the influence of Assyria over Babylon, proceeded against Merodach-Baladan (as he informs us) in his first year, and having deposed him, placed an Assyrian named Belib or Beldus, upon the throne, who ruled as his viceroy for three years. At the end of this time, the party of Merodach-Baladan still giving trouble, Sennacherib descended again into Babylonia, once more overran it, removed Belib, and placed his eldest son—"Canor, in Assyrian Assurdum, in the place of Belib," as they call him, upon the throne. Apamanalitis reigned for six years, when he was succeeded by a certain Regibodus, who reigned for one year; after which Messeamanelitis held the throne for four years. Nothing more is known of these kings, and it is uncertain whether they were viceroys, or independent native monarchs. They were contemporaneous with Sennacherib, to whose reign belongs also the second interregnum, extending to eight years, which the Canon fixes between the reigns of Messeamanelitis and Assirianus. In Assirianus critical eyes long ago detected Esar-haddon, Sennacherib's son and successor; and it may be regarded as certain from the inscriptions that this king ruled in person over both Babylonia and Assyria, holding his court alternately at their respective capitals. Hence we may understand how Manasseh, his contemporary, came to be "carried by the captives of the king of Assyria to Babylon," instead of to Nineveh, as would have been done in any other reign. [ESAR-

HADUN.] Saosuehinnas and Chimilidas (or Cimueladumas), his brother (Polyhist.), the successors of Assirianus, are kings of whose history we know nothing. Probably they were viceroys under the later Assyrian monarchs, who are represented by Abydenus (ap. Euseb.) as retaining their authority over Babylon up to the time of the last siege of Nineveh.

With Nabonassar, the successor of Cimueladumas, and the father of Nebuchadnezzar, a new era in the history of Babylon commences. According to Abydenus, who probably drew his information from Berosus, he was appointed to the government of Babylon by the last Assyrian king, at the moment when the Medes were about to make their final attack; whereupon, betraying the trust reposed in him, he went over to the enemy, arranged
a marriage between his son Nebuchadnezzar and the daughter of the Median leader, and joined in the last siege of the city. [Nineveh.] On the success of the confederates (b. c. 625) Babylon became not only an independent kingdom, but an empire; the southern and western portions of the Assyrian dominion were dismembered, and were divided in the partition of the spoils which followed on the conquest, and thereby the Babylonian dominion became extended over the whole valley of the Euphrates as far as the Taurus range, over Syria, Phoenicia, Palestine, Hidumae, and (perhaps) a portion of Egypt. Thus, among others, the Jews passed quietly and almost without remark, from one feudal head to another, exchanging dependence on Assyria for dependence on Babylon, and continuing to pay to Nabopolassar the same tribute and service which they had previously rendered to the Assyrians. Friendly relations seem to have been maintained with Media throughout the reign of Nabopolassar, who led or sent a contingent to help Cyaxares in his Lydian war, and acted as mediator in the negotiations by which that war was concluded (Herod. i. 74). At a later date hostilities broke out with Egypt. Necho, the son of Psammetik I., about the year b. c. 608, invaded the Babylonian dominions on the southwest, and made himself master of the entire tract between his own country and the Euphrates (2 K. xxiii. 20, and xxiv. 7). Nabopolassar was now advanced in life, and not able to take the field in person (Herod. Fv. 14). He therefore sent his son, Nebuchadnezzar, at the head of a large army, against the Egyptians, and the battle of Carchemish, which soon followed, restored to Babylon the former dominions of her empire (2 K. xxvii. 2). But Herod. art. xvi. 2-12. Nebuchadnezzar pressed forward and had reached Egypt, when news of his father's death recalled him; and hastily returning to Babylon, he was fortunate enough to find himself, without any struggle, acknowledged king (b. c. 604).

A complete account of the works and exploits of this great monarch — by far the most remarkable of all the Babylonian kings — will be given in a later article. [NEBUCHADNEZZAR.] It is enough to note in this place that he was great both in peace and in war, but greater in the former. Besides recovering the possession of Syria and Palestine, and carrying off the Jews after repeated rebellions into captivity, he reduced Phoenicia, besieged and took Tyre, and ravaged, if he did not actually conquer, Egypt. But it was as the adorer and benefactor of his native land — as the builder and restorer of almost all her cities and temples — that this monarch obtained that great reputation which has handed down his name traditionally in the East, on a par with those of Nimrod, Solomon, and Alexander, and made it still a familiar term in the mouths of the people. Probably no single man ever left behind him as his memorial upon the earth one half the amount of building which was erected by this king. The ancient ruins and the modern towns of Babylonia are alike filled almost everywhere with the remains of his buildings. Babylon itself, the capital, was peculiarly the object of his attention. It was here that, besides repairing the walls and restoring the temples, he constructed that magnificent palace, which, with its triple incomer, its hanging gardens, its plated pillars, and its rich ornamentation of inlaid brick, was regarded in ancient times as one of the seven wonders of the world (Strab. xvi. 1, § 6). Nebuchadnezzar died b. c. 561, having reigned for 43 years, and was succeeded by Evil-Merodach, his son, who is called in the Canon Bkhamarnus. This prince, who, in the year that he began to reign, did lift up his head and Jehoiakim, king of Judah, out of prison (2 K. xxvii. 27), was murdered, or, at least, held in captivity for some time, not by Nebuchadnezzar, but by Nergal-sharezer-Nabopolassar, the successor of the latter, and a brother-in-law. [Evil-Merodach.] Nergal-sharezer-Nabopolassar, the Nergal-sharezer-Elam of the Canon. — is (apparently) identical with the "Nergal-sharezer, Bal-Mag," of Jeremiah (xxxi. 3, 13-14). He bears this title, which has been translated "chief of the Magi" (Gesenius), or "chief priest" (Col. Rawlinson), in the Inscriptions, and calls himself the son of a "king of Babylon." Some writers have considered him identical with "Durinc the Mede" (Larcher, Conr.ig, Boulhier); but this is improbable [DARIUS THE MEDA]; and he must rather be regarded as a Babylonian of high rank, who having married a daughter of Nebuchadnezzar raised his thoughts to the crown, and finding Evil-Merodach unpopular with his subjects, murdered him and became his successor. Nergal-sharezer-Nabopolassar built the palace at Babylon, which seems to have been placed originally on the right bank of the river. He was probably advanced in life at his accession, and thus reigned but four years, though he died a natural death, and left the crown to his son, Laborsorarchus. This prince, though a mere lad at the time of his father's decease, was allowed to ascend the throne without difficulty: but when he had reigned nine months, he became the victim of a conspiracy among his friends and connections, who, professing to detect in him symptoms of a sudden incline to precipitate his father to death, and tortured him to death. Nabonidus (or Labyntes), one of the conspirators, succeeded; he is called by Berosus "a certain Nabonidus, a Babylonian" (ap. Joseph. c. Ap. ii. 21), by which it would appear that he was not a member of the royal family; and this is likewise evident from his inscriptions, in which he only claims for his father the rank of "Bal-Mag." Herodotus seems to have been mistaken in supposing him (i. 184) the son of a great queen, Nitocris, and (apparently) of a former king, Labyntes (Nebuchadnezzar)? In deed it may be doubted whether the BabylonianNitocris of Herodotus is really a historical personage. His authority is the sole argument for her existence, which it is difficult to credit against the silence of Scripture, Berosus, the Canon, and the Babylonian monuments. She may perhaps have been a wife of Nebuchadnezzar; but in that case she must have been wholly unconnected with Na bonidus, who certainly bore no relation to that monarch.

Nabonidus, or Labyntes (as he was called by the Grecians), mounted the throne in the year b. c. 555, very shortly before the war broke out between Tyres and Carthage. He entered into alliance with the latter of these monarchs against the former, and had the struggle been prolonged would have sent a contingent into Asia Minor. Events proceeded too rapidly to allow of this; but Nabonidus had provoked the hostility of Tyre by the mere fact of the alliance, and felt at once that sooner or later he would have to resist the attack of an avenging army. He probably employed his long and peaceful reign of 17 years in preparations against the dreaded foe, executing the defensive works which Herodotus ascribes to his mother (i. 185), and accumulating in the town abundant
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Stores of provisions (ib. c. 190). In the year u. c. 539 the attack came. Cyrus advanced at the head of his irresistible hordes, but wintered upon the Diyaleh or Guedes, making his final approaches in the ensuing spring. Nabonidus appears by the inscriptions to have shortly before this associated with him in the government of the kingdom his son, Bel-shar-ezer or Belshazzar; on the approach of Cyrus, therefore, he took the field himself at the head of his army, leaving his son to command in the city. In this way, by help of a recent discovery, the accounts of Berosus and the book of Daniel—litherto regarded as hopelessly conflicting—may be reconciled. [Belshazzar.] Nabonidus engaged the army of Cyrus, but was defeated and forced to shut himself up in the neighboring town of Dorsippa (marked now by the Bira-Yinawit), where he continued till after the fall of Babylon (Beros. ap. Joseph. c. Ap. i. 21). Belshazzar guarded the city, but over-confident in its strength kept insufficient watch, and recklessly indulging in untimely and impious festivities (Dan. v.), allowed the enemy to enter the town by the channel of the river (Herod. i. 191; Xen. Cyrop. vii. 7). Babylon was thus taken by a surprise, as Jeremiah had prophesied (li. 31)—by an army of Medes and Persians, as intimated 170 years earlier by Isaiah (xxvi. 1-3), and as Jeremiah had also foretold (li. 24), during a festival. In the carnage which ensued upon the taking of the town, belshazzar was slain (Dan. v. 30). Nabonidus, on receiving the intelligence, submitted, and was treated kindly by the conqueror, who not only spared his life, but gave him estates in Caramania (Beros. at supra; comp. Abdi. Fr. 9).

Such is the general outline of the siege and capture of Babylon by Cyrus, as derived from the fragments of Berosus, illustrated by the account in Daniel and reduced to harmony by aid of the important fact, obtained recently from the monuments, of the relationship between Belshazzar and Nabonidus. It is scarcely necessary to remark that it differs in many points from the accounts of Herodotus and Xenophontus; but the latter of these two writers is in his Cyropodica a mere romancer, and the former is very imperfectly acquainted with the history of the Babylonians. The native writer, whose information was drawn from authentic and contemporary documents, is far better authority than either of the Greek authors, the earlier of whom visited Babylon nearly a century after its capture by Cyrus, when the tradition had doubtless become in many respects corrupted.

According to the book of Daniel, it would seem as if Babylon was taken on this occasion, not by Cyrus, king of Persia, but by a Median king, named Darius. It is impossible that this personage with any Median or Babylonian king known to us from profane sources, will be discussed hereafter. [Darius the Mede.] It need only be remarked here that Scripture does not really conflict on this point with profane authorities; since there is sufficient indication, from the terms used by the sacred writer, that "Darius the Mede," whoever he may have been, was not the real conqueror nor the king who afterwards built the new monarch arisen from another with a certain delegated authority (see Dan. v. 31, and li. 1).

With the conquest by Cyrus commenced the decay and ruin of Babylon. The " broad walk" were then to some extent " broken down" (Beros. Br. 14) and the " high gates" probably " burnt with fire" (Jer. xi. 58). The defenses that is to say, were ruined; though it is not to be supposed that the laborious and useless task of entirely demolishing the gigantic fortifications of the place was attempted, or even contemplated, by the conqueror. Babylon was weakened, but it continued a royal residence, not only during the life-time of Darius the Mede, but through the entire period of the Persian empire. The Persian kings held the throne court at Babylon during the larger portion of the year; and at the time of Alexander's conquests it was still the second, if not the first, city of the empire. It had, however, suffered considerably more than one occasion subsequent to the time of Cyrus. Twice in the reign of Darius (Pers. Ins.), and once in that of Xerxes (Ctes. Pers. § 32), it had risen against the Persians, and made an effort to regain its independence. After each rebellion its defenses were weakened, and during the long period of profound peace which the Persian empire enjoyed from the reign of Xerxes to that of Artaxerxes Ocholomanus they were allowed to go completely to decay. The public buildings also suffered grievously from neglect. Alexander found the great temple of Belus in so ruined a condition that it would have required the labor of 10,000 men for two months even to clear away the rubbish with which it was covered (Plin. h. N. vi. 30). Since then Babylon has been a quarry from which all the tribes in the vicinity have perpetually derived the bricks with which they have built their cities, and (besides Seleucia) Tesium, Anil Masdin, Baghadish, Kufa, Kerelik, Cilah, and numerous other towns, have risen from its ruins. The " great city," the beauty of the Chaldees' excellency, has thus emphatically " become heaps" (Jer. li. 37)—she is truly " an astonishment and a hissing, without an inhabitant" (Hab. ii. 14). Scripture has thus far appeared—they have " fallen" (Jer. li. 41), been " thrown down" (l. 15), been " broken utterly" (li. 58). " A drought is upon her waters" (l. 38); for the system of irrigation, on which in Babylon fertility altogether depends, has long been laid aside: " her cities" are everywhere " a desolation" (li. 43), her " land a wilderness;" " wild beasts of the desert " (Jackals) " be there," and " owls dwell there" (comp. Layard, Nin. and Bab. p. 494, and pls. 213, 214), with few exceptions, the whole city and the entire region about are " wicked inhabited". We are told that the district was utterly desolate. The whole site has been burnt, and nothing remains but " a few old halls" (l. xiii. 29).
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and Profane Chronology: and Rawlinson’s Herod-


G. R.

* As a fitting close to this article we subjoin

from Prof. Rawlinson’s new volume (Monographs

of the Ancient Eastern World, iii. 516-18) his

notes of the capture of Babylon by Cyrus,

which so remarkably fulfilled the Hebrew pre-
dictions:—”When all was prepared, Cyrus de-
termined to wait for the arrival of a certain festi-
val, during which the whole population were wont
to engage in drinking and revelling, and then
silently in the dead of night to turn the water
of the river and make his attack. All fell out
as he hoped and wished. The festival was even
held with greater pomp and splendour than usual;
for Bel-Sharrar, with the natural insouciance of youth,
to mark his contempt for the besieging army,
abandoned himself wholly to the delights of the
season, and himself entertained a thousand lords
in his palace. Elsewhere the rest of the popula-
tion was occupied in feasting and dancing. Drunk-
en riot and mad excitement held possession of the
town: the siege was forgotten; ordinary precau-
tions were neglected. Following the example
of their king, the Babylonians gave themselves
up for the night to orgies in which religions frenzy
and drunken excitement formed a strange and re-
volting medley.

* Meanwhile, outside the city, in silence and
darkness, the Persians waited at the two points
where the Euphrates entered and left the walls.
Anxiously they noted the gradual sinking of the
water in the river-bed; still more anxiously they
watched to see if those within the walls would ob-
serve the suspicious circumstances and sound an
alarm through the town. Should such an alarm
be given, all their labors would be lost. But
as they watched no sounds of alarm reached
them—only a confused noise of revel and riot,
which the unhappy townsmen were quite unconscious
of the approach of danger.

* At last shadowy forms began to emerge from
the trees and clusters of the deep river-bed, and on
the landing-places of the river gates, scattered
clusters of men grew into solid columns, — the
undeciphered gateways were seized,—a war-shout
was raised,—the alarm was taken and spread,—
and swift runners started off to ‘show the King
of Babylon that his city was taken at one end.’
In the darkness and confusion of the night a terri-
fible massacre ensued. The drunken revelers could
make no resistance. The king, paralyzed with fear
at the awful handwriting on the wall, which too late
had warned him of his peril, could do nothing even
to check the progress of the assailants, who carried all
before them everywhere. Bursting into the palace,
a band of Persians made their way to the presence
of the monarch and slew him on the scene of his
impious revelry. Other bands carried fire
and sword through the town. When morning
came, Cyrus found himself unchallenged master
of the city.”

II.

BA BEL, TOWER OF. The “tower of
Babel” is only mentioned once in Scripture (Gen.
xi. 4,9), and then as incomplete. No reference to
it appears in the profane denunciations of the
punishments which were to fall on Babylon for her
pride. It is therefore quite uncertain whether the
building ever advanced beyond its foundations.
As, however, the classical writers universally,
in their descriptions of Babylon gave a prominent
place to a certain tower-like building, which they
called the temple (Herod. I. i. 56. Sec., Arrian, Plin.
Ac.), or the tomb (Strabo) of Belus, it has generally
been supposed that the tower was in course of
fame finished, and became the principal temple of
the Chaldeans, and most probably (certainly this may
have been the case), but while there is something
against there is none in favor of it. A Jewish
tradition, recorded by Ezechart (Philo, i. 9), de-
clares that fire fell from heaven, and split the tower
through to its foundation; while Alexander Poly-
histor (Fr. 10) and the other profane writers who
noticed the tower (as Abudene, Fr. 5 and 6),
said that it had been blown down by the winds.
Such authorities therefore as we possess, represent
the building as destroyed soon after its erection.
When the Jews, however, were carried captive into
Babylonia, struck with the vast magnitude and
peculiar character of certain of the Babylonian
temples, they imagined that they saw in them, not
merely buildings similar in type and mode of con-
struction to the “tower” (בָּבֶל) of their Script-
ures, but in this or that temple that they thought
to recognize the very tower itself. The predominant
opinion was in favor of the great temple of Nebo
at Borsippa, the modem Ḫurri-Niṣanu, although
the distance of that place from Babylon is an in-
superable difficulty in the way of the identification.
Similarly when Christian travellers first began to
visit the Mesopotamian towns, they generally at-
tached the name of “the tower of Babel” to what-
ever mass, among those beloved by them, was the
handsomely and most imposing. Persian in the 18th
century found the “tower of Babylon” at Fālajūn,
Πετρολόθος Vaudo the 18th identified it with the
ruin Bēlūl near Hillah, while early in the present
century Rich and Ker Porter revived the Jewish
notion, and argued for its identity with the Bīb.
There are in reality no real grounds either for either
identifying the tower with the Temple of Belus, or for
supposing that any remains of it long survived the
check which it received, when it was “swept away
upon the face of the earth,” and “left off to build the city” (Gen. xi. 8). All
then that can be properly attempted by the modern critic is to show (1.) what was the probable type
and character of the building; and (2.) what were the materials and manner of its construction.
With regard to the former point, it may readily
be allowed that the Bīb-Nīṣanu, though it cannot
be the tower of Babel itself, which was at
Babil (Gen. xi. 9), yet, as the most perfect rep-
resentative of an ancient Babylonian temple-tower,
may well be taken to show, better than any other
ruin, the probable shape and character of the edifice.
This building appears, by the careful examinations
recently made of it, to have been a sort of oblique
pyramid built in seven receding stages. Upon
a platform of crude brick, raised a few feet above
the level of the alluvial plain, was built of burnt
brick the first or basement stage—an exact square, 372
feet each way, and 26 feet in perpendicular height.
Upon this stage was erected a second, 230 feet each
way, and likewise 26 feet high; which, however,
was not placed exactly in the middle of the first,
but considerably nearer to the southwestern end,
which constituted the back of the building. The
other stages were arranged similarly—the third
being 189 feet, and again 26 feet high; the fourth
146 feet square, and 14 feet high; the fifth 194
feet square, and the same height as the fourth; the
sixth 62 feet square, and again the same height; and the seventh 20 feet square and once more the same height. On the seventh stage there was probably placed the ark or tabernacle, which seems to have been again 15 feet high, and must have nearly, if not entirely, covered the top of the seventh story. The entire original height, allowing three feet for the platform, would thus have been 156 feet, or, without the platform, 153 feet. The whole formed a sort of oblique pyramid, the gentler slope facing the N. E., and the steeper inclining to the S. W. On the N. E. side was the grand entrance, and here stood the vestibule, a separate building, the debris from which having joined those from the temple itself, fill up the intermediate space, and very remarkably prolong the mound in this direction" (Rawlinson’s Herodotus, vol. ii. pp. 582-3). The Birs temple, which was called the “Temple of the Seven Spheres,” was ornamented with the planetary colors (see the plan), but this chief feature of it seems to have been common to most, if not all, of the Babylonian temple-towers. The feature of stages is found in the temples at Warka and Mugheir (Lowis’s Chaldaea, pp. 129 and 168) which belonged to very primitive times (p. c. 2250); that of the emplacement, so that the four angles face the four cardinal points, is likewise common to those ancient structures; while the square form is universal. On the other hand it may be doubted whether so large a number of stages was common. The Mugheir and Warka temples have no more than two, and probably never had more than three, or at most, four stages. The great temple of Belus at Babylon (Labiib) shows only one stage; though, according to the best authorities, it too was a sort of pyramid (Herod., Strabo). The height of the Birs is 153; feet, that of Babil 140 (?), that of the Warke temple 100, that of the temple at Mugheir 50 feet. Strabo’s statement that the tomb of Belus was a stade (606 feet) in height would thus seem to be a gross exaggeration. Probably no Babylonian tower ever equalled the Great Pyramid, the original height of which was 480 feet.

With regard to the materials used in the tower, and the manner of its construction, more light is to be obtained from the Warke and Mugheir buildings than from the Birs. The Birs was rebuilt from top to bottom by Nebuchadnezzar, and shows the mode of construction prevalent in Babylon at the best period; the temples at Warke and Mugheir remain to a certain extent in their primitive condition, the upper stories alone having been renovated. The Warke temple is composed entirely of sun-dried bricks, which are of various shapes and sizes; the cement used is mud; and reeds are largely employed in the construction. It is a building of the most primitive type, and exhibits a ruder style of art than that which we perceive from Scripture, that we have obtained at the date of the tower. Burnt bricks were employed in the composition of the tower (Gen. xi. 3), and though perhaps it is somewhat doubtful what the chesmar (חֶשֶׁם) used for mortar may have been (see Fresnel in Journ. Asiatique for June, 1853, p. 9), yet on the whole it is most probable that bitumen (which abounds

Temple of Birs-Nimrud of Borsippa.
in Babylonia) is the substance intended. Now the lower basement of the Mynhoër temple exhibits this combination in a decidedly primitive form. The burnt bricks are of small size and of an inferior quality; they are laid in bitumen; and they face a mass of sun-dried brick, forming a solid wall outside it, ten feet in thickness. No reeds are used in the building. Writing appears on it, but of an antique cast. The supposed date is B.C. 2500—a little earlier than the time commonly assigned to the building of the tower. Probably the erection of the two buildings was not separated by a very long interval, though it is reasonable to suppose that of the two the tower was the earlier. If we mark its date, as we perhaps are entitled to do, by the time of Peleg, the son of Eber, and father of Pei (see Gen. x. 25), we may perhaps place it about B.C. 900.

It is not necessary to suppose that any real idea of "scaling heaven" was present to the minds of those who raised either the Tower of Babel, or any other of the Babylonian temple-towers. The expression used in Genesis (xii. 4) is a mere hyperbole for great height (comp. Deut. i. 28; Dan. iv. 11, 13), and should not be taken literally. Military defense was probably the primary object of such edifices in early times; but with the wish for this may have been combined further secondary motives, which remained when such defense was otherwise provided for. Diochus states that the great tower of the temple of Belus was used by the Chaldeans as an observatory (ii. 3), and the careful emplacement of the Babylonian temples with the angles facing the four cardinal points would be a natural consequence, and may be regarded as a strong confirmation of the reality of this application. M. Fresnel has recently conjectured that they were also used as sleeping-places for the chief priests in the summer-time (Journ. Asiatique, June, 1833, pp. 529–531). The upper air is cooler, and it is free from the insects, especially mosquitoes, which abound below: and the description which Herodotus gives of the chamber at the top of the Belus tower (i. 181) goes far to confirm this ingenious view.

BABYLON. [Babyl.]

BABYLON (Babylô, Babylia). The occurrence of this name in 1 Pet. v. 13 has given rise to a variety of conjectures, which may be briefly enumerated.

1. That Babylon tropically denotes Rome. In support of this opinion is brought forward a tradition recorded by Eusebius (H. E. ii. 15), on the authority of Papias and Clement of Alexandria, to the effect that 1 Peter was composed at Rome. Clemens and Jerome both assert that Rome was figuratively denoted by Babylon. Although this opinion is held by tiropius, Lardner, Cave, Whitby, Macknight, Hales, and others, it may be rejected as improbable. It is not nothing to indicate that the name is used figuratively, and the subscription to an epistle is the last place we should expect to find a mystical appellation.
BABYLON

2. Cappellus and others take Babylon, with a little reason, to mean Jerusalem.

3. Bar-Hebraeus understands by it the house in Jerusalem where the Apostles were assembled on the Day of Pentecost.

4. Others place it on the Tigris, and identify it with Seleucia or Ctesiphon, but for this there is no evidence. The two theories which remain are worthy of more consideration.

5. That by Babylon is intended the small fort of that name which formed the boundary between Upper and Lower Egypt. Its site is marked by the modern Bubool in the Delta. A little north of Fostat, or old Cairo. According to Strabo it derived its name from some Babylonian deserters who had settled there. In his time it was the headquarters of one of the three legions which garrisoned Egypt. Josephus (Ant. ii. 15, § 1) says it was built on the site of Lelopulos, when Cambyses subdued Egypt. That this is the Babylon of 1 Pet. is the tradition of the Coptic Church, and is maintained by Le Clerc, Mill, Pearson, and others. There is, however, no proof that the Apostle Peter was ever in Egypt, and a very slight degree of probability is created by the tradition that his companion Mark was bishop of Alexandria.

The most natural supposition of all is that by Babylon is intended the old Babylon of Assyria, which was largely inhabited by Jews at the time in question (Joseph. Ant. xvi. 3, § 1: Philo, De Vit. p. 1023, ed. Franc. 1681). The only argument against this view is the negative evidence from the silence of historians as to St. Peter's having visited the Assyrian Babylon, but this cannot be allowed to have much weight. Lightfoot's remarks are very suggestive. In a sermon preached at St. Mary's, Cambridge (Works, ii. 1144, Eng. folio ed.), he maintained that Babylon of Assyria is intended, because "it was one of the greatest knots of Jews in the world," and St. Peter was the minister of the circumcision. Again, he adds, "Bosor (2 Pet. ii. 13) speaks Peter in Babylon"; it being the Chaldee or Syriac pronunciation of Pethor in Num. xxiii. 6. This last argument has not, perhaps, much weight, as the same pronunciation may have characterized the dialect of Judaea. Bentley gave his suffrage in favor of the ancient Babylon, quoting Joseph. c. Ap. i. 7 (Crit. Sacr. p. 81, ed. Ellis).

W. A. W.

* The writer above has mentioned English names only. Of German writers who hold that the Babylon of Assyria is meant (1 Pet. v. 13), are Steiger (on Pet. Eind. p. 23); De Wette (Exeg. Hamb. in loc.); Winer (Rech. ii. 124); Credner (Eind. in das N. T., p. 643); Bleek (Eind. in das N. T., p. 587); Neander (Pf. und. Lit. ii. 450); Furner (in 1 Peter, Lange's Biblical, p. 64), and others. Neander thinks that the wife of Peter (ἀπαρακτὴ) is meant (1 Pet. v. 13), and not the church in Babylon.

H. BABYLON, in the Apocalypse, is the sym- bolical name by which Rome is denoted (Rev. xiv. 8, xvii, xviii.). The power of Rome was regarded by the later Jews as that of Babylon by their forefathers (comp. Jer. iii. 7 with Rev. xiv. 8), and hence, whatever the people of Israel be understood o symbolize, Babylon represents the antagonistic principle. [REVELATION]

W. A. W.

BABYLONIANS (בָּבָלָנִי, בָּבָלָנִי בָּבָלָנִי בָּבָלָנִי בָּבָלָנִי בָּבָלָנִי בָּבָלָנִי בָּבָلָנִי בָּבָלָנִי בָּבָלָn): Babyloni, filii Babylonis). The in-

habitants of Babylon, a race of Shemitic origin, who were among the colonists planted in the cities of Samaria by the conquering Assyrians (Ezr. iv. 9). At a later period, when the warlike Chaldeans acquired the predominance in the 7th cent. B.C., the names Chaldean and Babylonian became almost synonymous (Ezr. xxiii. 14, 15; Dan. ix. xlviii. 14, 20).

W. A. W.

BABYLONISH GARMENT, literally (בָּבָלָנִי בָָנִי בָּבָלָנִי בָּבָלָn): τοιαύτα τοιαύτα: pellium cocci- nem) "robe of Shinar" (Joh. vii. 21). An ample robe, probably made of the skin or fur of an animal (comp. Gen. xxv. 25), and ornamented with embroidery, or perhaps a variegated garment with figures inwoven in the fashion for which the Babylonians were celebrated. Josephus (Ant. v. 1, § 10) describes it as "a royal mantle (χειμάδιον βασιλικόν), all woven with gold." Tertullian (De Habiti mutilati, c. i.) tells us that while the Syrians were celebrated for dyeing, and the Phrygians for patchwork, the Babylonians inwove their colors. For this kind of tapestry work they had a great reputation (Pliny viii. 74; Cobsere diverses picture intere Brybolon einece celebriat, et water in- posuit). Compare also Martial (Ep. viii. 29).

Non ego pretulere Babylonica picta superbe Texta, Semitanaque qua variantur ac et the Babyloniana peristomata de Plautus (Stich. ii, 54; see also Joseph B. J. vii. 3, § 5; Plut. M. Crito, iv. 5). Perhaps some of the trade in these rich stuffs between Babylon and the Phoenicians (Ezr. xxvii. 21) passed through Jericho, as well as the gold brought by the caravans of Sheba, which they may have left in exchange for the products of its fertile soil (Joh. vii. 21). [HERECIO] Bashi has a story that the king of Babylon had a palace at Jericho, probably founded on the fact that the robe of the king of Nineveh (Jon. iii. 6) is called אֲבָדָר, odbereth. In the Bereshith Robba (§ 85, fol. 75, 2, quoted by Gill) it is said that the robe was of Babylonian purple. Another story in the same passage is that the king of Babylon had a deputy at Jericho who sent him dates, and the king in return sent him gifts, among which was a garment of Shinar. Kinehi (on Josh. vii. 21) quotes the opinions of R. Channa bar R. Isaac that the Babylonish garment was of Babylonian purple, of Ral that it was a robe of fine wool, and of Shemuel that it was a cloak washed with alum, which we learn from 1 Kny (xxv. 52) was used in dyeing wool.

W. A. W.

BACA, THE VALLEY OF (בֵּאֵכָא) (בֵּאֵכָא): κατα του κολασωμάτων [Alex. μοσα]: Vallia lacrymargrum), a valley somewhere in Pales- tine, through which the exiled Psalmist sees in vision the pilgrims passing in their march towards the sanctuary of Jehovah at Zion (Ps. ixxxiv. 6). The passage seems to contain a play, in the manner of Hebrew poetry, on the name of the trees (בֵּאֵכָא: MULBERRY) from which the valley probably derived its name, and the "tears" (תּוּך) shed by the pilgrims in their joy at their approach to Zion. These tears were so abundant as to turn the dry valley in which the Bacaean tczks delighted (Neh. xi. 11) into a springy or marshy place (גֶּה). That the valley was a
BACCHIDES

real locality is most probable, from the use of the definite article before the name (Gesen. Thes. p. 205).

A valley of the same name (Βάκχιδες) still exists in the Sinaitic district (Barak. p. 640).

The rendering of the Targum is Gehemaa, i.e. the Ge-Himmom or ravine below Mount Zion. This locality agrees well with the mention of Bacin trees in 2 Sam. 24: 14.

This valley, according to the general view of interpreters (Hengstenberg, Tholuck, Hüpfeld) is not an actual, but an idealized place. Human life is a pilgrimage (Gen. xxvii. 9), and those who serve God and have faith in Him, bear cheerfully its hardships. His people find cause for thanksgiving and joy under circumstances the most adverse and trying (2 Cor. vi. 4-10; Phil. iv. 6, 7). The later lexicographers (Dietrich, Furtwaengler) discard the old etymology, and derive $S$ $\xi$ from the verb $S$ $\zeta$, to flee out, tricole. Hüpfeld finds no allusion to the mulberry tree (which complication needlessly the idea), but only a mark of the commonality of the figure: the bitter tears become to us as it were fountains of sweet water (Ps. 126: 2). Dr. Robinson has a note against the idea of a proper name in this passage (Phys. Geog. p. 124). The valley of the shadow of death” (Ps. x. 5) is no doubt a similar expression.

II.

BACCHIDES (Βακχίδες), a friend of Antiochus Epiphanes (Joseph. Ant. xii. 10, § 2) and governor of Mesopotamia (v. τοῦ πέρας τοῦ ποταμοῦ, 1 Macc. vii. 8; Joseph. I. c.), who was commissioned by Demetrius Soter to investigate the charges which Alcimus preferred against Judas Macabaeus. He confirmed Alcimus in the high priesthood, and having inflicted signal vengeance on the extreme party of the Assideans [Assideans], he returned to Antioch. After the expulsion of Alcimus and the defeat and death of Nicanor he led a second expedition into Judaea. Judas Macabaeus fell in the battle which ensued at Laisa (n. c. 161); and Bacinides re-established the supremacy of the Syrian faction (1 Macc. ix. 23, 00 αὐναίρετον άνάφθεσις; Joseph. Ant. xiii. 1, § 1). He next attempted to surprise Jonathan, who had assumed the leadership of the national party after the death of Judas; but Jonathan escaped across the Jordan. Bacinides then placed garrisons in several important positions, and took hostages for the security of the present government. Having completed the purification of the country (Joseph. Ant. xiii. 1, 5) he returned to Demetrius (n. c. 169). After two years he came back at the request of the Syrian faction, in the hope of overpowering Jonathan and Simon, who still maintained a small force in the desert; but meeting with ill success, he turned against those who had induced him to undertake the expedition, and sought an honorable retreat. When this was known by Jonathan he sent envoys to Bacinides and concluded a peace (n. c. 158) with him, acknowledging him as governor under the Syrian king, while Bacinides pledged himself not to enter the land again, a condition which he faithfully observed (1 Macc. vii. 13; Joseph. Ant. xii. 10, 11; xiii. 1).

B. F. W.

BADGER-SKINS

BADGER-SKINS (βακχϊδες, βάχιδες, βάχτης, βάκχης, βάκχις, βάκχιδα, βάχτης, βάκχης, βάκχις), a skin from the head and neck of the badger (Meles meles). The Hebrew tachash, which the A. V. renders "badger," occurs in connection with "ār, "ovith ("skin," "skins") in Ex. xxv. 5, xcv. 7, xxxv. 19, xxxvi. 10; Numb. vi. 6, 8, 11, 12, 14, 25. In Ex. xcv. 10 tachash occurs without ovith, and is mentioned as the substance out of which women's shoes were made: in the former passages the tachash skins are named in relation to the tabernacle, ark, &c., and appear to have formed the exterior covering of these sacred articles. There is much obscurity as to the meaning of the word tachash. The ancient versions seem nearly all agreed that it denotes not an animal, but a color, either black or sky-blue; amongst the names of those who adopt this interpretation are Bechahart (Hier. ii. 5), Linguaminer (Schol. ad v. T., Ex. xxxv. 12, xcv. 10, Numb. de Ceptis Heberorum, lib. i. ch. 3, Schenkel (Phys. Sacr. in Ex. xxv. 5), Parkhurst (Heb. Lex. s. v.), who observes that "an external covering for the tabernacle of azure or sky-blue was very proper to represent the sky or azure boundary of the system." Some versions as the German of Luther and the A. V., leaf apparently by the Chaldean, and perhaps by a certain similarity of sound between the words tachash, tachash, tachash, have supposed that the leger (τάχαχ σκιν) is denoted; but this is clearly an error, for the leger is not found in the Greek MSS. Others, as Gesner and Harenberg (in Museo Rerum. ii. 312), have thought that some kind of wolf, known by the Greek name θαύς and the Arabic Shaybal, is intended. Hasea (in Dissert. Philol. Syllog., Diss. ix. § 17) and Bisinger, in his preface to the Epitome of Schenkel's Phys. Sacra, are of opinion that tachash denotes a certain animal, the Trichecanus montanus of Linnaeus which, however, is only found in America and the West Indies. Others with Seckel Rau (Comment. de isis qve ex Arab, in usum Tabernac, frequunt repetita, Traj. ad Rhm. 1753, ch. ii.) are in favor of tachash representing some kind of seal (Phoca vitulina, Linnae) Dr. Goldes (Crit. Rem. Ex. xxv. 5) is of the same opinion. Gesenius understands...
some "kind of seal or badge, or other similar (1) creature." Of modern writers Dr. Kitto (Pict. Bible on Ex. xxv. 5) thinks that tocshash denotes some clean animal, as in all probability the skin of an unclean animal would not have been used for the sacred coverings. Col. H. Smith (Cyc. Bib. Lit. [1st ed.] art. 'Rodger') with much plausibility, conjectures that tocshash refers to some mammal of the Algoerine or Damaline groups, as these animals are known to the natives under the names of processe, thacasse (varieties, he says, of the word tocshash), and have a deep gray, or slaty (hygianus) colored skin. Dr. Robinson on this subject (Bib. Res. 1. 17.1) writes: "The superior of the convent at Sinai procured for me a pair of the sandals usually worn by the Bedawin of the peninsula, made of the thick skin of a fish which is caught in the Red Sea. The Arabs around the convent called it Tūn, but could give no farther account of it than that it is a large fish, and is eaten. It is a species of Halicore, named by Ehrenberg (Symb. Phys. Manual. ii.) Halicora Hemprichii. The skin is clumsy and coarse, and might answer very well for the external covering of the tabernacle which was constructed at Sinai, but would seem hardly a fitting material for the ornamental vases belonging to the costly attire of high-born dams in Palestine, described by the prophet Ezekiel" (xvi. 10).

It is difficult to understand why the ancient versions have interpreted the word tocshash to mean a color, an explanation which has, as Gesenius remarks, no ground either in the etymology or in the cognate languages. Whatever is the substance indicated by tocshash, it is evident from Ex. xxv. 23, that it was some material in frequent use amongst the Israelites during the Exodus, and the construction of the sentences where the name occurs (for the word drēth, " skins," is always, with one exception, repeated with tocshash), seems to imply that the skin of some animal and not a color is denoted by it. The Arabic duchas or touchas denotes a dolphin, but in all probability is not restricted in its application, but may refer to either a seal or a cetacean. The skin of the Halicore, from its hardness, would be well suited for making soles for shoes; and it is worthy of remark that the Arabs near Cape Musaeum apply the skin of these animals for a similar purpose (Col. H. Smith, l.c.). The Halicore Tabernaculi is found in the Red Sea, and was observed by Rupell (Mus. Senck. i. 113, t. 6), who gave the animal the above name, on the coral banks of the Arabian coast. Or perhaps tocshash may denote a seal, the skin of which animal would suit all the demands of the Scriptural allusions. Play (II. N. ii. 55) says seal-skins were used as coverings for tents; but it is quite impossible to come to any satisfactory conclusion in an attempt to identify the animal denoted by the Hebrew word. W. H.

BAG is the rendering of several words in the Old and New Testaments. 1. (דול핀, דולפין; thalass: sacciis) Chablius, the "lags," in which Naaman bound up the two talents of silver which he gave Hazvi (2 K. v. 23), probably so called, according to Gesenius, from their long, cone-like shape. The word only occurs besides in Is. iii. 22 (A. V. "crisp- ing-pins"), and there denotes the reticules carried by the Hebrew ladies.

2. (אבקון, אבקון; μαρμοτος, μαροτον: sacculus, saccellus) Cis, a bag for carrying weights (Deut. xxv. 13: Prov. xvi. 11; Mic. vi. 11), also used as a purse (Prov. i. 14; Is. xvi. 6).

3. (קבדה, קבדה; pena, Pena) CPh, translated "bag" in 1 Sam. xvii. 40, 49, is a word of most general meaning, and is generally rendered "vessel" or "instrument." In Gen. xlii. 25, it is the "sack" in which Jacob's sons carried the corn which they brought from Egypt; and in 1 Sam. ix. 7, xiii. 5, it denotes a bag or wallet for carrying food (A. V. "vessel"); comp. Jud. x. 3, xiii. 10, 15. The shepherd's "bag," which David had seems to have been worn by him as necessary to his calling, and was probably, from a comparison of Zech. xiv. 16 (where A. V. "instruments" is the same word), for the purpose of carrying the lambs which were unable to walk, or were lost, and contained materials for healing those who were sick and binding up those that were broken (comp. Ex. xxxiv. 4, 16).

4. (אבקון, אבקון; ἀκοψόμαξ, ἀκοψόμαξ; sacciis) Tef- ρόρ, properly a "bundle" (Gen. xiii. 35; 1 Sam. xxv. 2), appears to have been used by travellers for carrying money during a long journey (Prov vii. 29; Hag. i. 6; comp. Luke xii. 33; 1 Sam. ix. 5). In such "bundles" the priests bound up the money which was contributed for the restoration of the Temple under Jehoiada (2 K. xii. 10, A. V. "put up in lags"). The "bag" (ἀκοψόμαξ; loc. dist.) which Judas carried was probably a small box or chest (John xii. 6, xiii. 29). The Greek and Arabic noun ṭḥkus (touchas), as applying to the dolphin or the seal promiscuously. The common Arabic name for the dolphin is دلفين (dulfin). Perhaps, therefore, duchas and touchas had a wide signification. The Hebrew ṭḥkus is of obscure origin.
word is the same as that used in the LXX. for "chess" but signed a box used by musicians for carrying the mouth-pieces of their instruments. W. A. W.

BA'GO (Bayyā'; [Vat. Basan; Alex.] Bayo: Vulg. omits), 1 Esdr. viii. 40. [BRAIAX]

BA'GOAS (Bayyās; [Old Lat.] Baygoas; [Vulg.] Baygo), Jud. xii. 11, [13]. The name is said to be equivalent to Emma in Persia (H. N. xiii. 4, 9). Comp. Bumah ad Oril. Am. ii. 2, 1. B. W.

BA'GOÍ [3 svl. (Bayā' [Vat. Baasà]; Zo-voir), 1 Esdr v. 14. [BRAIAX]

BAHARUM'ITE, THE. [BRAHIRM.]

BAHURUM (בָּהָרּוּמ) and בָּהָרְוֻמ [young men, or warriors]: Baqāxia (2 Sam. iii. 16, elsewhere Baqāviya); Vat. 2 Sam. iii. 16, Bahaer; xvi. 3, xvi. 9, xo. Bahaer, xvi. 18, Bahaer; xvi. 2, Bahaer (and so Alex.); Alex. elsewhere Baqām; Joseph. Baqāmy and Baqām; Bahurum, a village, the slight notices remaining of which connect it almost exclusively with the flight of David. It was apparently on or close to the road leading up from the Jordan valley to Jerusalem. Shimei the son of Gera resided here (1 K. ii. 8), and from the village, when David having left the "top of the mount" behind him was making his way down the eastern slopes of Olivet into the Jordan valley below, Shimei issued forth, and running along (Joseph. Barphale) on the side or "rib" of the hill over against the king's party, flung his stones and cast dust abroad (2 Sam. xxv. 5), with a virulence which is to this day exhibited in the East towards fallen greatness, however eminent it may previously have been. Here in the court of a house was the well in which Jonathan and Abinuam ebod their pursuers (xxii. 18). In his account of the occurrence, Josephus (Ant. vii. 9, § 7) distinctly states that Bahurum lay off the main road (מִשְׁמֶרֶת נַעֲרֵי הַגֵּד), which agrees well with the account of Shimei's behaviour. Here Phalid, the husband of Michal, bade farewell to his wife when on her return to King David at Hebron (2 Sam. iii. 16). Bahurum must have been very near the southern boundary of Benjamin, but it is not mentioned in the lists in Joshua, nor is any explanation given of its being Benjaminite, as from Shimei's residing there we may conclude it was. In the Targum Jonathan on 2 Sam. xvii. 5, we find it given as Almon (אָלָמ). But the situation of Almon (see Josh. xxi. 18) will not at all suit the requirements of Bahurum. Dr. Böcking conjectures that the place lay where some mines still exist close to a Wady Rovah, which runs in a straight course for 3 miles from Olivet directly towards Jordan, fashioning the nearest, though not the best route (Barchey, 563, 4).

AZMVAVETH "the Barhumite" (אָצָנְתָה יָד בַּרְחָם), [Vat. Barhamis]; Alex. Barhamis; [cf. Barchey] 2 Sam. xxiii. 31, or "the Bahurumite", (בָּהָרִיִּם) & Barwali; [Vat. Barrow; Alex. Barrows: Barmantus] 1 Chron. xi. 43., one of the heroes of David's guard, is the only native of Bahurum that we hear of except Shimei.

BAJITH (בַּיִת, with the definite article, "the house"), referring not to a place of this

BALAAM (בָּלָם), of the definite article, name, but to the "temple" of the false gods of Moab, as opposed to the "high places" in the same sentence (Is. xv. 2, and compare xvi. 12). The allusion has been supposed to be to Beth-Baal-meon, or Beth-diblathaim, which are named in Jer. xlvii. 22, as here, with Balaam and Eleazar. But this is mere conjecture, and the conclusion of Gesenius is as above (Jesuaj, ad loc.): LXX. Ῥαλαϊο-βεν ποτήρειων: Ascendit domus. G.

BAHKKAKAR (בַּחָקַקְר [perh. w.r. of the mount]): Baksarak [Vat. Baskap]: Boc-boa, a Levite, apparently a descendant of Asaph (1 Chr. ix. 15).

BAKUKI'AH (בַּכּוּקְיָא [w.r. from Jabrul]): LXX. omits (in most MSS., but FA, Baskakas, Baskiaia: Comp. Boccaci, Baskaias: Bocciati). 1. A Levite in the time of Nehemiah (Neh. xi. 17, xii. 9).

2. [Comp. Baskasarc]. A Levite porter, apparently a different person from the preceding (Neh. xii. 27).

BAKING. [BRAH.

BALAAM (בַּלָּם), i. e. Bileam: Balaam: Joseph. Balaam: Balaam, a man endowed with the gift of prophecy, introduced in Numbers (xxii. 5) as the son of Beor. He belonged to the Midianites, and perhaps as the prophet of his people possessed the same authority that Moses did among the Israelites. At any rate he is mentioned in conjunction with the five kings of Midian, apparently as a person of the same rank (Num. xxxi. 8; cf. xxxi. 16). He seems to have lived at Pethor, which is said at Bent. xxviii. 4, to have been a city of Mesopotamia (בַּלָּם בַּלָּם). He himself speaks of being "brought from Aram out of the mountains of the East." (Num. xxiii. 7). The reading, therefore, בַּלָּם בַּלָּם, instead of בַּלָּם בַּלָּם, which at Num. xxiii. 5 is found in some MSS., and is adopted by the Samaritan, Syriac, and Vulgate versions, need not be preferred, as the Ammonites do not appear to have ever extended so far as the Ephraimites, which is probably the river alluded to in this place. The name Balaam, according to Gesenius [and Fürst] is compounded of בַּלָּם and בָּלָם, "non-populus, fortasse i. q. pereriminus;" according to Vitringa it is בַּלָּם and בָּלָם, the lord of the people; according to Simonis, פָּלָם and פָּלָם, the destruction of the people. There is a Bala, the son of Beor, mentioned Gen. xxxvi. 32, as the first king of Edom. Balaam is called in 2 Pet. ii. 15, "the son of Balaam:" this Lightfoot (Works, vii. 80) thinks a Chaldaism for Beor, and infers that St. Peter was then in Babylon. Balaam is one of those instances which meet us in Scripture, of persons dwelling among heathen, but possessing a certain knowledge of the one true God. He was endowed with a greater than ordinary knowledge of God; he was possessed
of high gifts of intellect and genius: he had the intuition of truth, and could see into the life of things,—in short, he was a poet and a prophet. Moreover, he confessed that all these superior advantages were not his own, but derived from God, and were his gift. And thus, doubtless, he had won for himself among his contemporaries far and wide a high reputation for wisdom and sanctity. It was believed that he whom he blessed was blessed, and he whom he cursed was cursed. Elated, however, by his fame and his spiritual elevation, he had begun to conceive that these gifts were his own, and that they might be used to the furtherance of his own ends. He could make merchandise of them, and might acquire riches and honor by means of them. A custom existed among many nations of antiquity of devoting enemies to destruction before entering upon a war with them. At this time the Israelites were marching forward to the occupation of Palestine; they were now encamped in the plains of Moab, on the east of Jordan, by Jericho. Balak, the king of Moab, having witnessed the discomfiture of his neighbors, the Amorites, by this people, entered into a league with the Midianites against them, and dispatched messengers to Balaam with the rewards of devotion in their hands. And he said to him, therefore, that Balaam was the habit of using his prophetic art, as a trade, and of mingling with it devices of his own by which he imposed upon others, and perhaps partially deceived himself. When the elders of Moab and Midian told him their message, he seems to have had some misgivings as to the lawfulness of their request, for he invited them to tarry the night with him, that he might learn how the Lord would regard it. These misgivings were confirmed by the express prohibition of God upon his journey. Balaam reported the answer, and the messengers of Balak returned. The king of Moab, however, not deterred by this failure, sent again more and more honorable princes to Balaam, with the promise that he should be promoted to very great honor upon complying with his request. The prophet again refused, but notwithstanding invited the embassy to tarry the night with him, that he might know what the Lord would say unto him further; and thus the importance which he had, and the permission he desired, but was warned at the same time that his actions would be overruled according to the Divine will. Balaam therefore proceeded on his journey with the messengers of Balak. But God's anger was kindled at this manifestation of determined self-will, and the angel of the Lord stood in the way for an adversary against him. The words of the Psalmist, "Be ye not like to horse and mule which have no understanding; whose mouths must be held with bit and bridle, lest they fall upon thee," had they been familiar to Balaam, would have come home to him with most amenable force; for never have they received a more forcible illustration than the comparison of Balaam's conduct to his Maker with his treatment of his ass, affords us. The wisdom with which thetractable brutish was allowed to "speak with man's voice," and "forbid" the untractable "madness of the prophet's" is palpable, and conspicuous alike in the story. He was taught, moreover, that even she had a spiritual perception to which he, though a prophet, was a stranger; and when his eyes were opened to behold the angel of the Lord, "he bowed down his head and fell flat on his face." It is hardly necessary to suppose, as some do, among whom are Hengstenberg and Leibnitz, that the event here referred to happened only in a trance or vision, though such an opinion might seem to be supported by the fact that our translators render the word בַּכַּשׁ in xxiv. 4, 16, "filling into a trance," whereas no other idea than that of simple filling is conveyed by it. St. Peter refers to it as a real historical event: "the dumb ass, speaking with man's voice, foiled the madness of the prophet." (2 Pet. ii. 16). We are not told how these things happened, but that they did happen, and that it pleased God thus to intervene on behalf of His elect people, and to bring forth from the genius of a self-willed prophet, who thought that his talents were his own, strains of poetry bearing upon the destiny of the Jewish nation and the church at large, which are not surpassed throughout the Mosaic records. It is evident that Balaam, although acquainted with God, was desirous of throwing an air of mystery round his wisdom, from the instructions he gave Balak to offer a bullock and a ram on the seven altars he everywhere prepared for him; but he seems to have thought, also, that these sacrifices would be of some avail to change the mind of the Almighty, because he pleads the merit of them (xxiii. 4), and after experiencing their impotence to effect such an object, "he went no more," we are told, "to seek for enchantments" (xxiv. 1). His religion, therefore, was probably such as would be the natural result of a general acquaintance with God not confirmed by any covenant. He knew Him as the fountain of wisdom, how to worship Him he could merely guess from the customs in vogue at the time. Sacrifices had been used by the patriarchs; to what extent they were efficacious the same could only be surmised. There is an allusion to Balaam in the prophet Micah (vi. 5), where Bishop Butler thinks that a conversation is preserved which occurred between him and the king of Moab upon this occasion. But such an opinion is hardly tenable, if we bear in mind that Balak is nowhere represented as consulting Balaam upon the acceptable mode of worshipping God, and that the directions found in Micah are of an opposite character to those which were given by the son of Beor upon the high places of Baal. The prophet is recounting "the righteousness of the Lord" in delivering His people out of the hand of Moab under Balak, and at the mention of his name the history of Balaam comes back upon his mind, and he is led to make those noble reflections upon it which occur in the following verses. "The doctrine of Balaam" is spoken of in Rev. ii. 14, where an allusion has been supposed to Num. ii. 14, the founder of the sect of the Nicolaitans, mentioned in v. 15, these two names being probably similar in signification. Though the utterance of Balaam was overruled so that he could not curse the children of Israel, he nevertheless suggested to the Moabites the expedient of seducing them to commit fornication. The effect of this is recorded in ch. xxv. A battle was afterwards fought against the Midianites, in which Balaam sided with them, and was slain by the sword of the people whom he had endeavored to curse (Num. xxxi. 8). (Comp. Bishop Butler's Sermons, serm. vi.; Ewald, Gesch. des Volkes Israel, ii. 277.) S. L.

* There are but two views that can well be taken of this miracle of "the dumb ass speaking." Did God exert such an influence upon the beast that it saw his messenger which men did not see, and
without a reasoning mind distinctly uttered the words of a rational being? or did God exert such an influence upon Balaam that the reproof of the messenger of God and the beast on which he rode sounded in his ears and sunk into his heart? In either case the occurrences were realities to Balaam, and were the result of a direct interposition of God more palpable on the former, but not less real on the latter supposition.

The arguments for the subjective view (as represented by Hdbck, Hengstenberg and others) on Balaam are the following: 1. The usual manner in which God revealed himself in that age was by visions and dreams, and we have no evidence that he ever revealed himself otherwise to Balaam, whilst in the first two cases he waited until after night, the proper season for visions and dreams, before he gave his answer. 2. No astonishment is indicated at the communication of the ass, or respect such as we should naturally expect to be exhibited to such a messenger of God. On the other hand he says in his impudence, "Because thou hast mocked me, I would there be a sword in my hand, for now would I kill thee." 3. At the time of the revelation, Balaam's two servants (Num. xxii. 22) and probably the Moabish messengers (xxii. 35) were with him, and yet they do not seem to have been cognizant of any communication to the external senses of Balaam. 4. Balaam himself did not perceive the messenger of God which proved so formidable an obstruction to the ass until after its expostulation, and God had opened his eyes. Compare similar language as preparatory to a vision, or internal illumination, in 2 K. vi. 17; Ps. cxix. 18. In opposition to this view it may be said: (a.) "This occurs in a Historical Book, and unless it is expressly stated, we should not interpret these occurrences as seen in vision." But we reply, that God so often revealed himself in visions, and they were so unquestionably relied upon, that the authors of the Historical Books of the Bible do not consider it necessary to state in what way a particular revelation is made. Compare Gen. xxi. 7; xxviii. 12 Ec; xxxii. 31; and many other passages. (b.) "We cannot draw the line of demarcation between what was seen in vision, and what occurred before the eyes of all." It is not necessary that we should do this; one mode is as real as the other; it is enough when what is narrated belongs to the sphere of ordinary experience, that we then understand it of external events. (c.) "The language in Num. xxii. 28, as well as in 2 pet. ii. 16, implies a direct oral communication." But it is not necessary to so interpret it. There was a direct communication in the way of reproof from God to Balaam, and it matters little whether God put the sound of words into the mouth of the dumb beast, or into the ears of Balaam as coming from the beast.

R. D. C. R.

* The sin of Balaam was one of peculiar aggravation, and is characterized as such in 2 pet. ii. 15; 16, and Jude 11. To see his conduct in its true light, we must call to mind the geography of the scene. This professed servant and prophet of Jehovah was standing at the time on one of the summits of the Arabim beyond the Jordan, from which Moses was permitted to behold the Land of Promise just before his death. For the range of view under the eye of the spectator from that position, see under X't'ou (Amer. ed.). Standing there, Balaam was on a mound surrounded to partake of worship and Shergab with idolaters. On his left hand he sees the dark waters of the Dead Sea with its black and desolate shores, which were recognized among all the eastern tribes as a monument of God's wrath against the impious and ungodly. On the right he sees the land of the Amorites, whom Jehovah had just overthrown as proof of His power and purpose to deal the stroke of retribution to His people. In the valley of the Jordan lies spread out before him the camp of Israel, divided according to their tribes, in the midst of which is seen the tabernacle of God, above which hangs the pillar of cloud: while in the distance beyond the camp his eyes rest upon the land which he knew to be promised to the people of Israel. Yet even in this situation, amidst so much adapted to show him how fearful a thing it is to sin against the Infinite One, he dared, for the reward with which Balaak tempted his aversives, to abuse his office as a holy prophet and to attempt, once and again, to call down curses on those whom God had blessed. How much more vivid is our conception of Balaam's apostasy and guilt, when we thus place ourselves in imagination where he stood in that critical hour of his moral history!

In support of the internal or subjective interpretation, the reader may consult Herder, Geist der Ebr. Poesie, i. 437; Tholuck's Vornehmten Schrift-ten, i. 406-432; Hengstenberg's Geschichte Balaam a. seine Weisungen (Berlin, 1812); and Prophecies of Balaam (Bibl. Sacr. iii. 347-378, and 699-743). Kurtz maintains the outward or literal view (Geschichte des A. Bundes, ii. 477-480).

Later exegetical helps for the study of Balaam's prophecies: Keil and Delitzsch in their Commentary on the Pentateuch, iii. 176-292 (Clark's Library); Knobel, Exeg. Handb., xii. 121-148; Bunsen's Bibliothek, i. 261-265; and Wordsworth's Holy Bible, with Notes and Introductions, Part ii. 150-164 (London, 1864).

Dean Stanley has grouped together with fine effect the characteristic points of this "grandest of all the episodes introduced into the Mosaic narrative" (History of the Jewish Church, p. 209-218). Bishop Hall has given good practical reflections on Balaam's character and prophecies (Contemplations on Historical Passages of the O. and N. T., book vii. 4). Keble's noble hymn (Christian Year: Second Sunday after Easter) should not be overlooked. The "sculptor's hand" has graphically bodied forth both the sin of the apostate and the warning from it for others, in the lines:

"No sun or star so bright
In all the world of light
That they should draw to Heaven his downward eye:
He bears th' Atmright's word;
Yet low upon the earth his heart and treasure lie."
BALAMO

He is mentioned also at Josh. xxiv. 9; Judg. xi. 25; Mic. vi. 5. [Balam.] S. L.

* Balah's name signifies notinnam, vacuous, but in the active sense one who makes empty or desolate, "a waster, a spoiler"; a complimentary title such as a king or conqueror might bear. The writer above quotes Gesenius in his Theaur. i. 214; but in his other works Gesenius defines the name in the other way. See his Hebr. u. Chald. Handb. (1835); Hoffmann's Latin ed. 1847; and Dietrich's ed. 1863. First adopts the same explanation (i. 194). The last book of the Bible mentions Balak once more, and presents him in the same character as the dupe and instrument of Balan in denoting the people of Israel into gross idolatry and licentiousness (Rev. ii. 14).

H.

BALAMO. [Jud. viii. 3.] [BALH, Geogr. No. 6.]

BALANCE. Two Hebrew words are thus translated in the A. V.

1. כּוֹתֶף (coth³f), nāzōqā́yim (LXX. ψυχόν, Vulg. staterae), the dual form of which points to the double scales, like Lat. bilance. The balance in this form was known at a very early period. It is found on the Egyptian monuments as early as the time of Joseph, and our allusions to the use in later times of the purchase of the cave of Machpelah (Gen. xxiii. 16) by Abraham. Before coinage was introduced it was of necessity employed in all transactions in which the valuable metals were the medium of exchange (Gen. xlviii. 21; Ex. xxii. 17; 1 K. xx. 39; Esth. iii. 9; Is. xlv. 6; Jer. xxxii. 10, &c.). The weights which were used at first were probably stones, and from this the word "stone" is continued to denote any kind of weight whatever, though its material was later in times lead (Lev. xiv. 30; Deut. xxv. 13, 15; Prov. xi. 10, 23; Zech. v. 8). These weights were carried in a bag (Deut. xxv. 13; Prov. xi. 11) suspended from the girdle (Chardin, Voy. iii. 422), and were very early made the vehicles of fraud. The habit of carrying two sets of weights is denounced in Deut. xxv. 14 and Prov. xx. 10, and the necessity of observing strict honesty in the matter is insisted upon in several passages of the Law (Lev. xiv. 30; Deut. xxv. 13). But the custom lived on, and remained in full force to the days of Micah (vi. 11), and even to those of Zechariah, who appears (ch. v.) to pronounce a judgment against fraud of a similar kind. The earliest weight to which reference is made is the וּכּוֹתֶף, דֵאֶשְׁת (Gen. xxxiii. 19; Josh. xxxv. 32; Job xlix. 11), which in the margin of our version is in two passages rendered "amals," while in the text it is "piece of money." It may have derived its name from being in the shape of a lamb. We know that weights in the form of bulls, lions, and antelopes were in use among the ancient Egyptians and Assyrians. [MONEY, I. 2.] By means of the balance the Hebrews appear to have been able to weigh with considerable delicacy, and for this purpose they had weights of extreme minuteness, which are called metaphorically "the small dust of the balance" (Is. xl. 15). The "little grain" (םַיִּית) of the balance in Wisd. xi. 22 is the small weight which causes the scale to turn. In this passage, as in 2 Macc. i. 8, the Greek word παραστὴς, rendered "balance," was originally applied to the scale-pan alone.

2. כּוֹתֶף, kāneh (ψυχόν: statera), rendered "balance" in Is. xvi. 6, is the word generally used for a measuring-rod, like the Greek κωπία, and like it too denotes the tongue or beam of a balance. כּוֹתֶף, pelcs, rendered "weight" (Prov. xvi. 11, LXX. ψυχόν) and "scales" (Is. xi. 12, LXX. σταρέωσις): it is said by Keimlich (in Ps. xxxv. 7) to properly the beam of the balance. In his Lexicon he says it is the part in which the tongue moves, and which the weigher holds in his hand. Gesenius (Thes. a. v.) supposed it was a steelyard, but there is no evidence that this instrument was known to the Hebrews. Of the material of which the balance was made we have no information.

Sir G. Wilkinson describes the Egyptian balance as follows: "The beam passed through a ring suspended from a horizontal rod, immediately above and parallel to it; and when equally balanced, the ring, which was large enough to allow the beam to play freely, showed when the scales were equally poised, and had the additional effect of preventing the beam tilting when the goods were taken out of one and the weights suffered to remain in the other. To the lower part of this ring a small plummet was fixed, and this being touched by the hand and found to hang freely, indicated, without the necessity of looking at the beam, that the weight was just "due." [Aug. Eng. li. 240.]

The expression in Dan. v. 27, "thou art weighed in the balances, and art found wanting," has been supposed to be illustrated by the custom of weighing the Great Mogul on his birthday in the presence of his chief grandees. The ceremony is described in a passage from Sir Thomas Roe's Voyage in India, quoted in Taylor's Calmet. Fogg. 186: "The scales in which he was thus weighed, were plated with gold, and so the beam on which they hung by great chains, made likewise of that most precious metal. The king, sitting in one of them, was weighed first against silver coin, which immediately after was distributed among the poor: then was he weighed against gold; after that against jewels (as they say): but I observed (being there present with my lord ambassador) that he was weighed against three several things, laid in silken bags, on the contrary scale. . . . By his weight (of which his physicians yearly keep an exact account) they presume to guess the present state of his body, of which they speak flatteringly, however they think it to be." It appears, however, from a consideration of the other metaphorical expressions in the same passage of Daniel that the weighing in balances is simply a figure, and may or may not have reference to such a custom as that above described. Many examples of the use of the same figure of speech among Orientals are given in Robert's Oriental Illustrations, p. 509. W. A. W.

BALAS'AMUS (βαλασάμου [Abl. Balasámon]: Balaam), in 1 Edcr. iv. 43. The corresponding name in the list in Ezra is ΜΑΛΑΣΑΜΑ."
Balm (Lev. xxi. 20, LXX.) which were disqualifica-
IONS for priesthood. A man laid on the back of
the head is called φρακτός, phalakrós, LXX., Lev.
xiii. 40; and if forehead-ball, the wood used to
describe him is δεσμός, ἀναφαλακτιας, LXX., Lev.
xiii. 41 (revelcindnt). (Gesen. s. v.) In Lev.
xiii. 20 ff., very careful directions are given to dis-
tinguish באלוק, "a plague upon the head and beard"
(which probably is the Mentegra of Pliny, and
is a sort of leprosy), from mere natural bald-
ness which is pronounced to be clean, v. 30 (Jalil,
Arch. Bibl. § 181). But this shows that even
natural baldness subjected men to an unpleasant
suspicion. It was a defect with which the Israelites
were by no means familiar, since Αλογίστους ἄν
τις ελαχιστον ὄντο δαλακτος πάντως ἀνάφα-
κως, says Herod. (iii. 12): an immunity which he
attributes to their constant shaving. They adopted
this practice for purposes of cleanliness, and gener-
ally wore wigs, some of which have been found in
the ruins of Thebes. Contrary to the general
practice of the East, they only let the hair grow as
a sign of mourning (Herod. ii. 56), and shaved
themselves on all joyous occasions: hence in Gen.
xxi. 14 we have an undesignated coincidence. The
same custom obtains in China, and among the
modern Egyptians, who shave off all the hair except
the beard, a butt on the forehead and crown of
the head (Wilkinson, Anc. Egypt. iii. 539 ff.; Lane,
Mod. Egypt. i. ch. 1).

Baldness was despised both among Greeks and
Romans. In H. ii. 219, it is one of the defects of
Thersites: Aristophanes (who was probably bald
himself, Pops, 767, Epq. 590) takes pride in not
joining in the ridicule against it (οὔς ἔσοβα τῶν
φαλακρῶν, Mod. 540). Cesar was said "a calidri
decemtutum insignissime ferrum," and he generally
endeavored to conceal it (Suet. Caes. 45; conp.
Dion. 18).

Artificial baldness marked the conclusion of a
Nazarene's vow (Acts xviii. 18; Num. vi. 9),
and was a sign of mourning ("quasi calvito lactus
levaretur," Cic. Tus. Disp. iii. 26). It is often
alluded to in Scripture; as in Mic. i. 16; Am. viii.
19; Jer. xlvi. 5, &c.; and in Dext. xiv. 1, the
reason for its being forbidden to the Israelites is
their being "a holy and peculiar people." (Cf.
Lev. xvi. 27, and Jer. ix. 29, margin.) The practices
alluded to in the latter passages were adopted by
heathen nations (e. g. the Arabs, &c.) in honor of
various gods. Hence the expression προσοκοπάρδω.
The Alcantes (ἐπὶ δὲν κορωπάτες), and other half-
civilized tribes, shaved off the foreheads, to avoid
the danger of being seized by them in battle. (See
also Herod. ii. 56, i. 82.)

W. F. F.

Balm (.function, v. 41; v. 54: προσφ: αποστ.) occurs in Gen. xxvii. 25 as one of the substances
which the Ishmaelites were bringing from
Gilead to take into Egypt; in Gen. xliii. 11, as one
of the presents which Jacob sent to Joseph: in Jer.
xxii. 22, xiii. 11, as a symbol of the baldness of
the king of Gilead by Manasseh, who saw abundantly at Jericho.

ever, can be considered conclusive. The Syrian
xxxi. 25, suppose carn, "wax," to be meant;
others, as the Arabic version in the passages cited
in Genesis, conjecture llicravus, a medical com-
ponent of great supposed virtue in serpent bites.
Of the same opinion is Castell (Lxx. Hept. s. v.
"balm"). Luther and the Swedish version have
"salve," "ointment," in the passages in Jeremiah;
but in Ex. xxvii. 17 they read "mastic." The
Arabic Rabbis, Jonas and Trenellins, Decedatus,
&c., have "balm" or "balsam," as the A. V. (Cebas,
Herod. ii. 180) identifies the ζωτηρ with the man-
drestree (Pistacia bituminaceae).

Rossmuller (Bibl. Ant. 97) believes that the
pressed juice of the fruit of the zuckerk (Eric-
agarum angustifolium, Linm. [7]), or narrow-leaved
olster, is the substance denoted; but the same
author, in another place (Schol. in Gen. xxvii. 25),
mentions the balsam of Meeca (Amagia opobalsamum,
Linm.), referred to by Strabo (xiv. 778) and Dios-
dorus Siculus (iii. 102), as being probably the ζωτηρ
(see Kito, Phys. Rist. Pal. p. 275; Hasselquist,
Hipp. Rusc. iii. 264). Dr. Revell (Kito's Cyc. Bibl.
Lit.) is unable to identify the ζωτηρ with any of the
numerous substances that have been referred to it.

Josephus (Ant. viii. 6, § 7) mentions a current
opinion amongst the Jews, that the queen of Sheba
first introduced the balsam into Judaism, having
made Solomon a present of a root. This he says
but perhaps it was merely a tradition — the ζωτηρ
cannot be restricted to represent the produce of this
tree, as the word occurs in Genesis, and the plant
was known to the patriarchs as growing in the high-
district of Gilead.

Hasselquist has given a description of the true
balsam-tree of Meeca. He says that the exudation
from the plant is of a yellow color, and pellucid.
It has a most fragrant smell, which is resinous
balsamic, and very agreeable. It is very tenacious
or glutinous, sticking to the fingers, and may be
drawn out into long threads. I have seen it in
a Turkish surgeon's, who had it immediately from
Mecca, described it, and was informed of its virtues;
which are, first, that it is the best stomachic they
know, if taken to three grains, to strengthen a weak
stomach; secondly, that it is a most excellent and
capital remedy for curing wounds, for if a few drops
are applied to the fresh wound, it cures it in a very
short time" (Turb. p. 259).

The trees which certainly appear to have the best
claim for representing the Scriptural ζωτηρ — sup-
posing, that is, that any one particular tree is
denoted by the term — are the Pistacia bituminacea
(mastic), and the Amyris opbalsamum, Linn., the
Balsamodendron opobalsamum, or Gliciante of
modern botanists (Balm of Gilead). One argument
in favor of the first-named tree rests upon the fact
that its name in Arabic (drār, drar) is identical with
the Hebrew: and the Arabic naturalists have attrib-
uted great medicinal virtues to the resin afforded by
this tree (Dioscor. i. 90, 91; Plin. xxiv.
7: Avicenna, edit. Arab. pp. 204 and 277, in
Celsus). The Pistacia bituminacea has been recorded
to occur at Joppa both by Rauwolf and Porroce
(Stend. Flor. Palæst. No. 561). The derivation of
the word from a root, "to flow forth," "is opposed
to the theory which identifies the pressed oil of the

a From Mammeth's description of the zuckem Dr.
Hooker undesitatingly identifies it with Balsamites
Egyptiacae, which he saw abundantly at Jericho.

b "ζωτηρ," "to flow as a wound from a cleft."
suckum (balaamites: Εὐγγελιακα [?]) with the tävîr, although this oil is in very high esteem amongst the Arabs, who even prefer it to the balm of Mecca, as being more efficacious in wounds and bruises (see Marit., ii. 353, ed. Loud.). Maundrell (Journey from Aleppo, to Jerusa., p. 80), when near the Dead Sea, saw the suckum-tree. He says it is a thorny bush with small leaves, and that "the fruit both in shape and colour resembles a small unripe walnut. The kernels of this fruit the Arabs bray in a mortar, and then, putting the pulp into scalding water, they skin off the oyl which rises to the top: this oyl they take inwardly for bruises, and apply it outwardly to green wounds. . . . I procured a bottle of it, and have found it upon some small trials a very healing medicine." "This," says Dr. Robinson (Bib. Res. ii. 211), "is the modern balsam or oil of Jericho." Perhaps, after all, the tävîr does not refer to an exact name from any particular tree, but was intended to denote any kind of resinous substance which had a medicinal value. The tävîr, then, may represent the gum of the Pistacia lentiscus, or that of the Bahamendron opobalsamum. [SPICES; MASTIC;] Compare Winer, Biblisch. Realencyc. s. v., for numerous references from ancient and modern writers on the subject of the balm or balsam-tree, and Hooker's Kew Garden Misc. i. 257.

W. H.

BANUUS (Balaamites; [Vat. Balaam]).

BALTHasar (Baltasar; Baltsasor), Bar. i. 11, 12. [BELHASSAR.]

B'AMAH ([ב'מ, a high place].) Though frequently occurring in the Bible to denote the elevated spots or erections on which the idolatrous rites were conducted [HIGH PLACE], this word appears in its Hebrew form only in one passage (Ez. xx. 29), very obscure, and full of the paronomasia so dear to the Hebrew poets, so difficult for us to appreciate: "What is the high place ([מ'מ]?) whereunto ye hie ([מ'מ]?) and the name of it is called Banah ([מ'מ] unto this day)." (LXX. τι ἐστιν ἀβαίμ . . . καὶ ἐπεκλάδευσεν τὸ ἴσων αὐτοῦ 'Αβαίμ [Vat. AHAM; Alex. A'Balam; Vulg. excelsum.]) Ewald (Propheten, 246) pronounces this verse to be an extract from an older prophet than Ezekiel. G.

* Ewald's idea of a quotation is purely conjectural. The passage is certainly obscure. Hübernick understands "the height!" as referring to the place of the tabernacle or of the temple, to which the people prone to idolatry through successive ages had been accustomed to apply (down to the prophet's time = unto this day) the same name, with very much the same feeling, which they applied to the high places of their idol worship (see his Comm. üb. den Propheten Ezekiel, p. 316). Professor Fairbairn says: Jehovah gave the name Banah to every place of their worship, and held by that as the proper name; for the worship was essentially of a polluted and heathenish character (Ezekiel and his Prophecy, p. 211, 2d ed.). Umbreit would find a sarcasm in the expression: "Truly you do not up, but down when you repair to your high place!" Thus the term ([מ'מ] ever in the mouth of the

backsliding Israelites became a perpetual reminder of their abominable treachery against the gracious God who would draw them upward, on a very different height, to himself" (Comm. üb. die Propheten, iii. 115, ed. 1845). The word after all is really appellative rather than a proper name (A. V. II.

BAMOTH (בָּאֲמֹת [heights]): Ba'adah: Ba'moth. A halting-place of the Israelites in the Amorite country on their march to Caanaan (Num. xxii. 19, 20). It was between Nahaliel and Pfrageh, north of the Arnon. Eusebius (Onomast.) calls it "Baboth, a city of the Amorite beyond Jordan on the Arnon, which the children of Israel took." Jerome adds that it was in the territory of the Beubenites. Knobel identifies it with "the high places of Baal" (Num. xxii. 41), or Bamoth Baal, and places it on the modern Jebel Attarás, the site being marked by stone heaps which were observed both by Sotzet (ii. 342) and Burekhard (Syria, p. 370).

W. A. W.

BAMOTH-BA'AL (בָּאֲמֹת-בָּאָל, high places of Baal): Ba'adah Ba'adah: Ba'mothba'al, a sanctuary of Baal in the country of Mob (Josh. xiii. 17), which is probably mentioned in the Itinerary in Num. xxii. 19, under the shorter form of Bamoth, or Bamoth-in-the-ravine (20), and again in the enumeration of the towns of Moab in Is. xv. 2. In this last passage the word is translated in the A. V. "the high places," as it is also in Num. xxii. 41, where the same locality is doubtless referred to. Near to Bamoth was another place bearing the name of the same divinity,—BAAL-MEON, or BETH-BAAL-MEON.

G.

BAN (Busav [Alex. Abd. Bár]): Tabal, a name in a very corrupt passage (1 Esdr. v. 37); it stands for Tobiah in the parallel lists in Ezra and Nehemiah.

BANA'IAS [3 syl.]: B'aniah; Banais), 1 Esdr. ix. 35. [BENAHAI.

BANI (בָּני [built, perh. baring posteriority]), the name of several men. 1. A Galatite, one of David's mighty men (2 Sam. xxiii. 36; LXX. [ed. Rom.]) translate, Πολυμενοῦς υἱὸς Γαλααθί [Vat. -beï; Alex. Πολύκος δυναμοῦς υἱὸς Γαλατία; Comp. Bani & G'dali; Bani de Gadi].

2. [Barni]: Vat. Bari; Alex. Baan: Boni. A Levite of the line of Merari, and forefather to Ethan (1 Chr. vi. 46).

3. [Bani]: Vat. Alex. om.: Bami. A man of Judah of the line of Pharez (1 Chr. iv. 4). 4. [Bani: Barni, etc.]: Barni. "Children of Barni" returned from captivity with Zerubbabel (Ezr. ii. 10; Neh. x. 14; Ezr. x. 29, 34; 1 Esdr. vi. 12). [BANNI, MANI, and MAANI.]

5. [Barni]: Barni. An Israelite "of the son of Barni" (Ezr. xii. 36). [BANNU'S.]


7. [Bana'ias, etc.]: Barni. A Levite (Neh. viii 7; ix. 4; LXX. transl. καὶ οἱ υἱοὶ Καναδάς, 4 x. 13). [ANUS.]

8. Another Levite (Neh. ix. 4; LXX. [ed Rom.] transl. υἱοί Καναδάς [Vat. om.: Comp Abd. Alex. Xavari: Barni]).

a It will be observed that our Translators have, in Num. xxiii. 3, rendered by "high place" a totally different word (ץ'מ') which is devoid of the special meaning of "Bamoth."
BANID

Levite, of the sons of Asaph (Neh. xi. 22).

BANID (Bavtis) [Vat. τεμιδ.; Alex. Baviti]. Another

[Abd. Bar. 4: Bawtis]. 1 Esdr. viii. 36. This repre-

sum. of a name which has apparently escaped from

seems the Hebrew text (see Ezr. viii. 10).

BANNAIA (3 syl.) [Ζαβάναιας [Vat.


The corresponding name in the list in Ezra is Zawioa.

BANUS (Bavtina). 1 Esdr. ix. 34. [Baut., or Bawhol].

BANQUETS. These, among the Hebrews,

were not only a means of social enjoyment, but

Banqueted to a large extent observed by the male sex

(Neh. viii. 17). Sacrifices, both ordinary and ex-

traordinary, as amongst heathen nations (Ex. xxxix.

15; Judg. xvi. 23), included a banquet, and the sons

made this latter the prominent part. The

two, thus united, marked strongly both domestic

and civil life. It may even be said that some sacrificial

recognition, if it only in pouring the blood

solemnly forth as before God, always attended

the slaughter of an animal for food. The

firstlings of cattle were to be offered and eaten at the sanc-

tuary if not too far from the residence (1 Sam. ix.

13; 2 Sam. vi. 19; Ex. xxii. 29, 39; Lev. xix. 5,

Deut. xix. 20, 21, xv. 19-22). From the

sacrificial banquet probably sprang the ἀγαθᾶς;

as the Lord's supper, with which it for a while 

ceded precedence from the Passover as an extra-

religious celebrations, such events as the evening a son

and heir, a marriage, the separation or reunion of

friends, and sheepshearing, were customarily

attended by a banquet or repast (Gen. xxii. 8, xxix.

22, xxxvi. 27, 54; 1 Sam. xxvi. 2, 36; 2 Sam. xiii.

23). At a funeral, also, refreshment was taken in com-

mon by the mourners, and this might tend to be-

come a scene of indulgence, but ordinarily abso-

luteness seems on such occasions to have been

the rule. The case of Archelaus is not conclusive,

but his inclination towards alien usages was doubt-

less shared by the Herodizing Jews (Jer. xvi.

5-7; Ex. xxiv. 17; Hos. iv. 4; 1 Esdr. vii. 2; Joseph.

de R. J. ii. 1). Birthday-banquets are only men-

tioned in the cases of Pharohi and Heron (Gen.

xx. 29; Matt. xiv. 6). A leading topic of prophetic

relish is the abuse of festivities to an occasion of drunk

ewedness, and the growth of fashion in favor of

drinking parties. Such was the invitation typi-

ically given by Jeremiah to the Hechabites (Jer.

xxvi. 5). The usual time of the banquet was the

evening, and to begin early was a mark of excess

(Ex. v. 11; 1 Esdr. x. 16). The slaughtering of the

cattle, which was the preliminary of a banquet,

occupied the earlier part of the same day (Prov. ix.

2: Is. xxii. 13; Matt. xxii. 4). The most essential

materials of the banquet-room, next to the

table and wine, which last was often drugged

with spices (Prov. ix. 2; Cant. viii. 2), were perfumed

oointments, garlands or loose flowers, white or brilli-

ant roles, after these, exhibitions of music, singers,

and dancers, riddles, jesting, and merriment (Is.

xxvii. 5; 1 Wisd. ii. 6-8; 2 Sam. xiii. 55; Is. xxv.

6, v. 12; Judg. xiv. 19; xvi. 19; xix. 10; Exod. x. 19;

Matt. xxii. 11; Ann. xi. 5, 6; Luke xv. 23). One day

was a not uncommon duration of a festival,

especially for a wedding, but sometimes fourteen

(Tob. viii. 19; Gen. xxix. 27; Judg. xiv. 12); but

if the bride were a widow, three days formed the

limit (Buxtorf, de Conc. Heb.). The reminder

sent to the guests (Luke xiv. 17) was, probably,

only usual in private banquets on a large scale,

involved much preparation. Whether the

slaves who bade the guests had the office (as the

coventor or inventores among the Romans) of

pointing out the places at table and naming the

strange dishes, must remain undecided." (Winer,

s. v. gastermacher.) There seems no doubt that

the Jews of the O. T. period used a common table for

all the guests. In Joseph's entertainment a cerem-

onial separation prevailed, but there is no reason

for supposing a separate table for each, as is dis-

tinctly asserted in Joseph's Te. Ricvets. e. vii.

to have been usual (Buxtorf, l. c.). The latter custom

was certainly in use among the ancient Greeks and

Romans (Hom. Od. xiii., xii. 74; Tac. Germ.

22), and perhaps among the Egyptians (Wilkinson,

ii. 202, earings). But the common phrase to "sit at table," or "eat at any one's table," shows the

originality of the opposite usage. The posture

table at early times was sitting (αἰσθητι, ἀκατηστι),

to sit round, 1 Sam. xvi. 11, xx. 5, 18), and the

guests were ranged in order of dignity (Gen. xiii.

32; 1 Sam. ii. 22; Joseph. Ant. xi. 2, § 4). The words imply the recluent posture (αὐτο-

δικέων, ἀκατῆτριν, or ἀκάτησιαν) belong to the

N. T. The separation of the women's banquet was

not a Jewish custom (Esth. i. 9). Portions or

measures were sent from the entertainer to each guest

at table, and a double or even five-fold share when

peculiar distinction was intended, or a special part

was reserved (1 Sam. i. 5; Gen. xlix. 34; 1 Sam.

xv. 23, 24). Portions were similarly sent to poorer

friends direct from the banquet-table (Neh. viii.

10; Esth. ix. 19, 22). The kiss on receiving a

guest was a point of friendly courtesy (Luke vii.

45). Perfumes and scented oils were offered for the

head, beard, and garments. It was strictly

enjoyed by the Rabbis to wash both before and

after eating, which they called the νομορεισμός

and ἱδρυματοδοσία; but washing the feet seems to

have been limited to the case of a guest who was

also a traveller.

In religious banquets the wine was mixed, by

rabbinical regulation, with three parts of water, and

four short forms of benediction were pronounced

over it. At the passover four such cups were

mixed, blessed, and passed round by the master of

the feast (ἀρχηγός τῶν ἄρχων). It is probable that

the character of this official varied with that of the

entertainment; if it were a religious one, his office

would be quasi-priestly; if a revel, he would be the

necropomaios or arbiter libitum. H. H.

BANUAS (Bawtins; Bavtins), a name occurring

in the lists of those who returned from cap-

tivity (1 Esdr. v. 26). Banumus and Sudias are

mentioned to Hodiarch in the parallel lists of Ezra and Ne-

hemiah.
BAPTISM (βαπτισμα). 1. It is well known that ablution or bathing was common in most ancient nations as a preparation for prayers and sacrifice, or as expiatory of sin. The Egyptian priests, in order to be fit for their sacred offices, bathed twice in the day and twice in the night (Herod. ii. 37). The Greeks and Romans used to bathe before sacrifice (Eo laetum, at sacrificio, Plaut. Addular. iii. 49) and before prayer —

"Hec sanecti ut peacem, Tiberino in gurgite mergis Mane caput bis terque, et noctem flumine purges." Paus. Sat. ii. 15.

At the celebration of the Eleusinian mysteries, on the second day of the greater mysteries, the mystes went in solemn procession to the sea-coast, where they were purified by bathing (see Dict. of Gr. and Rome. Antiq. p. 453). But, above all, when pollution of any kind had been contracted, as by the being stained with blood in battle, purific-

ication by water was thought needful before acts of devotion could be performed or any sacred thing be taken in hand (see Soph. Ajax, 665; Verg. Æn. ii. 719, &c.). Even the crime of homicide is said to have been expiated by such means.

"Omne nefas omnemque nullam purganda causam Credebat nostril tollere posse semen.

Ah! uniam fugies, qui tristis criminis eris.

Purifico tobi possi patris aqua." Orat. Fasti, ii. 35, 33, 45, 46.

There is a natural connection in the mind between the thought of physical and that of spiritual pollution. In warm countries this connection is probably even closer than in colder climates; and hence the frequency of ablution in the religious rites throughout the East.

II. The history of Israel and the Law of Moses abounds with such instructions. When Jacob was returning with his wives and children to Bethel, he enjoined his household to "put away all their strange gods, and to be clean, and change their garments" (Gen. xxxv. 2). When the Almighty was about to deliver the Ten Commandments to Moses in the sight of the people of Israel, he commanded Moses to "sanctify them to-day and to-morrow, and let them wash their clothes" (Ex. xix. 10). After the giving of that Law all kinds of ceremonial pollutions required purification by water. He that ate that which died of itself was to wash his clothes and to bathe his flesh (Lev. xvi. 15); he that touched man or woman who was separated for any legal uncleanness, or who touched even their garments or their bed, was to wash his clothes and bathe himself in water (see Lev. xv.; comp. Deut. xxiii. 10); he that touched a dead body was to be unclean till even, and wash his flesh with water (Lev. xxii. 4, 6); he that let go the scapegoat that burned the skin of the bullock sacrificed for a sin-offering, was to wash his clothes and bathe his flesh in water (Lev. xvi. 26, 28); he that gathered the ashes of the red heifer was to wash his clothes and be unclean till the evening (Num. xix. 10). Before great religious observances such purifi-

cations were especially solemn (see John xi. 55).

And in the later times of the Jewish history there appear to have been public baths and buildings set apart for this purpose, one of which was probably the pool of Bethesda with its five porches men-

ioned in John vi. 2 (see Spencer, De Legg. Heb. p. 92).

It was natural that, of all people, the priests most especially should be required to purify themselves in this manner. At their consecration Aaron and his sons were brought to the door of the tabernacle and washed with water (Ex. xxix. 4); and whenever they went into the sanctuary they were enjoined to wash their hands and their feet in the laver, which was between the altar and the taber-

nacle, "that they died not" (Ex. xxv. 20). In Sol-

omons temple there were two lavers to wash the things offered for the burnt-offering, and a molten sea for the ablution of priests (2 Chr. iv. 2, 6). The consecration of the high-priest deserves especial notice. It was first by baptism, then by un-


cion, and lastly by sacrifice (Ex. xxix. 4, xii. 12-15; Lev. viii.).

The spiritual significance of all these ceremonial washings was well known to the devout Israelite. "I will wash my hands in innocency," says the Psalmist, "and so will I compass thine altar" (Psa. xxvi. 6). "Wash me thoroughly from mine iniquity, and cleanse me from my sin." "Wash me and I shall be whiter than snow" (Psa. li. 2, 7; comp. liii. 13). The prophets constantly speak of pardon and conversion from sin under the same figure. "Wash you, make you clean!" (Is. i. 16).

"When the Lord shall have washed away the filth of the daughter of Zion" (Jer. iv. 4). "O Jerusalem, wash thine heart from wickedness" (Jer. iv. 14). "In that day shall there be a fountain opened to the house of David and to the inhabitants of Jerusalem for sin and for uncleanness" (Zech. xiii. 1). The significant manner in which Pilate washed his hands, declaring himself innocent of the blood of Jesus, was an expressive picturing to the people in forms rendered familiar to their minds from the customs of their law.

From the Gospel history we learn that at that time ceremonial washings had been greatly multi-

plied by traditions of the doctors and elders (see Mark vii. 3, 4), and the testimony of the Evangelist is fully borne out by that of the later writ-

ings of the Jews. The most important and prob-

ably one of the earliest of these traditional customs was the baptizing of proselytes. There is an uni-

versal agreement among later Jewish writers that all the Israelites were brought into covenant with God by circumcision, baptism, and sacrifice, and that the same ceremonies were necessary in admitting proselytes. Thus Maimonides (Isaac Biba, cap. 13). "Israel was admitted into covenant by three things, namely, by circumcision, baptism, and sacrifice. Circumcision was in Egypt, as it is said, "None uncircumcised shall eat of the passover." Baptism was in the Law, as it is said, 'Thou shalt sanctify them to-day and to-morrow, and let them wash their garments,' " And he adds, "So, whenever a Gien tile desires to enter into the covenant of Israel, and place himself under the wings of the Divine Majesty, and take the yoke of the Law upon him, he must be circumcised, and baptized, and bring a sacrifice; or if it be a woman, she must be baptized and bring a sacrifice. The same is abundantly titiled by other writers, as by the Jerusalem and Babylonian Talmud, although no reference to this custom can be found in Philo, Josephus, or the Targum of Onkelos. Its earliest mention appears to be in the Targum of Jonathan on Ex. xii. 44.
BAPTISM

"Thou shalt circumcise him and baptize him." It should be added, that men, women, and children, were all baptized, and either two or three witnesses were required to be present. Some modern writers — Lardner, Ernesti, De Wette, Meyer, Paulus, and others — have doubted or denied that this baptism of proselytes had been in use among the Jews from times so early as those of the Gospel; but it is highly improbable that, after the rise of Christianity, the Jews should have adopted a rite so distinctly Christian as baptism had then become. The frequent use of religious ablution, as enjoined by the Law, had certainly become much more frequent by the tradition of the elders. The motive which may have led to the addition of baptism to the first commanded circumcision is obvious — circumcision applied only to males, baptism could be used for the admission of female proselytes also. Moreover, many nations bordering upon Canaan, and amongst whom the Jews were afterwards dispersed, such as the Ishmaelites and the Egyptians, were already circumcised, and therefore converts from among them could not be admitted to Judaism by circumcision. There seems, indeed, no good reason to doubt that the custom which may so naturally have grown up with it, and which appears to have prevailed not long after the Christian era, had really prevailed from the period of the captivity, if not, as many think, from times of still more remote antiquity (see Bengel, Vorder der Alt. der Jud. Præsidium, Tubing, 1814, quoted by Kuinoel onMatt. iii. 9).

III. The Baptism of John. — These usages of the Jews will account for the readiness with which all men flocked to the baptism of John the Baptist. The teaching of the prophets by outward signs was familiar to the minds of the Israelites. There can be no question but that there was at this period a general expectation of the Messiah's kingdom, an expectation which extended beyond Judea and prevailed throughout all the east (see Urine lento, Stenton, Foggia, c. iv.). Comest had made Judea a province of Rome, and the hope of deliverance rested on the promises of the Kingdom. The last words of Malachi had foretold the coming of the Angel of the Covenant, the rising of the Sun of Righteousness, to be preceded by the prophet Elijah, to turn the hearts of the fathers to the children and of the children to the fathers (Mal. iii. 1, iv. 2, 3). The Seraph therefore taught that "Elias must first come" (Matt. xvii. 10); for this expectation of Elias among the Rabbinos, see Lightfoot, Hexaem. onJohn i. 19, vol. iv. p. 402; Wetstein on Matt. xvi. 13). And so, when John preached and baptized, the people, feeling the call to repentance, came to him as to one who was at the same time reproving them for their sins, and giving hope of freedom from the afflictions which their sins had brought upon them. He proclaimed the near approach of the kingdom of heaven — a phrase taken from Dan. ii. 44, xil. 14, in use also among the Jews in later times (see Wetstein and Lightfoot, H. H., onMatt. iii. 2) — and preached a baptism of repentance "for the remission of sins" (Mark i. 4). They readily united in their own minds the necessity of repentance and the expecta-

tion of the Messiah, according to a very prevalent belief that the sins of Israel delayed the coming of Christ and that their repentance would hasten it. John's baptism, corresponding with the custom of cleansing by water from legal impurity and with the baptism of proselytes from heathenism to Judaism, seemed to call upon them to come out from the unbelieving and sinful habits of their age, and to enlist themselves into the company of those who were preparing for the manifestation of the deliverer.

Naturally connected with all this was an expectation and a using, whether John himself "were the Christ or not" (Luke iii. 15); and when he denied that he was so, the next question which arose was whether he were Elias (John i. 21). But when he refused to be called either Christ or Elias, they asked, "Why, then, baptizest thou?" (John i. 25.) It was to them as a preparation for a new state of things that John's baptism seemed intelligible and reasonable. If he were not bringing them into such a state or making them ready for it, his action was out of place and unreasonable.

There has been some uncertainty and debate as to the nature of John's baptism and its spiritual significance. It appears to have been a kind of transition from the Jewish baptism to the Christian. All ceremonial ablutions under the Law pictured to the eye that inward cleansing of the heart which can come only from the grace of God, and which accompanies forgiveness of sins. So John's baptism was a baptism of repentance for the remission of sins (βαπτισμὸς μετανοής εἰς ἡλιτίαν ἁμαρτιῶν, Mark i. 4); it was accompanied with confession (Matt. iii. 6) it was a call to repentance: it conveyed a promise of pardon; and the whole was Lii up with faith in Him that should come after, even Christ Jesus (Acts xix. 4). It was such that Jesus himself designed to be baptized with it, and perhaps some of his disciples received no other baptism but John's until they received the special baptism of the Holy Ghost on the great day of Pentecost. Yet John himself speaks of it as a new baptism with water unto repentance, pointing forward to Him who should baptize with the Holy Ghost and with fire (Matt. iii. 11). And the distinction between John's baptism and Christian baptism appears in the case of Apollos who, though instructed in the way of the Lord, the faith of Jesus Christ, and fervent in spirit, speaking and teaching diligently the things of the Lord, yet knew only the baptism of John; whereas when Apollos and Priscillas had heard, they took him unto them, and expanded unto him the way of God more perfectly " (Acts xiii. 26). Even more observable is the case of the disciples at Ephesus, mentioned Acts xiv. 1-6. They were evidently numbered among Christians, or they would not have been called disciples, μαθηται. But when they were asked if they had received the Holy Ghost since they had believed, they said that they had not even heard if there was a Holy Ghost, an answer which may have signified either that they knew not as yet the Christian doctrine of the personality of the Spirit of God, or having been baptized in the name of the Trinity, or that they had

a Full information on this subject will be found in Lightfoot, en Matt. iii. 6; Works, xi. 25; Hammond on St. Matt. iii. 6; Schleierm. H. H.; Wetstein on Matt. iii. 2; Buxtorf, Lex. Cod. et Rabbin. s. v. 2; Ges-

b See Lightfoot, as above.
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No doubt it was his will in the first place, by so submitting to baptism, to set to his seal to the teaching and the ministry of John. Again, as He was to be the Head of his Church and the Captain of our salvation, He was pleased to undergo that rite which He afterwards enjoined on all his followers. And, once more, his baptism consecrated the baptism of Christians forever; even as afterwards his own partaking of the Eucharist gave still further sanction to his injunction that His disciples ever after should continually partake of it. But, beyond all this, his baptism was his formal setting apart for his ministry, and was a most important portion of his consecration to be the High Priest of God. He was just entering on the age of thirty (Luke iii. 21), the age at which the Levites began their ministry and the rabbis their teaching. It has already been mentioned that the consecration of Aaron to the high-priesthood was by baptism, anointing, and sacrifice (see Lev. viii. 1). All these were undergone by Jesus. First He was baptized by John. Then, just as the high-priest was anointed immediately after his baptism, so when Jesus had gone up out of the water, the heavens were opened unto Him, and the Spirit of God descended upon Him (Matt. iii. 16); and thus, as St. Peter tells us, “God anointed Jesus of Nazareth with the Holy Ghost and with power” (Acts x. 38). The sacrifice indeed was not till the end of his earthly ministry, when He offered up the sacrifice of Himself; and then at his resurrection and ascension He fully took upon Him the office of priesthood, entering into the presence of God for us, pleading the efficacy of his sacrifice, and blessing those for whom that sacrifice was offered. But the baptism, therefore, was the beginning of consecration; anointing was the immediate consequent upon the baptism; and sacrifice was the completion of the initiation, so that He was thenceforth perfected, or fully consecrated as a Priest for evermore (eis tìn aìdòn tèteleioìnàs, Heb. vii. 28; see Jackson on the Grec, book ix. sect. i. ch. i.).

In this sense, therefore, Christ “came by water” (1 John v. 6); for at baptism He came to his own; as the priest, He entered into the office of a Priest and an Evangelist; He came forth, too, from the privacy of his youth to manifest Himself to the world. But He came “not by water only,” as the Cerinthians, and before them the Nicolaitans, had said (Iren. iii. 11), but by blood also. He had come into the world by birth of the Virgin Mary; He came forth to the world by the baptism of John. Both at his birth and at his baptism the Spirit announced Him to be the Son of God. Thus came He not by baptism only, but by baptism and birth. His birth, his baptism, and the Holy Spirit at both of them, were the three witnesses testifying to the one truth (eis tò év. v. 8), namely, that Jesus was the Son of God (v. 5).

V. Baptism of the Disciples of Christ. Whether our Lord ever baptized has been doubted. The only passage which may distinctly bear on the question is John iv. 1, 2, where it is said that Jesus made and baptized more disciples than John, though Jesus himself baptized not, but his disciples.” We necessarily infer from it, that, as soon as our Lord began his ministry, and gathered to Him a company of disciples, He, like John the Baptist, admitted into that company by the administration of baptism. Normally, however, to say the least of it, the administration of baptism was by the hands of his disciples. Some suppos
that the first-called disciples had all received baptism at the hands of John the Baptist, as must have pretty certainly been the case with Andrew (see John 1:35, 37, 40); and that they were not again baptized with water after they joined the company of Christ. Others believe that Christ himself baptized some of his earlier disciples, who were afterwards authorized to baptize the rest. But in any case the words above cited seem to show that the making disciples and the baptizing them went together; and that baptism was, even during our Lord's earthly ministry, the formal mode of accepting his service and becoming attached to his company.

After the resurrection, when the Church was to be spread and the Gospel preached, our Lord's own commission contains the making of disciples with their baptism. The command, 'Make disciples of all nations by baptizing them' (Matt. xxviii. 19), is merely the extension of his own practice, 'Jesus made disciples and baptized them' (John iv. 1). The conduct of the Apostles is the plainest comment on both; for so soon as ever men, convinced by their preaching, asked for guidance and direction, their first exhortation was to repentance and baptism, that thus the convert should be at once publicly received into the fold of Christ (see Acts ii. 38, viii. 12, 36, ix. 18, x. 47, xvi. 15, 33, 40).

Baptism then was the initiatory rite of the Christian Church, as circumcision was the initiatory rite of Judaism. The contrast between them is plain: the one was a painful and dangerous, the other is a simple and solitary rite. Circumcision seemed a serious entrance upon religion which was a yoke of bondage: baptism is a natural introduction to a law of liberty; and as it was light and easy, like the yoke of Christ, so was it comprehensive and expansive. The command was unlimited, 'Make disciples of all nations by baptizing them.' The arms of mercy were extended to receive the world. The 'Desire of all nations' called all nations to accept his service. Baptism therefore was a witness to Christ's reception of all men, and a sign of God's enduring grace. But again, as circumcision admitted to the Jewish covenant— to the privileges and the responsibility attending to that covenant, so baptism, which secured it, was the mode of admission to the Christian covenant, to its graces and privileges, to its duties and service. It was to be the formal taking up of the yoke of Christ, the accepting of the promises of Christ. The baptized convert became a Christian as the circumcised convert had become a Jew; and as the circumcised convert had contracted an obligation to obey all the ordinances of Moses, but therewith a share in all the promises to the seed of Abraham, so the baptized convert, while contracting all the responsibility of Christ's service, had a share too in all the promises of God in Christ.

It is obviously difficult to draw out the teaching of the New Testament on the rite of baptism and its significance, without approaching too near to the regions of controversy. We shall endeavor therefore merely to classify the passages which refer to it, and to exhibit them in their simplest form, and to let them speak their own language.

VI. The Types of Baptism. — 1. St. Peter (1 Pet. iii. 21) compares the deliverance of Noah in the Deluge to the deliverance of Christians in baptism. The passage is not without considerable difficulty, though its general sense is pretty readily apparent. The apostle had been speaking of those who were put in the ark with the ark which was a prefiguration of Noah when the ark was a preparing, in which few, that is eight souls, were saved by water. According to the A. V., he goes on, 'The like figure whereunto baptism doth now save us.' The Greek, in the best MSS., is 'Ο Καί ήαι άντίστοιχοι ουίν σάδεις βαπτισμάτων . . . . . . Γέφυρας ἀκόλουθος από τούτοις, 'accurately corresponding.' The difficulty is in the relative ὧ. There is no antecedent to which it can refer except ἄντιστοιχος, 'water,' and it seems as if βαπτισμάτων must be put in apposition with ὧ, and as in explanation of it. Noah and his company were saved by water, 'which water also, that is the water of baptism, correspondingly saves us.' Even if the reading were ὧ, it would most naturally refer to the preceding ἄντιστοιχος. Certainly it could not refer to κίβος, which is feminine. We must then probably interpret, that, though water was the instrument for destroying the unbelieving, and this was prefigured; it was yet the instrument ordained of God for saving the ark, and so for saving Noah and his family; and it is in correspondence with this that water also, namely, the water of baptism, saves Christians. Augustine, commenting on these words, writes that 'the events in the days of Noah were a figure of things to come, so that they who believe not the Gospel, when the Church is building, may be considered as like those who believed not when the Church was prepared; whilst those who have believed and are baptized (i.e. are saved by baptism) may be compared to those who were formerly saved in the ark by water' (Festus 184, tom. ii, p. 579). 'The building of the ark,' he says again, 'was a kind of preaching.' 'The waters of the Deluge pre-signified baptism to those who believed—punishment to the unbelieving' (ib.).

It would be impossible to give any definite explanation of every word, and still less without either expressing a theological opinion or exhibiting in detail different sentiments. The apostle, however, gives a caution which no doubt may have need of an interpreter, when he adds, 'not adding yet the water of the flesh, but the answer (ἀπαντήσεως) of a good conscience towards God.' And probably all will agree that he intended here to warn us against resting on the outward administration of a sacrament, with no corresponding preparation of the conscience and the soul. The connection in this passage between baptism and 'the resurrection of Jesus Christ,' may be compared with Col. ii. 12.

2. In I Cor. x. 1, 2, the passage of the Red Sea and the shadowing of the miraculous cloud are treated as types of baptism. In all the early part of this chapter the wanderings of Israel in the wilderness are put in comparison with the life of the Christian. The being under the cloud and the passing through the sea resemble baptism; eating manna and drinking of the rock are as the spiritual food which feeds the Church; and the different temptations, sins, and punishments of the Israelites on their journey to Canaan are held up as a warning to the Corinthian Church. It appears that the Rabbinics themselves speak of a baptism in the cloud (see Wetstein in h. l., who quotes Parch K. Eliezer, 44; see also Schoettgen in h. l.). The passage from
the condition of bondmen in Egypt was through baptism, as
the Red Sea, and with the protection of the luminous
cloud. When the sea was passed, the people were no longer subjects of Pharaoh; but were, un-
der the guidance of Moses, forming into a new
commonwealth, and on their way to the promised
land, with the assurance of a new and differently
appearing land. This resembles the entering of a new
convert from the circumcision of the Christian
Church, his being placed in a new relation, under a
new condition, in a spiritual commonwealth, with a way before him to a better coun-
try, though surrounded with dangers, subject to
temptations, and with enemies on all sides to en-
counter in his progress.2

3. Another type of, or rather a rite analogous to,
baptism, was circumcision. St. Paul (Col. ii. 11)
speaks of the Colossian Christians as having been
circumcised with a circumcision made without
hands, when they were buried with Christ in bap-
tism, in which they were also raised again with
Him (κατὰ περίτευχον τέτοιον τοῦ Χριστοῦ), i. e.
by baptism.

4. Before leaving this part of the subject we
ought perhaps to observe that in more than one
instance death is called a baptism. In Matt. xxi.
22, Mark x. 39, our Lord speaks of the cup which
He had to drink, and the baptism that He was to be
baptized with; and again in Luke xii. 50, "I have
a baptism to be baptized with." The interpreters
generally thought that baptism here means an inun-
dation of sorrows; that, as the baptized went down
into the waters, and was to be poured over
him, so our Lord meant to indicate that He
himself had to pass through "the deep waters of aflic-
tion" (see Kuinoel on Matt. xx. 22: Schleusner, s. r. Βαπτίζω). "To baptize" was used as synon-
ymous with "to overwhelm;" and accordingly in
alter times martyrdom was called a baptism of
blood. But the metaphor in this latter case is
evidently different; and in the above words of our
Lord baptism is used without any qualification,
wheresoever passages adduced from profane authors
we always find some words explanatory of the
meaning of the immersion.3 Is it not then probable that some

1 The Fathers consider the baptism of the sea and
the cloud to be a special type of baptism, that the sea rep-
resented the water, and the cloud the Spirit. (Greg. Naz. Ocr. xxxi. 634: Βάπτισμα Μω-
σέως, ἀλλ’ ἐν ὑδάτι, καὶ τῷ τοιοῦτῳ ἐν νεφέλῃ καὶ ἐν θα-
kλασίῃ, τυπίσεως ἐν τῷ νόμῳ, ὡς καὶ Παύλου δοκεῖ: ἡ ἀθ-
λάσια τοῦ θαλάττων, ἐν νεφελί τοῦ Πνεύματος. See Sozuer, s. v. Βάπτισμα.) Else the Ναύζων is, according to some,
by the ministry of Moses; or, according to others, under the guidance of Moses (as Chrysost., Theophyl-
act, and others, in h. i.). Most plainly, however, and in the opinion of the most weighty commentators,
both ancient and modern, it means "into the relation

22. of death, especially of our Lord's death, to baptism,
when we consider too that the connection of bap-
tism with the death and resurrection of Christ is
so much insisted on by St. Paul? (See below.)

VII. Names of Baptism. — From the types of
baptism referred to in the New Testament, we may
perhaps pass to the various names by which bap-
tism seems to be there designated.

1. "Baptism" (Βάπτισμα) the word "baptismus" occurs only three times. (Mark vii. 8; Heb.
v. 2, x. 10). The verb βαπτίζων (from βαπτίζω, to dip) is the rendering of "baptismus" by the LXX. in 2
K. v. 14; and accordingly the Rabbinus used 
πνεύς κατὰ ὑπομονήν for Βάπτισμα.

The Latin Fathers render "baptizemus" by timpere (c. g. Tertull. oxe. Proc. c. 6, Novissimae mandavit ut tingerent in Patrem
Philum et Spiritum Sanctum); by mergere (as Ambros. De Sacramentis, lib. i. c. 7, Interrogata-
es ex. Creedis in Deum Patrem Omnipotentem: "ad mergere et dixerint, est sepulcrum est\); by mergetur (as Tertullian, De Coram Milliis, c.
3, Definie ter mergitunm); see Suicer, s. r. Ομώδος. Among the Greek Fathers, the word Βαπ-
tize is often used frequently, for to im-
burse or overwhelm with sleep, sorrow, sin, etc.
Thus ο’ τιμωδος Βαπτιζομαι ε’ ουρα, bap-
sed i. e. by baptism.

2. "The Water" (τὸ ὕδατος) is a name of bap-
tism which occurs in Acts x. 47. After St. Peter's
discourse, the Holy Spirit came visibly on Cere-
lius and his company; and the apostle asked,
"Can any man forbid the water, that these should
not be baptized, who have received the Holy
Spirit?" In ordinary cases the water had been
first administered, after that the Apostles laid
their hands on their hands, and then the Spirit was
given. But here the Spirit had come down manifestly, before the
administration of baptism; and St. Peter ar-
gued, that no one could then reasonably addi-
tional baptism (calling it "the water") from those
who had visibly received that of which baptism was the
sign and seal. With this phrase, τὸ ὕδατος, "the
water," used of baptism, compare the "breaking of
bread" as a title of the Eucharist, Acts ii. 42.

3. "The Washing of Water" (τὸ λουτρόν τοῦ
ὕδατος, "the bath of the water"), is another
Scriptural term, by which baptism is signified.
It occurs Eph. v. 26. The whole passage runs,
"Husbands love your own wives, as Christ also
loved the church and gave himself for it, that He
might sanctify and cleanse it by the washing of

a Their is unquestionable, however, that in Mark vii.
4 'Baptismus' is used, where immersion of the whole
body is not intended. See Lightfoot, in loc. [For the
opposite opinion, see De Wette in loc. (Eugen. To}
2. 0), and Meyer in l. (Kontz. u. a. N. T. el. 1194)
See especially Fritzsche, Evangel. Morali, p. 294. H]
water with the word" (καβατις αυτην καθαριζεις τον λουτρον του διος εν ρηματι, "that He might sanctify it, having purified it by the [well-known] laver of the water in the word," Eilli-set). To there appears clearly, in these words, a reference to the bridal bath; but the allusion to baptism is clearer still, baptism of which the bridal bath was an emblem, a type or mystery, signifying to us the spiritual union betwixt Christ and His Church. And as the bride was wont to bathe before being presented to the bridegroom, so washing in the water is that imitative rite by which the Christian Church is betrothed to the Bridegroom, Christ.

There is some difficulty in the construction and interpretation of the qualifying words, εν ρηματι, "by the word." According to the more ancient interpretation they would indicate, that the outward rite of washing and lathing is insufficient and unsatisfying, without the added potency of the Word of God (comp. 1 Pet. iii. 21, "Not the putting away the filth of the flesh," in.; and as the Λουτρον του διος had reference to the bridal bath, the phrase might be an allusion to the words of betrothal. The bridal bath and the words of betrothal typified the water and the words of baptism. On the doctrine so expressed the language of Augustine is famous: "Petrae verbum, et quid est aqua nisi aqua? Aecedit verbum ad elemen tum, et fit sacramentum" (Tract. 80 in John.). Yet the general use of ρημα in the New Testament and the grammatical construction of the passage seem to favor the opinion, that the Word of God preached to the Church, rather than the words made use of in baptism, is that accomplishment of the laver, without which it would be imperfect (see Elliott, on b. l.).

4. "The washing of regeneration." (Λουτρον παλιγγενεσιας, "the bath of regeneration") is a phrase naturally connected with the foregoing. It occurs Tit. iii. 5. All ancient and most modern commentators have interpreted it of baptism. Controversy has made some persons unwilling to admit this interpretation; but the question probably should be, not as to the significance of the phrase, but as to the degree of importance attached in the words of the apostle to that which the phrase indicates. Thus Calvin held that the "bath" meant baptism; but he explained its occurrence in this context by saying, that "Baptism is to us the seal of salvation which Christ hath obtained for us." The current of the apostle's reasoning is this. He tells Titus to exhort the Christians of Crete to be submissive to authority, showing all meekness to all men: "for we ourselves were once foolish, erring, serving our own lusts; but when the kindness of God our Saviour, and his love toward man appeared, not by works of righteousness which we performed, but according to his own mercy. He saved us, by (through the instrumentality of) the bath of regeneration, and the renewing of the Holy Ghost (δια Λουτρον παλιγγενεσιας και ἀνακατασκευας Πνευματος ἀγιου)," which He shed on us abundantly through Jesus Christ our Saviour, that being justified by his grace, we might be made heirs of eternal life through hope for according to hope, κατ' ἐκπαθειαν."

The argument is, that the Christians should be kind to all men, remembering that they themselves had been foremost in disobedience, but that by God's free mercy in Christ they had been transplanted into a better state, even a state of salvation (ἐπαινεις υμαις); and that by means of the bath of regeneration and the renewal of the Holy Spirit. If, according to the more ancient and common interpretation, the water means baptism, the whole will seem pertinent. Christians are placed in a more moral reference to the Church of Christ, by baptism, and they are renewed in the spirit of their minds by the Holy Spirit. One question naturally arises in this passage. Does ἀνακατασκευας depend on Λουτρον, or on διος? If we adopt the opinion of those who make it with παλιγγενεσιας, dependent on Λουτρον, which is the rendering of the Vulgate, we must understand that the renewal of the Holy Ghost is a grace corresponding with, and closely allied to, that of regeneration, and so immediately coupled with it. But it seems the more natural construction to refer ἀνακατασκευας Πνευματος διος to διος, if it were only that the relative, which connects with the verse following, belongs of necessity to Πνευματος. Dean Aford, adopting the latter construction, refers the "washing" to the laver of baptism, and the "renewing" to the actual effect, that it is the spiritual and not the outward and visible sign. Yet it is to be considered, whether it be not novel and unknown in Scripture or theology to speak of renewed as the spiritual grace, or thing signified, in baptism.

There is considerably a connection between baptism and regeneration, whatever that connection may be. But the renewal of the Holy Ghost has been mostly in the language of theologians (is it not also in the language of Scripture?) treated as a further, perhaps a condition, of that spiritual process in the work of grace, than the first breathing into the soul of spiritual life, called regeneration or new birth.

There is so much resemblance, both in the phraseology and in the argument, between this passage in Titus and I Cor. vii, that the latter ought by all means to be compared with the former. St. Paul tells the Corinthians, that in their heathen state they had been stained with heathen vices: "but," he adds, "we were washed" (i.e. ye washed or bathed yourselves. ἁπαλαυθησατε), "but ye were sanctified, but ye were justified in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, and by the Spirit of our God." It is generally believed that here is an allusion to the being baptized in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ: though some connect it sanetified and justified "as well as washed," with the words "in the name," i.e. (see Stanley, for. b.). But, however this may be, the reference to baptism seems unquestionable.

Another passage containing very similar thoughts, clothed in almost the same words, is Acts xxii. 16, where Ananias says to Saul of Tarsus, "Arise, and be baptized, and wash away thy sins, calling upon the name of the Lord," (ανασται Βαπτισται και ἀπαλαυθησατε τας διαφορας σου, επικαλεσετεται το ονομα αιωνος). See by all means Calvin's Commentary on this passage.

5. "Illumination." (φωτισθαι). It has been much questioned whether φωτισθαι, "enlightened," in Heb. vi. 4, x. 32, be used of baptism or not. Justin Martyr, Clement of Alexandria, and almost all the Greek Fathers, use φωτισθαι as a synonym for baptism. The Syriac version, the most ancient in existence, gives this sense to the word in both passages in the Epistle to the Hebrews. Chrysostom, Theodoret, Theophylact, and other Greek commentators so interpret it; and they are followed by Ernesti, Michaelis, and many mod
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1. The passage in John iii. 5—"Except a man be born of water and of the Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of God"—has been a well-established battle-field from the time of Calvin. Hooker, in his "Order of Bps.," states that for the first fifteen centuries no one had ever doubted its application to baptism, is well known (see Eccl. Pol. v. i.). Zuinglius was probably the first who interpreted it otherwise. Calvin understood the words "of water and of the Spirit" as a τέλειον διά δύναμις, the washing or cleansing of the Spirit (or rather perhaps "by the Spirit"), "who cleanses as water," referring to the Holy Ghost and with fire," as a parallel usage. Stier (Words of the Lord Jesus, in l. i.) observes that Lücke has rightly said that we may regard this interpretation by means of a τέλειον δύναμις, which erroneously appealed to Matt. iii. 11, as now generally abandoned. Stier, moreover, quotes with entire approbation the words of Meyer (on John iii. 5):—"Jesus speaks here concerning a spiritual baptism, as in chap. vi. concerning a spiritual feeding; in both cases, however, with reference to the invisible auxiliaries." That our Lord probably adopted expressions familiar to the Jews in this discourse with Nicodemus, may be seen by reference to Lightfoot, H. H. in loc.

2. The prophecy of John the Baptist just referred to, namely, that our blessed Lord should baptize with the Holy Ghost and with fire (Matt. iii. 11), may more properly be interpreted by a τέλειον δύναμις. Bengel, well paraphrases it:—"Spiritus Sanctus, quo Christus baptizat, ignem vicum habet; atque ex vis igne atiam composat fuit oculis hominum" (Acts ii. 3). The Fathers, indeed, spoke of a threecold baptism with fire: first, of the Holy Ghost in the shape of fiery tongues at Pentecost; secondly, of the fiery trial of affliction and temptation (1 Pet. i. 7); thirdly, of the fire which at the last day is to try every man's works (1 Cor. iii. 13). It is, however, very improbable that there is any allusion to either of the last two in Matt. iii. 11. There is an antithesis in John the Baptist's language between his own lower mission and the Divine authority of the Saviour. John baptized with a mere earthly element, teaching men to repent, and pointing them to Christ; but He that should come after, δέ ερχόμενος, was empowered to baptize with the Holy Ghost and with fire. The water of John's baptism could but wash the body; the Holy Ghost, with which Christ was to baptize, should purify the soul as with fire.

3. Gal. iii. 27:—"For as many as have been baptized into Christ have put on Christ." In the whole of this very important and difficult chapter, St. Paul is reasoning on the inheritance by the Church of Christ of the promises made to Abra- ham. Christ—i.e. Christ comprehending his whole body mystical—is the true seed of Abra- ham, to whom the promises belong (ver. 16). The Law, which came after, could not annul the promises thus made. The Law was fit to restrain (or perhaps rather to manifest) transgression (ver. 23). The Law acted as a pedagogue, keeping us for, and leading us on to Christ, that He might bestow on us freedom and justification by faith in Him (ver. 24). But after the coming of faith we are no longer, like young children, under a peda- gogue, but we are free, as heirs of our Father's house (ver. 23; comp. ch. iv. 1—5). "For ye all are God's sons (filli emancipati, not παῖες, but υἱὸι, Bengel and Elliott) through the faith in..."
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Christ Jesus. For as many as have been baptized into Christ, have put on (clothed yourselves in) Christ (see Schoettgen on Rom. xiii. 14). In Him is neither Jew nor Greek, neither bond nor free, neither male nor female, for all are one in Christ Jesus" (ver. 20-28). The argument is plain. All Christians are God's sons through union with the Only-Begotten. Before the faith in Him came into the world, men were held under the tutelage of the Law, like children, kept as in a state of bondage under a pedagogue. But after the preaching of the faith, all who are baptized into Christ clothe themselves in Him; so they are esteemed as children of His Father, and by faith in Him they may be justified from their sins, from which the Law could not justify them (Acts xii. 38). The contrast is between the Christian and the Jewish church: one bond, the other free; one infant, the other adult. And the transition-point is naturally that when by baptism the service of Christ is undertaken, and the promises of the Gospel are claimed. This is represented as putting on Christ, and in Him assuming the position of full-grown men. In Acts more profound exegesis there is the power of obtaining justification by faith, a justification which the Law had not to offer.

4. 1 Cor. xii. 13: "For by one Spirit (ους εν ένι άναστασις) we were all baptized into one body, whether Jews or Greeks, whether bond or free, and were all made to drink of one Spirit." The resemblance of this passage to the last is very clear. In the old dispensation there was a marked division between Jew and Gentile: under the Gospel there is one body in Christ. As in Gal. iii. 16, Christ is the seed (περιγενεσις) thereof, so here He is the body (περιγενεσις), into which all Christians become incorporated. All distinctions of Jew and Gentile, bond and free, are abolished. By the grace of the same Spirit (ους εν ένι άναστασις) of Christian love and fellowship (comp. Eph. ii. 18), without division or separate interests all are joined in baptism to the one body of Christ, His universal church. Possibly there is an allusion to both sacraments. "We were baptized into one body, we were made to drink of one Spirit (περιγενεσις εν ένι άναστασις) of Lachan and Tisch. omit εις). Both our baptism and our partaking of the cup in the communion are tokens and pledges of Christian unity. They mark our union with the one body of Christ, and they are means of grace, in which we may look for one Spirit to be present with blessing (comp. 1 Cor. x. 4, 17; see Waterland on the Lord's Supper, ch. x., and Stanley on 1 Cor. xii. 13).

5. Rom. vi. 4 and Col. ii. 12, are so closely parallel that we may notice them together. As the apostle in the two last-considered passages views baptism as a joining to the mystical body of Christ, so in these two passages he goes on to speak of Christians in their baptism as buried with Christ in his death, and raised again with Him in his resurrection. As the natural body of Christ was laid in the ground and then raised up again, so His mystical body, the Church, descends in baptism into the waters, in which also (Εν νεκρω σεω, Ματθ. xvi. 17.) the fixation was raised Him from the dead." Probably, as in the former passages St. Paul had brought forward baptism as the symbol of Christian unity, so in those now before us he refers to it as the token and pledge of the spiritual death to sin and resurrection to righteousness; and moreover of the final victory over death in the last day, through the power of the Crucifixion of Christ. It is said that it was partly in reference to this passage in Colossians that the early Christians so generally used true immersion, as signifying thereby the three days in which Christ lay in the grave (see Stier, s. v. ἀναστασις, i. a.).

IX. Recipients of Baptism.—The command to baptize was co-extensive with the command to preach the Gospel. All nations were to be evangelized; and they were to be made members of the fellowship of Christ's religion, by baptism (Matt. xxviii. 19). Whosoever believed the preaching of the Evangelists was to be baptized, his faith and baptism placing him in a state of salvation (Mark xvi. 16). On this command the Apostles acted; for the first converts after the ascension were enjoined to repent and be baptized (Acts ii. 37). The Samaritans who believed the preaching of Philip were baptized, men and women (Acts viii. 12). The Ethiopian eunuch, as soon as he professed his faith in Jesus Christ, was baptized (Acts viii. 37, 38). Lydia listened to the things spoken by Paul, and was baptized, she and her house (Acts xvi. 15). The jailer at Philippi, the very night on which he was convinced by the earthquake in the prison, was baptized, he and all his, straightway (Acts xvi. 33). All this appears to correspond with the general character of the Gospel, that it should embrace the world, and should be freely offered to all men. "Him that cometh unto me I will in no wise cast out" (John vi. 37). Like the Saviour himself, Baptism was sent into the world "not to condemn the world, but that the world might be saved" (John iii. 17). Every one who was convinced by the teaching of the first preachers of the Gospel, and was willing to enroll himself in the company of the disciples, appears to have been admitted to baptism on a confession of his faith. There is no distinct evidence in the New Testament that there was in those early days a body of catechumens gradually preparing for baptism, such as existed in the ages immediately succeeding the Apostles, and such as every missionary church has found it necessary to institute. The Apostles, indeed, frequently insist on the privileges of being admitted to the fellowship of Christ's Church in the initiatory rite, and on the consequent responsibilities of Christians; and these are the grounds on which subsequent ages have been so careful in preparing adults for baptism. But perhaps the circumstances of the Apostles' age were so peculiar as to account for this apparent difference of principle. Conviction at that time was likely to be sudden and strong; the church was rapidly forming; the Apostles had the gift of discerning spirits. All this led to the admission to baptism with but little formal preparation for it. At all events it is evident that the spirit of our Lord's ordinance was comprehensive, not exclusive: that all were invited to come, and that all who were willing to come were graciously received.

The great question has been, whether the invitation extended, not to adults only, but to infants also. The universality of the invitation, Christ's declaration concerning the blessedness of infants and their fitness for his kingdom (Mark x. 14), the admission of infants to circumcision and to the
is little doubt that the expressions in the Book of Acts mean only that those who were baptized with Christian baptism were baptized into the faith of Christ, into the Church of Christ, not that the form of words was different from that enjoined by our Lord in St. Matthew.

Sponsors. — There is no mention of sponsors in the N. T., though there is mention of the "questioning" (ἐπερωτημα). In very early ages of the Church, sponsors (called ἀναθηματίς, sponsors, suscep- toers) were in use both for children and adults. The mention of them first occurs in Tertullian — for infants in the De Baptismo (c. 18), for adults, as is supposed, in the De Corrid, Militis (c. 31; "Inde suscepti lactis et meliss concordiam praestantius.") See Suicer, s. v. ἀναθηματίς). In the Jewish baptism of proselytes, two or three sponsors or witnesses were required to be present (see above, Lightfoot on Matt. iii. 6). It is so improbable that the Jews should have borrowed such a custom from the Christians, that the coincidence can hardly have arisen but from the Christians continuing the usage among the Jews.

XII. Baptism for the Dead. — 1 Cor. xv. 29. "Else what shall they do who are baptized for the dead (ἀνεπί τῶν νεκρῶν), if the dead rise not at all? Why are they then baptized for the dead" (or, "for them")? Lachmann and Tisch. read ἀνεπίτων.

1. Tertullian tells us of a custom of vicarious baptism (vicarium baptismum) as existing among the Marcionites (De Resur. Cons., c. 48: Adj. Marc. Conc., lib. v. c. 10): and St. Chrysostom relates of the same heretics, that, when one of their catechumens died without baptism, they used to put a living person under the dead man's bed, and asked whether he desired to be baptized; the living man answering that he did, they then baptized him in place of the departed (Chrys. Hom. xL in 1 Cor. xv.). Epiphanius relates a similar custom among the Cerinthians (Heres. xxviii.), which, he said, prevailed from fear that in the resurrection those who should suffer punishment who had not been baptized.

The Cerinthians were a very early sect: according to Irenaeus (iii. 11), some of their errors had been anticipated by the Nicobitans, and St. John is said to have written the early part of his Gospel against those errors: but the Marcionites did not come into existence till the middle of the 2d century. The question naturally occurs, Did St. Paul in 1 Cor. xv. 29 allude to a custom of this kind, which even in his days had begun to prevail among heretics and ignorant persons? If so, he no doubt adduced it as an argumentum ad hominem. "If the dead rise not at all, what benefit do they expect who baptize vicariously for the dead?" The very heretics, who, from their belief that matter was incorrigibly evil, denied the possibility of a glorious resurrection, yet showed by their superstitions practices that the resurrection was to be expected; for, if there be no resurrection, their baptism for the dead would lose all its significance. It is truly said, that such accommodations to the opinions of others are not uncommon in the writings of St. Paul (comp. Gal. iv. 21-31; and see Stanley, ad h. l.). St. Ambrose (in 1 ad Cor. xv.) seems to have acquiesced in this interpretation. His words are, "The Apostle adduces the example
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of those who were so secure of the future resurrection that they even baptized the dead, when by human death had come unexpectedly, fearing that the unbaptized might either not rise or rise to evil." Perhaps it may be said, that the greater number of modern commentators have adopted this, as the simplest and most rational sense of the apostle's words. And — which undoubtedly adds much to the probability that vicarious baptism should have been very ancient — we learn from Lightfoot (on 1 Cor. xv.) that a custom prevailed among the Jews of vicarious ablution for such as died under any legal uncleanness.

It is, however, equally conceivable, that the passage in St. Paul gave rise to the subsequent practice among the Marcionites and Cerinthians. Misinterpretation of Scriptural passages has undoubtedly been a fertile source of superstitions ceremony, which has afterwars been looked on as having resulted from early tradition. It is certain that the Greek Fathers, who record the custom in question, wholly reject the notion that St. Paul alluded to it.

2. Chrysostom believes the apostle to refer to the profession of faith in baptism, part of which was, "I believe in the resurrection of the dead," πιστεύω εἰς νεκρῶν ανάστασιν. "In this faith," he says, "we are baptized. After confessing this among other articles of faith, we go down into the water. And reminding the Corinthians of this, St. Paul says, If there be no resurrection, why are they then baptized for the dead, i.e. for the dead bodies (τι καὶ βαπτίζομεν ὑπὲρ τῶν νεκρῶν: πιστεύω, τῶν σωμάτων?) For in this faith thou art baptized, believing in the resurrection of the dead." (Hom. xi. in 1 Cor. xx.: cf. Hom. xiii. in Epist. ad Corinth.). St. Chrysostom is followed, as usual, by Theodoret, Theophylact, and other Greek commentators. Indeed, he had been anticipated by Tertullian among the Latins (Apol. Marcellin. lib. v. c. 11. and probably by Epiphanius among the Greeks (Heres. xxviii.).

The former of the two interpretations above mentioned commends itself to us by its simplicity; the latter by its antiquity, having almost the general consent of the primitive Christians in its favor (see Suicer, i. 642); though it is somewhat difficult, even with St. Chrysostom's comment, to reconcile wholly with the natural and grammatical construction of the words. In addition to the above, which seem the most probable, the variety of explanations is almost endless. Among them the following appear to deserve consideration.

3. "What shall they do, who are baptized when death is close at hand?" Epiphani. Heres. xxviii. 6, where according to Bengel ὑπὲρ will have the sense of μετὰ, close upon.

4. "Over the grave of the martyrs." Such a mode of baptism existed in after ages, see Eiseb. H. E. iv. 12: August. De Ori. Di. xx. 3. Vossius adopted this interpretation; but it is very unlikely that the custom should have prevailed in the days of St. Paul.

5. "On account of a dead Savior:" where an enlagement of number in the word νεκρῶν must be understood. See Rosenmuller, in loc.

6. "What shall they gain, who are baptized for the sake of the dead in the first place?" i.e. that so the εὐθύμων of believers may be filled up (comp. Rom. xi. 25.; Heb. xi. 39), that "God may complete the number of his elect, and hasten his kingdom." See Obsansen, in loc.

7. "What shall they do, who are baptized in the place of the dead?" i.e. who, as the ranks of the faithful are thinned by death, face forward to be baptized, that they may fill up the company of believers. See also Obsansen as above, who appears to hesitate between these last two interpretations.

On the subject of Baptism, of the practice of the Jews, and of the customs and opinions of the early Christians with reference to it, much information is to be found in Vossius, De Baptismo; Suicer, s. c. sacramentum baptismi. [Cfr. H. W. A. Wessel, as referred to above; Lang- ham, Ecol. Art. I. xii. Vices, Discinations, lib. i.; Lightfoot. Hor. Hecb.; and Schottgen, Hor. Hecb., as referred to above. E. H. B.

* The most elaborate recent work on baptism is J. W. F. Heising's Das Sakrament der Taufe, 2 Bde. Erlangen, 1856-1868. See also the art. Taufe (by Stiezel) in Herzog's Real-Lex. xxvi. 428-485. References to the controversial literature on the subject cannot well be given here. The essay, however, of Dr. T. J. Conant, The Meaning and Use of Baptism in philologically and historically investigated, published as an Appendix to his revised version of the Gospel of Matthew (New York, Amer. Bible Union, 1860), and also issued separately, deserves mention for its collections of passages from ancient authors.

A SUPPLEMENT TO BAPTISM.

The "Laying on of Hands" was considered in the ancient church as the "Supplement of Baptism."

1. Imposition of hands is a natural form by which benediction has been expressed in all ages and among all people. It is the act of one superior either by age or spiritual position towards an inferior, and by its very form appears to bestow some gift, or to manifest a desire that some gift should be bestowed. It may be an evil thing that is symbolically bestowed, as when guiltiness was thus transferred by the high-priest to the scapegoat from the congregation (Lev. xvi. 21); but, in general, the gift is of something good which God is supposed to bestow by the channel of the laying on of hands. Thus, in the Old Testament, Jacob accompanies his blessing to Ephraim and Manasseh with imposition of hands (Gen. xxxv. 14); and Moses is ordained in the room of Moses by imposition of hands (Num. xxvii. 18; Deut. xxxiv. 9); eures seem to have been wrought by the prophets by imposition of hands (2 K. v. 11); and the high-priest, in giving his solemn benediction, stretched out his hands over the people (Lev. ix. 22).

The same form was used by our Lord in blessing and occasionally in healing; and it was plainly begun by the Jews as a customary or blesing (Matt. xiv. 13; Mark viii. 16). One of the promises at the end of St. Mark's Gospel to Christ's followers is that they should cure the sick by laying on of hands (Mark xvi. 18); and accordingly we find that Saul received his sight (Acts ix. 17) and Paul's father was healed of his fever (Acts xxvii. 8) by imposition of hands.

In the Acts of the Apostles the nature of the gift is that bestowed by the Apostolic imposition of hands is made clearer. It is called the gift of the Holy Ghost (xvii. 16; xix. 6). This gift of the Holy Ghost is described as the fulfillment of Joel's prediction — "I will pour out my spirit upon all flesh, and your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, and your young men shall see visions.
and your old men shall dream dreams: and on your servants and on your handmaids I will pour out in those days of my Spirit, and they shall prophesy" (ii. 17, 18, and 38). Accordingly, wisdom super-referenced no longer the result of this gift — powers which a Simon Magus could invoke by the recital of bestowing which he could covet and propose to purchase (viii. 18). In the case of the Ephesian disciples these powers are stated to be, speaking with tongues and prophesying (xix. 6). Sometimes they were granted without the ceremony of imposition of hands, in answer to Apostolic prayer (iv. 31), or in confirmation of Apostolic preaching (x. 44). The former cases are included among the extraordinary (xi. 17), and as having occurred in an extraordinary manner for the special purpose of impressing a hardly-learned lesson on the Jewish Christians by its very strangeness.

By the time that the Epistle to the Hebrews was written we find that there existed a practice and doctrine of imposition of hands, which is pronounced by the writer of the Epistle to be one of the first principles and fundamentals of Christianity, which he enumerates in the following order: (1) the doctrine of Repentance; (2) of Faith; (3) of Baptism; (4) of Laying on of Hands; (5) of the Resurrection; (6) of Eternal Judgment (Heb. vi. 1, 2). Laying on of Hands in this passage can mean only one of three things — Ordination, Absolution, or that which we have already seen in the Acts to have been practiced by the Apostles, imposition of hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost on the baptized. The meaning of Ordination is excluded by the context. We have no proof of the existence of the habitual practice of Absolution at this period nor of its being accompanied by the laying on of hands. Everything points to that laying on of hands which, as we have seen, immediately succeeded baptism in the Apostolic age, and continued to do so in the ages immediately succeeding the Apostles.

The Christian dispensation is specially the dispensation of the Spirit. He, if any, is the Vicar whom Christ appointed to fill his place when he departed (John xvi. 7). The Spirit exhibits himself not only by his gifts, but also, and still more, by his graces. His gifts are such as are enumerated in the Epistle to the Corinthians: "the gift of healing, of miracles, of prophecy, of discerning of spirits, of divers kinds of tongues, of interpretation of tongues" (1 Cor. xii. 10). His graces are: "love, joy, peace, long-suffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, temperance." (Gal. v. 22, 23): the former are classed as the extraordinary, the latter as the ordinary gifts of the Spirit.

It was the will of the Spirit to bestow his gifts in different ways at different times, as well as in different ways and on different persons at the same time (1 Cor. xii. 6). His extraordinary gifts were poured out in great abundance at the time when the Christian Church was being instituted. At no definite moment, but gradually and slowly, these extraordinary gifts were withheld and withdrawn. When the Church was now contemplated as no longer in course of formation, but as having been now brought into being, his miracles of power ceased to be wrought (see Trench, On the Miracles, Introduction, and Jeremy Taylor, On Confirmation). But he continued his miracles of grace. His ordinary gifts never ceased being dispensed. But as one of the intermediate forms of a smaller order of the Apostles, although the same as God's Church, although not always accompanied with equal largeness of those external effects which

ceasing the Apostles, we may suppose that the consequences of the imposition of hands which manifested themselves in visible works of power (Acts viii., xix.) ceased. Nevertheless the practice of the imposition of hands continued. Why? Be it remembered, in addition to the fact that the Spirit his invisible working was believed to be thereby increased, and his divine strength therein imparted. That this was the belief in the Apostolic days themselves may be thus seen. The ceremony of imposition of hands was even then habitual and ordinary. This may be concluded from the passage already quoted from Heb. vi. 2, where imposition is classed with Baptism as a fundamental: "it may possibly be also defined, (as we shall show to have been believed) from 2 Cor. i. 21, 22, compared with Eph. i. 13, iv. 30; 1 John ii. 29; and it may be certainly inferred from subsequent universal practice. But although all the baptized immediately after their baptism received the imposition of hands, yet the extraordinary gifts were not given to all. "Are all workers of miracles? have all the gifts of healing? do all speak with tongues? do all interpret?" (1 Cor. xii. 29). The men thus endowed were, and must always have been, few among many. Why, then, and with what results, was imposition of hands made a general custom? Because, though the visible gifts of the Spirit were bestowed only on those on whom He willed to bestow them, yet there were diversities of gifts and operations (ib. 11). Those who did not receive the visible gifts might still receive, in some cases, a strengthening and enlightenment of their natural faculties. "To one is given by the Spirit the word of wisdom, to another the word of knowledge by the same Spirit" (ib. 8); while all in respect to whom no obstacle existed might receive that grace which St. Paul contrasts with and prefers to the "best gifts," as "more excellent" than miracles, healing, tongues, knowledge and prophesying (ib. 31); greater too than "faith and hope" (xiii. 13). This is the grace of "clarity," which is another name for the ordinary working of the Holy Spirit in the heart of man. This was doubtless the belief on which the rite of Imposition of Hands became universal in the Apostolic age, and continued to be universally observed in the succeeding ages of the Church. There are numberless references or allusions to it in the early Fathers. There is a possible allusion to it in Theophilus Antiochensis, iv. 170 (p. 122, Naut. i. c. 12, al. 17). It is spoken of by Tertullian, A. D. 200 (De Bp. c. viii.; De Resurr. Cor. c. viii.); by Clement of Alexandria, A. d. 200 (opus Euseb. I. iii. c. 17); by Origen, A. D. 210 (Horae. vii. in Ezech.); by Cyprian, A. D. 250 (Ep. pp. 70, 73); by Firmilian, A. D. 250 (opus Cyr. Ep. p. 75, § 8); by Cornelius, A. D. 260 (opus Euseb. I. vi. c. 43); and by almost all of the chief writers of the 4th and 5th centuries. Cyprian (loc. cit.) derives the practice from the example of the Apostles as recorded in Acts viii. Firmilian, Jerome, and Augustine refer in like manner to Acts xix. "The Fathers," says Hooker, "everywhere impute unto it that gift or grace of the Holy Ghost, not which maketh us first Christian men, but when we are made such, assisteth us in all virtue, arithmeteth us against temptation and sin. . . . The Fathers therefore, being thus persuaded, held the confirmation of the Spirit as an ordinance, and although the Apostles always professed God's Church, although not always accompanied with equal largeness of those external effects which
give it countenance at the first" (Eccles. Pol. v. 66, 4).

II. Time of Confirmation.—Originally Imposi-
tion of Hands followed immediately upon Bap-
tism, so closely as to appear to be the princi-
pal act, or a supplement to it. This is clearly stated by Tertullian (De Bapt. vii., viii.), Cyril (Catech. Myst. iii. 1), the author of the Apostolical Constitutions (vii. 43), and all early Christian writers; and hence it is that the names "apophisy, gysmos, sigillum, siguralum, are applied to Baptism as well as to Imposition of Hands. (See Euseb. H. E. iii. 23; Greg. Naz. Or. p. 40; Herm. Post. iii. 9, 16; Tertull. On Repentance.) Whether it were an infant or an adult that was baptized, confirmation and admission to the Eu-
charist immediately ensued. This continued to be the general rule of the Church down to the ninth century, and is the rule of the Eastern Churches to the present time. The way in which the difference in practice between East and West grew up was the following. It was at first usual for many persons to be baptized together at the great festivals of Easter, Ascension, and Epiphany in the presence of the bishop. The bishop then confirmed the newly-baptized by prayer and imposition of hands. But by degrees it became customary for presbylers and deacons to baptize in other places than the cathed-
 drals and at other times than at the great festivals. Consequently, it was necessary either to give to presbylers the right of confirming, or to defer con-
firmation to a later time, when it might be in the power of the bishop to perform it. The Eastern Churches gave the right to the presbyter, reserving only to the bishop the composition of the chrism with which the ceremony is performed. The Western Churches retained it in the hands of the bishop. (See Conc. Carth. iii. can. 36 and iv. can. 36; Conc. Toledo, i. can. 29; Conc. Toledo, can. 6; Conc. Breviar. i. can. 36 and ii. can. 4; Conc. Elber. can. 38 and 77.) Tertullian says that it was usual for the bishop to make expeditions (eccenticum) from the city in which he resided to the villages and remote spots in order to lay his hands on those who had been baptized by presbylers and deacons, and to pray for the gift of the Holy Spirit upon them (Cont. Leo f. iv.). The result was that, in the West, men's minds became accustomed to the se-
verance of the two ceremonies which were once so closely joined—the more, as it was their practice to receive those who had been heretically or schis-
matically baptized, not by rebaptism, but only by imposition of hands and prayer. By degrees the severance became so complete as to be sanctioned and required by authority. After a time this ap-
pendix or supplement to the sacrament of baptism became itself erected into a separate sacrament by the Latin Church.

III. Names of Confirmation.—The title of "Confirmation" is modern. It is not found in the early Latin Christian writers, nor is there any Greek equivalent for it: for τέκνοι answers rather to "consecration" or "perfection," and refers rather to baptism than confirmation. The ordinary Greek word is ψευδης, which, like the Latin "unctio," expresses the gift of the Holy Spirit's grace. In this general sense it is used in 1 John ii. 29, "Ye have an unction from the Holy One," and in 2 Cor. i. 21, "He which hath anointed us is God, and we are anointed with the anointing of the Spirit in our hearts." So early a writer as Tertullian not only mentions the act of anointing as being in use at the same time with the imposition of hands (De Bapt. vii. and viii.), but he speaks of it as being "de pristina disciplina," even in his day. It is certain, therefore, that it must have been recognized in a form and a way that came thought by some that the two scriptural passages above quoted imply its existence from the very be-
ginning. (See Chrysostom, Hilary, Theodoret, Conm. in loc. and Cyril in Catech. 3.)

Another Greek name is ἀποθεσις. It was so called as being the consummation and seal of the grace given in baptism. In the passage quoted from the Epistle to the Colossians "sealing" by the Spirit is joined with the title of the Holy Ghost as being numerically one and the same. Hence Augustine (De Fide, xx. 25) sees a reference in these passages to the rite of confirmation.

IV. Definitions of Confirmation.—The Greek Church does not refer to Acts viii., xix., and Heb. vi. for the origin of confirmation so much as to 1 John ii. and 2 Cor. i. Regarding it as the con-
summation of baptism it condemns the separation which has been effected in the West. The Russian Church defines it as a "mystery in which the bap-
tized believer, being anointed with holy chrism in the name of the Holy Ghost, receives the gifts of the Holy Ghost for growth and strength in the spiritual life" (Lapierre Catechismus). The Latin Church defines it as an "unction by chrism (ac-
companied by a set form of words), applied by the Bishop to the forehead of one baptized, by means of which he receives increase of grace and strength by the institution of Christ" (Ligouri after Bel-
hrmine). The English Church (by implication) as "a rite by means of which the regenerate are strengthened by the manifold gifts of the Holy Ghost the Comforter, on the occasion of their rat-
ing the baptismal vow" (Confirmation Service). Were we to criticise these definitions, or to describe the ceremonies belonging to the rite in different ages of the Church, we should be passing from our legitimate sphere into that of a Theological Dictionary.

Literature.—Hooker, Ecclesiastical Polity, bk ii. v. 66, 1843; Belhormine, De Sacramentis Confirmationis, in libro De Contriversioni, tom. iii. Col. Agr. 1823; Meill, De Confirmatione et Ex-
ternali Institutione, Genev. 1820; Hammond, De Con-
firmatione, Oxon. 1661; Hall, On Imposition of Hands, Works, ii. 876, Lond. 1661; Pearson, Lectio I. in Acta Apostolarum, Minor Works, i. 362, Oxf. 1814; Taylor, A Discourse of Confirmation, Works, v. 619, Lond. 1854; Wheately, Illustration of Book of Common Prayer, c. ix. Oxf. 1806; Bingham, Ecclesiastical Antiquities, bk. xii. Lond. 1838; Ligouri, Theologia Moralis, iii. 408, Parisiis, Parisiis et Divinitiis, Camb. 1811; Mill, Perfection on Heb. vi. 2, Camb. 1843; Palmer, Origins Liturgicarum: On Confirmation, Lond. 1815; Bates, College Lecture on Christian Antiquities, Lond. 1845; H. Wordsworth, Cate-
chesis, Lond. 1857; Dr. Wordsworth, Notes on Grecian Text, on Acts viii., xix. and Heb. vi., Lond. 1860, and On Confirmation, Lond. 1861; Wall on Confirmation, Lond. 1862.

BARABBAS (Bαραβάς, נבavis, son of}
Abaroth, see Simonaitis, Ονομ. Ν. Τ. 38), a robber (κρατήρ, Judges xxviii. 40), who had committed murder in an insurrection (Mark xvi. 7; Luke xxii. 19) in Jerusalem, and was lying in prison at the time of the trial of Jesus before Pilate. When the Roman governor, in his anxiety to save Jesus, proposed to release him to the people in accordance with the custom that he should release one prisoner to them at the Passover, the whole multitude cried out, Αλέχα τοῦτον, απόλογον δέ ἐστιν τῷ Βαραθάιῖον: which request was complied with by Pilate. According to many [especially two of them a seconda auctore] of the cursive, or later MSS. in Matt. xxvii. 17, his name is Βαραθάειον: Pilate's question there running, τίνα δέλετε ἀπόλογον ἐστίν: Βαραθάειον, δέ Ιησοῦ τὸν λέγομεν Χριστόν: and this reading is supported by the Aramaic version, and cited by Origen (on Matt. vol. v. 35). It has in consequence been admitted into the text by Fritzsche and Tischendorf;* but the contrast in ver. 20, that they should ask Barabas, and destroy Jesus," seems fatal to it.

BARACHEL (בַּרַאכֶל [from God has blessed]; Baraeha: Barachiel, "the Buzite," father of Elihu (Job xxxii. 2, 6). [Bez.]

* BARACHTHAH, Zech. i. 1, 7, A.V. ed. 1611, and other early editions. BERECHIAH 7.

BARACHAS (Barachas; Barachias), Matt. xxvii. 15. [ZACHARIAS.]

BARAK (בָּראק, Eighting, as in Ex. xix. 16: Barak, Vulg.: comp. the family name of Hannibal, Barea = "fulmen belli"), son of Abinom of Kedesh, a refuge-city in Mount Naphtali, was invited by Deborah, a prophetess of Ephraim, to deliver Israel from the yoke of Jabin ("proud") which was probably the dynastic name of those kings of northern Canaan, whose capital city was Hazor on Lake Moron. Sisera, his general and procator, oppressed a promiscuous population at Harosheth. Accompanied, at his own express desire, by Deborah, Barak led his rudely-armed force of 10,000 men from Naphtali and Zebulon to an encampment on the summit of Tabor, where the nine hundred iron chariots of Jabin would be useless. At a signal given by the prophetic, the little army, seizing the opportunity of a providential storm (Joseph. v. 3, 4) and a wind that blew in the faces of the enemy, boldly rushed down the hill, and utterly routed the unwieldy host of the Canaanites in the plain of Jezreel (Edomud), the battle field of Palestine" (Stanley, S. & P. p. 331). From the prominent mention of Taanaach (Judg. v. 19, "sandy soil") and of the river Kishon, it is most likely that the victory was partly due to the suddenly swollen waves of that impetuous torrent (κρατήρ, LXX.), particularly its western branch called Megiddo. The victory was decisive, Harosheth taken (Judg. iv. 16); Sisera murdered, and Jabin ruined. A peace of 40 years ensued, and the next danger came from a different quarter. The victors composed a splendid eulogian ode in commemoration of their deliverance (Judg. v.).

It is difficult to decide the date of Barak. He appears to have been a contemporary of Shunmig (Judg. v. 6). If so, he could not have been so much as 175 years after Joshua, where he is generally placed. Lord A. Hervey supposes the narrative to be a repetition of Josh. xi. 1-12 (Genealogies, p. 225 ff.). A great deal may be said for this view; the names Jabin and Hazor: the mention of subordinate kings (Judg. v. 19; cf. Josh. xi. 2 ff.): the general locality of the battle the prominence of chariots in both narratives, and especially the name Mesaphoth-maim, which seems to mean "burning by the waters," as in the margin of the A.V., and not "the flow of waters." Many chronological difficulties are also thus removed; but it is fair to add that in Stanley's opinion (S. & P., p. 392, note) there are geographical difficulties in the way. (Ewald, Gesch. des Volkes Israel: Lord A. Hervey, Genealogies, pp. 225-245 ff. [Deborah].)

F. W. F. * The means we have at present for illustrating the local scene of Barak's victory over Sisera impart a new interest to the narrative, and furnish a remarkable testimony to its accuracy. Though the song of Deborah and Barak was written thousands of years ago, so many of the places mentioned in it have survived to our time and been identified that this battle-field lies now mapped out before us on the face of the country almost as distinctly as if we were reading the account of a contemporary event. Dr. Thomson, who has had his home for a quarter of a century almost in sight of Tabor, at the foot of which the battle was fought, has given a living picture of the movements of the hostile armies, and of the localities referred to, showing that nearly all these still exist and bear their ancient names, and occur precisely in the order that the events of the narrative presuppose. The passage is too long for citation (Land and Book, i. 111-144), but will be found to illustrate strikingly the topographical accuracy of Scripture. Stanley has given a similar description (Sin. and Pal. p. 331, Amer. ed.). We have monographs on the song of the conquerors (Judg. v.) from Hollmann, Comment. philol.-crit. (Lips. 1818); Kötcher, Achdertes zum Alt. Text. (p. 16 ff.; Gumpach, Alttestamentliche Studien (Heidelberg, 1852); and Sack, Lieder in den historischen Büchern des A. T. (1864). The exegetical articles (embracing translation and notes) of Dr. Robinson (Br. Rep. i. 508-612) and of Dr. Smith, Prof. of Bible, xxii. p. 31, ed. 1858, are both elaborate and valuable. The Commentaries on Judges (those of Stader, Keil, Bertheau, Cassel) give special prominence to the explanation of this remarkable odes. There is a spirited though free translation of the song in Milman's History of the Jews, i. pp. 292-295 (Amer. ed.).

BARBARIAN (βαρβαρός). Πέτυ μὴ οἶλαί "Ελλάνος βαρβάρος is the common Greek designation, quoted by Serv. of Virg. Aen. ii. 504; and in this strict sense the word is used in Rom. i. 14, "I am debtor both to Greeks and barbarians," where Luther used the term "Ungrieche," which happily expresses its force. Ελλάνος καὶ βαρβάρος is the constant division found in Greek literature, but Thucydides (i. 3) points out that this distinction is subsequent to Homer, in whom the word does not occur, although he terms the Carians Βαρβαροί (II. ii. 867, where Eustathius connects the other form Κάραβαρος with Κάρ). At first, according to Strabo (xiv. p. 692), it was only used κατά στρατιωτικά of publication, assigning his reasons at considerable length. See also Tregelles' Account of the Printed Text of the Greek N. T., pp. 194-196 A.
The ancient Egyptians (like the modern Chinese) had an analogous word for all 'πῦς πῆς σφᾶνεν ἀραμάσσων, Herod. vi. 138; and βαρβαρός is used in the LXX. to express a similar Jewish distinction. Thus in Ps. exiii. 1, ἀλὸς βαρβαρός is used to translate θηλ, "περιγρεῖσαι σεμνὸν υτῶν" (Schleusen. Thet. s. v.), which is also an onomatopeic from θηλ, to scream. In 1 Cor. vi. 13, 1 Tim. iii. 7, we have αἰτ ἥθην, and Matt. xvi. 32, χαὶ ἥθην, used Hebraistically for ὁμοιοῦν, ἀναγοράζειν (in very much the same sort of sense as that of βαρβαρός) to distinguish all other nations from the Jews; and in the Talmudists we find Palestine opposed to ἐλλάδα, just as Greece was to Barbaria or ἡ βαρβαρός: (cf. A. R. Pin. ii. 15: Lighthoat, Cornish Grammar, 6th edit.) And yet so completely was the term βαρβαρός accepted, that even Josephus and Philo scruple as little to reckon the Jews among them (int. xi. 7, § 1, &c.), as the early Romans did to apply the term to themselves ("Demophilus scriptam, Marcus verit barriers": Plaut. Aul. praef. 10). Very naturally after a word began to involve notions of crassity and contempt (θηλος βαρβαρός, 2 Macc. iv. 26, iv. 2, &c.), and then the Romans excepted themselves from the scope of its meaning (cf. de Rep. i. 37, § 68). Afterwards only the savage nations were called barbarians; though the Greek Constantine-politians called the Romans "barbarians" to the very last. (Gibbon, e. 51, vi. 531, ed. Smith: Winer, s. v.)

BARBAROUS (βαρβαρός), as employed in Acts xxviii. 2 (A. V.), means "foreign," a sense now obsolete, and designates there the Malithans as speaking a different language from the Greeks. The inhabitants of Melita (Bolbo), a Phoenician race and spoke the Phenic, i. e., Phenician, as spoken at Carthage. A misunderstanding of the term rendered "barbarous" in Acts xxviii. 2 led Gerardi to declare that the Malithans could be meant there, because they were highly civilized. The "no little kindness" which "the barbarous people showed" to the wrecked mariners obliges us to requite them of any want of humanity. "Barbarians" (see above) would be less inexact, but bears now towards the same objectionable meaning.

BAR-HUMITE, THE. [BAHUMIR.]  
BARJAH (בֶּריה) [a bolt]: Beřijl; [Vat. Magn.] Alex. Bajna: Bajnij, one of the sons of Slovenia, a descendant of the royal family of Judah (1 Chr. iii. 22).

BAR-JEUS. [ELYMAS].

BAR-JO'NA. [PETER].

BAR-KOS (בָּרָקָס) [painter]: Barpokus, [Vat. Barpoxus; in Neh.] Barpokos, [Alex. Barqous]: Barros, "Children of Barkos" were among the Nethinim who returned from the captivity with Zerubbabel (Ezra ii. 53; Neh. vii. 55).

BARLEY (בריליה, av. 's ab: ῥοῖθαρχον), the well-known useful cereal, mention of which is made in numerous passages of the Bible. Pliny (H. N. xvi. 7) states that barley is one of the most ancient articles of diet. It was grown by the Egyptians (Ex. ix. 31; Herod. ii. 77; Diodor. i. 34; Plin. xxii. 25); and by the Jews (Lev. xxvi. 16; Deut. vii. 8; Ruth ii. 17, &c.), who used it for making into bread, chiefly among the poor (Judg. viii. 13; 2 K. iv. 42; John vi. 9, 13); for making into bread by mixing it with wheat, beans, lentils, millet, &c. (Ex. iv. 9); for making into cakes (Ex. iv. 12); as fodder for horses (1 K. iv. 28). Compare also Juvenal (viii. 154); and Pliny (H. N. xvii. 34; xxvii. 21), who states that though barley was extensively used by the ancients, it had in his time fallen into disrepute and was generally used as fodder for cattle only. Solmiuni says that barley is the common food for horses in the East. Oats and rye were not cultivated by the Jews, and perhaps not known to the Romans. (Rueff also by Kitto. Phys. R. of Pol. 214.) Barley is mentioned in the Mishna as the food of horses and asses.

The barley harvest is mentioned Ruth i. 22, ii. 23; 2 Sam. xxi. 9, 10. It takes place in Palestine in March and April, and in the hill districts as late as May; but the period of course varies according to the localities where the corn grows. Mariti (Travels in Greece) says that the barley in the plain of Jericho begins to ripen in April. Niebuhr (Rath. rom. Arch. p. 199) found barley ripe at the end of March in the fields about Jerusalem. The barley harvest always precedes the wheat harvest, in some places by a week, in others by fully three weeks (Robinson, Bib. Res. ii. 99, 278). In Egypt the barley is cut a month earlier than the wheat; whence its total destruction by the hail-storm (Ex. xxxi. 2). Barley was sown at any time between November and March, according to the season. Niebuhr states that he saw a crop near Jerusalem ripe at the end of March, and a field which had been just newly sown. Dr. Kitto adds the authority of the Jewish writers as an additional proof of the above statement (Phys. H. Pol. 229). This answers to the winter and spring-sown wheat of our own country; and though the former is generally ripe somewhat earlier than the latter, yet the harvest-time of both is the same. Thus it was with the Jews; the winter and spring-sown barley were usually gathered into the graners about the same time; though of course the very late spring-sown crops must have been gathered in some time after the others.

Major Skinner (Jardins in an Eastern Journey to Jeruel, i. 338) observed near Pannasus a field newly sown with barley, which had been submitted to showers similar to what is done to rice-fields. Dr. Royle (Kitto's Cyc. Bib. Lit. art. "Barley") with good reason supposes that this explains Is. xxxii. 20: "Blessed are ye that sow beside all waters," and demurs to the explanation which many writers have given, namely, that allusion is made to the mode in which rice is cultivated. We cannot, however, at all agree with this writer, that the passage in Ezek. xix. 1 has any reference to irriga.
BARLEY

BARNABAS

The Hebrew word דָּוָאָם is derived from דָּוָא אָם, kvar; so called from the long, rough awn which is attached to the husk. Similarly, hordeum is from corne.

The notice of Barnabas in Gal. ii. 13 was later, in or about the 2nd century, and refers to barley fields or hasenbachum, or winter barley of farmers, will serve to represent the latter kind. The kind usually grown in Palestine is the H. diastichum. It is too well known to need further description. 1 W. H.

Barnabas (בָּרָנָבָא; [Barnobas], a name signifying τῶν περιπλάκτων, 'son of prophecy,' or 'environers' or 'outlookers' (or, but not so probably, 'consultation,' as A. V.), given by the Apostles (Acts iv. 36) to Joseph (or Jesus, as the R. C. Text), a Levite of the island of Cyprus, who was early a disciple of Christ (according to Euseb. H. E. i. 12, and Clem. Alex. Strom. ii. 176 Syr., one of the Seventy), and in Acts (i. c.) is related to have brought the price of a field which he had sold, and to have kild it at the feet of the Apostles. In Acts ix. 27, we find him introducing the newly-converted Saul to the Apostles at Jeru-

The connection of Gideon and the barley-cake, in the dream which the man told to his fellow (Judg. vii. 19). Gideon's family was poor in Manasseh—and he was the least in his father's house; and I doubtless the Mitzizzites knew it. Again, the Israelites had been oppressed by Midian for the space of seven years. Very appropriate, therefore, is the dream and the interpretation thereof. The despised and humble Israelitish deliverer was a mere vile barley-cake in the eyes of his enemies. On this passage Dr. Thomson remarks. 'If the Mitzizzites were accustomed in their exporternorous songs to call Gideon and his band 'cakes of barley bread,' as their successors the haughty Bethesda, often do to ridicule their enemies, the application would be all the more natural.' That barley was cultivated abundantly in Palestine is clear from Deut. viii. 8; 2 Chr. ii. 10, 15.

The cultivated barleys are usually divided into 'two-rowed' and 'six-rowed' kinds. Of the first the Hordeum diastichum, the common summer barley of England, is an example; while the H.

If we place Paul's rebuke of Peter (Gal. ii. 11) in the interval between the apostle's second and third missionary journey (Acts xiv. 27, and xvii. 10; comp. Acts x. 1; 1 Cor. iii. 5; 4 Pet. iv. 35; Bauernfater, Apostelgesch. ii. 351, and others) As to character, some of the Germans compare Barnabas with Melechithon and Paul with Luther. 2
BARODIS

the great Apostle. As to his further labors and death, traditions differ. Some say that he went to Milan, and became first bishop of the church there; the Clementine Homilies make him to have been a disciple of our Lord himself, and to have preached in Rome and Alexandria, and converted the Hebrews; and the Clementine Recognitions, to have preached in Rome even during the lifetime of our Lord. There is extant an apocryphal work, probably of the fifth century, *Acta et Passus Baronis* in Cyprus, which relates his second missionary journey to Cyprus, and his death by martyrdom there; and a still later encomium of Baranias by a Syrian monk, Alexander, which makes him to have been brought up with St. Paul under Gamaliel, and gives an account of the pretended finding of his body in the time of the Emperor Zeno (547-540). We have an Epistle in 21 chapters called by the name of Baranias. Of this, the first four chapters and a half are extant only in a barbarous Latin version; the rest in the original Greek. Its authenticity has been defended by some great names; and it is quoted as the work of Baranias by Clem. Alex., seven times, by Origen thrice; and its authenticity, but not its authority, is allowed by Eusebius. *Hist. Eccl*. iii. 24 and 26, and Jerome, *Card. Scriptor. Arcan. 2o*, c. iii. 24. But it is very generally given up now, and the Epistle is believed to have been written early in the second century. The matter will be found concisely treated by Heide, in the preface to his edition of the Apostolic Fathers, vol. 1, Hübner, 1847; and more at length in his volume, *Das Schriften der Apostolischen Väter 4*, Barmen, 1849; and in Heichel's article in *Die christliche Literatur und dogmat. d. k. d. Ew*. 21, 1850. See also *Norton's Grundsätze des Glaubens*, 21, vol. i. Add. Notes, pp. cc-lxxvi, London, 1846, and Donaldson's *Hist. of Christian Literature and Dogma*, Lond. 1854-1856. — A. H. A.

BARODIS [Var. Alex. *Barathan*; a name inserted in the list of those servants of Solomon who returned with Zebedalad 1 Esdr. vii. 47. There is no corresponding name in the list of Ezra or Nehemiah.]

BARRIEL. The Hebrew word *יִבְרֵאֵל* of Scripture is rendered in 1 K. viii. 12, 14, 16, viii. 19, xxiv. 10, everywhere else translated *BYRIEL*, which see. In the passages referred to, *BYRIEL* appears. In Rom., i. 61, Wette would be a better rendering than "barriel"; overbear, and Darby have "breech".

BARSABAS—*Joseph Barsabas; Judas Baresbas.*

BARTACUS. Baractus: Baretus, the father of Apame, the companion of King Parth of Esdr. iv. 24. "The admirable" *αἰσχρότατος* was probably an exalted title belonging to his rank.

The syriac version has *בראתוס*, a name which recalls that of Artheas in Arrian, who is named by Herod. vi. 22, 117, as being in a high position in the Persian army under Xerxes, and a special favorite of that king. Simonis, *Dumont's Dict. of Eng.", p. 106.

BARTHOLOMEW. Bartolomow, i. e. *Bartholomeus*.

BARTIMEUS [A. V. Bartimaeus]. Bartimæus, i. e. *άρτιμης, son of Timæus*, a blind beggar of Jericho who *Mark x. 48* says, was "by the wayside begging as our Lord passed out of Jericho on his last journey to Jerusalem. Notwithstanding that many charged him to hold his peace, he continued crying, 'Jesus, son of David, have mercy on me." Being called, and his blindness miraculously cured, on the ground of his faith, by Jesus, he became thenceforward a disciple. Nothing more is known of him.

*The account of this miracle as related by all the Synoptists is comparatively full in Matt. xx. 26-34; Mark x. 46-52; Luke viii. 39-43.* In point of vividness of description and moral suggestiveness it is hardly surpassed by any similar narrative in the Gospel. For the circumstances under which the miracle was performed and its import as a symbol of the spiritual relations which men sustain to Christ as the great Healer, the remarks of Trench *Manual of the Greek Testament*, 1843-1847, iii. 240, should be read. Westcott calls it among "the miracles of personal faith" so signals exemplified here, both in its degree and its reward (Introduct. to the Study of the Gospels, p. 457, Amer. ed.). See also his *Characteristics of the Gospel Morals*, pp. 48-59. In Cleer's rule explains the apparent discrepancy that Matthew speaks of two blind men as healed at this time, but Mark and Luke only one: but the plural name, *phari*: *qui panther meminet, phara non negat*. It has been thought more difficult to explain how Luke should seem to say that Jesus was approaching Jericho when he performed the cure, while Matthew and Mark say that he performed it as he was leaving Jericho. One reply to this statement is that Jesus may have healed two blind men together before he entered the city, and the other on his departure from it; the former being the instance that Luke mentions, the latter that of Dessel's *Patrum Apaur. Opera*, Lips. 1853, and is critically edited, with the rest of the epistle, in Hilgenfeld's *Novum Test. extra canonem receptum*, ii. Lips. 1854. A.
which Mark mentions, while Matthew speaks of the two cases together. So Wieseler (Synopsis der vier Evang., p. 532) and Ehrard (Krist. der Gegenwart, p. 157 f., 2te Aufl.) need not (note in his Leben Jesu Christi, p. 614, 4te Aufl.) incline to the same view. It is possible also, as Bengel suggests (Gnomon N. T. i. 149), that Bartimaeus having failed in his first application when Jesus arrived at Jericho, renewed his request the next day in company with another blind man, as Jesus left the house of Zaccheus and the city on his way to Jerusalem. Two additional words in Luke xviii. 39. "And (on the morrow) he cried out, would he annul the two accounts perfectly? and, really, the confessedly fragmentary character of the narratives allows us, without violence, to suppose that omission. Trench favors this last explanation.
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which Mark mentions, while Matthew speaks of the two cases together. So Wieseler (Synopsis der vier Evang., p. 532) and Ehrard (Krist. der Gegenwart, p. 157 f., 2te Aufl.) need not (note in his Leben Jesu Christi, p. 614, 4te Aufl.) incline to the same view. It is possible also, as Bengel suggests (Gnomon N. T. i. 149), that Bartimaeus having failed in his first application when Jesus arrived at Jericho, renewed his request the next day in company with another blind man, as Jesus left the house of Zaccheus and the city on his way to Jerusalem. Two additional words in Luke xviii. 39. "And (on the morrow) he cried out, would he annul the two accounts perfectly? and, really, the confessedly fragmentary character of the narratives allows us, without violence, to suppose that omission. Trench favors this last explanation.

1. The book at present exists in Greek, and in several translations which were made from the Greek. The two classes into which the Greek MSS. may be divided do not present any very remarkable variations (Fritzsche, Einl. § 7); but the Syro-Hexaplaric text of the Milan Ms., of which a copy is still extant at Leiden, is divided into chapters, and contains references to the version of Theodotion (Eichhorn, Einl. in die Apoc. Schriften, p. 388 n.), which must imply a distinct recension of the Greek, if not an independent rendering of an original Hebrew text. Of the two Old Latin versions which remain, that which is incorporated in the Vulgate is generally literal; the other (Curs. Rom., 1585; Sabatier) is more free. The vulgar Syriac and Arabic follow the Greek text closely (Fritzsche, L. e.).

2. The assumed author of the book is undoubtedly the companion of Jeremiah, though Jahn denied this; but the details are inconsistent with the assumption. If the reading in i. 1 be correct (voc.: De Wette comm. ap. introd., Einl. § 321 a. comp. 2 K. xxv. 8), it is impossible to fix "the fifth year" in such a way as to suit the contents of the book, which exhibits not only historical inaccuracy but also evident traces of a later date than the beginning of the Captivity (iii. 9 ff., 22 ff.; 1. 3 ff. Comp. 2 K. xxv. 27).

3. The book was held in little esteem among the Jews (Hier. Pentr. in Jerem. p. 834 . nec habetur apud Hebræos: Epiph. de verb. Ms. III. καιναὶ ἐπιστολαὶ (Βαρούχ) παῖ Ἑβραῖοι;) though it is stated in the Greek text of the Apostolic Constitutions that it was read, together with the Lamentations, "on the tenth of the month Gorpipuous; i.e. the day of Atonement (Cont. Ap. v. 20, 1.). But this reference is wanting in the Syrian version (Hunson, Adv. Ante-Vic. ii. 187), and the assertion is unsupported by any other authority. There is no trace of the use of the book in the New Testament, or in the Apostolic Fathers, or in Justin. But from the time of Irenæus it was frequently quoted both in the East and in the West, and generally as the work of Jeremiah. (LXX. Ac. Hier. xiv. 35, 1, signifiiffent Jeremiah, Bar. iv. 36; . . . Tertull. c. Goet. 8, Hieremias, Bar. (Epist.) vi. 3 ff.; Clem. ProÌ. i. 10, § 91, ἡς Ιερεμίου, Bar. iv. 4; id. Prot. ii. 3, § 39, χριστιανος, Bar. iii. 15-19; Orig. ap. Enseb. H. v. vi. 25: Ιερεμίας θερηδας καὶ τῆς ἐπιστολὴς (;) Cypri. Test. Libr. ii. 6, apud Hieremias, Bar. iii. 35, &c.). It was, however, "obeiized" throughout in the LXX. as deficient in the Hebrew (Cod. Chis. ap. Lact., &c., Rome, 1772, p. 331). On the other hand it is contained as a separate book in the Pseudo-Laos- diose Catalogue, and in the Catalogues of Cyril of Jerusalem, Athanasius, and Nicephorus; but it is not specially mentioned in the Conciliar catalogues of Carthage and Hippo, probably as being included under the title Jeremiah. (Comp. Athanas. Syn. S. Script. ap. Credner, Zur Geschichte des Com. 138. Hilar. Prot. in Psalms 18.) It is complete omission its being omitted in said main the Hebrew Canon (e.g. Melito, Gregory Nazianzen, Epiphanius). Augustine quotes the words of Baruch (iii. 16) as attributed "more commonly to Jeremiah" (quodam . . . acribe ejus attributione.
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runt . . . sed Jeremiah celebration knowledge, de Gv. xviii. 33), and elsewhere uses them as such (Ezra. xii. 43). At the Council of Trent Baruch was admitted into the Roman Canon: but the Protestant churches have unanimously placed it among the Apocryphal books, though Whiston maintained its authenticity (c. i. infra).

4. Considerable discussion has been raised as to the original language of the book. Those who advocated its authenticity generally supposed that it was first written in Hebrew (Huet, Deverec, &c.; but Jahn is undecided: Berthold, Endl. 1755), and this opinion found many supporters (Frendt, Grundeg. Movers, Hitzig, De Wette, Endl. § 3234). Others again have maintained that the Greek is the original text (Eichborn, Endl. 388 ff.; Berthold, Endl. 1757; Havermick, ap. de Wette, l.c.). The truth appears to lie between these two extremes. The two divisions of the book are distinguished by marked peculiarities of style and language. The Hebrew character of the first part (i.-iii. 8) is such as to mark it as a translation and not as the work of a Hebrewizing Greek: c. y. 14, 15, 22, ii. 4, 9, 25, iii. 8; and several obscurities seem to be mistranslations: c. y. i. 2, ii. 18, 29.

The second part, on the other hand, which is written with greater freedom and vigour, closely resembles the Alexandrine type. And the imitations of Jeremiah and Daniel which occur throughout the first part (cf. i. 15-18 = Dan. ix. 7-10; ii. 1, 2 = Dan. iv. 12, 13; ii. 7-19 = Dan. ix. 13-18) give place to the tone and imagery of the Psalms and Isaiah.

5. The most probable explanation of this contrast is gained by supposing that some one thoroughly conversant with the Alexandrine translation of Jeremiah, perhaps the translator himself (Hitzig, Fritzsche), emended the Hebrew fragment which forms the basis of the book already attached to the writings of that prophet, and wrought it up into its present form. The peculiarities of language common to the LXX. translation of Jeremiah and the first part of Baruch seem too great to be accounted for in any other way (for instance the use of ἐναπωθα, ἀποστολή, βομπέσις [βομπές], ἀποστολής, μάνσα, ἀπωθεσθήνατε [ἀπωθεσθηνατε], ἐργασίας του, ἐναργατίας του, ἐνεργατίας του, ἐνέργατης του) and the great discrepancy which exists between the Hebrew and Greek texts as to the arrangement of the later chapters of Jeremiah, increases the probability of such an addition having been made to the canonical prophecies. These verbal coincidences cease to exist in the second part, or become very rare; but this also is distinguished by characteristic words: c. y. 8 ἀλακετόν, ἀνεκπον, ἀπάλασα. At the same time the general unity even in language, c. v. 9-11, and coherence of the book in its present form point to the work of one man. (Fritzsche, Eidl. § 5; Hitzig, Psalms. ii. 119; Ewald, Gesch. d. Volks Isr. iv. 232 n.) Berthold appears to be quite in error (Eidl. 1743, 1762) in assigning ii. 1-8 to a separate writer (De Wette, Eidl. § 322).

6. There are no certain data by which to fix the time of the composition of Baruch. Ewald (c. ii. 230 f.) assigns it to the close of the Persian period; and this may be true as far as the Hebrew portion is concerned; but the present book must be placed considerably later, probably about the time of the war of liberation (c. ii. 160), or somewhat earlier.

7. The Epistle of Jeremiah, which, according to the authority of some Greek MSS., stands in the English version as the 6th chapter of Baruch, is the work of a later period. It consists of a rhetorical declaration against idols (comp. Jer. xx., xxix.), in the form of a letter addressed by Jeremiah "to them which were to be led captive to Babylon." The letter is divided into clauses by the repetition of a common burden: they are not gods; flee not them (vv. 36, 37, 39, 66); how can a man think or say that they are gods? (vv. 40, 44, 56, 64). The condition of the text is closely analogous to that of Baruch; and the letter found the same partial reception in the Church. The author shows an intimate acquaintance with idolatrous worship, and this circumstance, combined with the purity of the Hellenistic dialect, points to Egypt as the country in which the epistle was written. There in no positive evidence to fix its date, for the supposed reference in 2 Mac. ii. 2 is more than uncertain; but it may be assigned with probability to the first century B. C.

8. A Syriac first Epistle of Baruch "to the nine and a half tribes" (comp. 2 Esdr. xiii. 40, Vers. Arab.) is found in the London and Paris Polyglott. This is made up of commonplaces of warning, encouragement, and exhortation. Fritzsche (Eidl. § 6) [with whom Davidson agrees (ibid. to the 16. T. iii. 442)] considers it to be the production of a Syrian monk. It is not found in any other language. Whiston (A Collection of Authentic Records, &c. London, 1727, i. 1 ff., 25 ff.) endeavored to maintain the canonicity of this epistle as well as that of the Book of Baruch.

B. F. W.

The "First Epistle of Baruch" has also been published in Largans's Libri Lit. Testamenti, 1681, and a Latin translation (taken from the London Polyglott) may be found in Fabricius's Col. apol. p. 1, 170, ii. 145 f. Ginsberg, in the 3d cd. of Kittte's Cyclop. of Bibl. Lit., gives a full analysis of the epistle, and expresses his surprise that this "interesting relic" of antiquity has been so unjustly neglected. He supposes it to have been written by a Jew about the middle of the second century B. C.

A.

BARZELAI [3 syll.], 1 Esdr. v. 38, marg [but BEREZELAI in the text. See APPEAL.]

BARZILAI (Pam) [2 syll. ], iron: Be- zsi (Vat. Alex. -A: in Ezr. Bzefalalii; etc.; in Neh. Alex. Bzefalalii: Bzefalai), 1. A wealthy Gilgilete who showed hospitality to David when he fled from Absalom (2 Sam. xvii. 27). On the score of his age, and probably from a feeling of independence, he declined the king's offer of judging his case at court (2 Sam. xix. 32-30). David before his death recommended his sons to the kindness of Solomon (1 K. ii. 7). [The descendants of his daughter, who married into a priestly family, were unable, after the Captivity, to prove their genealogy (Ezr. ii. 61; Neh. vii. 63. 1 Esdr. v. 38.)]

2. A Meholithite, whose son Adriel married Michal, Saul's daughter (2 Sam. xvi. 8).

R. W. B.

BASALOTH (Barash), [Barash, [AHaz: [Barash, Phurath] [Bazath], 1 Esdr. v. 31. [BAZILITH.]

BASCAHA (by Baschea; Jos. Basada; Basesama), a place in Gilgal (cf. 'Yer Psalms (Baruch)), where Jonathan Maccabaeus was killed by Tryphon, and
BASHAN
from which his bones were afterwards disinterred and conveyed to Medin by his brother Simon (1 Macr. xiii. 23; Joseph. Ant. xiii. 6, § 6). No trace of the name has yet been discovered. G.

BASHAN (almost invariably with the definite article, ạš-an) Bashi, a district on the east of Jordan. It is not, like Argob and other districts of Palestine, distinguished by some constant designation, but is sometimes spoken of as the "land of Bashan" (Josh. Ch. 4, 1; Deut. ii. 35-37; Josh. vi. 32, 33), and sometimes as "all Bashan" (Josh. ii. 3; Josh. xii. 32, 33), but most commonly without any addition. It was taken by the children of Israel after their conquest of the land of Sihon from Arnon to Jabok. They "turned from their road over Jordan and 'went up by the way of Bashan' — probably by very much the same route as that now followed by the pilgrims of the Hajj and by the Romans before them — to Edrei on the western edge of the Lejih. [EDREL] Here they encountered Og king of Bashan, who "came out" probably from the natural fastnesses of Argob, only to meet the entire destruction of himself, his sons, and all his people (Num. xxxi. 33-35; Deut. iii. 1-3). Argob, with its 69 strongly fortified cities, evidently formed a principal portion of Bashan (Deut. iv. 4, 5), though still only a portion (13), there being besides a large number of unwalled towns (5). Its chief cities were Ashtaroth (i.e. Baasha), comp. Josh. xii. 27 with 1 Chr. vi. 71). Edrei, Golan, Salsah, and possibly Mahanaim (Josh. xiii. 30). Two of these cities, namely, Golan and Baasha, were allotted to the Levites of the family of Gershom, the former as a "city of refuge" (Josh. xii. 27; 1 Chr. vi. 71). The limits of Bashan are very strictly defined. It extended from the "border of Gilgal" on the south to Mount Hermon on the north (Deut. iii. 3, 10, 14; Josh. xii. 5; 1 Chr. vi. 23), and from the Aralah or Jordan valley on the west to Salsah (Sukhbal) and the border of the Geshuriites, and the Maacathites on the east (Josh. xii. 3-4; Deut. iii. 10). This important district was bestowed on the half-tribe of Manasseh (Josh. xiii. 29-31), together with the land of Bashan to which Baasha and his descendants had assisted his brethren in the conquest of the country west of the Jordan, they went to their tents and to their cattle in the possession which Moses had given them in Bashan (xxii. 7, 8). It is just named in the list of Solomon's commissariat districts (1 K. iv. 13). And here, with the exception of one more passing glimpse, closes the history of Bashan as far as the Bible is concerned. It vanished from the stage of life and was used for building, being devoted by Hazael in the reign of Jehu (2 K. x. 33). True the "oksas" of its forests and the wild cattle of its pastures — the "strong bulls of Bashan" — long retained their proverbial fame (Ez. xxvii. 5; Ps. xxii. 12), and the beauty of its high downs and wide sweeping plains could not but strike now and then the heart of a poet (Am. iv. 1; Ps. xviii. 15; Jer. l. 19; Mic. viii. 14), but history it has none; its very name seems to have given place as quickly as possible to one which had a connection with the story of the founder of the nation (Gen. xxxi. 47-48), and therefore more claim to use. Even so early as the time of the conquest, "Gilgal" seems to have begun to take the first place as the designation of the country beyond the Jordan, a place which it retained afterwards to the exclusion of Bashan (comp. Josh. xxii. 9, 15, 32; Judg. xx. 1; Ps. Is. 7, xivii. 8; 1 Chr. xxvii. 21 2 K. xv. 24). Indeed "Bashan" is most frequently used as a mere accompaniment to the name of Og, when his overthrow is alluded to in the national poetry.

After the Captivity, Bashan is mentioned as divided into four provinces — Gaulanitis, Auranitis, Trachonitis, and Batanitis. Of these four, all but the third have retained almost perfectly their ancient names, the modern Lejih alone having superseded the Argob and Trachonitis of the Old and New Testaments. The province of Jordan is the most western of the four; it abuts on the sea of Galilee and the lake of Merom, from the former of which it rises to a plateau nearly 3000 feet above the surface of the water. This plateau, though now almost wholly uncultivated, is of a rich soil, and its N. W. portion rises into a range of hills almost everywhere clothed with oak forests (Porter, ii. 239). No less than 127 ruined villages are scattered over its surface. [GOLAN.]

The Hasmon is to the S. E. of the last named province and S. of the Lejih; like Jordan, its sur face is perfectly flat, and its soil esteemed amongst the most fertile in Syria. It too contains an immense number of ruined towns, and also many inhabited villages. [HA'BANAH.]

The contrast which the rocky intricacies of the Lejih present to the rich and flat plains of the Hasmon and the Jordan has already been noticed. [ARGOB.]

The remaining district, though no doubt much smaller in extent than the ancient Bashan, still retains its name, modified by a change frequent in the Oriental languages. Aril-al-Dawtagnel lies on the east of the Lejih and the north of the range of Jebel Hasmon or ed Druze (Porter, ii. 57). It is a mountainous district of the most picturesque character, abounding with forests of evergreen oak, and with soil extremely rich; the surface studded with towns of very remote antiquity, deserted it is true, but yet standing almost as perfect as the day they were built.

For the boundaries and characteristics of these provinces, and the most complete researches yet published, I refer the reader to the interesting portion of Palestine, see Porter's Description, vol. ii (and his Giant Cities of Bashan, 1869). G.

* We have a valuable work for information concerning some parts of Bashan in the Reisbericht üb. Haerum u. die Trachten with Dr. John Wetz stein, Prussian Consul at Damascus (Berlin, 1860). He explored especially that region of almost fabulous wonders, El-Lejih, the supposed Amon, and ascended this interesting portion of Palestine, see Porter's Description, vol. ii. (and his Giant Cities of Bashan, 1869).
those on the other side. He thinks the country
would never have been subdued by the Hebrews.
He states as proof of the impossibility and
strength of this almost impregnable position that
Ibrahim Pasha, whose armies made Constantin-
ople itself tremble, in 1838 stormed the place de-
defended by only 5,000 men for 6 months, survived
20,000 regular troops, and was obliged at last to
withdraw, wholly baffled in his attempt. But the
Bible represents the conquests of Moses on the
cost of the Jordan, as confidedly extraordinary
(Dent. xxxvi. 4; Josh. ii. 10, iv. 10, Ac.). If it be
necessary to insist on that consideration, we must
say that the success of the Hebrew arms could not
be doubtful in a warfare in which they stood un-
der a leadership guided and upheld by divine
cooporation. He argues also that the territory con-
quered by the Hebrews on the east of the Jordan
could not have included the present El-Idjoh,
and hence that Argob must be sought elsewhere.
But the boundaries of the Hebrew territory be-
yond the Jordan are vaguely desribed; they were
not the same at all periods, and it is going be-
yond our knowledge to affirm that they could not
at the time of the first Hebrew invasion have
embraced the region of Argob. For the positive
grounds on which the identification of El-Idjoh
with Argob rests, see under Aaron and Caleb.

The Russian Consul mentions a striking fact in
illustration of the fertility of the country assigned
to Kenuben, Gad, and the half-tribe of Manasseh,
and of its adaptation to the wants of a nomadic
and pastoral people such as many of these Hebrews
were (Num. xxxii. 1-5, 33). He says (Reise-
bericht, p. 82) that the provinces where are Kunuben and
tobia are the best watered and richest for
pasturage not only of Perca but of all Syria;
so that the wandering tribes of nomads alone feel
there more than 300,000 camels six months in the
year while, as ascertained from the bureau of
tax-registration at Damansor, 42 other Bedouin
tribes range there (nomadism) during the entire
year. Hence the agricultural population have for
centuries been driven away and the cities once
found in that quarter lie now in ruins. 1

BASSAN-HAVOTH-JRAIR, a name given to Argob after its conquest by Jair (Dent. iii. 14). [HAVOTH-JAIR.]

BASHEMATH, or BASHEMATH (Bassamath), a fragrant; Basemath [etc.: Bassamath]. 1. Daugh-
ter of Ishmael, the last married of the three wives of
Eaan (Gen. xxxvi. 3, 4, 15), from whose son,
Reuel, four tribes of the Edomites were descended.
When first mentioned she is called Mahalath (Gen.
xxxiv. 9), but whilst, on other occasions, the same
Basemath is in the narrative (Gen. xxxvi. 34) given
to another of Eaan's wives, the daughter of Eon
the Hittite. It is remarkable that all Eaan's wives
receive different names in the genealogical table of
the Edomites (Gen. xxxvi.) from those by which
they have been previously mentioned in the history.
The diversity will be best seen by placing the names
side by side:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genealogy (Gen. xxxvi. 2, 3).</th>
<th>Narrative (Gen. xxxvi. 34; xxxvii. 9).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Abih, d. of Eon.</td>
<td>2. Bashemath, d. of Eon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Bashemath, d. of Ishmael.</td>
<td>4. Mahalath, d. of Ishmael.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Whatever be the explanation of this diversity of
names, there is every reason for supposing that they
refer to the same persons respectively; and we may
well conclude with Hengstenberg that the choice
of all the names cannot have arisen from accident:
and further, that the names in the genealogical
table, which is essentially an Edomitic document,
are those which these women respectively bore as
the wives of Eaan (Hengstenberg, Atl. d. Pent. ii.
257, Eng. transl. ii. 226). This view is confirmed
by the fact that the Seirite wife, who is called Judith
in the narrative, appears in the genealogical account
under the name of Abibaimah, a name which appears
to have belonged to a district of Edomites
(Ten. xxxvi. 41). The only ground for hesitation
or suspicion of error in the text is the occurrence
of this name Bashemath both in the narrative and
the genealogy, though applied to different persons.
The Samaritan text seeks to remove this difficulty
by reading Mahalath instead of Bashemath in the
genealogy. We might with more probability sup-
pose that this name (Bashemath) has been assigned
in error to the wrong person in one or other of these
passages, but if so it is impossible to determine which
is erroneous.

2. [Aqemudah: Alex. Masemudah.] A daughter
of Solomon and wife of one of his officers, called
in A. V. Basmath (1 K. iv. 15). F. W. C.*

3. According to the Masoretic pointing, the name
in English in all the passages should be Basemath;
for the sibilant is ו and not מ. The Bishops'
Bible has Basemath, except in 1 K. iv. 15, where it
is Basmath, as in A. V.

II.

BASIN. (1) "ןוע: φασάν: φανάτ: from
לוע: to scatter (Ges. p. 434); often in A. V. beav.
(2) נוע: καρβιφ: craver. (3) ד"וע: craver;
in A. V. sometimes cup, from ד"וע, corer, a cup
with a lid. (4) גא, wrongly in LXX. (Ex. xii.
22) י"א, and in Vulg. liuna (Ges. p. 965).
1. Between the various vessels bearing in the
A. V. the names of basin, bowl, charger, cup and
fish, it is scarcely possible now to ascertain the
precise distinction, as very few, if any remains
are known up to the present time to exist of Jewish
earthen or metal ware, and as the same names are
variously employed in different places. We can
only conjecture as to their form and material from
the analogy of ancient Egyptian or Assyrian speci-
mens of works of the same kind, and from modern
Oriental vessels for culinary or domestic purposes.
Among the smaller vessels for the Tabernacle or Tem-
ple-service, many must have been required to re-
ceive from the sacrificial victims the blood to be
sprinkled for purification. Moses, on the occasion of the
great ceremony of purification in the wilderness,
poured the blood in "the basins": נושה, or
bowls, and afterwards sprinkled it on the people
(Ex. xxiv. 6, 8, xxv. 21; Lev. i. 5, 15, iii. 2, 8,
13, iv. 5, 34, viii. 29, 24, xiv. 14, 25, xvi. 15, 19;
Heb. i. 19). Among the vessels cast in metal,
whether gold, silver, or brass, by Hiram for Solomon,
besides the laver and great sea, mention is made
of basins, bowls, and cups. Of the first (נושה, marg. bowls) he is said to have made 100 (2 Chr.
iv. 8; 1 K. vii. 45, 46, 1 Chr. xxv. 29) and 1 (Chr.
xxviii. 14, 17). Josephus, probably with great
exaggeration, reckon of φασάν and καρβιφ, 20,000 in gold and 40,000 in silver, besides an
equal number in each metal of κραβιφ, for the
BASKET. The Hebrew terms used in the description of this article are as follows: (1) נָטַף, so called from the тегія of which it was originally made, specially used as the Greek κατάφοι (Hom. Òd. iii. 442); and the Latin coenarium (Virg. Òm. i. 791) for holding bread (Gen. xli. 16 f; Ex. xxix. 3, 25; Lev. viii. 2, 36, 31; Num. vi. 15, 17, 19). The form of the Egyptian bread-basket is delineated in Wilkinson’s ÒAnt. Egypt.Ó iii. 229, after the specimens represented in the tomb of Ramesses III.

Egyptian Baskets. (From Wilkinson.)

These were made of gold (comp. Hom. ÒOd. x. 355), and we must assume that the term σωλ passed from its strict etymological meaning to any vessel applied to the purpose. In ÒJudg.Ó vi. 19, meat is served up in a σωλ, which could hardly have been of wicker-work. The expression ράβι ἠπ (Gen. xli. 16) is sometimes referred to the material of which the baskets were made (κατά βαϊα, Symm.), or the white color of the peeled sticks, or lastly to their being ‘full of holes’ (A. V. margin); 2. ο ● κατα, a work basket.

(2) ύμερα κατά, a word of kindred origin, applied to the basket used in gathering grapes (Jer. vi. 9). (3) γάρ, in which the first

Egyptian Baskets. (From Wilkinson.)

fruits of the harvest were presented (Deut. xxvi. 4). From its being coupled with the kneading-bowl (A. V. ’store’; Deut. xxviii. 5, 17), we may infer that it was also used for household purposes, perhaps to bring the corn to the mill. The equivalent term in the LXX. for this and the preceding Hebrew words is καρπαλαος, which specifically means a basket that tapers downwards (καρπαλος ὁ δύο τὰ κάτω, Stmd.), similar to the Roman cothia. This shape of basket appears to have been familiar to the Egyptians (Wilkinson, ii. 401). (4) γάρτζα, so called from its similarity to a bird-cage or trap (καρπαλαος is used in the latter sense in Ecles. xi. 30), probably in regard to its having a lid: it was used for carrying fruit (Am. viii. 2); the LXX. gives γάρτζαν: Symm. so our κελάδος; the Vulg. macerius. (5) γάρτζω, used like the Greek καρπαλαος (LXX.) for carrying fruit (Jer. xxv. 1, 2), as well as on a larger scale for carrying clay to the brick-yard (Ps. lixi. 6, καρπαλος, LXX. ἐμέν, A. V.); or for holding bulky articles (2 K. ix. 7; καρπαλαος, LXX.): the shape of this basket and the mode of carrying it usual among the brick-makers in Egypt is delineated in Wilkinson, ii. 99, and aptly illustrates Ps. lixxvi. 6.

The name Saltai (Neh. xi. 8, xii. 20) seems to indicate that the manufacture of baskets was a recognized trade among the Hebrews.

In the N. T. baskets are described under the three following terms, καρπαλος, σπώρα, and σραγάναι. The last occurs only in 2 Cor. xi. 33, in describing St. Paul’s escape from Damascus: the word properly refers to anything twisted like a rope (.S Exc. Suppl. 791) or any article woven of rope (πλέγμα τι ἐκ σχοινίου, Stild.): fish-baskets specially were so made (ἀπὸ σχοινίου πλεγμάτων ἐς ὕπωδοκτίν ἱγνος, Πτυμ. Mag.). With regard to the two former words, it may be remarked that καρπαλος is exclusively used in the description of the miracle of feeding the five thousand (Matt. xxiv. 19, xvi. 9; Mark vi. 43; Luke ix. 17; John vi. 13), and σπώρα in that of the four thousand (Matt. xv. 37; Mark viii. 8): the distinction is most definitely brought out in Mark viii. 19, 20. The σραγάναι is also mentioned as the means of St. Paul’s escape (Acts ix. 25). The difference between these two kinds of baskets is not very apparent. Their construction appears to have been the same: for καρπαλαος is explained by Snidas as ἄγγελον πλεκτόν, while σραγάναι is generally connected with σπώρα. The σραγάναι (σρώτα, Vulg.) seems to have been most appropriately used of the provision basket, the Roman spotaR. Hesychius explains it as το προφυς ἄγγος; compare also the expression διτῖπνοι ἀπὸ σπώρων (Athen. vii. 17). The καρπαλαος seems to have been generally larger. According to Plut. Mag. it is ὑπαν καὶ κάλλον χώρας: as used by the Romans (Colum. xi. 3, p. 469) it contained nanure enough to make a portable hot-bed [Dict. of Ant., COPHINEUS]: in Rome it was constantly carried about by the Jews (quvovs ἄγγειαν παραφυς νεπελεξ, Juv. iii. 14, vi. 542). Creswell (Diss. vii. pt. 4) surmises that the use of the cophines was to keep in, but there is little to support this. 

W. L. B.

BAS'MATH (בָּשָּׁמָה) [fragrant]: η βασίμαθ [Alex. Μαρσμαθ]: Bowsworth, a daughter of Solomon, married to Ahimaz, one of his commandar officers (1 K. iv. 15). [BAESHMATH.]

BASSA (בֶּסָא) [Alex. Μαρσα: Vulg. not recognizable], 1 Esdr. v. 16. [BEZAI.]


BAT וְתַבָּט, תַבָּטַב: νυκτερίς: vespertilio. There is no doubt whatever that the A V
is correct in its rendering of this word: the derivation of the Hebrew name, \( a \) the authority of the old versions, which are all agreed upon the point, and the context of the passages where the Hebrew word occurs, are conclusive as to the meaning. It is true that in the A. V. of Lev. xi. 19, and Deut. xiv. 18, the \( 'utillyph \) closes the lists of \( fowl \) that shall not be eaten;" but it must be remembered that the ancients considered the bat to partake of the nature of a bird, and the Hebrew \( eph, \) "fowl," which literally means "a wing," might be applied to any winged creature: indeed this seems clear from Lev. xi. 20, where, immediately after the \( 'utillyph \) is mentioned, the following words, which were doubtless suggested by this name, occur: "All fowls that creep, going upon all four, shall be an abomination unto you." Besides the passages cited above, mention of the bat occurs in Is. ii. 20: "In that day a man shall cast his idols of silver and his idols of gold . . . to the medes and to the bats," and in Baruch vi. 22 (or Epist. of Jer. 22), in the passage that so graphically sets forth the vanity of the Babylonish idols: "Their faces are blacked through the smoke that cometh out of the temple: upon their bodies and heads sit bats, swallows, and birds, and the cats also."  

are found in Egypt, some of which occur doubtless in Palestine. \( Mobius Ruppelli, Vesperculium pristrellum var. Egyptius, V. maritius var. Egypt. \) \( Typhonus perforatus, Vespertilia Thebaes, Rhinopus micropus, Rhinobatias, Aegyptus } \) occur in the tombs and pyramids of Egypt.

Many travellers have noticed the immense numbers of bats that are found in caverns in the East, and Layard says that on the occasion of a visit to a cavern these noisome beasts compelled him to retreat (\( Nimrode and Babylon, p. 307 \)). To this day these animals find a congenial lurking abode and set the remains of idols and the sculptured representations of idolatrous practices (\( Script. Nat. II. p. 83 \)) thus forcibly attesting the meaning of the prophet Isaiah's words. Bats belong to the order \( Chiroptera, \) class \( Mammalia. \) W. H.  

BASTARD. Among those who were excluded from entering the congregation, that is, from intermarrying with pure Hebrews (\( Schellen, Table Talk, s. v. "Bastard"), even to the tenth generation, was the \( mamzer \) (\( "\text{bastard}, \) \( A. V. "\text{bastard}, \) ), who was classed in this respect with the Ammonite and Moabite (Deut. xxiii. 2). The term is not, however, applied to any illegitimate offspring, born out of wedlock, but is restricted by the Rabbins to the issue of any connection within the degrees prohibited by the Law. A \( mamzer, \) according to the Mishna (\( Yebonoth, x. 13 \)), is one, says R. Akiba, who is born of relations between whom marriage is forbidden. Simon the Tamnai says, it is every one whose parents are liable to the punishment of "cutting off" by the hands of Heaven; R. Joshua, every one whose parents are liable to death by the house of judgment, as, for instance, the offspring of adultery. The ancient versions (\( LXX., Vulg., \) \( Syr., \) ) add another class, the children of a harlot, and in this sense the term \( mamzer \) or \( mamzerim \) survived in Feudal Law (\( Schellen, De Sacre, in Dom. Defunct., c. iii. \)). "Mamzerim securum, sed meczna nothi-scler et ortum."  

The child of a \( yd, \) or non-Israelite, and a \( mamzer \) was also reckoned by the Talmudists a \( mamzer, \) as was the issue of a slave and a \( mamzer, \) and of a \( mamzer \) and female proselyte. The term also occurs in Zech. ix. 6, "a bastard shall dwell in Ashdod," where it seems to denote a foreign race of mixed and foreign birth. Dr. Geiger infers from this passage that \( mamzer \) specially signifies the issue of such marriages between the Jews and the women of Ashdod as are alluded to in Neh. xiii. 23, 24, and applies it exclusively to the Philistine bastard. W. A. W.  

BATH, BATHING. This was a prescribed part of the Jewish ritual of purification in cases of accidental, leprosy, or ordinary uncleanness (\( Lev. xv. pass., xvi. 28, xxii. 6; Num. xix. 7, 19; 2 Sam. xi. 2, 4; 2 K. v. 10 \)) as also after mourning which always implied defilement, \( c. g. \) Ruth iii. 3; \( 2 \) Sam. xii. 20. The high-priest at his inauguration (\( Lev. xiii. 6 \)) and on the day of atonement, once before each solemn act of propitiation (\( xvi. 4, 24 \)) was also to bathe. This the rabbis have multiplied into ten times on that day. Maimon. (\( Comenlii, de Vbis Sacrat. v. 3 \) ) gives rules for the strict privacy of the Bat, perhaps, from \( battalion, battalion \) (as Wedgwood, \( Diet. Eng. Etym. \)).  

\( b \) with the exception of the Syræ, which has \( \{ \text{pesca} \}, \) \"a peacock.\"
high-priest in bathing. There were bath-rooms in the later Temple over the chambers "Abines and "Boupnevth, for the priests used (Lightfoot, Decret. of Temp., p. 24). A bathing-chamber was probably included in his bed-chamber, even of no great rank in cities from early times (2 Sam. xi. 2); much more in those of the wealthy in later times; often in gardens (Susan. 15). With this, anointing was customarily joined; the climate making both these essential alike to health and pleasure, to which luxury added the use of perfumes (Sussan. 17; Jud. x. 3; Esth. ii. 12). The "pools," such as that of Siloam, and Hezekiah's, are said (Is. xxv. 10; 2 K. xx. 29; Is. xxiii. 11; John ix. 7), often sheltered by partly built (John v. 2), are the first indications we have of public bathing accommodation. Ever since the time of Jason (Prideaux, ii. 168) the Greek usages of the bath probably prevailed, and an allusion in Josephus (\(\text{λούσιμον \ όπτραπταιτων} \)), B. J. i. 17, § 7) seems to imply the use of the bath (hence, no doubt, a public one, as in Rome) by legonary soldiers. We read also of a castle luxuriously provided with a volume of water in its court, and of a Herodian palace with spacious pools adjoining, in which the guests continued swimming, &c. in very hot weather from noon till dark (Joseph. Ant. xii. 4 § 11, xv. 3, § 3). The hot baths of Tiberias, or more strictly of Emmaus (Euseb. H. E. vii. 10, query \(\text{Αλίαδ} \) Boniforous) near it, and of Callirhoe, near the Eastern shore of the Dead Sea, were much resorted to. (Rendel, i. 67, Joseph. Ant. xxviii. 2, xvii. 6, § 5, R. J. i. 33, § 5; Annum. Marcell. xiv. 8; Staley, 373, 236.) The parallel customs of ancient Egypt, Greece, and Rome, are too well known to need special allusion. (See Dict. of Gr. and Rom. Ant., art. \(\text{Βαρνηκ} \).

II. H. H.

* The N. T. passages should be noticed. In John xiii. 10 (where \(\text{λούσιμον} \) is opposed to \(\text{βαπτισμός} \) there is an unquestioned reference to the practice of bathing, especially before partaking of the Passover meal. For \(\text{λούσιμον} \) in Eph. v. 26 and Tit. iii. 5, variously rendered as "bath" or "bathing," see Baptism IV. 3, 4; and Meyer and Ellsott on those passages. Whether \(\text{βαπτιστην \ ρανθινω} \) in Mark vii. 4 refers to bathing the body after coming from market (De Wette, Meyer), or washing by immersion what has been purchased and brought from market (Lange, Bleek), is a point about which interpreters differ. As to the means for bathing which the Jews anciently possessed in the tanks and reservoirs within and around Jerusalem, and which to some extent the inhabitants of that city possess at present, see Waters, under Jerusalem. The traveller in the East finds the synagogues of the modern Jews, e. g. those at Safid in Galilee, furnished with large bathing rooms for the performance of the washings which they practice in connection with their worship. The synagogues at Jerusalem have a similar arrangement.

H. BATH. [Measures]

BATH-RAB'BIM, THE GATE OF (\(\text{βαπτιστήριον} \)), one of the gates of the ancient city of Heshbon, by (\(\text{γωνίω} \)) which were two "pools," a whereof Solomon likens the eyes of his beloved (Cant. vii. 4 [5]). The "Gate of Bath-rab'rim" at Heshbon would, according to the Oriental custom, be the gate pointing to a town of that name. The only place in this neighborhood at all resembling Bath-rab'rim is in sound a Rabbin (Amman), but the one tank of which we gain an intelligence as remaining at Heshbon, is on the opposite (S.) side of the town to Amman (Porter, Handbook, p. 298). Future investigations may settle this point. The LXX. and Vulg. translate: \(\text{ἐν πολλάς θυσιά} \) \(\text{πολλά} \) in porti \(\text{πήλα} \) multitudinis. G.

BATH-SHEBA [rather Bath-sh'eha] (\(\text{βαπτιστήριον} \) 2 Sam. xi. 3, &c.; also called Bath-shun, \(\text{βαπτιστήριον} \), in 1 Chr. iii. 5: \(\text{βαπτιστήριον} \) [Alex. Bathsh'ab; in 2 Sam. and 1 K. i. 11]: Joseph. Bathsh'a-bi, B. J. i. e. daughter of an oath, or, daughter of seven, sc. years), the daughter of Eliam (2 Sam. xi. 3), or Ammiel (1 Chr. iii. 5), the son of Ahithophel (2 Sam. xxiii. 34), the wife of Uriah the Hittite. It is probable that the enmity of Ahithophel towards David was increased, if not caused, by the dishonor brought by him upon his family in the person of Bathshua. The child which was the fruit of her adulterous intercourse with David died: but after marriage she became the mother of four sons, Solomon (Matt. i. 6), Shimea, Shobab, and Nathan. When, in David's old age, Adonijah, an elder son by Haggith, attempted to set aside in his own favor the succession promised to Solomon, Bathshua was employed by Nathan to inform the king of the conspiracy (1 K. i. 11, 15, 23). After the accession of Solomon, she, as queen-mother, requested permission of her son for Adonijah to take in marriage Abishag the Shunammite. This permission was refused, and became the occasion of the execution of Adonijah (1 K. ii. 24, 25). (David.) Bathshua was said by Jewish tradition to have composed and recited Prov. xxxi. by way of admonition or reproof to her son Solomon, on his marriage with Pharaoh's daughter. Calmet, Dict. s. v. Corn. a Lapid. on Prov. xxxi.

H. W. P.

BATH-SHUA (\(\text{βαπτιστήριον} \) [daughter of an oath]: Vat. and Alex. Bathsh'ab, Bathsheba), a variation of the name of Bathsheba, mother of Solomon, occurring only in 1 Chr. iii. 5. It is perhaps worth notice that Shua was a Canaanite name (comp. 1 Chr. iii. 3, and Gen. xxxviii. 2, 12—where "Bath-shu" is really the name of Judah's wife), while Bathsheba's original husband was a Hittite.

BATH-ZACHARIAS (\(\text{βαπτιστήριον} \) [house of Z]: Bathsh'arziha; Alex. and Joseph. Bath'shar'ziha; Bethzacharias), a place, named only 1 Macc. vi. 32, 33, to which Judas Maccæus marched from Jerusalem, and where he encamped for the relief of Bethsura (Bethzur) when the latter was besieged by Antiochus Epiator. The two places were seventy stadia apart (Joseph. Ant. xii. 9, § 4), and the approach to Bathzacharias were intricate and confused—\(\text{σταγεῖς οφείλεται πάντας} \) παραβολου (Joseph. B. J. i. 1, § 5, and comp. the passage cited above, from which it is evident that Josephus knew the spot). This description is met in every respect by the modern Beit Saburâkh, which has been discovered by Robinson at nine miles north of Beit sûr, * on an almost isolated promontory or

* Tristram (Land of Israel, p. 540) makes it bear southeast of Hebron. H.
BATTLE-AXE

tell, jutting out between two deep valleys, and connected with the high ground south by a low neck between the heads of the valleys, the neck forming the only place of access to what must have been an almost impregnable position" (Rob. iii. 283, 284). The place lies in the entangled country west of the Hebrew road, between four and five miles south of Bethlehem. [BETHZILNE.]

* BATTLE-AXE (Jer. i. 29). [AXE, 7; MUL.]

* BATTLEMENT. [HORSE.]

BAVAI [2 sy1. (תַּבְאָא̄ [of Persian origin, Gen.]: Bovai; [Lit. Bovai; Comp. Bovati; Bovai], son of Hemad, ruler (תַּבְאָא̄) of the "district" (תַּבְאָא̄) of Keilah in the time of Nehemiah (Neh. iii. 18).

BAY-TREE (תַּבְאָא̄) červich: שֵׁנִיָּה תּוֹעַ הַיָּגָר: cedrus Libani. It is difficult to see upon what grounds the translators of the A. V. have understood the Hebrew word of Ps. xxxvii. 45 to signify a "bay-tree"; such a rendering is entirely unsupported by any kind of evidence. Most of the Jewish doctors understand by the term červich "a tree which grows in its own soil"—one that has never been transplanted; which is the interpretation given in the margin of the A. V. Some versions, as the Vulg. and the Arabic, follow the LXX., which reads "cedar of Lebanon," mistaking the Hebrew word for one of somewhat similar form.* Celsius (Hieroc. i. 194) agrees with the author of the sixth Greek edition, which gives אֲדֹּֽעֵבְּעַן (יאדועב) in italics, "one born in the land" as the meaning of the Hebrew word: with this view Rabba Solomon and Hammond (Comment. on Ps. xxxvii. 45) concur. Dr. Boyle (Keillo's Cyc. Bk. Li. art. "Ezraich") suggests the Arabic ṣakēr, which he says is described in Arabic works on Materia Medica as a tree having leaves like the "glove" or "bay-tree." This opinion must be rejected as unsupported by any authority. Perhaps no tree whatever is intended by the word červich, which occurs in several passages of the Hebrew Bible, and signifies as a native, in contradistinction to a stranger, or a foreigner. Comp. Lev. xvi. 29: "Ye shall afflict your souls... whether it be one of your own country (תַּבְאָא̄ נַעַנְוֶה, hieczvich) or a stranger that sojourneth among you." The epithet "green," as Celsius has observed, is by no means the only meaning of the Hebrew word; for the same word occurs in Isai, iv. 4, where Nehemiah makes use of it: "I was flourishing in my palace." In all other passages where the word červich occurs, it evidently is spoken of a man (Cels. Hieroc. i. 196). In support of this view we may observe that the word translated "in great power," "more literally signifies" to be formidable," or "to cause terror," and that the word which the A. V. translates "spreading himself," as more properly means to make bare." The passage then might be thus paraphrased: "I have seen the wicked a terror to others, and behaving with barefaced audacity, just as some proud native of the land." In the Lepid. war the oppression of the stranger was strongly forbidden, perhaps therefore some reference to such acts of oppression is made in these words of the psalmist.

W. H.

BAZLUTH (תַּבְלָת [a stripping, nakedness].) "Children of B." were among the Na. Thalim who returned with Zerubbabel (Neh. vii. 54). In Ezek. ii. 52, the name is given as BAZLITH (תַּבְלָת [which means the same]). LXX. in both places Bασαλάθ; [Lat. in Ezek. Bασαλαθ, in Neh. Bασαλαθ] BAZLATH. [BAZLATH.]

BAZLUTH (תַּבְלָת: bāsālāth; [Lat. Bασαλαθ]: BAZLATH. (Ezek. ii. 52).

BDELLIUM (תַּבְלָת, bedeloch: נַעַנְוֶה, κρύσταλλαν: bdelillum), a precious substance, the name of which occurs in Gen. ii. 12, with "gold" and "onyx stone," as one of the productions of the land of Havilah, and in Num. xi. 7, where manna is in color compared to bdelillum. There are few subjects that have been more equivocally discussed than this one, which relates to the nature of the article denoted by the Hebrew word bdeliluch, and it must be confessed that notwithstanding the labor bestowed upon it, we are still as much in the dark as ever, for it is quite impossible to say whether bdeliluch denotes a mineral, or an animal production, or a vegetable exudation. Some writers have supposed that the word should be written bdeliluch (beryl), instead of bdeliluch, as Wahl (in Desser, Asier, p. 506) and Hartmann (de Melier, Hebrew, iii. 56), but beryll, or opal mariae, which is only a pale variety of emerald, is out of the question, for the bdelillum was white (Ex. xxi. 31, with Num. xi. 7), while the beryl is yellow or red, or faint blue; for the same reason the ázphag ("carbuncle") of the LXX. (in Gen. i. c.) must be rejected: while κρύσταλλαν ("crystal") of the same version, which interpretation is adopted by Rehnd (de Sina Proclusi, § 12), is mere conjecture. The Greek, Venetian, and the Arabic versions, with some of the Jewish doctors, understand "pears" to be intended by the Hebrew word: and this interpretation Beilart (Hieroc. iii. 592) and Gesenius accept; on the other hand the Gr. versions of Aquila, Theodotion, and Symmachus, Josephus (Ant. iii. 1, § 6), Salmasius (Hist. Itali. p. 181), Celsius (Hieroc. i. 321), Spengel (Hist. Rel. Herb. i. 18, and Comment. in Desser. i. 80), and a few modern writers believe, with the A. V., that bdeliluch = bdelillum, i. e., an offshoot or exudation from a tree which is, according to Kempfcr (Amoen. Exod. p. 638) the Balsamus habillumurmis, Linna., of Arabia Felix; compare Pliny (H. N. xii. 9, § 19), where a full description of the tree and the gum is given. The aromatic gum, according to Dioscorides (v. 80) was called μαθακαον or θαοκαον: and according to Pliny balsamum, mastocho, masticum, names which seem to be allied to the Hebrew bdeliluch. Plautus (Terc. i. 2, 7) uses the word bdelillum.

As regards the theory which explains bdeliluch by "pears," it must be allowed that the evidence in its favor is very inconclusive; in the first place it assumes that Havilah is some spot on the Persian Gulf where pears are found, a point however, which is fairly open to question; and secondly, it must br

a From הַבָּלָת, orus est (Sol).

b הַבָּלָת. See the Hebrew Lexicons, s. v.
BEALIAH (בֶּלִיתָא, remarkable as containing the names of both Bala and Jah; Baalâdî, [Vat. FA. Baâma; Alex. Baâdî] Baâman), a Benjamite, who went over to David at Ziklag (1 Chr. xii. 5).

BE'ALOTH (בֶּלֶז, the plur. fem. form of Baal; Baâmaâvin; Alex. Baâlov; Bôbah), a town in the extreme south of Judah (Josh. xv. 24).

BE'AN, CHILDREN [SONS] of (צָבָא, Joseph; צָבָא וּרְאוּ אֵלָז; בֵּית בֵּל), a tribe, apparently of predatory Bedouin habits, retreating into "towers" (πόλεος) when not plundering, and who were destroyed by Judas Maccabæus (1 Macc. v. 4). The name has been supposed to be identical with Bevon; but in the absence of more information this must remain more conjecture, especially as it is very difficult to tell from the context whether the residence of this people was on the east or west of Jordan.

BEANS (בֵּין, Arab. البَنْطَس, fábî.). There appears never to have been any doubt about the correctness of the translation of the Hebrew word. "Beans are mentioned with various other things in 2 Sam. xvii. 28, as having been brought to David at the time of his flight from Absalom, and again in Ex. iv. 9, beans are mentioned with "barley, lentils, millet, and fitches," which the prophet was ordered to put into one vessel to be made into bread. H'iny (H. N. xviii. 12) also states that beans were used for a similar purpose. Beans are cultivated in Palestine, which country grows many of the leguminous order of plants, such as lentils, kidney-beans, vetches, &c. Beans are in blossom in Palestine in January; they have been noticed in flower at Lydda on the 23d, and at Sidon and Acre even earlier (Kitto, Phys. II. Palest. 215); they continue in flower till March. In Egypt beans are sown in November and reaped in the middle of 'year, but in Syria the harvest is later. Dr. Kitto (ibid. 319) says that "the stalks are cut down with the scythe, and these are afterwards cut and crushed to fit them for the food of cattle; the beans which sent to market are often deprived of their skins by the action of two small null-stones (if the phrase may be allowed) of clay dried in the sun." Dr. Shaw (Travels. i. 257, 5vo ed. 1808) says that in Northern Africa beans are usually full podded at the beginning of March, and continue during the whole spring; that they are "boiled and stewed with oil and garlic, and are the principal food of persons of all distinctions."

Herodotus (ii. 37) states that the Egyptian priests abhor the sight of beans, and consider them impure, and that the people do not sow this pulse at all, nor indeed eat what grows in their country; but a passage in Diodorus implies that the abstinence from this article of food was not general. The remark of Herodotus, therefore, requires limitation. The dislike which Pythagoras is said to have maintained for beans has been by some traced to the influence of the Egyptian priests with that philosopher (see Smith's Dict. of Gr. and Rom. Biog., and the Pythagorians).

Hiller (Hippokrat. ii. 130), quoting from the Mishna, says that the high-priest of the Jews was not allowed to eat either eggs, cheese, flesh, bruised beans (fābūs fressōs), or lentils on the day before the sabbath.

The bean (βακεν ἐστιν) is too well known to need description: it is cultivated over a large portion of the old world from the north of Europe to the south of India; it belongs to the natural order of plants called Leguminosae. W. H.

BEAR (בְּאֵר, Heb. and Ch., or בָּאֵר, אָב, אָבָה; אָבָר, אָבָב, אָבָע, אָבָט; אָבָרָם, אָבָרֶם, אָבָרָמָה; בָּאָר, אָר); BEAR (ר', ל', ש', ב'); or, "to roll," in allusion to its form. Lat. bulla; Dutch, bol, "a bean." The Arabic word بُل (bâl) is identical. Gesen. Thes. n. v.

The derivation of בְּאֵר is doubtful; but Furt's etymology from בְּאֵר, bâr, "to distill," from root בָּאָר or בָּאָר (Heb. בָּאָר) and בָּאָר (Greek βάρας-τος), is in favor of the etymology.
BEARD

which opinion, however, he seems to have had no authority: and a recent writer, Dr. Thomson (Land and Book, p. 573), says that the Syrian bear is still found on the higher mountains of this country, and that the inhabitants of Hermon stand in great fear of him. Hemphir and Ehrenberg (Syndenh Phys., p. 1) inform us that during the summer months these bears keep to the snowy parts of Lebanon but descend in winter to the villages and gardens. It is probable also that at this period in former days they extended their visits to other parts of Palestine: for though this species was in ancient times far more numerous than it is now, yet the snowy summits of Lebanon were probably always the summer home of these animals. Now we read in Scripture of bears being found in a wood between Jericho and Bethel (2 K. ii. 24); it is not improbable, therefore, that the destruction of the forty-two children who mocked Elisha took place some time in the winter, when these animals inhabited the low lands of Palestine.

The ferocity of the bear when deprived of its young is alluded to in 2 Sam. xvii. 8; Prov. xvii. 12; Hos. xiii. 8; its attacking foxes in 1 Sam. xvii. 34, &c.; its craftiness in ambush in Lam. iii. 10, and that it was a dangerous enemy to man we learn from Am. v. 19. The passage in Is. lix. 11, would be better translated, "we grew like bears," in allusion to the animal's plaintive groaning noise (see BarchLT, Her. ii. 135; and Hor. Ep. xvi. 51, "circumventurus utrusque velit"). The bear is mentioned also in Rev. xiii. 2; in Dan. vii. 5; Wisd. xi. 17; Ezek. xlvii. 3.

W. H.

BEARD [pri 3] 

Western Asians have always cherished the beard as the badge of the dignity of manhood, and attached to it the importance of a feature. The Egyptians, on the contrary, sedulously, for the most part, shaved the hair of the face and head, and compelled their slaves to do the like. Herodotus (i. 36) mentions it as a peculiarity of the Egyptians, that they let the beard grow in mourning, being at all other times shaved. Hence Joseph, when released from prison, "shaved his beard" to appear before Pharaoh (Gen. xli. 14). It was, however, the practice among the Egyptians to wear a false beard made of plated hair, and of a different form according to the rank of the persons, private individuals being represented with a small beard, scarcely two inches long, kings with one of considerable length, square

Mr. Tristram not only found "the tracks of bears" in the snow, on the sides of Hermon (Land of Israel, p. 607); but even in Wady Humaam (see zurous), on the west side of the lake of Galilee, saw to

parts we it xi. 258 raoh rvpres<l llos.

The former is not improbable, of lociart,

the of time vii. 32, it is likely that the Jews retained the hair on the sides of the face between the ear and eye (σχέτωσιν), which the Arabs and others shaved away. Size and fullness of beard are said to be regarded, at the present day, as a mark of respectability and trustworthiness. The beard is the object of an oath, and that on which blessings or shame are spoken of as resting (D'Arvieux, Mercure et coutumes des Arabes). The custom was and is to shave or pluck it and the hair out in mourning (Is. i. 6, xx. 2; Jer. xi. 5, xlviii. 37; Ezr. ix. 3; Bar. vi. 31 [as Epist. Jer. 31]); to neglect it in seasons of permanent affliction (2 Sam. xix. 24), and to regard any insult to it as the last outrage which enmity can inflict. Thus David resolved the treatment of his ambassadors by Hadram (2 Sam. x. 1); so the people of God are figuratively spoken of as "beared" or "haired" which he will shave with "the razor, the king of Assyria" (Is. vii. 20). The beard was the object of salute, and under this show of friendly reverence his surprise "a brown Syrian bear clumsily but rapidly slumber down the rocks and cross the ravine" (p. 447).
Joah begat Amasa (2 Sam. xx. 9). The dressing, trimming, anointing, &c. of the beard, was performed with much ceremony by persons of wealth and rank (Ps. xcviii. 3). The removal of the beard was a part of the ceremonious treatment proper to a leper (Lev. xiv. 9). There is no evidence that the Jews compelled their slaves to wear beards otherwise than they wore their own; although the Romans, when they adopted the fashion of shaving, compelled their slaves to cherish their hair and beard, and let them shave when manumitted (Liv. xxiv. 2d, xlv. 44). H. H.

BEAST. The representative in the A. V. of the following Hebrew words: הַרְגִּזָה (Hebrew Chaldee).

1. Behemoth (בְּהֵמוֹת). a) A terapó̄da, a k̄hēn (תֹּרֶפֶת), the Hebrew Taken to mean "beast," and "beast," (A. V.) which is the general name for "domestic cattle" of any kind, is used also to denote "any large quadruped," as opposed to birds and creeping things (Gen. viii. 2, vi. 7, 20; Ex. ix. 23; Lev. xi. 2; I K. iv. 33; Prov. xxx. 30, &c.); or for "beasts of burden," horses, mules, etc., as in K. xviii. 5, Neh. ii. 12, 14, &c.; or the word may denote "wild beasts," as in Deut. xxxii. 24, Hab. ii. 17, 1 Sam. xviii. 44. [BEHEMOTH, note; LX.]

2. Bere (בְּרֵא), b) ρεά, a k̄hēn: jumilment: "beast," "cattle," (A. V.) used either collectively of "all kinds of cattle," like the Latin pecus (Ex. xxii. 4; Num. xx. 4, 8, 11; Ps. lxviii. 48), or specially of "beasts of burden" (Gen. xlv. 17). This word has a more limited sense than the preceding, and is derived from a root, יָבָר, "to pasture."

3. Olamath (ואלֵמָא), as סֹרְאָה, גַּזֵּן, בַּרְגִּזָה, שָׂרָה, בַּרְגִּזָה, פָּרָה, מִיָּחָה, מִיָּחָה: is called, I. "beast," "wild beast," "living," used to denote any animal. It is, however, very frequently used specially of "wild beast," when the meaning is often more fully expressed by the addition of the word הַרְגִּזָה (Gen. xlv. 11, Ex. xxiii. 11, Lev. xvi. 22; Deut. vii. 22; Hos. ii. 14, xili. 8; Jer. xlii. 9, &c.). Similar is the use of the Chaldee יַבִּשָּׁא (Bashi). [BASHE]

BE'ER [2 syll.] (בֵּעֵר) [Pehlevi, fatherly]: [In Ezra.] Baasah. [Vat. Baasah, Alex. Baasah; in Neh.] Baas; Beasah, etc.; in 1 Esdr. Baasah, Zedes (Beitri). 1. "Sons of Be'er," 628 (Neh. 628) in number, returned from Babylon with Zerubbabel (Ezr. ii. 11; Neh. xi. 16; 1 Esdr. v. 13), and at a later period twenty-eight more, under Zechariah the son of Be'er, returned with Ezra (Ezr. viii. 11). Four of this family had taken foreign wives (Ezr. xii. 28; 1 Esdr. ii. 26). The name occurs also among those who sealed the covenant (Neh. x. 15) [BAISAH].

a From the unused root יָבָר ("to be dumb."

b The word יָבָר is translated by the A. V. "wild wants of the desert" in Is. xiii. 21, xxxiv. 14; Jer. 1. The root is יָבָר ("to be dry"; whence יָבָר). 2. (Basis) [Vat. Alex. Baisah.] Father of Zechariah, who was the leader of the twenty-eight men of his tribe mentioned above (Ex. viii. 11).

BE'ER'hai [2 syll.] (בֵּעֵר) [Comp. Atm.] Baasah; [Sin. Abasah] Vat. omits; Vulg. omits), a place named only in Jud. xxv. 4. It is possibly a mere repetition of the name Chobah occurring next to it.

BE'CHER (בְּכֶר). [Gen.] Bocchur. [Alex. Becher; in Num., Bocchur, the others omit]; in 1 Chr., Bocchur, Alex. Bocchur; Vat. Abiexa; in ver. 8, in Num. Becher, in 1 Chr. Becher; first-born, but according to Gesen. a young cousin, which Simonis also hints at, Onom. p. 396).

1. The second son of Benjamin, according to the list both in Gen. xvi. 21, and 1 Chr. vii. 6; but omitted in the list of the sons of Benjamin in 1 Chr. vii. 1, without at least suspecting that יָבָר, his first-born, is a corruption of יָבָר, Becker, and that the suffix לָו is a corruption of לָו, and belongs to the following יָבָר, so that the genuine sense in that case would be, Benjamin begat Bela, Becker, and Aschbel, in exact agreement with Gen. xvi. 21.

The enumeration, the second, the third, etc., must then have been added since the corruption of the text. There is, however, another view which may be taken, namely, that 1 Chr. vii. 1 is right, and that in Gen. xvi. 21 and 1 Chr. vii. 8, יָבָר, as a proper name, is a corruption of יָבָר, first-born, and so that Benjamin had no son of the name of Becher. In favor of this view it may be said that the position of Becher, immediately following Bela the first-born in both passages, is just the position it would be in if it meant "first-born," that Becher is a singular name to give to a second son, and that the discrepancy between Gen. xvi. 21, where Aschbel is the third son, and 1 Chr. vii. 1, where he is expressly called the second, and the omission of Aschbel in 1 Chr. vii. 6, would all be accounted for on the supposition of יָבָר having been accidentally taken for a proper name, instead of in the sense of "first-born." It may be added further that in 1 Chr. vii. 38, the same confusion has arisen in the case of the sons of Azel, of whom the second is in the A. V. called Bocchur, in Hebrew יָבָר, but which in the LXX. is rendered ποστόρακος ἀνήρ, and another name, Αζαδ, added to make up the six sons of Azel. And that the LXX. are right in their rendering is made highly probable by the very same form being repeated in ver. 39, and the sons of Eshek his brother were Ulam his first-born, יָבָר, Ichaiah the second, &c. The support too which Becher as a proper name derives from the occurrence of the same name in Num. xxxvi. 35, is somewhat weakened by the fact that Berekel (Bapadar, LXX.) is substituted for Becher in 1 Chr. vii. 20, and that it is omitted

"a desert;" יָבָר = "any dwellers in a dry or desert region," &c. Becher is wrong in limiting the word to mean "wild cats" (Hieron ii. 203).
altogether in the LXX. version of Num. xxvi. 35. Moreover, which is perhaps the strongest argument of all, in the enumeration of the Benjamite families in Num. xxvi. 21, there is no mention of Becher or the Barchrites, but Ashbel and the Ashdolites immediately follow Bela and the Beites. Notwithstanding, however, all this, the first supposition was, it can scarcely be doubted, substantially the true one. Becher was one of Benjamin's three sons, Bela, Becher, Ashbel, and came down to Egypt with Jacob, being one of the fourteen descendants of Rachel who settled in Egypt, namely, Joseph and his two sons Manasseh and Ephraim, Benjamin and his three sons named Gera, Nanaam, Ehi (γνήσ. abraham, Num. xxvi. 38, and 

\[\text{γνήσ.}^\text{Aharah, 1 Chr. viii. 1, and perhaps \[\text{γνήσ.}^\text{and \[\text{γνήσ.}^\text{ver. 4 and 7}, and Ard (\[\text{γνήσ.}^\text{but in 1 Chr. viii. 3, \[\text{γνήσ.}^\text{Addar}]), the sons of Bela, Muppim (otherwise Shuppim, and Shephuphan, 1 Chr. vii. 12, 15, viii. 5; but Shupham, Num. xxvi. 39) and Huppim (Hiram, 1 Chr. viii. 5, but Hupham, Num. xxvi. 39), apparently the sons of Abraham or Elr (\[\text{γνήσ.}^\text{vii. 12,} \text{and Eshh, of whom we can give no account, as there is no name the least like it in the parallel passages, unless peradventure it be for Jeosh (\[\text{γνήṣ.}^\text{), a son of Becher. 1 Chr. vii. 3,} \text{a and so, it is worth of observation, the LXX. render the passage, only that they make Ard the son of Gera, great-grandson therefore to Benjamin, and make all the other sons of Bela. As regards the posterity of Becher, we have already noticed the singular fact of there being no family named after him at the numbering of the tribes in the plains of Moab, as related in Num. xxvi. But the no less singular circumstance of there being a Becher, and a family of Becherites, among the sons of Ephraim (ver. 55), seems to supply the true explanation. The daughter of the sons of Ephraim by the men of Gath, who came to steal their cattle out of the land of Geshen, in that border affair related in 1 Chr. vii. 21, had thinly thinned the house of Ephraim of its males. The daughters of Ephraim must therefore have sought husbands in other tribes, and in many cases must have been heiresses. It is therefore highly probable that Becher, or his heir and head of his house, married an Ephrimitish heiress, a daughter of Shultheah (1 Chr. vii. 20, 21) and that his house was reckoned in the tribe of Ephraim, just as Jair, the son of Seub, was reckoned in the tribe of Manasses (1 Chr. ii. 52; Num. xxxii. 40, 41). The time when Becher first appears among the Ephrimites, namely, just before the entering into the promised land, when the people were numbered by genealogies for the express purpose of dividing the inheritance equally among the tribes, is evidently highly favorable to this view. (See Num. xxvi. 52-56, xxvii.) The junior branches of Becher's family would of course continue in the tribe of Benjamin. Their names, as given in 1 Chr. vii. 8, were Zemara, Jeosh, Eliezer, Elioenai, Ouiri, Jeremoth, and Abiahi; other branches possedd the fields round Anathoth and Ahinom, called Alemeth vi. 69, and Ahmon Josh. xii. 19. The name of the above were Becher's own sons, and which were grandsons, or more remote descendants, is perhaps impossible to determine. But the most important of them, as being ancestor to king Saul, and his great captain Abner (2 Sam. iii. 37), the last-named Abiahi, was, it seems, literally Becher's son. The generations appear to have been as follows: Becher—Abiahi (Aphshah, 1 Sam. ix. 1) —Bechorath—Zeror—Abiel (Jehiel, 1 Chr. ix. 55) —Ner—Saul. Becher was another son of Ner, brother therefore to Kish, and uncle to Saul. Abiel or Jehiel seems to have been the first of his house who settled at Gibeon or Giloh (1 Chr. viii. 29, ix. 5), which he perhaps acquired by his marriage with Maachah, and which became thenceforth the seat of his family, and was called afterwards Gibeon of Saul (1 Sam. xi. 4; 1s. x. 29). From 1 Chr. viii. 6 it would seem that before this Gibeon or Giloh had been possessed by the sons of Eflon (called Ahiah ver. 3) and other sons of Bela. But the text appears to be very corrupt.

Another remarkable descendant of Becher was Shela the son of Bilhi, a Benjamite, who headed the formidable rebellion against David described in 2 Sam. xx. and another, probably, Shimel the son of Gera of Bahurim, who cursed David as he fled from Absalom (2 Sam. xv. 5), since he is said to have been a man of the family of the house of Saul. But if so, Gera must be a different person from the Gera of Gen. xxxii. 31 and 1 Chr. viii. 2. Perhaps therefore \[\text{γνήσ.}^\text{is used in the wider sense of tribe, as Josh. xvi. 17,} \text{and so the passage may only mean that Shimel was a Benjamite. In this case he would be a descendant of Bela. From what has been said above it will be seen how important it is, with a view of reconciling apparent discrepancies, to bear in mind the different times when different passages were written, as well as the principle of the genealogical divisions of the families. Thus in the case before us we have the tribe of Benjamin described (1.) as it was about the time when Jacob went down into Egypt; (2.) as it was just after the entrance into Canaan; and (3.) as it was in the days of David; and (4.) as it was eleven generations after Jonathan and David, i.e. in Jesse's reign. It is obvious how in these latter times many new heads of houses, called sons of Benjamin, would have sprung up, while older ones, by failure of lines, or translation into other tribes, would have disappeared. Even the non-appearance of Becher in 1 Chr. viii. 1 may be accounted for on this principle, without the necessity for altering the text.

2. Son of Ephraim, Num. xxxii. 35, called Bereh 1 Chr. vii. 20. Same as the preceding.

A. C. II.

BECHORATH ([γνήσ.]) [first-born]: Becher [Vat. \[\text{χροθ.}]) Alex. Becoroth: Bechorath], son of Aphiash, or Abiah, and grandson of Becher, according to 1 Sam. ix. 1: 1 Chr. vii. 8. [Becher.] A. C. II.

really the first-born of Benjamin, but having forfeited his birthright for the sake of the Ephrimitish inheritance.

\(c\) it is possible that Bechorath may be the same person as Becher, and that the order has been accidentally inverted.

\(d\) Comp. 1 Chr. vii. 14, viii. 5, 6, 29, ix. 35.

\(a\) We are more inclined to think it is a corruption of \[\text{γνήσ.}^\text{, or \[\text{γνήσ.}^\text{, and belongs to the preceding \[\text{γνήσ.}^\text{, Ehi, as Abraham is certainly the right name, as appears by Num. xxvi. 38.}

\(b\) This view suggests the possibility of Becher being
BEDILETH

A Place of (ν) πεδιον Εκτραλλα[Val. -τετ-]: Alex. Bactileth. [and so Stn. 25; Stn. 1 Baradlala]: Syr. لَيْهَةُ جَيْدٍ = λάτος of slaughter), mentioned in Jud. ii. 21, as lying between Niniveh and Cilicia. The name has been compared with Βρακτιαλλα, a town of Syria named by Ptolemy; Bantiali in the Puntinger Tables, which place it 21 miles from Antioch. The most important plain in this direction is the Bekaa, or valley lying between the two chains of Lebanon. And it is possible that Bedileth is a corruption of that well-known name: if indeed it be a historical word at all.

G.

BED and BED-CHAMBER. We may distinguish in the Jewish bed five principal parts:—

1. The bedstratum; 2. The covering; 3. The pillow; 4. The bedstead or analogous support for 1. 5. The ornamental portions.

1. This substantive portion of the bed was limited to a mere mat, or one or more quilts.

2. A quilt finer than those used in 1. In summer a thin blanket or the outer garment worn by day (1 Sam. xix. 13) sufficed. This latter, in the case of a poor person, often formed both 1. and 2. and that without a bedstead. Hence the law provided that it should not be kept in pledge after sunset, that the poor man might not lack his needful covering (Deut. xxiv. 13).

3. The only material mentioned for this, is that which occurs 1 Sam. xix. 13, and the word used is of doubtful meaning, but seems to signify some fabric woven or plaited of goat’s hair. It is clear, however, that it was something hastily adopted to serve as a pillow, and is not decisive of the ordinary use.

In Ez. xii. 18 occurs the word בֵּית לֹא (προσκεφάλαιον, LXX.), which seems to be the proper term. Such pillows are common to this day in the East, formed of sheep’s fleece or goat’s skin, with a stuffing of cotton, &c. We read of a “pillow” (rAVOR’S cushion; see ShIIP, 13.) also, in the boat of which our Lord lay asleep (Mark iv. 38) as he crossed the lake. The block of stone such as Jacob used, covered perhaps with a garment, was not unusual among the poorer folk, shepherds, &c.

4. The bedstead was not always necessary, the divan, or platform along the side or end of an Oriental room, sufficing as a support for the bedding. (See preceding cut.) Yet some slight and portable frame seems implied among the senses of the word נָשֶׁע, which is used for a “bier” (2 Sam. iii. 31), and for the ordinary bed (2 K. iv. 10), for the litter on which a sick person might be carried (1 Sam. xix. 15), for Jacob’s bed of sickness (Gen. ivii. 31); and for the couch on which guests reeled at a banquet (Esth. i. 6). Thus it seems the comprehensive and generic term. The proper word for a bedstead appears to be אֶפֶן, used Dent. iii. 11, to describe that on which lay the giant Og, whose vast bulk and weight required one of iron.

Bed and Head-rest. (Wilkinson, Ancient Egyptians.)

5. The ornamental portions, and those which luxury added, were pillars and a canopy (Jud. xiii. 9); ivy carvings, gold and silver (Joseph. Ant. xii. 21, 14), and probably mosaic work, purple and fine linen, are also mentioned as constituting parts of beds (Esth. i. 6; Cant. iii. 9, 10) where the word לְפִירָת עַל נָשֶׁע, LXX. φαπελος, seems to mean “a litter” (Prov. vii. 16, 17; Amos vi. 4). So also are perambures.

There is but little distinction of the bed from sitting furniture among the Orientals, the same article being used for nightly rest, and during the day. This applies both to the divan and bedstead in all its forms, except perhaps the litter. There was also a garden-watcher’s bed, בֵּית לֹא, rendered variously in the A. V. “cottage” and “lodge,” which seems to have been slung like a hammock, perhaps from the trees (Is. v. 8, xxiv. 20).

Josephus (Ant. xii. 4, 11) mentions the bedchambers in the Arabian palace of Hyrcanus.

Pillow or Head-rest. (Wilkinson, Ancient Egyptians.)

The ordinary furniture of a bed-chamber in private life is given in 2 K. iv. 10. The “bed-chamber” in the temple where Joasah was hidden, was, as Calmet suggests (Dict. of Bib., art. Beds), probably a store-chamber for keeping beds, not a mere bedroom, and thus better adapted to conceal the fugitives (2 K. xi. 2; 2 Chr. xxii. 11. בֵּית לֹא עַל נָשֶׁע “a chamber of beds,” not the usual בֵּית לֹא “chamber of reclining,” Ex. viii. 3 and passim). The position of the bed-chamber in the most remote and secret parts of the palace seems marked in the passages Ex. viii. 3; 2 K. vi. 12. H. H.
BEDEAIAH (3 syl.), Exr. x. 35. [BEDEAIAH]  

BEDAN (272 [serene, Grs.]: [Bapaiz:] Bedan]. 1. Mentioned 1 San. xii. 11, as a Judge of Israel between Jerahmeel (Gideon) and Jephtah. As no such name occurs in the book of Judges, various conjectures have been formed as to the person meant, most of which are discussed in Pole (Synagoga, in loc.). Some maintain him to be the Jair mentioned in Judg. x. 3, who, it must then be supposed, was also called Benan to distinguish him from the older Jair, son of Manasseh (Num. xxxix. 41), a Bedan being actually named among the descendants of Manasseh in 1 Chr. vii. 17. The Chaldee Paraphrase reads Samson for Bedan in 1 Num. xii. 11, and many suppose Bedan to be another name for Samson, either a contraction of Ben-Dan (the son of Dan or Danite), or else meaning "in or into Dan (Z)" with a reference to Judg. xiii. 25. Neither explanation of the word is very probable, or defended by any analogy, and the order of the names does not agree with the supposition that Bedan is Samson, so that there is no real argument for it except the authority of the Paraphrase. The LXX, Syr., and Arab. all have Barak, a very probable correction except for the order of the names. Ewald suggests that it may be a false reading for Abdon. After all, as it is clear that the book of Judges is a not a complete record of the period in which it treat, it is possible that Bedan was one of the Judges whose names are not preserved in it, and so may perhaps be compared with the Jael of Judg. v. 6, who was probably also a Judge, though we know nothing about the subject except from Deborah's song. The only objection to this view is, that as Bedan is mentioned with Gideon, Jephtah, and Samuell, he would seem to have been an important Judge, and therefore not likely to be omitted in the history. The second objection applies in some degree to the views which identify him with Abdon or Jair, who are but cursorily mentioned.  

G. E. L. C.  

2. (Bada': [Vat. (Ouamer) Bada:]: Alex. Bada'). Son of Uam, the son of Gilead (1 Chr. vii. 17).  

W. A. W.  

BEDEAIAH (3 syl.) (7172 [servant of Jero- biah]): Bada: [Vat. Bapaia:] Bedobin. One of the sons of Bini, in the time of Ezra, who had taken a foreign wife (Exr. x. 35). [The A. V. ed. 1611, etc., reads Bedobin.]

BEE (772221, dehvthw: meleageta, melag- oso: apis). Mention of this insect occurs in Dent. i. 44, "The Amorites dwelt in that mountain which came out against you, and chased you as bees do;" in Judg. xiv. 8, "There was a swarm of bees and honey in the carchas of the lion;" in Ps. xxxii. 12, "They compassed me about like bees;" and in Is. viii. 18, "It shall come to pass in that day that the Lord shall kiss for the fly that is in the uttermost parts of the rivers of Egypt, and for

a From ἑλευθής, "freewill, grace;" evwma, Grs. evwma. Gen. Pex. x.  

b It is very curious to observe that in the passage of Dent. i. 44, the Syrian version, the Targum of On- tius, and an Arabic MS., read, "Chased you as bees the bee that is in the land of Assyria." That Pal- estine abounded in bees is evident from the descrip- tion of the country by Moses, he was a "flow- ing with milk and honey;" nor is there any reason for supposing that this expression is to be understood otherwise than in its literal sense. Modern travel- lers occasionally allude to the bees of Palestine. Dr. Thomson (Land and Book, p. 291) speaks of immense swarms of bees which made their home in a gigantic cliff of Wadi Kurn. "The people of 'Ma'ila, several years ago," he says, "let a man down the face of the rock by ropes. He was enti- rely protected from the assaults of the bees, and extracted a large amount of honey; but he was so terrified by the prodigious swarms of bees that he could not he induced to repeat the exploit." This forcibly illustrates Dent. xxxii. 13, and Ps. lxxvi. 16, as to "honey out of the stony rock," and the two passages out of the Psalms and Judges quoted above, as to the fearful nature of the attacks of these insects when irritated.  

Maxmudrell (Tevr. p. 566) says that in passing through Samaria he perceived a strong smell of honey and of wax; and that when he was a mile from the Dead Sea he saw bees busy among the flowers of some kind of saline plant. Mariti (Tevr. iii. 139) assures us that bees are found in great multitudes amongst the hills of Palestine, and that they collect their honey in the hollows of trees and in cliffs of rocks; (comp. Land and Book, p. 960). That bees are reared with great success in Pale- stine, we have the authority of Hasselquist (Tevr. p. 236) and Dr. Thomson (ib. p. 253) to show.  

English naturalists, however, appear to know but little of the species of bees that are found in Pale- stine. Dr. Kitto says (Phys. II. Pol. p. 421) there are two species of bees found in that country, Aptis longicornis, and Aptis mellifica. A. longi- cornis, however, which is European, and Aptis mellifica, is an European species; and though Klug and Ehren- berg, in the Syntophe Plagiue, enumerate many Syrian species, and amongst them some species of the genus Fureus, yet E. longicornis, is not found in their list. Mr. F. Smith, our best authority on the hymenoptera, is inclined to believe that the honey- bee of Palestine is distinct from the honey-bee (A. mellifica) of this country. And when it is remem- bered that last-named writer has described as many as seventeen species of true honey-bees (the genus Aptis), it is very probable that the species of our own country and of Palestine are distinct.  

There can be no doubt that the attacks of bees in Eastern countries are more to be dreaded than they are in more temperate climates. Swarms in the East are far larger than they are with us, and, on account of the heat of the climate, one can readily imagine that their stings must give rise to very dangerous symptoms. It would be easy to quote from Aristotle, Theian, and Pliny, in proof of what has been stated; but let the reader consult Mungo Park's Travels (ii. 37, 38) as to the incident which occurred at a spot he named "Bees' Creek" from the circumstance. Compare also Oudemann (Vre m. So. Nom. p. vi. c. 20). We can well, therefore, understand the full force of the Psalmist's complaint, "They came about me like bees."
The passage about the swarm of bees and honey in the lion's carcass (Judg. xiv. 8) admits of easy explanation. The lion which Samson slew had been dead some little time before the bees had taken up their abode in the carcass, for it is expressly stated that "after a time," Samson returned and saw the bees and honey in the lion's carcass, so that "if," as Oeisheim has well observed, "any one here represents himself to a corrupt and putrid carcass, the occurrence ceases to have any true similitude, for it is well known that in these countries at certain seasons of the year the heat will in the course of twenty-four hours so completely dry up the moisture of dead camels, and that without their undergoing decomposition, that their bodies long remain, like mummies, unaltered and entirely free from offensive odor." To the foregoing quotation we may add that very probably the ants would help to consume the carcass, and leave perhaps in a short time little else than a skeleton. Herodotus (v. 114) speaks of a certain Onesilus who had been taken prisoner by the Amathusians and beheaded, and whose head having been suspended over the gates, had become occupied by a swarm of bees; compare also Albiorandus (De Insect. i. 110). Dr. Thomson (Leaves and Book, p. 566) mentions this occurrence of a swarm of bees in a lion's carcass as an extraordinary thing, and makes an unhappy conjecture, that perhaps "horns," "obelus" in Arabic, are intended, "if it were known," says he, "that they manufactured honey enough to meet the demands of the story." It is known, however, that these horns do not make honey, nor do any of the family Vespide, with the exception, as far as has been hitherto observed, of the Brazilian Nectoria mellicope. The passage in Is. vi. 18, "the Lord shall kiss for the bee that is in the land of Assyria," has been understood by some to refer to the practice of "calling out the bees from their hives by a hissing or whistling sound to their labor in the fields, and summoning them again to return in" the evening (Harris, Nat. II. of Bible, art. Bee). Bochart (Hieroc. iii. 353) quotes from Cyril, who thus explains this passage, and the one in Is. vi. 25. Colquhoun, Pliny, "Elian, Virgil, are all cited by Bochart in illustration of this practice; see numerous quotations in the Hierocorus. Mr. Denham (in Kitto's Cyc. Bib. lit. art. Bee) makes the following remarks on this subject:—"No one has offered any proof of the existence of such a custom, and the idea will itself seem sufficiently strange to all who are acquainted with the habits of bees." That the custom existed amongst the ancients of calling swarms to their hives, must be familiar to every reader of Virgil,

"Tintatullque eie, et Maris quae cymbala circulum," and it is curious to observe that this practice has continued down to the present day. Many a cotager believes the bees will more readily swarm if he beats together pieces of tin or iron. As to the real use in the custom, this is quite another matter; but no careful entomologist would hastily adopt any opinion concerning it.

In all probability however, the expression in Is. vi. 18, "the Lord shall kiss for the bee that is in the land of Assyria," has been understood by some to refer to the custom of the people in the East of calling the attention of any one by a significant kiss, or rather hiat."

The LXX. has the following eulogium on the bee in Prov. vi. 8: "Go to the bee, and learn how diligent she is, and what a noble work she produces, whose labors kings and private men use for their health; she is desired and honored by all, and though weak in strength, yet since she values wisdom, she prevails." This passage is not found in any Hebrew copy of the Scriptures: it exists, however, in the Arabic, and it is quoted by Origen, Clemens Alexandrinus, Jerome, and other ancient writers. As to the proper name, see Beelzebath.

The bee belongs to the family Apidae, of the Hymenopterous order of insects. W. H. W.

* On this subject of bees in Palestine, Mr. Tristram furnishes important testimony (Land of Israel, pp. 86, 87). After speaking of "bee-keeping" in that country, carried so far that almost "every house possesses a pile of bee-hives in its yard," he adds respecting the number of wild bees as follows: "The innumerable fissures and cells of the limestone rocks, which everywhere flank the valleys, afford in their recesses secure shelter for any number of swarms, and many of the Bedouin, particularly in the wilderness of Judea, obtain their sustenance by bee-hunting, bringing into Jerusalem jars of that wild honey on which John the Baptist fed in the wilderness and which Jonathan had long before unwittingly tasted, when the comb had dropped on the ground from the hollow of the tree in which it was suspended. The visitor to the Wady Kurm, when he sees the busy multitudes of bees about its cliffs, cannot but recall to mind the promise, "With honey out of the stony rock would I have satisfied thee." There is no epithet of the land more proper indeed to the letter, even to the present day, than this, that it was "a land flowing with milk and honey.""

BEEELIADA (בְּּלִיָדָא) = known by Baal:

ELIADA: [Val. F. B. BALEYDA] Alex. BALEYDA: Beeliada, one of David's sons, born in Jerusalem (1 Chr. xiv. 7). In the lists in Samuel the name is ELIADA, El being substituted for Baal.

BEEELSARUS (בְּּלֵסָרָא): Beelsero, 1 Esdr. v. 8. [BISHIANS]

BEEELTHETH MUS (בְּּלֵתְּהַתְּמָו): Alex. [BEEELTHTHMUS]: Beeltheoth, an officer of Artaxerxes residing in Palestine (1 Esdr. ii. 16, 23). The name is a corruption of בְּּלֵת הָתְּמָ הָתְּיָה = lord of judgment, A. V. "chancellor;" the title of Rehuma, the name immediately before it. (Ezr. iv. 8).

BEEELZEBUL (בְּּלֵצֶבּוּל): Beelzebub, the title of a heathen deity, to whom the Jews ascribed the sovereignty of the evil spirits (Matt. x. 23, xii. 24; Mark iii. 22; Luke xi. 15 ff.). The correct reading is without doubt Beelzebul, and not Beelzebub [A. V.] as given in the Syriac, the Vulg., and some other versions; the authority of the MSS. is decisive in favor of the former, the alteration being easily accounted for by a comparison with 2 K. i. 2, to which reference is made in the passages quoted. [BAAL. p. 297, No. 2.] Two questions present themselves in connection with this subject: (1) How are we to account for the change of the final letter of the name? (2) On what grounds did the Jews assign to the Baal-zebub of Ekron the peculiar position of בְּּלֵצֶבּוּל יָסָרָו? The sources of information at our command for the answer of these questions are scanty. The names are not found elsewhere. The LXX. translates Baalzephon, it is also does Josephus (Ant. ix 2, § 1); and the Talmudical writers are silent on the subject.
1. The explanations offered in reference to the change of the name may be ranged into two classes, according as they are based on the sound or the meaning of the word. The former proceeds on the assumption that the name Beelzebul was offensive to the Greek ear, and that the final letter was altered to avoid the double θ, just as Halachkah became in the LXX. Αχακαθ (Hitzig, Vorbeh. in Halachkah), the choice of θ as a substitute for θ, being decided by the previous occurrence of the letter in the former part of the word (Bengel, Comm. in Matt. x. 25, comparing Μαθα in the LXX. as = Michael). It is, however, by no means clear why other names, such as Megan or Eldad, should not have undergone a similar change. We should prefer the assumption, in connection with this view, that the change was purely of an accidental nature, for which no satisfactory reason can be assigned. The second class of explanations carries the greatest weight of authority with it. These proceed on the ground that the Jews intentionally changed the pronunciation of the word, as so either to give a significance to it adapted to their own ideas, or to cast ridicule upon the idolatry of the neighboring nations, in which case we might compare the adoption of Nyxhn for Nychm, Jehovih for Bethel. The Jews were certainly keenly alive to the significance of names, and not unfrequently indulged in an exercise of wit, consisting of a play upon the meaning of the words, as in the case of Nadal (1 Sam. xxv. 25), Abraham (Gen. xvii. 5), and Sarah (Gen. xvii. 15). Lightfoot (Exegetical, Matt. xii. 24) adduces instances from the Talmudical writers ofapprobatory puns applied to idols. The explanations, which are thus based on etymological grounds, branch off into two classes:

- Some connect the term with $\text{βελζμυλος}$, habitation, thus making Beelzebul = οἰκος εξολοθρείου (Matt. x. 25), the habitation of the devil, whether as the "prince of the power of the air" (Eph. ii. 2), or as the prince of the lower world (Paulus, quoted by Olschansen, Comment, in Matt. x. 25), or as inhabiting human bodies (Schleusner, Lex. s. v.), or as occupying the mansion in the seventh heaven, like Saturn in Oriental mythology (Movers, Phonet. i. 260, quoted by Winer, Redhehn. art. Beelzebul; comp. Michaelis, Suppl. ad Lex. p. 265, for a similar view).

- Others derive it from $\text{βελζμυλός}$, dunghill (a word, it must be observed, not in use in the Bible itself, but frequently occurring in Talmudical writers), thus making Beelzebul, literally, the lord of dunghill, or the dunghill god; and in a secondary sense, as belz was used by the Talmudical writers as = idol or idolatry (comp. Lightfoot, Exeget. Matt. xii. 24; Luke xi. 15), the lord of idols, prince of dust gods, in which case it = ἀρχων τῶν δαμασκέων. It is generally held that the former of these two senses is more particularly referred to in the N. T. (Carlyle, Appol. p. 428, comparing the term $\text{βασιλεύς}$, as though connected with $\text{βελζμυλός}$; Winer, Comment. in Matt. x. 25). The latter, however, is adopted by Lightfoot and Schleusner. We have hesitantly noticed the ingenious conjecture of Hug (as quoted by Winer) that the fly, by which Beelzebul was designated, was the Scarabaeus pilarius or dunghill bee, in which case Beelzebul and Beelzebub might be used indiscriminately.

2. The second question hinges to a certain extent on the first. The reference in Matt. x. 25 [xii. 24] may have originated in a fancied resemblance between the application of Azubah to Raal-zalub, and that of the Jews to our Lord for the ejection of the unclean spirits. As no human remedy availed for the cure of this disease, the Jews naturally referred it to some higher power and selected Raal-zalub as the heathen deity to whom application was made in case of severe disease. The title ἀρχων τῶν δαμασκέων may have special reference to the nature of the disease in question, or it may have been derived from the name itself by a fanciful or real etymology. It is worthy of special observation that the notices of Beelzebul are exclusively connected with the subject of demoniacal possession, a circumstance which may account for the subsequent disappearance of the name.

W. L. B.

**BEER** ("$\text{Σίδων αὐτής} = \text{well: τὸ ὕπατος: putans}")

1. One of the latest halting-places of the Israelites, lying beyond the Arnon, and so called because the well which was dug by the "princes and nobles" of the people, and is perpetuated in a fragment of poetry (Num. xxxi. 16-18). This is possibly the BEER-ELIM, or "well of heroes," referred to in Is. xxv. 8. The "wilderness" ("$\text{τὰς θανάσεις}") which is named as their next starting point in the last clause of verse 18, may have been that of broth that, before spoken of in 13, or it may be a copyist's mistake for "$\text{Σίδων}."]

It was so understood by the LXX., who read the clause, καὶ ὁ πόταμος — and from the well," i. e. "from Beer." According to the tradition of the Targumists — a tradition in part adopted by St. Paul (1 Cor. x. 4) — this was one of the appearances, the last before the entrance on the Holy Land, of the water which had "followed" the people, from its first arrival at Rephidim, through their wanderings. The water — so the tradition appears to have run — was granted for the sake of Miriam, her merit being that, at the peril of her life, she had gathered the ark in which lay the infant Moses. It followed the people over mountains and into valleys, encircling the entire camp, and furnishing water to every man at his own tent door. This it did till her death (Num. xx. 1), at which time it disappeared for a season, apparently rendering a special act necessary on each future occasion for its evocation. The striking of the rock at Kadesh (Num. xx. 10) was the first of these; the digging of the well at Beer by the staves of the princes, the second. Miriam's well at last found a home in a gulf or recess in the sea of Galilee, where at certain seasons its water flowed and was resorted to for healing purposes (Targums Onkelos, and Ps. Jon. Num. xx. 1, xxi. 18, and also the quotations from the Talmud in Lightfoot on John v. 4 [and Westein on 1 Cor. x. 4]).

2. A place to which Jethro, the son of Gideon, fled for fear of his brother Maimoch (Judg. ix. 21). There is nothing in the text or elsewhere to indicate its position (1.XX. Vat. Barba; the Alex.

dereder "gather" are radically different, $\text{βασιλεύς}$ in xvi.

a There is no connexion between the "gathering" in ver. 15 and that in x.xx. From the A. V. it might be inferred that the former passage referred to the word described in the latter; but the two words refer...
the widely extended Canaanitish tribe of the Hit- 
dites. On this supposition the difficulty vanishes
and each of the accounts gives us just the infor-
mation we might expect. In the narrative, where
the stress is laid on Eun's wife being of the race
of Canaan, her father is called a Hititite; whilst
in the genealogy, where the stress is on Eun's con-
nection by marriage with the previous occupants
of Mount Seir, he is most naturally and properly de-
scribed under the more precise term Horite.

2. Father of the prophet Hosae ( Hos. i. 1).
F. W. G.

BEER-LAHAI-ROI (בְּאֵר לָהַי־רֹאִי)
well of the living and seeing [Gen.]: φῆσαι ὧν
ἐστιν τό εἴδων; τῷ φῆσαι τῶν ὄρασιν: παρὰ
νυκτὸς καὶ νυκτὸν. a

Well, or rather a living spring; (A. V., fountain, comp. Gen. xvi. 7),
between Kadesh and Beerel, in the wilderness, "in
the way to Shur," and therefore in the "south
country" (Gen. xxiv. 62), which, according to the
explanation of the text, was so named by Hagar
because God saw her (בְּאֵר) there (Gen. xvi. 14).
From the fact of this etymology not being in agree-
ment with the formation of the name, it has been
suggested (Gen. Thes. 173) that the origin of the
name is Lechi (comp. Judg. x. 9, 19). It would
seem, however, that the Lechi of Samson's adven-
ture was much too far north to be the site of the
well Lahai-roi.

By this well Isaac dwelt both before and after
the death of his father (Gen. xlvii. 1, xlvii. 11).
In both these passages the name is given in the
A. V., as "the well Lahai-roi."

Mr. Rowland announces the discovery of the well
Lahai-roi at Moge or Moilahi, a station on the
road to Beer-sheba, 10 hours south of Rehebeh;
near which is a hole or cavern bearing the name of
Beel Haeger (Ritter, Sinai, 1086, 7); but this
requires confirmation.

This well is not to be confounded with that near
which the well of Ishmael was preserved on a sub-
sequent occasion (Gen. xxvii. 19) and which, according
to the Moslem belief, is the well Zen-con
at Mecca.

BEEROTH (בֶּאֵר רוֹאִי, wells): Bapört, Ber-
puxah, Bapópt: Beeroth) one of the four cities of the
Hivites that subdued Joshua into a treaty of peace
with them, the other three being Gibeon, Che-
phirah, and Kirjath-Jearim (Josh. xv. 17). Beer-
roth was with the rest of these towns allotted to Ben-
jamin (xviii. 25), in whose possession it continued at
the time of David, the murderers of Ishbosheth
being named as belonging to it (2 Sam. iv. 2).
From the notice in this place (verse 2, 3) it would
appear that the original inhabitants had been forced
from the town, and had taken refuge at Gittaim (Neh.
xi. 34), possibly a Philistine city.

Beeroth is once more named with Chephirah and
Kirjath-Jearim in the list of those who returned from
Babylon (Ezr. ii. 25; Neh. vii. 29; 1 Esdr. v. 19). [Beerothi].

Beeroth was known in the times of Eusebius,
and his description of its position (Onoma. Beeroth,
with the corrections of Reldan, 618, 9; Rob. i. 432, note)
agrees perfectly with that of the modern
el-Birch, which stands at about 10 miles north of

1־יָו, Ain, a living spring, and בֶּאֵר, Beer, an arti-
ificial well, are applied to the same thing.
Jerusalem by the great road to Nablus, just below a ridge which bounds the prospect northwards from the Holy city (Rok. i. 461, 2). The mention of Beeroth beyond those quoted above is found in the Bible, but one link connecting it with the N. T. has been suggested, and indeed embodied in the traditions of Palestine, which we may well wish to regard as true, namely, that it was the place at which the parents of "the child Jesus" discovered that he was not among their "company" (Luke ii. 43-45). At any rate the spring of Beerath is even to this day the customary resting-place for caravans going northward, at the end of the day's journey from Jerusalem (Stanley, 213: Lord Nuggent, ii. 112: Schubert in Winter, s. e.).

Besides Rimmon, the father of Zachan and Rechab, the murderers of Ishshoboth (2 Sam. iv. 2, 5), we find Nahar "the Beerothite" (1 Sam. xi. 11), or "the Beerothite" (1 Sam. vii. 2: Beth-elder: [Alex. Bēthaida].) 2 Sam. xxiii. 37, or "the Beerothite" (1 Sam. vii. 2: Bēth-elder: [Alex. Bēthaida].) 1 Chr. xi. 39, one of the "mighty men" of David's guard.

As liable to less modification from the Samaritans, especially when the object of going to Jerusalem was to keep the festivals (comp. Luke ix. 53), it may be presumed that the Galilean caravans would usually take the longer route through Peraea; and hence in returning they would be likely to make the first day's halt near the eastern foot of the Mount of Olives (about 2 miles). It is not customary in the East to travel more than 1 or 2 hours a day; and in this instance they would encamp earlier still, because to go further would have been to encounter the night-perils of the desert between Jerusalem and Jericho. The sasokia (Luke ii. 44) shows that the holy family travelled in a caravan. Books of travel abundantly illustrate this custom as to the extent of the first day's journey. See, for example, Maunder's Journey from Aleppo to Jerusalem (1837) p. 1; Richardson's Travels along the Mediterranean, ii. 174; Beldam's Recollections of Scenes in the East, i. 281; Miss Martineau's Eastern Life, ii. 194; Barckhardt's Residenz in Syrien, i. 111.a It is not surprising, under such circumstances, that Jesus was not missed till the close of this first brief day. The time to Beeroth (Birch) would be greater, but not so great as to make the separation a cause of anxiety to the parents; and so much the less, as one of the objects of stopping so soon was to see whether the party was complete — whether all had arrived at the place of rendezvous. On this incident, see Life of our Lord, by Mr. Andrews, p. 193.

BEEROTH OF THE CHILDREN OF JAAKAN (בֵּרוֹת תֵּל עֲבָדָם: Bīroth 'āḇādām 'lākōn; [Vat.] Ale. 'āḇādām): Beereth, or Beerath, the well of the family of the genealogy, which formed one of the halting-places of the Israelites in the desert (Deut. i. 6). In the lists in Num. xxxiii., the name is given as Bēth-Ja'akan only.

BEER-SHEBA (בֵּרוֹת-שֵׁבָא),

well of sowing, or of seven: φεραίρ ὠρχείμοις, and φεραίρ τοῦ ὄρχου, in Genesis: Βεροσθηβαί in Joseph and later books: Βεροσηβαίi in ancient, and Βεροσαθίων in Ἐφεσος of Ἰερουσαλήμ, the name of one of the oldest places in Palestine, and which formed, according to the well-known expression, the southern limit of the country.

There are two accounts of the origin of the name. 1. According to the first, the well was dug by Abraham, and the name given, because there he and Abimelech the king of the Philistines "swore" (20:22) both of them (Gen. xxvi. 31). But the compact was ratified by the setting apart of "seven ewe lambs;" and as the Hebrew word for "seven" is שֵׁבָא, Shaba, it is equally possible that this is the meaning of the name. It should not be overlooked that here, and in subsequent earlier notices of the place, it is spelt Beer-s赛道 (בֵּרוֹת שֵׁבָא). 2. The other narrative ascribes the origin [or re-affirmation] of the name to an occurrence almost precisely similar, in which both Abimelech the king of the Philistines, and Phichol his chief captain, are again concerned, with the difference that the person on the Hebrew side of the transaction is Isaac instead of Abraham (Gen. xxvi. 31-33). Here there is no reference to the "seven" lambs, and we are left to infer the derivation of Shilheh (שִׁלְחֵה, not "Sheba," as in the A. V.) from the mention of the "swearing" (שֵׁבָא) in ver. 31.

If we accept the statement of verse 18 as referring to the same well as the former account, we shall be spared the necessity of inquiring whether these two accounts relate to separate occurrences, or refer to one and the same event, at one time ascribed to one, at another time to another of the early heroes and founders of the nation. There are at present on the spot two principal wells, and five smaller ones. They are among the first objects encountered on the entrance into Palestine from the south, and being highly characteristic of the life of the 13th, at the same time that the identity of the site is beyond all question, the wells of Beer-sheba never fail to call forth the enthusiasm of the traveler.

The two principal wells — apparently the only ones seen by Robinson are on or close to the northern spur of the Ἱφύλος ἐς-Σερ', they lie just a hundred yards apart, and are so placed as to be visible from a considerable distance (Boman, Land of Prom. 1). The larger of the two, which lies to the east, is, according to the careful measurements of Dr. Robinson, 12 feet diam., and at the time of his visit (Apr. 12) was 44 feet to the surface of the water: the masonry which incloses the well reaches downward for 28 feet. The other well is 9 feet diam., and was 42 feet to the water. The curvi-stones round the mouth of both wells are worn into deep grooves by the action of the ropes of so many centuries, and "look as if frilled or fluted all round." Round the larger well there are nine, and round the smaller five large stone troughs — some much worn and broken, others nearly entire, lying at a distance of 10 or 12 feet from the edge of the well. There were formerly ten of these troughs at the larger well. The circle

---

a Dr. Frieder. Strauss in his Helen's Wallfahrten nach Jerusalem (1863) with the account of a later visit to the spot where the act of sowing was made, makes the first day's journey of the pilgrims but 14 hour, after starting from Alexandria on their march.
around is carpeted with a sward of fine short grass
with cresses and lilies (Bonar, 5, 6, 7). The
water is excellent, the best, as Dr. R. emphatically
records, which he had tasted since leaving Sennai.

The five lesser wells—apparently the only ones
seen by Van de Velde—are according to his account
and the casual notice of Bonar, in a group in the
bed of the wady, not on its north bank, and at so
great a distance from the other two that the latter
were missed by Lieut. V.

On some low hills north of the large wells are scat-
tered the foundations and ruins of a town of moder-
ate size. There are no trees or shrubs near the spot.
So much for the actual condition of Beer-sheba.

After the digging of the well Abraham planted
a "grove" (אשת) as a place for the wor-
ship of Jehovah, and here he lived until the sacrifice
of Isaac, and for a long time afterwards, xxi. 23—
xxii. 1, 19. Here also Isaac was dwelling at the
time of the transfERENCE of the birthright from
EsaU to Jacob (xxvi. 33, xxviii. 10), and from the pa-
triarchal encampment round the wells of his grand-
father, Jacob set forth on the journey to Mesopo-
tamia which changed the course of his whole life.
Jacob does not appear to have revisited the place
until he made it one of the stages of his journey
down to Egypt. He then halted there to offer sacri-
fice to "the God of his father," doubtless
under the sacred grove of Abraham.

From this time till the conquest of the country
we lose sight of B., only to catch a momentary glimpse of it in the lists of the "cities" in the ex-
trmang south of Judah (Josh. xv. 28) given to the
tribe of Simeon (xix. 2: 1 Chr. iv. 28). Samuel's
sons were judges in Beer-sheba (1 Sam. viii. 2), its
distance no doubt precluding its being among the
number of the "holy cities" (LXX. τόν ἤγαγεν- poiv τών) to which he himself went in circuit
every year (vii. 16). By the times of the monarchy
it had become recognized as the most southerly
place of the country. Its position as the place of
arrival and departure for the caravans trading be-
tween Palestine and the countries lying in that
direction would naturally lead to the formation of
a town round the wells of the patriarchs, and the
great Egyptian trade begun by Solomon must have
increased its importance. Hither Job's census
continued (2 Sam. xxiv. 7: 1 Chr. xxi. 2), and here
Eljah bade farewell to his confidential servant
(רֹמָל) before taking his journey across the
desert to Sinai (1 K. xix. 3). From Dan to Beer-
sheba (Judg. xx. 1, &c.), or from Beer-sheba to Dan
(1 Chr. xxi. 2: comp. 2 Sam. xxiv. 2), now became
the established formula for the whole of the promis-
eland; just as "from Geba to B." (2 K. xxiii.
8), or "from B. to Mount Ephraim" (2 Chr. xix.
4) was that for the southern kingdom after the
disruption. After the return from the Captivity
the formula is narrowed still more, and becomes
"from B. to the Valley of Heimon" (Neh. xi. 30).

One of the wives of Abahazah, king of Judah,
Zibiah mother of Josaph, was a native of Beer-sheba
(2 K. xii. 1: 2 Chr. xxiv. 1). From the incidental
references of Amos, we find that, like Bethel and
Gilgal, the place was at this time the seat of an
idolatrous worship, apparently connected in some
intimate manner with the northern kingdom (Am.
v. 5, viii. 16). But the allusions are so slight that
nothing can be gathered from them, except that in
the latter of the two passages quoted above we have
perhaps preserved a form of words or an adjuration
used by the worshippers, * Live the 'way' of Beer-
sheba!" After this, with the mere mention that
Beer-sheba and the villages round it ("daughters")
were re-inhabited after the Captivity (Neh. xi. 30).
the name dies entirely out of the Biblical records; like
many other places, its associations are entirely con-
fined to the earlier history, and its name is not ever

But though unheard of, its position insured a
continued existence to Beer-sheba. In the time of
Jerome it was still a considerable place (opptibus. Ques.
ad Gen. xxii. 30; or ricus praves, Onom.), the station of a Roman presiederium; and (latter is
mentioned in some of the ecclesiastical lists as an
ecclesiastical city under the Bishop of Jerusalem (Re-
land, p. 620). Its present condition has been already
described. It only remains to notice that the place
retains its ancient name as nearly similar in sound
as an Arabic signification will permit—Beer-es-Schâ-
the "well of the lion," or "of seven." G.

BEESHTERAH (פֶּסְתֶּרָה) — ß Borodâ, Alex. Beeraga; [Comp. Abd. Beersheba.] Borosat,
one of the two cities allotted to the sons of Gerahom,
out of the tribe of Manasseh beyond Jordan (Josh.
xxi. 27). By comparison with the parallel list in
1 Chr. vi. 71. Beeshterah appears to be identical with
Ashtaroth. In fact the name is considered by Gesenius as merely a contracted form of Beth-
Ashtoroth, the house of A. (Thes. 196; comp.
175). [Boson.] G.

BEETLE. See Chargel (ץנָר), s. v. Locust.

BEHEADING. [Punishments.]

BEHEMOTH (בֵּהוֹמֹת) — בֵּה-הוֹמֹת. This word has long been considered one of the dubious exxvota of critics and commentators,
some of whom, as Vatilius, Drusius, Grotius (Crit.
Soc. Annal. ad Job. xl.), Pfeiffer (Dubia exxvota S.
292), A. Schultens (Comment. in Job xlv.), Michau-
is (Suppl. ad Lex. Heb. xii. 238), have under-
stood it as the name of the elephant; while others, as Be-
chart (Hieroz. iii. 705), Landolf (Hieroz. i.
11), Shaw (Trav. ii. 299, Svo. Long.), Scheuler-
ch (Phys. Soc. on Job xl.), Rosenmuller (Not. on
Bochart. Hieroz. iii. 705, and Schol. ad Vel. Test.
in Job xl.), Taylor (Appendix to Calmet's Dict.
Bibl. No. lv.), Harmer (Observations, ii. 319),
the p'aral majestatis of רֹמָל, Rosenmuller's ob-
jection to the Coptic origin of the word is worthy of
observation,—that, if this was the case, the LXX.
interpreters would not have given ἐφαγός as its repre-
sentative.

Michaelis translates רֹמָל by jumenta, and
thinks the name of the elephant has dropped out
"Mili videitur nomen elephantis forte ἐφαγός excidisse."
Gesenius (Thes. s. v. בֵּיתְו), Fürst (Concord. Heb. s. v.), and English commentators generally, believe the hippopotamus to be denoted by the original word. Other critics, amongst whom is Lee (Comment. on Job xli. and Lex. Heb. s. v. בִּיתוֹ), consider the Hebrew term as a plural noun for "cattle" in general; it being left to the reader to apply to the Scriptural allusions the particular animal, which may be, according to Lee, "either the horse or wild ass or wild bull."[174] a Compare also Leake, Conjectures in Job, p. 167. Dr. Mason Good (Book of Job literally translated, p. 473, Lond. 1712) has hazarded a conjecture that the behemoth denotes some extinct pachyderm like the mammoth, with a view to combine the characteristics of the hippopotamus and elephant, and so to fulfil all the Scriptural demands; compare with this Michaelis (Sup. ad Lex. Heb. No. 268), and Haserus in Dissertat. Syllag. No. vii. § 37 and § 38, p. 506, who rejects with some scorn the notion of the identity of behemoth and mammoth. Dr. Kittle (Picv. Dib. Job xl.) and C. E. Hamilton Smith (Kitt's Cyc. Heb. Lit., art. Behemoth,) from being unable to make all the Scriptural details correspond with any one particular animal, are of opinion that behemoth is a plural term, and is to be taken as a poetical personification of the great pachyderms generally, wherein the idea of hippopotamus is predominant. The term behemoth would thus be the counterpart of leviathan, the animal mentioned next in the book of Job; which word, although its signification in that passage is restricted to the crocodile, does yet stand in Scripture for a python, or a whale, or some other huge monster of the deep. [Leviticus.] We were at one time inclined to coincide with this view, but a careful study of the whole passage (Job xl. 16-24) has led us to the full conviction that the hippopotamus above is the animal denoted, and that all the details descriptive of the behemoth are not entirely with the ascertained habits of that animal. Gesenius and Lenzmüller have remarked that, since in the first part of Jehovah's discourse (Job xxxviii., xxxix.) land animals and birds are mentioned, it suits the general purpose of that discourse better to suppose that movile or amphibious creatures are spoken of in the first half of it, and that since the land animals and birds are present, denotes the crocodile, the behemoth seems clearly to point to the hippopotamus, his associate in the Nile. Harmer (Observ. ii. 319) says. "There is a great deal of beauty in the ranging the description of the behemoth and the leviathan, for in the Mosaic pavement the people of an Egyptian barque are represented as darting spears or some such weapons at one of the river-horses, as another of them is pictured with two sticks near his shoulders. . . ." It was then a customary thing with the old Egyptians thus to attack these animals (see also Wilkinson, Anc. Egypt. iii. 71); if so, how beautiful is the arrangement: there is a most happy gradation; after a general but just representation of the terribleness of the river-horse, the Almighty is represented as going on with his expostulations something after this manner: "— But dreadful as this animal is, barbed irons and spears have some times prevailed against him; but what wilt thou do with the crocodile? Canst thou fill his skin with barbed irons?" &c., &c. In the Littorinum Provo stamin, to which Mr. Harmer refers, there are two crooks, associates of three river-horses, which are represented without spears sticking in them, though they seem to be within shot.

It has been said that some parts of the description in Job cannot apply to the hippopotamus: the 20th verse for instance, where it is said, "the mountains bring him forth food." This passage, many writers say, suits the elephant well, but cannot be applied to the hippopotamus, which is never seen on mountains. Again, the 21st verse—"his nose pierceth through mists"—seems to be spoken of the trunk of the elephant, with its extraordinary delicacy of scent and touch, rather than to the obtuse perceptions of the river-horse. In answer to the first objection it has been stated, with great reason, that the word hârim (תִּירָמ) is not necessarily to be restricted to what we understand commonly by the expression "mountains." In the Prenestine pavement alluded to above, there are to be seen here and there, as Mr. Harmer has observed, "hilllocks rising above the water." In Ez. xiii. 15 (margin), the altar of God, only ten cubits high and fourteen square, is called "the mountain of God." The eminences of Egypt, which afford the point of the Nile decreases, may undoubtedly be called mountains in the poetical language of Job." But we think there is no occasion for so restricted an explanation. The hippopotamus, as is well known, frequently leaves the water and the river's bank as night approaches, and makes inaudible excursions for the sake of the pasturage, when he comfits and work among the growing crops (Hassabpâsh, Proor. p. 188). No doubt he might often be observed on the hill-sides near the water, and frequented by him. Again, it must be remembered that the "mountains" are mentioned by way of contrast to the natural habits of aquatic animals generally, which never go far from the water and the banks of the river: but the behemoth, though passing much of his time in the water and in "the covert of the reed and fen," catch grass like cattle, and leaveth on the hill-sides in compass with the hills: he is therefore not a mountain; there is much beauty in the passages which contrast the habits of the hippopotamus, an amphibious animal, to ours. He is a recent traveller in Egypt, the Rev. J. L. Erring-
BEHEMOTH
with those of herbivorous land-quadrapeds: but if the elephant is to be understood, the whole description is comparatively speaking tame.

With respect to the second objection, there is little doubt that the marginal reading is nearer the Hebrew than that of the text. "Will any take him in his sight, or bore his nose with a gin?"

Perhaps this refers to leading him about alive with a ring in his nose, as, says Rosenmüller, "the Arabs are accustomed to lead camels," and we may add the English to lead bulls, "with a ring passed through the nostrils." The expression in verse 17, "he bendeth his tail like a cedar," has given occasion to much discussion; some of the advocates for the elephant maintain that the word אֶלֶף (‘êlêf) may denote either extremity, and that here the elephant’s trunk is intended. The parallelism, however, clearly requires the posterior appendage to be signified by the term. The expression seems to allude to the stiff, unbranching nature of the animal’s tail, which in this respect is compared to the trunk of a strong cedar which the wind scarcely moves.

The description of the animal’s lyeing under "the shady trees amongst the reeds," and willows, is peculiarly applicable to the hippopotamus. It has been argued that such a description is equally applicable to the elephant; but this is hardly the case, for though the elephant is fond of frequent ablations, and is frequently seen near water, yet the constant habit of the hippopotamus, as implied in verses 21, 22, seems to be especially made the subject to which the attention is directed. The whole passage (Job, xl. 15–24) may be thus literally translated: --

"Behold now beemoth, whom I made with thee; he eateth grass like cattle. Behold now, his strength is in his bones, and his power in the palace of his belly. He benteth his tail like a cedar; the sinews of his thighs interweave one with another. His bones are as tubes of copper; his (solid) bones such one as a bar of forged iron. He is (one of) the chief of the works of God; his Maker hath furnished him with his teeth (tooths)."

"For the hills bring forth abundant food, and all the beasts of the field have their pasture there. Beneath the shady trees he lieth down, in the covert of the reed, and fences."

"The shady trees cover him with their shadow; the willows of the stream surround him. "Lo! the river avails proudly against him, yet he is not alarmed: he is securely confident though a Jordan burst forth against his mouth."

"Will any one capture him when in his sight? will any one bore his nostril in the snare?"

to some authorities is another name for the "sidr," the lotus of the ancient "lotophagi," *Zeycophus* lotan. It would appear, however, from Abulfedâ, cited by Celsius (Herb., ii. 19), that the *Dik* is a species distinct from the *Sidr*, which latter plant was also known by the names *Salam* and *Nobk*. Sprengel identifies the *Dik* with the Jujube-tree (*Zeycophus vulgaris*). But even if it were proved that the *sidr* and the *Dik* were identical, the explanation of the *sidr* by Freytag, "Arbor quae remota..." would not warrant us in associating the tree with the reeds and willows of the Nile. The fact is, the plants are not in order that he may eat the grass of the hills.

A. Schultens, following the Arabic writers *Saidia* and *Abuwalid*, was the first European commentator to propose the "lotus-tree" as the identification of the Hebrew בֵּית רֶךֶּב (bîêt rēchèb), which occurs only in this and the following verse of Job. He identifies the *Hebrew word* with the Arabic جَلْدَة, which regarding...
This description agrees in every particular with the hippopotamus, which we fully believe to be the representative of the behemoth of Scripture.

According to the Talmud, Behemoth is some huge land-animal which daily consumes the grass of a thousand hills; he is to have at some future period a battle with Leviathan. On account of his grazing on the mountains, he is called "the bull of the high mountains." (See Lewysohn, Zool. des Talmud, p. 355.) "The 'fathers,' for the most part," says Cary (Job, p. 492) "surrounded the object with an awe equally dreadful, and in the behemoth here, and in the leviathan of the next chapter, saw nothing but mystical representations of the devil; others again have here pictured to themselves some hieroglyphic monster that has no real existence; but these wild imaginations are surpassed by that of Bolderius, who in the behemoth actually beholds Christ!"

The skin of the hippopotamus is cut into whips by the Dutch colonists of S. Africa, and the monuments of Egypt testify that a similar use was made of the skin by the ancient Egyptians (Anc. Egypt. ii. 73). The inhabitants of S. Africa hold the flesh of the hippopotamus in high esteem; it is said to be not unlike pork.

The hippopotamus belongs to the order Pachydermata, class Mammalia.

W. H.

---

Chase of the Hippopotamus. (Wilkinson.)

Bela.

Bel.[Baal.]

Bel and Dragon. [Daniel, Apocryphal Additions to.]

BELA (Behemoth). Belah, and Baalé, and Balak, Gen. xiv. 2. 8: Behemoth; a swallowing up, or destruction. In the Liber Nov. Belah, in St. Jerome's works, tom. ii., it is corrected to Σαλαθ, in the Cod. Reg.; but in the Cod. Colbert, it is written Bala, and interpreted καρποτοράδως (see Ps. iv. (Lxx.) 9, Sept.). Jerome appears to confound it with εὐδρος, where he renders it "habens sive deorum," and with πελάς, where he says, "quem habet sive inverterat." 1.

1. [Balaä: Bela.] One of the five cities of the plain which was spared at the destruction of Lot, and received the name of Zoar (בֵּיאָר b'ær), smallness,

2. Bela is also the LXX's version of Bera, Gen. iv. 2.
BELA

abruptly fancied an allusion to its destruction by three earthquakes (Jerome, Quest. Heb. in Gen. xiv.). There is nothing improbable in itself in the supposed allusion to the swallowing up of the city by an earthquake, which ד"הינָּה" exactly expresses (Num. xvi. 30); but the repeated occurrence of ד"הינָּה", and words compounded with it, as names of men, rather favors the notion of the city having been called בֵּית from the name of its founder. This is rendered yet more probable by בֵּית being the name of an Edomitic king in Gen. xxxvi. 32.

For further information see De Sauley’s Narratives, i. 457-481, and Stanley’s S. of P. 285. [Zohar.]

2. [בֵּיתדֶה: בֵּית, בְּדֶה in 1 Chr.] Son of Beor, who reigned over Edom in the city of Dinhabah, eight generations before Saul, king of Israel, or about the time of the Exodus. Bernard Hyle, following some Jewish commentators (Simon. Quenard. 142, note), identifies this Beza with Balaam the son of Beor; but the evidence from the name does not seem to prove more than identity of family and race. There is nothing whatever to guide us as to the age of Beor, or Bosor, the founder of the house from which Bala and Balaam sprung. As regards the name of Bala’s royal or native city Dinhabah, which Fürst and Gesenius render “place of plunder,” it may be suggested whether it may not possibly be a form of דִּינְָּה, the Chaldean for gold, after the analogy of the frequent Chaldean resolution of the dagesh forte into nun. There are several names of places and persons in Idumea which point to gold. There was, for example, a river there — the HIZAHER. Deut. i. 13 — “place of gold;” МИЗАХЪ, “waters of gold;” or “gold-streams,” Gen. xxxvi. 39. Compare Dehelia, the ancient name of the Tiber, famous for its yellow waters. If this derivation for Dinhabah be true, its Chaldean form would not be difficult to account for, and would supply an additional evidence of the ancient conquests of the Chaldeans in the direction of Idumea. The name of Bala’s ancestor Beor, ד"א דא, is of a decidedly Chaldean or Aramaean form, like Peer ד"אָא, Pethor ד"אָא, Rehob ד"אָא, and others; and we are expressly told that Balaam the son of Beor dwelt in Pethor, which is by the river of the land of the children of his people, i. e. the river Euphrates; and he himself describes his home as being in Aram (Num. xxii. 5, xxiii. 7). Saul again, who reigned over Edom after Samlah, came from Rehoboth by the river Euphrates (Gen. xxxvi. 37). We read in Job’s time of the Chaldeans making incursions into the land of Uz, and carrying off the cattle, and slaying Job’s servants (Job i. 17). In the time of Abraham we have the king of Shinar apparently extending his empire so as to make the kings on the borders of the Dead Sea his tributaries, and with his confederates extending his conquests into the very country which was afterwards the land of Edom (Gen. xiv. 6). Putting all this together, we may conclude with some confidence that Bala the son of Beor, who reigned over Edom, was a Chaldaean by birth, and reigned in Edom by conquest. He may have been contemporaneous with Moses and Balaam. Hadad, of which name there were two kings (Gen. xxxvi. 35, 39), is probably another instance of an Aramaean king of Edom, as we find the name Benhadad as that of the kings of Syria, or Aram, in later history (1 K. xx.). Compare also the name of Hadad-ezer, king of Zobah, in the neighborhood of the Euphrates (2 Sam. viii. 5, &c.). The passage Gen. xxxvi. 31-39, is given in duplicate 1 Chr. i. 49-52.

3. [בֵּיתדֶה: בֵּית, בְּדֶה, etc.: בֵּיתדֶה.] Eldest son of Benjamin, according to Gen. xvi. 21, Num. xxxvi. 38, 1 Chr. vii. 8, viii. 1, and head of the family of the Belaites. The houses of his family, according to 1 Chr. vii. 3-5, were Aadder, Gara, Abalah, (read Aedol) ד"הינָּה, for ד"הינָּה, Abilshu, Naaman, Aroah, Shupham, and Hiram. Of these Edom is the most remarkable. The exploit of Edom the son of Gera, who shared the peculiarity of so many of his Benjaminite brethren, in being left-handed (Judg. xx. 16), in saying Eglon the king of Moab, and delivering Israel from the Moabish yoke, is related at length Judg. iii. 14-30. The greatness of the victory subsequently obtained may be measured by the length of the rest of 80 years which followed. It is perhaps worth noticing that as we have Husam in the side of Bela among the kings of Edom, Gen. xxxvi. 34, so also by the side of Bela, son of Benjamin, we have the Benjaminite family of Hushim (1 Chr. vii. 12), sprung apparently from a foreign woman of that name, whom a Benjaminite took to wife in the land of Moab (1 Chr. viii. 8-11). [BECHELE.]

4. [בֵּיתדֶה: אֵל: בֵּיתדֶה. ] Son of Aroah, a Benameth (1 Chr. v. 8). It is remarkable that his kinsman was “Beliah,” even unto Neba, and Beal-fone, and eastward he inhabited unto the entering in of the wilderness from the river Euphrates” (8, 9).

A. C. H.

BELAH. [BELAH, 3.]

BELAITES, THE ד"הינָּה : בֵּיתדֶה; [Vat. Alex. -אֵל: בֵּיתדֶה. ] Num. xxxvi. 38. [BELA, 8.]

BELÉMUS (בֵּיתֶמֹס: Balaamus), 1 Eadri. ii. 16. [BISHLAM.]

BELIAL. The translators of our A. V., following the Vulgate, have frequently treated the word ד"הינָּה as a proper name, and given it in the form Belial, in accordance with 2 Cor. vi. 15. This is particularly the case where it is connected with the expressions ד"הינָּה, son of, or ד"ה י sinful; in other instances it is translated wicked or some equivalent term (Deut. xv. 9; Ps. xli. 8, etc.); Prov. vi. 12, vii. 27, xix. 23; Nah. i. 1, 15). There can be no question, however, that the word is not to be regarded as a proper name in the O. T.; its meaning is worthless, and hence recklessness, lawlessness. Its etymology is uncertain: the first part ד"ה in- without; the second part has been variously connected with ד"ה, goat, as in the Vulg. (Judg. xix. 22) Belial, id est absque juro, in the sense of unbridled, rebellious; with ד"ה, to ascend, as without ascent, that is, of the lowest condition; and lastly with ד"ה, uselessness = without

In ד"הָבִי, "of the golden city," Is. xiv. 4, the reading is doubtful (Gesen.-in v.).

In ד"הָבִי, "a helper whose calf has been taken from her.

A. V. in V. "Beliab," the ד"ה being rendered by Komp. Shanah [3; HEBRON, 2].
usefulness, that is, good for nothing (Gesen. Thevet. p. 280): the latter appears to be the most probable, not only in regard to sense, but also as explaining the unusual fusion of the two words, the one at the end of the one and at the beginning of the other leading to a crevis, originally in the pronunciation, and afterwards in the writing. The expression *son or son of Bethel* must be understood as meaning simply a worthless, baseless fellow (*vapianos*, LXX.): it occurs frequently in this sense in the historical books (Judg. xix. 22, xx. 13; 1 Sam. i. 16, ii. 12, x. 27, xv. 17, 25, xxx. 22; 2 Sam. xvii. 7, xx. 11; 1 K. xxi. 10; 2 Chr. xiii. 7), and only once in the earlier books (Dent. xiii. 13).

The adj. ἐσθκ is occasionally omitted, as in

1 Sam. xxiii. 6, and Job xxxiv. 18, where ἐσθκειται stands by itself, as a term of reproach. The later Hebrews used *בָּאֶד* and *מָכֶה* in a similar manner (Matt. v. 22): the latter is perhaps the most analogous; in 1 Sam. xxv. 23, Nabai (םַאָבֶה = *m高端*/*m高端*) is described as a man of Bethel, as though the terms were equivalent.

In the N. T. the term appears in the form Βηθελας and not Βηθαλας, as given in the A. V. The change of Α into ρ was common: we have an instance even in Biblical Hebrew בִּתְלָה (Job xxxviii. 32) for בִּתְלָה 2 K. xxii. 5); in Chaldee we meet with יְבָתָל for יְבָתָל, and various other instances; the same change occurred in the Doric dialect (*φανερ* for *φανερ*), with which the Alexandrine writers were most familiar. The term as used in 2 Cor. vi. 15 is generally understood as an appellative of Satan, as the personification of all that was bad; Bengel (*Gnomon in loc.*) explains it of Antiarchis, as most strictly the opposite of Christ (*Gnomon collection autarchi christianorum notae vindicat*. W. L. B.

**BELLOWS** (בָּאֶד : φανερος, LXX.). The word occurs only in Jer. vi. 29. "The bellows are burned;" where their use is to heat a smelting furnace. They were known even in the time of Moses, and perhaps still earlier, since the operations of a foundry would be almost impossible without them. A picture of two different kinds of bellows, both of highly ingenious construction, may be found in Wilkinson, Anc. Egypt. iii. 388. "They consisted," he says, "of a leather, secured and fitted into a frame, from which a long pipe extended for carrying the wind to the fire. They were worked by the feet, the operator standing upon them, with one under each foot, and pressing them alternately while he pulled up each exhausted skin with a string he held in his hand. In one instance we observe from the painting, that when the man left the bellows, they were raised as if inflated with air; and this would imply a knowledge of the valve. The pipes even in the time of Hethnese III., [supposed to be] the contemporary of Moses, appear to have been simply two pipes, tipped with a metal point to resist the action of the fire."

Bellows of an analogous kind were early known to the Greeks and Romans. Homer (H. xviii. 470; speaks of 20 ϕαναρι in the force of Hephaestos, and they are mentioned frequently by ancient authors (*Dict. of Ant.*, art. *Fellis*). Ordinary hand-bellows, made of wood and kid's skin, are used by the modern Egyptians, but are not found in the old paintings. They may however have been known, as they were to the early Greeks.

**BELLS**. There are two words thus translated in the A. V., namely, פָּרָשֶׁת, Ex. xxviii. 33 (from פָּרָשֶׁת, to strike: καθάνας, LXX.), and פָּרָשֶׁת, Zech. xiv. 20 (to ετί των χαλινων του ἵππου, LXX.: A. v., marg. "bridles," from פָּרֶשֶת, to strike).

In Ex. xxviii. 33 the bells alluded to were the golden ones, according to the Rabbinis 72 in number (Winer, s. v. *Schellen*), which alternated with the three-colored pomegranates round the hem of the high-priest's ephod. The object of them was that his sound might be heard when he went in unto the holy place, and when he came out, that he die not." (Ex. xxviii. 35), or "that as he went there might be a sound, and a noise made that might be heard in the temple, for a memorial to the children of his people." (Exclus. xiv. 19). No doubt they answered the same purpose as the bells used by the Brahmins in the Hindu ceremonies, and by the Roman Catholics during the celebration of mass (comp. Luke i. 21). To this day bells are frequently attached, for the sake of their pleasant sound, to the anklets of women. [AXELR.] The little girls of Cairo wear strings of them round their feet (Lane, *Med. Egypt.*, ii. 370, and at Koojar, Mungo Park saw a dance "in which many performers assisted, all of whom were provided with little bells fastened to their legs and arms."

In Zech. xiv. 20 "bells of the horses" (where our marg. "Vers. follows the L.X.X.") is probably a wrong rendering. The Hebrew word is almost the same as פָּרָשֶׁת a pair of cymbal", and as they are supposed to be inscribed with the words "Holiness unto the Lord," it is more probable that they are not bells, but "ornaments or flat pieces of brass, which were sometimes attached to horses for the sake of ornament" (Jahn, *Arch. Refer.* 98). Indeed they were probably the same as the קֹדֶשֶׁת, αυξίων (b. iii. 18; Judg. viii. 21), bande of gold, silver, or brass used as ornaments, and hung by the Arabians round the necks of their camels, as we still see them in England on the harness of horses. They were not only ornamental, but useful, as their tinkling tended to enliven the animals; and in the cavaliers they thus served the purpose of our modern sheep-bells. The comparison to the κοδεστευς used by the Greeks to test horses seems out of place; and hence Archbishop Seeck's explanation of the verse, as meaning that
war-horses would become useless, and their trappingss would be converted to sacred purposes, is untenable. The general meaning, as obvious from the context, is that true religion will then be universally professed.  F. W. F.

BELMAIM (Βελμαίμ). [Vat.] Alex. Belmāim; [Sin. Βελμαίμ]. Comp. Beluānum. A place which, from the terms of the passage, would appear to have been south of Dothan (Jud. vii. 3). Possibly it is the same as Belmen, though whether this is the case, or indeed whether either of them ever had any real existence, it is at present impossible to determine. [Judith.] The name has Abel-meholah.

BELMEN ([Rom. Comp.] Belemi; [Sin.] Alex. Belmāim; [Vat.] Beluānum). An Idg. -mon, a place named amongst the towns of Samaria as king between Beth-horon and Jericho (Jud. iv. 4). The Hebrew name would seem to have been Abel-maim; but the only place of that name in the O. T. was far to the north of the locality here alluded to. [Abel-maim.] The Syriac version has Abel-meholah, which is more correct, and has the context. [Abel-meholah; Belmāim.] G.

BELSHAZAR (βελθαζάρ), Dan. v. 1, and Βελθαςάρ, vii. 1: Belaṭṣār [Alex. Beḷṭraṣṣap in Dan. v. 1: Bélṭuṣ]. the last king of Babylon. According to the well-known scriptural narrative, he was warned of his coming doom by the handwriting on the wall which was interpreted by Daniel, and was slain during a splendid feast in his palace. Similarly Xenoph. (Cyp. vii. 5, 3) tells us that Babylon was taken by Cyrus in the night, while the inhabitants were engaged in feasting and revelry, and that the king was killed. On the other hand the narratives of Berosus in Josephus (c. Apion. i. 20) and of Herodotus (i. 184.4) differ from the above account in some important particulars. Berosus calls the last king of Babylon Nabonnedus or Nabonadius (Nobnūt or Nobounādit, 1. c. Nabo bæsos, or makos praecipuus), and says that in the 17th year of his reign Cyrus took Babylon, the king having retired to the neighboring city of Borsippa or Birsippa (Birs-i-Ninlu), called by Niebuhr (Lect. on Anc. Hist. xii.) the Chaldean Benares, the city in which the Chaldeans had their most revered objects of religion, and where they cultivated their science. Being blockaded in that city, Nabonnedus surrendered, his life was spared, and a principality or estate given to him in Carmania, where he died. According to Herodotus the last king was called Lathynus, a name easy to reconcile with the Nabonnedus of Berosus, and the Nabonadius of Megasthenes (Enn. Perip. Erug. iv. 41). Cyrus, after defeating Lathynus in the open field, appeared before Babylon, within which the besieged defied attack and even blockaded, as they had walls 300 feet high, and 75 feet thick, forming a square of 15 miles to a side, and had stored up previously several years' provision. But he took the city by drawing off for a time the water in the Zab Rapties, and then matching in with his whole army in Nabo-naddus, Nebuchadnezzar's festival, while the people, feeling perfectly secure, were scattered over the whole city in reckless amusement. These discrepancies have hitherto been cleared up by the discoveries of Sir Henry Rawlinson; and the histories of profane writers, far from contradicting the Scriptural narrative, are shown to explain and confirm it. In 1854 he deciphered the inscriptions on some cylinders found in the ruins of Ur (the ancient Ur of the Chaldees), containing memorials of the works executed by Nabonnedus. From these inscriptions it appears that the eldest son of Nabonnedus was called Bel-shar-esser and admitted by his father to a share in the government. This name is composed of Bel (the Babylonian god), Shar (a king), and the same termination as in Nabopolassar, Nebuchadnezzar, &c., and is contracted into Belhazzar, just as Nergilissar (again with the same termination) is formed from Nergal-sharezer. In a communication to the Athenæum, No. 1377, Sir Henry Rawlinson says, "we can now understand how Belshazzar, as joint king with his father, may have been governor of Babylon, when the city was attacked by the combined forces of the Medes and Persians, and may have perished in the assault which followed; while Nabonnedus leading a force to the relief of the place was defeated, and obliged to take refuge in Borsippa, capitulating after a short resistance, and being subsequently assigned, according to Berosus, an honorable retirement in Carmania." In accordance with this view we arrange the last Chaldaean kings as follows:—Nebuchadnezzar, his son Evil-merodach, Nergilissar, Babylon's last king in his own (or Nabonnedus, Nabonadius, and Labynetus, Belshazzar. Herodotus says that Lathynus was the son of Queen Nitocris; and Megasthenes (Enn. Chr. Arb. p. 60) tells us that he succeeded Labornoarochad, but was not of his family. Ναβυνυδοχον ἄποδεεννυοι βασίλεις, προσηνήκτοι αἱ οἰκίαι. In Dan. v. 2, Nebuchadnezzar is called the father of Belshazzar. Of this course need only mean grand-father or ancestor. Now Nergilissar usurped the throne on the murder of Evil-merodach (Beros. op. Joseph. Apion. i.): we may therefore well suppose that on the death of his son Labornoarochad, Nebuchadnezzar's family was restored in the person of Nabonnedus or Lathynus, possibly the son of that king and Nitocris, and father of Belshazzar. The chief objection to this supposition would be that if Nergilissar married Nebuchadnezzar's daughter (Joseph. c. Apion. i. 21) [29, Bidet's ed.), Nabonnedus would then be his son, and not his father. This difficulty is met by the theory of Rawlinson (Herod. Essay viii. § 25), who connects Belshazzar with Nebuchadnezzar through his mother, thinking it probable that Naba-nahit, whom he does not consider related to Nebuchadnezzar, would strengthen his position by marryin the daughter of that king, who would thus be Belhazzar's maternal grandfather. A totally different view is taken by Marcus Niebuhr (Geographie Assyrius, Vi. Bibl. von Phil., p. 91), who considers Belshazzar to be another name for Evil-merodach, the son of Nebuchadnezzar. He identifies their characters by comparing Dan. v. with the language of Berosus about Evil-merodach, προστάς τῶν πρωτατόν ἀνδρῶν καὶ ἄγγελων. He considers that the capture of Babylon described in Daniel, was not by the Persians, but by the Medes, under Astyages (c. Apion. i. 21), during the reigns of Evil-merodach or Belshazzar, and Nergilissar, we must insert a brief period during which Babylon was subject to the Medes. This solves a difficulty as to the age of Darius (Dan. v. 31; cf. Rawlinson, Essay iii § 11), but most people will probably prefer the actual facts discovered by Sir Henry Rawlinson to the theory (though doubtless
BELTESHAZZAR. [Daniel—]

BEN (סְנֶ [son]: LXX omits: Ben), a Levite of the second degree," one of the porters appointed by David to the service of the ark (1 Chr. xv. 18).

BENAIATH [3 syll. (בְּנַיַּאָת)] = built by Jah: [Baraiah: Bawetin], the name of several Israelites:

1. Benaiah: the son of Jehochad the priest (1 Chr. xxvii. 5), and therefore of the tribe of Levi, though a native of Kaleb (2 Sam. xxiii. 20; 1 Chr. xi. 22), in the south ofJudah; set by David (1 Chr. xi. 25) over his body-guard of three hundred and five of the latter, and of Pekahiah (2 Sam. viii. 18; 1 Chr. xviii. 17; 2 Sam. xx. 23) and occupying a middle rank between the first three of the Gilborim, or "mighty men," and the thirty Valliant men of the armies" (2 Sam. xxii. 23, 24; 1 Chr. xi. 25, xxvii. 6; and see Kennicott, Diss. p. 177). The exploits which gave him this rank are narrated in 2 Sam. xxii. 20, 21; 1 Chr. xi. 22. He was captain of the host for the third month (1 Chr. xxvii. 5).

Benaiah remained faithful to Solomon during Adonijah's attempt on the crown (1 K. i. 8, 10), a matter in which he took part in his official capacity as commander of the king's body-guard (1 K. i. 32, 38, 44); and after Adonijah and Joab had both been put to death by his hand, he was raised by Solomon into the place of the latter as commander-in-chief of the whole army (ii. 33, iv. 4). Benaiah appears to have had a son, called after his grandfather, Jehochad, who succeeded Abihud, probably about the person of the king (1 Chr. xxviii. 34). But this is only a copious mistake for "Benaiah the son of Jehochad."

2. [Vat. Alex. om. in 2 Sam.; Vulg. in 2 Sam. and 1 Chr. xi. Bawetin.] Benaiah the Pirathonite: an Ephrinianite, one of David's thirty mighty men (2 Sam. xxiii. 30; 1 Chr. xi. 31), and the captain of the eleventh month course (1 Chr. xxviii. 14).

3. [In 1 Chr. xv. 18, Baraia.] Benaiah: a Levite in the time of David, who "played with a psaltery upon Alamoth" (1 Chr. xv. 18, 20, xvi. 5).

4. [1 Chr. xv. 24, Baraia: Vulg. in Aflat.] Benaiah, a priest in the time of David, appointed to blow the trumpet before the ark (1 Chr. xxiv. 24, xvi. 6).

5. [Vat. om.] Benaiah; a Levite of the sons of Asaph (2 Chr. xx. 14).

6. [Vat. Baraia Baraia.] Benaiah: a Levite in the time of Hezekiah, one of the "oversers of offerings" (2 Chr. xxxii. 13).

7. [Vat. om.; Alex. Baraia: Bawetin.] Benaiah: one of the "princes" (טְנַסְנֵי) of the families of Simeon (1 Chr. iv. 36).

8. Benaiah: four tyburns in the time of Ezra who had taken strange wives. [Baraiah: Vulg. 1, Bawetin; 3, Bawetin; 4, Bawetin.] 1 (Ezr. x. 25). [Bawetin.] 2 (Ezr. x. 30). [Nabata.] 3 (Ezr. i. 35), and 4 (x. 43). [Bawetin.]


BEN-AMMI ('בֶּנְיָמִי, "son of my kindred," the son of the younger daughter of Lot, and the progenitor of the Ammonites (Gen. xix. 38). The reading of the LXX. and Vulgate differs from the Hebrew text by inserting the name of Ammon as well as the exclamation which originated it: καὶ ἔκαθεν θ' ἐνομί αὐτοῦ Ἀμμών ἀπὸ τοῦ γένους μου [Alex. Ἀμμών ο ἁγος τον γεων μου]. Ammon, id est filius puellae mei."

BEN-E-BERAK (בֵּנְיָא בֵּרָק "sons of lightnings or of Barok: [Bavaia] Bawetan: Alex. Bawatuan: or Bawatian: [Sam.] Bawetian, one of the cities of the tribe of Dan, mentioned only in Josh. xvi. 45. The paucity of information which we possess regarding this tribe (omitted entirely from the lists in 1 Chr. ii. viii., and only one family mentioned in Num. xxvii.) makes it impossible to say whether the "sons of Berak" who gave their name to this place belonged to Dan, or were, as we may perhaps infer from the name, earlier settlers displaced by the tribe. The reading of the Syrian, Baal-debac, is not confirmed by any other version. By Eusebius the name is divided (comp. Vulg., and Bapacal) is said to have been then a village near Atos. No trace has been found of it."

*Knopel (Joum. p. 471) identifies it with Iba Abrok, an hour's distance from el-Yakhdih (Jebed), according to Scholz (Reise, p. 236). A."

BENE-JAAKAN (בֵּנְיָא תָּאָק "children of Jaakan") [pert. pueri; wise, Furst: Baraia: Alex. Bawetan: Benejakan], a tribe who gave their name to certain wells in the desert which formed one of the halting-places of the Israelites on their journey to Canaan. [Bereith Bene-jaakan.] In Num. xxxiii. 31, 32, the name is given in the shortened form of Bene-jaakan. The tribe doubtless derived its name from Jaakan, the son of Ezer, son of Seir the Horite (1 Chr. i. 42), whose name is also given in Genesis as Akan. [Akan: Jaakan.]"

The situation of these wells has not been yet identified. In the time of Eusebius (Onom. Bereth. Adj. Luc., 'Anotia) the spot was shown four miles from Jericho, on the top of a mountain. Robinson suggests the small fountain et-Twigh, at the bottom of the Pass er-Rabiy under Petra, a short distance from the Arabah. The word Bereith, however, suggests not a spring but a group of artificial wells.

In the Targ. Pa. Jon. the name is given in Numbers as Aktha, נִנְיָא תָּאָק. G.

BENE-KEDEM (בֵּנְיָא קֶדֶם, the children [sons of the East]), an appellation given to a people, or to peoples, displacing the end of Palestine. It occurs in the following passages of the O. T.: (1) Gen. xxix. 1, "Jacob came into the land of the people of the East," in which was therefore reckoned Haran. (2) Job i. 3, Job was "the greatest of all the men of the East." [Jon.] (3) Judg. vi. 3, 33, vii. 12, viii. 10. In the first three passages the Bene-Kedem are mentioned together with the Midianites and the Amalekites; and in the fourth the latter peoples to be included in this compound name: "Now Zelah and Zalmona [were] in Karkor, and their hosts with them, about fifteen thousand [men], all that were left of all the hosts of the children of the East." In the events to which these passages of Judges relate, we find a
curious reference to the language spoken by these eastern tribes, which was understood by Gibbon and his servant (or one of them) as they listened to the talk in the camp; and from this it is to be inferred that they spoke a dialect intelligible to an Israelite: an inference bearing on an affinity of race, and thence on the growth of the Semitic languages.

(4.) 1 K. iv. 30, "Solomon's wisdom excelled the wisdom of all the children of the East country."

(5.) Is. xi. 14; Jer. xlix. 28; Ez. xxxv. 4, 10. From the first passage it is difficult to deduce an argument, for the names and their contexts, with their contents, are highly important. In Ezekiel, Amnon is delivered to the "men of the East," and its city Kabbah is prophesied to become "a stable for camels, and the Ammonites a conflagration-place for flocks;" referring, apparently, to the habits of the wandering Arabs; while "palaces" and "dwellings," also mentioned and thus rendered in the A. V., may be better read "camps" and "tents."
The words of Jeremiah are strengthened by the suggestion just mentioned: Concerning Kedar, and concerning Hazor, which Nebuchadrezzar king of Babylon shall smite, thus saith the Lord, Arise ye, go up to Kedar, and spoil the men of the East. Their tents and their flocks they shall take away; they shall take to themselves their curvatas [i. e. tents], and all their vessels, and their camels.

Opinions are divided as to the extension of the application of Bene-Kedem; some (as Rosenmüller and Winer) holding that it came to signify the Arabs generally. From a consideration of the passages above cited, and that which makes mention of the land of Kedem, Gen. xxv. 6 [Ishmael], we think (with Gesenius) that it primarily signified the peoples of the Arabian deserts (east of Palestine and Lower Egypt), and chiefly the tribes of Ishmael and of Keturah, extending perhaps to Mesopotamia and Babylonia (to which we may suppose Kedem to apply in Num. xxvii. 7, as well as in Is. ii. 6); and that it was sometimes applied to the Arabs and of Arabian generally. The positive instance of this latter signification of Kedem occurs in Gen. x. 30, where "Sephar, a mount of the East," is by the common agreement of scholars situated in Southern Arabia [ARABIA SEMPARI].

In the O. T. "בֶּנֶּה-קְדֵּם," with its conjunctive form, seems to be a name of the peoples otherwise called Bene-Kedem, and with the same limitations. The same may be observed of הָֹּפָּאָּאָי in the N. T. (Matt. ii. 1 ft.), בֶּנֶּה-קְדֵּם, בֶּנֶּה-קְדֵּם, בֶּנֶּה-קְדֵּם, בֶּנֶּה-קְדֵּם, בֶּנֶּה-קְדֵּם, (in the passages above referred to), are translated by the LXX. and in the Vulg., and sometimes transcribed (Krezip) by the former; except LXX. in 1 K. iv. 30, and LXX. and Vulg. in Is. ii. 6, where they make Kedem to relate to ancient time. E. S. P.

BENHADAD [more correctly BENJADAD] (בֶּנֶּה-קְדֵּם, son of Hadad; viz. "Bena") Benhadad, the name of three kings of Damascus. Hadad or Hadd was a Syrian god, probably the Sun (Macrobi. Sat. vi. 23), still worshipped at Damascus in the time of Josephus (Ant. iv. 4, 6), and from it several Syrian names are derived, as Hadadezer, etc. Hadad or Hadad has helped. The "son of Hadad," therefore, means worshipper of Hadad. Damascus, after having been taken by David (2 Sam. viii. 5, 6), was delivered from subjection to his successor by Rezon (1 K. xi. 24), who "was an adversary to Israel all the days of Solomon."

BENHADAD I was either a son or grandson to Rezon, and in his time Damascus was supreme in Syria, the various smaller kingdoms which surrounded it being gradually absorbed into its territory. Benhadad must have been an energetic and powerful sovereign, and his alliance was coveted both by Baasha of Israel and Asa of Judah. He finally closed with the latter on receiving a large amount of treasure, and conquered a great part of the N. of Israel, thereby enhancing Asa to pay the tribute due to his victorious operations in the S. From 1 K. xx. 34, it would appear that he continued to make war upon Israel in Omri's time, and forced him to make "streets" in Samaria for Syrian residents. [Ahab.] This date is B. C. 850.

BENHADAD II, son of the preceding, and also king of Damascus. Some authors call him grand-son, on the ground that it was unusual in antiquity for the son to inherit the father's name. But Benhadad seems to have been a religious title of the Syrian kings, as we see by its reappearance as the name of Hazael's son, Benhadad III. Long wars with Israel characterized the reign of Benhadad II., of which the earlier campaigns are described under Ahab. His power and the extent of his dominion are proved by the thirty-two vassal kings who accompanied him to his first siege of Samaria. Some time after the death of Ahab, probably owing to the difficulties in which Jehoram of Israel was involved by the rebellion of Moab, Benhadad renewed the war with Israel, and after some minor attempts which were frustrated by Elisha, attacked Samaria a second time, and pressed the siege so closely that there was a terrible famine in the city, and atrocities were committed to get food no less revolting than those which Josephus relates of the siege of Jerusalem by Titus. But while the Syrians were on the very point of success, they suddenly broke up in the night in consequence of a sudden panic, under which they fancied that assistance was coming to Israel from Egypt or some Cannaanitish cities as Tyre or Ramoth. Jehoram seems to have followed up this unhoped-for deliverance by successful offensive operations, since we find from 2 K. ix. 1 that Ramoth in Gilead was once more an Israelitish town. [Ahab.] Soon after Benhadad fell sick, and sent his chief officers, with various presents, to consult Elisha, who happened to be in Damascus, as to the issue of his malady. Elisha replied that the sickness was not a mortal one, but that still he would certainly die, and he announced to Hazael that he would be his successor, with tears at the thought of the misery which he would bring on Israel. On the day after Hazael's return Benhadad was murdered, but not, as is commonly thought from a cursory reading of 2 K. xvii. 15, by Hazael. Such a supposition is hardly consistent with Hazael's character, who would involve Elisha in the guilt of having suggested the deed, and the introduction of Hazael's name in the latter clause of ver. 15 can scarcely be accounted for, if he is also the subject of the first clause. Ewald, from the Hebrew text and a general consideration of the chapter (Gesch. des V. v. l. 323, note), thinks that one or more of Benhadad's own servants were the murderers: Calmet (Hist. of the Bible, p. 357, v. 7) believes that the eldest of them, which caused his death, was intended to effect his cure. This view he supports by a reference to Bruce's Travels, iii. 33. Hazael succeeded him perhaps because he had no natural heirs, and with
BEN-HAIL

of the dynasty founded by Rezon. Ben-

nudah's death was about c. 880, and he must

have reigned some 30 years.

BEN-NAN (בְּנֵיהָנָא, son of the host, i. e.

warrior: Ben-hail), one of the "princes" (גְּבָרִים)

whom king Jehoshaphat sent to teach in the cities of

Judah (2 Chr. xvii. 7). The LXX. translates, τοὺς ἵππους τῶν καὶ τοὺς σύνταγματικούς ἰππές αὐτοῦ ἐξεδάρακαν ἐν τῇ πόλει (2 Kind. iii. 27), but the prosperity of Israel began to

reign in the title of his father Jehosh, the son of

Jehohaz. When Benhailah succeeded to the throne of

Hazard, Jehosh, in accordance with a prophecy of the dying Elisha, recovered the cities which Jehohaz had lost to the Syrians, and beat him in Aphek (12 K. xiii. 17) in the plain of

Ebron, where Ahab had already defeated Benhailah II. (1 Kiv.). Jehosh gained two more victories but did not restore the dominion of Israel on the E. of Jordan. This glory was reserved for his

successor. The date of Benhailah III. is c. 810. His misfortunes in war are noticed by Amos i. 4.

G. E. L. C.

BEN-HAIL (בְּנֵיהָיִל, son of the host, i. e.

 creditor: Ben-ha'il), the youngest of the children of

Jacob, the only one of the thirteen (if indeed there were not more; comp. "all his daughters," Gen. xxxvii. 5, xvi. 7), who was born in Palestine. His birth took place on the road between Bethel and Bethhem, a short distance — a length of earth— from the latter, and his mother Rachel died in the act of giving birth to him, naming him with her last breath Ben-oni, "son of my sorrow" (comp. 1 Sam. iv. 19-22). This was by Jacob changed into Benjamin (בְּנֵיהָיִל) (Gen. xxxvii. 16-18).

The name is worthy some attention. From the terms of the story it would appear to be implied that it was bestowed on the child in opposition to the despising, and probably ominous, name given him by his dying mother, and on this assumption it has been interpreted to mean "son of the right hand," i. e. fortunate, dexterous,フェルツ: as if בְּנֵיהָיִל. This interpretation is inserted in the text of the Vulgate and the margin of the A. V. and has the support of Gesenius (Thes. 219). On the other hand the Samaritan Codex gives the name in an altered form as בְּנֵיהָיִל, son of days, i. e. son of boy old age (comp. Gen. xlv. 20), which is adopted by Philo, Aben-Ezra, and others.

Both these interpretations are of comparatively late date, and it is notorious that such explanatory glosses are not only often invented long subsequently to the original record, but are often at variance with the real meaning of that record. The meaning given by Josephus — διὰ τὴν εἰσόδον γενόμενον οἰκονόμου τῇ μητρί (Ant. i. 21, § 3)— is completely different from either of the above. However this may be, the name is not so pointed as to agree with any interpretation founded on "son of" — being בְּנֵיהָיִל, and not בְּנֵיהָיִל. Moreover in the adjetival forms of the word the first syllable is generally suspended, as בְּנֵיהָיִל or בְּנֵיהָיִל, i. e. "sons of Yemini," for sons of Benjamin; יֵעֹּיתס יֵעֹּיתס יֵעֹּיתס, "man of Yemini," for man of Benjamin (1 Sam. ix. 1; Esth. ii. 5); יֵעֹּיתס יֵעֹּיתס, land of Yemini for land of Benjamin (1 Sam. iv. 4), as if the patriarch's name had been originally יֵעֹּיתס, Yamin (comp. Gen. xlii. 10), and that of the tribe Yeminites. These adjetival forms are carefully preserved in the LXX. (In Judg. iii. 15 and 1 Sam. ix. 1 the A.V. reads in the margin "son of Jemini," and "son of a man of Jemini." Until the journeys of Jacob's sons and of Jacob himself into Egypt we hear nothing of Benjamin, and as far as he is concerned those well-known narratives disrobe nothing beyond the very strong allusions entertained towards him by his father and his whole-brother Joseph, and the relation of fond endearment in which he stood, as if a mere darling (comp. Gen. xlv. 20), to the whole of his family. Even the harsh natures of the older patriarchs relaxed towards him. But Benjamin can hardly have been the "lad" which we commonly imagine him to be, for at the time that the patriarchs went down to reside in Egypt, when "every man with his house went with Jacob," only ten sons are ascribed to Benjamin,—a larger number than to any of his brothers,—and two of these, from the plural formation of their names, were themselves apparently families (Gen. xlii. 21). And here, little as it is, closes all we know of the life of the patriarch himself: henceforward the history of Benjamin is the history of the tribe. And up to the time of the entrance on the Promised Land that history is as obscure as it afterwards. We know indeed that shortly after the departure from Egypt it was the smallest tribe but one (Num. i. 36; comp. verse 1), that during the march its position was on the west of the tabernacle with its brother tribes of Ephraim and Manasseh (Num. ii. 18-21). We have the names of the "captain" of the tribe, when it set forth on its long march (Num. ii. 22); of the "ruler" who went up with his fellows to spy out the land (xxvi. 9); the families of which the tribe consisted when it was marshalled at the great halt in the plains of Moab by Jordan-Jericho (Num. xxvi. 38-41, 63), and of the "prince" who was chosen to assist in the division of the land (xxvi. 21). These are indeed preserved to us. But there is nothing to indicate what were the characteristics and behavior of the tribe which sprang from the orphan darling of his father and brothers. No touches of personal biography like those with which

According to other lists, some of these "children" would seem to have been grandchidren (comp. Num. xxvi. 8-11; 1 Chr. vii. 6-11, viii. 1).
ae are favored concerning Ephraim (1 Chr. vii. 20-28); no record of zeal for Jehovih like Levi (Ex. xxxii. 26); no evidence of special bent as in the case of Ephraim (book of Judges xxvii.). The only foreshadowing of the tendencies of the tribe which was to produce Elmd, Saul, and the perpetrating of the deed of Gilgal, is to be found in the prophetic gleam which lighted up the dying Jacob, "Benja-
mun shall ravin as a wolf: in the morning he shall levour the prey, and at night he shall divide the spoil." (Gen. alix. 27.)

The proximity of Benjamin to Ephraim during the march to the Promised Land was maintained in the territories allotted to each. Benjamin lay immediately to the south of Ephraim and between him and Judah. The situation of this territory was highly favorable. It formed almost a parallelogram, of about 20 miles in length by 12 in breadth. Its eastern boundary was the Jordan, and from thence it extended to the wooded district of Kirjath-jearim, a point about eight miles west of Jerusalem, while in the other direction it stretched from the valley of Hinnom, under the "Shoulder of the Jebusite" on the south, to Bethel on the north. Thus Dan intervened between Benjamin and the Philistines, while the communications with the valley of the Jordan were in their own power.

On the south the territory ended abruptly with the steep slopes of the hill of Jerusalem; on the north it melted imperceptibly into the possessions of the friendly Ephraim. The swiftness of this district, hardly larger than the county of Middlesex (Eng.), was, according to the testimony of Josephus, compensated for by the excellence of the land (δα της τινα γεν ἀποτιμητικαϊ, Ant. v. 1). In the degenerate state of modern Palestine few traces remain of this excellence. But other and more enduring natural peculiarities remain, and claim our recognition, rendering this possession one of the most remarkable among those of the tribes.

The general level of this part of Palestine is very high, not less than 2000 feet above the maritime plain of the Mediterranean on the one side, or than 3000 feet above the deep valley of the Jordan on the other, besides which this general level or plateau is surmounted, in the district now under consideration, by a large number of emi-

nences—defined, rounded hills—almost every one of which has borne some part in the history of the tribe. Many of these hills carry the fact of their existence in their names. Gilgon, Gilgal, Gala or Gala, all mean "hill;" Ramah and Ramathanin, "eminence;" Mizpeh, "watch-tower;" while the "ascent of Beth-horon," the "cliff Hinnom," the "pass of Michmash" with its two "feet of rock," all testify to a country eminently broken and hilly.

The special associations which belong to each of these eminences, whether as sanctuary or fortress, many of them arising from the most stirring inci-
dents in the history of the nation, will be best examined under the various separate heads.

a A trace of the pasture lands may be found in the mention of the "hecd" (1 Sam. xl. 5); and possibly other in the names of the towns of Benjamin: as hap-Parah, "the cow;" Zelakh-ha-leph, "the ox-
rib" (Josh. xviii. 23, 28).

b It is perhaps hardly fanciful to ask if we may not account in this way for the curious prevalence among the names of the towns of Benjamin of the titles of tribes. Ha-Avrim, the Avises; Zemaraim, the Ze-
marites; ha-Ofhni, the Ofhnites; Clepher ha-Am-
monul, the village of the Ammonites; ha-Jebusi, the

(2.) No less important than these eminences are the torrent beds and ravines by which the upper country breaks down into the deep tracts on each side of it (Book of Judges, xxvii.). The only mode of access from either the plains of Philis-
tia and of Sharon on the west, or the deep valley of the Jordan on the east— the latter steep and precipitous in the extreme, the former more gradual in their declivity. Up these western passes swarmed the Philistines on their incursions during the times of Samuel and of Saul, driving the first king of Israel right over the higher district of his own tribe to Gilgal in the last recesses of the Ar扒lah, and establishing themselves over the face of the country from Michmash to Ayalon. Down these same defiles they were driven by Saul after Jonathan's victorious exploit, just as in earlier times Joshua had chased the Canaanites down the long hill of Beth-horon, and as centuries after the forces of Syria were chased by Judas Maccabaeus (1 Macc. iii. 16-24).

The passes on the eastern side are of a much more difficult and intricate character than those on the western. The principal one, which, now unfrequented, was doubtful in ancient times the main ascent to the interior, leaves the Arabah behind the site of Jericho, and breaking through the barren hills with many a wild bend and steep slope, extends to and indeed beyond the very central ridge of the table-land of Benjamin, to the foot of the eminence on which stand the ruins of Birch, the ancient Beeroth. At its lower part this valley bears the name of Wady Fiwar, but for the greater part of its length it is called Wady Saeudinit; It is the main access, and from its central ravine branch out side valleys, conducting to Bethel, Michmash, Gilgal, Anathoth, and other towns.

After the fall of Jericho this ravine must have stood open to the victorious Israelites, as their natural inlet to the country. At its lower end must have taken place the repulse and subsequent victory of Ai, with the conviction and stoning of Achan, and through it Joshua doubtless hastened to the relief of the Gileonites, and to his memora-
ble pursuit of the Canaanites down the pass of Beth-horon, on the other side of the territory of Benjamin.

Another of these passes is that which since the time of our Saviour has been the regular road between Jericho and Jerusalem, the scene of the parable of the Good Samaritan.

Others lie further north by the mountain which bears the traditional name of Qurantania; first up the face of the cliff, afterwards less steep, and finally leading to Bethel or Talibeh, the ancient Ophrah (Rob. i. 570). These intricate ravines may well have harbored the wild beasts, which, if the derivation of the names of several places in this locality are to be trusted, originally haunted the district—zebeer, hyenas (1 Sam. xiii. 18), shoul and shambun, foxes or jackals (Judg. i. 35; 1 Sam. xiii. 17), ajaban, gazelles.c

Benjumine, are all among the names of places in Ben-
jamin, and can hardly doubt that in these names is preserved the memory of an original wild tribes of the desert from the sultry and open plains of the low level to the fresh air and secure fastnesses of the upper district.

c The subject of the connection between the topogra-
phy of the land and the events which took place there is treated in the most admirable manner in the 4th chapter of Mr. Stanley's Sinai and Palestine
Such were the limits and such the character of the possession of Benjamin as fixed by those who originally divided the land. But it could not have been long before they extended their limits, since in the early lists of 1 Chr. viii. we find mention made of Benjaminites who built Lod and Ono, and of others who were founders of Ajalon (12, 13), all of which terms were beyond the spot named above as the westernmost point in their boundary. These places too were in their possession after the return from the Captivity (Neh. xiii. 33).

The greatest contrast between the warlike character of the tribe and the peaceful image of its progenitor has been already noticed. That fierceness and power are not less out of proportion to the smallness of its numbers and of its territory. This comes out in many scattered notices. (a) Benjamin was the only tribe which seems to have pursued archery to any purpose, and their skill in the bow (1 Sam. xx. 26, 36; 2 Sam. i. 22; 1 Chr. viii. 40, xii. 2; 2 Chr. xii. 17) and the sling (Judg. xx. 16) are celebrated. (b) When, after the first conquest of the country, the nation began to groan under the miseries of a foreign yoke, it is to a man of Benjamin, Ehud the son of Gera, that they turn for deliverance. The story seems to imply that he accomplished his purpose on Ephron with less risk, owing to his proficiency in the peculiar practice of using his left hand, a practice apparently confined to Benjaminites, though by them greatly employed (Judg. iii. 15, and see xx. 16; 1 Chr. xii. 2). (c) Ramah and Rachelab, "the sons of Rimmon the Beerothite of the children of Benjamin," are the only 1-racites west of the Jordan named in the whole history as captains of marauding predatory bands (Judg. x. 17), and the act of which they were guilty—"the murder of the head of their house—hardly needs the summary vengeance inflicted on them by David to testify the abhorrence in which it must have been held by all Orientals however warlike. (d) The dreadful deed recorded in Judg. xix. though repelled by the whole country, was unabashedly adopted and defended by Benjamin with an obstinacy and spirit truly extraordinary. Of their obstinacy there is a remarkable trait in 1 Sam. xiii. 7-18. Though Saul was not only the king of the nation, but the head of the tribe, and David a member of a family which had as yet no claims on the friendship of Benjamin, yet the Benjaminites resisted the strongest appeal of Saul to betray the movements of David, and after those movements had been revealed by Deog the Ephraimite (worthy member—as he must have seemed to him—of an armed race!) they still firmly refused to lift a hand against those who had assisted him. And yet—to return to the deed of Gilahah—in one or two of the expressions of that antique and simple narrative—"the phrase "Benjamin my brother"—the anxious inquiry, "what shall we do for wives for them that remain?"—and the entreaty, "be favorable to them" for our sakes—we seem to hear as it were an echo of those terms of fond affection which have given the son of Rachel's grief so distinct a place in our minds.

Very much of the above article is drawn from that source.

A fair argument in favor of the received chronology of the book of Judges may be drawn from this circumstance—since no shorter period would have sufficed for the tribe to have recovered from that frightful transaction was indeed a crisis in the history of the tribe: the narrative undoubtedly is intended to convey that the six hundred who took refuge in the cliff Rimmon, and who were afterwards provided with wives partly from Jabesh Gilad (Judg. xxi. 19), partly from Shihoh (xxii. 21), were the only survivors. A bag interval must have elapsed between so abrupt a condition and the culminating point at which we next meet with the tribe. a

Several circumstances may have conducted to its restoration to that place which it was now to associate. The Talbotianites was at Shihoh in Ephraim during the time of the last Judge; but the Ark was in Benjamin at Kirjath-jearim. Ramah, the official residence of Samuel, and containing a sanctuary greatly frequented (1 Sam. ix. 12, &c.),—Mizpeh, where the great assemblies of "all Israel" took place (1 Sam. vii. 5),—Bethel, perhaps the most ancient of all the sanctuaries of Palestine, and Gibeon, specially noted as "the great high place" (2 Chr. i. 3), were all in the land of Benjamin. These must gradually have accustomed the people who resorted to these various places to associate the tribe with power and sanctity, and they tend to elucidate the anomaly which struck Saul so forcibly, "that all the desire of Israel" should have been fixed on the house of the smallest of its tribes (1 Sam. ix. 21).

The struggles and contests which followed the death of Saul arose from the natural unwillingness of the tribe to relinquish its position at the head of the nation, especially in favor of Judah. Had it been Ephraim, the case might have been different, but the inter-tribal relations were in no degree influenced by the alliance of Joseph, and besides the tribe of David, whom Saul had pursued with such unremitting enmity. The tact and sound sense of Abner, however, succeeded in overcoming these difficulties, though he himself fell a victim in the very act of accomplishing his purpose, and the proposal that David should be "king over Israel was one which seemed good to the whole house of Benjamin," and of which the tribe testified its approval, and evinced its good faith, by sending to the distant capital of Hebron a detachment of 3000 men of the "brethren of Saul" (1 Chr. xii. 29). Still the insults of Shimeai and the insurrection of Sheba are indications that the wrongs still existed, and we do not hear of any cordial cooperation or firm union between the two tribes until a cause of common quarrel arose at the discretion, when Rehoboam assembled "all the house of Judah with the tribe of Benjamin to fight against the house of Israel, to bring the kingdom again to the son of Solomon" (1 K. xii. 21; 2 Chr. xi. 1). Possibly the seal may have been set to this by the fact of Jeroboam having just taken possession of Bethel, a city of Benjamin, for the calf-worship of the northern kingdom b (1 K. xii. 29). On the other hand Rehoboam fortified and garrisoned several cities of Benjamin, and wisely dispersed the members of his own family through them (2 Chr. xi. 10-12). The alliance was further strengthened by a covenant solemnly undertaken (2 Chr. x. 9), and by the employment such almost total extermination, and to have reached the numbers and force indicated in the lists of 1 Chr. xiii. 1-5, xvi. 5-17, i-49.

b Bethel, however, was on the very boundary line and centuries before this date was inhabited by both Ephraimites and Benjaminites (Judg. xix. 16)
of Benjamin in high positions in the army of Judah (2 Chr. xvii. 17). But what above all must have contributed to strengthened the alliance was the fact that the Temple was the common property of both tribes. True, it was founded, erected, and endowed by princes of the house of Judah; but the city of the Jebusite (Josh. xviii. 28), and the whole of the ground north of the Valley of Hinnom, was in the lot of Benjamin. In this latter fact is literally fulfilled the prophecy of Moses (Deut. xxxiii. 12): Benjamin "dwelt between the "shoulders" of the ravines which encompass the Holy City on the west, south, and east (see a good treatment of this point in Blunt's Unda. Coincid.-ences, pt. II. § xvii.).

Henceforward the history of Benjamin becomes merged in that of the southern Kingdom. That the tribe still retained its individuality is plain from the constant mention of it in the various censuses taken of the two tribes, and on other occasions, and also from the lists of the men of Benjamin who returned with Zerubbabel (Ezr. ii. Neh. vii.), and took possession of their old towns (Neh. xi. 31-35). At Jerusalem the name must have been always kept alive, if by nothing else, by the name of "the high gate of Benjamin" (Jer. xx. 2).

But though the tribe had thus given up to a certain degree its independent existence, it is clear that the ancient memories of their house were not allowed to fade from the recollections of the Benjamites. The genealogy of Saul, to a late date, is carefully preserved in the lists of 1 Chr. (viii. 33-40, ix. 33-44); the name of Kish recurs as the father of Mordecai (Esth. ii. 5), the honored deliverer of the nation from miseries worse than those threatened by Nahash the Ammonite. But it was reserved for a greater than these to close the line of this tribe in the sacred history of the close. The royal name once more appears, and that Saul who also is called Paul has left on record under his own hand that he was of the stock of Israel, of the tribe of Benjamin. It is perhaps more than a mere fancy to note how remarkably the chief characteristics of the tribe are gathered up in one person. There was the fierceness, in his persecution of the Christians; and there were the obstinacy and persistence, which made him proof against the tears and prayers of his converts, and not ready to be bound only, but also to die for the name of the Lord Jesus (Acts xxii. 12, 13). There were the force and vigor to which natural difficulties and confined circumstances formed no impediment; and lastly, there was the keen sense of the greatness of his house, in his proud reference to his forefather "Saul the son of Cis, a man of the tribe of Benjamin."

Be this as it may, no nobler hero could be found to close the rolls of the worthies of his tribe — no prouder distinction could be desired for Benjamin than that of having produced the first judge of its nation, the first king, and finally, when Judah gave place to Christianity, the great Apostle of the Gentiles.

2. [Berenia]; [Vat. Alex. -men.] A man of the tribe of Benjamin, son of Bilhah, and the head of a family of warriors (1 Chr. vii. 10).

3. [Berenia]; [Vat. Alex. FA. -men.] One of the "sons of Harim;" an Israelite in the time of Ezra, who had married a foreign wife (Ezr. x. 32).

BERACHAH

BERACHAH, HIGH GATE, OF GATE, OF (יִּבְרָעָּה בְּרָעָּה), Jer. xx. 2, xxxvii. 13, xcviiii. 7; Zech. xiv. 10; [JERUSALEM.]

* BENJAMITE (בֵּיתָּה בֵּיתָּה), Judg. xix. 18; 1 Sam. ix. 21, xxii. 7; 2 Sam. xvi. 11; 1 K. ii. 8; 1 Chr. xxvii. 12; Ps. vii., title; with the article, (בֵּיתָּה בֵּיתָּה), Judg. iii. 15; 2 Sam. xvi. 11, xix. 16 (Heb. 17); LXX: οὗτος τοῦ Ισραïλ, τ. Ισραïλι-ον, τ. Ισραïλι, οὗτος Βένιαμιν, etc.; Vulg. filius Jon iai; — בֵּיתָּה בֵּיתָּה, οὗτος ἄνδρα Ισραïλιον, filius viri Jemini, 1 Sam. ix. 1; — בֵּיתָּה בֵּיתָּה, οὗτος Βένιαμιν, etc.; Benjamin, min, etc., Judg. xx. 35, 38, 40, 43; — בֵּיתָּה בֵּיתָּה, Ι'a-" và, Vat. Isaæae, Alex. o Ισραïλιαον, Jemini, 1 Sam. ix. 4), an appellation of the descendants of Benjamin. On the Hebrew forms noted above, see Benjamin, p. 276. A.

BE'NO (בֵּנוֹ [his son]): LXX translates viōi (Benno), a Levite of the sons of Morari (1 Chr. xxiv. 26, 27).

BEN-ONI (בֵּיתָּה בֵּיתָּה, son of my sorrow, or of my strength, i. e. of my last effort, Hiller, Onom. 300, etc.: οὗτος ὁδῶν μου: Benoni, id est filius dobro- ris mei), the name which the dying Rachel gave to her newly-born son, but which by his father was changed into Benjamin (Gen. xxxv. 18).

BEN-ZO'HETH (בֵּיתוֹ הֶזֶה [his house]): LXX translates Zedôhâ; Alex. [vulg] Zêxhôzâ: Benoeth; a name occurring among the descendants of Judah (1 Chr. iv. 20). The passage appears to be a fragment, and as if the name of a son of the Zoheth just mentioned had originally followed. A. V. follows Vulgate.

BE'ON (בֵּון: Bânnâ; Alex. βαυά: Beuon), a place on the east of Jordan (Num. xxxii. 3), doubtless a contraction of Bânnâ-NEON (comp. ver. 38).

BE'OR (בֵּוֹ [a torch]: Beôp; [Alex. ir. 1 Chr. Beôp; Beôr]), the father of Bela, one of the early Edomite kings (Gen. xxxvi. 32-1 Chr. i. 43).

2. [Vat. Beôp, Beôp.] Father of Baham (Num. xxxii. 3; xxxvi. 13, 15; xxxi. 8; Josh. xiii. 22, xxiv. 9; Mic. iv. 1); He is called Boson in the N. T. [BELA.]

BET (בֵּת [son, or in evil=wicked]): Vat. [Rom.] and Alex. Βάλλα: Joseph. Βαλλάς: Bevra, king of Sodom at the time of the invasion of the five kings under Chedorlaomer (Gen. xiv. 2; also 17 and 21).

BERA'CHAH (בֵּרָעָּה בֵּרָעָּה [blessing]; Berê̂; [Vat. FA. Berœ̂; Alex. βεραχά: Barochara], a Benjaminite, one of "Saul's brethren," who attache to himself to David at Ziklag (1 Chr. xii. 3).

BERA'CHAH, VALLEY OF (בֵּרָעָּה בֵּרָעָּה, [valley of blessing]; Kēlās Eϣlispia: vallis benedictiōnis), a valley (Joseph. τια κοιλαι καὶ φα- ραγγαίαν τόπον) in which Jehoshaphat and his people assembled to say "bless." Jehovah after the overthrow of the hosts of Moabites, Ammonites, and Meunim who had come against them, and which from that fact acquired its name of "the valley of blessing" (2 Chr. xx. 26). The place is remarkable as furnishing one of the latest instances
in the 9th c. A. of a name bestowed in consequence of the confusion its occurrence at the spot.

The name of Berechiah (בְּרֶכֶה) still survives, attached to ruins in a valley of the same name lying between Tekoa and the main road from Bethlehem to Hebron, a position corresponding accurately with the locality of the battle as described in 2 Chr. xx. (Rob. iii. 273: the discovery is due to Wolcott; see Ritter, Jordan, 635.) It must not be confounded with Caphar-barnea, nor probably Rehi Neat, an enclosure on the very high ground, 3 or 4 miles east of Hebron, commanding an extensive view of the Dead Sea, and traditionally the scene of Abraham's intercession for Sodom. The tomb of Lot has been shown there since the days of Mandeville (see Kedah, 685; Rob. i. 480-91).

G.

BERACHIAH (בְּרֶכֶה) Berechiah (Je- 

hovah will bless; בְּרֶכֶה: Berechiah, a Ger- 

sonite Levite, father of Asaph the singer (1 Chr. vi. 39). [The name is written "Berechiah" in some ed. of the A. V. See Berechiah 6.]  

BERIAH [3 syll.] (בְּרֶעַ) [whom I created]; בְּרֶעַ: Berea, son of Shimi, a chief man of Benjamin (1 Chr. viii. 21).

BEREA (בּרֵא) [Berear]. 1. A city of Macedonia, to which St. Paul retired with Silas and Timotheus, in the course of his first visit to Europe, on being persecuted in Thessalonica (Acts xvii. 10), and from which, on being again persecuted by emissaries from Thessalonica, he withdrew to Thessalonica for the purpose of preaching to Athens (Acts xvi. 14). The remains of a city of Jews which were certainly in Berea, and their character is described in very favorable terms (ib. 11). Sopater, one of St. Paul's missionary companions, was from this place (Pauline Acts, xx. 4). He accompanied the apostle on his return from the second visit to Europe (ib.); and he appears to have previously been with him, in the course of that second visit, at Corinth, when he wrote the Epistle to the Romans (Rom. xvi. 21).

Berea, now called Veria or Korca-Veria, is fully described by Leake (Northern Greece, vol. iii. 290 ff.), and by Cosin in (Voyage dans le Mac- 

edonie, i. 69 ff.). Situated on the eastern slope of the Olympus mountain-range, with an abundant supply of water, and commanding an extensive view of the plain of the Axios and Haliacmon, it is regarded as one of the most agreeable towns in Thessaly, and has near 15,000 or 20,000 inhabitants. A few ancient remains, Greek, Roman, and Byzantine, still exist here. Two roads are laid down in the Itineraries between Thessalonica and Berea, one passing by Pella. St. Paul and his companions may have travelled by either of them. Two roads also connect Berea with Thessalonica, one passing by Pityna. It was probably from Thessalonica that St. Paul sailed to Athens, leaving Silas and Timotheus behind; and possibly 1 Thess. iii. 2 refers to a jour- 

ney of Timotheus from Berea, not from Pella (Timothy). The coin in Adam's Pamphlet Illustrations of the N. T. p. 46, is erroneously assigned to the Macedonian Berea, and belongs to the following.

2. [Vulg. om.] The modern Aleppo, mentioned in 2 Mac. xiii. 4 in connection with the invasion of Judaea by Antiochus Epiphanes, as the scene of the miserable death of Menelaus. This seems to be the city in which Jerome says that certain persons lived who possessed and used St. Matthew's Hebrew Gospel (De Vir. Illust. c. 3).  

3. [Beilby.] Bereia (Bereia?); a place in Jud- 

aea, apparently not very far from Jerusalem, where Pocadius, the general of Demetrius, encamped shortly before the engagement in which Judas Mac- 

cubarius was slain (1 Mac. iv. 4. See Joseph. Ant. xii. 11, § 1).  

J. S. H.

BERECHEIAH (בְּרֶכֶה) and בְּרֶכֶה, Berechiah (Je- 

hovah will bless; בְּרֶכֶה: Berechiah, a Gerso- 

nonite Levite, father of Asaph the singer (1 Chr. iii. 29). [The name is written "Berechiah" in some ed. of the A. V. See Berechiah 6.]  

1. One of the sons of Zerbubb, and a descendant of the royal family of Judah (1 Chr. iii. 29).  

2. [Vat. Neh. iii. 30, Bereya, vi. 18, Bapaxia,] A man mentioned as the father of Mechu- 

lan who assisted in rebuilding the walls of Jerusa- 

lem (Neh. iii. 4, 50; vi. 18).  

3. [Vat. Barad:] Bereya: Berechiah. A Levite of the line of Elkanah (1 Chr. ix. 16).  

4. Baruch. A doorkeeper for the ark (1 Chr. xv. 23).  

5. [Bapaxia, Vat. Zayapa;] Berechiah, one of the chief men of the tribe of Ephraim in time of king Aba (2 Chr. xxviii. 12).  

6. Berechiah, father of Asaph the singer (1 Chr. xv. 17). [BERECHIAH.]  

7. [Bapaxia:; Berechiah, father of Zeechi- 

aiah the prophet (Zech. i. 1, also 7). [Here A V. ed. 1011 reads "Berechiah."],] G.  

BERED (בּרֵד) [red]; Bara: Barad. 1. A place in the south of Palestine, between which and Kades lay the well Lachai-roi (Gen. xvi. 14). The name is variously given in the ancient versions: Peshito, Gadar, "Gerar: Arab. Iared, probably a mere corruption of the Hebrew name; Onkelos, Chagir, נמרד (where elsewhere employed in the Targums for "Shur:" can it be connected with Hagar, נמרד, נמרד?), Ps.-Jonathan, Chaluts, נמרד, נמרד; i. e. the Elus, "Tavura of Edom and the ecclesiastical writers, now el-Khâ- 

bard, on the Hebron road, about 12 miles south of Beer-sheba (Rob. i. 201, 2; Stewart, 205; Re- 

land, 755). We have the testimony of Jerome (Vita S. Hilario) that Elus was called by its in- 

habitants Bere, which would be an easy corrup- 

tion of Bere, 7 being read for 7. Chaluts is the name elsewhere given in the Arabic version for "Shur" and for "Gerar."  

2. [Vat. om. Iared.] A son or descendant of Ephraim (1 Chr. vii. 20), possibly identical with Becher in Num. xxi. 35, by a mere change of let- 

ters מ for מ.  

G.  

BERENICE. [Berenice.]  

remember Greeks. They have one synagogue, 12 mosques, and 50 Greek churches (which last, P. should be sold, except 3 or 4, are not Jews, properly so called, but Zechariah as the modern Greeks term them, i. e. chapels or shrines).  

H.
BERI (טֵּי [fountain]: Bwire [Vat. N. A. E.]; Alex. B. E. B.; Comp. B. P. E.): Beri, son of Zophah, of the tribe of Asher (1 Chr. vii. 30).

BERIAH (בֹּרְיַה [in evil, or a gift]; see No. 2: Bapai: Beria, Bire). 1. A son of Asher (Gen. xlvii. 17; Num. xxvi. 44, 45), from whom descended the "family of the Berites," זֵרְיָה; Bapai [Alex. Bapai], Family Bricmarum (Num. xxvi. 44).

2. [Bapai: Alex. Bapai: Berio.] A son of Ephraim, so named on account of the state of his father's house when he was born. "And the sons of Ephraim: Shuthelah, and Bered his son, and Tahath his son, and Ehad his son, and Tahath his son, and Zabad his son, and Shuthelah his son, and Ezer, and Eleaah, whom the men of Gath [that were] born in [that] land slew" (lil. "and the men slew them"), "because they came down to take away their cattle. And Ephraim their father mourned many days, and his brethren came to comfort him. And when he went in to his wife, she conceived, and bare a son, and he called his name Beriah, because it went evil with his house." "because evil" or "a gift." "was to his house;" יֹּרְיָה יֹּרְיָה וּֽ֣יֹּרְיָה מִשְׁמָּ֣ו יִבְרָיְהַֽוֹתֵּוּ that is because εὐγενεῦ ἐν οἴᾳ μου, LXX.: "εὖ γενέσθαι mali dominus ejus ortus est," Vulg. [1 Chr. vii. 20-23]. With respect to the meaning of the name, Gesenius prefers the rendering "in evil" to "a gift," as probably the right one. In this case יֹּרְיָה in the explanation would be, according to him, יֹּרְיָה with Beth esseânt (Thes. s. v.). It must be remarked, however, that the supposed instances of Beth esseânt being prefixed to the subject in the O. T. are few and inconclusive, and that it is disputed by the Arabian grammarians if the parallel "redundant Be" of the Arabic be ever so used (comp. Thes. pp. 174, 175, where this use of "redundant Be" is too arbitrarily denied). The LXX. and Vulg. indicate a different construction, with an additional variation in the case of the former ("my house" for "his house"), so that the rendering "in evil" does not depend upon the construction proposed by Gesenius. Michaelis suggests that יֹּרְיָה may mean a spontaneous gift of God beyond expectation and the law of nature, as a son born to Ephraim now growing old might be called (Suppl. pp. 224, 225). In favor of this meaning, which, with Gesenius, we take in the simple sense of "gift," it may be urged, that it is unlikely that four persons would have borne a name of an unusual form, and that a case similar to that here supposed is found in the naming of Seth (Gen. iv. 25). This short notice is of no slight historical importance; especially as it refers to a period of Hebrew history respecting which the Bible affords us no other like information. The event must be assigned to the time between Jacob's death and the beginning of the oppression. The indications that guide us are, that some of Ephraim's sons must have attained to manhood, and that the Hebrews were still free. The passage is full of difficulties. The first question is: What sons of Ephraim were killed? The persons mentioned do not all seem to be his sons. Shuthelah occupies the first place, and a genealogy of his descendants follows as far as a second Shuthelah, the words "his son" indicating a direct descent, as Houbigant (ap. Barrett, Synopsis in loc.) remarks, although he very needlessly proposes conjecturally to omit them. A similar genealogy from Beriah to Joshua is given in 1 Chr. vii. 25-27. As the text stands, there are but three sons of Ephraim mentioned before Beriah — Shuthelah, Ezer, and Eleaah — all of whom seem to have been killed by the men of Gath, though it is possible that the last two are alone meant, and the first of whom is stated to have left descendants. In the enumeration of the Israelite families in Numbers four of the tribe of Ephraim are mentioned, sprung from his sons Shuthelah, Becher, and Tahan, and from Eran, son or descendant of Shuthelah (xxvi. 35, 36). The second and third families are probably those of Beriah and a younger son, unless the third is one of Beriah, called after his descendant Tahan (1 Chr. vii. 25); or one of them may be that of a son of Joseph, since it is related that Jacob determined that sons of Joseph who might be born to him after Ephraim and Manasseh should "be called after the name of their brethren in their inheritance." (Gen. xlviii. 6). See however Bicknell. There can be no doubt that the land in which the men of Gath were born is the eastern part of Lower Egypt, if not Goshen itself. It would be needless to say that they were born in their own land. At this time very many foreigners must have been settled in Egypt, especially in and about Goshen. Indeed Goshen is mentioned as a non-Egyptian country in its inhabitants (Gen. xlvii. 34), and its own name as well as nearly all the names of its cities and places mentioned in the Bible, save the cities built in the oppression, are probably Semitic. In the book of Joshua, Shiloh, the Nile, here the Peh-siach branch, is the boundary of Egypt and Canaan, the Philistine territories apparently being considered to extend from it (Josh. xi. 2, 3). It is therefore very probable that many Philistines would have settled in a part of Egypt so accessible to them and so similar in its population to Canaan as Goshen and the tracts adjoining it. Or else these men of Gath may have been mercenaries like the Cherethim (in Egyptian Sharya-tana) who were in the Egyptian service at a later time, as in David's, and to whom hundreds were probably allotted as to the native army. Some suppose that the men of Gath were the aggressors, and as such extirpated the Philistines thereat, but the verse is too general. The matter is therefore not at variance with the words used in the relation of the cause of the death of Ephraim's sons, since we may read "when ( trebuie) they came down," &c., instead of "because," &c. (Bagster's Bible, in loc.), but it must be remembered that this rendering is equally consistent with the other explanation. There is no reason to suppose that the Philistines at this time may not have sometimes engaged in predatory or other warfare. The warlike habits of Jacob's sons are evident in the narrative of the vengeance taken by Simeon and Levi upon Hamor and Shechem (Gen. xxxiv. 25-29), and of their posterity in the account of the fear of that Pharaoh who began to oppress them lest they should, in the event of war in the land, join with the enemies of his people, and by fighting against them get them out of the country (Ex. i. 5-10). It has been surmised, according to which it was supposed to have acted the aggressor, that the Gittites descended upon the Ephrainites in a predatory excursion from Palestine, or that the Ephrainites made a raid into Palestine. Neither of these explanations is consistent with sound crit-
BERITES
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BERITITES. [BERIAH, 13]

BERITES, THE (בֵּרִיתֵי [the walls, i. e. people of]) : in Nāṣā'î [Var. Alex. -pehi], a tribe or people who are named with Abel and Beth-macah — and who were therefore doubtless situated in the north of Palestine — mentioned only as having been visited by Jotham in his pursuit after Sheba the son of Bichri (2 Sam. xx. 14). The expression is a remarkable one, "all the Berites." (נאי בּית ינ; comp. "all the Bethlehem"). The Vulgate has a different reading — commone viri electi congregati iterant — apparently reading for בֵּרִיתֵי by an easy transposition and change of letters בֵּרִיתֵי, i. e. the young men, and this is in Ewald's opinion the correct reading (tisch. iii. 249, note).

BERITH, THE GOD (בֵּרִית ה [i. e. of the covenant): בֵּרִית אלпер: Bat. בֵּרִית אֲרֵמָה: Alex. בֵּרִית וּדָאָרָה: 'dun Beroth]}, Judg. ix. 46. [BAAL-HEMOTH, p. 207.]

BERNICE and BERENCCE (בֵּרִית ה, victorious), also in Josephus: בֵּרִית ה = פֵּרֵית: see Starz. Dict. Marc. e. 31; the form Berenice is also found), the eldest daughter of Herod Antipas 1 (Acts xii. 1, 2). She was first married to her uncle Herod, king of Chalcis (Joseph. Ant. xix. 5, § 1), and after his death (A. d. 48) she lived under circumstances of great suspicion with her own brother Agrippa II. (Joseph. Ant. xix. 7, 3; Juvenal Sat. vi. 156 ff.), in connection with whom she is mentioned Acts xxii. 19, 23, xxvi. 30, as having visited Festus on his appointment as Procurator of Judaea. She was a second time married, to Polemon, king of Gilead, but soon left him, and returned to her brother (Joseph. ibid.). She afterwards became the mistress of Vespasian (Tacit. Hist. ii. 81), and of his son Titus (Sueton. Tit. 7).

BERODACH-BALADAN (בֵּדֹדְאָכָה בלעָדָא [Var. Baladan]): Alex. בֵּרֹדְאָכָה בְלעָדָא; Comp. וּרֹדְאָכָה בֵּרֹדְאָכָה בלעָדָא), 2 K. xx. 12. [BERODICH-BALADAN.]

BEROTH (בֵּרֹסח): [Var. Beroth]; Abd. בֵּרֹסח: [in Ez., Var. Alex. corrupt; Abb. בֵּרֹסח: Comp בֵּרֹסח, Beroth, Beroth]. The first of these two names, each of which occurs once only, is given by Ezekiel (xvi. 16) in connection with Hamath and Damascus as forming part of the northern boundary of the promised land. The second is mentioned (2 Sam. viii. 8) as the name of a city of Zobah, taken by David, also in connection with Hamath and Damascus. The slighness of these references makes it impossible to identify the names with any degree of probability, or even to decide whether they refer to the same locality or not. The well known city בֵּרֹסח (Berytus) naturally suggests itself as identical with one at least of the names; but in each instance the circumstances of the case seem to require a position farther east, since Ezekiel places Berodach between Hamath and Damascus, and David's war with the king of Zobah led him away from the sea-coast towards the Euphrates (2 Sam. viii. 3). In the latter instance the difficulty is increased by the Hebrew text reading in 1 Chr. viii. 8, Chin's instead of Berodai, and by the fact that both in Samuel and Chronicles the Greek translators, instead of giving a proper name, translate by the phrase έκ των οπλων πόλεων, clearly showing that they read either the same text in each passage, or at least words which bore the same sense. First regards Berodach and Berodai as distinct places, and identifies the first with Berytus. Mislin (Saints Liezen, i. 244) derives the name from the walls (Beroth), which are still to be seen bore in the solid rock at Berytus.

F. W. G.

BEROTHAH, THE (1 Chr. xi. 39). [BEROTH.]

BERYL (בֵּרֵיל; τορσίχιον, τορσίχιυ, κρύσταλλος: chrysoliths, kypros, nux, nux) occurs in Ex. xxviii. 20, xxxix. 13; Cant. v. 14; Ex. i. 16, x. 9, xxviii. 13; Dan. x. 6. The torsekh was the first precious stone in the fourth row of the high-priest's breastplate. In Ezekiel's vision "the appearance of the wheels and their work was like unto the color of a torsekh;" it was one of the precious stones of the king of Tyre: the body of the man whom Daniel saw in his vision was like Michael the archangel. It is impossible to say with any degree of certainty what precious stone is denoted by the Hebrew word; Luther reads the "turquoise;" the LXX. supposes either "the chrysolite" or "the emerald" (αμέθυστον, [Athys]; Onkelos and the Jerusalem Targum have kernam joma, by which the Jews appear to have understood a "white stone like the froth of the sea," which Bramer (de Gast. Sacr. ii. e. 17) conjectures may be the opal). For other interpretations, see Josephus, more conjectures, see the chapter of Bamm just quoted.

It is generally supposed that the torsekh derives its name from the place so called, respecting the position of which see TIRISHT. Josephus (Ant. iii. 7, § 5) and Bamm (l. c.) understand the chrysolite to be meant; not, however, the chrysolite of modern mineralogists, but the topaz; for it certainly does appear, by a curious interchange of terminology, that this stone is the modern topaz, and the ancient topaz the modern chrysolite (see Phil. H. N. xxxvii. 8; Hill on Theophrastus, De Lev. ; King's Antike Genus, p. 57), though Bemanna, Die Viren und Thammum, p. 62, Berlin, 1824) has advanced many objections to this opinion and has maintained that the topaz and the chryso-

The name of the ancient is identical with the genus non
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so called. Braun, at all events, uses the term chryso-
olithos to denote the topaz, and he speaks of its
brilliant golden color. There is little or nothing in
the passages where the *tarsish* is mentioned to lead
us to anything like a satisfactory conclusion as to its
to do we seem to catch a glimmer of the stone de-
noted: *His hands are orbs of gold adorned with
the tarsish stone.* This seems to be the correct
rendering of the Hebrew. The orbs or rings of
gold, as Cocceius has observed, refer not to rings
on the fingers, but to the fingers themselves, as they
gently press upon the thumb and thus form the
figure of an orb or a ring. The latter part of the
verse is the causal expulsive of the former. It is
not only said in this passage that the hands are
called orbs of gold, but the reason why they are
thus called is immediately added — specially in ac-
count of the beautiful chrysolites with which the
hands were adorned (Braun, de F. S. ii. 13).

Piny says of the chrysoolithos, *"it is a transparent
stone with a refulgence like that of gold."
Since then the golden stone, as the name imports, is
admirably suited to the above passage in Canticles,
and would also apply, though in a less degree, to
the other scriptural places cited: as it is supported
by Josephus, and conjectured by the LXX. and
Vulg.; the ancient chrysole to the modern yel-
low topaz appears to have a better claim than any
other gem to represent the tarsish of the Hebrew
Bible, certainly a better claim than the beryl of
the A. V., a rendering which appears to be unsup-
ported by any kind of evidence.

W. H.

BERZELIUS (F. A. S. D.; Alex. Zoph-1
-\nos; [Abld. BcrSennamos]: Phregdne), 1 Esdr.
v. 38. [Barzillai.]

BE'SAI [2 syl.] (בֵּסָא [comparative, First];
Basi, Basiai, [Vat. -sæi: Alex. Basi, Basiæ]:
Baser, [Basi].) "Children of Basiai" were among
the Nethinim who returned to Judaea with Zerub-
babel (Ezr. ii. 49; Neh. vii. 52). [Basta].

BESODETHAHAH [3 syl.] (בֶּשֶדְת-הָא [intimate of
Jehorak]; Baradaza: [Vat. Basæa; F. A.]: Ab-
deæa: Besodai), father of Meshullam, and one
of the repairers of the wall of Jerusalem (Neh. iii.
5).

BESOR, THE BROOK (בֶּשֶר, מַכ-ה
חַיִּים: τὸν Βωρό; [1 Sam. xxx. 21, Vat. Be-
area, Alex. Bexpar]: vorres Besor), a torrent-
ed wady in the extreme south of Judah, of which
mention occurs only in 1 Sam. 9. 10. 21. It
is plain from the conditions of the narrative that it
must have been south of Zikhra, and hithereto
the situation of neither town nor wady has been iden-
tified with any probability. The name may signify
"fresh:" or "cool." (First). G.

* Dr. Robinson holds that the Brook Besor, in
all probability, is the Wady *Ar'deb, the south-
eastern branch of Wady el-Sebei, running from
Aroer to Beersheba. For the grounds of this op-
inion, see his Phys. Geographiy, pp. 121-123. Diet-
rich supposes Besor to mean grassy, verdant
(Gesen. Wortherb. ote Aufl.).

H.

* BESTEAD (from the Anglo-Saxon steal, a
place: comp. our instead, homestead, &c.), found
only in Is. vii. 21 (A. V.). means "placed" or "si-
tated" (well or ill), and hence accompanied by Is.
so above, by "hardly," i.e. severely, the two words
together give the sense of *tolt 2, namely, "brought
into difficulty," or "distress." Eastwood and
Wright's Bible Word-Book (p. 62) illustrates this
archaism from the older English writers. H.

BETAH (בְּתַה [confidence]; * Meth芭n,
quasi * התה: Alex. * Ma branching; [Vat. * Ma-
Branch, Comp. Bedach*; Betah), a city belonging to
Hudadezer, king of Zobah, mentioned with Be-
rothai as having yielded much spoil of brass to
David (2 Sam. viii. 8). In the parallel account, 1
Chr. xvii. 8, the name is called, by an inversion of
letters, Tishath. Ewald (Gesch. ii. 165) pro-
nounces the latter to be the correct reading, and
compares it with Tolach (Gen. xxii. 24). G.

BETANE [Bəth'n: [Vat. Be'tanap; Sin. Pa-
tanap]; Alex. Be'tana, i. e. prob. Be'tanay: Vulg-
omines), a place apparently south of Jerusalem (Jud.
i. 9), and possibly identical with *Bithynia* of Euse-
bius (Oiam. *Ap', Ain), two miles from the Tere-
birth of Abraham and four from Hebron. This
has been variously identified with Beth-moab, Beth
*Linda, and Bethvak or Beletaka in Syria, placed
by Pliny (v. 17) on Carmel (Winer, s. v. Betene).
Bethany is inadmissible from the fact of its unim-
portance at the time, if indeed it existed at all.

G.

BETEN [בּטֵן [bolly or worm]; Basba'; Alex.
Barret; [comp. Bed'är: Be'ten], one of the cities
on the border of the tribe of Asher (Josh. xix. 25,
only). By Eusebius (Oiam. Barbaa) it is said to
have been then called Beiten, and to have lain
eight miles east of Ptolemais. No other trace of
its existence has been discovered elsewhere.

G.

BETH (בְּתֵה, according to Gesenius (Thes.
and Lex.), from a root, *טב, to pass the night, or
from *טב, to build, as *דגוּם, *דגו, from *דגוּם,
the most general word for a house or habitation.
Strictly speaking it has the force of a settled, stable
dwelling, as in Gen. xxxiii. 17, where the building
of a house marks the termination of a stage of
Jacob's wanderings (comp. also 2 Sam. vii. 2, 6,
and many other places): but it is also employed
for a dwelling of any kind, even for a tent, as in
Gen. xxxiv. 2, where it must refer to the tent of
Laban; also Judg. xliii. 31, I Sam. i. 7, to the
tent of the tabernacle, and 2 K. xxii. 7, where it
expresses the textile materials (A. V. "hangings")
for the tents of Astarte. From this general force
the transition was natural to a house in the sense of
a family, as Ps. cxxvii. 41. "families" (Prayer-
Book, "households"), or a pedigree, as Ezr. ii. 59.
In 2 Sam. xiii. 7, I K. xiii. 7, and other places, it
has the sense of "house," i.e. "to the house." Beth
also has some collateral and almost technical
meanings, similar to those which we apply to the
word "house," as in Ex. xxxv. 27 for the "places"
or sockets into which the bars for carrying the table
were "housed;" and others.

Like *Eloa* in Latin and Dom in German. Beth
has the special meaning of a temple or house of
worship, in which sense it is applied not only to
the tabernacle (see above) or temple of Jehovah
(1 K. iii. 2, v. 1, &c.), but to those of false gods
—Dagon (Judg. xvi. 27; 1 Sam. v. 2), Rimmon
(2 K. v. 18), Baal (2 K. x. 21), Nisroch (2 K.
xxvii. 37), and other gods (Judg. ix. 27). *Bajith*
in Is. xv. 2 is really ha-Bajith = "the Temple"
—meaning some well-known idol fane in Moab
[Bajith].
BETHABARA

Beth is more frequently employed in combination with other words to form the names of places than either Kiphat, Hatzer, Beer, Ain, or any other word. A list of the places compounded with Beth is given below in alphabetical order; but in addition to these it may be allowable here to notice two, which, though not appearing in that form in the A. V., yet do so in the LXX., probably with greater correctness.

Beth-Abard ʿABBARD "house of the garden"; Baʿaraʿ: [Vat. Baʿara: Comp. Baʿašāyr.]: Jónn us hors.], A. V. "the garden-house" (2 K. ix. 27), one of the spots which marked the flight of Ahaziah from Jehu. It is doubtless the same place as Ex-γαξηνμ, "spring of gardens," the modern Jenin, on the direct road from Samaria northward, and overlooking the great plain (Stanley, p. 349, note). G.

BETHABARA (Bethabara, quasi ʿABBARD, house of food or ferry: [Bethammon]), a place beyond Jordan, παρὰ τόν Λαόν, in which, according to the Received Text of the N. T., John was baptizing (John i. 28), apparently at the time that he baptized Christ (comp. ver. 29, 39, 35). If the reading of the Received Text be the correct one, Bethabara may be identified with Beth-arabah, the ancient ford of Jordan, of which the men of Edom took possession after Gideon's defeat of the Midianites (Beth-baalgerah): or, which seems more likely, with Beth-arabah, on the east of the river, nearly opposite Jericho. [Beth-arim]. But the oldest MSS. (A B) and the Vulgate have not Bethabara but Bethany, a reading which Origen (vid. loc.) states to have obtained in almost all the copies of his time, σχῆμα πάντως ἀνάγκη, although altered by him in his edition of the Gospel on topographical grounds. In favor of Bethabara are, (a), the extreme improbability of so familiar a name as Bethany being changed by copists into one so unfamiliar as Bethabara, while the reverse—the change from an unfamiliar to a familiar name—is of frequent occurrence. (b). The fact that Origen, while admitting that the majority of MSS., were in favor of Bethany, decided, notwithstanding, for Bethabara. (c). That Bethabara was still known in the days of Eusebius (Onomasticon, s. v.), and greatly prized by persons desirous of baptism (cf. Luke ix. 38). Still the fact remains that the most ancient MSS. have "Bethany," and that the name has been accordingly restored to the text by Lachmann, Tischendorf, and other modern editors. At this distance of time, and in the absence of any careful research on the east of Jordan, it is impossible to decide on evidence so slight and conflicting. It must not be overlooked that, if Bethany be accepted, its identification beyond Jordan "still remains, and therefore another place must be intended than the well-known residence of Lazarus." G.

G. a In the Onomasticon, however, Jerome has Beth-

BETHANY

* It has been claimed that Bethabara or Bethany must have been one of the upper crossig places of the Jordan, far south of the Sea of Tiberias and not so low down as opposite Jericho, because Jesus went thence to Galilee (John i. 44) in a single day (Stanley, Sin. and Pal., p. 305). But this depends on how we are to reckon the "third day" in John i. 1: for unless we count the day of Christ's calling the first disciples (John i. 35) as the first, and that of the marriage at Cana as the third (ii. 1), there may have been three or more days spent on the journey. But instead of its occupying one day only, the third day may have been the third after the arrival in Galilee, or according to Liicke (Frem. des Johannean, i. 467), the third from the calling of Nathaniel (John i. 46). With either of these last computations we must place Bethabara much further south than any ford near the south end of the Galilean Sea. It stands, on Kiepert's Wandl. von Pfahlin, off against the upper part of the plain of Jericho. It confers additional interest on Bethabara, if, as many suppose, it was the place where Jesus himself was baptized. If το παράγων in John x. 40 means that when John began his career as the baptizer, he baptized first at Bethabara beyond the Jordan; and if the desert of Judaea lay in part on the east of the Jordan so as to embrace Bethabara, then Jesus may have received his baptism there: for John came at first baptizing in "the wilderness of Judaea" (Matt. iii. 1), and Jesus, without any intimation of a change of place, is said to have come and been baptized in the Jordan (Matt. iii. 13). But against this conclusion stands the fact that the wilderness (ἐγκάτασσος) of Judaea lay in all probability wholly on the west of the Jordan and the Dead Sea. See-Jeru., Wil-
derness of (Amor. ed.). Further, το παράγων may signify only at the first, referring in a general way to this place beyond the Jordan, where Jesus spent some of the last months or weeks of his life, as the same place where John had formerly baptized. H.

BETH-ANATH (Beth-anath, quasi Bayth-ana, house of answer, &c. to prayer): Baʿaraʿ, Baʿaraʿah, Baʿara-eth: [Alex. Bariati, Barieth, Beeraneth]: Beth-anath, a place named with Beth-eshemesh (Josh. xii. 38): from neither of them were the Canaanites expelled (Jud. i. 33). By Eusebius and Jerome (Onom. s. v. Aselō, Barieth, Baʿaraʿah) it is spoken of as a village called Batanaea, 15 miles eastward of Esaron (Boasarum, or Sephoris), and reputed to contain medicinal springs, άσπερα ἰάματα. Nothing, however, is known to have been discovered of it in modern times.

BETH-ANOTH (Beth-anoth, quasi Bayth-anaoth, house of echo, First): Baʿaraʿah: [Alex. Baʿaraʿah; Comp. Abi Baʿaraʿah]: Bethanath, a town in the mountainous district of Judah, named with Halhul, Beth-zur, and others, in Josh. xc. 50 only. It is very probably the "men of Beth-anath," in 2 Sam. xv. 17, the remains of which, near to those of Halhul and Beth-Sére, were discovered by Woldert and visited by Robinson (iii. 281).

BETHANY (Bethany, quasi Bayth-anı́, house of delight or of sorrow): Bayth: [Bethane]: Bethania, a village which, scanty as are the notices of it contained in Scripture, is more in
BETHANY

umately associated in our minds than perhaps any other place with the most familiar acts and scenes of the last days of the life of Christ. It was at Bethany that He raised Lazarus from the dead, and from Bethany that He commenced His "triumphal entry" into Jerusalem. It was His nightly resting place during the time immediately preceding His passion; and here, at the houses of Martha and Mary and of Simon the leper, we are admitted to see Him, more nearly than elsewhere, in the circle of His domestic life.

Though it was only at a late period of the life of our Lord that His connection with Bethany commenced, yet this is fully compensated for by its having been the scene of His very last acts on earth. It was somewhere here, on these wooded slopes beyond the river of Olivet, that the Apostles stood when they last beheld His figure, as, with "uplifted hands"—still, to the very moment of disappearance, "blessing" them—He was "taken up," into the "cloud" which "received" and hid Him from their "steadfast" gaze, the words still ringing in their ears, which prove that space and time are no hindrance to the connection of Christians with their Lord—"Lo! I am with you always, even to the end of the world." It is the little information we possess about Bethany is gathered from the N. T. neither the O. T. nor the Apocrypha having apparently any allusion to it. It was situated "at" (παρὰ) the Mount of Olives (Mark xi. 1; Luke xix. 29), about fifteen stadia from Jerusalem (John xi. 18), on or near the usual road from Jericho to the city (Luke xix. 29, comp. 1; Mark xi. 1, comp. x. 46), and close by and west (?) of another village called Bethphage, the two being several times mentioned together.

There never appears to have been any doubt as to the site of Bethany, which is now known by a name derived from Lazarus—el-Azurigh (אזריג). It lies on the eastern slope of the Mount of Olives, fully a mile beyond the summit, and not very far from the point at which the road to Jericho begins its more sudden descent towards the Jordan valley (Lindsay, p. 914, and Saulcy, p. 120). The spot is a woody hollow more or less planted with fruit-trees,—olives, almonds, pomegranates, as well as oaks and carobs; the whole lying below a secondary ridge or hump, of sufficient height to shut out the village from the summit of the mount (Rob. i. 431, 432; Stanley, p. 189; Bonar, pp. 138-9).

From a distance the village is, to use the emphatic words of the latest published description, "entirely gathered, "remarkably beautiful"—"the perfection of refinement and repose"—"of seclusion and lovely peace" (Bonar, pp. 139, 230, 310, 337; and see Lindsay, p. 69). It is difficult to reconcile these glowing descriptions with Mr. Stanley's words (p. 189), or with the impression which the present writer derived from the actual view of the place. Possibly something of the difference is due to the different time of year at which the visits were made.

*a It has been suggested (Hitzig, Jesus) that the word rendered "poor" in the A. V. of Is. x. 30 (πανηγια) — "poor Anathoth" — is an abbreviated form of the name of Bethany, as Nimrah is of Beth-simrath &c.; but apart from any other difficulty, there is the serious one that Bethany does not lie near

El-Azurigh itself is a ruinous and wretched village, a "wild mountain hamlet" of "some twenty families," the inhabitants of which display even less than the ordinary eastern thrift and industry (Rob. i. 432; Stanley, p. 189; Bonar, p. 310). In the village are shown the traditional sites of the house and tomb of Lazarus; the former the remains of a square tower, apparently of old date, though certainly not of the age of the kings of Judah, to which De Saulcy assigns it (p. 128)—the latter a deep vault excavated in the limestone rock, the bottom reached by 26 steps. The house of Simon the leper is also exhibited. As to the real age and character of these remains there is at present no information to guide us.

Scholars maintains el-Azurigh to be Azal; and would fix Bethany at a spot which, he says, the Arabs call Beth-hamam, on the Mount of Offense above Siloam (pp. 293, 135).

These traditional spots are first heard of in the 4th century, in the Itinerary of the Bardene Pilgrim, and the Onomasticon of Ensenius and Jerome; and they continued to exist, with certain varieties of buildings and of ecclesiastical establishments in connection therewith, down to the 15th century, since which the place has gradually faded into its present decay. This part of the history is well given by Robinson (p. 432-3). By Mandeville and other mediæval travellers the town is spoken of as the "Castle of Bethany," an expression which had its origin in cantilana being employed in the Vulgate as the translation of anath in John xi. 1.

N.B. The derivation of the name of Bethany given above—that of Lightfoot and Rehah—is doubtless more correct than the one proposed by Simonin (Onom. s. v.), namely, "πανηγια, a locus depressoris, which has no special applicability to this spot more than any other, while it lacks the correspondence with Bethphage, the "House of Figs," and with the "Mount of Olives," which gives so much color to this derivation, although it is true that the dates have disappeared, and the figs and olives alone are now to be found in the neighborhood of Bethany. This has been well brought out by Stanley (S. & P. pp. 185, 187). It may also be remarked that the use of the Chaldean word ἀναθημα, for the fruit of the date-palm, is consistent with the late period at which we first hear of Bethany.

G.

* The etymology is still unsettled. The various conjectures are stated by Arnold in Herzog's Real-Encyc. ii. 116. The one that he prefers makes it the Chaldean or Aramean ἀναθημα ἄνθος (Buxtorf. Lex. Chaldis. col. 1631 f.), i.e. dūnus misertis, "house of the afflicted." Origen, Theophylact and others express a similar idea in οἶκος σταυκοῦ, as if related to ἀναθημα, i.e., where the prayer of the needy is heard and answered.

H. *BETHANY BEYOND THE JORDAN (according to the true text in John i. 28). For this, see BETHABARA.
BETH-ARABAH

**BETH-ARABAH** (בִּית אֲרָבָה, Bitt' Arôb), house of the desert: בִּית אֲרָבָה, בִּית אֲרָבָא (B. and B.); *Atiq. Jsh.* xxv. 6; *Birbat Abū Ayyub* is one of the six cities of Judah which were situated down in the Arabah, i.e. the sunk valley of the Jordan and Dead Sea. In *Josh.* xxv. 6, it is again called the border of the tribe, and apparently between Beth-hoglah and the high land on the west of the Jordan valley (xxv. 6). It is also included in the list of the towns of Benjamin (xviii. 22, בִּית אֲרָבָּת, Vat. [Alex. *Birbat Abū Ayyub*].

**BETH-ARAM** (accurately *Beth-haram*), בִּית הָאֲרָם, not to be confused with the Arabah or Jordan valley, *Josh.* xii. 27, and no doubt the same place as that named *BETH-HARAM* in Num. xxxii. 36. No further mention is found of it in the Scriptures; but Enaeus and Jerome (*Onomast.*), report that in their day its appellation (איאא) was *Bethramath*. *Berycusepít* (see also the quotations from the Yalma in Schirmacher, p. 213) or the Syriac and other versions, however, have *All Beth-haram* (or, with no material variation), and that, in honor of Augustus, Herod had named it *Libias (Λίβιας)*. Josephus's account is that Herod (Antipas), on taking possession of his territory, fortified Sephoris and the city (ξώμας) of Bitharamathia, building a wall round the latter, and calling it *Julia* in honor of the wife of the emperor. As this could hardly be later than n. c. 4 B.C., it is very likely, that the emperor Livia did not receive her name of Julia until after the death of Augustus, A.D. 14. It is probable that Josephus is in error as to the new name given to the place, and speaks of it as having originally received that which it bore in his own day. It is curious that he names Libias long before (*Ant.* xiv. 1, § 4) in such connection as to leave no doubt that it alludes to the same place. Under the name of Amathus her name is again mentioned (*Ant.* xvi. 19, § 6; comp. *B. D.* ii. 4, § 2), and the destruction of the royal palaces there by insurgents from Perea.

Probus gives the locality of Libias as 31° 26′ lat. and 67° 10′ long. (Ritter, *Jordan*, p. 573); and Enaeus and Jerome (*Onomasticon*) state that it was five miles south of Bethmaramah, or Bethemaramah (i.e. *Beth-haramah*). This agrees with the position of the *Wady Nisr*, or *Nisr*, which falls into the other opposite Jericho, and half way between *Wady Hesdo* and *Wady Shoqel*. No one appears to have explored this valley. Seetzen heard that it contained a castle and a large tank in masonry (*Reisen*, 1854, ii. 318). These may turn out to be the ruins of Libias.

**BETH-ARIEL** (בִּית אֲרִיאֵל, Bitt' Arîel), named only in Hos. x. 14, as the scene of a sack and massacre by Shalman (Shalmanerser). No clue is given to its position; it may be the ancient stronghold of *Arela* in Galilee, or (as conjectured by Hitzig) another place of the same name near Pella, of which mention is made by Enaeus in the *Onomasticon*. In the Vulgate Jerome has translated the name to mean *e domo ejus qui judicavit Baal*, i.e. Jerubbaal (בִּית רִבְבוּ אֵל) or Gideon, un-derstanding Salman as Zalmanu, and the whole passage as a reference to Judges, viii.

**BETH-AMATH**

G.* The weight of opinion is in favor of identifying also this city with the *Ibidi* which represents the Greek Argela in 1 Macc. ix. 2, between Tiberias and Sepphoris (Robinson iii. 281; Baessler's *Palaestina*, p. 108; Ritter's *Kurden*, viii. 2, 328; Porter, *Handb.*, p. 418). Travellers who turn to the left inland from the shore of Gennesaret, after preceding a short distance beyond *Mejdel* (Magdala) in ascending the hills to Safed have before them the site of *Arbel* at the entrance into the *Wady Hamam* (valley of Doves), just back of the remarkable caverns which appear there in the face of the almost perpendicular rocks, reaching the height of 1,500 feet (Tristram, *Land of Israel*, p. 446). In addition to the name so well preserved (though the change of T to D is not common) it is distinctly implied in the prophet's ascribing it with the "fortresses" deemed so impregnable, that Argela (Hos. x. 14) was a place of great natural security, which we find so eminently true of this *Ibidi* or Arbel at the mouth of *Wady Hamam*. For a description of the site see *Land and Book*, ii. 114. On the contrary Ewald knows that the prophet's *Argela* was the famous city of that name on the Tigris, which Shalman, an Assyrian king otherwise unknown, had destroyed a short time before Hoses wrote. (J. Tassetti, *Jahresber.,* i. 153). (M. *Prophets*, i. 69) thinks Arbel must be meant near the middle of the plain of Zejzel (*Onomast.* s. v.), chiefly because, he infers from 2 K. x. 14 that the Galilean *Arbel* must have been already in the power of the Assyrians before Shalman's invasion referred to by Hoses. But it is difficult, with so meagre a history, either to fix the time of Shalman's invasion or to trace the line of the conqueror's march through the country. The name is variously explained. According to Gesenius it signifies "House of God's ambush," i.e. a place made strong by God rather than man's. Simonis (*Onomasticon*, p. 454) comes nearer to this import of the name:="Lustrum Dei, i.e. maximum et inaccessum" from יָבִּים, covert, haunt. First de- rives it from יָבִים, to join together, as luts in a row, hence E's (God's) village or court, i.e. a sacred to him.

**BETH-AVIV** (בִּית אָבִי, Bitt' Abī), house of naught, i.e. e. *bodhis*: (*Josh.* xviii. 12) *Bai'bat*, Alex. *Baphon*: *Bathron* a place on the mountains of Benjamin, east of Beth (Josh. vii. 2, *Bath*; *Alex. *Baphor*; *Bathron*) a place on the mountains of Benjamin, east of Beth (Josh. vii. 2, *Bath*; *Alex. *Baphor*; *Bathron*), and lying between that place and Michmash (1 Sam. xiii. 5, also xiv. 23, *Bath*; *Alex. *Baphor*; *Bathron* in *Josh.* xviii. 12, the "widdershins", *Habla*- or *pasture-land*). Beth- avon is mentioned. In 1 Sam. xiii. 5 the reading of the LXX. is *Bathpôs* (*Comp. Bathpodes*), Beth- horon; but if this be correct, another Beth-horon must be intended than that commonly known which was much further to the west. In *Hos.* iv. 15, v. 8, x. 5 אֲבִית הָאֲבִית, but Alex. *Hos.* iv. 15, אֲבִית הָאֲבִית. The name is transferred, with a play on the word, characterizing this prophet, to the neighbor of Bethel—over the "house of God," but then the house of ibis, of "naught."
BETH-BAAL-MEON {גֶּשֶׁם} [house of my creation]: oikos Barouropo\(\nu\)s (by inclusion of the next name) [Vat. margin: Barouros]; B. of oikos Barouros; Bethberah, a town of Simeon (I Chr. iv. 31), which by comparison with the parallel list in Josh. xix. appears to have had also the name of Beth-Lebaoth. It lay to the extreme south, with Beer-sheba, Hormah, &c. (comp. Josh. xv. 32, Lebooth).

G.

BETH-CAR {גֶּשֶׁם}, house of lambs: Baal-\(\chi\)yr, Alex. Beth\(\chi\)yr: Bethchor, a place named as the point to which the Israelites pursued the Philistines from Mizpeh on a memorable occasion (I Sam. vii. 11), and therefore west of Mizpeh. From the unusual expression "under Beth-car" (גֶּשֶׁם עַל), it would seem that the place itself was on a height, with the road at its foot. Josephus (Ant. vi. 2, § 2) has מַפּוֹרָא קָנָבָיֹו, and goes on to say that the stone Elemenor was set up at this place to mark it as the spot to which the victory had extended. [Eisen-Ezer.]

G.

BETH-DAGON {גֶּשֶׁם}, house of Dagon Bayad\(\chi\)y\(\theta\)s; Alex. Beth\(\chi\)y\(\theta\)y: Bethdagon. 1. A city in the low country (Schelechi) of Judah (Josh. xv. 41), and therefore not far from the Philistine territory, with which its name implies a connection. From the absence of any conjunction before this name, it has been suggested that it should be taken with the preceding, "Gederoth-Beth-dagon," in that case probably distinguishing Gederoth from the two places of similar name in the neighborhood. Caphari-dagon existed as a very large village between Diospolis (Lydda) and Jannia in the time of Jerome (Onom. s. v.). A Beth Dejon has been found by Robinson between Lydda and Jaffa, but this is too far north, and must be another place.

2. A town apparently near the coast, named as one of the landmarks of the boundary of Asher (Josh. xix. 27; גֶּשֶׁם בֵּית יַדְגּוֹן, Bethy\(\chi\)y\(\theta\)n [Alex. Beth-\(\chi\)y\(\theta\)y]). The name and the proximity to the coast point to its being a Philistine colony.

3. In addition to the two modern villages noticed above as bearing this ancient name, a third has been found by Robinson (iii. 298) a few miles to the north of Nilus. There can be no doubt that in the occurrence of these names we have indications of the worship of the Philistine god having spread far beyond the Philistine territory. Possibly these are the sites of towns founded at the time when this warlike people had overrun the face of the country to "Michmah eastward of Beth-a\(\nu\)ven" on the south, and Gilboa on the north — that is, to the verge of the heights which overlook the Jordan valley — driving "the Hebrews over Jordan into the land of Gad and Gilead." (1 Sam. xiii. 5-7; comp. 17, 18, xxix. 1, xxxi. 1).

G.

BETH-DIBLATHAIM {גֶּשֶׁם דִּבְלָתָא}, house of the double cake (of figs): [Vat. M.] oikos Dibal\(\chi\)x\(\theta\)\(\nu\)s; Rom. ὁ ὄικος Διβλάθαιων; Alex. F.A. oikos Diblathaim; Dumus Diblathaim, a town of Moab (Jer. xlviii. 22), apparently the place elsewhere called Almon-Diblathaim.

G.

* BETH-EDEN, Amos i. 5, marg. [Eden, 2].

BETH-EL [properly Beth-\(\epsilon\)l] {גֶּשֶׁם}, house of God: Baal\(\chi\)\(\theta\)s [etc.]. Joseph. Ben\(\eta\)h\(\iota\).
BETHEL

Bethel. 1. A well-known city and holy place of central Palestine.

Of the origin of the name of Bethel there are two accounts extant. (1.) It was bestowed on the spot by Jacob under the awe inspired by the nocturnal vision of God, when on his journey from his father's house at Beersheba to seek his wife in Haran (Gen. xxviii. 19). He took the stone which he had set for his pillow and put (מֵים) it for a pillar, and anointed it with oil; and he called the named "that place" (אָלֶל־בֵית־לֵל) Bethel; but the name of the city (בֵּית־לֵל) was called Luz at the first.

The expression in the last paragraph of this account is curious, and indicates a distinction between the "city" and the "place" — the early Canaanite "city" Luz, and the "place," as yet a mere undistinguished spot, marked only by the "stone," or the heap (Joseph, תֵּיא דֶּשׁ תִּשְׁבֹּא תַּאְנָא, erected by Jacob to commemorate his vision.

(2.) But according to the other account, Bethel received its name on the occasion of a blessing bestowed by God upon Jacob after his return from Padan-aram; at which time also (according to this narrative) the name of Israel was given him. Here again Jacob erects (כִּתְבּ) a "pillar of stone," which, as before, he anoints with oil (Gen. xxxv. 14, 15). The key of this story would seem to be the fact of God's "speaking" with Jacob. "God went up from him in the place where He spake" with him, then "Jacob set up a pillar in the place where He spake" with him, and called the name of the place where God spake with him Bethel.

Whether these two narratives represent distinct events, or, as would appear to be the case in other instances in the lives of the patriarchs, are different representations of the one original occasion on which the hill of Bethel received its consecration, we know not, nor indeed does it concern us to know. It is perhaps worth notice that the prophet Hosea — in the only reference which the Hebrew Scriptures contain to this occurrence — had evidently the second of the two narratives before him, since in a summary of the life of Jacob he introduces it in the order in which it occurs in Genesis — having full and characteristic stress on the key-word of the story: "He had power over the angel and prevailed; he kept and made supplication unto Him; He found him in Bethel, and there He spake with us, even Jehovah God of hosts" (Hos. xii. 4, 5).

Early is the date involved in these narratives: if we are to accept the precise definition of Gen. xxi. 8, the name of Bethel would appear to have existed on this spot even before the arrival of Abram in Canaan: he removed from the oaks of Moriah to "the" mountain on the east of Bethel," with "Bethel on the west and Hai on the east." Here he built an altar; and thither he returned from Egypt with Lot before their separation (xiii. 3, 4).


The two accounts relate to different journeys of Jacob when he stopped at Bethel. The origin of the name, the fulness of its meaning, was not one but two fold. The accounts really differ only in this, that the expressive phrase which the patriarch gave to the place in his setting out for Padan-aram he had occasion, as usual and customarily, on his return to Bethel, because

In one thing, however, the above narratives agree, — in omitting any mention of town or buildings at Bethel at that early period, and in drawing a marked distinction between the "city" of Luz and the consecrated "place" in its neighborhood (comp. besides the passages already quoted, Gen. xxxv. 7). Even in the ancient chronicles of the country the two are still distinguished in this way, and it was only after the Kingdom came to an end, if (1. 2); and the appropriation of the name of Bethel to the city appears not to have been made till still later, when it was taken by the tribe of Ephraim; after which the name of Luz occurs no more (Judg. i. 22-25). If this view be correct, there is a strict parallel between Bethel and Moriah, which (according to the tradition commonly followed) received its consecration when Abraham offered up Isaac, but did not become the site of an actual sanctuary till the erection of the Temple there by Solomon. [MORIATH.]

The intense significance of the title bestowed by Jacob on the place of his vision — "House of God" — and the wide extent to which that appellation has been adopted in all languages and in spite of the utmost diversities of belief, has been well noticed by Mr. Stanley (220-1). It should not be overlooked how far this has been the case with the actual name: the very syllables of Jacob's explanation, forming, as they do, the title of the chief sanctuary of the Mohammedan world — the Beit-Allah of Mecca — while they are no less the favorite designation of the smallest sects of Protestant Christendom.

On the other hand, how singular is the fact — if the conclusions of etymologists are to be trusted (Spencer, in Ley. Itin. 444; Bochart, Conson., ii. 2. 2. 11, 12) — that the awful name of Bethuel should have been its form to the word by which was called one of the most perplexing of all the perplexing forms assumed by the idolatry of the heathen — the Baaltulis, the אלהי ענף, or living stones, of the ancient Phoenicians. Another opportunity will occur for going more at length into this interesting subject [STONES]: it will be sufficient here to say that the Baalatulis seem to have preserved the erect position of the tetragrammaton prototype, and that the worship consisted of anointing them with oil (Armbr. orth. Coste, i. 39).

The actual stone of Bethel itself was the subject of a peculiar tradition, according to which it was removed to the second Temple, and served as the pedestal for the ark. It survived the destruction of the Temple by the Romans, and was restored to by the Jews in their lamentations (Rabbin, Pal. 638). [TEMPLE, THE SECOND.]

After the conquest Bethel is frequently heard of. In the troubled times when there was no king in Israel, it was to Bethel that the people went up in their distress to ask counsel of God (Judg. xx. 18, 26, 31, xxi. 2: in the A. V. the name is translated "House of God"). Here was theark of the covenant under the charge of Phinehas the grandson of Aaron, with an altar and proper appliances for the offering of burnt-offerings and peace-offerings (xx. 29-30, xxi. 4); and the unmounted mule of a regular road or causeway as existing between it

God again appeared to him there and granted him still more signal manifestations of his presence and favor (Gen. xxxv. 14, 15). If

The word is" the same (כִּתְבּ) in all three cases, though in the A. V. it is rendered "talked" in the two former.
and the great town of Shechem is doubtless an indication that it was already in much request. Later than this we find it named as one of the holy cities to which Samuel went in circuit, taking equal rank with Gilgal and Mizpeth (1 Sam. vii. 16).

Doubtless, although we are not so expressly told, it was this ancient reputation, combined with its situation on the extreme south frontier of his new kingdom, and with the hold which it must have had on the sympathies both of Benjamin and Ephraim—the former's by lot, and the latter's by conquest—that made Jeroboam choose Bethel as the depository of the new false worship which he set up and consummated the division between the ten tribes and the two.

Here he placed one of the two calves of gold, and built a "house of high places" and an altar of incense, by which he himself stood to burn, as we see him in the familiar picture of 1 K. xii. Towards the end of Jeroboam's life Bethel fell into the hands of Judah (2 Chr. xiii. 19), whence it was probably recovered by Baasha (xvi. 1). It then remains unmentioned for a long period. The worship of Baal, introduced by the Phœnician queen of Ahab (1 K. xvi. 31), had probably alienated public favor from the simple erections of Jeroboam to more gorgeous shrines (2 K. x. 21, 22). Samaria had been built (1 K. xvi. 24), and Jeruzael; and these things must have tended to draw public notice to the more northerly part of the kingdom. It was during this period that Elijah visited Bethel, and that we hear of "sons of the prophets" as resident there (2 K. ii. 2, 3), two facts apparently incompatible with the active existence of the calf-worship. The mention of the bears so close to the town (ii. 23, 25), looks too as if the neighborhood were not much frequented at that time. But after his destruction of the Baal worship throughout the country, Jehu appears to have returned to the simpler and more national religion of the calves, and Bethel comes once more into view (2 K. x. 21). Under the descendants of this king the place and the worship must have greatly flourished, for by the time of Jeroboam II., the great-grandson of Jehu, the rude village was again a royal residence with a "king's house" (2 K. xvii. 3); there were palaces both for "winter" and "summer," "great houses" and "houses of ivory were many and very sumptuous" (17), and a very high degree of luxury in dress, furniture, and living (viii. 4-6). The one original altar was now accompanied by several others (iii. 14, 18); and the simple "incense" of its founder had developed into the "burnt-offerings" and "meat-offerings" of "sacramental assemblies," with the fragrant "peace-offerings" of "fat beasts" (v. 21, 22).

How this prosperity came to its doom we are not told. After the desolation of the northern kingdom by the mixed invasion of Assyria, Bethel still remained an abode of priests, who taught the wretched colonists "how to fear Jehovah," "the God of the land" (2 K. xviii. 27). The buildings remained till the time of Josiah, by whom they were destroyed; and in the account preserved of his reforming iconoclast we catch one more glimpse of the altar of Jeroboam, with its last bathsome fire of "dead men's bones" burning upon it, the altar and high-placed surviving in their archaic antiquity amidst the successive additions of later votaries, like the wooden altar of Becket at Canterbury, which continued in its original simplicity through all the subsequent magnificence of the church in which he was murdered (Stanley, Canterbury, 184.19)

Not the least remarkable of these later works was the monument (立志ologiX : στηρύλια), evidently a conspicuous erection, of the "man of God," who proclaimed the ultimate downfall of this idolatrous worship at its very outset, and who would seem to have been in the earliest days denounced by the votaries of the very idolatry which he denounced. "Woe unto you! for ye build the sepulchres of the prophets, and your fathers killed them."

But, in any case, the fact of the continued existence of the tomb of this prophet through so many centuries of idolatry illustrates very remarkably the way in which the worship of Jehovah and the false worship went on side by side at Bethel. It is plain from several allusions of Amos that this was the case (v. 14, 22); and the fact before noticed of prophets of Jehovah being resident there, and of the friendly visits even of the stern Elijah: of the relation between the "man of God from Judah," and the "lying prophet" who caused his death, of the manner in which Zedekiah the son of Jehoahaz, a priest of Baal, returns, to the name of Jehovah for his solemn adjuration, and lastly of the way in which the denunciations of Amos were tolerated and even believed by himself allowed to extend to this point to a state of things well worthy of investigation. In this connection, too, it is curious that men of Bethel and Ai returned with Zerubbabel (Ezr. ii. 28; Neh. vii. 52); and that they returned to their native place whilst continuing their relations with Nehemiah and the restored worship (Neh. xi. 31). In the Book of Esdras the name appears as Bezeloth. In later times Bethel is only named once among the strong cities in Judaea, which were repaired by Baccid and during the struggles of the times of the Maccabees (1 Macc. ix. 50).

Bethel receives a bare mention from Enosius and Jerome in the Onomasticon, as 12 miles from Jerusalem on the right hand of the road to Sichem; and here its ruins still lie under the scarcely altered name of Beita. They cover a space of "three or four acres," and consist of "very many foundations and half-standing walls of houses and other buildings." The ruins lie upon the front of a low hill between the heads of two hollow valleys or "two hollows" valley ex-sinuinit" (Reb. i. 448-9). Dr. Clarke, and other travellers since his visit, have remarked on the "stony" nature of the soil at Bethel, as perfectly in keeping with the narrative of Jacob's slumber there. When on the spot little doubt can be felt as to the localities of this interesting place. The round mount S. E. of Bethel must be the "mount on which Abram built the altar, and on which he and Lot stood when they made their division of the land" (Gen. xiv. 7, xiii. 10). It is still thickly strewn to its top with stones formed by nature for the building of "altar" or sanctuary. As the eye turns invol untarily eastward, it takes in a large part of the plain of the Jordan opposite Jericho; distant it is true, but not too distant to discern in that clear atmosphere the lines of verdure that mark the brooks which descend from the mountains beyond the river and fertilize the plain even in its present neglected state. Further south lies, as in a map, fully half of that sea which now covers the once fertile oasis of the "cities of the plain," and which in those days was as "the garden of the Lord, even as the land of Egypt." Eastward again of this mount, at about the same distance on the left that
Bethel is on the right, overlooking the Windy Sa

rivitit, is a hill that must be named, by a remarkably des

date-looking mass of gray debris, the most perfect

heap of ruin to be seen even in that country of

ruins. This is Tell er-Rujuk, "the mound of the

heap," agreeing in every particular of name, aspect, and

situation, with At.

An admirable passage on the history of Bethel

will be found in Stanley (217-223).

2. [In Josh, Rom. Var. Alex. omit: Comp.

Abd. Banâ'â.] A town in the south part of Judah,

named in Josh. xii. 16 and 1 Sam. xxx. 27. The

collection of the name in these two lists is de

cisive against its being the well-known Bethel. In

the latter case the LXX. read Banâ'â, i. e. Beth-azur

[buts Comp. Alex. Banâ'â] By comparison of the

lists of the towns of Judah and Simeon (Josh. xx.

30, xix. 4; 1 Chr. iv. 30), the place appears under

the names of Chesil, Bethul, and Bethuel.

G. * It is remarkable that a place so prominent as

Bethel (1) in the O. T. should be unmentioned in

the New; and yet it continued to exist in the time of

Christ, for Josephus (B. J. iv. 9, § 9) relates its

capture by Vesuvian on his march from Tiberius to

Jerusalem. The Samaritans must have passed

within sight of it (perhaps at other times, but cer
tainly) on his journey from Judah to Galilee,

when he stopped at Jacob's well near Sychar (John

iv. 3 f.), and must have been near it when he re

tired to Ephraim (John xii. 54) after the raising of

Lazarus; but there is no evidence that he ever

turned aside to go to the place itself. After the

notice of Bethel in the Omintationen (above referred

to) it disappeared from history, and for ages its

location was unknown to the people of western

countries. It is an instance of what is true of so many

of the ancient places in the Bible, namely, that after

having been last mentioned in the Scriptures they

were unheard of, till geographers and tourists in

our own day have traversed the land, and on asking

the inhabitants to tell them the names of their

towns and villages have had the old Scripture

names given back to them from the mouths of the

people to add that the identification of Bethel with the

ancient Bethel seems to be due to the missionary

Niederw. in 1836. (Jewish

Intelligencer. Feb. 1837, p. 38.) J. R. Robinson

(Researches, ii. 297 ff.) argues the question at

length whether Bethel may not also be the Bether

which was the scene of the great battle between

the Jewish leader Bar-Cochba, Son of a Star, and

Hadrian, a battle so terribly disastrous to the Jews.

The supposition (Williams, Holy City, ii. p. 212)

that this Bether is the ridge near Bither, 2 hours

southwest of Jerusalem, he regards as without any

sufficient foundation.

The sojourn of Abraham and Lot with their

flocks and herds in this region (Gen. xii. 1 ff.) implies

that it was very fertile and well suited to their

pastoral occupations. The writer can testify that it

maintains still its ancient character in this re

spect. The cattle which he saw there surpassed in

number and size any that he saw at any one time in

any other place. Here, as in Syria, and in the east to

west, toward Jaffa, the Roman Gophna,

was a flooded meadow, which as late as 28th of

April was almost large enough to be called a lake.

On the hill-top just east of Bethel, where Abraham

and Lot agreed to separate from each other, the

tree etches a sight which is quite startling: we see

not only the course of the Jordan stretching north

and south, readily traced by the waving line of

water along its banks, but its waters broken and

foaming as they roll over some of the many cas

cades, almost cutaways, for which the river is re

markable. Lieutenant Lynch, who floated down:

the Jordan from the Lake of Galilee to the Dead

Sea, ascertained that the river in its intermediate

passage rushes over no fewer than 27 violent rap

ids, as well as many others less precipitous. It is

interesting to be reminded that so many are found at

the present day in the rocky heights around

Bethel. See Simai and Gold usher, Von F. A. Strauss,

p. 371. Stanley also (Sinu. and Pal. p. 147, Am.

ed.) speaks of the "excavations" which the trav

erler sees in approaching this place, in which the

death of so many past generations have been buried.

It was from such recesses, no doubt, that King Jo

nish, in his zeal for the worship of Jehovah, dug

up the bones of the old idolaters who had lived at

Bethel, which he burned on the altar of the golden

calf in order by this set of pollution to mark his

abundance of such idolatry, and to render the place

infamous forever. There is nothing very remark

able in the situation or scenery of Bethel to impress

the observer: and the hold which it acquired on

the religious veneration of the Hebrews presupposes

some such antecedent history as that related of the

patriarchs in the book of Genesis. H.

BETHELITE, THE (1 K. xvi. 34) [Bethel.]

BETH-EMEK (? ? ? ?), house of the

valley: Banâ'â: Alex. Beth-A'emek: Bethimeke), a

place on or near the border of Asher, on the north

tide of which was the ravine of Jiphthah-el (Josh.

xix. 25). Robinson has discovered an Amosk

about 8 miles to the N. E. of Akbar; but if his

identification of Jiphæth with Jiphthah-el be tenable,

the site of Beth-emek must be sought for further

south than Amosk (Rob. iii. 103, 107-8). G.

BETHER, THE MOUNTAINS OF (? ? ? ?

? ? ? ?) y?n 'olamâ'â: Bither, and Bethl (? ?)

Cant. xvi. 57) is thought to be a clue to what moun

tains are intended here.

For the site of Bether, so famous in the post-

biblical history of the Jews, see Ireland, 639, 640;

Rob. iii. 207-21.

G. * Bether, says Gesenius, signifies section, a piece

cut off, and describes apparently a region consisting

of hills and valleys, and at the same time craggy,

precipitous. First defines the term in the same

way. The scene of Solomon's Song being laid on

Mount Lebanon, we may suppose Bether to have

been in that region whose physical aspects so well

agree with the etymology, though that trait be

among others which make up the nature of Palestine.

This Bether has probably no connection with that

of the later Jewish history: see: addition to Bether.

II. BETHESDA (Bâthesda, as if 'âs-âbâdah, house of mercy, or 'âs-âbâdah, place of the floor

ing of water: Bâthâdâ: Bethanah), the Hebrew

name of a reservoir or tank (kôlahâbâdâ, i. e. a

swimming-pool, with live "porches" (ôsó), close

upon the sheep-gate or "market" (ômînâ, öôfînă-

weh) — it will be observed that the word "market"

is supplied) in Jerusalem (John v. 2)
The porches — i.e., cloisters or colonnades — were extensive enough to accommodate a large number of sick and infirm people, whose custom it was to wait there for the “troubling of the water.”

Eusebius — though unfortunately he gives no clue to the situation of Bethsaida — describes it in the Onomasticon as existing in his time as two pools (ἐν ταῖς Ἀλώνας δύο θηάδεσμοι), the one supplied by the perennial rains, while the water of the other was of a reddish color (περιφανέως), due, as the tradition then ran, to the fact that the flesh of the sacrifices was anciently washed there before offering, on which account the pool was also called προβατικόν.

See, however, the comments of LIGHTFOOT on this view, in his Excerpt. on S. John, v. 2. Eusebius’s statement is partly confirmed by the Bourdeaux Pilgrims (A. D. 355), who mentions in his Itinerary ×των ἐν θηάδεσι, having five porches, which are called Bethsaida (quoted in Barclay, 240).

The large reservoir called the Birket Israfil, within the walls of the city, close by the St. Stephen’s gate, and under the northeast wall of the Haram area, is generally considered to be the modern representative of Bethsaida. This tradition reaches back certainly to the time of Searali, A.D. 1192, who mentions it under the name of Bethsaida (Urfa Tzemah). It is also named on the Cité de Jeours item, A.D. 1187 (see vii.; Robb. ii. 502), and in more modern times by Maundrell and all the later travellers.

The little that can be said on the subject goes rather to confirm than to invalidate this tradition. On the one hand, (1.) the most probable position of the sheep-gate is at the northeast part of the city [JERUSALEM]. On the other hand, the Birket Israfil exhibits none of the marks which appear to have distinguished the water of Bethsaida in the records of the Evangelist and of Eusebius. (3.) The construction of the Birket is such as to show that it was originally a water-reservoir, and not, as has been suggested, the moat of a fortress (Robb. i. 241—iii. 243); (3.) there is certainly a remarkable coincidence between the name as given by Eusebius, Dacatha, and that of the northeast suburb of the city at the time of the Gospel history — Bethsaida; and (4.) there is the difficulty that if the Birket Israfil be not Bethsaida, which of the ancient “pools” does it represent?

One other proposed identification must be noticed, namely, that of Dr. Robinson (i. 342—3), who suggests the “fountain of the Virgin,” in the valley of the Kedron, a short distance above the Pool of Siloam. In favor of this are its situation, supposing the sheep-gate to be at the southeast of the city, as Lightfoot, Robinson, and others suppose, and the strange intermittent “troubling of the vessel” caused by the periodical ebbing and flowing of the supply. Against it are the confined size of the pool, and the difficulty of finding room for the five stories. (See BURCH's detailed account, City, p. 516—524, and 325—6.)

BETH-EZEL (בֵּית-אֶזֶל, house of firmness (?); ἡ άκρα τοῦ ἐνοῦτος; domus visio), a place named only in Mic. i. 11. From the context it was doubtless situated in the plain of Philistia.

* GeSENIUS defines the name as “fixed dwelling;” and the point of the expression in Mic. i. 11 seems to turn on that meaning. “They who abide, strong though they be, shall not furnish an abiding place.” See Pusey’s Minor Prophets, iii. 300. In some versions (Sept. Vulg. Luth.) the expression, instead of being treated as a proper name, is rendered house by the side, i.e., the one next.

BETH-GADER (בֵּית-גַּדֶר, “house of the wall”): BETHYUL; Vat. Baithyul: Alex. Bethyeldor: BETHGELOR, doubtless a place, though it occurs in the genealogies of Judah as if a person (1 Chr. ii. 51). Possibly the same place as GEDER (Josh. xii. 13.)

BETH-GA’MUL (בֵּית-גַּמּוּל, house of the walled, Genen. LXX., but may it not be “house of camel?”: ἡ άκρα Γαμάλ, Alex. Γαμαλιὰς: Bethgammal, a town of Moab, in the midst or downs east of Jordan (A. V. “plain country,” Jer. xlviii. 25, comp. 21); apparently a place of late date, since there is no trace of it in the earlier lists of Num. xxxii. 11—34. A place called Um el-Femi describes itself to be on a few miles south of Buserah in the Hauran (Barthol. 106; Kiepert’s map in Robb. 1857); but this is too far to the N. E. to suit the requirements of the text. In a country of nomadic tribes this latter name would doubtless be a common one.

BETH-HACCEREM (בֵּית-חצֶרֶם) [Hb. ‘aṣṣerem] (בֵּית-חֵצֶר, house of the vine: [in Heb.] Vatersayim, [Vat. Vatersayim: Alex. Vatersayma: in Jer. Vatersayma, Sim. Vatersayma, Alex. Vatersayap:] Bethacharam, [Bethaacarem], a town which, like a few other places, is distinguished by the application to it of the word pele, שַׁלֶּשׁ, A. V. “part” (Neh. iii. 14). It had then a “ruler” called שַׁלֶּשׁ. From the other mention of it (Jer. vi. 1) we find that it was used as a beacon-station, and that it was near Tekoa. By Jerome (Con. Jer. vi. 1) a village named Bethacharam is said to have been on a mountain between Tekoa and Jerusalem, a position in which the enigma known as the Frank mountain (Herodium); stands conspicuous; and this has accordingly been suggested as Beth-hacerem (Pascal, Robb. i. 480). The name is at any rate a testimony to the early fruitfulness of this part of Palestine.

Karem (Kapera) is one of the towns added in the LXX.—to the Hebrew text of Josh. xv. 60, as in the mountains of Judah, in the district of Bethlem.

BETH-HARAN (בֵּית-הָרָן, Ẓeb Haran): [Hab. Harem:] Betharam, one of the “fenced cities” on the east of Jordan, “built” (by the Gadites (Num. xxiii. 36). It is named with Bethnimrah, and therefore is no doubt the same place as BETH-ARAN (accurately Beth-haram), Josh.

cloisters or colonnades round artificial tanks are common in the East. One example is the Taf Boere, in the set of drawings of Beesmore now publishing by the East India Company.

The photographs, woodcuts, and careful statements of Salzmann, are conclusive on this point.

This name deserves notice as one of the very few instances in which the translators of the A. V. have retained the definite article, which in the original so frequently occurs in the middle of compound proper names.
The name is not found in the lists of the towns of Moab in either Isaiah, Jeremiah, or Ezekiel.

**BETH-HOGLA** and **HOGLAHI ( glyc. Ste-Hogl, etc.) BETH-**

*house of perturbation, Gesen.*; though Jerome gives another interpretation, *bous eyer,* reading the name *Glhlyla,* and connecting it with the funeral races or dances at the mourning for Jacob [ATAD]: Bethaglyla, [A] (Alasa, etc.) Bete-gyal: *Alex. Bethaglyla, Bethaglya, Bethaglya.* (Bethaglyla), a place on the border of Judah (Josh. xv. 6) and of Benjamin (xviii. 19), to which latter tribe it was re-concorded to belong (xviii. 21). A magnificent spring and a ruin between Jericho and the Jordan still bear the names of 'Ain-hajat and Keré Hiyja, and are doubtful on or near the old site (Rob. i. 544-5). The LXX. rendering, *Betiaglya,* may point to Efneghilm, a place which was certainly near this locality.

**BETH-HORON ( J.J/gb3 3 or in contracted form J.J/GL 3), or in contracted form J.J/LZ 3, and once J.J/LZ 3, house of curvets or holes: Bethagly, etc.) BETHORON,** the name of two towns or villages, an “upper” (J.J/LX 3 or a “nether” (J.J/LX 3), (Josh. xvi. 3, 5; 1 Chr. vi. 24), on the road from Gibea to Azokah (Josh. x. 10, 11) and the Philistine Phim (1 Macc. iii. 24). Beth-horon lay on the boundary-line between Benjamin and Ephraim (Josh. xvi. 3, 5, and xviii. 13, 14), was counted to Ephraim (Josh. xxi. 22; 1 Chr. vii. 24), and given to the Kohathites (Josh. xxi. 22; 1 Chr. vi. 68 [84]).

The road connecting the two places is memorable in sacred history as the scene of two of the most complete victories achieved by the Jewish arms: that of Joshua over the five kings of the Amorites (Josh. x.; Eccles. xvi. 6), and that of Judas Macabaeus over the forces of Syria under Seraon (1 Macc. iii. 13-24). Later still the Roman army under Cestius Gallus was totally cut up at the same spot (Joseph. B. J. ii. 19, §§ 8-9).

There is no room for doubt that the two Beth-horons still survive in the modern villages of Bet-l'ar (بيت-أتر) et-Tohta and et-Foks, which were first noticed by Dr. Charke, and have been since visited by Dr. Robinson, Mr. Stanley, and others. Besides the similarity of the name, and the fact that the two places are still designated as “upper” and “lower,” all the requirements of the narrative are fulfilled in this identification. The road is still the direct one from the site which must have been Gibea (el-Jib), and from Michmash (Michmáx) to the Philistine plain on the one hand, and Antipatris (Joseph. B. J. ii. 19, § 9) on the other. On the mountain which lies to the southward of the nether village is still preserved the name (Váha) and the site of Apha, so closely connected with the proudest memories of Beth-horon; and the long ascent between the two remains unmarred from what it was on that great day, “which was like no day before or after it.”

The importance of the road on which the two Beth-horons are situated, the main approach to the interior of the country from the hostile districts on both sides of Palestine or Phœnicia and Egypt on the west, Moab, and Ammon on the east—first explains and justifies the frequent fortification of these towns at different periods of the history (1 K. ix. 17; 2 Chr. vii. 5; 1 Macc. ix. 50; Jud. iv. 4, 5). This road — still, as in ancient times, “the great road of communication and heavy transport between Jerusalem and the sea-coast” (Rob. ii. 52), though a route rather more direct, known as the “Jaffa road,” now used by travellers with light baggage leaves the main north road at Télél (Fal-Fal, 3) miles from Jerusalem, due west of Jericho. Bending slightly to the north, it runs by the modern village of el-Jib, the ancient Gibea, and then proceeds by the Bethlehemers in a direct line due west to Jerusalem (Gimzo) and Léli (Lyn- da), at which it parts into three, diverging north to Caphar-Saba (Antipatris), south to Gaza, and west to Joffa (Joppa).

From Gibea to the Upper Beth-horon is a distance of about 4 miles of broken ascent and descent. The ascent, however, predominates, and this therefore appears to be the “going up” to Beth-horon which formed the first stage of Joshua’s pursuit. With the upper village the descent commences; the road rough and difficult even for the mountain-pathes of Palestine; now over sheets of smooth rock flat as the flagstones of a London pavement; now over the upturned edges of the limestone strata; and now amongst the loose rectangular stones so characteristic of the whole of this district. There are in many places steps cut, and other marks of the path having been artificially improved. But though rough, the way can hardly be called “precipitous;” still less is it a ravine (Stanley, p. 208), since it runs for the most part along the back of a ridge or water-shed dividing wadies on either hand. After about three miles of this descent, a slight rise leads to the lower village standing on its mound—the last outpost of the Benjaminite hills, and characterized by the date-palm in the enclosure of the village mosque. A short and sharp fall below the village, a few undulations, and the road is amongst the dîna of the great corn-growing plain of Sharon.

This rough descent from the upper to the lower Beth-horon, the going down to Beth-horon ° of the Bible narrative. Standing on the high ground of the upper village, and overlooking the wild scene, we may feel assured that it was over this rough path that the Canaanites died to their native lowlands.

In a remarkable fragment of early history (1 Chr. vii. 21) we are told that both the upper and lower towns were built by a woman of Ephraim, Selsar, who in the present state of the passage appears as a grand-daughter of the founder of her tribe, and also as a direct progenitor of the great leader with whose history the place is so closely connected.

**BETH-JESHMOTH,** or **JESHMOTH ( fJ7J'7 2 in Numbers, 1 fJ7J'7 2, house of the wastes: Aittam, etc.) BETHJESHMOTH, BETHJESMOTH,** a town or place east of Jordan, in the “deserts” (1 fJ7J'7 2) of Moab; that of that of an ascent; and Bitchór, though perhaps no higher than the ridge between it and Gibea, yet looks higher, because it is so much above everything beyond it.
BETH-LEBAOTH

A, on the lower level at the south end of the Jordan valley (Num. xxxiii. 49); and names with Ashboth-pieagh and Beth-por. It was one of the limits of the encampment of Israel before crossing the Jordan. Later it was allotted to Kenben (Josh. xii. 3, xiii. 20), but came at last into the hands of Moab, and formed one of the cities which were "the glory of the country" (Ex. xxv. 9). Schwartz (p. 228) quotes "a Beth-Jisrael as still known at the northeasternmost point of the Dead Sea, half a mile from the Jordan;" but the requirement is confirmed.

G.

BETH-LEBAOTH (בְּתֵי-לְבָאוֹס), house of lions: בְּתֵי-לְבָאוֹס; Alex. Bethel-Baôâ: Beth-lebaoth), a town in the list of Simeon (Josh. xix. 6), and therefore in the extreme south of Judah (xxv. 32, Lekoth), probably in the wild country to which its name bears witness. In the parallel list in 1 Chr. iv. 31 the name is given Beth-bireil.

G.

BETH-LEHAM (בְּתֵי-לְחָם: Beth-leham). I. One of the oldest towns in Palestine, already in existence at the time of Jacob's return to the country. Its earliest name was Ephrath or Ephratha (see Gen. xxxv. 16, xviii. 7: Josh. xv. 60, LXX.), and it is not till long after the occupation of the country by the Israelites that we meet with it under its new name of Bethlehem. Here, as in other cases (comp. Beth-meon, Beth-diblathaim, Beth-por), the "Beth" appears to mark the bestowal of a Hebrew appellation; and if the derivations of the Lexicons are to be trusted, the name in its present shape appears to have been given to a town conquered by the earlier Ephratah into Hebrew language and idiom, just as the Arabs have in their turn, with a further slight change of meaning, converted it into Beit-lâm (house of flesh).

However this may be, the ancient name lingered as a familiar word in the mouths of the inhabitants of the place (Ruth ii. 11; 1 Sam. xvii. 12), and in the poetry of the Psalms and Prophets (Ps. cxxxi. 6; Mic. v. 2) to a late period. [Ephrath.] In the genealogical lists of 1 Chr. it recurs, and Ephrath appears as a person — the wife of Caleb and mother of Hur ("ם"נה) (ii. 19, 51, iv. 4; the title of "father of Bethlehem" being bestowed both on Hur (iv. 4) and on Salma, the son of Hur (i. 51, 54). The name of Salma recalls a very similar name intimately connected with Bethlehem, namely, the father of Boaz, Salma (יְלַעֲשָׁה, Ruth iv. 20; A. V. "Salmon") or Salmon (יְלַעֲשָׁה), verse 21). Hur is also named in Ex. xxxi. 2 and 1 Chr. ii. 20, as the father of Uri the father of Bezalel. In the East a trade or calling remains fixed in one family for generations; and if there is any foundation for the tradition of the Targum, that Jesse the father of David was "a weaver of the veils of the sanctuary" (Targ. Jonathan on 2 Sam. xvi. 19), he may have inherited the accomplishments and the profession of his art from his forefather, who was "filled with the Spirit of God," "to work all manner of works," and amongst them that of the embroiderer and the weaver (Ex. xxxv. 35).5

After the conquest Bethlehem appears under its own name Beth-lehem-judah (Judg. xvii. 7; 1 Sam. xvii. 12; Ruth i. 1, 2), possibly, though hardly probably, to distinguish it from the small and more place of the same name in Zebulun. As the Hebrew text now stands, however, it is omitted altogether from the list of the towns of Judah in Joshua xv. though retained by the LXX. in the eleven names which they insert between verses 59 and 60. Among these it occurs between Theko (Tekoa), Thekâ (comp. 1 Chr. iv. 4, 5), and Phanger (? Peor, פָּהָג). This omission from the Hebrew text is certainly remarkable, but it is quite in keeping with the obscurity in which Bethlehem remains throughout the whole of the sacred history. Not to speak of the later event which has made the name of Bethlehem so familiar to the whole Christian and Mussulman world, it was, as the birthplace of David, the scene of a most important occurrence to ancient Israel. And yet from some cause or other it never rose to any eminence, nor ever became the theatre of any action or business. It is difficult to say why Hebron and Jerusalem, with no special associations in their favor, were fixed on as capitals, while in the place which the great Israelite king and his people occupied, in which he was first born and spent his youth remained an "ordinary Judaeo village."

No doubt this is in part owing to what will be noticed presently — the isolated nature of its position; but that circumstance did not prevent Gibeah, Ramah, and many other places situated on eminences from becoming famous, and is not sufficient to account entirely for such silence respecting a place so strong by nature, commanding one of the main roads, and the excellence of which as a military position may be safely inferred from the fact that at one time it was occupied by the Philistines as a garrison (2 Sam. xxi. 14; 1 Chr. xi. 16).7

Though not named as a Levitical city, it was apparently a residence of Levites, for from it came the young man Jonathan, the son of Gershom, who became the first priest of the Levites at their new northern settlement (Judg. xvii. 7, xviii. 30), and from it also came the conceiver of the other Levite whose death at Gibeah caused the destruction of the tribe of Benjamin (xix. 1-9).

The book of Ruth is a page from the domestic history of Bethlehem: the names, almost the very persons, of the Bethlehemites are there brought before us; we are allowed to assist at their most peculiar customs, and to witness the very springs of those events which have conferred immortality on the name of the place. Many of these customs were doubtless common to Israel in general, but one thing must have been peculiar to Bethlehem.

What most strikes the view, after the charm of the general picture has lost its first hold on us, is the intimate connection of the place with Moab. Of the origin of this connection no record exists, nor hint of it has yet been discovered, but it continued in force for at least a century after the arrival of Ruth, till the time when her great grandson could find no more secure retreat for his parents from the fury of Saul, than the house of the king's beam" (whatever the "beam" may be) which occur in the accounts of giants or mighty men slain by David or his heroes, but not in any unconnected

4 At the date of the visit of Benjamin of Tudela, there were still "twelve Jews, dyers by profession, living at Beth-lehem" (Benj. of Tudela, Asher, i. 75).

5 May not this elucidate the allusions to the "weaver's beam" (whatever the "beam" may be) which occur in the accounts of giants or mighty men slain by David or his heroes, but not in any unconnected with him.
of Moab at Mifreh (1 Sam. xxxii. 3, 4). But whatever its origin, here we find the connection in full vigor. When the famine occurs, the natural resource is to go to the country of Moab and "continue there;" the surprise of the city is occasioned not at Naomi's going, but at her return. Ruth was "not like" the handmaids of Boaz; some difference of feature or complexion there was doubtless which distinguished the "children of Lot" from the children of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob; but yet she gleams after the reapers in the field without molestation or remark, and when Boaz in the most public manner possible proclaims his intention of taking the stranger to be his wife, no voice of remonstrance is raised, but loud congratulations are expressed, the parallel in the life of Jacob occurs at once to all, and a blessing is invoked on the head of Rachel, that she may be like the two daughters of the Mesopotamian Nahor, "like Rachel and like Leah, who did build the house of Israel." This, in the face of the strong denunciations of Moab contained in the Law, is, to say the least, very remarkable.²

The elevation of David to the kingdom does not appear to have affected the fortunes of his native place. The residence of Saul acquired a new title specially from him, by which it was called even down to the latest time of Jewish history (2 Sam. xxi. 6; Joseph. B. J. v. 2 § 1, 1.מֶּשֶבֶּנהוּ), but David did nothing to dignify Bethlehem, or connect it with himself. The only touch of recollection which he manifests for it, is that recorded in

Bethlehem.

the well-known story of his sudden longing for the water of the well by the gate of his childhood (2 Sam. xxiii. 15).

The few remaining casual notices of Bethlehem in the Old Testament may be quickly enumerated. It was fortified by Rehoboam (2 Chr. xi. 6). By the time of the Captivity, the inn of Chimham by (7'N = "close to") Bethlehem, appears to have become the recognized point of departure for travellers to Egypt (Jer. xlii. 17) — a caravanserai or khana (7'N'N; see Stanley, App. § 90), perhaps the identical one which existed there at the time of our Lord (καραβάσανα), like those which still exist all over the east at the stations of travellers. Lastly, "Children of Bethlehem," to the number of 125, returned with Zerubbabel from Babylon (Ezr. ii. 21; Neh. vii. 26).

a Moab appears elsewhere in connection with a place in Judah, Jeshobboam (1 Chr. iv. 22). We might be tempted to believe the name merely another form of Bethlehem, if the context — the mention of Moab, and Moabites, places on the extreme west of the tribe — did not forbid it.

b In the Greek copies of St. Matthew the name is In the New Testament Bethlehem retains its distinctive title of Bethlehem judah (Matt. ii. 1, 5), and once, in the announcement of the angels, the "city of David" (Luke ii. 4; and comp. John vii. 42: Κατὰ τό ισραήλ: εἰσίν οἱ δικαιούμενοι). Its connection with the history of Christ is too familiar to all to need any notice here; the remark should merely be made that as in the earlier history less is recorded of the place after the birth of David than before, so in the later nothing occurs after the birth of our Lord to indicate that any additional importance or interest was fastened on the town. In fact, the passages just quoted, and the few which follow, exhaust the references to it in the N.T. (Matt. ii. 6, 8, 16; Luke ii. 15).

After this nothing is heard of it till near the middle of the 21st century, when Justin Martyr speaks of our Lord's birth as having taken place in a certain

given as Ψάργωνας, but in the more ancient Syrian recension lately published by Mr. Cureton it is, as in the O.T., Bethlehem-judah.

c Observe that this phrase has lost the meaning which it bears in the O. T., where it specially and invariably signifies the fortress of the Jebusites, the fastness of Zion (2 Sam. v. 7, 9; 1 Chr. xi. 6, 7).
ain cave very close to the village," which cave he goes on to say had been specially pointed out by Isaiah as "a sign." The passage from Isaiah to which he refers is xxi. 13-19, in the LXX. version of which occurs the following—"He shall dwell on high: His place of defense shall be in a lofty cave of the strong rock" (Justin, Dial. c. Tryph. §§ 78, 70). Such is the earliest supplement we possess to the meagre indications of the narrative of the Gospels; and while it is not possible to say with certainty that the tradition is true, there is no reason, for discrediting it. There is nothing in itself improbable—as there certainly is in many cases where the traditional scenes of events are hid in caverns—in the supposition that the place in which Joseph and Mary took shelter, and where was the "manger" or "stall" (whatever the φαγητόν may have been),3 was a cave in the limestone rock of which the eminence of Bethlehem is composed. Nor is it necessary to assume that Justin's quotation from Isaiah is the ground of an inference of his own; it may equally be an authority happily adduced by him in support of the existing tradition.

But the step from the belief that the nativity may have taken place in a cave, to the belief that the present subterraneous vault or crypt is that cave, is a very wide one. Even in the 150 years that had passed when Justin wrote, some doubt had been cast upon the genuineness of the tradition that the birth of Christ had happened at Bethlehem; but it is difficult to believe that the true spot could have been accurately preserved. In that interval—an interval as long as that between the landing of William III. and the battle of Waterloo—not only had the neighborhood of Jerusalem been overrun and devastated by the Romans at the destruction of the city, but the emperor Hadrian, amongst other desecrations, had actually planted a grove of Alonius at the spot (Lucus inuentor). (Justin, Jerome, Ep. Pauli.) This grove remained at Bethlehem for no less than 180 years, namely, from A. D. 135 till 315. After this the place was purged of its abominations by Constantine, who about A. D. 330 erected the present church (Enseh. Viit. Const. iii. 40. See Tobler, 102, note). Conceive the alterations in the ground implied in this statement!—a heathen sanctuary established and a grove planted on the spot—that grove and those groves demolished to make room for the Basilica of Constantine!

The modern town of Beil-bolin (Bethlehem in Arabic) lies to the E. of the main road from Jerusalem to Hebron, 8 miles from the former. It covers "the E. and N. E. parts of the ridge of a "long gray hill" of Jura limestone, which stands nearly due E. and W., and is about a mile in length. The hill lies a deep valley on the N. and mother on the S. The west end shelves down gradually to the valley; but the east end is bolder, and overlooks a plain of some extent. The slopes of the ridge are in many parts covered by terraced gardens, shaded by rows of olives with figs and vines, the terraces sweeping round the contour of the hill with great regularity. On the top of the hill lies the village in a kind of irregular triangle (Stewart), at about 150 yards from the apex of which, and separated from it by a vacant space on the extreme eastern part of the ridge, spreads the noble Basilica of St. Helena, "half church, half fort," now embraced by its three convents, Greek, Latin, and Armenian.

This is not the place for a description of the "holy places" of Bethlehem. All that can be said about them has been well said by Lord Nugent (i. 15-21) and Mr. Stanley (438-442). (See also, though interspersed with much irrelevant matter, Stewart, 246, 334–5.) Of the architecture of the church very little is known: for a resume of that little see Ferguson's Handbook of Architecture, 524; also Salzmann's Photographs and the Etude accompanying them (p. 72). One fact, of great interest—probably the most genuine about the place—is associated with a portion of the crypt of this church, namely, that here "beside what he believed to be the cradle of the Christian faith," St. Jerome lived for more than 30 years, leaving a lasting monument of his sojourn in the Vulgate translation of the Bible.

In the plain below and east of the convent, about a mile from the walls, is the traditional scene of the angels' appearance to the shepherds, a very small, poor village called Beit-Nabhar, to the E. of which are the unimportant remains of a cave-church. These buildings and ruins are surrounded by olive-trees (Setzton, ii. 41, 42). Here in Arculf's time, "by the tower of Adra," was a church dedicated to the three shepherds, and containing their monuments (Arculf. 6). But this plain is too rich ever to have been allowed to lie in posturage, and it is more likely to have been then occupied, as it is now and as it doubtless was in the days of Ruth, by cornfields, and the sheep to have been kept on the hills.4

The traditional well of David (2 Sam. xxiii. 15) a group of three cisterns is more than half a mile away from the present town on the other side of the wady on the north. A few yards from the western end of the village are two apertures, which have the appearance of wells; but they are merely openings to a cistern connected with the aqueduct below, and we have Dr. Robinson's assurance that there is now no well of living water in or near the town.

The population of Beteil-bolin is about 3000 souls, entirely Christians. All travellers remark the good looks of the women (Edeh), the substantial, clean appearance of the houses, and the general air of comfort (for an eastern town) which prevails. G. 5

* In regard to the well at Bethlehem (1) it should be remarked that David (see 2 Sam. xxi. 15) longed not for "living water" but for that from the "reservoir" or "cistern" (as נגש signifies, see Fürst: Sept. lexikon: Vulg. cisternam) at the gate of Bethlehem. The writer in approaching Beth lehem from the south (April 21st, 1852) found a little stream running down the steep bank on that side, and at the top, on entering the town, drank of the refreshing water from a reservoir there, said it is as well to remember that the "stable" and its appendages are the creations of the imagination of poets and painters, with no support from the Gospel narrative.

[Dr. Stanley mentions, and recurs characteristically interesting fact, that the present roof is constructed from English oak given to the church by Edward IV. (S. S. P. 141, 432.) Tobler, 104, note.]

BETHLEHEM

adduces the authority of Eusebius that the present Church is the work of Justinian, who destroyed that of Constantine as not sufficiently magnificent.

["Ἄργουσαλάτους (Luke ii. 5; A. V. "abiding in the field") has no special reference to "field" more than hill, but means rather "passing the night out of doors;" κόρα also means a "district" or neighborhood, with no special topographical significance.]
to be supplied by an aqueduct from Solomon's Pools. The same springs must have furnished Bethlehem with water of old (there is no better water in all that region now); and supposing I had to have been, as he probably was, in the wilderness of Teken at the time, it was the water of which he would naturally think not only as so good in itself, but actually nearer to him than any other. The "traditional well," half a mile or more northeast of Bethlehem, contains water at times (Kitter, Edk.
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BETH-PAZEZ (בְּתַ-פַּצֶּז [house of dispersion]): Ḫermon; Alex. Bəṭḥəṣeq; Beth-ḥas, a town of Issachar named with Ez-liddah (Josh. xix. 21), and of which nothing is known.

G.

BETH-PEOR (בְּתַ-פֹּהַּר [house of Peor]): Ḫermon; Alex. Bəṭḥəṣeq; Beth-ḥas; Jericho, and six miles above Lhahis or Beth-haran (Enselem. Omastoneon). It was in the possession of the tribe of Reuben (Josh. xiii. 29). In the Pentateuch the name occurs in a formula by which one of the last halting-places of the children of Israel is designated — "the ravine (נָּבָה 7) over against (בּוֹתֵּר) Beth-peor" (Deut. ii. 39, iv. 40). In this ravine Moses was probably buried (xix. 6).

Here, as in other cases, the Beth may be a Hebrew substitution for Bad.

G.

BETHPHAGE [4 syl.]: (Bəṭḥpəgah and Bəṭחpəgah): Bethphage: quasi נָּבָה ַּר, house of unripe figs), the name of a place on the mount of Olives, on the road between Jericho and Jerusalem. From the two being twice mentioned together, it was evidently close to Bethany (Matt. xxi. 1; Mark xi. 1; Luke xix. 29), and from its being named first of the two in the narrative of a journey from east to west, it may be presumed that it lay, if anything, to the eastward of Bethany. The fact of our Lord's making Bethany his nightly lodging place (Matt. xxi. 17. xce.) is no confirmation of this (as Winde would have it); since he would doubtless take up his abode in a place where He had friends, even though it were not the first place at which He arrived on the road. No remains which could answer to this position have however been found (Rob. i. 433), and the traditional site is above Bethany, half-way between that village and the top of the mount.

By Enselem and Jerome, and also by Origen, the place was known, though no indication of its position is given; by the former it is called קָוָה by Jerome Ṣellaha. They describe it as a village of the priests, possibly situated on the southern boundary of the "Mount of Olives," above the village of Siloam, and therefore west of Bethany.

The name of Bethphage, the signification of which as given above is generally accepted, is, like those of Bethany [?], Caiphas, Bezeba, and the Mount of Olives itself, a testimony to the ancient fruitfulness of this district (Stanley, 187). G.

BETH-PHOLET, Neh. xi. 26. [BETH-PALET.]

BETH-RAPHA (בְּתַ-רָפָה, house of Rapha, or of the giant): Ḫermon; Alex. Bəṭḥəṣeq; Beth-ḥas; a name which occurs in the genealogy of Josiah as the son of Esthon (1 Chr. iv. 12 only). There is a Rapha in the line of Benjamin and elsewhere, but no apparent connection exists between these and this, nor has the name been identified as belonging to any place.

G.

BETH-REHOB (בְּתַ-רְּהוֹב, house of Reohob, or of room): Ḫermon; Alex. Toṣh: [in 2 Sam.]: ʿAḏar: Reob): a place mentioned as having near it the valley in which lay the town or Laish or Dan (Judg. xviii. 28). It was one of the little kingdoms of Aram or Syria, like Zobah, Maacah, and Ishtar (compare the reading of the Alex. LXX. above), in company with which it was hired by the Ammonites to fight against David (2 Sam. x. 6). In ver. 8 the name occurs in the shorter form of Reohob, in which form it is doubtless again mentioned in Num. xiii. 31. Being, however, "far from Zidon" (Judg. xviii. 28), this place must not be confounded with two towns of the name of Rehobo in the territory of Asher. (Rapha, or Rehobo.) The theory that the present name of the ancient place is represented by the modern Ḥelb, a fortress commanding the plain of the Ḥelb, in which the city of Dan (Tell el-Kudîhay) lay, hadaderzer the king of Zulah is said to have been the son of Reob (2 Sam. vii. 13). G.

BETHSAIDA (בְּתַ-סְאִידָה: יְבַּת-סֵאִידָה, house of fish: Bethschois), the name of two places in Northern Palestine:—

1. "Bethsaida of Galilee" (John xii. 21), a city (�דיאס), which was the native place of Andrew, Peter, and Philip (John i. 44, xii. 21) in the land of Gennesaret (רְפָה יִבְּרֹע פָּרָח) (Mark vi. 45; comp. 53), and therefore on the west side of the lake. It was evidently in near neighborhood to Capernaum and Chorazin (Matt. xi. 21; Luke x. 13; and comp. Mark vii. 35, with John vi. 16), and, if the interpretation of the name is to be trusted, close to the water's edge. By Jerome (Comm. in Execli. ix. 1) and Eusebius (Onom.) these towns and Tiberias are all mentioned together as lying on the shore of the lake. Epiphanius (Adv. Het. iii.) says of Bethsaida and Capernaum "οἱ μετάφησαν τον τόπον τῆς διαηρώσεως." Wilkald (A. D. 722) went from Megiddo to Capernaum, thence to Bethsaida, and then to Chorazin. These ancient notices, however, though they fix its general situation, none of them contain any indication of its exact position, and as, like the other two towns just mentioned, its name and all memory of its site have perished, no positive identification can be made of it. Dr. Robinson places Bethsaida at 'Ain el-Tibiakoh, a short distance north of Khâlad Miyeh, which he identifies with Capernaum (iii. 355).

2. By comparing the narratives (of the same event) contained in Mark vi. 31-53 and Luke ix. 10-17, in the latter of which Bethsaida is named as the spot at which the miracle took place, while in the former the disciples are said to have crossed the water from the scene of the event "to Bethsaida in the land of Gennesaret" — it appears certain that the Bethsaida at which the 5000 were fed must have been a second place of the same name on the east of the lake. Such a place there was at the northeastern extremity — formerly a village (טיים), but rebuilt and adorned by Philip the Tetrarch, and raised to the dignity of a town under the name of Julias, after the daughter of the emperor (Jos. Ant. xiv. 2. § 1: B. J. ii. 9, § 1, iii. 16, § 7). Here, in a magnificent tomb, Philip was buried (Jos. Ant. xviii. 4. § 6).
Of this Bethsaida we have certainly one and probably two mentions in the Gospels: 1. That named above, of the feeding of the 5000 (Luke ix. 10). The miracle took place in a πάρος ἐρῶμα—a vacant, lonely spot, somewhere up in the rising ground at the back of the town, covered with a profusion of green grass (John vi. 3, 10; Mark vi. 39; Matt. xiv. 19), and in the evening the disciples were constrained to send the water and went home across the lake (ἐν τῷ παρῳ) to Bethsaida (Mark vi. 14), or as St. John (vi. 17) and St. Matthew (xiv. 34) more generally express it, towards Capernaum, and to the land of Gennesaret. The coincidence of the two Bethsidas occurring in the one narrative, and that on the occasion of the only absolutely certain mention of the eastern one, is extraordinary. In the very ancient Syrian recension (the Nitrian) just published by Mr. Curton, the words in Luke ix. 10, "belonging to the city, called Bethsaida," are omitted.

2. The other, highly probable, mention of this place is in Mark viii. 22. a) If Balnahmuth (viii. 10) was on the west side of the lake, then was Bethsaida on the east: because in the interval Christ had departed by ship to the other side (13). And with this well accords the tradition immediately after of the villages of Cesarea Philippi (27), and of the "northern mountain of the transjordan" (ix. 25), which, as Mr. Stanley has ingeniously suggested, was, not the traditional spot, but a part of the Hermon range somewhere above the source of the Jordan (S. P. 299).

Of the western Bethsaida no mention is made in Josephus, and until the discovery by Reland of the fact that there were two places of the name, one on the west, and one on the east side, the elucubrations of the various occurrences of the two was one of the hardest kinds of sacred geography (see Cellarius, Novit. ii. 560).

G. BETHSAMOS (Βαθησαμως: [Vat. Barasa- mower]: Alex. Βαθησαμω: [Alb. Bethsamos: [Chelmsford], 1 Esdr. v. 18. [Beth-aymaveth].

BETH-SAN [Βαθησαν: Alex. in 1 Macc. xii. Betha: Bethsan]: 1 Macc. vii. 35, 36, 40, 41. [Beth-shean.]}

BETH-SHEAN (Βαθησαιν, -αν: Vat. Bethe- shean, Bethshean, Beth: Alex. Βαθησαιν: Bethsam). A city which, with its "daughter" towns, belonged to Manasseh (1 Chr. vii. 29), though within the limits of Issachar (Josh. xvii. 11), and therefore at the west of Jordan (comp. 1 Macc. v. 52) — but not mentioned in the lists of the latter tribe. The Caunuates were not driven out from the town (Judg. i. 27). In Solomon's time it seems to have given its name to a district extending from the town itself to Abel-meholah: and "all Beth-shan" was under the charge of one of his commissariat officers (1 K. iv. 12).

The corpses of Saul and his sons were fastened up to the wall of Beth shean by the Philistines (1 Sam. xxxi. 10, 12) in the open "street" or space (27), which, then as now — fronted the gate of the eastern town (2 Sam. xxii. 12). From this time we lose sight of Beth-shean till the period of the Maccabees, in connection with whose exploits it is mentioned more than once in a cursory manner (1 Macc. v. 52; comp. 1 Macc. xii. 40, 41).

The name of Scythopolis (Σκυθόπολις παραστάσις) appears for the first time in 2 Macc. xii. 29. [Scythopolis.] This name, which it received after the exile, and under the Greek dominion, has not survived to the present day; as in many other cases (comp. § 88) the old Semitic appellation has survived, and the place is still called Beisan. It lies in the Ghér or Jordan valley, about twelve miles south of the sea of Galilee, and four miles west of the Jordan. The site of the town is on the brow of the descent by which the great plain of Esdraelon drops down to the level of the Ghér. A few miles to the southwest are the mountains of Gilboa, and close beside the town runs the water of the Jumblilud, the fountain of which is by Jeremiah, and is in all probability the spring by which the Israelites encamped before the battle in which Saul was killed (1 Sam. xxiii. 14). b) Three other large brooks pass through or by the town, and in the fact of the abundance of water, and the exuberant fertility c) of the soil consequent thereon, as well as in the power of using their chafirs, which the level nature of the country near the town conferred on them (Josh. xvii. 16), besides the secret of the hold which the Corinthians retained on the place.

If Jabesh-Gilead was where Dr. Robinson conjectures — at el-Bhir in the Wady Yabis — the distance from thence to Beisan, which it took the men of Jabesh "all night" to traverse, cannot be less than twenty miles.

G. a) For fuller information respecting this important site (Beisan) — its various ruins (Herod, Grecian, Roman, Christian, Saracenic), its abundant waters which gush from perennial fountains, its fertility and luxuriant vegetation, its Tell or acropolis (200 feet high and nearly perpendicular), which affords by Philip, since being in his tetarchia it would need a different name from Bethsaida on the Galilean side. See also, for this view, Hug, Einl. i. § 4; J. F. Thruopp in the Journ. of Class. and Sac. Philol., ii. 392 ft., and Tregelles, ibid. iii. 145 ff.

b) Unless the conjecture of Schwarz (148, note) be accepted, that the words (קְנִיְהֹן יִבְשַׁא, house of the north; A. V. every house) in 1 K. xxii. 29, should be rendered Beth-shean.

c) The exactness of the description in this description is seriously impaired in the A. V. by the substitution of "a fountain" for "the fountain" of the original.

So great was this fertility, that it was said by the Rabbis, that if Paradise was in the land of Israel, Beth-shean was the gate of it: for that its fruits were the sweetest in all the land. (See the quotations in Lightfoot, Chron. Crit. ix.)
the finest panoramas, next to Gerizim, in all central Palestine" — the reader may see Robinson's *Later Bibl. Res.* ii. 326 ff. (who visited the place in his second journey); Thomson's *Land and Book*, i. 173-175; Tristram's *Land of Israel*, pp. 500-504; Porter's *Monh. for Syr. and Palæst.*, ii. 354 ff.; Van de Velde's *Journey through Syr. and Palæst.*, ii. 369 ff.; and Sepp's *Jerusalem u. des heiligen Land*, ii. 62 (though this last writer appears to have only seen the region from *Zer'ah* (literated). But from *Zer'ah*, which is on the brow of a steep declivity, one can easily look down into the Ghor upon Beth-shemesh, so exactly described in 1 K. iv. 12 as "beneath Jerehed." (See also *Bibl. Res.* iii. 166, 1st ed., and Wilson's *Lands of the Bible*, ii. 87.)

**BETH-SHEMESH** (בִּית-שֶּׁמֶשׁ), in pause בִּית-שֶׁמֶשׁ, house of the sun: παῦλος ἄλογον, Batth-σαμώσ, [=etc.] Bethnances), the name of several places. I. One of the towns which marked the north boundary of Judah (Josh. xv. 10), but not named in the lists of the cities of that tribe. It was in the neighborhood of Kirjath-jearim and Timnah and therefore in close proximity to the low-country of Philistia. The expression "went down" in Josh. xv. 10: 1 Sam. vi. 21, seems to indicate that the position of the town was lower than Kirjath-jearim; and it is in accordance with the situation that there was a valley (מַקֵּב) of cornfields attached to the place (1 Sam. vi. 13).

From Ekron to Beth-shemesh a road (דְּבַשָּׁת, דְּבַשָּׁת) existed, along which the Philistines sent back the ark after its calamitous residence in their country (1 Sam. vi. 9, 12); and it was in the field of "Joshua the Beth-shemite" (בְּנֵי בָּשְׁמֶשׁ) that the "great Abel" (whatever that may have been) was, on which the ark was set down (1 Sam. vi. 18). Beth-shemesh was a "suburb city," allotted to the priests (Josh. xxi. 16; 1 Chr. vi. 39); and it is named in one of Solomon's commissariat districts under the charge of Ben-Deker (1 K. iv. 11). It was the scene of an encounter between Jehovah, king of Israel, and Amaziah, king of Judah, in which the latter was worsted and made prisoner. 2 K. xiv. 11, 13; 2 Chr. xxv. 21, 23. Later, in the days of Ahaz, it was taken and occupied by the Philistines, together with several other places in this locality (2 Chr. xxvii. 18).

By comparison of the lists in Josh. xv. 10, xix. 41, 43, and 1 K. iv. 9, it will be seen that *Besheshem*, "city of the sun," must have been identical with Beth-shemesh, if being probably the older form of the name; and again, from Judg. i. 33, it appears as if Har-cheres, "mount of the sun," were a third name for the same place; suggesting an early and extensive worship of the sun in this neighborhood. [Ir-Sheshem; Hebrs.]

Beth-shemesh is now "Ain-Shems. It was visited by Dr. Robinson, who found it to be in a position exactly according with the indications of Scripture, on the northwest slopes of the mountains of Judah — a low plateau at the junction of two fine streams (Rob. iii. 153) — about two miles from the west Philistia plain, and seven from Ekron (ii. 224-6). The origin of the "Ain ("spring") in the modern name is not obvious, as no spring appears now to exist at the spot; but the Shems and the position are decisive.

2. *[Beshemâs; Alex. Bâshâs.*] A city on the border of Issachar (Josh. xix. 24).

3. *[Beshemâs; Alex. âshâm.*] One of the "seed cities" of Naph- tali, twice named (Josh. xix. 38; Judg. i. 33) and on both occasions with BETH-ANATH. The Cannan- ite inhabitants were not expelled from either place, but became tributaries to Israel. Jerome's expression (Onom. Bethanath) in reference to this is perhaps worthy of notice, "in quia cultores pristini mansasent," possibly glancing at the worship from which the place derived its name.

4. By this name is once mentioned (Ex. xil. 13) an idolatrous temple or place in Egypt, which the LXX. render by Ἰαγονάθα ἠδῶν, i. e. the famous Heliopolis; Vulg. domus solis. In the middle ages Heliopolis was still called by the Arabs 'Ain Shems (Edrisi, dc, in Rob. i. 25). [AVEN; ON.]

**BETH-SHEMITE, THE** (בְּנֵי בָּשְׁמֶשׁ), בְּנֵי בָּשְׁמֶשׁ: חֶבֶשָּׁה בָּשְׁמֶשָּׁה בָּשְׁמֶשָּׁה [Vat.esseract.; Alex. ο Βαπασεττής, Bethsime, Bethsimite]. Properly "the Beth-shemite," an inhabitant of Beth- shemesh (1 Sam. vi. 14, 18). The LXX. in the former passage refer the words to the field and not to Joshua (τὸν ἐν Βασισεί). W. A. W.

**BETH-SHITTAH** (בְּנֵי שִׂטָּה), house of the aspen: בֵּית-שִׂטָּה: בֵּית-שִׂטָּה: בֵּית-שִׂטָּה [Alex. Barassota; (Comp. Bwassatet; Bethseba), one of the spots to which the flight of the host of the Midianites extended after their discomfiture by Gideon (Judg. vii. 22). Both the narrative and the name (comp. "Abel-shihim," which was in the Jordan valley opposite Jericho) require its situation to be somewhere near the river, where also Zereshath (probably Zareatha or Zartan) and Abel-meholah doubtless lay: but no identification has yet been made of any of these spots. The Shittah mentioned by Robinson (iii. 356) and Wilson (Ritter, Jordan, p. 414) is too far to the west to suit the above requirements. Josephus's version of the locality is absolutely in favor of the place being well watered: ἐν καλὸν χαράδρας περιλημναμένον χώρον (Ant. v. 6, § 5).

**BETHSU'BA** (בֵּית-שׁוֹבָם), בֵּית-שׁוֹבָם: בֵּית-שׁוֹבָם: בֵּית-שׁוֹבָם [Alex. generally Bethsûbam: Bethsouam, exc. 1 Mac. iv. 29, Betharon], 1 Mac. iv. 29, 61, vi. 7, 26, 31, 49, 50, lx. 52, x. 14, 65, xiv. 7; 2 Mac. xi. 5, xiii. 19, 22. [BETH-ZUR.]

**BETH-TAPPU'AH** (בֵּית-תָּפָר), בֵּית-תָּפָר: בֵּית-תָּפָר: בֵּית-תָּפָר [Alex. generally Beththopah, Beththophah; Beththapone], one of the towns of Judah, in the mountainous district, and near Hebron (Josh. xv 53; comp. 1 Chr. ii. 43). Here it has actually been discovered by Robinson under the modern name of Tefîth; 13 hour, or say 5 miles, W. of Hebron, on a ridge of high table-land. The terraces of the ancient cultivation still remain in use, and though the "apples" have disappeared, yet olive-groves and vineyards with fields of grain surround the place on every side (Rob. ii. 71; Schwarz, 105).

The name of Tappuah was borne by another town of Judah which lay in the rich lowland of the Shephelah. [APPLE; TAPPULAH.]

**BETHUEL** (בְּתֵעֶל, בְּתֵעֶל: בְּתֵעֶל [man of God]): Ba-thôôlah: Joseph. Ba-thôôlah: Bethuel), the son of Nahor by Milcah; nephew of Abraham, and father
BETHUEL

Bethuel (Gen. xxii. 22, 23; xxiv. 15, 24, 47; xxviii. 2). In xxv. 20, and xxviii. 5, he is called "Bethuel the Syrian" (i.e. Aramaic, "बेथुल"). Though often referred to as above in the narrative, Bethuel only appears in person once (xxiv. 50).

Upon this an ingenious conjecture is raised by Prof. Hunt (Coincidences, i. § iv.) that he was the subject of some simile or other imagery. The Jewish tradition, as given in the Targum Ps. Jonathan on Gen. xxiv. 55 (comp. 331), is that he died on the morning after the arrival of Abraham's servant, owing to his having eaten a sauce containing poison at the meal the evening before, and that on that account Laban requested that his sister's departure might be delayed for a year or ten months. Josephus was perhaps aware of this tradition, since he speaks of Bethuel as dead (Ant. i. 16, § 2). G.

BETHUEL (בֶּתְעִיל [son of God]; Bāth-ū-) [Vat. Bāthu-]: Alex. Βαθουλ. 1 Chr. iv. 39. [B ethul.]

BETHUL (בֵּיתוּל as above; Arab. Bāthūl;) [Vat. Bathu-]; a town of Simeon in the South, named with Eloth and Hormah (Josh. xix. 4). In the parallel lists in Josh. xv. 30 and 1 Chr. iv. 30 the name appears under the forms of Geshul (גְּשֶׁל) and Bethul; and probably also under that of Bethul in Josh. xii. 16; since, for the reasons urged under Bethel, and also on account of the position of the name in this list, the northern Bethel can hardly be intended. [B ethel.]

BETHULIA (בֵּיתוּליה; [Vat. Jud. iv. 6] בֵּיתוּליא; Alex. commonly Βαθουλια, and so Vat. according to Holowes, Sim. Barsoom, etc. Josh. iv. 6, "Aia; Bethulio"); the city which was the scene of the chief events of the book of Judith, in which book only does the name occur. Its position is there described with much minute detail. It was near to Dathaim (iv. 6), on a hill (gopos) which overlooked (ἀνεματορίζω) the plain of Esdraelon (vi. 11, 14, vii. 7, 10, xiii. 10) and commanded the passes from that plain to the country of Manasseh (iv. 7, vii. 1); in a position strong that Holopherne advanced on the idea of taking it by attack, and determined to reduce it by possessing himself of the two springs or wells (πηγαί) which were under the "city" in the valley at the foot of the eminence on which it was built, and from which the inhabitants derived their chief supply of water (vi. 14, vii. 7, 13, 21). Notwithstanding this detail, however, the identification of the site of Bethulia has hitherto delayed all attempts, and is one of the greatest puzzles of sacred geography; so much so as to form an important argument against the historical truth of the book of Judith (Rob. iii. 357-8).

In the middle ages, the name of Bethulia was given to "the Frank Mountain," between Bethlehem and Jerusalem (Rob. i. 479), but it is unnecessary to say that this is very much too far to the south to suit the narrative. More lately it has been assumed to have been Bethul (Coh. ii. 123), but again, if in other respects it would agree with the story, it is too far north. Von Hammer (Paris, p. 165-6) suggests Samaria, which is perhaps the nearest to probability. The rains of that town are on an "isolated rocky hill," with a plain of considerable extent to the east, and, as far as situation is concerned, naturally all but impregnable (Rob. ii. 312). It is about three miles from Dathaim, and some six or seven from Jehon (Engumnu) which stand on the very edge of the great plain of Esdraelon. Though not absolutely commanding the pass which leads from Jehon in Sebaethu and forms the only practicable ascent to the high country, it is yet sufficiently near to bear out the somewhat vague statement of Jud. iv. 6. Nor is it unnecessary to remember that Sennacherib actually endured a siege of two months from Tijazar Pasha without yielding, and that on a subsequent occasion it was only taken after a three or four months' investment, by a force very much out of proportion to the size of the place (Rob. ii. 313). G.

BETH-ZACHARIAS. [Bath-Za-cha-lias.]

BETH-ZUR (בֶּתוּז [house of rock]; בֶּתּוּז, בֶּתוּצָר; Bathurgoa, Bätturgoa, etc.; Bethzur, Bethzur, and in Macr. Bēthzer). a town in the mountains of Judah, named between Halhul and Gedor (Josh. xv. 58). As far as any interpretation can, in their present imperfect state, be put on the genealogical lists of 1 Chr. ii. 42-49, Beth-zur would appear from ver. 45 to have been founded by the people of Maon, which again had derived its origin from Hebron (see Num. xxvi. 31). Thus the question may be, "Is Beth-zur a "built," i.e. probably fortified—by Hezroben, with other towns of Judah, for the defense of his new kingdom (2 Chr. xi. 7). After the Captivity the people of Beth-zur assisted Nebuchadnezzar in the rebuilding of the wall of Jerusalem (Neh. iii. 16); the place had a "ruler" (בֶּתוּז), and the peculiar word Pelee (בֶּתוּז) is employed to denote a district or circle attached to it, and to some other of the cities mentioned here. [Topographical Terms.]

In the wars of the Macaebeans, Beth-zur or Beth- sura played an important part. It was fortified by Judas and his brethren that "the people might have a defense against Idumaea," and they succeeded in making it "very strong and not to be taken without great difficulty" (Jos. Ant. xii. § 5); so much so, that it was able to resist for a length of time the attacks of Simon Macaeus (i. 65) and of Lydias (2 Macc. iv. 5), the garrison having in the former case capitulated. Before Beth-zur took place one of the earliest victories of Judas over Lydias (1 Macc. iv. 29), and it was in an attempt to relieve it when besieged by Antiochus Epiphan, that he was defeated in the pass between Beth-zur and Bath-zacharias, and his brother Eleazar killed by one of the elephants of the king's army (1 Macc. vi. 13-19). The recovery of the site of Beth-zur, under the almost identical name of Bet-sir, by Wulcott and Robinson (i. 216, note: § 277), explains its impregnable, and also the reason for the choice of its position, since it commands the road from Beer-sheba and Hebron, which has always been the main approach to Jerusalem from the south.

A short distance from the Tell, on which are strewn the remains of the town, is a spring, "Ain Dafinthurah, which in the days of Jerome, and later, was regarded as the scene of the baptism of the Eunuch by Philip. The probability of this is elsewhere examined (Gaza); in the mean time it may be noticed that Bet-sir is not near the road to Gaza (Acts viii. 26), which runs much more to the northwest. [Bethsheba.] G.
BETOLIUS

• It shows how wonderfully the oldest names of the Bible have been preserved and transmitted to us that we find Halhul, Beth-zur and Gedor grouped together in Josh. xv. 58, and the same places represented on the modern map as Halhul, Beth-sir, and Jocder in the immediate vicinity of each other. (See Rob. Bibl. Res. iii. 277, and Wilson’s Lewis of the Bible, p. 385.) Enaeusius makes Beth-zur correctly 160 stadia or 20 Roman miles from Jerusalem; but in 2 Macc. xi. 5 it is said to be 5 stadia. Roland (Palestine, p. 65) calls the latter a mistake, which it certainly is. Some of the codices show attempts at correction. Grimm suggests (Exeg. Hund. zu den Apokryph. iv. 169) that the Maccabean writer confounded Beth-zur in the mountains of Judah with another place of the same or a similar name near Jerusalem, probably the present Moulhadian village Bet Sabur, half an hour from the city, which Tobler visited (Denkblatter aus Jerusalem, p. 616). The recovery of Beth-zur is due to Dr. Wolcott (Bibl. Scona, 1843, p. 56), formerly a missionary in Palestine.

It is impossible to say whether Philip baptized the eunuch here, because we are left in doubt as to the road by which the eunuch travelled from Jerusalem to Gaza. That carriages could pass there, and that it was one of the ways of making the journey between these places, cannot well be questioned. See Struven in Plozinien in Herzog’s Real-Encycl., xv. 161. Travellers have noticed the traces of a paved road near Beth-zur (Rob. Later Res. iii. 277) and the “vestiges of an ancient carriage road all along, from Jerusalem to Hebron” (Wilson, Landes of the Bible, i. 381). Stanley (Notices of Localities, p. 189) speaks of a Roman milestone there, as well as of the paved way. The veneration of early times, in the belief of this tradition (Jerome, Commen. s. v.), reared a chapel on the spot, the ruins of which are still to be seen. Naumer has discussed this question at some length (Anhang, iv.) in his Palestine, p. 449, and decides for Beth-zur as the probable scene of the baptism. Robinson proposes Wady-el-Husy, in the plain near Tell-el-Husy, since he thinks the party must have been near Gaza at the time (Bibl. Res. ii. 641). There is an interesting itinerary of a journey which Dr. Barclay (City of the Great King, pp. 571-578, 1st ed., London) made from Jerusalem to Gaza by way of Hebron, with special reference to this investigation. He heard of a place (Moyat es-Sid) in the same Wady Husy, which he would regard as the ḥūdār of which he was in quest. See further under GAZA.

H.

BETOLIUS (Bētolw; [Aiv. Bētolw; Adj. Bētolw]). 1 Esdr. v. 21. [BETHHEL.]

BETOMESOTHAM (Betomesosam [Vat. Basarmosam, Sinai, om.]) and BETOMAS- THEM (Batomesathem [Sin. Barmosanov: Συν. Betomesathem; Vulg. omits], a town “over against Edrom”, being the plain that is near Betham, Jud. iv. 6, x. 4), and which from the manner of its mention would seem to have been of equal importance with Betham itself. No attempt to identify either Betomesotham or Betham has been hitherto successful. [BETHULLA; BETHAM.]

G.

BETONIM (Bētonim [Vat. Beutonim; Alex. Botanuim]: Betoim), a town in the inheritance of the children of Gad, apparently on their northern boundary (Josh. xiii. 26). The word, somewhat differently pointed, occurs in Gen. xliii. 11, A. V. “nuts.” It is probably related to the modern Arabic word Buteim, Pistacia terebenth. G.

BETROTHING. [Marriage.]

BETOLIUS. [BETOLIUS.]

BEZAI (Bēzai [victory, or conqueror]; Basor, Bezeth, Byrith, [etc.: Bezeti], “Children of Beza,” to the number of 323, returned from captivity with Zerubbabel (Ezr. ii. 17; Neh. vii. 23). The name occurs again among those who sealed the covenant (Neh. x. 18). [BASSA.]

BEZAI/EBEL (Bēzai/ebel; Bezai/Bezel: Besele). 1. The architect to whom was confided by Jehovah the design and execution of the works of art required for the tabernacle in the wilderness (Ex. xxxi. 1-6). His charge was chiefly in all works of metal, wood, and stone. Bezelah being associated with him for the textile fabrics: but it is plain from the terms in which the two are mentioned (xxvii. 1, 2, xxviii. 22), as well as from the enumeration of the works in Bezael’s name in xxvii. and xxviii., that he was the chief of the two, and master of Aholiah’s department as well as his own. Bezelah was of the tribe of Judah, the son of Uri the son of Hur (or Chor). Hur was the offspring of the marriage of Caleb (one of the chiefs of the great family of Pharez) with Ephrath (1 Chr. ii. 19, 50), and one of his sons, or descendants (comp. Ruth iv. 29) was Salma, or Salmon, who is handed down under the title of “father of Bethlehem”: and who, as the actual father of Boaz, was the direct progenitor of king David (1 Chr. ii. 51, 54; Ruth iv. 21). [BETHELHEM; HUR.]

2. [Vat. Alex. Bezaelka]. One of the sons of Palaiah-moab who had taken a foreign wife, Ezr. x. 30.

BEZAI (Bēzai; Bezae: Beze): the name of two apparently distinct places in Palestine.

1. The residence of ADONI-BEZAI, i. e. the “lord of Bezae” (Judg. i. 5); in the “lot (Bēzai)” of Judah (verse 3), and inhabited by Canaanites and Perizzites (verse 4). This must have been a distinct place from —

2. [Vat. Abze for ev Bezek]. Where Saul numbered the forces of Israel and Judah before going to the relief of Jabesh-Gilead (1 Sam. xi. 8). From the terms of the narrative this cannot have been more than a day’s march from Jabesh; and was therefore doubtless somewhere in the centre of the country, near the Jordan valley. In accordance with this the mention in the Onomasticon of two places of this name seventeen miles from Nepopolis (Shechem), on the road to Beth-shean. The LXX. inserts ev Bēzai after the name, possibly alluding to some “high place” at which this solemn muster took place. This Josephus gives as Bālid (Ant. xvi. 3, § 5).

No identification of either place has been made in modern times.

* With reference to the first of these places, Cassel (Richter u. Ruth, pp. 5-7) argues that Bezek was not a city but a tract of country or district. Among his reasons are, that a battle resulting in
the slaughter of 10,000 (Judg. i. 5) indicates a wider field than a single town; that two battles were fought in Bezek (vers. 4, 5), the second evidently after a change of position; that a city in Judah so important as this could hardly fail to be mentioned on other occasions; and that the name (finding an analogy between קַרְבָּן and קַרְבָּן) points to a desolate region with a chalky soil or limestone cliffs, reflecting strongly the glare of the sun-light. This desert of Bezek (with which is to the origin of the name he compares the well-known Bezerah in North Africa) he thinks lay between the west side of the Dead Sea and the region of Tekoa, which answers so well to the above description (Ritter's Erkund. xvi. 653), and, further, lay on the line of march of Judah and Simeon if they broke up their camp in this expedition from Gilgal. Some of the reasons have weight, but the more probable exegesis recognizes but one battle, and the proposed etymology, or certainly this application of it, is at least precautions. That Bezek, at all events, was not far from Jerusalem, appears from the fact that the conquerors went thither immediately after their victory in that place.

II. BEZER [or] in the Wilderness (בֵּרֶזֶר) בֵּרֶזֶר הִנְּהַ יִשְׂרָאֵל: Bezer in solitudo, a city of the Reubenites, with "suburbs," in the Midian or deserts, set apart by Moses as one of the three cities of refuge on the east of the Jordan, and allotted to the Manassehites. (Deut. iv. 43; Josh. x. 8, xii. 61; 1 Chr. vii. 78). In the two last passages the exact specification, בֵּרֶזֶר הִנְּהַ יִשְׂרָאֵל, of the other two is omitted, but traces of its former presence in the text in Josh. xii. 36 are furnished us by the reading of the LXX. and Vulg. — הָעָבִר בֵּרֶזֶר הִנְּהַ יִשְׂרָאֵל, the latter being treated as a proper name, with the article prefixed, Bezer in solitude, a city of the Midianites. Bezer may be the Bezer of the books of Macra- boses. [Bezer.] G.

BEZER (בּּרֶזֶר) [or, metal] Bezar: [Vat. corrapt.] Alex. Bezaroph: Bezer, son of Zophah, one of the heads of the house of Asher. (1 Chr. vii. 37).

BEZETH (בֵּזֶת: [Sin. בֵּתֶז; Bab. Bezeth] Bethze- con), a place at which Ezechias encamped after leaving Jerusalem, and where there was a "great pit" (לְוִית הַגָּדוֹל) in 1 Mac. vii. 19. By Josephus (Ant. xii. 10, § 2) the name is given as "the village Bethzecath." (כְּפָאָה בֵּתְזֶה בְּחַלָּתָה), which recalls the name applied to the Mount of Olives in the early Syriac recension of the N. T. published by Mr. Curzon — Beth-Zith [rarely mentioned in the N. T.] in Can. Antiq. iii. 17, where the article is Simpson's MS. in 1 Mac. vii. 19). The name may thus refer either to the main body of the Mount of Olives, or to that branch of it to the north of Jerusalem, which at a later period was called Bezaeth. G.

BIKATAS (בֵּיקָטָא: Alex. Bikataes; [M. Bikates; Plut. Phlebinus], 1 Esdr. ix. 18. [Πηλείας].)

BIBLE (בִּבְלִי, LXX. : Biblios, Vulg.) — I. The application of this word, כָּרַת יִשְׂרָאֵל, to the collected books of the Old and New Testament is not to be traced further back than the 5th century. The terms which the writers of the New Testament use of the Scriptures of the Old are יִשְׂרָאֵל (2 Tim. iii. 15; 1 Pet. iii. 3), יְהֹוָה יִשְׂרָאֵל (2 Tim. iii. 15; Rev. xx. 2, v. 1), but with no distinctive meaning; nor does the use of יִשְׂרָאֵל בֵּית בִּבְלִי for the Hagiography in the preface to Ecclesiastes, or of בֵּית בִּבְלִי in Josephus (Ant. i. 6, § 2), indicate anything as to the use of יִשְׂרָאֵל בֵּית בִּבְלִי alone as synonymous with יִשְׂרָאֵל. The word employed by early Christian writers were naturally derived from the language of the New Testament, and the old terms, with epithets like מֵיתָא, מַלָּא, and the like continued to be used by the Greek fathers, as the equivalent "Scriptura" was by the Latin. The use of יִשְׂרָאֵל בֵּית בִּבְלִי in 2 Cor. iii. 14, for the law as real in the synagogues, and the prominence given in the Epistle to the Hebrews (vii. 23), viii. 6, ix. 15) to the contrast between the יִשְׂרָאֵל and the מַלָּא, led gradually to the exclusion of the former to include also the books of the Jewish Scriptures, and to the application of the latter, as of the former, to a book or collection of books. Of the Latin equivalents which were adopted by different writers (Inventarium, Testamentum), the latter met with the most general acceptance, and percutuated itself in the languages of modern Europe. One passage in Tertullian (adv. Marc. iv. 1)illustrates the growing popularity of the word in later Christian writings, recalling "instrumenta vel quid magis in usu est dicere, testamentum." The word was naturally used by Greek writers in speaking of the parts of these two collections. They enumerate (e. g. Athan. Synop. Sac. Script.) יִשְׂרָאֵל בֵּית בִּבְלִי of the Old and New Testament; and as these were contrasted with the apocryphal books circulated by heretics, there was a natural tendency to the appropriation of the word as limited by the article to the whole collection of the canonical Scriptures. In Chrysostom (Hom. in Gen., Hom. ix. in Col.) it is thus applied in a way which shows this use to have already become familiar to those to whom he wrote. The liturgical use of the Scriptures, as the worship of the Church began to be formalized, would naturally favor this application. The MSS. from which they were read would be emphatically the books of the Church, and the monasteries, and as this use of the word was established in the East, it was natural that it should pass gradually to the Western Church. The terminology of that Church bears witness throughout (e. g. Episcoples, Presbyter, Diocesan, Liturgia, Liturgia, Monachus, Abas, and others) to its Greek origin, and the history of the word Biblios has followed the analogy of those that have been referred to. Here too there was less risk of its being used in any other than the higher meaning, because it had not, in spite of the introduction even in classical Latinity of bibliotheca, bibliopola, taken the place of librarii or libraris, in the common speech of men.

It is, however, worthy of note, as bearing on the history of the word in our own language, and on that of its reception in the Western Church, that "Bible" is not found in Anglo-Saxon literature, although biblia is given by Old English-Sax., as used in the same sense as the corresponding word in medieval Latin for the Scriptures as the great treasure-house of books (Du Canu and Addis, in loc.). If we derive from our mother-tongue the singularly happy equivalent of the Greek εὐαγγέλια, we have received the word which stands on an equal eminence with Gospel as one of the later importations consequent on the Norman Conquest and fuller intercourse with the Continent.
When the English which grew out of this union first appears in literature, the word is already naturalized in R. Brunne (p. 240), Pier Ploughman (1916, 4271), and Chaucer (p. 437), it appears in its distinctive sense, though the latter, in at least one passage (House of Fame, book iii.) uses it in a way which indicates that it was not always limited to that meaning. However, the higher use prevailed to the exclusion of any lower; and the choice of it, rather than of any of its synonyms by the great translators of the Scriptures, Wycliffe, Luthcr, Coverdale, fixed it beyond all possibility of a change. The transformation of the word from a plural into a singular noun in all the modern languages of Europe, though originating probably in the solennisms of the Latin of the 13th century (Du Cange, in loc. Biblia), has made it either than it would otherwise have been, for its high office as the title of that which, by virtue of its unity and plan, is emphatically The Book.

II. The history of the growth of the collections known as the Old and New Testament respectively, will be found fully under Canon. It falls within the scope of the present article to indicate in what way and by what steps the two came to be looked on as of co-equal authority, and therefore as parts of one whole — how, i. e. the idea of a completed Bible, even before the word came into use, presented itself to the minds of men. As regards a large portion of the writings of the New Testament, it is not too much to say that they claim an authority not lower, may even higher than the Old. That which has not been revealed to the "prophets" of the Old dispensation is revealed to the prophets of the New (Eph. iii. 5). The Apostles write as having authority (1 Cor. x. 3); their teaching is recognized, and they show with what feelings individual writings were regarded. They prepared the way for the acceptance of the whole body of N. T. writings, as soon as the Canon is completed, as on a level with those of the Old. A little further on and the recognition is complete. The propheticus of Antioch (ypo Autob. Lie. iii.) Irenicus (In. H. p. 25, ii. 1), Clement of Alexandria (Strom. lib. iii. c. 19, v. c. 8), Tertullian (In. Prose. c. 13, 30), all speak of the New Testament writings (what writings they included under this title is of course a distinct question) as making up with the Old, ad gravis (Cmm. Al. c. 3), "totum instrumentum urbisque testamenti" (Tert. c. 1), "universe scripture."* As this was in part a consequence of the liturgical usage referred to, so it reacted on it, and influenced the transcribers and translators of the books which were needed for the instruction of the Church. The Syrian Peshito in the 3d, and at the close of the 2d century, included (with the omission of some of the οὐκ έπηκοινωνα the New Testament as well as the Old. The Alexandrian Codex, presenting in the fullest sense of the word a complete Bible, may be taken as the representative of the full maturity of the feeling which we have seen in its earlier developments.

III. The existence of a collection of sacred books recognized as authoritative leads naturally to a more or less systematic arrangement. The arrangement must rest upon some principle of classification. The names given to the several books will indicate in some instances the view taken of their contents, in others the kind of notation applied both to the greater and smaller divisions of the sacred volumes.

The existence of a classification analogous to that adopted by the later Jews and still retained in the printed Hebrew Bibles, is indicated even before the completion of the Old T. of the Canon (Zechariah xii. 12). When the Canon was looked on as settled, in the period covered by the books of the Apocrypha, it took a more definite form. The Prologue to Ecclesiasticus mentions "the Law and the Prophets and the other Books." In the N. T. there is the same kind of recognition. "The Law and the Prophets" is the shorter (Matt. xi. 25, xiii. 49; Acts xi. 15, i.e.); "the Law, the Prophets, and the Psalms" (Luke xxiv. 44), the fuller statement of the division popularly recognized. The arrangement of the books of the Hebrew text under these three heads, requires, however, a further notice.

1. The Torah, תור ו, νόμος, naturally continued to occupy the position which it must have held from the first as the most ancient and authoritative portion. Whatever questions may be raised as to the antiquity of the whole Pentateuch in its present form, the existence of a book bearing this title is traceable to a very early period in the history of the Israelites (Josh. i. 8, viii. 34, xiviv. 29). The name which must at first have attached to those portions of the whole book was applied to the earlier and contemporaneous history connected with the giving of the Law, and ascribed to the same writer. The marked distinctness of the five por-
the Hebrew titles were adopted without change, except as to the 4th, in the Latin versions, and from them have descended to the Bibles of modern Christians.

2. The next group presents a more singular combination. The arrangement stands as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Nebiim} & \quad \text{Prophetes} \\
\text{Joshua} & \quad \text{Deut.} \\
\text{Judges} & \quad \text{Josh.} \\
\text{1 & 2 Samuel} & \quad \text{Jeron.} \\
\text{1 & 2 Kings} & \quad \text{Ezekiel.}
\end{align*}
\]

— the Hebrew titles of these books corresponding to those of the English Bibles.

The grounds on which books simply historical were classed under the same name as those which contained the teaching of prophets, in the stricter sense of the word, are not at first sight obvious, but the O. T. presents some facts which may suggest an explanation. The "sons of the prophets" (1 Sam. x. 5; 2 K. v. 22, vi. 1) living together as a society, almost as a caste (Am. vii. 14), trained to a religious life, cultivating sacred minstrelry, must have occupied a position as instructors of the people, even in the absence of the special calling which sent them as God's messengers to the people. A body of men so placed became naturally, unless intellectual activity is absorbed in asceticism, historians and annalists. The references in the historical books of the O. T. show that they actually were so. Nathan the prophet, Gad, the seer of David (1 Chr. xxiv. 29), Abijah and Iddo (2 Chr. ix. 25), Ithiel (2 Chr. xxvi. 22, xxvii. 29), are cited as chronicles. The greater antiquity of the earlier historical books, and perhaps the traditional belief that they had originated in this way, were likely to cooperate in raising them to a high place of honor in the arrangement of the Jewish Canon, and so they were booked on as having the prophetic character which was denied to the historical books of the Hagiographa. The greater extent of the prophecies of Ithiel, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, no less than the prominent position which they occupied in the history of Israel, led naturally to their being recognized as the Prophetes Majores. The exclusion of Daniel from this subdivision is a more remarkable fact, and one which has been differently interpreted; the Rationalistic school of later criticism (Eichhorn, Be Wette, Bertholdt) seeing in it an indication of later date, and therefore of doubtful authenticity, the orthodox school on the other hand, as represented by Hengstenberg (Didasc. on Dan., ch. ii. § 4. and v.), maintaining that the difference rested only on the ground that, though the utterer of predictions, he had not exercised, as the others had done, a prophet's office among the people. Whatever may have been its origin, the position of this book in the Hagiographa led the later Jews to think and speak slightly of it, and Christians who reasoned with them out of its predictions were met by remarks disparaging to its authority (Hengstenberg, l. c.). The arrangement of the Prophetes Minorres does not call for special notice, except so far as they were counted, in order to bring the whole list of canonical books within a memorial number answering to that of the letters in the Hebrew alphabet, as a single volume, and described as τὸ δβερς-

3. In like order came the group known as Ἰστορία, μετακικτημένον from μετάς to write), ἱστορία, ἱστορία, including the remaining books of the Hebrew Canon, arranged in the following order, and with subordinate divisions:

(a) Psalms, Proverbs, Job.
(b) The Song of Songs, Ruth, Lamentations, Ecclesiastes, Esther.
(c) Daniel, Ezra, Nehemiah, 1 and 2 Chronicles.

Of these, (a) was distinguished by the memorial word μετακικτημένον, truth, formed from the initial letters of the three books; (b) as τῶν μετακικτημένων, the five rolls, as being written for use in the synagogue on special festivals on five separate rolls.

Of the Hebrew titles of these books, those which are descriptive of their contents are μετακικτημένον, the Psalms, τῶν μετακικτημένων, Proverbs, μετακικτημένον, Lamentations (from the opening word of wailing in i. 1). The Song of Songs (τῶν μετακικτημένων), Ecclesiastes (τῶν μετακικτημένων), the Preacher). 1 and 2 Chronicles (τῶν μετακικτημένων, words of days or records).

The Septuagint translation presents the following titles, — Ἱστορία, Παραμενώντας, Θρησκοῦντας, Ἐκκλησιαστικὰ, Παραλείποντα (i.e., things omitted, as being supplementary to the Books of Kings). The Latin version imports some of the titles, and translates others, Psalms, Proverbs, Threni, Testamentum Canticorum, Ecclesiastes, Paralipomenon; and these in their translated form have determined the received titles of the books in our English Bibles: Ecclesiastes, in which the Greek title is retained, and Chronicles, in which the Hebrew and not the Greek title is translated, being exceptions.

The LXX. presents, however, some striking variations in point of arrangement as well as in relation to the names of books. Both in this and in the insertion of the ἑπίκειανα, which we now know as the Apocrypha, among the other books, we trace the absence of that strong reverence for the Canon and its traditional order which distinguished the Jews of Palestine. The Law, it is true, stands first, but the distinction between the greater and lesser prophets, between the Prophets and the Hagiographa is no longer recognized. Daniel, with the Apocryphal additions, follows upon Ezekiel: the Apocryphal 1st or 3d Book of Esdras.
The con. as a 24 following on the Canonical Extra. a Tobit and Judith are placed after Nehemiah, Wis- dom (2 Sam 11:24) and Ecclesiastes (2 Sam 11:26) after Canticles, Baruch before and the Epistle of Jerniath after Dieu was the Boke of the Lesser Prophets before the four Greater, and the two [three or four] Books of Maccabees come at the close of all. The Latin version follows nearly the same order, inverting the relative position of the greater and lesser prophets. The separation of the double books under the title of Apocrypha in the Protestant versions of the Scriptures, left the others in the order in which we now have them.

1st. The order of the Books of the New Testament presents some variations, not without interest, as indicating differences of feeling or modes of thought. The four Gospels and the Acts of the Apostles uniformly stand first. They are so far to the New what the Pentateuch was to the Old Testament. They do not present however in themselves, as the books of Moses did, any order of succession. The actual order does not depend upon the order given by Jerome, the former editor of the Vulgate, in which they are assigned. The two not written by Apostles are preceded and followed by those which are, and it seems as if the true explanation were to be found in a traditional belief as to the dates of the several Gospels, according to which St. Matthew's, whether in its Greek or Hebrew form, was the earliest, and St. John the latest. The arrangement once adopted would naturally confirm the belief, and so we find it assumed by [the Muratorian Canon,] Irenaus, Origen, Augustine. [The other hand, the Codex Boe; (D) and the best MSS. of the Old Latin version have the following order: Matt., John, Luke, Mark. — A.] The position of the Acts as an intermediate book, the sequel to the Gospels, the prelude to the Epistles, was obviously a natural one. After this we meet with some striking differences. The order in the Alexandrian, Vatican, and Ephraem MSS. (A B C) gives precedence to the Catholic Epistles, and as this is also recognized by the Council of Laodicea (Can. 60), Cyril of Jerusalem (Ctchch. iv. p. 35), and Athanasius (Epist. Fest. ed. Bened. i. p. 961), it would appear to have been characteristic of the Eastern Churches. Lachmann, who bases his recension of the text chiefly on this family of MSS., has reproduced the arrangement in his editions. [So has Tischendorf; and this is the arrangement found in a great majority of the manuscripts. In the Codex Sinaiticus and in four other MSS. the Pauline Epistles precede the Acts. — A.] The Western Church on the other hand, as represented by Jerome, Augustine, and their successors, has preserved the original position of the Pauline Epistles, and as the order in which these were given presents (1) those addressed to Churches arranged according to their relative importance, (2) those addressed to individuals, the foremost place was naturally occupied by the Epistle to the Romans.

The tendency of the Western Church to recognize Rome as its centre of authority may perhaps in part account for this departure from the custom of the East. The order of the Pauline Epistles them- selves, however, seems to be the same, and the only conspicuously different arrangement was that of Marcion, who aimed at a chronological order. In the three MSS. above referred to [and in the Codex Sinaiticus] the Epistle to the Hebrews comes after 2 Thessalonians. [In the manuscript from which the Vatican (B) was copied, it stood between Galatians and Ephesians. This is shown by the numbering of the sections in the Vat. MS. of A.] In those from which our Codex B is derived, it is introduced in the English Bible and the Textus Receptus, after Phil- lemon. We are left to conjecture the grounds of this difference. Possibly the absence of St. Paul's name, possibly the doubts which existed as to his being the sole author of it, possibly its approxima- tion to the character of the Catholic Epistles may have determined the arrangement. The Apocalypse, as might be expected from the peculiar character of its contents, occupied a position by itself. Its comparatively late recognition may have determined the position which it has uniformly held as the last of the Sacred Books. b

IV. Division into Chapters and Verses. As soon as any break is made in the continuous writing which has characterized in nearly all countries the early stages of the art, we get the germs of a sys- tem of division. But these divisions may be used for two distinct purposes. So far as they are used to exhibit the logical relations of words, clauses and sentences to each other, they tend to a recognized punctuation. So far as they are used for greater convenience of reference, or as a help to the memory, they answer to the chapters and verses of our modern Bibles. The question now to be answered is that which asks what systems of notation of the latter kind have been employed at different times by transcribers of the Old and New Testament, and to whom we owe the system now in use.

a * The Apocryphal 1st Book of Esdras, certainly in the principal MSS. and editions of the LXX., and prob- ably in all, precedes the canonical Ezra. The Vatican, Alexandrine, and Sinaitic (Praed-Aug.) MSS. of the Septuagint, with the Aldine edition, unite the Books of Ezra and Nehemiah in one as 24 Esdras. The state- ments in the text in regard to the order of the books in the Septuagint require great modification; for the MSS. and editions differ widely in this respect; and the Roman edition of the LXX. (1557), deviates mate- rially in the arrangement of the books from the Vatican manuscript, which it has been popularly supposed to represent. In the Vat. MS. the whole series of the poetical books intervenes between Nehemiah and Esther, which is followed by Judith, Tobit, and the Lesser and Greater Prophets, including Daniel. In the Alex. MS. the twelve Minor Prophets immediately follow Chronic- les; then come the Greater Prophets, ending with Daniel; then Esther, Tobit, Judith, I Esdras, Ezra and Nehemiah as 24 Esdras, and the four Books of Macc- abees. These are followed by the poetical books. In the codex Sinaiticus 1st and 4th Maccabees come after Judith; then follow the Prophets, the greater preced- ing the lesser, contrary to the order in the Vat. and Alex MSS.; and last of all come the poetical books, Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs, Wisdom of Sol- omon, Ecclesiasticus, Job. In respect to the position of the Book of Job, the Vatican and the Alexandrine manuscripts differ both from the Sinaitic and from each other, the former placing it after Canticles, the latter after Psalms. See Tischendorf's Proleg. to his 3d edition of the LXX. (1899), pp. xxiv., xxx., xxxvi.

(1.) The Hebrew of the Old Testament. It is hardly possible to conceive of the liturgical use of the books of the Old Testament, without some kind of recognized division. In proportion as the books were studied and commented on in the schools of the Rabbis, the division would become more technical and complete, and hence the existing notation, which is recognized in the Talmud (the Gemara ascribing it to Moses, — Hupfeld, *Stud. und Krit.* 1849, p. 827), may probably have originated in the earlier stages of the growth of the synagogal ritual. The New Testament quotations from the Old are for the most part cited without any more specific reference than to the book from which they come. The references however in Mark xii. 29 and Luke xx. 37 (καὶ τὸς ἑαυτοῦ ἥρωαν), Rom. xi. 2 (καὶ Ἡαγνίκ), and Acts viii. 32 (οἱ περὶ ὑμᾶς τὸς γαμαυνόμενος), indicate a division which had become familiar, and show that some at least of the sections were known under titles taken from their subjects. In like manner the existence of a cycle of lessons is indicated by Luke iv. 17; Acts xiii. 15, xv. 21; 2 Cor. iii. 14; and this, whether identical with the later Rabbinic cycle, must have involved an arrangement analogous to that subsequently adopted.

The Talmudic division is on the following plan. The law was in the first instance divided into fifty-four פֶּרֶשְׂוֹת (Parshioth or Parshahs), so as to provide a lesson for each Sabbath in the Jewish intercalary year, provision being made for the shorter year by the combination of two of the shorter sections. Coexisting with this there was a subdivision into lesser Parshioth, which served to determine the portions of the sections taken by the several readers in the synagogues. The lesser Parshioth themselves were classed under two heads — the Open פֶּרֶשְׂוֹת (Parshoth) which served to indicate a change of subject analogous to that between two paragraphs in modern writing, and began accordingly a fresh line in the MS., and the שֵׁלֶט (Sheleth, Se'udoth), which corresponded to minor divisions, and were marked only by a space within the line. The initial letters ה or ה served as a notation, in the margin or in the text itself, for the two kinds of sections. The threefold initial י or י, was used when the commencement of one of the Parshioth coincided with that of a Sabbath lesson (comp. Kell, *Einleitung in das A. T.* §§ 170, 171).

A different terminology was employed for the Prophetic Priores and Postiores, and the division was less uniform. The tradition of the Jews that the Prophets were first read in the service of the synagogue, and consequently divided into sections, because the reading of the Law had been forbidden by Antiochus Epiphanes, rests upon a very slight foundation, but its existence is at any rate a proof that the Law was believed to have been systematically divided before the same process was applied to the other books. The name of the sections in this case was פֶּרֶשְׂוֹת (Parshioth, from פְּרֵשׁ, diminutive). If the name were applied in this way because the lessons from the Prophets came at the close of the synagogue service, and so were followed by the dismissal of the people (Vitrina de Synag. ii. 2, 20), its history would present a singular analogy to that of "Mass," on the assumption that it also was derived from the "He, missa est," by which the congregation was informed of the conclusion of the earlier portion of the service of the Church. The peculiar use of מן in the phrase after its appearance in the Latin of ecclesiastical writers in a sense different to that of Haphtaroth (p. Missas de Prophetâ Essaiâ facite," Cassianus Archid. and Aurelian in Binding, *Ant.* xiii. 1) presents at least a singular coincidence. The Haphtaroth themselves were intended to correspond with the larger Parshioth of the Law, so that there might be a distinct lesson for each Sabbath in the intercalary year as before; but the traditions of the German and the Spanish Jews, both of them of great antiquity, preserved considerable diversity in the length of the divisions, and show that they had never been determined by the same authority as that which had settled the Parshioth of the Law (Van der Hoecht, *Præf. in Bib.* § 55). Of the traditional divisions of the Hebrew Bible, however, that which has exercised most influence in the received arrangement of the text, was the subdivision of the larger sections into verses (תַּנִין, Pesakin). These do not appear to have been used till the post-Talmudic recension of the text by the Masoretes of the 9th century. They were then applied, first to the prose and afterwards to the poetical books of the Hebrew Scriptures, superseding in the latter the arrangement of στιγμα, καλα, κακατρα, lines and groups of lines, which had been based upon metreical considerations. The verses of the Masoritic divisions were preserved with comparatively slight variations through the middle ages, and came to the knowledge of translators and editors when the attention of European scholars was directed to the study of Hebrew. In the Hebrew MSS., the notation had been simply marked by the ספ hutši, at the end of each verse; and in the earlier printed Hebrew Bibles (Sabinetta's, 1557, and Plantin's, 1566) the Hebrew numerals which guide the reader in referring, are attached to every fifth verse only. The Concordance of Rabbi Nathan, 1450, however, had rested on the application of a numeral to each verse, and this was adopted by the Dominican Pagninus in his Latin version, 1528, and carried throughout the whole of the Old and New Testament, coinciding substantially, as regards the former, with the Masorete, and the latter with the modern division, but differing materially as to the New Testament from that which was adopted by Robert Stephens (cf. infra) and through his widely circulated editions passed into general reception. The chief facts that remain to be stated as to the verse divisions of the Old Testament are, (1) that it was adopted by Stephens in his edition of the Vulgate, 1555, and by Frohlin in that of 1556; (2) that it appeared, for the first time in an English translation, in the Geneva Bible of 1560, and was thence transferred to the Bishops' Bible of 1568, and the Authorized Version of 1611. In Coverdale's Bible we meet with the older notation, which was in familiar use for other books, and retained in some instances (e. g. in references to Plato), to the present times. The letters A B C D are placed at equal distances in the margin of each page, and the reference is made to the page (or, in the case of Scripture, to the chapter) and the letter according.

The Septuagint translation, together with the Latin versions based upon it, have contributed little or nothing to the received division of the Bible.
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Made at a time when the Rabbinic subdivisions were not enforced, hardly perhaps existing, and not used in the worship of the synagogue, there was no reason for the scrupulous care which showed itself in regard to the Hebrew text. The language of Tertullian (Sorc. ii.) and Jerome (in Mic. vi. 9; Zeph. iii. 4) implies the existence of "canitula" of some sort: but the word does not appear to have been used in any more definite sense than "locus" or "passage." The liturgical use of portions of the Old Testament would lead to the employment of some notation to distinguish the 
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"transformed" or "lecciones," and individual students or transcribers might adopt a system of reference of their own: but we find nothing corresponding to the fully organized notation which originated with the Talmudists or Masoretes. It is possible indeed that the general use of Lectionaria—in which the portions read in the Church services were written separately—may have hindered the development of such a system. Whatever traces of it we find are accordingly scanty and fluctuating. The stichometric mode of writing (i.e. the division of the text into short lines, generally with very little regard to the sense) adopted in the 4th or 5th centuries (see Prolegomena, to Breitinger's Septuagint, i. § 6), though it may have facilitated reference, or been used as a guide to the reader in the half-chant commonly used in liturgical services, was too arbitrary (except where it corresponded to the parallel clauses of the Hebrew poetical books) and inconvenient to be generally adopted. The Alexandrian MS. presents a partial notation of 

kep@x@n, but as regards the Old Testament these are found only in portions of Deuteronomy and Joshua. Traces exist (Coffler, Monum. Eccles. Graec., Breitinger, Prolegom., vii. 422, and Gunnerus, Bibliotheca, and Lovettius, and Latin MSS. present frequently a system of division into "tituli" or "capitula," but without any recognized standards. In the 13th century, however, the development of theology as a science, and the more frequent use of the Scriptures as a text-book for sermons, led to the general adoption of a more systematic division, traditionally ascribed [by some] to Stephen Langton, Archbishop of Canterbury (Trivvet, ed. 182, ed. Ossian), [by others] to Hugh de S. Caro (Gilbert Genebraud, Chronol. l. iv. 644), and passing through his commentary (Postilla in Universa Biblia, and Concordance, circ. 1240) into general use. No other subdivision of the chapters was united with this beyond that indicated by the marginal letters A B C D as described above.

As regards the Old Testament then, the present arrangement grows out of the union of Cardinal Hugo's capitol division and the Masoretic verses. The Apocryphal books, to which of course no Masoretic division was applicable, did not receive a versicular division till the Latin edition of Pagninus in 1528, nor the division now in use till Stephens's edition of the Vulgate in 1555.

(2.) The history of the New Testament presents some additional facts of interest. Here, as in the case of the Old, the system of notation grew out of the necessities of study. The first of the (superscription) gives rise to attempts to exhibit the harmony between them. Of these, the first of which we have any record was the Don castron of Tatian in the 2d century (Eus. H. E. iv. 29). This was followed by a work of like character from Ammonius of Alexandria in the 3d (Eus. Epist. ad Carp. p. 48). The system adopted by Ammonius however, that of attaching to the Gospel of St. Matthew the parallel passages of the other three, and inserting those which were not parallel, destroyed the outward form in which the Gospel history has been recorded, and was practically inconvenient. Nor did their labors have any direct effect on the arrangement of the Greek text, unless we adopt the conjectures of Mill and Wetstein that it is to Ammonius or Tatian that we have to ascribe the marginal notation of kep@x@n marked by A B F D, which are found in the older MSS. The search after a more convenient method of exhibiting the parallels of the Gospels led Euselius of Cæsarea to form the ten Canons (kep@x@n, registers) which bear his name, and in which the sections of the Gospels are classed according as the fact narrated is found in one Evangelist only, or in two or more. In applying this system to the transcription of the Gospels, each of them was divided into shorter sections of variable length, and to each of these were attached two numerals, one indicating the Canon under which it would be found, and the other its place in the Canon. Luke [iii. 21, 22], for example, would represent [constituted] the 13th section belonging to the first Canon [corresponding to the 14th section in Matthew, the 5th in Mark, and the 15th in John,—the first Canon comprising the sections common to the four Gospels]. This division, however, extended only to the books that had come under the study of the Harmonists. The Epistles of St. Paul were first divided in a similar manner by the unknown Bishop to whom Euselius assigns the credit of it (circ. 350), and he himself, at the instigation of Athanasius [the younger], applied the method of division to the Acts and the Catholic Epistles. Andrew, bishop of Cæsarea in Cappadocia, completed the work by dividing the Apocalypse (circ. 500). Of the four great uncial MSS., A [and so the Sinaiæan MSS., but not, according to Tischendorf, a pseuðos manus] presents the Ammonian or Eusebian numerals and canons, C and D the numerals without the canons. B has neither numerals nor canons, but a notation of its own, the chief peculiarity of which is, that the Epistles of St. Paul are treated as a single book, and brought under a continuous capitulation. After passing into disuse and into comparative oblivion, the Eusebian and Ethelbian divisions have recently (since 1827) again become familiar to the English student through Bishop Lloyd's edition of the Greek Testament. [The Eusebian sections and canons also appear in the recent editions of Tischendorf, Wordsworth, and Tregelles.] With the New Testament, however, as with the Old, the division into chapters adopted by Hugh de S. Cher superseded those that had been in use previously, appearing in the early editions of the Vulgate, was transferred to the English Bible by Coverdale in 1535, and the notation of the verses in each chapter naturally followed on the use of the Masoretic verses for the Old Testa-

a Euthalius appears to have derived these division, at least in the Acts, from a MS. written by Pamphilus the martyr (A. D. 300). See Montfaucon, Bib. Citadin. p. 78 f.; Tregelles, Text.Crit. of the N. T. pp. 50.
ment. The superiority of such a division over the universal notion A B C D in the Bible of Cardinal Hugh de St. Cher led men to adopt an analogous system for the New. In the Latin version of Paginus accordingly, there is a versical division, though differing from the one subsequently used in the greater length of its verses. The absence of an authoritative standard like that of the Massoretes, late more scope to the individual discretion of editors or printers, and the activity of the two Stephens caused that which they adopted in their numerous editions of the Greek Testament and Vulgate to be generally received. In the Preface to the Concordance, published by Henry Stephens, 1594, he gives the following account of the origin of this division. His father, he tells us, finding the books of the New Testament already divided into chapters (locuma, or sections), proceeded to a further subdivision into verses. The name versiculi did not commend itself to him. He would have preferred tactamina or sectiones, but the preference of others for the former led him to adopt it. The whole work was accomplished "inter equidam" on his journey from Paris to Lyons. While it was in progress men doubted of its success. No sooner was it known than it met with universal acceptance. The edition in which this division was first adopted was published in 1554, another came from the same press in 1555. It was used for the Vulgate in the Antwerp edition of Hentenius in 1559, for the English version published in Geneva in 1560, and from that time, with slight variations in detail, has been universally recognized. The convenience of such a system for reference is obvious; but it may be questioned whether it has not been purchased by a great sacrifice of the perception by ordinary readers of the true order and connection of the books of the Bible. In some cases the division of chapters separates portions which are very closely united (see e. g. Matt. ix. 38, and x. 1, xix. 30, and xx. 1; Mark ii. 23-28, and iii. 1-5, viii. 38, and ix. 1; Luke xx. 43-47, and xvi. 1-4; Acts vii. 60, and viii. 1; 1 Cor. x. 33, xi. 1; 2 Cor. iv. 18, v. 1, vi. 18, and vii. 1), and throughout gives the impression of a formal division altogether at variance with the continuous flow of narrative or thought which characterized the book as it came from the hand of the writer. The separation of verses in its turn has conducd largely to the habit of building doctrinal systems upon isolated texts. The advantages of the received method are united with those of an arrangement representing the original more faithfully in the structure of the Paragraph Bibles, lately published by different editors, and in the Greek Testaments of Lloyd, Lachmann, and Tischendorf. The student ought, however, to remember in using these that the paragraphs belong to the editor, not to the writer, and are therefore liable to the same casualties rising out of subjective peculiarities, dogmatic bias, and the like, as the chapters of our common Bibles. Practically the risk of such casualties has been reduced almost to a minimum by the care of editors to avoid the errors into which their predecessors have fallen, but the possibility of the evil exists, and should therefore be guarded against by the exercise of an independent judgment.

E. II. P.

* BIBLE, ENGLISH. See VERSION, AUTHORIZED.

BICHTH (בִּכְתָח) [Bach, Gen.;] Bidadak [Vat. Alex.-pes]. Bicheth; first-born, Sim.; youthful, Gesen. First, but perhaps rather son of Beker), ancestor of Sheba (2 Sam. xx. 1 ff.). [Bicheth.]

A. C. H.

BIDKAR (בִּדֶּקַר) [tiberis, Ges.;] Badekak [Vat. Alex.-kaa]; Joseph. Badekès; Badeker, Jehu's captain (2 K. xxii. 19), Joseph. τὸ ταύτης ωραίας γραμμάτων, Ant. ix. 6, § 3), originally his fellow-officer (2 K. ix. 25): who completed the sentence on Jehoram son of Ahab, by casting his body into the field of Naohot after Jehu had transfixed him with an arrow.

BIER. [Bural].

BIGTHA (בִּגְתָה) [Bakia, Vat. hava(g); Alex. corrut: Comp. Bagan: Bagthah], one of the seven "chamberlains" (דְּנַנְנִים, camera) of the harem of Ahasuerus (Esth. i. 10).

BIGTHAN AND BIGTHIANA (בִּגְתָה, בִּגְתִיָּה, בִּגְתִיָּהַ) [Esth. ii. 21, and נַנְנִים, vi. 2: Bagthianah], a eunuch ("chamberlain," A. V.) in the court of Ahasuerus, one of those "who kept the door" (mag. "threshold", בִּקָבָּת הַצֶּמֶח, LXX.), and who conspired with Teresh, one of his coadjutors, against the king's life. The conspiracy was detected by Mordecai, and the eunuchs hanged.

Prideaux (Cor. i. 363) supposes that these officers had been partially superseded by the degradation of Vashti, and sought revenge by the murder of Ahasuerus. This suggestion falls in with that of the Chaldee Va., and of the LXX. which in Esth. ii. 21 interjuxtaposes the words δικασθησαν οι δυο ευόνιμοι του βασιλεως . . . οτι προειρηθη Μαρ- 

bogias. The name is omitted by the LXX. on both occasions. Bigthan is probably derived from the Persian and Sanskrit Bagdah or, "a gift of fortune." (Gesen. s. v.)

F. W. P.

BIGVII [2 syn.] (בֵּגְוִי) [Bayovi, Bayovai, etc.]: Beogni, [Begovin].

1. "Children of Bigvii." 2006 (Neh. 2067) in the name from the Captivity with Zerub- 

babel (Est. ii. 14; Neh. vii. 19), and 72 of them at a later date with Ezra (Est. viii. 14). [Bagoiv; Bagoi.

2. (Beogov, Beogovin). Apparently one of the chiefs of Zerubabel's expedition (Est. ii. 2; Neh. vii. 7), and who afterwards signed the covenant (Neh. x. 16).

BIKATH-AVEN, Am. i. 5, marg. [AVEN 1; CELESTIVLA].

BILDAD (בִּילְדָאָד) [Vat. Alex. Balam, in Job ii. 11, xviii. 13]: Bildah, the second of Job's three friends. He is called "the Shulmite" (יִשְׁלוֹם), which implies both his family and nation. Shulah was the name of a son of Abraham and Keturah, and of an Arab- 

ian tribe sprung from him, when he had been sent eastward by his father. Gesenius (s. v.) supposes it to be "the same as the Zakkai of Ptolemy (v. 15) to the east of Batanea," and therefore to the east of the land of Vz (Shelah). The LXX. strangely enough, renders it δῶν τῶν Ζακχείων τῷ
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from which the sons of Benjamin, Jediael was
descended, as he is not mentioned in Gen. xvi. 21.
| Num. xxvi. 11. But as he was the father of Ehud (ver. 10),
| and Ehud seems, from 1 Chr. vii. 3, to
| have been a son of Bela, Jediael, and con-
| sequently Bilhan, were probably Belahites. The
| occurrence of Bilhan as well as Bela in the tribe
| of Benjamin, names both imported from Edom, is
| remarkable.

A. C. H.

BILSHAN (בִּלְשָן [son of the tongue]):
Balašán [Vat. Barqaq]; Balašán [Alec. Baraqo;
FA. Baraqq;]: Belam, [Belamni]), one of Zerub-
label's companions on his expedition from Babylon:
(Exr. ii. 2; Neh. vii. 7).

BIMHAI (בִּמְתָּה [son of circumcision]:
Bašã; [Vat. 11ašã];]: Chamra), one of the sons of
Japhlet in the line of Asher (1 Chr. vii. 33)

BIN'EA (בִּינֶא [perh. fountain]:
Bavvi; [Vat. Bavvi;]: Bennoi). One of the sons
of Pahath-moab, who had taken a foreign
wife (Exr. x. 30). [BAlNUTS].

3. [Bavvi]: Bennoi.] Another Israelite, of
the sons of Bani, who had also taken a foreign
wife (Exr. x. 38). [Here the A.V. ed. 1611, etc. reads
Bennoi].

4. [Bavvi]: Bennoi.] Altered from Bani in the
Corresponding list in Ezra (Neh. vii. 15).

5. [In Neh. iii. 24, Bard, Vat. Alex. FA. Bavvi;
X. 9, Bavvi]: xii. 8, Bavvi: Benui.] A Levite,
son of Hemadad, who assisted at the reparation
of the wall of Jerusalem, under Nehemiah, Neh.
24. x. 9. He is possibly also the Binni in xii. 8.

BIRDS. [Fowls.]

BIR'SHA (בֵּירְשָׁה [son of wickleness, Ges.]:
Bavā; Berys), king of Gomorrha at the time of
the invasion of Chedorlaomer (Gen. xiv. 2).

* BIRTH. [Children.]

BIRTHDAYS (רָאָה יֵשְׂרָאֵל, Matt. xiv. 6)

Properly יֵשְׂרָאֵל is a birthday feast (and hence
in the early writers the day of a martyr’s com-
memoration), but יֵשְׂרָאֵל seems to be used in
this sense by a Hellenism, for in Herod. iv. 26
it means a day in honor of the dead. It is very
probable that in Matt. xiv. 6 the feast to commemorate
Herod’s accession is intended, for we know that
such feasts were common (especially in Herod’s
family, Joseph. Ant. xx. 11, § 5; Plut. Herod’s Con-
cen-dences, Append. vii.), and were called “the day of
the king” (Hos. vii. 5). The Gemarists distin-
guish expressively between יֵשְׂרָאֵל יְמיִנְיָה יִשְׂרָאֵל and the
ירָאָה יֵשְׂרָאֵל or birthday.
(Lightfoot, Hor. Hebr. ad Matt. xiv. 6.)

The custom of observing birthdays is very an-
cient (Gen. xi. 20; Jer. xx. 15); and in Job i. 4,
we, that Job’s sons “easted every one his day.”
In Persia they were celebrated with peculiar
honors and lavauxs, for the details of which see
meaning. See also Kuntila, 1. 425. There is no reason
for discarding the usual sense in Matt. xiv. 6. H.

* Against this opinion see Meyer (loc. cit.) who says
there is not a single Greek example of γεβεία with this
A
Jerusalem in Acts xv. It is transferred by Paul to Barcaebus to the Gentile churches in their first missionary journey (Acts xiv. 24). The earliest use of ἐπίσκοπος, on the other hand, is in the address of St. Paul to the elders at Miletus (Acts xx. 28), and there it is rather descriptive of functions than given as a title. The earliest epistle in which it is formally used as equivalent to πρεσβυτέρῳ (except on the improbable hypothesis that Timothy belongs to the period following on St. Paul's departure from Ephesus in Acts xx. 1) is that to the Philippian church. In St. Paul's day the time of his first imprisonment at Rome. It was natural, indeed, that this should be the order; that the word derived from the usages of the synagogues of Palestine, every one of which had its superintending elders (ὑπάρχων ἐκ πρεσβυτέρους: comp. Luke vii. 3), should precede that borrowed from the constitution of a Greek state. If the latter was afterwards felt to be the more adequate, it may have been because there was a life in the organization of the Church higher than that of the synagogues, and functions of pastoral superintendence devolving on the elders of the Christian congregation which were unknown to those of the other periods. It had the merit of being descriptive as well as titular: a "nomen officii" as well as a nomen dignitatis that they might be associated, as the other could not be, with the thought of the highest pastoral superintendence—of Christ himself as the παπάς καὶ ἐπίσκοπος (1 Pet. ii. 25).

II. Of the order in which the first elders were appointed, as of the occasion which led to the institution of the office, we have no record. Arguing from the analogy of the Seven in Acts vi. 5, 6, it would seem probable that they were chosen by the members of the Church collectively (possibly to take the place that had been filled by the Seven, comp. Stanley's Aposl. Age, p. 64) and then set apart to their office by the laying on of the Apostles' hands. In the case of Timothy (1 Tim. iv. 14; 2 Tim. i. 6) the πρεσβυτέρῳ, probably the office of the elders at Lystra, had taken part with the apostle in this act of ordination; but here it remains doubtful whether the office to which Timo
ty was appointed was that of the Bishop-Elder or one derived from the special commission with which the two epistles addressed to him show him to have been entrusted. The case of Titus (v. 22) is, on the whole, against our referring the laying on of hands there spoken of to the ordination of elders (comp. Hammond, in loc.), and the same may be said of Heb. vi. 2. The imposition of hands was indeed the outward sign of the communication of all spiritual χαρίσματα, as well as of functions for which χαρίσμαta were required, and its use for the latter (as in 1 Tim. iv. 14; 2 Tim. i. 6) was connected with its instrumentality in the bestowment of the former. The conditions which were to be observed in choosing these officers, as stated in the pastoral epistles, are, blameless life and reputation among those that are without "as well as within the Church, fitness for the work of teaching, the widekindness of temper which shows itself in hospitality, the being the husband of one wife." i. e. according to the most probable interpretation, not divorced and then married to another; but married, Hammond, Fattus, Elliott, in loc., showing powers of government in his own household as well as in self-control, not being a recent and, therefore, an untutored convert. When appointed, the duties of the bishop-elders appear to have been as follows:—1. General superintendence over the spiritual and temporal well-being of the flock (1 Pet. v. 2). According to the aspects which this function presented, those on whom it devolved were described as παπάς (Eph. iv. 11), προστάστε (1 Tim. v. 17), πρεσβυτέρους (1 Thess. v. 12). Its exercise called for the χάρισμα κυβερνήσεως (1 Cor. xii. 28). The last two of the above titles imply obviously a recognized rank, as well as work, which would show itself naturally in special marks of honor in the meetings of the Church. The work of teaching, publicly and privately (1 Thess. v. 12; Tit. i. 9; 1 Tim. v. 17). At first, it appears from the description of the practices of the Church in 1 Cor. xiv. 26, the work of oral teaching, whatever form it as suned, was not limited to any body of men, but was exercised according as each man possessed a special χάρισμα for it. Even then, however, there were, as the warnings of that chapter show, some inconveniences attendant on this freedom, and it was a natural remedy to select men for the special function of teaching because they possessed the χάρισμα, and then gradually to confine that work to them. The work of preaching (ἐκχορήγησιν) to the heathen did not belong, apparently, to the bishop-elders as such, but was the office of the apostle-evangelist. Their duty was to feed the flock, teaching publicly (Tit. i. 9), opposing errors, admonishing privately (1 Thess. v. 12). The work of visiting the sick appears in Jam. v. 14, as assigned to the elders of the Church. There, indeed, it is connected with the practice of anointing as a means of healing, but this office of Christian sympathy would not, we may believe, be confined to the exercise of the extraordinary χαρίσματα ἰατρών, and it is probably to this, and to acts of a like kind, that we are to refer the ἀρχιεπίσκοπος τῶν ἀρχιερεῶν of Acts xx. 25, and the ἀρχιερεῖς of 1 Cor. xii. 28. Among these acts of charity that of receiving strangers occupied a conspicuous place (1 Tim. iii. 2; Tit. i. 8). The bishop-elder's house was to be the house of the Christian who arrived in a strange city and found himself without a friend. 5. Of the part taken by them in the liturgical meetings of the Church we have no distinct evidence. Reasoning from the language of 1 Cor. x., xii., and from the practices of the post-apostolic age, we may believe that they would have a place in such meetings, that it would belong to them to bless and to give thanks when the Church met to break bread. The mode in which these officers of the Church were supported or renumenated varied probably in different cities. At Miletus St. Paul exhorts the elders of the Church to follow his example and work for their own livelihood (Acts xx. 34). In 1 Cor. xiv. 14, and Gal. vi. 6, he asserts the right of the ministers of the Church to be supported by it. In 1 Tim. v. 17, he gives a special application of the principle in the assignment of a double allowance (τρικλ. comp. Hammond, in loc.) to those who have been conspicuous for their activity. Collectively at Jerusalem, and probably in other churches, the body of bishop-elders took part in deliberations (Acts xvi. 6-22, xxi. 18), addressed other churches (ibid. xvi. 23), were joined with the Apostles in the work of ordaining by the laying on of hands (Acts 2 (Tim. i. 6). It lay in the necessities of any organized society that such a body of men should be subject to a power higher than their own, whether vested in one chosen by themselves or de-
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receiving its authority from some external source; and we accordingly found that it belonged to the delegate of an apostle, and a forerunner to the apostle himself, to give a dispensation against this for evidence, to admonish whom there was the hope of amendment, to depose where this proved unavailing (1 Tim. v. 1, 19; Tit. iii. 10).

III. It is clear from what has been said that episcopal functions in the modern sense of the words, as implying a special superintendence over the ministers of the Church, belonged only to the Apostles and those whom they invested with their authority. The name of Apostle was not, however, limited to the twelve. It was claimed by St. Paul for himself (1 Cor. ix. 1); it is used by him of others (Rom. xvi. 7; 2 Cor. viii. 23; Phil. ii. 25). It is clear that a process of change must have been at work between the date of the latest of the pastoral epistles and the letters of Ignatius, leading not so much to an altered organization as to a modification of the original terminology. The name of apostle is looked on in the latter as belonging to the past, the title of honor which their successors could not claim. That of bishop rises in its significance, and takes the place left vacant. The dangers by which the Church was threatened made the exercise of the authority which was thus transmitted more necessary. The permanent superintendence of the bishop over a given district, as contrasted with the less settled rule of the travelling apostle, would tend to its development. The Revelation of St. John presents something like an intermediate stage in this process. The angels of the seven churches are partly addressed as their representatives, partly as individuals ruling them (Rev. ii. 2, iii. 2-4). The name may belong to the special symbolism of the Apocalypse, or have been introduced like σερβίερα from the organization of the synagogue, and we have no reason for believing it ever to have been in current use as part of the terminology of the Church. But the functions assigned to the angels are those of the earlier apostolate, of the later episcopate. The place of the old title of the highest office by pretenders, as in Rev. ii. 2, may have led to a reaction against its being used at all except for those to whom it belonged καρποφόροι. In this, or in some similar way, the constitution of the Church assumed its later form; the bishops, presbyters, and deacons of the Ignatian Epistles took the place of the apostles, bishops, elders, and deacons of the New Testament (Stanley, Hebrew and Greek New Testament, p. 245; Augusti, Christl. Archiv. b. ii. c. 6).

The later history of the word is only so far remarkable as illustrating by its universal reception in all the western churches, and even in those of Syria, the influence of the organization which originated in the cities of Greece or the Proconsular Asia, and the extent to which Greek was the universal medium of intercourse for the churches of the first and second centuries (Mileham, Latin Christi. b. i. c. i.); nowhere do we find any attempt at substituting a Latin equivalent, hardly even an explanation of its meaning. Augustine (de Civ. D. 23) compares it with "speculatoris," "præpositi;" Jerome (Ep. VII. ad Eucher. i. superintendentes). The title episcopus itself, with its同志式, i.e. "superintendentes." The title episcopus itself, with its synonyms, was first used as the title of the Latin of the Western Church to all the Romance languages. The members of the Gothic race received it, as they received their Christianity from the missionaries of the Latin Church.

BITHYNIA

E. H. P.

BITHIAH (ביתיהוּ, worshipper, lit. daughter of Bithron; [Vat. Bethia: Alex. Bethia] Bithia), daughter of a Pharoh, and wife of Merod, a descendant of Jochab (1 Chr. iv. 18).

The date of Merod cannot be determined, for the genealogy in which his name occurs is indistinct, some portion of it having apparently been lost. It is probable, however, that he should be referred to the time before the Exodus, or to a period not much later. Pharoh in this place might be conjectured not to be the Egyptian royal title, but to be or represent a Hebrew name; but the name Bithiah probably implies conversion, and the other wife of Merod seems to be called "the Jewess." Unless we suppose a transposition in the text, or the loss of some of the names of the children of Merod's wives, we must consider the name of Bithiah understood before "she bare Miriam" (ver. 17), and the latter part of ver. 18 and ver. 19 to be recapitulatory: but the l.XX. does not admit any except the second of these conjectures. The Scriptures, as well as the Egyptian monuments, show that the Pharohs intermarried with foreigners; but such alliances seem to have been contracted with royal families alone. It may be supposed that Bithiah was taken captive. There is, however, no ground for considering that she should have been a concubine: on the contrary she is shown to be a wife, from her taking precedence of one specially designated as such.

BITHRON (more accurately "the Bithron," בִּיתְרוֹן, the broken or divided place, from בִּיתְרוֹ, to cut up, Gen. 31. 18: τῆς ἀρχής παρατείνοντας; omnis Bithronum, a place— from the form of the expression, "all the Bithrona," doubtless a district—in the Araksh or Jordan valley, on the east side of the river (2 Sam. ii. 29). The spot at which Abner's party crossed the Jordan not being specified, we cannot fix the position of the Bithron, which lay between that ford and Mahanaim. As far as we know, the whole of the country in the Ghér on the other side of the river is of the broken and interspersed character indicated by the derivation of the name. If the renderings of the Vulg. and Aquila are correct, they must of course intend another Beth-horon than the well-known one. Beth-larnam, the conjecture of Theenius, is also not probable.

* This Bithron (בֵּיתְרוֹן, shutoff, ravine) may have been the narrow valley of 'Aqaba, next north of the Jabok, and so situated that Abner would ascend the valley in order to reach Mahanaim (Melek) which lay high up on the acclivity (Robinson, Pales. Geogr. p. 60, 86).

BITHYNIA (בִּיתְיָניָה; [Bithynien]). This province of Asia Minor, though illustrious in the earlier parts of post-apocalyptic history, through Pliny's letters and the Council of Nicea, has little connection with the history of the Apostles themselves. It is only mentioned in Acts xvi. 7, and in 1 Pet. i. 1. From the former of these passages it appears that St. Paul, when on his progress from Iconium to Troas, in the course of his second missionary journey, made an attempt to enter Bithynia, but was prevented, either by privilege granted him, or by direct Divine intimation. From the latter it is evident that, when St. Peter wrote his first
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Epistle, there were Christians (probably of Jewish or proselyte origin) in some of the towns of this province, as well as in "Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, and Asia."

Bithynia, considered as a Roman province, was on the west contiguous to Asia. On the east its limits underwent great modifications. The province was originally inherited by the Roman republic (B.C. 74) as a legacy from Nicomedes III., the last of an independent line of monarchs, one of whom had invited into Asia Minor those Gauls, who gave the name of Galatia to the central district of the Peninsula. On the death of Mithridates, king of Pontus, B.C. 63, the western part of the Pontic kingdom was added to the province of Bithynia, which again received further accessions on this side under Augustus, A.D. 7. Thus the province is sometimes called "Pontus and Bithynia" in inscriptions; and the language of Pliny's letters is similar. The province of Pontus was not constituted till the reign of Nero [Pontus]. It is observable that in Acts ii. 9 Pontus is in the enumeration and not Bithynia, and that in 1 Pet. i. 1 both are mentioned. See Marquardt's continuation of Becker's Röm. Alterthümer, III. i. p. 146.

For a description of the country, which is mountains, well wooded and fertile, Hamilton's Researches in A. M. may be consulted, also a paper by Ainsworth in the Roy. Geog. Journal, vol. ix. The course of the river Ibyrundacus is a marked feature on the western frontier of Bithynia, and the snowy range of the Myrian Olympus on the southwest.

J. S. H.

BITTER HERBS (μέραίνα, meráia: μέρος, méros; bacteaN agrestis). The Hebrew word occurs in Ex. xii. 8; Num. ix. 11; and Lam. iii. 15: in the latter passage it is said, "He hath filled me with bitterness, he hath made me drunken with wormwood." The two other passages refer to the observance of the Passover: the Israelites were commanded to eat the Paschal lamb with unleavened bread and with bitter herbs.

There can be little doubt that the term meráia is general, and includes the various edible kinds of bitter plants, whether cultivated or wild, which the Israelites could with facility obtain in sufficient abundance to supply their numbers either in Egypt.

Gate of Nicea, the capital of Bithynia.

where the first passover was eaten, or in the deserts of the Peninsula of Sinai, or in Palestine. The Mishna (Pesch. c. 2, § 6) enumerates five kinds of bitter herbs — chosceath, 'ulshin, thamen, charchothina, and ater, which it was lawful to eat either green or dried. There is great difficulty in identifying the plants which these words respectively denote, but the reader may see the subject discussed by Bochart (Hieroz. i. 601, ed. Rosenmuller) and by Carpzovius (Apparat. Hist. Crit. p. 402). According to the testimony of Forskål in Niebuhr's Preface to the Description de l'Arabie (p. xiv.), the modern Jews of Arabia and Egypt eat lettuce, ar, if this is not at hand, hugloss with the Paschal lamb. The Greek word πιπάς is identified by Sprengel (Hist. Rei Herb. i. 100) with the Helminthus Echidode, Limn. [rather Gaertn.; Picris Echidode, Limn.], Bristly Helminthus (Ox-tongue), a plant belonging to the chicory group. The Picris of botanists is a genus closely allied to the Helminthin.

Aben Ezra in Celsius (Hierob. ii. 227) remarks that, according to the observations of a certain learned Spaniard, the ancient Egyptians always used to place different kinds of herbs upon the table, with mustard, and that they dipped morsels of bread into this salad. That the Jews derived this custom of eating herbs with their meat from the Egyptians is extremely probable, for it is easy to see how, on the one hand, the bitter-herb salad should remind the Jews of the bitterness of their bondage (Ex. i. 14), and, on the other hand, how

(For. Egypt. p. 122.) identifies with Borago officinalis.

لسان الثور (lissus atthor), which Forskål

m.
it should also bring to their remembrance their merciful deliverance from it. It is curious to ob-
serve in connection with the remarks of Aben Ezra,
the custom, for such it appears to have been, of
fishing a morsel of bread into the dish (το τριφαντio
ντ), which prevailed in our Lord's time. May not
το τριφαντio be the sábado dish of bitter herbs, and
το θειαφον, the morsel of bread of which Aben
Ezra speaks?

The μαριανα may well be understood to denote
various sorts of bitter plants, such particularly as
belong to the crucifer, as some of the bitter
cresses, or to the chichory group of the composite,
the hawk-weeds, and sow-thistles, and wild lettuces,
which grow abundantly in the Peninsula of Sinai,
in Palestine, and in Egypt (Dauciane, Flora.)

word has been the subject of various inter-
pretations, the old versions generally sanctioning
the "hedgehog" or "porcupine," in which rendering
they have been followed by Bochart (Ha-
neas, ii. 454); Shaw (Tract. i. 291, Soc ed.);
Lowth (On Isaiah, xiv. 29); and some others; the
"porcupine," the "hedgehog," the "hedgehog," the "sauce," have also all been conjectured, but without
the slightest show of reason. Philological arguments
appear to be rather in favor of the "hedgehog" or
"porcupine," for the Hebrew word kyppeis appears
to be identical with kanjaf, the Arabic word 3b
for the hedgehog; but zoologically, the hedgehog or
porcupine is quite out of the question. The word
occurs in Is. xxi. 2, where of Babylon the Lord
says, "I will make it a possession for the kyppeis
and pools of water;" — in Is. xxxiv. 11, of the
kind of hinnom it is said, "the kathed and the kip-
peis shall possess it;" and again in Zeph. ii. 14:
"I will make Nineveh a desolation and dry like a
wilderness; flocks shall lie down in the midst of
her, both the kathed and the kippeis shall lodge in
the chambers thereof, their voice shall sing in the
windows." The former passage would seem to
point to some solitary-loving aquatic bird, which
might well be represented by the bittern, as the A.
V. has it; but the passage in Zephaniah which
speaks of Nineveh being made "dry like a wild-
erness," does not at first sight appear to be so strictly
suited to this rendering. Gesenius, Lee, Parkhurst,
Winer, Fürst, all give "hedgehog" or "porcu-
pine" as the representative of the Hebrew word;
but neither of these two animal-ever lodges on the
chapters of columns, nor is it their nature to fre-
quaint pools of water. Not less unhappy is the read-

"Our custom of eating salad mixtures is in all pro-
bability derived from the Jews. 'Why do we pour
over our lattrees a mixture of oil, vinegar, and ma-
sard?' The practice began in Judaea, where, in order
to render palatable the bitter herbs eaten with the
potash bread, it was usual, says Moses Kispel, to
sprinkle over them a thick sauce called Karoseth,
which was composed of the oil drawn from dates or
from pressed raisin-kernels, of vinegar and mustard."
See "Extract from the Portfolio of a Man of Letters,"

a Cr. Harris (art Bittern) objects to the words
'their voices shall sing in the windows' being applied

made "dry like a wilderness," but the bittern would
find an abode in the Tigris which flows through
the plain of Mesopotamia; as to the bittern perching
on the chapters of ruined columns, it is quite
probable that this bird may occasionally do so; in-
deed (Ib. Smith (Kittie's Cyclop. art. Kyppeis)
says, "though not building like the stork on
the tops of houses, it resorts like the heron to ruined
structures, and we have been informed that it has
been seen on the summit of Tain Kiera at Cesi-
plon." Again, as was noticed above, there seems to
be a connection between the Hebrew kyppeis and
the Arabic kanjaf, 'hedgehog.' Some lexicog-
ographers refer the Hebrew word to a Syrian root
which means "to bristle," and though this deri-
vation is exactly suited to the porcupine, it is no,
on the other hand opposed to the bittern, which
from its habit of erecting and bristling out the

ing of the Arabic version el-bouharn, a species I
boustard — the Bouharae ambulat, see ibis, i. 281 —
which is a dweller in dry regions and quite inca-
pable of roosting. We are inclined to believe that
the A. V. is correct, and that the bittern is the bird
denoted by the original word, as to the objection
alluded to above that this bird is a layer of napkins
and pools, and would not therefore be found in a
beehive which is "dry like a wilderness," a little
reduction will convince the reader that the difficulty
is more apparent than real. Nineveh might be

Boumerus stellaris.
heathers of the neck, may have received the name of the porcupine bird from the ascenti Orientals. The bittern (Botaurus stellaris) belongs to the Ardeidae, the hero family of birds; it has a wide range, being found in Russia and Siberia as far north as the river Lena, in Europe generally, in Barbary, S. Africa, Trebizond, and in the countries between the Black and Caspian Seas, &c.

W. H.

BITUMEN. [SAME.]

BIZJOTHJAH (בּיז'וֹתְיָה) [content of Jethob]: LXX. [Vat. Alex.] omits, [but Comp. Bzothia; Al. בּּּוֹשְׁחֵיתַא:] Bzothiah, a town in the south of Judah named with Beer-sheba and Baalah (Josh. xv. 28). No mention or identification of it is found elsewhere.

G.

BIZTHA (בּיז'תָה): Bzath, [Vat. FA. Mazar]: Alex. Ba'azitha (Bzathia), the second of the seven eunuchs of king Ahasuerus's harem (Esth. i. 10). The name is Persian, possibly בּיזתָה, best, a word referring to his condition as a eunuch (Ges. Thes. p. 197).

BLACK. [COLORS.]

BLAINS (בלין‎:): phléagides, phléagwana, LXX.; Ex. ix. 8, ἀυρέσαντος καὶ ἐν τοις ἄουρασι καὶ ἐν τοις πτεράσι; also מָעָה, pantula ordinis, violent ulcers or inflammations (from עאים, to boil up). It was the sixth plague of Egypt, and hence is called in Deut. xxvii. 35, "the bough of Egypt." (בּלָיִין‎:).—cf. Job ii. 7, עַל בּלי

It seems to have been the psalm of a black leprosy, a fearful kind of leprous disease (comp. Phn. xxvii. 5). It must have had with dreadfulness on the magicians whose art it baffled, and whose scrupulous cleanliness (Herod. ii. 36) it rendered nugatory: so that they were unable to stand in the presence of Moses because of the boils.

Other names for purulent and leprous eruptions are מַרְפֵּנוֹת (Morpheca alba), מַרְפֵּנה (Morpheca nigra), and the more harmless scab מַרְפֵּנוֹת, Lev. xiii. passion (Jalms, Arch. Bibl. § 189).

F. W. P.

BLASPHEMY (בּלָשְׁפָּה, בּלָשְׁפָּה): in its technical English sense, signifies the speaking evil of God (בּלָשְׁפָּה), and in this sense it is found Ps. lxxiv. 18: Is. lii. 5; Rom. ii. 21, &c. But according to its derivation (בּלָשְׁפָּה) it may mean any species of calumny and abuse (or even an unlucky word, Eurip. Ion. 1187): see 1 K. x. 10; Acts xviii. 6; Jude 8, &c. Hence in the LXX. it is used to render בּלָשְׁפָּה, Job ii. 5; בּלָשְׁפָּה, 2 K. xix. 6; בּלָשְׁפָּה, 2 K. xix. 4, and בּלָשְׁפָּה, Hos. vii. 16, so that it means "reproach," "derision," &c. and it has even a wider use, as 2 Sam. xii. 14, where it means "to despise Judah," and 1 Macc. ii. 6, where בּלָשְׁפָּה = calumny. In Ezech. iii. 16 we have בּלָשְׁפָּה = a reproach, where it is equivalent to קִנַּמְיָה (Schlesner, Theol. s. v.). Blasphemy was punished with stoning, which was inflicted on the son of Shelomith (LXX. xxix. 11). On this charge both our Lord and St. Ste-

phus were condemned to death by the Jews. From Lev. xxiii. 16, wrongly understood, arose the singular superstition about never even pronouncing the name of Jehovah. Ex. xxii. 28, "Thou shalt not revile the gods, nor curse the ruler of thy people," does not refer to blasphemy in the strict sense, since 'eblūm' is there used (as elsewhere) of magistrates, &c.

The Jews, misapplying Ex. xxiii. 13, "Make no mention of the name of other gods," seemed to think themselves bound to give nicknames to the heathen deities, and made use of Bēthel for Bēst [Hos. ix. 10, comp. 1st-Bonhetti, Methuen, W. E.], Beth-aven for Beth-el [Hos. iv. 15], Heb. zeal for Belzebul, &c. It is not strange that this "contumelius minimum" (Plln. xii. 9), joined to their zealous proselytism, made them so deeply unpopular among the nations of antiquity (Winer, s. v. Gotteshinsternung). When a person heard blasphemy he laid his hand on the head of the offender, to symbolize his sole responsibility for the guilt, and rising on his feet, tore his robe, which might never again be mended. (On the mystical reasons for these observances, see Lightfoot, Hor. Heb. Matt. xxvi. 63.)

It only remains to speak of the blasphemy against the Holy Ghost, which has been so fruitful a theme for speculation and controversy (Matt. xii. 32; Mark iii. 28). It consisted in attributing to the power of Satan those unquestionable miracles, which Jesus performed by "the finger of God," and the power of the Holy Spirit; nor have we any safe ground for extending it to include all sorts of silliness (as distinguished from wilful offenses, besides those one limited and special sin. The often misunderstood expression "it shall not be forgiven him, neither in this world, &c.," is a direct application of a Jewish phrase in allusion to a Jewish error, and will not bear the inferences so often explored from it. According to the Jewish school notions, "a quo blasphematur nomen Dei, ei non velet penitentia ad suspensum judicium, nec dies expiationis ad expiandum, nec plagae ad abstergerendum, sed omnes suspensum judicium, et moris absterget." In refutation of this tradition our Lord used the phrase to imply that "blasphemy against the Holy Ghost shall not be forgiven; neither before death, nor, as you wisely dream, by means of power" (Lightfoot, Hor. Heb. ad loc.). As there are no tenable grounds for identifying this blasphemy with "the sin unto death," 1 John v. 16, we shall not here enter into the very difficult inquiries to which that expression leads.

F. W. P. * On the meaning of בּלָשְׁפָּה, and on the theological abuse of the term blasphemy in English, see Campbell, Diss. IX. Part ii., prefixed to his Translation of the Gospels.

A.

BLASTUS (בּלָסְתּוֹס‎: shoot or spear), the chamberlain (דָּשְׁבִּיקְטָה) of Herod Agrippa I., mentioned Acts xii. 22, as having been made by the people of Tyre and Sidon a mediator between them and the king's anger. (See CHAMBERLAIN.)

H. A.

* BLESSING. [SALUTATION.]

BLINDING. [PUNISHMENTS.]

BLINDNESS (בּלָיִין, בּלָיִין), from the root

α. * It does not appear how the rendering of the LXX. of Job ii. 5 and Hos. vii. 15 illustrates the use of בּלָשְׁפָּה or its cognates.
BLINDNESS

**BLINDNESS (βλάνθω, to blind) is extremely common in the East from many causes; e. g., the quantities of dust and sand pulverized by the sun's intense heat; the perpetual glare of light; the contrast of the heat with the cold sea-air on the coast where blindness is specially prevalent; the dews at night while they sleep on the roots; small-pox, old age, &c., and perhaps more than all the Mohammedan fadibus, which leads to a neglect of the proper remedies in time. One traveler mentions 4000 blind men in Cairo, and Volney reckons that 1 in every 5 were blind, besides others with sore eyes (i. 86). Luke, the ancient Lydian, and Rambler, enjoy a fearful notoriety for the number of blind persons they contain. The common saying is that in Lydii every man is either blind or has but one eye. Jaffa is said to contain 500 blind out of a population of 5000 at most. There is an asylum for the blind in Cairo (at present contains 300), and their conduct is often turbulent and fanatical (Lane, i. 29, 292; Trench, *On the Miracles*; Matt. ix. 27, &c.). Blind beggars figure repeatedly in the N. T. (Matt. xii. 22), and "opening the eyes of the blind" is mentioned in prophecy as a peculiar attribute of the Messiah (Is. xxix. 18, &c.). The Jews were specially charged to treat the blind with compassion and care (Lev. xix. 14; Deut. xxii. 18).

Focal and neuralgic blindness is several times mentioned in the Bible (Gen. xix. 11, *opherix*; LXX.: 2 K. vi. 18-22; Acts ix. 9). In the last passage some have attempted (on the ground of St. Luke's profession as a physician) to attach a technical meaning to ἄχλως and σκότος (Jahn, *Arch. Ebd.*, § 20), viz. a spot or "thin tunicule over the cornea," which vanishes naturally after a time: for which fact Winer (s. v. *Blindheit*) quotes Hippocr. (*Praxid. ii. 215*): ἄχλως... ἅλειαντοι καὶ ἀφαιξόμενα, ἵνα μὴ τρέμα δι εἰπτυγίαν ἐν αὐτών το οὖρον. But this does not remove the miraculous character of the infliction. In the same way analogies are quoted for the use of salvia (Mark viii. 25, &c.) and of fish-gill in the case of the λέυκωα of Tobias: but whatever may be thought of the latter instance, it is very obvious that in the former the salvia was no more instrumental in the cure than the bonch alone would have been (Trench, *On the Miracles*; Acts xxiv. 14, &c.).

Blindness willfully inflicted for political or other purposes was common in the East, and is alluded to in Scripture (1 Sam. xi. 2; Jer. xxxix. 7).

F. W. F.

**BLOOD**

**BLOOD, REVENER OF**

To blood is sacrificed in Scripture the mystic sacredness which belongs to life, and God reserves it to Himself when allowing man the dominion over and the use of the lower animals for food, &c. (as regards, however, the eating of blood, see *Lev.*). Thus reserved, it acquires a double power: (1) that of sacrificial atonement, in which it had a wide recognition in the heathen world; and (2) that of becoming a curse, when wanton shedding ever so much as to make blood (in the human sense) or foul water (by the Levitical) of none value, unless duly expiated, i. e., by burial (Gen. ix. 4; Lev. xxi. 25, xxvi. 11-13). As regards (1), the blood of sacrifices was caught by the Jewish priest from the neck of the victim in a basin, then sprinkled seven times (in case of birds at once squeezed out) on the altar, if. e. on its horna its base, or its four corners, or on its side above or below a line running round it, or on the mercy-seat according to the quality and purpose of the offering, but taken away passover on the lintel and doors (Exod. xii.; Lev. iv. 5-7, xvi. 14; 14, 20, 21; Lev. ibid., *Thes.* vol. x. and xiii.). There was a drain from the temple into the brook Cedron to carry off the blood (Maimon. op. cit. *Commen. de Aral Exter. Teglini*, viii.). In regard to (2), it sufficed to pour the animal's blood on the earth, or to bury it, as a solemn rendering of the life to God; in case of human bloodshed a mysterious connection is observable between the curse of blood and the earth or land on which it is shed, which becomes polluted by it: and the proper expiation is the blood of the shedder, which every one had thus an interest in seeking, and was bound to seek (Gen. iv. 10, ix. 4-6; Num. xxxv. 32; Ps. civ. 38; see *BLOOD, REVENGER OF*). In the case of a dead body found, and the death not accounted for, the guilt of blood attached to the nearest city, to be ascertained by measurement, until freed by prescribed rites of expiation (Num. xxi. 1-9). The guilt of murderer here is one for which "satisfaction" was forbidden (Num. xxxv. 31).

**BLOOD, ISSUE OF** (βλανθώ, βλάνθω, βλανθώς, coagul.: *plasma laboriosum*). The term is in Scripture applied only to the case of women under menstruation or the *plafus uteri* (Lev. xv. 19-30; Matt. ix. 19, 20. γυναίκα αμφιθορίας Mark v. 25 and Luke viii. 43. οὐδε ἐν σάλιοις αὐτόν. The latter caused a permanent legal uncleanness, the former a temporary one, mostly for seven days, after which she was to be purified by the customary offering. The "bloody flux" (διαστρεβλία in Acts xxiii. 8, where the patient is of the male sex, is, probably, a medically correct term* (see Karlholm, *H. Med. Biblioth., 17*).

**BLOOD, REVENGER OF** (γεόλ, Geol). It was, and is even still, a common practice among nations of patriarchal habits, that the nearest of kin should avenge a relative. The duty was no doubt that of a murdured relative. The early impressions and practice on this subject may be gathered from writings of a different though very early age, and of different countries (Gen. xxiv. 30; Hom. H. xii. 84, 88, xxiv. 480; Od. xx. 270, 276; Müller on *Aeschyl. Fem. c. ii. A. & R.*). Compensation for murderer is allowed by the Koran, and he who transgresses against this by killing the murdured shall suffer a grievous punishment (Sole, *Koran*, ii. 21, and xiii. 230). Among the Beduins, and other Arab tribes, should the offer of blood-money be refused, the "Thar," or law of blood, comes into operation, and any person within the fifth degree of blood from the homicide may be legally killed by any one within the same degree of consanguinity to the victim. Frequently the homicide will wander from tent to tent over the desert, or even rove through the towns and villages on its borders with a claim round its neck and in rags begging contributions from the charitable to pay the appeitioned blood-money. Three days and four hours are allowed to the persons included within the "Thar" for escape. The right to blood-revenge is never

*It has been objected that though the term may be technically correct, Luke has erred in substituting "blown away" to a sky element, like that of Malta. But we have now the testimony of physicians in that
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BLOOD.

The spirit of all legislation on the subject has probably been to restrain the license of punishment assumed by relatives, and to limit the duration of feuds. The law of Moses was very precise in its directions on the subject of Retaliation.

The willful murderer was to be put to death without permission of compensation. The nearest relative of the deceased became the authorized avenger of blood (קִשָּׁי, the redemer, or avenger, as next of kin, Gen. s. v. p. 254), who rejects the opinion of Michaelis, giving it the signification "to pollute," i.e. till the murder was avenged (דָּעַיְשֶׂה רֹאֶה, LXX., propinquus occisi, Vulg., Num. xxxv. 19), and was bound to execute retaliation himself if it lay in his power. The king, however, in later times appears to have had the power of restraining this license. The shedder of blood was thus regarded as inimical and polluted (Num. xxxv. 16-31; Deut. xix. 11: 2 Sam. xiv. 7, 11, xvi. 8, and iii. 29, with 1 K. ii. 31, 35; 2 Chr. xxiv. 22-29).

2. The law of retaliation was not to extend beyond the immediate offender (Deut. xxiv. 16; 2 K. xiv. 6; 2 Chr. xxv. 4; Jer. xxxii. 29-30; Ez. xviii. 2): Joseph. Ant. iv. 8, § 39). The involuntary shedder of blood was permitted to take flight to one of six Levitical cities, specially appointed out of the 48 as cities of refuge, three on each side of the Jordan (Num. xxxv. 22, 23; Deut. xiv. 4-6). The cities were Kedesh, in Mount Naphtali; Bezer, in Mount Ephraim; and Helbron in the hill-country of Judah. On the E. side of Jordan, Bezer, in Reuben; Ramoth, in Gad; Golan, in Manasseh (Josh. xx. 7, 8). The elders of the city of refuge were to hear his case and protect him till he could be tried before the authorities of his own city. If the act were then decided to have been involuntary, he was taken back to the city of refuge, round which an area with a radius of 2000 (3000, Patrick) cubits was assigned as the limit of protection, and to remain there in safety till the death of the high-priest for the time being. Beyond the limit of the city of refuge, the avenger might slay him, but after the high-priest's death he might return to his home with impunity (Num. xxxv. 25, 28; Josh. xx. 4, 6). The roads to the cities were to be kept open (Deut. xix. 3).

To these particulars the Talmudists add, among others of an absurd kind, the following: at the cross-roads posts were erected bearing the word בּגֶזָּר, refuge, to direct the fugitive. All facilities of water and situation were provided in the cities: no implements of war or chase were allowed there. The mothers of high-priests used to send presents to the detainted persons to prevent their wishing for the high-priest's death. If the fugitive died before the high-priest, his bones were sent home after the high-priest's death (P. Fagius in Frag. W. J. K. ii. 190). The Talmudists also relate a story of a man who had been sent to Rome, was shipwrecked on the coast of Greece, and was killed there. His mother, hearing of his death, sent to Rome, and the body was sent to her with great care. The mother, however, was not satisfied, and sent for the corpse. When she saw it, she exclaimed: "The body is now here, but the soul is gone." See Talmud, Sanh. 41b.

* Cassel (Richter u. Ruth, p. 215) derives Boaz from בּּע, son of strength: which as the name of the pillar on the left of Solomon's porch, agrees better with Jachin (堅ness), name of the pillar on the right Jachin the mate of Boaz, The derviation from

* BLUE. [Colours.]

BOANERGES (נֶבֶן-גֶּרֶנֶּס), Mark iii. 17, a name signifying בּוֹאֵנֵר, "sons of thunder," given by our Lord to the two sons of Zebedee, James and John. It is the Aramaic pronunciation (according to which Shem is sounded as שֶנַּע) of בּוֹאֵנֵר. The latter word in Hebrew signifies a tumult or uproar (Ps. ii. 1), but in Arabic and Syriac thunder. Probably the name had respect to the fiery zeal of the brothers, signs of which we may see in Luke ix. 34; Mark ix. 38; comp. Matt. xx. 29 ff. H. A.

BOAR. [Swine.]

* BOAT. [Ship.]

BOAZ (בּוֹאֵצ, fleetness: a Bozë, Vat. [Boz] Alex. Βόας exc. Ruth ii. 19, iv. 8, and 1 Chr. Boz). 1. A wealthy Bethlehemite, kinsman to Elimelech, the husband of Naomi. Finding that the kinsman of Ruth, who stood in a still nearer relation than himself, was unwilling to perform the office of קִשָּׁי, he had those obligations publicly transferred with the usual ceremonies to his own discharge; and hence it became his duty by the levirate law to marry Ruth (although it is hinted, Ruth iii. 10, that he was much her senior, and indeed this fact is evident whatever system of chronology we adopt), and to redeem the estates of her deceased husband Mahlon (iv. 1 ff.; 1 John, Arch. Bibl. § 157). He gladly undertook these responsibilities, and their happy union was blessed by the birth of Obed, from whom in a direct line our Lord was descended. No objection seems to have arisen on the score of Ruth's Moabish birth; a fact which has some bearing on the date of the narrative (cf. Est. ii. 1 ff.). [BETHLEHEM.] Boaz is mentioned in the genealogy (Matt. i. 5) but there is great difficulty in assigning his date. The genealogy in Ruth (iv. 18-22) only allows 10 generations for 850 years, and only 4 for the 450 years between Salmon and David, if (as is almost certain from St. Matt. and from Jewish tradition) the Kishah mentioned is Rahab the harlot. If Boaz be identical with the judge Ibzan [Ibzan], as is

* הָיְשָׁר, in whom is strength, affords a similar meaning. Gesenius thinks the name as applied to Solon’s pillar may have been that of the donor or of a chieftain. H.
stated with some shadow of probability by the Jerusalem Talmud and various rabbis, several generations must be inserted. Dr. Kennicott, from the difference in form between Salmon and Nahum ( Ruth iv. 20, 21), supposes that by mistake two different men were identified (Dict. i. 543); but we want at least three generations, and this supposition gives us only one. Mill quotes from Nicolaus Lymanus the theory, *"dumfato majores nostrae et bene vivant, quod (a revo puncto Bocce sibi succedentes:) in Mt. i. isti tres sub uno nomine comprehendarunt." Even if we shorten the period of the Judges to 240 years, we must suppose that Boaz was the youngest son of Salmon, and that he did not marry till the age of 65 (Dr. Mill, On the Genealogies: Lord A. Hervey, ib. p. 202, &c.).

2. Bocce (in 1 K. Baalq f. Vat. Baalq, Alex. Boos, Comp. Baosc; in 2 Ch. LXX. iror, strength], the name of one of Solomon's brazen pillars erected in the temple porch. [LXXIV.] It stood on the left, and was 17 cubits high (1 K. vii. 15, 21; 2 Ch. iii. 15; Jer. iii. 21). It was hollow and surmounted by a chapter, 5 cubits high, ornamented with net-work and 100 pomegranates. The apparent discrepancies in stating the height of it arise from the including and excluding of the ornament which united the shaft to the chapter, &c.

F. W. F.

BOCCAS (دووكاس: Boccos), a priest in the line of Esdras (1 Esdr. viii. 2). [Bekker; Beith.]

BOCHERU (תְּבַרְוּ): [youth or first-born]: Boccos: 1 Ch. viii. 38, ix. 44, according to the present Hebrew text, son of Azel: but rendered πρωτός of LXX. in both passages, as if pointed תבַר. [Bacher.]

A. C. H.

BOCMICH (בּכַמְו, the shepherds: יַרְבַּדִּים, כַּמְוָיִם, basc fleuloin wise bergamom,）、 a place on the west of Jordan above Gilgal (Judg. ii. 1 and 5), so called because the people *went* there.

* The LXX. insert εἰς Basidi after Bochim, and thus follow an opinion, possibly a tradition, that the place of weeping was near Bethel. The going up thither of the "angel" from Gilgal (על הובּות) favors that view. Bertheau (Richter, p. 50) infers from the sacrileges (ver. 5) that the Hebrews could not have been at the time far from one of their sacred places, perhaps Shiloh; but (see Keil's Book of Judges, p. 264) they were not restricted in this manner, but performed such rites in any place where Jehovah appeared to them. Beyond this there is no clue to the exact spot where the scene occurred.

II.

BOHAN (*תֹבֵּן, *תֹבֵּן): Bocos; in Josh. viii. 17 Alex. Baum: Comp. Abd.: Baos: Bocs; a Red-rite after whom a stone was named, possibly erected to commemorate some achievement in the conquest of Palestine (comp. 1 Sam. vii. 12). Its position was on the border of the territories of Benjamin and Judah between Beth-arabah and Beth-georg on the E., and Adummim and En-shemen on the W. Its exact situation is unknown (Josh. xv. 5, xviii. 17). [Stones.]

W. L. H.

BOIL. [Medicine.]

BOILSTER. The Hebrew word (נָסָמֵץ, נָשַׁמֵּץ) so rendered, denotes, like the English, imply a place for the head. Hardy travelers, like Jacob (Gen. xxviii. 11, 18) and Elijah (1 K. xia 6), sleeping on the bare ground, would make use of a stone for this purpose; and soldiers on the march had probably no softer resting place (1 Sam. xxvi. 7, 11, 12, 16). Possibly both Saul and Elijah may have used the water-bottle which they carried as a bolster, and if this were the case, David's midnight adventure becomes more conspicuously daring. The "pillow" of goat's hair which Michal's cunning put in the place of the bolster in her husband's bed (1 Sam. xiv. 13, 16) was probably, as Ewald suggests, a net or curtain of goat's hair, to protect the sleeper from the mosquitoes (Gesch. iii. 101, note), like the "canopy" of Holofernes. [David, Amer. ed.] W. A. W.

* BOLLED. * The flux was balled," Ex. ix. 31, i. e. swollen, queued for seed. The word ball is etymologically cognate with ball, bolt, hostel. The Hebrew term here used, בּוּלָה, does not imply anything more than that the flux was in bud, ready to flower (see Ges. and Först, s. v.). See also FLAX.

A.

BONDAGE. [Slavery.]

BONNET. [See Head-dress.] In old English, as in Scotch to this day, the word "bonnet" was applied to the head-dress of men. Thus in Hall's Rich. i. 114, fol. 9 a: *"And after a little season putting of lyfe bondhe he sayeth: O Lord God creator of all thynge, howe muche is this realme of Englonde and the people of the same bounden to thy goodnes." And in Shakespeare (Ham. v. 2): *"Your bonnet to his right use: 'tis for the head." W. A. W.

BOOK. [Writing.]

BOOTH. [Succoth; Tabernacles, Feast of.]

BOOTY. This consisted of captives of both sexes, cattle, and whatever a captured city might contain, especially metallic treasures. Within the limits of Canaan no captives were to be made (Deut. xx. 14 and 16); beyond these limits, in case of warlike resistance, all the women and children were to be made captives, and the men put to death. A special charge was given to destroy the "pictures and images" of the Canaanites, as tending to idolatry (Num. xxxvi. 52). The case of Amalek was a special one, in which Saul was bidden to destroy the cattle. So also was that of the expedition against Arad, in which the people took a vow to destroy the cities, and that of Jericho, on which the curse of God seems to have rested, and the gold and silver, &c. of which were viewed as reserved wholly for Him (1 Sam. xv. 2, 3; Num. xxi. 23. Josh. vi. 19). The law of booty was that it should be divided equally between the army who won it and the people of Israel, but of the former half one head in every 500 was reserved to God, and appropriated to the priests, and of the latter one in every 50 was similarly reserved and appropriated to the Levites (Num. xxxi. 26-47). As regarded the army, David added a regulation that the baggages should share equally with the troops engaged. The spoils made by David out of the cities of towns in Judah was an act of grateful courtesy merely, though perhaps suggested by the law, Num. l. e. So the spoils devoted by him to provide for the temple, must be regarded as a free will offering (1 Sam. xxx. 24-26; 2 Sam. viii. 11 1 Chr. xxvi. 27). W. H.
BOZ

BO' OZ (Rec. T. Ba'ot; Lachm. [Treg. and 
for Q. PH. (7th ed.)] with ABD [in Luke], Boös; 
Tisch. [5th ed.]) in Matt., with B and Sin., Boés: 
Bos, Matt. i. 9; Luke iii. 32. [Boaz.]

BO' RITH (Borith), a priest in the line of 
Esdra (2 Esdr. i. 2). The name is a corruption 
of BARKI.

BORROWING. [Loaan.]

BOS' CATH (hpe.m [velly], 2 K. xxii. 1. 
[Bozkhath.]

* BOSOM. For the bosom of a garment and 
its uses, see DRESS, 3. (4.); for the expression 'to 
lie at or in one's bosom,' see MEALS, also ABRA-
AM'S BOSSOM. See also CRUSE, 3. A.

BOS'OR, 1. (Bospor: [Alex. Borsor in ver. 
20:]: s* o : Bospor), a city both large and 
fortified, on the East of Jordan in the land of 
Gilead (Ghabad), named with Borsrah (Bosroo), 
Carmim, and other places in 1 Mac. v. 26, 36.
It is probably Bessler, though there is nothing to 
make the identification certain.

2. (Bospor: Bosor), the Aramaic mode of 
pronouncing the name of Beraun, the father of Bablaun 
(2 Pet. ii. 15); in accordance with the substitution, 
frequent in Chaldee, of Σ for Ψ (see Gesenius, 
1144). G.

BOS' ORA [Bosora?] and [Comp.] Borsora:
[Rom. Alex. Borsora, Bosor; Sin. Borosor]: 
T*O* (Barros, Bosor), a strong city in Gilead 
taken by Judas Maccabeus (1 Mac. v. 25, 28), 
doubtless the same as BOZKH.

BOTICH. [MEDICINE.]

BOTTLE. The words which are rendered in 
A. V. of O. T. "bottle" are, (1.) λεκτέα (Gen. xxi. 
14, 15, 19): ἄνεσι: ets: a skin-bottle. (2.) ἴπποι, 
or ἱππός (1 Sam. x. 3; Job xxxviii. 37; Jer. xiii. 
12; Is. v. 11, xxx. 14; Lam. iv. 2): ἄγγελος, 
κεραίων, ἄνακτος: uts: uter, vis testenum, legum, lucan-
culae. (3.) ΡΩΣ (Jer. xix. 1): ΒΝΟΣ ΒΡΟΠΧ-, 
ροσ: lucanulae. (4.) λαος (Josh. ix. 4, 13; Judg. 
iv. 19; 1 Sam. xvi. 20; Ps. cxix. 83): ἄνεσιος: uts: 
legum.

In N. T. the only word rendered "bottle" is 
ὁνάκτος (Matt. ix. 17; Mark ii. 22; Luke v. 37).
The bottles of Scripture are thus evidently of two 
kinds: (1.) The skin bottle. (2.) The bottle of 
carthen or glass-ware, both of them capable of be-
ing closed from the air.

1. The skin bottle will be best described in 
the following account collected from Chardin and oth-
ers. The Arabs, and all those that lead a wander-
ing life, keep their water, milk, and other liquors, 
a leathern bottles. These are made of goatskins. 
When the animal is killed, they cut off its feet 
and its head, and they draw it in this manner out 
of the skin, without opening its belly. In Arabia 
they are then tanned with acacia-bark and the hairy 
part left outside. If not tanned, a disagreeable 
taste is imparted to the water. They afterwards 
saw up the places where the legs were cut off and 
the tail, and when it is filled they tie it about the 
neck. The great leathern bottles are made of 
the skin of a he-goat, and the small ones, that serve 
instead of a bottle of water, on the road, are made 
of a kid's skin. These bottles when rent are re-
paired sometimes by setting in a piece; sometimes 
by gathering up the wounded place in manner of a 
purse; sometimes they put in a round flat piece of 
wood, and by that means stop the hole (Char-
din, ii. 405, viii. 409; Wellsted, Arabien, i. 81; ii. 
73; Lane, Mod. Eg. ii. e. 11; Harmer, from Char-
din's notes, ed. Clarke, i. 294). Bruce gives a de-
scription of a vessel of the same kind, last larger.

"A gerba is an ox's skin, squared, and the edges 
sewed together by a double seam, which does not 
let out water. An opening is left at the top, in 
the same manner as the bung-hole of a cork; around 
this the skin is gathered to the size of a large 
handful, which, when the gerba is full of water, is tied 
round with whipcord. These gerbas contain about 
sixty gallons each, and two of them are the load of 
a camel. They are then all beseamed on the 
outside with grease, as well to hinder the water from 
coozing through, as to prevent its being evaporated 
by the heat of the sun upon the gerba, which, in 
fact, happened to us twice, so as to put us in 
danger of perishing with thirst." (Travels, iv 
334.)

Skin Bottles. (From the Museo Borbonico.)

Wine-bottles of skin are mentioned as used by 
Greeks, Romans, and Egyptians, by Homer (Od. 
vil. 78, ολὸν ἔχειν ἀσκόν ἀσκόν ἐν αἰγίλοις; ii. 
247); by Herodotus, as used in Egypt (ii. 121), 
where he speaks of letting the wine out of the skin 
by the μοδίεων, the end usually tied up to serve as 
the neck; by Virgil (Georg. ii. 384). Also by 
Athenaeus, who mentions a large skin-bottle 
of the nature of the gerba (ἄσκος ἐκ παραδόλου διαρᾶτων 
ἀμαμάτων, v. 28, p. 199). Chardin says that 
wine in Persia is preserved in skins saturated with 
pitch, which, when good, impart no flavor to the 
wine (Loyges, iv. 75). Skins for wine or other 
liquids are in use to this day in Spain, where they 
are called borrachas.

The effect of external heat upon a skin-bottle is 
disclosed in Ps. cxxiii. 83, "a bottle in the smoke," 
and of expansion produced by fermentation in Matt. 
ix. 17, "new wine in old bottles" [or "skins"].

2. Vessels of metal, earthen, or glass ware 
for liquids were in use among the Greeks, Egyptians, 
Egyptian Bottles. 1 to 7, glass, 8 to 11, carthinware. 
(From the British Museum Collection.)
branched of a candlestick (Zech. iv. 2), and also a suspended lamp, in A. V. "golden bowl" (Ezek. xii. 6); (2) indicating lowness, is perhaps a shallow dish or basin; (3) a hollow vessel; (4) a round vessel (Jer. xxxv. 5) κεφαλής LXX.; (5) a lustratory vessel, from θυρώς, pure.

A like uncertainty prevails as to the precise form and material of these vessels as is noticed under Basin. Bowls would probably be used at meals for liquids, or broth, or potage (2 K. iv. 40). Modern Arabs are content with a few wooden bowls. In the British Museum are deposited several terra-cotta bowls with Chalidian inscriptions of a superstitious character, expressing charms against sickness and evil spirits, which may possibly explain the "divining cup" of Joseph (Gen. xlv. 5). The bowl was filled with some liquid and drunk off as a charm against evil. See a case of Tippoo Sahib drinking water out of a black stone as a charm against misfortune (French, Life of Muawo, i. 218). One of the Brit. Mus. bowls still retains the stain of a liquid. These bowls, however, are thought by Mr. Birch not to be very ancient (Layard, Nineveh and Babylon, pp. 196, 503; Gesenius, i. v.).

* BOX-TREE. The Hebrew word (כדרון) "box-tree; κεδρόν, κέδρος; box-tree, pine" occurs in Is. ix. 13, together with the "fir-tree and the pine-tree," as furnishing wood from Lebanon for the temple that was to be built at Jerusalem. In Is. xlii. 10 the "cedar" is mentioned in connection with the cedar, "the fir-tree and the pine," &c., which should one day be planted in the wilderness. There is great uncertainty as to the tree denoted by the "cedar." The Talmudical and Jewish writers generally are of opinion that the box-tree is intended, and with them agree Montanus, Boccalini, the A. V. and other modern versions; Rosenmueller (Bibl. Botan. 300), Celsius (Hierob. ii. 153), and Parkhurst (Heb. Lex. s. v. כדרון) are also in favor of the box-tree.

The Syrian and the Arabic version of Saadius understand the "cedar" to denote a species of cedar called σελήνυς which is distinguished by the small size of the cones and the upright growth of the branches. This interpretation is also sanctioned by Gesenius and Firm (Heb. Concord. p. 134). Hillel (Hierob. 3. 401) believes the Hebrew word may denote either the box or the maple. With est telicelisma et prestantissima inter omnes species cedro unum (Phil. l. c.).
regard to that theory which identifies the tesassārī with the sherbānā, there is not, beyond the authority of the Syriac and Arabic versions, any satisfactory evidence to support it. It is uncertain moreover what tree is meant by the sherbānā: it is supposed to be some kind of cedar: but although the Arabic version of Dioscorides gives sherbānī as the rendering of the Greek κέδρος, the two trees which Dioscorides speaks of seem rather to be referred to the genus juniperus than to that of pinus. However Celsius (Hic. orb. i. 80) and Sprengel (Hist. Rei. Herb. i. 207) identify the sherbānī with the Pinus cedrus (Linn.), the cedar of Lebanon. According to Niebuhr also the cedar was called sherbānī. The same word, however, both in the Chaldee, the Syriac, and the Arabic, is occasionally used to express the berānī. Although the claim which the box-tree has to represent the tesassārī of Isaiah and Ezekiel is far from being satisfactorily established, yet the evidence rests on a better foundation than that which supports the claims of the sherbānī. The

BOZRAH (בֹּזְרַא, shining, according to the conjecture of Gesenius, Thee. p. 229); Bařēs: [Vat. Baש: Comp. Boשס: Boasis], the name of one of the two "sharp rocks" (Hebrew, "teeth of the cliff") between the passages by which Jonathan entered the Philistine garrison. It seems to have been that on the north side (1 Sam. xiv. 4, 5). Robinson notices two hills of blunt conical form in the bottom of the Wady Suscečit just below Jabbō∃ (i. 441 and iii. 293). Stanley, on the other hand, could not make them out (8. of P. 205, note). And indeed these hills answer neither to the expression of the text nor the requirements of the narrative. [See Seneh. Amer. ed.] G.
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Men as well as women wore bracelets, as we see from Cant. v. 14, which may be rendered, "His wrists are circlets of gold full set with topazes." Layard says of the Assyrian kings: "the arms were encircled by armlets, and the wrists by bracelets, all equally remarkable for the taste and beauty of the design and workmanship. In the centre of the bracelets were stars and rosettes, which were probably inlaid with precious stones" (Nimruch, ii. 323). These may be observed on the sculptures in the British Museum. [Armlet; Anklet.] E. W. F.

BRACELET (πρᾶσατ, χαλακός). The word πρᾶσατ (from the root πυξίς, to shine) is improperly translated by "bracelet" in the earlier books of Scripture, since the Hebrews were not acquainted with the compound of copper and zinc known by that name. In most places of the O.T. the correct translation would be copper (although it may sometimes possibly mean bronze (χαλακός κορμαίων), a compound of copper and tin. Indeed a simple metal was obviously intended, as we see from Deut. iii. 9, "out of whose hills thou mayest dig brass," and Josh xxii. 2. "Brass is molten out of the stone," and Deut. xxxii. 25, "Thy shoes shall be iron and brass," which seems to be a promise that the king should have a district rich in mines, which we know to have been the case, since Ezek. xiii. 15, 17 [de Mort. Pol. c. 7] speaks of the Christians beingRomans κατά φάσμα τῆς Παλαιστίνης χαλακοῦ μετάκειλαν (Lightfoot, Cont. Chronig. c. 99). [Armlet.]

Copper was known at a very early period, and the invention of working it is attributed to Tubal-cain (Gen. iv. 22; cf. Wilkinson, Anc. Egypt, iii. 243; comp. [1 Pet. 3]. 192). Its extreme ductility (χαλακός from χαλάω) made its application almost universal among the ancients, as Hesiod expressly says (Dict. of Ant. art. Αρε).
The word χαλακτιβάνου in Rev. i. 15, ii. 18 (οἱ πάντες αὐτὸν δωμαί χαλακτίβανοι), has excited much difference of opinion. The A. V. renders it "fine brass," as though it were from χαλάδας and λευβα (smelting brass), or that ἄριστος, which was so rare as to be more valuable than gold. Beza refers to "as album igneo colore splendens," as though from ἄλους, "shining." It may perhaps be deeply-colored frankincense, as opposed to ἀργυροκλατίβανον (Liddell and Scott's LEX.).

* BRAYING IN A MORTAR. Prov. xxvii. 22. [Punishments, III. (c. 4.)]

* BRAZEN SEA. 2 K. xxv. 13; Jer. iii. 17. [Sea, Molten.]

* BRAZEN SERPENT. [Serpent.]

BREAD (בֶּן). The preparation of bread as an article of food dates from a very early period. It must not, however, be inferred from the use of the word lechem in Gen. iii. 19 ("bread," A. V.) that it was known at the time of the fall, the word there occurring in its general sense of food: the earliest undoubted instance of its use is found in Gen. xviii. 6. The corn or grain (בֶּן, בֶּן, בֶּן) employed was of various sorts. The best bread was made of wheat, which after being ground produced the "flour" or "meal" (בֶּן, בֶּן) usually used in the sacred offerings (Ex. xxix. 40; Lev. ii. 1; Ex. xiv. 14), and in the meals of the wealthy (1 K. iv. 22; 2 K. vii. 1; Ex. xvi. 13, 19; Rev. xiii. 13). "Barley" was used only by the very poor (John vi. 9, 13), or in times of scarcity (Ruth iii. 15, compared with i. 1; 2 K. iv. 38, 42; Rev. vi. 6; Joseph. B. J. v. 10, § 2) as it was the food of horses (1 K. iv. 28), it was considered a symbol of what was mean and insignificant (Judg. vii. 13; comp. Joseph. Ant. v. 6, § 4, μᾶλα κρατίνην, ὕπε εὐερείαι ἀνθρωπός ἄργυρος; Liv. xxvii. 31), as well as of what was of a more animal character, and hence ordered for the offering of jealousy (Num. v. 15; comp. Hosea iii. 2; Philo, ii. 307). "Spelt" (סֵפֶל: שפֶל, שפֶל) was also used both in Egypt (Ex. i. 32) and Palestine (Deut. xxv. 25; Ex. IV. 9; 1 K. xix. 6, LXX. λεγεφλων διαφέρει).

* Translated "flishiness" in Ezek. xvi. 30 (A. V.), instead of brass or money (בֶּן, בֶּן, בֶּן). H.

(ii. 36) that in the former country bread was made exclusively of οἶνος, which, as in the LXX., he identifies with zen; but in this he was mistaken, as wheat was also used (Ex. ix. 32; comp. Wilkinson's Anc. Egypt. ii. 397). Occasionally the grains above mentioned were mixed, and other ingredients, such as beans, lentils, and millet, were added (Ex. iv. 19; cf. Sam. xvu. 28); the bread so produced is called "barley cakes" (Ex. iv. 12, "as barley cakes," A. V.), inasmuch as barley was the main ingredient. The amount of meal required for a single baking was an ephah or three measures (Gen. xviii. 6; Judg. vi. 19; 1 Sam. i. 24; Matt. xiii. 33), which appears to have been suited to the size of the ordinary oven. The baking was done in primitive times by the mistress of the house (Gen. xvii. 6) or one of the daughters (2 Sam. xi. 8); female servants were however employed in large households (1 Sam. viii. 13); it appears always to have been the proper business of women in a family (Jer. vii. 18, xiv. 19; Matt. xxii. 33; cf. Hfn. xviii. 11, 28). Baking, as a profession, was carried on by men (Hos. vii. 4, 6). In Jerusalem the bakers congregated in one quarter of the town, as we may infer from the names "bakers' street" (Jer. xxxvii. 21), and "tower of the ovens" (Neh. xi. 11, xli. 38, "furnaces," A. V.). In the time of the Herods, bakers were scattered throughout the towns of Palestine (Ant. xiv. 9, § 2). As the bread was made in thin cakes, which soon became dry and unpalatable, it was usual to bake daily, or when required (Gen. xviii. 6; comp. Harmer's Observations, i. 483): reference is perhaps made to this in the Lord's prayer (Matt. vi. 11; Luke xi. 3). The bread taken by persons on a journey (Gen. xiv. 23; Josh. ix. 12) was probably a kind of biscuit. The process of making bread was as follows: the flour was first mixed with water, or perhaps milk (Bareard's Notes on the Bedouins, i. 58); it was then kneaded (בֶּן) with the hands (in Egypt with the feet also; Herod. ii. 36; Wilkinson, ii. 386) in a small wooden bowl or "kneading-trough" (בֶּן, a term which may, however, rather refer to the leathern bag in which the Bedouins carry their provisions, and which serves both as a wallet and a table; Niebuhr's Voyage, i. 171; Harmer, iv. 360 ff.; the LXX. inclines to this view, giving "kneading-pan." The amount of meal required for a single baking was an ephah or three measures (Gen. xxi. 34, however, "baked up in their clothes," favors the idea of a wooden bowl), until it became dough (בֶּן: σταίρ, Ex. xii. 34, 39; 2 Sam. xiii. 8; Jer. vii. 18; Hos.
Egyptians kneading the dough with their feet. At a and b the dough is probably left to ferment in a basket, as is now done at Cairo. (Wilkinson.)

vii. 4. The term "dough" is improperly given in the A.V. as ἀρτήριον; in Num. xv. 20, 21; Neh. x. 37; Ez. xlv. 30. When the kneading was completed, leaven (τράγος; q.v.) was generally added (Lev. xvi.), but when the time for preparation was short, it was omitted, and unleavened cakes, hastily baked, were eaten, as is still the prevalent custom among the Bedouins (Gen. xviii. 6, xix. 3; Ex. xii. 39; Judg. vi. 19; 1 Sam. xxviii. 24). Such cakes were termed ἄρτηριον (ἀρτηρια), a word of doubtful sense, variously supposed to convey the ideas of thinness (First. Lex. s. v.), swiftness (Green. Theog. p. 315), or purity (Knobel, Comm. in Ex. xii. 20), while leavened bread was called αὐράμ (lit. sharpened or sour'd; Ex. xii. 39; Hos. vii. 4). Unleavened cakes were ordered to be eaten at the passover to commemorate the haste by which the Exodus was accomplished (Ex. xii. 13; xiii. 3, 7; Deut. xvi. 3), as well as on other sacred occasions (Lev. ii. 11, vi. 16; Num. vi. 15). The leavened mass was allowed to stand for some time (Matt. xiii. 33; Luke xiii. 21), sometimes for a whole night ("their baker sleepeth all the night," Hos. vii. 6), exposed to a moderate heat in order to forward the fermentation ("the cease not stirring" [נтель]: "raising," A.V.) so as until it be leavened," Hos. vii. 4). The dough was then divided into round cakes (ἄρτηρια τήθρη, lit. circle; ἀποτελεῖ: "leaves," A.V.; Ex. xix. 23; Judg. viii. 5; 1 Sam. x. 3; Prov. vi. 26; in Judg. vii. 13, ἄρτηρια; marṣaḥ), not unlike flat stones in shape and appearance (Matt. vii. 9; comp. iv. 13), about a span in diameter and a finger's breadth in thickness (comp. Luke's Modern Egyptians, i. 164). Three of these were required for the meal of a single person (Luke xi. 5), and consequently one was barely sufficient to sustain life (1 Sam. ii. 36, "merse"), A.V.; Jer. xxxix. 21, "piece," A.V.), whence the expression ἄρτηρια ἄρτηρια, "bread of affliction" (1 K. xxi. 27; Is. xxx. 20), referring not to the quality (πομ πλεθνου, Grotius), but to the quantity; two hundred would suffice for a party for a reasonable time (1 Sam. xiv. 18; 2 Sam. xi. 1). The cakes were sometimes punctured, and hence called ἄρτηριον (καλλυρίζειν; Ex. xxix. 2, 23; Lev. vi. 4, viii. 26, xxiv. 5; Num. xv. 20; 2 Sam. vi. 19), and mixed with oil. Similar cakes, sprinkled with seeds, were made in Egypt (Wilkinson, ii. 386). Sometimes they were rolled out into wafers

An Egyptian carrying cakes to the oven. (Wilkinson.)

Two Egyptians carrying bread to the confectioner, who rolls out the paste, which is afterwards made into cakes of various forms, d, e, f, g, h. (Wilkinson.)

Egyptians making cakes of bread sprinkled with seeds. (Wilkinson.)

(ἄρτηριον: Ex. xxix. 2, 23; Lev. vi. 4; Num. vi. 15-19), and merely coated with oil. Oil was occasionally added to the ordinary cake (1 K. viii. 12). A more delicate kind of cake is described in 2 Sam. xiii. 6, 8, 10: the dough ("flour," A.V.) is kneaded a second time, and probably some stimulating seeds added, as seems to be implied in the name ἄρτηριον (from ἄρτηριον, heart; compare our expression a cordial: καλλυρίδαις: subtilissimum). The cakes were now taken to the oven, having been first, according to the practice in Egypt, gathered into "white baskets" (Gen. xl. 16), ἄρτηριον, a doubtful expression, referred by some to the whiteness of the bread (μαρσᾶ χορδιτρων: Aquila, κάρατες γράνιτρων: cotides fivina); by others, as in the A. V., to the whiteness of the baskets, and again, by connecting the word ἄρτηριον with the idea of a hole, to an open-work basket (margin, A.V.), or lastly to bread baked in a hole (Kitto, Cyclop., art. Bread). The baskets were placed on a tray and carried on the baker's head (Gen. xl. 16; Herod. ii. 35; Wilkinson, ii. 386).

The methods of baking (ἄρτηριον) were, and still are, very various
in the East, adapted to the various styles of art. In the towns, where professional bakers resided, there were no doubt fixed ovens, in shape and size resembling those in use among ourselves; but more usually each household possessed a portable oven (Ἱμηθρ ιαλθρη) consisting of a stone or metal jar about three feet high, which was heated inwardly with wood (1 K. xvii. 12; Is. xlv. 13; Jer. vii. 18) or dried grass and flower-stalks (χορος, Matt. vi. 30); when the fire had burned down, the cakes were applied either inwardly (Hered. ii. 92) or outwardly: such ovens were used by the Egyptians (Wilkinson, ii. 385) and by the Easterns of Jerome’s time (Comment. in Lam. x. 10), and are still common among the Bedouins (Wellsted’s Travels, i. 350; Niebuhr’s Descript. de l’Arabie, pp. 45, 46). The use of a single oven by several families only took place in time of famine (Lev. xxvi. 29). Another species of oven consisting of a hole dug in the ground, the sides of which were coated with clay and the bottom with pebbles (Harmer, i. 487). John (Arch. ed. i. 9, § 140) thinks that this oven is referred to in the term θηλη (Lev. xi. 35); but the dual number is an objection to this view. The term ἀνθρος (Gen. x. 16) has also been referred to it.

Other modes of baking were specially adapted to the migratory habits of the pastoral Jews, as of the modern Bedouins; the cakes were either spread upon stones, which were previously heated by lighting a fire above them (Burekhardt’s Notes, i. 58) or beneath them (Bedouin’s Travels, p. 81); or they were thrown into the heated embers of the fire itself (Wellsted’s Travels, i. 350; Niebuhr, Descript. p. 40); or lastly, they were roasted by being placed between layers of dung, which burned slowly, and is therefore specially adapted for the purpose (Ez. iv. 12, 15; Burekhardt’s Notes, i. 57; Niebuhr’s Descript. p. 46). The terms by which such cakes were described were θηλη (Gen. xviii. 6; Ex. xii. 39; 1 K. xvii. 13; Ez. iv. 12; Hos. vii. 8), θηλή (1 K. xvii. 12; Ps. xxxix. 19), or more fully ἱμηθρος θηλη (1 K. xix. 6, lit. on the stones, “coals,” A. V.), the term ἱμηθρος referring, however, not to the mode of baking, but to the molded shape of the cake (Gen. xxi. 27; xix. 2; Gen. xxiv. 2). The equivalent terms in the LXX. ἑκρυσίας, and in the Vulg. subsecivitios fornii, have direct reference to the peculiar mode of baking. The cakes required to be carefully turned during the process (Hos. vii. 8; Harmer, i. 488). Other methods were used for other kinds of bread; some were baked on a pan (θηλη: τριγχανον: σφέντε: the Greek term survives in the tureen of the Bedouins), the result being similar to the khobz still used among the latter people (Burekhardt’s Notes, i. 58) or like the Greek ταξιγρημα, which were baked in oil, and eaten warm with honey (Athen. xvi. 55; p. 646); such cakes appear to have been chiefly used as sacred offerings (Lev. v. 3; vi. 14; vii. 9; 1 Chr. xxiii. 29). A similar cooking utensil was used by Tamar (2 Sam. xiii. 9), named τριγχανον (τριγχανον), in which she baked the cakes and then emptied them out in a heap (not poured, as if it had been broth) before Amnon.

A different kind of bread, probably resembling the fista of the Bedouins, a pasty substance (Burekhardt’s Notes, i. 57) was prepared in a saucepan (ἐρυθρα: κροτελα: φρεγινη: A. V.); none of which meanings however correspond with the etymological sense of the word, which is connected with boiling); this was also reserved for sacred offerings (Lev. vi. 7, vii. 9). As the above-mentioned kinds of bread (the last excepted) were thin and crisp, the mode of eating them was by breaking (Lev. ii. 6; Is. lvii. 7; Lam. iv. 4; Matt. xiv. 19, xv. 36, xxvi. 26; Acts x. 11; comp. Xen. Anab. vii. 3, § 22, ἄφρος ἄκλες), whence the term ἱμηθρος, to break = to give bread (Jer. xvi. 7): the pieces broken for consumption were called κάδαιμα (Matt. xiv. 20; John vi. 12). Old bread is described in Josh. iv. 5, 12, as crumbled (καρύπα: Aquil. ἐπιθυμομαν: in frusta comminuti; A. V. “frequently,” following the LXX. ἐπιθυμομαν καὶ βεβηματομ, a term which is also applied (1 K. xiv. 3) to a kind of biscuit which easily crumbled (κολλομαι: “cracknels,” A. V.)

W. L. B.

BREAStPLATE. [Armor, p. 161; High-Priest, I. (2 a.)]

* BREECES (περικεφαλη: feminalis), a kind of drawers, extending only from the loins to the thighs, worn by the priests (Ex. xxviii. 42, xxxiv. 28; Lev. vi. 10, xvi. 4; Ex. xiv. 18; comp. Joseph. Ant. iii. 7, § 1; Philo, De Monarch. lib. ii. c. 6; Opp. ii. 225 ed. Mang.). See PRIEST, Dress.

A.

BRETHREN OF JESUS. [Brotherly.]
The Greeks preferred brick walls in general to stone (xxxv. 14; Vitruv. ii. 3, 8). Bricks of more than 3 palms length and of less than ⅓ palm, are mentioned by the Talmudists (Gesen. s. v.). The Israelites, in common with other captives, were employed by the Egyptian monarchs in making bricks and in building (Ex. i. 14, v. 7). Kiln-bricks were not generally used in Egypt, but were dried in the sun, and even without straw are as firm as when first put up in the reigns of the Amunophs and Thothmuses whose names they bear. The usual dimensions vary from 20 in. or 17 in. to 14½ in. long; 8½ in. to 6½ in. wide; and 7 in. to 4½ in. thick. When made of the Nile mud, or alluvial deposit, they required (as they still require) straw to prevent cracking, but those formed of clay taken from the torrent beds on the edge of the desert, held together without straw; and crude brick walls had frequently the additional security of a layer of reeds and sticks, placed at intervals to act as kinders (Wilkinson, ii. 194, smaller ed.; Birch, Antient Pottery, i. 14); comp. Her. i. 179. Baked bricks however were used, chiefly in places in contact with water. They are smaller than the sun-dried bricks (Birch, i. 23). A brick-kiln is mentioned as in Egypt by the prophet Jeremiah (xliii. 9). A brick pyramid is mentioned by Herodotus (ii. 130) as the work of King Asynchron. Sesostris (ii. 158) is said to have employed his captives in building. Numerous remains of buildings of various kinds exist, constructed of sun-dried bricks, of which many specimens are to be seen in the British Museum with inscriptions indicating their date and purpose (Birch, i. 11, 17). Among the paintings at Thebes, one on the tomb of Rikshara, an officer of the court of Thothmes III. (about 1400 B.C.), represents the enforced labors in brick-making of captives, who are distinguished from the natives by the color in which they are drawn. Watching over the laborers are "task-masters," who, armed with sticks, are receiving the "date of bricks" and urging on the work. The processes of digging out the clay, of moulding, and of arranging, are all duly repre-

---

**Fig. 15.** Fetching water from the tank, e. At e the bricks (tubi) are said to be made at Thebes.
BRIDE, BRIDEGROOM. [MARRIAGE]

BRIDGE. The only mention of a bridge in the Canonical Scriptures is indirectly in the proper name Geshepth (γεσήπθ), a district in Bashan, N. E. of the sea of Galilee. At this place a bridge still exists, called the bridge of the sons of Jacob (Ge- sen. s. v.). Absalom was the son of a daughter of the king of Geshepth (2 Sam. iii. 3, xiii. 37, xiv. 23, 32). The Chaldean paraphrase renders "gates," in Nahum ii. 6, "bridges," where, however, dykes or weirs are to be understood, which being burnt by inundation, destroyed the walls of Nineveh (Diod. ii. 27). Judas Maccabaeus is said to have intended to make a bridge in order to besiege the town of Caphspor or Caspia, situate near a lake (2 Mac. xii. 12). Josephus (J. W. i. 1, § 3), speaking of the Jordan at the time of the passage of the Israelites, says it had never been bridged before, οὐς ξενοκρον πόρτροφον, as if in his own time bridges had been made over it, which under the Romans was the case. (See the notices below.) In Is. xxxvii. 25, θάλας, dig for water, is rendered by LXX. γεφωμα τήθη. Permanent bridges over water do not appear to have been used by the Israelites in their earlier times, but we have frequent mention made of fords and of their military importance (Gen. xxxvi. 22; Josh. ii. 7; Judg. iii. 29, vii. 24, xii. 5; Is. xvi. 2). West of the Jordan there are few rivers of importance (Amm. Marc. xiv. 8; Beland, p. 294), and perhaps the policy of the Jews may have discouraged intercourse with neighboring tribes, for it seems unlikely that the skill of Solomon's architects was unable to construct a bridge.

Herodotus (i. 186) describes a bridge consisting of stone piers, with planks laid across, built by Ni- tocris, b. c. 669, connecting the two portions of Babylon (see Jer. ii. 34, 32, I. 38), and Diodorus speaks of an arched tunnel under the Euphrates (ii. 9). Bridges of boats are described also by Herodotus (iv. 88, vii. 36; comp. Euseb. Pers. 69, νωπείων σενεκίαν), and by Xenophon (Anab. ii. 4, § 12). A bridge over the Zab, made of wickerwork, connecting stone piers, is described by Layard (l. 192), a mode of construction used also in South America.

Though the arch was known and used in Egypt as early as the 15th century B. C. (Wilkinson, ii. 302 ff.), Bich, i. 14 the Romans were the first constructors of arched bridges. They made bridges over the Jordan and other rivers of Syria, of which remains still exist (Stanley, 296; Irlby and Mangels, 90, 91, 92, 148, 143). A stone bridge over the Jordan, called the Bridge of the daughters of Jacob, is mentioned by B. de la Broquiere, A. D. 1432, and a portion of one by Arell, A. D. 700 (Early Trav. in Pal. 8, 300; Burchardt, Syria, 315; Robinson, ii. 441). The bridge (γεφωμα) connecting the Temple with the upper city, of which Jose- phus speaks (B. J. vi. 6, § 2, Ant. xv. 11, 5), seems to have been an arched viaduct (Robinson, i 288, iii. 244; Wilkinson, ii. W. P.)

BRIERS. No less than six Heb. words are thus rendered in eleven passages of the O. T. In Heb. vi. 8, it represents גבורה. In the 8th chapter of Judges occurs twice (v. 7, 16) the word גמרו, which the LXX. render by ταύτα Βαρσουβία (Vat. 699, Buxtorf, or [Alex.] Buxtorfius, Barsoviae, and the A. V. by briiers. This is probably an incorrect rendering. The word properly means a threshing machine, consisting of a flat, square, wooden board set with teeth of iron, flint, or fragments of iron pyrites, which are abundant in Palestine. Gesenius conjectures that γεφωμα was the name for pyrites, from γεφωμα, fulgurare; and hence that γεφωμα = tribul- ula pyritae mundita = יִבְּבָג (see Robinson, ii. 307).

For גנום, Mic. vii. 4, and גנום, Ez. xxviii. 24, see under THORN.

In Ez. ii. 6, we read "Though briers and thorns" be with thee," "briere representing the Heb. יִבְּבָג, which is explained by rebela in the margin. The root is יבב, rebellion vel refractorius fuit, and the rendering should be "Though rebellious men like thorns be with thee."

In Is. lv. 13, we have "instead of the briar shall come up the myrtle-tree," the Heb. word for briar being יבב, irirp; kôvâr: κόαρα, a strong-smelling plant of the endive kind, fether- bone, fulVaPTa, bulba helianthinum, Linnae. (Arist. H. A. iv. 8, 28; Dios. iii. 129). The Pesheho has יִבְּב, satureia, savvoy, wild thyme, Thymus serpyllus, a plant growing in great abundance in the desert of Sinai according to Buckhardt (Syv. ii.). Gesenius rejects both hea-bane and wild thyme on etymol- ogical grounds, and prefers κόαρα, nettle, considering יבב to be a compound of יבב, usit, and יִבְּב, punxit. He also notices the opinion of Ewald (Gnom. Crit. p. 520) that Sinapii album, the white mustard, is the plant meant.

In Is. v. 6, we have mention of briers and thorns as springing up in desolate and wasted lands; and here the Heleew word is יבב, from root יבב, ritgul, hortul, [Adamant] (comp. Is. vii. 29, 34, 25, ix. 18, and xxxii. 13. In Is. x. 17, xvii. 4, יבב is used metaphorically for men. The LXX. in several of these passages have ἅπαλα, in one χφρος, in another [ἀγροτης] ἐργα. Palestine must always have passed this way. See Gesenius.

H.  

b The eminent Hebrewist, Professor Dietrich of Marburg, treats of the subject of this article under the head of Donum- und Dissilam (pp. 35-68) in his Abhandlungen für Semitische Weforschung (Leipzig, 1844).
There is nothing in the etymology or usage by which we can identify the בֶּן-יַרְדֵּנָה with any particular species of prickly or thorny plant. Possibly it is a general term for the very numerous plants of this character which are found in the uncultivated lands of the East.

W. D.

BRIGANDINE. The Hebrew word thus rendered in Jer. xvi. 4, ii. 3 (ningar, singia: ὑπάγας: becirey) is closely connected with that (ningar, shirgin) which is elsewhere translated "coat of mail" (1 Sam. xv. 5, 38), and "helmet" (2 Chr. xxii. 14.; 16 iv. 10). [Arms. p. 161 u.]. Mr. Wedgwood (Dict. of Eng. Figur. s. v.) says it was "a kind of scale armor, also called Brigandins, from being worn by the light troops called Brigands." The following examples will illustrate the usage of the word in Old English: "The rest of the armor for his body, he had put on before in his tent, which was a Sicilian cassece, and upon a damantine made of many foldes of cuirasses with slit-holes, which was gotten among the spoiles at the battle of Issus." (North's Plutarch, B. c. p. 735, ed. 1595). "Hyia selle with the Duke of Burykingdo stede harnes in olde cut-taunored Brigandins" (Hall, Educ. I. 1., ed. 1515.) The forms brigan-taille and brigantine also occur.

W. A. W.

BRIMSTONE (בֶּן-יַרְדֵּנָה, ֻּגְּלִית; ὕπάγω: sulphur). There can be no question that the Hebrew word which occurs several times in the Bible is correctly rendered "brimstone:" if this meaning is fully corroborated by the old versions. The word is very frequently associated with "fire." The Lord rained upon Sodom and Gomorra brimstone and fire out of heaven." (Gen. xix. 24; 2) Ps. vi. 6; Ez. xxxix. 22. In Job xvii. 15, and Is. xxx. 33, "brimstone" occurs alone, but no doubt in a sense similar to that in the foregoing passages, namely, as a synonymous expression with lightning, as has been observed by Le Clerc (Digest. de Sodoma subsidium, Commentario [in] Pentateuch, adjuncta, § iv.), Michaelis, Rosenmüller, and others. There is a peculiar sulphurous odor which is occasionally perceived by a thunder-storm; the ancients had particular attention to it: see Pliny (V. H. ii. 33, L.), Fulminae ac fulgura quoque sulphuris odorum habitant; "Seneca (Qu. nat. ii. 53), and Persius (Sat. ii. 24, 25). Hence the expression in the Sacred writings "fire and brimstone" to denote a storm of thunder and lightning. The stream of brimstone in Is. xxx. 33 is, no doubt, as Lee (Ib. I. I. p. 123) has well expressed it, "a rushing stream of lightning." From Deut. xxiv. 24, "the whole land thereof is brimstone," like the overthrow of Sodom, it would appear that native sulphur itself is alluded to (see also Is. xvii. 9). Sulphur is found at the present time in different parts of Palestine, but in the greatest abundance on the borders of the Dead Sea. "We picked up pieces," says Dr.

Robinson (Bib. Res. ii. 221), "as large as a walnut near the northern shore, and the Arabs said it was found in the sea near "Sin el-Feshkhah in bunks as large as a man's fist; they took it in sufficient quantities to make from it their own gunpowder." See Irby and Mangles (Travels, p. 453), Burekhard (Travels, p. 264), who observes that the Arabs use sulphur in diseases of their camels, and Shaw (Travels, i. 159). There are hot sulphurous springs on the eastern coast at the ancient Callirhoe (Irby and Mangles, Trav. p. 407), and Robinson, Bib. Res. ii. 222.

The pieces of sulphur varying in size from a nutmeg to a small hen's egg, which travelers pick up on the shore of the Red Sea, have, in all probability, been disintegrated from the adjacent limestone or volcanic rocks and washed up on the shores. Sulphur was much used by the Greeks and Romans in their religious purifications (Juv. ii. 157; Plin. xxxv. 15): hence the Greek word ὄμου, lit., "the divine thing;" was employed to express this substance. Sulphur is found nearly pure in different parts of the world, and generally in volcanic districts; it exists in combination with metals and in various sulphates; it is very combustible, and is used in the manufacture of gunpowder, matches, &c. Pliny (l. c.) says one kind of sulphur was employed as dietheumol conficienda." W. I.

* BRING. "To bring a person on his way" or "journey" is used in the A. V. in the sense of to conduct or accompany him, for a part or the whole of the distance, often with the associated idea of fitting him out with the necessary supplies (בֶּן-יַרְדֵּנָה: ὄμουπτήματα, ὄμουπτήματα: δαμος, πρειποτ.): Gen. xviii. 10; Acts xiv. 3, xxi. 5; Rom. xv. 24; 1 Cor. xvi. 6. 2 Cor. i. 16; Tit. iii. 13; 3 John 6). A.

* BRODER. See EMBRODERER. In many modern editions of the A. V., brodered in 1 Tim. ii. 9 — "not with brodered hair" — is a corruption of bridel, the rendering of the ed. of 1611 and other early editions. Bridel is an old form of brodred. The marginal rendering is "platted," Gr. ἐπὶ πλέγμασι: Vulg. in torris erubente.

A.

BROOK. Four Hebrew words are thus rendered in the O. T.

1. בֶּן-יַרְדֵּנָה, ἡπικ (Ps. xlii. 1 [2]), which properly denotes a violent torrent, sweeping through a mountain gorge. It occurs only in the poetical books, and is derived from a root ἡπικ, signifying "to be strong." Elsewhere it is rendered "stream," "channel," "river."

2. בֶּן-יַרְדֵּנָה, ֻּגְּלִית (Is. xix. 6, 7, 8, xxiii. 3, 10), an Egyptian word, generally applied to the Nile, or to the canals by which Egypt was watered. The only exceptions to this usage are found in Dan. xii. 5, 6, 7.

3. בֶּן-יַרְדֵּנָה, ֻּגְלַכ (2 Sam. xxi. 20), which occurs but once, and then, according to the most probable conjecture, signifies a "rivulet," or small stream of water. The etymology of the word is

a Probably allied to בֶּן-יַרְדֵּנָה, a general name for such trees as abound with resinous inflammable exudations;

b Hence בֶּן-יַרְדֵּנָה, "sulphur," as being very combustible. See the Lexicons of Parkhurst and Gesenius.

c Cf. the Arabic بِنْرِدَنِة, B^nrdn.

d From A. S. broom, "to burn," and stone.

e See the different explanation of Hengstenberg (Ps. xlii. 6), who maintains, contrary to all reason, that Sodom and Gomorra were destroyed by "a literal raining of brimstone."
BROTHER

Ac. 4: 37, a most common term applied to both the dry torrent-bed (Num. xxii. 12; Judg. xvi. 4) and to the torrent itself (I K. xviii. 5). It corresponds with the Arabic ِ‌ب‌ر‌ح‌ل‌ك‌, the Greek ἄγαλμα, the Italian piantina, and the Indian मिल्क. For further information, see RIVIÈRE, W. A. W.

BROTHER (τέμνον). The Hebrew word is used in various senses in the O. T., as (1.) Any kinsman, and not a mere brother; e. g. nephews (Gen. xiv. 10, xiii. 9), husband (Gen. iv. 9). (2.) One of the same tribe (2 Sam. xiv. 12). (3.) Of the same people (Ex. ii. 11), or even of a cognate people (Num. xx. 14). (4.) An ally (Am. i. 9). (5.) Any friend (Job vii. 15). (6.) One of the same office (I K. ix. 13). (7.) A fellow man (Lev. xix. 17). (8.) Metaphorically of any similarity. It is a very favorite Oriental metaphor, as in Job xxx. 29, "I am become a brother to the jackals" (Gesen. s. c.).

The word ἀδελφός has a similar range of meanings in the N. T., and is also used for a disciple (Matt. xx. 40, &c.); a fellow-worker, as in St. Paul’s ἀδικία; and especially a Christian. Indeed, we see from the Acts that it was by this name that Christians usually spoke of each other. The name Christian was merely used to describe them objectively, i. e. from the pagan point of view, as we see from the places where it occurs, namely, Acts [xv. 26], xxxi. 28, and I Pet. iv. 16.

The Jewish schools distinguish between a "brother" and a "neighbor"; a "brother" meant an Israelite by blood, a "neighbor" a proselyte. They allowed neither title to the Gentiles; but Christ and the Apostles extended the name "brother" to all Christians, and "neighbor" to all the world, 1 Cor. vii. 39: Luke x. 29, 30 (Lightfoot, Hor. Heb. ad Matt. v. 22).

We must now briefly touch on the difficult and interesting question as to who were "the brethren of the Lord," and pass in review the theories respecting them. And first we would observe that in arguing at all against their being the real brethren of Jesus, far too much stress has been laid on the assumed indefiniteness of meaning attached to the word "brother" in Scripture. In all the adduced cases it will be seen that, when the word is used in any but its proper sense, the context prevents the possibility of confusion; and indeed in the only two exceptional instances (not metaphorical), namely, those in which Lot and Jacob are respectively called "brothers" of Abraham and Laban, the word is only extended so far as to mean "nephew;" and it must be remembered that even these exceptions are quoted from a single book, seventeen centuries earlier than the gospels. If then the word "brother," as repeatedly applied to James, &c., really meant "cousins" or "kinsmen," it will be the only instance of such an application in which no data are given to correct the laxity of meaning. Again, no really parallel case can be quoted from the N. T., except in merely rhetorical and topographical passages; whereas when "nephews" are meant they are always specified as such, as in Col. iv. 10: Acts xxiii. 11 (Kittel, The Apostles, &c., p. 195 f.). There is therefore no adequate warrant in the

a * Not the primitive bishop of this name, of Hierapolis, but a medieval namesake who lived in the 11th

language alone, to take "brethren" as meaning "relatives," and therefore that a priori presumption is in favor of a literal acceptation of the word.

We have dwelt the more strongly on this point, because it seems to have been far too easily assumed that no importance is to be attached to the mere fact of their being invariably called Christ’s brethren; whereas this consideration alone goes far to prove that they really were so.

There are, however, three traditions respecting them. They are first mentioned (Matt. xiii. 56) in a manner which would certainly lead an uninfluenced mind to conclude that they were our Lord’s utsedrine brethren. "Is not this the carpenter’s son? is not his mother called Mary? and his brethren James, and Joseph, and Judas, and Simon? and his sisters, are they not all with us?" But since we find that there was a "Mary, the mother of James and Joses" (Matt. xvii. 56), and that a "James and Judas (?)" were sons of Alphaeus (Luke xvi. 16), the most general tradition is — 1. That they were all our Lord’s first cousins, the sons of Alpheus (or Cleopas — not Cleopas, see Alford, Gr. Test. Matt. x. 3) and Mary, the sister of the Virgin. This tradition is accepted by Papias, Jerome (Cist. Script. Ecc. 2), Augustine, and the Latin Church generally, and is now the one most generally received. Yet there seem to be overwhelming arguments against it: for (1.) The reasoning entirely depends on three very doubtful assumptions, namely, "That his mother’s sister" (John xix. 25) must be in apposition with "Mary, the wife of Cleophas," which would be improbable, if only on the ground that it supposes two sisters to have had the same name, a supposition substantiated by no parallel cases [Wieseler (comp. Mark xv. 40) thinks that Salome, the wife of Zebedee, is intended by "his mother’s sister"]. (6.) That Mary, the mother of James, was the wife of Cleophas, i. e. that the James intended is Ιακώβος ὁ Ἀλπθαέους. (c.) That Cleophas, or more correctly Cleopas, whose wife Mary was, is identical with Alpheas; which may be the case, although it cannot be proved. (2.) If his cousins were meant, it would be signally untrue that "neither did his brethren believe on him" (John vii. 5 ff.), for in all probability three out of the four (namely, James the Less, Matthew (or Levi), and Jude, the brother (?) of James) were actual Apostles. We do not see how this can be removed. (3.) It is quite unaccountable that these "brethren of the Lord," if they were only his cousins, should be always mentioned in conjunction with the Virgin Mary, and never with their own mother Mary, who was both alive and in constant attendance on our Lord. (4.) They are generally spoken of as distinct from the Apostles; see Acts i. 14: I Cor. ix. 5; and Jude (17) seems to clearly indicate that he himself was not an Apostle. It seems to us that these four objections are quite adequate to set aside the very slight grounds for identifying the "brethren of the Lord" with the "sons of Alpheas."

II. A second tradition accepted by Hilary, Epiphanius, and the Greek fathers generally, makes them the sons of Joseph by a former marriage with a certain Escha or Salome of the tribe of Judah; indeed Epiphanius (Heracl. xxix. § 4) even mentions the supposed order of birth of the four sons and two daughters. But Jerome (Com. in Matt. xii. 49)

century. Prof. Lightfoot (on Galat. p. 259) has pointed out this slip of the writer.
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sights this as a mere conjecture, borrowed from the "delirantium Apocryphorum," and Urigen says that it was taken from the Gospels of St. Peter. The only shadow of ground for its possibility is the apparent difference of age between Joseph and the Virgin.

The attempt to have been the offspring of a levirate marriage between Joseph and the wife of his deceased brother Cephas. But apart from all evidence, it is obviously idle to examine so arbitrary an assumption.

The argument against their being the sons of the Virgin after the birth of our Lord, are founded on—(1.) The almost constant tradition of the Mary, &c. (2.) The fact that the cross Christ renewed to his mother to the care of St. John; but this is easily explicable on the ground of his brethren's apparent disbelief in Him at that time. On the other hand, the arguments against their being our Lord's uterine brothers are numerous, and, taken collectively, to an unprejudiced mind almost irresistible, although singly they are open to objections: e.g., (1.) The word ἄνθρωπος, Luke ii. 7. (2) Matt. i. 25, ὁ δὲ Ἰησοῦς ἵνα εἴρηση ἀνθρώπων ἐπειδὴ ἵνα ἀποκριθῇ, εἰς τὸν γὰρ κόσμον, κ. τ. λ., to which Alford justly remarks, only one meaning could have been attached but for press-prominent theories about the ἄνθρωπος. (3.) The general tone of the gospels on the subject, since they are constantly spoken of with the Virgin Mary, and with no shadow of a likelihood that they were not her own children (Matt. xii. 46: Mark iii. 31, &c.). It can, we think, hardly be denied that any one of these arguments is singly stronger than those produced on the other side.

To sum up then, we have seen (1.) that "the brethren of the Lord" could hardly have been identical with the sons of Alpheus, and (11.) that we have no grounds for supposing them to have been the sons of Joseph as a previous or (111.) a levirate marriage; that the arguments in favor of their being actual brothers of our Lord are cogent, and that the tradition on the other side is not sufficiently weighty or manifest to set them aside. Finally, this tradition of the perpetual virginity of the mother of our Lord (which any one may hold, if he will, as one of the πράξεις ἐρείπων," Jer. Taylor, of St. [H. 3, 6] is easily accounted for by the general error on the inferiority of the wedded to the virgin state: Scripture in no way requires us to believe it, and since Mary's previous virginity is above requisite to the Gospel narrative, we must regard it as a question of mere curiosity. [James; ores; Judas]. [Pearson, On the Creed, Art. 111. and note: Rümker and Alford on Matt. xxii. 56; Lightfoot, Hor. Hær., Matt. v. 22; &c. &c.].

BUKKI

* On this question of "the brethren of the Lord," Dr. Lange maintains the consanguinity, but with a peculiar modification. He derives the consanguinity from not the mothers (the two Marys being sisters), but from the fathers (Cephas or Alpheus and Joseph being brothers). See his Bibelkreis, i. 201, and Dr. Schaff's Translntion, p. 255. Professor Lightfoot thinks the words on the cross, "Woman, behold thy son," said of John the Evangelist, are decisive, as showing that the mother of Jesus had no son, if Joseph had none. If so, according to his view the brethren must have been sons of Joseph by a former marriage (St. Paul's Ep. to the Galat., pp. 241-275). Of these two explanations (the consanguinity being regarded as out of the question) Dr. Schaff (on Lange, pp. 256-260, where he has a full note) prefers the latter, partly as agreeing better with the apparent age of Joseph, the husband of Mary (who disappears early from the history), and partly as making the age of the brothers such as to times to have exercised a sort of eldership over Jesus (comp. Mark iii. 21 and John vii. 3 ff.). Undoubtedly the view adopted in the foregoing article, that Jesus had brothers who were the sons of Mary, is the one which an unfeigned credence requires; and, as to the fact of the Saviour's commission the mother in his last moments to the care of John, which this view is said to make irreconcilable with the "claims of filial piety," if Mary had sons of her own, it is not so easy in point of principle to make out the material difference (affirmed by those who suppose a previous marriage of Joseph) between such claims of his own sons and those of step-sons. "The perpetual virginity of Mary," says the late Prof. Edwards, "is inferred from half a verse (Matt. i. 25), which by natural implication teaches the direct contrary." This question is brought up again under James.

BUKASTIS. [Phœbusa.]

BUCKLER. [Arms, 11, 5; Shield.]

BUKKI (Nici [contracted for Μενείς; see infr.; Boetz: [Alex.] Boesca: [Vat. Baei: Boesca: Boesci.]

1. Son of Abishua and father of Uzi, fifth from Aaron in the line of the high-priests in 1 Chr. v. 31, vi. 36 (v. 5, 31, A. V.), and in the genealogy of Ezra, Ezr. vii. 4, and 1 Esdr. viii. 2, where he is called Boesca. Boescia, which is corrupted to Bussia, 2 Esdr. I, 2. Whether Bukki ever filled the office of high-priest, we are not informed in Scripture. Epiphanius in his list of the ancestors of Jehoiada, whom he fancifully supposes to be brother of Elijah the Tishbite, omits both Bukki and Abishua (Ibevers, Melchizedec, iii.). Josephus (Ant. vili. 1, § 3) expressly says that all of Aaron's line between Joseph (Abishua) the high-priest and Zadok who was made high-priest in the reign of David, were private persons (οἰκονοματερές) i.e. not high priests, and mentions by name "Bukki the son of Joseph the high-priest," as the first of those who lived a private life, while the pontifical dignity was in the house of Ithamar. But in v. 11, § 5, Josephus says as expressly that Abishua (then called Abizerai) having received the high-priesthood
from his father Phinehas, transmitted it to his own son Bukki, who was succeeded by Uzzi, after whom it passed to Eli. We may conclude therefore that Josephus had no more means of knowing for certain who were high-priests between Phinehas and Eli, than we have, and may adopt the opinion, which is far the most probable, that there was no high-priest between them, unless perhaps Abishua. For an account of the absurd fancies of the Jews, and the statements of Christian writers relative to the succession of the high-priests at this period, see Selden, de Success., in Pontif. Hebr.; also Geneology, of our Lord, ch. x. A. C. 9.

2. (Bac)ip (Vat. -chrip); Alex. Boer: Bocch. Son of Jophi, 1st prince (Niled) of the tribe of Dan, one of the ten men chosen to apportion the land of Canaan between the tribes (Num. xxxii. 22).

BUKKIAH (Niled) [wasting from Jehovah], Bukkijahu: Boccia: Boccus (Vat.-ker); Alex. Boccus. [Koskar] Boccus, a Kothrite Levite, of the sons of Heman, one of the musicians in the Temple, the leader of the sixth band or course in the service (1 Chr. xxv. 4, 13).

BUL. [MONTHS.]

BULL, BULLOCK, terms used synonymously with ox, oxen, in the A. V. as the representatives of several Hebrew words. [See Ox.] Twice in the N. T. as the rendering of 'tayyemos, Heb. ix. 13, x. 4.

The *tayyemos* is properly a generic name for horned cattle when of full age and fit for the plough. According to it is variously rendered bullock (Is. lxv. 25), cow (Ex. iv. 15), oxen (Gen. xii. 6). Hence in Dent. xxi. 3, 'tayyemos, is a heifer; Ex. xxix. 1, 'tayyemos, a young bullock; and in Gen. xviii. 7, simply 'tayyemos, rendered a calf in A. V. It is derived from an unused root, 'tayyemos, to cleave, hence plough, as in Latin armamentum is aorummentum.

The *tayyemos* differs from 'tayyemos in the same way as 'tayyemos is a sheep, from 'tayyemos, a flock of sheep. It is a generic name, but almost always signifies one head of horned cattle, without distinction of age or sex. It is very seldom used collectively. The Chaldee form of the word, *tayyemos*, occurs in Ezr. vi. 9, 17; Dan. iv. 25, &c.; and Plutarch (Sull. c. 17) says 'tayyemos, of Philaces, Sylus bin coalescentis. It is probably the same word as *tayyemos, tauros, Germ. stier, Eng. steer. The root *tayyemos* is not used, but the Arab. *tayyemos, excita'tur pulverem*, is a very natural derivation of the word.

*Burial*, a calf, male or female, properly of the first year, derived, as Gesenius thinks, from an Egyptian word signifying fetus, embryo, pellis, catalus, while others derive it from *tayyemos, zeli, rotaci, feticorni*. The word is used of a trained heifer (Hos. x. 11), of one giving milk (Is. xii. 21, 22), of one used in ploughing (Judg. xiv. 3), and of one three years old (Gen. xv. 9).

most synonymous with *tayyemos*, the latter signifying generally a young bull of two years old, though in one instance (Judg. vi. 25) possibly a bull of seven years old. It is the customary term for bulls offered in sacrifice, and hence is used metaphorically in Hos. xiv. 2, "so will we render," as bullocks,' our lips." There are four or five passages in which the word *tayyemos* is used for bulls. It is the plural of *tayyemos*, strong, whose use is. See Ps. xxii. 12, 13, xlviii 30; Is. xxxiv. 7; Jer. 1. 11.

All the above words refer to domesticated cattle, which formed of old, as now, an important part of the wealth of the people of Palestine. In Is. li. 20 the word *tayyemos occurs, and is rendered "wild bull," but "wild ox" in Dent. xiv. 5. The LXX. have *avrov* in the former passage and *vym* in the latter. It was possibly one of the larger species of antelope, and took its name from its swiftness — the Arabic *tayyemos* being cura6 ancentevit. The Antelope Oryx of Linnæus is indigenous in Syria, Arabia, and Persia. Dr. Robinson mentions large herds of black and almost hairless buffaloes still existing in Palestine, and these may be the animal indicated (H. 390).

W. D.

BURLUSH, used synonymously with Rush in the A. V. as the rendering of the words *tayyemos* and *tayyemos*. In Is. ix. 14, xix. 15, we have the proverbial expression *tayyemos* *tayyemos*, A. V. "thrice and rush," equivalent to high and low alike (the LXX. have *vpyai kal mupeia* in one passage, *vpyai kal t8nos* in the other), and in Is. lviii. 5, *tayyemos* is rendered burrush.

W. D.

* The remainder of this article in the English edition is entirely superseded by the art. Reed, which see.

A.

BURLUSHES, ARK OP. [Moses.]

BU'NAH (Niled, [accentuation]: Bara'ah: [Vat. Bara'h; Abb. Bara'id]: Baun), a son of Jerahmeel, of the family of Pharez in Judah (1 Chr. ii. 25).

BUN'NI. (Niled, [accentuation]: Bumi), one of the Levites in the time of Nehemiah (Neh. ix. 4); possibly the same person is mentioned in x. 15. The LXX. in both cases translate the name by *vdiös.*

2. [F.A.3 Boevar: Comp. Bura'ah: Bumi.] Another Levite, but of earlier date than the preceding (Neh xi. 15). The name, *tayyemos*, is also slightly different LXX. [in most MSS.] omits. Bumni is said to have been the Jewish name of Nicodemus (Lightfoot on John iii. 1; Ewald, v. 233).

* Burden. The Hebrew *tayyemos*, rendered "burden" in the A. V., denotes both a burden, and an oracle or prophecy. This double sense of the word is referred to in Jer. xxiii. 33 ff. See Noyes's note on the passage (Trans. of the Hebrew Prophecies, 3d ed., 1806, ii. 340).

A.

BURIAL, SEPULCHRES, TOMBS. The Jews uniformly disposed of the corpse by entombment wherever possible, and falling that, by inhumation; extending this respect to the remains even of the
slain enemy and malefactor (1 K. xi. 15; Deut. xxvi. 26), in the latter case by express provision of law. In such cases the body was so guarded by Mosaic precept, it may be concluded that natural feeling was relied on as rendering any such general injunction superfluous. Similarly, to disturb remains was regarded as a barbarity, only justifiable in the case of those who had themselves outraged religion (2 K. xiii. 16, 17; Jer. viii. 1, 2). The Rabbin quote the doctrine "dust thou art, and unto dust shalt thou return," as a reason for preferring to enthrone inter their dead; but that precessional point is other than the Mosaic record, as traversed in patriarchal examples, and continued unaltered by any tenebrous influence; so Tertullian (Hist. v. 5) notices that it was a point of Jewish custom, corpora con- ducere quum cremerent.

On this subject we have to notice: (1) the place of burial, its site and shape; (2) the mode of burial; (3) the prevalent notions regarding this duty; and (4) the rapidity with which burial took place after death.

1. A natural cave enlarged and adapted by excavation, or an artificial imitation of one, was the standard type of sepulchre. This was what the structure of the Jewish soil supplied or suggested. A distinct and simple form of sepulchre as contrasted with the complex and elaborated rites of Egypt clings to the region of Palestine and varies but little with the great social changes between the periods of Abraham and the Captivity. Jacob and Joseph, who both died in Egypt, are the only known instances of the Egyptian method applied to patriarchal remains. Sepulchres, when the owner's means permitted it, were commonly prepared beforehand, and stood often in gardens, by road-sides, or even adjoining houses. Kings and prophets alone were probably buried within houses (1 K. ii. 10, xvi. 8, 25; 2 K. x. 30, xiii. 9; 2 Chr. xvi. 11, xviii. 27; 1 Sam. xxi. 1, xxiii. 3). Sarah's tomb and Rachel's seem to have been chosen merely from the accident of the place of death; but the successive interments at the former (Gen. xvi. 31) are a chronicle of the strong family feeling among the Jews. It was the sole fixed spot in the unsettled patriarchal life; and its purchase and transfer, minutely detailed, are remarkable as the sole transaction of the kind, until repeated on a similar scale at Shechem. Thus it was deemed a misfortune or an indignity, not only to be deprived of burial (Is. xiv. 29; Jer. passim; 2 K. ix. 10), but, in a lesser degree, to be excluded from the family sepulchre (1 K. xii. 22). As were buzz, the royal lie, and Malchus (2 Chr. xvi. 23, xxvii. 21). Thus the remains of Saul and his sons were carried to rest in his father's tomb. Similarly it was a mark of a profound feeling towards a person not of the family to wish to be buried with him (Ruth ii. 17; 1 K. xii. 31), or to give him a place in one's own sepulchre (Gen. xxii. 6; comp. 2 Chr. xxvi. 16). The head of a family commonly provided space for more than one generation; and these galleries of kindred sepulchres are common in many eastern branches of the human race. Cities soon became popular and demanded cemeteries (comp. the term ἐκκατολοχία, Ez. xxvii. 15), which were treated with similar care; such was one seems intended by the expression in 2 K. xxvi. 6, "the graves of the children of the people," situated in the valley of the Kidron or of Jehoshaphat. Jeremiah (vii. 32; xix. 11) threatens that the eastern valley called Tophet, the favorite haunt of idolatry, should be polluted by burying there (comp. 2 K. xxivii. 16). Such was also the "Potter's Field" (Matt. xxvi. 5), which had perhaps been appointed by digging for clay into holes serviceable for graves.

The Mishnaic description of a sepulchre, complete according to Rabbinical notions, is somewhat as follows: a cavern about 6 cubits square, or 6 by 8, from three sides of which are recessed longitudinally several vaults, called מיקתון, each large enough for a corpse. On the fourth side the cavern is approached through a small open uncovered court, or portico, מיקתון, of a size to receive the bier and bearers. In some such structures the demoniac may have housed. The entry from this court to that cavern was closed by a large stone called מיקתון, as capable of being rolled, thus confirming the Evangelistic narrative. Sometimes several such caverns, each with its recesses, were entered from the several sides of the same portico. (Mishna, Bava Batra, 6, 8, quoted by J. N. D. de Steinkirch, Handbook of Jewish Antiquities [vol. iii. cxi.].) Such a tomb is that described in Buckingham's Travels in Arabia (p. 158), and those known to tradition as the "tombs of the kings" (see below). But earlier sepulchres were doubtless more simple, and, to judge from 2 K. xviii. 21, did not prevent mutual contact of remains. Sepulchres were marked sometimes by pillars, as in the case of that of Rachel by pyramids, as those of the Asmonean at Madin (Joseph. Ant. xiii. 6, 7); and had places of higher and lower honor. Like temples, they were, from their assumed inviolability, sometimes made the depositories of treasures (1 Mace. ii. 183). We find them also distinguished by a "title" (2 K. xxvii. 17). Such as were not otherwise noticeable were scrupulously "whited" (Matt. xxiii. 27) once a year, after the rains before the passerover, to warn passers by of defilement (Hot- tinger, Gips Hebr. [U. Gennili, xxxvi. p. 1034]; Rosenthel's Sepulcr. Cult. notat. U. Gennili, xxxvi.).

2. With regard to the mode of burial, we should remember that our impressions, as derived from the 0. T., are those of the burial of persons of rank or public eminence, whilst those gathered from the N. T. regard a private station. But in both cases the manner of the Jews included the use of spires, where they could command the means. Thus Asa lay in "a bed of spices" (2 Chr. xvii. 14). A portion of these were burnt in honor of the deceased, and to this use was probably destined part of the 100 pounds weight of "myrrh and aloes" in our Lord's case. On high state occasions the vessels, bed, and furniture used by the deceased were burnt also. Such was probably the "great burning" made for Asa. If a king was unproporional or died disgracefully (e. g. Jehoram, 2 Chr. xxvi. 13; Joseph. Ant. i. 5, § 3), this was not observed. In no case, save that of Saul and his sons, were the bodies burnt, nor in that case were they so burnt as not to have the "bones," easily concealed and transported, and the whole proceeding looks like a hastily prevention against hostile violence. Even then the bones were interred, and re-exhumed for solemn entombment. The ambiguous word in Am. vi. 10, יִכְרְעֵה, rendered in the A. V. "that burneth him," probably means "the burner of per- formances in his honor," i. e. his near relation, on whom such duties devolved; not, as Winer (s. v. יגרע) and others think, "the burner of the
For a great mortality never causes men to burn corpses where it is not the custom of the country; nor did the custom vary among the Jews on such an occasion (Ex. xxxix. 12-14). It was the office of the next of kin to perform and preside over the whole funeral office; but a company of public buriers, originating in an exceptional necessity (Ex. l. c.), had become, it seems, customary in the times of the N. T. (Acts v. 6, 10). The closing of the eyes, kissing, and washing the corpse (tem. xlvi. 4, l. l.; Acts ix. 37), are customs common to all nations. Coffins were but seldom used, and if used were open; but fixed stone sarcophagi were probably in common in tombs of rank. The hier, the word for which in the O. T. is the same as that rendered bed (see Ben), was borne by the nearest relatives, and followed by any who wished to do honor to the dead. The grave-clothes (στίχων, ἐνταφία) were probably of the fashion worn in life, but swathed and fastened with bandages, and the head covered separately. Previously to being done, spices were applied to the corpse in the form of ointment, or between the folds of the linen; hence our Lord's remark, that the woman had anointed his body, πρὸς τὸ ἐνταφίαν, "with a view to dressing it in these entaphia;" not, as in A. V., "for the burial." For the custom of mourners visiting the sepulchre, see Mourning; for that of frequenting tombs for other purposes, see Necromancy.

3. The precedent of Jacob's and Joseph's remains being returned to the land of Canaan was followed, in wish at least, by every pious Jew. Following a similar notion, some of the Rabbins taught that only in that land could those who were buried obtain a share in the resurrection which was to usher in Messiah's reign on earth. Thus that land was called by them, "the land of the living;" and the sepulchre itself, "the house of the living." Some even feigned that the bodies of the righteous, wherever else buried, rolled back to Canaan under ground and found there only their appointed rest (J. Nicolas, de Sepulchre, Heb. [lib. iii. c.] xii. 1). Tombs were, in popular belief, led by the same teaching, invested with traditions. Thus Machpelah is stated (Lightsfoot, Centuria Chronographica, s. v. Hebron) to have been the burial-place not only of Abraham and Sarah, but also of Adam and Eve; and there was probably at the time of the N. T. a spot fixed upon by tradition as the site of the tomb of every prophet of note in the O. T. To repair and adorn these was deemed a work of exalted piety (Matt. xxviii. 21). The scruples of the Scribes extended even to the burial of the ass whose neck was broken (Ex. xxxix. 20), and of the first-born of cattle. (R. Maimon, de Primogen. ch. ill. § 4, quoted by J. Nicolas, de Sepulchre, Heb. [lib. iii. c.] xvi. 1, 3, 4).

The neighborhood of Jerusalem is thickly studded with tombs, many of them of great antiquity. A succinct but valuable account of them is given in Porter's Handbook (p. 143 ff.); but it is only necessary in this article to refer to two or three of the most celebrated. The so-called "Tomb of the Prophets" will be best explained by the preceding plan, taken from Porter (p. 147), and of which he gives the following description:—

"Through a long descending gallery, the first part of which is winding, we enter a circular chamber about 24 ft. in diameter and 10 ft. high, having a hole in its roof. From this chamber two parallel galleries, 10 ft. high and 3 wide, are carried southwards through the rock for about 60 ft.; a third diverges S. E., extending 40 ft. They are connected by two cross-galleries in concentric curves, one at their extreme end, the other in the middle. The outer one is 115 ft. long and has a range of thirty niches on the level of its floor, radiating outwards. Two small chambers, with similar niches, also open into it."

The celebrated "Tomb of the Kings" have received this name on account of their remarkable chastring; but they are supposed by Robinson and Porter to be the tomb of Helena, the widowed queen of Monobazus king of Adiabene. She became a proselyte to Judaism, and fixed her resi-
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The door during the famine predicted by Azariah in the days of Claudius Caesar (Acts xi. 28), and built for herself a tomb, as we learn from Josephus. (On Helena and her tomb see Joseph. Ant. xx. 2, § 1 ff., 4, § 3; B. J. v. 2, § 2, 4, § 2; Pans. viii. 16, § 5; Robinson, i. 361 ff.) Into the question of the origin of these tombs it is, however, unnecessary to enter; but their structure claims our attention. They are excavated out of the rock. The traveler passes through a low arched doorway into a court 92 ft. long by 87 wide. On the western side is a vestibule or porch 39 feet wide. The open front was supported by two columns in the middle. Along the front extend a deep frieze and cornice the former richly ornamented. At the southern side of the vestibule is the entrance to the tomb. The first room is a mere antechamber 18 ft. by 19. On the S. side are two doors leading to other chambers, and on the W. one. These three chambers have recesses, running into the walls at right angles, and intended for bodies. (For further par-

iculars see Porter, from whose Handbook the preceding account is taken.)

The so-called "Tomb of Zechariah," said to have been constructed in honor of Zechariah, who was slain "between the temple and the altar" in the reign of Jehoiakim (2 Chr. xxiv. 21; Matt. xxiii. 35), is held in great veneration by the Jews. It is doubtful, however, whether it be a tomb at all, and the style of architecture can scarcely be earlier than the 1st century B.C. (Num. xix. 11 ff.). We have a striking instance of this usage in the account of Ananias and Sapphira, who were beheaded to the grave as soon as the bodies could be laid out and shrouded for that purpose (Acts v. 1 ff.). The deaths in this case were extraordinary, and possibly that fact may have hastened the burial somewhat; though even under ordinary circumstances a person among the Jews was commonly buried the same day on which he died. See Winer's Reallex. ii. 16. Even among the present inhabitants of Jerusalem, says Töbler (Denkblätter aus Jerusalem, p. 325, St. Gallen, 1853), burial, as a general rule, is not deferred more than three or four days after death.

Plan of the Tombs called "Tombs of the Kings."

Front of the Vestibule of the Tombs called "Tombs of the Kings." (From Photograph.)

The so-called "Tomb of Zechariah." (From Photograph.)
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four hours. If the death occurs at evening, so that there is no time for the funeral on the same day, it takes place the next morning at the earliest break of dawn. The body is placed on a bier, and the mourners, men and women, the whole relatives and neighbors, follow it to the grave (comp. Luke vii. 12-15). See Deuklatten, p. 325. When the body was emblazoned, as among the Egyptians, the same reason for a speedy burial did not exist. Hence Joseph, after the 40 days spent in the process of emblazoning the body of Jacob his father, waited 30 (or 70) days longer, before he proceeded to Canaan to deposit the remains in the cave near Machpelah (Gen. xvi. 1-4). De Wette refers to Gen. xxxii. 4-9 and xxv. 9, as showing that the ancient Hebrews did not hasten burial, like the later Hebrews (Lehrb. der hebräisch-jud. Archäologie, p. 409, 4te Aufl.); but the passages hardly warrant that conclusion. Abraham's plea, "Let me bury my dead out of my sight," indicates at least impatience of any needless delay.

II. BURNING. See Burial, 2; Punishments, III. (a. 3).

BURNT-OFFERING (אֵשׁ or אֲשֵׁ), and in poetical passages אֵשׁ אֲשֵׁ, i.e., "perfect"; άλυκάρφος (Gen.), δακτυλία (Ex. and Lev., LXX., Δακτυλία, N. T.; holocaust, Vulg.). The original derivation of the word אֵשׁ is from the root אֶשׁ, "ascends," and it is applied to the offering, which was wholly consumed by fire on the altar, and the whole of which, except the refuse ashes, "ascended" in the smoke to God. It corresponds therefore in sense, though not exactly in form, to the word דאכטוליא, "a burnt-offering," from which the name of the sacrifice in modern languages is taken. Every sacrifice was in part "a burnt-offering," because, since fire was the chosen manifestation of God's presence, the portion of each sacrifice especially dedicated to Him was consumed by fire. But the term is generally restricted to that which is properly a "whole" burnt-offering," the whole of which was so offered and so consumed.

The burnt-offering is first named in Gen. vii. 20, as offered after the Flood. (In iv 4 we find the more general word אֵשׁ אֲשֵׁ, "offering," a word usually applied to unbloody sacrifices, though in the LXX. and in Heb. xi. 4 translated by θυσία.) Throughout the whole of the book of Genesis (see xv. 9, 17, xxii. 2, 7, 8, 13) it appears to be the only sacrifice referred to; afterwards it became distinguished as one of the regular classes of sacrifice under the Mosaic law.

Now all sacrifices are divided (see Heb. v. 1) into "gifts" and "sacrifices of duty" (i.e., eucharistic and propitiatory sacrifices), and of the former of these the burnt-offering was the choicest specimen. Accordingly (in Ps. xi. 8, 9, quoted in Heb. x. 5, 6) we have first (in ver. 8) the general opposition, as above, of sacrifices (θυσίαι) (propitiatory), and offerings (πρασσαρία), and then (in ver. 9) "burnt-offering," as representing the one, is opposed to "sin-offering," as representing the other. Similarly in Ex. x. 23 (less precisely) "burnt-offering" is contrasted with "sacrifice." (So in 1 Sam. xv. 22; Ps. i. 1, 5, Mark xx. 31.) With the other hand, it is distinguished from "meat-offerings" (which were unbloody), and from "peace-offerings" (both of the eucharistic kind), because only a portion of them were consumed. (See 1 K. iii. 15, viii. 64, &c.)

The meaning, therefore, of the whole burnt-offering was that which is the original idea of all sacrifice, the offering by the sacrifice of himself, the body of the Lord, of God, the submission of his will to the Will of the Lord. See Ps. xi. 8, 17, 19, and compare the more general treatment of the subject under the word SACRIFICE. It typified (see Heb. v. 1, 3, 7, 8) our Lord's offering (especially in the temptation and the agony), the perfect sacrifice of his own human will to the Will of his Father. As that offering could only be accepted from one either sincere or already purified from sin, therefore the burnt-offering (see Ex. xxix. 26, 57; Lev. viii. 14, 18, ix. 8, 12, xi. 5, &c.) was always preceded by a sin-offering. So also we Christians, because the sin-offering has been made once for all for us, offer the continual burnt-offering of ourselves, "as a living sacrifice, holy and acceptable to the Lord." (See Rom. xii. 1.)

In accordance with this principle it was enacted that with the burnt-offering a "meat-offering" (of flour and oil) and "drink-offering" of wine should be offered, as well as the burnt-offering itself, which was dedicated also to God the chief earthly gifts with which He had blessed them. (Lev. viii. 18, 22, 26, ix. 16, 17, xiv. 29; Ex. xxix. 40; Num. xxviii. 4, 5.)

The ceremonial of the burnt-offering is given in detail in the book of Leviticus. The animal was to be a male unblemished, either a young bullock, ram, or goat, or, in case of poverty, a turtle dove or pigeon. It was to be brought by the offering "of his own voluntary will," and slain by himself, after he had laid his hand upon its head, to make it his own representative, on the north side of the altar. The priest was then to sprinkle the blood upon the altar, and afterwards to cut up and burn the whole victim, only reserving the skin for himself. The birds were to be offered similarly, but not divided. (See Lev. i. vii. 8, viii. 18-21, &c.) It will be observed how all these ceremonies were typical of the meaning described above, and especially how emphatically the freedom of will in the sacrificer is marked.

The burnt-offering being thus the rite which represented the normal state and constant duty of man, when already in covenant with God, was the one kind of sacrifice regularly appointed. Thus there were, as public burnt-offerings —

1st. The daily burnt-offering, a lamb of the first year, sacrificed every morning and evening (with an offering of flour and wine) for the people (Ex. xxix. 38-42; Num. xxviii. 3-8).

* The 70 days of mourning (Gen. i. 3) probably include the 40 days of the embalming (Tuch, Genesis, 3), though some make the former additions to the latter. II.

* It is clear that in this ceremony the burnt-offering touched closely on the propitiatory or sin-offering, although the solemnity of the blood-sprinkling in the water was much greater, and had a peculiar significant.
BUSH

Bully. The Sabbath burnt-offering, double of that which was offered every day (Num. xxviii. 9, 10).

Bully. The offering of the new moon, at the three great festivals, the great Day of Atonement, and Feast of trumpets: generally two hulbeks, a ram, and seven lambs. (See Num. xxviii. 11-xxix. 28.)

Private burnt-offerings were appointed at the consecration of priests (Ex. xx. 15; Lev. viii. 19, ix. 12), at the purification of women (Lev. xii. 6, 8), at the cleansing of the lepers (Lev. xiv. 19), and removal of other ceremonial uncleanness (xxv. 15, 30), on any accidental breach of the Nazarite vow, or at its conclusion (Num. vi.; comp. Acts xxi. 28), &c.

But freewill burnt-offerings were offered and accepted by God on any solemn occasions, as, for example, at the dedication of the tabernacle (Num. vii.) and of the temple (1 K. viii. 64), when they were offered in extraordinary abundance. But, except on such occasions, the nature, the extent, and the place of the sacrifice were expressly limited by God, so that, while all should be unhumbled and pure, there should be no idea (as among the heathen) of buying his favor by ostentation of sacrifice. Of this law Jehovah's vow was a transgression, consistent with the semi-heathenish character of his early days (see Judg. xi. 30, 35). The sacrifice of cows in 1 Sam. vi. 14 was also a formal instruction of it, excused by the probable ignorance of the people, and the special nature of the occasion. A. H.

BUSH (ךורש, a, swrk: בּרֹאשׁ: rahab). The Hebrew word occurs only in those passages which refer to Jehovah's appearance to Moses in the flame of fire in the bush" (Ex. iii. 2, 3, 4; Pent. xxviii. 16). The Greek word is βάρας both in the LXX. and in the N. T. (Luke xx. 37; Acts vii. 45; see also Luke vi. 44, where it is correctly rendered a "bramble bush." by the A. V.). Baras is used also to denote the swrk by Josephus, Philo, Clemens, Eusebius, and others (see Celsius, Herod. ii. 58). Some versions adopt a more general interpretation and understand any kind of bush, as the A. V. The Arabic in Acts vii. 35 has chammas. Others retain the Hebrew word.

Celsius (Herod. ii. 58) has argued in favor of the opinion of Josephus, i.e. Raphia on the Dead Sea, the bramble or blackberry bush, representing the swrk and tracing the etymology of ( Mt.) " Sinai" to this name. It is almost certain that swrk is definitely used for some particular bush, for the Hebrew swrk expresses bushes generally; the βάρας and ραβαν of the LXX. and Vulg., are used by Greek and Roman writers to denote for the most part the different kinds of brambles (Rubus), such as the raspberry and the blackberry bush; Celsius's opinion, therefore, is corroborated by the evidence of the oldest versions. Puseke (Discover of the Lost, i. 217), however, objects to the bramble as not growing at all in the neighborhood of Mount Sinai, and proposes the hawthorn bush, Pyracantha Arabica (Shaw) as etymologically one would be inclined to refer the swrk of the Hebrew scriptures to some species of semi plant (ros), though we have no direct evidence of any cossia growing in the localities about Mount Sinai, neither Decaisne nor Bove mentioning a semina bush amongst the plants of this mountain. Sprague identifies the swrk with what he terms the Rubus sumatrensis, and says it grows abundantly near Sinai. The monks of St. Catherine, it is well known, have planted a bramble bush near their chapel, to mark the spot and perpetuate the name of the supposed bush in which God appeared to Moses. It is quite impossible to say what kind of thornbush is intended by swrk, but Sinai is almost beyond the range of the genus Rubus.

W. H.

*The word "bush" (בּרֹאשׁ, as in Mark xii. 20) denotes a section of the Pentateuch. See Bible, H. (I)."

BUSHEL. [Measures.]

* Butler. [Cupbearer: Joseph.]

BUTTER (בּוּטָר, chon'ith: בּוּטָרָה: butyrum), enuiled milk, as distinguished from מים, fresh milk; hence, curds, butter, and in one place probably cheese. It comes from an unused root, נָטַתָּה = Arab. לַחֶם, qammat fuit lac. In Gen. xvii. 8, butter and milk are mentioned among the things which Abraham set before his heavenly guests (comp. Judg. x. 25; 2 Sam. vii. 20). Milk is generally offered to travellers in Palestine in a enuiled or sour state, "liden," thick, almost like butter (comp. Josephus's rendering in Judg. iv. 19; — γάλα μέκριωτάτα ἤγοι). In Deut. xxiii. 14, we find מים, מים, מים among the blessings which Jehovah had enjoyed, where milk of kine would seem contrasted with milk of sheep. The two passages in Job (xx. 17, xxx. 6) where the word מים occurs are also best satisfied by rendering it milk; and the same may be said of Ps. lv. 21, which should be compared with Job xxi. 6.

In Prov. xxx. 33, tseanim thinks that cheese is meant, the word יִנַּת significating pressure rather than churning. Jarchi (on Gen. xviii. 8) explains נָטַתָה to be קָנַה לֶחֶם, quem de ejus super, reige colligant, i.e. cream, and Vitrings and Hitzig give this meaning to the word in Is. vii. 15-22. Butter was not in use among the Greeks and Romans except for medicinal purposes, but this fact is of no weight as to its absence from Palestine. Robinson mentions the use of butter at the present day (Bib. Rts. i. 440), and also the method of churning (i. 485, and ii. 415), and from this we may safely infer that the art of butter-making was known to the ancient inhabitants of the land, so little have the habits of the people of Palestine been modified in the lapse of centuries. Burchhardt (Travels in Arabia, i. 52) mentions the different uses of butter by the Arabs of the Hedjaz. W. D.

* The Arabs of the present day do not make any kind of butter, such as we eat with bread, but the

Hocker thinks he must mean the Crataegus Aroma which grows on Mount Sinai.

c Compare the Arabic לַחֶם, "semen, seu folia venen."

d Ronn Freytag, Aronia, c. v.,

e "This," says Dr. Hooker, "is a variety of the bramble, Rubus fruticosus."
BUZ (5
\[\text{Beth}\] ; contemp.: Būzā; [Buz]), the second son of Mekah and Nahor (Gen. xxii. 21).

The gentilic name is "Bethli" and El conclusion is "the Buzite" (Bouqetn) of the kindred of Ram, i.e., Aram. El-Buz was probably a descendant of Buz, whose family seems to have settled in Arabia Deserta or Petraea, since Jeremiah (xxv. 23, 24), in denouncing God's judgments against them, mentions them with Tema and Dedan. Some connect the territory of Buz with Buzan, a Roman fort mentioned in Amm. Marc. xviii. 10, and others with Basta in Arabia Petraea, which however has only the first letter in common with it (Winor, s. c.).

The jingle of the names Buz and Buz is by no means so apparent in the Hebrew (הָבְעֵז הָבֵּז), but it is quite in the Oriental taste to give to relatives these rhyming appellatives: comp. Ishmael and Ishkai (Gen. xlii. 17); Mehujael and Meshusah (Gen. iv. 18), Uzziel and Uzzi (1 Chr. vii. 7): and among the Arabians, Haroot and Maroot, the rebel angels, Hasan and Hoseyn, the sons of "Ale, &c. The Koran abounds in such homophonic names and so pleasing are they to the Arabs, that they even call Cain and Abel, Kabil and Habel (Weill's Biblical Legends, 22); also Southey's Notes to Tholus, or Habel and Habiid (see Stanley, p. 413). The same idiom is found in Mahramta and the modern languages of the East.

2. (Beth; Ax. Αξεθων; [Vat. Ζατομωτιχαμα for Βοις Αδελφων; Buz]) A name occurring in the genealogies of the tribe of Gad (1 Chr. v. 14).

F. W. F.

BUZI (נָוֶז no article: Βουζί; Buzi), father of Ezekiel, the prophet (Ez. i. 3). [The personal name here is gentilic elsewhere. As the son a priest the father must have been so too. — H.]

BUZITE (נָוָט; Bozet; [Vat. Sin. Χεσ, Alex. Σαυ Βουζί; Buzites]). A descendant of Buz. The term is applied to Elbuz, who was of the kindred of Ram or Aram (Job xxxii. 2, 6).

W. A. W.

* BY. This proposition, among its other uses, formerly meant "against" (though never very common in that sense), and so undoubtedly our translators (taking έπαντριν δυσ as dat. incomm.) employed it in 1 Cor. iv. 4: "For I know nothing by (=against) myself." See Trench On the Authorized Version, p. 43 (2d ed. 1859), and Eastwood and Wright's Bible Word-Book, p. 83. But probably the Greek means only "I am conscious to myself of nothing," i.e., blameworthy or wrong. That consciousness is not self-condemnatory lies in ὁδὲν, not ἐπαντριν."

H.

* BY AND BY is used in the A. V. in the sense of "immediately" (Mark v. 25, ἐπαντριν; xii. 21, εὐδος; Luke xvii. 7, xx. 9, εὐδος). A.

BYSSUS. [LINEN.]

C.

CAB. [MATERIALS.]

CAB'DON (גַּבְדָון: Xaβədān; [Comp.] Alex. Xaβedān: [Ald. Xaβαδān: Cheβbun], a town in the land country (Shephelah) of Judah (Josh. xv. 40) which is only once mentioned, and of which nothing has been since discovered.

G.

CABUL (גַּבּוֹל : Xaβασαομא, including the Hebrew word following, גַּבּוֹל: [Ald.] Alex. Xaβαס: Καβοῦλ, a place named as one of the landmarks on the boundary of Asher (Josh. xix. 27). From its mention in proximity to Bilhachola — afterwards Jotapata, and now Jefat — it is probable that it is the same with that spoken of by Josephus (I B. § 43, 45) as in the district of Polemais, and 40 stadia from Jotapata. In this case it may fairly be considered as still existing in the modern Kabul, which was found by Dr. Smith and by Robinson 8 or 9 miles east of Akka, and about the same distance from Jefat (Rob. iii. 87, 88. For references to the Talmudic see Schwarz, p. 192).

Beuing thus on the very borders of Galilee, it is more than probable that there is some connection between this place and the district (גַּבּוֹל, גַּבּוֹל, the land of C.) containing twenty cities, which was presented by Solomon to Hiram king of Tyre (1 K. ix. 11-14). The LXX. rendering of the name Ουτον, appears to arise from their having read גַּבּוֹל, Gecho, "boundary," for גַּבּוֹל. On the other hand, the explanation of Josephus is quite in accordance with that hinted at in the text itself, thoroughly in keeping with Oriental modes of speech. Hiram, not liking Solomon's gift, seizes on the name of one of the cities, which in his own Punicic tongue expresses his disappointment (קַרְתְּ פָוָי הָאֹ לָו וּאֵי עֲרֶמִים, see Ant. rev. 5. § 3), and forms it from it a designation for the whole district. The pun is doubtless a Phoenician one, since there is no trace of it in the Hebrew beyond the explanation in ver. 12, "they pleased him not;" the Hebrew words for which, גַּבּוֹל גַּבּוֹל נְבֶ נְבֶ נְבֶ נְבֶ נְבֶ נְבֶ נְבֶ נְבֶ נְבֶ נְבֶ נְבֶ נְבֶ נְבֶ נְb.

See however possible derivations of the name in the Omoovatismo of Simonis (p. 417), and Hiller (435, 775).

CADDIS (Καδ doença; [Alex. Ald. Καδός: Sin. Γαδόςις] Gachi, the surname (διακεκλημένος) of Joannan, the eldest brother of Judas Macca- baeus (1 Macc. ii. 2).

CADES ([Καδής; Alex. Κήδης, Καδής; Sin. Κηδής] Kebo; Cades), 1 Macc. xli. 63, 73. [Kadesi.]

CADES, A. V. ed. 1611, etc., Gen. xvi. 14, xx. 1. [Kadesi.]

CADES-BARNE (Καδής Βαρνή; Vagn. na
CADMIEL

Different reading', Judith v. 14. [Kadeshe-bal-rak-

CADMIEL [Kadkimel, [Kadkimel: Val. Eup-

CÆSAREA

Euph., Odelnum, Alex. Kadkimel; [Kadkimel:]

CÆSAR (Kadkeb, also in Sibaceis [Augustus] in Acts xxv. 21, 25), always in the N. T. the

CÆSAR'S (Kadkeb, also in Sibaceis [Augustus] in Acts xxv. 21, 25), always in the N. T. the

CÆSAR'S HOUSEHOLD. The chief

CÆSAREA (Kadesheb, Acts viii. 40, 30, x. 1, 24, xi. 11, xii. 19, xviii. 22, xxi. 8, 16; xxii. 23, 34; xxv. 1, 4, 6, 13). The passages just con-

CÆSAREA was situated on the coast of Palestine, on the line of the great road from Tyre to Egypt, and about half way between Joppa and Dor (Joseph. B. J. i. 21, § 5). The journey of St. Peter from Joppa (Acts x. 24) occupied rather more than a day. On the other hand St. Paul's journey from Tarsus (Acts xvi. 8) was accomplished within the same.

Cesarea. (3) Some of the friends of these soldiers thus brought them into connection with Paul may have been employed about the palace of the emperor, and so could have been the members of "Cesar's household" who sent greetings to the church at Philippi. Perhaps one step of the combination may be left out. The camp of the Praetorians, situated out of the city, may have included also those of the emperor, a small division quartered near the palace in the city, and who as the emperor's body-guard might be said to belong to his "household." There is no proof that the imperial residence itself was ever called "prætorium." Paul may have gained converts from these, as one after another of them acted as sentries over him. As the reason why they in particular greeted the Christians at Philippi, Xenander suggests that they may have known some of the church there who had been at Rome, or possibly may themselves have been natives of that city. It may be that Paul's chiefly "[μετοπίστα]" (Phil. iv. 22), which so emphasizes the greeting of "those of Caesar's household," represents the tone of hearty commonwealth with which they spoke up as he was writing, and asked him to send also their kisses of love (αμφίσουσι) to these Philippians of whom they had heard so much from the apostle. For this, the parties need not have had any personal knowledge of each other.

The subject has been often discussed, with more or less divergence of views. For references, see Eitger's 'Britannia in die Paulin. Briefe,' No. 2, p. 47 ff.; Wieseler, Chrest. des apost. Zeitalt. p. 420 ff., p. 557 ff.; Schenkel, Briefe an die Epheser, Philipp. &c., pp. 119, 162; Eich, 'Einl. in die N. T. p. 433; Meyer, Exeg. Handb. (Phil. i. 13, iv. 21, vi. 13, 2—15), Billet, L'Epître aux Philippiens, etc., p. 121; Lightfoot in 'Journal of Class. and Soc. Philol.' (March, 1857); Conybeare and Howson's 'Life and Epistles of Paul,' p. 448, 553, Amer. ed.; and Wordsworth, Greek Test. with Notes, iii. 337, 1st ed.

C. J. H.

Chapter 11.

Chapter 11. (1.) Soldiers under the general custody of the Praetorian Prefect is this the meaning of του στρατηγοῦ αυτῶν (Acts xviii. 16, text. rec.); attended Paul while he was a prisoner, and in the performance of this service would often relieve the "household" (2.) In the course of time the apostle would thus become known as a preacher of the gospel to many of these soldiers (Phil. i. 13), and through them to their comrades and acquaint-
CEASAREA

690. Dr. Robinson thinks this ought to be 78: Bib. Res. ii. 242, note). It has been ascertained, however, that there was a shorter road by Antipatris than that which is given in the Itinerary,—a point of some importance in reference to the night-journey of Acts xxiii. [Antipatris]

In Strabo's time there was on this point of the coast merely a town called "Strato's tower," with a landing-place (πόλισμα Εὐωδια), whereas, in the time of Tacitus, Cæsarea is spoken of as being the head of Judaea ("Judææ caput," Tac. Hist. ii. 79). It was in this interval that the city was built by Herod the Great. The work was in fact accomplished in ten years. The utmost care and expense were lavished on the building of Cæsarea. It was a proud monument of the reign of Herod, who named it in honor of the Emperor Augustus. The full name was Κασαρεία Σεβαστή (Joseph. Ant. xvi. 5, § 1). It was sometimes called Cæsarea Stratonis, and Cæsarea Palestine; sometimes also (from its position) παράλιος (Joseph. B. J. iii. 9, § 1), or ἢ εἰς θαλάσση (ib. vii. 1, § 2). It must be carefully distinguished from Cæsarea Philippi.

The magnificence of Cæsarea is described in detail by Josephus in two places (Jot. xv. 9; B. J. 1. 21). The chief features were connected with the harbor (itself called Στρατός λιμὴν) on coins, and by Josephus, Ant. xvii. 6, § 1), which was equal in size to the Piraeus. A vast breakwater, composed of stones 50 feet long, curved round so as to afford complete protection from the south-westerly winds, leaving an opening only on the north. Broad landing-wharves surrounded the harbor; and conspicuous from the sea was a temple, dedicated to Cæsar and to Rome, and containing colossal statues of the Emperor and the Imperial city. Cæsarea contained also an amphitheatre and a theatre. The latter was the scene of the death of Herod Agrippa I. Cæsarea was the official residence of the Herodian kings, and of Festus, Felix, and the other Roman procurators of Judaea. Here also were the head-quarters of the military forces of the province. It was by no means strictly a Jewish city. The Gentile population predominated: and at the synagogue-worship the Scriptures of the O. T. were read in Greek. Constant feuds took place here between the Jews and Greeks; and an outbreak of this kind was one of the first incidents of the great war. It was at Cæsarea that Vespasian was declared emperor. He made it a Roman colony, called it by his name, and gave to it the Jus Italicum. The history of the place, during the time of its greatest eminence, is summed up in one sentence by Pliny: — "Stratonicus turris, eadem Cæsarea, ab Herode rex condita: nunc Colonia prima Flavia, a Vespasiano Imperatore deducta" (v. 14).

To the Biblical geographer Cæsarea is interesting as the home of Eusebius. It was also the scene of some of Origen's labors and the birth-place of Procopius. It continued to be a city of some importance even in the time of the Crusades. Now, though an Arabic corruption of the name still lingers on the site (Καισαριγεθ), it is utterly desolate; and its ruins have for a long period been a quarry, from which other towns in this part of Syria have been built. (See Buckingham's Travels and the Appendix to vol. i. of Dr. Tralli's Josephus, J. S. H.)

Cæsarea Philippi (Κασαρεία η Φιλίππη, Λαυραία, Λαυρεία) is mentioned only in the two first Gospels (Matt. xvi. 13; Mark viii. 27) and in accounts of the same transactions. The story in Eusebius, that the woman healed of the issue of blood, and supposed to have been named Berenice, lived at this place, RESTS ON NO FOUNDATION.

Cæsarea Philippi was the northernmost point of our Lord's journeys; and the passage in His life, which was connected with the place, was other
wise a very marked one. (See Stanley’s Sinai and \[Technia, p. 304.\]) The place itself too is remarkable in its physical and picturesque characteristics, and also in its historical association. It was at the easternmost and most important of the two recognized sources of the Jordan, the other being at Tell el-Kasih (Dan or Laisah, which by Winer and others has been erroneously identified with Caes. Philippi). Not that either of these sources is the most distant fountain-head of the Jordan, the name of the river being given (as in the case of the Missouri and Missouri, to quote Dr. Robinson’s illustration), not to the most remote fountains, but the most copious. The spring rises, and the city was built, on a limestone terrace in a valley at the base of Mount Hermon. Caesarea Philippi has no O. T. history, though it has been not unreasonably identified with Baal-gebd. Its annals run back direct from Herod’s time into heathenism. There is no difficulty in identifying it with the Panium of Josephus; and the inscriptions are not yet obliterated, which show that the God Pan had once a sanctuary at this spot. Here Herod the Great erected a temple to Augustus; the town being then called from the grotto where Pan had been hallowed. It is worth while here to quote in succession the words of Josephus and of Dr. Robinson: “Herod, having accompanied Caesar to the sea and returned home, erected him a beautiful temple of white marble near the place called Panium. This is a fine cavern in a mountain; under which there is a great cavity in the earth; and the cavern is abrupt, and very deep, and full of still water. Over it hangs a vast mountain, and under the mountain rise the springs of the river Jordan. Herod adorned this place, which was already a very remarkable one, still further by the erection of this temple, which he dedicated to Caesar.” (Joseph. Ant. xx. 10, § 3; comp. B. J. i. 21, § 3.) “The situation is unique, combining in an unusual degree the elements of grandeur and beauty. It nestles in its recess at the southern base of the mighty Hermon, which towers in majesty to an elevation of 7000 or 8000 feet above. The abundant waters of the glorious fountain spread over the terrace, luxuriant fertility and the graceful intercalation of grass, lawn, and waving fields.” (Robinson, iii. 404.)

Caesarea Philippium became part of the territory of Philip, tetrarch of Trachonitis, who enlarged and established the town, and called it Caesarea Philippi, partly after his own name, and partly after that of the emperor (Joseph. Ant. xviii. 2, § 1; B. J. ii. 9, § 1). Agrippa II. followed in the same course of flattery, and called the place Neronomos (Joseph. Ant. xx. 9, § 4). Josephus seems to imply in his life (Vit. 13) that many heathens resided here. Thus exhibited gladness Josephus Philippi after the end of the Jewish war (B. J. vii. 2, § 1). The old name was not lost. Coins of Caesarea Panim continued through the reigns of many emperors. Under the simple name of Lutena it was the seat of a Greek bishopric in the period of the great councils, and of a Latin bishopric during the crusades. It is still called Banias, the first name having here, as in other cases, survived the second. A remarkable monument, which has seen all the periods of the history of Caesarea Philippi, is the vast castle above the site of the city, built in Byzantian or even Phoenician times, and, after receiving additions from the Saracens and Franks, still the most remarkable fortress in the Holy Land. J. S. H.

**CAGE.** The term so rendered in Jer. v. 27, 40-44, is more properly a *trop* (τρόπος, δεικτόν), in which decy birds were placed; the same article is referred to in Eccles. xi. 30 under the term *καταραλάος*, which is elsewhere used of a tapering basket. (Tophans.) In Rev. xviii. 2 the Greek term is φαλακρος, meaning a prison or restricted habitation rather than a cage. W. L. B.

**CATAPHAs [3 syl.]** (Κατάφας, said (Winer, &c.) to be derived from ἐκάτον, depression, Targ. Prov. xvi. 20), in full Joseph CATAPHAS (Joseph. Ant. xviii. 2, 2), high-priest of the Jews under Tiberius during the years of our Lord’s public ministry, and at the time of his condemnation and crucifixion. Matt. xxvi. 3, 57 (Mark does not name him): Luke iii. 2; John xi. 49, xviii. 13, 24, 25; Acts iv. 6. The Procurator Valerius Gratus, shortly before his leaving the province, appointed him to the dignity, which was before held by Simon ben-Gamaliel. He held it during the whole procuratorship of Pontius Pilate, but soon after his removal from that office was deposed by the procurator Vitellius (49. 50), and succeeded by Jonathan, son of Annas (Joseph. Ant. xviii. 4, § 3). He was son-in-law of Annas. (Annas.) Some in the ancient church confounded him with the historian Josephus, and believed him to have become a convert to Christianity. (Assmann, Biblioth. Orient. ii. 163.)

**CAIN** [2 syl. in Heb.] (عن, derived either from תוע, to acquire, Gen. iv. 1; from יִתְנָה, a spear, as indicative of the weapon used by Cain and Lamech, Gesen. Thesaur. p. 192; or from an Arabic word إنا, or ایناء, in reference to the arts introduced by the Caïnites, Von Bohlen, Intro. to Gen. ii. 55: קָנָה; Joseph. קָנָה, Cain.1 The historical facts in the life of Cain, as recorded in Gen. iv., are briefly these: — He was the eldest son of Adam and Eve; he followed the business of agriculture; in a fit of jealousy, roused by the rejection of his own sacrifice and the acceptance of Abel’s, he committed the crime of murder, for which he was expelled from Eden and led to a life of exile; he settled in the kind of Ned, and built a city which he named after his son Enoch; his

1 * Baumgarten (Comm. ub. Philostrach. i. 73) adopts the sense of "spear," "weapon," as the name of the firstborn whom Eve would thus "obtained from Jehovah," because she would recognize in him the means of victory, i.e. the sword of the Lord, who to overcome the great enemy (Gen. iii. 15). According to this view the words "תוע, תוע, תוע, without being related in signification, are merely proparadigmatic (omore et omne), though they serve at the same time to express the dem with greater energy. But the derivation of "
The descendants are enumerated, together with the inten-

sions for which they were remarkable. Occas-

ional references to Cain are made in the N. T.

(Heb. xi. 4; 1 John iii. 12; Jude 11.)

The following points deserve notice in connection with

the Biblical narrative: — 1. The position of

the land of Nod. The name itself tells us little; it

means flight or exile, in reference to v. 12 where

cognate word is used: Von Bohlen's attempt to

identify it with India, as though the Hebrew name

Hind ("2") had been erroneously read han-Nod,

is too far fetched: the only indication of its pos-

ition is the indefinite notice that it was "east of Eden"

(16), which of course throws as back to the

previous settlement of the position of Eden itself.

Knoedel (Comm. in loc.) who adopts an ethnological

interpretation of the history of Cain's descendants,

would identify Nod with the whole of Eastern Asia,

and even hints at a possible connection between the

names Cain and China. It seems vain to attempt

the identification of Nod with any special locality;

the direction "east of Eden" may have reference to

the previous notice in iii. 24, and may indicate

that the land was opposite to (κατήφεντι, LXX.)

the entrance, which was barred against his return.

It is not improbable that the east was further used to

mark the direction which the course took, a distinct

from the Sethites, who would, according to

Hebrew notions, be settled towards the west.

Similar observations must be made in regard to

the city Enoch, which has been identified with

the names of the Hamite, a tribe in Caucasus (Hasse),

Anuchta, a town in Susiana (Huetius), Change,

an ancient town in India (Von Bohlen), and Iconi-

um, as the place where the defiled king Amaasos

was honored (Ewald): all such attempts at identi-

fication must be subordinated to the previous set-

tlement of the position of Eden and Nod.

2. The "mark set upon Cain" has given rise to

various speculations, many of which would never

have been broached, if the Hebrew text had been

consulted: the words probably mean that Jehovah
gave a sign to Cain, very much as signs were after-

wards given to Noah (Gen. xiv. 13), Moses (Ex. iii

2, 12), Elijah (1 K. xix. 11), and Hezekiah (Is.

xxxi. 2, 4). Whether the sign was perceptible to

Cain alone, and given to him once for all, in token

that no man should kill him, or whether it was one

that was perceptible to others, and designed as a

precaution to them, as is implied in the A. V., is

uncertain; the nature of the sign itself is still more

uncertain.

3. The narrative implies the existence of a con-

siderable population in Cain's time: for he fears

lest he should be murdered in return for the mur-

der he had committed (14). Josephus (Ant. i. 2, 1

§ 1) explains his fears as arising not from men but

from devils; but such an explanation is wholly

unnecessary. The family of Adam may have largely

been established before the birth of Seth, as is indeed
implied in the notice of Cain's wife (17), and the

mere circumstance that none of the other children

are noticed by name may be explained on the

ground that their lives furnished nothing worthy

of notice.

4. The character of Cain deserves a brief notice.

He is charactized as a man of a morose, malicious,

and revengeful temper; and that he presented his

offering in this state of mind is implied in the re-

sponse contained in ver. 7, which may be rendered

thus: "If thou dost well (or, as the LXX. has it,

εάν ὁρᾶς προσφέρετες), is there not an elevation

of the countenance (i.e. cheerfulness and oppo-

site) which does not say, is there a sinking of the

countenance?" Cain lurketh (as a wild beast)

at the door, and to thee is its desire: but thou

shalt rule over it." The narrative implies there-

fore that his offering was rejected on account of

the temper in which it was brought.

5. The descendants of Cain are enumerated to

the sixth generation. Some commentators (Kno-

bel, Von Bohlen) have traced an artificial struc-

ture in this genealogy, by which it is rendered paral-

lel to that of the Sethites; e. g. there is a departure

of names in each, commencing with Adam and ending

with Jabal and Noah, the deficiency of generations

in the Cainites being supplied by the addition of

the two younger sons of Lamech to the list; and

there is a considerable similarity in the names, each

list containing a Lamech and an Enoch: while Cain

in the one = Cain-an in the other, Methuselah =

Methuselah, and Methujael = Mahalalel: the in-

ference from this comparison being that the one

was framed out of the other. It must be observed,

however, that the differences far exceed the points

of similarity: that the order of the names, the

number of generations, and even the meanings of

those which are noticed as similar in sound, are

sufficiently distinct to remove the impression of

artificial construction.

6. The social condition of the Cainites is prom-

inently brought forward in the history. Cain him-

self was an agriculturist, Abel a shepherd; the

successors of the latter are represented by the Seth-

ites and the progenitors of the Hebrew race in

later times, among whom a pastoral life was always

held in high honor from the simplicity and devo-

tional habits which it engendered; the successors

of the former are depicted as the reverse in all

these respects. Cain founded the first city; Lame-

uch instituted polygamy; Jabal introduced the

nomadic life; Jubal invented musical instruments;

Tubalcain was the first smith: Lamech's language

takes the stately tone of poetry; and even the names

of the women, Naamah (pleasant), Zillah (shoemaker).

Adah (ornamental), seem to bespeak an advanced

case of civilization. But along with this, there

was violence and godlessness; Cain and Lamech

furnish proof of the former, while the concluding

words of Gen. iv. 29 imply the latter.

7. The exact establishment between the Cainites

and the Sethites appears to have reference solely to

the social and religious condition of the two races.

On the one side there is pictured a high state of

civilization, unsanctified by religion, and produc-

ing of luxury and violence; on the other side, a

state of simplicity which afforded no material for

history beyond the declaration "then began men
to call upon the name of the Lord." The historian

thus accounts for the progressive degeneration of

the religious condition of man, the evil gaining a

predominance over the good by its alliance with

worldly power and knowledge, and producing the

state of things which necessitated the flood.

8. Another motive may be assigned for the in-

roduction of this portion of sacred history. All

ancient nations have loved to trace up the inven-

tion of the arts to some certain author, and, gen-

erally speaking, these authors have been regarded

as objects of divine favor. This is well seen in the

history of Apollo, who was held to be the inventor of

music, Vulcan of the working of metals. Triptolemus

of the plough. A similar feeling of curiosity prevailed
among the Hebrews, and hence the historian has recorded the names of those to whom the invention of the arts was traditionally assigned, obviating at the same time the dangerous error into which other nations had fallen, and reducing the estimate of their value by the position which their inventors held.

W. L. B.

CAIN [2 syl. in Heb.] (with the article, "the lance," Ges.; but may it not be derived from כַּן, "a nest," possibly in allusion to its position: Zavaran [Vat.-eqq], Alex. Zavareinus, both by including name preceding: Avcein), one of the cities in the low country (שִׁפְתָּה) of Judah, named with Zanah and Gibeon (Josh. xv. 57). It does not appear to have been mentioned or identified by any one.

G.

CAINAN [2 syl.] (Marg. correctly Kenan [and so the text 1 Chr. i. 2]); כַּןָאָנָּא: Cainan; poss. son of First; tell father, Gesen, as if = כַּן, from the Arab. to forgo, as in Tubal-Cain, Gen. iv. 22; see Dr. Mill's Tindale, of our Lord's Geneal. p. 130). 1. Son of Enoch, aged 79 years when he begat Mahalaleel his son. He lived 840 years afterwards, and died aged 910 (Gen. v. 9-14). The rabbinical tradition was that he was the first to introduce idol-worship and astrology—a tradition which the Hebrews transferred to the post-diluvian Cian. Thus Ephraem Syrus asserts that the Chaldees in the time of Terah and Abram worshipped a graven god called Cian; and Gregory Bar-Hebraeus, another syriac author, also applies it to the son of Arphaxad (Mill, op. sup.). The origin of the tradition is not known; but it may probably have been suggested by the meaning of the supposed root in Arabic and the Aramaic dialects; just as another signification of the same root seems to have suggested the tradition that the daughters of Cain were the first who made and sang to musical instruments (Gesen, s. v. פִּיִּג).

2. [Alex. Каіауα in Gen. x. 24; Tisch. (with Sin. Б Л) Кαιαу in Luke iii. 36.] Son of Arphaxad, and father of Saha, according to Luke iii. 36, 36, and usually called the second Cainan. He is also found in the present copies of the LXX. in the genealogy of Shem, Gen. x. 24, xi. 12, and 1 Chr. i. 18 (though he is omitted in 1 Chr. i. 24), and is nowhere named in the Hebrew codex, nor in any of the versions made from the Hebrew, as the Samaritan, Chaldee, Syriac, Vulgate, &c. Moreover it can be demonstrated that the intrusion of the name into the version of the LXX. is comparatively modern, since Augustine is the first writer who mentions it as found in the O. T. at all; and even now we have the absolute certainty that it was not contained in any copies of the Alexandrine Bible which either Barbara, Eusebius, Pseudo-Phil., Polyhistor, Josephus, Theseus, Theophilus of Antioch, &c., are

a The letter "ג" is generally rendered in the A. V. by K. A possible connection of this name with that of the "Keniotes" is observed by the form Cain, which is probably derived from the Vulgate.

*Knobel (Deut., p. 457) says that Cain according to an appearance in the Arabic Yek is not far from Jebron (Rob. Bibl. Res., 1st ed., i. 349). Dr. Robinson records the name, but says nothing of the identification. The position may be right enough, but the resemblance of the name is too slight to be of any account.

H. Julius Africanus, Origen, Eusebius, & even Jerome, had access to it. It seems certain, therefore, that his name was introduced into the genealogies of the Greek O. T. in order to bring them into harmony with the genealogy of Christ in St. Luke's Gospel, where Cainan was found in the time of Jerome. The question is thus narrowed into one concerning its introduction into the Gospel. It might have been thought that it had found its way by accident into the genealogy of Joseph, and that Luke inserted that genealogy exactly as he found it. But as Beza's very ancient MS. presented to the University of Cambridge, does not contain the name of Cainan, and there is strong ground for supposing that neither did Irenaeus's copy of St. Luke, it seems on the whole more probable that Cainan was not inserted by St. Luke himself, but was afterwards added, either by accident, or to make up the number of generations to 17, or from some other cause which cannot now be discovered. For further information, see Geneal. of our Lord J. C., ch. viii.; Heiddegger, Hist. Patriarch. ii. 8-15; Bechert, Pelejy, lib. ii. cap. 13; and for the opposite view, Mill's Tindale, of our Lord's Geneal. p. 143 ff. A. C. H.

CAIUS. [John, Second and Third Epistles of.]

CAKES. [Bread.]

CA'LAH (כַּלְהָה, in pause כַּלְהָה [completion]: כַּלְּהָו: Chale), one of the most ancient cities of Assyria. Its foundation is ascribed to the patriarch Assur (Gen. x. 11). The name has been thought identical with the Habah (חַלֶּה), which is found in Kings (2 K. xii. 6, and xviii. 11) and Chronicles (1 Chr. v. 25); but this view is unsupported by the Septuagint, which renders Habah by Ἀλαῖγι. According to the opinions of the best Oriental antiquaries, the site of Cahah is marked by the Nimrud ruins, which have furnished so large a proportion of the Assyrian remains at present in England. If this be regarded as ascertained, Cahah must be considered to have been at one time (about n. c. 930-729) the capital of the empire. It was the residence of the warlike Sardanapalus and his successors down to the time of Sargon, who built a new capital, which he called by his own name, on the site occupied by the modern Khorsabad. Cahah still continued under the latter kings to be a town of importance, and was especially favored by Esarhaddon, who built there one of the grandest of the Assyrian palaces. In later times it gave name to one of the chief districts of the country, which appears as Calaeh (Ptolem. vi. 1) or Calachei (Strab. xvi. 1, § 1) in the geographers.

G. R.

* Mr. J. L. Porter (Kitto's Cyc. of Bibb. Lit., 3d ed., art. "cah" objects to the identification of Cahah with Nimrud, that sufficient force is not left for Rezan, which is described in Gen. x. 12 as "a great city" lying between Niniveh and Cahah;

d Demetrius (n. c. 150), quoted by Eusebius (Porp. Eran. ix. 21), reckons 1390 years from the birth of Shem to Jarchi's going down to Egypt, which seems to include the 1390 years of Cainan. But in the great fluctuation of the numbers in the ages of the patriarchs, no reliance can be placed on this argument. Nor have we any certainty that the figures have not been altered in the modern copies of Eusebius, to make them agree with the computation of the altered copies of the LXX.
The distance between Nin'raíd and the ruins of ancient Nineveh (opposite Mosul) being less than twenty miles. He would therefore identify Resen with Nin’raíd, and Calah with Kalah- or Kîlîh-Sherqhat, forty miles south of Nin’raíd on the right bank of the Tagris. He further observes: “Kalah-Sherqhat was one of the most ancient places in Assyria. On a cylinder discovered there is an inscription recording the fact that the King Tigrash-pišer restored a monument which had been taken down sixty years previously, after having stood for 641 years. It must, therefore, have been founded about 487 B.C. (Kawlinson’s Hebrew iv. 457, 458.)

Since he, too, is identified by Resen, Nin’raíd, and Calah with Kalah-Sherqhat. See Assu’rya, p. 187; Nineveh; Resen. A.

CA’LANO-MA’LUS (Kala’ma’lula’los; [Vat. Ka’lum-wa’lala’los]; Chaldean, 1 Esdr. i. 22, a corrupt name, apparently agglomerated of Elam, Loth, and Hadad.

CA’LAMUS. [Reed.]

CAL’COL (Kol’lo; [perh. sustenance, Ges.]; Ke’lah’; [Vat. Ka’laa’]; Xalal’as; [Alex. Xa’la’la’; Chaldean, Kila’'], a man of Judah, son or descendant of Zerah (1 Chr. ii. 6). Probably identical with Chalcio (A. V. only; no difference in the Hebrew), son of Mahal, one of the four wise men whom Solomon excelled in wisdom (1 K. iv. 31). For the grounds of this identification see Bards. G.

* CAL’DE’A, CAL’DE’ANS, CAL’DE’ES, occur in the A. V. ed. 1611 and other early editions as names for Caldea, etc., which see.

CA’LDRO’N. (1) ‘lal, probably from ‘lal, boil, akin to Arab. 'al, to be moved, as water in boiling; a pot or kettle; also a basket. (2) ‘lal, a pot or kettle. (3) ‘lal, or ‘lal. (4) ‘lal, from ‘al, pour. tâh’a, kîlîh, po-less, elles. A vessel for boiling flesh, either for ceremonial or domestic use (2 Chr. xxv. 13; 1 Sam. ii. 14; Mic. iii. 3; Job xli. 20).” [Pot; Kettle.]

H. W. P.

Bronze Caldron from Egyptian Thebes. (Brit. Mus.)

CA’LEB (Kale’b; Xale’b; [Alex. Xale’ba ver. 42; Caleb?—soy, Gesen.; Belleter, Klaffer, i. e. Sverdrup, First.] 1. According to 1 Chr. ii. 9, 18, 19, 42, 50, the son of Horan, the son of Pharez, the son of Judah, and the father of Hur by Ephrath, or Ephrat, and consequently grandfather of Caleb the spy. His brothers, according to the same authority, were Jerahmeel and Ramm; his wives Azubah, Jeroth, and Ephrathah; and his concubines Ephah and Maachah (ver. 9, 42, 46, 48). But from the manifest corruption of the text in many parts of the chapter, from the name being written כלאב in ver. 9, which looks like a patronymic from לבל, Chelub (1 Chr. iv. 11) the brother of Shemid, from the evident confusion between the two Caleb’s at ver. 49, and from the non-appearance of this elder Caleb anywhere except in this genealogy drawn up in Hebrew’s reign [Aza’rik, No. 5], it is impossible to speak with confidence of his relations, or even of his existence.

2. Son of Jephunneh, by which patronymic the illustrious spies is usually designated (Num. xiii. 6, and ten other places), with the addition of that of “the Kenite,” or “son of Kenaz,” in Num. xxxvii. 12; Josh. xiv. 6, 14. Caleb is first mentioned in the list of the rulers or princes (סקנ linux), called in the next verse כלאב, “head,” one from each tribe, who were sent to search the land of Canaan in the second year of the Exodus, where it may be noted that these כלאב or סכנ are all different from those named in Num. i. ii. vii. x. as princes or heads of the tribes of Israel, and consequently that the same title was given to the chiefs of families as to the chiefs of the tribe. Caleb was a סכנ or כלאב in the tribe of Judah, perhaps as chief of the family of the Hezronites, at the same time that Nabal the son of Aminadab was prince of the whole tribe. He and Oshca or Joshua the son of Nun were the only two of the whole number who, on their return from Canaan to Kadesh-Barnea, encouraged the people to enter in boldly to the land, and take possession of it; for which act of faithfulness they narrowly escaped stoning at the hands of the infurited people. In the plague that ensued, while the other ten tribes perished, Caleb and Joshua alone were spared.

Moreover, while it was announced to the congregation by Moses that, for this rebellious murmuring, all that had been numbered from 20 years old and upwards, except Joshua and Caleb, should perish in the wilderness, a special promise was made to Caleb the son of Jephunneh, that he should survive to enter into the land which he had trodden upon, and that his seed should possess it. Accordingly, 45 years afterwards, when some progress had been made in the conquest of the land, Caleb came to Joshua and reminded him of what had happened at Kadesh, and of the promise which Moses made to him with an oath. He added that though he was now 85 years old, he was as strong as in the day when Moses sent him to spy out the land, and he claimed possession of the land of the Anakims, Kirjath-Aria, or Hebron, and the neighboring hill-country (Josh. xiv.). This was immediately granted to him, and the following chapter relates how he took possession of Hebron, driving out the three sons of Anak; and how he offered Achsh his daughter in marriage to whoever would take Kirjath-Sepher, i. e. Debir; and how when Othniel, his younger brother, had performed the feat, he not
only gave him his daughter to wife, but with her the upper and nether springs of water which she asked for. After this he went no more of Caleb, but his time of his death recorded. But we learn from Josh. xii. 14, that in the distribution of cities out of the different tribes for the priests and Levites to dwell in, Hebron fell to the priests, the children of Aaron, of the family of Kohathites, and was also a city of refuge, while the surrounding territory continued to be the possession of Caleb, at least as late as the time of David (1 Sam. xxv. 3, xxx. 14).

But a very interesting question arises as to the birth and parentage of Caleb. He, as we have seen, styled "the son of Jephunneh the Kenazite," and his younger brother Othniel, afterwards the first Judge, is also called "the son of Kenaz" (Josh. xv. 17; Judg. i. 13, iii. 9, 11).

On the other hand the genealogy in 1 Chr. ii makes no mention whatever of either Jephunneh or Kenaz, but represents Caleb, though obscurely, as being a descendant of Hezron and a son of Hur (see xx ch. iv.). Again in Josh. xv. 13 we have this singular expression, "Into Caleb the son of Jephunneh he gave a part among the children of Judah," and in xiv. 1, the no less significant one, "Hebron became the inheritance of Caleb the son of Jephunneh the Kenazite, because that he wholly followed Jehovah "Gift of Israel." It becomes, therefore, quite possible that Caleb was a foreigner by birth; a proselyte, incorporated into the tribe of Judah, into which perhaps he or his ancestors had married, and one of the first-fruits of that Gentile harvest, of which Jehosh, Caleb, Ruth, Naomi, and many others were samples and signs.

And this conjecture receives a most striking confirmation from the names in Caleb's family. For on turning to Gen. xxxvi. 11, 15, we find that Kenaz is an Edomitic name, the son of Uplphon. Again, in 1 Chr. ii. 50, 52, among the sons of Caleb the son of Hur we find Shohal and half the Manahathites or sons of Manahath. But in Gen. xxxvi. 20-23, we are told that Shohal was the son of Seir the Horite, and that he was the father of the Kenazites. So too Kenosh, Rharan, Eleob (1 Chr. ii., iv.), and perhaps Jephunneh, compared with Pumon, are all Edomitic names (1 Chr. ii.; Gen. xxxvi.). We find too Tenomites, or sons of Teman (1 Chr. i. 36), among the children of Ashur the son of Hezon (1 Chr. iv. 6). The finding thus whole families or tribes, apparently of foreign origin, incorporated into the tribes of Israel, seems further to supply us with an ease and natural solution of the difficulty with regard to the great numbers of the Edomites at the Exodus. The seed of Abraham had been multiplied by the operation of proselytes, and as by generation.

3. CALF, according to the present text of 1 Chr. ii. 24, the name of a place where Hezon died. But no such place was ever heard of, and the composition of the name is a most improbable one. Nor could Hezon or his son have given any name to a place in Egypt, the land of their bondage, nor could Hezon have died, or his son have lived, elsewhere than in Egypt. The present text must therefore be corrected, and the reading which Jerome's Hebrew Bible had, and which is preserved in the LXX., is probably the true one, namely, בָּלַע בָּלַע בָּלַע בָּלַע, "Caleb came in unto Ephrathah." The whole information given seems to be that Hezon had two wives, the first whose name is not given, the mother of Jerahmeel, Rams, and Caleb or Cheleba; the second Abia, the daughter of Machir, whom he married when 60 years old, and who bore him Segub and Ashur. Also that Caleb had two wives, Azubah, the first, the mother, according to Jerome's version, of Jothiel; and Ephrathah, the second, the mother of Hur; and that this second marriage of Caleb did not take place till after Hezon's death.

A. C. H.

* Caleb-Ephrathah (see 3 above), it is true, does not occur elsewhere; but in 1 Sam., xxx. 14 we find mention made of a district Caleb, which must have been a part of Judah, and as called from Caleb, Joshua's spy, to whom it was allotted. Bertheau in his note on 1 Chr. ii. 24 (Bacher der chronik, p. 17) suggests that the northern part of this territory of Caleb where it approached Ephrathah, i.e. Bethlehem, may have been distinguished from the southern part by the more definite name of Caleb-Ephrathah. He remarks further that the proposed change of the text (καλης Εθρησ δωροατας ἐν τη λαξ, which the Vulg. follows) removes the difficulty, but introduces a notice altogether foreign to the text, since the verse relates to Hebron and not to Caleb. There may be some doubt about the translation, but the chronology and history of this period are too obscure to allow us to say that Hebron and Caleb-Ephrathah were the same.

1. CALEB. "The south of Caleb" is that portion of the Negeb (בע) or "south country" of Palestine, occupied by Caleb and his descendants (1 Sam. xxviii.). In the division of Caleb's territory, Judah assigned the city and suburbs of Hebron to the priests, but the "field" of the city, that is, the pasture and corn lands, together with the villages, were given to Caleb. The south, or Negeb, of Caleb, is probably to be identified with the extensive basin or plain which lies between Hebron and Karmeh, the ancient Tarnil of Judah, where Caleb's descendant Nabal had his possessions.

W. A. W.

CALF (τυρυτος, ἕλιος σώματος). In Ex. xxiii. 4, we are told that Aaron, constrained by the people in the absence of Moses, made a molten calf of the golden ear-rings of the people, to represent the tribe which brought Israel out of Egypt. He is also said to have "finished it with a graving-tool," but the word בָּלַע may mean a mound (comp. 2 K. v. 23, A. V. "a graving-tool;" LXX. χαλοστος). Roehl (Hbere. ii. cap. xxvii.) explains it to mean "he pierced the ear-rings in a tag," as Gadson did (Judg. viii. 24). Probably, however, it means that after the calf had been cast, Aaron ornamented it with the sculptured wings, feathers and other marks, which were similarly represented on the statues of Apis, &c. (Wilkinson, iv. 348). It does not seem likely that the ear-rings would have provided the enormous quantity of gold required for a solid figure. More probably a wooden image was formed, gilded, a process which is known to have existed in Egypt. "A gilded ox covered with a pail" was an emblem of Osiris (Wilkinson, iv. 355).

The legends about the calf are numerous. The suggestion is said by the Jews to have originated with certain Egyptian priests (Godwin's Mos. and Jud. iv. 6); Hur, "the desert's martyr." was
To punish the apostasy Moses burnt the calf, and then grinding it to powder scattered it over to the water, where, according to some, it produced in the drinkers effects similar to the water of jehosbs (Num. xvi.). He probably adopted this course as the deaddest and most irreparable blow to their superstition (Deuter. xxvii. 8; Lev. xiv. p. 92.), or as an allegorical act (Judg. xv. 16), or with reference to an Egyptian custom (Herod. ii. 41; Poli Syn. ad loc.). It has always been a difficultly to explain the process which he used: some account for it by his supposed knowledge of a forgotten art (such as was one of the boast of thebes) by which he could reduce gold to dust. Grognet (Origine des Lois) invokes the assistance of nature, which would have had the additional advantage of making the draught nauseous. Baumgarten easily accounts for the fire employed with miraculous properties. Bochart and Rosenmüller merely think that he cut, ground, and filed the gold to powder, such as was used to sprinkle over the hair (Joseph. Ant. viii. 7).

There seems little doubt that καρακάς = καρακάσας. LXX. (Haverfield's Introd. to the Pentat. p. 262.)

It has always been a great dispute respecting this calf and those of Jerobeam, whether, 1. the Jews intended them for some Egyptian God, or II. for a mere cherub symbol of Jehovah.

1. The arguments for the first supposition are, 1. The ready apostacy of the Jews to Egyptian superstition (Acts xvi. 30, and chap. v. passim: Lucian. adv. lac. iv. 19). 2. The fact that they had been worshippers of Apis (Josh. xxiv. 14), and their extreme familiarity with his cultus (1 K. xi. 40). 3. The resemblance of the feast described in Ex. xxiii. 5, to the festival in honor of Aphis (Suid. s. a. "Arisiris"). Of the various sacred cows of Egypt, that of Isis, of Athor, and of the three kinds of sacred bulls, Aphis, Basis, and Mosevis, Sir G. Wilkinson fixes the latter as the prototype of the gold calf-which he describes as offerings, dancing, and rejoicings practiced on that occasion were doubtless in imitation of a ceremony they had witnessed in honor of Mosevis" (Ana. Egypt., v. 157, see Plute 35. 36). The ox was worshipped from its utility in agriculture (Plut. de Is. p. 74), and was a symbol of the sun, and conversed to it (Sum. Of. 1. xii. 2.). Warburton, Ana. Jev. vii. 5. 3. Hence it is almost universally adopted as symbolical and of mythological history. 4. The expression "as an ox that eateth hay" (De. xvii. 20. 21. 35. 28.) shows some see an allusion to the Egyptian custom of bringing a bottle of hay when they consulted Aphis (Godwyn's Mus. and Anc. iv. 5). Yet these terms of scorn are rather due to the intense hatred of the Jews, both to this idolatry and that of Jerobeam. Thus in Tobs. i. 5. we have one of Jerobeam's calves called ίες βασίς Παζά, which is an unquestionable name, and as in Jer. xxvi. 16. Αρίστου. Παζά is either a mistake or a corruption of the text (Bochart, Hieroz. ii. 28. 6, and Schleusner, s. v. "Arisiris").

II. It seems to us more likely that in this calf-worship the Jews merely "Likelst their Maker to the gravid ox"; or in other words, adopted a well-understood cherub-like emblem. For 1. It is obvious that they were aware of this symbol, since Moses finds it unnecessary to describe it (Ex. xxv. 18-22). 2. Josephus seems to imply that the calf symbolized God (Ant. viii. 8. § 4)." (2) (4.) Aaron in proclaiming the feast (Ex. xxxii. 5) distinctly calls it a feast to Jehovah, and speaks of the god as the visible representation of Him who had led them out of Egypt. (4.) It was extremely unlikely that they would so soon adopt a deity whom they had so recently seen humiliated by the judgments of Moses (Num. xxxix. 4. 5.) There was only one Aphis, whereas Jerobeam erected two calves. (But see John, Arch. Illustr. § 461.) (6) Jeroboam's well-understood political purpose was not to introduce a new religion, but to provide a different form of the old; and this alone explains the fact that this was the only form of idolatry into which Judah never fell, since she already possessed the archetypal emblems in the Temple. (7.) It appears from 1 K. xxii. 5. 6. that the prophets of Israel, though sanctioning the calf-worship, still regarded themselves, and were regarded, as "prophets of Jehovah." These arguments, out of many others, are deduced from the interesting treatise of Moneseus, dc Titulo Ierous. (Critici Sacri, i.) The work is initiated by the Church of Rome, and has been answered by Vischer. A brief resume of it may be found in Poli Syn. ad Ex. xxxii. and in Watt's "Remnants of Time." (CROMBIE."

The prophet Hosea is full of denunciations against the calf-worship of Israel (Hos. viii. 5, 6, 5, and mentions the curious custom of Eising them (xvii. 2). His change of Bethel into Bethaven possibly rose from contempt of this idolatry (see BETH-AYEN). The calf at Dan was carried away by Tiglath-Pileser, and that of Bethel 10 years after by his son Shalmanesser (2 K. xx. 29, xvii. 3). Priests at Bethel, 15, 17, 18. 13. 15, 16. 17.

Bochart thinks that the ridiculous story of Calex about the Christian worship of an ass-headed deity...
In the expression "the calves of our lips" ( Hos. xiv. 2), the word "calves" is used metaphorically for victims or sacrifices, and the passage signifies either "we will render to thee sacrifices of our lips," that is, "the tribute of thanksgiving and praise," or "we will offer to thee the sacrifices which our lips have vowed." The LXX. erroneously translate καταστροφή τῶν ἔλεους, which is followed by the Syr. and Arab. versions, and is supposed to have been borrowed by the author of the Hebræus to the Hebrew (xii. 15). For allusions to the "baited calf," see Gen. xviii. 7; Luke xxv. 23, &c.; and on the custom of cutting up a calf, and "passing between the parts thereof" to ratify a covenant, see Jer. xxxiv. 18, 19; Gen. xv. 10, 17; Euphr. Synes., i. 161; Hom. Ρ. ιι. 208.

**CALITAS** (Καλίτας): [Vat. in ver. 23 corrupt; in ver. 46 Vat. Alex. Καλίτας; Calibus, [Calidades]], 1 Esdr. ix. 23, 48. [Καλίτας].

**CALLISTHENES** (Χαλισθένης), a partisian of Nicander, who was burnt by the Jews on the defeat of that general in revenge for his guilt in setting fire to the sacred portals (2 Mac. viii. 53).

**CALXEH, or CALINO** (Χαλέη, Χαλίνον): Χαλάνιον, Χαλάν [see ΧΑΛΙΝΟ]: Chalanne, appears in Genesis (x. 10) among the nations of Nimrod. The word is thought to mean "the fort of the god Anur or Assur," who was one of the chief objects of Babylonic worship. Probably the site is the modern Niffer, which was certainly one of the early capitals, and which, under the name of Niphr, the Talmud identifies with Calneh (see the Υομα). Arab traditions made Niffer the original Babylon, and said that it was the place where Nimrod endeavored to mount on eagles' wings to heaven. Similarly, the LXX. speak of Calneh or Calno, as "the place where the tower was built" (x. 9). Niffer is situated about 60 miles S. E. of Babylon in the marshes on the left bank of the Euphrates; it has been visited and described by Mr. Lavard (Xin. οf Bab., ch. xxiv.), and Mr. Loftus (Choblet, p. 101). We may gather from Scripture that in the 8th century B.C. Calneh was taken by one of the Assyrian kings, and never recovered its prosperity. Hence it is compared with Carchemish, Hamath, and Gath (Is. x. 9; Am. vi. 2), and regarded as a proof of the resistless might of Assyria.

G. E.

**CALNO** (Χαλίνον): [Vat. Sin. Alex. Χαλάνον, the passage [in the LXX.] however, does not agree with the Hebrew: Χαλόνο], Is. x. 9. [Χαλνοθ].

* Hence we have 3 variations of the name: Calno in Isaiah, Calneh in Genesis and Amos, and Camneh in Ezekiel xxxii. 25. The idea which the Seventy bring into the text of Is. 9 (not in the Hebrew).

**CALM** (καλμός): [Aramaic καλμός: kamam]: the common Hebrew term to express the genus "camel," irrespective of any difference of species, age, or breed; it occurs in numerous passages of the O. T. and is in all probability derived from a root which signifies "to carry." The word has survived to this day in the languages of Western Europe. See Gesenius, Thes. x. v.

**CAMEL**. Under this head we shall consider the Hebrew words גמל, בקר, and הבז, avizah. As to the aetheræum in Esth. viii. 10, erroneously translated "cambel" by the A. V., see Mdie. (note):

1. גמל (קַּמְל) [beshar-beaver]: σκυλαγός: camelus] is the common Hebrew term to express the genus "camel," irrespective of any difference of species, age, or breed; it occurs in numerous passages of the O. T. and is in all probability derived from a root which signifies "to carry." The word has survived to this day in the languages of Western Europe. See Gesenius, Thes. x. v.

**CAMEL**. Under this head we shall consider the Hebrew words גמל, בקר, and הבז, avizah. As to the aetheræum in Esth. viii. 10, erroneously translated "cambel" by the A. V., see Mdie. (note):

1. גמל (קַּמְל) [beshar-beaver]: σκυλαγός: camelus] is the common Hebrew term to express the genus "camel," irrespective of any difference of species, age, or breed; it occurs in numerous passages of the O. T. and is in all probability derived from a root which signifies "to carry." The word has survived to this day in the languages of Western Europe. See Gesenius, Thes. x. v.
first mention of camels occurs in Gen. xii. 16, as among the presents which Pharaoh bestowed upon Abram when he was in Egypt. It is clear from this passage that camels were early known to the Egyptians (see also Ex. ix. 3); though no representation of this animal has yet been discovered in the paintings or hieroglyphics (Wilkinson, Anc. Egypt. i. 234, Lond. 1834). The camel has been from the earliest times the most important beast of burden amongst Oriental nations. The Ethiopians had "camels in abundance" (2 Chr. xiv. 15); the queen of Sheba came to Jerusalem "with camels that bare spices and gold and precious stones" (1 K. x. 2); the men of Kedar and of Hazor possessed camels (Jer. xlii. 29, 32); David took away the camels from the Geshurites and the Amalekites (1 Sam. xxvii. 9, xxx. 17); forty camels' burden of good things were sent to Elisha by Ien-hadad, king of Syria, from Damascus (2 K. vii. 9); the Ishmaelites trafficked with Egypt in the precious gums of Gilead, carried on the backs of camels (Gen. xxxvii. 25); the Midianites and the Amalekites possessed camels "as the sand by the sea-side for multitude" (Judg. vii. 12); Job had three thousand camels before his affliction (Job i. 3), and six thousand afterwards (xlii. 12).

The camel was used for riding (Gen. xxiv. 64; 1 Sam. xxx. 17); as a beast of burden generally (Gen. xxxvii. 25; 2 K. viii. 9; 1 K. x. 2, &c.), for draught purposes (Is. xxvii. 7; see also Suetonius,

Nero, c. 11). From 1 Sam. xxx. 17 we learn that camels were used in war; compare also Pliny (N. H. viii. 18), Xenophon (Cyrop. vii. 1, 27), and Herodotus (i. 83, vii. 86), and Livy (xxxvii. 40). It is to the mixed nature of the forces of the Persian army that Leinus is probably alluding in his description of the fall of Babylon (Is. xxvii. 1).

John the Baptist wore a garment made of camel's hair (Matt. iii. 4; Mark i. 6), and some have supposed that Elijah "was clad in a dress of the same stuff," (Calmet's Dict. Prog. No. 4252.; Rosenmuller, Schol. ad Is. xx. 2), the Hebrew expression "lord of hair" (2 K. i. 8) having reference not to his beard or head, but to his garment (compare Zech. xiii. 4; 1 K. xix. 13, 19) [Sacredoth,] but see Elijah. Chardin (in Harmer's Observ. iv. 457) says the people in the East make vestments of camel's hair, which they pull off the animal at the time it is changing its coat. Pliny (N. H. xviii. 34) speaks of the excellent smooth quality of the hair of camels, which the wealthy near the Caspian Sea used to wear; but the garment of camel's hair which the Baptist wore was in all probability merely the prepared skin of the animal.

Camel's milk was much esteemed by Orientalists Aristot. Hist. Anim. vi. 23, § 1, ed. Schmied., Pliny, N. H. vi. 41, xxvii. 9); it was in all probability used by the Hebrews, but no distinct refer-
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A  "Commit all your camellorum quadrages."
B  Amongst the live stock which Jacob presented to Esau were "thirty milch camels with their colts."

Two-humped Camels on Assyrian monuments. (Jaward.)

they affirm, having this effect. The Arabs use sour camel's milk extensively as a drink.

c  Compare also Is. iii. 18; "Round tires like the moon," A. V. The LXX. has πυρείναν. Vulg. luna.

* Camel's note (Lange's Biblicalk, p. 83) confirms and illustrates this oriental usage of putting "little moons on" the necks of the camels. It no doubt had some connection with the Sabranism of the Arab tribes who worshipped so extensively the moon and stars. See Rawlinson's note on Herod. iii. 8. B.  d  "Nireo lumata monillia deute on horse's necks."
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2. Bœcer, bircâh (בָּרָכָה, בָּרָכָה : LXX. καρπός, λόμος in Is. ix. 6: Δικαίωμα, LXX.) means, ἰδιούς in verses of Ap., Theod., and Symm.: dromedarious, curse). The Hebrew words occur only in the passages above named, where the A. V. reads. "dromedary." Isaiah, foretelling the conversion of the Gentiles, says, "The caravans of camels shall cover thee, the dromedaries of Midian and Ephah." The Midianites had "camels as the sand of the sea" (Judg. vii. 12). In Jeremiah God expectuates with Israel for her wickedness, and compares her to a swift bircâh, "a traversing her ways." Bochart (Hieroz. i. 15 ff.) contends that the Hebrew word is indicative only of a difference in age, and advances the authority of the Arabic bircâh in support of his opinion that a young camel is signified by the term. Gesenius follows Bochart, and (Comm. ad. d. Arc. iv. 6) answers the objections of Rosenmuller, who (Not. ad Bocharti Hieroz. l. c.) argues in favor of the "dromedary." Gesenius's remarks are commented on again by Rosenmuller in his Bibl. Naturgesch. ii. 21. Etymologically the Hebrew word is more in favor of the "dromedary." So too are the old versions, as is also the epithet "swift," applied to the bircâh in Jeremiah; while on the other hand the term is used in the Arabic to denote a "young camel." Oedumann, commenting on the Hebrew word, makes the following just observation: "The multitude of camels shall cover thee, the dromedarious of Midian, &c. — a weak distinction, if bircâh means only young camels in opposition to old ones." (Veit, Sow.) The "traversing her ways" is well explained by Rosenmuller, "more curvius, ille et longa tfuorii venero orcut, et omnibus non confessionem facere solent camell temperate astus libidinosus." We are of opinion that the bircâh or bircâh cannot be better represented than by the "dromedary" of the A. V.

a. See Schleusner (Thes. in LXX.) s. v. bircâh.
b. From בָּרָכָה, i. e. בָּרָכָה, "to be first."c. דִּקְדָּק, "a young camel," of the sex 'age as "a young man," amongst men. But the idea of swiftness is involved even in the Arabic use of this word for properare, fatimac (v. Gesenius, Thes.).d. דָּרָכָה, i. e., "the camel's saddle," with a kind of amopy over it. See Jahn (Arch. Bibl. p. 54, Upham's translation): "Sometimes they travel in a covered vehicle which is secured on the back of a camel, and answers the purpose of a small house," Parkhurst says "is in the reduplicate form, because these baskets were in pairs, and slung one on each side of the beast." In this sense the word may be referred to the Arabic: "sella camelina, alias, cum apparatu uno." (Freytag, s. v.) See figs. in Porrocks Discript. Orient. i. tab. 58.

3. As to the cireciith (בָּרָכָה) of Is. lxv, 29, which the LXX. interpreter σκαθία, the Vulg. Carruce, and the A. V. "swift beasts," there is some difference of opinion. The explanation is not satisfactory which is given by Bochart (Hieroz. i. 225), following some of the Rabbins, and adopted by Rosenmuller, Gesenius, Lex. and others, that "dromedarics" are meant. According to those who sanction this rendering, the word (which occurs only in Isaiah, l. c.) is derived from the root בָּרָכָה, "to leap," or "to gallop," but the idea involved is surely inapplicable to the jolting trot of a camel. The old versions moreover are opposed to such an explanation. We prefer, with Michaelis (App. ad LXX. Heb. No. 1210) and Parkhurst (s. v.), to understand by cireciith "pamiriers" or "baskets" carried on the backs of camels or mules, and to refer the word to its reduplicated form in Gen. xxx. 34. The shaded vehicles of the LXX. may be illustrated by a quotation from Malet (Descript. de l'Égypte, p. 239), who says, "other ladies are carried sitting in chairs made like covered cages hanging on both sides of a camel," or by a remark of Dr. Russell (Nat. Hist. of Aleppo, i. 256), who states that some of the women about Aleppo are commonly stowed, when on a journey, on each side a mule in a sort of covered cradles.

The species of camel which was in common use amongst the Jews and the heathen nations of Palestine is the Arabian or one-humped camel (Camelus Arietinus). The dromedary is a swifter animal than the baggage-camel, and is used chiefly for riding purposes — it is nearly a finer breed than the other: the Arabs call it the Ḥeere. The speed of the dromedary has been greatly exaggerated, the Arabs asserting that it is swifter than the horse: eight or nine miles an hour is the utmost it is able to per-
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form; this pace, however, it is able to keep up for hours together. The Bactrian camel (Camelus bactrianus), the only other known species, has two humps; it is not capable of such endurance as its

Arabian cousin: this species is found in China, Russia, and throughout Central Asia, and is employed by the Persians in war to carry one or two guns which are fixed to the saddle. Col. H. Smith says this species appears figured in the procession of the ancient Persian satraps among the horses of Chehel Minar. Though the Bactrian camel was probably not used by the Jews, it was doubtless known to them in a late period of their history, from their relations with Persia and Chaldea. Russell (N. Hist. of Aleppo ii. 170, 2d ed.) says the two-humped camel is now seldom seen at Aleppo.

The camel, as may be readily conceived, is the subject amongst Orientals of many proverbial expressions; see many cited by Bochart (Hieros. i. 20), and comp. Matt. xxiii. 24, and xiv. 24, where there can be no doubt of the correctness of the A. V., notwithstanding the attempts which are made from time to time to explain away the expression: the very magnitude of the hyperbole is evidence in its favor: with the Talmudists [Talmudic writers] an elephant passing through a needle's eye was a common figure to denote anything impossible.

We may notice in conclusion the wonderful adaptation of the camel to the purposes for which it is designed. With feet admirably formed for journeying over dry and loose sandy soil; with an internal reservoir for a supply of water when the ordinary sources of nature fail; with a hump of fat ready on emergencies to supply it with carbon when even the prickly thorns and mists of the burning desert cease to afford food; with nostrils which can close valve-like when the sandy storm fills the air; this valuable animal does indeed well deserve the significant title of the "ship of the desert." The camel belongs to the family Camelidae, order Ruminantia.

W. H.

* It is a disappointment to know that the many serviceable qualities of the camel which have been enumerated, are far from being matched by any correspondent social or moral instincts to increase our regard for him. Dr. Kitto (Daily Bible Illa-

A term used in the Scriptures for "camps" or "encampments." It is used in the Authorized Version of the Bible in 138 different passages, and is generally translated "camp." It is derived from the Hebrew word "shilheh," which means "a fortified place." It is used to describe a place where the Israelites encamped during their journey through the wilderness. The word is also used to describe a place of refuge or safety. In the New Testament, it is used to describe the place where the apostles camped when they were persecuted.

CAMP

[ENCAMPMENTS]

CAMON (καμον) [standing-place, fastness]

[Comp. Akh. Kaim "Canam"; Canaan, the place in which God's judge was buried [Judg. x. 5]. The few notices of fair which we possess have all reference to the country E. of Jordan, and there is therefore no reason against accepting the statement of Josephus (Ant. v. 7, § 6) that Canam was a city of Gilead. In support of this is the mention by Polybius (v. 79, § 12) of a Canam (καμαν) in company with Pella and other trans-Jordanic places (Lichard, 679). In modern times, however, the name has not been recovered on the E. of Jordan. Eusebius and Jerome identify it with Cyamon, in the plain of Esdraelon. - G.
CAMPHIRE ("camphire: kûparos: cyg- 

jes, Cyprus). There can be no doubt that "camphire" is an inaccurate rendering of the He- 

brew term, which occurs in the sense of some arro- 

matic substance only in Cant. i. 14, iv. 13: the 

margin in both passages has "cypress," giving 

the form but not the signification of the Greek 

word. Camphire, or, as it is now generally written, 

phor, is a product of a tree largely cultivated in 

the island of Fornos, the Camphora officinarum, of 

the Nat. order Lamiaceae. There is another tree, 

the Deisulius aromatica of Samarra, which also 

yields camphor; but it is improbable that the 

substance secreted by either of these trees was 

known to the ancients. 

From [For?] the expression "cluster of cypress in 

the vineyards of Engedi," in Cant. i. 14, the Chal- 

dic version reads "bunches of grapes." Several 

versions retain the Hebrew word. The substance 

really denoted by cypress is the kûparos of Diosc- 

rides, Theophrastus, &c., and the cypress of Pliny, 

i.e. the Lawsonia alba of botanists, the henna of 

Arabian naturalists. So R. Ben Melek (Cant. i. 

14): "The cluster of cypress is that which the 

Arabs call "alhenn." (see Celsius, Hierob. i. 223). 

Although there is some discrepancy in the de- 

scriptions given by the Greek and Latin writers of 

the cypress-plant, yet their accounts are on the 

whole sufficiently exact to enable us to refer to 

it to the henna-plant. The Arabic authors Avicenna and 

Scorpius also identify their hennas with the cypres- 

ses of Dioscorides and Galen (both in Kitto's Bib. 

CycI. art. Kophor). 

"The kûparos," says Spruelt (Comment. on 

Dioscor. i. 124), "is the Lawsonia alba Latm., 

which includes the L. inwiusis and spinum, Latm.; 

it is the Cypress of the Hebrews and the Henna of 

the Arabs, a plant of great note throughout the East 

for this day, both on account of its fragrance and 

of the dye which its leaves yield for the hair." 

In a note Spruelt adds that the inhabitants of 

Nubia call the henna-plant Khotiek: he refers to 

Delsile (Flor. Egypt. p. 12). Hassedquist (Thes. 

246, Lund. 1766), speaking of this plant, says "the 

leaves are pulverized and made into a paste with 

water; the Egyptians bind this paste on the nails 

of their hands and feet, and keep it on all night: 

this gives them a deep yellow [red], which is 

greatly admired by Eastern nations. The odor 

lasts for three or four weeks before there is occasion 

to renew it. The custom is so ancient in Egypt 

that I have seen the nails of the mummies dyed in 

this manner." Somnini (Voyage, i. 267) says 

the women are fond of decorating themselves with 

the flowers of the henna-plant; that they take 

them in their hand and perfume their hands with them. 

Compare with this Cant. i. 13; see also Mariti 

Thes. i. 29), Prosper Alpinus (De Plant. Egypt. 

13), Pliny V. H. xii. 24), who says that a good 

kind grows near Aswan, Oedermann (Vern. Sinai. 

l. c. 7, and vi. p. 102), who satisfactorily answers 

Michaelis's conjecture (Schop. ed. Lec. Hib. ii. 1205) 

that "a palm-flowers" or "dates" are intended; see 

also Rosenmuller (Bibl. Bot. p. 133), and Wilkin 

son (Anc. Egypt. ii. 345).

Some have supposed that the expression rendered 

by the A. V., "pave her nails" (Pent. xxi. 12) 

has reference to the custom of staining them with 

henna-dye; but it is very improbable that there is 

any such allusion, for the captive woman was or- 

der'd to shave her head, a mark of mourning; such 

a meaning therefore as the one proposed is quite 

out of place (see Rosenmuller, Schop. ed. Deut. 

xxi. 12). Not only the nails of the hands and the feet, 

but the hair and beard were also dyed with henna, 

and even sometimes the names and tails of horses 

and asses were similarly treated. 

The Lawsonia alba when young is without 

thorns, and when older is spinous, whence Linneus's 

name, L. inwiusis and L. spinum, he regarding 

his specimens as two distinct species. The 

henna-plant grows in Egypt, Syria, Arabia, and N. 

India. The flowers are white, and grow in clusters, 

and are very fragrant. The whole shrub is from 

four to six feet high. The fullest description is 

that given by Somnini. The Lawsonia alba, 

the only known species, belongs to the natural order 

Labiaceae. 

W. H.

CAKA OF GALILEE, once CANA IN 

GALILEE (Kana της Παλαιας: Syriac, Pesh. Keman, 

ναός). Nitrin, Kuttlaun, καναν: (Cana 

Galileae), a village or town memorable as the scene 

of Christ's first miracle (John ii. 1, 11, iv. 41), as 

well as of a subsequent one (iv. 46, 54), and also as 

the native place of the Apostle Nathaniel (xxxi. 2).

CAKA OF GALILEE, once CANA IN 

GALILEE (Kana της Παλαιας: Syriac, Pesh. Kutan, 

ναός). Nitrin, Kuttlaun, καναν: (Cana 

Galileae), a village or town memorable as the scene 

of Christ's first miracle (John ii. 1, 11, iv. 41), as 

well as of a subsequent one (iv. 46, 54), and also as 

the native place of the Apostle Nathaniel (xiii. 2).

l. c. 11). It is, "the man that prophe- 

"The Heb. ידניא, also denotes "redemption," 

"expiation," wherein some of the Hebrew doctors, 

by dividing לאמ, have found out the mystery of 

the Mosiah, לאמ וס, "the man that proph- 

"The Heb. ידניא, also denotes "redemption," 

expiation," wherein some of the Hebrew doctors, 

by dividing לאמ, have found out the mystery of 

the Mosiah, לאמ וס, "the man that proph- 

By do her nails. Onkelos and Saadia understand the 

expression to denote "letting her nails grow," as a 

sign of grief. The Hebrew "do her nails," however, 

must surely express more than "letting them alone." 

* This is an error. The Nitrin 'ext published by 

Curton (Lond. 1588) agrees in the form of the 

word (John iv. 40) with the Peshito A
The four passages quoted — all, it will be observed, from St. John — are the only ones in which the name occurs. Neither of them affords any clue to the situation of Cana. All we can gather is, that it was not far from Capernaum (John ii. 12, iv. 45), and also on higher ground, since our Lord went down (σαρπίζω) from the one to the other (ii. 12). No further help is to be obtained from the notices either of Josephus (Vit. § 16; B. J. i. 17, § 9) — even if the place which he mentions be the same — or of Eusebius and Jerome in their Onomasticon.

The traditional site is at Κέφρονα, a small village about 4½ miles northeast of Nazareth. It contains only the ruins of a church said to stand over the house in which the miracle was performed, and — doubtless much older — the fountain from which the water for the miracle was brought (Μελίν., iii. 443-6). The Christians of the village are entirely of the Greek Church. The "water-pots of stone" were shown to M. Lamartine, though at St. Willibrold's visit centuries before there had been but one remaining (Early Trav. 16). In the time of the Crusades, the six jars were brought to give the distant people a water supply still to exist in the Musee d'Angers (see M. Didron's Essays in the Annales Archéologiques, xi. 5, xii. 2).

The tradition identifying Κέφρονα with Cana is certainly of considerable age. It existed in the time of Willibrold (the latter half of the 9th cent.), who visited it in passing from Nazareth to Tabor, and again in that of Phocas (12th cent. See Rekand, 880). From that time until lately the tradition appears to have been unchanged. But even by Quaresminus the claims of another site were admitted, and these have been lately brought forward by Dr. Robinson with much force. The rival site is a village situated further north, about 5 miles north of Seffarvich (Sepphoris) and 9 of Nazareth, near the present Jezfal, the Jotapata of the Jewish wars. This village still bears the name of Kāban el-Jelil (قانا الجليل), a name which is in every respect the exact representative of the Hebrew original — as Κέφρονα, كفر كنا, is widely different from it — and it is in this fact that the chief strength of the argument in favor of the northern Kana seems to reside. The argument from tradition is not of much weight. The testimonies of Willibrold and Phocas, given above, appear to have escaped the notice of Dr. Robinson, and they certainly form a balance to those of Adrichomius and others, which he quotes against Κέφρονα (Rob. u. 346-9, ii. 108, with the note on De Saulcy; comp. Ewald, v. 147; Melin, iii. 443-6).

The Gospel history will not be affected whichever site may be discovered to be the real one. G.

* Dr. Robinson (Bibl. Res. ii. 275, ed. 1841) pronounces the addition of el-Jelil to the northern Κανά conclusive in favor of that village, most of the later writers acquiesce in this view. Thomson raises a doubt whether any such designation distinguishes the one place from the other. Of the many, he says, to whom he put the question, "only one had ever heard of the word Jelil as a part of the name; and from the hesitancy with which this one admitted it, I was left in doubt whether he did not merely acquiesce in it at my suggestion. (Land and Book, ii. 121.)" Mr. Picken (Holy Land, 393) has a long note in which he contends for the other Κανά in opposition to Robinson's view. It is impossible to say which of these villages was the scene of the first miracle. Both of them are near enough to Nazareth to make them, in oriental life, parts of the same neighborhood. It has been alleged for many years that Κανά is the direct way to Capernaum. But there is not a word of proof that Jesus was going down to Capernaum at the time; he was at Cana, wherever it was, because he and his disciples had been invited there to attend the marriage (John ii. 2). Nor if he went down to Capernaum from Cana immediately after the marriage (which is not certain — since μετά τοῦ γάμου, John ii. 12, may mark that movement as only relatively subsequent) does the expression "going in the same anything;" for it would be topographically exact whether he went from the one Κανά or the other. Nor does the nobleman's coming to him at Cana, from Capernaum, to intercede for his son (John iv. 46 ff.) decide the question; for it is merely said that on hearing that Jesus had returned to Galilee from Judea, he came to him where he was — of course, whether the Cana in which he found him was the nearer or the more distant place.

Stanley (Notices of Localities, &c., p. 188) suggests that Cana may have been one of the Galilean homes of Jesus; but his going thither on the return from Judea (John iv. 43 ff.) so far from favoring this, is rather opposed to it. The reason assigned for doing so, namely, that "a prophet is not without honor save in his own country," explains in effect why he avoided Nazareth (his σαρπίζω), to which he might have been expected to go, and went to Cana, a place having so much less interest for him.

CANAAN (CA'NAAN = C'na'an; comp. the Greek name Χαναάν, as mentioned below) [four, humbled]: [Xanana: Jos. Xananan: Channah]. 1. The fourth son of Ham (Gen. x. 6; 1 Chr. i. 8; comp. Jos. Ant. i. 6, § 4), the progenitor of the Phœnicians ("Zidon"), and of the various nations who before the Israelite conquest peopled the seacoast of Palestine, and generally the whole of the country westward of the Jordan (Gen. x. 15; 1 Chr. i. 13). [CANAAN, LAND OF; CANAANITES.]

In the ancient narrative of Gen. ix. 20-27, a curse is pronounced on Canaan for the unfaithful and irreverential conduct of Ham: it is almost as if the name had belonged to both, or the father were already in the same condition.

2. The name "Canaan" is sometimes employed for the country itself — more generally styled the "land of C.", It is so in Zeph. ii. 5; and we also find "Language of C." (Is. xix. 18): "Wars of C." (Judg. iii. 1): "Inhabitants of C." (Ex. xv 15): "King of C." (Judg. iv. 2, 23, 24, v. 19): "Daughters of C." (Gen. xxvii. 1, 6, 8, xxxvi. 2): "Kings of C." (Js. xxxv. 11). In addition to the above, the word occurs in several passages in which it is concealed in the A. V. by being transliterated. These are: Is. xxiii. 8, "traffickers," and xxiii. 11, "the merchant city;" Gesenius, "Jehovah gah Befehl über Canaan:" Hos. xii. 7, "Ile is a merchant;" Ewald, "Kanân hält trügerische Wage:" Zeph. i. 11, "merchant-people;" Ewald, "dass alle Cananier sind dafinn." G.

CANAAN, THE LAND OF (CA'NAAN), "from a root 2237, signifying to be low, see 2 Chr. xxviii. 19; Job xli. 12, amongst other passages in which they do is used, a name denoting the cou-
CAANAN

zy west of the Jordan and Dead Sea, and between those waters and the Mediterranean; specially opposed to the "land of Gilead," that is, the high table-land on the east of the Jordan. Thus: "our little ones and our wives shall be here in the cities of Gilead . . . but we will pass over armed into the land of Canaan" (Num. xxvii. 2, 22; and see xxxii. 51). "Phineas, . . . returned from the children of Reuben and the children of Gad out of the land of Gilead into the land of Canaan to the children of Israel," Josh. xxi. 32: see also Gen. xii. 5, xxii. 18, xxxii. 18, xxxv. 12, xxxvi. 1. In, viii. 3, 7, xix. 30; Num. xiii. 2, 17, xxxii. 40, 61; Josh. xii. 2; Judg. xxi. 12. True, the district to which the name of "low land" is thus applied contained many very elevated spots: Shechem (Gen. xxxii. 18), Hermon (xxxi. 19), Bethel (xxxv. 6), Bethlehem (xviii. 7), Shilo (Josh. xxi. 2; Judg. xxi. 12), which are all stated to be in the "land of Canaan." But high as the level of much of the country west of the Jordan undoubtedly is, there are several things which must always have prevented, as they still prevent, it from leaving an impression of elevation. These are, (1) that remarkable, wide, maritime plain over which the eye ranges for miles from the central hills; a feature of the country which cannot be overlooked by the most casual observer, and which impresses itself most indelibly on the recollection; (2) the still deeper, and still more remarkable and impressive hollow of the Jordan valley, a view into which may be commanded from almost any of the heights of central Palestine: and (3) there is the almost constant presence of the long high line of the mountains east of the Jordan, which from their distance have the effect more of an immense cliff than of a mountain range — looking down on the more broken and isolated hills of Canaan, and furnishing a constant standard of height before which everything is dwarfed.

The word "Canaanite" was used in the 0. T. in two senses, a wanderer and a narrower, which will be most conveniently examined under that head; but it does not appear to be the case of "Canaan," at least in the older cases of its occurrence. It is only in later notices, such as Zeph. ii. 5, and Matt. xv. 22, that we find it applied to the low maritime plains of Philistia and Phenicia (comp. Mark vii. 26). In the same manner it was by the Greeks that the name Xrh. Oew, was used for Phenicia, i.e. the sea-plain north of the "Tyrian hither," (see the extract in Reland, 7. and Gesenius, 466), and by the later Phenicians both of Phenicia proper and of the Panitic colonies in Africa. (See the coin of Ludwico ad Libit. and the testimony of Augustine, both quoted by Gesenius, 466.) The LXX. transcribers had learnt to apply this meaning to the word, and in two cases they render the Hebrew words given above by Χάρα των Φήνεων (Ex. xvi. 56; Josh. v. 12, comp. v. 1), as they do "Canaanites" by φηνείον.

* CANAAN, LANGUAGE OF, Is. xix. 8. See CANAANITES: HAM.

CA'NAANITES. THE. (Ree. T. & Kappar thi.) A. Canaaniti; Lachm. [Tisch. Teg,] with B v. Kapparos: D [in Matt.], Kapparos: Ché-nanans, the designation of the Apostle Simon, zonwinik known as "Simon the Zealot." It occurs in Matt. x. 4; Mark iii. 18.

The word does not signify a descendant of Ca-

num, that being in the Greek both of the LXX. and the N. T. Xapaaneos = Χαράτων (comp. Matt. xv. 22 with Mark vii. 26). Nor does it signify, as has been suggested, a native of Kara, since that would probably be Kàrôthy. But it comes from a Chaldee or Syriac word, Xara'at, Kanàán, or Ξέαρατ [ξέαρατ], Kanâni, (2), by which the Jewish sect or faction of the "Zealots" so prominent in the last days of Jerusalem was designated (see Buxtorf, Lex. [Tobin's] s. v.). This Syriac word is the reading of the Peshito version. The Greek equivalent of Kanàán is Ἰψίατος, Zeolites, and this St. Luke (vi. 15; Acts i. 13) has correctly preserved. St. Matthew and St. Mark, on the other hand, have literally transferred the Syriac word, as the LXX. translators did frequently before them. There is no necessity to suppose, as Mr. Cureton does (Nitr. Rec. lxxvii.), that they mistook the word for ξέαρατ [ξέαρατ].

= Xaraaneos, a Canaanite or descendant of Ca-

nan, who was called by his countrymen "the Zealots" because of his former zeal in behalf of Judaism. As there was another Simon among the Apostles, he appears to have retained the name after he became a disciple, as a means of distinction, though it had ceased to mark the trait of character out of which it arose. It has been said that he took the appellation from his having belonged to a political sect known as the Zealots, mentioned by Josephus (B. J. iv. 3, § 9); but though he may have shown some of the tendencies of character, the party historically distinguished by that name did not appear till a later period. See Wetstein's Nov. Test. i. 396.

I. CA'NAANITES, THE (ξέαρατοι), i.e. accurately according to Hebrew usage — Gesen. Heb. Gram. § 107 — "the Canaanite;" but in the A. V. with few exceptions rendered as plural, and therefore indistinguishable from ξεαρατοι, which also, but very un freq. occurs: Xaraaneos, Fovit; Ex. vi. 15, comp. Josh. v. 1: Chanaanites, a word used in two senses: (1) a tribe which inhabited a particular locality of the land west of the Jordan before the conquest; and (2) in a wider sense, the people who inhabited generally the whole of that country.

1. For the tribe of the Canaanites only — the dwellers in the lowland. The whole of the country west of Jordan was a lowland as compared with the loftier and more extended tracts on the east; but there was a part of this western country which was still more emphatically a lowland. (a.) There were the plains lying between the shore of the Mediterranean and the foot of the hills of Benja, Judea, and Ephraim — the Shephelah or plain of Philistia on the south — that of Sharon
between Jaffa and Carmel — the great plain of Edra-
leon in the rear of the bay of Akka; and lastly, the
plain of Phoenicia, containing Tyre, Sidon, and all
the other cities of that nation. (b) But such
areas are given now from these last to the still larger
region of the Jordan valley or Aralah, the modern Ghor,
a region which extended in length from the sea of
Cinneroth (Gennesareth) to the south of the Dead
Sea about 120 miles, with a width of from 8 to 14.
The climate of these sunken regions — especially of
the valley of the Jordan — is so peculiar, that it is
natural to find them the special possession of one
tribe — Amorite — so far as one of the earliest
and most precise statements in the ancient records of
Scripture — "Amalek dwells in the land of the
south; and the Hittite, and the Jebusite, and the
Amorite, dwell in the mountains; and the Canaan-
ite dwells by the sea, and by the side of Jordan" (Num. xiii. 29). This describes the division of
the country a few years only before the conquest.

But there had been little or no variation for cen-
turies. In the notice which purports to be the
earliest of all, the seats of the Canaanite tribes
as distinguished from the sister tribes of Zidon,
the Hittites, Amorites, and the other descendants
of Canaan — are given as on the seashore from
Zidon to Gaza, and in the Jordan valley to Sodom,
Gomorrah, and Lasha (afterwards Cælebrioh), on the
shore of the present Dead Sea (Gen. x. 18-29). In
Josh. xi. 3 — at a time when the Israelites were
actually in the western country — this is expressed
more broadly: "The Canaanite on the east and
the west" is carefully distinguished from the
Amorite who held "the mountain" in the centre of
the country. In Josh. xii. 2, 3, we are told
with more detail that "all the circles" (חַ֣תִיתותּרֵא
from Sibor (the Wady el-Arish) unto Ekron northward, is counted to
the Canaanite." Later still, the Canaanites are still
dwelling in the upper part of the Jordan Valley
— Bethshean: the plain of Edraleon — Taanach,
Bleam, and Megiddo: the plain of Sharon — Dor;
and also on the plain of Phoenicia — Achzib and
Zidon. Here were collected the chariots which
formed a prominent part of their armies (Judg. i.
19, iv. 3; Josh. xvi. 18), and which could indeed be
deployed elsewhere in those level lowlands (Sta-

The plains which thus appear to have been in
possession of the Canaanites specially so called,
were not only of great extent: they were also the
richest and most important parts of the country,
and it is not unlikely that this was one of the rea-
sons for the name of "Canaanite" being

2. Applied as a general name for the non-Israeli-
ite inhabitants of the land, as we have already seen
was the case with Canaan. Instances of this are, Gen. xii. 6; Num. xxi.
3 — where the name is applied to dwellers in the
south, who in xii. 29 are called Amalekites; Judg.
i. 10 — with which comp. Gen. xiv. 13 and xiii. 18, and Josh. x. 5, where Hebron, the highest land in
Palestine, is stated to be Amorite; and Gen. xiii.
12, where the "land of Canaan" is distinguished from
the very Jordan valley itself. See also Gen.
xxiv. 3, 37, comp. xxviii. 2, 6; Ex. xiii. 17, comp.
5. But in many of its occurrences, it is difficult
to know in which category to place the word. Thus
in Gen. i. 11: if the floor of Atrad was at Beth-
hogla, close to the west side of the Jordan, "the
Canaanites" must be intended in the narrower and
stricter sense; but the expression "inhabitants of
the land" appears as if intended to be more gen-
eral. Again, in Gen. x. 18, 19, where the present
writer believes the tribe, in an amended form, this
verse stands, "the tribes of Canaan possess these
places at which the various records thus compared
were composed. And besides this, it is difficult to
imagine what accurate knowledge the Israelites can
have possessed of a set of petty nations, from whom
they had been entirely removed for four hundred
years, and with whom they were now again brought
into contact only that they might exterminate them
as soon as possible. And before we can solve such
questions we also ought to know more than we do
of the usages and circumstances of people who dif-
fered not only from ourselves, but also possibly in
a material degree from the Orientals of the present
day. The tribe who possessed the ancient city of
Hebron, besides being, as shown above, called inter-
changeably Canaanites and Amorites, are in a third
passage (Gen. xxviii.) called the children of Hitthi or
Hittites (comp. also xxvii. 46 with xxviii. 1, 6).
The Canaanites who were dwelling in the land of
the south when the Israelites made their attack on
it, may have been driven to these higher and more
barren grounds by some other tribes, possibly by
the Philistines who displaced the Avites, also
dwellers in the low country (Deut. ii. 23).

Be (see their chartals (see above) we have no
clue to any manners or customs of the Canaanites.
Like the Phoenicians, they were probably given
to commerce; and thus the name became probably in
later times an occasional synonym for a merchant
(Job xii. 6; Prov. xxx. 24; comp. Is. xxiii. 8, 11;
 Hos. xi. 7; Zeph. i. 11. See Kenrick, Phen. p.
232).

Of the language of the Canaanites little can be
said. On the one hand, being — if the genealogy of
Gen. x. be right — Hamites, there could be no
affinity between their language and that of the Is-
raelites, who were descendants of Shem. On the other
is the fact that Abram and Jacob shortly after
their entrance to the country seem able to hold
vexed with them, and also that the names of
Canaanite persons and places which we possess,
are translatable into Hebrew. Such are Melchize-
dek, Hamor, Shechem, Sisera . . . Ephrath, and
also a great number of the names of the Canaanites.
But we know that the Egyptian and Assyrian names
have been materially altered in their adoption into
Hebrew records, either by translation into Hebrew
equivalents, or from the impossibility of accurately
rendering the sounds of one language by those of
another. The modern Arabs have adopted the He-
brew names of places as nearly as would admit of
their having a meaning in Arabic, though that
meaning may be widely different from that of the
Hebrew name. Examples of this are Beit-ar, Beil
Iohn, Bir es-Sheh, which mean respectively, "house
of the eye," "house of flesh," "well of the lion,"
while the Hebrew names which these have super-
seeded mean "house of caves," "house of bread,"
"well of the oath." May not a similar process
have taken place when the Hebrews took possession
of the Canaanite towns, and "called the lands after
their own names with which they were given?" (For an examination of this
interesting but obscure subject see Gesenius, Heb-
Spr., pp. 223-5.)

The "Nethinim" or servants of the temple seem
to have originated in the dedication of captives
CANDACE

The oppidum in and quod island in the lists of their families which we possess in Exx. ii. 43-54; Neh. vii. 46-50. Several of the names in these catalogues—such as Siara, Mehumon, Nebushifin—are the same as those which we know to be foreign, and doubtless others would be found on examination. The subject perhaps would not be beneath the examination of a Hebrew scholar.

This is perhaps the proper place for noticing the various shapes under which the formula for designating the nations to be expelled by the Israelites is given in the various books.

1. Six nations: the Canaanites, Hittites, Amorites, Perizzites, Hivites, and Jebusites. This is the usual form, and, with some variation in the order of the names, it is found in Ex. iii. 8, 17, xxiii. 23, xxxii. 2, xxxiv. 11; Dent. xx. 17; Josh. ix. 1, xii. 8; Judg. iii. 5. In Ex. xiii. 5, the same names are given with the omission of the Perizzites.

2. With the addition of the Girgazites, making up the mystic number seven (Dent. vii. 1; Josh. iii. 6, xxxiv. 11). The Girgazites are reduced to four, and the Hivites omitted in Neh. ix. 8 (comp. Ex. ix. 1).

3. In Ex. xxiii. 28, we find the Canaanite, the Hittite, and the Hivite.

4. The list of ten nations in Gen. xv. 19-21 includes some on the east of Jordan, and probably some on the south of Palestine.

5. In 1 K. ix. 20 the Canaanites are omitted from the list.

CANDACE (κανδασκ, Strab. xvii. p. 820), a queen of Ethiopia (Meroë), mentioned Acts viii. 27. The name was not a proper name of an individual, but that of a dynasty of Ethiopian queens. (See Plin. vi. 35; Dion Cass. liv. 5; Strab. l. c.) The eunuch of this queen, who had charge of all her treasure, is mentioned in Acts as having been met by Philip the Evangelist on the desert road from Jerusalem to Gaza, and converted to Christian. The Ethiopian tradition gives him the name of Indich; and in Iren. iii. 12, and Euseb. H. E. ii. 1, he is said to have first propagated the gospel in Arabia Felix and Ethiopia, but Sophronius makes him preach and suffer martyrdom in the island of Ceylon. (See Wolf, Curt. ii. 113.)

The foregoing is the generally received view, but is subject still to some doubt. Of the writers to whom appeal is made, Strabo (xvii. 2. § 3) says expressly that the inhabitants of Meroë appointed kings (βασιλεία) as their sovereigns, and appoint them for their personal qualities, being therefore elective, and not hereditary: and also that the royal residence of Candace was Napata (ταύρος ἵππος ταυροκριτ), a different place from Meroë, eighty-six geographical miles farther north. Dion Cassius (liv. 5, though he writes erroneously queen for a king, who bore this title to Napata, and not Meroë. In accordance with these notions, Kaulfrum (Herod. ii. 41) makes Napata the capital of one part of Ethiopia, and Meroë the seat of another independent kingdom. The passage in Pliny (Hist. Nat. vi. 55) does not disagree with this conclusion, though it is chiefly his language that has misled readers, if they have fallen into error here. The words are the following: "Napata LXX. Ch. mill.; oppidum id parum inter pristinam sunt. Abro ad insulam Meronem Cocc. LXX. M. Herbas sicra Meronem densum virofiores, silvarumque aliquip aparissae et rhinocerotorum elephantofoe vestigia. Ipsum oppidum Meronem ad introitus insula absese LXX. Mill. passum; iuxtaque altum Insulam Tadu dextris submersione abvo, quae portum faceret. Edifio oppidi paucam. Regnum fruatur Candace, quasi regni. Ludis jugis annis ad regnum transit." If "edificia oppidi" refers to "Me-
roëm," just before, then "regnare Candacem" does of course, and Candace reigned in the city and island of that name. But, on the other hand, Meroë was an important city, and could not well be said to consist of "a few buildings," and Napata might be so described; and hence, as some suppose, Pliny at this point goes back to the remoter Napata, of which he has already spoken as "parvum," and so much the more as that is uppermost in the mind, as being the place from which he reckons the situation of the other places named.

Others suppose that Napata was only one of the capitals of Meroë, and that Strabo and Dion Cassius speak of Candace in connection with the former place rather than the latter, because she had a noted palace there. It follows, then, to make the conciliating here complete, that Strabo must mean by "Tadu" and "KofsoKrrs," a place of both sexes. Ritter (Freudcnau, i. 592, 2d ed.) regards the Napata of Pliny as a different place from that of Strabo. For a fuller statement of the case, the reader is referred to J. C. M. Laurent's Nuntiastitichae Studia, pp. 140-146 (Gotth, 1866); and Bibl. Sacra, 1866 pp. 515-16.

The name Candace, says Rheteschi (Herzog's Real-Encycl. vii. 247), appears not to be of Semitic origin, at least no satisfactory etymology has yet been assigned for it. The supposition that the Candace in Acts viii. 27 was the one who fought against the Romans n. c. 22 (Strabo, xvii. 1, § 54) is just possible, so far as the dates are concerned, but has every presumption against it. Some of the commentators suppose her to have been the same; in which case she must have reigned under the emperor Tiberius, and have been nearly ninety years old at the time of Philip's being in the eunuch's sight. Pliny's statement that Candace was a transmitted title of these Ethiopian queens renders so violent a supposition needless.

CANDACEM 1 (κανδασκα: λακωνία του φαρ- τος, 1 Mac. i. 21; αδικημένος — λακώνιος λατ- θερος και κανδασκα: ἐν τῇ βάσιν του φαρτος, Βιβλ. Sic. ap. Selinus. Thuc. v. v.), which Moses was commanded to make for the tabernacle, is described Exx. xxx. 31-37, xxxvii. 17-24. It is called in Lev. xxiv. 4, "the pure," and in Ezek. xxxvi. 21, "the holy candlestick." With its various appurtenances (mentioned below) it required a talent of "pure gold," and it was not made, but "of leavened work." (punctor). Josephus, however, says (Ant. iii. 6, § 7) that it was of cost gold (εκσκευασμενον, and hollow. From its golden base (7:14 βαρες, Josephs.), which, according to the Jews, was 3 feet high (Winer, Lex.), sprang a main shaft or reed (7:15), and spread itself into as many branches as there are planets, including the sun. It terminated in 7 heads in all one row, all standing parallel to one another, one by one, in imitation of the number of the planets" (Whiston's Jes. Des)
as the description given in Ex. is not very

clear, we abbreviate Lightfoot's explanation of it.

The foot of it was gold, from which went up a
shaft straight, which was the middle light. Near
the foot was a golden dish wrought almondwise;
and a little above, a golden knob, and above
that a golden flower. Then two branches, one
on each side, bowed, and coming up as high as the
middle shaft. On each of them were three golden
cups placed almondwise, on sharp, scollop-shell
fashion; above which was a golden knob, a golden
flower, and the socket. Above the branches on
the middle shaft was a golden boss, above which rose
two shafts straight; above the boss, and two more shafts, and then on
the shaft upwards were three golden scollop-cups,
a knob, and a flower: so that the heads of the
branches stood an equal height" (Works, ii. 399,
ed. Pitman). Calmet remarks that "the number
7 might remind them of the sabbath." We have
seen that Josephus gives it a somewhat Egyptian
reference to the number of the planets, but else-
where (B. J. vi. 7, § 5) he assigns to the 7
branches a merely general reference, as τῆς παρα-
τος Ἰουδαίων ἐθνομάδως τῶν τιμής ἐμφανισθε-
νές. The whole weight of the candlestick was 160
minas; its height was, according to the Rabbis, 5
feet, and the breadth, or distance between the ex-
terior branches 33 feet (Jahn, Arch. Bild. § 329).
It has been calculated to have been worth 5000d.
exclusive of workmanship.

According to Josephus the ornaments on the
shaft and branches were 70 in number, and this
was a notion in which the Jews with their peculiar
reverence for that number would readily coincide;
but it seems difficult from the description in Exodus
to confirm the statement. On the main shaft
(called "the candlestick," in Ex. xxv. 34) there
is said to be "4 almond-shaped bowls," with their
knops and their flowers," which would make 12
of these ornaments in all; and as on each of the 6
branches there were apparently (for the expression
in verse 33 is obscure) 3 bowls, 5 knops, and 3
flowers, the entire number of such figures on the
candlestick would be 96. The word translated
"bowl" in the A. V. is ποτηρὶ, κρασίν, for which
Joseph. (l.c.) has κρασίνιδα καὶ βασίσκον.
It is said to have been almond-shaped (ποτηριον, ἐκτετ-
pωμένον καρπον), but whether the fruit or flower
of the almond is intended cannot be certain. The
word "ποτηρῖς is variously rendered "knop" (A.
V.), "pommeled" (Geddes), σφαιρίτης (LXX.),
σφερίτα (Vulg.), "apple" (Arabic, and other ver-
sions); and to this same apply the βασίσκον, and
not (as is more natural) the σφαιρία of Josephus.

The third term is ποτηρῖ, "a bud," κρίνα (LXX.
and Joseph.), which from an old gloss seems to be
put for any κύτος εἰσωδέαν, κρίνον ὄμοιον.
From the fact that it was expressly made "after
the pattern shown in the mount," many have en-
deavored to find a symbolic meaning in these or-
naments, especially Meyer and Bähr (Symbol. i.
416 ff.). Generally it was "a type of preaching"
(Godwyn's Meas and Aaron, ii. 1) or "of the
light of the law" (Lightfoots, l. c.). Similarly
candlesticks made of such figures were the property
of the Church, of witnesses, &c. (Comp. Zech. iv.
Rev. 1. 5, xi. 4, &c.; Weyenas, Chir. Symbol. v. s.)

The candlestick was placed on the south side of
the first apartment of the tabernacle, opposite the
table of shew-bread, which it was intended to ill-
lumine, in an oblique position (λαοίς) so that the
lamps looked to the east and south (Joseph. Ant.
i. 6, § 7; Ex. xxv. 57); hence the central was
called "the western" lamp, according to some
though others render it "the evening lamp," and
say that it alone burned perpetually (Ex. xxvii. 20,
21), the others not being lit during the day, al-
though the Holy Place was dark (Ex. xxx. 8; 1
Macc. iv. 50). In 1 Sam. iii. 3 we have the ex-
pression "ere the lamp of God went out in the
temple of the Lord," and this, taken in connection
with 2 Chr. xiii. 11 and Lev. xxiv. 2, 3, would
seem to imply that it "always" and "continually:" merely mean "temporae constitute," i. e. by night:
especially as Aaron is said to have dressed the lamps
every morning and lighted them every evening.
Rabbi Kimichi (ad loc.) says that the other lamps
often went out at night, but "they always found the
western lamp burning." They were each sup-
plied with cotton, and half a log of the purest
olive-olive (about two wine-glasses), which was suf-
ficient to keep them burning during a long night
(Winer).

The priest in the morning trimmed the lamps
with golden snuffers (ἐνσωματικές, ἐσωματικές,
and carried away the snuff in golden
dishes (ὑπόθεματα, ἀκορες, Ex. xxv.
38). When carried about, the candlestick was cov-
cered with a cloth of blue, and put with its append-
ages in bagger-skin bags, which were supported on
a bar (Num. iv. 9).

In Solomon's temple, instead of this candlestick
(or besides it, as the Rabbits say, for what became
of it we do not know), there were 10 golden can-
dlesticks similarly embossed, 5 on the right and 5
on the left (1 K. vii. 49; 2 Chr. iv. 7). These are
said to have formed a sort of railing before the
vail, and to have been connected by golden chains,
under which, on the day of atonement, the high-
priest carried. They were taken to Babylon (Jer.
lili. 19).

In the temple of Zerubbabel there was again a
single candlestick (1 Macc. i. 21, iv. 49). It was

Candlestick. (From A-nh of Titus.)

taken from the Herodian temple by Titus, and car-
ried in triumph immediately before the conqueror
CANDLESTICK (Joseph, B. J. vii. 5, § 5). The description given of the καίδα and λεβάντα καλώδια by Josephus, agrees only tolerably with the deeply interesting sculpture on the Arch of Titus; but he drops a hint that it was not identical with the one used in the Temple, saying (possibly in allusion to the fantastic griffins, &c., sculptured on the pediment, which are so much wrought that we found it difficult to make them out), τὸ ἔργον εἴδωλον τύπον κατὰ τέρας μετέτραπε κρόσον συνάφειαν: where see Whiston's note. Hence John (Hibiscus, Comm., § 615.) says that the candlewick carried in the triumph was "somewhat different from the golden candlestick of the temple." These questions are examined in Rolland's treatise De Spolia Titani Hierosol. In Arch Titimae Conspectus. The general accuracy of the sculpture is undoubted (Prideaux, Comment., B. i. 166).

After the triumph the candlestick was deposited in the Temple of Peace, and according to one story fell into the Tiber from the bridge during the flight of Maxentius from Constantine, Oct. 28, 312 A.D.; but it probably was among the spoils transferred, at the end of 400 years, from Rome to Carthage by Genseric, A. D. 455 (Gibbon, iii. 291). It was recovered by Belarius, since more carried in triumph to Constantinople, "and then respectfully deposited in the Christian church of Jerusalem" (ibid. iv. 24), A. D. 533. It has never been heard of since.

When our Lord cried "I am the light of the world" (John viii. 12), the allusion was probably suggested by the two large golden chandeliers, lighted in the court of the women during the Feast of Tabernacles, which illuminated all Jerusalem (Wetstein, ad loc.), or perhaps to the lighting of this colossal candlestick, "the more remarkable in the profound darkness of an Oriental town" (Stanley, Notes of P. p. 429).

F. W. F. *

* According to the description given in Ex. xxv. 31-37, the candelabrum, or chandelier, of the tabernacle (improperly called candlestick in the common English version) was constructed as follows:

From a base or stand (called Παιδία, properly the upper portion of the thigh where it joins the body, and hence, naturally, the support on which a structure rests) rose an upright central shaft (Πυραμιδι, a reed, cane) bearing the central lamp; from two opposite sides of it proceeded other shafts (Πυραμιδι, three on a side, making six branches from the main shaft, all being in the same plane with it, and each bearing a lamp.

As parts of the main shaft and its branches, serving for ornaments of the structure, are mentioned flower-cups (Πυτίμα, properly a cup or bowl, hence, the calyx or outer covering of a flower), capitula (Πυτιτημια, crown of a column, its capital, Am. ix. 1; Zeph. ii. 14), and flowers (Πυραμιδι). In shape, the capital may have had the rounded form of fruit, as indicated in some of the ancient versions and Josephus.

From the representation in verses 32-35, these parts were to have been arranged as follows; Each of the six side-branches (vers. 33) had three flower-cups (calyces) shaped like the calyx of the almond blossom, and terminated in a crown or capital, with its ornamental flower, as a receptacle for the lamp. The central shaft (vers. 34, 35) was composed of four such combinations of calyx, capitul, and flower, each pair of side-branches resting on the capital (ver. 35) of one of the three lower, the fourth and uppermost bearing the central lamp.

As thus understood, the passage is interpreted according to its strictest grammatical construction, and each term is taken in its ordinary acceptance in the Hebrew Scriptures. The form, as thus represented, is more syntactical than the one sculptured on the Arch of Titus, which plainly conflicts with some points in the description, and has no historical chain to represent the form of the candelabrum of the first Hebrew tabernacle.

Whether the lamps were all on the same level, as supposed to be represented on the Arch of Titus (for the central shaft is defaced at the top), whether the central lamp was highest, as supposed by Ewald, and whether the seven lamps were arranged in a pyramidal form, as supposed by Seachius, is matter of mere speculation. But on either of the two latter suppositions, the structure is not only more synthetically artistic in itself, but harmonizes better with the designation of the central shaft by the general name of the whole (Πυραμιδι, in ver. 34), the other parts being only its subordinate appendages. Keil, in the Bibl. Commentar. of Keil and Delitzsch, and in his Archæologia, where an engraved representation is given, arbitrarily reverses the order of the Πυτιτημια and the Πυτιτημια, as given three times in the Hebrew text.

The term candeliK (A. V.) is obviously inappropriate here. It is also improperly used in the New Testament in passages where lamp-stand is meant by the Greek word (Αυθρία). As to the allusion in our Saviour's words, "I am the light of the world," it has been shown by Lickie (who examines the subject minutely), and by Meyer, that they could not have been suggested by the lighting of the lamps in the temple. On the contrary, there is a manifest reference to the repeated and familiar predictions of the Messiah, as "a light of the Gentiles" (Is. xlix. 6, xlix. 6), as "the Sun of righteousness" (Mal. iv. 2), which allusion is made in Luke i. 78, 79, as "the day spring from on high," "to give light to them that sit in darkness." Comp. Matt. iv. 16; Luke ii. 32.

CANE. [Reed.]

CANKERWORM. [Locust.]

CANNEH (Πυραμιδι), one Codex Πυραμιδι, Xuar-ανα; Alex. Xuanan: Chere), Ex. xxvii. 23. [Cal- neh.]

CANON OF SCRIPTURE, THE, may be generally described as "the collection of books which forms the original and authoritative written rule of the faith and practice of the Christian Church." Starting from this definition it will be the object of the present article to examine shortly, I. The original meaning of the term; II. The Jewish Canon of the Old Testament Scriptures as to (a) its formation, and (b) its extent; III. The Christian Canon of the Old; and IV. of the New Testament.

1. The use of the word Canon.—The word Canon (Κανών) akein to Πυτι, [cf. Gesen. Thes. s. v.], κανών, κανών, κανών (cana, channel), cane, cannon) in classical (Greek is (1.) properly a straight rod, as the rod of a shield, or that used in weaving
The usage offers an easy transition to the metaphorical use of the word for a testing rule in ethics (comp. Arist. Eth. Nic. iii. 4, 5), or in art (the Canon of Polydectus; Luc. de Sult. p. 946 B.), or in language (the Canons of Grammar). The varied gift of tongues, according to the ancient interpretation of Acts ii., was regarded as the "canon" or test which determined the direction of the labors of the several Apostles (Severian. ap. Cram. Cat. in Act. ii. 7, οι διήθες έκκλησίας καθήνει κανόνα). Chronological tables were called κανώνες χρονικοί (Plut. Sol. p. 27); and the summary of a book was called κανόνα, as giving the "rule," as it was, of its composition. The Alexandrian grammarians applied the word in this sense to the great "classical" writers, who were styled "the rule" (διά Κανόνα), or the perfect model of style and language. (3.) But in addition to these active meanings the word was also used passively for a measured space (at Olympia), and, in later times, for a fixed tax (Du Cange, s. v. Canon).

The ecclesiastical usage of the word offers a complete parallel to the classical. It occurs in the LXX. in its literal sense (Jud. xiii. 6), and again in Aquila (Job xxxviii. 5). In the N. T. it is found in two places in St. Paul's epistles (Gal. vi. 16; 2 Cor. x. 13-16), and in the second place the transition from an active to a passive sense is worthy of notice. In patristic writings the word is commonly used both as a "rule" in the widest sense, and especially in the phrases "the rule of the Church," "the rule of faith," "the rule of truth" (διά Κανόνα τῆς έκκλησίας, διά Κανόνα τῆς άληθείας, διά Κανόνα τῆς πίστεως) and so also κανώνη δικαιοσύνης (διά Κανόνα simply). This rule was regarded either as the abstract, ideal standard, embodied only in the life and action of the Church; or, again, as the concrete, definite creed, which set forth the facts from which that life sprung (regula: Tertull. de Virg. eccl. 1). In the fourth century, when the practice of the Church was further systematized, the decisions of synods were styled "Canons," and the discipline by which ministers were bound as technically the "Law," and those who were thus bound were styled Canonici (Canons). In the phrase "the canon (i.e. fixed part) of the mass," from which the popular sense of "canonize" is derived, the passive sense again prevailed.

As applied to Scripture the derivatives of κανόνα are used long before the simple word. The Latin translation of Origen speaks of Scripturae Canonicae (de Princ. iv. 38), libri regulares (Comm. in Matt. § 117), and libri canonicizati (ib. § 28). In another place the phrase haberi in Canone (Prod. in Cont. s. f.) occurs, but probably only as a translation of κανονίζειν, which is used in this and cognate senses in Athanasius (Ep. Fest.), the Laodicean Canons (κανώνιστα, Can. lix.), and later writers. This circumstance seems to show that the title "Canonical" was first given to writings in the sense of "admitted by the rule," and not as a "form

*i. e. Credner accepts the popular interpretation, as if canonical were equivalent to "having the force of law," and supposes that scripture legis, a phrase occurring in the time of the persecution of Diocletian, represents κανονισμός, which however does not, as far as I know, occur anywhere (Zur Gesch. d. Kan. p. 67). The terms canonical and canonicize are probably of Alexandrine origin; but there is not the slightest evidence for connecting the "canon" of classical

ing part of and giving the rule." It is true that an ambiguity thus attaches to the word, which may mean only "judicially used in the Church;" but such an ambiguity may find many parallels, and usage tended to remove it.* The spirit of Christendom recognized the books which truly expressed its essence; and in lapse of time, when that spirit was rekindled by later movements of superstition, the written "Rule" occupied the place and received the name of that vital "Rule" by which it was first stamped with authority (διά Κανόνα τῆς θεοτυπίας τῆς γραφῆς, Isid. Pelus. Ep. cxxiii.; comp. Aug. de doctr. Chr. iv. 9 (6); and as a contrast Anon. ap. Euseb. H. E. v. 28).

The first direct application of the term κανόνα to the Scriptures seems to be in the verses of Amphilochius (c. 390 A. D.), who concludes his well-known Catalogue of the Scriptures with the words οὐ δεύτερος κανόνα ἐν τῷ τῶν θεοτυπικῶν γραφῶν, where the word indicates the rule by which the contents of the Bible must be determined, and thus secondarily an index of the constituent books. Among Latin writers the word is commonly found from the time of Jerome (Proc. Gal. ... Tobias et Judith non sunt in Canone) and Augustine (De Civ. xviii. 24, ... perpaneci autem auctoribus scriptorum). When, in Catech. of c. 423 (c. 438; ... incensurant in Canone), and their usage of the word, which is wider than that of Greek writers, is the source of its modern acceptance.

The uncanonical books were described simply as "those without," or "those uncanonized" (άκανονιστά, Conc. Locd. lxxi.). The Apocryphal books, which were supposed to occupy an intermediate position, were called "books read" (άναγγελονομνημ, Athan. Ep. iv. d. 6), or "ecclesiastical" (ecclesiastici, Bini. in Synch. Apost. § 38), though the latter title was also applied to the canonical Scriptures (Leont. l. c. infra). The canonical books (Leont. de Sect. ii. τά κανόνις βιβλία βιβλία) were also called "books of the Testament" (αν διάδοχα βιβλία), and Jerome styled the whole collection by the striking name of "the holy library" (Bibliothecae sancta), which happily expresses the unity and variety of the Bible (Credner, Zur Gesch. d. Kan. p. 8 in the list of N. T. iv. 22; 5 in the list of V. T. i. 22). II. (a) The formation of the Jewish Canon. — The history of the Jewish Canon in the earliest times is beset with the greatest difficulties. Before the period of the exile only faint traces occur of the solemn preservation and use of sacred books. According to the command of Moses the "book of the law" was "put in the side of the ark" (Deut. xxxi. 25 ff.), but not in it (1 K. viii. 9; comp. Joseph. Ant. iii. i. 14, 17); and thus in the reign of Josiah, Hilkias is said to have "found the book of the law in the house of the Lord" (2 K. xxii. 8; comp. 2 Chr. xxxiv. 14). This "book of the law," which, in addition to the direct precepts (Ex. xxiv. 7), contained general exhortations (Deut. xxviii. 61) and historical narratives (Ex. xvii. 14), was further increased by the records of Joshua (Josh. xxiv. 26), and probably by other writings (1 Sam.}
view harmonizes with what must have been the natural development of the Jewish faith after the return. The Constitution of the Church and the formation of the Canon were both from their nature gradual and mutually dependent. The construction of an ecclesiastical policy involved the practical determination of the divine rule of truth, as, though in the parallel case of the Christian Scriptures, open persecution first gave a clear and distinct expression to the implicit faith.

The persecution of Antiochus (B.C. 168) was for the Old Testament what the persecution of Dio- cletian was for the New, the final crisis which stamped the sacred writings with their peculiar character. The king sought out "the books of the law" (τὰ βιβλία τοῦ νόμου, 1 Macc. i. 56) and burnt them; and the possession of a "book of the covenant" (βιβλίον διαθήκης) was a capital crime (Joseph. Ant. xii. 5, § 4, ἡμαρτανόντως τὸν βιβλίον κρύπτειν ἕκαστος καὶ νόμος . . . ). According to the common tradition, this prescription of "the law" led to the public use of the writings of the prophets, and without discussing the accuracy of this belief, it is evident that the general effect of such a persecution would be, to direct the attention of the people more closely to the books which they connected with the original foundation of their faith. And this was in fact the result of the great trial. After the Maccabean persecution the history of the formation of the Canon is merged in the history of its contents. The Bible appears from that time as a whole, though it was natural that the several parts were not yet placed on an equal footing, nor regarded universally and in every respect with equal reverence (comp. Zunz, Die göt- test. Vorles. d. Jüd., pp. 14, 25, &c.).

But while the combined evidence of tradition and of the general course of Jewish history leads to the conclusion that the Canon in its present shape was formed gradually during a lengthened interval, beginning with Ezra and extending through a part or even the whole (Neh. xii. 11, 22) of the Persian period (B.C. 438-322), when the cessation of the prophetic gift pointed out the necessity and defined the limits of the collection, it is of the utmost importance to notice that the collection was peculiar in character and circumscribed in contents. All the evidence which can be obtained, though it is confused in quantity, tends to show that it is false, both in theory and fact, to describe the O. T. as "all the relics of the Hebrew-halaldaic literature up to a certain epoch" (De Wette, Einl. § 8), if the phrase is intended to refer to the time when the Canon was completed. The epilogue of Ecclesias- tes (xii. 11 ff.) speaks of an extensive literature with which the teaching of Wisdom is contrasted, and "the books," of which it is described as the result of the study bestowed upon it. It is impossible that these "many writings" can have perished in the interval between the composition of Ecclesiastes and the Greek invasion, and the

According to some (Fabric. Cod. Persp. V. T. 116), this collection of sacred books was preserved by Jeremiah at the destruction of the Temple (comp. 2 Macc. ii. 41); according to others it was consumed with the ark (Epiph. De Pont. civ. ii. 102). In 2 K. xxiii. 8, 11, and xxiv. 4, mention is made of the Law.
P. T. 116 refers to the work of Julius Mace, in 2 Macc. ii. 14, οἱ πρῶτοι τοῦ νόμου, τα διακονικάτα, ακούσαντες αὐτῷ, to the collection of books thrown away and destroyed.

Yet the distinction between the three degrees of inspiration which were applied by Abrahambel (Kohl, Einl. § 152, 8) to the three classes of writings is unknown to the early rabbins.

After Malhevi, according to the Jewish tradition (Vitringa, De Sac. vi. 61; ap. Kohl, l. c.).
In order to make up the numbers, it is necessary either to rank Job among the prophets, or to exclude one book, and in that case probably Ecclesiastes, from the Hagiographa. The former alternative is the more probable, for it is worthy of consideration that Josephus regards primarily the historic character of the prophecies (πράξεων παρθένα σωτηρίων), a circumstance which explains his deviation from the common arrangement in regard to the later annals (1 and 2 Chr., Ezr., Neh.), and Daniel and Job, though he is literal in the latter in his narrative (comp. Orig. ap. Euseb. H. E. vi. 25). The later history, he adds, has also been written in detail, but the records have not been esteemed worthy of the same credit, "because the accurate succession of the prophets was not preserved in their case" (διὰ τοῦ γὰρ νεκροῦ τῶν προφητῶν ἀκριβῆς διαλέξεως). "But what faith we place in our own Scriptures (γραφάμας) is seen in our conduct. They have suffered no addition, diminution, or change. From our infancy we learn to regard them as decrees of God (Θεοῦ διάγνωσις); we observe them, and if need be, we gladly die for them" (c. Apion. i. 8; comp. vii. 16—18.)

In these words Josephus clearly expresses not his own private opinion, nor the opinion of his sect, the Pharisees, but the general opinion of his countrymen. The popular belief that the Sadducees received only the books of Moses (Tertull. De Præser. Hæret. 45; Hær. in Matt. xxii. 31, p. 181; Origen, c. Cels. i. 49), rests on no sufficient authority; and if they had done so, Josephus could not have failed to notice the fact in his account of the different sects (Sadducees). In the traditions of the Talmud, on the other hand, Gamaliel is represented as using passages from the Prophets and the Hagiographa in his controversies with them, and they reply with quotations from the same sources without scruple or objection. (Comp. Eichhorn, Einl. § 35; Lightfoot, Horæ Hebr. et Talm. ii. 610; C. F. Schmid, Enarr. Sent. Pl. Josephi de Lóris F. T. 1777; G. Gildenspigel, Dialect. ap. Josephi de Lóris, Cant. ii. 61.)

The casual quotations of Josephus agree with his express Canon. With the exception of Prov., Eccles., and Cant., which furnished no materials for his work, and Job, which, even if historical, offered no point of contact with other history, he uses all the other books either as divinely inspired writings (5 Moses, Is., Jer., Ezr., Dan., 12 Proph.), or as authoritative sources of truth.

The writings of the N. T. completely confirm the testimony of Josephus. Coincidences of language show that the Apostles were familiar with several of the Apocryphal books (Bleck, Ueber d. Stellung d. Apokr. u. s. w. in Stud. u. Krit. 1853, pp. 267 ff.); but they do not contain one authoritative or direct quotation from them, while, with the exception of Judges, Eccles., Cant., Esther, Ezra,

* The chief passages which Bleek quotes, after Stier and Nitzch, are James i. 19 Eccles. v. 11; 1 Pet. i. 6, 7 § Wisl. iii. 3—7; Heb. xi. 34, 35 § 2 Macc. vi. 18 — vii. 42; Heb. i. 3 § Wisl. vii. 23, &c.; Rom. i. 20—32 § Wisl. xiii.—xx.; Rom. ix. 21 § Wisl. xx. 7; Eph. vi. 13—17 § Wisl. v. 18—20. But it is obvious that if these passages prove satisfactorily that the Apostolic writers were acquainted with the Apocryphal books, they indicate with equal clearness that their silence with regard to them cannot have been purely accidental. An early critic of the alleged coincidences is given in Cosin's Canon of Scripture, §§ 55 ff.
and Nehemiah, every other book in the Hebrew Canon is used either for illustration or proof.

Much of the early fathers desire the contents of the Hebrew Canon in terms which generally agree with the results already obtained. Melito of Sardis (c. 179 A.D.) in a journey to the East made the question of the exact number and order of "the books of the Old Testament" a subject of special inquiry, to satisfy the wishes of a friend (Euseb. Hist. Eccl. iv. 26). He gives the result in the following form: the books are, 5 Moses, [Josh., Jud., Ruth, 4 K., 2 Chr., Is., Prov.] 30 (Phil. xvi. 2), or Ezekiel, 12 Proph. (Dan., Esdr., Ezra). The arrangement is peculiar, and the books of Nehemiah and Esther are wanting. The former is without doubt included in the general title "Esdras," and it has been conjectured (Eichhorn, Einl. § 52; comp. Routh, Rel. Sac. i. 136) that Esther may have formed part of the same collection of records of the history after the exile. The testimony of Origen labors under a singular difficulty; according to his Greek text (Euseb. Hist. Eccl. vi. 25; Ps. i. Philos. 3), in enumerating the 22 books "which the Hebrews hand down as included in the Testament (ευαγγέλιον)," he omits the book of the 12 minor prophets, and adds "the Letter" to the book of Jeremiah and Lamentations (Ieremiaus sive Θρόνος καὶ τῇ ἐπιστολῇ ἐν κιβ). The number is thus imperfect, and the Latin version of Rufinus has rightly preserved the book of the 12 prophets in the catalogue placing it after Cant. and before the greater prophets, a strange position, which can hardly have been due to an arbitrary insertion (cf. Hil. Pred. in Ps. 15). The addition of "the Letter" to Jer. is inexplicable on the assumption that it was an error springing naturally from the habitual use of the LXX., in which the books are united, for there is not the slightest trace that this late apocryphal fragment [Baruch, Book iv.] ever formed part of the Jewish Canon. The statement of Jerome is clear and complete. After noticing the coincidence of the 22 books of the Hebrew Bible with the number of the Hebrew letters, and of the 5 double letters with the 5 "double books" (Sam., K., Is., Ezr., Jer.), he gives the contents of the Law, the Prophets, and the Hagiographa, in exact accordance with the Hebrew authorities, placing Daniel in the last class; and adding that whatever is without the number of these must be placed among the Apocrypha. (The book of Tobit, Jordanus principalium omnibus libros de Hebraeo vertint in Latinum convenire potest, ut seire valde, quidquid extra hos est, inter Apocryphas esse ponendum, Hieron. Pred. Gal.). The statement of the Talmud is in many respects so remarkable that it must be transcribed entire.

But who wrote [the books of the Bible].? Moses wrote his own book (2 Sam. 1, the Pentateuch, the section about Balaam and Job. Joshua wrote his own book and the eight [last] verses of the Pentateuch. Samuel wrote his own book, the book of Judges and Ruth. And Samuel wrote the book of Joshua, [of which, however, some were composed] by the ten venerable elders, Adam, the first man, Melchizedek, Abraham, Moses, Haman, Jeduthun, Asaph, and the three sons of Korah. Jeremiah wrote his own book, the books of Kings and Lamentations. Hezekiah and his friends [reduced to writing] the books contained in the memorial word in Mosehi, i.e., Isaiah, Proverbs, Canticles, Ecclesiastes. The men of the great Synagogue [reduced to writing] the closing books in those memorial letters Kan. i.e., Ezekiel, the 12 lesser prophets, Daniel, and Esther. Ezra wrote his own book, and brought down the genealogies of the books of Chronicles to his own times . . . . Who brought the remainder of the books [of Chronicles] to a close? Nehemiah the son of Hachaliah (Bab. Bahrh. i. 14 b, ap. Oehler, art. Kanon, l.c.).

In spite of the comparatively late date (A. D. 500), from which this tradition is derived, it is evidently in essence the earliest description of the work of Ezra and the Synagogue which has been preserved. The details must be tested by other evidence, but the general description of the growth of the Jewish Canon bears every mark of probability. The early fables as to the work of Ezra (2 Esdras; see above) are a natural corruption of this original belief, and after a time entirely supplanted it; but as it stands in the great collection of the teaching of the Hebrew Schools, it bears witness to the authority of the complete Canon, and at the same time recognizes its gradual formation in accordance with the independent work of subsequent generations.

The later Jewish Catalogues throw little light upon the Canon. They generally reckon twenty-two books, equal in number to the letters of the Hebrew alphabet, five of the Law, eight of the Prophets (Josh., Judg., and Ruth, 1, 2 Sam., 1, 2 K., Is., Jer. and Lam., Ez., 12 Proph.), and nine of the Hagiographa (Hieron. Pred. in Reg.). The last number was more commonly increased to twenty by the distinct enumeration of the books of Ruth and Lamentation ("the 21 Books") (ירשנ), and in that case it was supposed that the Yod was thrice repeated in reverence for the sacred name (Hody, De Bibl. Text., p. 614; Eichhorn, Einl. § 56). In Hebrew Misn., and in the early editions of the O. T., the arrangement of the later books offers great variations (Hody, l.c., gives a large collection), but they generally agree in reckoning all separately except the books of Ezra and Nehemiah (Buxtorf, Hattinger, Hengstenberg, Haverbeck, l. c.; Zunz, Gotth. Vorträge d. Juden).

[a] Some passages are quoted in the N. T. which are not found in the canonical books. The most important of these is that from the prologue of Ezech [Ezech., Book of] (Jude, 11). Others have been found in Luke xi. 47-51; John vii. 23; James iv. 5, 6; I Cor. xii. 23; but these are more or less questionable.


[c] Origen expressly excludes 1 Macc. from the canon (τον δυο των 2 Macc. τα υπαρκον, although written in Hebrew. Bertholdt's statement to the contrary is incorrect (Evel. § 31), although Keil (de Auct. Can. Bibb. Macc. 67) maintains the same opinion.

[d] Notwithstanding the unanimous judgment of later writers, there are traces of the existence of doubts among the first Jewish doctors as to some books. Thus in the Misn. (Jud. 3. 5) a discussion is recorded as to Cant. and Eccles., whether they "soil the bands;" and a similar question is raised as to the books of Balaam in the great schools of Hillel and Shammoni. The same doubts as to Eccles. are repeated in another form in
So far then it has been shown that the Hebrew Canon was uniform and coincident with our own; but while the Palestinian Jews combined to preserve the strict limits of the old prophetic writings, the Alexandrine Jews allowed themselves greater freedom. Their ecclesiastical constitution was less definite, gave the same right of origin to different writings which created among them an independent literature disenchanted them to regard with marked veneration more than the Law itself. The idea of a Canon was foreign to their habits; and the fact that they possessed the sacred books not merely in a translation, but in a translation made at different times, without any unity of plan and without any uniformity of execution, necessarily weakened that traditional feeling of their real connection which existed in Palestine. Translations of later books were made (1 Macc., Euch. Baruch, &c.), and new ones were written (2 Macc., Wisd.), which were reckoned in the sum of their religious literature, and probably placed on an equal footing with the Hagiography in common esteem. But this was not the result of any express judgment on their worth, but a natural consequence of the popular belief in the doctrine of the living Word which deprived the prophetic writings of part of their distinctive value. So far as an authoritative Canon existed in Egypt, it is probable that it was the same as that of Palestine. In the absence of distinct evidence to the contrary this is most likely, and positive indications of the fact are not wanting. The translator of the Wisdom of Sirach uses the same phrase (βαπτισμός καὶ ὁ ἱερός) in speaking of his grandfather’s Biblical studies in Palestine, and of his own in Egypt (comp. Eichhorn, Exil. § 22), and he could hardly have done so, had the Bible been different in the two places. The evidence of Philo, if less direct, is still more conclusive. His language shows that he was acquainted with the Apocryphal books, and yet he does not make a single quotation from them (Hornemann, Obser. ad illustr. doct. de Can. V. T. ex Philone, pp. 28, 29), ap. Eichhorn, Exil. § 26), though they offered such a rich stock that was favorable to his views. On the other hand, in addition to the Law, he quotes all the books of the "Prophecies," and the Psalms and Proverbs, from the Hagiography, and several of them (Is., Jer., Hos., Zech., Ps., Prov.) with clear assertions of their "prophectic" or inspired character. Of the remaining Hagiography (Neh., Ruth, Lamm., 1, 2 Chron., Dan., Ezech., Cant.) he makes no mention, but the three first may have been attached, as often in Hebrew usage, to other books (Ez., Jud., Jer.), so that four writings alone are entirely unattested by him (comp. Hornemann, the Talmud (Sêho, f. 30, 2), where it is said that the book would have been concealed (722) but for the quotations at the beginning and the end. Comp. Hier. Comm. in Eccl. n. 1. 1: "Aiuit Hbrei cum inter cetera scripta Salomonis quae antiquata sunt see in memorias duraverunt, et hic libor oblitteratus videatur, ei quod sanit Bel assertos creueras ex hoc uno capitolo (xil.) meruti assuriantur te..."

Parallel passages are quoted in the notes on the passage, and by Blesch, Stud. u. Krit. 1863, 522 ff. The doors as to Esther have already been noticed.

A number of references to the Apocrypha, books from Jewish writers has been made by Hottinger (Theol. Philol. 1859), and collected and reprinted by Wordsworth (On the Canon of the Scriptures, App. C). Compare also the valuable notices in Zunz, Die gotte'se Vortr. d. Juden, pp. 129 ff.

l. c.) A further trace of the identity of the Alexandrine Canon with the Palestinian is found in the Apocalypse of Esdras [2 Esdras], where "24 open books" are specially distinguished from the mass of esoteric writings which were dedicated to Ezra by inspiration (2 Esdr. xiv. 48 f.).

From the combination of this evidence there can be no reasonable doubt that at the beginning of the Christian era the Jews had only one Canon of the Sacred writings, defined distinctly in Palestine, and admitted, though with a less definite appreciation of its peculiar characteristics, by the Hellenizing Jews of the Hesperion, and that this Canon was recognized, as far as can be determined by our books. But on the other hand, the connection of other religious books with the Greek translation of the O. T., and their common use in Egypt, was already opening the way for an extension of the original Canon, and assigning an authority to later writings which they did not derive from ecclesiastical sanction.

III. a. The History of the Christian Canon of the Old Testament.—The history of the Old Testament Canon among Christian writers exhibits the natural issue of the currency of the LXX., enlarged as it had been by apocryphal additions. In proportion as the Fathers were more or less absolutely dependent on that version for their knowledge of the Old Testament Scriptures, they gradually lost in common practice the sense of the difference between the books of the Hebrew Canon and the Apocrypha. The custom of individuals grew into the custom of the Church; and the public use of the Apocryphal books obliterated in popular regard the characteristic marks of their origin and value, which could only be discovered by the scholar. But the custom of the Church was not fixed in an absolute judgment. It might seem as if the great leaders of the Christian Body shrank by a wise forethought from a work for which they were unacquainted, if by requirements and constitution they were little capable of solving a problem which must at last depend on historical data. And this remark must be applied to the details of patristic evidence on the contents of the Canon. Their habit must be distinguished from their judgment. The want of critical tact which allowed them to use the most obviously pseudonymous works (2 Esdras, Enoch) as genuine productions of their supposed authors, or as "divine Scripture," greatly diminishes the value of casual and isolated testimonies to single books. In such cases the form as well as the fact of the attestation requires to be examined, and after this the combined witness of different Churches can alone suffice to stamp a book with ecclesiastical authority.

* The passages from the Talmud relating to Casticles and Ecclesiastes are quoted and translated in full by Ginsburg (Cochleth, Lond. 1811, pp. 13, 14, 15). The phrase used in some of these passages, "to soil (or "pollute") the hands," has often been misunderstood. As applied to a book, it signifies "to be sacred," or "canonical," not the reverse, as might naturally be supposed. This fact is clearly shown, and the reason of it given, by Ginsburg, Song of Songs, London, 1857, p. 5, note.

A.

The dream of a second and third revision of the Jewish Canon in the times of Eleazar and Hillel, by which the Apocryphal books were ratified (Geunbrard), rests on no basis whatever. The supposition that the Jews rejected the Apocrypha after our Lord's coming (Carol. Perron) is equally unfounded. Oddin, Canon of Scripture. §§ 25, 26.
The confusion which was necessarily introduced by the use of the LXX. was further increased when the Western Church rose in importance. The LXX. itself was the original of the Old Latin, and the variations among the different versions of the original between the constituent books of the Bible cannot but be more numerous and more difficult in the version of a single text; and at the same time the Hebrew Church dwindled down to an obscure sect, and the intercourse between the Churches of the East and West grew less intense. The impulse which instigated Melito in the second century to seek in the "Old Testament," an "accurate" account of the "books of the Old Testament," gradually lost its force as the Jewish national literature was further withdrawn from the circle of Christian knowledge. The Old Latin version converted use popularly into belief, and the investigations of Jerome were unable to counteract the feeling which had gained strength silently, without any distinct and authoritative sanction. Yet one important, though obscure, protest was made against the growing error. The Nazarenes, the reliefs of the Hebrew Church in addition to the New Testament, "made use of the Old Testament, as the Jews did in the Canon. (Epiph. Hier. xxix. 7). They had "the whole Law, and the Prophets, and the Hagiography so called, that is the poetical books, and the Kings, and Chronicles and Esther, and all the other books in Hebrew" (Epiph. l. c. parr' autous gar pas o nómos kai ois trógen tis kai tás geografía lexeón, faini dé sti' stigmá kai ai Vasíliakai kai Para-lestímea kai Lwthri kai pállása pálta Órhoi-kai πανωπομονημένηa. And in connection with this fact, it is worthy of remark that Justin Martyr, who drew his knowledge of Christianity from Palestine, makes no use of the apocryphal writings in any of his works.

From what has been said, it is evident that the history of the Christian Canon is to be sought in the first instance from definite catalogues and not from isolated quotations. But even this evidence is incomplete and unsatisfactory. A comparison of the subjoined table (No. I.) of the chief extant Catalogues will show how few of them are really independent; and the later transcriptions are commonly of no value, as they do not appear to have been made with any critical appreciation of their distinctive worth.

These catalogues evidently fall into two great classes, Hebrew and Latin; and the former, again, exhibits three distinct varieties, which are to be traced to the three original sources from which the Catalogues were derived. The first may be called the pure Hebrew Canon, which is that of the Church of England (the Talbot, Jerome, Jeron, Damasc.). The second differs from this by the omission of the book of Esther (Mähler, [Almen. Syn. S. Script, Greg. Nax., Absalon, Leont., Nicph. Collatt.). The third differs by the inclusion of Baruch, or the "Letter" (Origin. Almen, Tcr. Herowi, [Cencil. Leont., Hol. Victor.). The omission of Esther may mark a real variation in the opinion of the Jewish Church. But the addition of Baruch is probably due to the place which it occupied in direct connection with Jeremiah, not only in the Greek and Latin translations, but perhaps also in some copies of the Hebrew text. (Harven, Book of..). This is rendered more likely by the converse fact that the Lamentations and Baruch are not distinctly enumerated by many writers who certainly received both books.

During the four centuries this Hebrew Canon is the only one which is distinctly recognized, and it is supported by the combined authority of those fathers whose critical judgment is entitled to the greatest weight. In the mean time, however, as has been already noticed, the common usage of the church, which the earlier fathers followed, is the Apocryphal books occupied in the current versions, and they quoted them frequently as Scripture when they were not led to refer to the judgment of antiquity. The subjoined table (No. II.) will show the extent and character of this partial testimony to the disputed books.

These casual testimonies are, however, of comparatively slight value, and are, in many cases, opposed to the deliberate judgment of the authors from whom they are quoted. The real divergence as to the contents of the Old Testament Canon is to be traced to Augustine, whose waverings and uncertain language on the point furnish abundant materials for controversy. By education and character he occupied a position more than usually unfavorable for historical criticism, and yet his overpowers influence, when it fell in with ordinary judgment, greatly strengthened the opinion which he appeared to advocate, for it may be reasonably doubted whether he differed intentionally from Jerome except in language. In a famous passage (De Doct. Christ. ii. 8 (13)) he enumerates the books which are contained in "the whole Canon of Scripture," and includes among them the Apocryphal books without any clear mark of distinction. This general statement is further confirmed by two other passages, in which it is argued that he draws a distinction between the Jewish and Christian Canons, and refers the authority of the Apocryphal books to the judgment of the Christian Church. In the first passage he speaks of the Macrebean history as not "found in the Sacred Scriptures which are called canonical, but in others, among which are also the books of the Maccebees, which the Church, and not the Jews, holds canonical, on account of the marvellous sufferings of the martyrs (recorded in them) ..." (quemam supplicatio temperum non in Scripturis sanctis, quia Canonicas appellatur, sed in alis inventur, in quibus sunt et Maccebeorum libri, quos non Judaei, sed ecclesia pro Canonicis hactenus ... De Cir. xviii. 56). In the other passage he speaks of the books of the Maccebees as "received (recepta, by the Church, not without profit, if they be read with sobriety" (c.Local. i. 38). But it will be noticed that in each case a distinction is drawn between the "Ecclesiastical" and properly "Canonical" books. In the second case he expressly lowers the authority of the books of the Maccebees by remarking that "the Jews have them not like the Law, the Psalms, and the Prophets to which the Lord gives his witness" (Aug. l. c.). And the original catalogue is equally qualified by an introductory distinction which distinguishes between the authority of books which are received by all and by some of the Churches; and, again, between those which are received by churches of great or of small weight (de Doct. Chr. ii. 8 (12) so that the list which immediately follows must be interpreted by this rule. In confirmation of this view of Augustine's special regard for the Hebrew Canon, it may be further urged that he appeals to the Jews, the "librarians of the Christians," as possessing "all the writings in which Christ was prophetized of" (In Ps. xi., Ps. li), and to "the Law, the Psalms, and the Prophets," which were supported by the witness
of the Jews (c. Grund. l. c.), as including "all the canonic authorities of the Sacred books" (de Unit. Eccles. p. 16), which, as he says in another place (de Civ. xix. 23, 1), "were preserved in the temple of the Hebrew people by the care of the successive priests. But on the other hand Augustine frequently used them as coordinate with Scripture, and practically disregards the rules of distinction between the various classes of sacred writings which he had himself laid down. He stood on the extreme verge of the age of independent learning, and follows at one time the conclusions of criticism, at another the prescriptions of habit, which from his date grew more and more powerful."

The enlarged Canon of Augustine, which was, as it will be seen, wholly unsupported by any Greek authority, was adopted at the Council of Carthage (A. D. 337?), though with a reservation (Can. 47, De confundendo isto Canone transmuratorum ecclesiae consultari), and afterwards published in the decreets which bear the name of Innocent, Damasens, and Gelasius (cf. Credner, Zur Gesch. d. Kan. p. 151 ff.) and it recurs in many later writers. But nevertheless a continuous succession of the more learned fathers in the West maintained the distinctive authority of the Hebrew Canon up to the period of the Reformation. In the sixth century Primasius (Comm. in Apoc. iv. Cosin, § 927), in the 7th Gregory the Great (Moral. xii. 21, p. 622), in the 8th Bede (In Apoc. iv.), in the 9th Alcuin (op. Hody, 634; yet see Curn. vi., viii.), in the 10th Radulphus Flav. (In Lect. xiv. Hody, 655), in the 12th Peter of Cruigny (Ep. c. Petri. Hody, l. c.), Hugo de S. Victor (de Script. 6), and John of Salisbury (Hody, 654; Cosin, § 130), in the 13th Hugo Cardinalis (Hody, 650), in the 14th Nicholas Lianus (Hody, p. 657; Cosin, § 146), Wycliffe (? comp. Hody, 658), and Occam (Hody, 657; Cosin, § 147), in the 15th Thomas Anglicus (Cosin, § 150), and Thomas de Walden (ld. § 121), in the 16th Card. Ximenes (Ed. Compil. Prof.), Sess. secundus (Hody, p. 602; Cosin § 173), repeat with approval the decision of Jerome, and draw a clear line between the Canonical and Apocryphal books (Cosin, Scholastical History of the Canon; Reuss, die Gesch. d. heiligen Schriften X. T., Ed. 2, § 328). Up to the date of the Council of Trent, the Romansans allow that the question of the Canon was open, but one of the first labors of that assembly was to circumscribe a freedom which the growth of literature seemed to render perils. The decree of the Council "on the Canonical Scriptures," which was made at the 4th session (April 8th, 1546), at which about 53 representatives were present, pronounced the enlarged Canon, including the Apocryphal books, to be deserving in all its parts of "equal veneration" (pari pictatis affeetu), and added a list of books "to prevent the possibility of doubt" (ne cui dubitationi suborni possit). This hasty and peremptory decree, unlike in its form to any catalogue before published, was closed by a solemn anathema against all who should "not receive the entire books with all their parts as sacred and canonical" (Si quis autem libros ipsos integros cum omnibus suis partibus, prout in ecclesia catholica egi conseruuet et in veteri vulgata Latina editione halentur, pro sacris et canonicois non suspe- ritis . . . anathema esto, Conc. Triss. Sess. iv.). This decree was not, however, passed without opposition (Sarp, 139 ff. ed. 1555, though Pallavicino denies this); and in spite of the absolute terms in which it is expressed, later Romanists have sought to find an escape in the mere form of absolutization of the two classes of Sacred writings by a forced interpretation of the subsidiary clauses. De Fin (Dissert. pref. l. 1), Lamy (App. Bolland. ii. 5), and Jahn (Einl. in d. I. T., l. 141 ff. ap. Reuss, a. a. O. § 357), endeavored to establish two classes, of proto-Canonical and deutero-Canonical books, attributing to the first a dogmatic, and to the second only an ethical authority. But such a classification, however true it may be, is obviously at variance with the terms of the Tridentine decision, and has found comparatively little favor among Romish writers (comp. Hébrart Welte Einl. ii. ff. 1 f.).

The reformed churches unanimously agreed in confirming the Hebrew Canon of Jerome, and refused to allow any dogmatic authority to the Apocryphal books, but the form in which this judgment was expressed varied considerably in the different forms of the councils. The Lutheran formulaires contain no definite article on the subject, but the note which Luther placed in the front of his German translation of the Apocrypha (ed. 1534), is an adequate declaration of the later judgment of the Communio: "Apocrypha, that is, Books which are not placed on an equal footing (nicht gleich gehalten) with Holy Scripture, and yet are profitable and necessary for reading". This general view was further expanded in the special prefaces to the separate books, in which Luther freely criticized their individual worth, and wholly rejected 3 and 4 Esdras, as unworthy of translation. At an earlier period Carlstadt (1529) published a critical essay, De canonico scriptoria libellus (reprinted in Credner, Zur Gesch. d. Kan. pp. 234 ff.), in which he followed the Hebrew division of the Canonical books into three ranks, and added Wind., Ezech., Judith, Tobit, 1 and 2 Macc., as apocryphal, though not included in the Hebrew collection, while he rejected the remainder of the Apocrypha with considerable parts of Daniel as "utterly apocryphal" (scripta apocryphae; Cred. pp. 389, 410 ff.).

The Calvinist churches generally treated the question with more precision, and introduced into their symbolic documents a distinction between the " Canonical " and " Apocryphal," or "Ecclesiastical" books. The Gallican Confession (1561), after an enumeration of the Hieronymian Canon (Art. 3.), adds (Art. 4) "that the other ecclesiastical books are useful, yet not such that an article of faith could be established out of them" (quo [se Spiritu Sancto] susanguere docetur, illis [se libros Canonicos] ubi aliis libros ecclesiasticos disceverere, qui, ut sint utiles, non sunt tamen canonici, ut ex in cautelat possit aliquis fidei nostrae). The Bolognese Confession (1561?) contains a similar enumeration of the Canonical books (Art. 4.), and allows their public use by the Church, but deems to them all independent authority in matters of faith (Art. 6). The later Helvetic Confession (1562, Bullinger) notices the distinction between the Canonical and Apocryphal books without pronouncing any judgment on the question (Niemeyer, Liber Synod. Ec-
No. I. — CHRISTIAN CATALOGUES OF THE BOOKS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.

The list extends only to such books as are disputed. Of the signs, * indicates that the book is expressly reckoned as Holy Scripture; † that it is placed expressly in a second rank: ? that it is mentioned with doubt. A blank marks the silence of the author as to the book in question.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I. Conciliar Catalogues:</th>
<th>II. Private Catalogues:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carthaginian . . . 397 (?)</td>
<td>* † * * ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carthag. iii. Can. xxxix. (Ali xlvii.),²</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apostolic Canons . . .</td>
<td>* † * *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can. Apost. lxxvi. (Ali lxxviii.),³</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Private Catalogues: (a) Greek writers.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Melito . . . A.D. c. 160 [180]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origen . . . c. 183-253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athanasius . . . 296-373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyril of Jerus. . . 315-356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory of Naz. . . 300-391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epiphanius . . . 303-403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leontius . . . c. 590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeanes Damasc. . . 1750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicephorus Callist. . c. 1250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cod. Gr. Sec. X . . .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greek writers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilarian Pictav. A.D. c. 370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hieronymus . . . 329-420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rufinus . . . c. 380 [1410]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augustinus . . . 355-430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Damasus] . . . . . .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Innocentius] . . . .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassiodorus . . . 570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isidore Hispal. . . 690 [556]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Cod. Clarom Sec. VII . . .</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latin writers.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hieronymus . . .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augustinus . . .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damasus . . . . . .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innocentius . . .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassiodorus . . .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isidore Hispal. . .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin writers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(b) Latin writers.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hilarian Pictav. A.D. c. 370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hieronymus . . . 329-420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rufinus . . . c. 380 [1410]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augustinus . . . 355-430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damasus . . . . . .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innocentius . . .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassiodorus . . .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isidore Hispal. . .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin writers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lamenta-</th>
<th>Barnab.</th>
<th>Esther.</th>
<th>Eccle-</th>
<th>Wisdom.</th>
<th>Thalia.</th>
<th>Jeremi-</th>
<th>1, 2 Mac-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tions.</td>
<td>c.</td>
<td>t c.</td>
<td>c.</td>
<td>t c.</td>
<td>t c.</td>
<td>t c.</td>
<td>c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public Catalogues:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ap. Euseb. II. E. vi. 25.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ep. Fest. i. 767, ed. Ben.⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catech. iv. 35.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credner, a. a. O. p. 117 ff.²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crem. xii. 31, ed. Par. 1840.⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amphiloich. ed. Combe. p. 192.⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Menuris, p. 162, ed. Petav.¹⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Sextis, Act. ii. (Gal- bundi, xii. 625 f.).¹¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Fide orthod. iv. 17.¹²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prob. in Ps. 15.¹⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expos. Symb. p. 37 f.¹⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Doctr. Christ. ii. 8.¹⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credner, a. a. O. p. 188.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ep. ad Exsur. (Gal- bundi, viii. 561 f.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Inst. Div. Litt. xiv.¹¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Orig. vi. 1.¹⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hody, p. 654.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The evidence against the authenticity of this Canon, as an original part of the collection, is decisive; in spite of the defense of Bickell (Stud. u. Krit. iii. 611 ff.), as the present writer has shown at length in another place (Hist. of N. T. Canon, iv. 498 ff. [p. 384 ff., 24 ed.]). The Canon recurs in the Capitular. Apocryph. cxx., with the omission of Oracul. and Lamentations.

2 The same Canon appears in Cocc. Hipp. Can. xxviii. The Greek version of this Canon omits the books of Maccabees; and the history of the Council itself is very obscure. Comp. Coct. § 82.

3 This Canon mentions three books of the Maccabees. Justinus mentions four Maccabees. Philo does not find the three Maccabees; and generally it may be observed that the published text of the Coptic Council Needs a thorough revision. Ecclesiast.- is thus mentioned: εφηεσεν δὲ προσωποφορίαν μην μονάδις υπὸ τούς τίτους την συμβολην τοΥ κοινωνικου Συμβ. Comp. Ort. ii. 57.

The Canons of Laodicea, Carthage, and the Apostolic Canons, were all included in the Quini-Sextine Council, Can. 2.

4 Ιερευς συν Θερμος και Παιρος στις έν ουρα. Ordinarily, I believe, says this catalogue as is εξ Βιολος παραλος, and begins with the words: εις δε η εισοδην δοι βιβλια κα' ας Εβραιους αιτε. He quotes several of the Apocryphal books as Scripture, as will be seen below; and in his Letter to Africans defends the interpolated Greek text of Daniel and the other T. O. books, on the ground of their public use (Ep. af. Afric. 3. ff.). The whole of this last passage is of the deepest interest, and places in the clearest light the influence which the LXX. exercised on common opinion.

5 Athanasius closes his whole catalogue with the words: τατε γηγυ του σωτηριου . . . εν τουτω μονοι της την εισειτιας διαδικαιοι εν γενεσιτης. Μοιει τουτω ενεματιλα: μοιει τουτω αδημητησι . . . ετος και ητρια βιβλια τουτω εφων, αν κατοικιμεν μεν τετυμωνεν ξε απα των πατρων αναμνησις, σηκοια της ορι προσβορανοι και βολομενοι καταχεια την της εισειτιας λογιν.

The list of the Apocryphal books is prefixed by a clause nearly identical with that in Athanasius. In a second enumeration (Cyprian, a. a. 0. 0. p. 144), this books of the Maccabees and Susanna are enumerated among the αντιΛεγομενα.

7 The Apocryphal books are headed: και δει αντιΛεγομενα της παλαιας αεται εις πασαν. Susanna (i.e. Add. to Daniel) is reckoned among them. The catalogue ends with the words: σηκε δε τουτων έκτο σου γενεσιτης.

9 The verses occur under the name of Gregory of Nazianzus, but are generally referred to Aphrahatius. Of Esther he says: τουτων προσεκρυμην την Εσχον των. Tertullian, as εν Ασιε προεκειτος Καλαν ν εις τον δευτεροτυπικον γαριν εις τον δευτεροτυπικον γαριν.

10 Ephraim adds of Wisdom and Eclesius: χρησις μεν εις και αφιλημεν, αλλα των αριθμων των καθορισθης, διο νοιοτα . . . εις την τη διαφοραν καθορισθης αντιληθης.

The same catalogue is repeated in De Conf. p. 325. In another place (cf. Hist. iv. v. 941, he speaks of the teaching contained in the "xxii. books of the Old Test. in the New Test., and then in τας Σωτηριου, Σολωμονης τε ζωηι και ημειω " (Paphos) or πασον ονοματοποιης. In a third catalogue (see Hori VIII. p. 19) he adds the letters of Ezech and Jerom XI. (which he elsewhere specially notices as wanting in the Hebrew, de Mens. p. 155), and speaks of Wisdom and Eclesius, as in αδιολογησις among the Jewish, χρησις αλλων των δευτεροτυπων καταλογους. Comp. Coh. xxxix. p. 122.

11 Σετυτ. i. εις τατον έστη τα καινονεμια βλεπα εις τη εκκλησιαν και παλαια και ναι, έν τας παλαια πεται (δωκτον οι Εβραιοι.

12 In some MS. v. e. τον οδηγος και θοφος τον ήραυ. . . τερας μεν και καλας ως ον εκπαθης, διο εκπειν εις τη των φωτον. Thynus nonnulli aedificant Esther, Judit, et Tobit. esteb δε τουτων της γραπθη απαν νων (Holyc, i. 249).

13 Hilar. l. e. Quibusdam autum visum est adhibit Tobia et Judith xxiv. libros secundum numerum Graeciae litterarum communes... .


16 After giving the Hebrew canon and the received canon of N. T., Rufinus says: "Scilicet tamen est, quod et alii libri sunt, qui non canonici sed eclesiastici tieti a majoribus appellati sunt, id est, Superitionis, quae dieuitun Salomonis, et aliis Superitionis quae dieuit Sirach, . . . egenis vero ordinis libri, ut Apocryph. eul. Tobita, et Judith in Macabereorum libri . . . quae omnino legem in ecclesiis voluntur, non tamen universa ad auctoritatem ex his filiis confiniramur. Eutera vero Sacrarium apocryphas nonnullarum, quae in eccl. legit nonnullarum. 17 "Cassiodorus concluded: . . . 18 Cassiodorus gives also, however, with marks of high respect, the catalogue of Jerome, as well as that of Augustine. Comp. Coh. § 133."
## No. 11.—QUOTATIONS OF THE APOCRYPHA AS SCRIPTURE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clemens Rom.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[Ep. ad Cor. 27.]</td>
<td>[Ep. ad Phil. 10.]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Polycarp</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barnabas</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[Ep. c. 6.]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clem. Alex.</strong></td>
<td>[Strom. v. 14.]</td>
<td></td>
<td>Strom. iii. 5, &amp;c.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Strom. iv. 16; vi. 11, 15, &amp;c.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Strom. ii. 7.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hippolytus</strong></td>
<td>[De Antichr. 49.]</td>
<td></td>
<td>Set. in Jbr. xxxi.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hom. sape.</td>
<td>In Cant. Prof.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methodius</strong></td>
<td>Conv. vii. 3.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Conv. i. 3, &amp;c.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cyril Hieron.</strong></td>
<td>Cat. xi. 15.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cat. xxvii. 17.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Basil</strong></td>
<td>Her. liv. 2, &amp;c.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Her. xxxvi. 6, &amp;c.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Epiphanius</strong></td>
<td>In Ps. xix. 3.</td>
<td></td>
<td>De Lax. ii. 4.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cyrillostom</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[De Pros. Her. 7.]</td>
<td>[De Orat. Dom. 32.]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>II. Latin writers.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tertullian</strong></td>
<td>Ep. 59 (56), 4.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Scorp. 8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cyprian</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Test. ii. 6.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hilary Prayt.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tistim. ii. 1; De Mort. p. 59</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ambrose</strong></td>
<td>In Ps. lxvii. 19.</td>
<td></td>
<td>In Ps. lxvii. 19, &amp;c.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In Ps. xxvi. 1, 2.</td>
<td></td>
<td>In Ps. xxvi. 6.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hieronymus</strong></td>
<td>In Ps. xxviii. 18, 2.</td>
<td></td>
<td>De bono mortis, 8.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In Ps. xxvi. 2, 8.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lucifer</strong></td>
<td>De non pare. p. 995 ff.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Optatus</strong></td>
<td>De Cont. xiii. 3.</td>
<td></td>
<td>De Sch. Dom. iii. 3.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In Ps. lxvii. 8, &amp;c.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Augustinus</strong></td>
<td>De Cont. xiii. 34.</td>
<td></td>
<td>In Ps. lxvii. 8, &amp;c.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In Ps. lxvii. 1.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 The quotations in brackets are doubtful either as to the reference, or as to the character assigned to the book quoted.
Lucar, who was most favorably disposed towards the Protestant Churches, confirms the Laodicean Catalogue, and marks the Apocryphal books as not forming a canonic part of the authority whose canonicity is unquestioned (Kimmel, Mon. Fed. Eccl. Or. i. p. 42, to kírōs para τον πανηγύριον πνεύματος ούς ἢχουσι as τα καρύσε και ἀνωτέρω βδόλως κανονικά βιβλία). In this judgment Cyril Lucar was followed by his friend Metropolitan Crioph. (Kimmel, ii. p. 105 f.), while some value is assigned to the Apocryphal books (ἀποκρίσεως ούς ἢχουσι) in consideration of the Canonic value; and the detailed decision of Metropolitans is quoted with approval in the "Orthodox Teaching" of Platon, Metropolitan of Moscow (ed. Athens, 1836, p. 50). The "Orthodox Confession," simply refers the subject of Scripture to the Church (Kimmel, p. 159, ἡ ἕκκλησι ἤτι τὴν ἔχουσιν ... διὰ δοκιμασίαν τάς γραφάς; comp. p. 129). On the other hand the Synod at Jerusalem, held in 1672, "against the Catholicists," which is commonly said to have been led by Romish influence (yet comp. Kimmel, i. xxxviii.), pronounced that the books which Cyril Lucar "ignorantly or maliciously called apocryphal," are "canonical and Holy Scripture," on the authority of the testimony of the ancient Church (Kimmel, Jerusalem, Ecclis. Confess. pp. 467 f.). The Constantinopolitan Synod, which was held in the same year, notices the difference existing between the Apostolic, Laodicean, and Cartaginian Catalogues, and appears to distinguish the Apocryphal books as not wholly to be rejected (βαρα μέρος τῶν τῆς παλαιας διάθηκης βιβλίων τὴν ἀπαρατηθέντις τῶν αυτογράφων ού πεπεραταιβά- νεται ... ούκ ἀπάθετα τυρχάνουτι διδασκό). The authorized Russian Catechism (The Doctrine of the Russian Church, &c., by Rev. W. Blackmore, Aberd., 1845, pp. 57 ff.) distinctly quotes and defends the Hebrew Canon on the authority of the Greek Fathers, and repeats the judgment of Athanasius on the usefulness of the Apocryphal books as a preparatory study in the Bible, and there can be no doubt but that the current of Greek judgment, in accordance with the unanimous agreement of the ancient Greek Catalogues, coincides with this judgment.

The history of the Syrian Canon of the O. T. is involved in great obscurity from the scantiness of the evidence which can be brought to bear upon it. The Peshito was made, in the first instance, directly from the Hebrew, and consequently adhered to the Hebrew Canon; but as the LXX. was used afterwards in revising the version, so many of the Apocryphal books were translated from the Greek at an early period, and added to the original collection (Assem. Bibl. Or. i. 71). Yet this change was only made gradually. In the time of Ephraim (c. A.D. 370) the Apocryphal additions to Daniel were yet wanting, and his commentaries were confined to the books of the Hebrew Canon, though he was acquainted with the Apocrypha (Lardner, Credibility, &c., iv. pp. 427 f.; see Lengerke, Daniel, xxii.). The later Syrian writers do not throw much light upon the question Gregory Bar Hebraeus, in his short commentary on Scripture, treats of the books in the following order (Assem. Bibl. Orient. &c.): the Pentateuch, Jos., Jud., Acts, Dan., Bel, Ez., 1 & 2 Macc., Prov., Ecclus., Esther, Tob., Wisdom, Ruth, Hist. Sis., Job, Is., 12 Proph., Jer., Lam., Ez., Dan., Bel, 4 Gosp., Acts ... 14 Epist. of St. Paul, omitting 1 & 2 Chr., Ezra, Neh., Esther, Tobit, 1 & 2 Macc, Judith, (Baruch?), Apocalypse, Epist. James, 1 Pet., 1 John.

The "Oriental Vocabulary of Jacob of Edessa" (Assem. i. c. p. 499), the order and number of the books commented upon is somewhat different: Penta., Jos., Jud., Job, 1 & 2 Sam., David (i. e. Ps.), 1 & 2 K., Is., 12 Proph., Jer., Lam., Baruch, Ez., Dan., Prov., Wisdom, Cant., Ruth, Esther, Judith, Ecclus., Acts, Epist. James, 1 Pet., 1 John, 14 Epist. of St. Paul, 4 Gosp., omitting 1 & 2 Chr., Ezra, Neh., Eccl., Tobit. 1 & 2 Macc., Apoc. (comp. Assem. Bibl. Orient. iii. 4 not.). The Catalogue of EUSEBIUS (Assem. Bibl. Orient., iii. 5 f) is rather a general survey of all the Hebrew and Christian literature with which he was acquainted (Catalogus Historiorum omnium Ecclesiae superiorum) than a Canon of Scripture. After enumerating the books of the Hebrew Canon, together with Ecclus., Wisdom, Judith, add. to Dan, and Baruch, he adds, without any break, "the traditions of the Elders" (Mishnah), the works of Josephus, including the Books of Enoch which were popularly ascribed to him, and at the end mentions the "book of Tobit and Tobit." In the like manner after enumerating the 4 Gosp., Acts, 3 Cath. Epist. and 14 Epist. of St. Paul, he passes at once to the Deissarion of Tatian, and the writings of "the disciples of the Apostles." Little dependence, however, can be placed on these lists, as they rest on no critical foundation, and it is known from other sources that varieties of opinion on the subject of the Canon existed in the Syrian Church (Assem. Bibl. Orient. iii. 6 not.).

One testimony, however, which derives its origin from the Syrian Church, is specially worthy of notice. Junias, an African bishop of the 6th century, has preserved a full and interesting account of the teaching of Paulus, a Persian, on Holy Scripture, who was educated at Nisibis where διὰ the Divine Law was regularly explained by public masters, as a branch of common education (Gymn. De part. [dic.] leg. Prof.). He divides the books of the Bible into two classes, those of "perfect," and those of "mean" authority [ωικίνει αυτοριταί, the first class includes all the books of the Hebrew Canon with the exception of 1 & 2 Chr., Job, Canticles, and Esther, and with the addition of Ecclesiastes. The second class consists of Chronicles (2), Job, Esdras (2), Judith, Esther, and Maccabees (2), which are added by "very many" (plurimi) to the Canonical books. The remaining books are pronounced to be of no authority, and of these Canticles and Wisdom are said to be added by "some" (quidem) to the Canon. The classification as it stands is not without difficulties, but it deserves more attention than it has received (comp. Holy, p. 653; Gallandi, Biblioth. xlii. 70 ff. [Migne, Patr. Lat. vol. lxxvi.] The reprint in Wordsworth, On the Canon, Appendix, pp. 42 ff., is very imperfect). (See Westminster's Canon of the N. T., 2d ed., pp. 485-87.)

The Armenian Canon, as far as it can be ascertained from citations, follows that of the LXX., but it is of no critical authority; and a similar remark applies to the Ethiopian Canon, though it is more easy in this case to trace the changes through which it has passed (Dillmann, Ueber d. Aeth. Kanon, in Ewae, J. Giecher, 1858, pp. 147 ff.) In addition to the books already enumerated, on the heads for which they are specially valuable, some still remain to be noticed. C. F. Schmid,
The great work of Huby (De bibl. Text., Oxon. 1705) contains a rich store of materials, though even this is not free from minor errors. Stuart's Critical History and definition of the Old Text (Cowan, London, 1839 [Annsler, 1845]) is rather an apology than a history. (It has particular reference to Mr. Norton's "Note on the Jewish Dispensation, the Pentateuch, and the other Books of the Old Testament," in vol. ii. of his Evidence of the Genuineness of the Gospels, Cambridge, 1844 (pp. xlvii.-civ. of the 2d ed., 1848), in which the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch was denied. See also Palfrey, Lectures on the Jewish Scriptures, Boston, 1838, etc. i. 19-42; De Wette, Einl. in die Bücher des A. T., 2e Aufl. 1852, pp. 13-40, or Parker's (often inaccurate) translation, i. 20-119, and Appendix, pp. 412-28; Dillmann, Ueber die Bildung der Sammlung heidner Schriften A. T. (in the Jahrb., f. deutsche Theol. 1858, iii. 49-94); Bleek, Einl. in das A. T., Berlin, 1860, pp. 662-716, and the references under the art. APOCRYPHA. — A. IV. The History of the Canon of the New Testament. — The history of the Canon of the N. T. presents a remarkable analogy to that of the Canon of the O. T. The beginnings of both Canons are obscure, from the circumstances under which they arose; both grew slowly under the guidance of an inward instinct rather than by the force of external authority; both were connected with other religious literature by a series of books which claimed a partial and questionable authority; both gained definiteness in times of persecution. The chief difference lies in the general consent with which all the churches of the West have joined in ratifying one Canon of the N. T., while they are divided as to the position of the O. T. Apocrypha. The history of the N. T. Canon may be conveniently divided into three periods. It extends to the time of Hegesippus (c. A. D. 170), and includes the era of the separate circulation and gradual collection of the Apostolic writings. The second is closed by the persecution of Diocletian (A. D. 303), and marks the separation of the sacred writings from the remaining Ecclesiastical literature. The third may be defined by the third Council of Carthage (A. D. 397), in which a catalogue of the books of Scripture was formally ratified by conciliar authority. The first is characteristically a period of tradition, the second of speculation, the third of authority; and it is not difficult to trace the features of the successive ages in the course of the history of the Canon.

1. The history of the Canon of the New Testament to 170 A. D. — The writings of the N. T. themselves contain little more than faint, and perhaps unconscious intimations of the position which they were destined to occupy. The mission of the Apostles was essentially one of preaching and not of writing; of founding a present church and not of legislating for a future one. The "word" is essentially one of "hearing," "received," and "handed down," a "message," a "proclamation.

Written instruction was in each particular only occasional and fragmentary; and the completeness of the entire collection of the incidentals thus formed is one of the most striking proofs of the providential power which guided the natural development of the church. The prevailing method of interpreting the O. T., and the peculiar position which the first Christians occupied, as standing upon the verge of "the coming age (aion)," seemed to preclude the necessity and even the use of a "New Testament." Yet even thus, there is nothing to indicate that the Apostles regarded their written remains as likely to preserve a perfect exhibition of the sum of Christian truth, coordinate with the Law and the Prophets, they claim for their writings a public use (1 Thess. v. 27; Col. iv. 16; Rev. xxii. 18), and an authoritative power (1 Tim. iv. 1 ff.; 2 Thess. iii. 6; Rev. xxii. 19); and, at the time when Peter was written, which on any supposition is an extremely early writing, the Epistles of St. Paul were placed in significant connection with "the other Scriptures." "

The transition from the Apostolic to the sub-Apostolic age is essentially abrupt and striking. An age of conservatism succeeds an age of creation; but in feeling and general character the period which follows the "closing" of the Apostles seems to have been a faithful reflection of that which they moulded. The remains of the literature to which it gave birth, which are wholly Greek, are singularly scanty and limited in range, merely a few Letters and "Apologies." As yet, writing among Christians was, as a general rule, the result of a pressing necessity and not of choice; and under such circumstances it is vain to expect either a distinct consciousness of the necessity of a written Canon, or any clear testimony as to its limits. The writings of the Apostolic Fathers (c. 70-150 A. D.) are all occasional. They spring out of peculiar circumstances, and offered little scope for quotation. At the same time the Apostolic tradition was still fresh in the memories of men, and the need of written Gospels was not yet made evident by the corruption of the oral narrative. As a consequence of this, the testimony of the Apostolic fathers is chiefly important as proving the general currency of such outlines of history and types of doctrine as are preserved in our Canon. They show in this way that the Canonical books offer an adequate explanation of the belief of the next age, and must therefore represent completely the earlier teaching on which that was based. In three places, however, in which it was natural to look for a more distinct reference, Clement (Ep. 47), Irenaeus (ad Eph. 12), and Polycarp (Ep. 3) refer to Apostolic Epistles written to those whom they themselves addressing. The casual coincidences of the writings of the Apostolic fathers with the language of the Epistles is much more extensive. With the exception of the Epistles of Jude, 2 Peter, and 2, 3 John, with which no coincidences occur, and 1, 2 Thessalonians, Colossians, Titus, and Philemon, with which the coincidences are very questionable, all the other Epistles were clearly known, and used by t'era; but still they are not quoted with the freedom which pre-

written instruction was in each particular...
face citations from the O. T. (γ γραφά λέγε, γύ-
γραπτα, &c.): a nor is the famous phrase of Ignatius (ad Phil. 5, προφυγίων τῷ εὐαγγελίῳ ὧν
ταρκὶ ἤρως καὶ τοῖς ἀποστόλοι τῷ προφήτη-
ρῳ εἰκόνας) sufficient to prove the existence of
a collection of Apostolic records as distinct from the
scripture. The Apostolic tradition. The coincidences with
the Gospels, on the other hand, both in fact and
substance are numerous and interesting, but such as
cannot be referred to the exclusive use of our
present written Gospels. Such a use would have
been alien from the character of the age, and in-
consistent with the influence of a historical tradi-
tion. The details of the life of Christ were still too
fresh to be sought for only in fixed records; and even
where memory was less active, long habit
interposed a barrier to the recognition of new
Scriptures. The sense of the infinite depth and
paramount authority of the O. T. was too powerful
even among Gentile converts to require or to ad-
mit of the immediate addition of supplementary books.
But the sense of the peculiar position which the
Apostles occupied, as the original inspired teachers of
the Christian church, was already making itself
felt in the Apostolic age, and by a remarkable
argument (Clement ad Cor. 1:7, 47) Polyarp (ad
Phil. 3), Ignatius (ad Rom. 4) and Barnabas (c. 1) draw
darren between themselves and their pre-
cessors, from whom they were not separated by
an any lengthened intervals of time. As the need for
a definite standard of Christian truth became more
pressing, so was the character of those in whose
writings it was to be sought more distinctly ap-
proached.
The next period (12–170 A. D.), which may be
fitly termed the age of the Apostles, carries the
history of the formation of the Canon one step fur-
ther. The facts of the life of Christ acquired a
fresh importance in controversy with Jew and Gen-
tile. The oral tradition, which still remained in the
former age, was dying away, and a variety of
written documents claimed to occupy its place.
Then it was that the Canonical Gospels were de-
nitely separated from the mass of similar narratives
in virtue of their outward claims, which had re-
mainied, as it were, in abeyance during the period
of tradition. The need did not create, but recog-
nized them. Without doubt and without re-
versity, they occupied at once the position which
they have always retained as the fourfold Apostolic
record of the Saviour's ministry. Other narratives
remained current for some time, which were either
interpolated forms of the Canonical books (The
Gospel according to the Hebrews, &c.), or inde-
pendent traditions (The Gospel according to the
Egyptians, &c.), and exercised more or less influ-
ence upon the form of popular quotations, and per-
haps in some cases upon the text of the Canonical
Gospels; but where the question of authority was
raised, the four Gospels were ratified by universal
consent. The testimony of Justin Martyr (f. e.
246 A. D.) is in this respect most important. b 
An important mark of such a tradition is, that, if
carried out with due reference to his general
manner of quotation, to possible variations of read-
ing, and to the nature of his subject, which ex-
cluded express citations from Christian books, shows
that they were derived certainly in the main, prob-
ably exclusively, from our Synoptic Gospels, and
that each Gospel is distinctly recognized by him
(Dial. c. Tryph. c. 103, p. 331, D, ἐν τῷ τῷ
ἀποστόλων ἀποκάλυψις kata phymi év τὸν ἀποστό-
λῶν (Matthew, John) αὐτῶν καὶ τῶν ἐκ-
νοις ἀποκαλυπτάτων (Mark, Luke)
αὐτήτου . . . Comp. Dial. c. 49 with Matt.
xvii. 13; Dial. c. 106 with Mark iii. 16, 17; Dial.
c. 105 with Luke xxiii. 40). The references of
Justin to St. John are less decided (comp. comp. i.
61; Dial. [88], 63, 123, 56, &c.; Otto, in Ilgten's
Zeitschrift, w. e. w. 1841, pp. 77 ff. 1843, pp. 34
ff.; and of the other books of the N. T. he men-
tioned the Apocalypse only by name (Dial. c. 81),
and offers some coincidences of language with the
Pauline Epistles.

The evidence of Papias (c. 140–150 A. D.) is
nearly contemporary with that of Justin, but goes
back to a still earlier generation (δ προφήτης
ἐλέγε). In spite of various questions which have
been raised as to the interpretation of the frag-
ments of his "ενarrations" preserved by Euse-
bius (H. E. iii. 39) it seems on every account most
reasonable to conclude that Papias was acquainted
with our present Gospels of St. Matthew and St.
Mark, the former of which he connected with an
earlier Hebrew original (ἐναρὰνας); and probably
also with the Gospel of St. John (Frag. xi. Routh;
comp. Iren. v. sub ju.). the former Epistles of St.
John and St. Peter (Euseb. H. E. ii. 24), and the
Apocalypse (Frag. VIII.).

Meanwhile, the Apostolic writings were taken by
various mystical teachers as the foundation of
strange schemes of speculation, which are popularly
confounded together under the general title of
Gnosticism, whether Gentile or Jewish in their
origin. In the earliest fragments of Gnostic writ-
iers which remain there are traces of the use of the
gospels of St. Matthew and St. John, and of 1
Corinthians (Ἀποφάσεις μεγάλη [Simon M.] ap.
Hippol. adv. Hier. vi. 16, 9, 19) and the APA-
толопу was attributed by a confusion not difficult of
explanation to Cerinthus (Epiph. Hier. ii. 3).
In other Gnostic (Ophite) writings a little later there

a The exceptions to this statement which occur in
the Latin versions of Polyarp (ad Phil. c. 12 "ut
his Scripturis dictum est," Ps. iv. 4; Eph. iv. 26),
and Barnabas (c. 4 "sicut scriptum est," Matt.
xx. 16), cannot be urged against the uniform practice which is
observed in the original texts. Some of the most re-
markable Evangelical citations are prefixed by [Κέποι
ἐπερ, not λέγει, which seems to show that they were
derived from tradition and lost from a written na-
tive (Clem. Ep. 13, 46).

b The correctness of the old Latin version of Barna-
bas in c. 4, "sicut scriptum est," is now confirmed by
the Codex Vaticanus, which reads χέριαναρ. This is
interesting as perhaps the earliest example which has
come down to us of an express quotation of a book
of the N. T. as Scripture.
are references to St. Matthew, St. Luke, St. John, Romans, 1, 2 (Clement, Galatians, Ephesians, *Hist. of N. T. Cano*, pp. 313 ff. [249 ff., 2d ed.]); and the Clementine Homilies contain clear coincidences with all the Gospels (Hom. xix. 20 St. Mark; Hom. xix. 22 St. John). It is, indeed, in the fragments of a Gnostic writer, Basilides (c. 125 A.D.), that the writings of the N. T. are found quoted for the first time in the same manner as those of the O. T. (Basil. ap. Hipp. *Herm.* p. 298, *γραμματείαν* 214, § 409; *&c.*). See, however, the addition to note a, p. 309.) A Gnostic, Heraclean, was the first known commentator on the Christian Scriptures. And the history of another Gnostic, Marcion, furnishes the first distinct evidence of a Canon of the N. T.

The need of a definite Canon must have made itself felt during the course of the Gnostic controversy. The common records of the life of Christ may be supposed to have been first fixed in the discussions with external adversaries. The standard of Apostolic teaching was determined when the Church itself was rent with internal divisions. The Canon of Marcion (c. 140 A.D.) contained both elements, a Gospel ("The Gospel of Christ") which was a mutilated recension of St. Luke, and an "Apostle" or Apostolicion, which contained ten Epistles of St. Paul—the only true Apostle in Marcion’s judgment—excluding the pastoral Epistles, and that to the Hebrews (cf. *Marc.* i. XIII.). The narrow limits of this Canon were a necessary consequence of Marcion’s belief and position, but it offers a clear witness to the fact that Apostolic writings were thus early regarded as a complete original rule of doctrine. Nor is there any evidence to show that he regarded the books which he rejected as unauthentic. The conduct of other heretical teachers who professed to admit the authority of all the Apocrypha proves the converse; for they generally defended their tenets by forced interpretations, and not by denying the authority of the common records. And while the first traces of the recognition of the divine inspiration and collective unity of the Canon comes from them, it cannot be supposed, without inverting the whole history of Christianity, that they gave a model to the Catholic Church, and did not themselves simply perpetuate the belief and custom which was brought down within them.

The close of this period of the history of the N. T. Canon is marked by the existence of two important testimonies to the N. T. as a whole. Hilberto the evidence has been in the main fragmentary and occasional; but the MYSTORIAN CANON in the West, and the Peshito in the East, deal with the collection of Christian Scriptures as such. The first is a fragment, apparently translated from the Greek and yet of Roman origin, mutilated both at the beginning and the end, and written, from internal evidence, about 170 A.D. It commences with a clear reference to St. Mark’s Gospel, and then passes on to St. Luke like the third, St. John, the Acts, thirteen Epistles of St. Paul. The first Epistle of St. John is quoted in the text: and then afterwards it is said that "the Epistle of Jude and two Epistles of the John mentioned above (super scriptio: or "which bear the name of John," super scriptio) are reckoned among the Catholic Epistles " (MS. Catholic, i. c. Ecclesia?) “ We receive moreover the Apocalypse of John and Peter only, which [latter] some of our body will not have read in the Church." Thus the catalogue omits the books received at present the Epistle of James, the Epistle to the Hebrews, and 2 Peter while it notices the partial reception of the Revelation of Peter. The Canon of the Peshito forms a remarkable complement to this catalogue. It includes the four Gospels and the Acts, fourteen Epistles of St. Paul, 1 John, 1 Peter, and James, omitting Jude, 2 Peter, 3 John, and the Apocalypse, and this Canon was preserved in the Syrian Churches as long as they had an independent literature (Ebed Ješu† 1518 A.D. ap. Asbīl. *Bibl. Or.* iii. pp. 3 ff.). Up to this point, therefore, 2 Peter is the only book of the N. T. which is not recognized as an Apostolic and authoritative writing: and in this result the evidence from casual quotations coincides exactly with the enumeration in the two express catalogues.

2. The history of the Canon of the N. T. from 170 A.D. to 305 A.D. — The second period of the history of the Canon is marked by an entire change in the literary character of the Church. From the close of the second century Christian writers take the form of the canon intellectually as well as morally: and the powerful influence of the Alexandrine Church widened the range of Catholic thought, and checked the spread of spurious heresies.

From the first the common elements of the Roman and Syrian Canons, noticed in the last section, form a Canon of acknowledged books, regarded as a whole, authoritative and inspired, and coömine with the O. T. Each of these points is proved by the testimony of contemporary writers who represent the Churches of Asia Minor, Alexandria and North Africa. THEKELIUS, who was connected by direct succession with St. John (Euseb. *H. E.* v. 20), speaks of the Scriptures as a whole, without distinction of the Old or New Testaments, as "perfect, inasmuch as they were uttered by the Word of God and His Spirit" (*Adv. Her.* ii. 28, 2). "There could not be," he elsewhere argues, "more than four Gospels or fewer" (*Adv. Her.* iii. 11, 8 ff.). CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, again, marks the "Apostle" (ο άποστόλος, *Strom.* vii. 3, § 11; sometimes ἀπόστολος) as a collection definite as a *Gospel,* and combines them as "Scriptures of the Lord" with the Law and the Prophets (*Strom.* vi. 11, § 88) as "ratified by the authority of one Almighty power" (*Strom.* iv. 1, § 25). TERTULLIAN notices particularly the introduction of the word *inscription* for the earlier word *instrumentum,* as applied to the dispensation and the record (cf. *Marc.* i. 1); and appeals to the *New Testament,* as made up of the "Gospels" and "Apostles" (*Adv. Prot.* 15). This comprehensive testimony extends to the four Gospels, the Acts, 1 Peter, 1 John, thirteen Epistles of St. Paul, and the Apocalypse; and, with the exception of the Apocalypse, no one of these books was ever afterwards rejected or obliterated till modern times.

But this important agreement as to the principal contents of the Canon left several points still undecided. The East and West, as was seen in the last

---

*a We have given what appears to be the meaning of the corrupt text of the passage. It would be out of keeping with the disputed points above; hence a new transmission of the disputed points here; *comp. Hist. of N. T. Cano., pp. 212, [184, 2d ed.]* ii., and the references there given.

*b The Manichees offer no real exception to the truth of this remark. *Comp. Beausobre, *Hist des Manes,* i. 295 f."
section, severally received some books which were not universally accepted. So far the error lay in defect; but in other cases apocryphal or unapostolic books obtained a partial sanction or a popular use, before they finally passed into oblivion. Both these phenomena, however, were limited in time and range, and in part of explanation from the internal character of the books and the question. The mutilation of the clauses of the separate writings belongs to special introductions; but the subjoined table (No. III.) will give a general idea of the extent and nature of the historic evidence which bears upon them.

This table might be much extended by the insertion of isolated testimonies of less considerable writers. Generally, however, it may be said that of the "disputed" books of the N. T., the Apocalypse was universally received, with the single exception of Dionysius of Alexandria, by all the writers of the period: and the Epistle to the Hebrews, by the Churches of Alexandria, Asia (?) and Syria, but not by those of Africa and Rome. The Epistles of St. James and St. Jude, on the other hand, were little used, and the Second Ep. of St. Peter was barely known.

But while the evidence for the formation of the Canon is much more copious during this period than during that which preceded, it is essentially of the same kind. It is the evidence of use and not of inquiry. The Canon was fixed in ordinary practice, and doubts were resolved by custom and not by criticism. Old feelings and beliefs were perpetuated by a living tradition; and if this habit of mind was unfavorable to the permanent solution of difficulties, it gives fresh force to the claims of the acknowledged books, which are attested by the witness of every division of the Church (Origens, Cyprian, Methodus), for it is difficult to conceive how such unanimity could have arisen except from the original weight of apostolical authority. For it will be observed that the evidence in favor of the acknowledged books as a whole is at once clear and concordant from all sides as soon as the Christian literature is independent and considerable. The Canon preceded the literature and was not determined by it.

3. The history of the N. T. Canon from A.D. 303-397. — The persecution of Diocletian was directed in a great measure against the Christian writings (Lact. Inst. v. 2; de Mort. Persec. 16). The influence of the Scriptures was already so great and so notorious, that the surest method of destroying the faith seemed to be the destruction of the records on which it was supported. The plan of the emperor was in part successful. Some were found who obtained protection by the surrender of the sacred books, and at a later time the question of the readmission of these "traitors" (traditores), as they were emphatically called, created a schism in the Church. The Donatists, who maintained the sternest judgment on their crime, may be regarded as maintaining in its strictest integrity the popular judgment in Africa on the contents of the Canon of Scripture which was the occasion of the discussion; and Augustine allows that they held in common with the Catholics the same "Canonical Scriptures," and were alike "bound by the authority of both Testaments" (August. c. Creae, i. 31, 57; Ep. 129, 3). The only doubt which can be raised as to the integrity of the Donatist Canon arises from the uncertain language which Augustine himself uses as to the Epistle to the Hebrews, which the Donatists may also have counterenanced.

But, however this may have been, the complete Canon of the N. T. as commonly received at present, was ratified at the third Council of Carthage (A.D. 397), and from that time was accepted throughout the Latin Church (Jerome, Innocent, Rufinus, Philastrius), though occasional doubts as to the Epistle to the Hebrews still remained (Isid. Hisp. Proven., §§ 88-109).

Meanwhile the Syrian Churches, faithful to the conservative spirit of the East, still retained the older Canon. Cf. CHALLONIER († 429 A.D.), THEODORE OF MOPSUESTIA († 429 A.D.), and THEODORIT, who represent the Church of Antioch, furnish no evidence in support of the Epistles of Jude, 2 Peter, 2, 3 John, or the Apocalypse. JULIUS, in his account of the public teaching at Nisibis, places the Epistles of James, Jude, 2, 3 John, 2 Peter, in a second class, and mentions the doubts which existed in the East as to the Apocalypse. And though ETHEM SYRIUS was acquainted with the Apocalypse (Ep. ep. ep. ii. p. 332 c), yet his genuine Syrian works exhibit no habitual use of the books which were not contained in the Syrian Canon, a fact which must throw some discredit upon the frequent quotations from them which occur in those writings which are only preserved in a Greek translation.

The churches of Asia Minor seem to have occupied a mean position as to the Canon between the East and West. With the exception of the Apocalypse, they received generally all the books of the N. T. as contained in the African Canon, but this is definitely excluded from the Catalogue of Gregory of Nazianzus († 389 A.D.), and pronounced "spurious" (σπουδος), on the authority of "the majority" (οἵ ει παιεως), in that of AMPHILICHUS (c. 380 A.D.), while it is passed over in silence in the Laodicean Catalogue, which, even if it has no right to its canonical position, yet belongs to the period and country with which it is commonly connected. The same Canon, with the same omission of the Apocalypse, is given by Cyril of Jerusalem († 386 A.D.); though Ephiph.
No. III. — REFERENCES TO THE ANTILOGOMENA UP TO THE BEGINNING OF THE THIRD CENTURY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clemens Rom.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polycarp</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Martyr.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irenæus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clements Alex.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertullian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dionysius Alex.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hippolytus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methodius</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eusebius</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 The sign † marks a verbal coincidence; * a direct quotation; ? an expression of doubt; ( ) an uncertain reference; † a clear rejection; [ ] that the evidence is suspicious, or inconclusive as to the authority assigned to the book.
nus, who was his fellow-countryman and contemporary, confirms the Western Canon, while he notices the doubts which were entertained as to the Apostolica. These doubts prevailed in the Church of Constantinople, and the Apostolica does not seem to have been recognized there down to a late period. The Catholic Church, either because the Roman pontiff, or on the ground of the officially recognized and permanent Canon was complete and pure (Nicephorus, Photius, Eusèbeus, Theophylact, 
† c. 1077 A. D.).

The well-known Festal Letter of Athanasius († 373 A. D.), bears witness to the Alexandrine Canon. This contains a clear and positive list of the books of the N. T. as they are received at present; and the judgment of Athanasius is confirmed by the practice of his successor Cyril.

One important Catalogue yet remains to be mentioned. After noticing in separate places the origin and use of the Gospels and Epistles, Eusebius sums up in a famous passage the results of his inquiry into the evidence on the Apostolic books furnished by the writings of the three first centuries (H. E. iii. 25). His testimony is by no means free from difficulties, nor in all points obviously consistent, but his last statement must be used to fix the interpretation of the former and more curious notices. In the first class of acknowledged books (διαλογογράφων) he places the four Gospels, the Epistles of St. Paul (i.e. fourteen, H. E. iii. 3), 1 John, 1 Peter, and (cf. e.g. Suidas) in case its authenticity is admitted (such seems to be his meaning), the Apostolica. The second class of disputed books (ἀντιλογογράφων) he subdivides into two parts, the first consisting of such as are generally known (διαφανείς τοις πολλοις), including the Epistles of James, Jude, 2 Peter, 2, 3 John; and the second of those which he pronounces spurious (σφαλών), that is, which are either unauthentic or unapostolic, as the Acts of Paul, the Shepherd, the Apocalypse of Peter, the Apocalypse of John (if not a work of the Apostle), and according to some the Gospel according to the Hebrews. These two great classes contain all the books which had received ecclesiastical sanction, and were in common distinguished from a third class of heretical forgeries (καίνων οἱ Μοναδικία, καίνων οἱ Μοναδικία, etc.), the Gospels of Thomas, Peter, Matthias, etc.

One point in the testimony of Eusebius is particularly deserving of notice. The evidence in favor of the apostolic authority of 2 Peter which can be derived from the existing writings of the first three centuries is extremely slender; but Eusebius, who possessed more copious materials, describes it as "generally well known," and this circumstance alone suggests the necessity of remembering that the early Catalogues rest on evidence no longer available for us. In other respects the classification of Eusebius is a fair summary of the results which follow from the examination of the extant ancient literature. The evidence of later writers is little more than the repetition or combination of the testimony already quoted. An examination of table No. IV., p. 374, which includes the most important Catalogues of the writings of the N. T., will convey a clear summary of much that has been said, and apply the most important omissions.

At the era of the Reformation the question of the N. T. Canon became again a subject of great though partial interest. The hasty decree of the Council of Trent, which affirmed the authority of all the books commonly received, called out the opposition of controversialists, who quoted and enforced the early doubts. Erasmus with characteristic moderation denied the apostolic origin of the Epistle to the Hebrews, 2 Peter, and the Apostolica, but left their canonical authority unquestioned (Prof. ad Antilegum.). Luther, on the other hand, had no doubts concerning the Vulgate Canon, and maintained the Old Testament of the Lutheran Church as the only subjective standard for the canonicity of the Scriptures in the character of their "teaching of Christ," and while he placed the Gospel and first Epistle of St. John, the Epistles of St. Paul to the Romans, Galatians, Ephesians, and the first Epistle of St. Peter, in the first rank as containing the "kernel of Christianity," he set aside the Epistle to the Hebrews, St. Jude, St. James, and the Apocalypse at the end of his version, and spoke of them and the remaining Antilegomena with varying degrees of disrespect, though he did not separate 2 Peter and 3 John from the other Epistles (comp. Luderer, Art. Kanon in Herzog's Encyclo. p. 295 f.). The doubts which Luther rested mainly on internal evidence were variously extended by some of his followers (Melanchthon, Centur. Magdeburg., Flacius, Gerhard: comp. Reuss, § 394), and even especially with a polemical aspect against the Romish Church by Chemnitz (Eccles. Conc. Trib. i. 73). But while the tendency of the Lutheran writers was to place the Antilegomena on a lower stage of authority, their views received no direct sanction in any of the Lutheran symbolic books, which admit the "prophetic and apostolic writings of the Old and New Testaments," as a whole, without further classification or detail. The doubts as to the Antilegomena of the N. T. were not confined to the Lutherans. Carlstadt, who was originally a friend of Luther and afterwards professor at Zurich, endeavored to bring back the question to a critical discussion of evidence, and placed the Antilegomena in a third class "on account of the controversy as to the books, or rather (ut certa loquar) as to their authors" (De Com. Scrip. pp. 410-12, ed. Creuz.). Calvin, while he denied the Pauline authorship of the Epistle to the Hebrews, and at least questioned the authenticity of 2 Peter, did not set aside their canonicity (Prof. ad Heb.; ad 2 Petr.); and he notices the doubts as to St. James and St. Jude only to dismiss them.

The language of the Articles of the Church of England with regard to the N. T. is remarkable. In the Articles of 1552 no list of the books of Scripture is given; but in the Elizabethan Articles (1562, 1571) a definition of Holy Scripture is given as "the Canonical books of the Old and New Testament, of whose authority was never any doubt in the Church" (Art. vi.). This definition is followed by an enumeration of the books of the O. T. and of the Apocalypse; and then it is said summarily, without a detailed catalogue, "all the books of the N. T., as they are commonly received, we do receive and account them for Canonical (pro Canonica habemus)." A distinction thus remains between the "Canonical" books, and such "Canonical books as have never been doubted in the Church;" and it seems impossible to avoid the conclusion that the framers of the Articles intended to leave a freedom of judgment on a point on which the greatest of the continental reformers, and even of Romish scholars (Sixtus Sen. Bibl. S. I. 1; Cajetan, Prof. ad Epp. ad Heb., Jac., 2, 3 John, Jud.) were divided. The omission of the Antilegomena has arisen solely from the fact that the Article in question was framed with reference to the Church of...
No. IV. THE CHIEF CATALOGUES OF THE BOOKS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

Only "disputed" books are noticed, or such as were in some degree recognized as authoritative.

The symbols are used as before.

|           | Peshito to | Hebrews | Judg. | James | 2 & 3 John | 2 Peter | Apocalypse | Papias of Barcidea | Shepherd of Hermas | Pseudo of Clement | Irenaeus of Lyons | H. E. iii. 25. 4 | L. c. suppl. 1 | L. c. suppl. 2 |
|-----------|------------|---------|-------|-------|------------|---------|------------|-------------------|------------------|------------------|-----------------|-----------------|--------------------|----------------|----------------|
| **I. Conciliar Catalogues:** |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| [Laodicea] |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| Carthage  |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| Apostolic (Concil. Quinisext.) |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| **J. Oriental Catalogues:**   |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| (a) Syria |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| The Peslieto Version         |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| Junilus             |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| Eusebius             |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| (b) Palestine                  |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| Eusebius             |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| Cyril of Jerusalem         |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| Epiphanius            |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| (c) Alexandria           |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| Origen                |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| Athanasius             |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| (d) Asia Minor |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| Gregor. Naz.           |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| Amphilochius         |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| (e) Constantinople      |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| Chrysostom           |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| Leontius              |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| Nicephorus            |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| **Occidental Catalogues:** |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| (a) Africa |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| Cod. Chrom.           |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| Augustine             |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| (b) Italy |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| Can. Murat.           |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| Philastrius           |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| Jerome               |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| Rufinus              |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| Innocent             |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| (Gelasius)            |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| Cassiodorus (Vet. Trans) |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| (c) Spain |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| Isidore of Seville     |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
| Cod. Baroc. 206       |            |         |       |       |            |         |            |                   |                  |                  |                 |                  |                   |                   |
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Hody, p. 649.
Rome, with which the Church of England was agreed on the N. T. Canon; for all the other Protestant confessions which contain any list of books, give a list of the books of the New as well as of the Old Testament (Conf. Belg., 4; Conf. Galt., 3); and in this list, a complete list of the books as sanctioned by the Anglican Articles, the great writers of the Church of England have not availed themselves of it. The early commentators on the O. T. take little (Burnet) or no notice (Beveridge) of the doubts as to the Antilegomena; and the chief controversialists of the Reformation accepted the full Canon with emphatic avowal (Whitaker, Disput. on Scripture, exiv. 103; Fulke’s Defence of Eng. Trans., p. 8 Jewell, Defence of Apol. ii. 3, 1).

The judgment of the Greek Church in the case of the O. T. was seen to be little more than a reflection of the opinions of the West. The difference between the Roman and Reformed Churches on the N. T. was less marked; and the two conflicting Greek confessions confirm in general terms, without any distinct enumeration of books, the popular Canon of the N. T. (Cyr. Luc. Conf. i. 42; Posith. Confess. i. 467). The confession of Metropolis contains a complete list of the books; and compares their number—thirty-three—with that of the Saviour’s life, that “not even the number of the Sacred books might be devoid of a divine mystery” (Metropol. Crispi. Conf. ii. 105, Ed. Kimm. et Weissenb.). At present, as was already the case at the close of the 17th century (Leo Alitanius, ap. Fabric. Bibl. Græc. v. App. p. 38), the Antilegomena are reckoned by the Greek Church as equal in Canonical authority in all respects with the remaining books (Catechism, I. c. sup.).

The assaults which have been made, especially during the present century, upon the authenticity of the separate books of the Old and New Testaments belong to the special articles. The general course which they have taken is simple and natural (Untersuch. d. Kan. 1771—9) first led the way. The historic and interpretive critics have rightly connected the formation of the Canon with the formation of the Catholic Church, but without any clear recognition of the providential power which wrought in both. Next followed a series of special essays in which the several books were discussed individually with little regard to the place which they occupy in the whole collection (Schlenmacher, Bretschneider, De Wette, &c.). At last an ideal view of the early history of ChristianitY was used as the standard by which the books were to be tried, and the books were regarded as results of typical forms of doctrine and not the sources of them (F. C. Baur, Schwéyler, Zeller).

All true sense of historic evidence was thus lost. The growth of the Church was left without explanation, and the original relations and organic unity of the N. T. were disregarded.

For the later period of the history of the N. T. Canon, from the close of the second century, the great work of Lardner (Credibility of the Gospel History, Works, i.—vi. Ed. Kippis, 1788) furnishes ample and trustworthy materials. For the earlier period his criticism is necessarily imperfect, and requires to be combined with the results of later inquiries.

Kriechefer’s collection of the original passages which bear on the history of the Canon (Quellenzusamm. u. s. w. Zürich, 1844) is useful and fairly complete, but frequently inaccurate.

NOTES ON TABLE NO. IV.

1 The omission of the Apocalypse is frequently explained by the expressed object of the Catalogue, as a list of books for public ecclesiastical use: ἡδὲ βιβλία ἀναγκαίως έστω, compared with the former canon: ἦτοί δὲ βιβλία ἀναγκαίως, even with the latter.

2 When the Catalogue was confirmed in the Quinisextine Council (Can. 2), the Constitutions were excluded on the ground of corruptions; but no notice was taken of the Epistle of Clement, which as is well known, are found at the end of the Cod. Alex., and are mentioned in the index before the general summary of books; which again is followed by the titles of the Apocryphal Psalms of Solomon.

3 He adds also the Apocalyptic Canons, and according to one MS. the two Epistles of Clement.

4 The other chief passages in Eusebius are, H. E. lii. 3, 24; ii. 23. His object in the passage quoted is ἀνακεφαλαίωσις τὴς διδασκαλίας της καθιστής διαδοχής ῥηθῆ έστώ.

5 The list concludes with the words, τὰ δὲ οὖν πάντα ἐξ ἑαυτοῦ καὶ πάντα μὲν ἐν ἑκάστῳ, ἐπιμέλειας ἡ διαδοχή καὶ ἀνακεφαλαίωσις τῆς διδασκαλίας ἡ ἑαυτοῦ καὶ τὴν καθιστής διαδοχήν ἄνω έστώ.

6 The entrance of this Athanasius says (comp. above), ἐπιμέλειας τούτου μὲν ἄνω ἀνακεφαλαίωσις τοῦ καθιστήχους διαδοχῆς.

7 Athanasius, I. c. τὰς δὲ ἑωράσεις τῆς παύσεως ἀπείρου, οὐκ ἐὰν ἔμεντος γεγονός ἡ χιρική, εἰς τί λόγια; καθολικὸς ἑπτακάτως οὐκ εἰς τί λόγια ἡ τρίτη τῶν τινών, τῶν ὑπὸ τούτου, ἐκ τῆς ἐξουσίας ἡ ἀνακεφαλαίωσις τῆς διαδοχῆς τοῦ μὲν ἐγκαθίστασιν, οἱ πλεῖον δὲ γένος λέγοντος. Οὐκός ἐδεξιοθέτης Καθιστῆς ἡ ἐπιμέλειά τοῦ τοῦ παύσεως καθιστήκης.

8 This Canon of Chrysostom, which agrees with that of the Peshito, is fully supported by the casual evidence of the quotations which occur in his works. The quotation from 2 Peter, which is found in Hom. in Joann. 24 (33, tom. viii. p. 200) (ed. Paris), stands alone. Suidas’ assertion (s. v. ιερουσαλήμ) that he recited “the Apocalypse and three Epistles of St. John” is not supported by any other evidence.

9 Neiphores adds to the disputed books “the Gospel according to the Hebrews.” In one MS. the Apocalypse is placed also among the Apocryphal books (Credner, a. o. p. 122).

10 This Catalogue, which excludes the Epistle to the Hebrews and the Apocalypse (statuta est nihil aliud legi in ecclesia bevera catholica nisi . . . et Pauli tredecim epistolae et septem alia . . .), is followed by a section in which Philiastrius speaks of “other [heretics] who assert that the Epistle to the Hebrews is not Paul’s” (Her. 89). And in another place (Her. 90) he reckons it as holy to deny the authenticity of the Gospel and Apocrypha of St. John. The different expositions seem to be the result of careless compilation.

11 This Catalogue is described as "secundum anti quam translationem," and stands parallel with those of Jerome and Augustine. The enumeration of the Catholic epistles is somewhat ambiguous, but I believe that it includes only three epistles. Epistola Petri ad gentes, Johanni ad Parthos. The insert of ludica after gentes, seems to have been a typographical error, for the present writer has not found the reading in any one of four MSS. which he has examined.

12 In another place (D. Euseb. Οἰκ. i. 12) Isidore mentions without condemning the doubts which existed as to the Epistle to the Hebrews, James, 2, 3 John, 2 Peter, but not as to Jude.
The writings of F. C. Baur and his followers often contain very valuable hints as to the characteristics of the several books in relation to later teachings, however perverse their conclusions may be. In opposition to them Thiersch has vindicated, perhaps with an excess of zeal, but yet in the main rightly, the position of the Apostolic writings in relation to the first age (Versch. der Heiligung, u. v. s., Erlangen, 1842; and Kirchenzahn, u. v. s., Erlangen, 1846). The section on Reuss on the subject (Die gesch. d. heil. Schrift, N. T. 2d. Aufl. Braunschweig, 1853 [4th ed. 1861]), and the articles of Landereck (Herzog's Lingbluph, s. v.) contain valuable summaries of the evidence. Other references and a fuller discussion of the chief points are given by the author of this article in The History of the Canon of the N. T. (Cambr. 1855). B. F. W.
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replied that Solomon could scarcely be ignorant of the Aramaic literature of his own time, and that he may have consciously used it for the purpose of enrichment (Gesen. Heb. cir. §§ 2, 4).

The title, though it is possibly too flattering to have come from the hand of Solomon, must have existed in the copy used by the LXX., and consequently can lay claim to a respectable antiquity. The moral argument put forward by the supporters of the most recent literal interpretation, and based upon the improbability of Solomon’s criminalizing himself (see below), is not very conclusive. His conduct could easily be traced to a spirit of generous self-acquiescence; and at any rate it need not be excised above the standard of the most spiritual to flourish in the atmosphere of a court such as his. On the whole then it seems unnecessary to depart from the plain meaning of the Hebrew title.

Supposing the date fixed to the reign of Solomon, great ingenuity has been employed by the Rabbinical and some Christian writers, in determining at what period of that monarch’s life the poem was written (see Pol. Syn. Proef. ad Cant.). The point at issue seems to have been whether Solomon ever repented after his fall. If he did, it was contended that the ripeness of wisdom exhibited in the Song sustained the natural growth of the spirit of repentance; if he did not, it was urged that no other than a spiritually-minded man could have composed such a poem; and that therefore it must have been written while Solomon was still the cherished of God. Then again it was a moot point whether the composition was the product of Solomon’s matured wisdom, or the fresh outburst of his warm and passionate youth; whether in fact the master elements of the poem were the liturgical, or the allegorical meaning. The question resolves itself into one of interpretation, and must be determined by reference to III. below.

II. Form. — This question is not determined by the Hebrew title. The rendering of בְּרוֹאֵת יַרְאֵת יִרְאֶת, mentioned by Simonis (Lec. Heb.), “artists aim,” and adopted by Paulus, Good, and other commentators, can scarcely compete with Gesenius’s, “Song of Songs, i. e. the most beautiful of songs” (comp. Ps. xlv. 1, בְּרוֹאֵת יַרְאֵת יִרְאֶת, “a delightful song,” Gesen.; “even- jucundum,” Rosen.; comp. also Theoc. Ἡμι. viii. προφοράς μέλος). The non-continuity which many critics attribute to the poem is far from being a modern discovery. This is sufficiently attested by the Lat. “Cantica cantorum;” and the Chaldee paraphrase, “the songs and hymns which Solomon, the prophet, the king of Israel, uttered in the spirit of prophecy before the Lord.”

Glosiolerus (16th cent.) considered it a drama in five acts. One of the first separate translations published in English is entitled “The Canticles, or Balades of Solomon, in English metre,” 1549; and in 1596 appeared Solomon’s Song in 8 elegies, by J. M. [Jervase Markham]; the number of elegies in this latter production being the same as that of the Idyls into which the book was afterwards divided by Jahn. Down to the 18th cent., however, the Canticles were generally regarded as continuous.

Glees [of] Nazianzus calls it ναυμαχος δραμα τε και ἁγια. According to Patrick, it is a Pastoral Elegy, or a “Dramatic poem;” according to Lowth, “an epiphalamion, or οραστος μυ- tials of a pastoral kind.” Michaelis and Rosenmüller, while differing as to its interpretation, agree in making it continuous, “ærmen annatoriam,” Ausser, “by the Mithraic Continuity was suggested by Bossuet, who divided the Song into scenes or scenes of a pastoral drama, corresponding with the 7 days of the Jewish nuptial ceremony (Lowth, Prelect. xxx.). Bossuet is followed by Calmet, Percy, Williams, and Lowth; but his division is impugned by Taylor (Fragn. Cant.), who proposes one of 6 days; and considers the drama to be post-nuptial, not ante-nuptial, as it is explained by Bossuet. The entire nuptial theory has been severely handled by J. D. Michaelis, and the literal school of interpreters in general. Michaelis attacks the first day of Bossuet, and involves in its destruction the remaining six (Not. ad Lowth. Pred. xxxi.). It should be observed that Lowth does not compromise himself to the perfectly dramatic character of the poem. He makes it a drama, but only of the minor kind, i. e. dramatic as a dialogue; and therefore not more dramatic than an Idyl of Theocr., or a Satire of Horace. The fact is that he was unable to discover a plot; and evidently meant a good deal more by the term “pastoral” than by the term “drama.” Moreover, it seems clear, that if the only dramatic element in Canticle the dialogue, the rich pastoral character of its scenery and allusions renders the term drama less applicable than that of ἰδυλ. Bossuet, however, claims it as a regular drama with all the proprieties of the classic model. Now the question is not so much whether the Canticles make up a drama, or a series of idyls, as which of these two Greek names the more nearly expresses its form. And if with Lowth we recognize a chorus completely sympathetic and assistant, it is difficult to see how we can avoid calling the poem a drama. But in all the translations of the allegorical school which are based upon the dramatic idea, the interference of the chorus is so infrequent or so indefinite, the absence of anything like a dramatic progress and development sufficient to enlist the sympathy of a chorus is so evident, that the strongly marked ἰδυλlic scenery could not fail to outweigh the scarcely perceptible elements of dramatic intention. Accordingly the idyllic theory, propounded by Sig. Melasgenio, confirmed by the use of a similar form among the Arabsians, under the name of ‘Cassidas’ (Sir W. Jones, a. 1743), J. Cousen, and others, was adopted by Good, became for a time the favorite hypothesis of the allegorical school. After Markham’s translation, however (see above), and the division of Ghibrius, we cannot consider this theory as originating either with the learned Italian translator, or, as suggested by Mr. Horne, with Sir W. Jones. The ἰδυλlic form seems to have recommended itself to the allegorical school of translators as getting rid of that dramatic unity and plot which their system of interpretation reduced to a succession of events without any cumulating issue. In fact, it became the established method of division both with literal and allegorical translators: e. g. Herder, Pye Smith, Klinker, Magnus; and as late as 1846 was maintained by Dr. Noyes of Harvard University, an ultra literalist. But the majority of recent translators belonging to the literal school have adopted the theory of Jacob, originally proposed in 1776, and since developed by Umbreit, Ewald, Meier, &c. Based as this theory is upon the dramatic evolution of a simple love-story, it supplies that essential movement and interest, the
want of which was felt by Lowth; and justifies the application of the term droma to a composition of which it manifests the vital principle and organic structure.

By the reactionary allegorists, of whom Rosenmüller may be considered the representative, the Song of Solomon has either been made absolutely continuous, or has been divided with reference to its spiritual meaning, rather than to its external form (e. g. Hengstenberg, and Prof. Burrows).

The supposition that the Cant. supplied a model to Theocritus seems based on merely verbal coincidences, such as occur so commonly to occur between two writers of pastoral poetry (comp. Cant. i. 9, vi. 10, with Theocr. xviii. 30, 36; Cant. iv. 11 with Theocr. xx. 26, 27; Cant. viii. 6, 7, with Theocr. xxiii. 23-26; see other passages in Pol. Syg. ; Lowth, Prof.; Gray’s Key). In the essential matters of form and of ethical teaching, the resemblance does not exist.

III. Meaning.—The schools of interpretation may be divided into three:—the mystical, or typical, the allegorical; and the literal.

1. The mystical interpretation is properly an offshoot of the allegorical, and probably owes its origin to the necessity which was felt of supplying a literal basis for the speculations of the allegorists. This basis is either the marriage of Solomon with Pharaoh’s daughter, or his marriage with an Israelitish woman, the Shulammite. The former (taken together with Harnack’s variation) was the favorite opinion of the mystical interpreters to the end of the 18th century; the latter has obtained since its introduction by Good (1803). The mystical interpretation makes its first appearance in Origens, who wrote a voluminous commentary upon the Cant. Its literal basis, minus the mystical application, is condemned by Theodoret (A. D. 420), it reappears in Ambrose (1250-1286), and was received by Grotius. As involving a literal basis, it was vehemently objected to by Sanctius, Durham, and Calvinists; but approved of and systematized by Bossuet, endorsed by Lowth, and used for the purpose of translation by Percy and Williams. The arguments of Calvinists prevented its taking root in Germany; and the substitution by Good of an Israelitish for an Egyptian bride has not saved the general theory from the neglect which was inevitable after the reactionary movement of the 17th century allegorists.

2. Allegorical.—Notwithstanding the attempts which have been made to discover this principle of interpretation in the LXX. (Cant. iv. 8); Ezech. (xlvii. 14-17); Wisd. (viii. 2); and Joseph. (c. Aimon, I. § 8); it is impossible to trace it with any certainty further back than the Talmud (see Ginsburg, Introd.). According to the Talmud the beloved is taken to be God, the kingdom, or bride; the bride, the congregation of Israel. This general relation is expanded into more particular detail by the Targum, or Chaldee Paraphrase, which treats the Song of songs as an allegorical history of the Jewish people from the Exodus to the coming of the Messiah and the building of the third temple. In order to make out the parallel, recourse was had to the most extraordinary devices; c. g. the reduction of words to their numerical value, and the free interchange of words similar to each other in sound. Elaborate as it was, the interpretation of the Targum was still further developed by the medieval Jews; but generally constructed upon the same allegorical hypothesis. It was introduced into their liturgical services; and during the persecutions of the middle ages, its consoling appeal to the past and future glories of Israel maintained it in the popular version of a national poem. It would be strange if so universal an influence as that of the scholastic philosophy had not obtained an expression in the interpretation of the Canticles. Such an expression we find in the theory of Ibn Caspi (1280-1340), which considers the book as representing the union between the entire intellect (intellectus aegens), and the receptive or material intellect (intellectus materiæ). A new school of Jewish interpretation was originated by Mendelssohn (1729-1786) which, without actually denying the existence of an allegorical meaning, determined to keep it in abeyance, and meanwhile to devote itself to the literal interpretation. At present the most learned Rabbits, following Lipsius, have abandoned the allegorical interpretation in toto (Herzleiner, 1818; Philippson, 1834).

In the Christian Church, the Talmudical interpretation, imported by Origens, was all but universally received. It was impugned by Theodore of Mopsuestia (360-420), but continued to hold its ground as the orthodox theory till the revival of letters; when it was called in question by Erasmus and Grotius, and was gradually superseded by the typical theory of Grotius, Bossuet, Lowth, &c. This, however, was not effected without a severe struggle, in which Sanctius, Durham, and Calvinists were the champions of the allegorical against the typical theory. The latter seems to have been mainly identified with Grotius (Pol. Syg.), and was stigmatized by Calvinists as the heresy of Theodore Mopsuestia, condemned at the 2d council of Constantinople, and revived by the Anabaptists. In the 15th century the allegorical theory was reaccepted, and reconstructed by Tuffendorf (1770) and the reactionary allegorists; the majority of whom, however, with Rosenmüller, return to the system of the Chaldee Paraphrase.

Some of the more remarkable variations of the allegorical school are:—(a.) The extension of the Chaldee allegory to the Christian Church, originally projected by Aponius (2nd century), and more fully wrought out by De Lyra (1270-1340), Brightman (1600), and Cocceius (1663-1699). According to De Lyra, chaps. ii.-vii. describe the history of the Jews from the Exodus to the birth of Christ; chap. vii. ad fin. the history of the Christian Church to Constantine. Brightman divides the Cant. into a history of the Legal, and a history of the Evangelical Church; his detail is highly elaborate, e. g. in Cant. v. 8, he discovers an allusion to Peter Wahlbo (1690), and in verse 13 to Rob: Trench (1290). (b.) Luther’s theory limits the allegorical meaning to the contemporaneous history of the Jewish people under the early Chaldee Paraphrase; according to thiherius and Corn. a Ladis the bride is the Virgin Mary. (c.) Tuffendorf refers the spiritual sense to the circumstances of our Saviour’s death and burial.

3. The literal interpretation seems to have been connected with the general movement of Theodore Mopsuestia (360-312) and his followers, in opposition to the extravagances of the earlier allegorists. Its scheme was nutshell, with Pharaoh’s daughter as the bride. That it was by many regarded as the only admissible interpretation appears from Theodoret, who mentions this opinion only to condemn it. Born down and overwhelmed by the prolific genius of medieval allegory, we have
glimpse of it in Abulpharagius (vid. supr.); and in the MS. commentary (Boll. Oppenh. Coll. No. 625), cited by Dr. Ginsburg, and by him referred sarcastically to a French Jew of the 12th or 13th cent. This Commentary anticipates more recent criticism of the Song as concerning the humble loge of a shepherd and shepherdess. The extreme literal view was propounded by Castellio (1544), who called the Cant. "Colloquium Solomonis cum amici quidam Sulanitiae," and rejected it from the Canon. Following out this idea, Whiston (1723) recognized the book as a composition of Solomon; but denounced it as foolish, licentious, and idolatrous. Meanwhile the mystical theory was adopted by Grotius as a secondary and spiritual interpretation; and, after its dramatical development by Bossuet, long continued to be the standard scheme of the mystical school. In 1803 it was reconstructed by Good, with a Jewish instead of an Egyptian bride. The purely literal theory, opposed on the one hand to the allegorical interpretation, and on the other to Castellio and Whiston, owes its origin to Germany. Michaelis (1779) regarded the Song as an exponent of wedded love, innocent and happy. But, while justifying its admission into the Canon, he is betrayed into a levity of remark altogether inconsistent with the supposition that the book is inspired (Not. ad Loeth. Pref.). From this time the scholarship of Germany was mainly enlisted on the side of the literalists. The literal basis became thoroughly dissociated from the mystical superstructure: and all that remained to be done was to elucidate the true scheme of the former.

The most generally received interpretation of the modern literalists is that which was originally proposed by Jacobi (1771), adopted by Herder, Ammon, Umbrét, Ewald, &c.; and more recently by Prof. Meier of Tübingen (1854), and in England by Mr. Ginsburg, in his very excellent translation (1857). According to the detailed application of this view, as given by Dr. Ginsburg, the Song is intended to display the victory of humble and constant love over the temptations of wealth and royalty. The temptor is Solomon; the object of his seductive endeavors is a Shulamite shepherdess, who, surrounded by the glories of the court and the fascinations of unwonted splendor, pines for the shepherd-lover from whom she has been involuntarily separated.

The drama is divided into 5 sections, indicated by the three repeated formula of adjuration (iii. 7; iii. 6; vii.; 4); and the use of another closing sentence (v. 1).

Section 1 (Ch. i.—ii. 7) scene—a country seat of Solomon. The shepherdess is committed to the charge of the court-ladies ("daughters of Jerusalem"), who have been instructed to prepare the way for the royal approach. Solomon makes an unsuccessful attempt to win her affections.

Sec. 2 (ii. 8—iii. 3): the shepherdess explains to the court-ladies the cruelty of her brothers, which had led to the separation between herself and her beloved.

Sec. 3 (iii. 6—v. 1): entry of the royal train into Jerusalem. The shepherd follows his betrothed into the city, and proposes to rescue her. Some of her court companions are favorably impressed by her constancy.

Sec. 4 (v. 2—viii. 4): the shepherdess tells her dream, and still further engages the sympathies of her companions. The king's flatteries and promises are unavailing.

Sec. 5 (viii. 5—14): the conflict is over; virtue and truth have won the victory, and the shepherdess and her beloved return to their happy home; visiting on the way the tree beneath whose shade they first plotted their truth (viii. 5). Her brother repeats the promises which they had once made conditionally upon her virtues and unapproachable conduct.

Such is a brief outline of the scheme most recently projected by the literalists. It must not be supposed, however, that the supporters of the allegorical interpretation have been finally driven from the field. Even in Germany a strong band of reactionary allegorists have maintained their ground, embracing almost entirely such names as Han, Kaiser, Rosenmüller, Hahn, and Hengstenberg. On the whole, their tendency is to return to the Chaldee Paraphrase—a tendency which is specially marked in Rosenmüller.

In England the battle of the literalists has been fought by Dr. Pye Smith (Congreg. Mag. for 1837—38); in America by Prof. Noyes, who adopts the extreme literal theory, and is unwilling to recognize in Cant. any moral or religious teaching. It should be observed that as this Dr. Noyes is utterly alien to the views of Jacobii and his followers, who conceive the recommendation of virtuous love and constancy to be a portion of the very highest moral teaching, and in no way unworthy of an inspired writer.

The allegorical interpretation has been defended in America by Professors Stuart and Barrowes. The internal arguments adduced by the allegorists are substantially the same which were urged by Calvinius against the literal basis of the mystical interpretation. The following are specimens:—

(v.) Particulars not applicable to Solomon: (v. 2): (b.) particulars not applicable to the wife of Solomon (v. 1; 6; v. 7; vi. 13, cf. i. 6): (c.) Solomon addressed in the second person (viii. 12): (d.) particulars inconsistent with the ordinary conditions of decent love (v. 2): (c.) date 20 years after Solomon's marriage with Pharaoh's daughter (comp. Cant. v. 4, and 1 K. vi. 38). It will readily be observed that these arguments do not in any way affect the literal theory of Jacobii.

For external arguments the allegorists depend principally upon Jewish tradition and the analogy of Oriental poetry. The value of the former, as respects a composition of the 10th cent. u. c., is estimated by Mich. (Not. ad Loeth.) at a very low rate. For the latter, it is usual to refer to such authors as Chardin, Sir W. Jones, Herchel, &c. (see Rosenm. Animad.). Rosenmüller gives a song of Hafiz, with a paraphrase by a Turkish commentator which unfolds the spiritual meaning. For other specimens of the same kind see Lane's Egyptians. On the other hand the objections taken by Dr. Noyes are very important (New Transl.). It would seem that there is one essential difference between the Song of Solomon and the allegorical compositions of the poets in question. In the latter the allegory is more or less avowed; and distinct reference is made to the Supreme Being: in the former there is nothing of the kind. But the most important consideration adduced by the literalists is the fact that the Cant. are the production of a different country, and separated from the songs of the Sufis and the Hindu mystics by an interval of nearly 2000 years. To which it may be added that the Song of Solomon springs out of a religion which has such names as Han, Kaiser, Rosenmüller, Hahn, and Hengstenberg. In short, the conditions of
production in the two cases are utterly dissimilar. But the literalists are not content with destroying this analogy; they proceed further to maintain that allegories do not generally occur in the sacred writings, and to some extent of their secondary meaning, which intervention in the case of the Cant, is not forthcoming. They argue from the total silence of our Lord and his Apostles respecting this book, not indeed that it is unscriptured, but that it was never intended to be read within its poetic envelope, that mystical sense which would have rendered it a perfect treasury of reference for St. Paul, when unfolding the spiritual relation between Christ and his Church (see 2 Cor. xi. 4; Eph. v. 22-32). Again, it is urged that if this poem be all-spiritually spiritual, then its spirituality is of the very highest order, and utterly inconsistent with the opinion which assigns it to Solomon. The philosophy of Solomon, as given in Ecc, is a philosophy of indifference, apparently suggested by the exhaustion of all sources of practical enjoyment. The religion of Solomon had but little practical influence on his life: if he wrote the glowing spiritualism of the Cant, when a young man, how can we account for his fearful degeneracy? If the poem was the production of his old age, how can we reconcile it with the last fact recorded of him that "his heart was not perfect with the Lord, his God?" For the same reason it is maintained that no other writer would have selected Solomon as a symbol of the Messiah. The excessively amatory character of some passages is designated as almost blasphemous when supposed to be addressed by Christ to his church (vii. 1-7; 8, 7); and the fact that the dramatic personae are three, is regarded as decidedly subversive of the allegorical theory. The strongest argument on the side of the literalists is the matrimonial metaphor so frequently employed in the Scriptures to describe the relation between Jehovah and Israel (Ex. xxv. 16; Num. xx. 29; Ps. lxvii. 25; Jer. iii. 11; Ez. xvi., xxiii., etc.). It is fully stated by Prof. Stuart (O. T. Canon). On the other hand the literalists deny so early a use of the metaphor. They contend that the phrase "to go whoring after other gods" describes a literal fact; and that even the metaphor as used by the prophets who lived after Solomon implies a wedded relation, and therefore cannot be compared with the antiepiscopal allusion which forms the subject of Cant.

IV. Canonicity.—It has already been observed that the book was rejected from the Canon by Castellio and Whiston; but in no case has its rejection been defended on external grounds. It is found in the LXX., and in the translations of Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion. It is contained in the catalogue given in the Talmud, and in the catalogue of Melito; and in short we have the same evidence for its canonicity as that which is commonly adduced for the canonicity of any book of the O. T. (In addition to the ordinary sources, reference is advised to Louth, Proph. xxx. xxiii., together with the notes of Michaels, and the apparatus of Rosenmüller, Osn., 1821; Harmer's Outlines, etc., London, 2d ed. 1775; Transl., with notes by Madvig, Gött. 1803; Congreg. Max., etc., and 1838; New Transl., of Prov., Ecc., and Cant., by Prof. Noyes, Boston, 1816 [2d ed. 1867]; Commentary on Song, etc., by Prof. Parrotes, Philadelphia, 1853 [2d ed New York, 1896]; Das Ge¬
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CAPIERNAUM

(Capernaum) is a name with which all are familiar as that of the scene of many acts and incidents in the life of Christ. There is no mention of Capernaum in the O. T. or Apocrypha, but the passage Is. xi. 1 (in Hebrew, viii. 23) is applied to it by St. Matthew. The word Caphtor in the name perhaps indicates that the place was of Egyptian origin. [CAPHTOR.]

The few notices of its situation in the N. T. are not sufficient to enable us to determine its exact position. It was on the western shore of the Sea of Galilee (την παραλαίαν του, Matt. iv. 13; comp. John vi. 24), and if recent discoveries are to be trusted (Cureton's Nikriin Rec. John vi. 17), was of sufficient importance to give that to Sea, in whole or in part, the name of the "lake of Capernaum." (This was the case also with Tiberias, at the other extremity of the lake. Comp. John ii. 1, "the sea of Galilee of Tiberias"). It was in the "land of Gennesaret" (Matt. xiv. 34, compared with John vi. 17, 21, 24), that is, the rich, busy plain on the west shore of the lake, which we know from the descriptions of Josephus and from other sources to have been at that time one of the most prosperous and crowded districts in all Palestine. [GENNESARET.] Being on the shore Capernaum was lower than Nazareth and Cana of Galilee, from which the road to it was one of descent (John ii. 12: Luke iv. 31), a mode of speech which would apply to the general level of the spot even if our Lord's expression "exalted unto heaven" (ἀφηδέρυγη, Matt. xi. 23) had any reference to height of position in the town itself. It was of sufficient size to be always called a "city" (缗ov, Matt. ix. 1: Mark i. 33), had its own synagogue, in which our Lord frequently taught (John vi. 50; Mark i. 21; Luke iv. 33, 38)—a synagogue built by the centurion of the detachment of Roman soldiers which appears to have been quartered in the place (Luke vii. 1, comp. 8; Matt. viii. 2). But besides the garrison there was also a customs station, where the dues were gathered both by stationary (Matt. ix. 9; Mark ii. 14; Luke v. 27) and by itinerant (Matt. xvii. 24) officers. If the "way of the sea" was the great road from Damascus to the south (Ritter, Jordan, p. 271), the duties may have been levied not only on the fish and other commerce of the lake, but on the caravans of merchandise passing to Galilee and Judea.

The only interest attaching to Capernaum is as the residence of our Lord and his Apostles, the scene of so many miracles and "agricious words." At Nazareth He was "brought up," but Capernaum was emphatically his "own city;" it was when He returned thither that He is said to have been "at home" (Mark ii. 1: such is the force of εκσυγχον — A. V. "in the house"). Here he chose the Evangelist Matthew or Levi (Matt. ix. 9). The brothers Simon-Peter and Andrew belonged to Capernaum (Mark i. 29), and it is perhaps allowable to imagine that it was on the sea-beach below the town (for, doubtless, like true orientals, these two

 fishermen kept close to home), while Jesus was "walking" there, before "great multitudes" had learned to "gather together unto Him," that they heard the quiet call which was to make them forsake all and follow Him (Mark i. 10, 17, comp. 28). It was here also He healed the miracle on the centurion's servant (Matt. vii. 5; Luke vii. 9). Simon's wife's mother (Matt. viii. 14; Mark i. 30; Luke iv. 38), the paralytic (Matt. ix. 1; Mark ii. 1; Luke v. 18), and the man afflicted with an unclean devil (Mark i. 23; Luke iv. 35). The son of the nobleman (John iv. 46) was, though resident at Capernaum, healed by words which appear to have been spoken in Cana of Galilee. At Capernaum occurred the incident of the child (Mark x. 35; Matt. xviii. 1; comp. xvii. 24); and in the synagoge there was spoken the wonderful discourse of John vi. (see verse 51).

The doon which our Lord pronounced against Capernaum and the other unbelieving cities of the plain of Gennesaret has been remarkably fulfilled. In the present day no ecclesiastical tradition even ventures to fix its site; and the contest between the river and lake which was made the subject of the probable spot is, one of the hottest, and at the same time the most hopeless, in sacred toponomy. Fortunately nothing hangs on the decision. The spots in dispute are (1) Khun Minijh, a mound of ruins which takes its name from an old khan hard by. This mound is situated close upon the seashore at the northwestern extremity of the plain (now el-Cha'cviit). It is of some extent, but consisting of heaps only with no visible ruins. These are south of the ruined khan; and north of them, close to the water-line of the lake, is a large spring surrounded by vegetation and overshadowed by a fig-tree which gives it its name — 'Ain el-Tin (the spring of the fig-tree). Three miles south is another large spring called the "Round Fountain," which is a mile and a half from the lake, to which it sends a considerable stream with fish.

2. Three miles north of Khun Minijh is the other chalama, Tell Haim,—ruins of walls and foundations covering a space of "half a mile long by a quarter wide," on a point of the shore projecting into the lake and backed by a very gently rising ground. Rather more than three miles further is the point at which the Jordan enters the north of the lake.

The arguments in favor of Khun Minijh will be found in Robinson ii. 403-4, iii. 344-388). They are chiefly founded on Josephus's account of his visit to Capernaum, which Dr. R. would identify with the mounds near the khan, and on the testimonies of successive travellers from Arculius to Quaresmius, whose notices Dr. R. interprets—often, it must be confessed, not without difficulty—in reference to Khun Minijh. The fountain Capernaum, which Josephus elsewhere mentions (B. J. iii. 10, § 8) in a very emphatic manner as a chief source of the water of the plain of Gennesaret and as abounding with fish, Dr. R. believes to be the 'Ain el-Tin. But the "Round Fountain" certainly answers better to Josephus's account than a spring so close to the shore and so near one end of the district as is 'Ain el-Tin. The claim of Khun Minijh is also strongly opposed by a later traveller (Boznar, pp. 437-441). Still this makes nothing for Tell Haim.
The arguments in favor of Tell Ham date from about 1675. They are urged by Dr. Wilson. The principal one is the name, which is maintained to be a relic of the Hebrew original — Capernaum having given place to that of Capernaum. Dr. Wilson favours Josephus when he says (Landes of the Bible, iii. 182–185, and see also Kitto, Joshua, pp. 332–344, who supports Tell Ham). Khan Minych, et-Tibishte, and Tell Ham, are all, without doubt, ancient sites, but the conclusion from the whole of the evidence is irresistible: it is impossible to say of which they represent Capernaum, which Chorazin, or which Bethsaida. These anxious to inquire further into this subject may consult the originals, as given above. For the best general description and reproduction of the district, see Stanley, S. & P. ch. x.

The later travellers in Palestine leave the question as to the spot on which Capernaum stood hardly less perplexed than it was before. "The disputed sites of the cities of Gennesaret," says Dean Stanley, after his second visit to the East (Notes, i. 195) "are still to remain disputed." Porter (Handbook of Syria, ii. 425) accepts Dr. Robinson's conclusion in favor of Khan Minych, so called from an old caravanserai near a heap of ruins, on the northern edge of Gennesaret. "Alum-Tim is only another name for the same place, derived from a fig-tree which overhangs a fountain in the neighborhood. Dr. Thompson (Land and Book, i. 442–458) and Mr. Dixon (Holy Land, ii. 175, London, 1865) decide for Tell Ham, at the head of the lake, about three miles northeast of Khan Minych. The chum of Alum Masuker, or the Round Fountain, near the south end of the plain of Gennesaret, and so named from being enclosed by a low curcular wall of mason-work," has for some time past been kept in a manger: but Mr. Tristram (Land of Israel, p. 442, London, 1865) has brought it forward once more, and certainly with reasons for it which are not without weight. He speaks with greater authority on some branches of the argument from his character as an eminent naturalist. Josephus states (B. J. iii. 10, § 8) that the fountain of Capernaum produced the caparicus, a fish like that of the lake near Alexandria. Mr. Tristram now maintains that neither of the places except the Round Fountain furnishes this mark of identification. "The remarkable siurnid, the catfish or common caparicius, abounds to a remarkable degree in the Round Fountain to this day. . . . We obtained specimens a yard long, and some of them are deposited in the British Museum. The loose, sandy bottom of this fountain is peculiarly adapted for this singular fish, which buries itself in the sediment, leaving only its feelers exposed. . . . Here, in the clear shallow water, it may, when disturbed, be once detected, swimming in numbers along the bottom. But it is not found at 'Ain et-Tim, where the fountain could neither supply it with cover nor food; nor could we discover it at 'Ain Tibishtah (the nearest fountain to Tell Ham, though distant two miles to the southward), "where the water is hot and brackish." Mr. Tristram thinks it worth while to mention that fever is very prevalent at this day at 'Ain Mudawwarah (the Round Fountain), whereas "the dry, elevated, rocky ground of 'Ain Hamam" would be comparatively free from it. "Peter's wife's mother by sick of a fever" at Capernaum (Mark i. 30). For other details of his able argument the reader is referred to his work as above. "The Abbe' Micheon (Vie de Jesus, i, 220–24, Paris, 1869) who has travelled in Palestine, holds in like manner that the Capernaum of Josephus (B. J. iii. 10, § 8) is identical with the Round Fountain, and hence that the Capernaum of the Talmuds, so far as it is mentioned, is to be found at that place. So Norton, Treatise of the Gospels, with Notes, ii. 55, 56. On the other hand the English explorers, Captain Wilson and his associates, are reported to have found indications which point to Tell Ham as the disputed site. They regard as such the discovery of a synagogue in a state of fine preservation, remarkable for its elegant architecture, and belonging in all probability to an age earlier than that of Christ (Atheneum, Feb. 24, 1866). It may have been one of the Galilean synagogues in which the Saviour himself taught and performed some of his mighty works. It is certain that such a discovery shows that an important town must once have existed on this spot; but this of itself would not settle the question of the name of the town. Mr. Thrupp (Journal of Class. and Soc. Philol. ii. 210–308) also contends for Tell Ham as the ancient Capernaum. Dr. Tregelles (ibid. iii. 141–154) presents a widely different view, placing Capernaum close by Bethsaida (Julias), near the mouth of the Upper Jordan, in the Batithah, which (and not the Gibeon) he regards as the plain of Gennesaret described by Josephus.

It may be added in regard to Khan Minych that the recent excavations of the English exploring expedition (see Atheneum, March 31, 1866) have brought to light nothing there except some fragments of "masonry and pottery of comparatively modern date."
CAPHENATHA

CAPHENATHA (Χαφεναθά: Caphenatha), a place apparently close to and on the east side of Jerusalem, which was repaired by Jonathan Maccabeus (1 Macc. xii. 57). The name is derived by Lightfoot from Caphisath, the Talmudic word for unripe figs. If this be correct, there is a remarkable correspondence between the name Caphenatha and those of Bethany (house of dates), Bethphage (house of figs), and of the Mount of Olives itself, on which the three were situated— all testifying to the ancient fruitfulness of the place.

G.

CAPHISA (Καφίσα; [Vat. Πειρα; Ald. Alex. Καφῖσα; Eumodalis], 1 Esd. vi. 19. [Umb.-Phinah].

CAPHTOR (Σκαφτόρ: Kaptaqocea [except in Jer.]; Cappadox): CAPHTORIM (Σκαφτόριμ: [In Gen.], Σαφθοριμ, [Alex.] Χαφθοριμ; [in 1 Chr, Rom. Vat. omit; Alex. Χαφθοριμ; Comp. Ald.] Καφθοριμ; [In Deut. Καππάδοκες: Caphtorim, Cuppadoke]). A country thrice mentioned as the primitive seat of the Philistines (Deut. ii. 23; Jer. xxxvii. 4; Am. ix. 7), who are once called Caphtorim (Deut. ii. 23), as of the same race as the Mizraite people of that name (Gen. x. 14; 1 Chr. i. 12). The position of the country, since it was peopled by Mizraites, must be supposed to be in Egypt or near to it in Africa, for the idea of the southwest of Palestine is excluded by the migration of the Philistines. In Jer. it is spoken of as Σκαφτόριμ, and has therefore been supposed to be an island. However, it has a wider signification; commonly it is any maritime land, whether coast or island, as in the expression ὅπως είσαι (Gen. x. 5), by which the northern coasts and the islands of the Mediterranean seem to be intended, the former, in part at least, being certainly included. It must be remembered, however, that the Nile is spoken of as a sea (Σκαφτόριμ) by Nahum in the description of No, or Thbes (iii. 8). [No.] It is also possible that the expression in Jer. merely refers to the maritime position of the Philistines (comp. Ez. xxv. 16), and that Caphtor is here poetically used for Caphtorim.

The writer (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 8th ed., Egypt, p. 419) has proposed to recognize Caphtor in the ancient Egyptian name of Coptos. This name, if literally transcribed, is written in the hieroglyphics Ke constituent, Keht, and Keb-her, probably pronounced Kuhb, Kehb, and Kehb-Hor (Brugsch, Geogr. Inschr. Taf. xxxviii. no. 809, 900), whence Coptic Keht, Kepto, Keutw.

KΕΤΤΩ, Gr. Κόττως, Arab. كعت, Keh. The similarity of name is so great that it alone might satisfy us, but the correspondence of Alqutus, as if Αλα γυνος, to Σκαφτόριμ, unless μ in the Philistine coast, seems conclusive. We must not suppose, however, that Caphtor was Coptos: it must rather be compared to the Coptic name, probably in primitive ages of greater extent than under the Ptolemies, for the number of names was in the course of time greatly increased. The Caphtorim stand last in the list of the Mizraite peoples in Gen. and Chr., probably as dwellers in Upper Egypt, the names next before them being Egyptian, and the earliest names of Libyan peoples (Egypt). It is not necessary to discuss other identifications that have been proposed. The chief are Cappadocia, Cyprus, and Crete, of which the last alone, from the evident connection of the Philistines with Crete, would have any probability in the absence of more definite evidence. There would, however, be great difficulty in the way of the supposition that in the earliest times a nation or tribe removed from an island to the mainland.

The migration of the Philistines is mentioned or alluded to in all the passages speaking of Caphtor or the Caphtorim. It thus appears to have been an event of great importance, and this supposition receives support from the statement in Amos. In the lists of Gen. and Chr., as the text now stands, the Philistines are said to have come forth from the Caushalim—the Caushalim, whence came the Philistines, and the Caphtorim,—where the Hebrew forbids us to suppose that the Philistines and Caphtorim both came from the Caushalim. Here there seems to have been a transposition, for the other passages are as explicit, or more so, and their form does not admit of this explanation. The period of the migration must have been very remote, since the Philistines were already established in Palestine in Abraham's time (Gen. xxvi. 32, 34). The evidence of the Egyptian monuments, which is indirect, tends to the same conclusion, but takes us yet further back in time. It leads us to suppose that the Philistines and kindred nations were cognate to the Egyptians, but so different from them in manners that they must have separated before the character and institutions of the latter had attained that development in which they continued throughout the period to which their monuments belong. We find from the sculptures of Rameses III. at Medeenet Haboo, that the Egyptians about 1230 B. C. were at war with the Philistines, the Tok-kara, and the Sharytana of the Sea, and that other Sharytana served them as mercenaries. The Philistines and Tok-kara were physically cognate, and had the same distinctive dress; the Tok-kara and Sharytana were also physically cognate, and fought together in the same ships. There is reason to believe that the Tok-kara are the Carians, and the Sharytana cannot be doubted to be the Chere-thim of the Bible and the earlier Cretons of the Greeks, inhabiting Crete, and probably the coast of Palestine also (Enc. Brit. art. Egypt, p. 492). All bear a greater resemblance to the Egyptians than does any other group of foreign peoples represented in their sculptures. This evidence points therefore to the spread of a seafaring race cognate to the Egyptians at a very remote time. Their origin is not alone spoken of in the record of the migration of the Philistines, but in the tradition of the

"καφθορίμ" has become, through the previous change of Σ to Τ, 'Σαφθορίμ', even to Azahb (Gams), Caphtorim who came forth from Caphtor destroyed them and dwell in their stead," may mean that a part of the Avim alone perished.
CAPTAIN OF THE GUARD

Phoenicians that they came from the Erythraean Sea (Arabia), and we must look for the primordial seat of the whole race on the coasts of Arabia and Africa, where all ancient authorities lead us mainly to place the Cushites and the Ethiopians. [Cesth.] The difference of the Philistines from the Egyptians in dress and manners is, as we have seen, evident on the Egyptian monuments. From the Bible we learn that their law and religion were likewise different from those of Egypt, and we may therefor consider our previous supposition as to the time of the separation of the peoples to which they belonged to be positively true in their particular ease. It is probable that they left Caphnotor not long after the first arrival of the Mitzraite tribes, while they had not yet attained that attachment to the soil that afterwards so eminently characterized the descendents of those which formed the Egyptian nation.

The words of the prophet Amos seem to indicate a deliverance of the Philistines from bondage. [Are] ye not as children of Ethiopians (κρυστάλλου) unto me, [I] children of Israel? hath the Lord said. Have not I caused Israel to go up out of the land of Egypt, and the Philistines from Caphtor, and Aram out of Kir? (Am. iv. 5). The mention of the Ethiopians is perfectly of note: here are they perhaps spoken of as a degraded people. The intention appears to be to show that Israel was not the only nation which had been providentially led from one country to another where it might settle, and the impression would seem to imply oppression preceding the migration. It may be remarked that Manetho speaks of a revolt and return to allegiance of the Lycaonians, probably the Ibleans or Labans, from whose name Libya, Arc, certainly came, in the reign of the first king of the third dynasty, Memphis or Nechochis, in the earliest age of Egyptian history, n. c. cir. 2600 (Cory, Anc. Frag. 2d ed. pp. 100, 101).

CAPTITORIM (Κατέχειν): Vat. omits. Alex. Ἐφραίμι: [Comp. mid. Ἐφραίμίσθη] (Captitorn). 1 Chr. 5. 12. [CAPITORES: CAPTORS.]

CAPTORIM (Καταγγέλω: of Καταγγέλες: Cappadocia). Deut. ii. 23. [CAPITORES: CAPTORS.]

CAPTAVDII (Καππαδοίκια): Cappadocia. This eastern district of Asia Minor is interesting in reference to New Testament history only from the mention of its Jewish residents among the hearers of St. Peter's first sermon (Acts ii. 9), and its Christian residents among the readers of St. Peter's first Epistle (1 Pet. i. 1). The Jewish community in this region, doubtless, formed the nucleus of the Christian; and the former may probably be traced to the first introduction of Jewish colonists into Asia Minor by Seleucus (Ant. xii. 3, § 4). The Roman period, through the growth of large cities and the construction of roads, would afford increased facilities for the spread both of Judaism and Christianity. It should be observed that Cappadocia was easily approached from the direction of Palestine and Syria, by means of the pass called the Cilician Gates, which led up through the Taurus from the low-lying country of Cilicia, and that it was connected, at least under the later Emperors, by good roads with the district beyond the Euripates.

The range of Mount Taurus and the upper course of the Euphrates may safely be mentioned, in general terms, as natural boundaries of Cappadocia on the south and east. Its geographical limits on the west and north were variable. In early times the name reached as far northwards as the Euxine Sea. The region of Cappadocia, viewed in this extent, constituted two satrapies under the Persians, and afterwards two independent monarchies. One was Cappadocia on the Pontus, the other Cappadocia near the Taurus. Here we have the gern of the two Roman provinces of Pontus and Cappadocia. [PONTUS.] Several of the monarchs who reigned in Cappadocia Proper bore the name of Agathares. One of them is mentioned in 1 Mar. xx. 22.

The last of these monarchs was called Archelaus (see Joseph. Ant. xvi. 4, § 6). He was treacherously treated by the Emperor Tiberius, who reduced his kingdom to a province A. D. 17. This is the position in which the country stood during the time of St. Peter's apostolic work.

Cappadocia is an elevated table-land intersected by mountain-chains. It seems always to have been deficient in wood; but it was a good grain country, and it was particularly famous for grazing. Its Roman metropolis, afterwards both the Birthplace and episcopal see of St. Basil, was Caesarea (now Kaisareia), formerly Maenas, situated near Mount Idaus, the highest mountain in Asia Minor. Some of its other cities were equally celebrated in ecclesiastical history, especially Nysa, Nazianzus, Samosata and Tysana. The native Cappadocians seem originally to have belonged to the Syrian stock: and since Cappadocia (v. 6) places the cities of Ionia and Doré within the limits of this region, we may possibly obtain from this circumstance some light on the "speech of Lycaonia," Acts xiv. 11. [LYCAONIA.] The best description of these parts of Asia Minor will be found in Hamilton's Researches, and Textier's Asia Minor. J. S. H.

CAPTAIN. (1.) As a purely military title, Captain answers to צֶרֶם in the Hebrew army, and χαλαρῷς (tribunos) in the Roman. [Army.] The "captain of the guard" (στρατιοτάτον) in Acts xxiii. 16, is also spoken of under Army [p. 164]. (2.) צָרְם, which is occasionally rendered captain, applies sometimes to a military (Josh. x. 24; Judg. xi. 6; 11; Is. xxii. 3; Dan. xi. 18), sometimes to a civil command (c. g. Is. i. 10, iii. 6): its radical sense is division, and hence decision without reference to the means employed: the term illustrates the double office of the צָרְם. (3.) The "captain of the temple" (στρατιοτάτον του ἱεροῦ) mentioned by St. Luke (xix. 24; Acts iv. 1, v. 24) in connection with the priests, was not a military officer, but superintendent the guard of priests and Levites, who kept watch by night in the Temple. The office appears to have existed from an early date: the "priests that kept the door" (2 K. xii. 20, xx. 34) were described by Josephus (Ant. x. 8, § 5) as τοὺς φυλάσσοντας το ἱερὸν ἱερεῦς: a native occurs in 2 Mar. iii. 4 of a προστάτη του ἱεροῦ: this officer is styled στρατιοτάτον by Josephus (Ant. xx. 6, § 2; B. J. vi. 5, § 3); and in the Mishna (Mebubh. i. § 2) צָרְם צָרְם הַמִּשְׁמֵי, "the captain of the mountain of the Temple:" his duty, as described in the place last quoted, was to visit the priests during the night, and see that the sentences were doing their duty. (4.) The term דַּרְךְ בָּטָן, rendered "captain" (Heb. ii. 10), has no reference whatever to a military office. W. L. B.*

* CAPTAIN OF THE GUARD. Title of the officer (A. V.) to whose custody Paul and other prisoners were committed at Rome (Acts...
CAPTIVITY OF THE JEWS

xxxvi. (16), where a stricter translation would be Praetorian prefect or commander of the Praetorian camp. See Wieseler's Christl. d. op. g. in Zeller, p. 80; compare the first place (το ἱεροτεσσαράχυς) an opening question. The command of the praetorian guard was originally divided between two prefects, but during the reign of Claudius, Burrus or Barbus Afinius, a distinguished Roman general, was appointed sole prefrēgō

*praetorius* and retained this office as late certainly as the beginning of A. D. 62. On his death the command was committed again to two prefects, as it was hence at first, and this continued to be the arrangement until a late period of the empire. The time of Paul's arrival at Rome could not have been far from A. D. 62, as admits of being shown by an independent calculation. Wieseler supposes το ἱεροτεσσαράχυς to refer to this Burrus, as sole prefect at that time, and he urges the expression as a reason for assigning the apostle's arrival to A. D. 62, or the year preceding. So also Anger, De tempore in Actis Apost. addit. p. 100, and Lewin, Fasti Sacri, p. 325. It is very possible that this view is the correct one. It would furnish a striking coincidence between Luke's narrative and the history of the times. Yet, in speaking of the praetorian prefect, the writer of the Acts may have meant the one who acted in this particular case, the one who took into his charge the prisoners whom the centurion transferred to him, whether he was sole prefect or had a colleague with him: comp. xxiv. 27. De Wette assents to Meyer in this explanation of the article. The expression, as so understood, does not affirm that there was but one prefect, or deny it.

But if the words ὁ ἱεροταυράχος τοι. το ἱεροτεσσαράχυς (Acts xxviii. 16) are not genuine,9 this question concerning το ἱεροτεσσαράχυς falls away, so far as it depends on Luke's authority. At the same time the words (if added to the text) express what was unquestionably true, according to the Roman usage (see Plin. Epist. x. 65); but of course we have then the testimony only of some glossator who (if we may conjecture a motive), knowing what the rule was, apprises the reader of its observance as to the other prisoners, because he would represent Paul in being "suffered to dwell by himself" as exempted from the rule, or if at first subjected to the

* For ὁ ἱεροταυράχος τοι. το ἱεροτεσσαράχυς (Acts xxviii. 16) are not genuine, this question concerning το ἱεροτεσσαράχυς falls away, so far as it depends on Luke's authority. At the same time the words (if added to the text) express what was unquestionably true, according to the Roman usage (see Plin. Epist. x. 65); but of course we have then the testimony only of some glossator who (if we may conjecture a motive), knowing what the rule was, apprises the reader of its observance as to the other prisoners, because he would represent Paul in being "suffered to dwell by himself" as exempted from the rule, or if at first subjected to the

9 For ὁ ἱεροταυράχος τοι. το ἱεροτεσσαράχυς (Acts xxviii. 16) are not genuine, this question concerning το ἱεροτεσσαράχυς falls away, so far as it depends on Luke's authority. At the same time the words (if added to the text) express what was unquestionably true, according to the Roman usage (see Plin. Epist. x. 65); but of course we have then the testimony only of some glossator who (if we may conjecture a motive), knowing what the rule was, apprises the reader of its observance as to the other prisoners, because he would represent Paul in being "suffered to dwell by himself" as exempted from the rule, or if at first subjected to the

same custody (which no doubt was the fact), as afterwards treated with special indulgence. — "Captain of the guard" in Gen. xxxix. 1, xl. 4, 5, as probably should be interpreted (158) "leger of the commandants." [Josephus; Potit.)

H.

CAPTIVITIES OF THE JEWS.

The bondage of Israel in Egypt, and their subjugation at different times by the Philistines and other nations, are sometimes included under the above title; and the Jews themselves, perhaps with reference to Daniel's vision (ch. vii.), reckon their national captivities as four — the Babylonian, Median, Greek, and Roman (Eisenmenger, Eindeutliche Judenchau., vol. i. pp. 745). But the present article is confined to the fourth deportation of the Jews from their native land, and their forcible detention, under the Assyrian or Babylonian kings.

The kingdom of Israel was invaded by three or four successive kings of Assyria. PUL or Sardanapalus, according to Rawlinson (Outline of Assyrian History, p. 14), but compare Rowl. Herodotus, vol. i. p. 406, imposed a tribute, n. c. 771 (or 762 B.C.) upon Meshaem (1 Chr. v. 29; and 2 K. xv. 18). The Assyrian conqueror made his way to the land of the Trans-Jordanic tribes (1 Chr. v. 29) and the inhabitants of Gilet (2 K. v. 23), compare Is. ix. 1, to Assyria. Sualmaneser twice invaded (2 K. xviii. 3, 5) the kingdom which remained to Hosea. took Samaria n. c. 721 after a siege of three years, and carried Israel away into Assyria. In an inscription interpreted by Rawlinson (Herodotus, vol. i. p. 732), the capture of Samaria is claimed by King Sargon (Is. xx. 1) as his own achievement. The cities of Samaria were occupied by people sent from Babylon, Cuthah, Ava, Hamath, and Sepharvaim; and Habor, Habur, Hanar, and the gozan became the seats of the exiled Israelites.

Sumacheri b. c. 713 is stated (Rowl. Outline, p. 24, but compare Demetrius ap. Clem. Alexand. Stromato, i. 21, incorrectly quoted as confirming the statement) to have carried into Assyria 200,000 captives from the Jewish cities which he took (2 K. xviii. 13). Nebuchadnezzar, in the first half of his reign, n. c. 606-602, repeatedly invaded Judaea, besieged Jerusalem, carried away the inhabitants to Babylon, and destroyed the city and temple. Two distinct deportations are mentioned in 2 K. xxiv. 14 (including 10,000 persons) and xxv. 11. One father cited for them (Erumenias) flourished at the end of the tenth. This concurrence of all the oldest and most independent authorities in the omission of words which might so easily creep in from a marginal gloss, seems inconceivable with the supposition of their genuineness. They are, however, defended by Borne-

manna, De Wette, Meyer, and Alford, who would explain their omission by the homozoteleuton in ἱεροταυράχος τοι. το ἱεροτεσσαράχυς. This is unsatisfac-
tory, (1) because the homozoteleuton is so imperfect that it was not likely to cause any error; (2) because it would only occasion the loss of the words ὁ ἱεροταυράχος τοι. το ἱεροτεσσαράχυς; (3) because it does not appear how or why it should affect all one oldest and best authorities (including the versions used by all the principal churches) and leave hardly a trace of its influence on the great mass of modern manuscripts. Alford, it should be noted, in his edition of the Psalms, of 1840 has inserted the words as doubtful. The critical scholar may find it instructive to compare other examples of glossarial additions in the Received Text and the mass of later manuscripts of the Acts, in opposition to the most ancient authorities. See辑. ii. 30, 31; xxvii. 26, 27, 28, 29, 31, 32; xxviii. 18, 22, 24, 25; xxviii. 19; xxviii. 29, etc.
in 2 Chr. xxxvi. 20. Three in Jer. lii. 28, 29, including 4000 persons, and one in Dan. i. 3. The two principal deportations were, (1) that which took place n. c. 598, when Nebuchadnezzar, with all the forces he had collected, and captives were carried away; and (2) that which followed the destruction of the Temple and the capture of Zedekiah n. c. 588. The three which Jeremiah mentions may have been the contributions of a particular class or district to the general captivity; or they may have taken place under the orders of Nebuchadnezzar, before or after the two principal deportations. The captivity of certain selected persons n. c. 607, ordered by Nebuchadnezzar, who was cousin or lieutenant of his father Nabopolassar, a year before he refused to reign alone. The 79 years of captivity predicted by Jeremiah (xxv. 12) are dated by Pridiaux from n. c. 606 (see Connexion, anno 606; and comp. Davison, On Prophecy, Lect. vi. pt. 1). If a symbolical interpretation were required, it would be more difficult to regard (with Winer and Rosenmuller) as an indefinite period designated arbitrarily by a sacred number, than to believe with St. Augustine (Liberani in Ps. xxvii. 1) that they are a symbol of "all time." The captivity of Ezekiel dates from n. c. 598, when that prophet, like Mordecai the uncle of Esther (ii. 16), accompanied Jehoiachin.

We know nothing, except by inference from the book of Tobit, of the religious or social state of the Israelites in Assyria. On all this, the constant policy of 17 successive kings had completely estranged the people from that religion which centered in the Temple, and had reduced the number of faithful men below the 7000 who were revealed for the consolation of Elijah. Some priests at least were among them (2 K. xviii. 28), though it is not certain that these were of the tribe of Levi (4 K. xii. 31). The people had been nurtured for 250 years in idolatry, in their own land, where they departed not (2 K. xxii. 22, from the sins of Jeroboam, notwithstanding the proximity of the Temple, and the succession of inspired prophets (2 K. xvii. 13) among them. Depiring of these checks on their natural inclinations (2 K. xiii. 15), torn from their native soil, destitute of a hereditary king, they probably became more and more closely assimilated to their heathen neighbors in Media. And when, after the lapse of more than a century, they were joined n. c. 598 by the first exiles from Jerusalem, very few, if any, retained sufficient faith in the God of their fathers to appreciate and follow the instruction of Ezekiel. But whether they were many or few, their genealogies were probably lost, a fusion of them with the Jews took place, Israel ceasing to exist. Judah (xi. 13); and Ezekiel may have seen his own symbolical prophecy (xxvi. 15-29) partly fulfilled.

The captive Jews were probably prostrated at first by their great calamity, till the glorious vision of Ezekiel in the 5th year of the Captivity revived and reunited them. The wishes of their conqueror were satisfied when he had displayed his power by transporting them into another land, and gratified his pride by inscribim: on the walls of the royal palace his victorious progress and the number of captives deported. He had designed to increase the population of Babylon, for he sent Babylonian colonists into Samaria. One political end certainly was attained—the more easy government of a people separated from local traditions and associations (see Gesenius on Is. xxxvi. 16, and compare Gen. xlvii. 21). It was also a great advantage to the Assyrian king to remove from the Egyptian border states more especially those which were well-adapted to Egypt. The captives were treated not as slaves but as colonists. There was nothing to hinder a Jew from rising to the highest eminence in the state (Dan. iv. 40), or holding the most confidential office near the person of the king (Neh. x. 11; Tob. i. 13, 22). The advice of Jeremiah (xxix. 5, 6) was generally followed. The exiles increased in numbers and in wealth. They obeyed the institution of Neh. viii. 17, 18 (Isa. xix. 24). They kept up distinctions of rank among themselves (Ez. xx. 1). And though the assertion in the Tal- mun is unsupported by proof that they assigned thus early to one of their countrymen the title of Head of the Captivity, viz., captain of the people, 2 Esdr. v. 16, it is certain that they at least preserved their genealogical tables, and were at no loss to tell who was the rightful heir to David's throne. They had neither place nor time of national gathering, no Temple; and they offered no sacrifice. Yet the rite of circumcision and their laws respecting food, etc. were observed; their priests were with them (Jcr. xxxix. 1); and possibly the practice of creating synagogues in every city (Acts xx. 21) was begun by the Jews in the Babylonian captivity.

The Babylonian captivity was brought to a close by the decree (Ezr. i. 2) of Cyrus the great, 536, and the return of a portion of the nation under Sheshbazzar or Zerubbabel b. c. 535, Ezr. b. c. 458, and Nehemiah b. c. 443. The number who returned upon the decree of n. c. 538 (which was possibly framed by Daniel, Milman, *Hust. of Jews*, ii. 8) was 42,360, a number greatly inferior to the census of 530,000 (compare Ezra. ii. 60) as belonging to the tribes of Judah, Benjamin, and Levi. It has been inferred (Prideaux, *Annales*) that the remaining 12,000 belonged to the tribes of Israel (compare Ezr. vi. 17). From the fact that out of the 24 courses of priests only 4 returned (Ezr. ii. 40), it has been inferred that the whole number of exiles who chose to continue in Assyria was about six times the number of those who returned. Those who remained (Esth. viii. 9, 11), and kept up their national distinctions, were known as The Dispersion (John vii. 55; 1 Pet. i. 1; James i. 1); and, in course of time, served a great purpose in diffusing a knowledge of the true God, and in affording a point for the commencement of the efforts of the Evangelists of the Christian faith.

Many attempts have been made to discover the ten tribes existing as a distinct community. Josephus (Ant. vi. 5, § 2) believed that in his day they dwelt in large multitudes, somewhere beyond the Euphrates, in Arrashet, according to the author of 2 Esdr. xiii. 45. Rabbinical traditions and fables, committed to writing in the middle ages, assert the same fact (Lightfoot, *Hor. Heb.* in 1 Cor. xiv. Appendix), with many marvellous amplifications (Eisenmenger, *Einl. Jud.* vol. ii., ch. x.; John, *Hebreae Commentarvth.* App. ii. vi.). The imagination of Christian writers has sought them in the neighborhood of their last recorded habitation: Jewish features have been traced in the Afghan tribes: rumors are heard to this day of a Jewish colony at the foot of the Himalayas: the Black Jews of Malabar claim affinity with them; elaborate attempts have been made to identify them recently with the Nestorians, and in the 17th century with the Indians of North America. But though history bears no witness of their present distinct existence, it enables us to track the foot-steps of the departing race in four directions after the time of the Captivity. (1.) Some returned and mixed with the Jews (Luke vii. 36; Phil. iii. 5, &c.). (2.) Some were left in Samaria, mingled with the Samaritans (Ezr. vi. 21; John iv. 12), and became bitter enemies of the Jews. (3.) Many remained in Assyria, and mixing with the Jews, formed colonies throughout the East, and were recognized as an integral part of the Dispersion (see Acts ii. 9, xxvi. 7; Buchanan’s *Christian Researches*, p. 212), for whom, probably ever since the days of Ezra, that pietistic prayer, the tenth of the Shemoneh Esre, has been daily offered. 

Sound the great trumpet for our deliverance, lift up a banner for the gathering of our exiles, and unite us all together from the four ends of the earth.” (4.) Most, probably, apostatized in Assyria, as Prideaux (anno 677) supposes, and adopted the usages and idolatry of the nations among whom they were planted, and became wholly swallowed up in them. Dissertations on the Ten Tribes have been written by Calmet, *Commentaire litteral*, vol. iii. and vi.; by Witsius, *Fugitivum*, and by J. D. Michaelis.

The Captivity was a period of change in the vernacular language of the Jews (see Neh. viii. 8) and in the national character. The Jews who returned were remarkably free from the old sin of idolatry: Amos 9:13. The Jews returned with a great revival of national and divine promise (Exx. xxvi. 24–28), was wrought in them. A new and deep feeling of reverence for the letter of the law and for the person of Moses was probably a result of the religious service which was performed in the synagogues. A new impulse of commercial enterprise and activity was implanted in them, and developed in the days of the Dispersion (see James iv. 13).

CARABASION (Papæsiun; [Vat. Capar- 
basiiun; Abl.]. Alex. Caparbasiiun; Mamroth), a corrupt name to which it is difficult to find anything corresponding in the Hebrew text (1 Esdr. ix. 34).

CARBUNCLE. The representative in the Λ. V. of the Hebrew words έκσωθικός and βαρέκθος, or βαρέκθη.

1. *Eksōthikós* (Έξωθικός): άλίθος κρυστάλλων: άλίθος γλαυκίου, Sym. Theod.; άλατις παρασκευήσης, Mq. *Lapis celestius*, 3 Esdr. ii. 11. 13; occurs only in the Psalter in the description of the beauties of the new Jerusalem: “I will make thy windows of agates and thy gates of carbuncles” (comp. Tob. xiii. 16, 17, and Rev. xxi. 21 – 22) = “general images,” as Lowth (Notes on Is. i. c.) has remarked, “to express beauty, magnificence, purity, strength, and solidity, agreeably to the ideas of the Eastern nations.” The translators of the A. V., having in mind the etymology of the Hebrew word, render it “carbuncle,” but as many precious stones have the quality of “shining like fire,” it is obvious that such an interpretation is very doubtful. Symmachus, referring the word to a Chaldee signification of the root, namely, “to bore,” understands “sculptured stones,” whence the Vulg. *lypides sculpti* (see Lie semmler, *Schol. ad Esdr. iv. 13*). Perhaps the term may be a general one to denote any bright sparkling gem, but as it occurs only once, without any collateral evidence to support it, it is impossible to determine the real meaning of the word. 

2. *Bărēkthos, bărcēketh* (Βαρέκθος, Παρεκθης): σμαιραγδός, κεραυνός, Sym.: *smaragdus*, the third stone in the first row of the sacerdotal breastplate (Ex. xxviii. 17, xxix. 10), also one of the mineral treasures of the king of Tyre (Ex. xxxviii. 13). Braun (De Voel. Sacror. Heb. p. 652. Anst. 1680) supposes with much probability that the smaragdus or emerald is the precious stone signified. This view is supported by the LXX. (which always gives σμαιραγδός as the representative of the bărcēkthos, the Vulgate, and Josephus (Ant. iii. 7, § 6). Hliny (xxviii. 5) speaks in terms of the warmest admiration of the smaragds, and mentions no fewer than twelve kinds, but it is probable some of them are malachites or glass. It is certain that the smaragds which, according to Theophrastus (Fr. ii. 24. ed. Schneider), was sent as a present from the king of Babylon into Egypt,

*extimare institutum ignem ex igniote* “(Freytag, *Lev. Amb. 8. V.*)

b. From παρεκθης “to send forth lightning,” “v. flash.”
and which, as Egyptian chronicles state, was four cubits long by three wide, must have been made of some other material than emerald; but σμάραγδος is used by Theophrastus to denote the emerald.

"This gem," he says, "is very rare and of a small size. It has some peculiar properties, for it renders water of the same color as itself. It soothes the eyes, and people wear seals of this stone in order that they may look at them." Mr. King (Antique Gems, p. 30) is of opinion that the smaragdi of Thity may be confined to the green ruby and the true emerald. Braun believes that the Greek σμάραγδος, μαραγδος is etymologically allied to the Hebrew term, and Kalisch (Ex. xxvii. 17) is inclined to this opinion: see also Gesenius, Hebr. et Ch. Lex. s. v. 770. Some, however, believe the Greek word is a corruption of the Sanskrit smāryakata, and that both the gem and its name were imported from Bactria into Europe, while others hold that the Sanskrit term came from the West. See Mr. King's valuable remarks on the Smaragdos, "Antique Gems," p. 30–37.

W. H.

CARCASA (καρσασα, [this form belongs to Carshena, ver. 14]; Ῥαβδας or Ῥαβδαί, Alex. Ἀρκάςα; [Comp. Ἀρκασάς]; Choræus), the seventh of the seven "chamberlains" (i.e., eunuchs, καρσάσας) of king Abacenus (Ezech. i. 10). The name has been compared with the Sanskrit kaṛṣṭiya, a city on the Euphrates (1 Esdr. i. 25), the same as Carcinum.

A.

CARCHAMIS (καρχάμις; [in Jer.]) Xarpes; [Comp. Karos;] Charcois, a city on the Euphrates (1 Esdr. i. 25), the same as Carcinum.

G. R.

CAREAH (καρέαθ; [bald-head]; Kapath; Alex. Κάρος; [Abb. Kapis]; Carie, father of Johanan (2 K. xxv. 23), elsewhere in the A. V. spelt KARIAB.

CARRIA (Καρρία), the southern part of the region which in the N. T. is called Asa, and the southwestern part of the peninsula of Asia Minor.

In the Roman times the name of Caria was probably less used than previously. At an earlier period we find it mentioned as a separate district (1 Macc. xxv. 23). At this time (n. c. 139) it was in the enjoyment of the privilege of freedom, granted by the Romans. A little before it had been signed by them to Rhodes, and a little later it was incorporated in the province of Asia. From the context it appears that many Jews were resident in Caria. The cities where they lived were probably Halicarnassus (ib.), Cymidus (ib. also Acts xxvi. 7), and Miletus (Acts xx. 15–38). Off the coast of Caria were the islands Patmos, Cos, Rhodes.

J. S. H.

CARMANIIANS (Carmenii). The inhabitants of Carmannia, a province of Asia on the north side of the Persian Gulf (2 Esdr. xx. 30). They are described by Strabo (xx. p. 727) as a warlike race, worshipping Ares alone of all the gods, to whom they sacrifice an ass. None of them married till he had cut off from the head of an enemy and presented it to the king, who placed it on his palace, having first cut out the tongue, which was chopped up into small pieces and mixed with meal, and in this condition, after being tasted by the king, was given to the warrior who brought it, and to his family to eat. Necradius says that most of the customs of the Carmannians, and their language, were Persian. Arrian gives the same testimony (Ind. 38), adding that they used the same order of battle as the Persians. W. A. W.

CARMEL (ΧαρΜελ; [Var.] Alex. Χαρμεΐ; [Abb. Kapith;] Caro, 1 Esdr. v. 25; [Harim].

CARMEL. Nearly always with the definite article, "τὸ τῆς Χαρμελοῦντος," i.e., "the park," or "the well-wooded place" [garden-land; First]. 1. (οῦ Καρμηλός; Carmel; Carmenus, Carmel). In Kings, generally "Mount Carmel," τὸ τῆς Χαρμελοῦντος; in the Prophets, "Carmel." A mountain which forms one of the most striking and characteristic features of the country of Palestine. As it accentuates more distinctly the lay which forms the one indentation in the coast, this noble ridge, the only headland of lower and central Palestine, forms its southern boundary, running out with a bold bluff promontory all but into the very waves of the Mediterranean. From this point it stretches in a nearly straight line, bearing about S. S. E., for a little more than twenty miles, when it terminates suddenly by a bluff somewhat corresponding to its western end, breaking down abruptly into the hills of Jasim and Samaria which form at that part the central mass of the country.

Carmel thus stands as a wall between the maritime plain of Sharon on the south, and the more inland expanse of Esdraelon on the north. Towards the former the slopes are steeper, by which the central ridge descends, are gradual; but on the north side the gradients are more sudden, in many places descending almost by precipices to the Kishon, which runs at the foot of the mountain in a direction generally parallel to the central axis.

The structure of Carmel is in the main the Jura formation (upper eolith), which is prevalent in the centre of Western Palestine—a soft white limestone underlaid by red and yellow layers of flint. As a result of lime-bone formations it abounds in caves (c. more than 2000), Milbin, ii. 46), often of great length

The smaragdi of Cyprus, however, of which Theophrastus speaks, is the copper emerald, Carum-ba, which he seems himself to have suspected.
The whole mountain-side was dressed with blossoms, and flowerering shrubs, and fragrant herba " (Martineau, p. 539)."

Carmel fell within the lot of the tribe of Asher (Josh. xix. 26), which was extended as far south as Dor (Tantura), probably to give the Asherites a share of the rich corn-growing plain of Sharon. The kingdom of Judah extended to the Lebanon and to the Sea of Galilee (Rit- ter, 712-13). The round stones known by the names of "Lapidies Judaicae" and "Elijah's melons," are the bodies known to geologists as "geodes." Their exterior is short or flint of a lightish brown color; the interior hollow, and lined with crystals of quartz or chalcedony. They are of the form, and often the size, of the large water-melons of the east. Formerly they were easily obtained, but are now very rarely found (Seetzen, ii. 131-4; Parkinson's Organic Remains, i. 322, 431). The "olives" are commoner. They are the fossil spines of a kind of echinus (ceterius globuliferus) frequent in these strata, and in size and shape are exactly like the fruit (Parkinson, iii. 45). The "apples" are probably the shells of the ceterius itself. For the legend of the origin of these "fruits," and the position of the "field" or "garden" of Elijah in which they are found, see Mislin, ii. 64, 65. רו

A broad and gently undulating ridge at the W. end about 600 ft, and the E. about 1600 feet above the sea. The highest part is some four miles from the east end, at the village of Lysh, which, according to the measurements of the English engineers, is 1725 feet above the sea. In appearance Carmel still maintains the character which it had in the times of Elijah (Seetzen, xxxii.). Modern travellers delight to describe its "rocky dells with deep jungles of cove," — its "shrubbery thicker than any others in central Palestine" (Stanley, M.S.), — its "impenetrable bushwood of oaks and other evergreens, tenanted in the wilder parts by a profusion of game and wild animals" (Porter, Flora, &c.), but in other places bright with "besom" flowers, "the infinite roses and various flowering trans- porters" (Van de Velde). "There is not a flower," says the last-named traveller, "that I have seen in Galilee, or on the plains along the coast, that I do not find here on Carmel .... still the fragrant, lovely mountain that he was of old " (i. 317-18).

The legend is sometimes told of Lazarus (Seetzen, Relien, 1854, i. 134).

The cupola of the convent is 500 ft. above the sea (Admiralty Chart, 1558). For the general form of the ridge, see the section on Van de Velde's new map.

"The Flora of Carmel," says Schubert, writing on the subject, "is by no means inferior to that of all the other countries in all Palestine, since it unites the products of the mountain with those of the valley and the sea-coast." He enumerates forty-seven different kinds of flowers found there, without pretending to complete the list. "A botanist," he remarks, "might spend a year there, and every day be adding new specimens to his collection " (Reise in das Morgenland, ii. 212).

Mr. Tristram, who wandered at leisure over the Carmel range, speaks of "the wonderful profusion of flowering shrubs, in all their glory, when everything was in full blossom (March)," as the grand characteristic of the "excellency of Carmel." He mentions (giving at the same time the botanical names) the arbutus, myrtle, scented bay, guelder-rose, a sweet-scented evergreen like the hars- ninus, elder, carob-tree or locust, wild-sweet, wildberry, tree-broom, Judas-tree (one mass of bunches of brilliant red hawthorn-shaped bloom), honey-scented hawthorn, service-apple, and most abundant of all, the stornax-tree, "one sheet of pure white blossom, rivaling the orange in its beauty and its perfume; all these in flower together wafted their fragrance in volumes through the air." "Then the ground, wherever there was a fragment of open space, was covered with tall red hollyhocks, pink convolvules, valerians, a beautiful large red linum, a gladiolus, a gigantic mottled amaranth, red to- lips, ranunculuses (large and red), pleasant's eye, of endless varieties, tufts of exquisite cyclamen, a mass of bloom under every tree, five species of orchis,— the curious Orchis atrata, with its bold-like lip, another like the spider-orchis, and a third like the man-orchis; while four species of Oconea, and especially the brilli- ant yellow Oconea Syriaca, hung from every tree. It was the garden of Eden run wild; yet all this beauty scarcely lasts a month " (Land of Israel, pp. 496, 497, 24 ed.).
CARMEL
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of unfurling the French flag on various occasions. Edward I. of England was a brother of the order, and one of its most famous generals was Simon Stokes of Kent (see the extracts in Wilson's Lands, ii. 246). For the convent and the singular legend connecting Mount Carmel with the Virgin Mary and our Lord, see Mission, ii. 47-50). By Napoleon, it was used as a hospital for General Acre, and after its retreat was destroyed by the Arabs. At the time of Irby and Mangles's visit (1817) only one friar remained there (Irby, 60).

G.

* It is instructive, as a means of learning the relative position of places, to know what points of geographical interest can be seen from such watchtowers of the Holy Land. The best position for viewing the prospect from Carmel is that furnished from the flat roof of the convent. Standing there, with our faces toward the east, the attitude of the Hebrew in naming the points of the compass, we have behind us "the great and wide sea," as the Psalmist calls it (civ. 25), which suggested to the sacred writers so many of their grandest images for setting forth an idea of God's power. Before us lies an extensive reach of the plain of Esdraelon (Jezreel), and the summits of Gilboa and the lesser Hermon.

On the southeast is the mountainous tract, known as that of Ephraim or Samaria, filled up with a rolling expanse of hill-tops to an indefinite extent. Looking to the south, along the coast, at the distance of ten miles, is Acre, the site of a famous castle of the Crusaders, one of the last footholds which they relinquished to the Saracens. A few miles beyond, though not in sight, are the ruins of Cesareon, so interesting from its connection with the fortunes of the great apostle. The line of vision on the north is bounded by the hills near Nazareth and Safed. Indeed, the path which leads up to the monastery of Carmel, indented in the white limestone, is distinctly visible, like a strip of snow, from the Wely so famous for its view of Esdraelon behind Nazareth. It would be easy, far as the distance is concerned, to make out the position of ancient Tyre, now Suri; but the projection of Res el-Ablid, the White Promontory, hides it from view. The graceful curve of the bay of Acre, sweeping from that city (An colony of the O. T. and Phoenicia), to the head of Carmel, appears from here to great advantage. Glimpses of the Kishon (el-Mukattat) as its waters flash under the sun-light mark, at points here and there, the course of that stream as it winds its way from the foot of Tabor to the Mediterranean. Directly at the base of the mount is the little sea-port of Hitha, one of the harbors of Asher, but actually held by the Sidonians (Judg. i. 21). A rich landscape of olive-yards, gardens, vegetables, wheat-fields, and a few palm trees, fills up the narrow margin between the sea and the roots of the mountain.

For a description of the scene from other hands, see Lord Nugent's Lands, Classical and Sacred, ii. 157; Tristram's Land of Israel, p. 65; Presbyter's Land of the Gospel, p. 150 ff; and Tischendorf's Reise in den Orient, ii. 222-223.

H.

2. (খামিলা in Josh.; Ḫareth in Sam.: Carmel [Carneol].) A town in the mountainsous country of Judah (Josh. xv. 55), familiar to us as the residence of Nabal (1 Sam. xxv. 2, 5, 7, 40), of the native place of David's favorite wife, "Ab- 

axa the Carmelitess" (1 Sam. xxvii. 3; 1 Chr. iii. i). This was doubtless the Carmel at which Saul

set up a "place" (מְקוֹם, i.e. literally a "handy") comp. 2 Sam. xviii. 18, "Abshalom's place," where the same word is used) after his victory over Am- 

uel (1 Sam. xvii. 12). And this Carmel, and not the northern mount, must have been the spot at which king Uzziah had his vineyards (2 Chr. xxvi. 10). In the time of Ezechias and Jerome it was the seat of a Roman garrison (Onomasticon, Carmelis). The place appears in the wars of the Crus- 

ades, having been held by king Amalrich against Saladin in 1172. The ruins of the town, now Karneil, still remain at ten miles below Hebron in a slight slope close to the summit of Mount Carmel (Ma'noon, Zifh, Ziph), and other places named with Carmel in Josh. xv. 55. They are described both by Robinson (i. 494-8) and by Van de Velde (ii. 77-79), and appear to be of great extent. Conspicuous among them is a castle of great strength, in the walls of which are still to be seen the large bevelled masonry characteristic of Jewish buildings. There is also a very fine and large reservoir. This is mentioned in the account of king Amalrich's occupation of the place, and now gives the castle its name of Ksar el-Bichlik (Van de Velde, ii. 78).

W. A. W.

CARMEITESS (খামিলা, Ḫareth, Car- 

melitess). A woman of Carmel in Judah: used only of Abigail, the favorite wife of David (1 Sam. xxvii. 3; 1 Chr. iii. 1). In the former passage both LXX. and Vulg. appear to have read ἀκρίμαλτισ, "Carmelitess." W. A. W.

CARMI (খামিলা; a vine-dresser, Ges.; a dis- 

tinguished one, Furst.: Ḫarmā; Char- 

mail). 1. A man of the tribe of Judah, father of Achan, the "troubler of Israel" (Josh. vii. 1, 18; 2 Sam. ch. 7, vs. 20) who was the last of a race of Moabites, or Moabites. In 1 Chr. iv. 1 the name is given as that of a "son of Ju- 

dah;" but the same person is probably intended; because (1) no son of Judah of that name is elsewhere mentioned; and (2) because, out of the five names who in this passage are said to be "sons" of Judah, none but Pharee are strictly in that relation to him. Hezron is the 2d generation, Hur the 4th, and Shobal the 6th.

2. [Alex. Ḫarmē in Num.; Vulg. Carmin in 1 Chr.] The 4th son of Reuben, progenitor of the family of the CARMITES (খামিলা) (Gen. xvii. 9; Ex. vi. 14; Num. xxvi. 6; 1 Chr. v. 3). G.

CARMITES, THE (খামিলা: Ḫarmē; Char- 

mite). A branch of the tribe of Reuben, descended from Carmi 2 (Num. xxvi. 6).

CARNAIM (খামিলা: Alex. Ḫarpnev; [Sin. in 1 Macc. v. 26, Ḫarpvē]: Cornim), a large and fortified city in the country east of Jordan — "the land of Gaadhah," containing a "temple" (খা}
CARNION. [CArnion.]

CART. [CArniOn.]

CARTER. [HANDCRAFT.]

CARTER, CARRIAGE. This word occurs only six times in the text of the A. V., and it may be useful to remind the reader that in none of these does it bear its modern sense, but signifies what we now call "luggage." The Hebrew words so rendered are three.

1. נָּבַע, c't, generally translated "stuff," or "vessels." It is like the Greek word οἰκεῖος; and in its numerous applications perhaps answers most nearly to the English word "thing." This word, rendered "cargoes," occurs in 1 Sam. vii. 22,—"David left his ... the keeper of the ... baggage."" Also Is. x. 28,—"At Michmash he hath left his baggage.""

2. מָשֵׁל, memil, "heavy matter," Job. xviii. 21 only, though perhaps the word may bear a signification of "preciousness," which is sometimes attached to the root, and may allude to the newly acquired treasures of the Danites (I.XX. Alex. מְשֵׁל מְשַׁלמָה מְשַׁלמָה). The word rendered "carriages" in Is. xvi. 1 should, it would appear (Gen. Thes. 917 b; Jenius, ii. 101), be "your burdens." 4. In the N. T., Acts xxii. 16,—"we took up our carriages" is the rendering of ἑλκυσσάτομον, and here also the meaning is simply "luggage" (Jer. penserat)."

5. No. 10 of 1 Sam. vii. 20, and xxvi. 5, 7—and there only—"carriage" is employed in the sense of a wagon or cart, and the "place of the carriage" answering to "trench" in the text. The Hebrew word is נָּבַע, from נָּבַע, a wagon, and the allusion is to the circle of wagons which surrounded the encampment (Gen. Thes. 989).

For carriages in the modern sense, see CART.

CARTSHENA (נְשֵׁל: I.XX. omits: [rather, ἀρισταῖος: ΦΑ. ἀρισταῖος; Comp. Καρπέβας: Daromātēs], one of the seven princes (נָּבַע) of Persia and Media who saw the king's face; and

The incident referred to in Acts xxii. 16 (see No. 4 above) shows the presence of an eye-witness. What Paul and his travelling companions did was to place their baggage, in part perhaps the arms which they were carrying up to Jerusalem (Acts xxiv. 11), in their beasts of burden. The leading and unloading sat the first in the kingdom of Ahasuerus (Esth. i. 14). A similar name, Carshen, is found in modern Persian. For other derivations from the ancient dialects of Persia, see Cesennus, 717.

CART (נָּבַע; θανατόν; also rendered "wagon," Gen. xiv. 19, 27; Num. vii. 3, 7; from נָּבַע, roll, Ges. p. 980), a vehicle drawn by cattle (2 Sam. vi. 6), to be distinguished from the chariot drawn by horses. [CHARIOT.] Carts and wagons were either open or covered (Num. vii. 3), and were used for conveyance of persons (Gen. xiv. 19), burdens (1 Sam. vi. 7, 8), or produce (Am. i. 13). As there are no roads in Syria and Palestine and the neighboring countries, wheel-carriges for any purpose except conveyance of agricultural produce are all but unknown; and though modern usage has introduced European carriages drawn by horses into Egypt, they were unknown there also in times comparatively recent. (Stanley, S. o. P. 135; Porter, Dummess, i. 339; Lynch, Narrative, 75, 84; Xichu, Voyage, i. 123; Layard, Nin. ii. 73; Mrs. Poole, Englishwoman in Egypt, 2d series, 77.) The only cart used in Western Asia has two wheels of solid wood (Olearius, Travels, 418; Sir R. K. [r] Porter, Travels, ii. 593). For the machine used for threshing in Egypt and Syria, see THRESHING. But in the monuments of ancient Egypt representations are found of carts with four wheels, having four or six spokes, used for carrying produce, and of one used for religious purposes having four wheels with eight spokes.
CARVING

used in carrying timber and other articles (Layard, *Nin. ii. 396, Nim. & Bab. 134, 447, 583, Mon. of Bab. pt. ii. pls. 12, 17). Four-wheeled carriages are said by Phyl (N. H. vii. 50) to have been invented by the Phrygians (Wilkinson, *Anc. Egypt. Abrig. l. 394, 385; ii. 39, 47). The carts used in India for conveying goods, called Sugar or Hackeri, have two wheels, in the former case of solid wood, in the latter with spokes. They are drawn by oxen harnessed to a pole (Capper, *India*, pp. 346, 352).

H. W. P.

in India for conveying goods, called Sugar or Hackeri, have two wheels, in the former case of solid wood, in the latter with spokes. They are drawn by oxen harnessed to a pole (Capper, *India*, pp. 346, 352).

H. W. P.

**CASLUHIM**

place of uncertain site on the road between Babylon and Jerusalem (Ex. vii. 17). Neither the Caspie Pyle nor the city Kas-rin, with which some writers have attempted to identify it, are situated upon this route. (Gesen. *Thes. 703."

"First has a long note in his Lexicon on this enigmatical word. He supposes it to denote "the snowy-mountainous Caucasian region." It is not said that Ezra himself came to this place on his journey from Babylonia to Jerusalem; but only that the river Ahava (Ex. viii. 15), from the banks of which he sent messengers to the Jewish exiles in Caspia, lay on his route. This stream (mentioned only in Ezra) may have been in the extreme north of Babylonia; and the caravan in this instance, taking a more northern track than usual, may have passed so near this point as to render it practicable while they halted there, to send the messengers to Caspia and await their return. Kitto suggests on Ahava (*Cycl. of Bibl. Lit.*, 3d ed.) that in this instance a more circuitous route may have been a safer one for the wayfarers, and was chosen on that account. First, guided by an ancient Jewish tradition, would identify the "large country" (Is. xxvii. 18) to which Shelaon, the treasurer of Hezekiah, was to be driven, with this same Caspia or Caspia.

II.

**CASTLEUX**

*Casaric*: Colenso, 1 Macc. i. 54, iv. 52, 59; 2 Macc. i. 9, 18, x. 5. [CASLEU: MONTHS.]

**CASLUHIM**

in 1 Chr., Rom. Vat. omit, Alex. Comp. *Kasluhima*.]

Chaldea, *Chaldea*), a Chaldean people or tribe (Gen. x. 14: 1 Chr. i. 12). In both passages in which this word occurs, it would appear, as the text now stands, as if the Philistines came forth from the Casluhim, and not from the Caphtorim, as is elsewhere expressly stated: here therefore there would seem to be a transposition [CAPHTOR]. The only clue we have as yet to the position of the Casluhim is their place in the list of the sons of Mizraim between the Faithrassim and the Caphtorim, where it is probable that they were seated in Upper Egypt [PATHROS: CAPHTOR]. The LXX. seem to identify them with the *Kasluhima* of Ps. lviii. 31 (A. V. +"princes"), which some, though not the LXX. in that place, take to be a proper name, and compare with the native civil name of Hermopolis Magna. This would place the Casluhim in the Heptanomis [HASPANIMM]. Bochart (*Phileg., iv. 31) suggests the identity of the Casluhim and the Cohaim, who are said to have been an Egyptian colony (Herod. ii. 104; Dio. Sic. i. 28), but this story and the similarity of name (Ges. *Thes. s.v.*) do not seem sufficient to render the supposition a probable one. Gesenius, however, gives it his support (*Thea. l. c.*). Forster conjectures the Casluhim to be the inhabitants of Cassitata, the tract in which is the slight elevation called Mount Casius (*Ep. ad Michaelis*, p. 16 ff.). Rouen assumes this to be proved (*Bibloev. p. 28. There is, however, a serious difficulty in the way of this supposition — the nature of the ground, a low littoral tract of rock, covered with shifting and even quick sand, like the neighboring "Serbiani bog," and which we cannot suppose ever to have supported much animal or vegetable life, far less a whole people or tribe.

R. S. P.

CASSIA

The representative in the A. V. of the Hebrew words ḳıḥḇīth and kētāzith.

1. ḳıḥḇīth (ἱχθὺς "fish" or κασσία, "cassia, stoecke") occurs in Ex. xxx. 24, as one of the ingredients in the composition of the "oil of holy ointment," and in Ez. xxvii. 19, where "bright iron, cassia, and coloams" are mentioned as articles of merchandise brought by Dan and Javan to the market of Tyre. There can be no doubt that the A. V. is correct in the translation of the Hebrew word, though there is considerable variety of reading in the old versions. The LXX. and Josephus (Jos. iii. 8, § 3) have ḳıḥḇīth, i.e. some species of figne, perhaps the liv iulamis, which has an aromatic root-stick, according to the Vulg. (in Ez. i. c.) read stoecke, "liquid myrrh." The Arabic versions of Sandals and Erpenius conjecture costus, which Dr. Boyle (Kitto's Cyc. art. Ketizith) identifies with Auck-lindorii Costus, to which he refers not the ḳıḥḇīth, but the kētāzith of the Hebrew Scriptures (see below). The Chaldee and Syriac, with most of the Eastern versions, understand costus, which they follow by Gesenius, Simons, First, Lee, and all the lexicographers. The accounts of cassia as given by ancient authors are confused; and the investigation of the subject is a difficult one. It is clear that the Latin writers by the term cassia understood both the Oriental product now under consideration, as well as some low sweet herbsaceous plant, perhaps the Drypne gaulicum, Linn. (see Fleischer in Cephal. p. 32, and Du Moral, Encycl. Diet. Antiquit. 2:77); but the Greek word, which is first used by Herodotus (ii. 86), who says (iii. 110) the

Arabians procured it from a shallow lake in their country, is limited to the Eastern product. Dioscorides mentions several kinds of cassia, and says that they are produced in Spicy Arabia (i. 12). One kind is known by the name of monogloss, or according to Dioscorides (De Théât. ad fin. p. 108), of monogloss, from the present city and promontory Masylon, on the coast of Africa and the sea of Babel Meneb, not far from the modern Cape Gournafón (Sprengel, Anm. ad Deccor. i. 12). Will not this throw some light on Ez. xxvii. 19, where it will be observed that, instead of the rendering "going to and fro" in the text of the A. V., the margin has μεζαίον. "Dan and Javan and Mezulah tread in the markets with cassia, calamus," etc. The cassia would be brought from India to Mezulah, and from thence exported to Tyre and other countries under the name of Mezulah, or Mezulah cassia.\(^a\)

Dioscorides speaks of another kind of cassia called κῦτος, which has been supposed by some to be substantially the same as the Hebrew word κῦθιθ, to which it certainly bears a strong resemblance. If the words are identical, they must denote cassia of different qualities, for the κῦτος of Dioscorides was very inferior, while we cannot doubt that the cassia used in the composition of the holy ointment would be of the best kind.

Cassia is not produced by any trees which are now found growing in Arabia. It is probable therefore that the Greek authors were mistaken on this subject, and that they occasionally have regarded produce imported into Arabia, and thence exported to other countries as the natural productions of that country. The cassia-bark of commerce is yielded by various kinds of Cinnamomum, which grow in different parts of India, and is not the produce of only one species of tree. Cinnamomum mohlabAticum of S. India supplies much of the cassia-bark of commerce. Dr. Hooker says that cassia is an inferior cinnamon in one sense, though, as it never comes from the same species as the true cinnamon, the statement is ambiguous.

2. Kētāzith (ἡκταζής "rattle" or κασσία, "cassia") only in Ez. viii. 8. "All thy garments smell of myrrh, aloes, and cassia." This word is generally supposed to be another term for cinnamon; the old versions are in favor of this interpretation, as well as the etymology of the Hebrew word. The Arabic reads سياح from its description by AbulFadl and Wazzem (Islamic, Hvrb. ii. 304-5), evidently denotes some cinnamon-yielding tree. Dr. Boyle suggests (see above) that kētāzith is identical in meaning and in form with the Arabic لثحث, kott, or (Syrian) κοκκοθ, whence is probably derived the name of the Greeks and Romans. Dioscorides (i. 15) enumerates three kinds of costus, an Arabian, an Indian, and Syrian sort: the first two are le Sprengel referred to Costus arbores, Linn. (Zäg.

---

\(^a\) From "ιχθὺς," Arab. "民办," or "ال," "to cleave," "to tear lengthwise," "so-called from the splitting of the bark.

\(^b\) The country of the Moavites was in the Cinnamomum region, and not far from Aromat Emporium, and the author of the Periplus particularly coasted amongst the exports of the same coast (Tennent, Ceylon, 690, note). As to "κυτος," see Bochart, Geogr. Sac. p. 1. lib. ii. c. 21, and Rosenmuller, Schol. ad Ez. i. c., who, however, identify it with Sansa, in Arabia.
CASTLE

[Fortifications.]

CASTOR AND POLLUX, the Dioscuri (Διόσκουροι, Acts xxviii. 11). For the mythology of these two heroes, the twin-sons of Jupiter and Leda, we must refer to the Dict. of B. and M. We have here to do with them only so far as they were connected with seafaring life. They were regarded as the tutelary deities (θεοι σαρτίποις) of sailors. They appeared in heaven as the constellation Gemini. Immediately on shipboard they were recognized in the phosphorescent lights, called by modern Italian sailors the stelle di St. Elmo, which play about the masts and the sails ("In magna tempestate apparent quasi stelle velo incidentes: adjurent se tute percuteanties existuam Polluæs et Castoris numine," Senec. Nat. Quæst. i. 1; comp. Plin. ii. 37). Hence the frequent allusions of Roman poets to these deities in connection with navigation (see especially Hor. Carm. i. 3. 2; "fratres Helene, Incida sidera," and iv. 8. 31). As the ship mentioned here by St. Luke was from Alexandria, it may be worth to notice that Castor and Pollux were specially honored in the neighboring district of Cynouria (Schol. Vind. 4. 6). In Catull. iv. 27, we have distinct mention of a boat dedicated to them. See also lxviii. 65. In art these deities were sometimes represented simply as stars hovering over a ship, but more frequently, as young men on horseback with conical caps, and stars above them (see the coins of Rhiethium, a city of Bruttii, at which St.

CATERPILLAR

Felix communis. The representative in the A.V. of the Hebrew words chaisil and yelek.

1. Chaisil (ךֵיתָּל): "sparrow, sparrow, sparrow" (כֵיתָּל).

2. Eve to a proverb: —

"Catus amat ponzu, sed non vult tangere plantam." (Even)

3. Letting 1 dare not wait upon 1 would.

Like the poor cat I'll the shade. — Shaksp. Macbeth, i. 7.

See Tranch’s Lessons in Proverbs, p. 149.

Silver coin of Bruttii. Obv.: Heads of Castor and Pollux to right. Rev.: Castor and Pollux mounted, advancing to right. In the exergae PETTHRIN.

Paul touched on the voyage in question, ver. 13). Such figures were probably painted or sculptured at the bow of the ship (hence παράστασις: see Dict. of Antony, art. Insigne). This custom was very frequent in ancient shipbuilding. Herodotus says (ii. 57) that the Phenicians used to place the figures of deities at the bow of their vessels. Virgil (Geor. v. 200) and Ovid (Trist. i. 10. 2) supply us with illustrations of the practice; and Cyril of Alexandria (Cramer’s Catenæ, ad l. c.) says that such was always the Alexandrian method of ornamenting each side of the prows. [Stru.] J. S. II.

giberaceae). The koost of India, called by European Indian sorts, is the root of what Royle has named Acklaudia costus. There is no reason, however, why we should abandon the explanation of the old versions, and depart from the satisfactory etymological evidence afforded by the Hebrew term to the doubtful question of identity between it and the Arabic koost.

W. H. II.

CASTLE

[Fortifications.]

CASTOR AND POLLUX, the Dioscuri (Διόσκουροι, Acts xxviii. 11). For the mythology of these two heroes, the twin-sons of Jupiter and Leda, we must refer to the Dict. of B. and M. We have here to do with them only so far as they were connected with seafaring life. They were regarded as the tutelary deities (θεοι σαρτίποις) of sailors. They appeared in heaven as the constellation Gemini. Immediately on shipboard they were recognized in the phosphorescent lights, called by modern Italian sailors the stelle di St. Elmo, which play about the masts and the sails ("In magna tempestate apparent quasi stelle velo incidentes: adjurent se tute percuteanties existuam Polluæs et Castoris numine," Senec. Nat. Quæst. i. 1; comp. Plin. ii. 37). Hence the frequent allusions of Roman poets to these deities in connection with navigation (see especially Hor. Carm. i. 3. 2; "fratres Helene, Incida sidera," and iv. 8. 31). As the ship mentioned here by St. Luke was from Alexandria, it may be worth to notice that Castor and Pollux were specially honored in the neighboring district of Cynouria (Schol. Vind. 4. 6). In Catull. iv. 27, we have distinct mention of a boat dedicated to them. See also lxviii. 65. In art these deities were sometimes represented simply as stars hovering over a ship, but more frequently, as young men on horseback with conical caps, and stars above them (see the coins of Rhiethium, a city of Bruttii, at which St.

CATERPILLAR

Felix communis. The representative in the A.V. of the Hebrew words chaisil and yelek.

1. Chaisil (ךֵיתָּל): "sparrow, sparrow, sparrow" (כֵיתָּל).

2. Eve to a proverb: —

"Catus amat ponzu, sed non vult tangere plantam." (Even)

3. Letting 1 dare not wait upon 1 would.

Like the poor cat I'll the shade. — Shaksp. Macbeth, i. 7.

See Tranch’s Lessons in Proverbs, p. 149.

Silver coin of Bruttii. Obv.: Heads of Castor and Pollux to right. Rev.: Castor and Pollux mounted, advancing to right. In the exergae PETTHRIN.

Paul touched on the voyage in question, ver. 13). Such figures were probably painted or sculptured at the bow of the ship (hence παράστασις: see Dict. of Antony, art. Insigne). This custom was very frequent in ancient shipbuilding. Herodotus says (ii. 57) that the Phenicians used to place the figures of deities at the bow of their vessels. Virgil (Geor. v. 200) and Ovid (Trist. i. 10. 2) supply us with illustrations of the practice; and Cyril of Alexandria (Cramer’s Catenæ, ad l. c.) says that such was always the Alexandrian method of ornamenting each side of the prows. [Stru.] J. S. II.

The word Catus occurs only once in classical Latin, namely, in Martial, Epig. xiii. 69; but that some bird is intended is beyond a doubt. The ancient Greeks and Romans do not appear to have kept domestic cats, we have sought in vain for the slightest allusion to Felis domesticus in classical authors.
CATHUA

CATHU'A (Kathew [Vat. Koch: Canova], 1 Esdr. v. 30). Apparent answer to GÔBEL in Hebrew text. (Fritzsche [Eng. Handb. loc. cit.] makes Καθέων the representative of Gôbêl, and finds no Hebrew correspondent of Kathoa. A.)

CAUSTICI. (Bull.)

CAULS (קַעַל; ἐμφάλωκα: torques). The margin of the A. V. gives "networks." The Old English word "caul" denoted a netted cap worn by women. Compare Chaucer ("Lyd of Bath's Tale, C. T. I. 6589): "Let se, which is the prowetest of him alle,

That wereth or a covercheif or a cote."

The Hebrew word קַעַל thus rendered in Is. iii. 18, is, like many others which occur in the same passage, the subject of much dispute. It occurs but once, and its root is not elsewhere found in Hebrew. The Rabbinical commentators connect it with קַעַל, shibbets, rendered "embroider" in Ex. xxviii. 39, but properly "work in squares, needlework." So Knobel (loc. cit.) explains קַעַל as "the name of garments wrought in checker-work." Rashi says they are "a kind of network to adorn the head." Albernius is more full: he describes them as "head-dresses, made of silk or gold thread, with which the women bound their heads about, and they were of checker-work." The word occurs again in the Mishna (Cilt., xxvii. 10), but nothing can possibly be inferred from the passage itself, and the explanations of the commentators do not throw much light upon it. If there appears to be used as part of a network worn as a head-dress by women. Bartnera says it was "a figure which they made upon the network for ornament, standing in front of it and going round from one ear to the other." Beyond the fact that the קַעַל were head-dresses or ornaments of the head-dress of Hebrew ladies, nothing can be said to have been learnt about them.

CAVE

CAVE (קַיָּב; σπήλανα: spelaeum; in A. V. Is. ii. 19, hole; [Is. xxiii. 14.] Jer. vii. 11, den; Josh. xiii. 4, literal. Hebrew, Manon, Vulg.). The chalky limestone of which the rocks of Syria and Palestine chiefly consist presents, as is the case in all limestone formations, a vast number of caverns and natural fissures, many of which have also been artificially enlarged and adapted to various purposes both of shelter and defense. (Page, Text-book of Geology, p. 141; Kittto, Phys. Geogr. of Pal., p. 72.) This circumstance has also given occasion to the use of so many words a number of which are employed in the Scriptures to denote caves, holes, and fissures, some of them giving names to the towns and places in their neighborhood. Out of them, besides No. 1, may be selected the following:

II. קַיָּב or קָיָּב (Ges. p. 458), a hole; usually סֶפֶּרֶךְ and סֶפֶּרֶךְ. From this come (u.) קָיָּב, dweller in caves, the name of the Horites of Mount Seir, Wady Glasgow, expelled by the Edomites, probably alluded to by Job, a Troglobyte race spoken of by Strabo. (Gen. xiv. 6, xxix. 21; Deut. ii. 12; Job xxx. 6; Strab. i. 42; xxvi. pp. 775-776; Barekhard, Syrig., p. 410; Robinson, ii. 63, 157; Stanley, S. of P., §§ 68-71.) [Horites.]

(b.) קָיָּב, boul of caverns (Ez. xvi. 16, 18; Barekhard, Syrig., pp. 110, 286): ἀγαπαρίσις, LXX.; Auran, Vulg. [Haran.] (c.) קָיָּב, house of caverns, the two towns of Bethhoron (Josh. xvi. 3, 5). [Beth-Horon.] (d.) קָיָּב, two caverns, the town Horonaim (Is. xv. 5). [Horonaim.]


IV. קָיָּב, קָיָּב, קָיָּב, קָיָּב: לֹא: A. V. den: a ravine through which water flows (Ges. p. 858) Jud. vi. 2

The caves of Syria and Palestine are still used either occasionally or permanently, as habitations as at Asur, near Scythian, a north Gilgal (Hacking-
The shepherds near Hebron leave their villages in the summer to dwell in caves and ruins, in order to be nearer to their flocks and fields (Robinson, i. 212). Almost all the habitations at Oms-keis, Gadara, are caves (Burckhardt, p. 273). An extensive system of caves exists at Beit Jibrin, Eleutheropolis, in Judah, which has served for residence or concealment, though now dismissed (Robinson, ii. 54); and another between Bethleem and Hebron (Irby and Mangles, p. 103).

The most remarkable caves noticed in Scripture are:—1. That in which Lot dwelt after the destruction of Sodom (Gen. xix. 30). 2. The cave of Machpelah (xixii. 17). 3. Cave of Makkedah (Josh. x. 16). 4. Cave of Adullam (I Sam. xxii. 1). 5. Cave of En-gedi (xxiv. 3). 6. Obadiah's cave (I K. xviii. 4). 7. Elijah's cave in Horeb (xix. 9). 8. The rock sepulchres of Luzarim, and of our Lord (John xli. 35; Matt. xxvii. 60). Some of these may be identified, and to others approximate, if not absolutely identical, sites may be assigned. Thus the existing caverns near the S. E. end of the Dead Sea serve fully to justify the mention of a cave as the place of Lot's retirement; as those on the W. side agree both in situation and in name with the caves of En-gedi (Lynch, Narrative, p. 234; Robinson, i. 508; Stanley, p. 206). The cave of Machpelah undoubtedly lies beneath the mosque at Hebron (Robinson, ii. 79; Stanley, p. 149; Benj. of Tudela, Early Trav. p. 86). The cave of Makkedah can hardly be the one to which tradition has assigned the name (Irby and Mangles, p. 93); for though it is not necessary to suppose that the cave was close to the town of Makkedah, yet the situation of the great caverns both at Beit Jibrin and at Deir Robban in neither case agrees with that of Makkedah as given by Esd.iiia, eight miles from Eleutheropolis (Reland, p. 383; Robinson, ii. 23, 53; Stanley, p. 211). The site assigned by the same ancient authority to Adullam, 10. m. E. of Eleutheropolis, agrees as little with that of the cave believed by tradition to have been David's hiding-place, namely, in the Wady Khareitun at the S. E. of Bethlehem, which in some respects agrees with the Scripture narrative better than the neighborhood of Deir Robban, assigned to it by Mr. Stan- ley (Robinson, i. 22, 16; Sam. xxvii. 29, and particularly xlii. 3, 4; Joseph. Ant. vi. 2, § 3; Reland, p. 549; Irby and Mangles, p. 103; Robinson, i. 482; Stanley, p. 259). [See OADULLAM.]

The cave in which Obadiah concealed the prophets cannot now be identified, but it was probably in the northern part of the country, in which abundant instances of caves fit for such a purpose might be pointed out.

The sites of the cave of Elijah, as well as of the "cleft" of Moses on Mount Horeb (Ex.xxxi. 22) are also obviously indeterminate: for though tradition has not only assigned a place for the former on Jebel Musa, and consecrated the spot by a chapel, there are caves on the competing summit of Serbal, to one or other of which it might with equal probability be transferred. (Stanley, p. 49; Robinson, i. 103; Burckhardt, p. 692.)

Besides these special caves there is frequent mention of caves in general both of travel and of residence. Thus the Israelites are said to have taken refuge from the Philistines in "holes" (1 Sam. xiv. 11); to which the name of the scene of Jonathan's conflict, Mikkados (Michmash), sufficiently answers. (Stanley, p. 204; Rob. i. 440; Irby, p. 83.) So also in the time of Gideon they had taken refuge from the Midianites in dens and caves and strongholds, such as abound in the mountain region of Manasseh. (Judges vi. 2; Stanley, p. 341.)

Not only have the caves of Palestine afforded refuge from enemies, but during the earthquakes also, by which the country has been so often visited, the inhabitants have found in them a safe retreat. This was the case in the great convulsion of 3577, when Sefed was destroyed; and to this mode of retreat the prophet Isaiah probably alludes (Is. ii. 19, 21; Robinson, ii. 422; Stanley, p. 151).

But Adullam is not the only cave, nor were its tenants the only instances of banditti making the caves of Palestine their accustomed haunts. Josephus (Ant. xiv. 15, § 5) relates the manner in which, by order of Herod, a cave occupied by robbers, or rather insurgents, was attacked by soldiers let down from above in chests and halelets, from which they dragged forth the inmates with hooks, and killed or thrust them down the precipices; or, setting fire to their stores of fuel, destroyed them by suffocation. These caves are said to have been in Gallilee, not far from Sephoris; and are probably the same as those which Josephus himself, in providing for the defense of Galilee, fortified near Gennesaret, which elsewhere he calls the caves of Abela (Ant. xvi. 16, § 24-26; xvi. 29, § 1, 15; xxvii. 97). Bacchides, the general of Demetrios, in his expedition against Judas, encamped at Messeloth, near Arbeia, and reduced to submission the occupants of the caves (Ant. xiii. 11, § 1; 1 Macc. ix. 2).

Messeloth is probably מָסֶלֶת, steps, or terraces (comp. 2 Chr. ix. 11; Ges. p. 957). The Messeloth of the book of Maccabees and the robber-caves of Arbeia are thus probably identical, and are the same as the fortified cavern near Medjfel (Mag- dala), called Kolbost Ila Meen, or Pigeon's Castle, mentioned by several travellers. They are said by Burckhardt to be capable of containing 600 men. (Reland, p. 555, 575; Burckhardt, Syrce, p. 331; Irby and Mangles, p. 91; Lightfoot, Cont. Chron. ii. 211; Robinson, ii. 398; Lxmother, p. 108; comp. also Hos. x. 14.) [BETH-ARBEEL.]

Josephus also speaks of the robber inhabitants of Trachonitis, who lived in large caverns, presenting no prominence above ground, but widely extended below (Ant. xv. 10, § 1). These banditti annoyed much the trade with Damascus, but were put down by Herod. Strabo alludes very distinctly to this in his description of Trachonitis, and describes one of the caverns as capable of holding 4000 men (Strabo, v. p. 786; Raumer, p. 68; Dohluff, Travels in Pat. in P. i. 197).

Lastly, it was the caves which lie beneath and around so many of the Jewish cities that formed the last hiding-places of the Jewish leaders in the war with the Romans. Josephus himself relates the story of his own concealment in the caves of Jotapata; and after the capture of Jerusalem, John of Gischala, Simon, and many other Jews, endeavored to conceal themselves in the caverns beneath the city; whilst in some of them great spoils and vast numbers of dead bodies were found of those who had perished during the siege by hunger or from wounds (Joseph. B. J. iii. 8 § 5, vi. 9, § 4).

The rock dwellings and temples of Petra are described in a separate article.

Natural cavities in the rock were and are frequently used as cisterns for water, and as places of imprisonment (Is. xxiv. 22; Ez. xlviii. 23; Zech 397)
CEDAR

(ix. 11) [Cisterne; Prison] also as stalls for horses and for granaries (Irby and Mangles, p. 146). No use, however, of rock caverns more strikingly connects the modern usages of Palestine and the adjacent regions with their ancient history than the employment of them as burial-places. The rocky soil of so large a portion of the Hauran and the Hezibah was found for burial, except in cisterns either natural or hewn from the rock. The dwelling of the demoniac among the tombs is thus explained by the rock caverns abounding near the Sea of Galilee (Jolliffe, i. 36). Accordingly numerous sites are shown in Palestine and adjacent lands (of so-called) sepulchres of saints and heroes of Old and New Test., venerated both by Christians and Mohammedans (Early Travels, p. 36); Stanley, p. 181. Among these may be mentioned the cave of Machpelah, the tomb of Aaron on Mount Hor, of Joseph, and of Rachel, as for those which every probability of identity in site at least may be claimed (Irby and Mangles, p. 134; Robinson, i. 218, 219, ii. 275-287). More questionable are the sites of the tombs of Elisha, Obediah, and John the Baptist, at Samaria; of Habakkuk at Jelilah (Calathia), Micah near Kele, and of Deborah, Hezibah's niece, at Bethel (Stanley, p. 148, 149; Ez. xxvii. pp. 722, 638, 601; Bib. iii. 3044). The questions so much debated relating to the tombs in and near Jerusalem and Bethany will be found treated under these heads. But whatever value may belong to the connection of the names of judges, kings, or prophets, with the very remarkable rock tombs near Jerusalem, there can be no doubt that the caves bearing these names are sepulchral caverns enlarged and embellished by art. The sides of the valley of Hezibah are studded with caves, many of which are inhabited by Arab families. (Sandys, p. 188; Maundrell, p. 446; Robinson, i. 241, 349, 364; Bartlett, W. disq. Jeruslum, p. 117.) It is no doubt the vast number of caves throughout the country together with, perhaps, as Maundrell remarks the taste for hermit life which prevailed in the 4th and 6th centuries of the Christian era, which has placed them in the eye of so many important events in races and grooves; e. g. the birth of the Virgin, the Annunciation, the Slaughter, the birth of the Baptist and of our Lord, the scene of the Agony, of St. Peter's denial, the composition of the Apostles' Creed, the Transfiguration (Shaw, pt. ii. c. 12; Maundrell, E. T. p. 479): and the like causes have created a traditional cave-site for the altar of Elijah on Mount Carmel, and peopled its sides, as well as those of Mount Tabor, with hermit inhabitants. (1 K. xviii. 18; Irby and Mangles, p. 160; Rehal, p. 323; Winier, s. v. Carmel; Ann. ix. 31; Sir J. Mandeville, Travels, p. 31; Sands, p. 283; Maundrell, E. T. p. 478; John, Arch. Bibl. p. 9; Stanley, p. 353; Kittto, Phign. Geogr. pp. 30, 31; Van Egmont, Travels, ii. 5-7.)

CEDAR (CEDER) (ked'or): cedar: from 7287, root of 3777, caled or comprased, Gese, p. 148. The term is expressive of a mighty and deeply-rooted tree and is usually understood to imply here too the more of the coniferous kind, but not always to that which is commonly known as the Cedar of Lebanon.

The conditions to be fulfilled in order to answer all the descriptions in the Bible of a cedar-tree are that it should be tall (1 K. ii. 13), spreading (Ez. xxxii. 3), abundant (1 K. v. 6, 10), fit for beams, pillars, and boards (1 K. vi. 10, 13, vii. 2), mastas of ships (Ez. xxvii. 5), and for carved work as images (Is. xlv. 14). To these may be added qualities which are not especially enunciated in Scripture: Phiny speaks of the cedar of Crete, Africa, and Syria as being most esteemed and imperishable. The same quality is ascribed also to juniper. In Egypt and Syria ships were built of cedar, and in Cyprus a tree was cut down 120 feet long and proportionately thick. The durability of cedar was proved, he says, by the duration of the cedar roof of the temple of Ephesus, which had lasted 1000 years. At Uleai the beams, made of Numidian cedar, of a temple of Apollo had lasted 1170 years! Vitruvius speaks of the antiseptic properties of the oil of cedar and also of juniper (Plin. H. n. iv. 5, 30; Vitruv. ii. 9; Joseph. Ant. viii. 5, § 2; Sands, Travels, pp. 166, 167).

Not only was cedar timber used by David and Solomon in their buildings (2 Sam. v. 11; 1 K. v. 6, vi. 15, vii. 2), but also in the temple built under Zerubbabel, the timber employed was cedar from Lebanon (Ezr. iii. 7; 1 Esdr. iv. 48, v. 55). Cedar is also said by Josephus to have been used by Herod in the roof of his temple (H. J. v. 5, § 2). The roof of the Rotunda of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem is said to have been made of cedar, and that of the Church of the Virgin at Bethlehem to have been of cedar or cypress. (Williams, Holy City, ii. 202; Quaresmius, Lib. Teor. Sacr. vii. 13). Sotter, Toled, Bethlehem, p. 110, 112.)

Now in some important respects no tree but the cedar (Pinea cedrus), or its almost equivalent, the Pinus Dodea, can answer the above conditions. The characteristics of these two trees, of which great numbers are found from Mount Taurus to the Himalaya's, are so often interchanged that they are scarcely to be distinguished as the one from the other. No tree is so easy to grow, spreading, andumberous, and the wood of the Desolana at least is extremely durable. The difficulties which are found in reconciling the ancient descriptions with the modern specimens of cedar wood are, (1) in the fitness of cedar trees for mastas of ships (Ez. xxvii. 5), (2) still more in the very general agreement as to the inferior quality of the timber, which is usually described as less valuable than the worst sorts of deal. Of authorities quoted by Dr. Boyle in his article on the subject in Dr. Kitto's Cyclopaedia (art. Trees), two only ascribe serviceable qualities to the cedar-wood, whether grown in England or in specimens brought from the ancient cedar grove on Mount Lebanon. Accordingly, Celsius in his Historia naturae has endeavored to prove that by the cedar of Scripture is meant the Pinae syriacae or Scotch fir and that by "far" is intended the express. Others have supposed that the Sambucea tree, the citron of Phiny, Callicrassa quadrivalvis, or Thuya articulata, represents the cedar. The timber of this tree is extremely hard and durable; the roof of the masque of Cordova, built in the 9th century, is constructed of it, which was formerly supposed from the Spanish name abies to have been made of larch (Cook, Sketches in Spain, p. 6, and note; who are longer and more distinctly sickle. The roof of both is extremely redness.
Besides these trees, the Cephalonian pine, the common yew, Taxus baccata, and the juniper cedar, Cedrus baccifera, or oxycedrus, each of them possesses qualities which answer to some at least of those ascribed to the cedar. The opinion of Celsius is founded in great measure on the use by the Arabs and Arabic writers of the words μαρσ, evidently the equivalent of μαρς, cedrus, to express the cedar of Lebanon, and also at Aleppo the Pinus sylvestris, which is abundant both near that city and on Lebanon. A similar argument will apply also to the Thuja articulata of Mount Athos, which is called by the Arabs ћттг итг, a name which led to the mistake as to the material of the Cordova roof from its similarity to the Spanish arce (Nieburh, Descr. de l'Arabie, p. 191, &c., and Questions, x. p. 169, &c.; Pliny, H. N. xiii. 11. 15; Kitto, Erc, Thuja; Hay, West. Barb. c. iv. 49; Gesen. p. 148, who rejects the opinion of Celsius; Winer, s. v.).

It may be observed, (1.) That unsuccessful experiments on English-grown cedar, or on wood derived from the trees of the ancient cedar grove of Lebanon, do not as yet invalidate all claim of the cedar, whether Lebanon or Deodora cedar, to share in the qualities anciently ascribed to it. Besides the trees which belong to the one groove known by the name of "the Cedars," groves and green woods of cedar are found in other parts of the range (Burckhardt, Travels among Arabs, p. 463; Eng. Cyc. s. v. Syrion; Robinson, iii. 533; Burckhardt, Syriace, p. 19; London, Archeologia, vol. iv. pp. 2406, 2407; Celsius, Hierobotanicon, i. 89; Rebn, Obs. de Araboribus conficiens, ii. 162, 165, 166). (2.) That it has been already shown that the Deodora cedar certainly possesses in a remarkable degree the property of durability, said to be wanting in the Leb-

anoni cedar. But (3.) The remains of wood used in the Nineveh palaces were supposed by Layard to be cedar, a supposition confirmed by the inscriptions, which show that the Assyrian kings imported cedar from Lebanon. This wood is now proved by microscopic examination to be yew (Layard, N. and B. pp. 356, 357; London, n. s. p. 2431).

In speaking, therefore, of cedar of Lebanon used in building for beams, pillars, or ceiling boards, it is probable that the wood of more than one tree was employed, but under the one name of cedar, and that the trees which furnished the material were, besides the Pinus cedrus, the Cedrus Deodora, the yew, (Taxus baccata), and also the Scotch pine (Pinus sylvestris). The Sandarac tree (Thuja articulata) is said by Van Egmont (Travels, ii. 289) to have been found on Lebanon, but no hint of importation of foreign timber is anywhere given in Scripture, or by Josephus, whilst each of the above-named trees grows there in greater or less abundance. The Pinus sylvestris may have furnished the material of the ship-masts mentioned by Ezekiel; and it may be added, that the LXX. render "masts" in that passage by ἀρτοῖς ἐκατίπους, unde of "fris," or like "fris."

But there is another use of cedar-wood mentioned in Scripture, namely, in purification (Lev. xiv. 4; Num. xix. 6). The term cedar is applied by Pliny to the lesser cedar, oxycedrus, a Phoenician juniper, which is still common on the Lebanon, and whose wood is aromatic. The wood or fruit of this tree was anciently burnt by way of perfume, especially at funerals (Plin. H. N. xiii. 1, 5; Ov. Fast. ii. 538; Hom. Od. v. 60). The tree is common in Egypt and Nubia, and also in Arabia, in the Wady Mousa, where the greater cedar is not found. It is obviously likely that the use of the more common tree should be enjoined while the people were still in the wilderness, rather than of the uncommon (Shaw, Travels, p. 464; Burckhardt, Syria, p. 439; Russell, Nubia, p. 425).

The grove of trees known as the Cedars of Lebanon consists of about 400 trees, standing quite alone in a depression of the mountain with no tree
near, about 6400 feet above the sea, and 3000 below the summit. About 11 or 12 are very large and do the cedars of Lebanon. To the
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niperus excelsa, were probably all included under the term cedrus; though there can be no doubt that by this name the ancients generally denoted the cedar of Lebanon, as being κέδρος the finest and grandest of the conifers.

The Pinus sylvestris is by old writers often mentioned as one of the pines of Lebanon; but Dr Hooker says he has little doubt that the P. Hulse- pensis must be the tree meant, for the P. sylvestris (Scotch fir) is not found in Lebanon or Syria.

The claim of the Cedars to represent a Bible Conifer may be dismissed at once. Cedars are not found nearer to the Lebanon than within a distance of several hundred miles. As to the "cedar wood" used in purifications, it is probable that one of the smaller junipers is intended (J. sabina), for it is doubtful whether the Juniperus excelsa exists at all in Arabia. [JUNIPER]

Dr. Hooker has favored us with the following valuable communication relative to the true cedars of Lebanon: "As far as is at present known, the cedar of Lebanon is confined in Syria to one valley of the Lebanon range, namely, that of the Kedesh river, which flows from near the highest point of the range westward to the Mediterranean, and enters the sea at the port of Tripoli. The grove is at the very upper part of the valley, about 15 miles from the sea, 6000 feet above that level, and their position is moreover above that of all other arborescent vegetation. The valley here is very broad, open, and shallow, and the grove forms a mere speck on its flat floor. The mountains rise above them on the N. E. and S. in steep stoney slopes, without precipices, gorges, ravines, or any other picturesque features whatever. Nothing can be more dreary than the whole surrounding landscape. To the W. the scenery abruptly changes, the valley suddenly contracts to a gorge, and becomes a rocky ravine of the most picturesque description, with villages, groves, and ravines perched on its bluffs, base, and summits, recalling Switzerland vividly and accurately. At the time of my visit (October, 1869) the thanks of the valley about the cedars were perfectly arid, and of a pale yellow red; and the view of this great red area, perhaps two or three miles across, with the minute patch of cedar grove, seen from above and at a distance of ten miles or more, is one that can give you some idea of what a speck the grove is in the yawning hollow. I have said the floor of the valley is flat and broad; but, on nearer inspection, the cedars are found to be confined to a small portion of a range of low stony hills of rounded outlines, and perhaps 60 to 100 feet above the plain, which sweep across the valley. These hills are, I believe, old moraines, deposited by glaciers that once debouched on to the plain from the surrounding tops of Lebanon. I have many reasons for believing this, also for supposing that their formation dates from the glacial epoch. The restriction of the cedars to these moraines is absolute, and not without analogy in re-

* Mr. Jessup (see addition to this article) says that the largest of these is forty-eight feet in circumference, and the remaining eleven vary from twenty to thirty feet (Hours at Home for March, 1867); fr. 488.

* Dr. Thomson (Land and Book, I. 246) remarks on a striking peculiarity of Solomon's cedars, with which is illustrated the engraving given here. He says: 'The branches are thrown out horizontally from the parent trunk. These, again, part into limbs which preserve the same horizontal direction, and so on down the minutest twigs, and even the arrangement of the bracteate leaves has the same general tendency. Climb into one, and you are delighted with a succession of verdant floors spread around the trunk, and gradually narrowing as you ascend. The beautiful cones seem to stand upon, or rise out of this green flooring.'

* From the unused root 7,S, t. q. Arab. 11, con- traet, colère filamente se. Green. Theol. s. v.
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To other coniferous trees in Swiss and Himalayan valleys.

Dr. Hooker draws attention to the unfortunate disregard shown with respect to the seedlings annually produced from the old cedar-trees in Lebanon. It is a remarkable but lamentable fact that no trees are seen much less than 50 years old! The browsing goats and the drought destroy all the young seedlings; and it is a sad pity that no means are adopted to encourage their growth, which might easily be done by fencing and watering.*

W. H.

* It has been popularly supposed and often asserted (even by Stanley, S. J. F., p. 140, 3d ed.) that the B‘sberhe grove above described was the only remaining representative of the ancient cedars of Lebanon," though Seetzen found cedars to the number of several thousands at Ettnah, north of Elled, and speaks of two other groves which he did not personally visit (Rob. Letter Bibl. Res. iii. 363). Ehrenberg also in 1823 found the cedar growing abundantly on those parts of the Lebanon range which lie north of the road between Baalbek and Tripoli (Rob. ibid.). More recently, other large groves were described by Berggren and the botanist Doev (Ritter, Erdth. xvii. 638). But we are indebted for the fullest information on this subject to the Rev. Henry H. Jessup, an American missionary in Syria, who has visited and described no less than eleven distinct groves of cedars in Mount Lebanon, two of them of great size and numbering thousands of trees. Five of these groves are in northern and six in southern Lebanon, and their situation and relative altitude above the sea, Mr. Jessup remarks, are such as to indicate that at some time in the past, the whole Lebanon range, at an average height of from 3900 to 7000 feet above the sea, was covered with forests of this imperial tree. (See his article on the "Cedar Forests in Mount Lebanon" in "Hours at Home" for March and April, 1867; iv. 405 ff., 499 ff.)

Of the groves in northern Lebanon the most remarkable, besides the famous B’sberhe grove, is one at el-Halilith, first visited by Mr. Jessup in 1856, in which, as he says, “the trees are literally immeasurable, extending for a mile along the range, and containing cedars enough to build a city of temples." (Hours at Home, iv. 409). Mr. Tristram visited the same place in 1864, and describes the largest of the trees as "fifteen or eighteen feet in circumference," but he found "none that approached the patriarchs of the grove either in size or magnificence (Land of Israel, p. 694, 2d ed.). In southern Lebanon there was a forest of cedars a few years ago near Ain Zehahe, containing more than 10,000 trees, many of them of immense size;" but the Vandal of a Sheik," as Mr. Tristram calls him, "sold them to a native speculator, who cut them down for pitch." The stumps, however, remain, and luxuriant young plants are springing up on every side. Mr. Jessup visited the place, and measured one stump "nearly 15 feet in diameter" (Hours at Home, iv. 409). Among the most remarkable groves now flourishing in southern Lebanon is one near Masis, "not inferior in interest to the "Cedars of the Lord themselves."

It contains about 300 trees, the largest measuring over 30 feet in circumference. Perhaps 20 of them," says Mr. Jessup, "will measure from 20 to 25 feet in circumference, and almost all of them are large and venerable in appearance. There is not an insignificant tree in the grove." Near el-Barlik there is a much larger grove or rather forest, containing thousands of trees. They cover an area of nearly one hundred acres along the mountain side, and up and down a gradually sloping ravine. The largest of the trees measure in girth about 20 feet, and they vary in size down to a foot in diameter. Below this, at about fifteen minutes' ride, lies the northeastern grove of el-Barlık, on the southern side of a deep ravine, containing about 230 noble trees, the largest 24 feet in circumference.

Mr. Jessup in his visits to these groves was accompanied by Dr. Post, an experienced botanist, who pronounces the trees to be the genuine Pinus cedrus. A.

CEDRON (J Ke'braw): Alex. [1 Mac. xv. 39, Kad'bar 41] Ke'braw: [1 Mac. xv. 39, 41] Cedru (H, Cedrus, ed. 1300, as in vi. 9). I. A place fortified by Cendebeus under the orders of king Antiochus (Sidetes), as a station from which to command the roads of Judea (1 Mac. xv. 39, 41, xiv. 9). It was not far from Jamnia (Jalane), or from Azotus (Ashdod), and had a winter-torrent or wady (cheimageos), on the eastward of it, which the army of the Maccabees had to cross before Cendebeus could be attacked (xiv. 5). These conditions are well fulfilled in the modern place Katrâ or Kâbrâh, which lies on the maritime plain below the river Rudân, and three miles southwest of Akir (Ekon). Schwartz (p. 119) gives the modern name as Kadrain, but this wants confirmation. Ewald (Gesch. iv. 390, note) suggests Tell el-Turmus, five or six miles further south.

2. In this form is given in the N. T. the name of the proverbial book Ke'dron (τὸν Ἰδρῶν = "the black torrent") in the ravine below the eastern wall of Jerusalem (John xviii. 1, only). Beyond it was the garden of Gethsemane. Lachmann, with AD [As A, not D, see below], has χαιμαγαρ ρος του Κεβρων: but the text with B [C. L. and most of the MSS.] has εντος Κεβρων, i.e. "the brook of the cedars" (so too the LXX. in 2 Sam. xxv. 23). Other MSS. [as Sin. D] have the name even so far corrupted as του Κεβρων, κεδρί, and των δυυρ- δρων. In English the name is often erroneously read (like Cephas, Cenchrea, Chazu, &c.) with a soft C: but it is unnecessary to point out that it has no connection with "Cedar." [KEDRON].

CEILAN (Kalâv): [Ald. Ke'dâv]: Ceylon. Sons of Celian and Atzaz, according to I Esdr, v. 15, returned with Zoroabel from Babylon. There are no names corresponding to these in the lists of Ezra or Nehemiah.

CEILING (ηπατος, from ηπατας: ἐκάτωστθ' edo partner, 1 K. vi. 9; to cover with rafters, Gesen. p. 695; Schleusner, Lec. V. T. καλλος, or ἐκάτας, (Ex. xii. 16), a planking). The descriptions of Scripture upon a visit to the cedar) in which he brings together in a striking picture all the Scripture allusions to this celebrated forest (Notes of Localities, p. 239 ff.)
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are (1 K. vi. 9, 15, vii. 3; 2 Chr. iii. 5, 9, Jer. xxii. 14; Hag. i. 4), and of Josephus (Ant. viii. 3, §§ 2-9, xx. 11, § 6), show that the ceilings of the Temple and the palaces of the Jewish kings were formed of cedar planks applied to the beams or joints crossing from wall to wall, probably with sunk panels (φαραγώματα), edged and ornamented with gold, and carved with inlaid or other patterns (Βαρυθομένα γάματα), sometimes painted (Jer. xxii. 14).

It is probable that both Egyptian and Assyrian models were in this as in other branches of architectural construction, followed before the Roman period. [ARCHITECTURE.] The construction and designs of Assyrian ceilings in the more important buildings can only be conjectured (Layard, Nineveh, ii. 255, 289), but the proportions in the walls themselves answer in a great degree to those mentioned in Scripture (Nin. and Rob. p. 612; Ferguson, Handbook of Architecture, i. 201).

Examples, however, are extant of Egyptian ceilings in stucco painted with devices of a date much earlier than that of Solomon’s Temple. Of these devices the principal are the grillehe, the chevron, and the scroll; also painted in blue with stars, and others bear representations of birds and other figures (Wilkinson, Ant. Egypt. ii. 290). The excessive use of vermillion and other glaring colors in Roman house-painting, of which Vitruvius in a later date complains (vii. 5), may have been introduced from Egypt, whence also came in all probability the taste for vermillion painting shown in Delphicam’s palace (Jer. xxii. 14; Am. iii. 15; Wilkinson, i. 192). See also the descriptions given by Athenaeus (v. p. 166) of the tent of Ptolemy Philopatris, and the ship of Philopator (ib. p. 236), and of the so-called sepulchres of the kings of Syria near Tyre (Hassfeld, p. 165).

The panel work in ceilings, which has been described, is found in Oriental and North African dwellings of late and modern times. Shaw describes the ceilings of Moorish houses in Barbary as of wainscot, either ‘very artfully painted, or else thrown into a variety of panels, with gilded mouldings and scrolls of the Koran intermixed’ (Travels, p. 288). Mr. Porter describes the ceilings of houses at Damascus as delicately painted, and in the more ancient houses with arabesques encompassing panels of blue, on which are inscribed verses and chapters of the Koran in Arabic. Also a tomb at Palmyra, with a stone ceiling beautifully panelled and painted (Damasus, i. 31, 37, 57, 99, 222; cf. Dent, vi. 97; also Lane’s Med. Egypt. i. 37, 38).

Many of the rooms in the Palace of the Moors at the Alhambra were ceiling and ornamented with the richest geometrical patterns. These still remain, and restorations of them may be seen at the Alhambra Court of the Crystal Palace. The ancient Egyptians used colored tiles in their buildings (Athen. v. 206; Wilkinson, ii. 287). The

CENCHREA *

* CELLSARS. [Jou. No. 7.]

CELOSYRIA. [CULESIA.]

CENCHREA (accurately CEN'CHREÆ, Kýroypía; [Cenchrea]), the eastern harbor of Corinth (i.e. its harbor on the Saronic Gulf) and the emporium of its trade with the Asiatic shores of the Mediterranean, as Lechaion (Lutrerik) on the Corinthian Gulf connected it with Italy and the west. A line of walls extended from the citadel of Corinth to Lechaion, and thus the pass of Cenchrea was of peculiar military importance in reference to the approach along the isthmus from Northern Greece to the Morea. [CORINTH.]

St. Paul sailed from Cenchrea (Acts xviii. 18) on his return to Syria from his second missionary journey; and when he wrote his epistle to the Romans in the course of the third journey, an organized church seems to have been formed here (Rom. xvi. 1. See PAMPHILE. The first bishop of this church is said (Apost. Const. viii. 46) to have been named Lucius, and to have been appointed by St. Paul.

The distance of Cenchrea from Corinth was 70 stadia or about nine miles. Pamantias (ii. 3) describes the road as having tombs and a grove of cypresses by the wayside. The modern village of Kórieros retains the ancient name, which is conjectured by Dr. Stiborpe to be derived from the mild-sounding Kýroypía, which still grows there (Walpole’s Travels, p. 41). Some traces of the moles of the port are still visible (see Leake’s Morea, iii. pp. 233-235). The following coin exhibits the port exactly as it is described by Pamantias, with a temple at the extremity of each mole, and a statue of Neptune on a rock between them. J. S. H.

* Kýroypía is the vulgar form, but in modern Greek the educated still write Kýroypía (Rangabes, &c. El. Ann. ix. ii. 318). It is situated near the mouth of a little river which bears the same name, as does also the bay (σαλάς) into which the river
Colonial Coin of Corinth. On the obverse the head of Antoninus Pius; on the reverse the port of Conchreai, with C. L. I. C., that is, COLONIA LAVS VIII CORINTHII.

BEGINUS (seemingly CENDEBUS; [Sinn. in 1 Mac. xxiv. 10, Δεβαος, Δαμεβαος: Cenchesus], a general left by Antiochus VII. in command of the sea-board of Palestine (1 Mac. xx. 38 H.) after the defeat of Tryphon, n. c. 138. He fortified Kidron and harassed the Jews for some time, but was afterwards defeated by Judas and John, the sons of Simon Maccabaeus, with great loss (1 Mac. xxvi. 1-10). [Antiochus VII.] B. F. W.

CENSOR (τηρητής, τηρητος; in LXX., mostly πυρεύς, but also θυρεύς and θυματήριον: thurible). The former of the Hebrew words (from θηρεύω, to seize or hold by, especially of fire) seems used generally for any instrument to seize or hold burning coals, or to receive ashes, &c., such as the appendages of the brazen altar and golden candlestick mentioned in Ex. xxvii. 13, xxxvi. 38, xxxvii. 21, in which senses it seems rendered by the LXX. by ἑτροφόρος, ἑτροφός, or perhaps ὑπόθεσις. It, however, generally bears the limited meaning which properly belongs to the second word, found only in the later books (e. g. 2 Chr. xxvi. 19; Ez. viii. 11), (der. τηρητηπός, incense), that, namely, of a small portable vessel of metal fitted to receive burning coals from the altar, and on which the incense for burning was sprinkled by the priest to whose office this exclusively belonged, who bore it in his hand, and with whose personal share in the most solemn ritual duties it was thus in close and rigid connection (2 Chr. xxvi. 18; Luke i. 9). Thus "Korah and his company" were bidden to take "censers," with which in emulation of Aaron and his sons they had perhaps provided themselves a (comp. Ez. viii. 11); and Moses tells Aaron to take "the censer" (not as in A. V.); i.e. that of the sanctuary, or that of the high-priest, to stay the plague by atonement. The only distinct passages regarding the use of the censer are found in Num. iv. 14, where among the vessels of the golden altar, i.e. of incense, "censers" are reckoned; and in Lev. xvi. 12, where we find that the high-priest was to carry it (here also it is "the" not a "censer" that he is ordered to "take") into the most holy place within the vail, where the "incense" was to be "put on; i.e. on the censer, "before the Lord." This must have been on the Day of Atonement, for then only was that place entered. Solomon prepared "censers of pure gold" as part of the same furniture (1 K. vii. 50; 2 Chr. iv. 22). Possibly their general use may be explained by the imagery of Rev. viii. 3, 4a and may have been to take up coals from the brazen altar, and convey the incense while burning to the golden altar, or "altar of incense," and by it to be offered morning and evening (Ex. xxv. 7, 8). So Uzziah, when he was intending "to burn incense upon the altar of incense," took a censer in his hand" (2 Chr. xxvi. 16, 19). The Mishna (Joma, iv. 4) mentions a silver censer which had a handle, and was fetched from some chamber where such utensils were kept (b. v. 1, and Bartenora's comment); and was used to gather the coals from the altar, which were then transferred to a golden censer. On the great Day of Atonement, however, a golden one of finer standard (Tosaf. v. 5) was used throughout. The word θυματηριον rendered "censer" in Heb. ix. 4, probably means the "altar of incense." [Altar.] (In Ugelini, vol. xi. a copious collection of authorities on the subject will be found; Some- schmied de Thum. Socia is referred to by Winer, s. v. Rauelias.)

CENSUS (Τηρητής, or Τηρητός, numbering combined with lustration, from τηρή, survey in order to purify, Gesen. 1120: LXX. ἄρματος: N. T., ἄρμογραφος: diumacratia, declaratio). 1. Moses laid down the law (Ex. xxx. 12, 13) that whenever the people were numbered, an offering of a shkel should be made by every man above 20 years of age by way of atonement or propitiation. A previous law had also ordered that the firstborn of man and of beast should be set apart, as well as the first fruits of agricultural produce; the first to be redeemed, and the rest with one exception offered to God (Ex. xii. 12, 13, xxii. 29). The idea of lustration in connection with numbering predominated also in the Roman census (Dict. of Antig. s. v. Lustrum), and among Mohammedan nations at the present day a prejudice exists against numbering their possessions, especially the fruits of the field (Hax; Western Barbary, p. 19; Crichton, Arab. ii. 190; see also Lane, Mod. Egypt. ii. 72, 

a Gesenius s. v. Τηρήτης seems to prefer the general meaning of a fire-shovel in this passage: but, from Num. xvi. 17, it was probably the same fashion of thing as that used by Aaron in the priestly function. Or, as the rebellion was evidently a deliberately converted movement, is there any difficulty in supposing he amount of preparation suggested in the text.

b The word for censer here is λαβανος, from the
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73. The instances of numbering recorded in the O. T. are as follows:

1. Under the express direction of God (Ex. xxviii. 25), in the 3d or 4th month after the Ex-
odus, during the encampment at Sinai, chiefly for the purpose of raising money for the Tabernacle.
The numbers then taken amounted to 603,550 men, which may be presumed to express with
greater precision the round numbers of 600,000 who are said to have left Egypt at first (Ex. xii.
37).

2. Again, in the 2d month of the 3d year after the Exodus (Num. i. 2, 3). This census was taken
for a double purpose, (a) to ascertain the number of fighting men from the age of 20 to 50 (Joseph.
Ant. iii. 12, § 4). The total number on this occasion,

exclusive of the Levites, amounted at this time
also to 603,550 (Num. ii. 32). Josephus says 604,560; each tribe was numbered, and placed under
a special leader, the head of the tribe. (b) To as-
certain the amount of the redemption offering due
on account of all the first-born both of persons and

cattle. Accordingly the numbers were taken of all
the first-born male persons of the whole nation above
one month old, including all of the tribe of Levi
in the same age. The Levites, whose numbers
amounted to 22,000, were taken in lieu of the first-
born males of the rest of Israel, whose numbers
were 227,530, and for the surplus of 273,3 a money
payment of 1350 shekels, or 5 shekels each, was
made to Aaron and his sons (Num. iii. 39, 51).

If the numbers in our present copies, from which
these given by Josephus do not materially differ,
be correct, it seems likely that these two number-
ings were in fact one, but applied to different pur-
poses. We can hardly otherwise account for the
identity of numbers even within the few months
of interval (Calmont on Num. ii. Pictorial Bible.
ibid.). It may be remarked that the system of
appointing head men in each tribe as leaders, as
well as the care taken in preserving the pedigrees
of the families corresponds with the practice of the
Arab tribes at the present day (Crichton, Arabias.
ii. 183, 186; Niebuhr, Desc. de L'Arabie, 14;
Buckingham, Arab Tribes, 98; John, Hist. Bibl.
e. i. 11; Malcolm, Sketches of Persia, xiv. 157,
159).

3. Another numbering took place 38 years after-
wards, previous to the entrance into Canaan, when
the total number, excepting the Levites, amounted
to 601,730 males, showing a decrease of 1,870. All
tribes presented an increase except the following:
Benjamin, [showing a decrease] of 5770; Simeon,
37,100; Gad, 5,190; Ephraim and Naphtali, 9,000
each. The tribe of Levi had increased by 737
(Num. xxvi.). The great diminution which took
place in the tribe of Simeon may probably be as-
signed to the plague consequent on the misconduct
of Zimri (Calmont, on Num. xxv. 9). On the other
hand, the chief instances of increase are found in
Manasseh, of 26,500; Benjamin, 10,200; Asher,
11,000; and Issachar, 9,000. None were numbered
at this census who had been above 20 years of age
for 38 years, except Caleb and Joshua (Num. xxvi.
64-65).

4. The next formal numbering of the whole
people was in the reign of David, who in a moment
of presumption, contrary to the advice of Joab, gave
orders to number the people without requiring the
statutory offering of a shekel. The men of Israel
above 20 years of age were 800,000, and of Judah
300,000, total 1,100,000. The book of Chron. gives
the numbers of Israel 1,100,000, and of Judah
470,000, total 1,570,000; but informs us that Levi
and Benjamin were not numbered (1 Chr. xxi. 6,
xxvii. 24). Josephus gives the numbers of Israel
and Judah respectively 900,000 and 400,000 (2
Num. xxiv. 19, 3, and Calm. od loc.; 1 Chr. xxi.
1-5, xxvii. 24; Joseph. Ant. vii. 14, § 1.)

The census of David was completed by Solo-
mon, by causing the foreigners and remnant of
the conquered nations resident within Palestine to
be numbered. Their number amounted to 153,-
600, and they were employed in forced labor on
his great architectural works (Josh. ix. 27; 1 K. v.
15, ix. 20, 21; 1 Chr. xxi. 2; 2 Chr. ii. 17, 18).

Between this time and the Captivity, mention
is made of the numbers of armies under successive
kings of Israel and Judah, from which may be
gathered with more or less probability, and with the
due consideration of the circumstances of the times
as influencing the numbers of the levies, estimates
of the population at the various times mentioned.

6. Rehoboam (l. c. 975-938) collected from
Judah and Benjamin 180,000 men to fight against
Jeroboam (1 K. xii. 21).

7. Abijam (938-955), with 400,000 men, made
war on Rehoboam with 800,000, of whom 500,000
were Ephraimites (1 K. xii. 24).

8. Asa (955-914) had an army of 300,000 men
from Judah, and 280,000 (Josephus says 250,000)
from Benjamin, with which he defeated Zerah the
Ethiopian, with an army of 1,000,000 (2 Chr. xiv.
8, 9; Joseph. Ant. viii. 12, § 1).

9. Jehoshaphat (914-891), besides men in gar-
risons, had under arms 1,160,000 men, including
probably subject foreigners (2 Chr. xiv. 19-19;
John, Hist. Bibl. e. i. 12, 13).

10. Amaaziah (828-811) had from Judah and
Benjamin 300,000, besides 100,000 mercenaries
from Israel (2 Chr. xxv. 5, 6).

11. Uzziah (811-753) could bring into the field
307,500 men (307,000, Josephus), well armed, under
3000 officers (2 Chr. xxvi. 11-15; Joseph. Ant. ix.
10, § 3).

Besides these more general statements, we have
other and partial notices of numbers indicating
the condition of the army. The census of 4 tribes
collected 32,000 men (Judg. vi. 35, vii. 3). (b)
Jehoshaphat put to death 42,000 Ephraimites (Judg.
xii. 6). The numbers of Ephraim 300 years before
were 32,500 (Num. xxvi. 57). (c) Of Benjamin
25,000 were slain at the battle of Gibeah, by which
danger, and that of the inhabitants of its cities, the
tribe was reduced to 600 men. Its numbers
in the wilderness were 45,000 (Num. xxvi. 41;
Judg. xx. 34, 46). The number of those who
joined David after Saul's death, besides the tribe
of Issachar, was 340,222 (1 Chr. xxiii. 23-38). (c.) At
the time when Jehoshaphat could muster 1,160,000
men, Ahin in Israel could only bring 7000 against
the Syrians (1 K. xx. 15). (f) The numbers car-
rried captive to Babylon v. c. 209 from Judah, are
said (2 K. xiv. 14, 16) to have been from 8000 to
10,000, by Jerimiah 40,000. (f.) The people who
were returned with Zerubbabel in the first caravan
are reckoned at 42,390 (Exx. ii. 61); but of these
perhaps 12,542 belonged to other tribes than Judah
and Benjamin.

It is thus that the difference between the total
(vers. 61) and the several details is to be accounted
for. The purpose of this census, which does not
materially differ from the statement in Nehemiah
(Neh. vii.), was to settle with reference to the year
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at Jubilee the inheritances in the Holy Land, which had been disturbed by the Captivity, and also to ascertain the family genealogies, and ensure, as far as possible, the purity of the Jewish race (Ezr. ii. 59, x. 2, 8, 14, 44; Lev. xxv. 10).

In the second caravan, n. c. 438, the number was 1,496. Women and children were in neither case included (Ezr. viii. 1-14).

It was probably for kindred objects that the previous and subsequent researches which occupy the first 9 chapters of the first book of Chronicles were either composed before the Captivity, or compiled afterwards from existing records by Ezra and others (1 Chr. iv. 38, 32, 30, v. 9, vi. 57, 81, vii. 28, ix. 2). In the course of these we meet with notices of the numbers of the tribes, but at what periods is uncertain. Thus Reuben, Gad, and half the tribe of Manasseh are set down at 44,700 (v. 18), Issachar at 57,000 (vii. 5), Benjamin 30,454 (vii. 7, 9, 11), Asher 29,000 (vii. 10). Besides there are to be reckoned plebeians, Levites, and residents at Jerusalem from the tribes of Benjamin, Ephraim, and Manasseh (ix. 3).

Throughout all these accounts two points are clear. 1. That great pains were taken to ascertain and register the numbers of the Jewish people at various times for the reasons mentioned above. 2. That the numbers given in some cases can with difficulty be reconciled with other numbers of no very distant date, as well as with the presumed capacity of the country for supporting population. Thus the entire male population above 23 years of age, excepting Levi and Benjamin, at David's census, is given as 1,300,000 or 1,570,000 (2 Sam. xxiv. 1; 1 Chr. xxii.), strangers 153,000, total 1,453,000 or 1,723,000. These numbers (the excepted tribes being borne in mind) represent a population of not less than 4 times this amount, or at least 5,814,000, of whom not less than 2,000,000 belonged to Judah alone (2 Sam. xxiv. 9).

About 100 years after Jehoshaphat was able to gather from Judah and Benjamin (including subject foreigners) an army of 1,100,000 besides garrisons, representing a population of 4,640,000. Fifty years later, Amaziah could only raise 300,000 from the same 2 tribes, and 27 years after this, Uzziah had 307,500 men and 2,600 officers. Whether the number of the foreigners subject to Jehoshaphat constitutes the difference at these periods must remain uncertain.

To compare these estimates with the probable capacity of the country, the whole area of Palestine, including the trans-Jordanian tribes, so far as it is possible to ascertain their limits, may be set down as not exceeding 11,000 square miles: Judah and Benjamin at 3,153, and Galilee at 593 square miles. The population, making allowance for the excepted tribes, would thus be less than 590 to the square mile. Now the population of Belgium in 1830 was 4,425,202, or at the rate of 338 to the sq. mile, the area being about 11,400 sq. miles. The area of the kingdom of Saxony is 5,752 sq. miles, and its population in 1832 was 1,987,832, or an average of 345; but in some districts 500, to the sq. mile. The counties of Yorkshire, Westmoreland (the least populous county in England), and Lancashire, whose united area is 8,942 sq. miles contained in 1832 a population of 3,850,213, or rather more than 445 to the sq. mile: what the county of Lancashire alone gave 1,064 persons, the West Riding of Yorkshire 496, and Warwickshire 39 to the sq. mile. The island of Barbadoes contains about 168 sq. miles, and in 1830 contained a population of 145,000, or 875 to the sq. mile.

The population of Malta in 1849 was 115,864, or 1,182 to the sq. mile. The two last instances, therefore, alone supply an average superior to that ascribed to Palestine in the time of David, while the average of Judah and Benjamin in the time of Jehoshaphat, would seem, with the exception mentioned above, to give 1,480 to the sq. mile, a population estimated only, in England, by the county of Middlesex (6,059), and approached by that of Lancashire (1,094).

But while, on the one hand, great doubt rests on the genuineness of numerical expression in O. T. it must be considered on the other, that the readings on which our version is founded give, with trifling variations, the same results as those presented by the L.XX. and by Josephus (Jahn, v. 36; Winer, Zeitb., 2a. Gesch. Phil. Sacr. de conscrib. corruptr., i. § 23, vol. ii. p. 181).

In the list of cities occupied by the tribe of Judah, including Simeon, are found 123 "with their villages," and by Benjamin 26. Of one city, Ai, situate in Benjamin, which like many, if not all the others, was walled, we know that the population, probably exclusive of children, was 12,000, whilst of Gilboa it is said that it was larger than Ai (Jos. viii. 32, 23), x. 2, xv. 21-62, xviii. 21-38, xix. 14, 16). If these cities may be taken as samples of the rest, it is clear that Southern Palestine, at least, was very populous before the entrance of the people of Israel.

But Josephus, in his accounts (1) of the population of Galilee in his own time, and (2) of the numbers congregated at Jerusalem at the time of the Passover, shows a large population inhabiting Palestine. He says there were many cities in Galilee, besides villages, of which the least, whether cities or villages is not quite certain, had not less than 13,000 inhabitants (B. J. iii. 3, § 2, 4; comp. Tac. Hist. v. 8). After the defeat of Cestius, A.D. 66, before the formal outbreak of the war, a census taken at Jerusalem by the priests, of the numbers assembled there for the Passover, founded on the number of lambs sacrificed, compared with the probable number of persons partaking, gave 2,700,000 persons, besides foreigners and those who were excluded by ceremonial defilement (see Tac. Hist. v. 12). For the siege itself 1,100,000 perished, and during the war 97,000 were made captives. Besides these many deserted to the Romans, and were disclosed by them (B. J. vi. 8, 9, 3). These numbers, on any supposition of foreign influx (ου διαλυαμαι ουκ ἐπιθύμησιν), imply a large native population; and 63 years later, in the insurrection of Barcothobas, Dion Cassius says that 50 fortified towns and 980 villages were destroyed, and 380,000 persons were slain in war, besides a countless multitude who perished by famine, fire, and disease, so that Palestine became almost depopulated (Dion Cass. lxxix. 14).

Lastly, there are abundant traces throughout the whole of Palestine of a much higher rate of fertility in former ages than at present times, a fertility remarked by profuse writers, and of which the present neglected state of cultivation affords no test. This, combined with the positive divine promises of population existing in the Book of Genesis, make it probable that at least some degree of a very approximate correctness in the foregoing estimate of population (Tac. Hist. v. 6; Ann. Mare. xiv 8; Joseph. B. J. iii. 3; St. Jerome on Ezek. xx. and Rabbinical authorities in Reld. c. xxvi. : Shaw
CHAFF

Tracts, ii. pt. 2, c. 1, pp. 336, 340, and 275: Has-
seleist, Tranks, pp. 129, 127, 151; Stankey, 8, of
Pol., pp. 424, 374, 375; Pliny, Sec. 59, 56; Kammi-
Gen. xii. 16, xiii. 17; Num. xxiii. 10; 1 K. iv.
20; Acts xii. 20.

H. In N. T., St. Luke, in his account of the
"taxing," says a deixe went out from Augustus
{/maparh/peia aitai upo mpwv mpwv tov aitai aitai
-mporo/pev wv porpi exwv tov aitai aitai, and
in the Acts alludes to a disturbance raised by Judas
of Galilee in the days of the "taxing." (Luke ii. 1; Acts v. 37.)

The Roman census under the Republic consisted,
so far as the present purpose is concerned, in an
enrollment of persons and property by tribes and
households. Every paterfamilias was required to
appear before the Censors, and give his own name
and his father's: if married, that of his wife, and
the number and ages of his children; after this an
account and valuation of his property, on which a
tax was then imposed. By the Acts thus obtained
every man's position in the state was regulated.

After this the property lists had been performed a
benevolence or solemn purification of the people followd,
not always immediately. (Dict. of Antiq. acts. Con-
sus, Litterum; Dionys. iv. 15, 22, 24. De legg.
iii. 3; 100, 50, 15, 47; Col. 11, 16, 48; Clinton,
Fast. Hell. iii. p. 457, c. 10.)

The census was taken, more or less regularly,
in the provinces, under the Republic, by provincial
censers, and the tribute regulated at their discretion
(Cic. U. c. c. u. ii. 53, 54), but no complete census
was made before the time of Augustus, who carried
out 3 general inspections of this kind, namely,
(1) c. 28; (2) c. 8; (3) a. d. 14; and a partial one,
A. D. 4. The reason of the partial exten-
t of this last was that he feared disturbances out
of Italy, and also that he might not appear as
an exactor. Of the returns made, Augustus himself
kept an accurate account (archivium), like a private
man of his property (Plin. C. a. i. 43, 15; Suet.
Aug. 27, 101; Tac. Ann. i. 11; Tac. Ann. iv. 15,
Ernest.)

A special assessment of Gaul under commissioners
sent for the purpose: mentioned in the time of
Tiberius (Tac. Ann. i. 31, ii. 65; Liv. vi. 134,
136).

The difficulties which arise in the passage from
St. Luke are discussed under CHERES.

H. W. P.

CENTURION. [As a military title, see
Atmy, p. 161.]

* It is worth notice that all the centurions men-
tioned in the N. T. of whom we learn anything
beyond the strict line of their office, appear in a
favorable light in the course of whom we read in
Matt. viii. 5; if the Jews bare testimony that "he
loved their nation and had build them a synagogue."
His faith and humility were so great that when
Christ proposed to come and heal his servant, he
replied, "Lord, I am not worthy that thou shouldest
come under my roof; but speak the word only and
my servant shall be healed." He had been born
a heathen, but Christ declared of him, "I have
not found so great faith, no, not in Israel." The
centurion who was on guard at the time of the cruci-
fixon, saw the portentous character of the events
which accompanied the Saviour's death (Mark
xv. 32; Luke xxiii. 47), acknowledged the right-
fulness of his claims, and confessed, "Truly this
man was the Son of God."

The name of Cornelius (Acts x. 1 ff.) marks a distinct period in the history
of the church. Before he had any knowledge of the gospel he had renounced idolatry and become
a worshipper of Jehovah (eisarabes). He "feared
God with all his house," abounded in alms-giving,
and had a "good report among all the nation of
the Jews." His prayers for light and guidance
were heard and answered. By a remarkable adj-
justment of visions and providences he was at length
honored as the first Gentile convert who was re-
ceived into the church under such circumstances as
to become a figure in the elevation of the universalism of Christ's
religion and its independence of the rites of Judaism.
It is not certain that Julius, Paul's keeper on the
journey to Rome (Acts xxvii. 1 ff.), became a
Christian: but he is described as a model of cour-
tesy and kindness, and, as may be inferred from the
ascendency which the apostle gained over him
during the voyage, was capable of appreciating the
noble character and rare endowments of his prin-
ciple.

II. CETHAS [Kephas]. [Peter.]

CHERES (K6pHas: Curtia, i Esdr. v. 20.
[Kıloes].

* CESAR, A. V. ed. 1611, etc. [ČE-SAR.]

* CESAREA, A. V. ed. 1611, etc. [ČE-S-
AREA.]

CHETAB (Kepab: Chobah), i Esdr. v. 30.

There is no name corresponding with this in
the lists of Ezra and Nehemiah.

CHA BRIS ('Apsis, [XaHpis: Vat. Sin.] Alex.
Xarap: Vulg. omits (exc. Jud. viii. 10 (9)
Chobai), the son of Gathion (οι τον ἔγον
, one of the three "rulers" (αρχιερεν), or "ancients"
(πρωτοερεϊων) of Bethulia, in the time of
Judith (Jud. vi. 15, viii. 10, x. 6).

CHIA DIAS. They of Chidias (of Χαίδας
[Alex. Χαίδας; Abi. of Χαίδας]), and
Ambinlild," according to 1 Esdr. v. 20, returned
from Babylon with Zoroast. There are no correspond-
ing names in Ezra and Nehemiah.

* Fritzche (Lexg. Handb. in loc.) identifies
Chidias with Keisich, Josh. xv. 29.

A. CHETREAS, the proper orthography for
CHERES, 2 Mac. x. 52, 57.

CHAFF (Γεληθαηθα, ζήληθα). Child. ἑκατά-
τροπ, στίβωμα, πτελεια, φυλλωτα, τσαλ,
(Tamp. Cebos, p. 41).

The word meaning "chaff," is used twice in O. T., namely, Is. v.
24, xxxiii. 11. The root ζήληθα is not used. Probably the Sanskrit kākhaḥ = hay;
and occurs twice only in O. T., namely, Is. v. 24, xxvii. 3.

or ζήληθα is chaff separated by winnowing
from the grain on the back of the wheat. The car-
ya way of chaff by the wind is an ordinary
Sanskrit image of the destruction of the wicked,
and of their powerlessness to resist God's judgments
(Is. xvii. 13; Hos. xiii. 3; Zeph. ii. 2 [Job xxi.
18; Ps. i. 4, xxxv. 5; Is. xxix. 5]). The root of
the word is ζήληθα, to press out, of milk: whence,
its second meaning, to separate.

is rendered straw in Ex. v. 7, 10, 11, etc.,
and stubble in Job xxi. 18. In Ex. v. 12, we read
ζήληθα, stubble; for straw; so that it is not
the same as stubble. It means straw cut into short portions, in which state it was mixed with the mud of which bricks were made to give it consistency. In I K. iv. 28, mention is made of a mixed fodder for horses and camels of barley and \( \text{\textit{jebel}} \), such as the Arabs call \text{\textit{día}} to this day. The derivation of the word is doubtful. Gesenius was of opinion that \( \text{\textit{hejbel}} \) was for \( \text{\textit{hejbel-}\text{\textit{b}}\text{\textit{u}}}, \) from root \( \text{\textit{loj-\text{\textit{b}}}} \), to build, in reference to edifices of bricks made with straw.

Koediger prefers to connect it with \( \text{\textit{jebel}}, \) which properly implies a separation and division of parts, and is thence transferred to the mental power of discernment; so that \( \text{\textit{hejbel}} \) signifies properly anything cut into small parts (Ges. Thes. 1492).

The Chaldaic word \( \text{\textit{hejbel}} \) occurs but once, in Dan. ii. 35. It is connected with the Syr. \( \text{\textit{hâbû}}, \) and Arab. \( \text{\textit{hâbû}}, \) i.e. a straw or small bit of chaff flying into and injuring the eye.

W. D.

**CHAIN.** Chains were used, (1) as lugs of office; (2) for ornament; (3) for confining prisoners.

(1) The gold chain (\( \text{\textit{hâbûb}} \)) placed about Joseph’s neck (Gen. xii. 42), and that promised to Daniel (Dan. v. 7, named \( \text{\textit{hâbûb}} \)), are instances of the first use. In Egypt it was one of the insignia of a judge, who wore an image of truth attached to it (Wilkinson’s Anc. Egypt. ii. 23); it was also worn by the prime minister. In Persia it was considered not only as a mark of royal favor (Xen. Anc. i. 2; \( \text{\textit{xxvii.}} \)), but a token of investiture (Ibn. i.e.; Morier’s Second Journey, p. 93). In Ez. xvi. 11, the chain is mentioned as the symbol of sovereignty. (2) Chains for ornamental purposes were worn by men as well as women in many countries both of Europe and Asia (Wilkinson, iii. 373), and probably this was the case among the Hebrews (Prov. i. 9). The necklace (\( \text{\textit{hâbûb}} \)) consisted of pearls, corals, &c., threaded on a string; the beads were called \( \text{\textit{hâbûb}}, \) from \( \text{\textit{hâbû}}, \) to perfore (Cant. i. 10). A.V. “chains,” where “of gold ” are interpolated.

Besides the necklace, other chains were worn (Judg. x. 4) hanging down as far as the waist, or even lower. Some were adorned with pieces of metal, shaped in the form of the moon, named \( \text{\textit{hâbûb}}, \) (\textit{chamara}, LXX.; \textit{luma}, Vulg.; round tires like the moon, A. V.; Is. iii. 19); a similar ornament, the hilal, still exists in Egypt (Lane’s Modern Egyptians, App. A.). The Midianites adorned the necks of their camels with it (Judg. viii. 21, 26); the Arabs still use a similar ornament (Wellsted, i. 301). To other chains were suspended various trinkets—as scent-bottles, \( \text{\textit{hâbûb}}, \), \( \text{\textit{hâbûb}}, \), \( \text{\textit{hâbûb}}, \) (tablets or houses of the soul, A. V., Is. iii. 20), and mirrors, \( \text{\textit{hâbûb}}, \) (Is. iii. 23). Step-chains, \( \text{\textit{hâbûb}}, \) (adorned ornaments, A. V.), were attached to the ankle-rings, which shortened the step and produced a mining gait (Is. iii. 10, 18). (3) The means

*Our calcedony being often opalescent—i.e., having something of Pliny’s \"Carbonato-erume\"* in a "got confounded with the Chalcodetius or Pink carnelian of a pale color, and this again with his green Chalcodetius. Капричный and Капричный are continued adopted for confusing prisoners among the Jews were fetters similar to our hand-cuffs, \( \text{\textit{hâbûb}}, \) (lit. two bracelets, as though made in halves), fastened on the wrists and ankles, and attached to each other by a chain (Judg. xvi. 21; 2 Sam. iii. 34, 2 K. xvi. 7; Jer. xxxix. 7). Among the Romans, the prisoner was hand-cuffed to one, and occasionally to two guards—the hand-cuff on the one being attached to that on the other by a chain (Acts xii. 6, 7, xxii. 33 [xxviii. 16, 20]; Eph. vi. 20; 2 Tim. i. 16); \ix\textit{Dict. of Ant., art. Cæcitus}. W. L. B.

*The \"chains\" (\"A. V.\") with which the Gadarene maniac was bound (Mark v. 3, 4) were ap- parently those or wrists, which he called \"his phrenesy, \" in his phrenesy (\textit{bëraschab}), while he crushed or shivered to pieces the iron fetters (\textit{sŵŵt̂̃nû ̂̃mû̃ĝ̃}). See FETTERS.

**CHALCEDON.** (\x97\text{\textit{hejbel}}, \) chalcodetius), only in Rev. xxi. 18, where it is mentioned as being the stone which garnished the third foundation of the heavenly Jerusalem. The name is applied in modern mineralogy to one of the varieties of agate, specimens of this sub-species of quartz, when of a pearly or wax-like lustre and of great transluence, are known by the name of chalcodony, sometimes popularly called \"white carnelian.\" There is also a stalactitic form found occasionally in cavities. There can, however, be little doubt that the stone to which Theophrastus (\textit{De Lapid.} \textit{xxvii.}) refers, as being found in the island opposite Chalcodon and used as a solder, must have been the green transparent carbonate of copper, or our copper emerald. It is by no means easy to determine the mineral indicated by Pliny (\textit{xxvii.} 5); the white agate is mentioned by him (\textit{xxxvii.} 7), as one of the numerous varieties of Achates (Agate), under the names Cerochletes and Lencochletes. The Chalcodony was so called from Chalcodon, and was obtained from the copper-mines there. It was a small stone and of no great value; it is described by Pliny as resembling the green and blue tints which are seen on a peacock’s tail, or on a pigeon’s neck. Mr. King (\textit{Aiwnyge Genre}, p. 8) says it was a kind of inferior emerald, as Pliny understood it.

W. H.

*Thomson (\textit{Land and Book}, i. 437) speaks of this mineral as not uncommon in Syria. In one of the valleys of Galilee (3: hours on the way from Safed to Acco) \#\textbf{are} beautiful geodes of chalcedony, which I have spent days, first and last, in gathering. In the spring of 1838 I sent four donkey-loads to Bèrèit, and from there they have been dispersed by friends to almost every part of the world. Some five years ago I discovered a new locality of it, extending from Jar Kurnaone, below Muskahara, quite up to the south end of the Búkâ’ah, at Juh Jennin. The whole country there for many miles is literally covered with these geodes, from the size of a walnut to that of a large melon. I have discovered jasper and agate in great variety and very beautiful, along the southern and eastern base of Mount Casius, and in a few other places. Of the twelve manner of stones in the breast-plate of the high-priest (Ex. xxi. 17-20) there are native to this country the jasper, the agate, the beryl, and the sardius. If

thucally interchanged in MS. Marobodu already understood it of our Calcedony, as shown by his \"Pal- lenaque Chalcodinius Ignis habet efigem.\"—C. W. King."
the sapphire is the lapis lazuli, it is also met with in certain parts of Syria.'

It is surprising to observe with what familiarity the sacred writers refer to the names and qualities of precious stones. This is specially true of Job in the Apocalypse (xxi. 18-21), who exhibits a knowledge of such matters which an expert only in this species of learning among us would be expected to possess. But in the East, where such stones abound and are applied to so many uses, persons of the most ordinary intelligence in other respects show themselves almost the equals of artisans and scholars. 'I say,' says Job, referring to the writer just quoted, 'that this donkey-lord coming to meet us could confound nine-tenths of Bible-readers in America by his familiar acquaintance with the names, appearance, and relative value of the precious stones mentioned in the Word of God. We need not be surprised, therefore, at the constant mention of them by plain and unlettered prophets and apostles. Job was not a scholar nor a lapidary, and yet he is perfectly at home among precious stones, and without effort gives a list which has puzzled and does still puzzle our wisest scholars even to understand, nor are they yet agreed in regard to them. In our translation, and in every other with which I am acquainted, the same Hebrew word is made to stand for entirely different gems, and lexicographers, commentators, and critics are equally uncertain.'

II.

CHALDEA, more correctly CHALDEA (Zu/lu, 'Nabata), is properly only the most southern portion of Babelonia. It is used, however, in our version, for the Hebrew ethnic appellative 'Cushion,' or 'Chaldeans,' under which term the inhabitants of the entire country are designated; and it will therefore here be taken in this extended sense. The origin of the term is very doubtful. Cushion has been derived by some from Chasidel (7lu/lu), the son of Nabor (Gen. xvi. 22); but if it was already a city of the Cushim, before Abraham quit it (Gen. xi. 24), the name of Cushin cannot possibly have been derived from his nephew. On the other hand the term Cushin has been connected with the city Kishishin (Chil. mad of Ezekiel, xxvii. 23). This is possible correctly. At any rate, in searching for an etymology it should be borne in mind that Kish or Kishan, not Cushin, is the native form.

1. Limits and boundaries.—The tract of country viewed in Scripture as the land of the Chaldeans is that vast alluvial plain which has been formed by the deltas of the Euphrates and the Tigris—and let us be as near to the west of the latter stream. The country to the east is Elam or Susiana; but the entire tract between the rivers, as well as the low country on the Arabian side of the Euphrates, which is cultivable by irrigation from that stream, must be considered as comprised within the Chaldean of which Nebuchadnezzar was king. This extraordinary flat, unbroke other than by the works of man, extends, in a direction nearly N. W. and S. E., a distance of 400 miles along the source of the rivers, and is on the average about 100 miles in width. A line drawn from Hit on the Euphrates to Tekrit on the Tigris, may be considered to mark its northern limits; the eastern boundary is the Tigris itself; the southern the Persian Gulf; on the west its boundary is some-what ill-defined, and in fact would vary according to the degree of skill and industry devoted to the regulation of the waters and the extension of works for irrigation. In the most flourishing times of the Chaldean empire the water seems to have been brought to the extreme limit of the alluvium, a canal having been cut along the edge of the territory formation on the Arabian side throughout its entire extent, running at an average distance from the Euphrates of about 30 miles.

2. General character of the country.—The general aspect of the country is thus described by a modern traveller, who well contrasts its condition now with the appearance which it must have presented in ancient times. "In former days," he says, "the vast plains of Babylon were nourished by a complicated system of canals and water-courses, which spread over the surface of the country like a net-work. The wants of a teeming population were supplied by a rich soil, not less bountiful than that on the banks of the Egyptian Nile. As islands rising from a golden sea of waving corn stood frequent groves of palm-trees and pleasant gardens, and the idler or traveller their grateful and highly-valued shade. The streams were so well channelled that the bustle of gardens, nothing now meets the eye but an airy waste the dense population of former times is vanished, and no man dwells there." (Lottin's Chaldaic, pp. 14, 15.) The cause of the change is to be found in the neglect of man. "There is no physical reason," says the same writer, "why Babylon should not be as beautiful and as thickly inhabited as in days of old; a little care and industry would once more make the country a land of fields and gardens of the olden times." The prosperity and fertility of the country depend entirely on the regulation of the waters. Carefully and properly applied and husbanded, they are sufficient to make the entire plain a garden. Left to themselves, they desert the river courses to accumulate in lakes and marshes, leaving bare districts waterless, and other equally nearly supplied, while they once more become formerly under cultivation which become covered with a forest of reeds, and during the summer heats breed a pestiferous nuisance. This is the present condition of the greater part of Babelonia under Turkish rule; the evil is said to be advancing; and the whole country threatens to become within a short time either marsh or desert.

3. Divisions.—In a country so uniform and so devoid of natural features as this, political divisions could only accidental or arbitrary. Few are found of any importance. The true Chaldean, as has been already noticed, is always in the geographers a distinct region, being the most southern portion of Babilonia, lying chiefly (if not solely) on
the right bank of the Euphrates (Strab. xvi. 1, 6; Ptol. v. 20). Babylonia above this is divided into two districts, respectively Amurru and Auranitis. The former is the name of the central territory round Babylon itself; the latter is applied to the regions towards the north, where Babylonia borders on Assyria (Ptol. v. 20).

4. Cities. — Babylonia was celebrated at all times for the number and antiquity of its cities. "Babel, and Ezech, and Accad, and Calneh, in the land of Shinar," are the first towns mentioned in Scripture (Gen. x. 10). The "vast number of great cities" which the country possessed, was noted by Herodotus (i. 178), and the whole region is in fact studded with huge mounds, each mound marking beyond a doubt the site of a considerable town. The most important of those which have been identified are Borsippa (Birs-Nimrud), Sippar or Sepharvaim (Musul), Chatha (Borsam), Calneh (Niffer), Ezech (Warka), Ur (Megiddo), Chillum (Kulwoda), Laranca (Scibaek), Is (Hit), Duraba (Abekker); and besides there were a multitude of others, the sites of which have not been determined, as the Accad of Genesis (x. 10); the Theorden of Abduenus (Fr. 8); Ar-Abdi, Robesi, &c., towns mentioned in the inscriptions. Two of these places — Ur and Borsippa — are particularly noticed in the following article (CHALDEANS).

5. Canals. — One of the most remarkable features of ancient Babylonia was, as has been already observed, its net-work of canals. A more particular account will now be given of the chief of these. Three principal canals carried off the waters of the Euphrates towards the Tigris above Babylon. These were, (1) The original "Royal river," or Ar-Malche of Berosus, which left the Euphrates at Perisob or Anbar, and followed the line of the modern Sulaymaniyah or Shattala, passing through Cutha, and fell into the Tigris 20 miles below the city of Soloi. On the other side of the stream, a large canal, perhaps the most important of all, leaving the Euphrates at Hit, where the alluvial plain commences, skirted the deposit on the west along its entire extent, and fell into the Persian Gulf at the head of the Tidwin creek, about 20 miles west of the Shat-el-Arab; while a second main artery (the Pallocaus of Arrian) branched from the Euphrates nearly at Musul, and ran into a great lake in the neighborhood of Borsippa, whence the lands to the southwest of Babylon were irrigated. From these and other similar channels, numerous branches were carried out, from which further cross cuts were made, until at length every field was duly supplied with the precious fluid.

6. Sea of Niphon, Chalbean marshes, &c. — Phalae, and Phalae, and Phalae, and Phalae: one natural feature deserving of special description — the vast inland freshwater sea of Niphon." (Lotus, p. 45). This sheet of water, which does not owe its origin to the inundations, but is a permanent lake of considerable depth, surrounded by cliffs of a reddish sandstone in places 40 feet high, extends in a south-easterly direction a distance of 40 miles, from about lat. 31° 53', long. 44° 5', to lat. 31° 25', long. 44° 35'. Its greatest width is 35 miles. It lies thus on the right bank of the Euphrates, from which it is distant (at the nearest point) about 20 miles, and receives from it a certain quantity of water at the time of the inundation, which flows through it, and is carried back to the Euphrates at Shumara, by a natural river course known as the Shat-el-Jawab Above and below the Sea of Niphon, from the Birs-Nimrud to Kyfr, and from the south-eastern extremity of the Sea to Shumara, extend the famous Chalbean marshes (Strab. xvi. 1, § 12; Arrian, Exp. Al. vii. 22), where Alexander was nearly lost, but these are entirely distinct from the sea itself, depending on the state of the Hindiyah canal, and disappearing altogether when that is effectually closed.

7. Productions. — The extraordinary fertility of the Chalbean soil has been noticed by various writers. It is said to be the only country in the world where wheat grows wild. Berosus noticed this production (Fr. 1, § 2), and also the spontaneous growth of barley, sesame, ocher, palms, apples, and many kinds of shellfuit. Herodotus declared (i. 193) that grain commonly returned 200-fold to the sower, and occasionally 300-fold. Strabo made nearly the same assertion (iv. 1, § 14); and Pliny said (H. N. xviii. 17), that the soil will not bear wheat twice, and afterwards was good for pease, hair, and ears. The palm was undoubtedly one of the principal objects of cultivation. According to Strabo it furnished the natives with bread, wine, vinegar, pork, oil, and ropes; with a fuel equal to charcoal, and with a means of fattening cattle and sheep. A Persian poem celebrated its 360 uses (Strab. xvi. 1, 14). Herodotus says (i. 193) that the whole of the flat country was planted with palms, and Ammoniaca Marcellinum (xxiv. 3) observes that from the point reached by Julian's army to the Shores of the Persian Gulf was one continuous forest of verdure. At present palms are almost confined to the vicinity of the rivers, and even then do not grow thickly, except about the villages on their banks. The soil is rich, but there is little cultivation, the inhabitants subsisting chiefly upon dates. More than half the country is left dry and waste from the want of a proper system of irrigation; while the remaining half is a great expanse covered with shrubs, varying to the same neglect. Thus it is at once true that the sea has come up upon Babylon and she is covered with the waves thereof" (Jer. li. 42); that she is made "a possession for the battier, and pools of water" (Is. xiv. 23); and that "a drought is upon her waters, and they are dried up" (Jer. i. 38); that she is "wholly desolate" — "the hindermost of the nations, a wilderness, a dry land, and a desert" (ib. 12, 13). (See Loftus's Chaldaea and Susiana; Layard's Nineveh and Bab. chs. xxi.—xxiv.; Rawlinson's Herodotus, vol. i. Essay ix.; and Mr. Taylor's Paper in the Journal of the Asiatic Society, vol. xv. [Also: — Rawlinson, Five Great Monarchies of the Ancient Heiden Welt, vol. i. Lond. 1862; and Oppert. Historie des empires de Chalde et d'Asyrie d'apres les monuments, Versailles, 1869 (from the Annales de philos. chretienne, 1865).])

G. E.

CHALDEANS, or CHALDEES (Σαλδηνοί: Chaldei), appear in Scripture until the time of the Captivity, as the people
CHALDEANS

of the country which has Babylon for its capital, and which is itself termed Sinâr (ṣinār); but in the book of Daniel, while this meaning is still found (v. 39), and ix. 1, a new sense shows itself. The Chaldeans are classed with the magicians and astronomers; and evidently form a distinct class, who have a peculiar "tongue" and "learning" (ii. 4), and are consulted by the king on religious subjects. The same variety appears in prose writers. Berosus, the native historian, himself a Chaldean in the narrower sense (Eutat. Or. ed. G. L., 38.), uses the term only in the wider sense, while Herodotus, Diodorus, Strabo, and the later writers almost universally employ it to signify either a sect or portion of the people, whom they regard as wise men or as philosophers. With this view, however, is joined another, which till harmonizes with it; namely, that the Chaldeans are the inhabitants of a particular part of Babylonia, viz., the country bordering on the Persian Gulf and on Arabia (Strab. xvi. i., § 6; Plut. v. 20). By help of the inscriptions recently discovered in the country, these discrepancies and apparent contradictions are explicable.

It appears that the Chaldeans (Kûbî or Kûbbî) were in the earliest times merely one out of the many Chaldean tribes inhabiting the great alluvial plain known afterwards as Chalda or Babylonia. Their special seat was probably that southern portion of the country which is found to have so late retained the name of Chaldea. Here was E'r or the Chaldees; the modern Mâhîrâ, which lies south of the Euphrates, near its junction with the Shatt-el-Hîr. Hence doubtless came the three words of Chaldeans, who were instrumental in confirming the Babylon, in the afflication of Job (Job. i. 15-17). In process of time, as the Kûbî grew in power, their name gradually prevailed over that of the other tribes inhabiting the country; and by the era of the Jewish Captivity it had begun to be used generally for all the inhabitants of Babylonia. We may suspect that when the name is applied by Herodotus to the dynasts which preceded the Assyrians, it is by way of reproach. The dynasty of Nabûqadûner, however, was (it is probable) really Chaldean, and this greatly helped to establish the wider use of the appellation. It had thus come by this time to have two senses, both ethnic in the one it was the special appellative of a particular race to whom it had belonged from the remotest times, in the other it designated the nation at large in which this race was predominant. We have still to trace its transformation from an ethnic to a mere class sense—from the name of a people to that of a priest caste or sect of philosophers.

It has been observed above that the Kûbî proper were a Chaldean race. This is proved by the remains of their language, which closely resembles the Gûlu or ancient language of Ethiopia. Now it appears by the inscriptions, that while both in Assyria and in later Babylonia the Semitic type of speech prevailed for civil purposes, the ancient Chaldean dialect was retained, as a learned language, for astronomical and religious literature. This is no doubt the "learning" and the "tongue," to which reference is made in the book of Daniel (i. 4). It became gradually inaccessible to the great mass of the people, who were Semitized, by means (chiefly) of Assyrian influence. But it was the Chaldean learning, in the old Chaldean or Chaldean language, Hence all who studied it, whatever the origin of race were, on account of their knowledge, termed Chaldeans. In this sense Daniel himself, the "master of the Chaldeans" (Dan. v. 11), would have no doubt been reckoned among them; and so we find Senecio, a Greek, called a Chaldean by Strabo (xvi. i., § 6). It may be doubted whether the C. Chaldeans at any time were all priests, though no doubt priests were required to be Chaldeans. They were really the learned class, who by their acquaintance with the language of science had become its depositaries. They were priests, magicians, or astronomers, as their preference for one or other of these occupations inclined them; and in the last of the three capacities they probably effected discoveries of great importance.

According to Strabo, who well distinguishes (xvi. i., § 6) between the learned Chaldeans and the mere race descended from the ancient Kûbbî, which continued to predominate in the country bordering upon Arabia and the Gulf, there were two chief seats of Chaldean learning, Borsippa, and Ur or Orchoe. To these we may add from Pliny (II. N. vi. 26) two others, Babylon, and Sippa or Sus-harawain. The Chaldeans (it would appear) congregated into bodies, forming what we may perhaps call universities, and pursuing the studies, in which they engaged, together. They probably mixed up to some extent astrology with their astronomy, even in the earlier times, but they certainly made great advances in astronomical science, to which their serene sky, transparent atmosphere, and regular horizon specially invited them. The observations, covering a space of 1003 years, which Callisthenes sent to Aristotle from Babylon (Simplic. ad Arist. de Coelol. ii. 123), indicate at once the antiquity of such knowledge in the country, and the care with which it had been preserved by the learned class. In later times they seem certainly to have degenerated into mere fortune-tellers (Cic. de Div. i. 1; Avth. ii. 9; Juv. vi. 552, x. 94, &c.); but this reproach is not justly levelled against the Chaldeans of the empire, and indeed it was but partially deserved so late as the reign of Augustus (see Strab. xvi. i., § 6).

G. R.
CHAMBERLAIN, UPPER. [House.]

CHAMBERLAIN (οἰκόμοιος: arcarius) was one of those whose salutations to the Roman Christians are given at the end of the Ep. addressed to them (Rom. xvi. 23). The office which he held was apparently that of public treasurer or arcarius, as the Vulgate renders his title. These arcuii were inferior magistrates, who had the charge of the public chest (arcus publicus), and were under the authority of the senate. They kept the accounts of the public revenues. In the Glossary of Philostr. the word οἰκόμοιος is explained ὅ ἐπὶ τῆς δημοσίας τραπεζῆς, and in the Pallatius the term arcarius is applied to any one who attends to public or private money. It is, as Grotius remarks, one of those words which have been transferred from the house to the state. In old glosses quoted by Suicer (Theatra) we find arcarius explained by ὑποδείκτης χρυσός, and in accordance with this the translators of the Geneva Version have placed “receiver” in the margin. Erasmus interpreted the word quastor avaria. St. Ambrose thought that the office of the economus principally consisted in regulating the prices of the markets, and hence Pancerolus was erroneously led to interpret the term of the soda. Theophy�akt rendered it διοικητής, ὁ προνοητής τῆς πλείους Κοινοῦν, and is followed by Beza, who gives procurator.

In an inscription in the Museo, Oros. (p. 85, ed. 1732) we find Νεξίδοι οἰκόμοιοι Άρηας; and in another, mention is made of Miktus, who was economus of Smyrna (Ins. xxx. 26; see Prideaux’s note, p. 477). Another in Gruter (p. mxlv. 7, ed. Scaliger, 1616) contains the name of “Secundus Arcarius Redpublicae Aemiliarum”; but the one which bears most upon our point is given by Orelli (No. 2821), and mentions the “arcuarius provinciae Aeliae.”

For further information see Reischius, Syntagma, Inscri. p. 431; La Cerda, Advers. Sacre. cap. 56; Elsner, Obs. Sacr. ii. 68; and a note by Reischius to the Marmor Oecumenicum, p. 515, ed. 1732.

Our translators had good reason for rendering οἰκόμοιοι by “chamberlain.” In Stow’s Survey of London (b. v. p. 102, ed. Strype) it is said of the Chamberlain of the city of London: “His office may be termed a publick treasury, collecting the customs, monies, and yearly revenues, and all other payments belonging to the corporation of the city.”

The office held by Blastus, “the king’s chamberlain (τὸν ἐπὶ τοῦ κοίτως τοῦ βασιλέως),” was entirely different from that above mentioned (Acts xii. 20). It was a post of honor which involved great intimacy and influence with the king. The margin of our version gives “that was over the king’s bed-chamber,” the office thus corresponding to that of the prefectus cubiculae (Suet. Dom. 16).

For Chamberlain as used in the O. T., see Eunuch, ad fin.

W. A. W.

CHAMELEON (蔃, כובך: χαμαίλων: chamæleon). The Hebrew word which signifies "strength" occurs in the sense of some kind of uncarnal animal in Lev. xi. 30; the L. V. follows the LXX. and Vulg. Various other interpretations of the word have been given, for which see Bochart (Hieroz. ii. 493). It is not possible to come to any satisfactory conclusion on the subject of the identity of this word: Bochart accepts the Arabic reading of išqama, i.e. the lizard, known by the name of the “Monitor of the Nile” (Acanthosaurus, Grey), a large strig reptile common in Egypt and other parts of Africa. Arabian writers have recorded many wonderful things of this creature, and speak especially of its power in fighting with snakes, and with the dabb, a closely allied species [Herod. i. 142]. No doubt much they relate is fabulous, and it seems that there is some confusion between the dabb (Vulgate spinipes) and the crocodile, whose eggs the "Nilean Monitor" devours. Forskål (Ins. Anim. p. 13) speaks of this last-named lizard under the Arabic name of ʿArabi. See also Hasselquist (Tovr. p. 221). The Hebrew root of ʿeḇēḵ has reference to strength, and as the Arabic verb, of almost similar form, means "to conquer any one in fighting," Bochart has been led to identify the lizard named above with the Heb. ʿeḇēḵ. It is needless to add how far from conclusive is the evidence which supports this interpretation.

W. H.

CHAMOIS (xious, zemer: καμηλοπόδαλις, camelopardalos). In the list of animals allowed for food (Deut. xiv. 5) mention is made of the zemer; the L.XX., Vulg., and some other versions, give "camelopard" or "giraffe" as the rendering of this term; it is improbable that this animal is intended, for although it might have been known to the ancient Jews from specimens brought into Egypt as tributes to the Pharaohs from Ethiopia, where the giraffe is found, it is in the highest degree improbable that it should ever have been named as an article of food in the Levitical law, the animals mentioned therein being doubtless all of them such as were well known and readily procured. The "chamois" of the A. V. can hardly be allowed to represent the zemer; for although, as Col. H. Smith asserts, this antelope is still found in Central Asia, there is no evidence that it has ever been seen in Palestine or the Lebanon. The etymology points to some "springing" or "leaping" animal, a definition which would suit any of the Antelope or Oryx.

Aoudad Sheep.

or Caprae, etc. Col. H. Smith (in Kitto’s Cyc. art. Zemer) suggests that some mountain sheep is intended, and figures the Kebac (Ammotragus

See some interesting observations on the Dabb, by Mr. Tristram, in Zoöl. Proc. for 1859.
CHAMPION

Champion, a wild sheep not uncommon, be
ought in the Mokattam rocks near Cairo, and found
also in Sinai: it is not improbable that this is the
animal denoted, for the names of the other rami-
nants mentioned in the catalogue of beasts allowed
for food, are, for the most part, identifiable with
other wild animals of the Bible lands, and there
may be no doubt that the Kibosh or Ambad was
known to the Israelites; again, Col. Smith's sug-
gestion has partly the sanction of the Syriac ver-
se, which reads as the equivalent of the Heb,
word, "a mountain goat," the Ambad, although
really a sheep, being in general form more like
a goat. This animal occurs not unfrequently figured
on the monuments of Egypt: it is a native of N.
Africa, and an inhabitant of high and inaccessible
places.

W. H.

* CHAMPION, CHAMPION, old form for
champion in A. V. col. 1611, Ez. xxxvii. 2,
marg., and Deut. xi. 30.

CHA'ANAN (Xaranats), the manner in which the
word Canaan is spelt in the A. V. of the
Apostrophe and N. T. (comp. Charran for Hara
(see) Jud. v. 3, 8, 9; Bar. iii. 22; Sus. 56; 1 Mac.
ix. 37; Acts vii. 11, viii. 19.

CHA'ANNAVITE for Canaanite, Jud. v. 16.
[Also 1 Esd. viii. 69.]

* CHANCEL-BONE, Job xxxi. 22, margin of
A. V. An old term for the collar-bone or clav-
icle, also written "cowl bone." See Eastwood
and Wright's Bible Word-Book, p. 94.

CHANNUNUS (Xaranannus), 1 Esd. viii. 48. This answers to Menarij, if anything, in
the parallel list of Ezra (viii. 19).

* CHANOCH, Gen. iv. 17, marg. A form of
Ezech, more nearly representing the Hebrew.

A.

* CHAPEL occurs in Am. vii. 13 as the transla-
tion of צ"ח צ"ח (Sept. Zyaigma, and Vulg. sancti-
ificantem prophetis), i. e., sanctuary or place of worship,
the word is applied there not to any single shrine or temple,
but to Bethel itself, which in the time of Jer-
oboam II. was crowded with altars (Am. iii. 14) which
that king had erected to Baal. The render-
ing is as old certainly as the Bishops' Bible, and
perhaps arose from an idea that the king had a
private place of worship at Bethel. The term
"chapel" is also applied in the A. V. to places
for idol-worship (ם"נ,ם"נ) 1 Mac. i. 47; 2
Mac. x. 2, xi. 3.

CHAPITERS. (1) :, in pl. : ,
from צ"ח צ"ח, to surround; ס"ח ס"ח: capitalum.
(2) , from צ"ח צ"ח, to draw out; (Gen. 412-
914): צ"ח צ"ח צ"ח, to capt. The upper member of
a capital— the same word which is now in use in
the slightly different form of "capital," also possi-
ble a roll moulding at the top of a building or work
of art, as in the case (a) of the pillars of the Tab-
ermace and Temple, and of the two pillars called
especially Jachin and Boaz; and (b) of the layers
belonging to the Temple (Ex. xxxviii. 17; 1 K. vii.
17, 31, 38). As to the form and dimensions of
the former, see Tabernacle, Temple, Boaz;
and of the latter, Laver. (3) The word צ"ח, צ"ח,
rich = head, is also occasionally rendered "cha-
pter," as in the description of the Tabernacle, Ex.
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CHAREA (Chariot) [Vat. omits: Chare.] 1 Esdr. v. 32. [Harm.]

CHARGER (1. ἡχος, from a root signifying hollowness: ἀχοῦς, κοτλάς: acetabulum. 2. ἕρατον: phiale; only found Ezr. i. 9, a shallow vessel for receiving water or blood, also for presenting offerings of fine flour with oil (Num. viii. 79; Ges. Thes. 22). The "chargers" mentioned in Numbers are said to have been of silver, and to have weighed each 130 shekels, or 15 oz. (Hersey, Anc. Weights, c. i. p. 110).

2. The daughter of Herodelus brought the head of St. John Baptist "in a charger," εἰς πάνα (Matt. xiv. 8 [11; Mark vi. 23, 28]; probably a trower or platter, as Hom. Od. i. 114: - διοικός δὲ κρεόω πάνας παραθέναι διαφέρει παραθύρων.


W. H. P.*

* The English "charger" as "that on which anything is laid, a dish," comes from the French charger, and the old English chargr, i.e. "to load." The A. V. renders ἑρατοῖς dish in Ex. xxv. 20, xxxvii. 16, and Num. iv. 7. H.

** CHARGES. "Be at charges with them" A. V. Acts xxiv. 21, or rather for them" διατάξαντες ἐν αὐτοῖς, means "pay the expense of their offerings." A.

CHARIOT. (1) πεπόθος, from πέποθος, to ride. Apoc: currus: sometimes including the horses (2 Sam. viii. 4, x. 18). (2) θηβὴν: a chariot or horse (Ps. civ. 3). (3) ἐρατοῦς, from same root as (1), a chariot, litter, or seat (Lev. xv. 9, Cant. iii. 9). (4) νεφέλας: f. (5) ἑρατοῖς, from ἑρατεῖα, roll (Ps. xlv. 9, θηβοῖς: scutum). (6) καρδιά, Cant. iii. 9: φωρεῖς: furculum. [1. Θηβής, Ex. xxvii. 20; Ges., Ewald, riding; Vulg., ad sequendum. (8) τῆς, Ex. xxiii. 24, a difficult word.

Ges., arms; Fürst, battle-axe; Hitzig, by alter- ing the points, and etymological conjecture, rot- ilium, A. [Between i-4 no difference of significance. A vehicle used either for warlike or peaceful purposes, but most commonly the former. Of the latter use the following only are probable instances: as regards the Jews, 1 K. vi. 34; and as regards other nations, Gen. xii. 43, xvi. 29; 2 K. v. 9; Acts viii. 28.

The earliest mention of chariots in Scripture is in Egypt, where Joseph, as a mark of distinction, was placed in Pharaoh's second chariot (Gen. xii. 43), and later when he went in his own chariot to meet his father on his entrance into Egypt from Canaan (xvi. 29). In the funeral procession of Jacob chariots also formed a part, possibly by way of escort or as a guard of honor (I. 9). The next mention of Egyptian chariots is for a warlike purpose (Ex. xiv. 7). In this point of view chariots among some nations of antiquity, as elephants among others, may be regarded as filling the place of heavy artillery in modern times, so that the military power of a nation might be estimated by the number of its chariots. Thus Pharaoh in pursuing Israel took with him 600 chariots. The Canaan ites of the valleys of Palestine were enabled to resist the Israelites successfully in consequence of the number of their chariots of iron, i. e. perhaps armed with iron scythes (Gen. s. r. ,Josh. xvii. 18; Judg. i. 19). Jabin, king of Canaan, had 900 chariots (Judg. iv. 3). The Philistines in Saul's time had 3000, a number which seems excessive (1 Sam. xxi. 5); but comp. LXX. and Joseph, Ant. vi. 6, § 1). David took from Hadadezer king of Zobah 1000 chariots (2 Sam. viii. 4), and from the Syrians a little later 700 (18), who in order to recover their ground collected 32,000 chariots (1 Chr. xix. 7). Up to this time the Israelites possessed few or no chariots, partly no doubt in consequence of the theocratic prohibition against multiplying horses, for fear of intercourse with Egypt, and the regal despotic implied in the possession of them (Deut. xvii. 16: 1 Sam. viii. 11, 12). But to some extent David (2 Sam. viii. 4), and in a much greater degree Solomon, broke through the prohibition from seeing the necessity of pleasing his kingdom, under it's altered circumstances, on a footing of military equality or superiority towards other nations. He raised, therefore, and maintained a force of 1400 chariots (1 K. x. 25) by taxation againly to Eastern custom in such matters (1 K. ix. 19, x. 25; Xen. Anwb. i. 4, 9). The chariots themselves and also the horses were imported chiefly from Egypt, and the cost of each chariot was 600 shekels of silver, and of each horse 150 (1 K. x. 20). [Skeels] From this time chariots were regarded as among the most important arms of war, though the supplies of them and of horses appear to have been still mainly drawn from Egypt (1 K. xii. 34; 2 K. ix. 10, 21, xiii. 7, 14, xviii. 24, xxiii. 39; Is. xxxii. 1). The prophets also allude frequently to chariots as typical of power, Ps. xx. 7, civ. 3; Jer. li. 21; Zech. vi. 1.

Chariots also of other nations are mentioned, as of Assyria (2 K. xix. 23; Ez. xxiii. 24), Syria (2 Sam. viii. and 2 K. vi. 14, 15), Persia (Is. xxii. 6), and lastly Antiochus Epipator is said to have had 3000 chariots armed with scythes (2 Macc. xiii. 2).

In the N. T., the only mention made of a chariot except in Rev. ix. 9, is in the case of the Ethiopian or Abyssinian eunuch of Queen Candace, who is described as sitting in his chariot reading (Acts viii. 28, 29, 35).

Jewish chariots were no doubt imitated from Egyptian models, if not actually imported from Egypt. The following description of Egyptian chariots is taken from Sir G. Wilkinson. They appear to have come into use not earlier than the 18th dynasty (n. c. 1550). The war chariot, from which the chariot used in peace did not essentially differ, was extremely simple in its construction. It consisted, as appears both from Egyptian paintings and reliefs, as well as from an actual specimen preserved at Florence, of a nearly semicircular wooden frame with straightened sides, resting posteriorly on the axle-tree of a pair of wheels, and supporting a rail of wood or ivory attached to the frame by leather thongs and one wooden upright in front. The floor of the car was made of rope net-work, intended to give a more springy footing to the occupants. The car was mounted from the back, which was open, and the sides were strengthened and ornamented with leather and metal bind-
ing. Attached to the off or right-hand side, and crossing each other diagonally, were the bow-case, and inclining backwards, the quiver and spear-case. If two persons were in the chariot, a second bow-case was added. The wheels, of which there were 2, had 6 spokes; those of peace chariots had sometimes 4, fastened to the axle by a linch-pin secured by a thong. There were no traces; but the horses, which were often of different colors, were only a breast-band and girths, which were attached to the saddle; together with head furniture consisting of cheek-pieces, throat-lock, head-stall and straps across the forehead and nose. A bearing-rein was fastened to a ring or hook in front of the saddle, and the driving-reins passed through other rings on each side of both horses. From the central point of the saddle rose a short stem of metal, ending in a knob, whether for use or mere ornament is not certain. The driver stood on the off-side, and in discharging his arrow hung his whip from the wrist. In some instances the king is represented alone in his chariot with the reins fastened round his body, thus using his weapons with his hands at liberty. Most commonly 2 persons, and sometimes 3 rode in the chariot, of whom the third was employed to carry the state umbrella (2 K. ix. 20, 21; 1 K. xxi. 34; Acts viii. 28). A second chariot usually accompanied the king to battle to be used in case of necessity (2 Chr. xxxvi. 34).

On peaceful occasions the Egyptian gentleman sometimes drove alone in his chariot attended by servants on foot. The horses wore housings to protect them from heat and insects. For royal personages and women of rank an umbrella was carried by a bearer, or fixed upright in the chariot. Sometimes mules were driven instead of horses, and in travelling sometimes oxen, but for travelling purposes the sides of the chariot appeared to have been closed. One instance occurs of a 4-wheeled car, which, like the τερπακώδος οίκος (Herod. ii. 63), was used for religious purposes. [Cart.] The processes of manufacture of chariots and harness are fully illustrated by existing sculptures, in which also are represented the chariots used by neighboring nations (Wilkinson, Anc. Egypt. i. 308, 386; ii. 75, 79; 2d ed.).

The earlier Assyrian war chariot and harness did not differ essentially from the Egyptian. Two or three persons stood in the car, but the driver is sometimes represented as standing on the near side, whilst a third warrior in the chariot held a shield to protect the archer in discharging his arrow. The car appears to have had closed sides. The war chariot wheels had 6 spokes; the state or peace chariot 8 or more, and a third person in state processions carried the royal umbrella. A third horse, like the Greek καρποσάρα, was generally attached (Layard, Nineveh, ii. 354). In later times the third horse was laid aside, the wheels were made higher, and had 8 spokes; and the front of the car, to which the quiver was 

An Egyptian war-chariot, with bow-cases and complete furniture. (Wilkinson.)

Egyptian princes in their chariots. (Wilkinson.)
moved from its former side position, was made square instead of round. The cars were more highly ornamented, panelled, and inlaid with valuable woods and metals, and painted. The embroidered housings in which in earlier times the horses were clothed, were laid aside, and plumes and tassels used to decorate their necks and foreheads. (Layard, Nineveh, ii. 355, 396; Nineveh and Babylonia, pp. 341, 587, 603, 618; Mon. of Nineveh, ii. 24; Ez. xxvii. 20.)

The Persian art, as appears from the sculptures at Persepolis, and also at Konyunjik, shows great similarity to the Assyrian; but the procession represented at the former place contains a chariot or ear with wheels of 12 spokes, while from the sculptures at the latter, it appears that the Elamites, or Persians, besides chariots containing 2 persons which were sometimes drawn by 4 horses, used a kind of cart drawn by a single mule or more, consisting of a stage on high wheels capable of holding 5 or 6 persons, of whom the driver sat on a low stool, with his legs hanging on each side of the pole. (Xenophon, Cyrop. iv. 3, 1, and 2, § 22; Is. xxii. 6; Ez. xxiii. 24; Niebuhr, Voyage, ii. 105; Chardin, Voyage, viii. 25, p. lix; Layard, Nineveh and Babylonia, pp. 447, 449; Olearius, Travels, p. 302.)

The writer has here followed the erroneous rendering of the A. V. in 1 K. vii. 33. According to the best lexicographers and commentators the spoko are denoted by וַיְסַפְּר, the naves by וַיְסַפְּר, and the

CHEBAR

CHEJOT

CHEBAR [Xabah]: [Vat. M. Ex. x. 22. Xabath:] (Chabah), a name among the list of the "Servants of the Temple" (1 Esdr. v. 31), which has nothing corresponding to it in Ezra and Nehemiah, and is probably a mere corruption of that succeeding it — GAZERA.

CHAS'VAH, Gen. iii. 20 marg. A form of EVE, more nearly representing the Hebrew. A.

CHAWS, an old form for jaws, Ez. xxix. 4 and xxxviii. 4, in A. V. ed. 1611 and other early editions. A.

CHEBARK [Xobaph]: [Vat. M. Ex. x. 22. Xabath:] (Chabah), a river in the "land of the Chaldeans" (Ez. i. 5), on the banks of which some of the Jews were located at the time of the Captivity, and where Ezekiel saw his earlier visions (Ez. i. 1, iii. 15, 23, &c.). It is commonly regarded as identical with the Haber (ךבִּ֖ר), or river of Gazer, to which some portion of the Israelites were removed by the Assyrians (2 K. xvii. 26). But this is a mere conjecture, resting wholly upon the similarity of name: which after all is not very close. It is perhaps better to suppose the two streams distinct, more especially if we regard the Haber as the ancient Abdophos (modern Khabour), which fell into the Euphrates at Cireissium; for in the Old Testament the name of Chaldaea is never extended so far northwards. The Chebar of Ezekiel must be looked for in Babylonia. It is a name which might properly have been given to any great stream (comp. כְּבָּר, great). Perhaps the view, which finds some support in Pliny (H. N. vi. 26), and is adopted by Bochart (Phæleg, i. 8) and Celarius (Geograph. c. 22), that the Chebar of Ezekiel is the Nahr Melchir or Royal Canal of Neschadacazar — the greatest of all the cuttings in Mesopotamia — may be regarded as best deserving acceptance. In that case we may suppose the Jewish captives to have been employed in the excavation of the channel.
CHEBEL

That Chelah, not upper Mesopotamia, was the scene of Ezekiel's preaching, is indicated by the tradition which places his tomb at Kyfîl (Loeb's Chebelum, p. 35).

CHEBEL (חֶבֶל), one of the singular topographical terms in which the ancient Hebrew language abounded, and which give so much force and precision to its records. The ordinary meaning of the word Chebel is a "rope" or "cord," and in this sense it frequently occurs both literally (as Josh. ii. 15, "cord;" I K. xx. 11, "ropes;" Is. xxxii. 23, "tacklings;" Am. vii. 17, "line") and metaphorically (as Ezek. xii. 6; Is. x. 18; Hos. xi. 4). From this it has passed — with a curious corolary to our own modes of speech — to denote a body of men, a "band" (as in Ps. exxix. 61).

In 1 Sam. x. 5, 10, our word "strangly" would not be inappropriate to the circumstances — a "string of prophets coming down from the high place." Further it is found in other metaphorical senses, arising out of its original meaning (as Job xviii. 10; Ps. xxviii. 4; Jer. xiii. 21). From the idea of a measuring-line (Meio. ii. 5), it has come to mean a "portion" or "allotment" (as 1 Chr. xvi. 13; Ps. cv. 11; Ez. xliii. 15"). It is the word used in the familiar passage "the lines are fallen unto me in pleasant places" (Ps. xxxvi. 6). But in its topographical sense, as meaning a "tract" or "district," we find it always attached to the region of Argeb, which is invariably designated by this, and by no other term (Deut. iii. 13, 14; 1 K. iv. 13).

It has been already shown how exactly applicable it is to the circumstances of the case. [Add. But in addition to the observations there made, the reader should be referred to the report of the latest traveller in those interesting regions, who abundantly confirms the statements of his predecessors as to the abrupt definiteness of the boundary of the district. (Mr. C. C. Graham, in Cambridge Essays, 1858.)

No clue is afforded to us the reason of this definite localization of the term Chebel; but a comparison of the fact that Argeb was taken possession of by Manasseh — a part of the great tribe of Joseph — with the use of this word by that tribe, and by Joshua in his report, in the very early and characteristic fragment, Josh. xxi. 5, 14 (A. V. "portion"), prompts the suggestion that it may have been a provincialism in use amongst that large and independent part of Is. Should this be thought untenable, its application to the "rocky shore" of Argeb may be illustrated and justified by its use (Zeph. ii. 5-7; A. V. "coast") for the "coast line" of the Mediterranean along Philistia. In connection with the seashore it is also employed in Josh. xix. 29.

The words used for Chebel in the older versions are σχολασμα, περιστερας, περιφεροντας, τροφοειν, μιντανιθα. [See Add. and the addition to Basha in A. M. ed.]

CHEDORLAOMER (חדרלואומר: Χαδραλαομερης: Cheborahomer), a king of Elam, in the time of Abraham, who with three other chiefs made war upon the kings of Sodom, Gomorrah, Admah, Zeboim, and Zor, and reduced them to servitude. For twelve years he retained his hold over them; in the thirteenth they rebelled; in the next year, however, he and his allies marched upon their country, and after defeating many neighboring tribes, encountered the five kings of the plain in the vale of Siddim. He completely routed them; slew the kings of Sodom and Gomorrah, and carried away much spoil, together with the family of Lot. Chedorlaomer seems to have perished in the rescue which was effected by Abraham upon hearing of the captivity of his nephew (Gen. xiv. 17).

According to Genesis the meaning of the word may be "handful of sheaves," from the Septuagint, and "reaping sheaf," but this is unsatisfactory. The name of a king is found upon the bricks recently discovered in Chelah, which is read Kadur-mupula.

This man has been supposed to be identical with Chedorlaomer, and the opinion is confirmed by the fact that he is further distinguished by a title which may be translated "Ravager of the west." "As however one type alone of his legends has been discovered," says Col. Rawlinson, "it is impossible to pronounce at present on the identificatory value of the word element in the name Chedor-laoamer," is of course distinct from that in "Kudur-mupula." Its substitution may be thus accounted for.

In the names of Babylonian kings the latter portion is often dropped. Thus Shuldanuwar becomes Shulman in Hosea; Merechkebel-adum, becomes Merodocempul, &c. Kadur-mupula might therefore become known as Kadur simply. The epithet "el-Ahmar," which means the Red, may afterwards have been added to the name, and may have been corrupted into Laomer, which, as the orthography now stands, has no apparent meaning. Kadur-el-Ahmar, or "Kedar the Red," is in fact a famous hero in Arabian tradition, and his history bears no inconsiderable resemblance to the Scripture narrative of Chedor-lamom. It is also very possible that the second element in the name of Chedor-lamom, whatever be its true form, may be a Semitic translation of the original Hamite term ʾәʾәʾmed. "Chedorlaomer may have been the leader of certain immigrant Chaldean Elamites who founded the great Chaldean empire of Persia in the early part of the 20th century B.C., while Amraphel and Arioch, the Hamite kings of Shinar and Ellasar, who fought under his banner in the Syrian war as subordinate chiefs, and Tidal, who led a contingent of Median Seyths belonging to the old population, may have been the local governs who had submitted to his power when he invaded Chelah." (Rawlinson's Hevel, i. 436, 446.)

S. L.

CHEESE

CHEESE is mentioned only twice in the Bible, and on each occasion under a different name in the Hebrew: (1) 2222, from כבדו, to curdle (Job x. 18); referred to, not historically, but by way of illustration: (2) כבד [3077] 2222, from כבד (-24) 2222, to cut (τραφαλας του γαλακτου, LXX; formula coniunct., Vulg., 1 Sam. xvii. 18); the Chaldean and Syriac give כבד [3077] 2222. Hechi exjains τραφαλας as τραφαμα του ἀπαλου τυροι. (3) כבד [3077] 2222, from כבד (-24) 2222, to scrape (Σαρόε βοσκει, LXX; "chain," and also "cost" as applied in the provinces and colonies, to solid measure of wood, &c., are obvious.)
CHELAL  

CHEMOSH  

cheese of kine, A. V. 2 Sam. xvii. 29: the Vulgate, following Theodotion's rendering, *γαλακτόβια μουστία* gives *pinques citanos*, guided by the position of the words after "sheep": *the Targum and other Jewish authorities, however, identify the substance with those mentioned above*. It is difficult to decide how far these terms correspond with our notion of cheese, for they simply express various degrees of coagulation. It may be observed that cheese is not at the present day common among the Bedouin Arabs, butter being decidedly preferred; but there is a substance, closely corresponding to those mentioned in 1 Sam. xvii., 2 Sam. xvi., consisting of coagulated butter-milk, which is dried until it becomes quite hard, and is then ground: the Arabs eat it mixed with butter (Barckhardt, *Notes on the Bedouins*, i. 68). In reference to this subject, it is noticeable that the ancients seem generally to have used either butter or cheese, but not both: thus the Greeks had in reality but one expression for the two, *βοετωρια* or *πυρονσ*, "cheese of kine": the Romans used cheese exclusively, while all nomad tribes preferred butter. The distinction between cheese proper, and coagulated milk, seems to be referred to in Pliny, *x*. 96. 

W. L. B.

CHELAL (χήλαλ), [perfection] : ἧλαλία [Vat. Nεύαλα, Ne- belonging to the preceding work:] Chel'luh, Ezr. x. 30 [where he is mentioned as one of the eight sons of Pahath-Moab who had all taken "strange wives"].

CHELCHAS (χελχας, i. e. χήληκας, the portion of the Lord, *Hilkia*: Hebrew), the father of Susannah ([Hist. of Sis. 2, 29, 63]). Tradition (Hippol. in Seneca, i. 689, ed. Migne) represents him as the brother of Jeremiah, and identical with the priest who found the copy of the law in the time of Josiah (2 K. xxii. 8).

B. F. S.

CHELIANS, THE (Judg. ii. 23). [CHEL.-]

CHELUH (χήληου, Keri, χελήου [strength, First]: Xελαάθ; [Vat. F.A. Xελαία; Adj. Alex. Xίαλα]: Chel'luh), Ezr. x. 35 [one of the sons of Bani, who had foreign wives].

CHELLUS (χελλος; [Sin. Χελλους; Vat.] Alex. Xελλους: Vulg. omits), named amongst the places beyond (i.e. on the west of) Jordan to which Nabuchodonosor sent his summons (Judg. i. 9). Except its mention with "Kades" there is no clue to its situation. (Ibid. *Pal.*, p. 717) conjectures that it may be Chelata, *τιθησαν χέλα* [In the Targum, *χελλος*], a place which, under the altered form of *Ελααθα*, was well known to the Roman and Greek geographers. With this agrees the subsequent mention of the "land of the Chelus" which] 2 K. xvi. 10 (Vat. M. Xελλους; Sin. Alex. Xελλανος; *lavra Cellon*, "by the wilderness," to the south of whom were the children of Israel (Judg. ii. 23). 

G. * Volkmar (Eind. in die Apokr. i. 191) adopts the reading Xελλανος, which is supported by the Syr. 

CHELUS (Χελλος; Alex. Xελλους; [Sin. Χελλους; Adj Xελαάτ]: Vulg. omits). "Many nations of the sons of Chehol" were among those who obeyed the summons of Nabuchodonosor to his war with Arphaxad (Judg. i. 6). The word is apparently corrupt. Simonis suggests Xελαρω, perhaps Xελασθω. Ewald conjectures it to be a nickname for the Syrians, "sons of the nodes" [Geach, iv. 543].

* Volkmar gives the same interpretation, only applying the term, in accordance with his theory of the book, to the Roman armies as a *Schutzgraber-Heer*, famous for intertreating. See his *Eind. in die Apokr. i. 31 f.*, 153.

CHE'LEB (χελήβ) [first-born]. 1. A man among the descendants of Judah, described [1 Chr. iv. 11] as the brother of Shunah and the father of Meehir [1 Chr. iv. 11]. (In the LXX. the name is given as Caleb, Xαλαβ, the father of Ascha; the daughter of the well-known Caleb was Aelsah; Vulg. Calah.)

2. (δ Xελαβος; [Vat. Χαλβος;] Cheleb). Ezri the son of "Chelub" the overseer, and those who "did the work of the field for tillage of the ground," one of David's officers (1 Chr. xxvii. 20).

CHELE'BAI [3 syn.] (χελεβαί) [heros, Fürst]: δ Χαλβαί; [Vat. M. Χαλβαί; i. e. δ Χαλβαί;]: Calubi, the son of Hezon, of one of the chief families of Judah. The name occurs in 1 Chr. ii. 9; and, from a comparison of this passage with ii. 13 and 42, it would appear to be but another form of the name Caleb. It is worth noting that, while in this passage Jerahmeel is stated to be a brother of Chelubai, it appears from 1 Sam. xxvii. 10 that the Jerahmeelites were placed on the "south of Judah," where also were the possessing houses of the case of Hezon (Judg. i. 15; 1 Sam. xxv. 4, xx. 11). In the Syriac Vers. the name is เชלבי, Saclei; probably a transcriber's error for เชלבי, Cebabi (Burrington, i. 209).

CHEMERIMS, THE (כֹּהֶרִים): (in 2 K. xxiii. 5) כֶּחֶרֶים; [Vat.] Alex. כּהֶרֶים; arapisces, adlatir). This word only occurs in the text of the A. V. in Zeph. i. 4. In 2 K. xxiii. 5 it is rendered "idolatrous priests," and in Hos. x. 5 "priests," and in both cases "cheremarim" is given in the margin. So far as regards the Hebrew usage of the word it is exclusively applied to the priests of the false worship, and was in all probability a term of foreign origin. In Syriac the word כֹּהֶרִים, כהָרִים, is found without the same restriction of meaning, being used in Judg. xvii. 5, 12, of the priest of Meehir, while in Is. xii. 6 it denotes the priests of the true God, and in Heb. ii. 17 is applied to Christ himself. The root in Syriac signifies "to be sad," and hence כהָרִים is supposed to denote a mournful, ascetic person, and hence a priest or monk (compare Arab. الدلاب, obid, and Syr. [הדר], obid, in the same sense). Kimchi derived it from a root signifying "to be black," because the idolstrous priests wore black garments; but this is without foundation. [IOLOATH, II.]

In the Peshito-Syriac of Acts xix. 35 the feminine form of the word is used to render the Greek *νεκροψω*, "a temple keeper." Compare the Vulg. *venerabilis*, which is the translation of Cheremarim in two passages. 

W. A. W.

CHEMOSH (כֹּהֶשָּׁם) [perh. adder. Gen.
fire, heath, i.e. god of fire. [First: ] Xo'arë: [Vat. in Judg. Asorë:] Chorne, the national deity of the Moabites (Num. xxi. 29; Jer. xviii. 7, 13, 46). In Judg. xii. 24, he also appears as the god of the Ammonites: he must not, however, be identified with Moloch. Solomon introduced, and Josiah abolished, the worship of Chemosh at Jerusalem (1 K. xi. 7; 2 K. xxiii. 13). With regard to the meaning of the name, and the position which Chemosh held in mythology, we have nothing to record beyond doubtful and discreditable conjectures. Jerome (Comm. in Is. xxv. 2) identifies him with Baal-Perash; others with Baal-Zedub, on etymological grounds; others, as Gesenius (Thesaur. 684), with Mars, or the god of war, on similar grounds; and others (Bever and Schub, p. 524) with Saturn, as the star of ill omen, Chemosh having been worshipped, according to a Jewish tradition, under the form of a black star. Jerome (on Is. xv.) notices Dibon as the chief seat of his worship.

W. L. B.

CHENA'ANAH (חֵנָאָנָא) Xerávd [Vat. Xaravà: Alex. Xaravà: Chornava: according to the Vulg. Caernavum: ] 1. Saul's Dibhan, son of Jedud, chief of Benjamin, head of a Benjaminite house (1 Ch. vii. 10), probably of the family of the Belaites. [14]:41:

2. [Xeravà: Vat. M. 1 K. xxi. 11, Xara: Alex. Xarava, Xarava, Xarava: Chernava:] Father, or ancestor, of Zedeckiah, the false prophet who made him horns of iron, and encouraged Ahaz to go up against Ramoth-Gilead, and smote Micaiah on the cheek (1 K. xxi. 11; 2 Ch. xviii. 10, 24). He may be the same as the preceding.

A. C. II.

CHENAI (חרנאי, ] ['cherok or 'moek]: Xeroví: F.2; Alex. Xaraví: F.A.Vat. omitt.: cf. Chernái), one of the Levites who assisted at the solemn purification of the people under Ezra (Neh. ix. 4 only). By the LXX., the word Bani (בָּנַי) preceding is read as if meaning "sons"—a sons of Chenena. The Vulgate and A. V. adhering to the Masoretic pointing, insert "and.

CHENA'ANAH (חסן) [as above]: Xenovia, Xenovias: [Vat. Xenovia, Xenovias: Alex. Xenovia, Xenovias; in 1 Chr. xv. 27, Alex. Xenovías: F.A. Xenovias: Chornovias]: chief of the Levites, when David carried the ark to Jerusalem (1 Chr. xxv. 22, xxvi. 29). In 1 Chr. xv. 27, his name is written חֵנָאָנָא.

CHEPHI'RAH (קדְפֶּרָה) [chepher]: "Hamlet of the Ammonites:" Kaphírak kal Kep̄ráh kal Movi [Vat. -cheper-and -weor]: Alex. Kaph̄ér̄am [Vomp. Kaph̄ér̄am] Vhíl kal Movi kal Movi, a place mentioned among the towns of Benjamin (Josh. xvii. 21). No trace of it has yet been discovered, but in its name is doubtless preserved the memory of an incursion of the Ammonites up the long ravines which lead from the Jordan valley to the highlands of Benjamin.

G.

CHEPHIRAH (קדְפֶּרָה), with the definite article, except in the later books, — the hamlet: [Rom. Kérāph, [etc.: Vat. Kēp̄ēph, Kēp̄ēph, Kēp̄ēph: F.A. in Neh. Kēp̄ēph: Alex.] Xēp̄ēph, [etc.: Cēp̄ēph, Cēp̄ēph], one of the four cities of the Gibonites (Josh. ix. 17), and named afterwards among the towns of Benjamin, with Ramah.

CHERITH (קרית), the torrent bed or valley — to use the modern Arabic word which exactly answers to the Hebr. נחל—in (not "by," as the translators of the A. V. were driven to say by their use of the word "brook") which Elijah hid himself during the early part of the three years' drought (1 K. xvii. 3, 5). No further mention of it is
found in the Bible, and by Josephus (Ant. viii. 13, § 2) it is spoken of merely as χειράμαιος της. The position of the Cherith has been much disputed. The words of the passage unfortunately give no clue to it: — "get thee hence (i.e. apparently from the spot where the interview with Ahab had taken place, and which may or may not be Samaria), and turn thy face eastward (§ § § §), and hide thee in the torrent Crith, which is facing (§ § § §) the Jordan." The expression "facing the Jordan," which occurs also in verse 5, seems simply to indicate that the stream in question ran into that river and not into either the Mediterranean or the Dead Sea. Josephus, as we have seen, does not name the torrent, and he says that Elijah went, not "eastward," but towards the south — εἰς τὰ πᾶσα πότον μέρος. Eusebius and Jerome on the other hand (Onomasticon, Cherith) place the Cherith beyond Jordan, where also Schwartz (51) would identify it in a Wady Alis, opposite Bethshean. This is the Wady el-Yabis (Jabesh), which Benj. Tudela says is a corruption of צֶרַּיָּה צְנָת (ii. 408; Asher). The only tradition on the subject is one mentioned by Marinus Sanutus in 1321; that it ran by Phasaeus, Herod's city in the Jordan valley. This was in the east of the Ain Fossail which falls from the mountains of Ephraim into the Ghôr, south of Karn Sâtareh, and about 15 miles above Jericho. This view is supported by Buchene, and in our own time by Van de Velde (iii. 310). The spring of the brook is concealed under high cliffs and under the shade of a dense jungle (V. de Velde, Memoir, 359). Dr. Robinson on the other hand would find the name in the Wady Kelt ([right]), behind Jericho. The two names are however so essentially unlike, — not so much in the change of the Cyph to Koph, and Resh to Lom, both of which are conceivable, as in the removal of the accent from the end in Crith to the beginning in Kelt, — that this identification is difficult to receive, especially in the absence of any topographical grounds. (See the same doubt expressed by Winer, Cherith.)

The argument from probability is in favor of the Cherith being on the east of Jordan, of which Elijah was a native, and where he would be more out of Ahab's reach than in any of the recesses of the mountains of Ephraim or Benjamin. With increased knowledge of that part of the country, the name may possibly be discovered there. *

* Dr. Robinson reafirms the identity of Cherith and Kelt in his Phys. Geog. p. 94, f. Wilson (Lands of the Bible, ii. 5) holds the same view. It is impossible to press the argument from any supposed affinity in the names. Dr. Van Dyck, one of the best living authorities, says: "I do not see how Kelt can be derived from Cherith, except on principles of etymology which make no account of vowels and consonants." Hence in this respect, Kelt may have no advantage over Ain Fossail, or any other place put forward for this identification. But it must be owned that a brook or ravine better suited to have been the asylum of the prophet could hardly be found anywhere. Mr. Tristram (Land of Israel, p. 232, 2d ed.) mentions some traits of the locality which accord remarkably with the Scripture account. In going down from Jerusalem to Jericho

the frightful gorge opens suddenly upon us at a bend of the road, about two miles from the Phin; there "the traveller finds himself in front of a precipice, perhaps 500 feet high, pierced by many inaccessible anchorite caverns, and with a steep, rugged hill above. We gaze down into the steep ravine, and see the ravens, eagles, and griffon-vultures sailing beneath us. These are now the sole inhabitants of these caves, the monarchs of the waste." It will be seen how well this description answers to the import of the ancient name. In a retreat like this, too, the prophet could easily have hid himself from the knowledge and pursuit of Ahab, and the birds of prey, which must have haunted the place of old as now, could have brought to him the food which God prepared through them for the preservation of his servant.

There is a treatise "Elia's corvorum convicctor" in the Critici Sacri. Gumpach's "Elia und die Raben" in his Altertumsuchliche Studien, p. 200 ff. (Heidelberg, 1852), is an attempt to remove from the narrative all traces of a miraculous intervention. We have the various opinions on the subject canvassed, and the obvious meaning of the history vindicated, in Delvig's Obscurationes Sacrae, Para i., No. xxv.

CHERUB (כֶּרִיב): [Vat. in Ezr. corrupt: Cherub], apparently a place in Babylonia from which some persons of doubtful extraction returned to Judea with Zerubbabel (Ezr. ii. 59; Neh. vii. 61). In the parallel list of 1 Esdr. v. this name, with the next, Addan, seems to be corrupted to CHERRATH-ALEH.

CHERUB, CHERUBIM (כֶּרִיב, plur. כֶּרִיבוֹת, כְּרִיבָיוֹ; or, as mostly in Pentateuch, כֶּרִיב, כְּרִיבִית [Vat. Alex. -בימ or -בימ]: חֲשֶׁרֶב, חֲשֶׁרֶבּוֹת (Vat. in Ezr. corrupt: Cherub), the symbolic figure so called was a composite creature-form, which finds a parallel in the religious insignia of Assyria, Egypt, and Persia, e. g. the sphinx, the winged bulls and lions of Nineveh, &c.,

Fig. 1. The winged female-sphinx. (Wilkinson.)

Fig. 2. An Egyptian winged animal. (Wilkinson.)

a general prevalence which prevents the necessity of our regarding it as a mere adoption from the Egyptian ritual. In such forms (comp. the Chimera of Greek and the Griffin of northeastern

* From a note to the writer.
CHERUB

fables) every imaginative people has sought to em-
body its notions either of the attributes of Divine
essence, or of the vast powers of nature which
transcend that of man. In the various legends of
Hercules the bull and the lion constantly appear
as forms of hostile and evil power; and some of
the Persian sculptures apparently represent evil gen-
ut under similar quasi-cherubic forms. The Hebrew
idea seems to limit the number of the cherubim.

A pair (Ex. xxv. 18, &c.) were placed on the mercy-
seat of the ark: a pair of colossal size overshadow-
olved it in Solomon's Temple with the canopy of
their continuously extended wings. Ezekiel, i. 4-
14, speaks of them; and similarly the apocalyptic
(Zech. iv. 6) are four. So at the front or east of
Eden were posted "the cherubim," as though
the whole of some recognized number. They utter
no voice, though one is "heard from above them,"
nor have dealings with men save to awe and repel.
A "man clothed in linen" is introduced as a me-
dium of communication between them and the
prophet, whereas for a similar office one of the
symbolism personally officiates; and these utter also
"cry one to another." The cherubim are placed
beneath the actual presence of Jehovah, whose
moving throne they appear to draw (Gen. iii. 24;
Ez. i. 5, 25, 26, x. 1, 2, 6, 7; Is. vi. 2, 3, 6). The
expression, however, "the chariot (יִתְנּוּם) of
the cherubim" (1 Chr. xxviii. 18), does not imply
wheels, but the whole apparatus of ark and cheru-
bin is probably so called in reference to its being
carried on staves, and the words "chariot" and
"cherubim" are in apposition. So a sedan might
be called a "carriage," and יֶנְוַם is used for the
body of a litter. See, however, Boerjan, De Cherus,
Sacnt. (ap. Uzolinii, vol. viii.), where the opposite
opinion is ably supported. The glory symbolizing
that presence which eye cannot see, rests or rides
on them, or one of them, hence dismounts to the
temple threshold, and then departs and mounts
again (Ez. x. 4, 14; comp. ix. 7; Ps. xviii. 10).
There is in them an entire absence of human sym-
pathy, and even on the mercy-seat they probably
appeared not merely as admiring and wondering
(1 Pet. i. 12), but as guardians of the covenant
and avengers of its breach. A single figure there
would have suggested an idol, which two, especially
when represented regarding something greater than
themselves, could not do. They thus became sub-
ordinate, like the supporters to a shield, and are
repeated, as it were the distinctive bearings of di-
vine heraldry,—the mark, carved or wrought,
everywhere on the house and furniture of God (Ex.
xxv. 20; 1 K. vi. 24, 35, vii. 29, 36).

Those on the ark were to be placed with wings
stretched forth, one at each end of the mercy-seat,
and to be made "of the mercy-seat," which Ahar-
benel (Spencer, De Leg. Heb. ritual. iii., Diss. vi.)
and others interpret of the same mass of gold with
it, namely, wrought by hammering, not cast and
then joined on. This seems doubtful, but from the
word יִתְנּוּם, the solidity of the metal may per-
haps be inferred. They are called יִתְנּוּם דַּגְשֵׁי (Hab. ix. 5), as on them the glory, when visible,
rested; but whether thus visibly symbolized or not,
a perpetual presence of God is attributed to the
Holy of Holies. They were anointed with the holy
oil, like the ark itself, and the other sacred furni-
ture. Their wings were to be stretched upwards,
and their faces "towards each other and towards
the mercy-seat." It is remarkable that with such
precise directions as to their position, attitude, and
material, nothing, save that they were winged, is
said concerning their shape.

---

a It is perhaps questionable whether the smaller
cherubim on the mercy-seat were there in Solomon's
Temple, as well as the colossal overshadowing ones.
That they were on the ark when brought from Shiloh
to the battle seems most likely; and it is hardly con-
sistent with the reverential awe shown in the treat-
ment of the ark, even by the enemy, to suppose that
they could have been lost in the course of its wander-
ings (see Ark or Covenant); still, the presence of
the two pairs together seems hardly consistent and ap-
propriate.

b The number four was one of those which were
sacred among the Jews, as seven, and forty (Bahr
De Symbol.). [Number]
The carvings, &c., of the temple had made them popular. Josephus could not possibly have said (Ant. viii. 3, § 5) "tâs ãâ̂̊̅πονοντες οὐδές οὐσίας τινες ἄραν εἰκόνα ὕπνω εἰκάσας διώκεια." It is also remarkable that Ez. i. speaks of them as "living creatures." (ἱερὰ γένεσις τῶν ζῴων, τῶν δὲ τῶν τιμίων) under mere animal forms. Into which description in ch. x. 14, the remarkable expression, "the face of a cherub," is introduced, and the prophet concludes by a reference to his former vision, and an identification of those creatures with the cherubim — (v. 20) "I knew that they were cherubim." On the whole it seems likely that the word "cherub" meant not only the composite creature-form, of which the man, lion, ox, and eagle were the elements, but, further, some peculiar and mystical form, which Ezekiel, being a priest, would know and recognize as "the face of a cherubim." kar ἐξωχύρων: but which was kept secret from all others; and such probably were those on the ark, which, when it was moved, was always covered [ARK OF COVENANT], though those on the hangings and panels might be of the popular device.14 What this peculiar cherubic form was is perhaps an impenetrable mystery. It was probably believed popularly to be something of the bovine type (though in Ps. cvi. 20 the notion appears to be marked as degraded): so Spencer (De Leg. Heb. vit. iii. Diss. 5, 4, 2) thinks that the ox was the forma precipuus, and quotes Grotius on Ex. xxv. 18; Bochart, Hierozoic. p. 87, ed. 1690. Hence the "golden calf." The symbolism of the visions of Ezekiel is more complex than that of the earlier Scriptures, and he certainly means that each composite creature-form had four faces so as to look four ways at once, was four-sided 2 and four-winged, so as to move with instant rapidity in every direction without turning, whereas the Mosaic idea was probably single-faced, and with but one pair of wings. Ezekiel adds also the imagery of the wheels — a mechanical to the previous animal forms. This might typify inanimate nature revolving in a fixed course, informed by the spiritual power of God. The additional symbol of being "full of eyes" is one of obvious meaning. This mysterious form might well be the symbol of Him whom none could behold and live. For as symbols of Divine attributes, e. g. omnipotence and omniscience, not as representations of actual beings (Cham. Alex. Strum. i. 244), the cherubim should be regarded.4 Philo indeed assigns a varied signification to the cherubim: in one place he makes them allegories of the beneficent and avenging energies of God: in another, of the two hemispheres of the then astronomical system, one of which supported the planets and the other the fixed stars; elsewhere, of power and goodness simply. They are symbolical in Gen. iii. 24, just as the serpent is a symbol in iii. 1-14, though functions and actions are attributed to each. When such symbolical forms have become conventional, the next step is to literalize them as concrete shapes of real beings. The ζωα of Rev. iv. 6-8 are related both to the cherubim and to the seraphim of prophecy, combining the symbols of both. They are not stern and unsympathizing like the former, but invite the seer to "come and see;" nor like the latter do they cover their face (Is. vi. 2) from the presence of deity, or use their wings to speed on his errand but, in a state of rest and praise, act as the cherugs of the heavenly host. And here, too, symbolism ever sliding into realism, these have been diversely construed. e. g. as the four evangelists, four archangels, &c.

Many etymological sources for the word צִרְעִית have been proposed. The two best worth noticing and between which it is difficult to choose are, (1) the forms of creature-being expressing best the highest attributes of the Creator. Thus he thinks the human form might indicate spirituality (p. 349). (Comp. Grot. on Exod. xxv. 20, and Heb. ix. 5.) Some useful hints as to the connection of cherubic with other mythological forms may be found in Creuzer, Symbol. i. 441, 540.

4 In Ez. xxviii. 14, 16, the Tyrian king is addressed as the "anointing cherub that covereth." This seems a mistake in the A.V., arising from a confusion of צִרְעִית צִרְעִית, which means "stretched out" (Vulg. cherub extensus), from צִרְעִית, Aram. to extend, with some word from צִרְעִית, to anoint. The notion is borrowed not doubt from the "extended" attitude of the cherubim of the sanctuary, "covering" the ark, &c., with their wings. So the king should have been the guardian of the law.
the Syriac סֵרוּב, great, strong (Gesen. s. v.; comp. Philo de Præfagiis, p. 465). The fact that all the symbols employ various forms of strength, the lion among wild, and the ox among tame beasts, the eagle among birds, the man as supreme over all nature, is in favor of this; (2) the Syriac סֵרוּב, to plough, i.e. to cut into; hence Arab. بَضَرُبُ، sculpit; and here a doubt occurs whether in the active or passive sense, - that which ploughs is the ox (comp. סֵרוּב, "ox," from same word in Arab. "to plough"), which brings us to the form precedence of Spencer; or, that which is carved is an image. In favor of the latter is the fact that סֵרוּב is rabbinical for "image" generally (Simonis, Bonger, and Pagninus, Lux. s. v.), perhaps as the only image known to the law, all others being deemed forbidden, but possibly also as containing the true germ of meaning. Besides these two possible meanings or interpretations has been given by high authority the true meaning of the name (Jerome on Is. vi. 2: so Philo, de Vit. Mos. 666 — see § 5: § 6. "Ελληνες οίνοεοε, ἐπίγραυσιν καὶ ἐπιστύφη τι λατ. [Opp. ii. 150 ed. Mang.]; and Clem. Alex. Strom. v. c. 6, p. 210 [667 ed. Potter] — ἔνεις δὲ τοῦ νόμου τῶν χρυσήματος δύναται ἀστήριον πολιτείᾳ.

Though the exact form of the cherubim is uncertain, they must have borne a general resemblance to the composite religious figures found upon the monuments of Egypt, Assyria, Babylonia, and Persia. The first two figures are winged creatures from the Egyptian monuments. The next three:

* The griffin of Northern fable watching the gold in the wilderness has so far been compared with the cherub, both as regards his composite form, and his function as the guardian of a treasure. The "waterful dragon" of the Heptapod is perhaps a fabulous reflex of the same, where possibly the "serpent" (ὕδωρεως) may, by a change not uncommon in myth, have taken the place of the "cherubim." The dragon and the bull have their place also in the legend of the golden fleece. There is a very near resemblance are taken from Assyrian sculptures. No. 6 represents the griffin of Northern fable, as we see from the griffin found as an ornament in Scythian tombs, but drawn by Greek artists. In the sacred bees or arks of the Egyptians, there are sometimes found two figures with extended wings, which remind us of the description of the cherubim "covering the mercy-seat with their wings, and their faces looking one to another" (Ex. xxv. 20). H. H.

* Were the cherubim merely ideal symbols, having no objective personal reality, or were they actual beings represented under these ideal symbols? In support of the former view, it is alleged, (1) that we meet with these ideal forms only in poetic description, or prophetic vision, or symbolic worship, too between the names γαλαξία (with γαλαξίας) and γάλαξις; and possibly an affinity between γαλαξίας and the Greek forms γαλαξία, γαλαξίας, γαλαξίας, γαλαξίας (cf. German graveled), all related to carving, and between γαλαξίας and the Syriac and Arab. words signifying service, sculptor, hence as above. We have another form of the same root probably in κρεμαῖος, the block or tablet on which the laws were engraved.

---

Fig. 6. A Grecian griffin.

Fig. 7. A sacred Egyptian boat or ark, with two figures resembling cherubim. (Wilkinson.)
and the like; (2) that the forms are manifestly of a symbolic character; and (3) that they correspond with similar symbolic representations, of Egyptian, Assyrian, and Indian antiquity. So Heinsius (Die Bücher Moses, p. 137 ff.), Keil (Archd., § 19), Hävernick (Comm. über Ecc.; Vorles. über d. Theol. des A. T. pp. 79, 80), Neumann (Zeitschr. f. luth. Theol. 1854, i. 137 ff.), Lange (Bibelwerk, Gen. iii. 23, 24).

In favor of the other view, it is maintained, that the representation of these beings under symbolic forms, for purposes of poetical description, &c., does not exclude their objective reality; that similar representations among ancient heathen nations are only relics of early tradition, or of a primitive revelation; furthermore, that in the Scriptures (e. g. Ps. xviii. 10, compared with Ps. civ. 3, 4) angels and cherubim are placed in the same category, and hence the real existence of both must stand or fall together; and finally, that the mention of them in a narration of actual facts, in the third chapter of Genesis, is decisive of the question, if we hold to the historical reality of what is there related. So Kurtz (Gesch. des Alten Bundes, p. 63 ff.; art. Cherubim, in Herzog's Real-Encyclop.), Deitelsch (Genesis, 3te Aufl. p. 190), Hofmann (Schriftlobenweis, i. 179 ff., 317 ff.), Nägelsbach (Der Gottmenscher, i. 924).

On the reasons for the first view, it may be remarked, that the symbolic character of the forms certainly does not exclude an objective reality; but on the other hand, it may be said, that the symbol is sufficient in itself for any purpose that can fairly be claimed in the connection, and requires no corresponding personality.

In the reasons given for the other view, it is plainly a false inference from the comparison of Ps. xviii. 10 with Ps. civ. 3, 4, that angels and cherubim stand in the same category in the representations of the Scriptures. The personal existence of the former is attested by their frequent appearance on earth: while to the existence of the latter there is no similar attestation, unless it be found in the third chapter of Genesis. But the historical reality of the facts there narrated is not impaired by regarding the cherubim, spoken of in v. 24, as symbolic representations of the divine majesty and power, in whatever way these were manifested.

In the Hebrew text of this passage we have the definite form, "the cherubim and the flaming sword;" not "as though the whole of some recognized number " (as stated in the first paragraph of the preceding article) but denoting well known and familiar objects or conceptions.

One of the statements in the last paragraph but two of the preceding article is founded on a very injurious perversion of the Greek text in Rev. vi. 1, 2, 5, 7. It is one of the instances in which Erasmus followed the later corrupted copies of the Latin Vulgate (translating from it into Greek) instead of the Greek manuscript which was before him, as shown, by Prof. Deitzsch in his collation of it with Erasmus' printed Greek text (Handschriften, Feudal, 1861). Instead of the false reading of the current text, the true reading is "Come!" Instead of "inviting the seer to 'come and see,'" it is an authoritative summons, calling forth the several per-

---

a Possibly referring to the village now Beit Joun, between Jerusalem and Nabi Samwil, and therefore in Benjamin

CHEST

CHESALON (צַֽלְוֹן) [Dietr., strength, firmness; Fürst, pristness, fertility] Xaηαλών; [Alex. Χασελών]: Chislev, a place named as one of the landmarks on the west part of the north boundary of Judah, apparently situated on the shoulder (A. V. "side") of Mount Jerim (Josh. xv. 10). The name does not, however, reappear in the list of towns of Judah later in the same chapter. Mount Jerim, the "Mount of Forests," has not necessarily any connection with Kirjath Jerim, though the two were evidently, from their proximity in this statement of the boundary, not far apart. Chesa- lon was the next landmark to Beth-shemesh, and it is quite in accordance with this that Dr. Robinson has observed a modern village named Keddi, about six miles to the N. E. of "Ain Shams, on the western mountains of Judah (Job. ii. 30, note; iii. 154). Eusebius and Jerome, in the Onomasticon, mention a Chaslon, but they differ as to its situation, the former placing it in Benjamin, the latter in Judah: both agree that it was a very large village in the neighborhood of Jerusalem. The meaning of the name is thought by Professor Stanley, like Chesiloth, to have reference to its situation on the "bains" of the mountain.

CHESED (חֵסֶד) : Xασός; [Alex. Χασσόχ]: Cessdeh, fourth son of Nahor (Gen. xxii. 22). [Chaldea, p. 408.]

CHESIL (חֵשֵיל) [a food or impious]: Bar- δέλα: Alex. Χαζέλη: [Ald. Χαζόθ]: Cezeld, a town in the extreme south of Palestine, named with Hornah and Ziklag (Josh. xv. 30). The name does not occur again, but in the list of towns given out of Judah to Simeon, the name Bethuel occurs in place of it (xix. 4), as if the one were identical with, or a corruption of, the other. This is confirmed by the reading of 1 Chr. iv. 30, Bethuel; by that of the LXX. as given above, and by the mention in 1 Sam. xxi. 25 of a Bethel among the cities of the extreme south. In this case we can only conclude that בְּית-אֵל was an early variation of בְּית-אֵל.

CHEST. By this word are translated in the A. V. two distinct Hebrew terms: (1) הֵוֶ֥נֶג or הֵוֶ֥נֶג from יָנֵב, to gather; קִבְּחֵרָ֣ב. gräzgebildet. This is invariably used for the Ark of the Covenant, and with two exceptions, for that only. It is instructive to be reminded that there is no Egyptian chest or box for θείαThebes. (Wilkinson)
Children (Heb. שְׁלֹ֣מִים, Shôlûm, "children") is a list of persons who were summoned to the king by Hezekiah (2 K. 20:9; 2 Chr. 32:23). From its position in the list it appears to be between Jerah and Shunem (Sebna), and, therefore, not far enough north to be the Hezek mentioned by Robinson (252) or the place noted by Eusebius and Jerome under Aelaichuth, אֶלֶעָיָה, in the Quadragesim."
CHILDREN

sprung, but especially, and sometimes exclusively, of the male sex, is highly valued among all Eastern nations, while the absence is regarded as one of the severest punishments (Her. i. 130; Strab. xv. 733; Gen. xvi. 2, xxix. 31, xxx. 1, 14; Deut. vii. 14; 1 Sam. i. 6, ii. 5, iv. 20; 2 Sam. vi. 23, xviii. 18; 2 K. iv. 14; Is. xlvii. 9; Jer. xx. 15; Hos. ix. 14; Esth. v. 11; Ps. cviii. 3, 5; Eccl. vi. 3; Drusius, Prov. Ben-Sir. ap. Crit. Sacr. viii. 1887; Lane, Mod. Egypt. i. 208, 240; Mrs. Poole, English in Egypt, iii. 207. Niebuhr, Descri. de P. Arab. 67; Chardin, Voyage, vii. 446; Russell, Nabate, 343.)

Childbirth is in the East usually, but not always, attended with little difficulty, and accomplished with little or no assistance (Gen. xxxvi. 17, xxviii. 28, Ex. i. 19; 1 Sam. iv. 19, 20; Burchhardt, Notes on Bedouins, i. 96; Harmer, Obs. iv. 425; Lady M. W. Montagu, Letters, ii. 217, 219, 222).

As soon as the child was born, and the umbilical cord cut, it was washed in a tub, rubbed with salt, and wrapped in swaddling clothes. Arab mothers sometimes rub their children with earth or sand (Ex. xvi. 4; Job xxxviii. 9; Luke ii. 7; Burchhardt, l. c.). On the 8th day the rite of circumcision in the case of a boy, was performed, and a name given, sometimes, but not usually, the same as that of the father, and generally conveying some special meaning.

Among Mohammedans, circumcision is most commonly delayed till the 5th, 9th, or even the 14th year (Gen. xvi. 4, xxx. 32, xxx. 6, 24; Lev. xii. 5; Is. xlvii. 18, 58; Luke i. 59, ii. 21, and Lightfoot, ad loc.: Spener, de Legg. Hebr. v. 62; Strab. vii. 824; Hor. ii. 36, 104; Burchhardt, ibid. i. 96; Lane, Mod. Egypt. i. 87; Mrs. Poole, English, in Egypt, iii. 158; Niebuhr, Descr. p. 70). [CIRCUMCISION.]

After the birth of a male child, the mother was considered unclean for 7 + 33 days if the child were a female, or for double that period 14 + 66 days. At the end of the time she was to make an offering of purification of a lamb as a burnt-offering, and a pigeon or turtledove as a sin-offering, or in case of poverty, two doves or pigeons, one as a burnt-offering, the other as a sin-offering (Lev. xii. 1–8; Luke ii. 22).

The period of nursing appears to have been sometimes prolonged to 3 years (Is. xliv. 13; 2 Mac. vii. 28; comp. Livingstone, Travels, c. vi. p. 128; but Burchhardt leads to a different conclusion). The Mohammedan law enjoins mothers to suckle their children for 2 full years if possible (Lane, Mod. Egypt. i. 83; Mrs. Poole, English, in Egypt, iii. 181).

Nurses were employed in cases of necessity (Ex. i. 9, Gen. xxiv. 50, xxvii. 8; 2 Sam. iv. 1; 2 K. xi. 2; 2 Chr. xxii. 11). The time of weaning was an occasion of rejoicing (Gen. xxii. 8). Arab children wear little or no clothing for 4 or 5 years; the young of both sexes are usually carried by the mothers on the hip or the shoulder, the young of which allusion is made by Isaiah (Is. xxii. 22, xvi. 12; Lane, Mod. Egypt. i. 83). Both boys and girls in their early years, boys probably till their 5th year, were under the care of the women (Prov. xxxi. 1; Herod. i. 130; Strab. xv. p. 733; Niebuhr, Descr. p. 24). Afterwards the boys were taken by the father under his charge. Those in wealthy families had tutors or governors (טָבְלוֹרָיָּא, בְּבֶלָּר), who were sometimes eunuchs (Num. xi. 12; 2 K. x. 1, 5; Is. xiii. 29; Gal. iii. 24; Esth. ii. 7; Joseph. Vit. 76; Lane, Mod. Egypt. i. 83). Daughters usually remained in the women's apartments till marriage, or, among the poorer classes, were employed in household work (Lev. xi. 9; Num. xvi. 14; 1 Sam. iv. 11; Prov. xxxi. 19, 29; Ecclus. vii. 25, xiii. 9; 2 Mac. iii. 19).

The example, however, and authority of the mother were carefully upheld to children of both sexes (Deut. xxii. 20; Prov. x. 1, xv. 20; 1 K. ii. 19).

The first-born male children were regarded as devoted to God, and were to be redeemed by an offering (Ex. xiii. 13; Num. xviii. 15; Luke ii. 22). Children devoted by special vow, as Samuel was, appear to have been brought up from very early years in a school or place of education near the tabernacle or temple (1 Sam. i. 24, 28). [EDUCATION.]

The authority of parents, especially the father, over children was very great, as was also the reverence enjoined by the law to be paid to parents. The disobedient child, the striker or reviler of a parent, was liable to capital punishment, though not at the independent will of the parent. Children were liable to be taken as slaves in case of non-payment of debt, and were expected to perform menial services for them, as washing the feet, and to maintain them in poverty and old age. How this last obligation was evaded, see COROBAN.

The like obedience is enjoined by the Gospel (Gen. xxxvii. 24; Lev. xii. 9; Num. xii. 14; Deut. xxiv. 16; 1 K. ii. 19; 2 K. xiv. 6, iv. 1; Is. i. 1; Neh. v. 5; Job xxxiv. 3; Prov. x. 1, xv. 20, xxxix. 3; Drusius, Quest. Hebr. ii. 63, ap. Crit. Sacr. viii. 1547; Col. iii. 20; Eph. vi. 1; 1 Tim. i. 9; comp. Virg. Aen. vi. 909; and Servius, ad loc.; Aristoph. Ran. 148; Plato, Phaed. 144; de Legg. ix.).

The legal age was 12, or even earlier in the case of a female, and 13 for a male (Maimon. de Pros. c. v.; Groitus and Calmet on John iv. 21).

The inheritance was divided equally between all the sons except the eldest, who received a double portion (Deut. xxi. 17; Gen. xxv. 31, xxx. 3; 1 Chr. v. 1, 2; Judg. xli. 2, 7). Daughters had by right no portion in the inheritance; but if a man had no son, his inheritance passed to his daughters, but they were forbidden to marry out of their father's tribe (Num. xxvii. 1, 5, xxxvi. 2, 8).

The term sons was applied also to the disciples and followers of the teachers of the various sects which arose after the Captivity [EDUCATION; Scribes.], (Lightfoot, Hor. Hebr. on John xiii. 33, Luke xii. 45, John xvi. [xv. 2.] 16.) [Comp. Matt. xii. 27; Luke xi. 19. See also I Cor. iv. 14, 15, 17; 2 Tim. i. 2; 2 Tim. i. 2; Philen. 10; 3 John 4, A.]

H. W. P.

CHIL'EB. [Abigail; Daniel.]

CHILION [properly Chylyon] (τῆς θυλών).

Χέλλων: [Vat. Ruth i. 2, Κελ.] ALEX. Χέλλων: [Xalóvon]: Chillon), the son of Elineeb and Naomi, and husband of Orpah (Ruth i. 2–3, iv. 9). He is described as "an Ephrathite (? Ephraimite) of Bethlehem-judah."

* The etymology usually assigned for the names of the brothers (Ruth i. 2) is τῆς χηλήν for Chillon, sickly, and τῆς μοῖς for Mahlon, pining; either given to them at first from prognostics of their early fate, which, as they did young, were fulfilled, or substituted for other original names, after their death, in the family traditions. Considering how readily the Orientals change the names of persons both living and dead, the latter supposition is by no means impossible. See Bertheau (Richer u. Ruth, p. 239).
But the derivation is uncertain. So good a scholar as Cassel (Richter u. Ruh, p. 285) refers Chilimon to 7. t. T Europe, and Mahlon to kIN, i.e. the former, notes, and the latter, may: so that the names could be given to them at their birth as terms of parental kindness. Mr. Wright (Ruth in Hebrew and Chaldee, p. 2) conjectures that the children were so named (الن) in account of the sad condition of the land at the time. That the land was specially afflicted at the time they were born we do not know. The famine which drove the family to Moab was later. The names, in whatever way explained, afford but a slight foothold for assailing the historical claims of the book.

H.

CHILMAD (ט"למ:
[ democrat. In conjunction with Seha and Assur (Ex. xxxvii. 23). The only name bearing any similarity to it is Chamza, a town near the Euphrates between the Mascan and the Babylonian frontier ( Xen. Alex. i. 5, § 10). As however in other cases this produces this place, it is highly improbable that it was of sufficient importance to rank with Seha and Assur. Hitzig (Comment. on Ex. i. c.) proposes to alter the punctuation to $ט"למ and with the sense, Assur was as thy pupil in commerce.

W. L. B.

* Rawlinson identifies Chilmad with Koliobinta.

[Chaldee, § 4.] A.

CHIMHAM (ט"למ [pining, hanging], but see below: Xummon: Alex. Xummon: [Comp. Xemmon, lonym: Aquila: Xemmon: LXX. in Jer. x. 1; Joseph. Xe
ing: Chimenon, a follower, and probably a son ( Joseph. Ant. xii. 11, § 4; and comp. 1 K. ii. 7) of Barzillai the itzidare, who returned from beyond Jordan with David (2 Sam. xiv. 37, 38, 40). David appears to have bestowed on him a possession at Bethelannah, on which, in later times, an inn or Khan (ט"למ) was standing, well known as the starting-point for travellers from Jerusalem to Egypt (Jer. xli. 17). There is some uncertainty about the name, possibly from its not being that of a Hebrew text Chishmim, י"משא, and in the Cheth of Jer. xli. 17, Chemoth, י"משא. G.

CHINNERRETH (Heb. Cinnereth or Kin
ereth) (accurately (?) Cinnorath, י"משא [in pause י"משא]: Kinnorath: Alex. Xinnorath: [Comp. Xinnorath, י"משא: Cinnereth, a fortified city in the tribe of Naphtali (Josh. xix. 35 only), of which no trace is found in later writers, and no remains by travelers. Whether it gave its name to, or received it from, the lake, which was possibly adjacent, is quite uncertain. By St. Jerome Cinnereth was identified with the later Tiberias. This may have been from some tradition then existing; the only corroboration which we can find for it is the mention in Joshua of Hamath as near it, which was possibly the Hammon of Ex. cxxvii, near the shore of the lake a little south of Tiberias. This is denied by

* We see from Jer. xlii. 17 that this Khan bore Chilmad's name for at least 4 centuries, and as the usage of the East is so unchanging may have been the Khan (סדה) which almost 6 centuries later

Roland (161), on the ground that Capernaum is said by St. Matt. (iv. 13) to have been on the very borders of Zebulon and Naphtali, and that Zebul

on was to the south of Naphtali. But St. Mat
tew's expression will hardly bear this strict inter

pretation. The town, or the lake, appears to have given its name (slightly altered) to a district — "all

CINNORATH (I K. xvii. 20).

G.

* The name (Josh. xix. 35) is spelt "Cinnerath" in the A. V. ed. 1611, and other early editions. According to Furst, the city in later times was calledINO Cinnerath (Megilla 69). At the time of Fasti (at the beginning of the 14th century) it was still in existence, lying, without doubt, one hour northwest of Tiberiyya (Tiberias), where the ruins of Cinnerath are still found at the present day! (Hib. Lex. s. v., Davidson's transl.).

CHINNERRETH, SEA OF (ט"למהא: י"הלסא נָיְכֶנֶרֶת [etc.] more Cenereth, Num. xxiv. 11: Josh. xxiii. 27), the inland sea which is most familiarly known to us as the "lake of Gen
dernal" (John xxi., 2). As this is evident from the mode in which it is mentioned in various passages in the Pentateuch and Joshua — as being at the end of Jordan opposite to the "sea of the Arabah," i.e. the Dead Sea; as having the Arabah or Ghor below it, see. (Deut. xiii. 17: Josh. xii. 2, xiii. 3). In the two former of these passages the word "sea" is omitted; in the two latter it is in a plural form — "Cinnerath" (Acc. Cinnerath, י"משא, and י"משא, Cinnerath, [Vulg. Ceneroth]). The word is by some derived from Cinnerath (nearcat, cibara, a "harbor"), as if in allusion to the oval shape of the lake. But this, to say the least, is doubtful. It seems more likely that Cinnerath was an ancient Canaanite name existing long prior to the Israelite conquest, and, like other names, adopted by the Israelites into their language. The subsequent name "Gensar" was derived from "Cinnerath" by the change of a letter of a kind frequent enough in the East. [Binxmabo.] G.

CHINNERRATH (ט"למהא: י"הלסא נָיְכֶנֶרֶת: Kev
erath: Alex. Xevnerath: Cenereth, Josh. xi. 2, xii. 3) [Chirnnerath].

W. A. W.

* In A. V. ed. 1611, and other early editions, the word is spelt "Cinerreth," as in K. xvii. 20. See CINORATH. A.

CHIOS (Xenos: [Chiose].) The position of this island in reference to the neighboring islands and coasts could hardly be better described than in the detailed account of St. Paul's return voyage from Troas to Cereon (Acts xx. 16). Having come from Assos to Mytilene in Lesbos (xx. 14), he arrived the next day and called at Chios (v. 15), the next day at Samos and tarried at Tergylia (v. 16); and the following day at Miletus (v. 17); thence he went by Rhodes and Pharsal to Patara (vixi. 1). [MYTIKON: SAMOS.] With this it is worth while to compare the account of Herod's voyage to join Marcus Agrippa in the Black Sea. We are told (Joseph. Ant. xvi. 2, § 2) that after passing by Rhodes and Cos, he was detained some time by north winds at Chios, and sailed on to Mytilene,

*furnished shelter for two travellers with their infant child when 'there was no room in the inn,' and when they too from that spot fled into Egypt" (Stanley, Jewels Church li. 204).
when the winds became more favorable. It appears that during this stay at Chios Herod gave very liberal sums towards the restoration of some public works which had suffered in the Mithridatean war. This island does not appear to have any other association with the Jews; nor is it specially mentioned in connection with the first spread of Christianity by the Apostles. When St. Paul was there on the occasion referred to, he did not land, but only passed the night at anchor. At that time Chios enjoyed the privilege of freedom (Plin. v. 38), and it is not certain that it ever was politically a part of the province of Asia, though it is separated from the mainland only by a strait of 5 miles. Its length is about 32 miles, and in breadth it varies from 8 to 18. Its outline is mountainous and bold; and it has always been celebrated for its beauty and fruitfulness. In recent times it has been too well known, under its modern name of Sezio, for the dreadful sufferings of its inhabitants in the Greek war of independence. Chios is described by the older travellers, Thevenot, Tournefort, and Chandler. J. S. H.

CHILEU. [Months.]

CHILON (Χιλόν) [hope, confidence]: Xaclo-
λος: Chanleon), father of Eleid, the prince of the tribe of Bequinian, chosen to assist in the division of the land of Canaan among the tribes (Num. xxxiv. 21).

CHILSTOTH-TABOR (Χίλσθοθ-τάβωρ, sons of Tabor: Χασθοθλαυιοι; Alex. Χασθαλδαυιοι: Badawi: [Abl. Χασθοθλαυιθαμπός: Comp. Χασθοθλαυιθαμπός] 
: (aschizhlotabor), a place to the border (νήσος) of which reached the border of Zebu-
rim (Josh. xix. 12). It may be the village of Ikloil, which is now standing about two miles and a half to the west of Mount Tabor. Josephus names a village Xaloth in the great plain, i. e. of Esdraelon, and as one of the landmarks of lower Galilee, (B. J. iii. 3, § 1; and see Titre, § 44), but it is impossible to say if this was identical with Chilothoth-Tabor or with Chesiloth. [See Tabor.] G.

CHITTIM, KITTIM (קיתים, קתים; χίτην, χίτην: כיתית, כיתית; etc.) Cethion, Cethin), a family or race descended from Javan (Gen. x. 4: 1 Chr. i. 7; A. V. Chittim), closely related to the Dodanim, and remotely (as we may conclude from the absence of the conjunction before it) to the other descendants of Javan. Chittim is frequently noticed in Scripture: Balaam predicts that a fleet should then come proceed for the destruct-
ion of Assyria (Num. xxiv. 24, "καὶ ἐγκριθήτωσαν in trieribus de Italia, Vulg.): In Is. xxiii. 1, 12, it appears as the resort of the fleets of Tyre: in Jer. ii. 10, the "isles of Chittim" (νησίν, i. e. maritime districts) are to the far west, as Kebar to the east of Palestine: the Tyrians procured thence the cedar or box-wood, which they infused with ivory for the decks of their vessels (Ex. xxv. 6, "καὶ ἐγκριθήτωσαν in trieribus de Italia, Vulg."); A. V. the "company of the Ashurites," but rather [ivory] the daughter of cedar, i. e. in-
closed in cedar: in Dan. xi. 30, "ships of Chittim" (καὶ ἐγκριθήτωσαν: Trieres et Romani) advance to the south to meet the king of the north: at a later period we find Alexander the Great de-
scribed as coming "ἐκ τῶν γῆς [Rom. xvi. 19, Alex. Sin.] ΧΙΤΙΤΙΑ [1 Macc. i. 1; A. V. Chit-
tim], and Persians as ΚΙΤΙΤΕΩΝ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΝ [Uctevoun rex] (1 Macc. viii. 5: A. V. Cittim). Josephus considered Cyprus as the original seat of the Chittim, adducing as evidence the name of its principal town, Chilim (Χηλίων, ἥ Χηλία ἡ πόλις ης ἑως χες) Κύρος αὐτῆς τῶν καλεῖται, Int. i. 9, § 1). Chittim was without doubt a Phoenician town, and the name, as it appears in Phoenician inscriptions, exactly agrees with the Hebrew (Gesen. Thes. 720). From the town the name extended to the whole island of Cyprus, which was occupied by Phoenician colouies, and remained under Tyre certainly until about B. C. 720 (Joseph. Ant. x. 14, § 2). With the decay of the Phoenician power (c. i. c. 600) the Greeks began to found flourishing settlements on its coasts, as they had also done in Crete, Rhodes, and the islands of the Egean Sea. The name Chittim, which in the first instance had applied to Phoenicians only (for ἐλαιόνια, Ἑλίτης, a branch of the Canaanitish race), passed little by little to the islands which they had occupied, and thence to the people who succeeded the Phoenicians in the occupation of them (ἀπὸ αὐτῆς, s. Κύρος, ἡ Χηλία τε πίσω, καὶ τὰ πλείω τῶν παρὰ θάλασσαν, Χε-
μία ἢ Εὐβοίαν οὐνιοῦται, Joseph. Ant. i. 6, § 1). Thus in Mac. Chittim evidently = Mac-
donius, and was perhaps more especially applied to that country from the apparent similarity of the name in the form Moueria, which they supposed to be the Ma and Ketio, the land of the Celti. The use of the term was extended yet further so as to em-
brace Italy according to the LXX. (Dan.), and the Vulgate (Num. and Dan.), to which we may add the rendering of the Chaldean Targum, which gives Ἰταλία (Italia) in 1 Chr. i. 7, and Ἱππαν (Apulia) in Ez. xxvii. 6. The "ships of Chittim," in Dan. have been explained as Macedonians, which Ptolemy Laenas may have seized at Delos after the defeat of Persians, and taken on his expedition to Egypt against Antiochus; but the assumption on which this interpretation rests is not borne out by the narrative (LXX. xl. 29, xl. 10), nor does there appear any difficulty in extending the term to Italy, as one of the lands in the far west with which the Hebrews were but little acquainted. In an etno-
logical point of view, Chittim, associated as the name is with Javan and Eliahsh, must be regarded as applying, not to the original Phoenician settlers of Cyprus, but to the race which succeeded them; namely, the Carins, who were widely dispersed over the Mediterranean coasts, and were settled in the Cyclades (Thucyd. i. 8), Crete (Herod. i. 171) and in the islands called Maceda Insome, perhaps as being the residence of the Carins. From these islands they were dispersed by the Dorians and Ionians (Herod. i. c.), and emigrated to the main land, where they occupied the district named after them. The Carins were connected with the Lelgees, and must be considered as related to the Pelagian family, though quite distinct from the Hellanic branch (Knobel, Volksfest, p. 95 ff.). W. L. B.

CHI'UN (חִין), [Remphan.]

CHLOE' (Χλοή) [tender about or herbage], a woman mentioned in 1 Cor. i. 11, some of whose household [κοίνων τῶν Χαλεκ] comp. Rom. xvi. 10, 11] had informed St. Paul of the fact that there
CHOBA (Greek: Χωβά; Latin: Xobâ; Vulg. Xoba), a place mentioned in Jud. iv. 4, apparently situated in the central part of Palestine. It is probably the name place as

CHOBAI (2 syl.: Xoebâ; Vulg. omits), a place which occurs in Jud. xxv. 4, 5; in the latter verse the Greek is Xobâ. The name suggests Hohab (םיהב), which is the reading of the Syriac, especially in connection with the mention of Damascus in v. 5, if the distance from the probable site of Bethulia were not too great.

* CHENIX (χοίνιξ), Rev. vi. 6, marg. See WEIGHTS AND MEASURES, II. § 2, near the end.

CHOR-A-SHAN (שחרاشן) [burnt of smoke]: Bygorâisse (Alex. Bepartov; in loc. Assen), one of the places in which "David and his men were wont to haunt," and to his friends in which he sent presents of the plunder taken from the Amalekites (1 Sam. xxx. 30). The towns named in this catalogue are all south of Hebron, and Chorasian may, therefore, be identified with Ashtalan of Simeon. This is, however, quite uncertain, and the name has not been discovered.

G. CHORAZIN ( שכזער [text, rec.], Xoçâiz [Tisch., Treg.], Xapaçiz [D]; mcçaza, or Corazin), one of the cities in which our Lord's mighty works were done, but named only in His denunciation (Matt. xi. 21; Luke x. 13). It was known to St. Jerome, who describes it (Comm. in Esai, ix. 1) as on the shore of the lake, two miles from Capernaum. St. Willibrord (about A.D. 750) visited the various places along the lake in the following order—Tiberias, Magdala, Capernaum, Bethsaida, Chorazin. Dr. Robinson's conclusion is that Khoâ Mount being Capernaum, et-Tibleeck is Bethsaida, and Tell Hum Chorazin, but the question is covered in great obscurity. The origin of the name is also very uncertain. Origin gives the name as escâï Ziz, i.e., the district of Zin: but this appears to be only conjectural, and has no support from MSS. A place of this name is mentioned in the Talmud (see Berak. p. 722) as famous for wheat, which is still grown in large quantities in this neighborhood.

G. Dr. Thomson (Land and Bedr., ii. 8) found a heap of shapeless ruins about 2 miles north of Tell Hum, known among the natives as Chora'zây. "The name is nearly the Arabic for Chorazin, and the situation just where we might expect to find Chorazin." His readers more recently made strength-sounding this presumption from the name and position of Chorazin. Mr. Grose, speaking of the excavations by Mesers. Wilson and Anderson, says: "The ruins of Chorazin at Keritz [so he writes the word], "turn out to be far more important than was previously suspected; they cover a much larger extent of ground than Tell Hum, and many of the private houses are almost perfect, with the exception of the roofs; the openings for doors and windows remaining in some cases. All the buildings, including a synagogue or church [?], are of basalt, and it is not till one is right in among them that one sees clearly what they are..."

CHRISTIANS (খ্রীষ্টিয়ানঃ): The disciples, we are told (Acts xi. 26), were first called Christians at Antioch on the Orontes, somewhere about A.D. 43. The name, and the place where it was conferred, are both significant. It is clear that the appellation "Christian" was one which, though eagerly adopted and gloried in by the early followers of Christ, could not have been imposed by themselves. They were, indeed, no better than the Heathen, and were, in some respects, better than the Heathens, and were, in some respects, the same, as the Jewish autóarchons, or officers of the synagogues, to whom the early Christians were naturally attached. This title was, however, quite uncertain, and the name has not been discovered.

G. Christ. [Jesus].

CHRISTIAN (Χριστιανός): Christians, the disciples, we are told (Acts xi. 26), were first called Christians at Antioch on the Orontes, somewhere about A.D. 43. The name, and the place where it was conferred, are both significant. It is clear that the appellation "Christian" was one which, though eagerly adopted and gloried in by the early followers of Christ, could not have been imposed by themselves. They were, however, quite uncertain, and the name has not been discovered.

G.
name is what would be expected, for Antioch had long been a Roman city. Its inhabitants were celebrated for their wit and a propensity for confering nicknames (Procop. Pers. ii. 8, p. 160). The Emperor Julian himself was not secure from their jests (Anm. Marc. xxii. 14). Apollonius of Tyana was driven from the city by the insults of the inhabitants (Philostor. I. i. Apoll. iii. 16). Their wit, however, was often harmless enough (Lucian, De Stultit. 76); and there is no reason to suppose that the name "Christian" of itself was intended as a term of scurrility or abuse, though it would naturally be used with contempt.

Suidas (s. v. Χριστιανός) says the name was given in the reign of Claudius, when Peter appointed Evodius bishop of Antioch, and they who were formerly called Nazarenes and Gallicans had their name changed to Christians. According to Malalas ('Chronikon', x.), it was changed by Evodius himself, and William of Tyrre (iv. 9) has a story that a synod was held at Antioch for the purpose. Ignatius, or the author of the Epistle to the Magnesians (c. x), refers the prophecy of Isaiah (xxii. 2, 12) as first fulfilled in Syria, when Peter and Paul founded the Church at Antioch. But reasons have already been given why the name did not originate within the Church.

Another form of the name is Χριστιανος, arising from a false etymology (Lact. iv. 7; Tertullian, De Apol. c. 3; Suec. Claud. 25), by which it was derived from χριστός.

W. A. W.

CHRONICLES, First and Second Books of (in Heb. נְּדוֹן הַמֶּדַּתְיָה: verba dierum, as Jerome translates it, and sermons dieruen, as Hilar. Pictav. in Wofl, but rather acta diesorum; journals, or diaries, i.e. the record of the daily occurrences), the name originally given to the record made by the appointed historiographers in the kingdoms of Israel and Judah. In the LXX. these books are called ταρακολογημένα τράπεζαν and δευτέρων, which is understood, after Jerome's explanation, as meaning that they are supplementary to the books of Kings. The Vulgate retains both the Hebrew and Greek name in Latin characters, Dubre jamuin, or ha- jamim, and Paradippenmom. Jerome tells us (ad Dominion. et Reginaion.) that in his time they formed only one book, and have been one to which both Ezra and Nehemiah gave their earnest attention, as David, Hezekiah, and other kings, had done before them. Another difficulty intimately connected with the former was the maintenance of the temple services at Jerusalem. This could only be effected by the residence of the priests and Levites in Jerusalem in the order of their courses; and this residence was only practicable in case of the payment of the appointed tithes, first-fruits, and other offerings. Immediately [as soon as] these ceased the priests and Levites were obliged to disperse to their own villages to obtain a livelihood, and the temple services were neglected. But then again the registers of the Levitical genealogies were necessary, in order that it might be known who were entitled to such and such allowances, as porters, as singers, as priests, and so on; because all these offices went by fami-

cepted, there is no difficulty. The hand which added Neh. xii. 20, 11, 22, 28, might equally have added 1 Chr. ii. 22, 24.

Keil says that Spinosa led the way, by suggesting that they were compiled after Judas Macabaeus (p. 9)
lies; and again the payment of the tithes, firstfruits, &c., was dependent upon the different families of Israel being established each in his inheritance. Obviously, the primary value of the most precious documents of the Jewish community after their return from Babylon would be trustworthy genealogical records, and if there were any such in existence, the arrangement and publication of them would be one of the greatest services a person in Ezra's situation could confer. But further, not only had Zerubbabel (Ezr. iii., v., vi.) and Haggai (Ezr. vii.) labored most earnestly, in the midst of immense difficulties, to restore the temple and the public worship of God there to the condition it had been in under the kings of Judah; but it appears clearly from their policy, and from the language of the contemporary prophets, Haggai and Zechariah, that they had it much at heart to re-infuse something of national life and spirit into the heart of the people, and to make them feel that they were still the inheritors of God's covenantal mercies, and that the captivity had only temporarily interrupted, not dried up, the stream of God's favor to their nation. Now nothing could more effectually aid these pious and patriotic designs than setting before the people a compendious history of the kingdom of David, which should embrace a full account of its prosperity, should trace the sins which led to its overthrow, but should carry the thread through the period of the captivity, and continue it unbroken on the other side; and these passages in their former history would be especially important which exhibited their greatest and best kings as engaged in building or restoring the temple, in returning all corruptions in religion, and zealously regulating the services of the house of God. As regards the kingdom of Israel or Samaria, see it had utterly and hopelessly passed away, and that the existing inhabitants were among the bitterest adversaries of Judah and Benjamin, it would naturally engage very little of the compiler's attention. These considerations explain exactly the plan and scope of that historical work which consists of the two books of Chronicles and the book of Ezra. For after having in the first eight chapters given the genealogical divisions and settlements of the various tribes, the compiler marks distinctly his own age and his own purpose, by informing us in Ezr. i. 2, of the disturbance of those settlements by the Babylonian Captivity, and, in the following verses, of the partial restoration of them at the return from Babylon (2-24); and that this list refers to the families who had returned from Babylon is clear, not only from the context, but from its re-insertion, Neh. vi. 3-22; with additional material evidently extracted from the public archives, and relating to times subsequent to the return from Babylon, extending to Neh. xii. 27, where Nehemiah's narrative is again resumed in connexion with Neh. vi. 2. Having thus shown the re-establishment of the returned families, each in their own inheritance according to the houses of their fathers, the compiler proceeds to the other part of his plan, which is to give a continuous history of the kingdom of Judah from David to his own times, interwoven by the closing scene of Saul's life (ch. x.), which introduction is itself probably by a reminiscence of the case of Saul (xxi. 14), extracted from the genealogical tables
drawn up in the reign of king Hezekiah, as is at once manifest by counting the 13 or 14 generations, from Jonathan to the sons of Azel inclusive, exactly corresponding to the 14 from David to Hezekiah inclusive. This part of the plan extends from 1 Chr. ix. 35 to the end of the book of Ezra 1 Chr. xxvii., xxii.-xxiv.; 2 Chr. xxiii.-xxv., xxvi., xxvii.-xxxii., xxxiv., and xxxv., and among the passages wholly or in part peculiar to the books of Chronicles, which mark the purpose of the compiler, and are especially suited to the age and the work of Ezra.
called "the story (or interpretation, Meluhah, מלועה) of the prophet Iddo," supplied an account of the acts, and the ways, and sayings of king Abijah (xxxii. 22); while yet another book of Iddo concerning genealogies, with the book of the prophet Shemariah, contained the acts of king Rehoboam (xii. 15). For later times the "Book of the kings of Israel and Judah" is repeatedly cited (2 Chr. xxv. 26, xxvii. 7, xxviii. 32, xxixii. 18, &c.), and "the sayings of the sores," or rather of Chozai (xxiii. 19); and for the reigns of Uzziah and Hezekiah "the vision of the prophet Isaiah" (xxvi. 22, xxxii. 36). In other cases, where no reference is made to any book as containing further information, it is probable that the whole account of such reign is transcribed. Besides the above-named works, there was also the public national record called מִשְׁרָיָן, mentioned in Neh. xii. 23, from which doubtless the present books took their name, and from which the genealogies and other matters in them were probably derived, and which are alluded to as having existed as early as the reign of David, 1 Chr. xxvii. 24. These "Chronicles of David," וְיֵשׁוּבִּים, are probably the same as the וְיִשְׁרָיֵי יִשְׂרָאֵל, above referred to, as written by Samuel, Nathan, and Gad. From this time the affairs of each king's reign were regularly recorded in a book called at first וְיֵשׁוּבִּים, "the book of the acts of Solomon" (1 K. xi. 41), by the name of the king, as before of David, but afterwards in both kingdoms by the general name of מִשְׁרָיָן, as in the constantly recurring formula,—"Now the rest of the acts (וְיֵשׁוּבִּים) of Rehoboam, Abijam, &c.; Jeroboam, Nadab, &c., are they not written in the book of the Chronicles of the kings of Judah" or "of Israel" (1 K. xiv. 21, xv. 7, &c.) And this continues to the end of Jehoiakim's reign, as appears by 2 K. xxiv. v; 2 Chr. xxxvi. 6. And it was doubtless from this common source that the passages in the books of Samuel and Kings identical with the books of Chronicles were derived. All these several works have perished, but the most important matters in them have been providentially preserved to us in the Chronicles.

As regards the closing chapter of 2 Chr. subsequent to v. 8, and the 1st ch. of Ezra, a comparison of them with the narrative of 2 K. xxvii., xxv., will lead to the conclusion that, while the writer of the narrative in Kings lived in Judah, and died under the dynasty of Nebuchadnezzar, the writer of the chapter in Chronicles lived at Babylon, and survived till the commencement at least of the Persian dynasty. For this last writer gives no details of the reigns of Jehoachin or Zedekiah, or the events in Judah subsequent to the burning of the temple; but only dwelling on the moral lessons connected with the destruction of Jerusalem, passes on quickly to relate the return from captivity. Moreover, he seems to speak as one who had long been a subject of Nebuchadnezzar, calling him simply "King Nebuchadnezzar;" and by the repeated use of the expression "brought him, or the" to Babylon," rather encourages the idea that the writer was there himself. The first chapter of Ezra strongly confirms this view, for we have copious details, not likely to be known except to one at Babylon, of the decree, the presents made to the captives, the bringing out of the sacred vessels, the very name of the Chaldee treasurer, the number and weight of the vessels, and the Chaldee name of Zerubbabel, and in this chapter the writer speaks throughout of the captives going up to Jerusalem, and Sheshbazzar taking them up (נַעְנָה תֵנְכָּם), as opposed to נַעְנָה תֵנְכָּם. But with this clow we may advance a little further, and ask, who was there at Babylon, a prophet, as the writer of sacred annals must be, an author, a subject of Nebuchadnezzar and his sons, and yet who survived to see the Persian dynasty, to whom we can with probability assign this narrative? Surely the answer will be Daniel. Who so likely to dwell on the sacred vessels taken by Nebuchadnezzar (Dan. v. 2; 25); who so likely to refer to the prophecies of Jeremias (Dan. ix. 2); who so likely to bewail the stubbornness of the people, and their rejection of the prophets (Dan. ix. 5-8); who so likely to possess the text of Cyrus's decree, to know and record the name of the treasurer (Dan. i. 3, 11); and to name Zerubbabel by his Chaldee name (Dan. i. 7)? Add to this, that Ezr. i. exactly supplies the unaccountable gap between Dan. ix. and x. [Ezra], and we may conclude with some confidence that as Jeremiah wrote the closing portion of the book of Kings, so did Daniel write the corresponding portion in Chronicles, and down to the end of Ezr i. Ezra perhaps brought this with him from Babylon, and made use of it to carry on the Jewish history from the point where the old Chronicles failed him. As regards the text of the Chronicles, it is in parts very corrupt, and has the appearance of having been copied from MSS. which were partly affected by age or injury. Jerome [Propr. ad Pravol.] speaks of the Greek text as being hopelessly confused in his days, and assigns this as a reason why he made a new translation from the Hebrew. However, in several of the differences between the text of Chronicles and the parallel passages in the other books, the Chronicles preserve the purest and truest reading, as e. g. 2 Chr. ix. 25, compared with 1 K. iv. 26; 1 Chr. xi. 11 compared with 2 Sam. xxix. 8; xxxii. 12 compared with 2 Sam. xxiv. 13; 2 Chr. xxix. 1, 3, 8, &c. comp. with 2 K. xv. 6, &c. As regards the language of these books, as of Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther, and the later prophets, it has a marked Chaldee coloring, and Gesenius says of them, that "as literary works they are decollately inferior to those of older date" (Introduct, to Heb. Gram.). The chief Chalduisms are the use of certain words not found in old Hebrew, as וְיֵשָׁרֵי יִשְׂרָאֵל, מִשְׁרָיָן, מִשְׁרָיִם, מִשְׁרַיִם, &c., or of words in a different sense, as וְיֵשָׁרֵי יִשְׂרָאֵל, מִשְׁרָיָן, מִשְׁרַיִם, מִשְׁרַיִם, &c., or of a different orthography, as מִשְׁרָיָן for מִשְׁרַיִם, וְיֵשָׁרֵי יִשְׂרָאֵל for וְיֵשָׁרֵי יִשְׂרָאֵל, &c., and the interchange of נ and נ at the end and at the beginning of words, and other peculiarities pointed out by Gesenius and others. For further information see C. F. Keil, Apotheologie Versuch i. b. Dächer d. Chron. i. b. Bibl. Chronik; F. C. Movers, Kritische Untersuchungen i. b. Bibl. Chronik; Wolf's Biblioth. Hebr.; Kittel's a For a careful comparison of the text of 1 Chr. xii. with 2 Sam. v. and xxvii., see Dr. Kennicott's dissertation.
CHRONOLOGY

Cyclop. of Bibl. Lit., art. Chronicles, and other works cited by the above-named writers.

A. C. H.

* Additional Literature. — It would be unjust to withhold from the reader Dean Stanley's republication (as he understands it) of the compilation and spirit of the book of Chronicles. Though the latest of all the canonical writings, it represents the workmanship of many generations. It resembles the structure of an ancient cathedral, with fragments of every style worked into the building as it proceeded, — here a piece of the most holy antiquity, there a provisional relic of a lost man or general idea, in some unknown poet or warrior, — but all preserved, and wrought together, as by the workmen of medieval times, under the guidance of the same sacrosanct mind, with the spirit of the same priestly order. Far below the prophetic books of the Kings in interest and solidity, it yet furnishes a useful counterpart by filling up the voids with materials which none but the peculiar traditions and peculiarities of the Levitical caste could have supplied. It is the culminating point of the purely Levitical system, both in what it relates, in what it omits, and the manner of its relations and omissions; "History of the Jewish Church, ii. 461-2.

Dillmann has an article on the Chronicles in Herzog's Real-Encycl. ii. 689-95. Havernick (Handb. der Enot. in des Alten Test., i. 284 ff.; Scholz (Einl. in die h. Schriften, ii. 391-409; Welte (in Herzog's Einleitung, ii. 162-291); and Keil (Einl. in des Alten Test. pp. 473-500) furnish valuable summaries of the results of their respective investigations. See also De Wette, Einl. 7^ Aufl. 1852. pp. 237-257; Ewald, Gesch. d. Volkes Isr. i. 214-285, 2^ Aufl. 1884; Bleek, Einl. in das A. T. 1869, pp. 391-411; Davidson, Intro. to the Old Test. ii. 47-129, Lond. 1852; Graf, Die geschichtl. Bücher des A. T., Leipzig, 1866, pp. 114-247, comp. the notice by Bertheau in the Japan. f. deutsche Theol. 1896, xlv. 150 ff.; and Kuenen, Hist. crit. des lieuv. de l'Ancien Testament, trad. par Pierson, i. 442-455, Paris, 1896. Many commentaries may be mentioned Bertheau's Die Bücher der Chronik (1854), vol. xv. of the Exeget. Handb. vam A. T.; Mau's. Commentary, in Vet. Test. i. 232 ff. (the notes very meagre); and Wordsworth's Holy Bible, with Notes, in. 167 ff. (1896). The relations of Chronicles to the Books of Kings must be traced to 1 and 2 Kings and 1 and 2 Samuel, both as to the parts common to both as well as to peculiar to each, is well illustrated by this last writer in his "Introduction to the Books of Kings and to the Books of Chronicles," pp. vii.-xxxv. Keil (Einleitung, p. 473) refers to the Thübingen Theol. Querelschriift, 1841, ii. 241-282, as treating ably of the credibility and time of the composition of these writings. Against the objections raised by De Wette, Graubner and others, the replies of Krupp and of his editor, Schleierm. (Die Eshh, ein Werk der offent. Weisheit, ii. 514 ff.), are concise and to the point.

H. and A.

CHRONOLOGY. I. Introduction. — The object of this article is to indicate the present state of Biblical chronology. By this term we understand the technical and historical chronology of the Jews and their ancestors from the earliest time to the close of the New Testament times. The technical division must be discussed in some detail, the historical only as far as the return from Babylon, the disputed matters of the period following that event being separately treated in other articles.

The character of the inquiry may be made clearer by some remarks on the general nature of the subject. Formerly too great an exactness was hoped for in the determination of Hebrew chronology. Where the materials were not definite enough to fix a date within a few years, it was expected that the very day could be ascertained. Hence arose the great unsoundness and variety of results, which ultimately produced a general feeling of distrust. At present critics are rather prone to run into this latter extreme and to treat this subject as altogether vague and uncertain. The truth, as might be expected, lies between these two extreme judgments. The character of the records whence we draw our information forbids us to hope for a complete system of Biblical chronology. The chronology does not give a complete history of the times to which it refers: in its historical portions it deals with special and detached periods. The chronological information is, therefore, not absolutely continuous, although often, with the evident purpose of forming a kind of connection between these different portions, it has a more continuous characte than might have been expected. It is rather historical than strictly chronological in its character. In what the technical parts of the subject depend, so far as the Bible is concerned, almost wholly upon inference. It might be supposed that the accuracy of the information would compensate in some degree for its scantiness and occasional want of continuity. This was, doubtless, originally the case, but it has suffered by designed alteration and by the carelessness of copyists. It is, therefore, of the highest moment to ascertain, as far as possible, what are the indications of alterations by design, and the character of the data in which they occur, and also what class of data has been shown to have suffered through the carelessness of copyists. Designed alteration of numbers has only been detected in the two genealogical lists of Abraham's ancestors in Genesis, in which the character of the differences of the Hebrew text, the Septuagint, and the Samaritan Pentateuch, is such as to indicate that such alterations by design have taken place. Formerly the object of these alterations may have been either to shorten or to lengthen the chronology. With the same purpose alterations may have been made in the prominent detached large numbers in the Old Testament, and even in the smaller numbers, when forming part of a series, or, in either case, in the accompanying words determining the historical place of these numbers. Hence there is great value in independent evidence in the New Testament and in incidental evidence in the Old. Of the former class are St. Paul's mentions of the period of the Judges, and of that from the promise to Abraham until the Exod. especially considered in connection with his speaking of the duration of Saul's reign, as to which the Hebrew Scriptures are silent. Of the latter class are such statements as Jephthah's of the 300 years that the Israelites had held the country of the Amorites before his days, and the indications of time afforded by the growth of a tribe or family, and changes in national character and habits, which indications, from their requiring careful study and close criticism, have been greatly neglected. The evidence of the genealogies without numbers is weakened not so much by designed alteration, of which the presence of the second and third instances, but by the abundant indications they show
of the carelessness of copyists. Their very nature also renders them guides to which we cannot trust, since it appears that they may be in any case broken without being technically imperfect. Even were this not the case, it must be proved, before they can be made the grounds of chronological calculation, that the length of man's life and the time of mankind were always what they now are, and even then the result could only be approximate, and when the steps were few, very uncertain. This inquiry therefore demands the greatest caution and judgment.

II. Technical Chronology. — The technical part of Hebrew chronology presents great difficulties. The historical information is, if possible, less wholly inferential, although in many cases the inferences to be drawn are of a very positive nature, not always absolutely, but in their historical application. For instance, although the particular nature of each year of the common kind — for there appear to have been two years — cannot be fixed, yet the general or average character of all can be determined with a great approach to exactness. In this part we may use with more than ordinary confidence the evidence of the Egyptian calendrical enumerators, who, in such matters, could scarcely be ill-informed. They lived near to the times at which all the Jewish observances connected with the calendar were strictly kept in the country for which they were framed, and it has not been shown that they had any motive for misrepresentation. We can, however, make no good use of our materials if we do not ascertain what character to expect in Hebrew technical chronology. There is no reason to look for any great change, either in the way of advance or decline, although it seems probable that the patriarchal division of time was somewhat ruder than that established in connection with the Law, and that, after the time of Moses until the establishment of the kingdom, but little attention was paid to science. In our endeavor to ascertain how much scientific knowledge the patriarchs and Israelites are likely to have had, we must not expect either the accuracy of modern science or the inaccuracy of modern ignorance. As to scientific knowledge connected with chronology, particularly that of astronomy, the cases of the Egyptians and the Chaldees will assist us to form a judgment with respect to the Hebrews. These last, however, we must remember, had not the same advantage of being wholly settled, nor the same inducements of national religions connected with the heavenly bodies. The Atlas of the desert, from somewhat before the time of Mohammed — that is, as far as our knowledge of them in this respect extends — to the present day, afforded the last parallel. We do not find them to have been a mathematical people or one given to chronological computation depending on astronomy, but to have regulated their calendars by observation alone. It might have been expected that their observations would, from their constant recurrence, have acquired an extraordinary delicacy and gradually given place to computations; but such we do not find to have been the case, and these observations are not now more accurate than would be the earlier ones of any series of the kind. The same characteristics appear to have been those of the scientific knowledge and practice of the Hebrews. We have no reason for supposing that they had attained, either by discovery or by the instruction of foreigners, even in individual cases, to a high knowledge of mathematics or accuracy of chronological computation at any period of their history. In these particulars it is probable that they were always far below the Egyptians and the Chaldees. But there is sufficient evidence that they were not inattentive observers of the heavens in the adlusions to stars and constellations in well-known objects. We may therefore expect in the case of the Hebrews that wherever observation could take the place of computation it would be employed, and that its accuracy would not be of more than a moderate degree. If, for instance, a new moon were to be observed at any town, it would be known within two days when it might be first seen, and one of the clearest-sighted men of the place would ascend to an eminence to look for it. This would be done throughout a period of centuries without any close average for computation being obtained, since the observations would not be kept on record. So also of the rising of stars and of the times of the equinoxes. These probable conclusions as to the importance of observation and its degree of accuracy must be kept in view in examining this section.

Before noticing the divisions of time we must speak of genealogies and generations. It is commonly supposed that the genealogies given in the Bible are mostly continuous. When, however, we come to examine them closely, we find that many are broken without being in consequence technically defective as Hebrew genealogies. A modern pedigree thus broken would be defective, but the principle of these genealogies must have been different. A notable instance is that of the genealogy of our Saviour given by St. Matthew. In this genealogy Joram is immediately followed by Ozias, as his son, and the period between them broken when the new birth, and Angelus being omitted (Matt. i. 8). That this is not an accidental omission of a copist is evident from the specification of the number of generations from Abraham to David, from David to the Babylonian Captivity, and from the Babylonian Captivity to Christ, in each case fourteen generations. Probably these missing names were purposely left out to make the number for the interval equal to that of the other intervals, Babylonish, Persian, and Assyrian, and very obvious and not liable to cause error. In Ezra’s genealogy (Ezr. vii. 1–5) there is a similar omission, which in so famous a line can scarcely be attributed to the carelessness of a copist. There are also examples of a man being called the son of a remote ancestor in a statement of a genealogical form, as the following: “Shebael the son of Gershom [Gershon], the son of Moses” (1 Chr. xxvi. 24), where a contemporary of David is placed in the same relation to Gershom the son of Moses, as the latter is to Moses himself. That these are not exceptional instances is evident from the occurrence of examples of the same kind in historical narratives. Thus Jehn is called “the son of Ninmis” (1 K. xix. 16, 2 K. ix. 20; 2 Chr. xxii. 7) as well as “the son of Jehoshaphat the son of Ninmis” (2 K. ii. 2, 14). In the same manner Lahon is called “the son of Nahor” (Gen. xxix. 5), whereas he was his grand son, being the son of Bethuel (xxvii. 2, comp. xxii. 23–27). We cannot, therefore, venture to use the Hebrew genealogical lists to compute intervals of time except where we can prove each descent to be immediate. But even if we can do this we have still to be sure that we can determine the average length of each generation. (Historical Chronology.) Ideler remarks that Moses, like Herodotus, reckons by generations. (Handbuch, i. 506.) Certainly in the Pentateuch generations are
connected with chronology by the length of each in a series being indicated, but this is not the manner of Herodotus, who reckons by generations, assum- ming an average of three to a century (ii. 142). There is no use of a generation as a division of time in the Pentateuch, unless, with some, we suppose that "_in_" in Gen. xvi. 16 is so used. These, however, who hold this opinion make it an interval of a hundred years, since it would, if a period of time, seem to be the fourth part of the 400 years of verse 13; most probably, however, the meaning is that some of the fourth generation should come forth from Egypt. [Genesis 10: 1-30: GENERATION.]

We have now to speak of the divisions of time, commencing with the least. There is no evidence that the ancient Hebrews had any such division smaller than an hour.

**Hour.**—The hour is supposed to be mentioned in Daniel (iii. 6, 15, iv. 16, 30, A. V. 19, 33, v. 5), but in no one of these cases is a definite period of time clearly intended by נוֹם, שָׁעוֹת, שָׁעָה, שָׁאוֹה, שְׁעָה, Chalch., the word employed. The Egyptians divided the day and night into hours like ourselves from at least B. c. cir. 1200. (See Lepsius, Chronologie der Ägypt., i. 130.) It is therefore not improbable that the Israelites were acquainted with the hour from an early period. The "sun-dial of Ahaz," whatever instrument, fixed or movable, it may have been, implies a division of the kind. In the N. T. we find the same system as the modern, the hours being reckoned from the beginning of the Jewish night and day. [Hours.]

**Day.**—For the civil day of 24 hours we find in one place (Dan. viii. 14) the term נוֹם הלָעָה, "evening-morning," i. e.xx. מֵשֶׁהֶבֶּשֶׁבֶּסֶבֶּסֶבֶּסֶב (also in 2 Cor. xi. 25 A. V. "a night and a day"). Whatever may be the proper meaning of this Hebrew term, it cannot be doubted here to signify "nights and days." The common word for day as distinguished from night is also used for the civil day, or else both day and night are mentioned to avoid vagueness, as in the case of Jonah's "three days and three nights" (Jon. ii. i. A. V. i. 17; comp. Matt. xii. 40). The civil day was divided into night and natural day, the periods of darkness and light (Gen. i. 5). It commenced with night, which stands first in the special term given above. The night, לָעָה, and therefore the civil day, is generally held to have begun at sunset. Idler, however, while admitting that this point of time was that of the commencement of the civil day among all other nations known to us, which followed a lunar reck- oning, objects to the opinion that this was the case with the Jews. He argues in favor of the beginning of deep night, reasoning that, for instance, in the ordaining of the Day of Atonement, on the 10th of the 7th month, it is said "in the nigh [day] of the month at even, from even unto even, shall ye celebrate (lit. rest) your Sabbath".—(Lev. xxvii. 32), where, if the civil day began at sunset, it would have been said that they should commence the observance on the evening of the 10th day, or merely on the 10th day, supposing the word evening, לָעָה, to mean the later part of our afternoon.

He cites, as probably supporting this view, the expression לָעָה לָעָה, "between the two evenings," used of the time of offering the passover and the daily evening sacrifice (Ex. xii. 6; Num ix. 3 xxviii. 4); for the Pharisees, whom the present Jews follow, took it to be the time between the 9th and 11th hours of the day, or our 3 and 5 p. m., although the Samaritans and Karaites supposed it to be the time between sunset and full darkness, particularly on account of the phrase לָעָה לָעָה, "when the sun is setting," used in a parallel passage (Deut vi. 6) (see Handb. i. 182-484). These passages and expressions may, however, be not unreasonably held to support the common opinion that the civil day began at sunset. The term "between the two evenings" can scarcely be supposed to have originally indicated a long period: a special short period, though scarcely a point, the time of sunset, is shown to correspond to it. This is a natural division between the late afternoon when the sun is low, and the evening when his light has not wholly disappeared,—the two evenings into which the natural evening would be cut by the commencement of the civil day if it began at sunset. There is no difficulty in the command that the observance of so solemn a day as that of atone- ment should commence a little before the true be- ginning of the civil day, that the preparation might be made for the sacrifice. In Julius Caesar, where the duration of twilight is very short at all times, the most natural division would be at sunset. The natural day, לָעָה, probably was held to commence at sunrise, morning-twilight being included in the last watch of the night, according to the old as well as the later division; some, however, made the morning-watch part of the day. Four natural per- iods, smaller than the civil day, are mentioned. These are לָעָה, לָעָה, לָעָה, לָעָה, of which there is frequent mention, and the less usual לָעָה, לָעָה, or לָעָה. "half the night," midnight. No one of these with a people not given to astronomy seems to indicate a point of time, but all to designate periods, evening and morning being, however, much longer than noon and midnight. The night was divided into watches (לָעָה לָעָה לָעָה). In the O. T. but two are expressly mentioned, and we have to infer the ex- istence of a third, the first watch of the night. The middle watch (לָעָה לָעָה לָעָה) occurs in Judges, vii. 19, where the connection of watches with military affairs is evident.—And Gideon and the hundred men that [were] with him went down into the extremity of the camp at the beginning of the middle watch; [and] they had but set the watchmen לָעָה לָעָה; and the morning-watch (לָעָה לָעָה לָעָה) is mentioned in Ex. xiv. 24 and 1 Sam. xi. 11: in the former case in the account of the passage of the Red Sea, in the latter, in that of Saul's surprise of the Ammonites when he relieved Jabesh-gilead. Some Rabbinis held that there were four watches (Handb. i. 486). In the N. T. four night-watches are mentioned, which were probably adopted from the Romans as a modi- fication of the old system. All four occur together

* In Ex. xii. 10, לָעָה לָעָה לָעָה of course refers to, without absolutely designating, the first watch.
MARK xiii. 35, 36, the late watch; **σαββατον**, midnight; **Διακοπή**, the cock-crowing; and 
πρωύν, the early watch. [DAY, NIGHT, WATCHES OR NIGHT.]

H'cek (יוֹבֶל, a hebdomad). — The Hebrew week was a period of seven days ending with the Sabbath; therefore it could not have been a division of the month, which was lunar, without intercalation. But there was no such intercalation, since the Sabbath was to be every seventh day, its name is used for week, and weeks are counted on without any additional day or days. The mention together of Sabbaths and new moons proves nothing but that the two observations were similar, the one closing the week, the other beginning the month. The week, whether a period of seven days, or a quarter of the month, was of common use in antiquity. The Egyptians, however, were without it, dividing their month of thirty days into decads as did the Athenians. The Hebrew week therefore cannot have been adopted from Egypt; probably both it and the Sabbath were used and observed by the patriarchs. [WEEK; SABBATH.]

Month (**יָסַר, **יָסָר, **יָשָׁר**). — The months by which the time is measured in the account of the Flood would seem to be of 30 days each, probably forming a year of 360 days, for the 1st, 21, 7th, and 10th months are mentioned (Gen. xvi. 13, xvii. 11, xvi. 14, 4, 5). Ideler contests this, arguing that as the water first began to sink after 150 days (and then had been 15 cubits above all high mountains), it must have sunk for some days ere the Ark could have rested on Ararat, so that the second date must be more than 150 days later than the first (Handbuch, i. 69, 70, 478, 479). This argument depends upon the meaning of "high mountains," and upon the height of those — the mountains of Ararat? (viii. 4), on which the Ark rested, questions connected with that of the universality of the Flood. [NOAH.] On the other hand it must be urged that the exact correspondence of the interval to five months of 30 days each, and the use of a year of 360 days, a fact strangely ignored by Ideler, in prophetic passages of both Testaments, are of no slight weight. That the months from the giving of the Law until the time of the Second Temple, when we have certain knowledge of their character, were always lunar, appears from the command to keep new-moons, and from the like likelihood of a change in the calendar. These lunar months have been supposed to have been always alternately of 21 and 30 days. Their average length would of course be a lunation, or a little (44') above 29½ days, and therefore they would in general be alternately of 21 and 30 days, but it is possible that occasionally months might occur of 28 and 31 days, if, as is highly probable, the commencement of each was strictly determined by observation; that observation was employed for this purpose is distinctly affirmed in the Babylonian Talmud of the practice of the time at which it was written, when, however, a month was not allowed to be less than 20, or more than 30 days in length. The first day of the month is called **יָסַר, **יָשָׁר**, "new

a Ideler corrects Gesenius (Handwörterb. s. v. יָסַר) for affirming that the usual meaning, "sabbath," is satisfactory in Lev. xlvii. 15. In the Talmud (p. 2, v.), Rigidier, possibly on the authority of Gesenius, admits that the signification is perhaps "week." Ideler's moon;" I.XX. **נָעָרָיָה**, from the root **נָעָרָה**, "it was new" (as to the primary sense of which, see MONTH); and in speaking of the first day of the month this word was sometimes used with the addition of a number for the whole expression, "in such a month on the first day," as **יָסַר נָעָרָיָה** . . . **יָסַר נָעָרָיָה**. "On the third new moon . . . . . on that day," badly rendered by the LXX. Τρείς μήνες τού τρίτου . . . τὴν ἤμερα τοῦτον (Lxx. xii. 1); hence the word came to signify month, though then it was sometimes qualified as **יָסַר נָעָרָיָה**. The new moon was kept as a sacred festival. [FESTIVALS.] In the Pentateuch, and Josh., Judg., and Ruth, we find but one month mentioned by a special name, the rest being called according to their order. The month with a special name is the first, which is called **יָסַר נָעָרָיָה** (LXX. μήν τοῦ νίου), "the month of ears of corn," or "Abib," that is, the month in which the ears of corn became full or ripe, and on the 16th day of which, the second day of the feast of unleavened bread, ripe ears, **יָסַר נָעָרָיָה**, were to be offered (Lev. ii. 14; comp. xxii. 10, 11, 14). This undoubted derivation shows how monstrous is the idea that Abib comes from the Egyptian Ethphii. In 1 K. three other names of months occur, Zif, יַז, or יָז, the second, Ethphii, **יָסַר נָעָרָיָה**, the seventh, and Bul, בַּל, the eighth. These names appear, like that of Abib, to be connected with the phenomenon of a tropical year. No other names are found in any book prior to the Captivity, but in the books written after the return the later nomenclature still in use appears. This is evidently of Babylonian origin, as the Jews themselves affirm. [MONTHS.]

Yovel (**יָעֹלָה**). — It has been supposed, on account of the dates in the narrative of the Flood, as already mentioned, that in Noah's time there was a year of 360 days. These dates might indeed be explained in accordance with a year of 365 days. The evidence of the prophetic Scriptures is, however, conclusive as to the knowledge of a year of the former length. The time, times and an half of Dan. (xii. 23, xii. 7), where time means year (see xi. 13), cannot be doubted to be equivalent expressions to the 42 months and 1290 days of Lev. (xi. 3, xi. 6); for **30 × 30 = 1260**; and **30 × 42 = 1260**. We have also the testimony of ancient writers that such a year was known to some nations, so that it is almost certain that the year of Noah was of this length. The characteristics of the year instituted at the Exodus can be clearly determined, though we cannot absolutely fix these of any single year. There can be no doubt that it was essentially tropical, since certain observations connected with the produce of the land were fixed to particular days. It is equally clear that the months were lunar, each commencing with a new moon. It would appear therefore that there must have been some mode of adjustment. To ascertain what this was, it is necessary to examine the passage of Dion Cassius (xix. 19), in itself ambiguous, is of no value against the strong negative evidence of the monuments. [See Lepsius, Chronologe der. Epyg. i. 131-133.]
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necessary first to decide when the year commenced. On the 16th day of the month Abib, as already mentioned, ripe ears of corn were to be offered as first-fruits of the harvest (Lev. ii. 14, xxiii. 10, 11). The reaping of the barley commenced the harvest (2 Sam. xxvi. 19), the wheat following (14th Ruth ii. 25). Joseph expressly says that the offering was of barley (1st. iii. 10, § 5). It is therefore necessary to find when the barley becomes ripe in Palestine. According to the observation of travellers the barley is ripe, in the warmest parts of the country, in the first days of April. The barley-harvest therefore commences about half a month after the vernal equinox, so that the year would begin at about that tropical point were it not divided into lunar months. We may conclude that the nearest new moon about or after the equinox, but not much before, was chosen as the commencement of the year. Ideler, whom we have thus far followed, as to this year, concludes that the right new moon was chosen through observation of the forwardness of the barley-crops in the warmer districts of the country (Handb. i. 300). There is, however, this difficulty, that the different times of barley-harvest in various parts would have been liable to cause confusion. It seems, therefore, not unlikely that the Hebrews observed the sun's movements of determining their new year's day by observations of heliacal risings or similar stellar phenomena known to mark the right time before the barley-harvest. Certainly the ancient Egyptians and the Arabs made use of such means. The method of interpolation can only have been that which obtained after the Captivity — the addition of a thirteenth month, whenever the twelfth ended too long before the equinox for the first-fruits of the harvest to be offered in the middle of the month following, and the similar offerings at the times appointed. This method would be in accordance with the permission granted to postpone the celebration of the Passover, in the case of any one who was either legally unclean or journeying at a distance, for a whole month to the 14th day of the second month (Num. ix. 9-13); of which permission we find Hezekiah to have availed himself for both the reasons above, because the fasts were not sufficiently sanctified, and the people were not collected (2 Chr. xxxi. 1-3, 15). The later Jews had two beginnings to the year, or, as it is commonly but somewhat inaccurately said, two years. At the time of the Second Temple (as Ideler admits) these two beginnings obtained: the seventh month of the civil reckoning being Abib, the first of the sacred. Hence it has been held that the institution at the time of the Exodus was merely a change of commencement, and not the introduction of a new year; and also that from this time there were the two beginnings. The former opinion is at present purely hypothetical, and has been too much mixed up with the latter, for which, on the contrary, there is some evidence. The strongest point in this evidence, although strangely unnoticed by Ideler as such, is the circumstance that the sabbatical and jubilee years commenced in the seventh month, and doubled on its first day. That the jubilee year commenced in this month is distinctly stated, since its solemn proclamation was on the 1oth day of the seventh month, the Day of Atonement (Lev. xxv. 9, 10); and as this year immediately followed a sabbatical year, the latter must have commenced in the same manner. As however these were whole years, it must be supposed that they began on the first day of the month, the Day of Atonement standing in the same relation to their beginning, and perhaps to the civil beginning of the year, as did the Passover to the sacred beginning. It is perfectly clear that this would be the most convenient, if not the necessary commencement of single years of total cessation from the toils of the field, since the sacred year so commencing would comprise the whole round of these occupations in a regular order from seed-time to harvest, and from harvest to vintage and gathering of fruit. This is indeed plain from the injunction as to both Sublatical and Jubilee years apart from the mention of the Day of Atonement, unless we suppose, and this would be very unwarrantable, that the injunction follows the order of the seasons of agriculture, but that the observance did not. It might seem, at first sight, that the seventh month was chosen, as itself of a kind of sabbatical character; but this does not explain the fact that Sublatical and Jubilee years were natural years, nor would the seventh of twelve months be analogous to every seventh year. We can therefore come to no other conclusion but that for the purposes of agriculture the year was held to begin with the seventh month, while the months were still reckoned from the sacred commencement in Abib. There are two expressions used with respect to the time of the celebration of the Feast of Ingathering on the 15th day of the seventh month, one of which leads to the conclusion at which we have just arrived, while the other is in accordance with the idea of the turning-point of a natural year. By the term טֹּלָכָה the Rabbins denote the commencement of each of the four seasons into which their year is divided (Handb. i. 330, 551). Evidence correlative of our conclusion is also afforded by the similar distinctive character of the first and seventh months in the calendar with respect to their observances. The one was distinguished by the Feast of Unleavened Bread from the 16th to the 21st inclusive; the other by that of Tabernacles, from the 15th to the 22d. There is besides some evidence in the special sanctification, above that of the ordinary new month, of the first day of the seventh month, which in the blowing of trumpets bears a resemblance to the celebration of the commencement of the jubilee year on the Day of Atonement. On these grounds we hold that there were two beginnings to the year from the time of the Exodus. [YRPN.]

Success. — The ancient Hebrews do not appear to have divided their year into fixed seasons. We find mention of the natural seasons, סָבָט, "summer," and סָוְיָם, "winter," which are used for the whole year in the expression סָבָט וּסָוְיָם (18. lviii. 17; Zech. xiv. 8; and perhaps Gen. viii. 22). The former of these properly means the time of cutting fruits, and the latter, that of gathering fruits; the one referring to the early fruit season, the other to the late one. Their true signification are therefore rather summer and autumn than summer and winter. There can be no doubt, however
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>Pashach</td>
<td>Passover, Feast of Unleavened Bread, 1st month, 1st day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>Passover</td>
<td>Passover, 1st month, 2nd day through 7th day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>First Fruits</td>
<td>First fruits, 1st month, 7th day, 1st day of Passover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th</td>
<td>Weeks</td>
<td>Passover, Week of Weeks, 1st month, 7th day, 8th day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th</td>
<td>Weeks</td>
<td>Passover, 1st month, 10th day, 9th day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th</td>
<td>Weeks</td>
<td>Passover, 1st month, 14th day, 1st day of Tabernacles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th</td>
<td>Tabernacles</td>
<td>Feast of Tabernacles, 1st month, 15th day, 1st day of Tabernacles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th</td>
<td>Tabernacles</td>
<td>Feast of Tabernacles, 1st month, 21st day, 7th day of Tabernacles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9th</td>
<td>Tabernacles</td>
<td>Feast of Tabernacles, 1st month, 22nd day, 8th day of Tabernacles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7th month:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>Weeks</td>
<td>Feast of Weeks, 7th month, 1st day, 1st week of Weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>First Fruits</td>
<td>First fruits, 7th month, 1st day, 1st day of Weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>Weeks</td>
<td>Feast of Weeks, 7th month, 7th day, 1st day of Weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th</td>
<td>Weeks</td>
<td>Feast of Weeks, 7th month, 14th day, 1st day of Weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th</td>
<td>Weeks</td>
<td>Feast of Weeks, 7th month, 21st day, 7th day of Weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th</td>
<td>Weeks</td>
<td>Feast of Weeks, 7th month, 22nd day, 8th day of Weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th</td>
<td>Weeks</td>
<td>Feast of Weeks, 7th month, 29th day, 1st day of Week of Weeks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Day of Atonement, 

was the 10th day of the 7th month. It was a sabbath, that is, a holy day, and also a fast, the only one in the Hebrew year before the Babylonian Captivity. Upon this day the high-priest made an offering of atonement for the nation. This annual solemn rite seems more appropriate to the commencement than to the middle of the year, and the time of its celebration thus affords some evidence in favor of the theory of a double beginning. The Feast of Tabernacles, 

was kept in the 7th month, from the 15th to the 22nd days inclusive. Its chief days were the first and last, which were sabbaths. Its name was taken from the people dwelling in tabernacles, to commemorate the Exodus. It was otherwise called 

"The Feast of Gathering," because it was also instituted as a time of thanksgiving for the end of the gathering of fruit and of the vintage. The small number and simplicity of these primitive festivals is especially worthy of note. It is also observable that the people are not of an astronomical character; and that when they are connected with nature, it is as directing the gratitude of the people to Him who, in giving good things, leaves not Himself without witness. In later times many holy days were added. Of these the most worthy of remark are the Feast of Purim, or "Lots," commemorating the deliverance of the Jews from Haman's plot, the Feast of the Dedication, recording the cleansing and re-dedication of the Temple by Judas Maccabaeus, and fasts on the anniversaries of great national misfortunes connected with the Babylonian Captivity. These last were doubtless instituted during that period (comp. Zech. vii. 1-5). [FESTIVALS, &c.]

The Day of Atonement, 

was the 10th day of the 7th month. It was a sabbath, that is, a holy day, and also a fast, the only one in the Hebrew year before the Babylonian Captivity. Upon this day the high-priest made an offering of atonement for the nation. This annual solemn rite seems more appropriate to the commencement than to the middle of the year, and the time of its celebration thus affords some evidence in favor of the theory of a double beginning. The Feast of Tabernacles, 

was kept in the 7th month, from the 15th to the 22nd days inclusive. Its chief days were the first and last, which were sabbaths. Its name was taken from the people dwelling in tabernacles, to commemorate the Exodus. It was otherwise called 

"The Feast of Gathering," because it was also instituted as a time of thanksgiving for the end of the gathering of fruit and of the vintage. The small number and simplicity of these primitive festivals is especially worthy of note. It is also observable that the people are not of an astronomical character; and that when they are connected with nature, it is as directing the gratitude of the people to Him who, in giving good things, leaves not Himself without witness. In later times many holy days were added. Of these the most worthy of remark are the Feast of Purim, or "Lots," commemorating the deliverance of the Jews from Haman's plot, the Feast of the Dedication, recording the cleansing and re-dedication of the Temple by Judas Maccabaeus, and fasts on the anniversaries of great national misfortunes connected with the Babylonian Captivity. These last were doubtless instituted during that period (comp. Zech. vii. 1-5). [FESTIVALS, &c.]

The Sabbath and the Yizra'el Years.

The Sabbath and Jubilee years, 

"the fallow year" or possibly "year of remission," or "the year of jubilee," alone, also called a "sabbath," and a "great sabbath," was an institution of the same character as the sabbath—"a year of rest, like the day of rest. It has not been sufficiently noticed that as the day has a side of physical necessity with reference to man, so the year has a side of physical necessity, with reference to the earth. Every seventh year appears to be a very suitable time for the recurrence of a fallow year, on agricultural grounds. Besides the rest from the labors of the field and vineyard, there was in this year to be remission, temporary or absolute, of debts and obligations among the people. The sabbatical year must have commenced at the civil beginning of the year, with the 7th month, as we have already shown. Although doubtless held to commence with the 1st of the month, its beginning appears to have been kept at the Feast of Tabernacles (Deut. xxxi. 10), while that of the jubilee year was kept on the Day of Atonement. This institution seems to have been greatly neglected. This was prophesied by Moses, who speaks of the desolation of the land as an enjoying the sabbaths which had not been kept (Lev. xxvi. 34, 35, 43). The seventy years' captivity is also spoken of in 2 Chr. (xxxvi. 21) as an enjoying sabbath; but this may be on account of the number being sabbatical, as ten times seven, which indeed seems to be indicated in the passage. After the lapse of some sabbatical periods, or forty
nine years, a year of jubilee was to be kept, immediately following the last sabbatical year. This was called הַיּוֹן שִׁבְעָת, "the year of the trumpet," or בָּשָׂר שָׁבִיעֹת, the latter word meaning either the sound of the trumpet or the instrument itself, because the commencement of the year was announced on the Day of Atonement by sound of trumpet. It was similar to the sabbatical year in its character, although doubtless yet more important. In the jubilee year debts were to be remitted, and lands were to be restored to their former owners. It is obvious from the words of the law (Lev. xxv. 8-11) that this year was followed by every seventh sabbatical year, so that the opinion that it was always identical with a sabbatical year is untenable. There is a further question as to the length of each jubilee period, if we may use the term, some holding that it had a duration of 50, but others of 49 years. The latter opinion does not depend upon the supposed reason that the seventh sabbatical year was the weekly sabbath, since the jubilee might be the first year of first and second seven years after. That such was the case, he noted that most probably by the analogy of the period was death, and the custom of the Jews in the new period, and centuries n. c.: although it must that the Jews were consequently in Maimonides, the jubilee of the first 70 years, the 51st year, commencing jubilee years, well that the same writer mentions i. pp. 505, 504.) The tradition that after the destruction of the only sabbatical years, and not seem to us at all the (c) holds it to be so: (t. c.) holds the expression of a period instead of standing between, absolutely that a jubilee year was kept the first the expression עַמָּנוּ (int. iii. 12) is it important to ascertain when year of a jubilee year ought to have been kept: with two such periods, and jubilee years seem to have been first indication: that positive record there is o: that the sabbatical or jubilee years having been kept: a: been contested he recorded there are of a reckoning by some but each kind: 1. It can scarcely be contested what the first sabbatical year be kept after the 1st Meccan years had entered Cæman would be identical with fourteenth, declensions, Jewish Antiquities, lxx. iii. 4, 9; and 14. intr. Historical Chronology.) It is possible that it might have been sometime earlier or later; but the narrative will not admit of much latitude. 2. It is clear that any sabbatical and jubilee years kept from the time of Joshua until the destruction of the first Temple, would have been reckoned from the first one, but it may be questioned if any kept after the return would be counted in the same manner: from the nature of the indications, it is rather to be supposed that the reckoning, in the second case, would be from the first cultivation of the country after its reoccupation." The record of sabbatical years do not end up to this an position, because we do not know exactly the year of return, for that of the first cultivation of the country. The recorded dates of periodical years would make that next after the return the commencement in n. c. 528, and before current in n. c. 527, which would make the 7th year of the period n. c. 534-3, which would not be improbably the first year of cultivation: but "in the case of so short a period his cannot be regarded as evidence of much weight. chronicles. There was no passerover like to that 1. There is no positive record of any jubilee year kept in Israel from the days of Samuel the prophet having been kept at any time. The dates of three sabbatical years have, however, been preserved. These were current n. c. 163, 155, and 137, and therefore commenced in each case about three months earlier than the beginning of these Jubilee years. (Joseph. Ant. xii. 3, § 5; xiii. 8, § 14; xiv. 16, § 21; xv. n. c. 21, § 2: H. i. 2, § 4; and 1 Macc. vi. 49, 53.) There are some chronological indications in connection with the sabbatical system: one in prophet Ezekiel dates his first prophecy of "the book "in the third year," and "activity" [was the fifth year of King Jehoiachin's new year (l.c. 2): thus apparently dating in the prophet's from a better known era than that of of years, with captivity, which he employs in later g. This it, however, in general again described as the 18th date of the 50th year is the jubilee year, was on the 1st of the law was date of jubilee for the date of jubilee, when the book of. (See Haverford, and a great passover celebrate.) This year round, and the jubilee year of Josiah, when the book of (Ezek.) 2: the reckoning of Josiah would certainly be the 1st reforming, and might be used as a kind of "sabbatical era, not unlike the era of Sinaitic, this seems very

Chronology
neither did all the kings of Israel keep such a pass-
over as Josiah kept " (2 Chr. xxxv. 18). The men-
tion of 15 years (Samuel is remarkable, since in this time the
earlier supposed date fails. It may be objected that the passover is nowhere connected with the sab-
batical reckoning, but these passovers can scarcely have been greater in sacrifices than at least one in
Solomon's reign, nor is it likely that they are men-
tioned as characterized by greater zeal than any others whatever; so that we are almost driven to the idea of some relation to chronology. This re-
result would place the Exodus in the middle of the 17th century B.C., a time for which we believe
there is a preponderance of evidence (Historical
Chronology). [SABBATICAL YEAR; JUBILEE. ]
Ex. 28. — There are indications of several histor-
ical eras having been used by the ancient Hebrews,
but our information is so scanty that we are gen-
erally unable to come to positive conclusions. Some
of these possible eras may be no more than dates
employed by writers, and not national eras; others,
however, can scarcely have been used in this spe-
cial or individual manner from their referring to
events of the highest importance to the whole people.

1. The Exodus is used as an era in 1 K. vi. 1,
in giving the date of the foundation of Solomon's
Temple. This is the only positive instance of the
occurrence of this era, for we cannot agree with
Ilerder that it is certainly employed in the Pen-
tateuch. He refers to Ex. xix. 1, and Num. xxxiii.
38 (Hendebach, i. 507). Here, as elsewhere in
the same part of the Bible, the beginning of the Exo-
dus-year, not of course, the actual date of the
Exodus (Regnal years, &c.) is used as the point
whence time is counted; but during the interval of
the dates of which it formed the natural commencement it
cannot be shown to be an era, though it may have
been, any more than the beginning of a sovereign's
reign is one.

2. The foundation of Solomon's temple is con-
j ectured by Ilerder to have been an era. The pas-
sages to which he refers (1 K. ix. 19; 2 Chr. viii.
1), merely speak of occurrences subsequent to the
interval of 20 years occupied in the building of the
temple and the king's house, both being distinctly
specified: so that his reading — " Zwezige Jahre, 
hochdem Solomons Haus des Herrn erbaute " —
leaves out half the statement and so makes it in-
correct (v. vart. i. 1). It is elsewhere stated that
the building of the temple occupied 7 years (1 K.
vi. 37, 38), and that of Solomon's house 13 (vii.
1), making up the interval of 20 years.

3. The era once used by Ezekiel, and commen-
ting in Josiah's 18th year, we have previously dis-
cussed, concluding that it was most probably con-
ected with the sabbatical system (Sabbatical and
Jubilee Years).

4. The era of Jehoiachin's captivity is constantly
used by Ezekiel. The earliest date is the 5th year
(i. 2) and the latest, the 27th (xxix. 17). The
prophet generally gives the date without applying
any distinctive term to the era. He speaks, how-
ever, of " the fifth year of king Jehoiachin's captive-
ty " (i. 2), and " the twelfth year of our captivity "
(xxvii. 21), the latter of which expressions may
explain his constant use of the era. The same era
is necessarily employed, though not so much, where
the advancement of Jehoiachin in the 37th year of
his captivity is mentioned (2 K. xxv. 27; Jer. liii.
1). We have no proof that it was used except
by those to whose captivity it referred. Its 1st
year was current u. c. 596, commencing in the
spring of that year.

5. The beginning of the seventy years' captivity
does not appear to have been used as an era (Hist-
orical Chronology).

6. The return from Babylon does not appear to
be employed as an era: it is, however, reckoned
from in Ezra (i. 8), as is the Exodus in the
Pentateuch.

7. The era of the Seleucids is used in the first
and second books of Maccabees.

8. The liberation of the Jews from the Stran-
yoke in the 1st year of Simon the Maccabee is
stated to have been commemorated by an era used
in contracts and agreements (1 Macc. xiii. 41). The years 1, 2, and 3 on the coins ascribed to Si-
mon [MONEY, SHEKEL] are probably of this era,
although it is related that the right of coming
money with his own stamp was not conceded to
him until somewhat later than its beginning (xxv.
6): for it may be reasonably supposed, either that
Antiochus VII. confirmed privileges before granted
by his brother Demetrius II. (comp. xv. 5), or that
he gave his sanction to money already issued (Ear

Regnal Years. — By the Hebrew regnal years
appear to have been counted from the beginning of
the year, from the day of the king's accession.
Thus, if a king came to the throne in the last
month of one year, regned for the whole of the
next year, and died in the 1st month of the 9th
year, we might have dates in his 1st, 24 and 9d
years, although he governed for no more than 13
or 14 months. Any dates in the year of his acces-
sion, before that event, or in the year of his death,
after it, would be assigned to the last year of his
predecessor, and the 1st of his successor. The
same principle would apply to reckoning from eras
or important events, but the whole stated lengths
of reigns or intervals would not be affected by it.

III. HISTORICAL CHRONOLOGY. — The histori-
ical part of Hebrew Chronology is not less difficult
than the technical. The information in the Bible
is indeed direct rather than inferential, although
there is very important evidence of the latter kind;
but the present state of the numbers makes abso-
cute certainty in many cases impossible. If, for
instance, the Hebrew and LXX. differ as to a par-
ticular number, we cannot in general positively de-
tein that the original form of the number has not
been preserved, when we have decided, and this we
are not always able to do, which of the present
forms has a preponderance of evidence in its favor.
In addition to this difficulty there are several gaps
in the series of smaller numbers which we have no
means of supplying with exactness. When, there-
fore, we can compare several of these smaller
numbers with a larger number, or with independent
evidence, we are frequently prevented from putting
a conclusive test by the deficiencies in the first se-
ries. The frequent occurrence of round numbers is
a matter of minor importance. for, although when
we have no other evidence it manifestly precludes
our arriving at positive accuracy, the variation of
a few years is not to be balanced against great dif-
ferences apparently not to be positively resolved,
as those of the principal numbers in the Hebrew,
LXX., and Samaritan Pentateuch. Lately some have
had great reliance upon the sequence of the number
40, alleging that it and 70 are vague terms
ativey equivalent to " many," so that + 40 years, or + "70
years," would mean no more than "many years."
CHRONOLOGY

Prima facie, this idea would seem reasonable, but on a further examination it will be seen that the details of some periods of 40 years are given, and show that the number is not intended where it would at first seem to be so. Thus the 40 years in the wilderness can be divided into three periods: (1.) from the Exodus to the sending out of the spies was about one year and a quarter of a month; (2.) the time of the spies, 40 days (Num. xiii. 33); (3.) the time of the wanderings until the brook Zered was crossed, 38 years (Num. xii. 14), making altogether almost 391 years. This perfectly accords with the date (yr. 40, n. 11, d. 1) of the address of Moses after the conquest of Sihon and Og (Deut. i. 3, 4), which was subsequent to the crossing of the brook Zered. So again David's reign of 40 years is divided into 7 years 6 months in Hebron, and 33 in Jerusalem (2 Sam. ii. 11, v. 5; 1 Chr. iii. 4), but 1 K. ii. 11, 7 years omitting the months, and 33). This therefore cannot be an indefinite number, as some might conjecture from its following Saul's 40 years and preceding Solomon's. The last two reigns again could not have been much more or less than the circumstances of the history. The occurrence of such round numbers, therefore, does not warrant us supposing the constant use of vague ones. In discussing the technical part of the subject we have laid some stress upon the opinions of the earlier Rabbinical commentators; in this part we place no reliance upon them. As to divisions of time connected with religious observances they could scarcely be wrong; in historical chronology they could hardly be expected to be right, having a very small knowledge of foreign sources. In fact, by comparing their later dates with the chronology of the time astronomically fixed, we find so extraordinary a departure from correctness that we must abandon the idea of their having held any additional facts handed down by tradition, and serving to guide them to a true system of chronology. There are, however, important foreign materials to aid us in the determination of Hebrew chronology. In addition to the literary evidence that has been long used by chronologists the comparative identification of the Egyptian and Assyrian inscriptions has afforded us valuable additional evidence from contemporary monuments.

Biblical data. — It will be best to examine the Biblical information under the main periods into which it may be separated, beginning with the earliest.

A. First Period, from Adam to Abram's departure from Haran. — All the numerical data in the Bible for the chronology of this interval are comprised in two genealogical lists in Genesis, the first from Adam to Noah and his sons (Gen. v. 3 and fin.), and the second from Shem to Abram (xi. 10-25), and in certain passages in the same book (vii. 6, 11, viii. 13, ix. 28, 29, xi. 32, xii. 4). The Masoretic Hebrew text, the LXX., and the Samaritan Pentateuch greatly differ, as may be seen by the following table, which we take from the 'Genesis of the Earth and of Man' (p. 90), adding nothing essential but a various reading, and the age of Abram when he left Haran, but also including in parentheses numbers not stated but obtained by computation from others, and making some alterations consequently necessary. The advantage of the system of this table is the clear manner in which it shows the differences and agreements of the three versions of the data. The dots indicate numbers agreeing with the LXX.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age of each when the next was born</th>
<th>Years of each after the next was born</th>
<th>Total length of the life of each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adam</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seth</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enos</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canaan</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahalalel</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jethro</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enoch</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methuselah</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>(70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamech</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah</td>
<td>502</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

= 2224 = 1582 = 1939

This was "two years after the Flood."
Josephus, Philo, and the earlier Christian writers appear however to have known nothing of him, and it is therefore probable either that he was first introduced by a copyist into the Gospel and thence into the LXX., or else that he was found in some cod. of the LXX. and thence introduced into the Gospel, and afterwards into all other copies of the LXX. (Caius.) Before considering the variations of the numbers it is important to notice that as two of the three sources must have been corrupted, we may reasonably doubt whether any one of them be preserved in its genuine state (Genesis of the Earth, &c., p. 92)—a check upon our confidence that has strangely escaped chronologers in general. The variations are the result of design, not accident, as is evident from the years before the birth of a son and the residues agreeing in their sums in almost all cases in the antediluvian generations, the exceptions, save one, being apparently the result of necessity that lives should not overlap the date of the Flood (comp. Clinton, Fusti. Hellen. i. 285). We have no clue to the date or dates of the alterations beyond that we can trace the LXX. form to the first century of the Christian era, if not higher, and the Heb. to the fourth century: if the Sam. numbers be as old as the text, we can assign them a higher antiquity than what is known as to the Heb. The little acquaintance most of the early Christian writers had with Hebrew makes it impossible to decide, on their evidence, that the variation did not exist when they wrote: the testimony of Josephus is here of more weight, but in his present text it shows contradiction, though preponderating in favor of the LXX. numbers. A comparison of the lists would lead us to suppose, on internal evidence, that they had first two forms, and that the third version of them originated from these two. This supposed later version of the lists would seem to be the Sam., which certainly is less internally consistent, on the supposition of the original correctness of the numbers, than the other two. The cause of the alterations is most uncertain. It has indeed been conjectured that the Jews shortened the chronology in order that an ancient prophecy that the Messiah should come in the sixth millenary of the world's age might not be known to be fulfilled in the advent of Christ. The theory could be defended in itself, but it does not rest upon sufficient evidence. It is, however, worthy of remark, that in the apostolic age there were hot discussions respecting genealogies (Tit. iii. 9), which would seem to indicate that great importance was attached to them, perhaps also that the differences or some difference then existed. The different proportions of the generations and lives in the LXX. and Heb. have been asserted to afford an argument in favor of the former. At a later period, however, this difference may be explained in itself, but it does not rest upon sufficient evidence. It is, however, worthy of remark, that the uncertainty of the dates in the genealogies is not different from what it is at the present day, although there are some long generations. A stronger argument for the LXX., if the unity of the human race be admitted, is found in the long period required from the Flood to the Dispersion and the establishment of kingdoms: this supposition would, however, require that the patriarchal generations should be either exceptional or recurrent periods: for the former of these hypotheses we shall see there is some ground in the similar case of certain generations, just alluded to, from Abraham downwards. With respect to probability of accuracy arising from the state of the text, the Heb. certainly has the advantage. There is every reason to think that the rabbinics have been scrupulous in the extreme in making alterations: the LXX., on the other hand, shows signs of a carelessness that would almost permit change, and we have the probable interpolation of the second column. If, however, we consider the Sam. form of the lists as sprung from the other two, the LXX. would seem to be earlier than the Heb., since it is more probable that the antediluvian generations would have been shortened to a general agreement with the Heb., than that the postdiluvian would have been lengthened to suit the LXX.; for it is obviously most likely that a sufficient number of years having been deducted from the earlier generations, the operation was not carried on with the later. It is noticeable that the stated sums in the postdiluvian generations in the Sam. generally agree with the computed sums of the Heb. and not with those of the LXX., which would be explained by the theory of an adaptation of one of these two to the other, although it would not give us reason for supposing either form to be the earlier. It is an ancient conjecture that the term year was of old applied to periods of short than three years. There is some plausibility in this theory, at first sight, but the account of the Deluge seems fatal to its adoption. The only passage that might be alleged in its support is that in which 120 years is mentioned as if the term of man's life after the great increase of wickedness before the Deluge, compared with the lives assigned to the antediluvian patriarchs, but this from the context seems rather to mean a period of probation before the catastrophe (Gen. vi. 3). A question has been raised whether the generations and numbers may not be independent, the original generations in the Sam. having been, as those in 1 Chr., simply names, and the numbers having been added, perhaps on traditional authority, by the Jews (comp. Genesis of the Earth, &c., pp. 92-94). If we suppose that a period was thus portioned out, then the character of Hebrew genealogies as not of necessity absolutely continuous might somewhat lessen the probability of numbers being assigned to individuals, and supposed that the numbers were originally cyclical, an idea perhaps originating in the notion of the distribution of a space of time to a certain number of generations. This particular theory can however scarcely be reconciled with the historical character of the names. Turning to the evidence of ancient history and tradition, we find the numbers of the LXX. confirmed rather than those of the Heb. The history and civilization of Egypt and Assyria with Babylonia reach to a time earlier than, in the first case, and about as early as, in the second, the Heb. date of the Flood. Moreover the concurrent evidence of antiquity carries the origin of gentle civilization to the Noahian races. The question of the unity of the species does not therefore affect this argument (Max), whence the numbers of the LXX. up to the Deluge would seem to be correct, for an accidental agreement can scarcely be admitted. If correct, are we therefore to suppose them original, that is, of the original text whence the
CHRONOLOGY

LXX. version was made? This appears to be a necessary consequence of their correctness, since the translators were probably not sufficiently acquainted with external sources to obtain numbers either actually or approximatively true, even if they were necessarily correct, and had they this knowledge, it is scarcely likely that they would have used it in the manner supposed. On the whole, therefore, we are inclined to prefer the LXX. numbers after the Hebr. and, as consistent with these, and probably of the same authority, those before the Deluge also. It remains for us to ascertain what appears to be the best form of each of the three versions, and to state the intervals thus obtained. In the LXX. antediluvian generations, that of Methuselah is 187 or 167 years; the former seems to be undoubtedly the true number, since the latter would make this patriarch, if the subsequent generations be correct, to survive the Flood 117 years. In the postdiluvian numbers of the LXX. we must, as previously shown, reject the second Cainan, from the preponderance of evidence against his genuineness. [CAMAIX.] Of the two forms of Nahor's generation in the LXX. we must prefer 79, as more consistent with the numbers near it, and also found in the Sam. An important correction of the next generation has been suggested in all the lists. According to them it would appear that Terah was 200 years old at Abraham's birth, and Terah lived seventy years, and begat Abram, Nahor, and Haran." (Gen. xi. 26.) It is afterwards said that Terah went from Ur of the Chaldees to Haran and died there at the age of 205 years (Is. xi. 32), and the departure of Abram from Haran to Canaan is thus narrated (Gen. xvi. 31). His age being stated to have been at that time 73 years (xvi. 1-5), it follows therefore conjecture, that Terah was 130 years old at Abram's birth (xvi. 32), and supposes the latter not to have been the eldest son but mentioned first on account of his eminence, as is shown in several places (v. 32, vi. 10, vii. 13, ix. 18, x. 1), who yet appears to have been the third son of Noah and certainly not the eldest (v. 21, and arrangement of chap.). There is, however, a serious objection in the way of this supposition. It seems scarcely probable that if Abram had been born to his father at the age of 120 years, he should have been asked in wonder, "is [a] child [be] born unto him that is an hundred years old? and shall Sarah, that is ninety years old, bear [a] child?" (Gen. xvii. 17.) Thus to suit a single number, that of Terah's age at his death, where the Sam. does not agree with the Heb. and LXX., a hypothesis is adopted that at least strains the consistency of the narrative. We should rather suppose the number might have been changed by a copist, and take the 145 years of the Sam. — It has been generally supposed that the Dispersion took place in the days of Peleg, on account of what is said in Gen. x. as to him: [of the two sons of Eber] "the name of one [was] Peleg (ח""ג, division), for in his days was the earth divided " (17;1;11;1;1, 25). It cannot be positively affirmed that the "Dispersion" spoken of in Gen. x. is here meant, since it was a Dispersion might be intended, although the former is perhaps the more natural inference. The event, whatever it was, must have happened at Peleg's birth, rather than, as some have supposed, at a later time in his life, for the easterns have always given names to children at birth, as may be noticed in the cases of Jacob and his sons. — We should therefore consider the following as the best forms of the numbers according to the three sources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LXX.</th>
<th>Heb.</th>
<th>Sam.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Second Period, from Abram's departure from Haran to the Exodus. — The length of this period is stated by St. Paul as 430 years from the promise to Abraham to the giving of the Law (Gal. iii. 17), the first event being held to be that recorded in Gen. xii. 5–7. The same number of years is given in LXX., where the Hebrew reads — "Now the sojourn of the children of Israel who dwelt in Egypt [was] four hundred and thirty years. And it came to pass at the end of the four hundred and thirty years, even the selfsame day it came to pass, that all the hosts of the Lord went out from the land of Egypt" (xii. 40, 41). Here the LXX. and Sam. add after "in Egypt" the words "and in Canaan," while the Alex. and other MSS. of the former also add after "the children of Israel" the words "and their fathers." It seems most reasonable to regard both these additions as glosses; if they are excised, the passage appears to make the duration of the residence in Egypt 430 years, but this is not an absolutely certain conclusion. The "sojourn" might well include the period after the promise to Abraham while that patriarch and his descendants "sojourned in the land of promise as [in] a strange country." (Heb. ix. 9), for it is not positively said "sojourning of the children of Israel in Egypt," but we may read "who dwelt in Egypt." As for the very day of beginning that of commencement, it might refer either to Abraham's entrance, or to the time of the promise. A third passage, occurring in the same essential form in both Testaments, and therefore especially satisfactory as to its textual accuracy, throws light upon the explanation we have offered of this last, since it is impossible to understand it except upon analogical principles. It is the divine declaration to Abraham of the future history of his children: "Shall all nations be numbered after thee, and shall thy seed be strangers in a land [that is] not theirs, and shall serve them; and they shall afflict thee four hundred years; and also that nation whom they shall serve, will I judge; and afterward shall they come out with great substance." (Gen. xv. 13, 14; comp. Acts vii. 6, 7). The four hundred years cannot be held to be the period of oppression without a denial of the historical character of the narrative of that time, but can only be supposed to mean the time from this declaration to the Exodus. This reading, which in the A. V. requires no more than a slight change in the punctuation, if it suppose an unusual construction in Hebrew, is perfectly admissible according to the principles of Semitic grammar, and might be used in Arabic. It is also noticeable that after the citation given above, the words of the whole sojourn are repeated, and added; and perhaps, therefore, the period defined (15, 16). The meaning of the "fourth generation" here mentioned has been previously considered. It cannot, therefore, be held that the statement of St. Paul that from the promise to Abraham until the Exodus was 430 years is irreconcilable with the two other statements of the same kind. In order to arrive at
as certain a conclusion as may be attainable, we must examine the evidence we have for the details of this interval. First, however, it will be necessary to form a distinct opinion as to the length of life of the patriarchs of this age. The Biblical narrative plainly ascribes to them lives far longer than what is held to be the present extreme limit, and we must therefore carefully consider the evidence upon which the general correctness of the numbers rests, and any independent evidence as to the length of life at this time. The statements in the Bible regarding longevity may be separated into two classes, those given in genealogical lists, and those interwoven with the relation of events. To the former class virtually belong all the statements relating to the longevity of the patriarchs before Abraham, to the latter nearly all relating to that of Abraham and his descendants. In the case of the one we cannot arrive at certainty as to the original form of the text, as already shown, but the other rests upon a very different kind of evidence. The statements as to the length of the lives of Abraham and his nearer descendants, and some of his later, are so closely interwoven with the historical narrative, not alone in form, but in sense, that their general truth and its cannot be separated. Abraham's age at the birth of Isaac is a great fact in his history, equally tested in the Old Testament and in the New. Again, the longevity ascribed to Jacob is confirmed by the question of Pharaoh, and the patriarch's remarkable answer, in which he makes his then age of 130 years less than the years of his ancestors (Gen. xlvii. 9), a minute point of agreement with the other chronological statements to be especially noted. At a later time the age of Moses is attested by various statements in the Pentateuch, and in the New Testament on St. Stephen's authority, though it is to be observed that the mention of his having retained his strength to the end of his 120 years (Deut. xxxiv. 7), is perhaps indicative of an unusual longevity. In the earlier part of the period following, we notice similar instances in the case of Joshua, and, inferentially, in that of Othniel. Nothing in the Bible could be cited against this evidence, except it be the common explanation of Ps. xc. (ver. 10) concerning the man to Moses (Is. xxv. 5). The title cannot, analogically, be considered a very strict guide, but the style and contents seem to us to support it. It may be questioned, however, whether the general shortness of man's life forms the subject of this psalm. A shortness of life is lamented as the result of God's anger, the people are described as under his wrath, and prayer is made for a happier condition. Nothing could be more applicable to the shortening of life in the desert in order that none who were twenty years old and upwards at the Exodus should enter the Land of Promise. With these the ordinary term of life would be three-score years and ten, or fourscore years. If, therefore, we ascribe the psalm to Moses, we cannot be certain that it gives the average of long life at his time independently of the peculiar circumstances of the wandering in the desert. Thus it is evident that the two classes of statements in the Bible bearing on and applying upon a very different basis. It must be observed that all the supposed modern instances of great longevity, as those of Parr, Jackson, and the old Countess of Desmond, have utterly broken down on examination, and that the registers of this country prove no greater extreme than about 100 years. We have recently had the good fortune to discover some independent contemporary evidence bearing upon this matter. There is an Egyptian hieratic papyrus in the Bibliothèque at Paris bearing a moral discourse by one Ptah-hotp, apparently eldest son of Assa (n. c. cir. 1910-1890), the fifth king of the Fifteenth Dynasty, which was of Shepherds [Egypt]. At the conclusion Ptah-hotp thus speaks of himself: "I have become an elder on the earth (or in the hand); I have traversed a hundred and ten years of life by the gift of the king and the approval of the elders, fulfilling my duty toward the king in the place of favor (or blessing)." (Facsimile d'un "Papyrus Egyptian, par E. Prisse d'Avennes, pl. xix., lines 7, 8). The natural inferences from this passage are that Ptah-hotp wrote in the full possession of his mental faculties at the age of 110 years, and that his father was still reigning at the time; and, therefore, had attained the age of about 130 years, or more. The analogy of all other documents of the kind known to us does not permit a different conclusion. That Ptah-hotp was the son of Assa is probably from inscriptions in tombs at Memphis; that he was a king's eldest son is expressly stated by himself (Facsimile, &c., pl. v., lines 6, 7). Yet he had not succeeded his father at the time of his writing, nor does he mention that sovereign as dead. The reigns designated Menes to the Shepherd-Kings of this dynasty seem indicative of a greater age than that of the Egyptian sovereigns (Cory's Ancient Fragments, 2d ed., pp. 114, 136). It has been suggested to us by Mr. Goodwin that 110 years may be a vague term, meaning "a very long life;" it seems to be so used in pyxii of a later time (n. c. cir. 1200). We rarely thus employ the term centenarian, more commonly employing sexagenarian and octogenarian, and this term is therefore indicative of a greater longevity than ours among the Egyptians. If the 110 years of Ptah-hotp be vague, we must still suppose him to have attained to an extreme old age during his father's lifetime, so that we can scarcely reduce the numbers 110 and about 130 more than ten years respectively. This Egyptian document is of the time of the Fifteenth Dynasty, and of so realistic and circumstantial a character in its historical bearings that the facts it states admit no question. Other records tend to confirm the inferences we have here drawn. It seems, however, probable that such instances of longevity were exceptional, and perhaps more usual among the foreign settlers in Egypt than the natives, and we have no ground for considering that the length of generation was then generally different from what it now is. For these reasons we find no difficulty in accepting the statements as to the longevity of Abraham and certain of his descendants, and can go on to examine the details of the period under consideration as made out from evidence requiring this admission. The narrative affords the following data which we place under two periods — (1) that from Abram's leaving Haran to Jacob's entering Egypt; and (2) that from Jacob's entering Egypt to the Exodus.

1. Age of Abram on leaving Haran 75 yrs.
   at Isaac's birth 100
   Age of Isaac at Jacob's birth ... 30
   Age of Jacob on entering Egypt . . . 139

216 or 215 yrs. a

a Bunsen reckons Abraham's yr. 55 as 1, and yr. 100 as 25, and makes the sum of 155 interval from the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Time Period</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age of Levi on entering Egypt</td>
<td>Cir. 45</td>
<td>Gen. 41:33-34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residence of his life</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gen. 49:28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oppression after the death of Jacob’s sons</td>
<td></td>
<td>Josh. 2:10-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age of Moses at Exodus</td>
<td>80 yrs.</td>
<td>Exod. 7:7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age of Joseph in the same year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residence of his life</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age of Moses at Exodus</td>
<td>143 yrs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These data make up about 357 or 358 years, which is reasonable to make some addition, since it appears that all Joseph’s generation died before the oppression commenced, and it is probable that it had begun some time before the birth of Moses. The sum we thus obtain cannot be far different from 430 years, a period for the whole sojourn that these data must thus be held to confirm. The genealogies relating to the time of the dwelling in Egypt, if continuous, which there is much reason to suppose some to be, are not regrouped in this scheme; but on the other hand, one alone of them, that of Joshua, in 1 Chr. (vii. 23, 25, 26, 27) is so arranged, can be reconciled with the opinion that dates the 430 years from Jacob’s entering into Egypt. The historical evidence should be carefully weighed. Its chief point is the increase of the Israelites from the few souls who went with Jacob into Egypt, and Joseph and his sons, to the six hundred thousand men who came out of the Exodus. At the former date the following are enumerated—besides Jacob’s sons’ wives,” Jacob had twelve sons and one daughter (13), his fifty-one grandsons and one granddaughter (52), and his four great-grandsons, making with the patriarch himself, seventy souls (Gen. xvi. 8-27). The generation to which children would be born about this date may thus be held to have been of at least 51 pairs, since all are males except one, who most probably married a cousin. This computation takes no account of polygamy, which was certainly practised at the time by the Hebrews. This first generation must, except where there were at the time other female grandchildren of Jacob besides the one mentioned (comp. Gen. xvi. 7), have taken foreign wives, and it is reasonable to suppose the same to have been constantly done afterwards, though probably in a less degree. We cannot therefore found our calculation solely on these 51 pairs, but must allow for polygamy and foreign marriages. These admissions being made, and the special blessing which attended the people borne in mind, the interval of about 215 years does not seem too short for the increase. On the whole, we have no hesitation in accepting the 430 years as the length of the interval from Abram’s leaving Haran to the Exodus.

C. Third Period, from the Exodus to the Foundation of Solomon’s Temple. There is but one passage from which we obtain the length of this period as a whole. It is that in which the Foundation of the Temple is dated in the 856th (Heb.) or 450th (LXX.) year after the Exodus, in the 4th yr. 24 m. of Solomon’s reign (1 K. vi. 1). Subtracting numbers 245 (Ex. 34:27) this is incorrect, since if 75 = 1-1, then 105 = 26, and the interval 49 yrs.

a Bunsen ridicules Dr. Baumgarten of Kiel for supposing a residue of 56 pairs from 70 souls. This results from 480 or 490 yrs. the first three yrs. of Solomon and the 40 of David, we obtain (480 - 43 = 437 or (440 - 43 = 427) yrs. These results we have first to compare with the detached numbers. These are as follows: (a.) From Exodus to death of Moses, 40 yrs. (b.) Leadership of Joshua, 7 + 4 yrs. (c.) Interval between Joshua’s death and the First Servitude 8 yrs. (d.) Servitudes and rule of Judges until Eli’s death, 430 yrs. (e.) Period from Eli’s death to Saul’s accession, 20 + 4 yrs. (f.) Saul’s reign, 40 yrs. (g.) David’s reign, 40 yrs. (h.) Solomon’s reign to Foundation of Temple, 3 yrs. (i.) Sum, 580 yrs. It is possible to obtain approximately the length of the three wanting numbers. Joshua’s age at the Exodus was 20 or 20 + 4 yrs. (Num. xiv. 29, 30), and at his death, 110; therefore the utmost length of his rule must be (110 - 20 + 40 = 70) yrs. After Joshua there is the time of the Elders who overlived him, then a period of disobedience and idolatry, a servitude of 8 yrs., deliverance by Othniel, the son of Kenaz, the nephew of Caleb, and rest for 40 yrs. until Othniel’s career of Joshua. The duration of Joshua’s reign is limited by the circumstance that Caleb’s lot was apportioned to him in the 7th year of the occupation, and therefore of Joshua’s rule, when he was 85 yrs. old, and that he conquered the lot after Joshua’s death. Caleb cannot be supposed to have been a very old man on taking his portion, and it is unlikely that he would have waited long before attacking the heathen who held it, to say nothing of the portion being his claimed reward for not having feared the Amakim who dwelt there, a reward promised him of the Lord by Moses and claimed of Joshua, who alone of his fellow-squires had shown the same faith and courage (Num. xiv. 24; Deut. 1. 36; Josh. xiv. 6 of fir., xv. 13-19; Judg. i. 9-15, 20). If we suppose that Caleb set out to conquer his lot about 7 years after its apportionment, then Joshua’s rule would be about 15 yrs., and he would have been a little older than Caleb. The interval between Joshua’s death and the First Servitude is limited by the history of Othniel. He was already a warrior when Caleb conquered his lot; he lived to deliver Israel from the Mesopotamian oppressor, and died at the end of the subsequent 40 yrs. of rest. Supposing Othniel to have been 30 yrs. old when Caleb set out, and 110 yrs. at his death, 22 yrs. would remain for the interval in question. The rule of Joshua may be therefore reckoned to have been about 13 yrs., and the subsequent interval to the First Servitude about 32 yrs., altogether 47 yrs. These numbers cannot be considered exact; but they can hardly be far wrong, more especially the sum. The residence of Samuel’s judgeship after the 20 yrs. of Eli’s death until the solemn fast and victory at Mizpeh, can scarcely have much exceeded 20 yrs. Samuel must have been still young at the time of Eli’s death, and he died very near the close of Saul’s reign (1 Sam. xxi. xxxii. 1). If he were 10 yrs. old at the former date, and judged for 20 yrs. after the victory at Mizpeh, he would have been near 90 yrs. old (19 + 20 + 29 + 38?) at his death, which appears to have been a long period of life at that time. If we thus suppose the three uncertain intervals, number of 56 pairs out of 70 souls puts us very much nearer at Caleb’s model of reckoning (2 K. xiv. 1, 7). Had the critical read Gen. xvi. 10 he would not have made this extraordinary mistake, and allowed only three wives to G. men.
the residue of Joshua’s rule, the time after his death to the First Servitude, and Sam. viii’s rule after the victory at Mizpeh to have been respectively 6, 32, and 20 yrs, the sum of the whole period will be 
(389 + 58 = 447) yrs. Two independent large numbers seem to confirm this result. One is in St. Paul’s address at Antioch of Pisidia, where, after referring to the death of Joshua and the desert, he adds: ‘And when he had destroyed seven nations in the land of Chanaan, he divided their land unto them by lot. And after that he gave [unto them] judges about the space of four hundred and fifty years, until Samuel the prophet. And afterward they desired a king’ (Acts xix. 29, 39, 21). This interval of 450 yrs. may be variously explained, as commencing with Othniel’s deliverance and ending with Eli’s death, a period which the numbers of the earlier books of the Bible, if added together, make 422 yrs., or as commencing with the First Servitude, 8 yrs. more, 430 yrs., or with Joshua’s death, which would raise these numbers by about 30 yrs., or again it may be held to end at Saul’s accession, which would raise the numbers given respectively by about 40 yrs. However, explained, this sum of 450 yrs. supports the authority of the smaller numbers as forming an essentially correct measure of the period. The other large number occurs in Jephthah’s message to the king of the Children of Ammon, where the period during which Israel had held the land of the Amorites from the first conquest even up to the beginning of the Servitude from which they were about to be freed, or up to the very time, is given as 300 yrs. (Judg. xi. 25). The smaller numbers, with the addition of 38 yrs. for two uncertain periods, would not only fit with the king’s accession, but also with his death, which is given in 2 Sam. vii. 2. Here, therefore, there appears to be another agreement with the smaller numbers, although it does not amount to a positive agreement, since the meaning might be either three centuries, as a vague sum, or about 300 yrs. So far as the evidence of the numbers goes, we must decide in favor of the longer interval from the Exodus to the building of the First Temple, in preference to the period of 480 or 440 yrs. The evidence of the genealogies has been held by some to sustain a different conclusion. These lists, as they now stand, would, if of continuous generations, be decidedly in favor of an interval of about 300, 400, or even 500 yrs, some being much shorter than others. It is, however, impossible to reduce them to consistency with each other without arbitrarily altering some, and the result with those who have followed them as the safest guides has been the adoption of the shortest of the numbers just given, about 300 yrs. The evidence of the genealogies may therefore be considered as probably leading to the rejection of all numerical statements, but as perhaps less inconsistent with that of 480 or 440 yrs. than with the rest. We have already shown (Technical Chronology) what strong reasons there are against using the Hebrew genealogies to measure time. We prefer to hold to the evidence of the numbers, and to take as the most satisfactory the interval of about 388 yrs. from the Exodus to the Foundation of Solomon’s Temple.

D. Fourth Period, from the Foundation of Solomon’s Temple to its Destruction. — We have now reached a period in which the differences of chronologers are no longer to be measured by centuries but by tens of years and even single years, and towards the close of which accuracy is attainable. The most important numbers in the Bible are generally stated more than once, and several means are afforded by which their accuracy can be tested. The principal means of these tests are the kings’ ages at their ascensions, the double dating of the ascensions of kings of Judah in the reigns of kings of Israel and the converse, and the double reckoning by the years of kings of Judah and of Nebuchadnezzar. Of these tests the most valuable is the second, which extends through the greater part of the period under consideration, and prevents our making any very serious error in computing its length. The mentions of kings of Egypt and Assyria contemporary with Hebrew sovereigns are also of importance, and are likely to be more so, when, as we may expect, the chronological places of all these contemporaries are more nearly determined. All records therefore tending to fix the chronologies of Egypt and Assyria, as well as of Babylonia, are of great value from their bearing on Hebrew chronology. At present the most important of such records is Ptolemy’s Canon, from which no sound chronologist will venture to deviate. If all the Biblical evidence is carefully collected and compared, it will be found that some small and great inconsistencies necessitate certain changes of the numbers. The amount of the former class, however, been much exaggerated, since several supposed inconsistencies depend upon the non-recognition of the mode of reckoning regnal years, from the commencement of the year and not from the day of the king’s accession. The greater difficulties and some of the smaller cannot be resolved without the supposition that numbers have been altered by copyists. In these cases our only resource is to propose an emendation. We must never take refuge in the idea of an interregnum, since it is a much more violent hypothesis, considering the facts of the history, than the conjectural change of a number. Two interregnum have however been supposed, one of 11 yrs. between Jeroboam I and Zachariah, and the other, of 9 yrs between Pekah and Hoshea. The former supposition might seem to receive some support from the words of the prophet Hosea (x. 3, 7, and perhaps 15), which, however, may as well imply a lax government, and the great power of the Isrealite princes and captains, as an absolute anarchy, and we must remember the impracticality of a powerful sovereign not having been at once succeeded by his son, and of the people having been content to remain for some years without a king. It is still more unlikely that in Hoshea’s case a king’s murderer should have been able to take his place after an interval of 0 yrs. We prefer in both cases to propose a longer reign of the earlier of the two kings between whom the interregnums are con jected. With the exception of these two interregnums, we would accept the computation of the interval we are now considering given in the margin of the A. V. It must be added, that the date of the conclusion of this period there given n. c. 588 must be corrected to 586. The received chronology as to its intervals cannot indeed be held to be beyond question in the time before Josiah’s acces-

**a** Bth Bunsen (Egyp’s Place, i. 175-77 and Lex. Apol. (ch. d., 6. 3 19) suppose the genealogy of Saul the son of Nahsh the Levite (1 Chr. vi. 22-24).
tion up to the Foundation of the Temple, but we cannot at present attain any better positive result than that we have accepted. The whole period may therefore be held to be of about 425 yrs., that of the unvindicated kingdom 129 yrs., that of the kingdom of Judah 388 yrs., and that of the kingdom of Israel about 265 yrs. It is scarcely possible that these numbers can be more than a very few years wrong, if at all. (For a fuller treatment of the chronology of the kings, see I. vol. VIII. Kingdon, ed., and Innsen, I. vol. XIV.)

E. Fifth Period, from the Destruction of Solomon's Temple to the Return from the Babylonish Captivity.—The determination of the length of this period depends upon the date of the return to Palestine. The decree of Cyrus leading to that event was made in the 1st year of his reign, doubtless at Babylon (Ezr. i. 1), n. 588, but it does not seem certain that the Jews at once returned. So great a migration must have occupied much time, and about two or three yrs. would not seem too long an interval for its complete accomplishment after the promulgation of the decree. Two numbers, held by some to be identical, must here be considered. One is the period of 70 yrs., during which the tyranny of Babylon over Palestine and the East generally was to last, prophesied by Jeremiah (xxv.), and the other, the 70 yrs. Captivity (xxix. 40; 2 Chr. xxxv. 21; Dan. ix. 2). The commencement of the former period is plainly the 1st year of Nebuchadnezzar and 4th of Jehoiakim (Jer. xxv. 1), when the successes of the king of Babylon began (xvi. 2), and the miseries of Jerusalem (xxv. 24), and the conclusion, the fall of Babylon (ver. 26). Prophetic Canon counts from the accession of Nebuchadnezzar to that of Cyrus 66 yrs., a number sufficiently near to the round sum of 70, which may indeed, if the yrs. be of 360 days (Ver.) represent at the utmost no more than about 68 tropical years. The famous 70 yrs. of captivity would seem to be the same period as this, since it was to terminate with the return of the captives (Jer. xxv. 10). The two passages in Zech., which speak of such an interval as one of desolation (i. 12), and during which fasts connected with the last captivity had been kept (vii. 5), are not irreconcilable with this explanation: a famous past period might be spoken of, as the moderns speak of the Thirty Year War. These two passages are, it must be noticed, of different dates, the first of the 2d year of Darius Hyugas, the second of the 4th year. This period we consider to be of 48 + x yrs., the doubtful number being the time of the reign of Cyrus before the return to Jerusalem, probably a space of about two or three years.

Principal Systems of Biblical Chronology.—Upon the data we have considered three principal systems of chronology have been founded, which may be termed the Long System, the Short, and the Rabbinical. There is a fourth, which, although an offshoot in part of the last, can scarcely be termed Biblical, inasmuch as it depends for the most part upon theories, not only independent of, but repugnant to the Bible: this last is at present peculiar to Baron Bunsen. Before noticing these systems it is desirable to point out some characteristics of those who have supported them, which may serve to aid our judgment in seeing how far they are trustworthy guides. All, or almost all have erred in the side of claiming for their results a greater accuracy than the nature of the evidence upon which they rested rendered possible. Another failing of these chronologers is a tendency to accept, through a kind of false analogy, long or short numbers and computations for intervals, rather according as they have adopted the long or the short reckoning of the patriarchal genealogies than on a consideration of special evidence. It is as though they were resolved to make the sum as great or as small as possible. The Rabbis have in their chronology afforded the strongest example of this error, having so shortened the intervals as even egreciously to throw out the dates of the time of the Persian rule. The German school is here an exception, for it has generally fallen into an opposite extreme and required a far greater time than any derivable from the Biblical numbers for the earlier ages, while taking the Rabbinical date of the Exod., and so has put two portions of its chronology in violent contrast. We do not lay much stress upon the opinions of the early Christian writers, or even Josephus: their method was uncertain, and they accepted the numbers best known to them without any feeling of doubt. We shall therefore confine ourselves to the moderns.

The principal advocates of the Long Chronology are Jackson, Hales, and Des-Vignes. They take the L.N.X. for the patriarchal generations, and adopt the long interval from the Exodus to the Foundation of Solomon's Temple. The Short Chronology has had a multitude of illustrious supporters owing to its having been from Jerome's time the recognized system of the West. Usher may be considered as its most able advocate. He follows the Hebrew in the patriarchal generations, and takes the 480 yrs. from the Exodus to the Foundation of Solomon's Temple. The Rabbinical Chronology has lately come into much notice from its partial reception, chiefly by the German school. It accepts the Biblical numbers, but makes the most arbitrary corrections. For the date of the Exodus it has been virtually accepted by Bunsen, Lepsins, and Lord A. Herv. The system of Bunsen we have been compelled to constitute a fourth class of itself. For the time before the Exodus he discards all Biblical chronological data, and reasons altogether, as it appears to us, on philological considerations. The following table exhibits the principal dates according to these writers.

The principal disagreements of these chronologers, besides those already indicated, must be noticed. In the post-diluvian period Hales rejects the 5th year of Jehoiakim's captivity, 1290, 2541 (Jer. i.), or 2572 (b.), falling according to the rendering of the Aug. in the 1st year of Otho-Meroerokh (ii. 31: 2 K. xxv. 27), may be explained, as Dr. Hincks suggests, either by supposing the Heb. "in the year when he was king," to mean that he reigned but one year instead of two, as in the cœnus, or that Otho-Meroerokh is not the Anemodannes of the cœnus (Journ. Soc. Le. Oct. 1808).
second Caiman and reclaims Terah's age at Abram's birth (136) instead of 70 years; Jackson accepts the second Caiman and does not make any change in the second case; Ussher and Petavius follow the Hebrew, but the former alters the generation of Terah, while the latter does not. Bunsen requires it for the Neochian period about ten millennia before our era, and for the beginning of our race another ten thousand years, or very little more" (Outline, vol. ii. p. 12). These conclusions necessitate the abandonment of all belief in the historical character of the Biblical account of the times before Abraham. We cannot here discuss the grounds upon which they seem to be founded: it may be stated, however, that those grounds may be considered to be wholly philosophic. The writer does indeed speak of "facts and traditions" his facts, however, as far as we can perceive, are the results of a theory of language, and tradition is, from its nature, no guide in chronology. How far language can be taken as a guide is a very hard question. It is, however, certain that no Semitic scholar has accepted Bunsen's theory. For the time from the Exodus to the Foundation of Solomon's Temple, Ussher alone takes the 430 years; the rest, except Bunsen, adopt longer periods according to their explanations of the other numbers of this interval; but Bunsen calculates by generations. We have already seen the great risk that is run in adopting Hebrew genealogies for the measure of time, both generally and in this case. The period of the Kings, from the foundation of Solomon's Temple, is very nearly the same in the computations of Jackson, Ussher, and Petavius: Hales lengthens it by supposing an interregnum of 11 years after the death of Amazek; Bunsen shortens it by reducing the reign of Manasseh from 53 to 45 years. The former theory is improbable and unceritcal; the latter is merely the result of a supposed necessity, which we shall see has not been proved to exist: it is thus needless, and in its form as unceritcal as the other.

Probable determination of dates and intervals.—Having thus gone over the Biblical data, it only remains for us to state what we believe to be the most satisfactory scheme of chronology, derived from a comparison of these with foreign data. We shall endeavor to establish on independent evidence, either exactly or approximately, certain main dates, and shall be content if the numbers we have previously obtained for the intervals between them do not greatly disagree with those thus afforded.

1. Date of the Destruction of Solomon's Temple. —The Temple was destroyed in the 19th year of Nebuchadnezzar, in the 5th month of the Jewish year (Jer. lii. 12, 13; 2 K. xvii. 8, 9). In Trol- eny's Canon, this year is current in the proleptic Julian year, b. c. 586, and the 5th month may be considered as about equal to August of that year.

2. Synchonism of Josiah and Pharaoh Necho. —The death of Josiah can be clearly shown on Biblical evidence to have taken place in the 22nd year before that in which the Temple was destroyed, that is, in the Jewish year from the spring of b. c. 608 to the spring of 607. Necho's 1st year is proved by the Apis-tablets to have been probably the Egyptian year of Josiah, but possibly not in 608-7, the expedition in opposition which Josiah fell cannot be reasonably dated earlier than Necho's 24th year, b. c. 608-7. It is important to notice that no earlier date of the destruction of the Temple than b. c. 586 can be reconciled with the chronology of Necho's reign. We have thus n. c. 608-7 for the last year of Josiah, and 638-7 for that of his accession, the former date falling within the time indicated by the chronology of Necho's reign.

3. Synchonism of Hezekiah and Tirhakah. —Tirhakah is mentioned as an opponent of Semach- eph shortly before the miraculous destruction of his army in, according to the present text, the 14th year of Hezekiah. It has been lately proved from the Apis-tablets that the 1st year of Tirhakah's reign over Egypt was the vague year current in b. c. 689. The 14th year of Hezekiah, according to the received chronology, is b. c. 713, and, if we correct it two years on account of the lowering of the date of the destruction of the Temple, b. c. 711. If (Rawlinson's Herod. vol. i. p. 479, n. 1) we hold that the expedition dated in Hezekiah's 14th year was different from that which ended in the destruction of the Assyrian army, we must still place the latter event before b. c. 685. There is, therefore, a prima facie discrepancy of at least 6 years. Bunsen (Bibehlerc, p. xcvii.) unhesitatingly reduces the reign of Manasseh from 53 to 45 years. Lipsius (Köningbuch, p. 104) more critically takes the 35 years of the LXX. as the true duration. Were an alteration demanded, it would seem best to make Manasseh's computation of his reign commence with his father's illness in preference to taking the conjectural number 45 or the very short one 35. The evidence of the chronology of the Assyrian and Babylonian kings is, however, we think, conclusive in favor of the sum of 55. In the Bible we are told that Shalmaneser laid siege to Samaria in the 4th year of Hezekiah, and that it was taken in the 6th year of that king (2 K. xiv. 9, 10). The Assyrian inscriptions indicate the taking of the city by Sargon in his 1st or 2d year, whereas we must suppose that he completed the enterprise of Shalmaneser, to whom the capture is not expressly ascribed in the Scriptures, or that he took the credit of an event which happened just before his accession. The 1st year of Sargon is shown by the inscriptions to have been exactly or nearly equal to the 1st of Meroebch-Ebdanu, Mardocampasius: therefore it was current in b. c. 721 or 720, and the 2d year, 720 or 719. This would place Hezekiah's accession b. c. 720, 725, or 724.
the 4th being the very date the Hebrew numbers give. Again, Merodach-Baladan sent messengers to Hezekiah immediately after his sickness, and therefore in about his 15th year, n. c. 710. According to Ptolemy's Canon, Mardocceanus reigned 721-710, and, according to Perosus, seized the regal power for six months before Eliafan, the Bolhsus of the Canon, and therefore in about 703, this being, no doubt, a second reign. Here the prolixity of evidence is in favor of the earlier dates of Hezekiah. Thus far the chronological data of Egypt and Assyria appear to clash in a manner that seems at first sight to present a hopeless knot, but not on this account to be rashly cut. An examination of the facts of the history has afforded Dr. Hincks what we believe to be the true explanation. Tirhakah, he observes, is not explicitly termed Pharaoh or king of Egypt in the Bible, but king of Cush or Ethiopia, from which it might be inferred that at the time of Sennacherib's disastrous invasion he had not assumed the crown of Egypt. The Assyrian inscriptions of Sennacherib mention kings of Egypt and a contemporary king of Ethiopia in alliance with them. The history of Egypt at the time, obtained by a comparison of the evidence of Herodotus and others with that of Manetho's lists, would lead to the same or a similar conclusion, which appears to be reinforced and confirmed by the prophecies of Isaiah. We hold, therefore, as most probable, that at the time of Sennacherib's disastrous expedition, Tirhakah was king of Ethiopia in alliance with the king or kings of Egypt. It only remains to ascertain what evidence there is for the date of this expedition. First, it must be noted that the warlike operations of Sennacherib recorded in the Bible have been conjectured, as already mentioned, to be those of two expeditions. The line paid by Hezekiah is recorded in the inscriptions as a result of an expedition of Sennacherib's 3d year, which, by a comparison of Ptolemy's Canon with Berosus, must be dated n. c. 700, which would fall so near the close of the reign of the king of Judah, if no alteration be made, that the supposed second expedition, of which there would naturally be no record in the Assyrian annals on account of its nonexistence, could not be placed much later. The Bible and the inscriptions are not only in agreement about the year, but are together reasonably explained by the supposition that the two expeditions were but two campaigns of the same war, a war but temporarily interrupted by Hezekiah's submission. Since the first expedition fell in n. c. 700, we have not to suppose that the reign of Tirhakah in Ethiopia commenced more than 11 years at the utmost before his accession in Egypt, a supposition which, on the whole, is far preferable to the discrediting attempts that have been made to lower the reign of Hezekiah. This would, however, necessitate a substitution of a later date in the place of the 14th year of Hezekiah for the first expedition. (See especially Dr. Hincks's paper "On the Rectifications of Sacred and Profane Chronology, which the newly-discovered Apis-tables render necessary," in the Journal of Sacred Literature, Oct. 1858; and RAWSON, JEREMIAH, 4:176-184). The synchronism of Hezekiah and Shalmanasar, Rehoboam, and Right-Phleer, Memahem and Pail, have not yet been approximatively determined on double evidence.

4. Synchonism of Rehoboam and Shishak. — The Biblical evidence for this synchonism is as follows: Rehoboam appears to have come to the throne about 249 years before the accession of Hezekiah, and therefore n. c. cir. 973. The invasion of Shishak took place in his 5th year, by this computation, 969. Shishak was already on the throne when Jeroboam fled to him from Solomon. This event happened during the building of Millo, &c., when Jeroboam was head of the workmen of the house of Joseph (1 K. xi, 26-40, see ver. 29). The building of Millo and repairing of the breaches of the city of David was after the building of the house of Pharaoh's daughter, that was constructed about the same time as Solomon's house, the completion of which is dated in his 23d year (1 K. vi. 1, 37, 38, vii. 1: 2 Chr. viii. 1). This building is recorded after the occurrences of the 24th year of Solomon, for Pharaoh's daughter remained in Jerusalem until the king had ended building his own house, and the temple, and the wall of Jerusalem round about (1 K. iii. 1), and Millo was built after the removal of the queen (ix. 24); therefore, as Jeroboam was concerned in this building of Millo and repairing the breaches, and was met "at that time" (xi. 29) by Ahijah, and in consequence had to flee from the country, the 24th or 25th year is the most probable date. Thus Shishak appears to have come to the throne at least 21 or 22 years before his expedition against Jeroboam. An inscription at the quarries of Sibiu in Upper Egypt records the cutting of stone in the 22d year of Sheshonk I., or Shishak, for constructions in the chief temple of Thebes, where we now find a record of his conquest of Judah (Cambrioll, Letters, pp. 190, 191). On these grounds we may place the accession of Shishak n. c. cir. 990. The evidence of Manetho's lists, compared with the monuments, would place this event within a few years of this date, for they do not allow us to put it much before or after 7 c. 1000, an approach to correctness which at this period is very valuable. It is not possible here to discuss this evidence in detail.

5. Exodus. — Arguments founded on independent evidence afford the best means of deciding which is the most probable computation from Biblical evidence of the date of the Exodus. A comparison of the Hebrew calendar with the Egyptian has led the writer to the following result: The civil commencement of the Hebrew year was with the new moon in the 1st month, and the 22d year of Sheshonk or Shishak, the approximate date of the Exodus obtained by the long reckoning, we find that the Egyptian vague year commenced at or about that point of time. This approximate date, therefore, falls about the time at which the vague year and the Hebrew year, as dated from the autumnal equinox, nearly or exactly coincided in their commencements. It may be reasonably supposed that the Israelites in the time of the oppression had made use of the vague year as the common year of the country, which indeed is rendered highly probable by the circumstance that they had mostly adopted the Egyptian religion (Josh. xxiv. 14; Ez. xx. 7, 8), the celebrations of which were kept according to this year. When, therefore, the festivals of the Law rendered a year virtually tropical necessary, of the kind either restored or instituted at the Exodus, it seems most probable that the vague year was fixed under Moses. If this supposition be correct, we should expect to find that the 14th day of Abib, on which fell the full moon of the Passover of the Exodus, corresponded to the 14th day of Phamenoth, in a vague year commencing about the autumnal equinox. It has been ascertained by computation that
a full moon fell on the 14th day of Phaenomenon, on Thursday, April 21st, in the year B.C. 1652. A full moon would not fall on the same day of the vague year at a shorter interval than 25 years before or after this date, while the triple coincidence of the new moon, vague year, and autumal equinox could not recur in less than 1560 vague years (Enc. Brit. 5th ed. Egypt, p. 485). The date thus obtained is but 4 years earlier than Hale's, and the interval from it to that of the Foundation of Solomon's Temple, B. C. cir. 1010, would be about 642 years, or 4 years in excess of that previously obtained from the numerical statements in the Bible. It must be borne in mind that the inferences from the calculation of great passovers also led us to about the same time. In later articles we shall show the manner in which the history of Egypt agrees with this conclusion. [Egypt: Exodus, The.] Setting aside Ussher's preference for the 480 years, as resting upon evidence far less strong than the longer computation, we must mention the principal reasons urged by Bunsen and Lepsius in support of the Rabbinical date. The reckoning by the genealogies, upon which this date rests, we have already shown to be unsafe. Several points of historical evidence are, however, brought forward by these writers as leading to or confirming this date. Of these the most important is the supposed account of the Exodus given by Manetho, the Egyptian historian, placing the event at about the same time as the Rabbinical date. This narrative, however, is, on the testimony of Josephus, who has preserved it to us, wholly devoid of authority, being, according to Manetho's own showing, a record of uncertain antiquity, and of an unknown writer, and not part of the Egyptian annals. An indication of David's name has also been supposed in the mention that the name of one of the treasure-cities built for Pharaoh by the Israelites during the oppression was Rameses (Ex. i. 11), probably the same place as the Rameses elsewhere mentioned, the chief town of a tract so called. [Rameses.] This name is the same as that of certain well-known kings of Egypt of the period to which by this scheme the Exodus would be referred. If the story given by Manetho be founded on a true tradition, the great oppressor would have been Rameses II., second king of the 19th dynasty, whose reign is variously assigned to the 14th and 13th centuries B.C. It is further urged that the first king Rameses of the Egyptian monuments and Manetho's lists is the grandfather of this king, Rameses I., who was the last sovereign of the 18th dynasty, and reigned at the utmost about 60 years before his grandson. It must, however, be observed, that there is great reason for taking the lower dates of both kings, which would make the reign of the second after the Rabbinical date of the Exodus, and that in this case both Manetho's statement must be of course set aside, as placing the Exodus in the reign of this king's son, and the order of the Biblical narrative must be transposed that the building of Rameses should not fall before the accession of Rameses I. The argument that there was no king Rameses before Rameses I. is obviously weak as a negative one, more especially as the names of very many kings of Egypt, particularly those of the period to which we assign the Exodus, are wanting. It loses almost all its force when we find that a son of Aahmes, Amenose, the head of the 18th dynasty, variously assigned to the 17th and 16th centuries B.C. bore the name of Rameses, which name from its meaning (son of Ra or the sun, the god of Helopolis, one of the eight great gods of Egypt) would almost necessarily be a not very uncommon one, and Rameses might therefore have been named from an earlier king or prince bearing the name long before Rameses I. The history of Egypt presents great difficulties to the reception of the theory together with the Biblical narrative, difficulties so great that we think they could only be removed by abandoning a belief in the historical character of that narrative: if so, it is obviously futile to found an argument upon a minute point, the occurrence of a single name. The historical difficulties on the Hebrew side in the period after the Exodus are not less serious, and have induced Bunsen to ante-date Moses' war beyond Jordan, and to compress Joshua's rule into the 40 years in the wilderness (Biblerek, i. pp. cexvi.--ix.), and so, we venture to think, to forfeit his right to reason on the details of the narrative relating to the earlier period. This compression arises from the want of space for the Judges. The chronology of the Hebrew olden days is also open to the objection brought against the longer schemes, that the Israelites could not have been in Palestine during the campaigns in the East of the Pharaohs of the 18th, 19th, and 20th dynasties, since it does not seem possible to throw those of Rameses III. earlier than Bunsen's date of the beginning of the conquest of western Palestine by the Hebrews. This question, involving that of the policies and relation of Egypt and the Hebrews, will be discussed in later articles. [Egypt; Exodus, The.] We therefore take B.C. 1652 as the most satisfactory date of the Exodus (see Duke of Northumberland's paper in Wilkinson's Anc. Egy. p. 77--81; Bunsen, Biblerek, i. pp. cxxi.--cxxxii., cxxxiii. ff.; Lepsius, Chronologie der Egytter, i. 314 ff.).

6. Date of the Commencement of the 430 years of Sojourner. -- We have already given our reasons for holding the 430 years of Sojourn to have commenced when Abraham entered Canaan, and that it does not seem certain that the Exodus was the anniversary of the day of arrival. It is reasonable, however, to hold that the interval was of 430 complete years or a little more, commencing about the time of the vernal equinox, B.C. 2082, or nearer the beginning of that proleptic Julian year. Before this date we cannot attempt to obtain anything beyond an approximate chronology.

7. Date of the Dispersion. -- Taking the LXX numbers as most probable, the Dispersion, if coincident with the birth of Pleg, must be placed B.C. cir. 2698, or, if we accept Ussher's correction of the age of Terah at the birth of Abraham, cir. 2738. We do not give round numbers, since doing so might needlessly enlarge the limits of error.

8. Date of the Flood. -- The Flood, as ending about 401 years before the birth of Pleg, would be placed B.C. cir. 3000 or 3135. The year preceding, or the 402d, was that mainly occupied by the
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It is most reasonable to suppose the
Necubanian colonists to have begun to spread about
three centuries after the Fune. If the Divisi
of Pely's birth be really the same as the Dispersion
after the building of the Tower, this supposed in-
ternal would not be necessarily to be lengthened,
but both the amount of the building of the Tower does not absolutely prove that all Noah's
descendants were concerned in it, and therefore
some may have previously taken their departure
from the primeval settlement. The chronology of
Egypt, derived from the monuments and Manetho,
be held by some to indicate for the foundation of
its first kingdom a much earlier period than would
be consistent with this scheme of approximate
Biblical dates. The evidence of the monuments,
however, does not seem to us to carry back this
event earlier than the latter part of the 28th cen-
tury n. c. The Assyrians and Babylonians have
not been proved, on satisfactory grounds, to have
reckoned back to so remote a time; but the evi-
dence of their monuments, and the fragments of
their history preserved by ancient writers, as in
the case of the Egyptians, cannot be reconciled with
the supposed period proposed by Eusebius. As far
as we can learn, no independent historical evidence
points to an earlier period than the middle of
the 28th century n. c. as the time of the foundation
of kingdoms, although the chronology of Egypt reaches
to about this period, while that of Babylon and other
states does not greatly fall short of the same an-

tinuity.

9. Date of the Creation of Adam. — The num-
bers given by the LXX. for the antediluvian patriarchs
would place the creation of Adam 2662 years
before the end of the Flood, or n. c. cir. 5361 or
5421.

R. S. P.

* The assignment of only 215 years to the so-
journ in Egypt (see No. 6 above) is far from meet-
ing with general acceptance. It has indeed come down from the Septuagint as the traditional theory,
but in modern times has been strongly opposed.
Of these who dissent from that view are Rosen
n-uller, Hofmann, John, Ewald, Gesenius, Winer,
Tuch, Kurtz, Delitzsch, Keil, Knobel, Kuhlich, and
many others of similar rank as scholars. On this
question the reader may consult especially, Knobel
on Ex. xii. 18 (Exeg. Handb. vi. 121), and Kurtz
(History of the Old Testament, ii. 335 ff., Eng. tr.).
There are two texts that seem quite distinct and
unexplicably. Ex. xii. 14 asserts that the abode in
Egypt was 430 years — even though we translate
"who abode in Egypt." And here is found no
manuscript variation in the Hebrew text. It is
supported by Targum Onkelos, the Syriac, and
Vulgata. The Septuagint (Codex Vatican.), how-
ever, has introduced the words "in the land of
Canaan," while the Alexandrian Codex adds also,
"and their parents." This change, though
found in the Targum Jonathan and the Samaritan
version, at once suggests, by its two-fold explana-
tion, the suspicion of an artificial emendation to
meet a difficulty. That these words, once in the
text, should have been omitted, is hardly probable
that they should have crept in to solve various diff-
culties, is quite natural. Again, Gen. xx. 13 de-
clares the future servitude and affliction, not of
Abraham, but of his seed "in a land not
their's," to be 400 years," in round numbers.
If this was what was in Ca-
man, is cut off by the statement that it should be
in a land not theirs — one land too — in strong
contrast to the repeated guaranty of the land of
Canaan (vs. 7, 8, 18) to Abraham and his seed as
their own. The inclusion of any part of Abra-
ham's own history in this period of servitude and
affliction seems forbidden by the positive assurance
of Gen. xii. 1, and his father's prophecy should be
the manifest assignment of this servitude (as Tuch remarks) to the distant future. Besides, Abra-
ham's residence in Egypt had taken place be-
fore the prophecy was uttered. The statement of
Stephen (Acts vii. 6, 7) accords with this inter-
pretation. Paul, however (Gal. iii. 17), reckons 430
years between the promise to Abraham and the
grant of the land: but it is remarked by Kurtz,
Keil, and others, that he simply conforms to the
traditional view of the synagogue and the phrase-
ology of the Septuagint, which alone was in the
hands of the Gentile readers, and because the pre-
cise length of time did not affect his argument.
It was, on any view, 430 years. (It should be
mentioned in passing that Josephus gives 400
years, Ant. ii. 9 § 1; B. J. v. 9, § 4; and 215 years,
Ant. iii. 15, § 2; comp. c. Apion. i. 379.)

The question of the meaning of the words, too
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But the original leaves it more indefinite than our version, "a daughter of Levi, whom one bore [who was born] to him in Egypt." Here the LXX, read thus: Ὦνάτυρ Λευ, ἡ ἔτεκε τοῦτον τῆς Λευ ἐν Ἄγγελῷ, — the τοῦτο evidentely referring to Moses, Aaron, and Miriam. One Hebrew manuscript has a similar reading, "in place of Λευ."

Kurtz does not hesitate, under the circumstances (including this diversity between the Gr. and Heb.), to regard the whole clause after 11:27 as a gloss, appended by some one who understood the phrase "daughter of Levi." in a strict sense, and endeavored to soften down the improbablity by explaining that the daughter was born in Egypt. Without going this length, we venture to regard the verse in the original as not absolutely definite — although its first aspect seems to be so. Yet when we consider the vagueness of the expression used; when we remember that Levi must have been at least 135 years old at her birth if Jochhebel was his daughter; when we recall the ten or eleven generations from Ephram to Joshua; when we observe the distinctness of the declarations in Ex. xli. 40 and Gen. xvi. 13, as to the time spent in Egypt; when we remember the increase from 70 souls to 600,000 fighting men; we seem to encounter far less difficulty in fixing the time of sojourning in Egypt at 430 than at 215 years.

S. C. B.

* Literature. — Among the more recent works referring to Biblical chronology may be mentioned: Gumpach, Über den altjüdischen Kalender, zunächst in seiner Beziehung zur neuesten Geschichte, Brüssel, 1848; and Die Zeitrechnung der Bibel, Asyrie und Assyria, Heidelb., 1852; Sayyibar, Chronologia Sacra, Leipzig, 1848; Berichtigungen d. vorigen, griech., pers., ägypt., hebräischen Gesch. u. Zeitrechnung, Leipzig, 1885; and Summary of Recent Discoveries in Biblical Chronology, New York, 1857; Fausset, Sacred Chronology, Oxford, 1855; Oppert, Chronologie des Assyriens und des Babyloniens, Paris, 1857 (from the Ann. de la phil. chrétienne); Lehmann, Chron. Bestimmung der in d. Apostelgesch. Cap. 13—28 erzählten Begebenheiten (in the Theol. Stud. u. Krit. 1858, pp. 312—333); Wolff, O., Versuche, die Widersprüche in den Jahrreihen der Könige Judas's u. Isr. u. eine Differenzierung des Chron., aus verschiedenen (xx. 825—658); Bunsen, Biblewerk, Bd. i. p. eci. ff., and bd. v. (1858—60); Parker, F., Chronology, Lond., 1859; Shimuel, Our Bible Chronology ... critically examined and demonstrated, New York, 1860; — finds the end of the world A. D. 1868; Bosanquet, Assyrian and Hebrew Chronology compared (in the Journ. of the Royal. As. Soc. of Great Brit., 1864, N. S. i. 145—180); and Conspectus of Hebrew Chronology from Solomon to the Birth of Christ, Lond., (1867)?; Eich, art. Zeitrechnung, bibliograph., in Herzog's Real-Encycl. xvii. 421—471 (1864); Ruckeather, Bibliothische Chronologie, u. w. nach den bibl. u. ausserbibl. Quellen bearbeitet, Münster, 1865; Lewin, Festi Stori (from B. C. 70 to A. D. 70), Lond. 1865; and Wieseler, art. Zeitrechnung, neuestenmalische, in Herzog's Real-En-

a Epiphanius, in his Twelve Stones of the Rationale, ascribes to Chrysoprase, agate, chrysolite, chrysolita, according to some, a golden color, and found close to the walls of Babylon. Pliny makes several varieties of this name; als first is doubtless the Oriental topaz. — C. W. King.

CHUB

CHRYSOLITE (χρυσολίθος: chrysolita), one of the precious stones in the foundation of the heavenly Jerusalem (Rev. xxi. 20). It has been already stated [Beryl] that the chrysolite of the ancients is identical with the modern Oriental topaz, the tsvishish of the Hebrew Bible. There is much reason for believing that the topaz is the stone indicated by the χρυσολίθος of St. John’s vision. See Beryl. W. H.

CHRYSOPRASE (χρυσọπράσος: chryso-prasos) occurs only in Rev. xxi. 20 [in A. V. there “chrysoprasus”], as one of the precious stones mentioned in St. John’s vision. The chryso-prasos of the ancients is by some supposed to be identical with the stone now so called, namely, the apple or leek-green variety of agate, which owes its color to oxide of nickel; this stone at present is found only in Silesia; but Mr. King (Antiqu. Genus, p. 59, note) says that the true chryso-prasos is sometimes found in antique Egyptian jewelry set alternatively with bits of lapis-lazuli; it is not improbable therefore that this was the stone which was the tenth in the walls of the heavenly Jerusalem. W. H.

* The Anglo-Cized form “chryso-prasos” occurs in the margin of Ez. xxvii. 16, and xxviii. 13 (A. V.) where it stands for “agate” and “emerald” in the text, which represent different Hebrew words. See CHALCEDONY.

CHUB (צוב: Chub), a word occurring only once in the Heb., the name of a people in alliance with Egypt in the time of Nebuchadnezzar (Ez. xxx. 5). "Cush, and Phut, and Lud, and all the mingled people (צובים), and Chub, and the children of the land of the covenant, shall fall by the sword with them" (i. e. no doubt the Egyptians: see ver. 4). The first three of these names or designations are of African peoples, unless, but this is improbable, the Shemite Lud be intended by the third (see however, xxvii. 10, xxviii. 5: Is. xxvi. 19; Jer. xlii. 9): the fourth is a people on the Egyptian frontier; and the sixth applies to the remnant of the Jews who had fled into Egypt (comp. Dan. xi. 28, 30, 32, especially the last, where the covenant is not qualified as “holy”), which was prophesied to perish for the most part by the sword and otherwise in that country (Jer. xlii. 16, 17, 22, xlv. 12, 13, 14, 27, 28). This fifth name is therefore that of a country or people in alliance with Egypt, and probably of northern Africa, or of the lands near Egypt to the south. Some have proposed to recognize Chub in the names of various African places — Kũũũ, a port on the Indian Ocean (Ptol. iv. 7, § 10). Ko-Fi or Ko-Fi in Mauritania (iv. 2, § 9), and Ko-Bi or Ko-Bi in the Mareotic name in Egypt (iv. 5) — conjectures which are of no value except as showing the existence of similar names where we might expect this to have had its place. Others, however, think

b That of Solinus (iv.) exactly agrees with our Indian chrysolite: "Chryso-prasos quoque ex auro et perneco mixtam luem trahentes aque beryllorum generi agnudiuenervent."
the present Heb. text corrupt in this word. It has been therefore proposed to read שֶׁזֹּן for Nubia, as the Arab. vers. has "the people the Nubed," which might be supposed at that least one copy of the LXX. had as the first letter: one Heb. Ms. indeed reads שֶׁזֹּן (6ν. 409, ap. de Rossi). The Arab. vers. is, however, of very slight weight, and although שֶׁזֹּן might be the ancient Egyptian form or pronunciation of שֶׁזֹּן, as Winer observes (s. v.), yet we have no authority of this kind for applying it to Nubia, or rather the Nubil, the countries held by whom from Strabo's time to our own are by the Egyptian inscriptions included in Keosh or Kesh, that is, Cush: the Nubil, however, may not in the prophet's days have been settled in any part of the territory which has taken from them its name. Far better, on the score of probability, is the emendation which Hitzig proposes, שֶׁזֹּן (Begriff der Kirch, p. 129). The Lubim, doubtless the Mizratic Lelabin of Gen. x. 13; 1 Chr. i. 11, are mentioned as serving with Tushim in the army of Shishak (2 Chr. xii. 2, 3), and in that of Zerah (2 Chron. xiv. 9), who long probably was a king of Egypt, and certainly the leader of an Egyptian army (Cush; Zeran). Nahum speaks of them as helpers of Thebes, together with Phut (Phut), while Cush and Egypt were her strength iii. 8, 9); and Daniel mentions the Lubim and Tushim as submitting to or counting a conqueror of Egypt (xi. 43). The Lubim might therefore well occur among the peoples suffering in the fall of Egypt. There is, however, this objection, that we have no instance of the supposed form שֶׁזֹּן, the noun being always given in the plural — לְמוֹת. In the absence of better evidence we prefer the reading of the present Heb. text, against which little can be urged but that the word occurs nowhere else, although we should rather expect a well-known name in such a passage. R. S. P.

CHUN (חון: εἰς τὸν ἐκλεκτὸν πλανήματος; Joseph. Μακεδονία: Chun). The words of the LXX. look as if they had read Berititha, a word very like — שֶׁזֹּן — they frequently render by ἐκλεκτοῖς. 1 Chr. xvi. 8. [Bekahn.]

CHURCH (ἐκκλησία). — 1. The derivation of the word Church is uncertain. It is found in the Teutonic and Slavonic languages (Anglo-Saxon, Ger. Geist, Geche, Gegen; English, Church; Scottish, Kirk; German, Kirche; Swedish, Kyrka; Danish, Kyk; Dutch, Kerk; Swiss, Kiche; Frisian, Eirbek; Bohemian, Cyrgyz; Polish, Cyrgos; Russian, Zerkov), and answers to the derivatives of ἐκκλησία, which are naturally found in the Romance languages (French, Eglise; Italian, Chiesa; old Vulgate, Glies; Spanish, Iglesia); and by foreign importation elsewhere (Greek, Εὐλαβία, Greek, Εὐλαβία, Welsh, Eglwys; Russian, Церковь, English, Eglise). The word is generally said to be derived from the Greek κοινακίο (Waldorf Strabo, De Relbus Ecclesiast. e. 7; Suicer, s. v. κοινακίο: Glossarium, s. v. "Dominicum;" Casaubon, Extrem. Ross. xiii. § 181; Hooker, Eccle. Pol. v. xiii. 1; Pearson, On the Creed, Art. i. x. Beveridge, On the Thirty-Nine Articles, Art. xix.; Wordsworth, Thesaurus Anglicus, e. i; Geseler, Eccles. History, e. i; French, Study of Words, p. 75), but that the derivation has been too hastily assumed. The arguments in its favor are the following: (1) A similarity of sound. (2) The statement of Waldorf Strabo. (3) The fact that the word κοινακίο was undoubtedly used by Greek ecclesiastics in the sense of "a church," as proved by a reference to the Canons of the Council of Ancyra (Can. xiv., Can. xv. 2, Can. xvi.,), of Laodicea (Can. xxviii.), and of the Council in Trullo (Can. lxiv.), to Maximin's Edict (in Euseb. H. E. ix. 10), to Eunachii's Oration in praise of Constantine (c. xlvii.), to the Apostolical Constitutions (ii. 59), to Cyril of Jerusalem (Catech. xviii.), and to a similar use of "Dominium" by Cyprian, Jerome, Rufinus, etc. (4) The possibility of its having passed as a theological term from the Greek into the Teutonic and Slavonic languages. (5) The ambiguous meaning and derivation of the Ethopic word for Church, which signifies "the house of Christ." On the other hand it requires little acquaintance with philology to know that (1) similarity of sound proves nothing, and is capable of raising only the fondest presumption. (2) A medieval writer's guess at an etymology is probably founded wholly on similarity of sound, and is as worthless as the derivations with which an Augustinian scholar has disfigured (Moroni derives Chiesa from κοινακίο in his Dizionario storico-ciascisticato, and Waldair Strabo derives the words vater, matter, from the Greek through the Latin, hert from kern, moner and mouth from μόση, in the same breath as kirche from κοινακίο). (3) Although κοινακίο is bound, signifying a church," it is no more the common term used by Greeks, than Dominium is the common term used by Latins. It is therefore unlikely that it should have been adopted by the Greek missionaries and teachers, and adopted by them so decidedly as to be thrust into a foreign language. (4) Nor is there any probable way pointed out by which the importation was effected. Waldair Strabo, indeed (loc. cit.), attributes it, not obscurely, so far as the Teutonic tongues are concerned, to Lithis; and following him, Trench says (loc. cit.) that the first converted to the Christian faith, the first therefore that had a Christian vocabulary, lent the word in their turn to the other German tribes, among others to our Anglo-Saxon forefathers. "Had it been so introduced, Ulthi's "peaceful and populous colony of shepherds and herdsmen on the pictures below Mount Haunus" (Milman, i. 272), could never have adopted the language of the whole Teutonic race in all its dialects. But in matter of fact we find that the word employed by Ulthi in his version of the Scriptures is not any derivative of κοινακίο but, as we should have expected, ab Papst (Rom. xxvi. 23; 1 Cor. xvi. 19 et passim). This theory therefore falls to the ground, and with it any attempt at showing the way in which the word passed across into the Teutonic languages. No special hypothesis has been brought forward to account for its admission into the Slavonic tongues, and it is enough to say that, unless we have evidence to the contrary, we are justified in assuming that the Greek missionaries in the 9th century did not adopt a term in their intercourse with strangers, which they barely, if at all, used in ordinary conversation amongst themselves. (5) Further, there is no reason why the word should have passed into these two languages rather than into Latin. The Latin Church, however, had a Greek connection, and it introduced the Greek word for Church into the Latin tongue; but this word was not cypriacum
it was ecclesia; and the same influence would no doubt have introduced the same word into the northern languages, had it introduced any word at all. (6) Finally, it is hard to find examples of a Greek word being adopted into the Teutonic dialects, except through the medium of Latin. On the whole, the corresponding form of the word in the Teutonic languages that Strabo should have imposed it on the world so long. It is difficult to say what is to be substituted. There was probably some word which, in the language from which the Teutonic and Slavonic are descended, designated the old heathen places of religious assembly, and this word, having taken different forms in different dialects, was adopted by the Christian missionaries. It was probably connected with the Latin circus, circularis, and with the Greek κύκλος, possibly also with the Welsh cyhch, cyf, cynhych, or cor. Lipsius, who was the first to reject the received tradition, was probably right in his suggestion, "Credo et a circlo Kirch nostrum esse, quia veterum tempora instar Circus rotundae" (Epist. ad Belga, Cent. iii. Ep. 44).

II. The word ἐκκλησία is no doubt derived from ἐκκλαίω, and in accordance with its derivation it originally meant an assembly called out by the magistrates, or by legitimate authority. This is the ordinary classical sense of the word. But it throws no light on the nature of the institution so designated in the New Testament. For to the writers of the N. T. the word had now lost its primary signification, and was either used generally for any meeting (Acts xix. 32), or more particularly, it denoted (1) the religious assemblies of the Jews (Dent. iv. 19, xvii. 16, op. LXX.); (2) the whole assembly or congregation of the Israelitish people (Acts vii. 52; Heb. ii. 12; Ps. xxi. 22; Deut. xxxi. 30, op. LXX.). It was in this last sense, in which it answered to בַּשָׁבָת, that the word was adopted and applied by the writers of the N. T. to the Christian congregation. The word ἐκκλησία, therefore, does not carry us back further than the Jewish Church. It implies a resemblance and correspondence between the old Jewish Church and the recently established Christian Church, but nothing more. Its etymological sense having been already lost when adopted by and for Christians, is only misleading if pressed too far. The chief difference between the words "ecclesia" and "church," would probably consist in this, that "ecclesia" primarily signified the Christian body, and secondarily the place of assembly; while the first signification of "church" was the place of assembly, which imparted its name to the body of worshippers.

III. The Church as described in the Gospels. — The word occurs only twice, each time in Matt. (xvi. 18, "On this rock will I build my Church:" xvii. 17, "Tell it unto the Church"). In every other case it is spoken of as the kingdom of heaven by St. Matthew, and as the kingdom of God by St. Mark and St. Luke. St. Mark, St. Luke, or both, use the expression kingdom of heaven. St. John once uses the phrase kingdom of God (iii. 3). St. Matthew occasionally peaks of the kingdom of God (vi. 33, xxi. 31, 43), and sometimes simply of the kingdom (iv. 23, xiii. 19, xxiv. 14). In xii. 41 and xvi. 28, it is the Son of Man's kingdom. In xx. 21, thy kingdom, e. c. Christ's. In the one Gospel of St. Matthew the Church is spoken of no less than thirty-six times as the kingdom. Other descriptions or titles we hardly found in the Evangelists. It is Christ's household (Matt. x. 25), the salt and light of the world (x. 13, 15), Christ's flock (Matt. xxvi. 31; John x. 1), its members are the branches growing on Christ the Vine (John xvi.); but the general description of it, not metaphorically but directly, is, that it is a kingdom. In Matt. xvi. 19, the kingdom of heaven is formed in language which is identified with ἐκκλησία. From the Gospel then, we learn that Christ was about to establish his heavenly kingdom on earth, which was to be the substitute for the Jewish Church and kingdom, now doomed to destruction (Matt. xxi. 43). Some of the qualities of this kingdom are illustrated by the parables of the tares, the mustard seed, the leaven, the hid treasure, the pearl, the draw-net. The spiritual laws and principles by which it is to be governed, by the parables of the talents, the husbandmen, the wedding feast, and the ten virgins. It is not of this world though in it (John xviii. 36). It is to embrace all the nations of the earth (Matt. xvi. 19). The means of entrance into it is Baptism (Matt. xxviii. 19). The conditions of belonging to it are faith (Mark xvi. 16) and obedience (Matt. xxviii. 20). Participation in the Holy Supper is its perpetual token of membership, and the means of supporting the life of its members (Matt. xxvi. 26; John vi. 51; I Cor. xi. 26). Its members are given to Christ by the Father out of the world, and sent by Christ into the world; they are sanctified by the truth (John xvii. 19); and they are to live in love and unity, cognizable by the external world (John xiii. 34, xvi. 23). It is to be established on the Rock of Christ's Divinity, as confessed by Peter the representative (for the moment) of the Apostles (Matt. xvi. 18). It is to have authority in spiritual cases (Matt. xviii. 17). It is to be never deprived of Christ's presence and protection (xxviii. 20), and to be never overthrown by the power of hell (xvi. 18).

IV. The Church as described in the Acts and in the Epistles — Its Origin, Nature, Constitution, and Growth. — From the Gospels we learn little in the way of detail as to the kingdom which was to be established. It was in the very first forty days that intervened between the Resurrection and the Ascension that our Lord explained specifically to his Apostles the things pertaining to the kingdom of God" (Acts i. 3), that is, his future Church. Its Origin. — The removal of Christ from the earth had left his followers a scattered company with no bond of external or internal cohesion, except the memory of the Master whom they had lost, and the recollection of his injunctions to unity and love, together with the occasional glimpses of his presence which were vouchsafed them. They continued together, meeting for prayer and supplication, and waiting for Christ's promise of the gift of the Holy Ghost. They numbered in all some 140 persons, namely, the eleven, the faithful women, the Lord's mother, his brethren, and 120 disciples. They had faith to believe that there was a work before them which they were about to be called to perform; and that they might be ready to do it, they filled up the number of the Twelve by the appointment of Matthias "to be a true witness" with the eleven of the Resurrection." The Day of Pentecost is the birth-day of the Christian Church. The Spirit, who was then sent by the Son from the Father, and rested on each of the Disciples, combined them once more into a whole — combined them as they never had before been combined, by an internal and spiritual bond of cohesion. Before
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they had been, individual followers of Jesus, now they became his mystical body, animated by his Spirit. The nucleus was formed. Agglomeration and development would do the rest.

Its Nature. — St. Luke explains its nature by describing in narrative form the characteristics of the society formed by the union of the original 120 Disciples with the 3000 souls who were converted on the Day of Pentecost. “Then they that gladly received his word were baptized, . . . And they continued steadfastly in the Apostles’ doctrine and fellowship, and in breaking of bread and in prayers” (Acts ii. 41). Here we have indirectly exhibited the essential conditions of Church Communion. They are (1) Baptism, Baptism implying on the part of the recipient repentance and faith; (2) Apostolic Doctrine; (3) Fellowship with the Apostles; (4) the Lord’s Supper; (5) Public Worship. Every requisite for church-membership is here enumerated not only for the Apostolic days, but for future ages. The conditions are exclusive as well as inclusive, negative as well as positive. St. Luke’s definition of the Church, then, would be the congregation of the baptized, in which the faith of the Apostles is maintained, connection with the Apostles is preserved, the Sacraments are duly administered, and public worship is kept up. The earliest definition (virtually) given of the Church is likewise that which St. Paul adopts in his day. He imparts the name of “The Church” (the first time that the word is used as denoting an existing thing), and to it, constituted as it was, he states that there were daily added of σωτηρίας (ii. 47). By this expression he probably means those who were “saving themselves from their own sedition” (τι μετανοείν), were “saved,” added, however, “to the Church” not by their own mere volition, but “by the Lord,” and so became the elect people of God, sanctified by his Spirit, and described by St. Paul as “delivered from the power of darkness and translated into the kingdom of his dear Son” (Col. i. 13). St. Luke’s treating the Church of the earliest, not dogmatically, he does not directly enter further into the essential nature of the Church. The community of goods, which he describes as being universal amongst the members of the infant society (τι μετανοείν, iv. 42), is specially declared to be a voluntary practice (κοινονία), and as a necessary duty of Christians as such (comp. Acts ix. 36, 30, xi. 29).

From the illustrations adopted by St. Paul in his Epistles, we have additional light thrown upon the nature of the Church. Thus (Rom. xi. 17), the Christian Church is described as being a branch grafted on the already existing olive-tree, showing that it was no new creation, but a development of that spiritual life which had flourished in the Patriarchal and in the Jewish Church. It is described (Rom. xii. 4; I Cor. xii. 12) as one body made up of many members with different offices, to exhibit the close cohesion which ought to exist between Christian and Christian; still more it is described as the body, of which Christ is the Head (Eph. i. 22), so that members of his Church are members of Christ’s body, of his flesh, his bone (Eph. v. 31, 32; Col. ii. 19). In short, Christ is the head union between Christ and his people; again, as the temple of God built upon the foundation-stone of Jesus Christ (1 Cor. iii. 11), and by a slight change of metaphor, as the temple in which God dwells by his Spirit, the Apostles and prophets forming the foundation, and Jesus Christ the chief cornerstone, i.e., probably the foundation corner-stone (Eph. ii. 20). It is also the city of the saints and the household of God (Eph. ii. 19). But the passage which is most illustrative of our subject in the Epistles is Eph. iv. 3, 6. "Endeavoring to keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace. There is one body, and one Spirit, even as ye are called in one hope of your calling; one Lord, one faith, one baptism, one God and Father of all, who is above all, and through all, and in you all." Here we see what it is that constitutes the unity of the Church in the mind of the Apostle: (1) unity of Headship, “one Lord;” (2) unity of belief, “one faith;” (3) unity of Sacraments, “one baptism;” (4) unity of hope of eternal life, “one hope of your calling” (comp. Tit. i. 2); (5) unity of love, “unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace;” (6) unity of organization, “one body.” The Church, then, at this period was a body of baptized men and women who believed in Jesus as the Christ, and in the redemption made by Him, who were united by having the same faith, hope, and animating Spirit of love, the same Sacraments, and the same spiritual invisible Head.

What was the Constitution of this body? — On the evening of the Day of Pentecost, the 3,140 members of which it consisted were (1) Apostles, (2) previous disciples, (3) converts. We never afterwards find any distinction drawn between the Apostles and the other men who were converted. They were uniformly said to be Apostles throughout stand apart. Here, then, we find two classes, Apostles and converts — teachers and taught. At this time the Church was not only morally but actually one congregation. Soon, however, its numbers grew so considerably that it was a physical impossibility that all its members should come together in one spot. It became, therefore, an aggregate of congregations. But its essential unity was not affected by the accidental necessity of meeting in separate rooms for public worship; the bond of cohesion was still the same. The Apostles, who had been closest to the Lord Jesus in his life on earth, would doubtless have formed the centres of the several congregations of hearing believers, and besides attending at the Temple for the national Jewish prayer (Acts iii. 11), and for the purpose of teaching (iv. 42), they were the great itinerant preachers to whom the converts assembled "teaching and preaching," and "breaking bread," and "distributing" the common goods "as each had need" (vi. 46, iv. 35, v. 42). Thus the Church continued for apparently some seven years, but at the end of that time the "number of disciples was so greatly multiplied" (Acts vi. 1) that the Twelve Apostles found themselves to be too few to carry out these works united. They therefore for the first time exercised the powers of mission intrusted to them (John xvi. 21), and by laying their hands on the Seven who were recommended to them by the general body of Christians, they appointed them to fulfill the secular task of distributing the common stock, which they had themselves hitherto performed, retaining the functions of praying, and preaching, and administering the sacraments in these new works. They thereby for the first time least answered what the office of these Seven is to be identified with that of the διάκονοι elsewhere found. They are not called deacons in Scripture, and it has been supposed by some that they were extraordinary officers appointed for the occasion to see that the Hellenistic widows had their fair share of the goods distributed amongst the
poor believers, and that they had no successors in their office. If this be so, we have no account given us of the institution of the Deaconate: the Deacons, like the Presbyters, are found existing, but the circumstances under which they were brought into existence were not recorded. We must look to the other hypothesis, which makes the Seven the originals of the Deacons. Being found apt to teach, they were likewise invested, almost immediately after their appointment, with the power of preaching to the unconverted (vi. 10) and of baptizing (viii. 38). From this time, therefore, or from about this time, there existed in the Church — (1) the Apostles; (2) the Deacons and Evangelists; (3) the Priests; (4) the Bishop and the Presbyters. After the first Church-officer till the year 44, seven years after the appointment of the deacons. We find that there were then in the Church of Jerusalem officers named Presbyters (xi. 30) who were the assistants of James, the chief administrator of that Church (xii. 17). The circumstances of their first appointment are not recorded. No doubt they were similar to those under which the Deacons were appointed. As in the case of Titus, it appears that the whole work of the ministry was too great for them, and they therefore placed a portion of it, namely, distributing alms to the brethren and teaching Christ to the heathen, on the deacons, so a few years later they would have found that what they still retained was yet growing too burdensome, and consequently they devolved another portion of their ministerial authority on another order of men. The name of Presbyter or Elder implies that the men selected were of mature age. We gather incidentally that they were ordained by Apostle or other authority (xiv. 23, Tit. i. 5). We find them associated with the Apostles as distinguished from the main body of the Church (Acts xii. 24, 4), and again as standing between the Apostles and the brethren (xxv. 23). Their office was to pasture the Church of God (xx. 28), to rule (1 Tim. v. 17) the flock over which the Holy Ghost had made them overseers or bishops (Acts xxv. 28; Phil. i. 1; 1 Tim. iii. 1, 2; Tit. i. 7), and to pray with and for the members of their congregations (James v. 14). Thus the Apostles would seem to have invested these Presbyters with the full powers which they themselves exercised, excepting only in respect to those functions which they discharged in relation to the general regimen of the whole Church as distinct from the several congregations which formed the whole body. These functions they still reserved to themselves. By the year 44, therefore, there were in the Church of Jerusalem — (1) the Apostles holding the government of the whole body in their own hands; (2) Presbyters invested by the Apostles with authority for conducting public worship in each congregation; (3) Deacons or Evangelists similarly invested with the lesser power of preaching and of baptizing unbelievers, and of distributing the common goods among the brethren. The same order was established in the Gentile Churches founded by St. Paul, the only difference being that those who were called Presbyters in Jerusalem bore indiscriminately the name of Bishops (Phil. i. 1; 1 Tim. iii. 1, 2; Tit. i. 7) and of Presbyters (1 Tim. v. 17; Tit. i. 5) elsewhere. It was in the Church of Jerusalem that another order of the ministry found its exemplar. The Apostles, we find, remained in Jerusalem (Acts viii. 1) or in the neighborhood (viii. 14) till the persecution of Herod Agrippa in the year 44. The death of James, the son of Zebedee, and the imprisonment and flight of Peter, were the signal for the dispersion of the Apostles. One remained behind — James the brother of the Lord, whom we identify with the Apostle, James the son of Alphæus [James the Less]. He had not witnessed the death of James, or at least not till it was reported, but his Judicial asceticism and general character would have made him an object of popularity with his countrymen, and even with the Pharisaical Herod. He remained unmolested, and from this time he is the acknowledged head of the Church of Jerusalem. A consideration of Acts xii. 17, xv. 13, 19, xxi. 18; Gal. ii. 2, 9, 12; will remove all doubt on this head. In the Acts, before Herod had put them to death, it would seem, on a level with Peter (Gal. i. 18, 19; Acts ix. 27), and it has been thought that he received special instructions for the functions which he had to fulfill from the Lord himself (1 Cor. xviii. 7; Acts i. 3). Whatever his preeminence was, he appears to have borne no special title indicating it. The example of the Mother Church of Jerusalem was again followed by the Pauline Churches. As in Jerusalem, so in the second instance, Timothy and Titus had the title, but it is impossible to read the Epistles addressed to them without seeing that they had an authority superior to that of the ordinary bishops or priests with regard to whose conduct and ordination St. Paul gives them instruction (1 Tim. iii., v. 17, 19; Tit. i. 5). Thus, we then, see that where the Apostles were themselves able to superintend the Churches which they had founded, the Church in question consisted of — (1) Apostles; (2) Bishops or Priests; (3) Deacons and Evangelists. When the Apostles were unable to give personal superintendence, they delegated that power which they had in common to one of themselves, as in Jerusalem, or to one in whom they had confidence, as at Ephesus and in Crete. As the Apostles died off, these Apostolic Delegates necessarily multiplied. By the end of the first century, when St. John was the only Apostle that now survived, they would have been established in every country, as Crete, and in every large town where there were several bishops or priests, such as the seven towns of Asia mentioned in the book of Revelation. These superintendents appear to be addressed by St. John under the name of Angels. With St. John's death the Apostolic College was extinguished, and the Apostolic Delegates or Angels were left to fill their places in the government of the Church, not with the full unrestricted power of the Apostles, but with authority only to be exercised in limited districts. In the next century we find that these officers bore the name of Bishops, while those who in the first century were called indifferently Presbyters or Bishops had now only the title of Presbyters. We conclude, therefore, that the title bishop was gradually dropped by the second order of the ministry, and applied specifically to those who represented what James, Timothy, and Titus had been in the Apostolic age. Thenobret says expressly, "The same persons were anciently called promiscuously both bishops and presbyters, whilst those who are now called bishops were called apostles, but shortly after the name of apostle was appropriated to such as were apostles indeed, and then the name bishop was given to those before called apostles." (Comm. in 1 Tim. iii. 1). There are other names found in the Acts and in the Epistles which the light thrown backward by early ecclesiastical history showed has to have been the titles of those who exercised func
The history of the growth of the Church, so far as we know it, is identical with the history of St. Paul. In his three journeys he carried Christianity through the chief cities of Asia Minor and Greece. His method appears almost invariably to have been this: he presented himself on the Sabbath at the Jewish synagogue, and having first preached the doctrine of a suffering Messiah, he next identified Jesus with the Messiah (xviii. 3). His arguments on the first head were listened to with patience by all; those on the second point wrought conviction in some (xviii. 4), but raised the rest to persecute him (xvii. 5). On finding his words rejected by the Jews, he turned from them to the Gentiles (xviii. 6, xxviii. 28). His captivity in Rome, A. D. 63-65, had the effect of forming a Church out of the Jewish and Greek residents in the imperial city, who seem to have been joined by a few Italians. His last journey may have spread the Gospel westward as far as Spain (Rom. xv. 28; Clemens, Euchesis, Jerome, Chrisostom). The death of James at Jerusalem and of Peter and Paul at Rome, A. D. 67, leaves one only of the Apostles presented distinctly to our view. In the year 70 Jerusalem was captured, and before St. John fell asleep in 98, the Petrine and Pauline converts, the Churches of the circumcision and of the circumcision, had melted into one harmonious and accordant body, spreading in scattered congregations at the least from Babylon to Spain, and from Macedonia to Africa. How far Christian doctrine may have penetrated beyond these limits we do not know.

**Further Growth.** As this is not an ecclesiastical history, we can but glance at it. There were three great impulses which enlarged the borders of the Church. The first is that which began on the day of Pentecost, and continued down to the conversion of Constantine. By this the Roman Empire was converted to Christ, and the Church was, speaking roughly, made conterminous with the civilized world. The second impulse gathered within her borders the l ith ier dur karunon nations formed by the Teton and Celtic tribes, thus winning, or in spite of the overthrow of the Empire, retaining the countries of France, Scotland, Ireland, England, Lombardy, Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Norway. The third impulse gathered in the Slavonian nations. The first of these impulses lasted to the fourth century: the second to the ninth century: the third (beginning in the eleventh century) had reference to the tenth and eleventh centuries. We do not reckon the Nestorian missionary efforts in the seventh century in Syria, Persia, India, and China, nor the post-Reformation exertions of the Jesuits in the East and West Indies, for these attempts have produced no permanent results. Nor, again, do we speak of the efforts now being made in Africa, India, Australia, New Zealand, because it has not yet been shown that except perhaps in the case of New Zealand, whether they will be successful in bringing these countries within the fold of Christ.

**III. The Church in its Constitution.** — We have said that ecclesiastical authority resided (1) in the Apostles; (2) in the Apostles and the Deacons; (3) in the Apostles, the Presbyters, and the Deacons; (4) in the Apostolic Delegates, the Presbyters, and the Deacons; (5) in the Apostles, the Apostolic Delegates, the Presbyters, and the Deacons. And to these successors of the Apostolic Delegates came to be appropriated the title of Bishop, which was originally applied to Presbyters. At the commencement of the second century and thenceforward Bishops, Presbyters, and Deacons are the
sisters of the Church wherever the Church existed. Ignatius's Epistles (in their unadulterated form), and the other records which are preserved to us, are on this point decisive. (See Pearson's Vindication Ignatianæ, pars ii. c. xii. p. 534, ed. Charton.) Bishops were looked upon as Christ's Vicegerents (Cyprian, Ep. 15 (or 69) with ligitation's notes), and also as exarchæ of the Church (Cyprian, Ep. 69 (or 68) and 42 (or 45), Firmilian, Jerome), every bishop's see being entitled a "sedes apostolica." They retained in their own hands authority over presbyters and the function of ordination, but with respect to each other they were equals, whether their see was "at Rome" or at Ephesus."

Within this equal college of bishops there soon arose difference of rank though not of order. Below the city-bishops there sprang up a class of country-bishops (chorépiscopi) answering to the archdeaconies of the English Church, except that they had received episcopal consecration (Hampden, Beveridge, Cave, Ringham), and were enabled to perform some episcopal acts with the sanction of the city-bishops. Their position was ambiguous, and in the fifth century they began to decay and gradually died out. Above the city-bishops there were, in the second century apparently, Metropolitans, and in the third, Patriarchs or Exarchs. The metropolitan was the chief bishop in the civil division of the empire which was called a province (σαραγος). His see was at the metropolis of the province, and he presided over his suffragans with authority similar to, but greater than, that which is exercised in their respective provinces by the two archbishops in England. The authority of the patriarch or exarch extended over the still larger division of the civil empire which was called a diocese. The ecclesiasticum was framed in accord with the exigencies and after the model of the civil polity. When Constantine, therefore, divided the empire into 13 dioceses, "each of which espoused the just measure of a powerful kingdom" (Gibbon, c. xvii.), the Church came to be distributed into 13 (including the city and neighborhood of Rome, 14) diocesan, or, as we should say, national, churches. There was no external bond of government to hold these churches together. They were independent self-governed, combined together into one greater whole by having one invisible Head and one animating Spirit, by maintaining each the same faith and exercising each the same discipline. The only authority which they recognized as capable of controlling their separate action, was that of an Ecumenical Council composed of delegates from each; and these Councils passed canon after canon forbidding the interference of the bishop of any one diocese, that is, district, or country, with the bishop of any other diocese. "Bishops outside a diocese are not to invade the Churches across the borders, nor bring confusion into the Churches," says the second canon of the Council of Constantine, "lest," says the eighth canon of the Council of Ephesus, "the pride of worldly power be introduced under cover of the priestly functions, and by little and little we be deprived of the liberty which our Lord Jesus Christ, the deliverer of all men, has given us by his own blood." But there was a stronger power at work than any which could be controlled by canons. Rome and Constantinople were each the seats of imperial power, and symptoms soon began to appear that the patriarchs of the imperial cities were rival claimants of imperial power in the Church. Rome was in a better position for the struggle than Constantinople, partly because of being Old Rome, she was also of Apostolic foundation. Constantinople could not boast an Apostle as her founder, and she was but New Rome. Still the imperial power was strong in the East when it had fallen in the West, and furthermore the Council of Chalcedon had so far dispensed with the canons and with precedent in respect to Constantinople as to grant the patriarchal jurisdiction over three dioceses, to establish a right of appeal to Constantinople from any part of the Church, and to confirm the decree of the second Council, which elevated the see of Constantinople above that of Alexandria and of Antioch. It was by the Pope of Constantinople that the first overt attempt at erecting a Papal Monarchy was made; and by the Pope of Rome, in consequence, it was fiercely and indignantly denounced. John of Constantinople, said Gregory the Great, was destroying the patriarchal system of government (lib. v. 43; ix. 68); by assuming the profane appellation of Universal Bishop he was anticipating Antichrist (lib. vii. 27, 32), invading the rights of Christ, and initiating the Devil (lib. v. 18). John of Constantinople failed. The successors of Gregory adopted as their own the claims which John had not been able to assert, and on the basis of the False Decretals of Bishops, and of Gratian's Decretum, Nicholas I., Gregory VII., and Innocent III. reared the structure of the Roman in place of the Constantinopolitan Papal Monarchy. From this time the federal character of the constitution of the Church was overthrown. In the West it became wholly despotic, and in the East, though the theory of aristocratical government was and is maintained, the still -cherished title of Ecumenical Patriarch indicates that it is weakness which has prevented Constantinople from erecting at least an Eastern if she could not an Universal Monarchy. In the sixteenth century a further change of constitution occurred. A great part of Europe revolted from the Western despotism. The Churches of England and Sweden returned to, or rather retained, the episcopal form of government after the model of the first centuries. In parts of Germany, of France, of Switzerland, and of Great Britain, a Presbyterian, or still less defined form was adopted, while Rome tightened her hold on her yet remaining subjects, and by destroying all peculiarities of national liturgy and custom, and by depressing the order of bishops except as interpreters of her decrees, converted that part of the Church over which she had sway into a jealous centralized absolutism.

VI. The existing Church.—Its members fall into three broadly-marked groups, the Greek Churches, the Latin Churches, the Eastern Churches. The Orthodox Greek Church consists of the Patriarchate of Constantinople with 135 sees, of Alexandria with 4 sees, of Antioch with 18 sees, who were to act under the bishops of the diocese in which they were situated.
of Jerusalem with 13 sees, of the Russian Church with 65 sees; besides which, there are in Cyprus 3 sees, in Austria 11 sees, in Mount Sinai 1 see, in Montenegro 1 see, in Greece 24 sees. To these must be added, (1.) the Nestorian or Chaldean Church, once spread from China to the Tigris, and from Lake Balkal to Cape Comorin, and ruled by twenty-five Metropolitans and a Patriarch possessing a plenitude of power equal to that of Innocent III. (Nole, Eastern Church, i. 144), but now shrunk to 16 sees. (2.) The Christians of St. Thomas under the Bishop of Mahabar. (3.) The Syrian Jacobites under the Patriarch of Antioch resident at Caramant or Diarbekir. (4.) The Maronites with 9 sees. (5.) The Copts with 13 sees. (6.) The savage, but yet Christian Abyssinians, and (7.) the Armenians, the most intelligent and active minded, but at the same time the most distracted body of Eastern believers.

The Latin Churches are those of Italy with 262 sees, of Spain with 54, of France with 81, of Portugal with 17, of Belgium and Holland with 11, of Austria with 64, of Germany with 24, of Switzerland with 5. Besides these, the authority of the Roman See is acknowledged by 63 Asiatic bishops, 10 African, 136 American, 43 British, and 36 Prelates scattered through the countries where the Church of Greece is predominant.

The Eastern Churches constitute the Anglican communion with 48 sees in Europe, 51 in Canada, America, and the West Indies, 8 in Asia, 8 in Africa, and 15 in Australia and Oceania; of the Church of Norway and Sweden, with 17 sees; of the Churches of Denmark, Prussia, Holland, Scotland, and scattered congregations elsewhere. The members of the Greek Churches are supposed to number 80,000,000; of the Teutonic and Protestant Churches 96,000,000; of the Latin Churches 176,000,000; making a total of 25 per cent. of the population of the globe.

VII. Definitions of the Church.—The Greek Church gives the following: "The Church is a divinely instituted community of men united by the orthodox faith, the law of God, the hierarchy, and the Sacraments" (Fall Creathion of the Orthodox, Catholic, Eastern Church, Moscow, 1839). The Latin Church defines it "the company of Christians, of the profession by the profession of the same faith and the communion of the same sacraments, under the government of lawful pastors, and especially of the Roman bishop as the only Vicar of Christ upon earth" (Bellarm. De Eccl. Fili. iii. 2; see also Devoti Inst. Comm. i, § iv., Romae, 1818). The Church of England, "a congregation of faithful men in which the pure word of God is preached, and the Sacraments be duly ministered according to Christ's ordinance in all these things that of necessity are requisite to the same" (Art. xiv.). The Lutheran Church, "a congregation of saints in which the Gospel is rightly taught and the sacraments rightly administered" (Confessio Augustana, 1631, Art. vii.). The Confesso Helvetica, "a congregation of faithful men called, or collected out of the world, the communion of all saints" (Art. xvii.). The Confesso Saxoniae, "a congregation of men, enbracing the Gospel of Christ, and rightly using the Sacraments" (Art. xii.). The Confesso Belgica, "a true congregation, or assembly of all faithful Christians who look for the whole of their salvation from Jesus Christ alone, as being washed by his blood, and sanctified and sealed by his Spirit" (Art. xxvii.).

These definitions show the difficulty in which the different sections of the divided Church find themselves in framing a definition which will at once accord with the statements of Holy Scripture, and be applicable to the present state of the Christian world. We have seen that according to the Scriptural view the Church is a holy kingdom, established by God on earth, of which Christ is the invisible King—it is a divinely organized body, the members of which are knit together amongst themselves, and joined to Christ their Head, by the Holy Spirit, who dwells in and animates it; it is a spiritual but visible society of men united by constant succession to those who were personally united to the Apostles, holding the same faith that the Apostles held, administering the same sacraments, and like them forming separate, but only locally separate, assemblies, for the public worship of God. This is the Church according to the Divine intention. But as God permits men to mar the perfection of his designs in their behalf, and as men have both corrupted the doctrines and broken the unity of the Church, we must not expect to see the Church of Holy Scripture actually existing in its perfection on earth. It is not to be found, thus perfect, either in the collected fragments of Christendom, or still less in any one of these fragments; though it is possible that one of these fragments might, or another may approach the Scriptural and Apostolic ideal which existed only until sin, heresy, and schism, had time sufficiently to develop themselves to do their work. It has been questioned by some whether Hooker, in his anxious desire after charity and liberality, has not founded his definition of the Church upon too wide a basis; but it is certain that he has pointed out the true principle on which the definition must be framed (Eccl. Pol. v. 68, 6). As in defining a man, he says, we pass by those qualities wherein one man excels another, and take only those essential properties whereby a man differs from creatures of other kinds, so in defining the Church, which is a technical name for the professors of the Christian religion, we must fix our attention solely on that which makes the Christian religion differ from the religions which are not Christian. This difference is constituted by the Christian religion having Jesus Christ, his divinity, his atonement, his mystical Body, or Visible and Invisible, and by the plot of its contemplations and the motive of its actions. The Church, therefore, consists of all who acknowledge the Lord Jesus Christ the blessed Saviour of mankind, who give credit to his Gospel, and who hold his sacraments, the seals of eternal life, in honor. To go further, would be not to define the Church by that which makes it to be what it is, i.e. to declare the being of the Church, but to define it by accident, which may conduce to its well being, but do not touch its innermost nature. From this view of the Church the important consequence follows, that all the baptized belong to the visible Church, whatever or their divisions, crimes, misbeliefs, provided only they are not plain apostates, and directly deny and utterly reject the Christian faith, as far as the same is professly different from infidelity. "Heretics as such are to be touched with the points of the law, till: schismatics as touching the quarrels for which, or the duties in which they divide themselves from their brethren: loose, licentious, and wicked persons, as touching their several offences or crimes, have all forsaken the true Church of God—the Church which is sound and sincere in the doctrine
which they corrupt, the Church that keepeth the bond of union which \( H \) violate, the Church that walketh in the laws of righteousness which they transgress, this very Church of which they have left—howbeit, not altogether left nor forsaken simply the Church, upon the foundation of which they continue built, notwithstanding these breaches whereby they are rent at the top or undernourishment.” (v. 68, 7).

VIII. The Faith, Attributes, and Notes of the Church. —The Nicene Creed is the especial and authoritative exponent of the Church's faith, having been accepted as such by the Ecumenical Councils of Nicea and Constantinople, and ever afterwards regarded as the sacred summary of Christian doctrine. We have the Western form of the same Creed in that which is called the Creed of the Apostles—a name probably derived from its having been the local Creed of Rome, which was the chief Apostolic see of the West. An expansion of the same Creed, made in order to meet the Arian errors, is found in the Creed of St. Athanasius.

The Confessions of Faith of the Synod of Bethlehem (A. D. 1672), of the Council of Trent (completely known as Pope Pius' Creed, A. D. 1564), of the Synod of London (A. D. 1562), of Augsburg, Switzerland, Saxony, &c., stand on a lower level, as binding on the members of certain portions of the Church, but not being the Church's Creeds. The attributes of the Church are drawn from the expressions of the Creeds. The Church is described as One, Holy, Catholic, Apostolic. Its Unity consists in having one object of worship (Eph. iv. 6), one Head (Eph. iv. 15), one body (Rom. xii. 5), one Spirit (Eph. iv. 4), one faith (ib. 13), hope (ib. 4), love (1 Cor. xiii. 14), the same sacraments (ib. x. 17), discipline and worship (Acts ii. 42). Its Holiness depends on its Head and Spirit, the means of grace which it offers, and the holiness that it demands of its members (Eph. iv. 21). Its Catholicity consists in its being composed of many national Churches, not confined as the Jewish Church to one country (Mark xvi. 15); in its enduring to the end of time (Matt. xxviii. 20); in its teaching the whole truth, and having at its disposal all the means of grace vouchsafed to man. Its Apostolicity in being built on the foundation of the Apostles (Eph. ii. 20), and continuing in their doctrine and fellowship (Acts ii. 42). The notes of the Church are given by its profession and the theologians of his school, as being the title "Catholic," "antiquity, succession, extent, papal succession, primitive doctrine, unity, sanctity, efficacy of doctrine, holiness of its authors, miracles, prophecy, confession of foes, unhappy end of opponents, temporal good-fortune (Bellarm. Contr. tom. ii. lib. iv. p. 1233, Ingeolst, 1580); by Dean Field as (1) the complete profession of the Christian faith; (2) the use of certain appointed ceremonies and sacraments; (3) the union of men in their profession and the use of these sacraments under lawful pastors (Of the Church, bk. ii. c. ii. p. 65). It is evident that the notes by which the Church is supposed to be distinguished must differ according to the definition of the Church accepted by the theologian who assigns them, because the true notes of a thing must necessarily be the essential properties of that thing. But each theologian is likely to assume them apart as such, to which he believes his own branch or part of the Church to exalt others as the notes of the Church Universal.

IX. Distinctions. — "For lack of diligent ob-


CHURCHES

CILICIA


H. B. S. & F. M. 2d. 

*CHURCHES, ROBBERS OF, is the translation (A. V.) of ἱππαρχοι (Acts xix. 37) which should be render-ings of temples or of sacrificial service. The Ephesian town-clerk declared that no accusation like this could be brought against Paul and his companions, Gaius and Aristarchus. The temples of the heathen contained images of gold and silver, votive offerings and other gifts, which were often plundered. "Churches," when our version was made, denoted places of pagan as well as of Christian worship, and hence this latter application of the term, which is now so incongruous, was not improper then. For examples of this wider usage in the older writers, see Trench, Authorized Version, Av., p. 42 (ed. 1859). 2d. 

CHUSHAN-RISHAIATHIM (*חָעָשָׁן-רִשְׁלַאיָתִים*; [Comp. Ḫου subparagraph] Chamis Roshathaim), the king of Mesopotamia who oppressed Israel during eight years in the generation immediately following Joshua (Judg. iii. 8). The seat of his dominion was probably the region between the Euphrates and the Khabur, to which the name of Mesopotamia always attached in a special way. In the early cuneiform inscrip-

tions this country appears to be quite distinct from Assyria: it is inhabited by a people called Nuzi, who are divided into a vast number of petty tribes and offer but little resistance to the Assyrian armies. No centralized monarchy is found, but as none of the Assyrian historical inscriptions date earlier than about n. c. 1100 which is some centuries later than the time of Chushan, it is of course quite possible that a very different condition of things may have existed in his day. In the weak and divided state of Western Asia at this time, it was easy for a brave and skillful chief to build up rapidly a vast power, which was apt to crumble away almost as quickly. The case of Solomon is an instance. Chushan-Rishaiatham's yoke was broken from the neck of the people of Israel at the end of eight years by Othniel, Caleb's nephew (Judg. iii. 10) and nothing more is heard of Mesopotamia as an aggressive power. The rise of the Assyrian empire, about n. c. 1270, would naturally reduce the bordering nations to insignificance. G. R. 2d. 

CHUSI (חֻזִּי; Alex. Χοσέ]]; [Abb. Comp. Χοσέ'] Vulg. omit's), a place named only in Judith viii. 18, as near Ekron, and upon the brook Machmutha, a stream which runs in central Palestine, but all the names appear to be very corrupt, and are not recognizable. 2d. 

CHUZA (properly CHUSAS; Ἁζας [Chusas or -se]), εὐστήρως, or house-steward of Herod (Anti-

pater), whose wife Joanna (Ἰωάννης, ש"זח"ז), having been healed by our Lord either of possession by an evil spirit or of a disease, became attached to that body of women who accompanied Him on his journeys (Luke viii. 3): and, together with Mary Magdalen and Mary the mother of James, having come early to the sepulchre on the morning of the resurrection, to bring spices and ointments to complete the burial, brought word to the Apostles that the Lord was risen (Luke xvi1. 10). 2d. 

CICCARR (ג'גג'). [JORDAN; TOPOGRAPH-

ICAL TERMS.] CILICIA (Κιλίκια), a maritime province in the S. E. of Asia Minor, bordering on Pamphylia in the W., Lycaonia and Cappadocia in the N., and Syria in the E. Lofty mountain chains separate it from these provinces, Mons Amannus from Syria, and Antitaurus from Cappadocia; these barriers can be surmounted only by a few difficult passes: the former by the Porte Amamuda at the head of the valley of the Pinharas, the latter by the Porte Cilicia near the sources of the Cydnus; towards the S., however, an outlet was afforded between the Shus Issiues and the spurs of Amans for a road, which afterwards crossed the Porte Syrie in the direction of Antioch. The sea-coast is rock-bound in the W., low and shelving in the E.; the chief rivers are the Pinharas, the Cydnus, and the Calycadnus; were impossible to vessels of any size from sand-bars formed at their mouths. The western portion of the province is intersected with the ridges of Anti-

taurus, and was denominated Trachea, rough, in contradistinction to Pelus, the level district in the E. The latter portion was remarkable for its beauty and fertility, as well as for its luxurious climate: hence it became a favorite residence of the Greeks after its incorporation into the Macedonian empire, and its capital Taras was elevated into the seat of a celebrated school of philosophy. The connection between the Jews and Cilicia dates from the time when it became part of the Syrian kingdom. Antiochus the Great is said to have introduced 2000 families of the Jews into Asia Minor, many of whom probably settled in Cilicia (Joseph. Ant. xii. 3, § 4). In the Apostolic age they were still there in considerable numbers (Acts vi. 9). Cilician mercenaries, probably from Trachae, served in the body-guard of Alexander Jannaeus (Joseph. Ant. xii. 13, § 5; B. j. i. 4, § 3). Joseph of Cilicia with the Tardish of Gen. x. 4: μή εἰς δὲ θαρσήσεσθαι σὺν οἴκοις τοῦ παλαία ἢν Κιλίκια (Ant. i. 6, § 1). Cilicia was from its geographical

* Hence the close connection which exists between Syria and Cilicia, as indicated in Acts xv. 25, 41 Gal. i. 21.
CINNAMON

CINNAMON (κύπαρις; קְפָרִי): κυπάρισσον: κυπαρίσσιον), a well-known aromatic substance, the rind of the Laurus cinna/amonum, called Co- navedo-g brother in Ceylon. It is mentioned in Ex. xxx. 23 as one of the component parts of the holy anointing oil, which Moses was commanded to prepare; in Prov. vii. 17 as a perfume for the bed; and in Cant. iv. 13 as one of the plants of the garden which is the image of the spouse. In Rev. xvi. 13 it is enumerated among the merchandise of the great Babylon. *It was imported into Judaea by the Phenicians or by the Arabs, and is now found in Sumatra, Borneo, China, &c., but chiefly, and of the best quality, in Ceylon, the S. W. part of Ceylon, where the soil is light and sandy, and the atmosphere moist with the prevalent southern winds. The stem and boughs of the cinnamon-tree are surrounded by a double rind, the exterior being whitish or gray, and almost inodorous and tasteless; but the inner one, which consists properly of two closely connected rinds, furnishes, if dried in the sun, that much-valued brown cinnamon which is imported to us in the shape of thin bars, eight or ten of which, rolled one into the other, form sometimes a quill. It is this inner rind which is called in Ex. xxx. 23, κυπάρισσος, "spicy cin- namon" (Kalisch ed loc.). From the coarse pieces of oil of cinnamon is obtained, and a finer kind of oil is also got by boiling the ripe fruit of the tree. This last is used in the composition of incense, and diffuses a most delightful scent when burning.

Herodotus (iii. 111) ascribes to the Greek word κυπάρισσον a Phenician, i. e. a Semitic origin. His words are: οὐράθα δὲ λέγουσα μεγαλάς φορέοι ταῖς τὰ κάρφοις, τὰ χρύσα ἀπὸ Φονικῶν μαθέτες κυπαρίσσω καλεῖσμαι. The meaning of the Heb. root קְפָרִי is doubtful.

The Arab. كَفَّارْي is to smell offensively like vanil- nut-oil. Gesenius suggests that the word might have had the notion of lifting up or standing up- right, like קְפָרִי, קָפָרִי, קַפָרִי, and so be identical with קְפַרִי, קָפַרִי, קֶפָרִי, which the cinnamon-rind resembles in form when prepared for the market, and has hence been called in the later Latin cannella, in Italian cannella, and in French cimelle. Gesenius (Thes. 1233) corrects his former derivation of the word (in Lex. Mon.) from קְפַרִי as being contrary to grammatical analogy.

W. D.

The reader is referred to Sir E. Tennent’s Ceylon (i. 599) for much interesting information on the subject of the early history of the cinnamon plant. *His writer believes that the earliest knowledge of this substance possessed by the Western nations was derived from China, and that it first reached India and Phoenicia overland by way of Persia: at a later period when the Arabs, the merchants of Sheba,” competed for the trade of Tyre, and carried to her "the chief of all spices" (Ex. xxviii. 22), their supplies were drawn from their African possessions, and the coast of the Troglodyte coast supplied the cinnamon of the far East, and to a great extent excluded it from the market.

With regard to the origin of the word, it is probable that it is derived from the Persian Κιν- namon, i. e. "Chinese anammon" (see Tennent in loc.). Dr. Royle, however, conjectures that it is allied to the Cingalese Синамом, "sweet wood," or the Malayan Kinamom. The brothers C. G. and Th. F. L. Nees von Esenbeck have published a valuable essay, "De Cinnamonum Imagototis" (Annenkien botem. Bonnens. Fasc. i. Bonn., 1823, 4to), to which the reader is referred for additional information.

CINNAMON, ALL (κυπαρίσσια; קְפָרִי): παπαράζης τῆς Ναυποτίας; [Vat. Χερετάθ; Alex. Χερετάθ] ▲vivisopiem Generali, a district named with the land of Naphtali, and other northern places as having been laid waste by Benhadad king of Damascus, the ally of Ass king of Judah (1 K. xv. 20). It probably took its name from the adjacent city or take of the same name (in other passages of the Λ. V. [in modern editions] spelt CHINNEROETH) and was properly the small enclosed district [3 miles long and 1 wide] north of Tiberias, and by the side of the lake, afterwards known as "the plain of Gennesaret." The expression "All Cinnereth" is unusual and may be compared with "All Bithron," — probably, like this, a district and not a town.

CIRAMA. The people of Cidna (de Κεραμε) [Vat. Κεραμα; Alex. Κεραμα] ▲vivisopiem Gentes) and Gal- des came up with Zorobabel from Babylon (1 Esdr. v. 20). [Καραμαί.]

CIRCUMCISION (κύπερτον; περιτομη: cir- cumcision) was peculiarly, though not exclusively, a Jewish rite. It was enjoined upon Abraham, the father of the nation, by God, at the institution, and as the token of the covenant, with the express promise of the Messiah (Gen. xvii.). It was thus made a neces- sary condition of Jewish nationality. Every male child was to be circumcised when eight days old (Lev. xii. 3) on pain of death; a penalty which, in the case of Moses, appears to have been demanded of the father, when the Lord "sought to kill him" because his son was uncircumcised (Ex. iv. 24-25). If the eighth day were a Sabbath the rite was not postponed (John vii. 22, 23). Slaves, whether born or purchased, were circumcised (Gen. xvii. 12, 13); and foreigners must have their males circumcised before they could be allowed to partake of the passover (Ex. xii. 48), or become Jewish citizens (Jud. xiv. 10. See also Esth. viii. 17, where for Heb. בַּתְרָתָא, "became Jews," the LXX. have περιτομήν κατ’ ἱποκάτων). The operation, which was performed with a sharp instru- ment (Ex. iv. 22; Josh. v. 2 [Knipe],) was a painful one, at least to grown persons (Gen. xxiv. 25; Josh. v. 8). It seems to have been customary to name a child when it was circum cised (Luke i. 59).
Various explanations have been given of the fact, that, though the Israelites practised circumcision in Egypt, they neglected it entirely during their journeying in the wilderness ( Josh. v. 5). The most satisfactory account of the matter appears to be, that the nation, having partaken of disobedience in its forty years' wandering, was, as it were, under a temporary rejection by God, and was therefore prohibited from using the sign of the covenant. This agrees with the mention of their disobedience and its punishment, which immediately follows in the passage in Joshua (v. 6), and with the words (v. 9), "This day have I rolled away the reproach of Egypt from off you." The "reproach of Egypt" was the threatened taunt of their former masters that God had brought them into the wilderness to shame them (Exx. xxxii. 12; Num. xiv. 15-16; Deut. ix. 28), which, so long as they remained uncircumcised and wanderers in the desert for their sin, was in danger of falling upon them. (Other views of the passage are given and discussed in Keil's Commentary on Joshua, in Clark's Thol. Libr., p. 129, &c.)

The use of circumcision by other nations beside the Jews is to be gathered almost entirely from sources extraneous to the Bible. The rite has been found to prevail extensively both in ancient and modern times; and among some nations, as, for instance, the Abyssinians, Nabians, modern Egyptians, and Hottentots, a similar custom is said to be practiced by both sexes (see the Pean Cyclopedic, article Circumcision). The Biblical notice of the rite describes it as distinctively Jewish; so that in the N. T. - the "circumcision" (παρθένος) and the uncircumcision (η απόστησις) - are frequently used as synonyms for the Jews and the Gentiles. Circumcision certainly belonged to the Jews as it did to no other people, by virtue of its divine institution, of the religious privileges which were attached to it, and of the strict regulations which enforced its observance. Moreover, the O. T. history incidentally discloses the fact that many, if not all, of the nations with whom they came in contact were uncircumcised. One tribe of the Canaanites, the Hivites, were so, as appears from the story of Hamor and Shechem (Gen. xxxiv.). To the Philistines the epithet "uncircumcised" is constantly applied (Judg. xiv. 5, &c. Hence the force of the narrative, 1 Num. xviii. 25-27). From the great unwillingness of Zipporah to allow her son to be circumcised (Ex. iv. 25), it would seem that the Midianites, though descended from Abraham by Keturah (Gen. xxv. 2), did not practice the rite. The expression "lying uncircumcised," or "lying with the uncircumcised," as used by Ezekiel (e. xxxiii.) of the Egyptians, Assyrians, and others, does not necessarily affirm anything either way, as to the actual practice of circumcision by those nations. The origin of the custom amongst one large section of those Gentiles who follow it, is to be found in the Biblical record of the circumcision of Ishmael (Gen. xvii. 21). Josephus relates that the Arabs were circumcised after the thirteenth year, because Ishmael, the founder of their nation, was circumcised at that age (Ant. i. 12, § 2; see Lane's Med. I, cpyt. ch. ii.). Though Mohammed did not enjoin circumcision in the Koran, he was circumcised himself, according to the custom of his country; and circumcision is now as common amongst the Mohammedans amongst the Jews.

Another passage in the Bible has been thought by some to speak of certain Gentile nations as circumcised. In Jer. ix. 25, 26 (Heb. 24, 25) the expression (בָּשָׁם יַעֲפֹר, ver. 24) which is translated in the A. V. "all them which are circumcised with the uncircumcised," is rendered by Michaelis and Ewald "all the uncircumcised circumcised ones," and the passage understood to describe the Egyptians, Jews, Edomites, Ammonites, and Moabites, as alike circumcised in flesh and uncircumcised in heart. But, whatever meaning be assigned to the particular expression (Rossmiller agrees with the A. V.; Ewald suggests "circumcised in foreskin"), the next verse makes a plain distinction between two classes, of which all the Gentiles (בָּשָׁם יַעֲפֹר), including surely the Egyptians and others just named, was one, and the house of Israel the other; the former being uncircumcised both in flesh and heart, the latter, though possessing the outward rite, yet destitute of the corresponding state of heart, and therefore to be visited as though uncircumcised. The difficulty that thus arises, namely, that the Egyptians are called uncircumcised, whereas Herodotus and other states that they were circumcised, has been obviated by supposing those statements to refer only to the priests, who entered into the lists in the contest, so that the nation generally might still be spoken of as uncircumcised (Herod. ii. 36, 37, 104; and Wes- seling and Bähr in loc.). The testimony of Herodotus must be received with caution, especially as he asserts (ii. 104) that the Syrians in Palestine confessed to having received circumcision from the Egyptians. If he means the Jews, the assertion, though it has been ably defended (see Spencer, de Lev. Bibl. i. § 457; &c.), is not to be reconciled with Gen. xvii.; John vii. 22. If other Syrian tribes are intended, we have the contradiction of Josephus, who writes, "It is evident that no other of the Syrians that live in Palestine besides us alone are circumcised" (Ant. viii. 10, § 3. See Whiston's note there). Of the other nations mentioned by Jeremiah, the Moabites and Ammonites were descended from Lot, who had left Abraham before he received the rite of circumcision; and the Edomites, though made over to be circumcised, were compelled to be so by Hyrcanus (Joseph. Ant. xiii. 9, § 1). The subject is fully discussed by Michaelis (Commentaries on the Laws of Moses, iv. 3, cxxvii.-cxxviii.).

The process of restoring a circumcised person to his natural condition by a surgical operation was sometimes undergone (Velas, de Rel. Medit., viii. 25). Some of the Jews in the time of Antiochus Epiphanes, wishing to assimilate themselves to the heathen around them, built a gymnasion (γυμνασ- σία) at Jerusalem, and that they might not be known to be Jews when they appeared naked in the games, "made themselves uncircumcised" (1 Macc. i. 15, ἀπείθησαν εὐαυτον ἀκροβοστίας: ficevo- rat ut pretytum: Joseph. Ant. xii. § 3, τὴν ἄνων ἄνων πετρινῶν μυστηριάς, κ. τ. λ.). Against having recourse to this practice, from an excessive anti-Judaic tendency, St. Paul cautions the Corinthians in the words "Was any one called being circumcised, let him not become uncircumcised" (μὴ μὴ ἐπιστάσθη τοις ἄνων πετρινῶν μυστηριάς, κ. τ. λ.). Against having recourse to this practice, from an excessive anti-Judaic tendency, St. Paul cautions the Corinthians in the words "Was any one called being circumcised, let him not become uncircumcised" ( μὴ μὴ ἐπιστάσθη τοις ἄνων πετρινῶν μυστηριάς, κ. τ. λ.).

The attitude which Christianity, at its introduction, assumed towards circumcision was one of absolute hostility; so far as the necessity of the rite to salvation, or its possession of any religious
woral worth were concerned (Acts xv.; Gal. v. 2).
But while the Apostles resolutely forbade its imposition by authority on the Gentiles, they made no objection to its practice, as a mere matter of feeling or expediency. St. Paul, who would by no means consent to the demand for Titus, who was a Greek (Gal. ii. 14; Gal. ii. 11), on another occasion had Timothy circumcised to conciliate the Jews, and that he might preach to them with more effect as being one of themselves (Acts xvi. 3).
The Abyssinian Christians still practice circumcision as a national custom. In accordance with the spirit of Christianity, those who ascribed efficacy to the mere outward rite, are spoken of in the N. T. almost with contempt as "the concision" or "carnification" (Rom. xiii. 11), while the claim to be the true circumcision is vociferated by Christians themselves (Phil. ii. 3, 2). An ethical idea is attached to circumcision even in the O. T., where uncircumcised lips (Ex. vi. 12, 30, or ears (Jer. vi. 10), or hearts (Lev. xxvi. 41) are spoken of, i.e., either stammering or dull, closed as it were with a foreskin (Gen. Heb. Lez. s. v. ἄρρητος), or rather rebellions and unholy (Deut. xxx. 6; Jer. iv. 4), because circumcision was the symbol of purity (see Is. lii. 1). Thus the fruit of a tree is called uncircumcised, or in other words unclean (Lev. xix. 23). In the N. T. the ethical and spiritual idea of purity and holiness is fully developed (Col. ii. 11, 13; Rom. ii. 29, 29).

CIS (Rec. T. Kf.) [and so written because the Greek alphabet did not express š]); Lamch. (Tisch. Treg.) with [Sin.] A B C D, Keis. (Ce), Acts xii. 21. [Kist., 1.]

CISARAI [2 syl.] (Kaūrā'ē; [Vat. Alex. F. Kassapou] (Ch), Esth. xi. 2. [Kist., 2.]

CISTERN (§ 12), from γυάνη, die or bore, Gesen. 176: usually Diósicos: cisternas or locas), a receptacle for water, either conducted from an external spring, or proceeding from rain-fall.
The dryness of the summer months between May and September, in Syria, and the scarcity of springs in many parts of the country, make it necessary to collect in reservoirs and cisterns the rain-water, of which abundance falls in the intermediate period (Shaw, Travels, 335: S. Jerome, quoted by Harmer, i. 148; Robinson, i. 430; Kitto, Phys. Geogr. of H. L. 302, 303). Thus the cistern is essentially distinguished from the living spring (§ 2), 'Ain; but from the well βάσις, Beir, only in the fact that Beir is almost always used to denote a place ordinarily containing water rising on the spot, while τῆς, Bôr, is often used for a dry pit, or one that may be left dry at pleasure (Stanley, S. 8. p. 512, 514). [Avn; WELL.]. The larger sort of public tanks or reservoirs, in Arabic, Bîrâch, Hebrew Be'rebâh, are usually called in A. V. "pool," while for the smaller and more private it is convenient to reserve the name cistern.

Both bîrâch and cisterns are frequent throughout the whole of Syria and Palestine, and for the construction of them the rocky nature of the ground affords peculiar facilities either in original excavation, or by enlargement of natural cavities. Dr. Robinson remarks that the inhabitants of all the hill country of Judah and Benjamin are in the habit of collecting water during the rainy season in tanks and cisterns, in the cities and fields, and along the high roads, for the subsistence of themselves and their flocks, and for the comfort of the passing traveller. Many of these are obviously antique, and exist along ancient roads now deserted. On the long forgotten way from Jericho to Bethel, "broken cisterns" of high antiquity are found at regular intervals. Jerusalem is described as "well supplied with water, in a dry neighborhood (xvi. 760), depends mainly for this upon its cisterns, of which almost every private house possesses one or more, excavated in the rock on which the city is built. The following are the dimensions of 4, belonging to the house in which Dr. Robinson resided. (1.) 13 ft. X 8 X 12 deep. (2.) 8 X 4 X 15. (3.) 10 X 10 X 15. (4.) 30 X 30 X 20. The cisterns have usually a round opening at the top, sometimes built up with stonework above, and furnished with a curb and a wheel for the bucket (Eccl. xii. 6), so that they have externally much the appearance of an ordinary well. The water is conducted into them from the roofs of the houses and during the rainy season, and with care remains sweet during the whole summer and autumn. In this manner most of the larger houses and public buildings (Robinson, i. 324-5). Josephus (B. J. iv. 4, § 4) describes the abundant provision for water supply in the towers and fortresses of Jerusalem, a supply which has contributed greatly to its capacity for defense, while the dryness of the neighborhood, verifying Strabo's expression τὴν κύκλωσιν χάρας ἐχον λωτρᾶν καὶ ἀνδρόν, has in all cases hindered the operations of besiegers. Thus Hezekiah stopped the supply of water outside the city in anticipation of the attack of Sennacherib (2 Chron. xxxii. 3). The progress of Antiochus Sidetes, n. c. 134, was at first retarded by want of water, though this want was afterwards unexpectedly relieved (Joseph. Ant. xiii. 8, § 2; Clinton, iii. 331). Josephus also imputes to divine interposition the supply of water with which the army of Titus was furnished after suffering from want of it (B. J. iv. 9, § 4). The crusaders also, during the siege A. D. 1099, were harassed by extreme want of water while the besieged were supplied (Matth. Paris, Hist. pp. 46, 49, ed. Wat.). The defense of Masada by Joseph, brother of Herod, against Antigonus, was enabled to be prolonged, owing to an unexpected replenishing of the cisterns by a shower of rain (Joseph. Ant. xiv. 15, § 2), and in a subsequent passage he describes the cisterns and reservoirs, by which that fortress was plentifully supplied with water, as he had previously done in the case of Jerusalem and Machabaus (B. J. iv. 4, § 4, iv. 6, § 2, viii. 8, § 3). Benjamin of Tudela says very little water is found at Jerusalem, but the inhabitants drink rain-water, which they collect in their houses (Early Trac. p. 84).

Barchardt mentions cisterns belonging to private houses, among other places, at Serrinei, near Allepô (Syria, p. 121), El Bara, in the Orontes valley (p. 152), Dhami and Misens in the Lebanon (pp. 110, 112, 118), Tiberias (p. 331), Kerek in Moab (p. 377), Mount Tabor (p. 331). At some at Haleb, near Gilgal, the dimensions are given by Robinson: — (1.) 7 ft. X 5 X 3 deep. (2.) Nearly the same as (1.). (3.) 12 X 9 X 8. They have one or two steps to descend into them, as they have one with each near Gaza, now disused, described by Sandys as "a mighty cistern, filled only by the rain-water, and descended into by stairs of stone." (Sandys, p. 150; Robinson, ii. 39). Of those at Haleb, some were covered with flat stones resting
on arches, some entirely open, and all evidently ancient (Robinson, iii. 157).

Empty cisterns were sometimes used as prisons and places of confinement. Joseph was cast into a "pit," ܢܰܪܩ (Gen. xxxvii. 22), and his " dungeon" in Egypt is called by the same name (xli. 14). Jeremiah was thrown into a miry and empty cistern, whose depth is intimated by the cords used to let him down (Jer. xxvi. 20). To this prison tradition has assigned a locality near the gate called Herod's gate (Hassheqist, p. 140; Manndrell, Early Trav. p. 418). Vitruvius (viii. 7) describes the method in use in his day for constructing water tanks, but the native rock of Palestine usually superseded the necessity of more art in this work than is sufficient to excavate a basin of the required dimensions.

The city of Alexandria is supplied with water contained in arched cisterns supported by pillars, extending under a great part of the old city (Van Egmont, Travels, ii. 134). [Post: Weil.] H. W. P.

CITHERN (= cithara, κιθάρα, 1 Macc. iv. 54), a musical instrument most probably of Greek origin, employed by the Chaldeans at balls and routs, and introduced by the Hebrews into Palestine on their return thither after the Babylonian Captivity. The cithara was of the guitar species, and was known at a later period as the citara, under which name it is mentioned by the old dramatists as having constituted part of the furniture of a barber's shop. Of the same species is the Cithar or Zither of Southern Germany, Tyrol, and Switzerland.

With respect to the shape of the Cithara or Citharum mentioned in the Apocrypha, the opinion of the learned is divided: according to some it resembled in form the Greek Delta (Δ), others represent it as a half-moon, and others again like the modern guitar. In many eastern countries it is still in use, with strings varying in number from three to twenty-four. Under the name of Kithara, the traveller Nicholas describes it as a wooden plate or dish, with a hole beneath, and a piece of skin stretched above like a drum. Two sticks, joined after the manner of a fan, pass through the skin at the end, and where the two sticks stand apart they are connected by a transversal piece of wood. From the upper end of this wooden triangle to the point below are fastened five chords, which at a little distance above their junction pass over a bridge, like the strings of a violin. The chords are made to vibrate by means of a leather thong fastened to one of the lateral sticks of the triangle. In Mendelssohn's edition of the Psalms representations are given of the several musical instruments met with in the sacred books, and Kithara or Kithara is described by the accompanying figure.

The Cithara, if it be not the same with, resembles very closely, the instruments mentioned in the book of Psalms under the denominations of ܢܰܪܩ, ܪܲܠܲܫܲܐ, ܐܬ݂ܒܲܐ, respectively rendered in the A. V. "cittern," " psalteriy, " " organ. " In Chaldee, Cithara is translated ܡܪܝܐ, the Keri for ܡܪܝܐ; (Dan. iii. 5). In the A. V. ܒܕܚܐ is rendered "cither," and the same word is employed instead of Cithern (1 Macc. iv. 54) in Robert Barker's edition of the English Bible, London, 1615. Gesenius considers Cithara as the same with harp; but Luther translates κιθάρας by mit pijifis, " with pipes." (See Beine to Mendelssohn's Psalms, 21 Pref.; Niebuhr, Travels; Furst's Concordance; Gesenius on the word ܡܪܝܐ.) D. W. M.

CITIES. (1) ܒܠܐ ܡܪܝܐ, plur. of both ܒܠܐ ܡܪܝܐ, "Ar, and also ܒܠܐ ܡܪܝܐ, to keep watch. — Gen. p. 1004, 5; once (Judg. x. 4) in plur. ܒܠܐ ܡܪܝܐ, for the sake of a play with the same word, plur. of ܒܠܐ ܒܠܐ ܡܪܝܐ, a young ass: ܢܘܟܓ蝼: civitates, or urbes. (2) ܒܠܐ ܡܪܝܐ, Kirjath; once in dual. ܒܠܐ ܡܪܝܐ, Kirjathiam (Num. xxxii. 37), from ܫܠܝܚܐ approach as an enemy, prefixed as a name to many names of towns on both sides of the Jordan existing before the conquest, as Kirjath-Arba, probably the most ancient name for city, but seldom used in prose as a proper name for town (Gen. p. 12536; Stanley, S. of P. Ap., p. 80).

The classification of the human race into dwellers in towns and nomad wanderers (Gen. iv. 20, 22) seems to be intimated by the etymological sense of both words, "Ar, or "Ir, and Kirjath, namely, as places of security against an enemy, distinguished from the unwalled village or hamlet, whose resistance is more easily overcome by the marauding tribes of the desert. This distinction is found actually existing in countries, as Persia and Arabia, in which the tent-dwellers are found, like the Rechabites, almost side by side with the dwellers in cities, sometimes even sojourning within them, but not amalgamated with the inhabitants, and in general making the desert their home, and, unlike the Rechabites, robbery their undissembled occupation (Judg. v. 7: Jer. xxxv. 9, 11; Fraser, Persia, 366, 500; Malcolm, Sketches of Persia, 147-156: Durekband, Notes on Rechabites, 157; Wellcome, Words in Arabia, i. 355; Porter, Damascus, ii. 96, 181, 185; Vaux, Nimrod and Persipolis, c. ii. note A; Lavard, Nimrod, ii. 272: Nin. of Bab. 141). [Villages.]

The earliest notice in Scripture of city-building is of Enoch by Cain, in the land of his " exile " (Gen. iv. 17). After the confusion of tongues, the descendants of Nimrod founded Babel, Erech, Accad, and Calneh, in the land of Shinar, and Ashur, a branch from the same stock, built Nineveh, Rechoboth-by-the-river, Calah, and Resen, the last being " a great city." A subsequent passage mentions Shiloh, Gaza, Sodom, Gomorrah, Admah, Zeboim, and Lasha, as cities of the Canaanites, but without implying for them antiquity equal to that of Nineveh and the rest (Gen. x. 10-12, 19, xi. 3, 9, xxxii. 37). Sir H. Rawlinson supposes, (1) that the expedition of Chedorlaomer (Gen. xiv.) was prior to the building of Babylon or Nineveh, indicating a migration or conquest from Persia or Assyria; (2) that by Nimrod is to be understood, not an individual, but a name denoting the "settlements" in the Assyrian plain; and (3) that the names Rechoboth, Calah, &c., when first mentioned, only denoted sites of buildings afterwards erected. He supposes that Nineveh was built about 1256.
... and telling of a century later, when Babylon appears to have existed in the 13th century B.C. If this be correct, we must infer that the places then attacked, Sodom, Gomorrah, etc., were cities of higher antiquity than Nineveh or Babylon, inasmuch as when they were destroyed a few years later, they were cities in every sense of the term. The name Kirjathaem, "double-city" (Gen. xii. 13), indicates an existing city, and not only a site. It may be added that the remains of civic buildings existing in Mesopotamia are evidently very ancient, if not, in some cases, the same as those erected by the aboriginal Emins and Replains. (See also the name Avich, ruins," (Gen. p. 1000); Gen. xxxi. 20, xxxvi. 35; Is xliv. 13; Wilkinson, Arc. Egypt. i. 308; Layard, Nin. & Bib. p. 532; Porter, Danases, i. 309, ii. 196; Rawlinson, Outline of Asyrr. Hist. i. 5, 6.) But though it appears probable that whatever dates may be assigned to the building of Babylon or Nineveh in their later condition, they were in fact rebuilt at those epochs, and not founded for the first time, and that towns in some form or other may have occupied the sites of the later Nineveh or Calah; it is quite clear that cities existed in Syria prior to the time of Abraham, who himself came from "Ur," the "city" of the Chaldeans (Gen. p. 55; Rawlinson, p. 4).

The earliest description of a city, properly so called, is that of Sodom (Gen. xix. 22), but it is certain that from very early times cities existed on the sites of Jerusalem, Hebron, and Danases. The last, said to be the oldest city in the world, must from its unrivalled situation have always commanded a congregated population; Hebron is said to have been built seven years before Zoan (Tanis) in Egypt, and is thus the only Syrian town which presents the elements of a date for its foundation (Num. xviii. 22; Stanley, S. & P. p. 409; Joseph. Antiq. i. 6, 5, 4; Couybeare and Howson, Life and Exp. of St. Paul, i. 94, 96). But there can be no doubt that whatever date may be given to Egyptian civilization, there were inhabited cities in Egypt long before this (Gen. xii. 14, 15; Martineau, Early Life, i. 154; Wilkinson, i. 307; Dict. of Geogr. art. Tanis). The name, however, of Hebron, Kirjath-Arba, indicates its existence at least as early as the time of Abraham, as the city, or fortified place of Arba, an aboriginal province of southern Palestine (Gen. xxii. 2; Josh. xiv. 15). The "tower of Eder," near Bethlehem, or "of flocks" (箖 posix 600), indicates a position fortified against marauders (Gen. xxxv. 21).

Whether the "city of Shidim" be a site or an existing town cannot be determined, but there can be no doubt that the situation of Shechem is as well identified in the present day, as its importance as a fortified place is plain from the Scripture narrative (Gen. xxiii. 18, xxiv. 20, 26; Robinson, ii. 287). On the whole it seems plain that the Canaanite, who was "in the land" before the coming of Abraham, had already built cities of more or less importance, which had been largely increased by the time of the return from Egypt.

Even before the time of Abraham there were cities in Egypt (Gen. xii. 14, 15; Num. xiii. 22; Wilkinson, i. 4, 5). The Israelites, during their sojourn there, were able to build cities of fortification and "treasure cities" of Pithom (Abbâsteû) and Raamses (Ex. i. 11; Herod. ii. 158; Winer, Gesammelte. x. s. v.; Robinson, i. 54, 55) but their nomad habits make it unlikely that they should build, still less fortify, cities of their own in Goshen (Gen. xxxii. 14, xxvii. 11).

Meanwhile the settled inhabitants of Syria on both sides of the Jordan had grown in power and in number of "fenced cities." In the kingdom of Siron are many names of cities preserved to the present day; and in the kingdom of Og, in Bashan, were 60 "great cities with walls and brazen bars," besides unwalled villages; and also 23 cities in Gilead, which were occupied and perhaps partly rebuilt or fortified by the tribes on the east of Jordan (Num. xxxi. 21, 32, 33, 35, xxxii. 1-3, 34, 42; Deut. iii. 4, 5, 14; Josh. xi. 13, 14; 1 K. iv. 13; 1 Chr. ii. 22; Burchardt, Syria, pp. 311, 457; Porter, Danases, i. 195, 196, 206, 250, 275).

On the west of Jordan, whilst 31 "royal" cities are enumerated (Josh. xii.), in the district assigned to Judah 125 "cities" with villages are reckoned (Josh. xvii.); in Benjamin 20; to Simeon 17; Zabulon 12; Issachar 16; Asher 22; Naphtali 19; Dan 17 (Josh. xviii., xix.). But from some of these the possessors were not expelled till a late period, and Jerusalem itself was not captured till the time of David (2 Sam. v. 6-9).

From this the Hebrews became a city-dwelling and agricultural rather than a pastoral people. David enlarged Jerusalem, and Solomon, besides embellishing his capital, also built or rebuilt Tadmor, Palmyra, Gezer, Beth-horon, Hazor, and Megiddo, besides store-cities (2 Sam. v. 7, 9, 10; 1 K. ix. 15-18; 2 Chr. vii. 1). To Solomon also is ascribed by eastern tradition the building of Persepolis (Chardin, Voyage, viii. 390; Mandelslo, i. 4; Kurian, ch. xxxviii.).

The works of Jeroboam at Shechem (1 K. xii. 29; Judg. ix. 43), of Rehoboam (2 Chr. xi. 5-10), of Bussha at Rama, interrupted by Asa (1 K. xv. 22), of Omer at Samaria (xvi. 24), the rebuilding of Jericho in the time of Ahaz (xvi. 34), the works of Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. xvi. 2), of Jotham (2 Chr. xxvii. 4), the rebuilding of Jerusalem, and later still, the works of Herod and his family, belong to their respective articles.

Collections of houses in Syria for social habitation may be classed under three heads:—(1) cities; (2) towns with citadels or towers for resort; and (3) unwalled villages. The cities may be assumed to have been in almost all cases "fortified." e.g. possessing a wall with towers and gates (Lev. xxv. 39; Deut. ix. 1; Josh. xii. 15, vi. 20; 1 Sam. xiii. 7; 1 K. iv. 13; 2 K. vi. 26, vii. 3, viii. 8, 13; Acts ix. 25); and as a mark of conquest was to break down a portion, at least, of the city wall of the captured place, so the first care of the defenders, as of the Jews after their return from captivity, was to rebuild the fortifications (2 K. xiv. 13, 22; 2 Chr. xxvi. 2, 6, xxxii. 14; Neh. iii. 7, vi. 16; 1 Mace. iv. 69, 80, xiv. 45, Xen. Hell. ii. 2, § 15).

But around the city, especially in peaceful times, lay undefended suburbs (istani, περιποιημα, subbarba. 1 Chr. vi. 57 f.; Num. xxxv. 1-5, Josh. xxx.), to which the privileges of the city extended. The city thus became the citadel, while the population overflowed into the suburbs (1 Mace. xii. 61). The absence of walls as indicating security in peaceful times, combined with population, as was the case in the flourishing period of Egypt, is illustrated by the prophet Zechariah (ii. 4; 1 K. iv. 25; Martineau, Early Life, n. 306).

According to Eastern custom, special cities were
applied to furnish special supplies for the service of the state; cities of store, for chariots, for horsemen, for building purposes, for provision for the royal table. Special governors for these and their surrounding districts were appointed by David and by Solomon (1 K. iv. 7, 19; 1 Chr. xxvii. 25). 2 Chr. xvii. 12, xxi. 3; 1 Mac. iv. 28, xiv. 33: Jos. xix. 4. To this practice our Lord alludes in his parable of the pounds, and it agrees with the theory of Hielian government, which was to be conducted by lords of single townships, of 10, 100, or 1000 towns (Luke xix. 17, 19; Elphinston, Inhabit, ch. ii., i. 32, and App. v. p. 485).

To the Levites 48 cities were assigned, distributed throughout the country, together with a certain amount of suburban ground, and out of these 48, 18 were specially reserved for the family of Azron in Judah and 4 in Benjamin, and 6 as refuge cities (Jos. xxi. 13, 42), but after the division of the kingdoms the Levites in Israel lost their cities and resorted to Judah and Jerusalem (2 Chr. xi. 13, 14).

The internal government of Jewish cities was vested before the Captivity in a council of elders with judges, who were required to be priests: Josephus says seven judges with two Levites as officers. piagetas (Deut. xxi. 5, 19, xvi. 18, xix. 17; Ruth iv. 2; Joseph. Antiq. v. 8, § 13). A president or governor appears to have been appointed (1 K. xxii. 20; 2 Chr. xvii. 25); and judges were sent out on circuit, who referred matters of doubt to a council composed of priests, Levites, and elders, at Jerusalem (1 Chr. xxiv. 4, xxvii. 20; 2 Chr. xiv. 5, 8, 10, 11). After the Captivity Ezra made similar arrangements for the appointment of judges (Ezra. vii. 25). In the time of Josephus there appear to have been councils in the provincial towns, with presidents in each, under the directions of the great council at Jerusalem (Joseph. Antiq. xiv. 9, § 4; B. J. ii. 21, § 3; II. 12, 13, 27, 34, 57, 61, 68, 74). [SANCHEZ.]

In many Eastern cities much space is occupied by gardens, and thus the size of the city is much increased (Nicolai, Voyage, ii. 172, 238; Conybeare and Howson, i. 96; Fenton, p. 240). The vast extent of Nineveh and of Babylon may thus be in part accounted for. (Diod. i. 20; Quatrem. Curt. vi. 26; Jos. i. 11; Chardin, Voy. vii. 274, 284; Porter, Domanicus, i. 153; P. della Valle, ii. 331). In most Oriental cities the streets are extremely narrow, seldom allowing more than two loaded waggons, or one caleed and two foot passengers, to pass each other, though it is clear that some of the streets of Nineveh must have been wide enough for chariots to pass each other (Nah. ii. 5; Olearius, Trav. pp. 204, 309; and D'Hervey, Trav. in Arabia, i. 183; Buckingham, Arab Tribes, p. 339; Mrs. Poole, Englishmen in Egypt, i. 141). The word for streets used by Nahum — בַּתַּיִל מְנֹּת, from בַּתַּיִל, is used also of streets or broad places in Jerusalem (Prov. i. 29; Jer. v. 1, xvii. 4; Cant. iii. 2); and it may be remarked that the παρευρέων, by which the sick were brought to receive the shadow of St. Peter (Acts v. 15) were more likely to be ordinary streets than the special παρευρέων of the city, since it seems likely that the immense concourse which resorted to Jerusalem at the feasts would induce wider streets than in other cities. Herod built in Antioch a wide street paved with stone, and having covered ways on each side. Agram P. Pavel Jerusalem with white stone (Joseph. Antiq. xvi. 5, § 2, 3, xx. 9, § 7). The straight street of Damascus is still clearly defined and reccognizable (Ibry and Mangles, v. 86; Robinson, iii. 454, 455).

In building Ceusarea, Josephus says that Herod was careful to carry out the drainage effectually. Joseph. Antiq. xvi. 5, § 14. We determine whether the internal commerce of Jewish cities was carried on as now by means of bazaars, but we read of the bakers' street (Jer. xxxvii. 21), and Josephus speaks of the wool market, the hardware market, a place of blacksmiths' shops, and the clothes market, at Jerusalem (B. J. v. 8, § 1).

The open spaces (παρευρέων) near the gates of towns were in ancient times, as they are still used, as places of assembly by the elders, of holding courts by kings and judges, and of general resort by citizens (Gen. xxii. 10; Ruth iv. 1; 2 Sam. vi. 2, xviii. 21; 2 K. vii. 1, 3, 20; 2 Chr. xvii. 6, xxvi. 6; Neh. viii. 13; Job xxxix. 7; Jer. xvii. 19; Matt. vi. 5; Luke xii. 26). They were also used as places of public exposure by way of punishment (Jer. xx. 2; Am. v. 10).

Prisons were under the kingly government, within in the royal precinct (Gen. xxxix. 20; 1 K. xxii. 27; Jer. xxxii. 2; Neh. iii. 29; Acts xxi. 34, xxiii. 35).

Great pains were taken to supply both Jerusalem and other cities with water, both by tanks and cisterns for rain-water, and by reservoirs supplied by aqueducts from distant springs. Such was the fountain of Gibon, the aqueduct of Hezekiah (2 K. xx. 20; 2 Chr. xxxii. 20; Is. xxix. 9), and of Solomon (Eccles. ii. 6), of which latter water is still conveyed from near Bethlehem to Jerusalem (Mamre, Early Trav. p. 457; Robinson, i. 347, 348). Josephus also mentions an attempt made by Pilate to bring water to Jerusalem (Ant. xviii. 3, 2).

Burial-places, except in special cases, were outside the city (Num. xix. 11, 16; Matt. viii. 28; Luke vii. 12; John xix. 41; Heb. xiii. 12).

H. W. P.

CITIES OF REFUGE (παρευρέων), from παρευρέω, to contract in, i. e. a fugitive, hence, cities of reception), Gesen. p. 1216: πόλεις των φυλακτηρίων, φυλακτήρα, φυλακής: apud in fugitivorum uxoribus, praeda, separata: menses fugitiviorem. Six Levitical cities specially chosen for refuge to the involuntary homicide until released from banishment by the death of the high-priest (Num. xxv. 6, 13, 15; Josh. xx. 2, 7, 9). [HOLMAN, REVEREVER OF.] There were three on each side of Jordan. (1.) KEDASH, in Naphtali, Kedesh, about twenty miles E. S. E. from Tyre, twelve S. W. W. from Ramath (1 Chron. vi. 76; Robinson, ii. 439; Benj. of Tudela, Early Trav. p. 89).

(2.) SHEPHIELM, in Mount Ephraim, Nobha, (Josh. xxii. 21; 1 Chron. vi. 67; 2 Chron. x. 1; Robinson, i. 287, 288). (3.) HEBRON, in Judah, Jebus. (Josh. xix. 6; 6): we cannot determine whether the last were royal cities, and the latter sacerdotal also, inhabited by David, and fortified by Rehoboam (Josh. xii. 13; 2 Sam. v. 1; 1 Chron. v. 55; xxiv. 27; 2 Chron. x. 10; Robinson, i. 213, lii. 89).

(4.) On the E. side of Jordan — BEZER, in the tribe of Reuben, in the plains of Moab, said in the Genma to be opposite to Hebron, perhaps Bozor; but the site has not yet been found (Pent. iv. 43; Josh. xvii. 6; 29; 1 Mac. i. 28; Joseph. Antiq. iv. 7, § 4; Eichard, p. 692).

(5.) RAMEH-GIL
KAD, in the tribe of Gad, supposed to be on or near the site of c-Scott (Deut. iv. 43; Josh. xxi. 38; 1 K. xxvii. 3; Rehum, iii. 906). (6.) GOLAN, in Bashan, in the half-tribe of Mannasseh, a town whose site has not been ascertained, but which doubtless gave its name to the district of Golanites, Jactum (Deut. iv. 43; Josh. xxi. 27; 1 Chr. vii. 71; Joseph. Ant. iv. 7, § 4; Rehum, p. 815; Por- ter, Damascus, iii. 251, 254; Burchhardt, Syria, p. 289).

The Genars notices that the cities on each side of the Jordan were nearly opposite each other, in accordance with the direction to divide the land into three parts (Deut. xix. 2; Rehum, iii. 662). Maimonides says all the 48 Levitical cities had the privilege of asylum, but that the six refuge-cities were required to receive and lodge the homicide gratuitously (Calcut, On Num. xxxv.).

Most of the Rabbinical refinements on the law are stated under Blood, Revenger of. To them may be added the following. If the homicide committed a fresh act of manslaughter, he was to flee to another city; but if he were a Levite, to wander from city to city. An idea prevailed that when the Messiah came three more cities would be added; a misinterpretation, as it seems, of Deut. xix. 8, 9 (Lightfoot, Cont. Chur. cii. 238). The altar at Jerusalem, and, to some extent also, the city itself, possessed the privilege of asylum under similar restrictions; a privilege claimed, as regards the former, successfully by Adonijah and in vain by Josiah; accorded, as regards the city, to Shimei, but forfeited by him (1 K. i. 53, ii. 28, 33, 36, 46).

The directions respecting the refuge-cities present some difficulties in interpretation. The Levitical cities were to have a space of 1000 cubits (about 553 yards) beyond the city wall for pasture and other purposes. Presently after, 2000 cubits are ordered to be the suburb limit (Num. xxxv. 4, 5). The solution of the difficulty may be, either the 2000 cubits are to be added to the 1000 as "fields of the suburbs" (Lev. xxxv. 34) as appears to have been the case in the gift to Caleb, which excluded the city of Hebron, but included the "fields and villages of the city" (Josh. xxi. 11, 12, Patrick), or that the additional 2000 cubits were a special gift to the refuge-cities, whilst the other Levitical cities had only 1000 cubits for suburb. Calmet supposes the line of 2000 cubits to be measured parallel, and the 1000 perpendicular to the city wall; an explanation, however, which supposes all the cities to be of the same size (Calcut, On Num. xxxv.).

The right of asylum possessed by many Greek and Roman towns, especially Ephesus, was in process of time much abused, and was curtailed by Tiberius (Tac. Ann. iii. 60, 63). It was granted, under certain limitations, to churches by Christian emperors (Cod. i. tit. 12: Gibbon, ch. xx. iii. 35, Smith). Hence came the right of sanctuary possessed by so many churches in the middle ages (Hallam, Mobile Ages, ch. ix. pt. 1; vol. iii. p. 362, 11th ed.).

CITTIMS (Κήτους [rather Κήτος]; A.E. Κήτωτα; Celte, 1 Mac. viii. 5. [CITTM.]

CITIZENSHIP (πολιτεία; cietes). The use of this term in Scripture has exclusive reference to the usages of the Roman empire; in the Hebrew commonwealth, which was framed on a basis of religious rather than of political privileges and distinctions, the idea of the commonwealth was merged in that of the congregation, to which every Hebrew and even strangers under certain restrictions, were admitted. [CONGREGATION; STRANGERS.] The privilege of Roman citizenship was widely extended under the emperors; it was originally acquired in various ways, as by purchase (Acts xxii. 28; Cic. ad Fam. xiii. 39; Dion Cass. l. xv. 17), by military services (Cic. pro Balb. 22; Suet. Aug. 47), by favor (Tit. iii. 2; Acts iii. 47), or by manumission. The right once acquired descended to a man's children (Acts xxii. 28). The Jews had rendered signal services to Julius Caesar in the Egyptian war (Joseph. Ant. xiv. 8, § 1, 2), and it is not improbable that many obtained the freedom of the city on that ground: certainly it is that great numbers of Jews, who were Roman citizens, were scattered over Greece and Asia Minor (Ant. xiv. 10, § 13, 14). Among the privileges attached to citizenship, we may note that a man could not be bound or imprisoned without a formal trial (Acts xxii. 29), still less be scourged (Acts xvi. 37; Cic. in Verr. v. 63, 66); the simple assertion of citizenship was sufficient to deter a magistrate from such a step (Acts xxii. 25; Cic. in Verr. v. 62), as any infringement of the privilege was visited with severe punishment. A Jew could only plead exemption from such treatment before a Roman magistrate; he was still liable to it from Jewish authorities (2 Chr. xi. 24; Schel. de Syn. ii. 15, § 11). Another privilege attaching to citizenship was the appeal from a provincial tribunal to the emperor at Rome (Acts xxv. 11). [See the addition to Appeal, Amor. ed.]

W. L. B.

CITRON. [APPLE-TREE.]

CLAUDA (Κλοα, Acts xxvii. 16; called Gandos by Mela and Pliny, Klaodos by Ptolomy, and Klaodia in the Studiolum Maris Magni: it is still called Claudia-nasa, or Gauloina, by the Greeks, which the Italians have corrupted into Gossó). This small island, unimportant in itself and in its history, is of very great geographical importance in reference to the removal of some of the difficulties connected with St. Paul's shipwreck at Malta. The position of Claudia is nearly due W. of Cape Matala on the S. coast of Crete [Fair Havens], and nearly due S. of Phoenice. (See Post. i. 17, § 1; Studiolum. p. 494, ed. Gaib.) The ship was seized by the gale a little after passing Cape Matala, when on her way from Fair Havens to Phoenice (Acts xxvii. 12-17). The storm came down from the island (σαραντός, v. 14), [? see under Cretæ], and there was danger lest the ship should be driven into the African Syrtes (v. 17). It is added that she was driven to Claudia and ran under the lee of it (v. 16). We see at once that this is in harmony with, and confirmatory of, the arguments derivable from all the other geographical circumstances of the case (as well as from the etymology of the word Eurodyon or Euro-Aquilo), which lead us to the conclusion that the gale came from the west rather than the E. N. E. Under the lee of Claudia there would be smooth water, advantage of which was taken for the purpose of getting the boat on board and making preparations for riding out the gale. [Ship.] (Smith, Vog. and Shipwreck of St. Paul, 2d ed. pp. 92, 98, 253.) [3d ed. 1866, pp. 94, 100, 250.] J. S. II.

CLAUDIA (Κλαυδία), a Christian female mentioned in 2 Tim. iv. 21, as saluting Timotheus. There is reason for supposing that this Claudia
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was a British maiden, daughter of King Cogidubnus, an ally of Rome (Tacit. Agricol. 14), who took the name of his imperial patron, Tiberius Claudius. She appears to have become the wife of Pudens, who is mentioned in the same verse. (See Martial, lib. iv. Epigr. 13). This Pudens, we gather from the inscription found at Chichester, and now in the garden at Goodwood, was at one time in close connection with King Cogidubnus, and gave an area for a temple of Neptune and Minerva, which was built by that king's authority.

Cludia is said in Martial (xi. 53) to have been corculis Britanniæ editrix. Moreover, she is there also called Kufa. Now Pomponia, wife of the late commander in Britain, Aulus Plautus, under whose Claudia's father was received into alliance, belonged to a house of which the Nod were one of the chief branches. If she herself were a Rufia and Claudia her protege, the latter might well be called Kufia; and we know that Pomponia was tried as superstitionis extremæ rei in the year 57 Tacit. Ann. xii. 32; so that there are many circumstances concurrent, tending to give verisimilitude to the conjecture.

See Archdeacon Williams's pamphlet On Pudens and Claudia;—an article in the Quarterly Review for April, 1853, entitled "The Romans at Chichester;"—and an Excursus in Alford's Greek Testament, vol. iii. Proleg. p. 104, in which the contents of the two works first mentioned are embodied in a summary form.

II. A.

Corythearc and Howson also are disposed to adopt the foregoing view of the personal and historical relations of Pudens and Claudia (Life and Epistles of Paul, ii. 284). Amer. ed.). One obvious exegetical difficulty is that Linus stands nearer than Pudens to Claudia in the order of the names (2 Tim. iv. 21), and if Claudia was the wife of either, it is arbitrary to make her the wife of the latter rather than of the former. The reply made to this is that the amanuensis, confused by Paul's rapid dictation, may have written down the names incorrectly. The German critics, as De Wette, Matthews, Doderer in Meyer's Commen. ad Actis Pauli, Tisch., Wiesinger, find no such point of contact here between secular and sacred history, but pass over the name simply with the remark that Claudia is otherwise unknown. Winer and Herzog have no articles on the name. The combinations which the writers assume who maintain that Claudia was a British princess, are strained and hypothetical. Pudens and Claudia were, confessedly, everyday names among the Romans, and therefore prove nothing as to the identity of the persons. The character of Martial forbids the idea that he could have had intimate friends among the friends of St. Paul; and still more, his invoking on their behalf the favor of heathen gods on the occasion of their marriage (iv. 13) shows that they were still addicted to idolatry and not word-sweepers of the true God.

The inscription found at Chichester also (see above) represents Pudens as a pagan. To meet these points, we are required to "suppose either that Pudens concealed his faith, or that his relatives, in their anxiety to shield him, did idolatries acts in his name." (Life and Epistles of Paul, ii. 366). North of the Tweed this ingenious theory of the British origin of Claudia has found much less favor. See the objections to it forcibly by A. Köhn in Kilti, 284; Amyx's field, Lit. i. 320; and Shirley, 584. The writer of the article there points out a near approach, at least, to a serious chronological difficulty. "Paul's Pudens and Claudia, if husband and wife, must have been married before A. D. 67, the latest date that can be assigned to Paul's writing. But Martial's epigram must have been written after this, perhaps several years after, for he came to Rome only in A. D. 69; so that if they were married persons in 67, it is not very likely that Martial would celebrate their nuptials years after this."

II. CLAUDIUS (Καῦδιους; in full, Tiberius Claudius Nero Drusus Germanicus), fourth Roman emperor, successor of Caligula, reigned from 41 to 54 A. D. He was son of Nero Drusus, was born in Lyons, Aug. 1, n. c. 9 or 10, and lived private and unknown till the day of his being called to the throne, January 24, A. D. 41. He was nominated to the supreme power mainly through the influence of Herod Agrippa the First Joseph. Ant. xix. 2, § 1, 3, 4; Suet. Claud. p. 10; and when on the throne he proved himself not ungrateful to him, for he enlarged the territory of Agrippa by adding to it Judaea, Samaria, and some districts of Lebanon, and appointed his brother to the kingdom of Chalcis, Joseph. Ant. xix. 5, § 6; Dion Cass. ix. 8, giving to this latter also, after his brother's death, the presidency over the Temple at Jerusalem (Joseph. Ant. xx. 4, § 3). In Claudius's reign unfavorable famines (Dion Cass. ix. 11, Euseb. Chron. Arm. i. 263, 271; Tacit. Ann. xii. 13), and one such occurred in Palestine and Syria (Acts xii. 28-30) under the procurators Cuspius Fadus and Tiberinus Alexander (Joseph. Ant. xx. 2, § 6, and 5, § 2), which perhaps lasted some years. Claudius was induced by a tumult of the Jews in Rome, to expel them from the city (Suet. Claud. p. 23; "Judaeos impulserat, i.e. assidue tumultantes Roma expulit." c. Actis xviii. 2). It is probable that Suetonius here refers to some open discussion between Jews and Christians, but when it, and the consequent edict, took place, is very uncertain. Orosius (Hist. vii. 6) fixes it in the 9th year of Claudius, a. D. 49 or 50; referring to Josephus, who, however, says nothing about it. Pearson (Anecd. Paul. p. 22) thinks the 12th year more probable. As Augustus has "testimonia in lustralibus" (Hieron. in Pauli epistolas in Acts Apologeticum, p. 1174), the edict of expulsion would hardly be published as long as Herod Agrippa was at Rome, i.e. before the year 49. Claudius, after a weak and foolish reign ("omnia principes se sed ministrum egit," Suet. p. 2), was poisoned by his fourth wife Agrippina, the mother of Nero (Tac. Ann. xii. 66, 7; Suet. Claud. pp. 14, 45; Joseph. Ant. xx. 8, § 1; B. J. ii. 12, § 8; October 13, A. D. 54). II. A.

CLAUDIUS LYSTAS. [LYMAS]

CLAY (κλαύς; ποσάκι: humanis od intestina), a sedimentary earth, tough and plastic, arising from the disintegration of silicious and similar minerals, and always containing silica and alumina combined in variable proportions, as the sediment of water remaining in pits or in streets, the word is used frequently in O. T. (e. g. Is. xlii. 29; Jer. xxxviii. 6; Ps. xlvii. 42; and in N. T. (ποσάκι, John iv. 6), a mixture of sand or dust with spittle. It is also found in the sense of potter's clay (Is. xxvi. 25). The alluvial soils of Palestine would no doubt supply material for pottery, a manufacture which we know was, as it still is, carried on in the country (Jer. xviii. 2-5), but our knowledge on the subject is so small as to afford little or no means of deter
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material things which suggest most easily spiritual being. Hence it is, so to speak, the recognized machinery by which supernatural appearances are introduced (Is. xiv. 1; Ez. i. 4; Rev. i. 7, and *parsiim*), or the veil between things visible and invisible; but, more especially, a mysterious or supernatural cloud is the symbolic seat of the Divine presence itself—the phenomenon of deity vouchsafed by Jehovah to the prophet, the priest, the king, or the people. Sometimes thick darkness, sometimes intense luminosity, often, apparently, and especially by night, an actual fire (as in the descent of Jehovah on Sinai, Ex. xix. 18), is attributed to this glory-cloud (Pent. iv. 11; Ex. xi. 23, xxvii. 22, 23; 2 Sam. xxii. 12, 13). Such a bright cloud, at any rate at times, visited and rested on the Meruc seat (Ex. xxv. 42, 43; k K. viii. 11; 2 Chr. v. 14; Ez. xlvii. 4) and was by later writers named Shekinah. For the curious questions which the Rabbis and others have raised concerning it, e.g. whether its light was created or not, whether the actual "light" created on the "first day" (Gen. i. 3), or an emanation therefrom, Buxtorf's history of the Ark, ch. xi.-xiv. (UgoUini, vol. viii.), may be consulted. II. II.

**CLOUD. PILLAR OF (םֵּלֶדֶת).**

This was the active form of the symbolical glory-cloud, betokening God's presence to lead his chosen host, or to inspire and visit offenses, as the luminous cloud of the sanctuary exhibited the same under an aspect of repose. The cloud, which became a pillar when the host moved, seems to have rested at other times on the tabernacle, whence God is said to have "come down in the pillar" (Num. xii. 5; so Ex. xxxiii. 9, 10). It preceded the host, apparently resting on the ark which led the way (Ex. xii. 21, xl. 36, &c.; Num. ix. 15-23, x. 34). So by night the cloud on the tabernacle became fire, and the guiding pillar a pillar of fire. A remarkable passage in Curtius (v. 2. § 7), descriptive of Alexander's army on the march, mentions a beacon hoisted on a pole from head-quarters as the signal for marching; "observatur ignis nocti, funus interdum." This was probably an adoption of an eastern custom. Similarly the Persians used as a conspicuous signal, an image of the sun inclosed in crystal (ib. iii. 3. § 9). Caravans are still known to use such beacons of fire and smoke; the cloudlessness and often stillness of the sky giving the smoke great density of volume, and boldness of outline.

**CLOUTED,** Josh. ix. 5, "old shoes and clouted," i.e. patched; compare clouts, Jer. xxxviii. 11, 12.

**CNIĐUS (Κρήτης) is mentioned in 1 Mace. xxv. 23, as one of the Greek cities which contained Jewish residents in the second century before the Christian era, and in Acts xxvii. 7, as a harbor which was passed by St. Paul after leaving Myra, and before running under the lee of Crete. It was a city of great consequence, situated at the extreme S. W. of the peninsula of Asia Minor (CABYL), on a promontory now called *Cape Creio*, which projects between the islands of Cos and Rhodes (see Acts.

---

**Harbour**

**Gulf of Syne:**

Plan of Chius and Chart of the adjoining coast.

---

**COAL.** In A. V. this word represents no less than five different Hebrew words. (1.) The first and most frequently used is *Gachelth, גָּשֵׁל* (Gashel, Gashel, gashel, cæm, cober), a live ember, burning fuel, as distinguished from נָבַן (Prov. xxvi. 21). It is written more fully in Ez. x. 2 וָאָמַר לָאֵז, and in Ez. i. 13, וָאָמַר לָאֵז וַּאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹр לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז וַאֲמֹר לָאֵז V. 1533, 1604. [Newton, C. T., Discoveries at Halicarnassus, Chiusus, and Brundibier, Lond. 1802]
in Proverbs xxv. 22 we have the proverbial expression, "If thou shalt heat coals of fire upon his head," which has been adopted by St. Paul in Romans xii. 20, and by which is metaphorically expressed the burning shame and confusion which men must feel when their evil is requited by good. In Ps. cxix. 4, "coal" = burning brands of wood (not "juniper," but broom), to which the false tongue is compared (James iii. 6).

In 2 Samuel vii. 18 the quenching of the live coal is used to indicate the threatened destruction of the single remaining branch of the family of David submerged by Joah; just as Lucian (Tim. § 3) uses the word carpos, in the same connection.

The root of רַעִּנָּה is רַעִּנָּה, which is possibly the same in meaning as the Arab. مَكَحْ، to light a fire, with the change of ه to هو.

2. Pechum, ♦קֶפֶך (סָפִּים, שָׂפֵּ֖א: carbo, pruna). In Proverbs xxvi. 21, this word clearly signifies fuel not yet lighted, as contrasted with the burning fuel to which it is to be added; but in Is. xli. 12, and liv. 16, it means fuel lighted, having reference in both cases to smiths' work. It is derived from קֶפֶך: Arab. مَكَحْ, to be very black.

The fuel meant in the above passages is probably charcoal, and not coal in our sense of the word.

3. Retseph, or Risrub, רַגְשֵּפָּה, רַגְשֵּפָּה (שָׂפִּים: calcina, calcina). In Is. vi. 6; but in x. xix. 6, יָשָׂפָּה יָשָׂפָּה, is rendered by the LXX. ἰθυκρυσίας, and by the Vulg. prunis subsecuvinicis).

In the narrative of Elijah's miraculous meal the word is used to describe the mode in which the cake was baked, namely, on a hot stone, as is still usual in the East. Comp. the Arab. ﷲ‏کَفَّة, a hot stone on which flesh is laid. רַגְשֵּפָּה, in Is. vi. 6, is rendered in A. V. "a live coal," but properly means "a hot stone." The root is יָשָׂפָּה to lay stones together as a pavement.

4. יָשָׂפָּה, in Hab. iii. 5, is rendered in A. V. "burning coals," and in the margin "burning diseases." The former meaning is supported by Cant. viii. 6, the latter by Deut. xxx. 24. According to the Rabbinical writers, יָשָׂפָּה = יָשָׂפָּה, pruna.

5. Shechor. — In Lam. iv. 8, יָשָׂפָּה יָשָׂפָּה יָשָׂפָּה יָשָׂפָּה, is rendered in A. V. "their visage is blacker than a coal," or in the marg. "darker than blackness." יָשָׂפָּה is found but this once, and signifies to be black, from root יָשָׂפָּה. The LXX. render it by ἰθυκρυσίας, the Vulg. by corbones. In other forms the word is frequent, and Shiloh is a usual name for the Nile. [SHEHOR.] W. D.

There can, we think, be no doubt that the fuel denoted by the Heb. words וּנְכָלָּה (יָשָׂפָּה יָשָׂפָּה) and פֶּכֶלִים (יָשָׂפָּה יָשָׂפָּה) is charcoal, and not mineral coal. There is no evidence to show that the ancient Hebrews were acquainted with the substance we now denominate "coal." Indeed it seems pretty clear that the ancients generally used charcoal for their fuel; and although there is a passage in Theophrastus (Phys. Hist. xxii. 11, ed. Reiske) in which we learn that fossil coal was found in Liguria and Els, and used by "the smiths," yet its use must have been very limited. The houses of the ancient Greeks and Romans were without chimneys in our sense of the word (see this subject admirably discussed by Beckmann, Hist. Invent. l. 225). As the houses had merely an opening in the centre of the roof, the burning of "coal" would have made even their kitchens intolerable. Little has been done for the zoology and botany of Palestine, still less has been done for its geology. "Indications of coal are exhibited," says Kittto (Phys. Hist. Pal. p. 67), "in various parts of the Lebanon mountains; and here and there a narrow seam of this mineral protrudes through the superincumbent strata to the surface; and we learn from Mr. Elliot (ii. 257) that the enterprise of Mohammed Ali has not suffered even this small supply of national wealth to escape his notice." At Corfu, 8 miles from Beirut, and 2500 feet above the level of the sea, where the coal-seams are 3 feet in thickness, good coal is obtained, whence it was transported on mules to the coast.

The following works contain all that is at present known respecting the geology of Syria: —


W. H.

* The Greek words in the N. T. for "coals" (Rom. xii. 20) and "fire of coals" (John xviii. 18, and xxi. 9) are ἀνθρακεῖς and ἀνθρακις, i.e. charcoal or coal made of wood. The incident of Peter's warning himself at such a fire on the night of the crucifixion, tallies both with the climate of the country at the end of March or beginning of April, and with the present customs of the people. The nights at Jerusalem, at that season of the year, are cool, though the days may be warm. The air, after sunset, becomes chilly, and, under the open sky, a person needs to increase his raincoat or have recourse to a fire. Coal is one of the articles of fuel which the inhabitants of Jerusalem burn at the present day. Much of the wood which they consume, says Tobler (Dendroblitter auf Jerusalem, p. 180), and probably much of that out of which the coal is made, is procured from the region of Hebron. This writer mentions also that the coal fire is often built, especially in houses of the better class, in a vessel like a brazier, around which the family gather, and, with unt-stretched hands, stand and warm themselves. It is a custom, as he remarks (Dendroblitter, p. 181), that vividly recalls the ancient scene in the court of the high-priest (Ex. xxv. 18).

Dr. Robinson furnishes an outline of the results of the observations of such professional explorers as Seetzen, Russegger, Schubert, Anderson, and others, in relation to the "Geological Features" of Palestine (chapter iv. Phys. Geogr. p. 311 ff.), which the general reader will find convenient and interesting. Mr. Gage has inserted in his Ritson's Topography of Palestine iii. 351 ff. (Appendix) the elaborate articles on the "Former
tion of the Basin of the Dead Sea," and other related topics by M. Louis Larit, etc., etc., translated by Mr. Grove from the French. Mr. Grove has largely with questions of this nature in his article on SEA, THE SALT, in this Dictionary. (See additions in Amer. ed.) On that particular subject, and on the geology of the country generally, we have much valuable information in Mr. Tristram's Land of Israel (scattered through the work, but especially in chapter xv.)

II.

* COAST (derived though the French zéte, from the Latin zeto, "a rib", "a side"), stands often in the A. V. for "border" (Judg. xi. 24; 1 Sam. v. 6; Matt. viii. 34, &c.). The present usage restricts the term to the sea-shore.

COAT. [Dress.]

* COAT OF MAIL, 1 Sam. xvii. 5, 38, See Arms, H. § 1, p. 161.

COCK (αλετρός, gyllius). There appears to be no mention of domestic poultry in the O. T., as the passages where the LXX. and Vulg. (as in Prov. xxvi. 31; 1 Sam. xvii. 17) "read αλετρός and gyllius having no reference to that bird. In the N. T. the "cock" is mentioned in reference to St. Peter's denial of our Lord, and indirectly in the word μαλακτοφωνία (Matt. xxvi. 34; Mark iv. 36, xiii. 37, &c.). The origin of the numerous varieties of our domestic poultry is undoubtedly Asiatic, but there is considerable doubt as to the precise breed whence they were sprung, as well as to the locality where they were found. Tenunick is of opinion that we are chiefly indebted to the Mahay Gallus Gignatcius and the Indian G. Ben- kier for our domestic birds. We know that the domestic cock and hen were early known to the ancient Greeks and Romans. Plutarch (Lucan. Arv. 164) calls the cock the Persian bird (πτηνής σατύρος). It is not at all improbable that the Greeks obtained domestic birds from Persia. As no mention is made in the O. T. of these birds, and as no figures of them occur on the Egyptian monuments (Wilkinson, Ivo. Egypt. i. 244, ed. 1854), we are inclined to think that they came into Babia with the Romans, who, as is well known, prized these birds both as articles of food and for cock-fighting. The Mishna (Rob. Know. vii. 7) says that they do not cock during the days of the Passover according to the law. "Here is a bone broken as an objection to the evangelical history. On this subject a writer in Harris' Dict. of Nat. Hist. of Isr. p. 74, ed. 1831, very properly remarks, "If there was any restraint in the use or domestication of this bird it must have been an arbitrary practice of the Jews, but could not have been adhered to, there being no record of the practice in the Talmud, as officers or traders."

Thompson (Land and Book, p. 672) says the fowl are not common in Jerusalem, "that they swarm round every door, share in the food of their possessors, are at home among the children in every room, roast over head at night, and with their waddle and crowing are the town cock and the morning bell to call up sleepers at early dawn."

As to the cock-crowing see TIME. W. H.

COCKATRICE. A not very happy rendering by the A. V. of the Hebrew word צייפנית (tsiphônî). We have vezifô, vezîfô, in 3 Marc. v. 22. H.

b. Lightfoot has shown that the Talmud is not cor-

M. Louis Larit. (See Prov xxiii. 32, margin; Is. xi. 8, lix. 5; Jer. viii. 17. The cockatrice is a fabulous animal concerning which absurd stories are told. [Ainmer.] W. H.

COCKLE (אַלַּסִּים, bashăl; βάρος, spint), occurs only in Job xxxii. 40: "Let thistles grow instead of wheat, and cockle instead of barley."

The plural form of a Heb. noun, namely, אַלַּסִּים (bashkin), is found in Is. v. 2, 4, A. V. "wilde grapes." It is uncertain whether these two words denote "noxious weeds" generally, or some particular plant. Celsius has argued in favor of the aspen, the Acionition Aphyllus, which however is quite a mountain—never a field—plant. He traces the Hebrew name to a Persian word (Bashk) of somewhat similar form. The bashkin of Isaiah (l. c.), which the LXX. render "thorns" (ἄκαθαρτα), the Vulg. "bohmen," are by some thought to be the fruit of the Vitis bohmenae of Linnaeus, a N. American plant! Hassequith thought he had discovered the bashkin in the berries of the hoary nightshade, which the Arabs call ouz-esdelib, i. e., "wolf's mouth.""[1] Trench (Syn. p. 290), says, "a product could not have found a plant more opposite to the vine than this, for it grows much in the vineyards, and is very pernicious to them." Some, as Parkhurst (Lex. Heb. s. v.), believe some "stinking weed" is intended by bashkâh, in Job l. c., from the root בָּשַׁק (bâsk), "to smell as carrion." If the word denotes a plant in so limited a sense, we would suggest the hound's tongue (Cynoglossus), which has literally a carrion smell. But we are inclined to believe that the bashkâh and bashkin denote any bad weeds or fruit: the bashkin of the prophet's vineyard may thus be understood to represent "sour or bad grapes," with which view accord the caprae of Aquila and the gærâh of Symmachus (see also Miller, Hebrews, i. 293), and the bashkâh of Job (l. c.) may denote bad or smitten barley. The bunt or stinking root (Fecru potibâ) which sometimes attacks the ears of wheat and barley is characterized by its disgusting odor, which property would suit the etymology of the Hebrew name; or the word may probably denote some of the useless grasses which have somewhat the appearance of barley, such as Bashan marianum, &c. W. H.

CELESTRYIA (Κελεστρία, Celestria), "the kolath Narria," was (strictly speaking) the name given by the Greeks, after the time of Alexander, to the remarkable valley or hollow (κελέστρια) which intervenes between Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon, stretching from lat. 33° 20' to 34° 40', a distance of nearly a hundred miles. As applied to this region the word is strikingly descriptive. Discor- diants the geographer well observes upon this, in the lines—

"The kolath nartia eipron otopia, én kòt de aithp.

Makrâr kai énousiasmôi doxip ón brôs Ômôvov.

Pirroxi, 898, 900.

A modern traveller says, more particularly—

"We finally looked down on the vast green and red valley—green from its vet unripe corn, red from its vineyards not yet verdant—which divides the range of Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon; the for- mer reaching its highest point in the snowy crest
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o the north, behind which lie the Cedars; the lat-

ter, in the still more sunny e. of Hermon — the

summit of the range being thus in the one at

the northern, in the other at the southern extremity

of the valley which they bound. The view of this

great valley is chiefly remarkable as being exactly

to the eye what it is on maps — the 'hollow' be-

 tween the two mountain ranges of Syria. A screen

through which the Lebanon (Litany) breaks out,

closes the south end of the plain. There is a

similar screen at the north end, but too remote to

be visible' (Stansely's Sin. of Pol. p. 407). The

plain gradually rises towards its centre, near which,

but a little on the southern declivity, stand the

ruins of Baalbek or Helopolis. In the immediate

neighborhood of Baalbek rise the two streams of

the Oronites (Nahr-el-Am) and the Litany, which

flowing in opposite directions, to the N. W. and

the S. E., give freshness and fertility to the tract

inclined between the mountain ranges.

The term Coele-Syria was also used in a much

wider sense. In the first place it was extended so

as to include the inhabited tract to the east of the

Anti-Libanus range, between it and the desert,

in which stood the great city of Damascus; and

then it was further carried on upon that side of Jordan,

through Trachonitis and Perea, to Idumaea and

the borders of Syria (Strab. vi. § 21; Polyb. v.

80, § 3; Joseph. Ant. i. 11, § 5). Ptolemy (v. 15)

and Josephus (Ant. xiii. 13, § 2) even place Scy-

thopolis in Coele-Syria, though it was upon the

west side of Jordan; but they seem to limit its

extent southwards to about lat. 31° 30', or the

country of the Ammonites (Pol. v. 15; Joseph. i.

11). Ptolemy distinctly includes in it the Damasc-

us country.

None of the divisions of Syria (Arava) in the

Jewish Scriptures appear to correspond with the

Coele-Syria of the Greeks; for there are no

grounds for supposing, with Calmet (Dict. of the

Bible, art. Cæliesyria), that 'Syria of Zobah' is

(Cœlesyria). Coele-Syria seems to have been

included under the name of 'Syria of Damascus'

(γυναικοεράω), and to have formed a portion of

that kingdom. [A.D.M.] The only distinct ref-

erence to the region, as a separate tract of country,

which the Jewish Scriptures contain, is probably

that in Amos (i. 5), where the inhabitants of the

plain of Aven' (γυναικοεράω, Bikath-Aven) are

threatened, in conjunction with those of Damascus.

Bikath is exactly such a plain as Coele-Syria (Stan-

ley's Palestine, Append. p. 184), and the expression

Bikath-Aven, 'the plain of Idols,' would be well

applied to the tract immediately around the great

sanctuary of Baalbek. [Aven.] In the Apocry-

phal Books there is frequent mention of Coele-Syria

in a vague sense, nearly as an equivalent for

Syria (1 Esdr. ii. 17, 24, 27, iv. 45, vi. 29), vii.

1, 8, 9, 12, 13; Macro., Mace. xix. 2; Test. xi.

2, 3, 4, viii. 3, x. 11). In all these cases the word is

given in A. V. as CELOSYRIA.

G. L.

COFFER (ἐρείπω, probably from ἔριπος, to be

worn: ἐρεῖπος, a morose box hanging from

the side of a cart (1 Sam. vi. 8, 11, 15)).

This word is found nowhere else, and in each of

the above examples has the definite article, as if of

some special signification. [H. W. P.]

COFFIN. [BURIAL.]

A few points require notice under this head,

which are not found under Burial. One is that

in Gen. i. 26, the body of Joseph, after being em-

balmed, is said to have been put into a 'coffin' (A.

V.); or wooden chest (γυναικοεράω). Objectors

have urged from this expression that the writer of

Genesis was ignorant of Egyptian customs, and hence

could not have known Moses, if Moses was born

and brought up in Egypt. But this objection mis-

states the usage in such cases. Basaltic sarcophagi

were very unusual, and, as the general rule, the

mummy was placed in a wooden coffin. Herodotus

says expressly (ii. 80) that the body, after being
duly prepared, was 'given back to the relatives,

who inclosed it in a wooden case which they made

for the purpose, shaped into the figure of a man.'

See Rawlinson's Herodotus, ii. 143, and Hengsten-

berg's Die Bächer Moses und Egypten, p. 71

(Robinson's trans. p. 76). 'If a massive tomb or

lofty pyramid had been erected to his memory, and

if his mortal remains had been deposited there like

those of the princes of Egypt, it would have been

supposed that his body would remain in Egypt till

the day of doom. But he would not permit this to

be done; he 'took an oath of the children of Israel

that they should carry up his bones' from Egypt to

Canaan; and he was content with a simple

coffin of wood.' (Wordsworth, Genesis, p. 197.)

'Cofer,' the margin rendering of the A. V. for

σοφός in Luke vii. 14, is probably more correct than

'lier' in the text. The proper Greek for 'lier'

is φέρετρον, ελκήν, λειον (in modern Greek φορέας

κρύνων). With this stricter meaning we must

infer that the coffin was an open one, since other-

wise the young man whom the Saviour restored to

life could not have 'sat up' at once, as he did in

obedience to our Lord's command. But if σοφός

refers to the bier or litter on which the body was

carried, it must be from an accommodated sense of

the word, corresponding perhaps to the Hebrew

םַעַם, as in 2 Sam. iii. 31. [Comp. Lightfoot, Hor.

Hebr. on Luke vii. 12, 14.] This latter ex-

planation is not necessary. Nearly all admit that

the coffin was not only sometimes used among the

Hebrews, but was occasionally, at least, if not as

a general practice, made as to be open at the top.

See Winer, Bibl. ii. 16; Herzog, Real-Encycl. i

773; Paulus, Comm. ib. dss. N. T. test. i. 824.

The present customs of Palestine are not incon-

sistent with either view. We are permitted to

lay before the reader the following statement of Dr.

Van Dyck. 'At present coffins are only used in

the cities, and even there they have been in use for

only a comparatively short period. The general

way of burial is to array the corpse in its best
dress, and, if it were living, and lay it on a bier with

no covering at all, or with a cloak thrown over

the face. The shroud, a long piece of white cotton

tissue, is wrapped around the body at the grave.

The grave has at the bottom, on all four sides, a

ledge of stones built up against its sides high enough
to allow the body to be deposited in the niche thus

made, and be covered with boards, the ends of which
rest on this ledge and prevent the earth from actually

touching the body. I have attended scores of bar-

emumations, and I never saw a corpse carried that
could not have sat up at once had it been restored
to life. In Beirit coffins have more recently

come into use, which may be left uncovered until

the grave is reached, or, as is often the case with

Christians, they are closed at the house or church
Mohammedans in Beirút carry the dead to the grave on a bier, as above mentioned, and sometimes put the body into a rude coffin at the grave.

II.

COLA (יוֹלָדָא; Alex. Ὠλάντα; [Sin. Vulg.-omit., only], the position or real name of which has not been ascertained. Simonis [Onom. N. T. 170] suggests Abel-nocholah.

COLHZEH (םילשה נולאש [all-seeing]): [in Neh. iii. 15.] Ὠλάντα; [Vat. omits.; in xi. 5, Χαλαδά, Vat. F.) Χαλαδα (Chaldean), a man of the tribe of Judah in the time of Nehemiah (Neh. iii. 15, xi. 5).

COLIUS (אוליו; [Vat. Καρπος; Abd.] Alex. קַלּוֹא: Colias, 1 Esdr. ix. 23. [KELAIUH].

COLLAR. For the proper sense of this term, as it occurs in Judg. viii. 26, see Earrings. The expression רחֵץ (as the collar) in Job, xxx. 18, is better read רוחץ (comp. Job xxiii. 6), in which case the sense would be "it bindeth me as my coat," referring to the close fit of the chiton.

The נב, literally the "mouth," as a part of a garment, refers to the orifice for the head and neck, but we question whether it should be applied to any other robe than the saecroval ephod (Ex. xxviii. 23; Ps. cxxxiii. 2). The authority of the LXX. (σακρον το περιστριμαντιον), of the Vulg. (quasi capiti), and of Gesenius (Thes. p. 1088), must however be cited in favor of the ordinary rendering.

W. L. B.

COLLEGE, THE (רְשׁוֹתָה; הַמַּקְרָמָה; Seconda). In 2 K. xxi. 14 it is said in the A. V. that Habbuk the prophetess "dwelt in Jerusalem in the college," or, as the margin has it, "in the second part." The same part of the city is undoubtedly alluded to in Zeph, i. 10 (A. V. "the second"). Our translators derived their rendering "the college" from the Targum of Jonathan, which has "house of instruction," a school-house supposed to have been in the neighborhood of the Temple. This translation must have been based upon the meaning of the Hebrew midban, "repetition," which has been adopted by the Jeshu-Syracian and the word was thus taken to denote a place for the repetition of the law, or perhaps a place where copies of the law were made (comp. Deut. xvii. 18; Josh. viii. 32). Rashî, after quoting the rendering of the Targum, says, "there is a gate on the [Temple] court, the name of which is the gate of Habbuk in the treatise Middoth [i. 3], and some translate מִדְבַּן הַיָּהּ without the wall, between the two walls, which was a second part (midbanu) to the city." The latter is substantially the opinion of the author of Quest. in Liber, Rg. attributed to Jerome. Keil's explanation (comm. in loc.) is probably the true one, that the Midbanu was the "lower city," called by Josephus ἡ ἁλειπτική πόλις (Ant. xxv. 11, § 5), and built on the hill Akra. Ewald (in Zeph. i. 10) renders it Naxia-stad, that is, Bezezah, or New Town.

Others have explained the word as denoting the quarter of the city allotted to the Levites, which was a second or inferior order as compared with the priests, or to the priests who were second in rank as compared with the high-priest. Junius and Tremellius render "in parte secunda ab eo,"

that is, from the king, the position of Habbuk's house, next the king's palace, accounting for the fact that she was first appealed to. Of conjectures like these there is no end. W. A. W.

* * * * *

In the same sense the word מִדְבַּן alone is used in 2 K. xxii. 14, and 2 Chr. xxxiv. 22 (A. V. in both passages, "college"), and in Zeph. i. 10 (A. V. "second"). The Latin Vulgate, in 2 K. and 2 Chr., translates, "qua habitat in Jerusalem in Secundâ," and in Zeph., "et ululatus a Secundo in A.V. The absurd idea of a "college" was received by the first Christian Hebraists, at the time of the Reformation, from their Jewish teachers. The Targum of Jonathan, 2 K. xii. 24, acting the interpreter here as elsewhere (Herzog's Keil-Liturg. xv. 678) has מִדְבַּן, house of instruction, school, and is followed in the Syriac version of the parallel passage in 2 Chr. xxiv. 22. Accordingly, Sebastian Minster (Hebrew Bible, with Latin translation and notes, Basle, 1546) translates, in 2 K., "in domo doctrinae," with the annotation: "Exponent hic communitur Hebraei mihi pro 'ululatus' vel, ut Chal. interpreps verit, מִדְבַּן id est, dominus doctrinae seu studi laudis divinis." He adds, from the Rabbinic writers: "En profetis crinitum locus juxta templum, in quo docuit quique convenientem, et confredante de lege et vaticinis prophetarum." Having no Targum on the parallel in 2 Chr., he there retained the rendering of the Latin Vulgate.

This Rabbinic notion thus became current among Christian scholars, and was at length incorporated in our authorized English version.

It is interesting to trace this rendering of the A. V. in the earlier stages of our vernacular Bible. Coverdale's Bible (first published in 1535) has in 2 K. xxi. 14, "a she dwelt in Jerusalem in the second part" (probably a misprint for "parte," which appears in his version of the parallel passage in 2 Chr.). Matthew's Bible, so called (1557), generally understood to be essentially Tyndale's version of the Old Testament, has in both passages, "dwelt in Jerusalem in the second ward." Cranmer's Bible (1540) has in 2 K., "in the house of the doctrine," but in 2 Chr. "within the second wall;" followed in both passages by the Bishops' Bible (1558). The Geneva version (1550) has in 2 K., "in the college," 2 Chr. "within the college" (with the marginal note on the former passage, "or, the house of doctrine, which was near to the temple;" i.e., as in the Rabbinic commentaries referred to above), and in both passages was followed by King James's revisers.

T. J. C.
which means simply "fat," or "fatness." It is said to be a Yorkshire word, still used, signifying lumps or slices of meat (Eastwood and Wright's Bible Word-Book, p. 114). As "fatness" occurs just before, the translators may have wished to vary the expression, or may have been guided by Dr. Conant (Translation of the Book of Job, p. 54) renders "fatness" in one line of the parallelism, and "fat" in the other.

H.

**COLORS.**

COLORS, the terms relative to color, occurring in the Bible, may be arranged in two classes, the first including those applied to the description of natural objects, the second those artificial mixtures which were employed in dyeing or painting.

In an advanced state of art, such a distinction can hardly be said to exist; all the hues of nature have been successfully imitated by the artist; but among the Jews, who fell even below their contemporaries in the cultivation of the fine arts, and to whom painting was unknown until a late period, the knowledge of artificial colors was very restricted. Dyeing was the object to which the colors known to them were applied. So exclusively were the ideas of the Jews limited to this application of color, that the name of the dye was transferred without any addition to the material to which it was applied. The Jews were not however by any means insensible to the influence of color: they attached definite ideas to the various tints, according to the use made of them in robes and vestments; and the subject exercises an important influence on the interpretation of certain portions of Scripture.

1. The natural colors noticed in the Bible are white, black, red, yellow, and green. It will be observed that only three of the prismatic colors are represented in this list; blue, indigo, violet, and orange are omitted. Of the three, yellow is very seldom noticed; it was apparently regarded as a shade of green, for the same term *greenish* (τῇ κιτρίνῳ) is applied to gold (Ps. lxxviii. 13), and to the leporus spot (Lev. xii. 49), and very probably the golden (τῇ κιτρίνῳ) or yellow hue of the leporus hair (Lev. xiii. 30-32) differed little from the greenish spot on the garments (Lev. xiii. 49). Green is frequently noticed, but an examination of the passages in which it occurs, will show that the reference is seldom to color. The Hebrew terms are *ramah* (רמָה) and *zirvah* (צירבה); the first of these applies to what is vigorous and flourishing, hence it is metaphorically employed as an image of prosperity (Job xv. 32; Ps. xxxvii. 5, lii. 8, xci. 14; Jer. xii. 16, xvii. 8; Dan. iv. 4; Hos. div. 5); it is invariably employed whenever the expression of a green tree is used in connection with holier atrocities, as though with the view of con veying the idea of the outgrowing branches which served as a canopy to the worshippers (Dent. xii. 2; 2 K. xvi. 4); elsewhere it is used of that which is fresh, as oil (Ps. xcii. 10), and newly plucked boughs (Cant. i. 16). The other term, *zirvah*, has not been used in this peculiar designation.

* * * 

Walch, in his Dissertations in Acta Apostolorum (Σπραττομενοι Philippoom, iii. 281-302), treats fully of this municipal peculiarity of Philippi.
the radical signification of putting forth leaves, sprouting (Gesen. Theol. p. 632); it is used indiscriminately for all productions of the earth fit for food (Gen. i. 30, ix. 3; Ex. x. 15; Num. xxii. 4; Is. xxv. 6; cf. χαράσθη, Rev. vii. 5, ix. 4), and again for all kinds of garden herbs (Deut. xi. 10; 1 K. xxi. 2; 2 K. xix. 20; Prov. xiv. 17; Is. xxxvii. 27); contrast the restricted application of our grœsus, when applied to grass, it means specifically the young, fresh grass (Sæb. Ps. xxxvii. 2), which springs up in the desert (Job xxxix. 8). Elsewhere it describes the sickly yellow hue of mildewed corn (Deut. xlviii. 22; 1 K. viii. 37; 2 Chr. vi. 28; Am. iv. 9; Hag. ii. 17); and lastly, it is used for the entire absence of color produced by fear (Jer. xxx. 6; compare χαράσθη, II. x. 376); hence χαράσθη (Rev. vi. 8) describes the ghastly, livid hue of death. In other passages "green" is erroneously used in the A. V. for white (Gen. xxxv. 37; Esth. i. 6), young (Rev. vii. 14, xxi. 14), Lios (Judg. vii. 5, 8), soppy (Job. viii. 10), and unripe (Cant. ii. 13). Thus it may be said that green is never used in the Bible to convey the impression of color.

The only fundamental color of which the Hebrews appear to have had a clear conception was red; and even this is not very often noticed. They had no scientific knowledge of colors, and we cannot but think that the attempt to explain such passages as Rev. iv. 3 by the rules of philosophical truth, must fail (see Hengstenberg, Com. in loc.). Instead of assuming that the emerald represents green, the jasper yellow, and the sardine red, the idea intended to be conveyed by these images may be simply that of pure, brilliant, transparent light. The emerald, for instance, was chiefly prized by the ancients for its glittering, scintillating qualities (αρεστής, Orphei de lex. p. 608), whence perhaps it derived its name (σαρδίως, from σαρπίδως). The jasper is characterized by St. John himself (Rev. xxi. 11) as being crystal-clear (σαρακτάς), and not as having a certain hue. The sardine may be compared with the amber of Ez. i. 4, 27, or the burned brass of Dan. x. 6, or again the fine brass, "as if burning in a furnace," of Rev. i. 15, each conveying the impression of the color of fire in a state of pure incandescence. Similarly the beryl, or rather the chrysolite (the Hebrew Thuuzrth), may be selected by Daniel (x. 6) on account of its transparency. An exception may be made perhaps in regard to the sapphire, in as far as its blue answers to the deep blue of the firmament (Ex. xxiv. 10; cf. Ez. i. 26, 1 x), but even in this case the peculiarity (τιθηρφας, omitted in A. V., Ex. xxiv. 10) or polish of the stone (comp. Lam. iv. 7) forms an important if not the most important in the comparison. The highest development of color in the mind of the Hebrew evidently was light, and hence the prominence given to white as its representative (comp. the connection between λευκός and luç). This feeling appears both in the more numerous allusions to it than to any other color — in the variety of terms by which they discriminated the shades from λευκός, dull tint (τιθηρφας, blackish, Lev. xiii. 21 ff.) to the most brilliant splendor (τιθηρφας, Ez. viii. 2; Dan. xii. 3) — and in the comparisons by which they sought to heighten their ideas of it, an instance of which occurs in the three accounts of the transfiguration, where the countenance and roles are described as like "the sun" and "the light," (Matt. xvii. 2), "shining, exceeding wide as snow" (Mark i. 3), "glistening" (Luke i. 20). Snow is used eleven times in a similar way: the sun five times; wool four times; milk once. In some instances the point of the comparison is not the actual color of the object, but the idea of color: as "white as" or "white as a garment." In reference to the white color of the Hebrew dress, and in Ps. lxviii. 13, where the glancing lines of the dove's plumage suggested an image of the brilliant effect of the white holiday costume. Next to white, black, or rather dark, holds the most prominent place, not only as its opposite, but also as representing the complexion of the Orientals. There were various shades of it, including the brown of the Nile water (whence its name Sameh) — the reddish tint of early dawn, to which the completion of the bride is likened (Cant. vi. 10), as well as the black, hue produced by a flight of locusts (Joel ii. 2) — and the darkness of blackness itself (Lam. iv. 8). As before, we have various heightening images, such as the tents of Kedar, a flock of goats, the raven (Cant. i. 5, iv. i. 11) and sableketh (Rev. vi. 13). Red was also a color of which the Hebrews had a vivid conception; this may be attributed partly to the prevalence of that color in the outward aspect of the countries and peoples with which they were familiar, as attested by the name Edom, and by the words abuawah (earth), and adam (man), so termed either as being formed out of the red earth, or as being red in comparison with the fair color of the Assyrians, and the black of the Ethiopians. Red was regarded as an element of personal beauty; comp. i Sam. xvi. 12; Cant. ii. 1, where the lily is the red one for which Syria was famed (Pinn. xxi. 11); Cant. iv. 3, vi. 7, where the complexion is compared to the red fruit of the pomegranate; and Lam. iv. 7, where the hue of the skin is redder than coral (A. V. "rubies") contrasting with the white of the garments before noticed. The three colors, white, black, and red, were sometimes intermixed in animals, and gave rise to the terms (οηηη, "dappled" (A. V. "white"), probably white and red (Judg. v. 10); (οηηη, "ringstraked," either with white bands on the legs, or white-footed; (οηηη, "spackled," and (οηηη, "spotted," white and black; and lastly (οηηη, "piedblack" (A. V. "grisled"), the spots being larger than in the two former (Gen. xxx. 32, 35, xxxi. 10); the latter term is used of a horse (Zech. vi. 3, 6) with a symbolical meaning: Hengstenberg (Christl. in loc.) considers the color itself to be meaningless, and that the prophet has added the term strong (A. V. "dark"), by way of explanation: Hitzig (Com., in loc.) explains it, in a peculiar manner, of the complexion of the Egyptians. It remains for us now to notice the various terms applied to these three colors.

1. Whitt. The most common term is (οηηη), which is applied to such objects as milk (Gen. xlix. 12; numah (Ex. xvi. 31), snow (Is. i. 18), horses (Zech. i. 8), raincoat (Ez. iv. 8); and a derivative word expresses the color of the moon (Is. xxiv. 23), (οηηη), dazzling white, is applied to the complexion (Cant. v. 10); (οηηη), a term of a later age, to snow (Dan. vii. 9 only), and to the paleness of shame (Ia).
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22. עַרְבָּן; ְבַיֶּנֶּק, to the hair alone. Another class of terms arises from the textures of a naturally white color, as ְבַיֶּנֶּק and ְבַיֶּנֶּק. These words appear to have been originally of foreign origin, but were connected by the Hebrews with roots in their own language descriptive of a white color (Gesen. Thesaur. pp. 190, 1384). The terms were without doubt primarily applied to the material, but the idea of color is also prominent, particularly in the description of the curtains of the tabernacle (Ex. xxvi. 1), and the priests’ vestments (Ex. xxviii. 1). ְבַיֶּנֶּק is also applied to white marble (Esth. i. 6; Cant. v. 15); and a cognate word ְבַיֶּנֶּק, to the lily (Cant. ii. 16). In addition to these we meet with ְבַיֶּנֶּק (βίστρος, Esth. i. 6, viii. 15), and ְבַיֶּנֶּק (καθώρασας; A. V. “green,” Esth. i. 6), also descriptive of white textures.

White was symbolical of innocence: hence the raincoat of angels (Mark xvii. 5; John xxi. 12), and of glorified saints (Rev. xiv. 8, 14), is so described. It was also symbolical of joy (Exod. ix. 22); and, lastly, of victory (Zech. vi. 3; Rev. vi. 2). In the Revelation the term λευκός is applied exclusively to what belongs to Jesus Christ (Wordsworth’s Apoc. p. 105).

2. BLACK. The shades of this color are expressed in the terms ְבַיֶּנֶּק, applied to the hair (Lev. xiii. 15; Cant. v. 11); the complexion (Cant. i. 5), particularly when affected with disease (Job xxx. 30); horses (Zech. vi. 2, 6); דַּקָּר, literally scorched (גַּדֵּר; A. V. “brown,” Gen. xxx. 32), applied to sheep; the word expresses the color produced by influence of the sun’s rays: דַּקָּר, literally to be dirty, applied to a complexion blackened by sorrow or disease (Job xxx. 30); mourning’s robes (Jer. viii. 21, xiv. 2; compare ג’דָרֵד and ג’דָרֵד). A clouded sky (1 K. xvi. 45): night (Mic. iii. 6; Jer. iv. 28; Joel ii. 10, iii. 15); a turbid brook (whereas possibly קֹדֶר, particularly when rendered so by melted snow (Job vi. 16). Black, as being the opposite to white, is symbolical of evil (Zech. vi. 2, 6; Rev. vi. 5).

3. RED. דַּקָּר is applied to blood (2 K. iii. 22); a garment sprinkled with blood (Is. xliii. 2); a heifer (Num. xi. 2); potage made of lentils (Gen. xxv. 30); a horse (Zech. i. 8, vi. 2); wine (Prov. xxiii. 31); the complexion (Gen. xxv. 25; Cant. v. 10; Lam. iv. 7). דַּקָּר ְבַיֶּנֶּק is a slight degree of red, redish, and is applied to a leprous spot (Lev. xiii. 19, xiv. 37). דַּקָּר, literally for-colored, bay, is applied to a horse (A. V. “speckled,” Zech. i. 8), and to a species of wine bearing a purple grape (Is. v. 2, vi. 8); the translation “bay” in Zech. vi. 3, A. V. is incorrect. The corresponding term in Greek is μαύρος, literally red as fire. This color was symbolical of bloodshed (Zech. vi. 2; Rev. vi. 4, xii. 3).

II. ARTIFICIAL COLORS. The art of extracting dyes, and of applying them to various textures, appears to have been known at a very early period. We read of scarlet thread at the time of Zarah’s birth (Gen. xxviii. 28); of blue and purple at the time of the Exodus (Ex. xxvi. 1). There is however no evidence to show that the Jews themselves

were at that period acquainted with the art: the profession of the dyer is not noticed in the Bible, though it is referred to in the Talmud. They were probably indebted both to the Egyptians and the Philistines; to the latter for the dyes, and to the former for the mode of applying them. The purple-dyes with which they more extensively were credited by the Philistines (Ex. xvii. 6; Plin. ix. 69), and in certain districts of Asia Minor (Hom. II. iv. 111; especially Thasian (Acts xvi. 14). It does not appear that those particular colors were used in Egypt, the Egyptian colors being produced from various metallic and earthy substances (Wilkinson, Anc. Egypt. iii. 301). On the other hand, there was a remarkable similarity in the mode of dying in Egypt and Palestine, insomuch as the color was applied to the raw material, previous to the processes of spinning and weaving (Ex. xxxvi. 23, xxxix. 3; Wilkinson, iii. 125). The dyes consisted of purples, light and dark (the latter being the “blue” of the A. V.), and crimson (scarlet, A. V.): vermilion was introduced at a late period.

1. PURPLE (רַכּוֹר: Chalcidian form, ρονή): This color was obtained from the secretion of a species of shell-fish (Plin. ix. 69), the Murex trunculus of Linnaeus, which was found in various parts of the Mediterranean Sea (hence called ρονή rpiveϊα, 1 Macc. iv. 23), particularly on the coasts of Phoenicia (Strab. xvi. p. 757), Africa (Strab. xvi. p. 835), Laconia (Hor. Od. ii. 18, 7), and Asia Minor. [Elliott.] The derivation of the Hebrew name is uncertain: it has been connected with the Sanskrit räççñ, “tinted with red,” and again with ῥαγχυκάς, “costly” (Hitzig, Comment. in Dan. v. 7). Gesenius, however (Thesaur. p. 1263), considers it highly improbable that a color so peculiar to the shores of the Mediterranean should be described by a word of any other than Semitic origin, and connects it with the root דַּקָּר, to keep up or oversee with color. The coloring matter was contained in a small vessel in the throat of the fish; and as the quantity amounted to only a single drop in each animal, the value of the dye was proportionately high: sometimes, however, the whole fish was crushed (Plin. ix. 69). It is difficult to state with precision the tint described under the Hebrew name. The Greek equivalent was, we know, applied with great latitude, not only to all colors extracted from the shell-fish, but even to other brilliant colors: thus in John xix. 2; ἔσπερον φωνέα = ἀλαίων κοίνον, in Matt. xxvii. 28 (cf. Plin. ix. 62). The same may be said of the Latin purpureus. The Hebrew term seems to be applied in a similarly broad sense in Cant. vii. 5, where it either = black (comp. v. 11), or still better, shining with oil. Generally speaking, however, the tint must be considered as having been defined by the distinction between the purple proper, and the other purple dye (A. V. “blue”), which was produced from another species of shell-fish. The latter was undoubtedly a dark violet tint, while the former had a light reddish tinge. Robes of a purple color were worn by kings (Judg. viii. 26), and by the highest officers, civil and religious: thus Mordcai (Esth. viii. 15), Daniel (A. V. “scarlet,” Dan. vii. 1, 16, 29), and Andronicus, the deputy of Antiochus (2 Macc. iv. 38), were invested with purple in token of the offices they held (cf. Xen. Anab. i. 5, 7, 8); so also Jonathan, the high-priest...
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(1 Mac. x. 20, 64, xi. 58). They were also worn by the wealthy and luxurious (Jer. x. 9; Ez. xxvii. 7; Luke xvi. 19; Rev. xvi. 4, xviii. 16). A similar value was attached to purple robes both by the Greeks (Hom. od. xii. 225; Herod. ii. 22; Strab. xiv. 648), and by the Romans (Virg. Geor. ii. 493; Hor. Ep. i. 21, 21; Suet. (Cai. 49); Varro, 32). Of the use of this and the other dyes in the textures of the tabernacle, we shall presently speak.

2. BLUE (?i72: blue, copper, blue, copper, blue, copper, copper, Num. iv. 7; hyacinthus, hyacinthus). This dye was procured from a species of shell-fish found on the coast of Phœnicia, and called by the Hebrews צלמון (Targ. Pseudo-Jon., in Dent. xxvii. 19), and by modern naturalists Hebe bleu. The Hebrew name is derived, according to Gesenius (Thesaurus, p. 1262), from a root signifying to unhue; but according to Hitzig (Comment. in Ez. xxiii. 6), from יָלָּע, in the sense of dull, blanched, as opposed to the brilliant hue of the proper purple. The tint is best explained by the statements of Josephus (Ant. iii. 7, § 7) and Philo that it was emblematic of the sky, in which case it represents not the light blue of our northern climate, but the deep dark hue of the eastern sky (אַחַשׁ דְּתָמֻם: כַּהָנִים, כַּהָנִים, melax γαρ ωτὸς φόνείσθαι, Phil. Hilep. i. 536). The term adopted by the LXX. is applied by classical writers to a color approaching to black (Hom. od. vi. 231, xxiii. 158; Theoc. Th. 10, 28); the flower, whose name was borrowed, being, as is well known, not the modern hyacinth, but of a dusky red color (floriscens, Virg. Geor. iv. 193; colotis luminis hyacinthus, Colum. iv. 4, 4). The A. V. has rightly designated the tint in Est. i. 6 (margin) as royal; the ordinary term blue is incorrect: the Lutheran translation is still more incorrect in giving it gibe Seide (yellow silk), and occasionally simply Seide (Ez. xxiii. 6). This color was used in the same way as purple. Princes and nobles (Ez. xxiii. 6; Excles. xi. 4), and the idols of Babylon (Jer. x. 9), were elobed in robes of this tint: the rind and the fringe of the Hebrew dress was ordered to be of this color (Num. xxv. 28); it was used in the tapestries of the Persians (Esth. i. 6). The effect of the color is well described in Ez. xxiii. 12, where such robes are termed יָרוּעַ יָטָרָּע, robes of perfection, i.e. gorgeous robes. We may remark, in conclusion, that the LXX. treat the term יָרָע (A. V. "bridegroom") as indicative of color, and has translated it βασιλιάς, βασιλιάς (Ex. xxviii. 5).

3. SCARLET (Crimson. Is. i. 18; Jer. iv. 30). The term by which this color is expressed in Hebrew varies; sometimes יָרָע is simply used, as in Gen. xxxviii. 28-30; sometimes יָרָע זָרָע, as in Ex. xxv. 4; and sometimes יָרָע יָרָע simply, as in Ps. i. 18. The word יָרָע (A. V. "crimson;" 2 Chr. ii. 7, 14, iii. 14) was introduced at a late period, probably from Armentia, to express the same color. The first of these terms (derived from יָרָע, to shine) expresses the brilliancy of the color: the second, יָרָע, the worm, or grub, whence the dye was procured, and which gave name to the color; occasionally without any addition, just as crimson is derived from vernicula. The LXX generally renders it κόκκινον, occasionally with the addition of such terms as κόκκινον μέλανον (Ex. xxvi. 1), or κοκκινοσμέλανον (Ex. xxviii. 8); the Vulgate has it generally coccinum, occasionally coccus his tinum (Ex. xxviii. 8), apparently following the erroneous interpretation of Aquila and Symmachus who render it βασιλιάς, double-edged (Ex. xxv. 4), as though from יָרָע, to repeat. The process of double-dyeing was however peculiar to the Tyrian purples (Plin. ix. 39). The dye was produced from an insect, somewhat resembling the cochineal, which is found in considerable quantities in Armenia and other eastern countries. The Arabian name of the insect is kermez (wherein crimson); the Latin name is Coccus hiscus. It frequents the boughs of a species of ilxavon these it has its eggs in groups which become covered with a kind of down, so that they present the appearance of vegetable galls or excrecences from the tree itself, and are described as such by Pliny, xvi. 12. The dye is procured from the female grub alone, which, when alive, is about the size of a kernel of a cherry and of a dark brown colour; but when dried, it is much the size of a grain of wheat, and is covered with a bluish mould (Porrett's Journey to Ararat, p. 114). The general character of the color is expressed by the Hebrew term יָרָע (Is. iii. 1, lit. sharp, and hence dazzling (compare the expression χώρα μας ἑλέον), and in the Greek ἅλεον (Luke xiii. 14), compared with κόκκινον (Matt. xxvii. 28). The tint produced was cinnabarus rather than scarlet. The only natural object to which it is applied in Scripture is the lips, which are compared to a scarlet thread (Cant. iv. 3). Josephus considered it as symbolical of fire (Ant. iii. 7, § 7; cf. Phil. i. 536). Scarlet threads were selected as distinguishing marks from their brilliancy (Gen. xxviii. 28; Josh. ii. 18, 21); and hence the color is expressive of what is energetic or glistening (Is. i. 18). Scarlet robes were worn by the luxurious (2 Sam. i. 24; Prov. xxxi. 21; Jer. iv. 30; Lam. iv. 5; Rev. xvii. 4, xviii. 12, 16); it was also the appropriate hue of a warrior's dress from its similarity to blood (Nah. ii. 2; cf. Is. ix. 5), and was especially worn by officers in the Roman army (Plini. xxii. 3; Matt. xxvii. 28).

The three colors above described, purple, blue, and scarlet, together with white, were employed in the textures used for the curtains of the tabernacle and for the sacred vestments of the priests. The four were used in combination in the outer curtains, the veil, the entrance curtain (Ex. xxvi. 1, 31, 36), and the gate of the court (Ex. xxvii. 16); as also in the high-priest's ephod, girdle, and breastplate (Ex. xxvii. 5, 6, 8, 15). The three first, to the exclusion of white, were used in the pomegranates about the hem of the high-priest's robe (Ex. xxvii. 31). The hems of the curtains (Ex. xxvi. 4), the face of the high-priest's breastplate, the ephod and the breastplate of the high-priest's ephod on his mitre were exclusively of blue (Ex. xxviii. 28, 31, 37). Cloths for wrapping the sacred vessels were either blue (Num. iv. 6, scarlet 8), or purple (13). Scarlet thread was specified in connection with the rites of cleansing the leper (Lev. xiv. 4, 6, 51), and of burning the red heifer (Num. xix. 6); apparently for the purpose of binding the hyssop to the cedar wood. The hangings for the court (Ex. xxvii. 9, xxxii. 9), the veils, mitres, bonnets, and breeches of the priests, were white (Ex. xxix. 27, 28). The appli
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_That_ the _see_ and _This_ was a pigment used in _vesco_ paintings, either for drawing figures of idols on the walls of temples (Ex. xxiii. 14), for coloring the idols themselves (Wis. xiii. 14), or for decorating the walls and beams of houses (Jer. xxii. 14). The Greek term _mýlos_ is applied both to _mýlos_, red lead, and _nubilis_, red ochre; the Latin _sín operatives_ describes the best kind of ochre, which came from Sinope. Vermilion was _t_ favorite color among the Assyrians (Ex. xxiii. 14.), as is still attested by the Assyrians and Khorsabad (Layard, ii. 303).

W. L. B.

**COLOSSI** (more properly COLOSETI) Col. i. 2; but the preponderance of MS. authority is in favor of _Kolossi_, Colossae, a for.

**Colossae.** used by the Byzantine writers, and which perhaps represents the provincial mode of pronouncing the name. On coins and inscriptions, and in classical writers, we find _Kolossai_. See Ellicott, _ad loc._.

_A city in the upper part of the basin of the Meander, on one of its affluent streams named the Lyceus. Hierapolis and Laodicea were in its immediate neighborhood (Col. ii. 1, iv. 13, 15, 16; see Rev. i. 11, iii. 14). Colossae fell, as these other two cities rose, in importance. Herodotus (vii. 30) and Xenophon (Anab. i. 2, § 6) speak of it as a city of considerable consequence. Strabo (xii. p. 576) describes it as only a _polis_, not a _polis_; yet elsewhere (p. 578) he implies that it had some mercantile importance; and Pliny, in St. Paul’s time, describes it (v. 41) as one of the _“cel-eberrima oppida”_ of its district. Colossae was situated close to the great road which led from Ephesus to the Ephraimites. Hence our impulse would be to conclude that St. Paul passed this war, and found or confirmed the Colossian Church on his third missionary journey (Acts xix. 23, xiv. 1). He might also easily have visited Colossae during the prolonged stay at Ephesus, which immediately followed. The most competent commentators, however, agree in thinking that Col. ii. 1 proves that St. Paul had never been there, when the Epistle was written. Theodoret’s argument that he must have visited Colossae on the journey just referred to, because he is said to have gone through the whole region of Phrygia, may be proved fallacious from geographical considerations: Colossae, though ethnologically in Phrygia (Herod. L. c., Xen. L. c.), was at this period politically in the province of Asia (see Rev. L. c.). That the Apostle hoped to visit the place on being delivered from his Roman imprisonment is clear from Phil.ii. 22 (compare Phil. ii. 24). Philemon and his slave Onesimus were dwellers in Colossae. So also were Archippus and Epaphras. From Col. i. 7, iv. 12, it has been naturally concluded that the latter Christian was the founder of the Colossian Church (see Alford’s Prolegomena to _Gr. Test._, vol. iii. p. 31.)

**[Epaphras.]** The worship of angels mentioned by the Apostle (Col. ii. 18) curiously reappears in Christian times in connection with one of the top-
graphical features of the place. A church in honor of the archangel Michael was erected at the entrance of a chasm in consequence of a legend connected with an inundation (Harley's Researches in Greece, p. 52), and there is good reason for identifying this chasm with one which is mentioned by Herodotus.

This kind of superstition is mentioned by Theodoret as subsisting in his time; also by the Byzantine writer Nectas Chroniakes, who was a native of this place, and who says that Colossae and Chornae were the same. The neighborhood (visited by Pococke) was explored by Mr. Armfield (Skeat's Churchers, p. 140); but Mr. Hamilton was the first to determine the actual site of the ancient city, which appears to be at some little distance from the modern village of Chomet (Researches in A. M. i. 508). J. S. H.

COLOSSIANS, THE EPISTLE TO THE, was written by the Apostle St. Paul during his first captivity at Rome (Acts xxviii. 16), and apparently in the portion of it (Col. iv. 4) when the Apostle's imprisonment had not assumed the more severe character which seems to be reflected in the Epistle to the Philippians (ch. i. 20, 21, 30, ii. 27), and which not improbably succeeded the death of Burrus in A. D. 62 (Clinton, Fasti Rom. i. 44), and the decline of the influence of Seneca.

This important and profound epistle was addressed to the Christians of the once large and influential, but now smaller and declining, city of Colossae, and was delivered to them by Tychicus, whom the Apostle had sent both to them (ch. iv. 7, 8) and to the church of Ephesus (Eph. vi. 21), to inquire into their state and to administer exhortation and comfort. The epistle seems to have been called forth by the information St. Paul had received from Epaphras (ch. iv. 12; Philem. 25) and from Onesimus, both of whom appear to have been natives of Colossae, and the former of whom was, if not the special founder, yet certainly one of the very earliest preachers of the gospel in that city. The main object of the epistle is not merely, as in the case of the Epistle to the Philippians, to exhort and to confirm, nor, as in that to the Ephesians, to set forth the great features of the church of the chosen in Christ, but is especially designed to warn the Colossians against a spirit of semi-ludicrous theosophy, which was corrupting the simplicity of their belief, and was noticeably tending to obscure the eternal glory and dignity of Christ.

This main design is thus carried out in detail.

After his usual salutation (ch. i. 1, 2) the Apostle returns thanks to God for the faith of the Colossians, the spirit of love they had shown, and the progress which the gospel had made among them, as related by Epaphras (ch. i. 3-8). This leads him to pray without ceasing that they may be fruitful in good works, and especially thankful to the Father, who gave them an inheritance with saints, and translated them into the kingdom of His Son - His Son, the image of the invisible God, the first-born before every creature, the Creator of all things earthy and heavenly, the Head of the church, He in whom all things consist, and by whom all things have been reconciled to the eternal Father (ch. i. 9-20). This reconciliation, the Apostle reminds them, was exemplified in their own cases: they were once alienated, but now so reconciled as to be presented holy and blameless before God, if only they continued firm in the faith, and were not moved from the hope of which the Gospel was the source and origin (ch. i. 21-24).
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to make individual writings of the N. T. mere theosophistic productions of a later Gnosticism, the intelligent and critical reader will naturally yield but little credence. It is indeed remarkable that the strongly marked peculiarity of style, the nerve and force of the arguments, and the originality that appears in every paragraph should not have made both these writers pause in their ill-considered attack on this epistle.

A few special points demand from us a brief notice.

1. The opinion that this epistle and those to the Ephesians and to Philæmon were written during the Apostle's imprisonment at Caesarea (Acts xxi. 37-xxii. 32), i.e. between Pentecost A. D. 58 and the autumn of A. D. 69, has been recently advocated by several writers of ability, and stated with such cogency and clearness by Meyer (Einelit. z. Ephes. p. 15 ff.), as to deserve some consideration. It will be found, however, to rest on ingeniously urged plausibilities; whereas, to go no further than the present epistle, the notices of the Apostle's imprisonment in ch. iv. 3, 4, 10, certainly seem historically inconsistent with the nature of the imprisonment at Caesarea. The permission of Felix (Acts xxiv. 23) can scarcely be strained into any degree of liberty to teach or to publish the Gospel, while the facts recorded of St. Paul's imprisonment at Rome (Acts xxviii. 23, 31) are such as to harmonize admirably with the freedom in this respect which our present epistle represents to have been accorded both to the Apostle and his companions: see ch. iv. 11, and comp. De Wette, Einleitung z. Coloss. pp. 12, 13; Wieseler, Chronol. p. 420.

2. The nature of the erroneous teaching condemned in this epistle has been very differently estimated. Three opinions only seem to deserve any serious consideration: (a) that these erroneous teachers were adherents of Neo-Platonism, or of some forms of Occidental philosophy; (b) that they leaned to Essene doctrines and practices; (c) that they advocated that admixture of Christianity, Judaism, and Oriental philosophy which afterwards became consolidated into Gnosticism. Of these (a) has but little in its favor, except the somewhat vague formula of Philem. (ch. ii. 8), which, however, it seems arbitrary to restrict to Grecian philosophy; (b) is much more plausible; as far as the usages alluded to, but seems inconsistent both with the exclusive nature and circumscribed localities of Essene teaching; (c) on the contrary is in accordance with the Gentile nature of the church of Colosse (ch. i. 21), with its very locality — speculative and superstitious Phrygia — and with that tendency to associate Judicial observances (ch. ii. 16) with more purely theosophistic speculations (ch. ii. 18), which became afterwards so conspicuous in developed Gnosticism. The portions in our analysis of the epistle marked in italics serve to show how deeply these perverted opinions were felt by the Apostle to strike at the doctrine of the eternal Godhead of Christ.

3. The striking similarity between many portions of this epistle and of that to the Ephesians has given rise to much speculation, both as to the reason of this studied similarity, and as to the priority of order in respect to composition. These points cannot here be discussed at length, but must be somewhat briefly dismissed with the simple expression of an opinion that the similarity may reasonably be accounted for, (1) by the proximity in time at which the two epistles were written: (2) by the high probability that in two cities of Asia within a moderate distance from one another, there would be many doctrinal prejudices, and many social relations, that would call forth and need precisely the same language of warning and exhortation. The priority in composition must remain a matter for a reasonable difference of opinion. To us the shorter and perhaps more vividly expressed Epistle to the Colossians seems to have been first written, and to have suggested the more comprehensive, more systematic, but less individualizing, epistle to the church of Ephesus.

For further information the student is directed to Davidson's Introduction, ii. 394 ff.; Alford, Prolegomena, to N. T. iii. 33 ff.; and to the introduction to the excellent Commentary of Meyer.

The editions of this epistle are very numerous. Of the other commentaries those of Davenant, Expos. Ep. Pauli ad Col., ed. 3; Suicer, in Ep. Pauli ad Col. Comment., Tig. 1699, may be specified; and of modern commentaries, those of Bähr (Bas. 1833), Olshausen (Königsb. 1840), Huther (Hamb. 1841, a very good exegetical commentary), De Wette (Leipz. 1847), Meyer (Götting. 1848); and in our own country those of Eade (Edinb. [also New York] 1856), Alford (Lond. 1857), and Elliott (Lond. 1858).

* Later editions of Commentaries — Meyer, 1855; Alford, 1865; Elliott, 1865, and Amer. reprint, 1865. Other recent works — Ewald, Schriften des Apostels Paulus, 1857; Schenkel, Briefe an die Epheser, Philipp. u. Kolosser, 1862; Dr. Karl Braune, Die Briehe an die Epheser, Kolosser, 1867 (intended as a substitute for Schenkel on these epistles in Lange's Bibelwerk); Bleek, a brief ch. xvi. die Briefe an die Epheser, Kolosser, v. s. w. 1855, and Einl. in das N. Test., 1852, p. 494 ff.; Wordsworth, Greek Testament, 1856 (4th ed.); and J. Llewelyn Davies, The Epistles of St. Paul to the Ephesians, the Colossians, and Philemon, with Introductions and Notes, London, 1866. There are many good thoughts on this epistle, exegetical and practical, though quaintly expressed, in Trapp's Commentary on the New Testament, pp. 613-21 (Webster's ed., London, 1865).

For the information of the genuineness of the epistle in opposition to the Tübingen critics, see Klöpper, De Origine Ep. ad Ephesias et Colossenses, Gryph. 1583, and Ribäger, De Christologia Pauliana contra Barthium Commentaria, Vratisl. 1852. Prof. Weiss also defends the genuineness of the epistle against Baur's assumptions (Herzog's Real-Encyc. xix. 717-723). But as to the place where it was written, he sides with those who maintain that Paul was imprisoned at the time at Caesarea and not at Rome. He insists with some earnestness on the fact that in Phil. ii. 24 to be meditating a journey to Macedonia and not to Asia Minor, on regaining his liberty. But the implication here that Paul could not have taken Colosse and Macedonia in his way on the same journey (provided he was at Rome), seems not well founded. For, crossing from Italy to Dyrrachium, he could traverse the Egyptian Way through Macedonia to Philippi, and then embarking at Neapolis (Kadath), the port of Philippi, proceed to Troas or the mouth of the Cayster, and thence to Ephesus or Colosse as his plan might require. Presseux also assigns the Colossian epistle to Caesarea (Hist. des trois premiers Sibylles, i. 55 ff.); but natural as it may seem that Paul
should have written to the Asiatic churches during the two years that he was at Caesarea, that con-

complementation (on which Presbres's mainly relies) can hardly have more weight than the opposite consideration that Paul might be expected also to write to the Colossians while he was at Rome. The fuller doctrinal development in the letters to the Colossians and the Ephesians favors a later rather than an earlier period in the history of these churches. The same writer's allegation that Paul must have written this group of letters (Colossians, Ephesians, Philippians) at Caesarea, because a slave like Onesimus could not have been the apostle's fellow-prisoner at Rome, where his captivity was less rigorous than at Caes-

area, is inconclusive; for in fact there is no evidence at all that Onesimus was a prisoner anywhere.

Yet it should be stated there is a strong current of opinion, among critics at present in favor of Caes-

area. In support of that view, see especially Deus, Geschicht der heil. Schriften, p. 100 ff. (3rd. Aufl.). Böttger, Meyer, Thiersch, Schenkel, Laurent (Neuz.

zeit. Studien, p. 100 ff.), and others, advocate the same opinion. On the other hand, Hugen, Cred-

er, Giebeler, Ewald, Nieder, Lange, Bleek, Braune (in Lange's Bibelwerk), and nearly all the English critics, refer the epistle to Paul's first En-

gli captivity. Bleek in his Vorlesungen und Einleitung, mentioned above, states very fully and forcibly the grounds for this conclusion. 11.

* COME BY. "We had much work to come by the boat" (Acts xxvii. 16). περιμετοτος γενεται: τον σαλπηρίαν, lit. "to become masters of the boat," i.e. to secure it so as to hold it into the ship (ver. 17). 12.

* COMFORTER. "Out of the tides and offices of the Spirit which see." COMMERCE (1. 777-777), Gesen. p. 316; εμπορίον: n.γεωτοία: from 777, a merchant, from 777, travel, Ez. xxv. 15; A. V., merchant-

door, traffic; 2. 777, 777, Gesen. p. 1298; Ez. xxvi. 12, τά εμπορικά, n.γεωτοίς; in xxvii. 3, 16, ἐμπορία, n.γεωτία, from 777, travel.)

From the time that men began to live in cities, trade in some shape or form has been carried on to supply the town-dwellers with necessaries (see Heeren, Afs. Nat. i. 189), but it is also clear that international trade must have existed and affected to some extent even the pastoral nomad races, for we find that Abraham was rich, not only in cattle, but in silver, gold, and gold and silver plate and ornaments (Gen. xiii. 2, xxiv. 22, 53); and further, that gold and silver in a manufactured state, and silver, not improbably in coin, was at least among the settled inhabitants of Palestine and the pastoral tribes of Syria at that date (Gen. xx. 16, xxii. 16, xxviii. 16, Heb. xi. 11), to whom those metals must in all probability have been imported from other countries (Hussey, loc. Wight, c. vii. 3, p. 184; Kitto, P. H. Hist. of Pol., p. 109, 110; Herod. i. 215). Among living nations mentioned in Scripture, Egypt holds in very early times a prominent posi-

tion, though her external trade was carried on, not by her own citizens, but by foreigners, chiefly of the nomad races (Heeren, Afs. Nat. i. 468, ii. 371, 372). It was an Ishmaelitine caravan, laden with spices, which carried Joseph into Egypt, and the account shows that slaves formed sometimes a part of the merchandise imported (Gen. xxxvii. 25, xxxix. 1; Job vi. 19). From Egypt it is likely that all the gold and silver of the Eastern world was brought, but especially in times of general scarcity, corn would be exported, which was generally paid for by the non-exporting nations in silver, which was always weighed (Gen. xii. 57, xiii. 2, 25, 35, xlii. 11, 22, 21). These caravans also brought the precious stones as well as the spices of India into Egypt (Ex. xxv. 3, 7; Wilkinson, Anc. Eg. ii. 235, 257). Intercourse with Tyre does not appear to have taken place till a later period, and thus, though it cannot be determined whether the purple by which the Egyptian women and linen cloths were dyed was brought by land from Phenícia, it is certain that colored cloths had long been made and dyed in Egypt, and the use, at least, of them, adopted by the Hebrews for the tabernacle as early as the time of Moses (Ex. xxv. 4, 5; Heeren, Assiut Nat. i. 552; Herod. i. 1). The pasture-ground of Shechem appears from the story of Joseph to have been in the way of these caravan journeys (Gen. xxxvii. 14, 25; Schulze, Arch. Heb. 13, i. 150).

At the same time it is clear that trade was carried on between Babylonia and the Syrian cities, and also that gold and silver ornaments were common among the Syrian and Arabian races; a trade which was obviously carried on by land-carriage (Num. xxxv. 59; Josh. vii. 21; Judges x. 30, viii. 24; Job xli. 10).

Until the time of Solomon the Hebrew nation may be said to have had no foreign trade. Foreign trade was indeed contemplated by the Law, and strict rules for morality in commercial dealings were laid down by it (Deut. xxvii. 12, xxv. 13-16; Lev. xix. 35, 36), and the tribes near the sea and the Phenician territory appear to have engaged to some extent in maritime affairs (Gen. xlix. 13; Deut. xxxii. 18; Judges vi. 17), but the spirit of the Law was more in favor of agriculture and against foreign trade (Deut. xvii. 16, 17; Lev. xxv.; Joseph. c. Ant. i. 12). Solomon, however, organized an extensive trade with foreign countries, but chiefly, at least so far as the more distant nations were concerned, of an import character. He imported linen yarn, horses, and chariots from Egypt. Of the horses some appear to have been bred to the Phenician type; some were obtained by Solomon from Persia for his own use, and others he paid in gold, which was imported by sea from India and Arabia by his fleets in conjunction with the Phenicians (Heeren, Isr. Nat. i. 534; 1 K. x. 22-

24; Ges. p. 1202). It was by Phenicians also that the cedar and other timber for his great architec-
tural works was brought by sea to Joppa, whilst Solomon found the provisions necessary for the workmen in Mount Lebanon (1 K. vi. 6, 9; 2 Chr. iii. 10). The united fleets used to sail into the Indian Ocean every three years from Edath and Ezion-geber, ports on the Arabian gulf of the Red Sea, which David had probably gained from Edom, and brought back gold, silver, ivory, sandal-wood, ebony, precious stones, apes, and peacocks. Some of these may have come from India and Ceylon, and some from the coast of the Persian Gulf and the E. coast of Africa (2 Sam. vii. 14; 1 K. vi. 26, x. 11, 22; 2 Chr. viii. 17; Her. iii. 114; Livingstone, Travels, pp. 637, 662).

But the trade which Solomon took so much pains to encourage was not a maritime trade only. He built, or more probably fortified, Raamah and Pal-

myra; the latter at least expressly as a caravan.
CONCUBINE. The subject was subjected, involving both large abstraction of treasure by invaders and heavy impovements on the inhabitants to purchase immunity or to satisfy demands for tribute, must have impoverished the country from time to time (under Jehohabok, 1 K. xiv. 26; Asaf, xv. 18; Josiah, 2 K. xii. 18; Anchisi, xiv. 13; Ahaz, xvi. 8; Hezekiah, xvii. 13, 16; Jehoahaz and Jehoiakim, xxiii. 33, 35; Jehoiachin, xiv. 13), but it also helps to clear the monuments of the prophets bear witness, that much wealth must somewhere have existed in the country, and much foreign merchandise have been imported; so much so that, in the language of Ezekiel, Jerusalem appears as the rival of Tyre, and through its port, Joppa, to have carried on trade with foreign countries (Is. ii. 6, 16, iii. 21-23; Hos. xiv. 7; Ez. xxii. 2; Jonah i. 3; Heeren, As. Not. i. p. 328).

Under the Maccabees Joppa was fortified (1 Mace. xiv. 34), and later still Caesarea was built and made a port by Herod (Joseph. Ant. xv. 9, § 6; Acts xxvii. 2). Joppa became afterwards a haunt of pirates, and was given to Cestins; afterwards by Vespasian, and destroyed by him (Strab. xvi. p. 759; Joseph. B. J. ii. 18, § 10; ii. 9, § 1).

The internal trade of the Jews, as well as the external, was much promoted, as was the case also in Egypt, by the festivals, which brought large numbers of persons to Jerusalem, and caused great outlay in victims for sacrifices and in incense (1 K. viii. 1-2; 2 K. xviii. 36; 30).

The places of public market were, then as now, chiefly the open spaces near the gates, to which goods were brought for sale by those who came from the outside (Neh. xii. 15, 16; Zeph. i. 10).

The traders in later times were allowed to intrude into the temple, in the outer courts of which victims were publicly sold for the sacrifices (Zech. xiv. 21; Matt. xvi. 12; John ii. 14).

The matter of buying and selling great stress is laid by the Law in dealing. Just weights and balances are stringently ordered (Lev. xix. 35; 36; Deut. xxv. 13-16). Kidnapping slaves is forbidden under the severest penalty (Ex. xxi. 16; Deut. xxv. 7). Trade in swine was forbidden by the Jewish doctors (Surenhus. Mish. de domum. v. 7, vol. iv. p. 60; Lightfoot, H. II. on Matt. viii. 33; Winer; Haenel; Saalschutz, Arch. Hebr. z. 15, 16; 17, 18). H. W. P.

Jerusalem farther information on this branch, see the art. PHOENICANS, III.; Trechsel, De Comm. st Navig. Hibernorum ante Eexitum Babylonici, in the Comm. Soc. REG. SCI. Gotting., vol. xvi. (1908); Cl. hist., pp. 150-179; Vincent, Commerce of the Ancients in the Indian Ocean, 2 vols. Lond.
CONCUINE

quite independent of the fact of there being another woman having the rights of wife towards the same man. The difference probably lay in the absence of the right of divorce, which the wife could not be repudiated, and in some particulars of treatment and consideration of which we are ignorant; also in her condition and rights on the death of her lord, rather than in the absence of nuptial ceremonies and dowry, which were non-essential; yet it is so probable that these last did not pertain to the concubine, that the assertion of the Talmud (B. H. 30a) to that effect, though controverted, might be received. The doctrine that a concubine also could not be dismissed without a formal divorce is of later origin—not that such dismissals were more frequent, probably, than those of wives—and negatively by the silence of Ex. xxi. and Deut. xxi. regarding it. From this it seems to follow that a concubine could not become a wife to the same man, nor vice versa, unless in the improbable case of a wife divorced returning as a concubine. With regard to the children of wife and concubine, there was no such difference as our illegitimacy implies; the latter were a supplementary family to the former, their names occur in the patriarchal genealogies (Gen. xxii. 21; 1 Chr. i. 32), and their position and provision, save in the case of defect of those former (in which case they might probably succeed to landed estate or other chief homage), would depend on the father's will (Gen. xxi. 6). The state of concubinage is assumed and provided for by the law of Moses. A concubine would generally be either (1) a Hebrew girl bought of her father, i.e. a slave, which alone the Rabbins regard as a lawful connection (Maimon. Hilkhot-Mabkim, iv.), at least for a private person; (2) a genteel captive taken in war; (3) a foreign slave bought, or (4) a Canaanitish woman, bond or free. The rights of (1) and (2) were protected by law (Ex. xxi. 7; Deut. xxi. 10), but (3) was unrecognized, and (4) probably in the names of Hebrew women also might become concubines. So Gideon's concubine seems to have been of a family of rank and influence in Shechem, and such was probably the state of the Levite's concubine (Judg. xix.). The ravages of war among the male sex, or the impoverishment of families, might often induce this condition. The case (1) was not a hard lot. The passage in Ex. xx. xxxi is somewhat obscure, and seems to mean, in brief, as follows:—A man who bought a Hebrew girl as concubine for himself might not treat her as a mere Hebrew slave, to be sent "out" (i.e. in the seventh, v. 2), but might, if she displeased him, dismiss her to her father on redemption, i.e. repayment probably of a part of what he paid for her. If he had taken her for a concubine for his son, and the son then married another woman, the concubine's position and rights were secured, or, if she were refused these, she became free without redemption. Further, from the provision in the case of such a concubine given by a man to his son, that she should be dealt with "after the manner of daughters," we see that the servile merged in the connubial relation, and that her children must have been free. Yet some degree of contempt attached to the "handmaid's son" (תֶּרֶם כָּרָה), used reproachfully to the son of a concubine merely in Judg. ix. 18; see also Ex. xxvi. 16. The provisions relating to (2) are merciful and considerate to a rare degree, but overlaid by the Rabbis with distorting comments.

CONDUIT (םִּינָּה), ut: a trench or water-course, from פֶּנֶּה; to ascend, Gesen. p. 1022).

1. Although no notice is given either by Scripture or by Josephus of any connection between the pools of Solomon beyond Bethlehem and a supply of water for Jerusalem, it seems unlikely that so large a work as the pools should be constructed merely for irrigating his gardens (Ecc. ii. 6), and tradition, both oral and as represented by Talmudical writers, ascribes to Solomon the formation of the original aqueduct by which water was brought to Jerusalem (Marrard, Early Temp. p. 458; Haschbiust, Treat. 146; Lightheod, Desc. Temp. c. xxviii. vol. i. p. 612; Robinson, i. 205). Pontius Pilate applied the sacred treasure of the Corban to the work of bringing water by an aqueduct from a distance, Josephus says of 300 or 400 stadia (B. J. ii. 9, § 4), but elsewhere 200 stadia, a distance which would fairly correspond with the length of the existing aqueduct with all its turns and windings (Int. xviii. 3, § 2; Williams, Holy City, ii. 501). His application of the money in this manner gave rise to a serious disturbance. Whether his work was a new one or a reparation of Solomon's original one is uncertain; and it is not certain whether it was more than probable that the ancient work would have been destroyed in some of the various sieges since Solomon's time. The aqueduct, though much injured, and not serviceable for water beyond Bethlehem, still exists: the water is conveyed from the fountain which supply the pools about two miles S. of Bethlehem. The water-course then passes from the pools in a N. E. direction, and winding round the hill of Bethlehem on the S. side, is carried sometimes above and sometimes below the surface of the ground, partly in earthen pipes and partly in a channel about one foot square of rough stones laid in cement, till it approaches Jerusalem. There it crosses the valley of Hinnom at the S. W. side of the city on a bridge of nine arches at a point above the pool called Rivets-al-Salim. then returns S. E. and E. along the side of the valley and under the wall, and continuing its course along the east side is finally conducted to the Haram. It was repaired by Sultan Mohammed Ibn-Kahlan of Egypt about A. D. 1300 (Williams, Holy City, ii 498; Hamner, Pol. p. 280; Robinson, i. 265-267 347, 475, ii. 247).
2. Among the works of Hezekiah he is said to have stopped the "upper water-course of Gihon," and brought it down straight to the W. side of the city of David (2 Chr. xxxii. 30). The direction of this water-course of course depends on the site of Gihon. Dr. Robinson identifies this with the large pool called Bori'ka-'an-Ma'lli'a at the head of the valley of Hinnom on the S. W. side of Jerusalem, and considers the lately discovered subterranean conduit within the city to be a branch from Hezekiah's water-course (Rob. iii. 243–4, i. 327; Ges. pp. 616, 1336). Mr. Williams, on the other hand, places Gihon on the N. side, not far from the tomb of the kings, and supposes the water-course to have brought water in a S. direction to the temple, whence it flowed ultimately into the Pool of Siloam or Lower Pool. One argument which recommends this view is found in the account of the interview between the emissaries of Sennacherib and the officers of Hezekiah, which took place "by the conduit of the upper pool in the highway of the fuller's field" (2 K. xviii. 17), whose site seems to be indicated by the "fuller's monument," mentioned by Josephus as on the N. E. side of the city, and by the once well-known site called the Camp of the Assyrians (Joseph. B. J. v. 4, § 2, 7, § 3, and 12, § 2). [Gihon; Jerusalem.] H. W. P.

CONEY (טַֽלֹֹנְקִיָּה; εὐαγγελία; εὐαγγέλιον; v. l. אֲנָנָיָה: εὐαγγελία, εὐαγγελισμός, εὐαγγελισμός), a creodont mammal of the class Pachydermata, which is found in Palestine, living in the caves and cliffs of the rocks, and has been erroneously identified with the Rabbit or Coney. Its scientific name is Hyrax Syriacus. The כַּגּוֹנָה is mentioned four times in the O. T. In Lev. xi. 5 and in Deut. xiv. 7 it is declared to be unclean, because it chews the cud, but does not divide the hoof. In Ps. civ. 18 we are told "the rocks are a refuge for the conenys," and in Prov. xxx. 26 that "the conenys are but a feeble folk, yet make they their houses in the rocks." The Hyrax satisfies exactly the expressions in the two last passages; and its being reckoned among the ruminating animals is no difficulty, the hare being also erroneously placed by the sacred writers in the same class, because the action of its jaws resembles that of the ruminating animals. Its color is gray or brown on the back, white on the belly; it is like the alpine marmot, scarcely of the size of the domestic cat, having long hair, a very short tail, and round ears. It is very common in Syria, especially on the ridges of Lebanon, and is found also in Arabah Petraea, Upper Egypt, Abyssinia, and Palestine (Wilson, Lands of the Bible, ii. 28 ff.). The Arabs call the כַּגּוֹנָה "a n灰; but among the southern Arabs we find the term "thawfa = schilpaḥ (Freucl in Asiatic Journ. June, 1838, p. 514). The Amharic name is "abōkíd, under which name the hyrax is described by Bruce, who also gives a figure of it, and mentions the fact that the Arabs also called it "sheep of the children of Israel." The hyrax is mentioned by Robinson (iii. 387), as occurring in the sides of the chasm of the Lityan opposite Belait. It says that it is seen coming out of the cliffs of the rocks in winter at midday; in summer only towards evening. The derivation of כַּגּוֹנָה from the unused root, כַּגּוֹ, to hide, chiefly in the earth, is obvious.

W. D.

The Hyrax Syriacus is now universally allowed to be the schilpaḥ of the Bible, and the point may fairly be considered satisfactorily settled. The "coney" or rabbit of the A. V., although it suits the Scriptural allusions in every particular, except in the matter of its ruminating, is to be rejected, as the rabbit is nowhere found in the Bible lands; there are several species or varieties of hare, but the rabbit is not known to exist there in a wild state." The Jerboa (Dipus Egyptianus) which Bochart (Hieroc. ii. 490), Rosenmüller (Schol. in Lev. xi. 5), and others have sought to identify with the schilpaḥ, must also be rejected, for it is the nature of the jerboas to inhabit sandy places and not stony rocks. It is curious to find Bochart quoting Arabian writers, in order to prove that the "word" denotes the jerboa, whereas the description of this animal as given by Damir, Giauari, and others, exactly suits the hyrax.

The "word," says Giauari, "is an animal less than a cat, of a brown color, without a tail," upon which Dr. Wilson (Jews of the Bible, ii. 28) remarks, "We were, we believe, the first European travellers who actually noticed this animal within the proper bounds of the Holy Land," this was amongst the rocks at Mar Saba. Bruce, however, noticed these animals plentifully in Lebanon, and among the rocks at the Pharan Promontorium or Cape Mohammed, near the Gulf of Suez; and Shaw (Tetr. ii. 160, 350 ed.) also saw the hyrax on Lebanon, and says "it is common in other places of this country." Dr. Hooker in his recent journey to the Lebanon and Palestine saw no hyrax anywhere, and says he

a Russell (Alpinum, ii. 159, 214 ed.) mentions rabbits as being occasionally bred in houses, "for the use of the Franks" at Aleppo; and adds that the fur of the white and black rabbit is much worn, and that the latter kind is imported from Europe. Even if the ancient Hebrews had ever seen imported specimens of the rabbit, there can be no doubt that it would have been included under the Hebrew term קָנָה, which is the Arabic name at Aleppo both of this animal and the hare.
was told it is confined to the sterile hills of the Jordan and Dead Sea valleys only; Thomson (Land and Book, p. 298) speaks only of one individual among the ruins of the Castle of Kurnein.

Hennepich (Sprache Phys. p. i.) enumerates three species of hyrax, and gives the localities as follows: H. Sicyonis, Mount Sinai; H. habessinos, mountains on the coast of Abyssinia; — this is the Achidoko of Bruce — and H. cupreos, Donna- gala. The Amharic name of Achidoko is, according to Bruce, derived from the long hermaphroditic hairs which like small thorns grow about his back, and which in Amharic are called Aishok. A tame hyrax was kept by Bruce, who from the action of the animal's jaws was led into the error of supposing that "it chewed the cud," it is worthy of remark that the poet Cooper made the same mistake with respect to his tame hares. The flesh of the hyrax is said to resemble the rabbit in flavor; the Arabs of Mount Sinai esteem it a delicacy; the Christians of Abyssinia do not eat its flesh, nor do the Mohammedans; see Oudemans (Tabern. Summ. p. v. ch. ii.). Hennepich states that the urine of the Cape hyrax (H. cupreos), as well as that of the Asiatic species, is regarded as medicinal. See also Spurrum (Trans. p. 324) and Thumberg (Trans. i. 199). This is confirmatory of the remarks of an Arabic writer cited by Bochart (Hieros. ii. 413).

The hyrax is zoologically a very interesting animal, for although in some respects it resembles the Rokhal, in which order this genus was originally placed, its true affinities are with the rhinoceros; its molars teeth differ only in size from those of that great pachyderm. Accordingly Dr. Gray places the hyrax in his sub-family Rhinocerinae, family Equidae; it is about the size of a rabbit, which in some of its habits it much resembles; the animals are generally seen to congregate in groups amongst the rocks, in the cavities of which they hide themselves when alarmed; they are herbivorous as to diet, feeding on grass and the young shoots of shrubs. Some observers have remarked that an old male is set as a sentry in the vicinity of their holes, and that he utters a sound like a whistle to apprise his companions when danger threatens; if this is a fact, it forcibly illustrates Prov. xxvi. 24, 25, where the skolopaulus is named as one of the four things "upon earth which, though little, are exceeding wise." W. II.

II. CONFECTION (Ex. xxx. 35); stands for compound or mixture, a Latin sense of the word.

II. CONFIRMATION. [Barang, p. 241.]

CONGREGATION (παραγια, from παρά to call = conyagination: συναγωγή; συνηγορία, in Pent. viii. 16, xvii. 1: congregation, electivus, cæteris). This term describes the Hebrew people in its collective capacity under its peculiar aspect as a holy community, held together by religious rather than political bonds. Sometimes it is used in a broad sense as inclusive of foreign settlers (Ex. xii. 19); but more properly, as exclusively appropriate to the Hebrew element of the population (Num. xx. 15). In such cases this word expresses the idea of the Roman Curia or the Greek polis.

* * *

A M. Tristram, who was a naturalist was the more earnest in his efforts, caught one of these animals (which it is extremely difficult to do) among the cliffs on the S. W side of the Dead Sea, and describes it as an interesting subject to what is said in Prov.xxx 23, 24, both as to its usefulness and its singular running and power of self-preservation. See his Land of Israel 2d ed. p. 255 (London, 1850).
CONIAH (Josiah).

CONONI'AH (Achon Jeroham) established : Eusebius : [Vat. in ver. 12 "Noxenoiis."]

Alex. Noxenoiis : Chronicles, a Levite, ruler of the offerings and titles in the time of Hezekiah (2 Chr. xxxii. 12, 13). [See CONAIAH.]

CONSECRATION. [P R I E S T .]

• CONVENIENT signifies "becoming, fitting, appropriate" in several passages, e. g. Prov. xxxii. 8; Ex. xiv. 4; Rom. i. 28; Eph. v. 4; Phil. ii. 6. It occurs once in the dedication of James's translators. It is the rendering of הָרָבָאָב and חָיֹבָא in the N. T., and was an ancient Latin sense of the word. It belongs to the class of terms of which Archbishop Whately remarks that "they are much more likely to perplex and bewildre the reader, than those entirely out of use. The latter only leave him in darkness; the others mislead him by a false light." See his "Brins's Essays with Annotations" (Essay xxiv. p. 330, 5th ed. Boston, 1863).

• CONVERSATION is never used in the A. V. in its ordinary sense, but always denotes "course of life," "conduct." In the N. T. it commonly represents the Greek ἀναγράφως: once ἐγρά-

φος. In Phil. iii. 20, "our conversation is in heaven," it is the rendering of πανεύρια. The probable meaning is well expressed by Wieland's translation, "we are citizens of heaven." A.

CONVOCATION (תְּוָאֵב, from נָדֵב, to 

vow; comp. Num. x. 2; Is. i. 13). This term is applied invariably to meetings of a religious char-

acter, in contradistinction to congregation, in which political and legal matters were occasionally settled.

Hence it is connected with נָדֵב, holy, and is ap-
piled only to the Sabbath and the great annual festivals of the Jews (Ex. xii. 15; Lev. xxiii. 2 ff.; Num. xxviii. 18 ff., xxix. 1 ff.). With one excep-
tion (Is. i. 12), the word is peculiar to the Pentateuch.

The LXX. treats it as an adjective "πατρίν, ἐγκλάτος; but there can be no doubt that the A. V. is correct in its rendering.

W. L. B.

COOKING. As meat did not form an article of ordinary diet among the Jews, the art of cooking was not carried to any perfection. The difficulty of preserving it from putrefaction necessitated the immediate consumption of an animal, and hence few were slaughtered except for purposes of hospitality or festivity. The proceedings on such occasions appear to have been as follows: On the arrival of a guest the animal, either a kid, lamb, or calf, was killed (Gen. xvii. 7; Luke xvi. 23), its throat being cut so that the blood might be poured out (Lev. vii. 20); it was then flayed and was ready either for roasting (נַּחַל), or boiling (תְּבַע), in the former case the animal was preserved entire (Ex. xii. 46), and roasted either over a fire (Ex. xii. 8) of wood (Is. xiv. 19), or perhaps, as the mention of five implies another method, in an oven, consisting simply of a hole dug in the earth, well hallowed, and covered up (Barkhardt, Notes on Bedoinous, i. 240); the Paschal lamb was roasted by the first of these methods (Ex. xii. 8, 9; 2 Chr. xxxix. 33). Boiling, however, was the more usual mode of cooking, both in the case of sacrifices, other than the Paschal lamb (Lev. viii. 31), and for domestic use (Ex. xvi. 29), so much so that נַּחַל נַחַל to cook generally, including even roasting (Deut. xvi. 7). In this case the animal was cut up, the right shoulder being first taken off (hence the priest's joint, Lev. vii. 32), and the other joints in succession: the flesh was separated from the bones and minced, and the bones them-

selves were broken up (Mic. iii. 3); the mingled flesh was then thrown into a caldron (Ex. xxiv. 4, 5) filled with water (Ex. xii. 9), or, as we may infer from Ex. xxi. 18, occasionally with milk, as is still usual among the Arabs (Barkhardt, Notes, i. 63), the prohibition "not to seethe a kid in his mother's milk" having reference apparently to some heathen practice connected with the offering of the first-fruits (Ex. l. c.; xxix. 20), which rendered the kid so prepared unleavened bread, and butter (Gen. xviii. 8), as a sauce for dipping morsels of bread into (Barkhardt's Notes, i. 63). Sometimes the meat was so highly spiced that its flavor could hardly be distinguished; such dishes were called נַּחַל נַּחַל (Gen. xvii. 4; Prov. xxvii. 3). There is a striking similarity in the culinary operations of the Hebrew and Egyptians (Wilkinson's Anc. Egypt. ii. 374 ff.). Veg-
Coos was first spelt "Cook." (Gen. xxv. 29; 2 K. iv. 38.) Fish was also cooked (Lk. xvi. 22; pater move; Luke xxiv. 42), probably boiled. The cooking was in early times performed by the mistress of the household (Gen. xviii. 6); professional cooks (αὐτός ὑπάρχων) were afterwards employed (1 Sam. viii. 13, 25). The utensils required were — δοχυρία (χειροτροφεῖα; chytropalae), a cooking range, having places for two or more pots, probably of earthenware (Lev. xi. 55): δοχηλία (λειβος; λείβος), a caldron (1 Sam. ii. 14): δοχος (κρασίναμα), a large fork or flesh-hook: θημία (Ἀβιλαία, ὧν ἱπποῖα), a wide, open, metal vessel, resembling a fish-keetle, adapted to be used as a wash-pot (Ps. ix. 8), or to eat from (Ex. xxxi. 9). 

ποταμός, or δοχομος, pots probably of earthenware and high, but how differing from each other does not appear; and, lustily, ἀλυσός, or ὑπαρχόντα, dishes (2 K. ii. 20, xxi. 13; Prov. xiv. 21, A. V. "boon").

W. L. B.


COPPER (κόπρης). This word in the A. V. is always rendered "brass," except in Ex. viii. 27. As brass. This metal is usually found as pyrites (sulphur of copper and iron), malachite (cuff of copper), or in the state of oxide, and occasionally in a native state, principally in the Near West. It was almost exclusively used by the ancients for common purposes; for which its elastic and ductile nature rendered it practically available. It is a question whether in the earliest times iron was known (μελας δ's οὐκ ἑκέει σίδερον, Hes. Olyg. et Diec, 149; Lucr. v. 1258 ff.). In India, however, its manufacture has been practiced from a very ancient date by a people exceedingly simple, and possibly a similar use was employed by the ancient Egyptians (Napier, Anc. Works in Metal, p. 137). There is no certain mention of iron in the Scriptures; and, from the allusion to it as known to Tubalain (Gen. iv. 22), some have ventured to doubt whether in that place ἄρης means iron (Wilkinson, Anc. Egypt. iii. 212).

We read in the Bible of copper, possessed in countless abundance (2 Chr. iv. 18, and used for every kind of instrument; as chains [Ez. xvi. 21], pillars [1 K. vii. 15-21], hedges, the great one being called "the copper sea" (2 K. xv. 13; 1 Chr. xviii. 8), and the other temple vessels. These were made in the foundry, with the assistance of Hiram, a Phoenician (1 K. xvii. 13), although the Jews were not ignorant of metallurgy (Ex. xxv. 18; Dan. iv. 26, &c.), and appear to have worked their own mines (Ez. viii. 9; lvi. 1). We read also of copper mirrors (Ex. xxxvii. 8; Job xxxvii. 19), since the metal is susceptible of brilliant polish (2 Chr. iv. 15); and even of copper arms, as helmets, spears, &c. (1 Sam. vii. 5, 6, 58; 2 Sam. xvi. 16). The expression "law of steel," in Job xx. 21, 24, xvii. 31, should be rendered "law of copper," since the term for steel is ἄρης or ἄρης ἄρης (northern iron). They could hardly have applied copper to these purposes without possessing some judicious system of alloys, or perhaps some forgotten secret for rendering the metal harder and more elastic than we can make it. It has been maintained that the cutting-tools of the Egyptians, with which they worked the granite and porphyry of their monuments, were made of bronze, in which copper was a chief ingredient. The arguments on this point are found in Wilkinson, iii. 243, &c., but they are not conclusive. There seems no reason why the art of making iron and excellent steel, which has been for ages practiced in India, may not have been equally known to the Egyptians. The quickness with which iron decomposes will fully account for the non-discovery of any remains of steel or iron implements. For analyses of the bronze tools and articles found in Egypt and Assyria, see Napier, p. 88.

The only place in the A. V. where "copper" is mentioned is Ex. viii. 27, "two vessels of fine copper, precious as gold" (cf. 1 Esdr. viii. 57; ἀνάστασιν χαλκοῦ στίλβοντος, διάφορα, ἐν χρυσῷ: νεκταρίων χαλκηίς, Syr.; "ex orichalco," Jun.), perhaps similar to those of "bright brass" in 1 K. viii. 43; 1 Sam. vi. 6. They may have been of orichalcum, like the Persians or Indian vases found among the treasures of Darius (Aristot. de Mirob. Auscult.), and there were two kinds of this metal, one natural (Serv. ad Aen. xii. 87), which Pliny (H. N. xxxiv. 2, 2) says had long been extinct in his time, but which Chardin alludes to as found in Sumatra under the name "Calumac" (Rouen, &c.); the other artificial (identified by some with ἀλτέκτων, whence the mistaken spelling "orichaleum"); which Beechert (Hieroc. vi. 16, p. 811 ff.) considers to be the Hebrew ἄρης (copper) and Chal. ἀρής (? gold, Ez. i. 24, 27; viii. 2; ἀλτέκτων, LXX.; 'ελαττώτου χρυσίω, Hesych.; to which Suid. adds, ἀποικίματων ἀλαίω καὶ λευκίω). On this substance see Fausan, v. 12; Hist. xxxiii. 4, § 25; Gesenius considers the χαλαλλοβιομ, of Rev. i. 10 to be χαλαλλος λάμπανοι = λάμπων; he differs from Beechert, and argues that it means merely "smooth or polished brass."

In Ez. xxiv. 13, the importation of copper vessels to the markets of Tyre by merchants of Judah (Psa. lxx. 9) is alluded to; probably these were the Moschi, &c., who worked the copper mines in the neighborhood of Mount Caucasis.

In 2 Tim. iv. 14, χαλαλλος is rendered "coppersmith," but the term is perfectly general, and is used even for workers in iron (Od. ix. 391); χαλαλλος, πάν τε τεχνίτης, καὶ ὁ χρυσοκόπας καὶ ὁ χρυσανθός (Hesych.).

"Copper" is used for money, Ez. xvi. 30 (A. V. "filthiness"); ἐξελθομιν τοῦ χαλαλλου, LXX.; "luxuriam est utrum," Vulg.; and in N. T. (εὐκαλή, ποιητικοί ἐπὶ χρυσίων καὶ του ὑπεράνων ἀλείων, Hesych.).

F. W. F.

* COPPER VERSION. [Versions, Ancient (Latinman)].

* COR ( kube : κόπος ; corus) a measure of capacity, the same as the homer (Er. xv. 14; 1 K. iv. 22 and v. 11, marg.; Ez. xvi. 22, marg.). See Weights and Measures, § 2.

CORAL (κοράλλιον; κοράλλιον; κοράλλιον) occurs only, as
the somewhat doubtful rendering of the Hebrew rénéth, in Job xxviii. 18, "No mention shall be made of coral (réénéth, margin) or of pearls, for the price of wisdom is above rubies;" and in Ez. xxvii. 16, where coral is enumerated amongst the wares which Syria brought to the markets of Tyre. The old versions fail to afford us any clue; the LXX. gives "τοίοι λίθοι" (τοίοι λίθοι), the Aramaean "םיתו לית" the Hebrew term "lofty things;" the Vulg. in Ez. (l. c.) reads "silk." Some have conjectured "rhi- noceros skins," deriving the original word from recorn (the unicorn of the A. V.), which word, however, has nothing to do with this animal. [UNI- CORN.] Schultens (Comment. in Joban, l. c.) gives up the matter in despair, and leaves the word untranslated. Many of the Jewish rabbis understand "red coral" by rénéth. Gesenius (Thes. s. v.) conjectures "black coral" (?) assigning the red kind to penénim ("rubies," A. V.); see Ruby. Michaelis (Suppl. Lex. Hbr. p. 2218) translates réénéth by Lapides gazellorum, i.e. l. b. bezoavoris as if from ria, an Arabic name for some species of gazelle. The Lapis bezoavoricus of Linnaeus denotes the cæcaline concretions sometimes found in the stomach of the Indian gazelle, the Sela (Antilope cervicapra, Falisc). This stone, which possesses a strong aromatic odor, was formerly held in high repute as a talisman. The Arabic physi- cians attributed valuable medicinal properties to these concretions. The opinion of Michaelis, that réénéth denotes these stones, is little else than conjecture. On the whole, we see no reason to be dissatisfied with the rendering of the A. V. "Coral." has decided the best claim of any other substance to represent the réénéth. The natural upward form of growth of the Corallium rubrum is well suited to the etymology of the word. The word rendered "price" in Job xxviii. 18, more properly denotes "a drawing out;" and appears to have reference to the manner in which coral and pearls were obtained from the sea, either by diving or dredging. At present, Mediterranean corals, which constitute an important article of commerce, are broken off from the rocks to which they are attached by long hooked poles, and thus "drawn out." With regard to the estimation in which coral was held by the Jews and other Orientals, it must be re- membered that coral varies in price with us. Fine compact specimens of the best tints may be worth as much as £10 per oz., while inferior ones are perhaps not worth much more than a shilling per lb. Pliny says (N. H. xxxii. 2) that the Indians valued coral as the Romans valued pearls. It is possible that the Syrian traders, who as Jerome re- marks (Rosenmüller, Schol. in Ez. xxvii. 16), would in his day run all over the world "luri cupiditate, may have visited the Indian seas, and brought home thence rich coral treasures; though they would also readily procure coral either from the Red Sea or the Mediterranean, where it is abund- antly found. Coral, Mr. King informs us, often occurs in ancient Egyptian jewelry as beads, and cut into carvings. W. II.

CORD (Cal., L. v., runc, ḫilib. ḫilib. The varieties of the purpose to which cord, including under that term rope and twisted things, was applied, the following are specially worthy of notice. (1) For fastening a tent, in which sense "ropes" is more particularly used (e. g. Ew. xxxv. 18, xxxix. 40; Is. liv. 2). As the tent supplied a favorite image of the human body, the cords which held it in its place represented the principle of life (Job iv. 21, "And his tent-cords are turned away?"; Ez. xii. 6). (2) For binding or binding animals, as a halter or rein (Ps. ex. xxvii; Hos. xi. 4), whence to "loosen the cord" (Job xxx 11) to be free from authority. (3) For yoking them either to a cart (Is. v. 18) or a plough (Job xxxix. 10). (4) For binding prisoners, more par- ticularly ḫilib (Judg. xv. 13; Ps. ii. 3, exxix. 4; Ez. iii. 25), whence the metaphorical expression "hands of love" (Hos. xi. 4). (5) For bow- strings (Ps. xi. 2), made of catgut; such are spoken of in Judg. xvi. 7 (םיאולמ, מיאולמ) A. V. "groc.
CORINTH

(Kömpfort: [Corinth]). This city is alike remarkable for its distinctive geographical position, its eminence in Greek and Roman history, and its close connection with the early spread of Christianity. Geographically its situation was so marked, that the name of its Isthmus has been given to every narrow neck of land between two seas. Thus it was "the bridge of the sea" (Plut., Dem., vii. 44) and "the gate of the Peloponnese" (Xen., Hell. II. 2). No invading army could enter the Morea by land except by this way, and without forcing some of the defenses which have been raised from one sea to the other at various intervals between the great Persian war and the recent struggles of the Turks with the modern Greeks, or with the Venetians. But, besides this, the site of Corinth is distinguished by another conspicuous physical feature—namely, the Acrocorinthus, a vast citadel of rock, which rises abruptly to the height of 2000 feet above the level of the sea, and the summit of which is so extensive that it once contained a whole town. The view from this eminence is one of the most celebrated in the world. Besides the mountains of the Morea, it embraces those on the northern shore of the Corinthian gulf, with the snowy heights of Parnassus conspicuous above the rest. To the west is the Saronic gulf, with its islands, and the hills round Athens, the Acropolis itself being distinctly visible at a distance of 45 miles. Immediately below the Acrocorinthus, to the north, was the city of Corinth, on a table-land descending in terraces to the low plain, which lies between Cenchrea, the harbor on the Saronic, and Lechaion, the harbor on the Corinthian gulf.

The situation of Corinth, and the possession of these eastern and western harbors, are the secrets of her history. The earliest passage in her progressive eminence was probably Thracian. But at the most remote period of which we have any sure record we find the Greeks established here in a position of wealth (Hom. II. ii. 570; Plut., Oth., viii. 41), and military strength (Thucyd., i. 13). Some of the earliest efforts of Greek ship-building are connected with Corinth, and her colonies to the westward were among the first and most flourishing sent out from Greece. So too in the latest passages of Greek history, in the struggles between Macedonia and Rome, Corinth held a conspicuous place. After the battle of Chaeronea (n. c. 338) the Macedonian kings placed a garrison in the Acrocorinthus. After the battle of Cynoscephalae (n. c. 197) it was occupied by a Roman garrison. Corinth, however, was constituted the head of the Hellespont (Livy, xxx. 45). Here the Roman ambassadors were maltreated; and the consequence was the utter ruin and destruction of the city.

It is not the true Greek Corinth with which we have to do in the life of St. Paul, but the Corinth which was rebuilt and established as a Roman colony. The distinction between the two must be carefully remembered. A period of a hundred
ears intervened, during which the place was almost utterly desolate. The merchants of the Isthmus retired to Delos. The presidency of the Isthmian games was given to the people of Sicyon. Corinth seemed blotted from the map; till Julius Caesar refounded the city, which thenceforth was called Colossi Julia Corinthiæ. The new city was hardly less distinguished than the old, and it acquired a fresh importance as the metropolis of the Roman province of Achæa. We find Galleus, brother of the philosopher Senece, exercising the functions of proconsul here (Achæa was a senatorial province) during St. Paul's first residence at Corinth, in the reign of Claudius.

This residence continued for a year and six months, and the circumstances, which occurred during the course of it, are related at some length (Acts xviii. 1-18). St. Paul had recently passed through Macedonia. He came to Corinth from Athens; shortly after his arrival Silas and Timothy came from Macedonia and rejoined him; and about this time the two epistles to the Thessalonians were written (probably A. D. 52 or 53). It was at Corinth that the apostle first became acquainted with Aquila and Priscilla; and shortly after his departure Apollos came to this city from Ephesus (Acts xviii. 27).

Corinth was a place of great mental activity, as well as of commercial and manufacturing enterprise. Its wealth was so celebrated as to be proverbial; so were the vice and profligacy of its inhabitants. The worship of Venus here was at tended with shameful licentiousness. All these points are indirectly illustrated by passages in the two epistles to the Corinthians, which were written (probably A. D. 57) the first from Ephesus, the second from Macedonia, shortly before the second visit to Corinth, which is briefly stated (Acts xx. 3) to have lasted three months. During this visit (probably A. D. 58) the epistle to the Romans was written. From the three epistles last mentioned, compared with Acts xxiv. 17, we gather that St. Paul was much occupied at this time with a collection for the poor Christians at Jerusalem.

There are good reasons for believing that when St. Paul was at Ephesus (A. D. 57) he wrote to the Corinthians an epistle which has not been preserved (see below, p. 195); and it is almost certain that about the same time a short visit was paid to Corinth, of which no account is given in the Acts.

It has been well observed that the great number of Latin names of persons mentioned in the epistle to the Romans is in harmony with what we know of the colonial origin of a large part of the population of Corinth. From Acts xviii. we may conclude that there were many Jewish converts in the Corinthian church, though it would appear (1 Cor. xii. 2) that the Gentiles predominated. On the other hand it is evident from the whole tenor of both epistles that the Judaizing element was very strong at Corinth. Party-spirit also was extremely prevalent, the names of Paul, Peter, and Apollos being used as the watchwords of restless factions. Among the eminent Christians who lived at Corinth were Stephanas (1 Cor. i. 16, xvi. 15, 17), Crispus (Acts xviii. 8; 1 Cor. i. 14), Caius (Rom. xvi. 23; 1 Cor. i. 14), and Erastus (Rom. xvi. 23; 2 Tim. iv. 20). The epistles of Clement to the Corinthians are among the most interesting of the post-apostolic writings. Corinth is still an episcopal see. The cathedral church of St. Nicolas, "a very mean place for such an ecclesiastical dignity," used in Turkish times to be in the Aerocorinthian. The city has now shrunk to a wretched village, on the old site, and bearing the old name, which, however, is often corrupted into Goerthe.

Pausanias, in describing the antiquities of Corinth as they existed in his day, distinguishes clearly between those which belonged to the old Greek city, and those which were of Roman origin. Two
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written. From the three epistles last mentioned, compared with Acts xxiv. 17, we gather that St. Paul was much occupied at this time with a collection for the poor Christians at Jerusalem.

There are good reasons for believing that when St. Paul was at Ephesus (A. D. 57) he wrote to the Corinthians an epistle which has not been preserved (see below, p. 195); and it is almost certain that about the same time a short visit was paid to Corinth, of which no account is given in the Acts.

It has been well observed that the great number of Latin names of persons mentioned in the epistle to the Romans is in harmony with what we know of the colonial origin of a large part of the population of Corinth. From Acts xviii. we may conclude that there were many Jewish converts in the Corinthian church, though it would appear (1 Cor. xii. 2) that the Gentiles predominated. On the other hand it is evident from the whole tenor of both epistles that the Judaizing element was very strong at Corinth. Party-spirit also was extremely prevalent, the names of Paul, Peter, and Apollos being used as the watchwords of restless factions. Among the eminent Christians who lived at Corinth were Stephanas (1 Cor. i. 16, xvi. 15, 17), Crispus (Acts xviii. 8; 1 Cor. i. 14), Caius (Rom. xvi. 23; 1 Cor. i. 14), and Erastus (Rom. xvi. 23; 2 Tim. iv. 20). The epistles of Clement to the Corinthians are among the most interesting of the post-apostolic writings. Corinth is still an episcopal see. The cathedral church of St. Nicolas, "a very mean place for such an ecclesiastical dignity," used in Turkish times to be in the Aerocorinthian. The city has now shrunk to a wretched village, on the old site, and bearing the old name, which, however, is often corrupted into Goerthe.

Pausanias, in describing the antiquities of Corinth as they existed in his day, distinguishes clearly between those which belonged to the old Greek city, and those which were of Roman origin. Two

A * Of the two epistles to the Corinthians ascribed to Clement of Rome, only the first is now regarded as genuine by respectable scholars.
CORINTH

Relics of Roman work are still to be seen; one a heap of brick-work which may have been part of the baths erected by Hadrian, the other the remains of an amphitheatre with subterranean arrangements for gladiators. Far more interesting are the ruins of the ancient Greek temple—the "old columns which have looked down on the rise, the prosperity, and the desolation of two [in fact, three] successive Corinthians." At the time of Wheel's visit in 1876 twelve columns were standing; before 1835 they were reduced to five; and further injury has very recently been inflicted by an earthquake. It is believed that this temple is the oldest of which any remains are left in Greece. The fountain of Peirene, "full of sweet and clear water," as it is described by Strabo, is still to be seen in the Aerocorinthus, as well as the fountains in the lower city, of which it was supposed by him and Pausanias to be the source. The walls on the Aerocorinthus were in part erected by the Venetians, who held Corinth for twenty-five years in the 17th century.

This city and its neighborhood have been described by many travellers, but we must especially refer to Leake's More, iii. 229-304 (London, 1830), and his Peleponnesiac, p. 392 (London, 1846), Curtius, Pausanias, ii. 514 (Gotha, 1851-52); Clark, Peleponnes, pp. 42-61 (London, 1858). There are four German monographs on the subject, Willeck's, Reisen Corinthischen spec- imen mit Illustrationen uterique Epitope Paulina, Bremen, 1747; Walch, Antiquitates Corinthiaceae, Jena, 1761; Wagner, Reisen Corinthischen specimen, Darmstadt, 1824; Barth, Corinthienn Com- merce et Mercurian Historie Particulic, Berlin, 1844. [The eminent archaeologist, Kangas, has a sketch of Corinth, its earlier and later history, and its antiquities, in his EAAJ, p. 287-314.]

This article will be incomplete without some notice of the Poseidonium, or sanctuary of Neptune, the scene of the Isthmian games, from which St. Paul borrows some of his most striking images in 1 Cor. and other epistles. [See GAMES, Amer. ed.] This sanctuary was a short distance to the N. E. of Corinth, at the narrowest part of the Isthmus, near the harbor of Schcenus (now Kolonaki) on the Saronic gulf. The wall of the inclosure can still be traced. It is of an irregular shape, determined by the form of a natural platform at the edge of a ravine. The fortifications of the Isthmian followed this ravine and abutted at the east upon the inclosure of the sanctuary, which thus served a military as well as a religious purpose. The exact site of the temple is doubtful, and none of the objects of interest remain, which Pausanias describes as seen by him within the inclosure: but to the north and at the rear of the stellium where the foot-races were held (Acts xix. 21); to the east are those of the theatre, which was probably the scene of the tragic contests (ib. 21); and abundant on the shore are the small green pine-trees (σειρώλιοι) which gave the fading wreath (ib. 25) to the victors in the games. An inscription found here in 1676 (now removed to Verona) affords a valuable illustration of the inter- est taken in these games in Roman times (Bo- selich, No. 1941). The French map of the Morea does not include the Isthmus; so that, till recently, Col. Leake's sketch (reproduced by Curtius) has been the only trustworthy representation of the scene of the Isthmian games. But the ground has been more minutely examined by Mr. Clark, who gives us a more exact plan. In the immediate neighborhood of this sanctuary are the sources of the canal, which was begun and discontinued by Nero about the time of St. Paul's first visit to Corinth.

J. S. H.

Obelisk of Corinth (Attic talent). Obr., Head of Minerva, to right. Rev., Pegaso, to right; below,',$.

CORINTHIANS. FIRST EPISTLE TO THE, was written by the Apostle St. Paul toward the close of his nearly three-year stay at Ephesus (Acts xix. 10, xx. 31; see the subscription in B and in Corp. W.), which we learn from I Cor. xvi. 8, probably terminated with the Pentecost of A. D. 57 or 58. Some supposed allusions to the passover in ch. v. 7, 8, have led recent critics (see Meyer in loc.), not without a show of probability, to fix upon Easter as the exact time of composition. The bearers were probably (according to the common subscription) Stephanas, Fortunatus, and Achaicus, who had been recently sent to the Apostle, and who, in the conclusion of this epistle (ch. xvi. 17), are especially commended to the honorable reg. of the church of Corinth.

This varied and highly characteristic letter was addressed not to any party, but to the whole body of the large (Acts xviii. 8, 10) Judaeo-Gentile (Acts xviii. 4) church of Corinth, and appears to have been called forth, 1st, by the information the Apostle had received from members of the household of Chloe (ch. i. 11) of the divisions that were existing among them, which were of so grave a nature as to have already induced the Apostle to desire Timo- thy to visit Corinth (ch. iv. 17) after his journey to Macedonia (Acts xix. 22): 2ndly, by the information he had received of a grievous case of incest (ch. v. 1), and of the defective state of the Corinthian converts, not only in regard of general habits (ch. vi. 1 ff.) and church discipline (ch. vi. 20 ff.), but, as it would also seem, of doctrine (ch. xiv. 37); 3rdly, by the inquiries that had been specially addressed to St. Paul by the church of Corinth on several matters relating to Christian practice.

The contents of this epistle are thus extremely varied, and in the present article almost preclude a more specific analysis than we here subjoin. The Apostle opens with his usual salutation and with an expression of thankfulness for their general state of Christian progress (ch. i. 1-9). He then at once passes on to the important divisions there were among them, and incidently justifies his own con- duct and mode of preaching (ch. i. 10-iv. 16), concluding with a notice of the mission of Timothy, and of an intended authoritative visit on his own part (ch. iv. 17-21). The Apostle next deals with the case of incest that had taken place among them, and had proved no censure (ch. v. 1-8, noticing, as he passes, some previous remarks he had made upon not keeping company with fornicators (ch. v. 9-13). He then comments on their evil practice of litigation before heathen tribunals (ch. vi. 1-8), and again retours to the plague-spot in Corinthian life, fornication and uncleanness (ch. vi. 9-20).
The last subject naturally paves the way for his answers to their inquiries about marriage (ch. vii. 1-24), and about the celibacy of virgins and widows (ch. viii. 25-40). The Apostle next makes a transition to the subject of the lawfulness of eating things sacrificed to idols, and Christian freedom generally (ch. viii.), which leads, not unnaturally, to a digression on the nature of these same apostolic privileges, and performed his apostolic duties (ch. ix.). He then reverts to and concludes the subject of the use of things offered to idols (ch. x.-xi.), and passes onward to reprove his converts for their behavior in the assemblies of the church, both in respect to women prophesying and praying with uncovered heads (ch. xi. 2-16), and also their great irregularities in the celebration of the Lord's Supper (ch. xi. 17-54). Then follow full and minute instructions on the exercise of spiritual gifts (ch. xii.-xiv.), in which is included the noble panegyric of charity (ch. xiii.), and further a defense of the doctrine of the resurrection of the dead, about which doubts and difficulties appear to have arisen in this unlikeness divided church (ch. xiv.). The epistle closes with some directions concerning the contributions for the saints at Jerusalem, in ch. xv. (1-4), brief notices of his own intended movements (ch. xv. 5-9), commendation to them of Timothy and others (ch. xvi. 10-18), greetings from the churches (ch. xvi. 19, 20), and an autograph salutation and benediction (ch. xvi. 21-24).

With regard to the genuineness and authenticity of this epistle no doubt has ever been entertained. The external evidences (Chls. Rom. ad Cor. 47, 49; Polycarp, ad Phil. c. 11; Ignat. ad Eph. c. 2; Irenaeus, Hist. 3; Athanasius, de Resurr. [c. 18] p. 61, ed. Col.; Clem. Alex. Pedag. i. 33 [?c. 6, p. 42 f. or 117 f. ed. Potter]; Tertull. de Præser. c. 33) are extremely distinct, and the character of the composition such, that if any critic should hereafter be bold enough to question the correctness of the ascription, he must be prepared to extend it to all the epistles that bear the name of the great Apostle. The baseless assumption of Harnack and Harnack (the latter in Athanasius, de Resurr. [c. 18]) that a translation of an Aramaic original requires no confirmation. See further testimonies in Lardner, Credibility, ii. 36 ff., 8vo, and Davidson, Introduction, ii. 253 ff.

Two special points deserve separate consideration:

1. The state of parties at Corinth at the time of the Apostle's writing. On this much has been written, and, it does not seem too much to say, more ingenuity displayed than sound and sober criticism. The few facts supplied to us by the Acts of the Apostles, and the notices in the epistle, appear to be as follows:—The Corinthian church was planted by the Apostle himself (1 Cor. iii. 6), in his second missionary journey, after his departure from Athens (Acts xviii. 1 f.). He abode in the city a year and a half (ch. xiv. 11), at first in the house of Aquila and Priscilla (ch. xvii. 3), and afterwards, apparently to mark emphatically the几分ious nature of the conduct of the Jews, in the house of the proselyte Justus. A short time after the Apostle had left the city, the eloquent Jew of Alexandria, Apollos, after having received, when at Ephesus, more exact instruction in the Gospel from Aquila and Priscilla, went to Corinth (Acts xix. 1), where he preached, as we may perhaps infer from St. Paul's comments on his own mode of preaching, in a manner marked by unusual eloquence and persuasiveness (comp. ch. i. 1, 4). There is, however, no reason for concluding that the subservience of the teaching was in any respect different from that of St. Paul; for see ch. i. 12. The uncertain case of Apollos, the former convert of Apollos, owing to the sanguine and carnal spirit which marked the church of Corinth, appears to have formed the commencement of a gradual division into two parties, the followers of St. Paul, and the followers of Apollos (comp. ch. iv. 6). These divisions, however, were to be multiplied; for, as it would soon, shortly after the departure of Apollos, Judaising teachers, supplied probably with letters of commendation (2 Cor. iii. 1) from the church of Jerusalem, appear to have come to Corinth and to have preached the Gospel in a spirit of direct antagonism to St. Paul personally, in every way seeking to depress his claims to be considered an Apostle (1 Cor. xi. 2), and to extol those of the Twelve, and perhaps especially of St. Peter (ch. i. 12). To this third party, which appears to have been characterized by a spirit of excessive bitterness and faction, we may perhaps add a fourth; that, under the name of "the followers of Christ" (ch. i. 12), sought at first to separate themselves from the factions adherent to particular teachers, but eventually were driven by antagonism into positions equally sectarian and inimical to the unity of the church. At this momentous period, before parties had become consolidated, and had distinctly withdrawn from communion with one another, the Apostle writes; and in the outset of the epistle (ch. i. 1-iv. 21), we have his noble and impassioned protest against this fourfold rending of the robe of Christ. This spirit of division appears, by the good providence of God, to have eventually yielded to his Apostle's rebuke, as it is noticeable that Clement of Rome, in his epistle to this church (ch. 47), alludes to these evils as long past, and as but slight compared to those which existed in his own time. For further information respecting the contents of the epistle in the v-i. 18, we have the testimony of Neander, Davidson, Conybeare and Howson, and others, the student may be referred to the special treatises of Schenkel, de Eccl. Cor. (Basel, 1838), Kneivel, Eccl. Cor. Dissensiones (Gedan. 1841), Becker, Parthiehungen in der Gemeinde z. Kor. (Altona, 1841), Rüäger, Krit. Untersuch. (Bresl. 1847); but he cannot be too emphatically warned against that tendency to construct a definite history out of the fewest possible facts, that marks most of these discussions.

2. The number of epistles written by St. Paul to the Corinthian church. This will probably remain a subject of controversy to the end of time. On the one side we have the à priori objection that an epistle of St. Paul should have ever been lost to the church of Christ; on the other we have certain expressions which seem inexcusable on any other hypothesis. As it seems our duty here to express an opinion, we may briefly say that the well-known words, ἐγώ ἐσμήν ἐν ᾿τῇ ἐκκλησίᾳ, μὴ συνανακρίνωνας ὑπόθεσιν (ch. v. 9), do certainly seem to point to some former epistolary communication to the church of Corinth—not from linguistic, but hardly worth while to refer more fully to the copious literature on this very uncertain subject. For a brief review of the various hypotheses, see Holtmann in Bunsen's Bibliotheca, viii. 454 ff. (1888).
from simple exegetical considerations: for it does seem impossible either to refer the definite μή συνανταχθεῖν α. τ. λ. to what has preceded in ver. 7 or to discover any other reference or to the command which the Apostle is now giving for the first time. The whole context seems in favor of a former command given to the Corinthians, but interpreted by them so literally here as to require further explanation. It is not right to suppose the fact that the Greek commentators are of the contrary opinion, nor must we overlook the objection that no notice has been taken of the lost epistle by any writers of antiquity. Against this last objection it may perhaps be urged that the letter might have been so short, and so distinctly occupied with specific directions to this particular church, as never to have gained circulation beyond it. Our present epistles, it should be remembered, are not addressed exclusively to the Christians at Corinth (see 1 Cor. 1, 2; 2 Cor. 1, 1). A special treatise on this subject (in opposition, however, to the view here taken), and the number of St. Paul's journeys to Corinth, has been written by Müller, De Tribus Pauli Rima, 2e, (Basil., 1831).  

The apocryphal letter of the church of Corinth to St. Paul, and St. Paul's answer, existing in Armenian, are worthless productions that deserve no consideration, but may be alluded to only as perhaps affording some slight evidence of an early belief that the Apostle had written to his converts more than twice. The original Armenian, with a translation, will be found in Ander, Armen. Graecorr., p. 143-161.

The editions of [commentaries on] these epistles have been somewhat numerous. Among the best are those of Böhnlich (Leipz. 1833 [trans. in Edin. Catb. Libr.]), Friedrich (Leipz. 1830-57), Olshausen (Königsb. 1840), De Wette (Leipz. 1845 [3d Aufl. by Mosssor, 1854]), Osiander (Stuttg. 1847 [2d Lp. 1858]), Meyer (1845 [4th Aufl. 1851, 2d Lp. 1862]), and in our own country, Pole (Lond. 1848), Albert (Lond. 1856 [4th ed. 1865]), and Stanley (Lond. 1858 [3d ed. 1867]). C. J. E.

The following works should be added: Adolf Maier (Cath.), Comm. üb. den ersten Brief Pauli an die Korinther, 1857; Comm. üb. d. zweiten Brief, 1865; Ewald, Die Schriften des Ap. Paulus, 1857; Neander, Auslegung der beiden Briefe an die Korinther (a posthumous work edited by Begasch), 1859; Chr. Fr. King, Die Korintherbriefe, in Lange's Bibelwerk, 1861; Charles Hodge, Exposition of the First Epistle to the Corinthians, New York, 1857, 12mo, and Exposition of the Second Epistle, ditto; Chr. Wordsworth, in his Greek Testament, with Introduction and Notes, 4th ed., 1866; W. F. Besser, St. Paul, erster Brief an die Korinther (1862), and Zweiter Brief (1863), in Bibelstudien für die Gemeinde ausgelegt, regarded in Germany as one of the best specimens of a happy union of accurate exegesis and practical exhortation; and J. C. K. von Hofmann, Erster Brief an die Korinther (1864), Zweiter Brief (1866), in his Die heilige Schrift Neum Testament zu zusammenhangend, untersucht, with special reference to the development of the doctrinal ideas. The article by Holtzmann (in Herzog's Real-Encycl. xix. 739-41) on the relation of the

II.

CORINTHIANS, SECOND EPISTLE TO THE, was written a few months subsequently to the first, in the same year, and thus, if the dates assigned to the former epistle be correct, about the autumn of A. D. 57 or 58, a short time previous to the Apostle's three months' stay in Achaia (Acts xx. 3). The place whence it was written is clearly not Ephesus (see ch. i. 8), but Macedonia (ch. vii. 5, viii. 1, ix. 2), whither the Apostle went by way of Troas (ch. ii. 12), after waiting a short time in the latter place for the return of Titus (ch. ii. 13). The Vatican MS., the bulk of later MSS., and the old Syr. version, assign Philippi as the exact place whence it was written; but for this assertion we have no certain grounds to rely on; that the bearers, however, were Titus and his associates (Luke?) is apparently substantiated by ch. viii. 25, ix. 5.

The occasion was occasioned by the information which the Apostle had received from Titus, and also, as it would certainly seem probable, from Timothy, of the reception of the first epistle. It has indeed recently been doubted by Neander, De Wette, and others, whether Timothy, who had been definitely sent to Corinth (1 Cor. iv. 17) by way of Macedonia (Acts xix. 22), really reached his destination (comp. 1 Cor. xii. 19); and it has been urged that the mission of Timothy would hardly have been left unattended in 2 Cor. xii. 17, 18 (see Eichard, Comm. p. 490). To this, however, it has been replied, apparently convincingly, that as Timothy is an associate in writing the epistle, any notice of his own mission in the third person would have seemed inappropriate. His visit was assumed as a fact, and as one that naturally made him an associate with the Apostle in writing to the church he had so lately visited.

It is more difficult to assign the precise reason for the mission of Titus. That he brought back tidings of the reception which St. Paul's first epistle had met with seems perfectly clear (ch. vii. 5 ff.), but whether he was specially sent to ascertain this, or whether to convey fresh directions, cannot be ascertained. There is a show of plausibility in the supposition of Black (Stud. a. Krit. for 1839, p. 625), followed more recently by Neander (Ibid. a. Leit. p. 437), that the Apostle had made Titus the beater of a letter couched in terms of decided severity, now lost, to which he is to be supposed to refer in ch. ii. 3 (compared with ver. 4, 9), viii. 8, 11 ff.; but, as has been justly urged (see Meyer, Einleitung, p. 3), there is quite enough of severity in the first epistle (consider ch. iv. 18-21, v. 2 ff., vi. 5-8, xi. 17) to call forth the Apostle's affectionate anxiety. If it be desirable to hazard a conjecture on this mission of Titus, it would seem most natural to suppose that the return of Timothy and the intelligence he conveyed might have been such as to make the Apostle feel the necessity of at once dispatching to the contentious church one of his immediate followers, with instructions to support
and strengthen the effect of the epistle, and to bring back the most recent tidings of the spirit that was prevailing at Corinth.

These tidings, as it would seem from our present epistle, were mainly favorable; the better part of the church were returning back to their spiritual Analyst feelings, and were in many cases alluding to their founded (ch. i. 11, 15, 18); but there was still a friction, possibly of the Judaising members (comp. ch. xi. 22), that were sharpened into even a more keen animosity against the Apostle personally (ch. x. 1, 10), and more strenuously denied his claim to Apostleship.

The contents of this epistle are thus very varied, but may perhaps be roughly divided into three parts:—1st, the Apostle's account of the character of his spiritual labors, accompanied with notices of his affectionate feelings towards his converts (ch. i.—vii.); 2ndly, directions about the collections (ch. viii., ix.); 3rdly, defense of his own apostolical character (ch. x.—xiii. 10). A close analysis is scarcely compatible with the limits of the present article, as in no one of the Apostle's epistles are the changes more rapid and frequent. Now he thanks God for their general state (ch. i. 3 ff.); now he glances to his purpose visited (ch. i. 15 ff.); now he alludes to the special directions in the first letter (ch. ii. 3 ff.); again he returns to his own plans (ch. ii. 12 ff.), pleads his own apostolical dignity (ch. iii. 1 ff.), dwells long upon the spirit and nature of his own labors (ch. iv. 1 ff.), his own hopes (ch. v. 1 ff.), and his own sufferings (ch. vi. 1 ff.), returning again to more specific declarations of his love towards his children in the faith (ch. vi. 11 ff.), and a yet further declaration of his views and purposes, with regard to them (ch. viii. 1 ff.). Then again, in the matter of the alms, he stirs up their liberality by alluding to the conduct of the churches of Macedonia (ch. viii. 1 ff.), their spiritual progress (ver. 7), the example of Christ (ver. 9), and passes on to speak more fully of the present mission of Titus and his associates (ver. 18 ff.), and to reiterate his exhortations to liberality (ch. ix. 1 ff.). In the third portion he passes into language of severity and reproach; he gravely warns those who presume to hold lightly his apostolical authority (ch. x. 1 ff.); he puts strongly forward his apostolical dignity (ch. xi. 5 ff.); he illustrates his forceliance (ver. 8 ff.); he makes honest boast of his labors (ver. 23 ff.); he declares the revelations vouchsafed to him (ch. xii. 1 ff.); he again returns to the nature of his dealings with them (ver. 12 ff.), and concludes with grave and reiterated warning (ch. xiii. 1 ff.), brief greetings, and a doxology (ver. 11—14).

The genuineness and authenticity is supported by the most decided external testimony (Irenæus, Her. iii. 7, 1, iv. 28, 3; Athenagoras, de Resurr. [c. 18.] p. 61, ed. Col.; Clem. Alex. Strom. iii. 94, iv. 101; [iii. c. 11, iv. c. 16, pp. 544, 608, ed. Potter.] Tertull. de Pudicit. c. 13), and by internal evidence of such a kind that what a writer can have pointed in this part of the first epistle is here even still more applicable. The only doubts that modern pseudo-criticism has been able to bring forward relate to the unity of the epistle, but are not such as seem to deserve serious consideration (see Meyer, Einl. p. 7).

The principal historical difficulty connected with the epistle relates to the number of visits made by the Apostle to the church of Corinth. The words of this epistle (ch. xii. 14, xiii. 1, 2) seem distinctly to imply that St. Paul had visited Corinth twice before the time at which he now writes. St. Luke, however, only mentions one visit prior to that there (Acts xviii. 1 ff.); for the visit recorded in Acts xx. 3, is confessedly subsequent. If with Grotti and others we assume that in ch. xii. 14 τρίτων belongs to έτοιμως ἔγω, and not to ἐλθεῖν πρός οὖν, we still have in ch. xiii. 1, the definite words τρίτων τότε ἔρχομαι, which seem totally to exclude any other meaning than this—that the Apostle had visited them twice before, and was now on the eve of going a third time. The ordinary subterfuge that ἔρχομαι is here equivalent to έτοιμως ἔγω ἐλθεῖν (so actually A, the Arabic [Etr.], and the Coptic versions) is grammatically indefensible, and would never have been thought of if the narrative of the Acts had not seemed to require it. We must assume then that the Apostle made a visit to Corinth which St. Luke was not moved to record, and which, from its probably short duration, might easily have been omitted in a narrative that is more a general history of the church in the lives of its chief teachers, than a chronicle of annalistic detail. So Chrysostom and his followers, [Ecumenius and Theophyret, and in recent times, Müller (De Tribus Pindii Hin. Basii, 1831), Anger (Itr. Temp. p. 70 ff.), Wieseler (Chronol. a. d. 700, p. 203), and the majority of modern critics. It has formed a further subject of question whether, on this supposition, the visit to Corinth is to be regarded only as the return there from a somewhat lengthened excursion during the 13 months' stay at that city (Anger), or whether it is to be referred to the period of the 3 years' residence at Ephesus. The latter has most supporters, and seems certainly most natural; see Wieseler, Chronol. 1. c., and Meyer, Einl. p. 6.

The commentaries on this epistle are somewhat numerous, and the same as those mentioned in the article on the former epistle. [See the addition on that epistle.] No portion of the Apostle's writings deserves more careful study, as placing before us the striking power of Christian rhetoric, which distinguished its great and inspired author.

* CORINTHUS. This Latin form occurs (for CORINTH) in the A. V. in the subscription to the Epistle to the Romans. A.

COROMANTEL. The representative in the A. V. of the Hebrew words כָּלָת (k"\na\q) and שָבָכִים (sh'\na\q), as to the former, see PELICAN.

Shibac (καταρακτίας: mergulus; nycticorax) occurs only as the name of an unclean bird in Lev. xi. 17; Dent. xv. 17. The word has been variously rendered (see Bochart, Hieroz. iii. 24), but some sea bird is generally understood to be denoted by it. There is some difficulty in identifying the καταρακτίας of the LXX.: nor can we be quite satisfied with Oedmann (Verm. Samml. iii. c. vii. p. 68), Michaelis, Rosenmüller, and others, that the Solan goose, or gannet (Sula alecto), is the bird mentioned by Aristotle (Hist. An. ii. 12, § 35; iv. 19, § 1) and the author of the Ixiontides (Opiyan, ii. 9). Col. H. Smith (Kitto's Cyc. art. Sabhk) has noticed that this bird (καταρακτίας) is described as being of the size of a hawk or one of the smaller gulls (ός των λάπον διάσχησε), whereas the gannet is as large as a goose. The account given in the Ixiontides (l. c.) of this bird is the fullest we possess; and certainly the description, with the exception above noted, is well suited to the gannet, whose habit of rising high into the air, and par-


**CORN**

CORN (ηςι). The most common kinds were wheat, ηςιαζ ηςιαζ; barley, ηςιαζ ηςιαζ; spelt (A. V., Ex. ix. 32, and Is. xxvii. 25, "rice"); Ez. iv. 9, "fitches"; ηςιαζ ηςιαζ (or in plur. form ηςιαζ ηςιαζ); and millet, ηςιαζ: ears are mentioned only by rabbinical writers. The doubtful word "corn" rendered "principal," as an epithet of wheat, in the A. V. of Is. xxvii. 25, is probably not distinctive of any species of grain (see Gesen, sub voc.). Corn crops are still reckoned at twofold what was sown, and were anciently much more. "Seven ears on one stalk" (Gen. xlii. 22) is no unusual phenomenon in Egypt at this day. The many-eared stalk is also common in the wheat of Palestine, and it is of course of the bearded kind. The "heap of wheat set about with lilies" which probably grew in the fields is supposed to be a custom of so decorating the sheaves (Gen. xlii. 2). Wheat (see 2 Sam. iv. 6) was stored in the house for domestic purposes — the "midst of the house," meaning the part more retired than the common chamber where the guests were accommodated. It is at present often kept in a dry well, and perhaps the "ground corn" of 2 Sam. xvii. 19 was meant to imply that the well was so used. From Solomon's time (2 Chr. ii. 10, 13), i. e., as agriculture became developed under a settled government, Palestine was a corn-exporting country, and her grains were largely taken by her commercial neighbor Tyre (Ez. xxvii. 17; comp. Amos viii. 5). "Plenty of corn" was part of Jacob's blessing (Gen. xxviii. 21; comp. Psa. lxx. 13). The "store-houses" mentioned 2 Chr. xxxii. 28 as built by Hezekiah, were, perhaps the consequence of the haye made by the Assyrian armies (comp. 2 K. xix. 29); without such protection the country in its exhausted state would have been at the mercy of the desert marauders.

Grain crops were liable to ηςιαζ ηςιαζ, "mildev," and ηςιαζ ηςιαζ, "blasting" (see 1 K. viii. 37), as well as of course to fire by accident or malice (Ex. xxvii. 3; Jude xv. 5); see further under Agriculture. Some good general works will be found in Saussure, Archäol. der Hebr. H. II.

**CORNELIUS** (ΚΩΝΔΛΩ), a Roman centurion of the Italian cohort stationed in Caesarea (Acts x. 1, Acts xv. 4); a man full of good works and almsgivers, who was admonished in a vision by an angel to send for St. Peter from Joppa, to tell him words whereby he and his house should be saved. Meanwhile the Apostle had himself been prepared by a symbolical vision for the admission of the Gentiles into the church of Christ. On his arriving at the house of Cornelius, and while he was explaining to them the vision which he had seen in reference to this mission, the Holy Ghost fell on the Gentiles present, and thus anticipated the reply to the question, which might still have proved a difficult one for the Apostle, whether they were to be baptized as Gentiles into the Christian Church. They were so baptized, and thus Cornelius became the first-fruits of the Gentile world to Christ. Tradition has been busy with his life and acts. According to Jerome (Lect. Jerom. i. 301), he built a Christian Church at Caesarea; but later tradition makes him Bishop of Scæmanni ("ria"), and ascribes to him the working of a great miracle (Moral. Grac. i. 129).

* We need not infer from Acts x. 7 that Cornelius was actually the first Gentile convert who believed the Gospel and was brought into the church; for at the time of his conversion and baptism, Paul, the Apostle of the Gentiles, had been laboring several years, preaching, in all probability, to some extent, in Arabia, and certainly in Syria and Cilicia. It is sufficient to understand that it was so ordered of God, that Cornelius, when he embraced the Gospel, should be received into the church under such circumstances as to settle authoritatively the question of circumcision in opposition to the Jewish claim that the Rite was to be imposed on all Gentile converts. The position of Cornelius in this respect was one of great interest, and the fullness of the account of his reception into the church shows the importance which the first Christians attached to it. The precise relation of Cornelius to Judaism before he adopted the Christian faith is not perfectly clear. He had certainly embraced the pure doctrines of the Old Testament and godliness, but was unconverted, and may not openly have professed the Jewish belief. Neander thinks that he belonged at least to the class of proselytes of the gate. It appears that the Jews regarded him as belonging at this time, ηςιαζ ηςιαζ (from ηςιαζ ηςιαζ, to break) means "grist," "patched corn," useful for provisions, as not needing cooking. In ηςιαζ ηςιαζ, and ηςιαζ ηςιαζ, comp. the Arab . It is from ηςιαζ (2 Sam. xvii. 19, Prov. xxvii. 22).
CORN

Corner. The στόμον or "corner," l. e. of the field, was not allowed (Lev. xiv. 9) to be wholly reaped. It formed a right of the poor to carry off what was so left, and this was a part of the maintenance from the soil to which that class were entitled. Similarly the gleaning of fields and fruit trees (Gleaning), and the taking a sheaf accidentally left on the ground, were secured to the poor and the stranger by law (xxiii. 22; Deut. xxiv. 19-21). These see to us, amidst the sharply defined legal rights of which alone civilization is cognizant, loose and inadequate provisions for the relief of the poor. But custom and common law probably insured their observance (Job xxiv. 10) previously to the Mosaic enactment, and continued for a long but indefinite time to give practical force to the statute. Nor were the "poor," to whom it appertained the right, the vague class of sufferers whom we understand by the term. On the principles of the Mosaic polity every Hebrew family had a hold on a certain fixed estate, and could by no ordinary and casual calumny be wholly beggared. Hence its indigent members had the claims of kindness on the "corners," i.e., of the field which their landed brethren reaped. Similarly the "stranger" was a recognized dependent; "within thy gates" being his expressive description, as sharing, though not by any tie of blood, the domestic claim. There was thus a further security for the maintenance of the right in its definite and ascertainable character. Neither do we, in the earlier period of the Hebrew polity, closely detailed as its social features are, discover any general traces of agrarian distress and the unsafe condition of the country which results from it—such, for instance, as is proved by the handiwork of the Herodian period. David, a popular leader (1 Sam. xviii. 30, xxii. 11), could only muster from four to six hundred men out of all Judah, though "every one that was in distress, in debt, and every one that was discontented came unto him" (1 Sam. xxii. 2, xxiv. 13). Further, the position of the Levites, who had themselves a similar claim on the produce of the land, but no possession in its soil, would secure their influence as expounders, teachers, and in part administrators of the law, in favor of such a claim. In the later period of the prophets their constant complaints concerning the defrauding the poor (Is. x. 2; Amos v. 11, viii. 6) seem to show that such laws had lost their practical force. Still later, under the Scribes, minute legislation was made on sixteenth as on the twenty-fifth part of a field which was to be left for the legal "corners;" but provided also (which seems hardly consistent) that two fields should not be so joined as to leave one corner only where two should fairly be reckoned. The proportion being thus fixed, all the grain might be reaped, and enough to satisfy the regulation subsequently separated from the whole crop. This "corner" was, like the gleaning, title-free. Certain fruits to which, as so nuts, pomegranates, vines, and olives, were deemed liable to the law of the corner. Maimonides indeed lays down the principle (Constitutions de dominio praeceptorum, cap. ii. 1) that whatever crop or growth is fit for food, is kept, and gathered all at once, and carried into store, is liable to that law. A Gentile holding land in Palestine was not deemed liable to the obligation. As regards land, this provision seems to have been sanctioned as follows: When a house was consecrated to the Temple and its services, was held exempt from the claim of the poor; an owner might thus consecrate it while the crop was on it, and then reeve it, when in the sheaf, to his own use. Thus the poor would lose the right to the "corner." This reminds us of the "Corban" (Mark vii. 11). For further information, see under AGRICULTURE.

The treatise Pseki, in the Mishna, may likewise be consulted, especially chaps. i. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; ii.; iv. 7, also the above-quoted treatise of Maimonides.

Corner-stone (σταυροτής or σταυρός, of σταύρων: lapis angularis; also אגנון, Ps. cxviii. 22: יְהוָה יְהוָה: opulentus, Ps. cxviii. 22: יְהוָה יְהוָה: opulentus). A great stone, of great importance in binding together the sides of a building. One of the corner-stones in the ancient work of the temple foundations were 17 or 19 feet long, and 7½ feet thick (Robinson, i. 286). Corner-stones are usually laid sideways and endways alternately, so that the end of one appears above or below the side-face of the next. At Nineveh the corners are sometimes formed of one angular stone (Layard, Nin. ii. 254). The expression in Ps. cxviii. 22 is by some understood to mean the coping or ridge, "crown of vantage," of a building, but as in any part a corner-stone must of necessity be of great importance, the phrase "corner-stone" is sometimes used to denote any principal person, as the princes of Egypt (Is. xix. 13), and is thus applied to our Lord, who, having been once rejected, was afterwards set in the place of the highest honor (Is. xxvii. 16: Matt. xxi. 42; I Pet. ii. 6, 7; (Grotius on Ps. cxviii. and Eph. ii. 20; Harmer, Ola., ii. 356). H. W. P.

CORNET (Sheqhid, שֶׁקִּחֵד, σκύχεις: buccina), a loud sounding instrument, made of the horn of a ram or of a chamois (sometimes of an ox), and used by the ancient Hebrews for signals. For announcing the לֶחֶם, "Jubilee" (Lev. xxv. 9), for proclaiming the new year (Mishna, Rosh Hashanah, III. and iv.), for the purposes of war (Jer. iv. 5, 19, comp.Job xxxiv. 25), as well as for the sentinel placed at the watch-towers to give notice of the approach of an enemy (Ez. xxxiii. 4, 5). לֶחֶם is generally rendered in the A. V. "trumpet," but "corne" (the more correct translation) is used in 2 Chr. xv. 14; Ps. xcviii. 6; Hos. v. 8; and 1 Chr. xxv. 28. It seems probable that in the two last instances the authors of the A. V. would also have preferred "trumpet," but for the difficulty of finding different English names in the same passage for two things so nearly resembling each other in meaning as לֶחֶם, buccina, and Chatzoldera, לֶחֶם, taba. "Corne" is also employed in...
DAN iii. 5, 7, 10, 18, for the Chaldee noun ארב, keren (literally a horn).

Oriental scholars for the most part consider sho- phar and keren to be one and the same musical instrument; but some Biblical critics regard sho- phar and chothzetervah as belonging to the species of keren, the general term for a horn. (Joel Brili, in prefacc to Mendelssohn's version of the Psalms.)

John distinguishes keren, "the horn or crooked trumpet," from chothzetervah, the straight trumpet, and an instrument a cubit in length, hollow throughout, and at the larger extremity so shaped as to resemble the mouth of a short bull (Archdradg, xcv. 4, 5): but the generally received opinion is, that keren is the crooked horn, and sho- phar the long and straight one.

The silver trumpets (המכה 달), which Moses was charged to furnish for the Israelites, were to be used for the following purposes: for the calling together of the assembly, for the journeying of the camps, for sounding the alarm of war, and for celebrating the sacrifices on festivals and new moons (Num. x. 1-10). The divine command to Moses was restricted to two trumpets only, and these were to be sounded by the sons of Aaron, the appointed priests of the sanctuary, and not by laymen. It should seem, however, that at a later period an impression prevailed, that whilst the trumpets were suffered to be sounded only by the priests within the sanctuary, they might be used by others, not of the priesthood, without the sacred edifice. (Gumal ken's Antiquities He- breus, pars i, sec. viii. Sacerdotum eum instrumentis ipserunt.) In the age of Solomon the "silver trumpets" were increased in number to 120 (2 Chr. v. 12); and, independently of the objects for which they had been first introduced, they were now employed in the orchestra of the temple, as an accompaniment to songs of thanksgiving and praise.

Yôbed, בֹּד, used sometimes for the "year of Jubilee." (תנrito תּוֹרִית יַבָּד), comp. Lev. xxv. 13, 15, with xxv. 38, 40), generally denotes the institution of Jubilee, but in some instances it is spoken of as a musical instrument, resembling in its object, if not in its shape, the keren and the sho- phar. Gesenius pronounces yôbed to be "an onomatopoetic word, signifying jubilium or a joyful sound, and hence applied to the sound of a trumpet signal, like תּוּרִית יַבָּד" (alarm," Num. x. 5): and Dr. Munk is of opinion that "le mot yôbed n'est qu'une épithète" (Palestine, p. 456 a, note). Still it is difficult to divert yôbed of the meaning of a sounding instrument in the following instances: When the trumpet (תנrito תּוּרִית יַבָּד) sounded long, they shall come up to the mount" (Ex. xix. 13): "And it shall come to pass that when they make a long blast with the ram's horn" (תנrito תּוּרִית יַבָּד, Josh. vi. 5); "And let seven priests bear seven trumpets of rams' horns" (תנrito תּוּרִית יַבָּד, Josh. vi. 8).

The sounding of the cornet (תנrito תּוּרִית יַבָּד) was the distinguishing ritual feature of the festival appointed by Moses to be held on the first day of the seventh month under the denomination of "a day of blowing trumpets" (תנrito תּוּרִית יַבָּד, Num. xxix. 1), or "a memorial of blowing of trumpets" (תנrito תּוּרִית יַבָּד, Lev. xxiii. 24): and that rite is still observed by the Jews in their celebration of the same festival, which they now call "the day of mem- orial" (תנrito תּוּרִית יַבָּד), and also "New Year" (תנrito תּוּרִית יַבָּד). Some commentators," says Rosenmuller, "have made this festival refer to the preservation of Isaac" (Gen. xxii.), whence it is sometimes called by the Jews, "the Binding of Isaac" (תנrito תּוּרִית יַבָּד). But it is more probable that the name of the festival is derived from the usual kind of trumpets (rams' horns) then in use, and that the object of the festival was the celebration of the new year and the exhortation to thank- givings for the blessings experienced in the year just finished. The use of cornets by the priests in all the cities of the land, not in Jerusalem only (where two silver trumpets were added, whilst the Levites chanted the 81st Psalm), was a suitable means for that object" (Rosenmuller, Das alte und neue Morgenland, vol. ii., No. 357, on Lev. xxiii. 24).

Although the festival of the first day of the seventh month is denominated by the Mishna "New Year," and notwithstanding that it was observed as such by the Hebrews in the age of the second temple, there is no reason whatever to believe that it had such a name or character in the times of Moses. The Pentateuch fixes the vernal equinox (the period of the institution of the Passover), as the commencement of the Jewish year; but for more than two centuries the Jews have dated their new year from the autumnal equinox, which takes place about the season when the festival of "the day of sounding the cornet" is held. Rab- binical tradition represents this festival as the anniver- sary of the creation of the world, but the state- ment receives no support whatever from Scripture. On the contrary, Moses expressly declares that the month Ann (the Moon of the Spring) is to be regarded by the Hebrews as the first month of the year: "This month shall be unto you the beginning of the sixth month; it shall be the first 

"Nisan" month of the year to you" (Ex. xii. 2). (Munk, Palestine, p. 184 b.) The intention of the appointment of the festival "of the Sounding of the Cornet," as well as the duties of the sacred institution, appear to be set forth in the words of the prophet, "Sound the cornet (תנrito תּוּרִית יַבָּד) in Zion, sanctify the fast, proclaim the solemn assembly " (Joel ii. 15). Agreeably to the order in which this passage runs, the institution of the"Festival of Sounding the Cornet," seems to be the prelude and preparation for the awful Day of Atonement. The Divine command for that fast is connected with that for "the Day of Sound- ing the Cornet" by the conjunctive particle ז'. "Likewise on the tenth day of this seventh month is the Day of Atonement" (Lev. xxiii. 27). Here ז'" (likewise) unites the festival "of the Day of Sound- ing the Cornet" with the solemnity of the Day of Atonement precisely as the same particle connects the "Festival of Tabernacles" with the obser- vance of the ceremonial of "the fruit of the Hidbar tree, the palm branches," &c. (Lev. xxiii. 39-40). The word "solemn assembly" (תנrito תּוּרִית יַבָּד)}
in the verse from Joel quoted above, applies to the festival "Eighth Day of the Solemn Assembly" (יהוהיִּיםָ֣יִם), the closing rite of the festive cycle of Tabernacles (see Religious Discourse of Rev. Professor Marks, vol. i. pp. 201, 282). Besides the use of the cornet on the festival of "blowing the trumpets," it is also sounded in the synagogue at the close of the service for the day of atonement, and, amongst the Jews who adopt the ritual of the Sephardim, on the seventh day of the feast of Tabernacles, known by the post-biblical denomination of "the Great Hosannah" (הָהַנָּה הַגּוֹדָם).

The sounds emitted from the cornet in modern times are exceedingly harsh, although they produce a solemn effect. Gesenius derives the name הָהַנָּה from הָהַנָּה, "to be bright, clear" (compare הָהַנָּה, Ps. xvi. 6).

D. W. M.

COS (Kós, now Šanakio or Šanako; [Cous].) a small island has several interesting points of connection with the Jews. It is specified, in the edict which resulted from the communications of Simon Macabaeus with Rome, as one of the places which contained Jewish residents (1 Macc. xx. 33). Josephus, quoting Strabo, mentions that the Jews had a great amount of treasure stored there during the Mithridatic war (Joseph. Ant. xiv. 7, § 2).

From the same source we learn that Julius Caesar issued an edict in favor of the Jews of Cos (ibid. 10, § 15). Herod the Great conferred many favors on the island (Joseph. B. J. i. 21, § 11); and an inscription in Bēthēma (No. 2502) associates it with Herod the tetrarch. St. Paul, on the return from his third missionary journey, passed the night here, after sailing from Miletus. The next day he went on to Rhodes (Acts xxii. 1). The proximity of Cos to these two important places, and to COTTON

* COTTAGE. In Is. xxiv. 20 the Hebrew word בַּתָּן, Mishanah, rendered "cottage" in the A. V., would be better translated "hammock." See Bed, p. 261.

A.

COTTON (סֶפֶר כֹּתָן): קֹדֶמָא, הקֹדֶם, i.e., "the most holy and costly apparel" (comp. Prov. xxii. 22 with Esth. viii. 15). The dress of the Egyptian priests, at any rate in their ministrations, was without doubt of linen (Herod. ii. 37), in spite of Pliny's assertion (xix. 1. 2) that they preferred cotton. Yet cotton garments for the worship of the temples are said to be mentioned in the Rosetta stone (Wilkinson, Anc. Egypt. iii. 117). The same with the Jewish ephod and other priestly attire, in which we cannot suppose any carelessness to have prevailed. If, however, a Jew happened to have a piece of cotton cloth, he probably would not be deterred by any scruple about the heterogenesis of Deut. xxii. 11 from wearing that and linen together. There is, however, no word for the cotton plant (like סֶפֶר כֹּתָן) for flax) in the Hebrew, nor any reason to suppose that there was any early knowledge of the fabric.

The Egyptian mummy swathing also, many of which are said to remain as good as when fresh
from the loom, are decided, after much controversy and minute analysis, to have been of linen, and not cotton. The very difficulty of deciding, however, shows how easily even scientific observers may mistake, and, much more, how impossible it would have been for ancient popular writers to avoid confusion. Even Greek naturalists sometimes clearly include "cotton" under ψάτη, The same appears to be true of लाभ, लाभर, and the whole class of words signifying white textile vegetable fabrics. The proper oriental name for the article सम्पत्ति (said to occur with slight variation in Sanskrit, and other oriental languages) is rendered "green" in the A. V. of Esth. i. 6, but Grecized in the LXX. by κατάσκινον. From the same word, with which either their Alexandrian or Parthian intercourse might familiarize them, the Latins borrowed curblas, complete current in poetical use in the golden and silver period of Latinity, for sails, awnings, &c. Varro knew of tree-wool on the authority of Ctesias, contemporary with Herodotus. The Greeks, through the commercial consequences of Alexander's conquests, must have known of cotton cloth, and more or less of the plant. Amasis, indeed (about B.C. 540) sent as a present from Egypt a basket κεντισματος χρυσος και ἐπίκεν τοιαυτα ξυλοι (Herod. ii. 47), which Pliny says was still existing in his time in a temple in Rhedes, and that the minutes of its tide had provoked the experiments of the curious. Cotton was manufactured and worn extensively in Egypt, but extant monuments give no proof of its growth, as in the case of flax, in that country (Wilkinson, i. pp. 116-138, and plate No. 356); indeed, had it been a general product, we could scarcely have missed finding some trace of it on the monumental details of ancient Egyptian arts, trades, &c.; but, especially, when Pliny (i. xxiv) asserts that cotton was then grown in Egypt, a statement confirmed by Julius Pollux in a century later, we can hardly resist the inference that, at least as a curiosity and as an experiment, some plantations existed there. This is the more likely since we find the cotton-tree (gossypium herbaceum, less usual than, and distinct from, the cotton plant, goss. indica) is mentioned still by Pliny as the only remarkable tree of the adjacent Ethiopian district, and since Arabia, on its western side, appears to have known cotton from time immemorial, to grow it in abundance, and in parts to be highly favorable to that product. In India, however, we have the earliest records of the use of cotton for dress; of which, including the starching of it, some curious traces are found as early as 800 B.C. (in the Institutes of Manu; also it is said, on the authority of Ptolemy the Ptolemaic) in the Rig-Veda, 106, v. 8. For these and some other curious antiquities of the subject, see Ryle's Cotton and Commerce of Cotton in India, pp. 117-122.

"Cotton tree" in Arabic is kharsha, in Persian khesar, and in Naskhi khasr. The Hebrew word invariably used for the former is נָחַר, from a root, נ-ץ-ץ, to surround (Genesis, p. 512). (See amongst others, Ex. xxv. 9, to xl. 33; Lev. vi. 16; Num. iii. 26, &c.). The same word is also most frequently used for the "cotton" of the Temple, as i. K. vi. 26, viii. 2; xiv. 1. 31; xxv. 12; 2 Chr. xxvii. 17; Ps. xviii. 11; Acts 21. 2. 4, 5, and vii. 13, however, a different word is employed, apparently in Arabic, כּותַנ חֲנִי, meaning: (1) any annual; (2) anything between two leaves; (3) the well-known "cotton" plant. This ending of the speciea from the general sense seems to indicate that the name "cotton" is originally Arabic; though it may be true that the plant is indigenous in India.
be the same places — ἄνθροπον, ἀνθρώπων, from a root of similar meaning to the above. This word also occurs in Ez. xiii. 14, 17, 20, xiv. 19 (A. V. "settle"), but perhaps with a different force. Chaiter also designates the court of a prison (Neh. iii. 25; Jer. xxxix. 2, 7) of the house of the high-priest, and not "palace" or "hall" (A. V.). Peter himself was not in the room of the palace where the Saviour was on trial, as the English reader would be led to suppose, but was in the court outside. [See HOUSE; Peter.]

COUHITA (Kowhida: [Vat. omits Phous], 1 Esdr. v. 32). There is no name corresponding with this in the lists of Ezra and Nehemiah. [He is mentioned as one of those whose sons were "servants of the temple" after the return from the Captivity. — H.]

COVENANT (γα浃ν: διαθήκη; once, Wisd. i. 16, σωφρονίζω in O. T.: field, pactum — often interchangeably, Gen. ix., xviii.; Num. xxv.; in Apoc. testamentum, but sacramentum; 2 Esdr. ii. 7; sponsiones, Wisd. i. 16; in N. T. testamentum [of make field, Rom. i. 31; Gr. σωφρονίζων]).

The Hebrew word is derived from Gesenius from the root דשם, i. e. מַשֶּׁה, "he cut," and taken to mean primarily "a cutting," with reference to the custom of cutting or dividing animals in two, and passing between the parts in ratifying a covenant (Gen. xv.; Jer. xxxiv. 18, 19). Hence the expression "to cut a covenant" (דרש, דרה, דרָה, דרש, with מַשֶּׁה understood, 1 Sam. x. 2) is of frequent occurrence. (Comp. ἐπιγραφὴς τέμνων, τέμνων σωφρονίς, icere, ferire, percurre, percursus.) Professor Lee suggests (Heb. Lex. s. v. מַשֶּׁה) that the proper signification of the word is an eating together, or banquet, from the meaning "to eat," which the root מַשֶּׁה sometimes bears, because among the Orientals to eat together amounts almost to a covenant of friendship. This view is supported by Gen. xxxi. 46, where Jacob and Laban eat together on the heap of stones which they have set up in ratifying the covenant between them. It affords also a satisfactory explanation of the expression "a covenant of salt" (מָשֶׁה מְשַׁה, διαθήκη ἀλός, Num. xviii. 19; 2 Chr. xiii. 5), when the Eastern idea of eating salt together is remembered. If, however, the other derivation of מַשֶּׁה be adopted, this expression may be explained by supposing salt to have been eaten, or offered with accompanying sacrifices, in occasion of very solemn covenants, or it may be regarded as figurative, denoting, either, from the use of salt in sacrifice (Lev. ii. 13; Mark ix. 41), the sacresness, or, from the preserving qualities of salt, the perpetuity, of the covenant.

In the N. T. the word διαθήκη is frequently, though by no means uniformly, translated testament in the English Authorized Version, whence the two divisions of the Bible have received their common English names. This translation is perhaps due to the Vulgate, which has adopted testamento, as the equivalent for διαθήκη in the Apoc., uses it always as such in the N. T. (see above). There seems, however, to be no necessity for the introduction of a new word conveying a new idea. The LXX. having rendered מַשֶּׁה (which never means until or testament, but always covenant or agreement) by διαθήκη consistently throughout the O. T., the N. T. writers, in adopting that word, may naturally be supposed to intend to convey to their readers, most of them familiar with the Greek O. T., the same idea. Moreover, in the majority of cases the same thing which has been called a "covenant" (מַשֶּׁה in the O. T. is referred to in the N. T. (e. g. 2 Cor. iii. 14; Heb. vii., ix.; Rev. xi. 19); while in the same context the same word and thing in the Greek are in the same sometimes represented by "covenant," and sometimes by "testament" (Heb. vii. 22, viii. 8-13, ix. 15). In the confessedly difficult passage, Heb. ix. 15, 17, the word διαθήκη has been thought by many commentators absolutely to require the meaning of until or testament. On the other side, however, it may be alleged, that in addition to what has just been said as to the usual meaning of the word in N. T., the word occurs twice in the context, where its meaning must necessarily be the same as the translation of מַשֶּׁה, and in the unquestionable sense of covenant (cf. διαθήκη καθαρίς, Heb. ix. 15, with the same expression in viii. 8; and διαθήκη, ix. 16, 17, with ver. 20, and Ex. xxiv. 8). If this sense of διαθήκη be retained, we may either render εἴη νεκροίς, "over, or in the case of, dead sacrifices," and διαθήκης, "the mediating sacrifices" (Scholfield's Hints for an Improved Translation of the N. T.), or (with Ebrard and others) restrict the statement of ver. 16 to the O. T. idea of a covenant between man and God, in which man, as guilty, must always be represented by a sacrifice with which he was so completely identified, that in its person he (διαθήκης, the human covenantor) actually died (cf. Matt. xxvii. 28).

In its Biblical meaning of a compact or agreement between two parties, the word is used — 1. Improperly, of a covenant between God and man. Man not being in any way in the position of an independent covenanting party, the phrase is evidently used by way of accommodation. Strictly speaking, such a covenant is quite unconditional, and amounts to a promise (Gal. iii. 15 ££, where εὐγγέλια and διαθήκη are used almost as συνονύμως) or act of mere favor (Ps. lxxxix. 28, where מָשֶׁה stands in parallelism with מַשֶּׁה on God's part. Thus the assurance given by God after the Flood, that a like judgment should not be repeated, and that the recurrence of the seasons, and of day and night, should not cease, is called a covenant (Gen. ix.; Jer. xxxiii. 29). Generally, however, the form of a covenant is maintained by the bene
covering of the Eyes.

The Hebrew word בַּעַשֶּׂבֶּה (b'eshbe) occurs in eight passages of the Old Testament: in six of which (Gen. xx. 16 Ex. xxii. 27; Job xvi. 7. xxxvi. 9. xxxvi. 19. Is. L 3) it is translated “covering” in the A. V.; in one (Ex. xxi. 19) it is translated “vainment,” and in one (Deut. xxiii. 12) “vesture.”

The meaning of the phrase, “covering of the eyes,” in Gen. xx. 16, and the construction and import of the sentence, are still subjects of discussion, even among the latest interpreters. “Tut pane estant explicationes, quot sunt interpretes” (Ros.) The points still at issue have respect to almost every word in the sentence. The pronoun בַּעַשֶּׂבֶּה (b'eshbe), or (it) be the present made to him. “A covering of the eyes” may mean (c) a literal veil, or (d) a veil in a figurative sense as a protective influence, or (e) with a different allusion, a means of purification. By “the eyes” may be meant (f) those of Sarah herself, or (g) in connection with the following בַּעַשֶּׂבֶּה (b'eshbe), those of all around her and in intercourse with her. The word “all” (בַּעַשֶּׂבֶּה b'eshbe) may refer (b) to things (namely, acts), or (i) to persons. In the last clause, בַּעַשֶּׂבֶּה (b'eshbe) may be (j) a preposition, or (k) the sign of the accusative case, after בַּעַשֶּׂבֶּה (b'eshbe), or (l) as the punctuators have indicated by the Akkadian, in connection with the following verb. The form בַּעַשֶּׂבֶּה (b'eshbe) may be (m) the 2d pers. fem. of the perfect, or (n) the participle used as the 3d pers. fem.

No. v, in conjunction with ḩ, was well expressed by Talvin: "Docteur enim Sura, maritum cui juncta est, instar veli esse, quod se tegere debeat, non exposita st aliens." So Vitringa. But Tiele judicis objects, that in this view, the present of a thousand silverlings, with which Abimelech prefaces this remark, has no significance.

Ewald (Aug. Lehrb. p. 281), combining a, d, g. i, j, m, translates and explains thus: "He is to thee a covering of the eyes for every one who is with thee (so that, under his protection, no impure eye can with impunity venture to look on thee), and fenced every one; so dost thou right thyself" (defend thyself)

Gesenius, combining b, e, f, h, j, n, translates and explains thus: "So this (the thousand silverlings) is to thee a penalty [satisfaction] for all which (has happened) with thee and before all; and she was corrected (had nothing to say in excuse). Compare Gen. xxxii. 21, I will cover his face (appease him) with the present." So Keil, and also Delitzsch; except that they take בַּעַשֶּׂבֶּה (b'eshbe) (m) as the 2d pers., and בַּעַשֶּׂבֶּה (b'eshbe) (n) as referring to persons: "So it is to thee a covering of the eyes (an expiatory gift) in reference to all who are with thee (because all in the household shared their mistress's dishonor); so thou art righted properly, pecuni, namely, to be the one who suffered wrong."

So the passage is understood by Tisch. He takes exception, however (after Schumann) to Ewald's and Gesenius's construction of the second בַּעַשֶּׂבֶּה, which should be construed as the one immediately preceding it; for בַּעַשֶּׂבֶּה בַּעַשֶּׂבֶּה must not be arbitrarily separated in construction and reference.
Hence he translates: "for all which (has been, or has taken place) with thee and with all, that thou mayest be righted."

Baumgarten (Theol. Comm. zum Pent.) has revived Schroeder's interpretation (followed by Rosenmüller and others), taking "covering of the eyes" (c) in the sense of a literal veil; not, however, as Schroeder viewed it, as the tosh of a married woman, but simply as a means of concealing her beauty, and thus avoiding the danger referred to in xvi. 11. Baumgarten supposes that after Athnach the accusative construction is resumed in ἁνα.

(k), taking γυνὴ as the 2d pers. perf. (or), and translates: "and all this (I do, or, I give) that thou mayest be righted."

Lange, understanding "covering of the face" a veil in the figurative sense, finds (with Le Clerc) a double meaning in the expression; namely, a gift of atonement and reconciliation, which at the same time shall be as a veil to all eyes, by indicating the relation of one married to a husband.

On these views it may be remarked, that the form of the expression, "covering of the eyes," (not "of the face,") seems to be decisive against the supposition that a veil is meant, either as worn by Sarah for concealing her person from the sight of others, or by them to restrict their sight. In the former case, the expression should have been, "covering of the face" (ἡ γυνὴ ἐπί). A "covering of the eyes," in the literal sense, can mean nothing else than the repression of the improper use of the eyes, as of wanton looks. This, with reference to Sarah, is inapposite, as no such fault is laid to her charge; and it is understood of others ("a covering of the eyes to all who are with thee"), a veil cannot be meant, for that is used for concealment, and not for the purpose of obstructing the vision. The objection lies equally against the supposition of a veil in a figurative sense, since this must conform to the literal and proper use of the term.

The only alternative remaining, is to take the expression, "covering of the eyes," in its strict and proper sense, instead of a veil for the face; either with Ewald, as referring to Abraham, her lawful protector from the wanton gaze of others; or with Gesenius, as a figurative expression for a peace-offering. In favor of the former, is the juxtaposition of the pronoun ἡ (he, or it) with "thy brother," making this its most natural antecedent: an objection to the latter view, which is but partially obviated by the use of ἐπί for both genders in the Pentateuch. But on the contrary, against Ewald's view lies the more serious objection, that Abimelech prefers this remark with a statement which has no bearing on it; and thus a part of what he says to Sarah herself is without significance, as addressed to her.

The ancient versions are all at fault here, and throw no light on the true rendering and interpretation (unless we understand the Septuagint version with Gesenius), showing that it was as difficult then as it is now.

T. J. C.

COW. The Heb. words נבּ (nēb), נֶבֶּ֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫֫ hustle.
being expressive of happiness rather than of grief; out it must be remembered that the ancients regarded the swallow as a mournful bird; and it is worthy of remark that, according to Dr. Kennet, in thirteen volumes of Jeremiah (l. c.) the word *litis* occurs instead of *sit*: it is probable therefore that Sostratus, from *litis*, of ancient mythology had its source in ancient Egyptian *la-isis, as the Egyptians say, having been changed into a swallow. The Hebrew word *beshur* (7777) is noticed under the article SWALLOW. W. H.

**CREATES** (Κρητης; Vulg. translites *peregrinus*, or servant of the Cyprians), (76) *see in the article Sibyllas*). An island, which was left in charge of the "castle" (5777 σοφρινον Ακρωτηριον) of Jerusalem (72), during the absence of Sostratus, in the reign of Antiochus Epiphanes (2 Macc. iv. 29).

**CREDITOR. [Loan.]**

**CRETES** (Κρήτης; Greek for the work for the Latin name *Crecus*; *increasing*). 2 Tim. iv. 10, an assistant of St. Paul [who went from Rome to Galatia, perhaps sent by the Apostle], said to have been one of the seventy disciples. According to the Apostolical Constitutions, and many of the fathers, he preached the Gospel in Galatia, which is perhaps only a conjecture built on the "Crecus to Galatia" of 2 Tim. iv. 19. Later tradition (Cyprian) makes him preach in Cæsarea, Italy, see Theodoret on 2 Tim. L. 52, and found the Church at Vienna.

**CRETE (Κρήτη; Creta), the modern Candia.** This large island, which closes in the Greek Archipelago on the N., extends through a distance of 140 miles between its extreme points of Cape Samos (Acts xxii. 7) on the E., and Cape Grias-topon beyond Phoenicia or Phoenix (ib. 12) on the W. The breadth is comparatively small, the narrowest part (called an isthmus by Strabo, x. 475) being near Phoenix. Though extremely hilly and mountains, this island has very fruitful valleys, and in early times it was celebrated for its hundred cities (Virg. Aen. iii. 106). Crete has a conspicuous position in the mythology and earliest history of Greece, but a comparatively unimportant one in its later history. It was reduced (A. D. 67) by the Romans under Metellus, hence called Cretans, and united in one province with Cyrenaica, which was at no great distance (Strabo, x. 475) on the opposite coast of Africa (7777). It is possible that in Tit. iii. 1, there may be an implied reference to a turbulent condition of the Cretan part of the province, especially as regarded the Jewish residents.

It seems likely that a very early acquaintance took place between the Cretans and the Jews. The story in Tacitus (Hist. v. 2), that the Jews themselves of Cretan origin, may be accounted for by supposing a confusion between the Philistines and the Jews; and by identifying the Cretenses of 1 Sam. xxx. 14; 2 Sam. viii. 18; Ez. xxvi. 16; Zeph. ii. 5, with Cretan emigrants. In the two last of these passages they are expressly called *Kρητες* by the LXX., and in Zeph. ii. 6, we have the word *Kretynn*. Whatever conclusion we may arrive at on this point, there is no doubt that Jews were settled in the island in considerable numbers during the period between the death of Alexander the Great and the final destruction of Jerusalem. Gortyn seems to have been their chief residence; for it is specially mentioned (1 Macc. xx. 23) in the letters written by the Romans on behalf of the Jews, when Simon Macceabaeus renewed the treaty which his brother Judas had made with Rome. The name of the country Cretan (76), perhaps the period Josephus says (Ant. xviii. 12, § 1, B. J. ii. 7, § 1) that the Psæudo-Alexander, Herod's supposed son, imposed upon the Jews of Crete, when on his way to Italy. And later still, Philo (Leg. ad Cai. § 36) makes the Jewish envoys say to Caligula that all the more noted islands of the Mediterranean, including Crete, were full of Jews. Thus the special mention of Cretans (Acts ii. 11) among those who were in Jerusalem at the great Pentecost is just what we should expect.

No notice is given in the Acts of any more direct evangelization of Crete: and no absolute proof can be adduced that St. Paul was ever there before his voyage from Cæsarea to Puteoli; though it is quite possible that he may have visited the island in the course of his residences at Corinth and Ephesus. For the speculations which have been made in regard to the possibility that we should refer to what is written in the articles on TITUS, and TITUS, EPISTLE TO.

The circumstances of St. Paul's recorded visit were briefly as follows. The wind being contrary when he was off Cnidus (Acts xxvii. 8), the ship was forced to run down to Cape Samos, and thence under the ice of Crete to Fair Havens, which was near a city called Lasca (ver. 8). Thence, after some delay, an attempt was made, on the wind becoming favorable, to reach Phœnicia for the purpose of wintering there (ver. 12); but a sudden gale from the S. E. (Winds) coming down from the high ground of Crete (σαρωνις), in the neighborhood of Mount Ida, drove the ship to the little island of Clauda (vv. 13-16), whence she drifted to Malta. It is impossible to say how far this short stay at Fair Havens may have afforded opportunities for preaching the Gospel at Lasca or elsewhere.

The next point of connection between St. Paul and this island is found in the epistle to Titus. It is evident from Tit. i. 5, that the Apostle himself was here at no long interval of time before he wrote the letter. We believe this to have been between the first and second imprisonments. In the course of the letter (Tit. i. 12) St. Paul adresses from Ephesus, a Cretan sage and poet (6666 Κρητης Ἀριστ.). A quotation in which the virtues of his countrymen are described in dark colors. The truth of what is said by Epimenides is abundantly confirmed by the passages collected (iv. 10) in Murensis's great work on Crete (Murensis Opera, Florence, 1744, vol. iii.). He has also a chapter (iv. 4) on the early Christian history of the island. Titus was much honored here during the middle ages. The cathedral of Megalo-CASTRUM was dedicated here; and his name was the watchword of the Cretans, when they fought against the Venetians, who themselves seem to have placed him above St. Mark in Candia, when they became masters of the island. See Pashley's Travels in Crete, i. 6, 175 (London, 1835). In addition to this valuable work, we must refer to Hoeck's *Kreta* (Gottingen, 1829), and to some papers translated from the Italian, and published by Mr. E. Falkener in the

* Rangabas in his Ελληνικά (iii. 453-579) has sketched the ancient history and the geographical features of Crete (mountains, rivers, promontories, and harbours, with an enumeration of the cities and villages), and (though some redaction may be necessary for the present time) furnishing valuable statistics respecting the population of the island at different periods (Greeks and Turks), its monastic establishments, products, exports, imports, and the like. This author represents ΚαλλιΑμύνες as an insecure roadstead, to which vessels resorted only in great distress, in accordance with its reputation among seamen in Paul's time (Acts xxvii. 8). He supposes the Lassan which was near there to be the "Lisia" of the Peutinger Table, but says nothing of any place still known by that name (Laša). He mentions the interesting fact that Phoenix or Phoenix (Acts xxvii. 12) had its own bishops at an early period, and that one of them named Leon was present at the second Nicean Council. He speaks of this Phoenix as near Latro (Δυτικά), but evidently had no idea that they were identical (see Phœnix). The opinion of so eminent an archaeologist on these points deserves to be considered. The more recent publications of Capt. Sproat, R. N. (Sailing Directions for the Island of Crete, and Travels and Researches in Crete) have added largely to our knowledge of the topography of the island. Mr. Smith has availed himself of these later discoveries, with good effect, in his admirable work on the Voyage and Shipwreck of St. Paul (3d ed. 1866).

One of the observations reported by navigators is that on the south side of Crete a light southerly wind is often succeeded by a typhoon, which strikes down from the high mountains on the island, as happened to Paul's vessel in going from Fair Havens to Phoenix (Acts xxvii. 14). It is said that this fact favors the interpretation of ἐβάλε καὶ ἀνέβει (mentioned in the article above) and adopted in several of the later English Commentaries (which refers to the island (down from βαίλει) and the voyage and shipwreck of St. Pauls, 3d ed. p. 99). It is true, no doubt, that the wind in that instance came from the high land on shore, but it does not follow that κατ᾽ ἀνέβει points out that circumstance. No proof has been given that βαίλεως, as said of winds, was actually used thus with the genitive of the quarter whence the wind came. Lechler's view (Der Apostelgeschichte, p. 348, in Lange's Bibelwerk) seems to be more correct, that ἀνέβει refers to the vessel which the wind struck and drove out to sea, with ναῦς as the mental antecedent, which (actually employed in ver. 41) could so easily take the place here of Luke's usual παραβάλων. This is the explanation also of Winer (vii. Text. Gram. § 47, 5, h) and of Buttmann (Neutest. Gram. p. 127). It is known to the writer that Prof. Sophocles of Harvard College interprets Luke here in the same manner. 11.

* CRETES (Κρήτες; Cretes), inhabitants of Crete (Acts ii. 11), where probably Jews and proselytes are meant (comp. Ρώμαιοι = ἱπποδιότει καὶ προσήλυτοι); but for the same term we have Cretians (A. V.) in Tit. i. 12, applied there to native Greeks. "Cretans" would be a better rendering; says Trench (Arch. Itt. p. 78, ed. 1856), in both passages. The subscript "to the Epistle to Titus" (A. V.) states that it was written to him as the "first bishop or overseer of the church of the Cretians." For the character of the ancient Cretans, see Crete. 11.

H.

* CRETANS. [CRETENS.]

* CRIB. This is the rendering (A. V.) of τάξις, c. g. in Is. i. 3. The word denotes (from τάξις, to order) the place from which cattle and horses were accustomed to eat their food, but throws no light on the sort of structure provided for that purpose. It was, no doubt (for such usages in the East remain the same from age to age), a box or trough "built of small stones and mortar," or hollowed out of an entire block, such as the farmers of the country use at the present time. Dr. Thomson mentions an incident connected with these conveniences which illustrates a Scripture passage. At Tiberias, as "the dromes of cattle and donkeys came down from the green hills" at night, "I buried them . . . and no sooner had we got within the walls than the dromes began to disperse. Every ox knew perfectly well his owner, his house, and the way to it, nor did he get bewildered for a moment in the mazes of these narrow and crooked alleys. As for the asses, they walked straight to the door, and up to their master's crib . . . I followed one company clear into their habitations, and saw each take its appropriate manger and begin its evening meal of dry tithe. Isaiah (i. 3, 4) says in all this they were wiser than their owners, who neither knew nor considered, but forsook the Lord, and provoked the Holy One of Israel." — Lord and Book, ii. 97.

The "mangers" of the N. T. were probably like the "cribs" of the O. T. The new Paris edition of Stephens' Theophrastus Parthenius' Linguae (1834) adopts the rendering in Sucier's Thes. Ecles. ii. 1420, that φάνην is properly a hollow place in the stable which contains the food of animals; that it is a part of the stable, and each of the horses has its own φάνην or table, as it were, before it. Here φάνην and τραπέζια (crib and table) are used interchangeably. But while the writers admit that sense in Luke xiii. 15 (where the A. V. has "stall") they regard the word as employed out of its proper signification in the passages relating to the nativity of our Lord, and as "standing there by metonymy for a stable in which was a crib." But such an exception to the usual meaning is the less necessary here, because the locality of the φάνην may imply the stall, if for any reason that be required. Undoubtedly the true conception of the history is that the holy family, excluded from the part of the caravanserai (χωραδίαμα) allotted to travellers, required to the part where the animals were, and the birth taking place there, the newborn child was laid in one of the feeding-troughs within reach. They are not ill adapted to such a use; for Dr. Thomson states (Lord and Book, ii. 98) that "his own children have slept in them in his rule summer retreats on the mountains." The Arabic translation from the Vulgate by the Maronite bishop Serkis en-Kurr (under Pope Urban VIII.) adjusts the rendering to this view of the word. Dyevick says that he has no doubt of the correctness of such a translation. The writer found this to be a common use of φάνην among the modern Greeks. Biesel (Thes. Philol. iii. 534) states very correctly the Sept. usage, and in accordance with the foregoing view.

11. * From a note of Dr. Van Dyck to the writer.
CRIMSON [COLORS.]

* CRISPING-PINS. The Hebrew word so translated in Ls. iii. 22, "כְּנַפְס הָאָרֶן," chariit, denotes the reticule, often, probably, elegant and highly ornamented, carried by the Hebrew ladies. In 2 K. v. 23, the only other passage in which it occurs, it is rendered "bow." See Bag., 1. A.

CRISTUS (Crīstos [crispēd, carded]) found also in the Talmudists under the forms סְדִּירְפָא סְדִּרוֹפָא and סְדִּרְפָא), ruler of the Jewish synagogue at Corinth (Acts xviii. 8); baptized with his family by St. Paul (1 Cor. i. 14). According to tradition, he became afterwards Bishop of Ægina (Constant. Apost. vii. 46).

II. A.

* His office (ἄρχων σκύλων) shows that he was a Jew, and his foreign name that he or his ancestors had mingled freely with other nations. The guarded manner in which Paul speaks in 1 Cor. i. 14, would lead us to think that he baptized Crispus only, and not those of his family also who believed (Acts xviii. 8).

CROSS (σταυρός, σκόλαψ). Except the Latin cross there was no word definitively and invariably applied to this instrument of punishment. The Greek word σταυρός is derived from ἱσταμί, and properly, like σκόλαψ, means merely a stake (Hom. Od. xiv. 11; R. xxiv. 456). Hence Eustathius defines σταυρός to be ὁμίλα καὶ ἀπακωμέναι ἕνα, and Hexah. οἱ κατασταφυγότες σκόλαψες, χάρισμα. The Greeks use the word to translate both παλας and αὔσων: τοῦ παλαν σπανεῖν in Iov. Cross (xlix. 22) is exactly equivalent to the Latin ad patam deliberare. In Livy even αὔσω means a mere stake (in tres sustoli crudes, xviii. 28), just as, vix resee, the Fathers use σκόλαψ and even αὔσω ("de stipite pendens") of a cross proper. (In consequence of this vagueness of meaning, impaling (Herod. i. 76) is sometimes spoken of, loosely, as a kind of crucifixion, and ἀνακολοτρικῶς is nearly equivalent to αὔσωσον; "aliis per obsceun stipitem egerunt, aliis brachia patibulato exploere unt." Sen. Csed. ad Marc. xx.; and Ep. xiv.). Other words occasionally applied to the cross are patibulum and servex, pieces of wood in the shape of Π or Π and λ as respects (Div. 48, tit. 13; Plut. Math. p. 47); and in Sall. fr. ap. Non. iv. 355, "patibulo eminens afflictatur" seems clearly to imply crucifixion). After the abolition of this mode of death by Constantine, Trehounian substituted servex gemma, for crucifigur, whereas the word occurred. More generally the cross is called arbor inflix (Livy. i. 26; Sen. Ep. 101), or lignum inflix (Vie. per Rob. 3); and in greek σταῦ, (Deut. xxi. 22). The Fathers, in controversy, used to quote the words αὐτὸς ἔσθισεν κυρίως (ἀπὸ τοῦ σταῦ), from Ps. xlii. 10, or Ps. xxvi., as a prophecy of the cross; but these words are "adulterum et Christiana devotee addita:" though Genesarian thought them a prophetical addition of the LXX., and Agellius conjectures that they read ψυχή for ψυχή (Scheleusner's Thes.). The Hebrews had no word for a cross more definite than יָשָׁב (Gen. xl. 19, 20.), and so they called the transverse beams יָשָׁב יָשָׁב, "warp and woof" (Pearson, On the Creed, art. iv.), like ἀσόν δίδωσιν LXX. Cross is the root of σταῦ, and is then used proverbially for what is most painful (as "sumnum jussa, summus crux," Colum. i. 7; "quercus in nudo crucem," Ter. Phorm. iii. 3, 11), and as a nickname for villains ("Quid quis, crux?" Plaut. Pers. ii. 5, 17). Rarer terms are ἔσπον (Euseb. viii. 8), σπάς (?), and Gibulas (Vart. ap. Non. ii. 373; Macrinus ap. Capitol. Marc. 11). This last word is derived from ἄσπα, "to complete."

As the emblem of a slave's death and a murderer's punishment, the cross was naturally looked upon with the profoundest horror, and closely connected with the ideas of pain, of guilt, and of ignominy" (Gibbon, ii. 158; "Nomen ipsum crucis adhibuit non modo a corpore Romanae, sed etiam a coccitanea, orris, auribus," (Cic. pro Boc. 5). But after the celebrated vision of Constantine (Euseb. Vf. Const. i. 27-30), he ordered his friends to make a cross of gold and gems, such as he had seen, and "the towering eagles resigned the flags unto the cross" (Pearson), and "the tree of cursing and shame" (Bishop Taylor, Life of Christ, iii. x.).

"In quibus aegypti crucis et gemmata refugit. Aut longis solido ex auro pretandi ab hastis," (Præsent. in Symm. ii. 464 ff.).

were called by the name Labarum, and may be seen engraved in Bononius (Jun. Rec. a. d. 312, No. 36), or represented on the coins of Constantine the Great and his nearer successors. The Labarum is described in Euseb. (I. Constant. i. 25), and, besides the pendent cross, supported the celebrated embroidered monogram of Christ (Gibbon, ii. 154; "Transversæ X litteræ, summæ capite circumflantes," Cassell.), which was also inscribed on the shields and helmets of the legions: —

"Christus purpuræmum gemmam tectis in auro Signabat labarum : elyceorum insignia Christus Scripserat, arctata summis cruc addita cristi:"

(Præsent. 1. c.)

Nay, the στιβαδομον στρύγμον o a vis in the British Museum.

(From a Coin in the British Museum.)

The Labarum.

We may tabulate thus the various descriptions of cross (Lips. de Crure, i.; Godwyn's Moera and Aurum) —

1. Crux.
2. Purpurea, 3. Commissa, 4. Immissa
Andreae, or and unmissa, or capitis, Burgundian.

1. The crux simplex, or mere stake of one single piece without transom, was probably the
original of the rest. Sometimes it was merely driven through the man's chest, but at other times it was driven longitudinally, διὰ βρέχως καὶ κάτων (Hesych. s.v. κατάλαθος), coming out at the mouth (Sen. Ep. xiv.), a method of punishment called ἀνυσφαλέως, or ἀγράφω. The latter consisted merely of tying the criminal to the stake (κατάλαθος θεραπευτικός, Liv. xxvi. 13), from which he hung by his arms; the process is described in the little poem of Ausonius, Cyprius crepidianus. Trees were naturally convenient for this purpose, and we read of their being applied to such use in the Martyrology. Tertullian tells us (Apol. viii., 16) that the Egyptians (so ably argued, than to punish the priests of Saturn, Tiberius ii.; in ceduo arboribus, olisbamatricibus scalarum, validis crucibus explicit) "(cf. Tac. Germ. xii., "Prodotres et fugas arboribus suspendunt."); How far the expression "acquiesced tree" is applicable under this head is examined under the word Crucifixion.

2. The croix decouste is called St. Andrew's croos, although on no good grounds, since, according to some, he was killed with the sword; and Hippolytus says that he was crucified upright, "ad arborem," whence the shape of the cross called the Greek letter X (in Jer. xxxvi.; x; X litters and in figura crucem, et in numero decem demonstrat,"

Isidor. Orig. i. 3). Hence Just. Mart. (Dial. c. Tryph. p. 200) quotes I Thes. ii. 13 that this was of the kind of cross in Jacob's blessing of Joseph's sons, χρέων ἐν τῇ λάμπειν (cf. Tert. de Baptismo, viii.; in the anointing of priests, "deucessativus" (Sir T. Browne, Garden of Cyrus); for the rabbis say that kings were anointed "in forma corona, sacerdotes autem

δὲ δὲ, i.e. ad fornam X Grecorum" (Schotteln gen. Hor. Hefc. et Tadu. iv. ad loc.; and in the crossing of the hands over the head of the goat on the day of expiation (Targ. Jonath. ad Lev. xvi. 21, etc.).

3. The croix commissaire, or St. Anthony's cross (so called from being embroidered on that saint's cope, Mrs. Jameson's Sacred Art, i. xxxvi.,) was in the shape of a T. Hence Lucian, in his amusing Dein phanatous, joyfully derives σταυρον from τούτῳ (κατά τὸν τοπον καὶ τὴν στηματικὴν τὴν πορείαν ἐπενικός δυνατόν, and makes mankind accuse it bitterly for suggesting to tyrants the instrument of torture (Jud. Voci 12). This shape is often alluded to as "the mystical Tau" (Griekon de Cyrilis: "Nostra autem T species crucis, Tert. adv. Marc. iii. 22; Jer. in Exech. iv. etc.).

As that letter happens to stand for 300, opportunity was given for more elaborate trifling; thus 300 cubits of the ark are considered typical (Clem. Alex. Strom. vi.; S. Paulin. Ep. li.; and even Abrāman's 318 servants (!) since 318 is represented by της, they deduced της μου ἀγαθόν εἰς τοὺς δώσις γραμματισταὶ καὶ καὶ ἐν η τοῦ σταυροῦ (Barnab. Ep. ix.; Clem. Alex. Strom. vi.; Ambros. Procl. in l. i. de Fide; Pearson (art. iv.) On the Creed, in which these notes these passages are quoted).

A variety of this cross (the croix anastas, "crosses with circles on their heads") is found in the sculptures from Khorsabad and the ivories from Nimroud. M. Lajard (Observations sur la croix ancienne) refers it to the Assyrian symbol of divinity, the winged figure in a circle; but Egyptian antiquaries quite reject the theory "(Lajard's Nicerect, ii. 213, nob.). In the Egyptian sculptures, a similar object, called a croix anastas, is constantly borne by deities, and is variously called "the key of the Nile" (Dr. Young in Encycl. Britton), the character of Venus," and more correctly (as by Lacroze) "the emblem of Ra," we need this old explanation (ἐνθρισμένοις σημαίαις πάντως γραφής Ζωή ενθρισμένη, Sossow, Hist. Eccl. vii. 15; so too Kuirimus (ii. 29), who says it was one of the "ἐρατικαὶ vel sacer dota literae.") "(E) Egyptians thereby expressed the powers and motion of the spirit of the world, and the diffusion thereof upon the celestial and chthonic nature, (Sir T. Browne, Garden of Cyrus). This too was the signification given to it by the Christian converts in the army of Theodosius, when they remarked it on the temple of Serapis, according to the story mentioned in Suidas. The same symbol has been also found among the Copts, and (perhaps accidentally) among the Indians and Persians.

4. The croix immensis (or Latin cross) differed from the former by the projection of the δόμου θρόνον (or αἰχμή) above the κέρας ἐνθρισμένου, or (cf. Sir T. Browne, Garden of Cyprus, xi.) saying that he was hidden by the Spirit, ζωὴ τούτων τοῦ σταυροῦ καὶ τοῦ μέλλουσι πάθειοι (Barnab. Ep. 12; Just. Mart. Dial. c. Tryph. 89; κοιμός crucis, Tert. adv. Marc. iii. 18). Firmicus. Maternus (de Infirr, xx.; says (from the Talmudists) that Moses made a cross of his rod, "ut faciis imperat neu quod magis postularetur, crucem sibi festa ex virga." He also fantastically applies to the cross expressions in Hab. iii. 16, 16. &c. Other supposed types are Jacob's ladder (Jer. Com. in Ps. xxi.; οί Δόμινισ μυκτιν σκαλα Christus crucifixus ostenditur.); August. Carmen de Tempor. ixxix.; the paschal lamb, pierced by transverse spites (σχηματιζομένου δύον την σχηματικὴν τοῦ σταυροῦ ḫπάτης, Just. Dial. c. Tryph. 40; and "the Hebrew Tenebula, or ceremony of their obligations waved by the priest into the four quarters of the world after the form of a cross" (Vitrings. Obs. Squo. i. v; Schotteln, l.c.). A truer type (John iii. 14) is the elevation (γεραύνιον, Chald.) of the ferry serpent (Num. xxx. 8, 9). For some strange applications of texts to this see Cyr. Temp. ii. xx. iv. In Matt. v. 18, καὶ παρά τὴν κεφαλήν is also made to represent a cross (της συναφος τοῦ κεφαλῆς τοῦ Θεοφυλ. in loc., etc.). To the four ἄκρα of the cross they also applied the ἄκρα καὶ βάθος καὶ πλάτος καὶ μήκος of Eph. iii. 18 (as Greg. Nysss. and Aug. Ep. 120); and another of their fancies was that there was a mystical significance in this δύο τετράγωνον (Num. in Joh. xvi. 18), because it pointed to the four corners of the world ("Quattuor indici plagatus quadrantis" according to Sedul. iii.). In all nature the sacred sign was found to be indispensable (κατασκηνάσας πάντως ἐν τῷ κόσμῳ καὶ ἐν τούτῳ τοῖς ὑποίδεοι), Just. Mart. (Apol. i. 72), especially in such things as involve
dignity, energy, or deliverance: as the actions of lifting, glowing, &c., the human race as an ensemble of a ship in full sail, &c. "Aves quando volant ad aethere signum crucis assumunt. Homo natans, vel orans, formâ crucis visitatur" (Jer. in Mar., xi.).

"Signa ipec et cantabula et vexilla quid alium quid inaurate crucies sunt?" (Min. Fed. Oct. xxix.). Similar analogies are repeated in Firm. Matern. de Errorv., xxi.; Terr. adl. Nat. i. 12; Apol. i6; de Corn. Mil. i. 3; and, in answer to the sneers of those to whom the cross was "false-color," were considered sufficient proof that "signo crucis et ratio naturalis nittitur aut vestra religio formatur" (Min. Fed., &c.). The types adduced from Scripture were valuable to silence the difficulties of the Jews, to whom, in consequence of Deut. xxii. 22 (etipitáteo dò stauróloiyos), the cross was an especial "stumbling-block" (Terr. adl. Nat. i. 12).

Many such fancies (e. g. the harmlessness of cruciform flowers, the southern cross, &c.) are collected in "Communications with the Unenlightened World."

Besides the four árca (or árques, Terr.) of the cross, was a fifth (épiktov), projecting out of the central stem, on which the body of the sufferer rested (épiktov épi oúdei stauróloiyos, Just. M. Tryph. 91, who (more suum) compares it to the horn of a rhinoceros: solidi e crucem, Terr. adl. Nat. i. 12; "ubi requiescit qui clavis aedituit," Iren. adl. Heres. i. 12). This was to prevent the weight of the body from bearing away the hands, since it was impossible that it should rest upon nothing but four great wounds." (Ker. Taylor, Life of Christ, iii. xx. 2, who erroneously quotes the δόνον τεταρτάλεον of Nonnus). This projection is probably alluded to in the famous lines of Maxenas (ap. Sen. Ep. 101):—

"Vita dura superest bene est;
Hane mihi vel aerata
Si setsum cruce, sustine." 

Ruthkopf (ad loc.) so explains it, and it is not so probable that it refers to ánaskópoulos as Lipsius thinks (de Cruce, i. 6). Whether there was also a époptáthá or support to the feet (as we see in pictures), is doubtful. Gregory of Tours mentions it; but he is the earliest authority, and makes no weight (G. J. Voss. Hecsan. Passion. ii. 7, 28).

An inscription, titulus or clavium (épigrammá, Luke xxii.: aitíá, Matt. xxvii.: ή ἐπίγραμμα τῆς αἰετίας, Mark: τίτλος, John xix.: "qui causam pene indicavit," Suet. Col. 32; πίθος, Euseb.: γραμματια τῆς αἰετίας τῆς θανατώτης δυνατοῦ, Dion Cass. liv. 3; πνευχον ἐπιγράμμα ἑαυτοῦ, Hezych. : ἡ ἄλη) was generally placed above the person's head, and literally expressed his guilt, as νότος ἐστών Ἀτταλὸς ὁ Χριστιανός (Euseb. v. 1). I found, however, that neither was generally carried before the criminal ("precedente titulo," Suet.). It was covered with white gypsum, and the letters were black: hence Sozomen calls it ákhyma (Hist. Ecle. ii. 11). And, as Lipsius justly remarks (Hist. Ecle. viii. 29). But Nierupitis (Tit. Nierup. Cruciis, i. 4) says it was white with red letters.

A common tradition assigns the perpetual shiver of the aspen to the feet of the cross having been sown of its wood. Lipsius, however (de Cruce, iii. 13), thinks it was of oak, which was strong, and common in Judaea. Few will attach any consequence to his other reason, that the relics appear to be of oak. The legend to which he alludes.

"Petric crucis est eculus, corpus tenet alta e crucessu, Palmus manus retinet, titulus invatat oliva," hardly needs refutation. It must not be overlooked that crosses must have been of the most artistic and richest materials, because they were used in such marvelous numbers. Thus we are told that Alexander Januarius crucified 800 Jews (Joseph. Ant. xiii., 14, § 2); and Varus 2000 (ib. xii., 10, § 10); and Hadrian 500 a day; and Titus so many that χρωμα τε έκενιστατο των σταιρων και σταυρων των σώματων (Joseph. B. J. vi. 28, where I find rightly notice the strange retribution, "a" that they who had nothing but crucify in their mouth, were therewith paid homage in their own bodies," Sir T. Browne, Essay, Lyr. Err. v. 21). In Sicily, Augustus crucified 600 (Oros. vi. 18).

It is a question whether tying or binding to the cross was the more common method. In favor of the first are the expressions ligare and deligere; the description in Anasius, Capit. Cruïtis; the Egyptian custom (Xen. Ephes. β. 2); the mention by Philo (xxviii. 11) of σημεῖα και εἰς εἰχος among vague importations; and the allusion to the cross noted by the fathers in John xix. 24 (Theophyl. ad loc. and Terr. "Tume Petrus at altera eincitatum eam cruci astrigitur.") On the other side we have the expression παραθηκαία, and numberless authorities (Sen. de Ut. Beiti, 19; Artemidor. Univer., in several passages; Apol. Met. iii. 69; Plaut. Model. ii. 1, 13, et passim). That our Lord was nailed, according to prophecy, is certain (John xx. 27, 28; Accl. Ech. xii. 10; Ps. xxi. 16: οδομανους μας μετες, παρα προφητείαν τετωνος). Such was the common idea of the Jews, and it was probably intended to maintain that here "Νздание, like a lion," is the true reading. Sixt. Senecis Fihül, Sacnt. viii. 5, p. 640). It is, however, extremely probable that both methods were used at once: thus in Lucan (v. 517, ff.) we have mention both of "νοδος νοικοτης" and of "σεμεῖα μανιλας ελευθερας;" and Hilary (de Triv. x.) mentions together "colliguntum finiumi vincula et adulatorum clavorum vulnera." We may add that in the crucifixion (as it is sometimes called, Terr. adl. Marc. i. 1, et Manil. de Androm. v.) South China, Leslie describes, "a fold of the sail," speaks of a μασαλισθή (Prom. 79). When either method was used alone, the tving was considered more painful (as we find in the Martyrologies), since it was a "dittius cruciatus." It is doubtful whether three or four nails were employed. The passage in Plaut. Model. ii. 1, 13, is, as Lipsius (de Cruce, i. 9) shows, indiscernible. Nonnus speaks of the two feet (μασαλισθή) being fastened together, and Gregory Naz. (De Christ. pot.) tells us the cross a μασαλισθή; hence on gold and silver crosses the nails were represented by one ruby or carbuncle at each extremity (Mrs. Jameson, l. c.). In the "invention" of the cross, Socrates (H. E. i. 17) only mentions the hand-nails; and that only two were found is argued by Winer (s. v. Κροῦσιοι) from the τὰ χειρα, τὰ χείρα (not τῶν χειρῶν) in Theodor. H. E. i. 17. Romance writers, however, generally follow Gregory of Tours (De Gloc. Mort. vi.) in maintaining four, which may also be implied by the plural in Cyr. de Possesio ("chelis . . . pedes terzollulantis"), who also mentions three more, used to nail on the title. Cyprian is a very good
authority, because he had often been a witness of executions. There is a monograph of the subject by V. A. C. (de Cruce triumphanti, Antwerp, 1670). What has been said sufficiently disproves the calumny against the Albignenses in the following very curious passage of Lucas Tudorins (ii. contra Abip.: "Albignenses primiti pinxerunt imaginem crucificti uno clavo simul utractus pedem confignente, et virginitm Mariam Monoculam! (i.); utractus in dersionem: sed postea prior figura retenta est, et irreput in vulgatum famam." (Quoted by J. Taylor, e. c.). On the supposed fate of the nails, see Theodor. H. E. i. 17. Constantine fastened one as a φαλαιτηρίῳ on his horse's bridle, and one (Zeuxins says same) on the head of the statue which he intended to be the paladium of Constantinople, and which the people used to surround with lighted torches (Mosheim, Eccl. Hist. ii. 1, 3, and notes). The cruces pedis ejecti is shown at Trèves (Lips. ii. 9, note). The story of the so-called "invention of the cross," A. D. 320, is too famous to be altogether passed over. Besides Socrates and Theodoret, it is mentioned by Rufinus, Sozomen, Paulinus, Sub. Severus, and Chrysostom, so that Tillemont (Mem. Ecc. vii.) says that nothing can be more certain; but, even if the story were not so intricately absurd (for among other reasons it was a law among the Jews that the cross was to be burnt; Othonis Lex. Rom. v. Suspiciis), it would require more probable evidence to outweigh the silence of Euseb. It clearly was to the interest of the Church of Rome to maintain the belief, and invent the story of its miraculous multiplication, because the sale of the relics was extremely profitable. The story itself is too familiar to need repeating. To this day the supposed title, or rather fragments of it, are shown to the people once a year in the church of St. Croce in Gerusalemme at Rome. On the capture of the true cross by Chosroes II., and its rescue by Heraclius, with even the seals of the case unbroken, and the subsequent sale of a large fragment to Louis IX., with Gibbon, iv. 326, vi. 66. Those sufficiently interested in the annals of ridiculous imposture may see further accounts in Baronius (Ann. Ecc. l. v. 320, Nos. 42-50), Jortin, and Schmidt (Problema de Cruce Dominica Inventione, Helmst. 1724); and on the fate of the true cross, as read by Lord Mahon before the Society of Antiquaries, Feb. 1831 (cited by Dean Milman). It was not till the 6th century that the emblem of the cross became the image of the crucifix. As a symbol the use of it was frequent in the early Church ("frontem crucis sacrametum terminis," Tent. de Cor. Ml. 3). It was not till the 12th century that any particular efficacy was attached to it (Cypri. Testim. ii. 21, 22; Lact. Instit. iv. 21, &c.; Mosheim, ii. 4, 5). On its subsequent worship (sacrificium) by the Church of Rome, see J. Taylor's Disc. from Popery, ii. 7, 12; and on the use of the sign in our Church, Hooker's Eccl. Pol. vi. 65. Some suppose an allusion to the custom in Ex. iv. 4 (Poli Synops. ad loc.: Gesen. s. v. סף; signum spec. crucifercum; Sixt. Sen. ii. 120). Besides the noble monograph of Lipsius, de Cruce (from which we have largely borrowed, and whose wealth of erudition has supplied every succeeding writer on the subject with abundant authorities), there are works by Salmasius (de Cruce, Epp. 3); Kippingius (de Cruce et Cruvinris, Brem. 1671); Bosius (de Cruce triumphanti et gloriis, Antwerp, 1617); Gresae (de Cruce Christi); and Bartholdius (Hypomnemata de Cruce); very much may also be gleaned from the learned notes of Bishop Pearson (On the Cruce, art. iv.). Other authorities are cited or alluded to in the article itself. [CROCEBON.] F. W. F.

CROWN (παρέκκλησις). This ornament, which is both ancient and universal, probably originated from the fillets used to prevent the hair from being dishevelled by the wind. Such fillets are still common, and they may be seen on the sculptures of Persepolis, Nineveh, and Egypt; they gradually developed into turbans (Joseph. Ant. iii. 7, § 7), which by the addition of ornamental or precious materials assumed the dignity of mitres or crowns. The use of them as ornaments probably was suggested by the natural custom of crowning the head with flowers in token of joy and triumph. ("Let us crown ourselves with rosebuds," Wisd. ii. 8; 3 Macc. vii. 16; Jud. xv. 13, and the classical writers, passim; Winer, s. v. Κυράντα). The first crown was said to have been woven for Pandora by the Graces (Comp. στέφανοι χαριτών, Prov. iv. 9 = στέφανοι τῶν πνευματικῶν χαριτῶν, Lxx. Cyp.) According to Theophrastus, Saturn was the first to wear a crown; Diodorus says that Jupiter was first crowned by the gods after the conquest of the Titans. Pliny, Harpoeratius, &c., ascribe its earliest use to Bacchus, who gave to Ariadne a crown of gold and Indian gems, and assumed the laurel after his conquest of India. Leo. Egyptianus attributes the invention to Isis, whose wreath was cereal. These and other legends are collected by Tertullian from the elaborate treatise on crowns by Claud. Saturninus ("præstansimnis in his literis commantator"). Another tradition says that Nearchus was the first to wear a crown, the shape of which was suggested to him by a cloud (Eutychius Alexander. Ant. i. 63). Tertullian in his tract De Cor. Militis (c. 7 ff.) argues against them as unnatural and idolatrous. He is, however, singularly unsuccessful in trying to disprove the countenance given to them in Scripture, where they are constantly mentioned. He says "Quis . . . episcopos inventur corona pecunia (e.¢.). But both the ordinary priests and the high-priest wore them. The common mitre (παρέκκλησις, πίσταρι, Ex. xxviii. 40, xxix. 9, &c., taniia, Joseph. στέφανοι μι οἱ εἰριής φο- ροῦσα, Lex. Hier.) was a παλᾶς έκανός, forming a sort of linen taini or crown (στέφανος), Joseph. Ant. iii. 7. The παρεκκλησία (σαυρινή τίμας) of the high-priest (used also of a regal crown, Ex. xxix. 20) was much more splendid (Ex. xxviii. 39: Lev. viii. 9: an "ornament of honor," a costly work, the desire of the people), Exch. xxvii. 12: "the highest honor," Lev. viii. 9, so called from the Tetragrammaton inscribed on it; Sopranes, de Re Vet. Jud. p. 441). It had a second fillet of blue lace (ξί οὐκείην πεποιθημένημ, the color being chosen as a type of heaven), and over it a golden diadem (τυμάς, Ex. xxix. 6), "on which blossomed a golden calyx like the flower of the λουκάκιος" (Joseph. Ant. iii. 6). The gold band (Παρέκκλησις, Lxx. Παρεκκλήσις, Orig. Παρεκκλήσις, D is Sterling, Luther) was tied behind with blue lace (embroidered with flowers), and being two fingers broad, bore the inscription (not in bas-relief as Abarbanel says) "Holiness to the Lord." Comp. Rev. xvii. 5; Braunius, de Vet.
CROWN

CROWN OF THORNS

Crown was worn by Assyrian kings. (From Ninroud and Konyunjik.)

first "rather to the pontificalia than the regalia." Thus Q. Fabius Pictor says that the first crown was used by Janus when sacrificing. "A striped head-dress and quene," or "a short vail of which a band was fastened, ornamented with an asp, the symbol of royalty," was used by the kings of Egypt in religious ceremonies (Wilkinson's Anc. Egypt. iii. 354, fig. 13). The crown worn by the kings of Assyria was "a high mitre ... frequently adorned with flowers, &c., and arranged in bands of linen or silk. Originally there was only one band, but afterwards there were two, and the ornaments were richer." (Layard, ii. 320, and the illustrations in Jahn, Arch. Germ. ed. pt. i. vol. ii. tab. ix. 4 and 8).

There are several words in Scripture for a crown besides those mentioned; as κοίνος, the head-dress of bridegrooms, Is. xi. 10, μυρων, LXX.; Bar. v. 2; Ez. xxiv. 17 (πηλοσ), and of women, Is. iii. 20 (ἐμπαλωκιων); ἀλεξανδρια; a head-dress of great splendor (Is. xxviii. 5); ἀλεξανδρια, a wreath of flowers (στέφανος), Prov. i. 9, iv. 9: such wreaths were used on festival occasions (Is. xxviii. 1). ἀλεξανδρια, a common tiara or turban, Job xxi. 14; Is. iii. 23 (but LXX. ἀλεξανδρια, ἀλεξανδρια): the words αλεξανδρια, αλεξανδρια, and ἀλεξανδρια, are spoken of under DIADEM.

The general word is ἀλεξανδρια, and we must attach to it the notion of a costly turban interwoven with pearls and gems of priceless value, which often form aigrettes for feathers, as in the crowns of modern Asiatic sovereigns. Such was probably the crown, which with its precious stones weighed (or rather "was worth") a talent, taken by David from the king of Ammon at Rabbah, and used as the state crown of Judah (2 Sam. xii. 30). Some groundlessly suppose that being too heavy to wear, it was suspended over his head. The royal crown was sometimes barred with the king (Schickard, Jus Reg. vi. 19, 421). Insolent nations also "made crowns for the head of their gods" (Pl. ter. 9) or (Bar. vi. 9).

The Jews boast that three crowns were given to them: ἀλεξανδρια, the crown of the priesthood; and ἀλεξανδρια, the royal crown, better than all, which is ἀλεξανδρια, the crown of a good name (Carpos. Apparat. Critic. p. 60; Othonis Lex. Tobia, s.v. Corona).

Στέφανος is used in the N. T. for every kind of crown; but στέφανον only once (Acts xiv. 13) for the garlands used with victims. In the Byzantine Court the latter word was confined to the imperial crown (Du Fresne, Gloss. Grec. p. 1442). The use of funerary crowns is not mentioned in the Bible.

In Rev. xii. 1, xix. 12, allusion is made to "many crowns," worn in token of extended dominion. Thus the kings of Egypt used to be crowned with the "plume" or united crowns of Upper and Lower Egypt (Wilkinson, Anc. Egypt. iii. 351 ff.; comp. Layard, ii. 320); and Ptolemy Philometor wore two diadems, one for Europe and one for Asia. Similarly the three crowns of the Paphian tiara mark various accessions of power: the first crown was added to the mitra by Alexander III., in 1519; the second by Boniface VIII., in 1303; and the third by Urban V., in 1362.

The laurel, pine, or parsley crowns given to victors in the great games of Greece are finely alluded to by St. Paul (1 Cor. ix. xxiii: 2 Tim. ii. 5, &c.) They are said to have originated in the laurel-wreath assumed by Apollo on conquering the Python (Tert. de Corp. Mort. c. 7, 15). "Laurel" is often used figuratively in the Bible (Prov. xiv. 4, xvii. 6; Is. xxviii. 5; Phil. iv. 1, &c.). The term is also applied to the rings of authors, tables, &c. (Exx. xxv. 23, &c.; Deut. xxxii. 8, ποιησες στέφανον το διδασα σου. "Projecta coronarum," Vitr. ii. 8; "Angusti uirri corona," Q. Curt. ix. 4, 80). The ancients as well as the moderns of both countries by a "crown" (των στέφανων ὑπὸ ὀρφέατα, 1 Macc. xiii. 29, x. 29; Δ. v. "crown-tax." v. Suid. s. e. στέφανων τέλεως.) [Diadem.]

The chief writers on crowns are Gaschalinus (de Coronis lib. iii.) and Meursius (de Coronis, Hafniae, 1671). For others, see Fabricius, Bibl. Anti. xiv. 13.

F. W. F.

CROWN OF THORNS (στέφανος εἰς ἀκανθον, Matt. xxvii. 29). Our Lord was crowned with thorns in mockery by the Roman soldiers. The object seems to have been insult, and not the infliction of pain, as has generally been supposed. The Rhamnus or Spina Christi, although abundant in the neighborhood of Jerusalem, cannot be the plant intended, because its thorns are so strong and large that it could not have been woven (καλασάρτης) into a wreath. The large-leaved acanthus (μένακτη) is totally unsuited for the purpose. Had the acacia been intended, as some suppose, the phrase would have been εἰς ἀκανθον. Obviously, some small flexible thorny shrub is meant: perhaps *Vitis sylvestris* (Rethel's Politeia, ii. 52) or *Haworthia* (Lindl, p. 290) says that the thorn used was the Arabian Nokh. It was very suitable for its purpose, as it has many sharp thorns which inflict painful wounds: and its flexible, plant, and round branches might easily be plated in the form of a crown. It also resembles the rich dark green of the triumphal ivy-wreath, which would give additional penumcncy to its ironical pur

"• On Paul's use of metaphors derived from this source, see (Garms. Amer. ed. 3).

F. W. F.

CRUCIFIXION (σταυρόν, ἀνασταύρων, ακολουθίας προσολογίων (and, less properly, ἀνακολουθίας): crucis or patibulum officii, sufferenc, or simply figere (Tert. de Pat. iii.), crucifixion (Ason.;) as patia alligare, crucem aliam statue, in crucem agere, tolere, &c.: the sufferer was called crucifarius.) The variety of the phrases shows the extreme commonness of the punishment, the invention of which is traditionally ascribed to Semiramis. It was in use among the Egyptians (as in the case of Inaras, Thuc. i. 30; Gen. xii. 19), the Cartaginians (as in the case of Hamno, &c., Val. Max. ii. 7; Sil. Ital. ii. 344), the Persians (Polycrates, &c., Herod. iii. 125, iv. 43; Esth. vii. 10, σταυρωθησάντες επ᾽ αὐτό, I.XX. v. 14), the Assyrians (Diod. Sic. ii. 1), Scythians (ib. ii. 44), Indians (ib. il. 18), (Winer, s. v. Kreuzgang,) Germans (possibly, Tac. Germ. 12), and very frequent from the earliest times (cruci suspensio, Liv. ii. 26) among the Greeks and Romans. Cicero, however, refers it not (as Livy) to the early kings, but to Tarquinius Superbus (pro Rob. 4; Aurel. Victor calls it "Vetus veterumque (an tert.?) patibulum supplicii.") Both κρεατα and suspendere (Ov. B. 299) refer to death by crucifixion; thus in speaking of Alexander's crucifixion of 2000 Tyrians, ἀνεκραψασεν in Diod. Sic. answers to the crucibus officios, q. Curt. iv. 4.

Whether this mode of execution was known to the ancient Jews is a matter of dispute, on which Winer quotes a monograph by Borminius. It is asserted to have been so by Baronius (Annal. i. xxiv.), Sigonius (de Rep. Hist. vi. 8), &c., who are refuted by Casanovae (e. Baron. Exerc. xvi.; Carp. Appar. Crit. p. 591). The Hebrew words said to allude to it are דַּרְךֶּלֵב (sometimes with the addition of יָנָּה יָנָּה), but the Jews in the Old Testament call our Lord יָנָּה יָנָּה, Christians יָנָּה יָנָּה, "worshippers of the crucified") and יָנָּה, both of which in A. V. are generally rendered "to hang"; (2 Sam. xviii. 10; Deut. xxi. 22; Num. xxiv. 4; Job xxvi. 7; for which σταυροθαρμος occurs in the I.XX. (Esth. viii. 10), and crucifer in the Vulg. (2 Sam. xxi. 6, 9). The Jewish account of the matter (in Maimonides and the Rabbis) is, that the exposure of the body tied to a stake by its hands (which might loosely be called crucifixion), took place after death of eighteen, Hor. Hist. in Matt. xxvi. 31; Othonis Lex. Rob. s. v. Supplicio; Reclus, Ant. ii. 6; Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Errors, v. 21). Even the placing of a head on a single upright pole has been called crucifixion. This custom of crucifixion after death (which seems to be implied in Deut. xxi. 22, 23), was by no means rare; men were first killed in mercy (Suet. Caes. Herod. iii. 125; Plut. Cleom. 98). According to a discussion of the fourth sentence, Hor. Hist. in Matt. xxvi. 31; Othonis Lex. Rob. s. v. Supplicio; Reclus, Ant. ii. 6; Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Errors, v. 21). Even the placing of a head on a single upright pole has been called crucifixion. This custom of crucifixion after death (which seems to be implied in Deut. xxi. 22, 23), was by no means rare; men were first killed in mercy (Suet. Caes. Herod. iii. 125; Plut. Cleom. 98). According to a discussion of the fourth sentence, Hor. Hist. in Matt. xxvi. 31; Othonis Lex. Rob. s. v. Supplicio; Reclus, Ant. ii. 6; Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Errors, v. 21).

The crucifixion (capitulum crucis) of our Lord, according to the Synoptists, took place by the common method, and was adopted by Tarsus, as a post-mortem disgrace, to prevent the prevalence of suicide. It seems on the whole that the Rabbis are correct in asserting that this exposure is intended in Scripture, since the Mosaic capital punishments were four (namely, the sword, Ex. xvi., stoning, fire, Lev. xx., and stoning, Deut. xxi.). Philo indeed says (De leg. quer. 33), that Moses adopted crucifixion as a murderer's punishment, because it was the worst he could discover; but the passage in Deut. (xxi. 23) does not prove his assertion. Probably therefore the Jews borrowed it from the Romans (Joseph. Ant. xx. 6, § 2; de Bell. Jud. ii. 12, § 6; Vit. 75, &c.), although there might have been a few isolated instances of it before (Joseph. Ant. xiii. 14, § 2).

It was unanimously considered the most horrible form of death, worse even than burning, since the "cross" preceded it; burning in the law-books (Lips. de Cruce, ii. 1). Hence it is called "crude" or "crude cinerum temporum" (Cic. de Verr. v. 66), "extrema peena" (Apul. de Ars. Asin. x.), "sumnum supplicium" (Paul. Sent. v. tit. xix., &c.); and to a Jew it would create horrific horror from the curse in Deut. xxib. Among the Romans also the degradation was a part of the infliction, since it was especially a serio supplicium (Tit. II. iv. 11; Jud. vii. 28; Hor. Stat. i. 3, 8, &c.; Plaut. prostiin), so that even a freedom ceased to dread it (Cic. pro Rob. 5); or if applied to freemen, only in the case of the vilest criminals, thieves, &c. (Joseph. Ant. xvii. 10, § 10; J. v. 11, § 1; Paul. Sent. v. tit. xxiii.; Lamprid. Alex. Sec. 23). Indeed exemption from it was the privilege of every Roman citizen by the jus civitatis (Cic. de Verr. ii. 48). Our Lord was condemned to it by the popular cry of the Jews (Matt. xxvi. 23, as often happened to the early Christians) on the charge of sedition against Caesar (Luke xxii. 2), although the Sanhedrin had previously condemned him on the totally distinct charge of blasphemy. Hundreds of Jews were crucified on this charge as by Florus (Joseph. Bell. Jud. ii. 14, § 9) and Varus, who crucified 2000 at once (Ant. xvii. 10, § 10).

We now purpose briefly to sketch the steps of the punishment, omitting only such parts of it as have been already detailed under Cross. The scarlet robe, crown of thorns, and other inflictions to which our Lord was subjected were illegal, and arose from the spontaneous petulance of the brutal soldiery. But the punishment properly commenced with scourging, after the criminal had been stripped; hence in the common form of sentence we find numerous cases, e.g. "sumnum scurtum..." &c. (Liv. i. 26). For this there are a host of authorities, Liv. xi. 13; Q. Curt. vii. 11; Luc. de Pisoni. 2; Jer. Comment. ad Matt. xxvi. 26, &c. It was inflicted not with the comparatively mild virga, but the more terrible flagellum (Hor. Sat. i. 3; 2 Cor. vi. 24, 25), which was not used by the Jews (Deut. xxv. 3). Into these scourges the soldiers often stuck nails, pieces of bone, &c., to heighten the pain (the μανική θυραγαλωτή mentioned by Athenaeus, &c.); "flagrum peccaminosi extermini, &c." (Apul.), which was often so intense that the sufferer died under it (Up. de Pisoni. viii.). The scourging generally took place at a column, and the one to which our Lord was bound was seen by Jerome, Prudentius, Gregory of Tours, &c., and is still shown at several churches among the relics. In our Lord's case, however, this infliction seems neither to have been the legal scourging after the sentence (Matt. xxvii. 26; Mark. xvi. 28, i. 14, § 9), nor yet the examination by torture (Acts xxii. 24), but rather a scourging before the sentence, to excite pity and procure immunity from further punishment (Luke xxii. 22; John xix. 11); and if this view be correct, the φαγαλλατάς in Matt. xxvii. 26 is retrospective, as so great an anguish could hardly have been endured twice (see Poli
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Sympathized, ad loc.). How severe it was is indicated in prophecy (Ps. xxxvi. 15), 1, 6. Vessels considers that it was partly legal, partly tentative (Hist. Pass., v. 13).

The criminal carried his own cross, or at any rate a part of it (Plut. de inis qui sera, Ac. 9; Ar-

tenid. Onserier. ii. 61; John xix. 17; — "et patrocinari ferat per urbem, deinde alligatur cruce," Plut. O-

rington.) Hence the term Fuscifer, or cross-bearer, given to him by

This was prefigured by Isaac carrying the wood in Gen. xxii. 6, where even the Jews notice the parallel; and to this the fathers fantastically applied the expression in Is. ix. 6, "the government shall be upon his shoulder." They were sometimes scourged and chained on the way (Plut. Model. i. 1, 2). In some old figures we see our Lord described with a table appendent to the fringe of his garment, set full of nails and pointed iron." (Jer. Taylor, Life of Christ, iii. xx. 2.) Perhaps some legend quod taliones; Cypri, de Pote, p. 50.) [Simon of Cynere.

The place of execution was outside the city ("post uritem, " Cic. Verr. v. 66; " extra portam," Plut. Mil. Vit. ii. 4, 6; 1 K. xxi. 13; Acts vii. 58; Heb. xii. 12; and in camps " extra vallum") often in some public road (Quintet. Decl. 275) or other conspicuous place like the Campus Martius (Cic. per Robb.), or some spot set apart for the purpose (Inc. Ann. xxvii.). This might sometimes be a hill (Val. Max. vii.); it is however merely tradi-

tion to call Golgotha a hill; in the Evangelists it is called τοῦ σταυροῦ (Ful. V.) Arrived at the place of execution, the sufferer was stripped naked (Ar-

tenid, Onserier, i. 58), the dress being the per-

quisite of the soldiers (Matt. xxvi. 35; Dag. xxviii. 20, 6); possibly not even a cloth round the loins, was allowed him; at least among the Jews the rule was " that a man should be stoned naked," where what follows shows that "naked" must not be taken in its restricted sense. The cross was then driven into the ground, so that the feet of the condemned were a foot or two above the earth (in pictures of the crucifixion the cross is generally much too large and high), and he was lifted upon it (cruct, " ex-

currente," " extrinsecus in crucem:"

Presid.

ent. συγκροτοῦσθαι; Plant. Model., ii. e. "Cruzinianus,"

Id. Richt, ii. 3. 128: "αὐξήσω, ἀργών, ἀργὼν εἰς ἀργον τέλος."

Gree. Xeni., or else stretcht upon it on the

ground, and then lifted with it, to which there seems to be an allusion in a lost prophecy quoted by Barnabas (Ep. 12, ἡμας ἐκέλευς καὶ ἀκάθαρτος (Pear- 

son on Creed, Art. iv.). The former method was the commoner, for we often read tas in Exod. xix. 14, i.e. of the cross being erected beforehand in terraeus.

Before the nailing of binding took place (for which see Cross), a medicated cup was given out of kindness to cushion the senses and deaden the pangs of the sufferer (Prox. xxvi. 6), usually of οἶνος ἐπικομισμοῦ or ἐλαιωδέματος, as among the Jews (Lightfoot, Hor. Hebr. ad Matt. xxvii.), because myrrh was soporific. Our Lord refused it that his senses might be clear (Matt. xxvii. 34; Mark xiv. 23). Marmion, Smalc., xii. 9. Matt. calls it ζυγὸς ἐπικοπής χαλίας (Matt. xxvii., an expression used in reference to Ps. xiv., but not strictly accurate. This mercifully intended draught must not be confounded with the spong of vinegar but " robbers" (Αρματί). The Greek makes a distinc-

tion between the terms (John x. 8). See TRAPP. II.
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was generally therefore forbidden, though it might be granted as a special favor on grand occasions (Ulp. l. ix. De offic. Pascore.). But in consequence of Deut. xxxi. 22, 23, an express national exception was made in favor of the Jews (Matt. xxvii. 38; cf. Joseph. B. J. iv. 5, § 2).

Having thus traced the whole process of crucifixion, it only remains to speak of the manner of death, and the kind of physical suffering endured, which we shall very briefly abridge from the treatise of the physician Richter (in John's Arch. Bldt.). These are, 1. The unnatural position and violent tension of the body, which cause a painful sensation from the least motion. 2. The nails being driven through parts of the hands and feet which are full of nerves and tendons (and yet at a distance from the heart) create the most exquisite anguish. 3. The exposure of so many wounds and lacerations brings on inflammation, which tends to become gangrene, and every moment increases the probability of suffering. 4. In the distended parts of the body more blood flows through the arteries than can be carried back into the veins: hence too much blood finds its way from the aorta into the head and stomach, and the blood-vessels of the head become pressed and swollen. The general obstruction of circulation which ensues causes an internal excitement, excitation, and anxiety, more intolerable than death itself, and would produce the most wretchedly increasing and lingering anguish. To all which we may add, 6. Burning and raging thirst.

This accrued and awful mode of punishment was happily abolished by Constantine (Sozom. i. 8), probably towards the end of his reign (see Lips. de Cruc, iii. 15), although it is curious that we have no more definite account of the matter. "An edict so honorable to Christianity," says Gibbon, "deserved a place in the Theodosian code, instead of the indirect mention of it which seems to result from the comparison of the 5th and 18th titles of the 9th book" (ii. 154, note)

An explanation of the other circumstances attending the crucifixion belongs rather to a commentary than a dictionary. On the types and prophecies of it, besides those adduced, see Typr. Testin. ii. 21. On the resurrection of the saints, see Lightf. de Resurr. cap. 52 (there is a monograph by Gelzerius — Dissert. de Resur. sanctorum cum Christo.). On other concomitant prodigies, see Schoettgen, Hor. Hebr. et Talmud. vi. 3, 8. [Darkness; Cross.] The chief authorities are quoted in the article, and the ancient ones are derived in part from Lipsis; of whose most interesting treatise, De Cruc, an enlarged and revised edition, with notes, would be very acceptable. On the points in which our Lord's crucifixion differed from the ordinary Jewish customs, see Othonus Lex. Rab. § 214; Suppl. § 217; Humeus de Morte I. Christi; Vossius, Harm. Passionum; Carpzov, Apopt. Crit. p. 591 ff. &c. [See also Friedlieb, Archéologie der Leidensgeschichte, Bonn, 1843; Stroud, Physical cause of the Death of Christ, Lond. 1847; and for very full references to the literature of every part of the subject, Hase, Leben Jesu. 2. Aufl. Leipzig. 1835—1844.]

The question whether the feet of Jesus belonged to the cross, has bearing on the reality of his death and resurrection; for, if they were, it cannot reasonably be supposed that, having been restored, without a miracle, from a merely apparent death, he was able to walk the same day many miles through a hilly country. The wounds of his feet would have surely prevented the journey to Emmaus. Influenced, it appears, by this consideration, Dr. Paulus published an Essay in 1792, asserting that the feet of persons crucified were not nailed to the cross, but rather bound to it by cords. Forty years later, in reply to arguments against this view, he attempted to show that the feet were not even bound to the cross, but suffered to hang down freely. The point in question is one of considerable interest and a brief survey of the evidence which relates to it is therefore inserted. (1.) The narrative of Luke (see xxviii. 39), seems to imply that the feet, as well as the hands, of Jesus were nailed to the cross. For, according to this narrative, when the two disciples whom Christ had joined on their way to Emmaus had returned to Jerusalem and were reporting to the eleven what they had seen and heard, Jesus himself stood in the midst of the astonished group, saying:— "Peace be unto you;" and then, for the double purpose of enabling them to identify fully his person, and ascertain that his body was real, he added: "See my hands and my feet, that it is I myself: handle me and see; for a spirit hath not flesh and bones, as ye see me have." Had it been the sole aim of Christ to convince his disciples that they were not gazing at a mere apparition, the words, "handle me and see; for a spirit hath not flesh and bones, as ye see me have," would have been quite suffice- cient; for the act of grasping his hand would have afforded evidence of his possessing a genuine body, as complete as could have been gained by touching his feet also. But if he wished to convince them that they were looking once more upon their Lord, who had risen with his own body from the dead, it was natural for him to call their attention to those parts of his body which would enable them most surely to identify it, that is, those which bore the marks of his recent crucifixion. Hence the fact that he showed them his hands and his feet affords evidence that the marks of his peculiar death were visible in them both. (See Meyer, Bleek, Alford, in loc.) Moreover, the narrative of John (see xx. 19 ff.), which probably describes the same meeting of Jesus with his disciples, confirms the interpretation now given to the words preserved by Luke. For John declares that Christ showed them unto them both (καῖτε, repeated, Tisch.) his hands and his side; evidently, as appears from the whole tenor of the account, that they might identify him beyond a doubt by the known marks of violence on his body, and thus assure themselves of his actual resurrection. That John does not mention the feet of Christ, is surely no evidence that they were not shown for the same purpose as his hands and side. (2.) Justin Martyr twice refers to the nailing of Christ's feet as a fulfilment of the prophecy in Ps. xxiii. 17. (See Apol. i. c. 35; Did. c. Tryph. c. 97.) In the former passage he says:— "But the sentence, 'they pierced my hands and my feet,' was on account of the nails fixed in his hands and feet on the cross;" and in the latter:— "In the twenty-second Psalm David did thus typically speak of his cross and passion: 'They pierced my hands and my feet.' For when Christ was crucified they pierced his hands and his feet by driving nails into them." Justin distinctly affirms that the feet as well as the hands of Christ were nailed to the cross, and that by this act a prediction of the O. T. respecting him was fulfilled. But he does not intimate that his crucifixion differed in any respect from the same punishment
method. The nailing of the feet of Jesus to the cross may therefore be said to rest on satisfactory evidence; but whether a single nail was driven through both feet, or they were fastened separately to the cross, cannot be ascertained with any degree of certainty.


A. H.

CRUSE, a word employed in the A. V., apparently without any special intention, to translate three distinct Hebrew words.

1. Tzippoceth, ציפכeth (from פֶפֶל, a root with the idea of width; comp. qoppelus, from ambua). Some clue to the nature of this vessel is perhaps afforded by its mention as being full of water at the head of Saul when on his night expedition after David (1 Sam. xxvi. 11, 12, 16), and also of Elijah (1 K. xix. 6). In a similar case in the present day this would be a globular vessel of porous stones — the ordinary zaza — about 9 inches in diameter, with a neck of about 3 inches long, a small handle below the neck, and opposite the handle a straight spout, with an orifice about the size of a straw, through which the water is drunk or sucked. The form is common also in Spain, and will be familiar to many from pictures of Spanish life. A similar globular vessel probably contained the oil of the widow of Zarephath (1 K. xxi. 12, 14, 16). For the "box" or "horn" in which the consecrated oil was carried on special occasions, see 011.

2. The noise which these vessels make when emptied through the neck is suggestive of the second term, Bakkâb, בקָבָב, probably like the Greek handabas, βαδάβας, an unomatopoeic word. This is found but twice — a "cruse of honey," 1 K. xiv. 3; and an "earthen bottle," Jer. xix. 1.

3. Apparently very different from both these is the other term, Tzîpîkâh, ציפיѣ (found also in the forms צָיפִּיָה and ציפיѣ), from a root (צָיפִּי) signifying to sprinkle; or perhaps from ציפִּי, to ring, the root of the word for cymbal. This was probably a flat metal saucer of the form still common in the East. It occurs 2 K. ii. 20, "cruses;" xxxi. 13, "dish;" 2 Chr. xxxiv. 13, "pans;" also Prov. xix. 24, xxi. 15, where the figure is obscured by the choice of the word יבוסם.

G.

* What is related of the "cruse of water" placed by Samuel's "bolster" as he slept in the cave, which David so quietly removed without awaking him (1 Sam. xxvi. 12), and of "the cruse of water at the head of Elijah as he lay and slept beneath a juniper-bush" (1 Kings xix. 5, 6), accords perfectly, says Thomson, with the habits of Eastern life at this day. "No one ventures to travel over the deserts there without his cruse of water; and it is very common to place one at the bolster, so that the owner can reach it during the night. The Arabs eat their dinner in the evening, and it is
CRYSTAL

The use of crystal is often associated with the Hebrew word צורה (tsorah), which signifies a “glass” or “crystal.” For instance, the Targum of Neofiti translates צורה as "crystal" (A.T. 6971). The Talmudists, however, sometimes assign the meaning of "glass" to the word צורה, possibly due to the similarity between the Hebrew word צורה and the Greek word χρυσός (chrysos), meaning "gold," as noted by Harris (Vulg. 2361).

The ancient Greeks used crystal for various purposes, including as a matter of decoration and for medicinal uses. The ancients used rock-crystal to be merely ice congealed by intense cold; whereas the Greek word κρύσταλλος (krysstallos) from κρύος (kryos), “cold” (see Pliny, N. H. xxviii. 2). The similarity of appearance between ice and crystal caused no doubt the identity of the terms to express these substances. The A. V., following the Vulg., translates the epithet צורה (tsorah) “terrible” in Ez. (l. c.); the word would be better rendered "splendid." It has the same meaning as the Latin spectabilis. The Greek κρύσταλλος occurs in Rev. iv. 6, xxii. 1. It may mean either “ice” or "crystal." Indeed there is no absolute necessity to depart from the usual signification of the Hebrew צורא in Ez. (l. c.). The upper vault of heaven may well be compared to "the astonishing brightness of ice" (see Harris, N. T. Hist. of Bible, art. Crystal).

CUCUMBERS (פָּרְקִים, parqim; κορμίον, kormiōn; Cucumis sativus)

This word occurs once only, in Num. xi. 5, as one of the good things of Egypt for which the Israelites longed. There is no doubt as to the meaning of the Hebrew word, which is found with a slight variation in the Arabic, Syriac, Ethiopic, &c., to denote the plant now under consideration (see Celsius, Hist. ii. 247). Egypt produces excellent cucumbers, melons, &c. (Melon), the Cucumis ecklon, being, according to Hasselquist (Tent. p. 258), the best of its tribe yet known. This plant grows in the fertile earth around Cairo after the inundation of the Nile, and not elsewhere in Egypt. The fruit, which is somewhat sweet and cool, is eaten, says Hasselquist, by the Greeks and Europeans in Egypt as that from which they have least to apprehend. Prosper Alpinus (Plent. Ægypt. xxxviii. p. 54) speaks of this cucumber as follows: "The Egyptians use a certain kind of cucumber which they call chelot. This plant grows not directly from the cucumber kind, except in size, color, and tenderness; it has smaller, whiter, softer and rounder leaves, and the fruit is longer and greener than ours, with a smooth soft rind, and more easy of digestion." The account which Forskål (Flor. Ægypt. p. 168) gives of the Cucumis ecklon, which he says is called by the Arabs ʿAbdelīri or ʿAfīr, does not agree with what Hasselquist states with regard to the locality where it is grown, this plant being, according to the testimony of the first-named writer, "the commonest fruit in Egypt, planted over whole fields." The C chelot is a variety only of the common melon (C. melo); it was once cultivated in England and called the "round-leaved Egyptian melon;" but it is rather an insipid sort. Besides the Cucumis ecklon, the common cucumber (C. sativa), of which the Arabs distinguish a number of varieties, is common in Egypt. This grows with the water-melons, in the poor people's field and is eaten with vinegar; the richer

CUCKOO (קָקֹו, qako).

This bird is not to be regarded as a bird of such a nature as to create thirst, and the quantity of water which they drink is enormous. The use of the bird is, therefore, in perpetual demand. (Leviart and Book, ii. 21.) H.

CRYSTAL, the representative in the A. V. of the Hebrew words צורה (tsorah) and קרש (kerash) (רברב). 1. צורה (tsorah; riteus) occurs only in Job xxviii. 17, where wisdom is declared to be more valuable than "gold and the crystal." Notwithstanding the different interpretations of "rock crystal," "glass," "adamant," &c., that have been assigned to this word, there can, we think, be very little doubt that "glass" is intended. The old versions and paraphrases are in favor of this interpretation. The Targum has ṣeypqulon, by which the Talmudists understand "glass." The Syriac has ṣeypqulon; the Arabic susyj, i. e. "glass," Schultena (Comment. in Job, l. c.) conjectures that the words צורה צורה (רברב צורה צורה) are a headlong to denote "a valuable glass or crystal goblet," or "a glass vessel gilt with gold," such a one perhaps as that which Nero is reported to have broken to pieces in a fit of anger (Pliny, N. H. xxviii. 2). Cary (Job l. c.) translates the words "golden glass;" and very aptly compares a passage in Wilkinson (Anc. Egypt. ii. 61, ed. 1854), who speaking of the skill of the Egyptians in making glass, says "they had even the secret of introducing gold between two surfaces of glass, and in their bottles a gold band alternates within a set of blue-green, and other colors." It is very probable that the צורה צורה of Job (l. c.) may denote such a work of art as is referred to in this quotation. [GLASS.] 2. קרש (krosholās; crystalum) occurs in numerous passages in the O. T. to denote "ice," "frost," &c.; but once only (Ez. i. 22), as is generally understood, to signify "crystal." And the likeness of the furnament . . . . . . . . . was as the color of the magnificent crystal." The ancients supposed rock-crystal to be merely ice congealed by intense cold; whence the Greek word κρύσταλλος from κρύος, "cold" (see Pliny, N. H. xxviii. 2). The similarity of appearance between ice and crystal caused no doubt the identity of the terms to express these substances. The A. V., following the Vulg., translates the epithet צורה צורה (רברב צורה צורה) "terrible" in Ez. (l. c.); the word would be better rendered "splendid." It has the same meaning as the Latin spectabilis. The Greek κρύσταλλος occurs in Rev. iv. 6, xxii. 1. It may mean either "ice" or "crystal." Indeed there is no absolute necessity to depart from the usual signification of the Hebrew צורא in Ez. (l. c.). The upper vault of heaven may well be compared to "the astonishing brightness of ice" (see Harris, N. T. Hist. of Bible, art. Crystal).
people fill it with flesh and aromatics, and make a kind of puddings, which, says Hasselquist (p. 227), eat very well. "Both Cuminum chete and C. sativum," says Mr. Tristram, "are now grown in great quantities in Palestine: on visiting the Arab school in Jerusalem (1858) I observed that the dinner which the children brought with them to school consisted, without exception, of a piece of barley cake and a raw cucumber, which they eat rind and all."

The prophet Isaiah (i. 8) foretells the desolation, that was to come upon Judah and Jerusalem in these words: "The daughter of Zion is left as a cottage in a vineyard, as a lodge in a garden of cucumbers, as a besieged city." The cottage or lodge here spoken of is a rude temporary shelter, erected in the open ground where vines, cucumbers, goards, &c., are grown, in which some lonely man or boy is set to watch, either to guard the plants from robbers, or to scare away the foxes and jackals from the vines. Dr. Thomson (Land and Book, ii. 11) well illustrates this passage of Scripture, and brings out its full force. The little woodcut which he gives of the lodge at Batailah represents such a shelter as is alluded to above; by and by, when the crop is gathered and the lodge forsaken, "the poles will fall down or lean every way, and the green beghs with which it is shaded will be scattered by the winds, leaving only a ragged sprawling wreck—a most affecting type of utter desolation."

It is curious to observe that the custom of keeping off birds, &c., from fruit and corn by means of a scarecrow is as old as the time of Baruch (xi. 70) [or Epist. of Jer. 70]: "As a scarecrow (πομπατάklär) in a garden of cucumbers keepeth nothing, so are their gods of wood," &c.

W. H.

(CUMMIN [rather CUMIN] (צمساعدة; Cummin, Bindo), one of the cultivated plants of Palestine, mentioned by Isaiah (xxvii. 25, 27) as not being threshed in the ordinary way in which wheat was threshed, but with a rod; and again by our Saviour as one of the crops of which the Scribes and Pharisees paid tithe. It is an unornamented plant somewhat like fennel (Cuminum satureum, Linn.). The seeds have a bitterish warm taste with an aromatic flavor. It was used in conjunction with salt as a sauce (Phin. xiv. 8). The Mulsees are said to grow cummin at the present day, and to thresh it in the manner described by Isaiah.

W. D.

* CUNNING originally meant μυθίσκειν, "knowing," and has this sense in Gen. xxv. 27 (where Esau is called a "cunning hunter"); in Exod. xvii. 1 ("cunning work," said of figures of the Cherubim); in 1 Sam. xvi. 16 ("cunning player" on the larp) and other passages (A. V.). II.

* CUNNINGLY (2 Peter iv. 16). [Owing to the word "cup" in the A. V. are, I. כוס: ποτήριων: cup; 2. כוס, only in plural: סמטכוס: curnera; 3. כוס: sephos. See also, further, words BASSIN and BOWIV. The cups of the Jews, whether of metal or earthenware, were possibly borrowed, in point of shape and design, from Egypt and from the Phoenicians, who were celebrated in that branch of workmanship (II. xx. 3. 1; IV. 419, 518).

Egyptian drinking cups, one-fifth of the real size. (Lane.)

The use of gold and silver cups was introduced into Greece after the time of Alexander (Athen. vii. 220, 30, xi. 416, 465; Birch, Arc. Phot. ii. 109).

The cups of the N. T., ποτήρια, were often no doubt formed on Greek and Roman models. They were sometimes of gold (Rev. xii. 4). Dict. of Antiq. art. Patena. II. W. P.

* "Cup" or "bowl" would undoubtedly be more correct than "vial" (A. V.), as the rendering of φακαί in the Apocalypse. The term designates a vesl with breadth rather than depth, and whether used of the censor-dish (Rev. v. 8), or of the cup with its contents as the emblem of punishment (Rev. xv. 7, 26, 2, &c.), does not correspond to our word vial, as at present employed.

CUP-BEARER (ποτηριάς: περομένος: ποτηρίος), an officer of high rank with Egyptian, Persian, Assyrian, as well as Jewish monarchs. The chief cup-bearer, or butler, to the king of Egypt was the means of raising Joseph to his high position (Gen. xi. 21, 31). Rabshakeh, who was sent by Sennacherib to Hezekiah, appears from his name to have filled a like office in the Assyrian court (2 Kings xvii. 17; Ges. p. 1225), and it seems probable, from his association with Han-sars, chief of the eunuchs (2 Kings xxv. 22), and from Eastern custom.

Assyrian cup with handle. (Layard, ii. 300.)

Assyrian drinking cups. (Nebuhru, Topgen, li. 106; Char.-cup. (Layard, ii. 304.)

Egyptian cups were of various shapes, having handles or without them. In Solomon's time all his drinking vessels were of gold, none of silver (1 K. x. 21). Babylon is compared to a golden cup (Jer. vii. 5).

Assyrian cups from Khorsabad and Nimroud may be seen figured in Layard (Nin. ii. 303, 304); Nin. and Bish, 186, 190, 192), some perhaps of Phoenician workmanship, from which source both Solomon and the Assyrian monarch possibly derived their workshops and the works themselves. The cups and other vessels brought to Babylon by Nebuchadnezzar may thus have been of Phoenician origin (Dum. v. 2).

On the bas-reliefs at Persepolis many figures are represented bearing cups or vases which may fairly be taken as types of the vessels of that sort described in the book of Esther (Esth. i. 7; xii. 4). The great laver, or "sea," was made with a rim like the rim of a cup (Geet, "with flowers of lilies" (1 K. vii. 26), a form which the Persepolitan cups resemble (Dahl, Arch. § 414). The common form of modern Oriental cups is represented in the accompanying drawing:
CURTAINS

n general, that he was, like him, an eunuch (Gen. p. 973). Herod the Great had an establishment of eunuchs, of whom one was a cup-bearer (Joseph. Ant. xvi. 8, 1). Nehemiah was cup-bearer to Artaxerxes Longimanus king of Persia (Neb. i. 11, ii. 1). Cup-bearers are mentioned among the attendants of Solomon (1 K. x. 5; comp. Layard, Nine. ii. 324, 329).

CURTAINS. The Hebrew terms translated in the A. V. by this word are three:

1. יִּתְרְדֶּחֶנ (תְּרֵדֶחֶנ); the ten "curtains" of fine linen, &c., each 28 cubits long and 4 wide, and also the eleven of goats' hair, which covered the Tabernacle of Moses (Ex. xxvi. 1-13, xxxiv. 8-17). The charge of these curtains and of the other textile fabrics of the Tabernacle was laid on the Gershonites (Num. iv. 25). Having this definite meaning, the word came to be used as a synonym for the Tabernacle — its transitoriness and slightness; and is so employed in the sublime speech of David, 2 Sam. vii. 3 (where "curtains" should be "the curtain"), and 1 Chr. xvii. 1. In a few later instances the word bears the more general meaning of the sides of a tent; as in the beautiful figure of Is. liv. 2 (where "habitations" should be "curtains"). מִשְׁכֶּנָּה, poetic word for "tents"; Jer. iv. 20, x. 20 (here "tabernacle" and "tent" are both one word, מִשְׁכֶּנָּה); Ps. civ. 2 (where "stretch," מְבָנָה, is the word usually employed for extending a tent). Also specially of nomadic people, Jer. xlix. 29; Hab. iii. 7; Cant. i. 5 (of the black hair-cloth of which the tents of the real Bedouin are still composed).

2. מִשְׁכֶּנָּה, the "hanging" for the door-way of the tabernacle, Ex. xxvi. 36, 37, xxxiv. 15, xxxvi. 37, xxxix. 38, xl. 5; Num. iii. 25, iv. 25; and also for the gate of the court round the tabernacle, Ex. xxvii. 16, xxxvii. 17, xxxviii. 18, xxxix. 40, xl. 33; Num. iii. 26, iv. 26. Amongst these the rendering "curtain" occurs but once, Num. iii. 26; while "hanging" is shared equally between מִשְׁכֶּנָּה and a very different word — קֶבֶת, קֶבֶּט. The idea in the root of מִשְׁכֶּנָּה seems to be of shielding or protecting (קֶבֶת, Gen. p. 951). If this be so, the Mishcan may have been not a curtain or veil, but an awning to shade the entrances — a thing natural and common in the fierce sun of the East (see one figured in Ferguson's Nineveh and Per- sepolis, p. 184). But the nature of this and the other textile fabrics of the tabernacle will be best examined under TA BERNACLE.

Besides "curtain" and "hanging," Mishcan is rendered "covering" in Ex. xxxv. 12, xxxix. 34, xl. 21; Num. iv. 5; 2 Sam. xvii. 19; Ps. cv. 39; Is. xxii. 8.

3. לֶךֶּנָּה. There is nothing to guide us to the meaning of this word. It is found but once (Is. xl. 22), in a passage founded on the metaphor of a tent.

G.

CUSH (כוש [see the word below]) Xojos; [Vat. Sin. -ơ] Ἀθηωία, and Othaoi), a Benja-

nese mentioned only in the title to Ps. vii. There is every reason to believe this title to be of great antiquity (Ewald. Par. tom. p. 9). Cush was probably a follower of Saul, the head of his tribe, and sought the friendship of David for the purpose of "reward [i.e. will to him who was at peace with him]" — an a.t. in which no Oriental of ancient or modern times would give any shame, but, if successful, the reverse. Happily, however, we may gather from verse 15 that he had not succeeded.

* The antiquity of the name has been less questioned than its application. The Jewish interpreters very generally regard the name as symbolic: Ethiopian, black in heart and character. But amongst those who accept this view opinions differ as to the person that was so etymologically designated. Some suppose Cush to be Shimea who cursed David when he fled from Absalom (2 Sam. xvi. 5 ft.); and others suppose him to be Saul, chiefly because the Psalm seems to refer to the times of Saul rather than those of Absalom. The latter is Hengstenberg's view (Die Psalmen, i. 138 ft.), and also Alexander's (Psalms, i. 49). Rosenmüller argues against both opinions and abides by the name as that of some partition of Saul, and an enemy and calumniator of David (Scholia in Psalmos redacta, iii. 56).

CUSH (כוש [dark-colored, First; perf. an assembly, people brought together], Gen. 6, 6th Aufl.): Xojos, Chos (Gen. x. 6, 7, 8; 1 Chr. i. 8, 9, 10); Адоснуа, Адосноас: Ἀθηωία; CUSHITTE, Шуш: Adosno: Ἀθηωία; pl. mehoshi, me&osum: fem. me^osum, the name of a son of Ham, apparently the eldest, and of a territory or territories occupied by his descendants. (1) In the genealogy of Noah's children Cush seems to be an individual, for it is said "Cush begat Nimrod" (Gen. x. 8; 1 Chr. i. 10). If the name be older than his time he may have been called after a country allotted to him. The following descendants of Cush are enumerated: his sons, Seba, Havilah, Sabtah or Sabta, Raamah, and Sabtechah or Sabtechah: his grandsons, the sons of Raamah, Sheba and Dedan; and Nimrod, who, as mentioned after the rest, seems to have been a remoter descendant than they, the text not necessarily proving him to have been a son. The only direct geographical information given in this passage is with reference to Nimrod, the beginning of whose kingdom was in Babylonian, and who afterwards went, according to the reading which we prefer, into Assyria, and founded Nineveh and other cities. The reasons for our preference are, (1) that if we read "Out of that land went forth Asshur," instead of "he went forth into Asshur," i.e. Asshur, there is no account given but of the "beginning" of Nimrod's kingdom; and (2) that Asshur the patriarch would seem here to be quite out of place in the genealogy.

(2) Cush as a country appears to be African in all passages except Gen. ii. 13. We may thus distinguish a primeval and a post-diluvian Cush. The former was encompassed by Giloh, the second river of Paradise. It would seem, therefore, to have been somewhere to the northward of Assyria. It is possible that Cush is in this case a name of a period later than that to which the history relates, but it seems more probable that it was of the earliest age, and that the African Cush was named from this older country. Most ancient nations thus connected their own lands with Paradise, or with primeval seats. In this manner the future Paradise of the Egyptians was a sacred Egypt watered by a sacred Nile; the Arabs have told of the ter-
restful Paradise of Schehelad, the son of ‘Abd, as sometimes seen in their deserts; the Greeks located the all-destroying floods of Ogyges and Dendecian in Greece; and the Mexicans seem to have placed a similar deluge in America: all carrying with them their traditions and fixing them in the territories where most of the modern Malays reside. The ‘Cushites’ mentioned in Hab. (iii. 7) has been thought to be an Asiatic post-diluvian Cush, but it is most reasonable to hold that Cuskan-rishathaim is here intended [CUSHAN]. In the ancient Egyptian inscriptions Ethiopia above Egypt is termed Kesh or Kesh, and this territory probably perfectly corresponds to the African Cush of the Bible. The Cushites however had clearly a wider extension, like the Ethiopians of the Greeks, but apparently with a more definite ethnic relation. The settlements of the sons and descendants of Cush mentioned in Gen. x. may be traced from Mezoe to Babylon, and probably on to Nineveh. We have not alone the African Cush, but Seta appears to correspond to Mezoe, other sons of Cush are to be traced in Arabia [Arabia, Rasman, &c.], and Ninrds reigned in Babylonia, and seems to have extended his rule over Asia. Thus the Cushites appear to have spread along tracts extending from the higher Nile to the Ematurites and Tigris. Philological and ethnological data lead to the same conclusion. There are strong reasons for deriving the non-Semitic primitive language of Babylonia, variously called by scholars Cushite and Sythie, from an anti-Semitic dialect of Ethiopia, and for supposing two streams of migration from Africa into Asia in very remote periods: the one of Nigrals through the present Mendeh region, the other and later ones, of Cushites, from Ethiopia properly so called, through Arabia, Babylonia, and Persia, to Western India (Genius of the Earth, &c., pp. 214, 215).

Sir H. Rawlinson has brought forward remarkable evidence tending to trace the early Babyloniens to Ethiopia: particularly the similarity of their mode of writing to the Egyptian, and the indication in the traditions of Babylonia and Assyria of "a connection in very early times, between Ethiopia, Southern Arabia, and the cities on the Lower Euphrates," the Cushite name of Nimrod himself as a defined hero, being the same as that by which Meroe is called in the Assyrian inscriptions (Rawlinson’s Herod. i. 412, 443). History affords many traces of this relation of Babylonia, Arabia, and Ethiopia. Zerah the Cushite (A. V. - ‘Ethiopian’) who was defeated by Assy, was most probably a king of Egypt, certainly the leader of an Egyptian troops. The dynasty then ruling the (224) bears names that have caused it to be supposed to have had a Babylonian or Assyrian origin, as Shishak, Shishak, Sheshak, Shemar, Nimmor, Tekrat, Tekh, Tekhith. The early spread of the M芝麻tists illustrates that of the Cushites [APPEND], it may be considered as a part of the great system of migrations. On these grounds we suppose that these Hamite races, very soon after their arrival in Africa, began to spread to the east, to the north, and to the west; the Cushites establishing settlements along the southern Arabian coast, on the Arabian shore of the Persian Gulf and in Babylonia, and thence onward to the Indus, and probably northward to Nineveh; and the Mizraites spreading along the south and east coasts of the Mediterranean, on the part of the north shore, and in the great island.

These must have been sea-faring peoples, not wholly unlike the modern Malays, who have similarly spread on the shores of the Indian Ocean. They may be always traced where very massive architectural ruins are seen, where the native language is partly mixed with the Semitic and partly with the native religion is partly cosmic or high nature-worship, and partly fetishism or low nature-worship. These indications do not fail in any settlement of Cushites or Mizraites with which we are well acquainted. [ETHIOPIA.]

R. S. P.

* Cush, as the name of a country, is translated in the A. V. “Ethiopia” or “Ethiopians,” in all the passages in which it occurs except Is. xi. 11.

A.

CUSHAN (גשנה): Adiabene: [Sin.1 Ed.:] Ethiopia, Hab. iii. 7), possibly the same as Cushan-rishathaim (A. V. Cushan) king of Mesopotamia (Judg. iii. 8, 10). The order of events attended to by the prophet seems to favor this supposition. First he appears to refer to former acts of Divine favor (ver. 2); he then speaks of the wonders at the giving of the Law, “God came from Teman, and the Holy One from Mount Paran;” and he adds, “I saw the tents of Cushan in affliction: [and] the tent-curtains of the land of Midian did tremble,” as though referring to the fear of the enemies of Israel at the manifestations of God’s favor for His people. Cushan-rishathaim, the first recorded oppressor of the days of the Judges, may have been already reigning at the time of the entrance into Palestine. The Mizraites, who were not associated with the Cushites at that time, feared the Israelites and plotted against them (Num. xxii. xxiii. xxiv. xxv.); and it is noticeable that Ishmael was sent for from Aram (xxiii. 7), perhaps the Aram-naharin of the oppressor, Halakzik afterwards alludes to the crossing of Jordan or the Red Sea, or both (ver. 8–10, 15), to the standing still of the sun and moon (11), and apparently to the destruction of the Canaanites (12, 13, 14). There is far less reason the Cushites at that time feared the Israelites and plotted against them (Num. xxii. xxiii. xxiv. xxv.); and it is noticeable that Ishmael was sent for from Aram (xxiii. 7), perhaps the Aram-naharin of the oppressor, Halakzik afterwards alludes to the crossing of Jordan or the Red Sea, or both (ver. 8–10, 15), to the standing still of the sun and moon (11), and apparently to the destruction of the Canaanites (12, 13, 14).

B. Father of Zophaniah the Prophet (Zeph. i. 1).

C. With the article, גָּשָּׁנָה, i. e., “the Cushite,” “the Ethiopian;” d Xamari [Var. -arai]: Cushu, a man apparently attached to Jehoiachin’s person, but unknown and unmentioned to the king, as may be inferred from his not being recognized by the watchman, and also from the abrupt manner in which he breaks his evil tidings to David, unlike Ahimaz, who was well aware of the effect they were sure to produce. That Cush was a forigner—as we should infer from his name—is also slightly corroborated by his ignorance of the ground in the Jordan valley—the way of the “Cicar”;—by knowing which Ahimaz was enabled to enthrone him (2 Sam. viii. 21, 22, 23, 31, 32). Ewald, however, conjectures that a mode of running is here referred to, peculiar to Ahimaz, and by which partly or wholly, in spite of their after knowledge of phonetic characters.
CUTHAH or CUTH (ךוּת, כות):
Xoûth [Vat. Xwûtha, Alex. Xwûh], Xôth [Alex. suits]; Joseph. Xôthôs: Cuthus, one of the countries, and whom Shalmaneser invaded colonists into Samaria (2 K. vii. 24, 39); these, intermixing with the remnant of the ten tribes, were the progenitors of the Samaritans, who were called Cuthceans by the Jews, and are so described in the Chaldee and Talmud (oi katê thn 'Eβραϊων γλώσσαν Xoûthoi, kata ðê thn 'Ελληνων Σαμαριτάιον, Joseph. Ant. ix. 14, § 3). The position of Cuthah is undecided; Josephus speaks of a river of that name in Persia, and fixes the residence of the Cuthceans in the interior of Persia and Media (Ant. ix. 14, § 3, x. 9, § 7). Two localities have been proposed, each of which corresponds in part, but neither wholly, with Josephus's account. For the one we depend on the statements of Arabian geographers, who speak of a district and town named Kutha, between the Tigris and Euphrates, after which one of the channels (the fourth in Xen. Anab. i. 7) was named. This town existed in the time of Abulfeda, and its site has been identified with the ruins of Towlah immediately adjacent to Babylon (Ainsworth's Assyriqû. p. 105; Knobel, Hâlîcerafel, p. 252); the canal may be the river to which Josephus refers. The other locality corresponds with the statement that the Cuthceans came from the interior of Persia and Media. They have been identified with the Cossæi, a warlike tribe, who occupied the mountain ranges dividing those two countries, whose hairless habits made them a terror even to the Persian emperors (Strab. x. 524, xvi. 744). They were never wholly subdued until Alexander's expedition; and it therefore appears doubtful whether Shalmaneser could have gained sufficient authority over them to effect the removal of any considerable number; their habits would have made such a step highly expedient, if practicable. The connection between the Samaritans and the Sidonians, as stated in their letter to Alexander the Great (Joseph. Ant. xi. 8, § 6, xii. 5, § 5), and between the Sidonians and the Cuthceans as expressed in the version of the Chaldee Paraphrase Pseudo-Jonathan in Gen. x. 19, who substitutes בָּנָיָהוּ for בָּנָי, and in the Tamgam, 1 Chr. i. 13, where a similar change is made, is without doubt to be referred to the traditional belief that the original seat of the Phoenicians was on the shores of the Persian Gulf (Herod. i. 1).

W. L. B.

CUTTINGS OFF FROM THE PEOPLE.
[EXCOMMUNICATION].

CUTTINGS [IN THE FLESH] (1.) בִּמְדַקֶּר (bemedeker), בַּמְדַקֶּר (bemedeker); s. from בִּמְדַקֶּר (bemedeker).

CUTTING [IN THE FLESH] (2.) בִּמְדַקֶּר, incised (Gesen. p. 294); בִּמְדַקֶּר, from בִּמְדַקֶּר, engraving (Gesen. p. 128); הָרְמָהוֹת קְסֹרִית; סְלֵגָרֶד

CUTTINGS [IN THE FLESH] (3.) בִּמְדַקֶּר, from בִּמְדַקֶּר, engraving (Gesen. p. 123); הָרְמָהוֹת קְסֹרִית; סְלֵגָרֶד

FORBIDDEN, or was at least tolerated. The ground therefore, of the prohibition must be sought else where, and will be found in the superstitious or inhuman practices prevailing among heathen nations. A notion apparently existed that self-inflicted baldness or mutilation had a propitiatory efficacy in respect of the names of the dead, perhaps as representing, in a modified degree, the solemnity of human or animal sacrifices. Herodotus (iv. 71) describes the Sgyptian usage in the case of a deceased king, for whose obsequies not fewer than six human victims, besides offerings of animals and other effects, were considered necessary. An extreme case of funeral bloodshed is represented on the occasion of the burial of Patroclus, when four horses, two dogs, and twelve Trojan captives are offered up (Ili. xxi. 171, 176). Together with human or animal sacrifices at funerals, and after these had gone out of use, the minor propitiatory acts of self-sacrifice and depilation continued in use (II. xxii. 141; Od. iv. 197; Virg. Æn. iii. 67, with Servius ad loc. xii. 605; Eurip. Auge. 423; Seneca, Hûgol. v. 1176, 1193). Plutarch says that some barbarians mutilate themselves (De Cons. ad Apollon. p. 119, vol. vi. Reiske). He also says that Solon, by the advice of Epimenides, curtailed the Athenian practice in this respect (Socon. 12-21, vol. i. pp. 184, 194). Cicero quotes a law of the twelve Tables to the same effect; "universes gens ne raduntu" (De Leg. ii. 23).

Such being the ancient heathen practice it is not surprising that the Law should forbid similar practices in every case in which they might be used or misconstrued in a propitiatory sense. "Ye shall not make cuttings for (properly) the dead (Lev. xix. 28; Gesen. p. 731; Spener de Leg. Heb. ii. 404, 405)."

But the practice of self-mutilation as an act of worship belonged also to heathen religious ceremonies not funereal. The priests of Baal, a Syrian and also an Assyrian deity, cut themselves with knives to propitiate the god "after their manner" (1 K. xviii. 28). Herodotus says the Carions, who resided in Europe, cut their foreheads with knives at funeral of his; and in this respect existing the Egyptians, who beat themselves on these occasions (Herod. ii. 61). This shows that the practice was not then at least an Egyptian one. Lucian, speaking of the Syrian priestly attendants of this mock deity, says, that using violent gestures they cut their arms and tongues with swords (Lucian, Aión. c. 37, vol. ii. 102 Amst.; de Deo Syq. lib. 638, 681; comp. Ex. viii. 14). Similar practices in the worship of Belonia are mentioned by Lucretius (Phars. i. 590), and alluded to by Elias Lambadius (Comm. p. 269), by Tertullian (Apol. e. 9), and Latantius (Div. Inst. i. e. 21, 29, Paris). Herodotus, speaking of means used for allaying a storm, uses the words οὕτως ποιοῦντες, which may mean cutting the flesh, but more probably offering human sacrifices (Herod. vii. 191, ii. 110, with Schwucheweiner's note; see also Virg. Æn. ii. 116; Lucr. i. 83).

The prohibition, therefore, is directed against practices prevailing not among the Egyptians whom the Israelites were leaving, but among the Syrians, to whom they were about to become neighbors (Selden, de Dis Syq. Syr. ii. e. 1). Practices of self-mutilation, whether propitiatory or simply funerary, i. e. expressive of highly excited feeling, are mentioned of the modern Persians on
the occasion of the celebration of the death of He- 
seen, at which a man is paraded in the character of 
the saint, with points of lances thrust into his 
head. At funerals also in general the women tear 
their hair and faces. The Cypriots express grief by tearing the flesh of their foreheads, arms, 
and breasts. The Mexicans and Peruvians offered 
human sacrifices both at funerals and festivals. 
The Goans of India, a class of Brahminical friars, 
endeavor in some cases to extort alms by 
gashing their limbs with knives. Among the 
tive negro African tribes also the practice appears 
to prevail of offering human sacrifices at the death 
of chieftains. Tytler, vi. 490; ix. 492; Olearius, 
Travels, p. 237; Lames, Med, Egypt ii. 
59; Prescott, Mexico, i. 53, 63; Peru, i. 56; Ephi- 
plinestone, Hist. of India, i. 116; Strab. xv. p. 711 
i£: Niederh, Voyages, ii. 54; Livingston, Travels 
pi. 318, 588; Col. Ch. Chron. No. cxxxi. 179; Mu-
rorati, Anecd. iv. 99, 100.

But there is another usage contemplated more 
remotely by the prohibition, namely, that of printing 
marks (στίγματα), tattooing, to indicate alle-
giances, sacrifices, and other things. The Cyprians 
also shave tattooed marks to indicate allegi-
ience or adscription. This is evidently alluded to 
in the Revelation of St. John (xiii. 16, xix. xvi. 
5), χρυσάμενοι ἐπί τῆς χεριος τῆς δεξιᾶς καὶ 
ἐπί τῶν μετασθών, and, though in a 
contrary direction, by Ezekiel (ix. 4), by St. Paul (Gal. vi. 
17), in the Revelation (xvii. 3), and perhaps by 
Jeremiah (xxxii. 5) and Zechariah (xii. 6). Lukan, 
writing of the priests of the Syrian deity, says 
ποιεῖται πάντες, οἱ μὲν εἰς καρποὺς, οἱ δὲ εἰς 
αὐξήμας, καὶ αὐτὸ τὰς ἄπαντας ἐπιγραφάς 
στιγματοφορέωσι (de Deo Sng. c. 58.) ii. p. 684.

A tradition, mentioned by Jerome, was current 
among the Jews, that King Jehoiakim bore on 
his body marks of this kind which were discovered 
after his death (Spencer, De Leg. Hebr. ii. xx. 
410). Philo, quoted by Spencer, describes the 
marks of tattooing impressed on those who submit-
ted to the process in their besotted love for idol-
worship, as being made by branding (εἰσθήμερος 
πε-
πυρωδέων, Philo, de Monarch. i. 819; Spencer. p. 
416). The Arabs, both men and women, are in 
the habit of tattooing their faces, and other parts of 
the body: and the members of Brahminical sects 
in India are distinguished by marks on the fore-
head, often erroneously supposed by Europeans to 
be marks of caste (Niederh, Descr. de l'Inde. p. 
58; Voyages, i. 242; Wellesley, Arabia ii. 296, 
445; Olearius, Travels, p. 299; Elphinston, India, 
i. 195).

II. W. P.

CY'AMON (Koumou): (Chamon), a place 
named only in Jud. vii. 3, as lying in the plain 
(Qallq, A. V. "valley") over against (ἀπεναντία 
Esdreron. If by "Esdreron" we may understand 
Aderes, the "Esdreron" may be understood 
the same with "Esdreron" in the Onomasticon. 
It is mentioned by them with CY'AMON, the burial-place 
of Jair the Gileadite. Robinson suggests its identity 
with the "Esdreron" in the Gilead. 

This last remark may be misunderstood. Dr. 
Robinson ascribes the suggestion that Jokneam 
be Tell El-Eldad (iii. 114); but (see ii. 339, 
note) he regards Cyamon (Jud. vii. 3) as unknown, 
unless it be Faltach, on the east side of the plain 
of Esdraelon. Cyamon (Koumou, and Falch both 
mean a beam or pile of beams, and so may repre-
sent an earlier name of (Φαλέρος of that significa-
tion. Banister (Palastine, p. 134) identifies 
Cyamon with Falch. It was the central point of the 
battle of Kleber against the Turks in 1799, in 
which Bonaparte's opportunity from Abka 
saved the French from defeat.

II.

CYMBAL, CYMBALS (τραβεκής or 
τραβηκία), a percussive musical instrument, from 
τραβέω to tinkle (comp. his ears shall tingle, 
Revel. vi. 11), and a fish-pear, 
Cybelle, Cybèle. Two kinds of cymbals 
are mentioned in Ps. cl. 5, πλατύς, λεπίδος, "a loud 
cymbals," cymbala bene sceleata, or castagnaetites, 
and πλατής, λεπίδος, "high-sounding 
cymbals," cymbala jubilatoriums. The former consisted 
of four small plates of brass or of some other hard 
metal; two plates were attached to each hand of 
the performer, and were struck together to produce 
a loud noise. The latter consisted of two larger 
plates, one held in each hand, and struck together 
as an accompaniment to other instruments. Asayh, 
Heeman, and Jeduthun, the renowned conductors 
of the music of the sanctuary, employed the "loud 
cymbals" possibly to best time, and to give 
the signal to the choir when it was to take part in 
the sacred chant. Lewis says — but he does not sup-
port his statement by any authority — that "there 
was allowed but one cymbal to be in choir at once." 
The use of cymbals was not necessarily restricted to 
the worship of the Temple or to sacred occasions: 
they were employed for military purposes, as also 
by the Hebrew women as a musical accompaniment 
to their national dances. The "loud cymbals" 
are the same with πλατύς, λεπίδος, A. V. "cymbals," 
performed on by the band which accompanied 
David when he brought up the ark of God from 
Kiriath-jearim (1 Chr. xiii. 8).

Both kinds of cymbals are still common in the 
East in military music, and Niederh often refers to 
them in his travels. "Il y a chez les Orientaux," 
says Munk, "deux espèces: l'une se compose de 
deux petits morceaux de bois ou de fer creus 
or qu'on tire contre les doigts, et qui sont con-
vertis sous le nom de castagnettes; l'autre est com-
posée de deux demi-sphères creusés en métal."
Lampe has written a curious dissertation on ancient 
cymbals, and his work may be consulted with 
avantage by those who desire fuller information on 
the subject.

The cymbals used in modern orchestras and 
military bands, and which are called in Italian 
piatti, are two metal plates of the size and shape of 
saucers, one of which is fixed, and the other is 
held by the performer in his left hand. As has already 
been observed very closely the "high-sounding cymbals" of 
old, and they are used in a similar manner to mark the 
ritual, especially in music of a loud and grand
CYPRESS

character. They are generally played by the person who performs on the large side drum (also an instrument of pure percussion); and whilst he holds one cymbal in his left hand, he strikes it against the other which is fixed to the drum, his right hand remaining free to hold the drumstick, as the large drum is only struck on one side, and with one stick. In practice the drum and the cymbals are struck simultaneously, and an effect of percussion is thus produced which materially powers the mark.

The noun mettillth, ἱπποκάλαμος, found in Zechar. xiv. 20, is regarded by some critics as expressive of certain musical instruments known in the age of the second Temple, and probably introduced by the Israelites on their return from Babylon. The A. V. renders the word "belly," supposing it to be derived from ὀέκῳ. The most generally received opinion, however, is, that they were concave plates or plates of brass which the people of Palestine and Syria attached to horses by way of ornament. (See Mendelssohn's Preface to Book of Isaiah; Kimchi, Comment. in loc.: Lewis, Origins Hebrew, Lond. 1724, 176–7; Forkel, Gesch., Musik, 11th ed., Archologia, Amer. ed., cap. v. § 96, 2; Muñoz, Palestina, p. 456; Esdalius, Dict. of Music, i. 112.)

CYPRESS (ophys). tirēkh: ἱπποκάλαμος, Alex., Aq., and Theod.: ἱπποκάλαμος. The Hebrew word is found only in Is. xiv. 14, "He leweth him down cedars and taketh the tirēkh and the oak." We are quite unable to assign any definite rendering to this word. Besides the cypress, the "beech," the "holm-oak," and the "fir" have been proposed; but there is nothing in the etymology of the Hebrew name, or in the passage where it occurs, to guide us to the true intended. The word is derived from a root which means "to harden," a quality which obviously suits many kinds of trees. Celsius (Herb. ii. 269) believes the "ilex" or "holm-oak" is meant; but there is no reliable evidence to show that this tree is now found in Palestine. With respect to the chins of the cypress (Cupressus sempervirens), which, at present, at all events, is found cultivated only in the lower levels of Syria, it must be granted that they are unsupplied by my authority. Van de Velde says the tree is the Juniperus oxycedrus, which is also the cypress of Poecock; but neither Juniper nor cypress, as is asserted by Poecock, grow anywhere near the top of Lebanon. "The juniper," says Dr. Hooker, "is found at the height of 7000 feet, on Lebanon, the top of which is 10,600 feet or so." The true cypress is a native of the Taurus. The Hebrew word points to some tree with a hard grain, and this is all that can be positively said of it.

W. H.

CYPRIANS (Kyprioi Cyprioi). Inhabitants of the island of Cyprus (2 Mac. iv. 20). At the time being free from the control of the powerful Antiochus Epiphanes, they were under the dominion of Egypt, and were governed by a viceroy who was possessed of ample powers, and is called in the inscription Stratagous καὶ ναραγός καὶ ἀρχιερεὺς δικατὰ τῆς νῦν σιγανον (comp. Boeckh, Corp. Ins. No. 2024). Crates, one of these viceroys, was left by Sosistratus in command of the cacolet, or aeropolls, of Jerusalem while he was summoned before the king. W. A. W.

* Barnabas, who was Paul's associate in his first missionary journey, was a Cyprian by birth (Kyprioi τοῦ γενείου, Acts iv. 30), for which the A. V. substitutes "of the country of Cyprus." This origin of Barnabas appears to have been the providential reason why the first missionaries went to the particular fields of labor first visited by them (Cyprus and the southern parts of Asia Minor), where Christianity won its earliest signal victories among the heathen.

II.

CYPRUS (Κύπρος). This island was in early times in close commercial connection with Phoenicia; and there is little doubt that it is referred to in such passages of the O. T. as Ez. xxvii. 6. [CHITTIM.] Josephus makes this identification in the most express terms (Xen. Anab. ii. 10, 1; 80 Epiphan. Haer. xxx. 23). Possibly Jews may have settled in Cyprus before the time of Alexander. Soon after his time they were numerous in the island, as is distinctly implied in 1 Mac. xv. 23. The first notice of it in the N. T. is in Acts iv. 36, where it is mentioned as the native place of Barnabas. In Acts xii. 19, 20, it appears prominently in connection with the earliest spreading of Christianity, first as receiving an impulse among its Jewish population from the persecution which drove the disciples from Jerusalem, at the death of Stephen, and then as furnishing disciples who preached the gospel to Gentiles at Antioch. Thus when Paul was sent with Barnabas from Antioch on his first missionary journey, Cyprus was the first scene of their labors (Acts xii. 19–25). Again when Paul and Barnabas separated and took different routes, the latter went to his native island, taking with him his relative Mark, who had also been there on the previous occasion (Acts xv. 19). Another Christian of Cyprus, Mnason, called an old disciple," and therefore probably an early convert, is mentioned Acts xxii. 16. The other notices of the island are purely geographical. On St. Paul's return from the third missionary journey, they "sighted" Cyprus, and sailed to the southward of it on the voyage from Paphos to Tyre (ib. 3). At the commencement of the voyage to Rome, they sailed to the northward of it, on leaving Sidon, in order to be under the lee of the land (Acts xxvii. 4), and also in order to obtain the advantage of the current, which sets northerly along the coast of Phoenicia, and westerly with considerable force along Cilicia.

All the notices of Cyprus contained in ancient writers are diligently collected in the great work of Mauus (Maurii Opera, vol. iii. Flor. 1744). Situated in the extreme eastern corner of the Mediterranean, with the range of Lebanon on the east, and that of Taurus on the north, distinctively visible, it never became a thoroughly Greek island. Its religious rites were half Oriental (Paphos), and its political history has almost always been associated with Asia and Africa. Cyprus was a rich and productive island. Its fruits and flowers were famous. The mountains also produced metals, especially copper. This circumstance gives us an interesting link between this island and Judea. The copper mines were at one time farmed to Herod the Great (Joseph. Ant. xvi. 4, § 5), and there is a Cyprian inscription (Beekh, No. 2628) which seems to refer to one of the Herods. The history of Cyprus is briefly as follows: it was at one time a subject of the Egyptian king Amasis (Herod. ii. 182) it became part of the Persian empire (ib. iii. 19, 91), and furnished ships against Greece in
the expedition of Xerxes (ib. vii. 90). For a time it was subject to Greek influence, but again became tributary to Persia. After the battle of Issus, it joined Alexander, and after his death fell to the share of Ptolemy. In a desperate sea-fight off Salamis at the east end of Cyprus (n. c. 366) the victory was won by Demetrius Poliorcetes,—but the island was recovered by his rival, and afterwards it remained in the power of the Ptolemies, and was regarded as one of their most cherished possessions. It became a Roman province (n. c. 58) under circumstances discorable to Rome.

Copper Coin of Cyprus, under Emp. Claudius. 96 ce. (CILXI, CESAUR). Head of Emp. to left.

Rev. EINOKIMXXEIPOKAYVYANATPHIIA.

At first its administration was joined with that of Cilicia, but after the battle of Actium it was separately governed. In the first division it was made an imperial province (Dion Cass. lii. 12). From this passage and from Strabo (xiv. 683) it has been supposed by some, as by Ramsay, that St. Luke used the word ἀποκάμπος (provences), because the island was still connected with Cilicia: by others, as by Grolier and Hammond, that the evangelist employs the word in a loose and general manner. But, in fact, Dion Cassius himself distinctly tells us (ib. and lv. 4) that the emperor afterwards made this island a senatorial province: so that St. Luke’s language is in the strictest sense correct. Further confirmation is supplied by coins and inscriptions, which mention other provences of Cyprus not very remote from the time of St. Luke’s epistles. The governor appears to have resided at Paphos on the west of the island. Under the Roman empire a road connected the two towns of Paphos and Salamis, as appears from the Pent. Table. One of the most remarkable events in this part of the history of Cyprus was a terrible insurrection of the Jews in the reign of Trajan, which led to a massacre, first of the Greek inhabitants, and then of the insurgents themselves (Milman, Hist. of Jews, iii. 111, 112). In the 9th century Cyprus fell into the power of the Saracens. In the 12th it was in the hands of the Crusaders, under our king Richard I. Materials for the description of Cyprus are supplied by Ptoecke and Von Hammer. But see especially Engel’s Kypros, Berlin, 1834, and Ross’s Reich und Kos, Milet, Darmstadt, 1835, on the island of Cyprus, Halle, 1832.

A.

CYRENE (Kypreio), the principal city of that part of northern Africa, which was anciently called Cyrenaica, and also (from its five chief cities) Pentapolis. This district was that wide projecting portion of the coast (corresponding to the modern Tripoli), which was separated from the territory of Carthage on the one hand, and that of Egypt on the other. Its surface is a table-land descending by terraces to the sea; and it was celebrated for its climate and fertility. It is observable that the expression used in Acts ii. 10, "the parts of Libya and Cyrene," exactly corresponds with a phrase used by Dion Cassius (Αἰγυπτική πρωτάρχησ αὐτοῦ ἐν τῷ λαῷ Πτολεμαίου, liv. 12), and also with the language of Josephus (folio Κυπριανή Αἰγύπτιος: Ant. xvi. 6, § 1). [LIBYA.]

The points to be noticed in reference to Cyrene as connected with the N. T. are these,—that, though on the African coast, it was a Greek city; that the Jews were settled there in large numbers; and that under the Romans it was politically connected with Crete, from which it is separated by so great a space of sea. The Greek colonization of this part of Africa under Battus began as early as n. c. 651; and it became celebrated not only for its commerce, but for its physicians, philosophers, and poets. After the death of Alexander the Great, it became a dependency of Egypt. It is in this period that we find the Jews established there with great privileges. Ptolemy, the son of Lagus, introduced them, because he thought they would contribute to the security of the place (Joseph. c. Apion. ii. 4): they became a prominent and influential class of the community (Ant. lv. 7, § 21) and they afterwards received much consideration from the Romans (xvi. 6, § 5). See 1 Marc. xv. 23. We learn from Josephus (Lii. 70) that soon after the Jewish war they rose against the Roman power. Another insurrection in the reign of Trajan led to great disasters, and to the beginning of the decay which was completed under the Mohammedans. It was in the year n. c. 75 that the territory of Cyrene (having previously been left to the Romans as a legacy by Apion, son of Ptolemy Philometor) was reduced to the form of a province. On the conquest of Crete (n. c. 67) the two were united in one province, and together frequently called Crete-Cyrene. Under Constantine they were again separated. [CRETE.]
CYRENIUS

by Augustus (Dion Cass. ii. 23), the one should hold an imperial province for less than three or more than five years, Varus cannot have been governor of Syria during the twelve years from u. c. 6 to A. D. 6. Who then were the missing governors? One of them has been found, L. Volumnius Saturninus, whose name occurs as legatus Syriae on a coin of Antioch, A. D. 4. Zumpt will not fill the whole time, and one or two governors must be supplied between Varnus, ending 4 u. c., and Volumnius, 4 or 5 a. d.

Just in that interval falls the census, of which it is said in Luke ii. 2, that it πρῶτον ἐγένετο η ἐγενετος τῆς Ζωρίας Κυρίου. Could Quirinus have been governor at any such time? From Jan. to Aug. u. c. 12 he was consul. Soon after he triumphed over the Hiconades (Μεκ εξαγγελτις ιερικειαι ομοναμενειας εκτελεσσα τινων ισιων αυτου.)

We have come to the conclusion that a C. Quirinus, governor of Syria, must have been present in Syria at the time of the census. This conclusion is based on the hypothesis that Zumpt, who bases his account on the tradition of Dio Cass. liv. 4, is right, and that it was Quirinus who was in Syria when the census was held. The evidence for this conclusion is: (1) that the name Quirinus is found on a coin of Antioch, and that it is mentioned in Dio Cass. ii. 4; (2) that the census was held in a year when Quirinus was governor of Syria; (3) that the tradition of Dio Cass. liv. 4 is correct.

The first point is clear. The second is proved by the fact that Quirinus was governor of Syria in the year 4 a. d., in which year the census was held. The third point is based on the hypothesis that the census was held in the year of the death of Augustus, which is the year in which Quirinus was governor of Syria.

We have therefore a new and important piece of evidence for the history of the reign of Augustus in Syria, and we are thus able to date the events of the reign with more precision than has been possible before.

* CYRENIANS (Kυρηνας) (Cyrenses), Mark xv. 21; Luke xxiii. 26; Acts vi. 9, a native or inhabitant of CYRENE, which see. The adjective also occurs in the original, 2 Macc. ii. 29; Matt. xxvii. 52; Acts xi. 26, xiii. 1. A. C. H. S. H. U. G.

CYRENIUS (Kυρηνας) (Cyrenses), Luke ii. 2, the literal English rendering in the A. V. of the Greek name, which is itself the Greek form of the Roman name QUIRINUS (not Quirinus; see Meyer, in loc.), etc.; see P. Tiber. 49; Tac. Ann. ii. 30, iii. 48. The full name is Publius Juliucus Quirinus. He was consul A. u. c. 742, b. c. 12, and made governor of Syria after the position of Archelaus in A. d. 6. (Joseph. Ant. xvii. 13, § 5.) He was sent to make an enrollment of property in Syria, and made accordingly, both there and in Judea, a census or a ἀπογραφή (Joseph. l. c., and xvii. i., § 1). But this census seems to be Luke (li. 2) to be identical with the other one which took place at the time of the birth of Christ, when Quentius Saturninus was governor of Syria. Hence has arisen a considerable difficulty, which has been variously solved, either by supposing some corruption in the text of St. Luke (a supposition which is not comtenanced by any external critical evidence), or by giving some unusual sense to his words, ἀνήρ ἡ ἀπογραφή πρῶτη ἐγένετο. The name of Quirinus is known in some of the accounts from Cilicia, Uscher, Petavius, Storr, Tholuck, Wieseler, who would render this, was made before Q. was governor of Syria, by a usage otherwise confined to St. John among the Evangelists. But this is very improbable, both in itself and because thus there would have been no good ground for inserting the notice.

An unexpected light has been thrown on the matter lately, which renders it only necessary to refer to summaries and criticisms of the various hypotheses, as that which in Winer, art. Quirinus.

A. W. Zumpt, of Berlin, the nephew of the distinguished grammarian, in his Commentatio de Syria Romanae pro inc. a Ceseare Augusto ad T. Vespasianum, has shown it to be probable that Quirinus was twice governor of Syria. This he supports by the following considerations:—

In b c. 7, Sentius Saturninus succeeded M. Ti- tus in the province of Syria, and governed it three years. He was succeeded by T. Quintillus Varrus (Joseph. Ant. xvii. 3, § 2), who, as it appears, remained governor up to the end of b c. 4. Thenceforward we lose sight of him till he is appointed to the command in Germany, in which he lost his life in 1 A. D. 7. We also lose sight of the governors of Syria till the appointment of P. Sulpicius Quir- inus, in b c. 6. Now from the maxim acted on

* Was Quirinus or Quirinius — not Quirinus, as many call him — governor or legatus Augusti pro praetore in Syria more than once? A. W. Zumpt, in his Comment. epigraph. ii. 71-150 (Berlin, 1854), has maintained this, and his conclusions have been accepted by many. Quirinus, consul in the year
Afterwards the head of an army in Africa—perhaps as provincial of the province of Africa in 7 B. C. = 747 C. E. (comp. Florus, iv. 12)—appears in the East sometime between 2 B. C. = 752 C. E. and 2 A. D. Here he won a triumph over a people in Cilicia Trachea, was appointed "rector" of C. Cesar, when he was sent to Vithula, and during his stay at Rhodes (Tac. Ann. iii. 48; comp. Strabo, xii. p. 854 a.). C. Cesar went to the East late in 2, or early in 1 B. C., and Tiberrus returned to Rome in 2 A. D. As Quirinius needed an army in Cilicia, he must have been a governor of a province, or alegate of the emperor's legate. Zumpt shows that probably at this time Cilicia, although popularly called a province, was under the jurisdiction of the legate in Syria, who had with him a large army, while the other provincial governors around Cilicia had no army. With Syria, then, Quirinius is at this time brought into connection, and, as Zumpt endeavors to make out on probable grounds, in the capacity of governor of that province. This could have happened only after the departure of Quintilius Varus from his Syrian administration. Varus followed C. Sentius Saturnus, is known by coins which have been given in 4 B. C. = in 4 A. D., and left his post after the death of Herod the Great in 4 B. C. (Tac. Hist. v. 29; Joseph. Ant. xvii. 10). It happens that there is here a gap in our list of governors of Syria until 4 A. D., when L. Volumnius Saturnus, as appears from coins, held the office. Quirinius is assigned by Zumpt on probable grounds to the earlier part of this interval,—to the years between 4 and 1 B. C.

It is far from being improbable that this Roman filled the office of governor of Syria twice—once at this time, and once from 6 A. D. onward, in the times of the "taxing" mentioned Acts v. 37. The ἀναποσύνασθη in Luke ii. 2 might thus be called "the first" in opposition to the second or more noted one, which Luke had in his mind without mentioning it. It may be added that a Latin inscription speaks of some one as twice governor of Syria in the first century. The name is lost. Mommsen refers it to our Quirinius. Zumpt to Sentius Saturnus, his second predecessor. But these combinations fail to remove the difficulties which Luke ii. 1-2 presents to us; they rather bring Matthew and Luke into irreconcilable variance. For our Lord was born some time before Herod's death, and Quirinius cannot have commanded in Syria until some months after Herod's death.

Something, however, is gained from the known fact that Quirinius was in the East and in active service about the time of our Saviour's birth. Νησσος of Syria he could not, it is certain, then have been. But if employed there as a special commissioner, he may well at that time have subdued the mountainers of Cilicia, and superintended the census in Syria. Popularly he might be called ἀναποσύνασθη, while acting in such a capacity; but the ἀναποσύνασθη itself was not like the one which the same Quirinius—sent there, we may suppose, on account of his previous experience—undertook in 6 A. D., which was a valuation of property in Judea with a view to the taxation of the Jews, now no longer under a king; while the prior one could not have gone beyond a numbering of the population.

T. D. W.

CYRIA

CYRUS Κύρος, or Κυρίος, i.e. Cosheh: Κύρος: probably from the root contained in the Παρακαλούμενος, the sun; Sans. sūr: so Phut. Artax. c. 1, cf. .Gen. Thes. v. s.v., the founder of the Persian empire (Herod. i. 137; vii. 207, 223, 234), was according to the common legend (Herod. i. 107; Xen. Cyrop. i. 2. 1), the son of Mandane, the daughter of Astyages, the last king of Media, and Cambises, a Persian of the royal family of the Achaeænae. In consequence of a dream, Astyages, it is said, designed the death of his infant grandson, but the child was spared by those whom he charged with the commission of the crime (Herod. i. 106), and Cyrus grew up in obscurity under the name of Agathocles (Strab. xv. p. 729). His real parentage was discovered by the imperious spirit which he displayed while yet a boy (Herod. i. 114), and when he grew up to manhood his courage and genius placed him at the head of the Persians. The tyranny of Astyages had at that time amalgamated a large fiction of the Medes, and Cyrus headed a revolt which ended in the defeat and capture of Astyages, the last king of Media (Marty. Ast. Strab. xv. p. 730). After consolidating the empire which he thus gained, Cyrus entered on that career of conquest which has made him the hero of the East. In B. C. 546 (?) he defeated Croesus, and the kingdom of Lydia was the prize of his success. While his general Harpagus was engaged in completing the reduction of Asia Minor, Cyrus turned his arms against the Babylonians. Babylon fell before his army, and the ancient dominions of Assyria were added to his empire (B.C. 538). The conquest of Babylon opened the way for greater designs. It is probable that Cyrus planned an invasion of Egypt; and there are traces of campaigns in Central Asia, in which he appears to have attempted to extend his power to the Indus (Ctes. Pers. v. 54 ff.). Afterwards he attacked the Massagetae, and according to Herodotus (i. 214; cf. Joseph. Ant. xi. 2. 1) he fell in a battle against them. B.C. 529 (Clinton, F. B. ii. 301 ff.). His tomb is still shown at Pasargade (Art. Exp. Al. vi. 29), the scene of his first decisive victory (Rawlinson, Herod. i. 531).

It is impossible to insist upon the details of the outline thus sketched. In the time of Herodotus Cyrus was already regarded as the national hero of Persia, and his history had received various popular embellishments (Herod. i. 155; cf. iii. 18. 190; Xen. Cyrop. i. 2. 1). In the next century Xenophon chose him as the hero of his romance, and fact and fiction became thereforthe hopeless confused in classical writers. But in the absence of authentic details of his actions, the empire which he left is the best record of his power and plans. Like an oriental Alexander he aimed at universal dominion; and the influence of Persia, like that of Greece, survived the dynasty from which it sprang. In every aspect the reign of Cyrus marks an epoch in universal history. The fall of Sardis and Babylon was the starting-point of European life; and it is a singular coincidence that the beginning of Greco-Roman art and philosophy, and the foundation of the Roman constitution synchronize with the triumph of the Aray race in the East (cf. Niebuhr Græk. Ant. p. 232).

A. In an inscription he is described as "Son of Cambyses, the powerful king" (Col. Rawlinson, on Herod. i. 107).
But while the position which Cyrus occupied with regard to the nations of the world is strikingly significant, the personal relations to God's people, with which he is invested in the Scriptures, are full of a more peculiar interest. a

Hitherto the great kings, with whom the Jews had been brought into contact, had been open oppressors or seductive allies: but Cyrus was a generous liberator and a just guardian of their rights. An inspired prophet (Is. xliv. 28) recognized in him "a shepherd" of the Lord, an "anointed" king (Is. xlv. 1; ἐνδυτής, Messiah: τὸ ἄνωτέρω μας: Christos mou); and the title seemed to later writers to invest him with the dignity of being in some sense a type of Christ himself (Hieron. Comm. in Is. xlv. 1). His successes are connected in the prophecy with their religious issue; and if that appear to be a partial view of history which represents the restoration of a poor remnant of captive Israelites to their own land as the final cause of his victories (Is. xlv. 28-xlv. 4), it may be answered that the permanent effects which Persia has brought upon the world can be better traced through the Jewish people than through any other channel. The laws, the literature, the religion, the very ruins of the material grandeur of Persia have passed away; and still it is possible to distinguish the effects which they produced in preparing the Jews for the fulfillment of their last mission. In this respect also the parallel, which has been already hinted, holds good. Cyrus stands out clearly as the representative of the East, as Alexander afterwards of the West. The one led to the development of the idea of order, and the other to that of independence. Ecclesiastically the first crisis was signaled by the consolidation of a Church; the second by the distinction of sects. The one found its outward embodiment in "the great Synagogue;" the other in the dynasty of the Asm∞an∞ez.

The edict of Cyrus for the rebuilding of the Temple (2 Chr. xxxvi. 22-23; Ezr. i. 1-4, iii. 7, iv. 3, v. 13, 17, vi. 3) was in fact the beginning of Judaism: and the great changes by which the nation was transformed into a church are clearly marked.

1. The lesson of the kingdom was completed by the Captivity. The sway of a temporal prince was at length felt to be at best only a faint image of that Messianic kingdom to which the prophets pointed. The royal power had led to apostasy in Israel, and to idolatry in Judah; and men looked for some other outward form in which the law might be visibly realized. Dependence on Persia excluded the hope of absolute political freedom and offered a sure guarantee for the liberty of religious organization.

2. The Captivity which was the punishment of idolatry was also the limit of that sin. Thenceforth the Jews apprehended fully the spiritual nature of their faith, and held it fast through persecution. At the same time wider views were opened to them of the unseen world. The powers of good and evil were recognized in their action in the material world, and in this way some preparation was made for the crowning doctrine of Christianity.

3. The organization of the outward Church was connected with the purifying of doctrine, and served as the form in which the truth might be realized by the mass. Prayer — public and private — assumed a new importance. The prophetic work came to an end. The Scriptures were collected. The "law was fenced in" by an oral tradition. Synagogues were erected, and schools formed. Scribes shared the respect of priests, if they did not supersede them in popular regard.

a It seems unnecessary to enter into the question of the identity of the Cyrus of Scripture and profuse history, though the opinion of the Duke of Manchester that the Cyrus of Herodotus is the Nebuchadnes-sar of the Bible has found advocates in Germany (Pressel, s. v. Cyrus in Herzog's Encyclopedia). It is impossible that the great conqueror of Isaiah can be merely a satrap of Xerxes.
4. Above all, the bond by which "the people of God" was held together was at length felt to be religious and not local, nor even primarily national. The Jews were incorporated in different nations, and still looked to Jerusalem as the centre of direct faith. The boundaries of Canaan were passed; and the beginnings of a spiritual dispensation were already made when the "Dispersion" was established among the kingdoms of the earth (comp. Niebuhr's Gesch. Assaros and Betholah, p. 224 ff.; Ewald, Gesch. d. Volks Israel, iv. 60 ff.; Jost, Gesch. d. Judenschaft, ii. 13 ff.; [DISPERSION OF THE JEWS.]

D. 

DABAREH (דבֵּהַ֑י) [posture]: דבֵּבָּה; Alex. דבֵּבָּה; Diboreth, Josh. xxii. 28. This name is incorrectly spelt in the A. V., and should be DABRETH; which see.

* The A. V. inherits the orthography from the older English versions. The pronunciation of the word without Mether, as usually read in 1 Chr. vi. 57 (A. V. 72), would be Diboreth.

DABBASHETH (דבֵּשֶּת) [Bat-dibasa]: Alex. דבֵּשֶּבַּה; Diboreath, a town on the boundary of Zebulun (Josh. xix. 11 only).

* The name is properly Dabbasheth (דבֵּשֶּת), the vowel being changed as above by the pause. It signifies a hump (Gesen, Fürst) as of a camel (comp. Is. xxx. 6), and points therefore to a hill or town on a hill. Josephus says that Guemar was so called for a similar reason (B. J. iv. 1, § 1). Hence Knobel (Gesen, p. 458) conjectures among other possibilities that Dabbasheth may be the present Ichmeh, on one of the hills which skirt the plain of Esdraelon (Rob. Bibb. Res. ii. 344, 28 ed.) between Sebaste and Kairienon. But the position above, without an affinity in the names, would not bear out that conclusion.

DABERATH (with the article in Josh. דָבֵּרָה [the posture, fem. of דַּבָּר]; דָבָּרָה [Vat. בַּי]; Alex. דבֵּרָה; Diboreth, Josh. vii. 17) by double copying, דָבֵּרָה [Vat. הֵר] and דָבֵּרָה [Diboreth], a town on the boundary of Zebulun (Josh. xix. 12) named as next to Chisbeoth-Tabor. In the list of Levitical cities, however, in 1 Chr. vii. 72, and in Josh. xxi. 28 (where the name in the original is the same, though in the A. V. of Dabirah, "it is stated as belonging to Issachar.

DABEREH. It is no doubt the Dabirath (דָבְרַת) mentioned by Josephus (B. J. ii. 21, § 3). Under the name of Diborath it still lies at the western foot of Tabor (Rob. Bibb. Res. ii. 350). A tradition mentioned by Van de Velde (ii. 374) makes this the scene of the miracle on the lunatic child performed by our Lord after his descent from the Mount of Transfiguration (Matt. xviii. 14). But this event probably took place farther G.

* For the scene of the Transfiguration, see HILICON and TABOR. Dabirath could belong to Isaacar and yet be on the border of Zebulun, because the two tribes had a conterminous boundary Diborath lies in the way of the traveller in going from Nazareth to Tabor. Like other Galilean villages, it illustrates still ancient Scripture customs. The writer, passing there, observed booths made of the branches of trees in front of some of the houses, occupied as an apportionment of the house. Allusion is made to dwelling on the house-top in some such way as this in Prov. xvi. 9. In this place, says Mr. Bartlett (Footsteps of our Lord and his Apostles, p. 139, 3d ed.) "we established our bivouac at night-fall upon the roof of a house, amidst heaps of corn just gathered from the surrounding plain. It is a custom that reaches back to the age of the Cananites. Rahab who dwelt at Jericho took the two Hebrew spies and "brought them up to the roof of the house and hid them with the stalks of the flax which she had laid in order upon the roof" (Josh. ii. 6). The flat roof furnishes a convenient place for storing such products, because, exposed there to the sun, they ripen or become dry more speedily, and are also more secure from pilage. [Horae.] One of the remoter branches of the Dagon has its source near Diborath (Rob. Phys. Gogur, p. 188, 2d ed.).

DABBRIA, one of the five swift seraphs who recorded the visions of Esdras (2 Esdr. xiv. 24; comp. 37, 42).

DACOTH (דָקָו; Alex. דָקָו; [Akk. דָקַו] Achara), 1 Esdr. v. 28. [Acharath.]

DADDEUS, or SADDUS (1 Esdr. viii. 35, 46), a name which answers to the Greek Δάδας [Vat. Δαδάς, Δάδαος], or Δαδάος [Alex. Aeth. ΔαΔAς, ΔαΔAος; Leodhoes], which is itself a corruption of Ido (Ex. xx. 17), arising out of the preceding word יד (Ido).

* DAGGER. [Arms, l. 1.]

DAGON (דַּגּוֹן, דַּגּוֹו, a diminutive of דַּגּ, a fish, used in a sense of endearment: cf. Gesen. Thes. v. c.), apparently the masculine (1 Sam. v. 3, 4; Nanchon, p. 28; Movers, Thes. c. 144) correlative of Atargatis (Atargatias), was the national god of the Philistines. The most famous temples of Dagon were at Gaza (Judg. xvi. 21-30) and Ashdod (1 Sam. v. 5, 6; 1 Chr. x. 10). The latter temple was destroyed by Jonathan in the Macedonian wars (1 Macc. v. 83, 84, xi. 4; Joseph. Ant. xiii. 4, § 3). Traces of the worship of Dagon likewise appear in the names Capheus-Dagon (near Ammonia), and Beth-Dagon in Judah (Josh. xxv. 41) and Asher (Josh. xix. 27). [BETH-DAGON.] Dagon was represented with the face and hands of a man and the tail of a fish (1 Sam. v. 4).

In the Babylonian mythology the name Dagon, Oilamon (אילא- VMware), is applied to a sea monster. "He says Mr. Van Dyck, one of the translators of the modern Arabic Bible, "against consider the Biblical Diborath, in point of etymology as well as position."
DAMARIS

The sixth son of Elyoenai, a descendant of the royal family of Judah (1 Chr. iii. 24).

DALMANUTHA (Δαλμανουθά). In Matt. xv. 29 it is said that Jesus "came into the borders of Magdala," while in Mark viii. 10 we read that he "came into the regions (εἰς τὰ μέρη) of Dalmanutha." From this we may conclude that Dalmanutha was a town on the west side of the Sea of Galilee, near Magdala. The latter stood close upon the shore, at the southern end of the little plain of Gennesaret. [MAGDALA.] Immediately south of it a precipitous hill juts out into the sea. Beyond this, about a mile from Magdala, a narrow glen breaks down from the west. At its mouth are some cultivated fields and gardens, amid which, just by the beach, are several copious fountains, surrounded by heavy ancient walls, and the ruins of a village. The place is called "Ain-al-Bârieh, "the cold Fountain." Here in all probability is the site of the long lost Dalmanutha. J. L. P.

* Mr. Tristram (Land of Israel, p. 429, 2d ed.) would also identify Dalmanutha with "Ain-al-Bârieh. Dr. Thomson (Land and Book, ii. 69) slightly favors the idea that Dalmanutha may be the present Dalhamia or Dalbamia on the Jarub which flows into the Jordan a little south of the lake of Galilee. But the manifest parallelism between Mark viii. 10 and Matt. xv. 29 (where there can be no doubt about the position of Magdala) requires that it should be found on the west side of the lake and not on the east. It may be that Mark, with his characteristic precision (Westcott, Introduction to the Study of the Gospels, p. 366, Amer. ed.), mentions the more exact place, and Matthew the one near which the Saviour disembarked. The two points on the coast are so near each other that it would be perfectly natural for the writers to adopt this twofold designation. Whether the Evangelists agree or differ in cases like this the critics of Baur's school find fault with them; if they agree they merely copy from each other, and if, as here, Matthew writes Magdala but Mark Dalmanutha, it is because Mark wished to show his independence.

DALTANIA (Δαλτάνια), a mountainous district on the eastern coast of the Adriatic Sea, extending from the river Naro in the S. to the Savus in the N. It formed a portion of the Roman province of Illyricum, subsequently to Tiberius's expedition, A.D. 9. St. Paul sent Titus there (2 Tim. iv. 10); he himself had preached the Gospel in its immediate neighborhood (Rom. xv. 19), for the boundaries of Illyricum and Dalmatia were not well defined, and the two names were, at the time St. Paul wrote, almost identical. [ILLYRICUM.]

W. L. B.

DAL'PHON (Dalphon) [prob. Persian]; Δαλφων, some MSS. (Δαλφων); Daphon, the second of the ten sons of Haman; killed by the Jews on the 13th of Adar (Esth. ix. 7).

DAM'ARIUS (Δαμαρίας) [Δαμαρίας], an Athenian woman converted to Christianity by St. Paul's preaching (Acts xvii. 34). Chrysostom (de Sacerdotio, iv. 7) and others held her to have been the wife of Dionysius the Areopagite, but apparently for no other reason than that she is mentioned together with him in that passage. Grotius and Henstenburgius think the name should be Δαμαρίας, which is frequently found as a woman's name; but

Fish-god. From Nimroud. (Layard.)

Various kinds of fish were, as is well known, objects of general worship among the Egyptians (Herod. ii. 72; Strab. xxvii. 812).

DAISAN [2 syl.] (Δαίσαν; Alex. Δείσαν; Deieum), 1 Padd. v. 31. Rezin; by the commonly repeated change of R, 7, to D, 7.

DALA'TAH [3 syl.] (Δαλατάθ [Jehovah delic-
the permutation of α and ρ was not uncommon both in pronunciation and writing. We have ἄγανος and καλίσσας, νερείς and νεράφρος, βοήκοις and αἰγυπτοῖς, from the obsolete κάρος or κάλξ, εὐνο, σώο (Lobeck on Phrynius, p. 652).

* If Damaris had been the wife of Dionysius, she would properly have been called ἡ γυνὴ αὐτοῦ (Acts v. 1) or at least ἡ γυνὴ (Acts xxiv. 24). She must have had some personal or social distinction, to cause her to be thus singled out by name from the others.

* DAMASCENES' (Δαμασκηνοί: Damasceni), inhabitants of Damascus (2 Cor. xi. 32). It repeats δαμασκηνοί just before, but is not altogether pleonastic. The city which the Edomarch guarded was that of the Damascenes, while he himself was an Arabian.

** DAMASCUS (דמשק) [also דמשק, دماسك],

2 K. xvi. 10, and דַּמָּשָׁק in 1 and 2 Chr.: activity, industry, as being a seat of traffic, (Ges.) Δαμασκός: (Damascus) is one of the most ancient, and has at all times been one of the most important, of the cities of Syria. It is situated in a plain of vast size and of extreme fertility, which lies east of the great chain of Anti-Libanus, on the edge of the desert. This fertile plain, which is nearly circular, and about 30 miles in diameter, is due to the river Barada, which is probably the “Alana” of Scripture. This stream, rising high up on the western flank of Anti-Libanus, forces its way through the chain, running for some time among the mountains, till suddenly it bursts through a narrow cleft upon the open country east of the hills, and diffuses fertility far and wide.

[Alana]: “from the edge of the mountain range,” says a modern traveller, “you look down on the plain of Damascus. It is here seen in its widest and fullest perfection, with the visible expla-

nation of the whole secret of its great and enduring charm, that which it must have had when it was the solitary seat of civilization in Syria, and which it will have as long as the world lasts. The river is visible at the bottom, with its green banks, rising through the cleft; it bursts forth, and as if in a moment swells over the plain, through a circle of 30 miles, the same verdure which had hitherto been confined to its single channel. . . . Far and wide in front extends the level plain, its horizon bare, its lines of surrounding hills bare, all bare far away on the road to Palmyra and Bagdad. In the midst of this plain lies at your feet the vast lake or island of deep verdure, walnuts and apricots waving above, corn and grass below; and in the midst of this mass of foliage rises, striking out its white arms of streets hither and thither, and its white minarets above the trees which enshroud them, the city of Damascus. On the right towers the snowy height of Hermon, overlooking the whole scene, whose back are the sterile limestone mountains — so that you stand literally between the living and the dead” (Stanley, S. i P., p. 410). Another writer mentions among the produce of the plain in question “walnuts, pomegranates, figs, plums, apricots, citrons, pears, and apples” (Addison’s Dam. and Palmyr., ii. 92). Olive-trees are also a principal feature of the scene. Besides the main stream of the Barada, which runs directly through the town, supplying its public cisterns, baths, and fountains, a number of branches are given off to the right and to the left, which irrigate the meadows and corn fields, turning what would otherwise be a desert into a garden. The various streams

* There is a river of considerable size a few hours to the north of Damascus still called Ammuna. See C. V. A. V. A.
We were since the king's gifts" (Gen. xx. 2). We may gather from the name of this person, as well as from the statement of Josephus, which connects the city with the Arameans, that it was a Semitic settlement. According to a tradition preserved in the native writer, Nicaius, Abraham stayed for some time at Damascus, after leaving Charan and before entering the land of Canaan, where he was made king of the place. (Gen. xv. 2). This last circumstance would seem however to conflict with the notion of Abraham having been king, since in that case he would have dwelt in the capital. Nothing more is known of Damascus until the time of David, when the Syrians of Damascus came to submit to the king of Judah, with whom David was at war (2 Sam. vii. 5; 1 Chr. xvii. 5). On this occasion David "slew of the Syrians 22,000 men;" and in consequence of this victory became completely master of the whole territory, which he possessed with Israelites. David put garrisons in Syria of Damascus; and the Syrians became servants to David, and brought gifts" (2 Sam. viii. 9). Nicaius of Damascus said that the name of the king who reigned at this time was Hadad, and he relates the story of his dominion, not only over Damascus, but over "all Syria except Phenicia" (Fr. p. 31). He noticed his attack upon David; and related that many battles were fought between them, the last, wherein he suffered defeat, being "upon the Ephruthes." According to this writer Hadad the First was succeeded by a son who took the same name, as did his descendants for ten generations. But this is irreconcilable with Scripture. It appears that in the reign of Solomon, a certain Rezon, who had been a subject of Hadadezer, king of Zobah, and had escaped when David conquered Zobah, made himself master of Damascus and established his own rule there (1 K. xi. 21-25). He was "an adversary to Israel all the days of Solomon . . . . and he abhorred Israel, and reigned over Syria." Afterwards the family of Hadad appears to have recovered the throne, and a Benhadad, who is probably Hadad II. of Nicolaites, a grandson of the antagonist of David, is found in league with Baasha, king of Israel, against Asa (1 K. xv. 19; 2 Chr. xvi. 3), and afterwards in league with Asa against Baasha (1 K. xv. 21). He made a successful invasion of the Israelite territory in the reign of that king; and in the reign of Ovdi he not only captured a number of Israelite cities which he added to his own dominions, but even seems to have exercised a species of lordship over Samaria itself, in which he acquired the right of "making himself streets" (1 K. xx. 34; comp. Nic. Dam. Fr. p. 31, ad fin.). He was succeeded by his son, Hadad IV. (the Benhadad II. of Scripture, and the Ben- bri of the Assyrian inscriptions), who came at the head of thirty-six thousand horsemen, and had laid siege to Samaria (1 K. xx. 1). The attack was unsuccessful; and was followed by wars, in which victory declared itself unmistakably on the side of the Israelites; and at last Benhadad was taken prisoner, and forced to submit to a treaty whereby he gave up all that his father had gained, and submitted in turn to the suzerainty of Ahab (6 K. xx. 3-34). The terms of the treaty were inserted in the book of cuneiform tablets, five years afterward war broke out afresh, through the claim of Ahab to the city of Ramoth-gilead (ib. xxii. 29-34). This defeat and death of Ahab at that place (ib. 15-37) seems to have enabled the Syrians of Damascus to resume the offensive. Their bands ravaged the lands of Israel during the reign of Je- horam; and they even undertook at this time a second siege of Samaria, which was frustrated by a miraculous drought. In 836, however, we do not hear of any more attacks against the Israelite capital. The cuneiform inscriptions show that toward the close of his reign Benhadad was exposed to the assaults of a great conqueror, who was bent on extending the dominion of Assyria over Syria and Palestine. Three several attacks appear to have been made by this prince upon Ben- hadad, who, though he had the support of the Phenicians, the Hittites, and the Hamathites, was unable to offer any resistance to those of the Assyrain arms. His troops were worsted in several engagements, and in one of them he lost as many as 20,000 men. It may have been these circumstances which encouraged Hazael, the servant of Benhadad, to murder him, and seize the throne, which Elisha declared would certainly one day be his (2 K. viii. 15). He may have thought that the Syrians would willinglysequences in the re- in the accession of Hazael (about n. c. 881), he was in his turn attacked by the Assyrians who defeated him with great loss amid the fastnesses of Anti-Libanus. However, in his other wars he was more fortunate. He repulsed an attack on Ramoth-gilead, made by Alazah, king of Judah and Jehoram king of Israel in conjunction (2 K. viii. 28, 29); ravaged the whole Israelite territory east of Jordan (ib. x. 32, 33); besieged and took Gath (ib. xii. 17; comp. Am. vi. 2); threatened Jeru- salem, which only escaped by paying a heavy ransom (2 K. xii. 18); and established a species of suzerainty over Israel, which he maintained to the day of his death, and handed down to Benhadad, his son (2 K. xiii. 3-7, and 22). This prince in the earlier part of his reign had the same good fortune as his father. Like him, he "abhorred Is- rael," and added various cities of the Israelites to his own dominion (2 K. xiii. 25); but at last a de- liverer appeared (verse 5), and Josiah, the son of Jehoahaz, "best Hazzlaz thire, and recovered the cities of Israel" (verse 25). In the next reign still further advantages were gained by the Israelites. Jeroboam II. (about n. c. 836) is said to have recovered Damascus" (ib. xiv. 28), and though this may not mean that he captured the city, it at least implies that he obtained a certain influence over it. The mention of this circumstance is fol-
There was a long pause, during which we hear nothing of the Syrians, and must therefore conclude that their relations with the Israelites continued peaceful. When they reappear nearly a century later (about B.C. 742) it is as allies of Israel against Judah (2 K. xv. 37). We may suspect that the chief cause of the union now established between two powers which had been so long hostile, was the necessity of combining to resist the Assyrians, who at the time were steadily pursuing a policy of encroachment in this quarter. Scripture mentions the invasions of Pul (2 K. xv. 19; 1 Ch. v. 26), and Tiglath-Pileser (2 K. xx. 21; 1 Ch. v. 26); and there is reason to believe that almost every Assyrian monarch of the period made war in this direction. It seems to have been during a pause in the struggle that Rezin king of Damascus and Pekah king of Israel resolved conjointly to attack Jerusalem, intending to depose Ahaz and set up as king a creature of their own (Is. vii. 1-6; 2 K. xvi. 5). Ahaz may have been already suspected of a friendly feeling towards Assyria, or the object may simply have been to consolidate a power capable of effectually opposing the arms of that country. In either case the attempt signally failed, and only brought about more rapidly the evil against which the two kings wished to guard. Jerusalem successfully maintained itself against the combined attack; but Elath, which had been formerly built by Achan, king of Judah, in territory regarded as Syrian (2 K. xiv. 22), having been taken and retained by Rezin (ib. xvi. 6), Ahaz was induced to throw himself into the arms of Tiglath-Pileser, to ask aid from him, and to accept voluntarily the position of an Assyrian feudatory (ib. xvi. 7, 8). The aid sought was given, with the important result that Rezin was slain, the kingdom of Damascus brought to an end, and the city itself destroyed, the inhabitants being carried captive into Assyria (ib. verse 9; comp. Is. vii. 8 and Am. i. 5).

It was long before Damascus recovered from this serious blow. As Isaiah and Amos had prophesied in the day of her prosperity, that Damascus should be "taken away from being a city and be a ruinous heap" (Is. xxi. 1), that "a fire shall be sent into the house of Hazael, which should devour the palaces of Benhadad" (Am. i. 4); so Jeremiah, writing shortly before (Jer. xi. 68), declares that Damascus is "wasted, spoiled and turned herself to thee, and fear hath seized on her; anguish and sorrows have taken her, as a woman in travail. How is the city of praise not left, the city of my joy?" (Jer. xlix. 24-5). We do not know at what time Damascus was rebuilt; but Strabo says that it was the most famous place in Syria during the Persian period (xvi. 2, § 19); and we find that before the battle of Issus it was selected by Pharaoh as the city to which he should send for better security the greater part of his treasures and valuables (Arr. T. ep. A. ii. 11). Shortly after the battle of Issus it was selected by Ptolemy to be the chief city of his province of Damascus; becoming however decidedly second to Antioch, which was raised up as a rival to it by the Seleucids. From the monarchs of this house it passed to the Romans, who became masters of it by conjunction with the Parthians and Mithridates (Jos. Chocr. i. 14; comp. Joseph. Ant. Jud. xiv. 2, § 3; and App. Bell. Mith. p. 214). At the time of the Gospel history, and of the Apostle Paul, it formed a part of the kingdom of Aretas (4 Cor. xi. 32), an Arabian prince, who, like the princes of the house of Herod, held his kingdom under the Romans (Joseph. Ant. Jud. xvi. 11, § 9). A little later it was reckoned to Decapolis (Plin. H. N. v. 16), after which it became a part of the province known as Phoenicia Lillasiana (Hieroc. Synecol. p. 717). It grew in magnificence under the Greek emperors, and when taken by the Mohammedan Arabs in A.D. 634, was one of the first cities of the eastern world. It is not necessary to trace its sub- sequent glories under the Alphids, the Saracens, and the Turks. It may be noticed here that there has scarcely been an interruption to its prosperity, and that it is still a city of 150,000 inhabitants.

Damascus has always been a great centre for trade. The difficulties and dangers of the Anti-Libanus made the line of traffic between Egypt and Upper Syria follow the circuitous route by Damascus rather than the direct one through Cilicia-Syria, while the trade of Tyre with Assyria and the East generally, passed naturally through Damascus on its way to Palmyra and the Euphrates. Ezekiel, speaking of Tyre, says, "Damascus was thy merchant in the multitude of thy wares, for the multitude of all riches; in the vine of Hellen, and white wool." It would appear from this that Damascus took manufactured goods from the Phoenicians, and supplied them in exchange with wool and wine. The former would be produced in abundance in Cilicia-Syria and the valleys of the Anti-Libanus range, while the latter seems to have been grown in the vicinity of Hellen, a village still famous for the produce of its vines, 10 or 12 miles from Damascus to the northwest (Geograph. Jour. vol. xxvi. p. 44). But the passage trade of Damascus has probably been at all times more important than its direct commerce. Its merchants must have profited largely by the caravans which continually passed through it on their way to distant countries. It is uncertain whether in early times it had any important manufactures of its own. According to some expositors, the passage in Amos iii. 12, which we translate "i.e. Damascus on a couch," (לַעֲרָבָהּ פִּנְמוּס תֶּשֶׁב), means really "on the damask couch," which would indicate that the Syrian city had become famous for a textile fabric as early as the eighth century B.C. There is no doubt that such a fabric gave rise to our own word, which has its counterpart in Arabic as well as in most of the languages of modern Europe; but it is questionable whether either this, or the peculiar method of working in steel, which has impressed itself in a similar way upon the speech of the world, was invented by the Damascenes before the Mohammedan era. In ancient times they were probably rather a consuming than a producing people, as the passage in Ezekiel clearly indicates.

Certain localities in Damascus are shown as the site of those Scriptural events which especially interest us in its history. A "long, wide thoroughfare" leading direct from one of the gates to the castle or palace of the Pasha — is "called by the guides "Straight"" (Acts ix. 11); but the natives know it among themselves as "the Street of Hakamars" (Stanley p. 204). The house of Judas is shown, but it is not in the street "Straight" (Procop. ii. 119). That of Ananias is also pointed out. The scene of the conversion is confidently said to be "an open green spot, surrounded by trees," and used as the Christian burial-ground but this spot is on the eastern side of the city.
whereas St. Paul must have approached from the west or south. Again it appears to be certain that "four distinct spots have been pointed out at different times" (Stanley, p. 419) as the place where the "great light suddenly shined from heaven" (Acts ix. 3); so that little confidence can be placed in any of them. The point of the walls at which St. Paul was let down by a basket (Acts ix. 25; 2 Cor. xi. 33) is also shown; and, as this locality is free from objection, it may be accepted, if we think that the tradition, which has been so faithless or so uncertain in other cases, has any value here.

In the vicinity of Damascus certain places are shown, traditionally connected with the prophet Elias; but these local legends are necessarily even more doubtful than those which have reference to the comparatively recent age of the Apostles. (See Stanley's Sinai and Palestine; Maundrell's Journey to Damascus; Addison's Rambles and Palæstra; Poore's Travels; and especially Porter's Fire Years in Damascus, and his account of the country round Damascus in the Geographical Journal, vol. xvi.)

* DAMN, DAMNATION. These terms, when the common English version was made, were not restricted to their present meaning, but were used also in their primitive sense of condemnation and condemnation (comp. Pope's "damn with faint praise"). This, often, with the associated idea of punishment, is all that the Greek words which they represent properly signify. Damn is the rendering of κατακρίνει, Mark xvi. 16; Rom. xiv. 23, "he that doleth is damned (condemned) if he eat;" and κρίνει, 2 Thess. ii. 12. Damnation is the rendering of κρίσια, literally "judgment," Matt. xxiii. 14; Mark xii. 40; Luke xx. 47; Rom. iii. 8, xiii. 2, "they that resist shall receive to themselves damnation" (punishment); 1 Cor. xi. 23, "he that eateth and drinketh unworthily eateth and drinketh damnation (condemnation, judgment) to himself;" 1 Tim. v. 12: — κρίσις, Matt. xxiii. 33; Mark iii. 29; John v. 21: — κατακρίνει, "condemnation," "punishment," Wisd. xii. 27; and ἀπώλεια, "destruction," 2 Pet. ii. 3.

A.

DAN. 1. (177) DAH: Joseph. Δαυίς, βασιλεὺς τῶν ἰσραήλ ἔντοιχος κατά τὴν καταλείπουσαν D. M. I. The fifth son of Jacob, and the brother of Bilhah, Rachel's maid (Gen. xxx. 6). The origin of the name is given in the exclamation of Rachel — "I God hath judged me (κατακρίνει), . . . and given me a son," therefore she called him Dan," i.e. "judge." In the blessing of Jacob (Gen. xliv. 16) this play on the name is repeated — "Dan shall judge (κατακρίνει), yudlin) his people."

* It is understood that Mr. Rogers, the English consul at Damascus, has in preparation an elaborate work on the manners and customs of the Syrians, similar to that of Mr. Lane on Egypt.

2. Gesenius has pointed out a slight difference between the two derivations; the verb being active in the latter and passive in the former (Thes. 323). This is quite in keeping with the uncertainty which attends many of these ancient personomastic derivations (compare Abax, Benjamin, and others).

3. The frequent variations in the LXX. forbid absoluted reliance on these numbers; and in addition it should not be overlooked that the census in Num. i. 4 of fighting men, that of xxvi. of the "children of Dan" was own brother to Naphtali: and as the son of Rachel's maid, in a closer relation with Rachel's sons, Joseph and Benjamin, than with the other members of the family. It may be noticed that there is a close affinity between his name and that of Dinah, the only daughter of Jacob whose name is preserved.

The records of Dan are unusually meagre. Of the patriarch himself no personal history is, unfortunately, preserved. Only one son is attributed to him (Gen. xvi. 23); but it may be observed that "Hushim" is a plural form, as if the name, not of an individual, but of a family; and it is remarkable — whether as indicating that some of the descendants of Dan are omitted in these lists, or from other causes — that when the people were numbered in the wilderness of Sinai, this was, with the exception of Judah, the most numerous of all the tribes, containing 62,700 men able to serve. The position of Dan during the march through the desert was on the north side of the tabernacle (Num. ii. 25). Here, with his brother Naphtali, and Asher, the son of Zilpah, before him, at his station, the headmost of the long procession (ii. 31, x. 25). The names of the "captain" (נְנַבֵּי) of the tribe at this time, and of the "ruler" (the Hebrew word is the same as before), who was one of the spies (xili. 12), are preserved. So also is the name of one who played a prominent part at that time, "Abdah the son of Ahinaph, of the tribe of Dan," associated with Bezalel in the design and construction of the fittings of the tabernacle (Ex. xxxi. 6, c.). The numbers of this tribe were not subject to the violent fluctuations which increased or diminished some of its brethren (comp. the figures given in Num. i. and xxvi.), and it arrived at the threshold of the Promised Land, and passed the ordeal of the rite of Baal-peor (Num. xxv.) with an increase of 7500 on the earlier census. The remaining notices of the tribe before the passage of the Jordan are unimportant. It furnished a "prince" (נָבִי, as before) to the apportionment of the land; and it was appointed to stand on Mount Ebal, still in company with Naphtali (but opposite to the other related tribes), at the ceremony of blessing and cursing (Deut. xxvii. 13). After this nothing is heard of Dan till the specification of the inheritance allotted to it (Josh. xix. 48). It was, however, the last of the tribes to receive his portion, and that portion, according to the record of Joshua — strange as it appears in the face of the numbers just quoted — was the smallest of the twelve. But notwithstanding its smallness it had eminent natural advantages. On the north and east it was completely embraced by its two brother-tribes Ephraim and Benjamin, while on the south-east and south it joined Judah, and was thus surrounded by the

Reuben," &c., and therefore probably without that limitation.

4. This one word is rendered in the A. V. by "prince," "ruler," "captain," "chief," and "governor." 

5. The enumeration of the tribes in this record is in the order of their topographical position, from S. to N. It is remarkable that Dan is named after Naphtali and Asher, as if already associated with the northern position afterwards occupied by the city Dan. This is the case in Judg. i. 34, and 1 Chron. xii. 55. The writer is not aware that any explanation has been offered of this apparent anomaly.
three most powerful states of the whole confederacy. Of the towns enumerated as forming the border of its inheritance, the most easterly which can now be identified are Ajalon, Zorah (Zarah), and Ir-Shemesh (or Beth-shemesh; which see). These places are on the slopes of the lower ranges of hills by which the highlands of Benjamin and Judah descend to the broad maritime plain, that plain which on the S. bore the distinctive name of the Shelechith, and more to the N., of Shorim. From Ajalon—afterwards Joppa, and now Yaffi—on the north, to Ekron and Gathrimmon on the south—a length of at least 14 miles—that noble tract, one of the most fertile in the whole of Palestine, was allotted to this tribe. By Josephus (Ant. v. 1, § 22, and 3, § 1) this is extended to Ashdod on the south, and Dor, at the foot of Carmel, on the north, so as to embrace the whole, or nearly the whole, of the great plain. But this rich district, the corn-field and the garden of the whole south of Palestine (Stanley, S. and P. 288), which was the richest prize of Phoenician conquest many centuries later, and which even in the now degenerate state of the country is enormously productive, was too valuable to be given up without a struggle by the original occupants. The Amorites accordingly forced the children of Dan into the mountain, for they would not suffer them to come down into the valley (Judg. i. 34)—forced them up from the corn-fields of the plain, with their deep black soil, to the villages whose ruins still crown the hills that skirt the lowland. True, the help of the great tribe so closely connected with Dan was not wanting at this juncture, and “the hand of the house of Joseph, i.e. Ephraim, prevailed against the Amorites” for the time. But the same thing soon occurred again, and in the eclipse with which we are afterwards favored into the interior of the tribe, in the history of its great hero, the Philistines have taken the place of the Amorites, and with the same result. Although Samson “comes down” to the “vineyards of Timnath” and the valley of Sorek, yet it is from Mahaneh-Dan—the fortified camp of Dan, between Zorah and Eshtaol, behind Kirjath-jearim—that he descends, and it is to that natural fastness, the residence of his father, that he “goes up” again after his encounters, and that he is at last borne to his family sepulchre, the burying-place of Manoah (Judg. xiv. 1, 5, 19, xiii. 25, xvi. 4; comp. xviii. 12, xvi. 31).

These considerations enable us to understand how it happened that long after the partition of the land all the inheritance of the Danites had not fallen to them among the tribes of Israel (Judg. xvi. 1).

a See the inscription of king Esar-haddon, as interpreted by Stanley (S. F. P. pp. 27, 28).

b The “all” in this passage (A.V.) has nothing answering to it in the Hebrew, and hides from the reader a peculiarity of the text. The Hebrew writer states that the Danites had not yet received an inheritance among the tribes of Israel. What is more may be that they had not received any territory adequate to the wants of an overgrown population in their original settlement, or, more probably, had received some extent of land which they could rarely occupy as a permanent possession on account of the superior power of the Philistines (see Bertheau, Reicher und Ruth, p. 186). These suggests that the Danites may have compelled in these terms of their having no inheritance as an excuse for their rapacity, when the complaint was not true in fact (Recher und Ruth, p. 190).

c Esbal ascribes it to their being engaged in commerce (Delitzsch, i. 191). This may have been the case with Asher, but can hardly, for the reasons a framed above, have been so with Dan. The “ship” of Delitzsch’s song are probably only a bold figure, in allusion to Joppa.

d The complete appointment of these warriors is perhaps a more certain sign of the tribe being praised, or lost, of the fact that it was in the existing time policy to deprive of their arms those whom we have conjectured (1 Sam. xiii. 19-21, and perhaps also Samson’s mule weapon, the jaw-bone).

e For “the captivity of the land.” IV. N. Esbal proposes to read “that of the Ark,” IV. N. That is, till the time of Samuel (1 Sam. iv. 11), Geer, ii. pt. 2, p. 233.
Dan who were sealed by the Angel in the vision of St. John (Rev. vii. 5-7).

The mention of this tribe in the "blessings" of Jacob and Moses must not be overlooked, but it is difficult to extract any satisfactory meaning from them. Herder's interpretation as given by Prof. Sayce is probably the closest:

"It is doubtful whether, the delineation of Dan in Jacob's blessing relates to the original settlement on the western outskirts of Judah, or to the northern outpost. Herder's explanation will apply almost equally to both. 'Dan,' the judge, 'shall judge his people'; he, the son of concubine, no less than three sons of Leah; he, the frontier tribe, no less than those in the places of honor, shall be 'as one of the tribes of Israel.' Dan shall be a serpent by the way, an adder in the path, that is to the invading enemy by the north or by the west, that biteth the heels of the horse, the indigenous serpent biting the foreign horse unknown to Israelite warfare, so that his rider shall fall backwards. And his war-cry as from the frontier fortresses shall be 'For thy salvation, O Lord, I have waited!' This in the blessing of Moses the southern Dan is lost sight of. It is the barrenity from one aspect, the same characteristics though under a different image: a lion's whelp in the far north, as Judah in the far south: he shall keep from Bashan — from the slopes of Hermon, where he is cached watching for his prey."

2. (II: 24: $\Delta$; Joseph. 7. 7: $\Delta$; Dan, in the common expression "from Dan even to Beersheba." The name of the place was originally Laish or Leshem (Josh. xix. 47). Its inhabitants lived "after the manner of the Zidonians," i.e., engaged in commerce, and without defense. But it is nowhere said that they were Phoenicians, though it may perhaps be inferred from the parents of Heram — his mother "of the daughters of Dan," his father "a man of Tyre." (2 Ch. ii. 14). Living thus "quiet and secure," they fell an easy prey to the active and practiced freebooters of the Danites. They conferred upon their new acquisition the name of their own tribe, "after the name of their father who was born unto Israel." (Judg. xviii. 29; Josh. xix. 47); and Laish became Dan.

The locality of the town is specified with some minuteness. It was "far from Zidon," and "in the valley (NABJ, Einck) that is by (?), Beth-rehob," but as this latter place has not been identified with certainty, the position of Dan must be ascertained by other means.

The graven image which the wandering Danites had stolen from Micah they set up in their new home, and a line of priests was established, which, though belonging to the tribe of Levi and even descended from Moses, was not of the family of Aaron, and therefore not belonging to the regular priesthood. To the form of this image and the nature of the idolatry we have no clue, nor to the relation, if any, which existed between it and the calf-worship afterwards instituted there by Jeroboam (1 K. xii. 29, 30). The latter is alluded to by Amos (viii. 14) in a passage which possibly preserves a formula of invocation or adjuration in use among the worshipers; but the passage is very obscure.

After the establishment of the Danite temple it became the acknowledged extremity of the country, and the formula "from Dan even to Beersheba" is frequent throughout the historical books (Judg. xx. 1; 1 Sam. iii. 20: 2 Sam. iii. 10, xvii. 11, xxiv. 2, 15; 1 K. iv. 25). In the later records the form is reversed, and becomes "from Beersheba even to Dan." (1 Chr. xxi. 2; 2 Chr. xxxi. 5).

Dan was, with other northern cities, laid waste by Benhadad (1 K. xx. 22; comp. xvi. 4), and this is the last mention of the place.

Various considerations would incline to the suspicion that Dan was a holy place of note from a far earlier date than its conquest by the Danites. Those are: (1.) the extreme reductiveness of the Orientalists — apparent in numerous cases in the Bible — to initiate a sanctuary; or to adopt for worship any place which had not enjoyed a reputation for holiness of several ages. (2.) The roundish area, some 100 square miles, of the Danite settlement, in connection with the life of Abraham — the origin of Beersheba also being, as has been noticed, enclosed in some diversity of statement. (3.) More particularly its incidental mention in the very clear and circumstantial narrative of Gen. xiv. 14, as if well known even at that very early period. Its mention in Deut. xxxiv. 1 is also before the events related in Judg. xviii., though still many centuries later than the time of Abraham. But the subject is very difficult, and we can hardly hope to arrive at more than conjecture upon it.

With regard to Gen. xiv. 14 three explanations suggest themselves. 1. That another place of the same name is intended. (See Kalisch, ed loc. for an ingenious suggestion of Dan-jaun; another is disposed of by Prof. Stanley, S. of P. p. 400.) Against this may be put the belief of Josephus (comp. Ant. i. 10, § 1, with v. 3, § 1) and of Jerome (in Lactant., loc. cit. in Genes., xiv. 14), who both hesitatingly identify the Dan of the Danites, near Paneas, with the Dan of Abraham. 2. That it is a prophetic anticipation by the sacred historian of a name which was not to exist till centuries later, just as Samson has been held to be alluded to in the blessing of Dan by Jacob. 3. That the passage originally contained an older name, as Laish; and that when that was superseded by Dan, the new name was inserted in the MSS. This last is Vulgat's (Vulga. 73), and of the three is the most feasible, especially when we consider the characteristic, genuine air of the story in Judges, which fixes the origin of the name so circumstantially. Josephus (Ant. v. 3, § 1) speaks positively of the situation of Laish as "not far from Mount Libanus and the springs of the lesser Jordan, near (sori) the great plain of the city of Sidon." (compare also Ant. viii. 8, §

According to Jewish tradition, Jacob's blessing on Dan is a prophetic allusion to Samson, the "judge" of the tribe; and the ejaculation with which the blessing closed was actually uttered by Samson when brought into the temple at Gaza. (See the Targum Ps. on Joshua, xiv. 15; 17, ar. the quotations in Kalisch's Genesis ad loc.) Modern critics likewise see an allusion to Samson in the terms of the blessing, which they presume on that account to have been written after the prehistoric times of the Judges (Keil, Gesch. i. 92), Jerome's observations (Qu. in Gen.) on this passage are very interesting.

Moses is doubtless the genuine reading of the name, which, by the insertion of an V, was changed by the Jews into Manasseh, as it stands in the A.V of Judg. xviii. 29 (Masor. 544, 5).
DAN

Gi; and this, as just said, he identifies with the Dan in Gen. xiv. 14 (\textit{Ant.}, i. 10, \S 1). In consonance with this are the notices of St. Jerome, who derives the word "Jordan" from the names of its two sources. Dan, the westernmost and smaller of the two, he places at four miles from Panæa on the road to Tyre. This perfect agreement with this is the position of \textit{Tell el-Kalîth}, a mound from the foot of which pushes out one of the largest fountains in the world,\textsuperscript{1} the main source of the Jordan (Rof. iii. 392-393; Stanley, 394, 395). The Tell itself, rising from the plain by somewhat steep terraces, has its long, level top strewn with ruins, and is very probably the site of the town and citadel of Dan. The spring is called \textit{el-Lobidi}, possibly a corruption of Dan (Rof. iii. 392), and the stream from the spring \textit{Nidher el-Dhlan} (Wilson, ii. 173), while the name, \textit{Tell el-Kalîth}, "the Judge's mound," agrees in signification with the ancient name.\textsuperscript{2} Both Dr. Robinson and Prof. Stanley give the exact agreement of the spot with the requirements of the story in Judg. xviii. — "a good land and a large, where there is no want of anything that is on the earth" (Rof. iii. 396; Stanley, as above).

\textsuperscript{1} Deltzsch accounts for the name of Dan in Gen. xiv. 14, by his theory that the Pentateuch was completed by some of the companions and survivors of Moses. Murphy (\textit{Commentary on Genesis}, p. 286, Amer. ed.) argues from the mode of designation here employed that Dan was the original name, current in Abraham's time. He supposes that the recollection of its ancient name and story attracted the Banites, and that after taking and destroying the city, they displaced the intermediate name, Leschem (according to Josh. xiv. 47), by the original designation. But the conjecture not only lacks foundation, but seems in conflict with the narrative, which refers the origin of the name to "the name of their father" Dan (Josh. xiv. 47; Judg. xviii. 29). Ewald's suggestion (No. 3 above) is strongly countenanced by the character of the narrative and the circumstances of the case.

The air of extreme antiquity which invests Gen. xiv. 14, with any unique even by questions as Ewald, Tuch, and Knobel; Ewald ascribing it to patriarchal times, and Tuch to a period prior to the Israelitish invasion, except for this one name, is the usual phraseology of the chapter is peculiar. But the names of places have this peculiarity, that several of them were obsolete at the time of the conquest of Canaan, and are interpreted by other names applied; thus, Bah which is Zear; En-numspt which is Kadid; the vale of Sidlion which is the Salt Sea. In one or two other cases we have an old name without the more modern appended, as though the latter were not yet established or originated; thus, Hazazon-tamar, which afterwards became En-gedi (2 Chr. xx. 2), and Mt. Tarman, the older name, as Keil and Knobel argue for Elath.

Now in the midst of these ancient appellations occurs one place not designated by its older name, but by a title, which a few years after the time of Moses, completely displaced and eclipsed the older name. When, however, we bear in mind the entire obscurity of the place under its former appellation, the speedy change, the renown of its later name, and the circumstances under which it was given, it can be no matter of surprise that a later hand, instead of adding the explanatory phrase "which is Dan" or leaving the old and unknown name Leschem, should directly substitute the one for the other. The solution seems equally obvious and simple, and the transaction itself almost unavoidable.

Keil, however, still insists with Kalisch and others on the first of the above solutions, namely, that it was another Dan, the Dan-land of 2 Sam. xxiv. 6, and belonging to Gilgal (Deut. xxxiv. 1). They say that Laisa-Dan did not lie on either of the two roads leading from the vale of Siddim or of the Jordan to Danassens; whereas this Dan, supposed to be "in northern Perea to the southwest of Lassus" (Keil), "between Gilgal and Sidon" (Kalisch), would be perfectly appropriate to the passage.\textsuperscript{2} The argument involves too many assumptions to be of much weight. Yet on the other hand it must be admitted that we cannot deny the existence of another Dan without supposing an incorrect reading in 2 Sam. xxiv. 6 (the interchange of 1 for 7); a supposition countenanced by the Vulgate, though not so clearly by the Septuagint.

S. C. B.

3. (\textsuperscript{13} ch. in LXX. [in most MSS.; Comp. \textit{Dard; Abd. \textit{Dardar}] Dan.} Apparently the name of a city, associated with Jason as one of the places in Southern Arabia from which the Phenicians and Egyptians wrought iron. Jassua and Caleb (I Kings xxi. 19). Ewald conjectures that it is the same as the Keturbite Dedan in Gen. xxv. 3, but his conjecture is without support, though it is adopted by Mühl.- others refer to the tribe of Dan, for the Danites were skillful workmen, and both Ahohab (Ex. xxxiv. 34) and Huram (2 Chr. ii. 13) belonged to this tribe. But for this view there also appears to be as little foundation, if we consider the connection in which the name occurs.\textsuperscript{1}

W. A. W.

DANCE. As emotions of joy and sorrow universally express themselves in movements and gestures of the body, efforts have been made among all nations, but especially among those of the south and east, in proportion as they seem to be more demonstrative, to reduce to measure and to strengthen by unison the more plausible—these of joy. The dance is spoken of in Holy Scripture universally as symbolic of some rejoicing, and is often coupled for the sake of contrast with mourning, as in Joel iii. 4, "a time to mourn and a time to dance" (comp. Ps. xxx. 11; Matt. xi. 17). In the earlier period it is found combined with some song or refrain (Ex. xx. 20, xxxii. 18, 19; 1 Sam. xxi. 11); and with the \textit{hps}, or tambourine (A. V., "timbrel"), more especially in those impassive outbursts of popular feeling which cannot find solli-

\textsuperscript{1} This agreement in meaning of the modern name with the ancient is so rare, that little dependence can be placed on it. Indeed, Stanley (\textit{S. S. E. P.} p. 384, note) has shown grounds for at least questioning it. The modern names, when representatives of the ancient, generally agree in sound though often disagreeing in meaning.

\textsuperscript{2} A still more recent writer, \textit{Quarry on Genesis and its Authorship}, p. 472, Lord 1899), deems it after all a tenable position that the Dan of Abraham (Gen. xiv. 11) was a different one from that of the later Hebrew history. \textit{Zeller's Bib. Wörterb. p. 233} presents the same view.

H.
character among her own sex, seem to have felt that it was her part to lead such a demonstration of triumph, or of welcome; so Miriam (Ex. xvi. 20) and so Jephthah's daughter (Judg. xi. 34), and similarly there no doubt was, though none is mentioned, a chorus and dance of women led by Deborah, as the song of the men by Barak (comp. Judg. v. 1 with Ex. xv. 1, 20). Similarly, too, Judith (xv. 12, 13) leads her own song and dance of triumph over Holophernes. There was no such leader

DANCE

who also praises among styles of dancing "το ἐγερθὲς καλὸν θηρίων ἢςποτο ἐν πολέμῳ"

Dancing formed a part of the religious ceremonies of the Egyptians, and was also common in private entertainments. Many representations of dances both of men and women are found in the Egyptian paintings. The "feast unto the Lord," which Moses proposed to Pharaoh to hold, was really a dance (II); see below.

Plato certainly (Leg. vii. 6) reckons dancing (δρυμαίς) as part of gymnastics (γυμναστική). So far was the feeling of the purest period of antiquity from attaching the notion of effeminacy to dancing, that the ideas of this and of warlike exercise are mutually interwoven, and their terms almost correspond as synonymous (Hom. Il. xvi. 617; comp. Creuzer, Symb. ii. 367, iv. 474; and see especially Lucian de Sult., passion). Women, however, among the Hebrews made the dance their especial means of expressing their feelings; and when their husbands or friends returned from a battle on behalf of life and home, felt that they ought to have some share in the event, and found that share in the dance of triumph welcoming them back. The "eating and drinking and dancing" (Deut. i. 45) of the Anakites is recorded, as is the people's "rising up to play" (κυθητεῖν, including a revelling dance), with a tacit censure: the one seems to mark the lower civilization of the Anakites, the other the looseness of conduct into which idolatry led the Israelites (Ex. xxxii. 6; 1 Cor. x. 7; 1 Sam. xxx. 16). So among the Reduans, native dances of men are mentioned (Lynch, Dead Sea, p. 295; Stanley, pp. 56, 466), and are probably an ancient custom. The Hebrews, however, save in such moments of temptation, seem to have left dancing to the women. But more especially on such occasions of triumph, any woman whose nearness of kin to the champion of the moment gave her a public

a The proper word for this combination is κυθητεῖν.Jug. xvi. 25; 1 Sam. viii. 6; 2 Sam. vi. 5, 21; 1 Kii. xiii. 8, xv. 29; Jer. xxx. 19), though it also includes other senses.

b Among Romans of a late period the sentiment had expired, "Nemo fere sabit subitus, nisi forte insaniat" (Cic. pro Marcel. p. 14). Perhaps, however, the standard of morals would rather lead us to expect that drunkenness was common than that dancing was rare.
the peculiarity of David's conduct, when, on the return of the Ark of God from its long sojourn among strangers and borderers, he (2 Sam. vi. 5-22) was himself choeur us; and here too the women, with their timbrels* (see especially v. 5, 19, 29, 22), to an important share. This fact brings not more markedly the feelings of Sam's daughter Michal, keeping aloof from the occasion, and "looking through a window" at the scene. She should, in accordance with the examples of Miriam, &e., have herself led the female choir, and so come out to meet the Ark, and her lord. She stays with the "household" (ver. 20), and "comes out to meet" him with reproaches, perhaps feeling that his zeal was a relapse to her apathy. It was before the "fastenings," i.e., in leading that choir which she should have led, that he had " unconcerned " himself; an unkinly exposure as she thought it, which the dance rendered necessary—— the wearing merely the ephod or linen tunic. The occasion was meant to be popularly viewed in connection with David's jubilation of various armies and accession to the throne of Israel (see I Chr. xii. 29-xiii. 3): he accordingly thinks only of the honor of God enclosed so soon, and avails not for "self" (comp. Miliar, de Dauid aut. Arc. Ugo- lini, xxxii.). From the mention of " dances," " timbrels," and " dances " (Ps. lxxvi. 23, cxix. 3, cl. 4), as elements of religious worship, it may perhaps be inferred that David's feeling led him to incorporate in its rites that popular mode of festive celebration. This does not seem to have survived him, for as Sausschutz remarks (Archiv. de l'Hist. Vol. i. p. 209), in the mention of religious revival under Hezekiah and Josiah, no notice of them occurs; and this, although the " words," the " writing," and the " commandment of David " (on such subjects, are distinctly alluded to (2 Chr. xxix. 30, xxxiv. 4, 13). It is possible that the banishing of this popularising of this element, which found its vent no doubt in the idolatrous rites of Baal and Ashtaroth (as it certainly did in those of the golden calf, Ex. xxxiii. 19), made these efforts take a less firm hold on the people than they might have done; and that David's more comprehensive scheme might have retained some tincts of feeling which were thus lost. On the other hand there was doubtless the peril of the loose morality which commonly attended festive dances at heathen shrines. Certainly in later Judaism the dance was included among some religious festivitics, e. g., the feast of Tabernacles (Midrash, Succ. v. 5, 14), where, however, the performers were men. This was probably a more following the example of David in the letter. Also in the earlier period of the Judges the dances of the virgins in Shiloh (Judg. xxi. 19-23) were certainly not religious in character. It seems also from this last instance clear, and from the others probable, that such dances were performed by maidens apart from men, which gives an additional point to the reappearance of Michal. What the fashion or figure of the dance was is a doubtful question; nor is it likely to have harked such variety as would adapt it to the various occasions of its use. The word י"ז means to move in a ring, or round; whence in Ps.

\[\text{DANCE} \]

\[\text{DANCE} \]

\[4\] we read י"ז י"ז, meaning a festive crowd, apparently as dancing in a ring. So י"ז, whence י"ז, means to turn. In modern Oriental dances a woman leads off the dance, the others then follow her with exact imitation of her artistic and graceful attitudes. A parallelism of movement is also incident to it (Saschttz, ib. p. 201). Possibly Miriam so led her countrywomen. The same writer thinks that in v. 13, the words י"" י"" (A. V. "company of two armies") imply two rows of dancing girls, and that the address in the singular number, "return, return," and again in v. 1 occasion the movements of the individual performer in a kind of contretemps. The interpretation, however, does not remove the obscurities of the passage.

Dancing also had its place among nicely festive amusements apart from any religious character (Jer. xxxv. 4, 13; 1 Sam. v. 13; Mark vi. 22; Luke xv. 25). The accomplishments exhibited by Herodias's daughter seem, however, to show that Dean Trench's remark on the last-named passage that the dancers were of course not the guests but hired performers is hardly to be received with strictness; although the tendency of luxury in the East has no doubt been to reduce the estimation in which the pastime, as shared in, is there held. Children, of course, always did and always will dance (Job xxi. 11; Matt. xi. 17; Luke v. 32). Whilst in their "dancing derivishes" the Turks seem to have adopted into their system the enthusiastic raptures, at once martial and sacred, which (e. g. in the Roman Saliet) seem indigenous in many southern and eastern races from the earliest times. For further remarks Spencer, de Saliet, ed. Heber, may be consulted (Ugolini, xxxv.); and, for the Greek and Roman dances, see Dic. of Aut. art. Salutaris. II. II.

**DANCE.** By this word is rendered in the A. V. the Hebrew term מֵתָכָל, לַיִלְיָה, a musical instrument of percussion, supposed to have been used by the Hebrews at an early period of their history. Some modern lexicographers, who regard מֵתָכָל as synonymous with הרֹוקִל, לַיִלְיָה (Ecc. iii. 4), restrict its meaning to the exercise or manipulation of dance. But according to many scholars, it also signifies a musical instrument imparting the dance, and which the Hebrews therefore called by the same name as the dance itself. The Septuagint generally renders מֵתָכָל χορός, "dancing;" occasionally, however, it gives a different meaning, as in Ps. xxx. 11 (Heb. Bible, ver. 12), where it is translated χορός, "joy;" and in Jer. xxxxi. 4 and 11, where it is rendered χορόν, "assembly." The Semitic versions of the O. T. almost invariably interpret the word as a musical instrument.

On the joyous occasion when the Israelites escape from their Egyptian pursuers, and reach the Arabian shore of the Red Sea in safety, Miriam is represented as going forth striking the מֵתָכָל, and

\[\text{a} \]

The מֵתָכָל was clearly the women's instrument, see the allusion of the other different instruments to men in 1 Chr. xv. 16-21, and xxvi. 6, 12; comp. also the מֵתָכָל of Ps. lixiv. 25.

\[\text{b} \]

Some commentators have been at pains to point out that it was not the act of dancing, but the dress directed of upper robes which was the subject of remark. But clearly the "dancing with all his might" could hardly be done in the dignified costume of royalty, etc.; every Hebrew would see that the one implies the other. Comp. Ex. xxxii. 26, 25.
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bling, in his Lexicon, "a drum with either one or two faces;" and the word תַּנְפּוֹת. (Jugd. xi. 36, A. V. "and with dances") is rendered by תַּנְפּוֹת, "songs." Gesenius, Fürst, and others, adopt for the most part the Septuagint rendering; but Rosenmüller, in his commentary on Ex. xiv. 20, observes that, on comparing the passages in Judg. xi. 36, 1 Sam. xviii. 6, and Jer. xxxi. 4, and assigning a rational meaning to their contexts, machol must mean in these instances some musical instrument, probably of the flute kind, and principally played on by women.

In the grand Hallahah Psalms (ed.) which closes that magnificent collection, the sacred poet exhorts mankind to praise Jehovah in His sanctuary with all kinds of music; and amongst the instruments mentioned at the 3d, 4th, and 5th verses is found machol, which cannot here be consistently rendered in the sense of dancing. Joel Bell, whose second preface (יוֹנָה וּנְפּוֹת) to Mendelssohn's Psalms contains the best treatise extant on the musical instruments mentioned in the Hebrew Bible, says: "It is evident from the passage, 'Praise Him with the "flute," and the machol,' that Machol must mean here some musical instrument, and this is the opinion of the majority of scholars."

Mendelssohn derives machol from מַדּוֹל, "hollow," on account of its shape; and the author of Shilte Haggadaborn denotes it גלפסיא, which probably intends for קָדָרָה. The musical instrument used as an accompaniment to dancing is generally believed to have been made of metal, open like a ring; it had many small bells attached to its border, and was played at weddings and merry-making by women, who accompanied it with the voice. According to the author of Shilte Haggadabrin, the machol had tinkling metal plates fastened on wires, at intervals, within the circle that formed the instrument, like the modern tambourine; according to others, a similar instrument, also formed of a circular piece of metal or wood, but furnished with a handle, which the performer might manage as to set in motion several rings strung on a metal bar, passing from one side of the instrument to the other, the waving of which produced a loud, merry sound.

Some modern critics consider macholath the same with machol. Gesenius, however, translates the latter "dancing," whilst the former he renders "a stringed instrument," from the root תַּנְפּוֹת. Ethiopic צָפָת, "to sing." D. W. M.

DANIEL (דָּנֵיאֵל) [judge of God, his representative as such, or, God (El) is judge]. Dan. i. 6, 7, 5, &c.; Exr. viii. 2; Neh. x. 6; 1 Chr. iii. 1; and xxvii. 20, 20; xxviii. 3), the name of three (or four) persons in the Old Testament.

1. The second son of David (דָּנֵיאֵל; [Abil.] Alex. דניאגא; [Comm. דניאגא; Daniel]; "born unto him in Hebron," of Abigail the Carmelitess) (1 Chr. iii. 1). In the parallel passage, 2 Sam. iii. 3, he is called Chileb (דניאגא, i.e. like his father (7?); דניאגא). For the Jewish explanation of the origin of the two names see Patrick; Bochart, Hiero- nicum ii. 55, p. 603.

2. [דניאגא; Daniel] The fourth of the "greater prophets" (cf. Matt. xxiv. 15, προφήτης Μεγάλος). Nothing is known of the parentage or family of Daniel. He appears, however, to have been of royal or noble descent. (Daan. i. 3; cf. Joseph. Ant. x. 10, § 1), and to have possessed considerable personal endowments (Dan. i. 4). He was taken to Babylon, in the third year of Jehoiakim (n. c. 604), and trained for the king's service with his three companions. Like Joseph in earlier times, he gained the favor of his guardian, and was divinely supported in his resolve to abstain from the king's meat (7) for fear of defilement (Dan. i. 8-16). At the close of his three years' discipline (Dan. i. 5, 18), Daniel had an opportunity of exercising his peculiar gift (Dan. i. 17) of interpreting dreams, on the occasion of Nebuchadnezzar's decree against the Magi (Dan. ii. 14 15). In consequence of his success he was made ruler of the whole province of Babylon, and chief of the governors over all Nebuchadnezzar was not properly king. But some further difficulties remain, which appear, however, to have been satisfactorily removed by Niebuhr (Gesch. Assyr's, § 85). The date in Jer. xiv. 2 is not that of the battle of Carchemish, but of the warning of the prophet; and the threats and promises in Jer. xxv. are consistent with the notion of a previous subjection of Jerusalem to Nebuchadnezzar, which may have been accomplished without resistance (cf. Niebuhr, a. a. 9 § 88 f.).
the wise men of Babylon" (ii. 48). He afterwards interpreted the second dream of Nebuchadnezzar (ii. 8-27), and the handwriting on the wall which disturbed the feast of Belshazzar (x. 10-28), though he no longer held his official position among the magi (Dan. v. 7, 8, 12), and probably lived at Susa (Dan. viii. 2; cf. Joseph. Ant. x. 11; § 7; Bechart, Geogr. Sacri, iii. 14). At the accession of Darius [Davut's] he was made first of the "three presidents" of the empire (cf. Ezra iii. 9), was delivered from the lion's den, into which he had been cast for his faithfulness to the rite of his faith (vii. 10-23; cf. Bel. & Dr. 29-32). At the accession of Cyrus he still retained his prosperity (vi. 28; cf. i. 21; Bel & Dr. 2); though he does not appear to have remained at Babylon (cf. Dan. i. 17), and in the "third year of Cyrus" (n. v. 534) he saw his last recorded vision on the banks of the Tigris (x. 1-4). According to the Mohammedan tradition Daniel returned to Judaea, held the government of Syria, and finally died at Susa (Rosenmüller, Schod. p. 5, n.), where his tomb is still shown, and is visited by crowds of pilgrims. In the prophecies of Ezekiel mention is made of Daniel as a pattern of righteousness (xiv. 14, 29) and wisdom (xxviii. 3); and since Daniel was still young at that time (c. n. c. 588-584), some have thought that another prophet of the name must have lived at some earlier time (Bleek), perhaps during the captivity of Nineveh (Ewald, Die Propheten, ii. 500), whose name was transferred to his later namesake. Hitzig imagines (Vorbezeuge, § 3) that the Daniel of Ezekiel was purely a mythical personage, whose prototype is to be sought in Melchizedek, and that the character was borrowed by the author of the book of Daniel as suited to his design. These suppositions are favored by no internal probability, and are unsupported by any direct evidence. The order of the names "Noah, Daniel, and Joh." (Ex. xiv. 14) seems to suggest the idea that they represent the first and last historic types of righteousness before the law and under it, combined with the ideal type (cf. Delitzsch, p. 271). On the other hand the narrative in Dan. i. 11, implies that Daniel was conspicuously distinct from the other Hebrews of his knowledge in a very early age (cf. Hist. Sus. 45), and he may have been near forty years old at the time of Ezekiel's prophecy. Allusion has been made already to the comparison which may be instituted between Daniel and Joseph, who stand at the beginning and the close of the divine history of the Jews, as representatives of the true God in heathen courts (Amurah, Daniel, pp. 23, 29). In this respect the position of Daniel must have exercised a powerful influence upon the form of the revelations conveyed through him. And is it turn the authority which he enjoyed renders the course of the exile and the return clearly intelligible. By station, by education, and by character, he was peculiarly fitted to fulfill the work assigned to him. He was not only a resident in a foreign land, like Jeremias or Ezekiel, but the minister of a foreign empire, and of successive dynasties (Dan. ii. 48, vi. 28). His political experience would naturally qualify him to give distinct expression to the characteristics of nations in themselves, and not only in their relation to God's people. His intellectual advantages were as remarkable as his civil dignity. Like the great lawyer who was "trained in all the wisdom of the Egyptians," the great seer was trained in the secrets of Chaldaean wisdom, and placed at the head of the school of the Magi (Dan. ii. 48). He was thus enabled to preserve whatever was true in the traditional teaching of the East, and to cast his revelations into a form suited to their special character. But though occupied in the service of a heathen prince and familiar with Oriental learning, Daniel was from the first distinguished by his strict observance of the Mosaic law (i. 8-16; cf. vi. 10, 11). In this way the third outward condition for his work was satisfied, and at the close of the exile he offered a pattern of holiness for the instruction of the Dispersion of after times. (Cf. Aberlen, Daniel, 24, &c.)

The exact meaning of the name is disputed. The full form (נְנֵבִים) is probably more correct, and in this the god appears to be not merely formative, but a pronominal suffix (בַּיִם). So that the sense will be God is my Judge (C. B. Michaelis ap. Rosenmüller, Schod. § 1). Others interpret נבִים as נבִים, because the last name of a formative is justified by the parallel of Melchizedek, &c. (Hitzig, § 2). This interpretation is favored by the Chaldaean name, Belteshazzar (בַּיִם, i. 7; i.e. the prince of Bel: Theod. LXX. Βαλτασάρ: Βαλτασάρ), which was given to Daniel at Babylon (Dan. i. 7), and contains a clear reference to his former name. Hitzig's interpretation (― Βαλτασάρ = Ερνάρας και Βερβερής) has nothing to recommend it. Such changes have been common at all times; and for the simple assumption of a foreign name compare Gen. xli. 45; Ezra i. 11, v. 14 (Sheshbazzar).

Various apocryphal fragments attributed to Daniel are collected by Fabricius (Col. Prolog. i. T. i. 1124), but it is surprising that his fame in later times seems to have been obscure (Hottinger, Hist. Orient. p. 92). Cf. Epiph. Vit. Dom. ii. p. 243, ed. Petavius: Vit. Dom. ap. Fabricius; Joseph. Ant. x. 11.


4. The name of a prophet, whom some (Harden, loc. cit.) make the covenant drawn up by Nebuchadnezzar c. 146 (Neb. x. 6). He is probably the same as (3); and is confounded with the prophet in the apocryphal addenda to Daniel: Dan. xiv. 1 (LXX. not Theod.).

B. F. W.

DANIEL, THE BOOK OF, is the earliest example of apocalyptic literature, and in a great degree the model, according to which all later apocalypses were constructed. In this aspect it stands at the head of a series of writings in which the deepest thoughts of the Jewish people found expression after the close of the prophetic era. The book of Ecclesiastes (Ecclesiastes), the Jewish Sibyllines, and the fourth book of Ezra (Ezra), carry out with varied success and in different directions, the great outlines of universal history which it contains; and the "Revelation" of Daniel received at last its last completion in the Revelation of St. John. Without an inspired type it is difficult to conceive how the later writings could have been framed; and whatever judgment be formed as to the composition of the book, there can be no doubt that it exercised a greater influence upon the early Christian Church than any other writing of the Old Testament, while in the Apocrypha it is especially distinguished by the emphatic quotation of the
The book of Daniel was not a late composition, though he questioned the authenticity of some part of it (c. iii.—vii., cf. Keil, Lehr. d. Einl. § 133, p. 4). In addition to these two great elements—Aramic and Hebrew—the book of Daniel contains traces of other languages which indicate the peculiar position of the writer. The use of Greek technical terms (cf. § 10) marks a period when commerce had already united Persia and Greece; and the occurrence of peculiar words which admit of an explanation by reference to Aramaic roots (De'litzeh, p. 274) is almost inexplicable on the supposition that the prophecies are a Palestinian forgery of the Maccabean age.

3. The book is generally divided into two nearly equal parts. The first of these (i.—vi.) contains chiefly historical incidents, while the second (vii.—xxii.) is entirely apocalyptic. This division is further supported by the fact that the details of the two sections are arranged in order of time, and that the commencement of the second section falls earlier than the close of the first, as if the writer himself wished to mark the division of subject. But on the other hand this division takes no account of the difference of language, nor of the change of person at the beginning of ch. vii. And though the first section is mainly historical, yet the vision of ch. vii. finds its true foundation and counterpart in ch. ii. From these circumstances it seems hardly necessary to divide the book (Auberlen, p. 36 ff.) into three parts. The first chapter forms an introduction. The next six chapters (ii.—vii.) give a general view of the progressive history of the powers of the world, and of the principles of the divine government as seen in events of the life of Daniel. The remainder of the book (viii.—xii.) traces in minuter detail the fortunes of the people of God, as typical of the fortunes of the Church in all ages. The second section is distinguished by a remarkable symmetry. It opens with a view of the great kingdoms of the earth revealed to a heathen sovereign, to whom they appeared in their outward unity and splendor, and yet devoid of any true life (a metal colossus); it closes with a view of the same powers as seen by a prophet of God, to whom they were displayed in their distinct characters, as instinct with life, though of a lower order, and displaying the power of action (ἴδροι, four beasts). The image under which the manifestation of God's kingdom is foreshown corresponds exactly with this twofold exhibition of the world's powers. "A stone cut without hands," "becoming a great mountain and filling the whole earth." (Dan. ii. 34, 35) —a rock and not a metal—is contrasted with the finite proportions of a statue moulded by man's art, as "the Son of man," the representative of humanity, is the true Lord of that lower creation (Gen. i. 30) which symbolizes the spirit of mere earthly dominions (Dan. vii. 13, 14). The intermediate chapters (iii.—vi.) exhibit a similar correspondence, while setting forth the action of God among men. The deliverance of the friends of Daniel from the punishment to which they were condemned for refusing to perform an idolatrous act at the command of Nebuchadnezzar (ch. iii.), and the interpretation of Nebuchadnezzar's dream reveals the power of the second section. The whole is a systematic plan of the times of Daniel; and in the same way the degradation, the repentance, and the restoration of Nebuchadnezzar (ch. iv.) forms a striking contras to the sacrilegious pride and death of Belshazzar (ch. v. 22—31). The arrangement of the last section.
4. The position which the book of Daniel occupies in the Hebrew Canon seems at first sight remarkable. It is placed among the Holy writings (Ketuvim,ʿAyḥar yafṣa) between Esther and Ezra, or immediately before Esther (cf. Hude, De Bibl. Hist. p. 644, 645), and not among the prophets. This collection, however, is a natural consequence of the right apprehension of the different functions of the prophet and seer. It is not, indeed, certain at what time the triple division of the Scriptures which is preserved in the Hebrew Bibles was first made; but the characteristics of the classes show that it was not based on the supposed outward authority, but on the inward composition of the books [Canon]. Daniel, as the truth has been well stated, had the spirit but not the work of a prophet; and as his work was a new one, so was it carried out in a style of which the Old Testament offers no other example. His Apocalypse is as distinct from the prophetical writings as the Apocalypse of St. John from the apostolic epistles. The heathen court is to the one seer what the Ideal of Parmes is to the other, a place of exile and isolation, where he stands alone with his God, and is not like the prophet active in the midst of a struggling nation (Auberlen, p. 34).\(^6\)

5. The unity of the book in its present form, notwithstanding the difference of language, is generally acknowledged (De Wette, Einl. § 256; Hitzig, § 4). Still there is a remarkable difference in its internal character. In the first seven chapters Daniel is spoken of historically (i. 8-21, ii. 14-19, iv. 8-27, v. 13-23, vi. 2-28, vii. 1, 2) in the last five he appears personally as the writer (vii. 15-28, viii. 1-ix. 22, x. 1-19, xii. 5). This peculiarity, however, is not without some precedents in the writings of the earlier prophets (e. g. vii. 3, xx. 2) and the seventh chapter prepares the way for the change; for while Daniel is there spoken of in the third person (i. 1, 2), the same chapter in which it is given in his words, in the first person (vii. 2, 15, 28). The cause of the difference of person is commonly supposed to lie in the nature of the case. The prophet narrates symbolic and representative events historically, for the event is its own witness: but revelations and visions need the personal attestation of those to whom they are communicated. It is, however, more probable that the peculiarity arose from the manner in which the book assumed its final shape (§ 11).

6. Allusion has been made already to the influence which the book exercised upon the Christian Church. Apart from the general type of apocalyptic composition which the apocalyptic writers derived from Daniel (2 Thes. ii., Rev. chap. xiii., ch. 4, cf. Matt. xxxvi. 64, xxi. 41), the New Testament incidentally acknowledges each of the characteristic elements of the book, its miracles (Hebr. xi. 34), its predictions (Matt. xxiv. 15), and its doctrine of angels (Luke i. 19, 26). At a still earlier time the same influence may have been traced in the Apcrynoph. The book of Baruch [Harmon] exhibits so many coincidences with Daniel, that by some the two books have been assigned to the same author (cf. Fritzschc, Hanah, z. d. Apoc. i. 173); and the first book of Maccabees represents Mattathias quoting the marvelous deliveries recorded in Daniel, together with those of earlier times (1 Macc. ii. 59, 60), and elsewhere exhibits an acquaintance with the Greek version of the book (1 Macc. i. 24 = Dan. ix. 27). The allusion to the guardian angels of nations, which is introduced into the Alexandrine translation of the Pentateuch (Bent. xxxiii. 8: LXX.), and recurs in the Wisdom of Sirach (Ecclus. xxi. 17), may have been derived from Dan. x. 21, xii. i, though this is uncertain, as the doctrine probably formed part of the common belief. According to Josephus (Ant. xi. 8, § 4) the prophecies of Daniel gained for the Jews the favor of Alexander [ALEXANDER THE GREAT]; and whatever credit may be given to the details of his narrative, it at least shows the unquestioning belief in the prophetic worth of the book which existed among the Jews in his time.

7. The testimony of the Synagogue and the Church gave a clear expression to the judgment that the book exercised an early and authoritative use of the book, and pronounced it to contain authentic prophecies of Daniel, without contradiction, with one exception, till modern times. Paraphry alone (c. 395 A. D.) ascended the book, and devoted the 12th of his fifteen Homoiou against Christians (Aψιηα κατὰ Χριστιανοῖς) to a refutation of its claims to be considered a prophecy. \"The history,\" he said, \"is true up to the date of Antiochus Epiphanes, and false afterwards; therefore the book was written in his time.\" (Hieron, Prof. in Jnem.) The argument of Paraphry is an exact anticipation of the position of many modern critics, and involves a twofold assumption, that the whole book ought to contain predictions of the same character, and that definite predictions are impossible. Externally the book is as well attested as any book of Scripture, and there is nothing to show that Paraphry urged any objection to the book except that it brings the lie in the miracle and prediction, in the divine power and foreknowledge as active among men, to a startling test, and according to the character of this belief in the individual must be his judgment upon the book.

8. The history of the assaults upon the prophetic worth of Daniel in modern times is full of interest. In the first instance Duhé was raised as to the authorship of the opening chapters, i. vii. (Sturtevant, Newton), which are perfectly compatible with the fullest recognition of their canonicity. Then the variations in the LXX. suggested the belief that iii. vi. were a later interpolation (J. D. Michaelis). As a next step the last six chapters only were retained as a genuine book of Scripture (Fieldhorn, 1st and 2d editions); and at last the whole book was rejected as the work of an imposter, who lived in the time of Antiochus Epi-

---

\(^{6}\) Fieldhorn attributed ch. ii. vii. viii.-xii. to different authors; and Bährleid supposed that each section was the work of a distinct writer, though he admitted that each successive writer was acquainted with the composition of his predecessors, recognizing in this way the unity of the book (Einl.).
The Buxtorfian text (Corrodi, 1783) has its place among the Haggioraphe, but Daniel is on its list of prophets given in the Wisdom of Sirach: the language is corrupted by an intermixture of Greek words; the details are essentially unhistorical: the doctrinal and moral teaching betrays a late date.

In reply to these remarks, it may be urged, that if the book of Daniel was already placed among the Haggioraphe at the time when the Wisdom of Sirach was written, the omission of the name of Daniel (Ezech. xlix.) is most natural, and that under any circumstances the omission is not more remarkable than that of Ezra and the twelve lesser prophets, for xii. 10 is probably an interpolation intended to supply a supposed defect. Nor is the mention of Greek musical instruments (iii. 5, 17, 10, ἀρχήν; cf. xlviii. 4, ἀρχήν; xlvii. 10, ἀρχήν), for these words only can be shown to be derived from the Greek (De Wette, Einl, p. 255 b.), surprising at a time when the Greek of the text of Daniel was already considerable, and when a brother of A'lexas (c. 600-500 B.C.) had gained distinction as "at the farthest end of the world, aiding the Babylonians" (Brandis, in Delitzsch, p. 274; Ale. Figur. 33, Bergk.). Yet further the scene and characters of the book are Oriental. The colossal image (De Wette, iii. 1, not necessarily a human figure; the term is applied familiarly to the cross; Buxt. Lex. Rabb. s. r.), the fiery furnace, the martyr-like boldness of the three confessors (iii. 10), the decree of Darius (vi. 7), the lions' den (vi. 7, 19, 20), the demand of Nebuchadnezzar (ii. 5), his obedience before Daniel (iv. 46), his sudden fall (iv. 39; cf. Euseb. Prep. Ev. i. 41; Jos. c. Ap. i. 20), are not only consistent with the nature of Eastern life, but in many instances directly confirmed by other evidence (cf. Daniel iv. and Daniel the Mide for the difficulties of l. 1, ii. 1, v. 31). In doctrine, again, the book is closely connected with the writings of the Exile, and forms a last step in the development of the ideas of Messiah (vii. 13, &c.), of the resurrection (xii. 2, 3), of the ministry of angels (viii. 10, xii. 1, &c.), of personal devotion (vi. 10, 11, i. 8), which formed the basis of later speculations, but received no essential addition in the interval before the coming of our Lord.

Generally it may be said that while the book presents in many respects a startling and exceptional character, yet it is far more difficult to explain its composition in the Maccabean period than to connect the peculiarities which it exhibits with the exigencies of the Return. It appears as a key to the later history and struggles of the Jews, and not as a result from them. The peculiarities of language, the acquaintance with Eastern manners and history, which is seen more clearly as our knowledge widens, the reception into the canon, the phenomena of the Alexandrine version, all point in the same direction; and a sounder system of later pretension, combined with a more worthy view of the divine government of men and nations, will probably do much to remove those undefined doubts parallel to those of Daniel, both from their particularity, and from the position which the prophet occupied (cf. Delitzsch, p. 273).
Daniel, the Book of

as to be inspired character of the Revelation which naturally arise at first in the minds of thoughtful students.

11. But while all historical evidence supports the canonicity of the book of Daniel, it does not follow that the recognition of the unity and authority of the book is necessarily connected with the belief that the book was actually written by Daniel. According to the Jewish tradition (Bava Bathra, C. 146) "the books of Ezekiel, the twelve minor prophets, Daniel, and Esther were written (i.e. drawn up in their present form) by the men of the great synagogue," and in the case of Daniel the tradition is supported by strong internal evidence. The manner in which Daniel is spoken of (i. 17, 19, 20, ii. 11, 12; the title in iv. 25, xii. is different) suggests the notion of another writer; and if Daniel wrote the passages in question, they cannot be satisfactorily explained by i Cor. xvi. 10; 2 Cor. xi. 5, 6, xii. 2 (Keil, § 136), or by the consciousness of the typical position which he occupied (Auberlen, p. 37). The substantial authorship of a book of Scripture does not involve the subordinate work of arrangement and revision; and it is scarcely conceivable that a writer would purposely write one book in two languages, though there may have been an obvious reason why he should treat in separate records of events of general history in the vernacular dialect, and of the special fortunes of God's people in Hebrew. At the return we may suppose that these records of Daniel were brought into one whole, with the addition of an introduction and a fuller narrative, when the other sacred writings received their final revision. The visions themselves would be necessarily preserved in their original form; and if this is to be assigned to the author, the four empires described in cc. ii. vii. xii. exhibit no traces of any subsequent recension, with the exception, perhaps, of two introductory verses, vii. 1, x. 1.

12. The interpretation of Daniel has hitherto proved an inexhaustible field for the ingenuity of commentators, and the certain results are comparatively few. According to the traditional view, which appears as early as the fourth book of Ezra (2:23ff.) and the epistle of Barnabas (e. 4), the four empires described in cc. ii. vii. xii. are the Babylonian, the Medo-Persian, the Greek, and the Roman. With nearly equal consent it has been supposed that there is a change of subject in the eleventh chapter (xi. 31 ff.), by which the seer passes from the persecutions of Antiochus to the times of Antichrist. A careful comparison of the language of the prophecy with the history of the Syrian kings must, however, convince every candid student of the text that the latter hypothesis is wholly unfounded and arbitrary. The whole of the eleventh chapter forms a history of the struggles of the Jewish church with the Greek powers up to the death of its great adversary (xi. 45). This conflict, indeed, has a typical import, and foreshows in its characteristic outlines the abiding and final conflict of the people of God and the powers of evil, so that the true work of the interpreter must be to determine historically the nature of each event signaled in the prophetic picture, that he may draw from the past the lesson of the future. The traditional interpretation of "the four empires" seems to spring from the same error as the other, though it still finds numerous advocates (Hofmann, Auberlen, Keil, Hervnick, Hengstenberg, and most English commentators). It originated at a time when the triumphant advent of Messiah was the object of immediate expectation, and the Roman empire appeared to be the last in the series of earthly kingdoms. The long interval of conflict, which has followed the first Advent formation in the anticipations of the first Christians, and in succeeding ages the Roman period has been unnaturally prolonged to meet the requirements of a theory which took its rise in a state of thought which experience has proved false. It is a still more fatal objection to this interpretation that it destroys the great idea of a cyclic development of history which lies at the basis of all prophecy. Great periods (années) appear to be marked out in the fortunes of mankind which answer to another, so that that divine utterance which receives its first fulfillment in one period, receives a further and more complete fulfillment in the corresponding part of some later period. Thus the first coming of Christ formed the close of the last age, as His second coming will form the close of the present one. The one event is the type and, as it were, the spring of the other. This is acknowledged with regard to the other prophecies, and yet the same truth is not applied to the revelations of Daniel, which appear then first to gain their full significance when they are seen to contain an outline of all history in the history of the nations which ruled the world before Christ's coming. The first Advent is as much a fulfillment of the visions of Daniel as of those of the other prophets. The four empires precede the coming of Messiah and pass away before him. At the same time their spirit survives (vii. 12), and the forms of national existence which were developed on the plains of Mesopotamia again reproduce themselves in later history. According to this view the empires of Daniel can be no other than those of the Babylonians, Medes, Persians, and Greeks, who all placed the centre of their power at Babylon, and appear to have exhibited on one stage the great types of national life. The Roman power was at first at Jerusalem, and was afterwards transplanted to a new centre, but Greece did not exist until Alexander had been destroyed, and thus the "stone cut without hands struck the feet of the image," and Christianity destroyed for ever the real supremacy of heathen dominion. But this first fulfillment of the vision was only incomplete, and the correlative of the four empires must be sought in post-Christian history. The corresponding symbolism of Babylon and Rome is striking at first sight, and other parallels may be drawn. The Byzantine empire, for instance, "inferior" to the Roman (Ban. ii. 29) may be compared with that of the Medes. The Teutonic races with their divided empire recall the image of Persia (vii. 6). Nor is it difficult to see in the growing might of the northern powers, a future kingdom which may rival in terrible energy the conquests of Alexander. Without insisting on such details as these, which still require careful examination, it appears that the true interpretation of Daniel is to be sought in the recognition of the principle which they involve. In this way the book remains a "prophecy," while it is also a "revelation," and its most special predictions acquire an abiding significance.\(^a\)

\(^a\) The letter of Schneidewin (c. iv.) appears to present clear traces of the interweaving of a commentary with the original text.

\(^b\) An example of the recurrent and advancing completion of the predictions of Daniel occurs in Matt
13. There is no Chaldee translation of Daniel, and the deficiency is generally accounted for, as in the parallel case of Ezra, by the danger which would have existed in such a case of confusing the original text with the paraphrase; but on the other hand the whole book has been published in Hebrew. The Greek version has undergone singular changes. At an early time the LXX. version was supplanted in the Greek Bibles by that of Theodotion, and in the time of Jerome the version of Theodotion was generally "read by the Churches" (c. Verg. ii. 33; Profes. in Comm. « Illud quoque licetem admonere, Danielis non juxta LXX. interpretes sed juxta... Theodotionem ecclesiae leg.»...). This change, for which Jerome was unable to account ("hoc cur accidit nescio," Profes. in Vers. Dan.), may have been made in consequence of the objections which were urged against the corrupt LXX. text in controversy with Jews and heathens. The LXX. version was certainly very unfaithful (Hieron. l.c.); and the influence of Origen, who preferred the translation of Theodotion (Hieron. in Dan. iv. 6), was probably effectual in bringing about the substitution (cf. Credner, Beitr. ii. 256 ff.). In the course of time, however, the version of Theodotion was interpolated from the LXX., so that it is now impossible to recover the original text. [Daniel, Apocryptal Ap- ations, and other studies on the original LXX. translation passed entirely out of use, and it was supposed to have been lost till the last century, when it was published at Rome from a Codex Clis- iusianus (Daniel secundum LXX. Rome, 1772, ed. P. de Magistris), together with that of Theodotion, and several illustrative essays. It has since been published several times (ed. Michaelis, Gotting. 1774; ed. Segner, 1775; Heim, 1846), and lastly by Tischendorf in the second edition of his Septuagint. Another recension of the text is contained in the Syro-Hexaplaric version at Milan (ed. Bagatus, 1788), but a critical comparison of the several recensions is still required.

14. The commentaries on Daniel are very numerous. The Hebrew commentaries of R. Saadiah Haggaoon (1424), Rashi (c. 1100), and Aben Ezra (c. 1167), are printed in the great Rabbinitic Bibles of Pisa (1300) and Damascus (c. 1597) has been printed several times (Anastol. 1647, 4to); and others are quoted by Rosenmuller, Schottii, p. 39, 40. Among the patristic commentaries the most important are those of Jerome (vol. v. ed. Migne), who noticed especially the objections of Porphyry, Theodoret (ii. 1053 ff. ed. Schulze), and Ephrem Syrus (Op. Syr. ii., Rome, 1740). Considerable fragments remain of the commentaries of Hippolytus (collected in Migne's edition, Paris, 1857), and Polycyronius (Mai, Script. Vet. Nov. Coll. vol. i.); and Mai has published (l.c) a catena on Daniel, containing fragments of Apollinarius, Athanasius, Basil, Euse- bius, and many others. The chief reformers, Luther (Ausegung d. Proph. Dan. 1530-1546; Op. Germ. vi. ed. Walch), Geolampadius (In Din. Bfio do, Basil, 1530), Melanchthon (Comm. in

Dan. prophy. Vitebsk, 1543), and Calvin (Proelet. in Dan., Geneva, 1563; Act. Franc. 1565; in English, 1852-3), wrote on Daniel; and Rosenmüller enumerates nearly fifty other special commentators, and his list now requires considerable additions. The combination of the Revelations of Daniel and St. John (Sir I. Newton, Observations upon the Prophecies, &c., Lond. 1733; M. F. Roos, Ausl. d. Weissag. Dan. u. s. w. Leipzig, 1771) opened the way to a truer understanding of Daniel; but the edition of Bertholdt (Daniel, aus dem Hebr.-Aram. neues ubersetzt und verkürzt, u. s. w. Erlangen, 1806-8), in spite of all its grave faults, marks the beginning of a new era in the study of the book. Bertholdt was decidedly unfavorable to its authentici- ty; and he was followed on the same side by von Lengerke (Das Buch Dan. verd. u. ausgel. Kiinigsb. 1835), Maurer (Comm. Gramm. Crit. ii. Lips. 1838), and Hitzig (Kerzyz. Exeg. Hebr. X. Leipzig 1839), whose commentary is among the worst specimens of supercilious criticism which his school has produced. On the other side the com- mentary of Havernick (Comm. ab. d. B. Dan. Hamburg 1832) is the most complete, though it leaves much to be desired. Auberlin (Der Proph. Dan. u. d. Offenbarung Joh. u. s. w., 2te Aufl. Basel, 1857, translated into English from the 1st ed. by A. Saphir, 1859) has thrown considerable light upon the general construction and relations of the book. Cf. Hofmann, Weissag. u. Erfassung, i. 276 ff. The question of the authenticity of the book is discussed in most of the later commenta- ries; and specially by Hengstenberg (Die Authentie d. Dan. u. erwiesen, 1831, translated by E. B. Fratten, Edin.), Havernick (Neue krit. Unter- such. Hamburg 1838), Delschitz (Herzog's Real-Enzyk. s. v. 1849), Keil (Lehrb. d. Einl. in d. A. T. Frankf. 1853), Davidson (Introduction to the O. T. ii. Lond. 1856), who maintain the affirmative; and by Bleek (Berti. Theol. Zeitschr. iii. 1822), Ber- tholdt (Einleit. Erlang. 1814), Lücke (Versuch einer vollständ. Einl. u. s. w. 2te Aufl. Bonn, 1852), De Wette (Einleit. 1te Aufl. Berl., 1852), who deny its authenticity. Cf. Ewald, Die Proph. d. Al. Band. ii. 559 ff. Among English works may be mentioned the Essays of T. R. Dirks, The four prophetic books (1848), Komische Weissagungen und Visionen d. Dan., 1846; of E. B. Elliott, Ho- prophetic Apocryphon, 1844; of S. P. Tregelles, Remarks on the prophetic Visions of Daniel, 1852; and the Commentary of Stuart (Boston, 1850).

B. F. W.

Christian Church since the 4th century (Rufin Apol. ii. 35; cf. Concil. Tott. iv. Con. 14). Like several similar fragments, the chief parts of this composition are given at the end of the Psalter in the Alexandrine MS., as separate psalms, under the titles "The prayer of Azarias" and "The hymn of our Father," and a similar arrangement occurs in other MSS. (b) The two other pieces appear more distinctly as appendices, and offer no semblance of forming part of the original text. The History of Susanna (or The Judgment of Daniel) is generally found at the beginning of the book (Gr. MSS. Vit. Lat.), though it also occurs after the 12th chapter (Vulg. ed. Vat.). The History of Bel and the Dragon is placed at the end of the book; and in the LXX. version, it bears a special heading as "part of the prophecy of Hophniakk," (ἐκ προφητείας Ἀρμα-κωμίων Ἰωάννου πρὸ τοῦ φίλου Δαν. 2).

2. The additions are found in both the Greek texts—the LXX. and Theodotion, in the Old Latin and Vulgate, and in the existing Syriac and Arabic versions. On the other hand there is no evidence that they ever formed part of the Hebrew text; and they were only want in the Syriac (Peshito Syriac) and Arabic, but it is by no means certain that any commentary of his own adds shortly Origen's remarks on the fables of Bel and Susanna" (Comm. in Dan. xiii. 1). In a similar manner he notices shortly the Song of the Three Children, "lest he should seem to have overlooked it" (Comm. in Dan. iii. 23).

3. Various conjectures have been made as to the original of these additions. It has been supposed that they were derived from Aramean originals (Wetle, Herbsts Einl. ii. 3, Kap. 8, gives the arguments at length), but the intrinsic evidence is wholly insufficient to establish the point. The character of the additions themselves indicates rather the hand of an Alexandrine writer; and it is not unlikely that the translator of Daniel wrought up traditions which were already current, and appended them to his work (cf. Fritzsche, Frg. Homl. zu den Apok. 1. 121). The abruptness of the narrative in Daniel furnished an occasion for the introduction of the prayer and hymn; and the story of the Dragon seems like a strange exaggeration of the record of the deliverance of Daniel (Dan. vi.), which may naturally have formed the basis of different legends. Nor is it difficult to see in the History of Susanna a pointed allusion to the name of the prophet, though the narrative may not be wholly homogenous.

4. The LXX. appears to be the original source from which all the existing recensions of the fragments were derived (cf. Hody, de Bibl. test. p 583). Theodotion seems to have done little more than transcribe the LXX. text with improvements in style and language, which are considerably greater in the appended narratives than in the Song incorporated into the canonical text. Thus while the History of Susanna and Bel and the Dragon contain large additions which complete and
smellish the story (e. g. Hist. Sus. vv. 15–18; 20, 21; 24–27; 46, 47; 49, 50; Bel and Dragv. vv. 1, 9–13; Eichh. pp. 431 ff.), the text of the Song is little more than a repetition of that of the LXX. (cf. De Magistria, Daniel, &c., pp. 234 ff.; Eichh. Ehr.).

The Yezd. Syriac, Arabic, and Latin versions are derived from Theodotion; and the Hexaplar-Syriac from the LXX. (Eichh. p. 430, &c.).

5. The stories of Bel and Susanna received various embellishments in later times, which throw some light upon the manner in which they were originally composed (cf. Orig. Ed. Afric. §§ 7; §§ 19). Bachtie, Hieroc. iii. 3; Eichhorn. p. 440, &c.); just as the change which Theodotion introduced into the narrative of Bel, to give some consistency to the facts, illustrates the rationalizing process through which the legends passed (cf. Delitzsch, De Habacucit cive et aetate, 1844). It is thus useless to institute any inquiry into the historic foundation which lies below the popular traditions; for though the stories cannot be regarded as more fables, it is evident that a moral purpose determined the shape which they assumed. A later age found in them traces of a deeper wisdom, and to Christian commentators Susanna appeared as a type of the true Church tempted to infidelity by Jewish and Pagan adversaries, and lifting up her voice to God in the midst of persecution (Hippol. In Sus. p. 689 ff. ed. Migne). B. F. W.

* On these apocryphal additions to Daniel, see, in addition to the works referred to above, David's Introd. to the O. T. 1893, iii. 227 ff.; Ewald, Gesch. d. Volkes Israel, 30 Aufl. iv. 635 ff.; Ginsburg's art. in the 3d ed. of Kitto's Cyclop. of Bib. Lit.; Arnold's Comm. on the Apoc. Books; and Fritzsche, Exeg. Handb. zu den Apok. des A. T. i. 1:111 ff.

DANITES, THE (דָּנִיטִים): דָּנָי [Vat. res.], דָּנָי, דָּנָי, דָּנָי (Vat.-res.); דָּנָי, דָּנָי (Vat.-res.); Alex. דָּנָי, דָּנָי (Din). The descendants of Dan, and members of his tribe (Judg. xii. 2, xvii. 1, 11; 1 Chr. xii. 35).

DAN-JA'AN (דָּנִיָּא): דָּנִיָּה [Vat. res.-] or דָּנִיָּה; Alex. דָּנִיָּהוֹנָא קאַו לודאָא; [Abl. דָּנִיָּהוֹנָא: Comp. דָּנִיָּהוֹנָא: Dim. דָּנִיָּהוֹנָא: Don yulecstin], a place named only in 2 Sam. xxiv. 6 as one of the points visited by Joab in taking the census of the people. It occurs between Gilead and Zebon, and therefore may have been somewhere in the direction of Dan (Lishah), at the sources of the Jordan. The reading of the Alex. LXX. and of the Vulg. was evidently דָּנִיָּא, Don-jaan, the nearest translation of which is 'Dan in the wood.' This reading is approved by Gesenius, and agrees with the character of the country about Tel el-Milk First (Handbuchverzeichb. p. 303) compares Dan-jaan with Baal-jaan, a Phoenician divinity whose name is found on coins. Thenius suggests that Jaan was originally Lishah, the ה having fallen away, and ה having been substituted for ו (Exeg. Handb. auf Sam. p. 257). There seems no reason for doubting that the well-known Dan is intended. We have no record of any other Dan in the north, and even if this were not the case, Dan, as the accepted

northern limit of the nation, was too important place to escape mention in such a list as that in the text. Dr. Schultz, the late Prussian Consul at Jerusalem, discovered an ancient site called Doni or Doniy, in the mountains above Khon-en-Naharon, which has proprieties to the north with Dan-jaan (Van de Velde, Memoir, p. 306), but this requires confirmation. G.

DAN'NAH (דָּנְנָה) [depression, low ground, Ges., Fürst]; דָּנְנָה: Donnay), a city in the mountains of Judah (Josb. xv. 49), and, from its mention with Debir and Socoh, probably south or southwest of Hebron. No trace of its name has been discovered.

G.

DAPH'NE (דָּפְנֶה) [Daphne], a celebrated grove and sanctuary of Apollo, near Antioch in Syria. Its establishment, like that of the city, was due to Seleucus Nicator. The distance between the two places was about 5 miles, and in history they are associated most intimately together. Just as Antioch was frequently called 'A. el- דָּפְנֶה, and a דָּפְנֶה, so conversely we find the name Δ. δαφνας Antiochus (Joseph. B. J. i. 12, § 5). The situation was of extreme natural beauty, with perennial fountains and abundant wood. Seleucus localized here, and appropriated to himself and his family the fables of Apollo and the river Penes and the nymph Daphne. Here he erected a magnificent temple and colossal statue of the god. The succeeding Seleucid monarchs, especially Antiochus Epiphanes, embellished the place still further. Among other honors, it possessed the privileges of an asylum. It is in this character that the place is mentioned, 2 Macc. iv. 33. In the reign of Antiochus Epiphanes (B. c. 171) the aged and patriotic high-priest Onias, having reburied Meleabas for his sacrilege at Jerusalem, took refuge at Daphne; whence he was treacherously brought out, at the instance of Menchas, and murdered by Andronius, who was governor of Antioch during the king's absence on a campaign. Josephus does not give this account of the death of Onias (Ant. xii. 5, § 1). When Syria became Roman, Daphne continued to be famous as a place of pilgrimage and vice. 'Daph- nici moveb' was a proverb (see Gibbon's 23d chapter).

The beginning of the decay of Daphne must be dated from the time of Julian, when Christianity in the Empire began to triumph over Heathenism. The site has been well identified by Poseck and other travellers at Bel-el-Mour, 'the House of the Water,' on the left bank of the Orontes, to the S. W. of Antioch, and on higher ground; where the fountains and the wild fragrant vegetation are in harmony with all that we read of the natural characteristics of Apollo's sanctuary. J. S. H.

* Besides the famous description in Gibbon's 23d chapter, referred to above, an account of Daphne and its worship will be found in K. O. Müller's dissertations De Antiquithudibus Antiochenis (Gottling, 1829), p. 41 ff. A remarkable Greek inscription of the date 180 n. c., relating to the worship of Apollo and Artemis at Daphne, was discovered in 1838, in a garden on the ancient site of the place, by the Rev. Homer B. Morgan, an American missionary in Syria, and published, with a translation, by Prof. James Hadley in the Journal of the American Oriental Society, iv. 350-355 comp. v. p. 353. The inscription stone itself is now in the Library of Yale College New Haven. A.

a Not a bad specimen of the wild and gratuitous suggestions which sometimes occur even in these generally careful Manuals.
DARIUS (Δαριάος) [contracted for the word below]: Δαρᾶς; [Vat.] Alex. Δαος; Comp. Δαρᾶδη: Syr. Pesh. Darā da: Dara. [Der.], Ezr. G. [Darda.], called fame Alex. much ill greatly again. In 5d; low.

1. 1 Chr. ii. 6. [Dardas.]

DARDA (Δαρδα [heart of wisdom; perh. thorn, thistle, see Destr. in Ges. s. v.]: Δαρδαῖος: Alex. τὸν Δαρδαίαν; [Ahd. with 17 MSS. ευν Δαρδαίαν: Comp. τὸν Δαρδαίαν] Joseph. Δαρδαίος: Dardaia, a son of Mahol, one of four men of great fame for their wisdom, who were excelled by Solomon (1 K. iv. 31). Ethan, the first of the four, is called "the Ezrachite," but it is uncertain whether the designation extends to the others. [Ethian.] In 1 Chr. ii. 6, however, the same four names occur again as "sons of Zerach," of the great family of Piarez in the tribe of Judah, with the slight difference that Darda appears as Dara. The identity of these persons with those in 1 K. iv. has been much debated (see the arguments on both sides in Burrelling, 1. 296-38); but there cannot be a much reasonable doubt that they are the same.

2. The son of Zerach would be without difficulty called in Hebrew the Ezrachite, the change depending merely on the position of a vowel point. [Ezrachite.] And further, the change is actually made by the Targum Jonathan, which in Kings has "son of Zerach." The word "son" is used in Hebrew so often to denote a descendant beyond the first generation, that no stress can be laid on the "son of Mahol," as compared with "son of Zerach." For instance, of the five "sons of Judah" in 1 Chr. iv. i, the first was really Judah's son, the second his grandson, the third his great-grandson, and the fourth and fifth still later descendants. Besides there is great plausibility in the conjecture that "Bne Mahol" means "sons of the choir," in which case the men in question were the famous musicians, two of whom are named in the titles to Psalms xxxviii. and lxviii. [Mahol.]

DARIC (Δαρίκος, Ἰρανοβός, Ἰρανλοβος), only in pl.: Tadm. Ἰρανοβός: solubus, drachma; Ex. li. 69, viii. 27; Neh. vii. 70, 71, 72; 1 Chr. xix. 7), a gold coin current in Palestine in the period after the return from Babylon. That the Hebrew word is, in the Bible, the name of a coin and not of a weight appears from its similarity to the Greek appellation of the only piece to which it could refer. The mentions in Ezra and Neh. show that the coin was current in Palestine under Cyrus and Artaxerxes Longimanus. At these times there was no large issue of gold money except by the Persian kings, who struck the coin known to the Greeks as the στατήρ Δαρειός, or Δαρειός. The Darics which have been discovered are thick pieces of pure gold, of archaic style, bearing on the obverse the figure of a king with bow and javelin, or bow and dagger, and on the reverse an irregular inscription. Their full weight is about 128 grains troy, or a little less than that of an Attic stater, and is most probably that of an early drachm of the Phoenician type. They must have been the common gold pieces of the Persian empire. The oldest that we have seen cannot refer to an earlier period than about the time of Cyrus, Cambyses, or Darius Hystaspis, and it is more probable that they are not anterior to the reign of Xerxes, or even that of Artaxerxes Longimanus. There are, however, gold pieces of about the same weight, but of an older style, found about Sardis, which cannot be doubted to be either of Croesus or of an earlier Lydian king, in the former case the Κροιωνία (στατηρίας) of the Greeks. It is therefore probable, as these followed a Persian standard, that Daries were struck under Cyrus or his nearer successors. The origin of this coin is attributed by the Greeks to a Darius, supposed by the moderns to be either Darius the Mede, or Darius Hystaspis. That the Greeks derived their distinctive appellation of the coin from this proper name cannot be doubted; but the difference of the Hebrew forms of the former from that of the latter renders this a questionable derivation. Gesenius suggests the ancient Persian word Dara (Handw. s. v., "king") but (in his Thes. s. v.) inclines to connect the Hebrew names of the coin and that of Darius. In favor of the derivation from Dara, it must be noted that the figure borne by these coins is not that of any one king, but of the king of Persia in an abstract sense, and that on the same principle the coins would rather be called regal coins than Darics. The silver Darics mentioned by Plutarch (Cin. p. 10) are probably the Persian silver pieces similar in type to the gold Darics, but weighing a drachm and a third of the same standard. See Money and Dict. of Ant. art Daricæn. R. S. P.

Darius. Obv.: King of Persia to the right, kneeling, bearing bow and javelin. Rev.: Irregular insc. square.

DARIUS (Δαριανος, Ναριβανος, Tavirvanus, Tavirvoanus, in Inscr.: Δαρειος, ΙXV.: Δαρεις, Strab. xvi. p. 789: Δαροιος, Ουτε), the name of several kings of Media and Persia. Herodotus (vi. 98) says that the name is equivalent to θυριος (θηριος), the restrainer: and this is probably correct from the analogy of the Persian dorsâv, "restraint;" Sanskr. δικαίω, "firmly holding." (Gesen. Thes. s. v.). Herodotus gives a double derivation: Δαριας ἐσχή Περσῶν ἀφ θυριον ἐσχμη ἀπὸ δι θεριον ἔσχαος. Others have regarded the word as another form of the modern Persian dor, deroz, "a king;" but this sense of dorâ is not justified by usage, and it is rather the epithet of a king (the holder, restrainer, as above) than the title itself (Ges. l. c.). Three kings bearing this name are mentioned in the O. T.

1. Darius the Mede (Δαριας, Dan. xi: 1; Chal. Dāriā, vi. 1), "the son of Ahasuerus of the seed of the Medes" (ix. 1), who succeeded to (Δαριας) the Babylonian kingdom on the death of Belshazzar, being then sixty-two years old (Dan. v. 31 (lx.X. Απαρααριας), ix. 1). Only one year of his reign is mentioned (Dan. ix. 1, xi. 1); but that was of great importance for the Jews. Daniel was advanced by the king to the highest dignity
The extreme obscurity of the Babylonian annals has given occasion to three different hypotheses as to the name under which Darius the Mede is known in history. The first of these, which identifies him with Darius Hystaspis, rests on no plausible evidence, and may be dismissed at once (Lengerke, Darius, p. 219 f.). The second, which was adopted by Josephus (Ant. xii. 11, § 4), and has been supported by many recent critics (Pertz, Lengerke, Hävernick; Hengstenberg; Ameltern, Daniel und d. Offenbarung, p. 16 ff.) is more deserving of notice. According to this he was (Cyr. ii. 1) "the son and successor of Astyages" (Joseph. l. c. ἦν ἀστιγάυος οὗς, ἔτερον δὲ παρὰ τοῖς Ἑλληνσὶ ἐκεῖτο δούμα), who is commonly regarded as the last king of Media. It is supposed that the reign of this Cyaxares has been neglected by historians from the fact that through his inaudience and luxury he yielded the red exercise of power to his nephew Cyrus, who married his daughter, and so after his death received the crown by direct succession (Xen. Cyrop. l. 5, § 2, iv. 5, § 8, vii. 5, § 19). But it appears to be a fatal objection to this hypothesis that the only direct evidence for the existence of a second Cyaxares is that of Xenophon's romance (cf. Niebuhr, Gesch. Ass. u. Bab. p. 61). The title Cyaxares (şı lưu) Cyprusia, which has been quoted from an inscription (Aulener, Daniel d. Offenbarung, p. 18), is either a false reading or certainly a false translation (Niebuhr, Gesch. Ass. u. Bab. 214, n. 4); and the passage of Ἱσσαχρ (Pers. 766 ff.) is inconsistent with the character assigned to Cyaxares II. On the other hand, Herodotus expressly states that "Astyages" was the last king of the Medes, that he was conquered by Cyrus, and that he died without leaving any male issue (Herod. i. 73, 109, 127 ff.); and Cyaxares appears as the immediate successor of "Astyages" in the Chronicle of Eusebius (Chron. ad. Ól. 54; Synecell. p. 188; cf. Bell and Dragor, 1.). A third identification (Winer, Rech. s. v.; Niebuhr, Gesch. Ass. u. Bab. pp. 45, 92) remains, by which Darius is represented as the personal name of "Astyages," the last king of the Medes, and this appears to satisfy all the conditions of the problem. The name "Astyages" was national and not personal [Astyages], and Ahasuerus (Achashveirach) represents the name "Hwelekhaštria" Cyaxares, borne by the father of "Astyages" (Tob. xiv. 15). The description of the unnamed king in Ἰσσαχρ (l. c.) as one whose "feelings were guided by wisdom" (φιλενέως γὰρ κατὰ θυμον φαντάστασιν), is applicable to the Darius of Scripture and the Astyages of Herodotus. And as far as the name itself is concerned, there are traces of the existence of an older king Darius before the time of Darius Hystaspis (Schn. ad Arist. Eccles. 508 Δαρεικος — οὑς ἀπὸ Δαρέιου τοῦ Υσαχρ πατόρος, ἀλλ' ἀπὸ ἄγιον τινος παλαιότερος Βασιλεύς ἠνωμαθησαν, cf. Suidas s. v. Δαρεικος). If, as seems most probable, Darius (Astyages) occupied the throne of Babylon as supreme sovereign with Nergalbaraz as vassal-prince, after the murder of Evil-merodach (Belszazzar) n. c. 550, one year only remains for this Median supremacy before the victory of Cyrus n. c. 558, in exact accordance with the notice in Daniel (Niebuhr, L. c.), and the apparent incompleteness of the political arrangements which Darius "purposed" to make (Dan. vi. 3, דָּרָיָּשֵׁש). For the short duration of his supreme power may have caused his division of the empire (Dan. vi. 1 ff.) — a work congenial to his character — to fall into abeyance, so that it was not carried out till the time of his namesake Darius Hystaspis: a suspicion at least as probable as that there is any confusion of the two monarchs in the book of Daniel.

The chronological difficulties which have been raised (Rawlinson, Herodotus, i. 418) against the identification of Darius with Astyages on the assumption that the events in Dan. v. relate to the taking of Babylon by Cyrus (n. c. 558), in which case he would have ascended the throne at seven years of age, are entirely set aside by the work of Marcus Niebuhr, which has been adopted above; and this coincidence serves to confirm the general truth of the hypothesis.

2. Darius the son of Hystaspes (Vashtapa), the fifth in descent from Achaemenes, the founder of the Perso-Aryan dynasty, was, according to the popular legend (Herod. i. 209, 210), already marked out for empire during the reign of Cyrus. Upon the usurpation of the Magian Smerdis [Abytehenes] he conspired with six other Persian chiefs to overthrow the impostor, and on the success of the plot was placed upon the throne n. c. 521. He devoted himself to the internal organization of his kingdom, which had been impeded by the wars of Cyrus and Cambyses, and the confusion of the reign of Smerdis. His designs of foreign conquest were interrupted by a revolt of the Babylonians, under a pretender who bore the royal name of Nabonidus (Niebuhr, Gesch. Ass. u. Bab. p. 94), which was at length put down with great severity (cf. n. c. 516). After the subjugation of Babylon Darius turned his arms against Scythia, Libya (Herod. iv. 145 ff.), and India (Herod. iv. 44). Thrace and Macedonia acknowledged his supremacy, and some of the islands of the Ægean were added to his dominion in Asia Minor and the seaboard of Thrace (n. c. 613-505). Shortly afterwards he came into collision with Greece, and the defeat of Marathon (n. c. 490) only roused him to prepare vigorously for that decisive struggle with the West which was now inevitable. His plans were again thwarted by rebellion. Domestic quarrels (Herod. vii. 2) followed on the rising in Egypt, and he died, n. c. 485, before his preparations were completed (Herod. vii. 4).

With regard to the Jews, Darius Hystaspis pursued the same policy as Cyrus, and restored to them the privileges which they had lost. For the usurpation of Smerdis involved a religion as well as a political revolution, and the restorer of the Magian faith willingly listened to the enemies of a people who had welcomed Cyrus as their deliverer (Ezr. iv. 17 ff.). But in the second year of Darius, n. c. 520, as soon as his power had assumed some solidity, Haggai (Hag. i. 1, ii. 1, 10) and Zechariah (of Babylonia, p. 39, n.) shows that the foundation of the Median empire was really due to Hanukkahv (Cyaxares), in spite of the history of Herodotus.
DARKNESS

encouraged their countrymen to resume the work of restoration (Ezr. v. 1 ff.), and when their proceedings came to the king's knowledge he confirmed the decree of Cyrus by a new edict, and the temple was finished in four years (n. c. 516, Ezr. vi. 15), though it was apparently used before that time (Zech. vii. 2, 3).

3. DARIUS the Persian (Neh. xii. 22, "5 ΛΤτΟντ;," may be identified with Darius H. Xoitus (Ochos), king of Persia b. c. 425—406-4, if the whole passage in question was written by Nehemiah; but the register was continued to a later time, as is not improbable, the occurrence of the name Juddix (xxv. 11, 22), who was high-priest at the time of the invasion of Alexander [ALEXANDER], points to Darius III. Codomans, the antagonist of Alexander and last king of Persia, b. c. 336-330 (1 Mac. i. 1). Cf. John, Arch.

[Arch. ii. 1, 272 ff.; Keil, Arch. b. Fr. § 132, 7, who defends at length the integrity of the passage.] 4. Dαρηνος: [Sln. Alex. Dαρηνος: Arius]. Artes, king of the Lacedaemonians (1 Mac. xii. 7). [Arbes.]

DARKNESS (δεσμός, fem. form τον βεραίνον, and with much variation in the vowel points: σκο-τείνον), is spoken of as encompassing the actual presence of God, as that out of which He speaks, the envelope, as it were, of Divine glory (Ex. xx. 21; 1 K. viii. 12). The cloud symbol of His guidance offered an aspect of darkness to the enemy as of light to the people of Israel. In the description of His coming to judgment, darkness overspreads nature and blots out the sun, &c., is constantly included (Ex. xiii. 9, 10; Joel ii. 31, iii. 15; Matt. xxv. 29; Mark xiii. 21; Luke xx. 17; Rev. vi. 12).

The plague of darkness in Egypt has been ascribed by various neologistic commentators to non-miraculous agency, but without sufficient account of its intense degree, long duration, and limited area, as proceeding from any physical cause, has been given. The darkness και πάνω της γης του Ματτ., xxvii. 45 attending the crucifixion has been similarly attributed to an eclipse. Philemon of Tralles indeed mentions an eclipse of intense darkness, and which began at noon, combined, he says, in Bithynia, with an earthquake, which in the uncertain state of our chronology (see Clinton's Fasti Romani, Olymp. 202) more or less nearly synchronizes with the event. Nor was the account one without reception in the early church. See the testimonies to that effect collected by Whiston (Testimony of Philostrum) Richardson, Lond. 1732. Origens, or. loc. (Latin commentary on St. Matt.) denies the possibility of such a cause, arguing that if the fixed Ptolemaic reckoning the moon must have been about full, and denying that Luke xxii. 35 by the words εικοσικ και αυτος an allusion that facts be the cause. The genuineness of this commentary has been impeached, nor is its tenor consistent with the above. [Olahs, Ces. p. 80; but the argument remains 30 such an assumption as that mentioned below, seems decisive, and has ever since been adhered to. He limits πάνω της γης to Judaea. Dean Alford, or loc., though without stating his reason, prefers the wider interpretation of all the earth's surfaces on which it would naturally have been day. That Philostrum's darkness, perceived so intense in Tralles and Bithynia, was left in Judaea is highly probable, and the Evangelist's testimony to similar phenomena of a coincident darkness and earthquake, taken in connection with the near agreement of time, gives a probability to the supposition that the former speaks of the same circumstances as the latter. Wieseler (Chron. Synops. p. 388), however, and De Wette (Com. on Matt.) consider the year of Phegeon's eclipse an impossible one for the crucifixion, and reject that explanation of the darkness. The argument from the duration (3 hours) is also of great force: for an eclipse seldom lasts in great intensity more than 6 minutes. On the other hand, Seyffarth (Chronology, Soc. pp. 58, 59) maintains that the Jewish calendar, owing to their following the sun, had become so far out that the moon might possibly have been at new, and thus, admitting the year as a possible epoch, revives the argument for the eclipse as the cause. He, however, views this rather as a natural basis than as a full account of the darkness, which in its degree at Jerusalem was still preternatural (ib. p. 138). The pamphlet of Whiston above quoted, and two by Dr. Sykes, Dissertation on the Eclipse mentioned by Philostrum, and Defence of same, Lond. 1733 and 1734, may be consulted as regards the statement of Phegeon. Darkness is also as, in the expression, "kind of darkness," used for the state of the dead (Job x. 21, 22), and is frequently figuratively, for ignorance and blindness, the privation of spiritual light (John i. 5; iii. 19). II.

DARKON (ταυσίσιον) [bauer, Fürst]: Δαρ-κών, Δαρκων; [Alex. in Ext. Δαρκών] Dercmon. Children [sons] of Darkon were among the "servants of Solomon," who returned from Babylon with Zerubbabel (Ezr. ii. 50; Neh. viii. 58). [Lozan.]

* DARLING, twice in the A. V., Ps. xxii. 19, and xxxv. 17, and used there of life as something inexpressibly dear and precious to men (like Homer's φιλώπωτα, and Plato's τιματίστωτα σε, ψυχής) "My only one" would be more correct for ταυσίσιον, the original word, applied properly (mas. or fem.) to something which exists singly and cannot be replaced if lost, as an only son (Gen. xxii. 2) or daughter (Jud. xi. 34). In the Psalms, as above, the Sept. τιτρογιαναί μοι, and the Vulg. "unicum non mecum." II.

* DART. [Arms.]

DATES, margin of 2 Chr. xxxi. 5 only. [Palm Tree.]

DATHAN (ταυσίσιον) [perh. fontanae, connected with fontanae]: Δαθάν: Dathan, a Reubenite chieftain, son of Eliah, who joined the conspiracy of Korah the Levite (Num. xvi. 1, [12, 24], 27.) xxv. 29, Dent. xi. 6; Ps. evi. 17; [Ezra. xvi. 18.]

K. W. B.

DATHEMA (Δαθέμα): Alex. and Josephina, Dathema: other MSS. Δαθημα: [Sin. Dathema: Dathan, a fortress (ταυσισια), Joseph. φρονίμιον) in which the Jews of Tiberias took refuge from the heathen (1 Mac. v. 9). Here they were relieved by Judas and Jonathan (21). They marched from Boaz to Dathena (26, 27) and left it for Masphil (Mizpeh) (35). The reading of the Pe- shitta, Ramath, points to Ramath-Gilead, which can hardly fail to be the correct identification. Ewald however (iv. 339, note) would correct this to Dom iθανε, which he compares with Domath, a place reported by Buxtorff. [G.}
The original Hebrew authorities:

1. The Davideic portion of the Psalms, including such fragments as are preserved to us from other sources, namely, 2 Sam. 1: 10-27, iii. 33, 34, xxii. 1-51, xxiii. 1-7.

2. The "Chronicles" or "State-papers" of David (1 Chr. xxvii. 24), and the original biographies of David by Samuel, Gad, and Nathan (1 Chr. xxix. 29). These are lost, but portions of them no doubt are preserved in

3. The narrative of 1 Sam. xvi. to 1 K. ii. 10; with the supplementary notices contained in 1 Chr. xi. to xxix. 30.

The two slight notices in the heathen historians, Nicolaus of Damascus in his Universal History (Joseph. Ant. vii. 5, § 2), and Eupolemus in his History of the Kings of Judah (Eus. Prep. Ec. ix. 30).

The Hebrew traditions, which may be divided into three classes:

1. The additions to the Biblical narrative contained in Josephus, Ant. vi. 8-vii. 15.

2. The Hebrew traditions preserved in Jerome's Questions Hebraica in Libros Regum et Paralipomenon (vol. iii., Venice ed.)

3. The Rabbinical traditions reported in Bagadage, Hist. des Juifs, lib. v. c. 2; Calmet's Dictionary, art. David.

The MSSalmic traditions, chiefly remarkable for their extravagance, are contained in the Kanon, ii. 250-252, xxviii. 20-24, xxii. 79-82, xxi. 13, and explained in Lane's Selections from the Kavan, pp. 228-242; or amplified in Well's Legenda, Eng. Tr. p. 152-170.

In modern times his life has been often treated, both in separate treatises and in histories of Israel. Winer's article on David refers to monographs on almost every point in his life. In English, the best known is Dr. Chandler's Life, written in the last century; in French, De Choisil's, and that in Bayle's Dictionary. The most recent, and probably the best treatment is that in Kaland's Geschichte des Volkes Israel, iii. 71-257.

His life may be divided into three portions, more or less corresponding to the three old lost biographies by Samuel, Gad, and Nathan: 1. His youth before his introduction to the court of Saul. 2. His relations with Saul. 3. His reign.

1. The early life of David contains in many important respects the antecedents of his future career.

2. Unlike most of the characters of the Scriptures, his family are well known to us by name, and are not without bearing on his subsequent career. They may best be seen in the form of a genealogy.

---

More information could be added to the text, but for now, this provides a clear and comprehensive overview of the historical and critical discussion of the life of David in the ancient and modern literature.
It thus appears that David was the youngest son, probably the youngest child, of a family of ten. His mother's name is unknown. His father, Jesse, was of a great age when David was still young (1 Sam. xvii. 12). His parents both lived till after his final rupture with Saul (1 Sam. xxii. 3). Through them David inherited several points which he never lost. (a) His connection with Moab through his great-grandmother Ruth. This he kept up when he escaped to Moab and entrusted his aged parents to the care of the king (1 Sam. xxii. 3), and it may not have been without its use in keeping open a wider view in his mind and history than if he had been purely Jewish descent. Such is probably the design of the express mention of Ruth in the genealogy in Matt. i. 5. (b) His birthplace, Bethlehem. His recollection of the well of Bethelhem is one of the most touching incidents of his later life (1 Chr. xi. 17). From the territory of Bethelhem, as from his own patrimony, he gave a property as a reward to Chimham, son of Barzillai (2 Sam. xix. 37, 38; Jer. xii. 17); and it is this connection of David with Bethelhem that brought the place again in later times into universal fame, when Joseph went up to Bethelhem, "because he was of the house and lineage of David" (Luke ii. 4). (c) His general connection with the tribe of Judah. In none of the tribes does the tribal feeling appear to have been stronger; and it must be borne in mind throughout the story both of his security amongst the hills of Judah during his flight from Saul, and of the early period of his reign at Hebron, as well as of the jealousy of the tribe at having lost their exclusive possession of him, which broke out in the revolt of Absalom. (d) His relations to Zeruiah and Abigail. Though called in 1 Chr. ii. 16, sisters of David, they are not expressly called the daughters of Jesse; and Abigail, in 2 Sam. xvii. 25, is called the daughter of Nahash. Is it too much to suppose that David's mother had been the wife or concubine of Nahash, and then married by Jesse? This would agree with the difference of age between David and his sisters, and also (if Nahash was the same as the king of Ammon) with the kindnesses which David received first from Nahash (2 Sam. x. 2), and then from Shobai, son of Nahash (xvii. 27). 2. As the youngest of the family he may possibly have received from his parents the name, which first appears in him, of David, the beloved, the darling. But, perhaps for this same reason, he was never intimate with his brethren. The eldest brother, who alone is mentioned in connection with him, and who was afterwards made by him head of the tribe of Judah (1 Chr. xxvii. 18), treated him scornfully and imperiously (1 Sam. xvii. 28), as the eldest brothers of large families are apt to do; his command was regarded in the family as law (xx. 19); and the father looked upon the youngest son as hardly one of the family at all (xvi. 11), and as a mere attendant on the rest (xvii. 17). The familiarity which he lost with his brothers, he gained with his nephews. The three sons of his sister Zeruiah and the one son of his sister Abigail, seemingly from the fact that their mothers were the eldest of the whole family, were probably of the same age as David himself, and they accordingly were to him — especially the three sons of Zeruiah — throughout life in the relation usually occupied by brothers and cousins. In them we see the rougher qualities of the family, which David shared with them, whilst he was distinguished from them by qualities of his own, peculiar to himself. The two sons of his brother Shimeah are both connected with his after history, and both celebrated for the gift of sagacity in which David himself excelled. One was Jonadab, the friend and adviser of his eldest son Amnon (2 Sam. xiii. 3). The other was Jonathan (2 Sam. xxi. 24), who afterwards became the counsellor of David himself (1 Chr. xxvii. 22). It is a conjecture or tradition of the Jews preserved by Jerome (Qu. Heb. on 1 Sam. xxvii. 12) that this was no other than Nathan the prophet, who, being adopted into Jesse's family, makes up the eighth son, not named in 1 Chr. ii. 13-15. But this is hardly probable. The first time that David appears in history at all admits us to the whole family circle. There was a practice once a year at Bethelhem, probably at the first new moon of the year, of holding a tribal feast, at which Jesse, as the chief proprietor of the place, would preside (1 Sam. xx. 6), with the elders of the town. At this or such like feast (xvi. 1. 25,"); They make Nahash — "the serpent" — to be another name of Jesse, because he had no sin except that which he contracted from the original serpent; and thus David inherited none. (Jerome, Qu. Heb. in 1 Sam. xvii. 21.)
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1] suddenly appeared the great prophet Samuel, driving a heifer before him, and having in his hand a horn of the consecrated oil of the Tabernacle. The people of the land knew this apperition, but were reassured by the August visitor, and invited by him to the ceremony of sacrificing the heifer. The heifer was killed. The party were waiting to begin the feast. Samuel stood with his horn to pour forth the oil, as if for an invitation to begin (comp. ix. 22). He was restrained by divine intimation as son after son passed by, Eliab, the eldest, by his height and his countenance, seemed the natural counterpart of Saul, whose rival, unknown to them, the prophet came to select. But the day was gone when kings were chosen because they were head and shoulders taller than the rest. "Samuel said unto Jesse, Are these all thy children? And he said, There remaineth yet the youngest, and behold he keepeth the sheep.

This is our first and most characteristic introduction to the future king. The boy was brought in. We are enabled to fix his appearance at once in our minds. He was of short stature, thus contrasting with his tall brother Eliab, with his rival Saul, and with his gigantic enemy of Gath. He had red or auburn hair, such as is not frequently seen in his countrymen of the East at the present day. In later life he wore a beard. His bright eyes are especially mentioned (xvi, 12), and generally he was remarkable for the grace of his figure and countenance ("fair of eyes," "comely," "goodly," xvi, 12, xvii, 42). He was well made, and of immense strength and agility. His swiftness and activity made him (like his nephew Asahel) like a wild gazelle, his feet like harts' feet, and his arms strong enough to break a bow of steel (Ps. xviii. 33, 34). He was pursuing the occupation abstracted in Eastern countries usually to the slaves, the females, or the despoiled of the family (comp. the case of Moses, of Jacob, of Zipporali, and Rachel, and in later times, of Mohammed; Spranger, p. 8).

The postures of Bethlehem are famous throughout the sacred history. The Tower of Shepherds (Gen. xxx. 21), the shepherds abiding with their flocks by night (Luke ii.), were both there. He usually carried a switch or wand in his hand (1 Sam. xviii. 40), such as would be used for his dogs (xvii. 49), and a scrip or wallet round his neck, to carry anything that was needed for his shepherd's life (xvii. 40). Such was the outer life of David when (as the later Psalmists described his call) he was "taken from the shepherds, from following the ewes great with young, to feed Israel according to the integrity of his heart, and to guide them by the skillfulness of his hands" (Ps. lxviii. 70-72). The recollection of the sudden and great elevation from this humble station is deeply impressed on his after life. "The man who was raised up on high" (2 Sam. xxiii. 1) — "I have exalted one chosen out of the flock of his people" (Ps. lxxiii. 29) — "I took thee from the sheepfold" (2 Sam. vii. 8).

3. But there was another preparation still more needed for his office, which possibly had made him already known to Samuel, and which at any rate is his next introduction to the history. When the body-guard of Saul were discussing with their master where the best minstrel could be found to chase away his madness by music, one of the young men in the guard mentioned David. Saul, with the absolute control inherent in the idea of an Oriental king, instantly sent for him, and in the successful effort of David's harp we have the first glimpse into that genius for music and poetry which was afterwards consecrated in the Psalms. It is impossible not to connect the early display of this gift with the schools of the prophets, who exercised their vocation with tabret, psaltery, pipe, and harp (1 Sam. xv. 5), in the postures (Psiv. 20. xiii. 2); to which he afterwards returned as to his natural home (1 Sam. xix. 18). Whether any of the existing Psalms can be referred to this epoch of David's life is uncertain.

The 23d, from its subject of the shepherd, and from its extreme simplicity (though placed by Ewald somewhat later), may well have been suggested by this time. The 8th, 19th, and 29th, which are universally recognized as David's, describe the phenomena of nature, and as such may more naturally be referred to this tranquil period of his life than to any other. The imagery of danger from wild beasts, lions, wild bulls, &c. (Ps. vii. 2, xxii. 21), must be reminiscences of this time. And now, at any rate, he must have first acquired the art which gave him one of his chief claims to mention in after times — the sweet singer of Israel "(2 Sam. xxiii. 1), "the inventor of instruments of music." (1 Sam. vi. 5): "with his whole heart he sung songs and loved him that made him" (Eccles. xiii. 8). 4. One incident alone of his solitary shepherd life has come down to us — his conflict with the lion and the bear in defense of his father's flocks (1 Sam. xvii. 34, 35). But it did not stand alone. He was already known to Saul's guards for his martial exploits, probably against the Philistines (xvi. 18), and when he suddenly appeared in the camp, his elder brother immediately guessed that he had led the sheep in his arduous task to see the battle (xvii. 28). To this new aspect of his character we are next introduced.

There is no perfectly satisfactory means of reconciling the apparently contradictory accounts in 1 Sam. xvi. 14-23, and xvi. 12-31, 55-58. The first
states that David was made known to Saul and became his armor-bearer in consequence of the charm of his music in assuring the king’s melancholy.

The second implies that David was still a shepherd with his father’s flock, and unknown to Saul. The Vatican MS. of the LXX., followed by Kennicott (who argues the question at length, * Dissertation on Hebrew Text. *, 418-432, 551-558), rejects the narrative in 1 Sam. xvi. 12-23, 55-56, as spurious. But the internal evidence from its graphic touches is much in its favor, and it must at least be accepted as an ancient tradition of David’s life. Horsley, but with no external authority, transposes 1 Sam. xvi. 14-23. Another explanation supposes that Saul had forgotten him. But this only solves half the difficulty, and is evidently not the intention of the narrative. It may therefore be accepted as an independent statement of David’s first appearance, modified by the counter-statement already noticed.

a The scene of the battle is at EPHESA-DANNIM, in the frontier-hills of Judah, called probably from this or similar encounters “the bound of blood.” Saul’s army is encamped on one side of the ravine, the Philistines on the other, the water-course of Elah or “the Teredinth” runs between them. A Philistine giant, clad in armor and clothed with complete armor, insults the comparatively defenseless Israelites, amongst whom the king alone appears to be well armed (xviii. 38; comp. xiii. 29). No one can be found to take up the challenge. At this juncture David appears in the camp, sent by his father with ten loaves and ten slices of milk-cheese to his three eldest brothers, fresh from the shepherds. Just as he comes to the circle of wagons which formed, as in Arab settlements, a rude fortification round the Israelite camp (xviii. 29), he hears the well known shout of the Israelite war cry (comp. Num. xxiii. 21). The martial spirit of the boy is stirred at the sound; he leaves his provisions with the baggage-master, and darts to join his brothers (like one of the royal messengers* ) into the midst of the lines. * Then he hears the challenge, now made for the forthtime — sees the dignity of his countrymen; he hears the reward promised by the king — goes with the impetuousity of

b Variations in the common account are suggested by two other passages. 1. In 2 Sam. xxi. 19, it is stated that “Goliath of Gath, the staff of whose spear was like a weaver’s beam,” was killed (not by David, but) by Elhanan of Bethlehem. This, combined with the fact that the Philistine whom David slew is usually nameless, has suggested to Ewald (iii. 25, 211) the ingenious conjecture that the name of Goliath (which is only given twice to David’s enemy, 1 Sam. vii. 4. xiv. 19) was borrowed from the conditions of the real Goliath with Elhanan, whose Bethlehemite origin has led to the confusion. Jerome (Qui Hebr. est locus) makes Elhanan the same as David. 2. In 1 Chr. xi. 22, Eleazar (or more probably Shammah, 2 Sam. xxiii. 11) is said to have fought with David at Ephes-dammim against the Philistines. It is of course possible that the same scene may have witnessed two encounters between Israel and the Philistines; but it may also indicate that David’s first acquaintance with Eleazar, afterwards one of his chief captains, was made on this memorable occasion.

The conjecture of Ewald is wholly unnecessary. The Philistine whom David slew is as expressly called Goliath (see above) as the Philistine whom Elhanan slew, and, as the writer of the book of Samuel distinctly

Youth from soldier to soldier talking of the event in spite of his brother’s rebuke — he is introduced to Saul — undertakes the combat. His victory over the gigantic Philistine is rendered more conspicuous by his own diminutive stature, and by the simple weapons with which it was accomplished — not the armor of Saul, which he naturally found too large, but the shepherd’s sling, which he always carried with him, and the five polished pebbles which he picked up as he went from the water-course of the valley, and put in his shepherd’s wallet.* Two trophies long remained of the battle — one, the huge sword of the Philistine, which was hung up behind the ephod in the Tabernacle at Nob (1 Sam. xxii. 9); the other, the head, which he bore away himself, and which was either laid up at Nob, or subsequently at Jerusalem. (N. B.) 1s. exiliv. though by its contents of a much later date, is by the title in the LXX. “against Goliath.” But there is also a psalm, preserved in the LXX. at the end of the Psalter, and which, though probably a mere adaptation from the history, well sums up this early period of his life: “This is the psalm of David’s own writing (7) διδαγμένος εἰς Δαυίδ, and outside the number, when he fought the single combat with Goliath.” As I was small amongst my brethren, and was no greater in my father’s eyes (which was after I was feeding my father’s sheep). My hands made a harp, and my fingers fitted a psaltery. And who shall tell it to my Lord? He is the Lord, He heareth. He sent his messenger (angel*) and took me from my father’s flock, and anointed me with the oil of His anointing. My brothers were beautiful and tall, but the Lord was not well pleased with them. I went out to meet the Philistine, and he came to me in his array, and he put on his armor, and armed his horse with his armor. He debated with me, and he said, ‘Am I a dog that thou art come to me with thine sword and with thine bow? Wherefore comest thou to me with thine sword and with thine bow? Loved I not, the Lord my God the enemy? For if I had not done so, now would they have come up against me with one mouth. ’

2. Relations with Saul. — We now enter on a new aspect of David’s life. The victory over Goliath had been a turning-point of his career. Saul inquired his parentage, and took him finally to his court. Jonathan was inspired by the romantic friendship which bound the two youths together to the end of their lives. The triumphant songs* of the Israelitish women announced that they felt that

* The conjecture of Ewald is wholly unnecessary. The Philistine whom David slew is as expressly called Goliath (see above) as the Philistine whom Elhanan slew, and, as the writer of the book of Samuel distinct

Youth from soldier to soldier talking of the event in spite of his brother’s rebuke — he is introduced to Saul — undertakes the combat. His victory over the gigantic Philistine is rendered more conspicuous by his own diminutive stature, and by the simple weapons with which it was accomplished — not the armor of Saul, which he naturally found too large, but the shepherd’s sling, which he always carried with him, and the five polished pebbles which he picked up as he went from the water-course of the valley, and put in his shepherd’s wallet.* Two trophies long remained of the battle — one, the huge sword of the Philistine, which was hung up behind the ephod in the Tabernacle at Nob (1 Sam. xxii. 9); the other, the head, which he bore away himself, and which was either laid up at Nob, or subsequently at Jerusalem. (N. B.) 1s. exiliv. though by its contents of a much later date, is by the title in the LXX. “against Goliath.” But there is also a psalm, preserved in the LXX. at the end of the Psalter, and which, though probably a mere adaptation from the history, well sums up this early period of his life: “This is the psalm of David’s own writing (7) διδαγμένος εἰς Δαυίδ, and outside the number, when he fought the single combat with Goliath.” As I was small amongst my brethren, and was no greater in my father’s eyes (which was after I was feeding my father’s sheep). My hands made a harp, and my fingers fitted a psaltery. And who shall tell it to my Lord? He is the Lord, He heareth. He sent his messenger (angel*) and took me from my father’s flock, and anointed me with the oil of His anointing. My brothers were beautiful and tall, but the Lord was not well pleased with them. I went out to meet the Philistine, and he came to me in his array, and he put on his armor, and armed his horse with his armor. He debated with me, and he said, ‘Am I a dog that thou art come to me with thine sword and with thine bow? Wherefore comest thou to me with thine sword and with thine bow? Loved I not, the Lord my God the enemy? For if I had not done so, now would they have come up against me with one mouth. ’

2. Relations with Saul. — We now enter on a new aspect of David’s life. The victory over Goliath had been a turning-point of his career. Saul inquired his parentage, and took him finally to his court. Jonathan was inspired by the romantic friendship which bound the two youths together to the end of their lives. The triumphant songs* of the Israelitish women announced that they felt that
in him Israel had now found a deliverer mightier even than Saul. And in those songs, and in the name which David thus acquired, was laid the foundation of that unhappy jealousy of Saul towards him which, mingling with the king's constitutional malady, possessed the son of Jesse, andler years, of David.

Three new qualities now began to develop themselves in David's character. The first was his prudence. It had been already glanced at on the first mention of him to Saul (1 Sam. xvi. 18), "prudent in matters." But it was the marked feature of the beginning of his public career. Thrice over it is emphatically said, "he behaved himself wisely;" and evidently with the impression that it was the wisdom called forth by the necessities of his delicate and difficult situation. It was that peculiar Jewish caution which has been compared to the sagacity of a hunted animal, such as is remarked in Jacob, and afterwards in the persecuted Israelites of the Middle Ages. One instance of it appears immediately, in his answer to the trap laid for him by Saul's servants, "Seemeth it to you a light thing to be the king's son-in-law, seeing that Saul hath slain both the males and females of the Amalekites?" (xviii. 23). Secondly, we now see his magnanimous forbearance called forth, in the first instance, towards Saul, but displaying itself (with a few painful exceptions) in the rest of his life. He is the first example of the virtue of chivalry. Thirdly, his hairbreadth escapes, continued through so many years, impressed upon him a sense of dependence on the Divine help, clearly derived from this epoch. His usual oath or assurance in later times was, "As the Lord liveth which hath redeemed my soul out of adversity." (2 Sam. iv. 9; 1 K. i. 29); and the Psalms are filled with imagery taken even literally from shelter against pursuers, slipping down precipices (Ps. xviii. 36), hiding-places in rocks and caves, leafy covert (xxxi. 20), strong fastnesses (xlviii. 2).

This course of life subdivides itself into four portions:

1. His life at the court of Saul till his final escape (1 Sam. xvii. 2—xxix. 18). His office is not exactly defined. But it would seem that, having been first armor-bearer (xvi. 21, xviii. 2), then made captain over a thousand—the subdivision of a tribe—(xviii. 13), he finally, on his marriage with Michal, the king's second daughter, was raised to the high office of captain of the king's body-guard, second only, if not equal, to Abner, the captain of the host, and Jonathan, the heir apparent. These three formed the usual companions of the king at his meals (xx. 25). David was now chiefly known for his successful exploits against the Philistines, by one of which he won his wife, and drove back the Philistine power with a bow from which it only rallied at the disastrous close of Saul's reign. He also still performed from time to time the office of ministrel. But the successive snares laid by Saul to entrap him, and the open violence into which the king's madness twice broke out, at last convinced him that his life was no longer safe. He had two faithful allies, however, in the court—the son of Saul, his friend Jonathan, and the son of Saul, his wife Michal. Warned by the one, and assisted by the other, he escaped by night, and was from thenceforward a fugitive. Jonathan he never saw again except by stealth. Michal was given in marriage to another (Phaltiel), and he saw her no more till long after her father's death (2 Kith. viii.). To this escape the traditional title assigns Ps. lix. Internal evidence (according to Ewald) gives Ps. xvi. and xvii. to this period.

In the former he is first beginning to contemplate the necessity of flight; in the latter he is moved by the plots of a person not named in the history (perhaps those alluded to in 1 Chr. xii. 17) according to the title of the psalm, Cush, a Benjamite, and therefore of Saul's tribe.

2. His escape (1 Sam. xix. 18—xxii. 15).—(a.) He first fled to Nainath (or the pastures) of Ramah, his family's native place. It was the first time we hear of his meeting with Samuel since the original interview during his boyhood at Bethlehem. It might almost seem as if he had intended to devote himself with his musical and poetical gifts to the prophetic office, and give up the cares and dangers of public life. But he had a higher destiny still. Up to this time both the king and himself had thought that a reunion was possible (see xx. 5, 29). But the madness of Saul now became more settled and fiercer in character; and David's danger proportionately greater. The secret interview with Jonathan, of which the recollection was probably handed down through Jonathan's descendants when they came to David's court, confirmed the alarm already excited by Saul's endeavor to seize him at Ramah, and he now determined to leave his country, and take refuge, like Coriolanus, or Themsites, in like circumstances, in the court of his enemy. Before this last resolve, he visited Nain, the seat of the Tabernacle, partly to obtain a final interview with the High-priest (1 Sam. xxii. 9, 19), partly to obtain food and weapons. On the pretext of a secret mission from Saul, he gained an answer from the oracle, some of the consecrated loaves, and the consecrated sword of Goliath. "There is none like that: give it me." The incident was of double importance in David's career. First, it established a connection between him and the only survivor from the massacre in which David's visit involved the house of Ahimelech. Secondly, from Ahimelech's surrender of the consecrated bread to David's hunger our Lord drew the inference of the superiority of the moral to the ceremonial law, which is the only allusion made to David's life in the N. T. (Matt. xii. 3; Mark ii. 26).

3. His flight to the mountains (xi. 1, comp. 1 Sam. xxvi. 20), and probably to the neighborhood of the Dead Sea (xi. 6), rather point to the time when he was at En-gezi.

The statement of his pretended mission is differently given in the Hebrew and in the LXX. It must be observed that the young men spoken of as his companions were Imaginary. He was quite alone.

(a) It is a characteristic Jewish comment (as distinguished from the lesson drawn by Christ) that the bread was useless to him (Jerome, Qu. Hen. in loc.).
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25: Luke vi. 3, 4). It is also commemorated by the traditional title of Ps. liii.

(b) His stay at the court of Achish was short. Discovered possibly by "the sword of Goliath," his presence revived the national emnity of the Philistines against their former conqueror: and he only escaped by feigning madness, violent gestures, playing on the gates of the city, or on a drum or cymbal, letting his beard grow, and leaning at the month (1 Sam. xxi. 13, LXX.). The 95th and 34th psalms are both referred by their titles to this event, and the titles state (what does not appear in the narrative) that he had been seized as a prisoner by the Philistines, and that he was, in consequence of this stratagem, set free by Achish, or (as he is twice called) Abimelech.

3. His life as an independent outlaw (xxxi. 1—xxvi. 25. (c) His first retreat was the cave of Adullam, probably the large cavern (the only very large one in Palestine), not far from Bethlehem, now called Khurjat (see Bone's Land of Promise, p. 244). From its vicinity to Bethlehem, he was joined there by his whole family, now feuding themselves securely from Saul's fury (xxxi. 1). This was probably the foundation of his intimate connection with his nephews, the sons of Zeruiah.

Of these, Abishai, with two other companions, was perhaps the earliest (1 Chron. xi. 15, 20; 1 Sam. xxvii. 5); they were joined by Saul's, three years later (1 Sam. xxi. 2, 18). Beside these, there were outlaws and debtors from every part, including doubtless some of the original Commandos of whom the name of one at least has been preserved, Abimelech the Hittite (1 Sam. xxvi. 6).b

(b) His next move was to a stronghold, either the mountain, afterwards called Herodion, close to Adullam, or the fastness called by Josephus (B. J. viii. 8, § 3) Mezubahu, the Grecised form of the Hebrew word Mo'eaz (1 Sam. xxiv. 4, 5; 1 Chron. xii. 11), in the neighborhood of Engedi. Whilst there, he had deposited his aged parents, for the sake of greater security, beyond the Jordan, with their陬ial kinman of Moab (ib. 3). The neighboring king, Nahash of Ammon, also treated him kindly (2 Sam. x. 2). Here another companion appears for the first time, a schoolfellow, if we may take the word, from the schools of Samuel, the prophet God (2 Sam. x. 3; 1 Chron. xii. 5); and whilst he was there, occurred the chivalrous exploit of the three heroes just mentioned to procure water from the well of Bethelhem, and David's chivalrous answer, like that of Alexander in the desert of Gedrosia (1 Chron. xi. 16—19; 2 Sam. xxiii. 14—17). He was joined here by two separate bands. One a body of eleven fierce Gadite mountaineers, who swam the Jordan in flood time to reach him (1 Chron. xii. 8). Another was a detachment of men from Judah and Benjamin under his nephew Ammiel, who henceforth attached himself to David's fortunes (1 Chron. xii. 16—18).

(c) At the warning of God, he fled next to the forest of Horod (somewhere in the hills of Judah, but its exact site unknown), and then again fell in with the Philistines, and again, apparently advised by God (xxxi. 4) made a descent on their foraging parties, and relieved Kirath (also unknown), in which he took up his abode. Whilst there, now for the first time in a fortified town of his own (xxxi. 7), he was joined by a new and most important ally—Abinadab, the last survivor of the house of Ishmaur, who came with the High-priest's Ephod, and henceforth gave the oracles, which David had hitherto received from Gad (xxxi. 6, 9, xxi. 21). By this time, the 400 who had joined him at Adullam (xxii. 2) had swelled to 600 (xxxi. 13).

(d) The situation of David was now changed by the appearance of Saul himself on the scene. Apparently the danger was too great for the little army to keep together. They escaped from Keilah, and dispersed, "whithersoever they could go," amongst the fastnesses of Judah. Henceforth it becomes difficult to follow his movements with exactness, partly from ignorance of the localities, partly because the same event seems to be twice narrated (1 Sam. xxiii. 19-24, xxiv. 1—4, and perhaps 1 Sam. xiv. 1-22, xxv. 5—25). But thus much we discern. He is in the wilderness of Ziph. Once (or twice) the Ziphites betray his movements to Saul. From thence Saul literally hunts him like a partridge, the treacherous Ziphites beating the bushes before him, and 5000 men stationed to catch even the print of his footsteps on the hills (1 Sam. xxiii. 14, 22 (Heb.), 24 (LXX.). xxiv. 11, 13, 20). David finds himself driven to the extreme south of Judah, in the wildernesses of Moab. On two, if not three occasions, the pursuer and pursued catch sight of each other. Of the first of these escapes, the memory was long preserved in the name of the "Ad of Divisions," signifies the cliff down one side of which David climbed, whilst Saul was surrounding the hill on the other side (xxiii. 25-29), and was suddenly called away by a quarrel of a Philistine invasion. On another occasion, David took refuge in a cave "by the spring of the wild goats" (Engedi) immediately above the Dead Sea (1 Sam. xxiv. 1, 2). The rocks were covered with the pursuers. Saul entered, as is the custom in Oriental countries, for a natural necessity. The followers of David, seated in the dark recesses of the cave, seeing, yet not seen, suggest to him the chance thus thrown in their way. David, with a characteristic mixture ofhuman and generosity, descends and softly cuts out the skirt of the long robe, spreads, as is usual in the East on such occasions, before and behind the person so occupied—and then cursed the pathetic scene of remembrance and forgiveness (xxiv. 8—22).d The third (if it can be distinguished from the one just given) was in the wilderness further south. There was a regular camp, formed with its usual fortification of wagon and baggage. Into this encampment David penetrated by night, and carried off the cress of water and the well known royal spear of Saul, which had twice so nearly transfixed him to the wall in former days (xxvi. 7, 11, 22). [Arms, Canith.] The same scene is repeated as at Engedi—and this is the last interview between Saul and David (xxvi. 24). He had already parted with Jonathan in the forest of Ziph (xxvi. 18).

a This is the subject of one of David's apostolic collogues (Fabricius, Cod. psalm. gr. V. T. p. 902).

b Sidonian, who kills the giant at Gob (2 Sam. xxvi. 14), is said by Josephus to have been a Hittite.

c God, as Jerome's Jewish commentators observe

d For the Musilinian legend, see Well, p. 156.
able for the first time to require the friendly inhab-

David's reign.

(1.) As king of Judah at Hebron, 7 years (2 Sam. ii. 11; 2 Sam. i. 1–v. 5).

Hebron was selected, doubtless, as the ancient sacred city of the tribe of Judah, the burial place of the patriarchs and the inheritance of Caleb. Here David was first formally anointed king—by whom is not stated—but the expression seems to limit the inauguration to the tribe of Judah, and therefore to exclude any intervention of Abiathar (2 Sam. ii. 4). To Judah his dominion was nominally confined. But probably for the first five years of the time the dominion of the house of Saul, whose seat was now at Mahanaim, did not extend to the west of the Jordan; and consequently David would be the only Israelite potentate amongst the western tribes. Gradually his power increased, and during the two years which followed the elevation of Ishboseth, a series of skirmishes took place between the two kingdoms. First came a successful inroad into the territory of Ishboseth (2 Sam. ii. 28). Next occurred the defection of Abner (2 Sam. iii. 12), and the surrender of Michal, who was now separated from her second husband to return to her first (2 Sam. iii. 15). Then rapidly followed, though without David's consent, the successive murders of Abner and of Ishboseth (2 Sam. iii. 30, iv. 5). The throne, so long waiting for him, was now vacant, and the united voice of the whole people at once called him to occupy it. A solemn league was made between him and his people (2 Sam. iii. 3). For the time being he was anointed king, and a festival of three days celebrated the joyous event (1 Chr. xii. 39). His little band had now swelled into "a great host, like the host of God" (1 Chr. xii. 22). The com-

mand of it, which had formerly rested on David alone, he now devolved on his nephew Joab (2 Sam. ii. 28). It was formed by contingents from every tribe of Israel. Two are specially mentioned as bringing the weight of authority above the others. The sons of Issachar had "understanding of the times to know what Israel ought to do," and with the adjacent tribes contributed to the common feast the peculiar products of their rich territory (1 Chr. xii. 32, 40). The Levitical tribe, formerly represented in David's following only by the solitary fugitive Abiathar, now came in strength, represented by the head of the rival branch of Eleazar, the High-priest, the aged Jehoiada and his youth-

3 Joseph. Ant. vi. 13, § 5, calls it Abasar.

4 But the value of this is materially damaged by the varied weight of the LXX. to "4 months and 20 days."
The only psalm directly referred to this epoch is the 27th (by its title in the LXX. Ποιο τοι τραγο-
δία — "before the anointing" i.e. at Hebron). ';

Underneath this show of outward prosperity, two cankers, incident to the royal state which David now assumed, had first made themselves apparent at Hebron, which darkened all the rest of his career. The first was the formation of a harem, according to the usage of Oriental kings. To the two wives of his wandering life, he had now added four, and including Michal, five (2 Sam. ii. 2, iii. 2-5, 15). The second was the increasing power of his kinsmen and chief officers, which the king strove to restrain within the limits of right, and thus of all the incidents of this part of his career the most plaintive and characteristic is his humiliation over his powerlessness to prevent the murder of Absner (2 Sam. iii. 31-36).

(II.) Reign over all Israel 33 years (2 Sam. v. 5, to 1 K. ii. 11).

1. The Foundation of Jerusalem. — It must have been with no ordinary interest that the surrounding nations watched for the prey on which the Lion of Judah, now about to issue from his native hair, and establish himself in a new home, would make his first spring. One fastness alone in the interior of the land had hitherto defied the arms of Israel. On this, with a singular presence, David fixed as his future capital. By one sudden assault Jehos was taken, and became henceforth known by the names (whether borne by it before or not we cannot tell) of Jerusalem and Zion. Of all the cities of Palestine great in former ages, Jerusalem alone has vindicated by its long permanence the choice of its founder. The importance of the capture was marked at the time. The reward bestowed on the successful seer of the precipice, was the highest place in the army. Joab henceforward became captain of the host (1 Chr. xvi. 6). The royal residence was instantly fixed there — fortifications were added by the king and by Joab — and it was known by the special name of the "city of David" (1 Chr. xi. 7; 2 Sam. v. 9).

The neighboring nations were partly enraged and partly awestruck. The Philistines made two ineffectual attacks on the new king (2 Sam. v. 17-20), and a retribution on their former victories took place by the capture and configuration of their own idols (1 Chr. xiv. 12). Tyre, now for the first time appearing in the sacred history, allied herself with Israel; and Hiram — sent embassage for the building of the new capital (2 Sam. v. 11), especially for the palace of David himself (2 Sam. vii. 2). Unfulfilled and profane as the city had been before, it was at once elevated to a sanctity which it has never lost, above any of the ancient sanctuaries of the land. The ark was now removed from its obscurity at Kirjath-jearim with marked solemnity. A temporary halt (owing to the death of Uzzah) detained it at Obed-edom's house, after which it again moved forward with great state to Jerusalem. An assembly of the nation was convened, and (according to 1 Chr. xvi. 2, xx. 2-27) especially of the Levites. The musical arts in which David himself excelled were now developed on a great scale (1 Chr. xxv. 16-22; 2 Sam. vi. 5). Zadok and Abiathar, the representatives of the two Abrahamic families, were both present (1 Chr. xxv. 11). Jeremiah presided over the music (1 Chr. xxv. 27). Obed-edom followed his sacred charge (1 Chr. xv. 18, 21, 34). The prophet Nathan appears for the first time as the controlling adviser of the future (2 Sam. vii. 3). A sacrifice was offered as soon as a successful start was made (1 Chr. xv. 27; 2 Sam. vi. 14, 20). As in the prophetic schools where he had himself been brought up (1 Sam. x. 5), and as still in the impressive ceremonial of some Eastern Dervishes, and of Seville cathedral (probably derived from the East), a wild dance was part of the religious solemnity. Into this David threw himself with unreserved enthusiasm, and thus conveyed the symbol of the presence of Jehovah into the ancient heathen fortress. In the same spirit of uniting the secular with the royal functions, he offered sacrifices on a large scale, and himself gave the benediction to the people (2 Sam. vi. 17, 18; 1 Chr. xvi. 2). The scene of this inauguration was on the hill which from David's habitation was specially known as the "City of David." As it to mark the new era he had not brought the ancient tabernacle from Gileon, but had erected a new tent or tabernacle (1 Chr. xx. 1) for the reception of the ark. It was the first beginning of the great design, of which we will speak presently, afterwards carried out by his son, of erecting a permanent temple or palace for the ark, corresponding to the state in which he himself was to dwell. It was the greatest day of David's life. One incident only tarnished its splendor — the reproach of Michal, his wife, as he was finally entering his own palace, to carry to his own household the children of the Philistines which had already been born on his people. [MICHAL.] His act of severity towards her was an additional mark of the stress which he himself laid on the solemnity (2 Sam. vi. 20-23; 1 Chr. xx. 29).

No less than eleven psalms, either in their traditional titles, or in the irresistible evidence of their contents, bear traces of this great festival. The 21st psalm (by its title in the LXX.) is said to be on the "Going forth of the tabernacle." The 30th (by its title), the 15th and 118th by their contents, express the feelings of David on his occupation of his new home. The 68th, at least in part, and the 24th seem to have been actually composed for the entrance of the ark into the
ancient gates of the heathen fortress—and the last words of the second of these two psalms may be regarded as the inauguration of the new name by which, God henceforth is called, The Lord of hosts.

Who is this king of glory? "The Lord of hosts, He is the king of glory" (Ps. xxiv. 10; comp. 2 Sam. vi. 2). Fragments of poetry worked up into psalms (xvii. 2-13; e.vi. 1, 47, 48), occur in 1 Chr. xvi. 8-36, as having been delivered by David into the hands of Asaph and his brothers under the close of the festival, and the two mysterious terms in the titles of Ps. vi. and xvi. (Sheminith and Alamoth) appear in the lists of these mentioned on this occasion in 1 Chr. xvi. 23, 21. The 132d is, by its contents, if not by its authorship, thrown back to this time. The whole progress of the removal of the ark is traced in David's reign.

(2.) Foundation of the Court and Empire of Israel, 2 Sam. viii. to xii. — The erection of the new capital at Jerusalem introduces us to a new era in David's life and in the history of the monarchy. Up to this time he had been a king, such as Saul had been before him, or as the kings of the neighboring tribes, each ruling over his territory, unconcerned with any foreign relations except so far as necessary to defend his own nation. But David, and through him the Israelitish monarchy, now took a wider range. He became a king on the scale of the great Oriental sovereigns of Egypt and Persia, with a regular administration and organization of court and camp; and he also founded an imperial dominion which for the first time realized the prophetic description of the bounds of the chosen people (Gen. xv. 18-21). The internal organization now established lasted till the final overthrow of the monarchy. The empire was of much shorter duration, continuing only through the reigns of David and his successor Solomon. But, for the period of its existence, it lent a peculiar character to the sacred history. For once, the kings of Israel were on a level with the great potentates of the world. David was an imperial conqueror, if not of the same magnitude, yet of the same kind, as Rameses or Cyrus, — "I have made thee a great name like unto the name of the great men that are in the earth" (2 Sam. vii. 9). Thou hast shed blood abundantly, and hast made great wars" (1 Chr. xiiii. 8). And as, on the one hand, the external relations of life, and the great incidents of war and conquest receive an elevation by their contact with the religious history, so the religious history swells into larger and broader dimensions from its contact with the course of the outer world. The enlargement of territory, the amplification of power and state, leads to a corresponding enlargement and amplification of ideas, of images of sympathies; and thus (humanly speaking) the magnificent forebodings of a wider dispensation in the prophetic writings first became possible through the court and empire of David.

(a.) In the internal organization of the kingdom the first new element that has to be considered is the royal family, the dynasty, of which David was the founder, a position which entitled him to the name of "Patriarch" (Acts ii. 29) and (ultimately) of the ancestor of the Messiah.

Of these, Absalom and Adonijah both inherited their father's beauty (2 Sam. xiv. 25; 1 K. i. 6); but Solomon alone possessed any of his higher qualities. It was from a union of the children of Solomon and Absalom that the royal line was carried on (1 K. xv. 2). The princes were under the charge of Jehiel (1 Chr. xxvii. 32); perhaps the Levite (1 Chr. xxiv. 21; 2 Chr. xxiv. 14), with the exception of Solomon, who (according at least to one rendering) was under the charge of Nathan (2 Sam. xii. 25). David's strong parental affection for all of them is very remarkable (2 Sam. xiiii. 31, 33, 36, xiv. 36, xviii. 5, 33, xiv. 4; 1 K. i. 6).

(b.) The military organization, which was in fact inherited from Saul, but greatly developed by David, was as follows:

(1.) "The Host," i.e. the whole available military force of Israel, consisting of all males, capable of bearing arms, and summoned only for war. This had always existed from the time of the first settlement in Canaan, and had been commanded by the chief or the judge who presided over Israel for the time. Under Saul, we first find the recognized post of a captain or commander-in-chief—in the person of Abner; and under David this post was taken by Joab, as a reward for the assault on Jerusalem, to his nephew Joab (1 Chr. xi. 4, xxvii. 44), who conducted the army to battle in the absence of the king (2 Sam. xiiii. 26). There were 12 divisions of 24,000 each, who were held to be in duty month by month; and over each of them presided an officer, selected for this purpose from the other military bodies formed by David (1 Chr. xxvii. 1-15). The army was still distinguished from those of surrounding nations by its primitive aspect of a force of infantry without cavalry. The only innovations as yet allowed were, the introduction of a very limited number of chariots (2 Sam. viii. 4) and of mules for the princes and officers instead of the asses (2 Sam. xiiii. 29, xviii. 9). According to a Massu-aULaA™ tradition (Koran, xxi. 80), David invented chain armor. The usual weapons were still spears and shields, as appears from the Psalms. For the general question of the numbers and equipment of the army see the Notes on 2 Sam. xiiii. 41-44.

(2.) The Body-guard. This also had existed in the court of Saul, and David himself had probably been its commanding officer (1 Sam. xxi. 14; Ewald). But it now assumed a peculiar organization. They were at least in name foreigners, as having been drawn from the Philistines, probably during David's residence at the court of Gath. They are usually called from this circumstance "Philistines and Pelethites," but had also a body especially from Gath amongst them, of whom the name of one, Ittai, is preserved, as a faithful servant of David (2 Sam. xv. 19). The captain of the force was, however, not only not a foreigner, but an Israelite of the highest distinction and purest descent, who first appears in this capacity, but who outlived David, and became the chief support of a good coat of mail is often called by the Arabs "Dastor."

"Dastor," i.e. David's. A tradition in Jerome (Qu. Heb. on 1 Chr. xviii. 17) speaks of their being in the place of the seventy judges appointed by Moses.

But here the reading is doubtful (Ewald, iii. 177, note.)
the throne of his son, namely, Benaijah, son of the chief priest Jehoiada, representative of the eldest branch of Aaron’s house (2 Sam. viii. 18, xx. 23: 1 K. i. 38, 44).

(3.) The most peculiar military institution in David’s army was that which arose out of the peculiar circumstances of his early life. As the nucleus of the Russian army is the Presovinsky regiment formed by Peter the great out of the companions who gathered round him in the suburb of that name in Moscow, so the nucleus of what afterwards became the only standing army in Par- vyd’s forces was the band of 600 men who had gathered round him in his wanderings. The number of 600 was still preserved, with the name of Gibborim, “heroes” or “mighty men.” It became yet further subdivided into 3 large bands of 200 each, and small bands of 20 each. The large bands were commanded by 3 officers, one for each band, who together formed “the thirty,” and the 3 large bands by 3 officers, who together formed “the three,” and the whole by one chief, “the captain of the mighty men” (2 Sam. xxii. 8-39: 1 Chr. xi. 39-47). This commander of the whole force was Abishai, David’s nephew (1 Chr. xi. 20; and comp. 2 Sam. xvi. 9). “The three” were Jashubiah (1 Chr. xi. 11) or Adino (2 Sam. xxii. 32).

a Taken in war (Jerome, Q. H. Reb. and 2 Sam. xiii. 37).

b Ehud alone is called “David’s wife” in the enumeration 2 Sam. iii. 5. The tradition in Jerome (Q. H. Reb. ed. loc.) says that she was Michal; and ed. 2 Sam. vi. 23) that she died in giving birth to Ita-

ra

The LXX. in 2 Sam. vi. 16, after having given substantially the same list as the present Hebrew text, repeats the list, with strange variations, as follows: Samson, Juditha, Nathan, Elisahama, Eleazar, Triheus, Elisahama, Naboth, Hophfe, Jonathan, Lemusah, Bad- math, Ephialath.

cf. Josephus (Ant. vi. 3, § 3) gives the following list, of which only four names are identical. He states that the last two were sons of the concubines: Abigael, Abigail, Bathsheba, Bathsheba. (See Blunt, Conder, H. A.)

The Hebrew text, 2 Sam. xxiii. 8) make them: 1. Is- bosheth the Canaanite; 2. Adino the Asonite; 3. Elea- zar, son of Dalo.

Perhaps the father of Bathsheba, whose marriage with Uriah would thus be accounted for. (See Blunt, Conder, H. A.)
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18. iv. 3, 6). Each tribe had its own head (1 Chr. xxvii. 16-22). Of these the most remarkable were Eliphaz, David's brother (probably Eliah), prince of Judah (ver. 18), and Jaasiel, the son of Abner, of Benjamin (ver. 21).

But the more peculiar of David's institutions were those directly bearing on religion. Two prophets appear as the king's constant advisers. Of these, Gad, who seems to have been the elder, had been David's companion in exile; and from his being called "the seer," belongs probably to the earliest form of the prophetic schools. Nathan, who appears for the first time after the establishment of the kingdom at Jerusalem (2 Sam. vii. 2), is distinguished both by his title of "prophet," and by the nature of the prophecies which he utters (2 Sam. vii. 5-17, xili. 1-14), as of the purest type of prophetic dispensation, and as the hope of the new generation, which he supports in the person of Solomon (1 K. i.). Two high-priests also appear—representatives of the two rival houses of Aaron (1 Chr. xxiv. 3); here again, as in the case of the two prophets, one, Abiaah, who attended him at Jerusalem, companion of his exile, and connected with the old time of the judges (1 Chr. xxvii. 34), joining him after the death of Saul, and becoming afterwards the support of his son, the other Zadok, who resided at Gilgal (1 Chr. xxvi. 32), and who was made the head of the Aaronic family (xxvii. 17). Besides these four great religious functionaries there were two classes of subordinates—prophets, specially instructed in singing and music, under Asaph, Heman, the grandson of Samuel, and Jeduthum (1 Chr. xxv. 31-37) Levites, or attendants on the sanctuary, who again were subdivided into the guardians of the gates and guardians of the treasures (1 Chr. xxvii. 1-29) which had been accumulated, since the re-establishment of the nation, by Samuel, Saul, Abner, Joab, and David himself (1 Chr. xxvi. 26-28).

The collection of those various ministers and representatives of worship round the capital must have given a new aspect to the history in David's time, such as it had not borne under the disconnected period of the Judges. But the main peculiarity of the whole must have been, that it so well harmonized with the character of him who was its centre. As his early martial life still placed him at the head of the military organization which had sprung up around him, so his early education and his natural disposition placed him at the head of his own religious institutions. Himself a prophet, a psalmist, he was one in heart with those whose advice he sought, and whose arts he fostered. And, more remarkably still, though not himself a priest, he yet assumed almost all the functions usually ascribed to the priesthood. He wore, as we have seen, the priestly dress, offered the sacrifices, gave the priestly benediction (2 Sam. vi. 14, 17, 18);

and, as if to include his whole court within the same sacerdotal sanctity, Benahad the captain of his guard was a priest by descent (1 Chr. xxvii. 5), and joined in the sacred psalms (1 Chr. xvi. 6); David himself and "the captains of the host" arranged the prophetic duties (1 Chr. xxv. 1); and his sons are actually called "priests" (2 Sam. viii. 18: 1 Chr. xviii. 17, translated "chief," and ανδριχαμ, "chief rulers"), as well as Ira, of Manasseh (2 Sam. xx. 26, translated "chief ruler," but LXX. αποκοιμων). Such a union was never seen before or since in the Jewish history. Even Solomon fell below it in some important points. But from this time the idea took possession of the Jewish mind and was never lost. What the heathen historian Justin antedates, by referring it back to Aaron, is a just description of the effect of the reign of David:

"Sacerdos nunc rex creatur; sempereque exinde hic mos nuper Judaeus fuit ut consensuerent reges et sacerdotes habarent; quorum justitiae religione pernix fuerint, inconsiderabile quantum coaurent." (Justin, xxxvi. 2).

(1d.) From the internal state of David's kingdom, we pass to its external relations. These will be found at length under the various countries to which they relate. It will be here only necessary to briefly indicate the enlargement of his dominions. Within 10 years from the capture of Jerusalem, he had reduced to a state of permanent subjection the Philistines on the west (2 Sam. viii. 1); the Moabites on the east (2 Sam. viii. 2), by the exploits of Benaiah (2 Sam. xxii. 20); the Syrians on the northeast as far as the Euphrates (2 Sam. viii. 3); the Edomites (2 Sam. viii. 14), on the south; and finally the Ammonites, who had broken their ancient alliance, and made one grand resistance to the advance of his empire (2 Sam. x. 1-19, xii. 25-31). These three last wars were entangled with each other. The last and crowning point was the siege of Rabliss. The ark went with the host (2 Sam. xi. 11). David himself was present at the capture of the city (2 Sam. xii. 29). The savage treatment of the inhabitants—the only instance as far as appears of cruel severity against his enemies—is perhaps to be explained by the formidable nature of their resistance—"like the stain on the hand of the Black Prince in the massacre of Lagnes." The royal crown, or "crown of Milcom," was placed on David's head (2 Sam. xii. 30), and, according to Josephus (Ant. vii. 5) was always worn by him afterwards. The Hebrew tradition (Jerome, Qu. Heb. ad 1 Chr. xx. 2) represents it as having been the diadem of the Ammonite god Milcom or Molech; and that Ittai the Gittite (doing what no Israelite could have done, for fear of pollution) tore it from the head of the king, and brought it to David. The general peace which followed was commemorated in the name of the "Peaceful" (Solomon), given to the son born to him at this crisis.

To these wars in general may be ascribed Ps.

a 2 Sam. xii. 25, is by some interpreters rendered, thus making Nathan Solomon's preceptor. (See Chalmers to 272.)
b Compare Blunt, II. xv.
c ἢ τερατον τὴ γῆς (Joseph. Ant. vii. 12, § 4).
d By the reduction of Gath, 1 Chr. xviii. 1.
e The punishment of the Moabites is too obscurely worded to be explained at length. A Jewish tradition (which shows that there was a sense of its being excessive) maintained that it was in consequence of the Moabites having murdered David's parents, when conducted to them, 1 Sam. xxiii. 3 (Chalmers, ii. 133).
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g To these Eupolemus adds the Nabateans and Nabateans.

h For the details of the punishment, see Rabbin. Chandler, in xxii. 29 (it signifies) into the heart of hard sore grind; Ewald (iii. 294), of hard tears, torture and slaughter.

i The story appears to be told twice over 2 Sam. xi. 3-14, x. 1-11, xii. 29-31).

j The golden shields taken in the Syrian war \n
(b.) The second group of incidents contains the tragedy of David's life, which grew in all its parts out of the polygamy, with its evil consequences, into which he had plunged on becoming king. Underneath the splendor of his last glorious campaign against the Ammonites, was a dark story, known to all, that time only to a very few, and even in latter times kept as much as possible out of the view of the people, but now recognized as one of the most instructive portions of his career — the double crime of adultery with Bathsheba, and of the virtual murder of Uriah. The crimes are undoubtedly those of a common Oriental despot. But the relapse of Nathan; the sudden revival of the king's conscience; his grief for the sickness of the child; the gathering of his uncles and elder brothers around him; his return of hope and peace; and if we add to these the two psalms, the 32d and the 51st, of which the first by its acknowledged internal evidence, the 2d by its title also claim to belong to this crisis of David's life, we shall feel that the instruction drawn from the sin has more than compensated to us at least for the scandal occasionally occasioned by it. But David is the "free spirit" and "clean heart" of David returned, and though the birth of Solomon was as auspicious as if nothing had occurred to trouble the victorious festival which succeeded it; the clouds from this time gathered over David's fortunes, and henceforward "the sword never departed from his house" (2 Sam. xii. 10). The outrage on his daughter Tamar; the murder of his eldest son Amnon; and then the revolt of his best beloved Absalom, brought on the crisis, which once more sent him forth a wanderer, as in the days when he fled from Saul; and this, the heaviest trial of his life, was aggravated by the impetuousity of Joash, now perhaps from his complicity in David's crime more unmanageable than ever. The rebellion was fostered apparently by the growing jealousy of the tribe of Judah at seeing their king absorbed into the whole nation; and if, as appears from 2 Sam. xi. 3, xxiii. 34, Ahithophel was the grand counselor of Absalom, its most active supporter was one whom David had provoked by his own crimes. For its general course, the reader is referred to the names just mentioned. But two or three of its scenes relate so touchingly and peculiarly to David, that this is the place for dwelling upon them. The first is the most detailed description of any single day that we find in the Jewish history. It was apparently early on the morning of the day after he had received the news of the rebellion at Hebron that the king left the city of Jerusalem on foot. He was accompanied by a vast concourse; in the midst of which he and his body guard were

"g It is omitted in the Chronicles.

h This is the subject of one of the apocryphal collections of David (Fabric. Cod. pseudo., p. 3. 1. 1091). The story is also told in the Book (xxxi. 20-24), and wild legends are formed out of it (Well's Legends, p. 158-190, 170).

i Ewald places it after the Captivity. From the two last verses (hi. 18, 19) this would be the almost certain conclusion. But it is not allowable to suppose these verses to be an adaptation of the psalm to that later time.

k See Blunt's Coincidences, xi. 11, for a theory perhaps too much elaborated, yet not without some foundation.

l Blunt, H. J., Jerome, Qu. Heb. on 2 Sam. xi. 3.
The family of David's exile, as it had been of the exiled house of Saul (2 Sam. xviii. 24, comp. ii. 8, 12). Three great chiefs of that pastoral district are specially mentioned as supporting him; one, of great age, not before named, Barzillai the gileadite: the two others, bound to him by former ties, Shobi, the son of David's ancient friend Nahash, probably put by David in his brother's place (xii. 20, x. 2); and Mochir, the son of Ammiel, the former protector of the child of David's friend Jonathan (2 Sam. xvii. 27, ix. 4). His forces were arranged under the three great military officers who remained faithful to his fortunes — Joab, captain of the host: Abishai, captain of "the mighty men:" and Ittail, who seems to have taken the place of Benaiah (had he wavered in his allegiance, or was he appointed afterwards?), as captain of the guard (2 Sam. xvii. 2). On Absalom's side, was David's nephew, Amasa (ib. xvi. 35). The warlike spirit and of his faithful followers at this extremity of their fortunes is well depicted by Hushai, "chafed in their minds, as a bear robbed of her whelps in the field" (or a fierce wild boar in the Jordan valley, 1 Xx.): the king himself, as of old, "lodging not with the people," but "hid in some pit or some other place" (2 Sam. xvii. 9). The final battle was fought in the "forest of Ephraim," which terminated in the accident leading to the death of Absalom. At this point the narrative resumes its minute detail. As if to mark the greatness of the calamity, every particular of its first reception is recorded. David was waiting the event of the battle in the gateway of Mahanaim. Two messengers, each endeavoring to outstrip the other, were seen running breathless from the field. The first who arrived was Ahimaaz, the son of Zadok, already employed as a messenger on the first day of the king's flight. He had been entrusted by Joab not to make himself the bearer of tidings so mournful: and it would seem that when he came to the point his heart failed, and he spoke only of the great confusion in which he had left the army. At this moment the other messenger burst in — a stranger, perhaps an Ethiopian (-) and abruptly revealed the fatal news (2 Sam. xviii. 19-32). [Cviii. 11.] The passionate burst of grief which followed, is one of the best proofs of the deep affection of David's character. He wrapped himself up in his sorrow; and even at the very moment of his
triumph, he could not forget the hand that had slain his son. He made a solemn vow to supersede Joab by Amasa, and in this was lied the lasting breach between himself and his powerful nephew, which neither the one nor the other ever forgave (2 Sam. xix. 13).

The return was marked at every stage by rejoicing and amnesty,—Shimei forgiven, Mephibosheth "partially reinstated, Hazuriki rewarded by the gifts, long remembered, to his son CHIDIAN (2 Sam. xix. 10-40; 1 K. ii. 7). Joab was first reconciled. The embers of the insurrection still smouldering (2 Sam. xix. 41-43) in David's hereditary enemies of the tribe of Benjamin were trans- planted out by the mixture of boldness and sagacity in Joab, now, after the murder of Amasa, once more in his old position. And David again reigned in undisturbed peace at Jerusalem (2 Sam. xx. 1-22).

(c) The closing period of David's life, with the exception of one great calamity, may be considered as a gradual preparation for the reign of his successor. This calamity was the three days' pesti- lence which visited Jerusalem at the warning of the prophet Gad. The occasion which led to this warning was the census of the people taken by Joab at the king's orders (2 Sam. xxiv. 1-9; 1 Chr. xxii. 1-7, xxvii. 23, 24); an attempt not materially augmented by the increase of his army, but implying a confidence and pride alien to the spirit inculcated on the kings of the chosen people [see Numbers]. Joab's repugnance to the measure was such that he refused altogether to number Levi and Benjamin (1 Chr. xxi. 6). The king also scourged to number those who were under 20 years of age (1 Chr. xxii. 23), and the final result never was recorded in the <i>Chronicles of King David</i> (1 Chr. xxvii. 24). The plague, however, and its conse- quence were commemorated down to the latest times of the Jewish nation. Possibly Ps. xxx. and xci. had reference (whether David's or not) to this time. But a more certain memorial was preserved on the exact spot which witnessed the close of the pesti- lence, or, as it was called, the Black Death of 1348, "The Death." Outside the walls of Jerusa- lem, Aramah or Ornan, a wealthy shephard, bought from the ancient king of Judah (2 Sam. xxiv. 23) "possessed a threshing-floor" there he and his sons were engaged in threshing the corn gathered in from the harvest (1 Chr. xxii. 23). At this spot an awful vision appeared, such as is described in the later days of Jerusalem, of the Angel of the Lord stretching out a drawn sword between earth and sky over the devoted city. The scene of such an apparition at such a moment was at once marked out for a sanctuary. David demanded, and Aramah willingly granted, the site; the altar was erected on the rock of the threshing-floor; the place was called by the name of "Moriah" (2 Chr. iii. 1); and for the first time a holy place, sancti- fied by a vision of the Divine presence, was recog- nized in Jerusalem. It was this spot which after- wards became the altar of the Temple, and there- fore the centre of the national worship, with but slight interruption, for more than 1000 years, and it is even contended that the same spot is the rock, still regarded with almost idolatrous veneration, in the centre of the Mussalam "Dome of the Rock" (see Professor Willis in Williams's <i>Holy City</i>, ii.).

The selection of the site of this altar probably revived the schemes of the king for the building of a permanent edifice to receive the ark, which still remained inside his own palace in its temporary tent. Such schemes, we are told, he had entertain- ed after the capture of Jerusalem, or at the end of his wars. Two reasons were given for their de- lay. One, that the ancient nomadic form of worship was not yet to be abandoned (2 Sam. vii. 6); the other, that David's wars sufficed him to be the founder of a seat of peaceful worship (1 Chr. xxii. 8). But a solemn assurance was given that his dynasty should continue "for ever" to continue the work (2 Sam. vii. 13; 1 Chr. xi. 9, 10). Such a founder, and the ancestor of such a dynasty, was Solomon to be, and to him therefore the stones [See 1 Kings] and the plans of the future Temple (according to 1 Chr. xxii. 2-19, xxvii. 1-xxix. 19) were committed.

A formidable conspiracy to interrupt the suc- cession broke out in the last days of David's reign [see ADONIJAH], which detachet from his person two of his court, who from personal offense or adherence to the ancient family had been alienated from him—Joab and Abiathar. But Zadok, Nathan, Ne- maiah, Shimei, and Rehoboam remaining firm, the plot was stifled, and Solomon's inauguration took place under his father's auspices (1 K. i. 1-53).

The Psalms which relate to this period are, by title, Ps. xci.: by internal evidence, Ps. i-xvii. David had a great deal of good done upon him. The warmth of his exhausted frame was at- tempted to be restored by the introduction of a young Shammamite, of the name of Abishag, men- tioned apparently for the sake of an incident which grew up in connection with her out of the later events (1 K. i. 1, ii. 17). His last song is pres- erved—a striking union of the ideal of a just ruler which he had placed before him, and of the place where the altar was to be, but forbade him to build the Temple, as being stained with blood, and so stained that he fought many wars. His name was Davi- thad.

In 1 Chr. xxi. 29, a fire from heaven descends to sanctify the altar. This is not mentioned in 2 Sam. xxiv.

This is the subject of one of the apocryphal col- oquies (Fabric. Coll. pseudepigraph. V. T. I. 104). In this respect David still belonged to the older generation of heroes. [See Jerome, Qu. ii. 22 ad loc.]

Eupolemus (Eus. <i>Prop. Ev. ix. 30</i> makes David send these for these stones to Elath and to Ophir. [See Jerome, Qu. ii. 22 ad loc.]) renders Reh as Ira, not improbably. Ewald's conjecture (iii. 206, note) is that he is identical with Raddai.

Eupolemus (Eus. <i>Prop. Ev. ix. 30</i>) adds, "in the presence of the high-priest Eli."

<i>a</i> The injustice done to Mephibosheth by this division of his property was believed in later traditions to be the sin which drew down the division of David's kingdom. Jerome, <i>Op. Hac</i> (on 2 Sam. xix.). The question is argued at length by Selden, <i>De Successione</i>, c. 25, pp. 67, 68. (Chameli, ii. 357.)

<i>b</i> To many English readers, the events and names of this period have acquired a double interest from the power and skill with which Dryden has made the story of "Absalom and Achitophel" the basis of his political poem on the Court of King Charles II.

<i>c</i> In the original the expression is much stronger than in the A. V.—"Aramah, the king." [See Amsah.] This apparition is also described in a fragment of the heathen historian Eupolemus (Eus. <i>Prop. Ev. ix. 30</i>), but is confused with the warning of Nahum against building the Temple. "An angel pointed out

<i>d</i> In this respect David still belonged to the older generation of heroes. [See Jerome, Qu. ii. 22 ad loc.]

Eupolemus (Eus. <i>Prop. Ev. ix. 30</i>) makes David send these for these stones to Elath and to Ophir. [See Jerome, Qu. ii. 22 ad loc.] renders Reh as Ira, not improbably. Ewald's conjecture (iii. 206, note) is that he is identical with Raddai.

Eupolemus (Eus. <i>Prop. Ev. ix. 30</i>) adds, "in the presence of the high-priest Eli."
difficulties which he had felt in realizing it (2 Sam. xxiii. 1–7). His last words, as recorded, to his successor, are a general exhortation to his duty, combined with warnings against Joab and Shimuel, and charges to remember the children of Barzillai (1 K. ii. 1–9).

He died, according to Josephus (Ant. viii. 15, § 2), at the age of 70, and "was buried in the city of David."1 After the return from the Captivity, "the sepulchres of David" were still pointed out "between Siahob and the house of the mighty men,"2 or "the guardhouse" (Neh. iii. 16). His tomb, which became the general sepulchre of the kings of Judah, was pointed out in the latest times of the Jewish people. "His sepulchre is with us unto this day," says St. Peter at Pentecost (Acts ii. 29); and Josephus (Ant. viii. 15, § 3; xiii. 8, § 4; xvi. 7, § 1) states that, Solomon having buried a vast treasure in the tomb, one of its chambers was broken open by Hyrcanus, and another by Herod the Great. It is said to have fallen into rain in the time of Hadrian (Dion Cassius, lxix. 14). In Jerome's time a tomb, so called, was the object of pilgrimages (Ep. ad Marcell. 17 (46)), but apparently in the neighborhood of Bethlehem. The edifice shown as such from the Crusades to the present day is on the southern hill of modern Jerusalem commonly called Mount Zion, under the so-called "Gammaliel."3 For the description of it see Barclay's City of the Great King, p. 290. For the traditions concerning it see William's Holy City, ii. 509–513. The so-called "Tombs of the Kings" have of late been claimed as the royal sepulchre by De Sauley (ib. 162–215), who brought to the Louvre (where it may be seen) what he believed to be the lid of David's sarcophagus. But these tombs are outside the walls, and therefore cannot be identified with the tomb of David, which was emphatically within the walls (see Robinson, ii. 252, note).

The character of David has been so naturally brought out in the incidents of his life that it need not be here described in detail. In the complexity of its elements,4 passion, tenderness, generosity, heroism — the soldier, the shepherd, the poet, the statesman, the priest, the prophet, the king — the romantic friend, the chivalrous leader, the devoted father — there is no character of the O. T. at all to be compared to it. Jacob comes nearest in the variety of elements included within it. But David's character stands at a higher point of the sacred history, and represents the Jewish people just at the moment of their transition from the holy virtues of the older system to the fuller civilization and cultivation of the later. In this manner he becomes naturally, if one may so say, the likeness or portrait of the last and grandest development of the nation, and the type of the period of the Messiah. In a sense more than figureative, he is the type and prophecy of Jesus Christ. Christ is not called the son of Abraham, or of Ja
cob, or of Moses, but he was truly "the son of David." To his own people his was the name most dearly cherished after their first ancestor, Abraham. "The city of David," "the house of David," "the throne of David," "the seed of David," "the oath sworn unto David" (the pledge of the continuance of his dynasty), are expressions which pervade the whole of the Old Testament and all the figurative language of the New, and they serve to mark the lasting significance of his appearance in history.

His Psalms (whether those actually written by himself be many or few) have been the source of consolation and instruction beyond any other part of the Hebrew Scriptures. In them appear qualities of mind and religious perceptions not before expressed in the sacred writings, but eminently characteristic of David, — the love of nature, the sense of sin, and the tender, ardent trust in, and communion with, God. No other part of the Old Testament comes so near to the spirit of the New. The Psalms are the only expansions of devotion which have been equally used through the whole Christian Church — Abyssinian, Greek, Latin, Puritan, Anglican.

The difficulties which attend on his character are valuable as proofs of the imparity of Scripture in recording them, and as indications of the union of natural power and weakness which his character included. The Rabbis in former times, and critics (like Byl[e]4 in later times, have seized on its dark features and exaggerated them to the utmost. And it has been often asked, both by the scoffers and the serious, how the man after God's own heart could have murdered Uriah, and seduced Bathsheba, and tortured the Ammonites to death? An extract from one who is not a too-indulgent critic of sacred characters expresses at once the common sense and the religious lesson of the whole matter. "Who is called 'the man after God's own heart'? David, the Hebrew king, had fallen into sins enough — blackest crimes — there was no want of sin. And therefore the unbelievers sneer, and ask 'Is this your man according to God's heart?' The sneer, I must say, seems to me but a shallow one. What are faults, what are the outward details of a life, if the inner secret of it, the remorse, temptations, the often baffled, never-ended struggle of it be forgotten? David it is, as written for us in those Psalms of his, I consider to be the truest emblem ever given us of a man's moral progress and warfare here below. All earnest souls will ever discern in it the faithful struggle of an earnest human soul towards what is good and best. Struggle often baffled — sore baffled — driven as into entire wreck: yet a struggle never ended, ever with tears, repentance, true unconquerable purification, and a man began again and saw the "(Carlyle's Heroes and Hero-Worship, p. 72).

The conciliatory of 1 Sam. xvi. 14–23 with xvii. 31–35, 55–58 (see i. 4 of the article above).

1 A striking legend of his death is preserved in Weil's Legenda, pp. 165, 170; a very absurd one, in Bamagae, Hist. des Juifs, bk. v. ch. 2.

2 This variety of opinion is strikingly expressed in "the Song of David," a poem written by the unfortunat[te]Christopher Smart in charcoal on the walls of his cell, in the intervals of madness.

3 It may be remarked that the name never appears as the name even in the Jewish history, but, like "Peter" in the Papacy, it was too sacred to be so appropriated.

4 For some just remarks, in answer to Byl[e], on the necessity of taking into account the circumstances of David's age and country, see Dean Milman's Hist. of Jews, i. 247.

5 This expression has been perhaps too much made of. It occurs only once in the Scriptures (1 Sam. xii. 14, quoted again in Acts xiii. 22), where it merely in desists a man whom God will approve, in distinction from Saul who was rejected by His love, and more peculiar commendation of David is that contained in 1 K. xvi. 3–5, and implied in Ps. lxxix. 29–58.
DAVID has given rise to various explanations. It must be acknowledged that there are some difficulties here. Winer (though without ascertaining to them all as equally well founded) enumerates them in his Bibl. Relatio, i. 239 ff., and Bleek also in his Lins. in dou. A. Text. p. 355 ff., with the admission at the same time that they have been urged too far. The reader, happily disappointed in us might be taken of them here, or of the considerations which have been offered to account for the apparent disagreement. It should be stated that the better critical judgment of scholars (as Dr. Wette, Ewald, Bleek, Keil) is that the Hebrew text of the passages under remark has not been corrupted or interpolated, but that the two sections (from whatever source originally derived) form an integral part of the work as it came from the hand of the writer or compiler.

One of the principal difficulties in the relation of the two portions to each other, is that, in the first of them, David is said to have been a musician and an armor-bearer at the court of Saul (1 Sam. xvi. 19 ff.); and, in the second, that he appears to be introduced to the king, at the time of the battle with Goliath, as a stranger whom Saul had no previous knowledge (1 Sam. xvi. 31 ff.). It is to be noted, in reply, that Keil thinks that David may not have been permanently connected with Saul in his capacity as harpist, but was only summoned to him as the intermittent madly of Saul required, and then, after exerting his skill for its removal, returned to the care of his flocks. (See Chandler's Life of David, p. 48.) It is expressly stated, at all events, that even after the outbreak of the war with the Philistines he was in the habit of passing to his flocks in the daytime, and his father's home at Bethlehem (1 Sam. xvi. 17, 18). It is true, he was appointed at the same time one of Saul's armor-bearers as well as his musician; but this office, at least, in times of peace, was one of honor rather than of active service, and would not require that he should be constantly at the person of the king. This was the less necessary, because the number of such servants was so great. Joab, David's chief commander at a later date, is said to have had ten armor-bearers, and Saul in his higher station must have had many more. Under these circumstances, Saul's first acquaintance with David may have been often interrupted and hence comparatively slight: so that when they met again, possibly after an inter-rival of some considerable duration, amid the distraction and tumult of a war which was engrossing every energy of the king's mind, it is not incredible that Saul at first sight may not have recognized the shepherd boy whom he had occasionally seen; while as to David himself it is not to be supposed that he would put forward any obstructive claim to the king's recognition on the ground of his former services.

Again, it is objected that Saul's inquiry of Anan, captain of the host (1 Sam. xxi. 15; after David's slaying of Goliath, "Who is this youth," is extraordinary, if David had really stood in the relation to Saul which the previous account has mentioned. But as Kurtz remarks (Herzog's Real. Enzyk. iii. 390), the import of the question may have been not so much who is David's father as to his name merely, as what is David's ancestry, his parentage and rank in life. Saul may have been indifferent respecting the family of his harp-player and armor-bearer; but after the victory, when the successful champion, according to the terms which Saul himself had proposed, was about to become his son-in-law (1 Sam. xvii. 25), it was obviously a matter of great interest to him to obtain more particular information respecting his birth and connections.

It is affirmed also that the account of David at the time of his first introduction to Saul (1 Sam. xvi. 18), as "a mighty valiant man, and a man of war," is out of place there, because he had not yet displayed the military qualities which those words ascribe to him. This description, as Winer admits (Bibl. Relatio. i. 250), may be merely proleptic, inserted by the historian not of course as representing what David was at that time, but what he was known to be in history to readers of the story. Keil and Delitzsch prefer to say, that his conflicts with the lion and the bear (1 Sam. xvii. 34, 35) had already furnished such proofs of heroism, that none who knew him could fail to discern in him the future conqueror of the Philistines. Samuel, p. 171, (Clark's Library). Stanley (see L. above) thinks that David may already have fought against the Philistines, and was known to some of Saul's guards for his military exploits. But this supposition implies in effect that the two parts of the narrative are inconsistent with each other; for David's awkwardness in the use of weapons when he assumed the championship against Goliath (1 Sam. xvii. 50 ff.) shows that he was then inexperienced in war.

Another allegation is that the statement in 1 Sam. xxi. 54, that "David took the head of the Philistine and brought it to Jerusalem," must certainly be an anachronistic addition to the history, because Jerusalem was not then in possession of the Hebrews, but was captured by David (or Joab) at a later period (1 Chr. xi. 4 ff.). But the statement in that passage really is that David took at that time not Jerusalem itself, but the fortress of Jerusalem, the citadel on Mount Zion (called after him the city of David), which had not before been wrested from the ancient inhabitants (Josh. xvii. 53). As to Jerusalem itself, i.e. the other hills and the suburbs which the city comprised, we read that it had been in the hands of the Hebrews from the time of their first arrival on the west of the Jordan, in the days of Joshua (Judg. i. 8, 21). David at first deposited the armor of Goliath in his own tent or house at Bethlehem (1 Sam. xvii. 54); but it was in the natural course of things that such a trophy after a time would be placed in some more public custody. No one can seriously think that this statement conflicts with 1 Sam. xxi. 9, from which it appears that the sword of Goliath was found in the sanctuary at Nemi at the time of David's interview with the priest Abimelech. Nor is such a return of David to Bethlehem, to leave there the spoils of war or to visit his friends, inconsistent with 1 Sam. viii. 2, where it is said that Saul did not permit him any more to "go to his father's
house." The meaning in that passage is that David was henceforth to attach himself to Saul as one of his personal retinue, and not again, as he had formerly done, resume his occupation as a shepherd.

Dean Stanley has three Lectures on David in his History of the Jewish Church (ii. 49-155). He has presented there essentially the same facts and aspects of character that are brought before us in the preceding sketch: but with the advantage of making the picture more living and real by being put in the frame-work of the history and finished with minister touch. He gives David’s personal appearance in his boyhood, e. t. retains in his Lectures the description previously given in the Dictionary (p. 533). Against one of the traits in this figure Dietrich urges an objection from an unexpected quarter. He understands (Ges. Hdb. und Chald. Handb. p. 16, 6th Aufl.) that what the A. V. renderers as "a pillow of goat’s hair," which Michal placed in David’s bed (1 Sam. xix. 19), was in reality a feature of goat’s hair, a sort of wig which she put around the head of the teraphim or image so as to make it appear like David’s hair, and thus deceive Saul’s messengers. On that view of the case, he says, the stratagem presupposes that David’s hair was black, that being the usual color of goat’s hair in Palestine. First also (i. 25) refers to the hair, not to the hair, but to the countenance of David. Bunsen (Bibelwerk, ii. 1 ter Thell, p. 122) says: "rothbraun, wtrl. r. blithe. An die Haare ist dabei wol nicht zu denken." Its being used of Esau, Gen. xxv. 25, is not decisive, for being generic ("as reddish"), it admits of that application or the one claimed here. The older translators often render mechanically (hence perhaps περίβαλλεται, Sept.; and rufulae, Vulg.). It was because David appeared so boyish (rudely and fair), that Goliath looked on him with contempt (1 Sam. xvi. 12, xvi. 42). It does not appear why he should be thought less a warrior for being red-haired.

In regard to the variations which appear in the mode of relating David’s history, Kurtz has well stated and answered the current objections in his article on David in Herzog’s Real-Encycl. iii. 298-307. He does not consider them to be of any great moment. See also Havernick’s Einl. in des A. V. Psalm 12, p. 153. However, the grounds of a similar conclusion. Tholuck has given a good sketch of David’s outward life in its relation to his writings, and has grouped together on that basis the principal psalms which he would refer to him as the author (Übersetzung u. Auslegung der Psalmen, § 3). Perowne’s remarks here are valuable for the light which they throw on the connection between the psalmist’s inner and outward life as expressed in the writings of Esther and Song of Solomon (Ps. viii., xxi., civ.). Chandley’s Life of David (Oxford, 1858), though anticipated in some respects, still remains one of our best helps for the study of David’s history. Herder commends it strongly (Studien der Theologie, 8ter Brief). Kitt’s Daily Bible Illustrations furnish useful information on the leading incidents in the career of the poet-king. There is a collection of sermons, David, der König, by F. W. Krummacher (1860), similar to those on Elijah and Elisha by the same author, which have obtained so much celebrity.

On the probable scene of David’s encounter with Goliath (1st Sam. xviii. 31) and its modification of the Valley of Elah, 3 days south-west of Jerusalem, see Rob. Bibl. Res. ii. 550, 1st ed.; Thomson’s Land and Book, ii. 363; Porter’s Giant Cities, &c., p. 223; Sepp’s Jerusalem u. das hell. Land, i. 57; Toher’s Drüte Wunderung, p. 122.

David. City of. [Jerusalem.]

Day. (1 Sam. viii., perhaps from בְּנֵי יִשְׁרָאֵל, by dawn, to be warm.) The variable length of the natural day ("ab exortu ad occasum solis," Censor. de Die Nat. p. 23) at different seasons led, in the very earliest times, to the adoption of the civil day (or one resolution of the sun) as a standard of time, and this conception of the civil day varies in different nations: the Babylonians (like the people of Nuremberg) reckoned it from sunrise to sunrise (Isidor. Orig. v. 30); the Umbrians from noon to noon; the Romans from midnight to midnight (1 Tim. ii. 79); the Athenians and others from sunset to sunset (Macrobi. Saturn. i. 3; Gell. iii. 2).

The Hebrews naturally adopted the latter reckoning (Lev. xxvii. 32). "for even to even ye shall celebrate your sabbaths." from Gen. i. 5, "the evening and the morning were the first day." a passage which the Jews are said to have quoted to Alexander the Great (Gen. Tanid, 60, 11; Rolland, Anc. Hdb. iv. 1, § 15). Some (as in Godwin’s Mooses and Aaron) argue foolishly from Matt. xxviii. 1, that they began their civil day in the morning; but the expression εὖμετακηρυξαν shows that the natural day is there intended. Hence the expression "evening-morning." ="day (Dan. viii. 14; LXX. νυγθαμαρ; also 2 Cor. xi. 25). the Hindoo abhavata (Von Bohnen on Gen. i. 4), and νυγθαμαρ (2 Cor. xi. 25). There was a similar custom among the Athenians, Arabs, and ancient Teutons (Tac. Geron. xi., "de dieum nummum us apud hos, sed noctium computant . . . no ducret diei videtur "); and Celtic nations (Ces. de B. G. v. 18, "ut noctem dies subsequeant "). This mode of reckoning was widely spread. It is found in the Roman law (Gauls, i. 112), in the Nibelungenlied, in the Salic law (inter diem noctes), in our own terms "fort-night," "seven-night" (see Orelli, &c. loc. tac.), and even among the Siamese ("they reckon by nights," Bowring, i. 137) and New Zealanders (Taylor’s Te-Ier-Maoi, p. 20). No doubt this arose from the general notion "that the first day in Eden was 36 hours long." (Lightfoot, i. 243, ii. 344; J. M. Renan; De la croix, p. 123; Aristoph. Nub. 223; Wilkinson, Anc. Egypt. iv. 274). Kalisch plausibly refers it to the use of lunar years (Gen. p. 67). Sometimes, however, they reckoned from sunrise (ημερωρινιον, comp. Ps. i. 2; Lev. vii. 15).

* The Hebrew custom of reckoning the day from evening to evening, arose from the use of the lunar-calender in regulating the feast-days, and other days of religious observance. It was not a "natural" day. But the evidence of history follows, that the Schöpfungstage are not from Abend zu Abend, sondern . . . von Morgen zu Morgen gezählt sind." Delitzsch (3d ed. p. 100): "Nachdem es mit der Schöpfung des Lichts Tag geworden, wurde es Abend und
The day consisted, therefore, of a period of light followed by a period of darkness, being reckoned from morning to morning. In later Hebrew usage also, where simply the natural day is meant, as in Lev. vii. 15, the terminating limit is the following morning. See further in Hengel's _Ecclesiastical History_, art. 'Tag' (xx. 410).

The Jews are supposed, like the modern Arabs, to have adopted from an early period minute specifications of the parts of the natural day. Roughly indeed they were content to divide it into 'morning, evening, and noonday' (Ps. iv. 17); but when they wished for greater accuracy they pointed to six unequal parts, each of which was again subdivided. Here are held to have been:

I. _Neseph_, ἡμέρας νύχτιος (from ἡμέρας νύκτα, 'to blow') and _Shokhar_, καιρὸς νύκτος, or the dawn. After their acquaintance with Persia they divided this into, (a) the time when the eastern, and (b) when the western horizon was illuminated, like the Greek _Aphros_—_Matiu_—_Andron_ or _the gray dawn_ (Milton), and the rosy dawn. Hence we find the _shaharaim_ as a proper name (1 Chr. viii. 8). The writers of the Jews, Talmud divide the day into five parts, of which the (1) was _ディュトκατ_ _Hosip_ _kotitas_, or the 'gazelle of the morning' (Aijellite Shawin), a name by which the Arabs call the sun (comp. 'clouds of the dawn'), Job iii. 9; _ωπας_ Βελειφαιος, Soph. _Ant. 109_. This was the time when Christ arose (Mark xvi. 2; John xx. 1; Rev. xxii. 16; ἐνυποφωνησία, Matt. xxviii. 1). The other three divisions of the day were, (2) _when one can distinguish blue from white_ (προροκε}, _στοριαν_ _τα_ _αυτοματικά_(_John xx. 1; 'obscuration adhibetur lucis'), _Taloth_ ii. iv. 2. At this time they began to revite the phylacterys. (3) _Sunlight_ (αἰωνίας _αὐτοτικά_ _των_ _υἱών_ _Mark_ xii. 2; _Lightfoot, Hor. Hebr. ad_ Marc. viii. 16; _Otho, Lex. Rob. s. v. Sabbothain_).

Before the Captivity the Jews divided the night into three watches (Lxx. viii. 6, xc. 4), namely, the first watch, lasting till midnight (Lam. ii. 19, A. V. 'the beginning of the watches') _ལόχος_ _πολακτικός_; the _middle watch_ (which proves the statement), lasting till cock-crow (Luke, xvii. 19) _μεισον_ _πολακτικός_; and the morning watch, lasting till sunrise (Ex. xiv. 24) _αμαρικόν_ _πειγόν_ (Rom. vii. 433). These divisions were probably connected with the Levitical duties in the Temple service. The Jews, however, say (in spite of their own definition, 'a watch is the third part of the night') that they always had four night-watches (comp. Neh. ix. 3), but that the fourth was counted as a part of the morning (Buxtorf's _Lex. Talm. s. v. Carporos_._Appor. Coll. p. 947; Reland, iv. 18).

The one hour allusions to four watches, a division borrowed from the Greeks (Herod. ix. 51) and Romans (Φαλλακτικά, τὰ _τέταρτον_ _μέρος_ _τῆς_ _πολακτίας_, Suid.). These were, (1) _όξια_ _οὐδα_, or _φοῖν_ _ἀπάνθησιν_, from twilight till 9 o'clock (Mark xi. 11; _John xix. 10); (2) _μεσον_ _πολακτικόν, _midnight, from 9 till 12 o'clock (Mark xiii. 5): (3) _αλκατεροφοια_ , till 3 in the morning (Mark xiii. 35, _ἀλκατερισμός_, 3 Mark v. 25); (4) _πρωί_ _πολακτικόν, _daybreak, the same as _πρωί_ _σαββάτου_. (John xviii. 28; Joseph. _Ant. v. 6, § 5, xxvi. 9, § 4)._ The word held to mean 'hour' is first found in _Dun. iii. 16, 15, v. 5_ (Σαββάτ, πρωτί ferry, also 'a moment'), iv. 19). Perhaps the Jews, like the fame and most quarrelsome fellow once handed me his watch to wind just before sunset on Friday evening. It was now his Sabbath, and he could not work. Thus they still take mint, and anise, and cummin, and two or three other ointments, making with the u of oil by their traditions (Mark vi. 5). It was such peculiar traditions as these that our Lord rebuked when he declared that the Sabbath was made for man, not man for the Sabbath (Mark ii 23). See other like examples on the same page.
Greeks, learnt from the Babylonians the division of the day into 12 parts (Herod. ii. 109). In our Lord's time the division was common; see Acts xii. 9). It is probable that Ahaz introduced the first sum- 

del from Babylon (φαναν, ἰπαν). Is. xxxiii. 8; 2 K. xx. 11), as Anaximenes did the first σκάθειαν into Greece (Jahn, Arch. § 101). Possibly the Jews at a later period adopted the 

chaxys (Joseph. Ant. xi. 6). The third, sixth, and ninth hours were devoted to prayer (Dan. vii. 10; Acts ii. 15, iii. 1, &c.).

On the Jewish way of counting their week-days from the sabbath, see Lightfoot's Works, ii. 354. Ed. Plant. [Week.]

The word "day" is used of a festal day ( Hos. vii. 5); a birthday (Job iii. 1); a day of rain (Hos. i. 11; Job xii. 29; comp. έγνημ, τέμπνα τει-

νοπλικη, Cie, and dies Conclusive); the judgment day (Joel i. 15; 1 Thess. v. 2); the kingdom of Christ (John viii. 56; Rom. xiii. 12); and in other senses which are mostly self-explaining. In 1 Cor. iv. 3, ἀναφερόμενη ἡμέρα is rendered "by man's judgment." 2 Jerome, ad Algin. Quast. x. con-

siders this a Cilicium (Bochart, Hieroz. ii. 471).

On the prophetic or year-day system (Lev. xxv. 9; Num. xxxi. 35; Ezek. ziv. 19, 20; comp. 2 Macc. iii. 23, 25). In the rendering of Elliot's Hor. Aen. iii. 104 ff. The expression ἐρμαινόντα, rendered "daily" in Matt. vi. 11, is an ετ. λέγη, and has been much disputed. It is un-

known to classical Greek (Εως πεπλάθει ὑπὸ τῶν Εὐγελετῶν, Orig. Orat. c. 16). The Vulg. has supersubstantivum, a rendering recom-

mended by Abenda to the name of the Paraclete.

Theophyl. explains it as δε ἐν τῇ οὐσίᾳ καὶ συν-

τασειν ἡμών αυτοκρατο, and he is followed by most-

mournalways critics (cf. Chrysost. Hom. in Or. 9.9. 

Suid. & Etym. M. s. v.). Salmasius, Grotius, &c., 

arguing from the rendering τῆς in the Nazarene 

σοραπ, translate it as though it were τῆς ἐρμα-

νών ἡμέρας, or τίς ἡμέρα (Sext. Syennhis Bibli-

cal Statut. p. 444 a). But see the question examined at full length (after Tholuck) in Alford's Greek Test. ad loc.; Schleusner, Lex. s. v.; Wetstein, N. T. i. 461, &c. See CHRONOLOGY.

F. W. F.

* DAY'S JOURNEY. Distance is often 

reckoned in the Bible by this standard (see Gen. 

xxiii. 23; Ex. iii. 18; Num. xi. 31; Deut. i. 2; 1 K. iv. 4; 2 K. iii. 9; Jonah iii. 3, 4; Luke ii. 44; Acts i. 12). It is certainly conceivable that this 

mode of reckoning, used vaguely at first, as being 

dependent on conditions that were liable to vary 

in the case of each particular journey, might at 

length have become definite, so as to denote a cer-

tain distance traversable under conditions assumed 

as always the same. Something like this was true 

without doubt among the Greeks and Romans, who 

reckoned by days and at the same time by stadia or miles; so that, interchanging the two modes, they 

meant often by a day's journey a fixed number of 

stades or miles, without taking into account the cir-

cumstances which might control the distance actu-

ally traversed in a given instance. This later and 

more precise scale for measuring distances arose 

gradually among them, and appears never to have 

superseded altogether the more primitive method.

Herodotus (as an example of this fluctuation) de-

scribes a day's journey at one time as 150 stadia or 

about 19 Roman miles, and at another as 200 stadia 
or nearly 23 such miles. For information on this 

subject see Förger's Hands. der Alten Geog. 

i. 549 ff. Roman mile-stones are still found on dif-

ferent lines of travel in Palestine, c. e. two south of 

Sidon, on the maritime road along the Mediterra-

nean (Rob. I. ii. 315, 1st col.), and one at Beth-

Zen, between Bethlehem and Hebron (Stan-

ley's Notices of certain Localities, &c., p. 109).

The proverbial expression in Matt. vii. 41, "And 

whosoever shall compel thee to go a mile, go with 

him twain," refers to a foreign custom made famil-

iar to the Jews in the days of their Roman subjec-

tion. Most of the Roman roads with their mile 

stones (civis stratae) have as late an origin as the 

time of the Emperor Septimius Severus, A. D. 193-211. 

Traces of them are found on the east of the Jordan 
as well as the west.

But nothing strictly correspondent to the Greek 

and Roman system of measurement (as far as such 
a system existed among them) appears to have 

been known among the Hebrews. It may be 

assumed, as a general rule, that when the writers of 

the Bible speak of a day's journey, they mean to 

speak historically rather than geometrically, i. e. 
to mention the time actually employed in the jour-

ney rather than any certain distance assigned by 

universal consent to a day's journey. Hence, to 

know the actual distance in any instance, we must 

know more or less of the circumstances under 

which the travelling took place. As the modes 

of travelling were so various,—as the people jour-

neyed on foot, or with horses and camels (though 

if they went in caravans the difference then would 

not be very great), with flocks or without them, 

with women and children or without them, across 

plains or mountains, and with stations for halting 
at night along the route at irregular intervals, de-

termined only by the exigencies of the case, the 

time,—it is evident that a fixed uniformity must 

have been out of the question. It may be men-

tioned, as illustrating this uncertainty, that the 

pilgrim caravans at the present day occupy two 

days in going from Jerusalem to the Jordan, 

about 25 miles; and yet a mounted horseman can easily 

accomplish the distance, rough as some parts of 

the way are, in less than half a day. Josephus 

states repeatedly that it was a journey of three 

days from the Holy City to the Sea of Tiberias or Ga-

lilee. Dragomen at the present time, partly because

a Strictly, by "man or man's day" as opposed 

to Christ's day, or that of the final account: comp. 

loc. in ver. 2.

b The reader will find a much fuller note 

than Alford's, on εἰσοδόν in Matt. vii. 11, in Dr. Conant's 

Matthew, with a Revised Version, p. 30 (New York 

1886). The conclusion is that "daily" of the A. V. 
is substantially correct and sanctioned by the best 

authors, and most moderns; Dr. Schaff supports 

the same view in his Lange's Matthew, p. 121 (New 

York, 1805). Alford makes εἰσοδόν "proper for 
sustenance."
they would adjust the time to the convenience of tourists, usually allot 4 days to the journey. The English consul at Jerusalem (as happens to be within the writer's knowledge) on one occasion of special emergency rode on horseback from Jerusalem to Nazareth in one day.

It is obvious the term "posting," (that of a "journey") in Heb. as to whom Job refers (xix. 25), mentioned by him as an emblem of speed along with that of the "swift ships" (lit. "reel-skiffs") and of "the eagle that hasteth to the prey," must be very different from that of ordinary travellers.

[See Angarico.] Thelwall, therefore, could well say (Palestina, p. 400): "It never died, quod spatium dictum vocant, certo intervallo definiti vix potest. Hanc est, pro locorum ratione, et modo iter facienda, diversa spatia uno die faciunt."

One consequence of a neglect to consider how variously incidental causes may affect the length of a day's journey in the East is that the statements of the sacred writers may not only have been misunderstood, but charged with inaccuracies and contradictions for which the writers are not to be held accountable. It is obvious, for example, that when the journeys of the Israelites in the desert are mentioned by days, great latitude must be allowed in judging of the distance, since the movements of the vast concourse must often have been hastened or retarded by circumstances of which no account is given.

The "eleven days' journey from Horæb, by the way of Mount Sûr unto Kadesh-barnea" (Deut. i. 2), as the writer would merely insert there a general notice of the distance, are to be taken in all probability as the days of ordinary travel with camels, and not such days as people would walk meet with and rest. This specification accords substantially with the report of modern travellers (as Seezen, Reussger, Robinson). See Kold ed., Except. Handb. ii. 268.

Yet it is not to be inferred that the "day's journey," allows no proximate scale of measurement in this matter of distances. The itineraries of travellers, ancient and modern, show that the usual rate of the foot-journey (as it may be called, since these who walk may easily keep pace with those who ride) varies from 3 to 4 miles an hour, and as the number of hours devoted to travelling rarely exceeds 6 or 8 hours per day, the distance of an ordinary day's journey may be said to average about 25 or 30 miles. When there is nothing in the known or probable circumstances of the case to modify this rule, we may safely follow it in judging of the distances represented by time in the Scriptures. Yet here, too, at least in the case of caravans, some allowance must be made for the shortness of the first day's march. That is usually restricted to 2 or 3 hours, or even less, and these the hours near the close of the day; and yet in estimating the time this short distance may be reckoned in Eastern parallax as a whole day's journey. It is so computed, no doubt, in speaking of the day's journey probably in this case, if they went through Petra, 5 or 4 miles only out of Jerusalem) which the priests of Jesus made before they discovered his absence (Luke ii. 44). See the addition under Reschoen (Amer. ed.).

Some of the journeys mentioned in the Scriptures confirm the general rule laid down above, and others require some exceptional qualification, either intimated in the narratives or justified by them. Thus, Cornelius (Acts x. 1ff.) sent messengers from Caesarea to Joppa, distant about 40 Roman miles (according to the land's combination from the Itiner. Hierosolym., and the Itiner. Antonitii.); to invite Peter to come to him; they started on the day of the journey, and travelled but 7 hours (ver. 7, 9), and arrived at Joppa on the next day about noon (ver. 10); and returning on the morrow, they reached Caesarea on the day following, the fourth from the setting out thence. They were unencumbered by any baggage, had in the main a level road, and could proceed rapidly. The return appears to have occupied more time than the going to Joppa, which would be a natural result in the latter part of a continuous journey of some length. Again, we read in Acts xxiii. 31 that the Roman chieftain, Lyseus, sent Paul under a military escort by night from Jerusalem to Antipatris. This latter place was about 38 miles from Jerusalem on the route to Caesarea. To perform the journey in that time would require them to travel at the rate of about 4 miles an hour. As those who conducted Paul had a good road (traces of the old Roman pavement are, see Rob. Bibl. Itz. ii. 79), they could accomplish a forced march of that extent in nine hours. Strabo says that an army under ordinary circumstances could march from 250 to 300 stadia in a day, i.e. an average of about 30 miles.

See Forbiger's Handb. der Alten Reise 551.

The distances indicated by such reckoning sometimes agree remarkably with information derived from other sources. Jonah (iii. 4) describes Nineveh as "a city of three days' journey," i.e. in its circumference; for it could have had no diameter of that extent unless, contrary to all precedent, it was built in a circle. The dimensions which Diodorus (i. 7) assigns to Nineveh give it a circuit of about 60 miles; and thus his statement accords very closely with that of the prophet, who would naturally have in view the foot-journey of about 25 miles. Further, Jonah's "day's journey" in the city (about 25 miles) delivering his message as he went from one end of it to the other (Jonah iii. 4), would be the proportionate length of a street in a city whose longer sides according to Diodorus were 150 furlongs, the shorter 90 furlongs. See Dr. Pusey's Commentary on Jonah, p. 253. Modern investigations on the ground support the same conclusion (Layard's Nine, and Bob. p. 849). On the other hand, Laban's overtaking Jacob in seven days when the latter fled from Haran to Gilead, a distance of 300 miles, seems at first sight to be topographically impossible, and obliges us to resort to suppositions for clearing up the difficulty which he entirely outside of the history (see Haxan, Amer. ed.; Bibl. Sacra, xxiv. 176-179; and Kittos Daily Bibl. Hist. i. 320, Porter's ed. 1866). The question whether the Mourn of Abel's sacrifice (Gen. xxii. 2) was the mount of that name near Jerusalem, or Gerizim near Shechem, depends in part on how we are to dispose of the patriarch's journey of 3 days from Hebron to the place intended (see the addition to Mourn, Amer. ed.).

The Israelites prayed Pharaoh (Ex. iii. 18) to allow them "to go a three days' journey into the..."
wilderness," in order to offer sacrifices to Jehovah. Some have supposed that Horeb was the place which they had in view in making that request. But Horeb is about 150 miles from Suez; travellers with camels occupy 7 days on the way (Rob. Bodl. Res. i. 60). There is no reason for finding a topographical error in 1 Kings xix. 4 ff. It is not meant there that Elijah spent 40 days in going from Beer-sheba to Horeb; but that in the strength of the food miraculously provided for him he wandered 40 days and nights in the desert before he came to that mount, as Israel, nourished with manna from heaven, wandered 40 years before reaching the promised land. The direct journey from Beer-sheba to Horeb is one of 8 or 10 days only (see Keil and Delitzsch, Bacher der Königre, p. 190).

The day's route of the confederate kings of Israel, Judah, and Edom in their expedition against Moab (2 K. iii. 9 ff.), though not entirely certain, is less uncertain for its being said that they made a "journey of 7 days" before reaching the border of Moab (ver. 19). The opinion at least must be set aside that they went through Arabia so as to march against Moab from the south, as did the Israelites under Moses. It would be impossible to make that journey in 7 days. The note here in Keil and Delitzsch, as above (p. 226), shows the value of the modern researches on questions of this nature. At the same time it may be hoped that the proper surveys and observations are soon to be made, which will remove the vagueness connected with these calculations by time, and give us a fixed scale of distances at least for the places on this side of the Jordan.


* DAY'S JOURNEY ON THE SAB- BATH. [Sabbath Day's Journey.]

DAYSMAN, an old English term, meaning umpire or arbitrator (Job ix. 33). It is derived from day, in the specific sense of a day fixed for a trial (comp. 1 Cor. iv. 3, where διάκονος δικαιοσύνη—lit. a man's day, and so given in Wycliffe's translation—is rendered "man's judgment" in the A. V.). Similar expressions occur in German (der Saiche tagen = to bring a matter before a court of justice) and other Teutonic languages. The word "daysman" is found in Spenser's Faerie Queen, ii. c. 8, in the Bible published in 1551 (1 Sam. ii. 25), and in other works of the same age.

W. L. B.

DEACON (διάκονος: διοικόνα). The office described by this title appears in the N. T. as the correlative of πρεσβύτερος [Bishop]. The two are necessarily connected together in Phil. iii. 1: "The union of the two in the LXX. of Is. lv. 17, may have suggested both as fit titles for the officers of the Christian Church, or have led to the adoption of one after the other had been chosen on indepen-
dendent grounds. The coincidence, at all events, soon attracted notice, and was appealed to by

Clement of Rome (1 Cor. xiii.) as prophetic. Like most words of similar import, it appears to have

been first used in its generic sense, implying some su-
dinate activity (1 Cor. iii. 5; 2 Cor. vi. 4), and afterwards to have gained a more defined connota-
tion, as applied to a distinct body of men in the Christian society.

The narrative of Acts vi. is commonly referred to as giving an account of the institution of this office. The Apostles, in order to meet the compliants of the Hellenists, Jews, that their widows were neglected in the daily ministration (Sanctoria), called on the body of believers to choose seven "full of the Holy Ghost and of wisdom," whom they "may appoint over this business." The seven are accordingly appointed, and it is left to them "to serve tables"—to attend to the distribution of the alms of the Church, in money or in kind (Neander, Pflanz. u. Leit. i. 51, ed. 1847); while the ministry (ζαχυαρία) of the word is reserved for the Apostles. On this view of the narrative the seven were the first deacons, and the name and the office were de-

lined by other Churches from that of Jerusalem. At a later period, the desire to reproduce the apo-
sotolic pattern led in many instances to a limitation of the deacons in a given diocese to the original number (Conc. Nicaeae. c. 14).

It may be questioned, however, whether the seven were not appointed to higher functions than those of the deacons of the N. T. They are spoken of not by that title but as the seven (Acts xxii. 8). The gifts implied in the words "full of the Holy Ghost and of wisdom" are higher than those required for the office of deacon in 1 Tim. iii. Two out of the seven do the work of preachers and evangelists. It has been inferred accordingly (Stanley, Apostolic Age, p. 62), that we meet in this narrative with the record of a special institution to meet a special emergency, and that the seven were not deacons, in the later sense of the term, but commissioners who were to super-

intend those that did the work of deacons. There are indications, however, of the existence of another body in the Church of Jerusalem whom we may compare with the deacons of Phil. i. 1, and 1 Tim. iii. 8. As the πρεσβύτερος of Acts xiv. 23, xv. 6; 1 Pet. v. 1, were not merely men advanced in years, so the νεωτέροι or νεωνέαοι of Acts v. 10 were probably not merely young men, but per-
sons occupying a distinct position and exercising distinct functions (cf. Mosheim de Reb. Christ. p. 118). The identity of ιπνινωκαυν and πρεσβύτερος has been shown under Bishop; and it is natural to infer from this that there was a similar relation between the two titles of διάκονος and νεωτέρος. The parallelism of δ νεωτέροι and δ διάκονοι in Luke xxii. 25, tends to the same conclusion.

Assuming these data the identity of the two names we have to ask—

(1) To what previous organization, if any, the order is traceable?

(2) What were the qualifications and functions of the men so designated?

I. As the constitution of the Jewish synagogue had its elders (€πρατόρες) or pastors (τιμίτες), so it also had its subordinate officers (διακόνοι), the τιμίτες of Luke iv. 20, whose work it was to give the reader the rolls containing the lessons for the day, to clean the synagogue, to open and close it at the right times (Συναγώγης; and see Winer),
It was natural that when the Galilean disciples found themselves at the head of congregations of their own, they should adopt this as well as other parts of the arrangements with which they were familiar, and accordingly the νεαντέρον of Acts v. do what the ἅγιον τέρας of the synagogue would have done under like circumstances.

H. The moral qualifications described in 1 Tim. iii. as necessary for the office of a deacon are substantially the same as those of the bishop. The deacons, however, were not required to be "given to hospitality," nor to be "apt to teach." It was enough for them to "hold the mystery of the faith in a pure conscience." They were not to gain their living by disreputable occupations (μὴ αὐτραπαλυτά). On offering themselves for their work they were to be subject to a strict scrutiny (1 Tim. iii. 10), and if this ended satisfactorily were to enter on it. On the view that has been taken of the events of Acts vi., there is no direct evidence in the N. T. that they were appointed by the laying on of hands, but it is at least probable that what was so familiar as the outward sign of the bestowal of spiritual gifts or functions would not have been omitted in this instance, and therefore that in this respect the later practice of the Church was in harmony with the earlier. What the functions of the deacons were we are left to infer from that later practice, from the analogy of the synagogue and from the scanty notices of the N. T. From these data we may think of the νεαντέρος in the Church of Jerusalem as preparing the rooms in which the disciples met, taking part in the distribution of alms out of the common fund, at first with no direct supervision, then under that of the Seven, and afterwards under the elders, maintaining order at the daily meetings of the disciples to break bread, baptizing new converts, distributing the bread and the wine of the Lord's Supper, which the Apostle or his representative had blessed. In the Asiatic and Greek churches, in which the surrender of property and consequent dependence of large numbers on the common treasury had never been carried to the same extent, this work would be one of the chief duties of the deacon, in whose capacity the early Christians were called to the Hebrews murmured against the Helenists; and hence probably it was that the appointment of the Seven stands out as a solitary fact with nothing answering to it in the later organization. Whatever alms there were to be distributed would naturally pass through their hands, and the other functions continued probably as before. It does not appear to have belonged to the office of a deacon to teach publicly in the Church. The possession of any special αὐτοῦ ἀνεμάζων would lead naturally to a higher work and office, but the idea that the diaconate was but a probation through which a man had to pass before he could be an elder or bishop was foreign to the constitution of the Church of the 1st century. Whatever soundness it may receive from the common patriotic interpretation of 1 Tim. iii. 13 (cf. Estius and Hammond ad loc.), there can be little doubt at all the higher order of expositors have felt, cf. Wiesinger and Elliott ad loc.) that when St. Paul speaks of ημῶν καθά τινα, which is gained by those who do the office of a deacon well," he refers to the honor which belongs essentially to the lower work, not to that which they were to find in promotion to a higher. Traces of the primitive constitution and of the permanence of the diaconate are found even in the more developed system of which we find the commencement in the Ignatian epistles. Originally the deacons had been the helpers of the bishop-elder of a Church of a given district. When the two names of the latter title were divided and the bishop presided, whether as prioris inter pares, or with a more absolute authority over many elders the deacons appear to have been dependent directly on him and not on the presbyters, and as being his ministers, the "eyes and ears of the bishop." (Const. Apost. ii. 44), were tempted to set themselves up against the elders. Hence the necessity of laws like those of Conc. Nic. c. 18., Conc. 3. Carth. iv. c. 37, enjoining greater humanity, and hence probably the strong language of Ignatius as to the reverence due to deacons (Ep. ad Trench. c. 3; ad Synag. c. 8). E. H. P.

We think it proper to add a few remarks to this article, supplementary in part, and in part by way of dissent.

(1.) The diaconate or office of help, like the presbyter-priest episcopate, grew out of the apostolic office, which at first embraced all the ministerial functions and duties. Christ did not appoint, either directly or by verbal command, bishops, priests, and deacons, but he chose apostles and endowed them with his Spirit, under whose guidance they divided their latter with proper regard to times and seasons, and founded such institutions in the Church as were useful and necessary. The diaconate originated in the congregation of Jerusalem at the time and on the occasion recorded in Acts vi. 1-7.

(2.) The Seven, oi επίστα, elected on the occasion referred to (Acts vi. 3, cf. xxii. 8), were not extraordinary commissioners or superintendents of deacons (Stanley, Plumptre), but deacons in the primitive sense of the term; for their office is expressly described as διακονίαν, help, and διακονίαν τραπεζίστης, to serve, or wait upon, the tables, i.e. to distribute food to the widows and the poor (Acts vi. 1, 2). Exegetical tradition is almost unanimously in favor of this view, and the latest and best commentators sustain it (comp. Meyer, Alford and Lange-Lechler on Acts vi. 3). In the ancient church the number seven was even considered holy: hence, for example, as late as the third century, there were only seven deacons, though the number of presbyters amounted to forty. The name seven is no argument against this view: for the word διακονεῖ ὑπέρ occurs in the Acts. There is indeed some difference between the apostolic deacons and the ecclesiastical deacons, a difference which is acknowledged by Chrysostom, Clementines and others (see Sueton's Theaevum, s. v. Τέρας): but the latter were universally regarded as the legitimate successors of the former—as much so as the presbyters were the successors of the πρεσβεύτερον τῶν Ναυτικῶν of the N. T.—notwithstanding the changes in their duties and relations. "In these early days," says Alford, on Acts vi. 3, "titles spring out of realities, and were not mere hierarchial classifications." Hackett says, on Acts vi. 3 (p. 116, 24 ed.), "the general opinion at present is, that this order arose from the institution of the Seven, but by a gradual extension of the sphere of duty at first assigned to them."

(3.) There is no evidence whatever for the assumption of Mosheim, Mack, Kuiken, Olshausen, Meyer, Conybeare and Howson, Stanley, and the writer of the above article, that the νεαντέρος (younger) "was" mentioned in Acts v. (οἱ νεοτέροι, ver. 6, and οἱ νεοτέροι, ver. 10; comp. Luke 5:18).
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P. S.

DEACONESS (βίακωρος: diaconisian, Tert.)
The word βίακωρος is found in Rom. xvi. 1 associated with a female name, and this has led to the conclusion that there existed in the apostolic age, as there undoubtedly did a little later (Pliny, Ep. of Traj.), an order of women bearing that title, and exercising in relation to their own sex functions which were analogous to those of the deacons. On this hypothesis it has been inferred that the women mentioned in Rom. xvi. 6, 12, belonged to such an order (Herzog, Rent-Encycl. s. v.). The rule given as to the conduct of women in 1 Tim. iii. 11, Tit. ii. 3, have in like manner been referred to them (Chrysost., Theophyl., Hammond, Wiesinger, ml loc.), and they have been identified even with the "widows" of 1 Tim. v. 3-10 (Schaff, Apost.Kirche, p. 336 [Amer. ed. in English p. 555 f.]).

In some of these instances, however, it seems hardly doubtful that writers have transferred to the earliest age of the Church the organization of a later. It was of course natural that the example recorded in Luke viii. 2, 3, should be followed by others, even when the Lord was no longer with his disciples. The new life which pervaded the whole Christian society (Acts ii. 44, 45, iv. 31, 32) would lead women as well as men to devote themselves to labors of love. The strong feeling that the true προσευχατη of Christians consisted in "visiting the fatherless and the widow" would make this the special duty of those who were best fitted to undertake it. The social relations of the sexes in the cities of the empire (cf. Grot. on Rom. xvi. 1) would make it fitting that the agency of women should be employed largely in the direct personal application of Christian truth (Tit. ii. 3, 4), possibly in the preparation of female catechumens. Even the later organization implies the previous existence of the cemns from which it was developed. It may be questioned, however, whether the passages referred to imply a recognized body bearing a distinct name. The "widows" of 1 Tim. v. 3-10 were clearly, so far as the rule of ver. 9 was acted on, women who were no longer able to discharge the active duties of life, and were therefore maintained by the Church that they might pass their remaining days in "prayers night and day."
The conditions of v. 10 may, however, imply that those only who had been previously active in ministering to the brethren, who had in that sense been deaconesses, were entitled to such a maintenance. For the fuller treatment of this subject, see Wir-von. On the existence of deaconesses in the apostolic age, see Moschelm, de Reb. Christ. p. 118; Neander, Pflanz u. Leh. i. 265; Augusti, Hamb. der Christ. Archiv, ii. 3.

E. H. P.

*Ziegler's De Deaconis et Deaconissae veteris Ecclesiae (Wittenberg, 1778), a monograph of sterling value, should not be left out of the list here. The reader will find the argument for "deaconesses" in the primitive church well stated by Dr. Schaff in his History of the Apostolic Church, p. 555. He understands the controverted σεαραλγετή to the "presbytery" of "the cemn and recognition" to this particular office. Presently also (Histoire des trois premiers Siecles, ii. 234) holds to the existence of this order of women in the first Christian age, but places it not so much on the
DEACONESS

ground of explicit Scripture proof, as that of general fitness and probability. Huther's view is not essentially different from this. Without supposing that the widows in question were formally set apart to minister in the Church. He held that in this early period, he thinks that they being put on the roll ("sacred order") of those wholly supported by the Church would naturally bring with it the result, as it did the obligation, of devoting themselves to such works of benevolence as were suited to their age and sex. (See in Meyer's Comm. ad. xvi. Ver. xliii. 64.) Out of this Anovitz may have grown the female hospital of later times.

Rev. J. S. Howson, D. D., has written a valuable treatise on this subject: "Deaconesses; or, The Official Help of Women in Parochial Work and in Charitable Institutions" (London, 1860). He speaks here in a more positive tone than in his "Life and Epistles of St. Paul," of the validity of the texts to which appeal is usually made in proof of such institutions in the apostolic church. He pleads for the revival of the institution in Protestant churches, and results the recommendation of attempts for this purpose in England, France, and Germany. See also his remarks on this point in his still later work: "Sorrows from the Life of St. Paul, and their Religious Lessons" (London, 1866).

For the later ecclesiastical opinions and usages on this subject, the reader may see Women's Work in the Church, by J. M. Ludlow (London, 1865). The writer treats there less fully of the Scripture argument, assuming rather than proving, that ἴδωνκες applied to Phoebe (Rom. xvi. 1) can mean only "deaconesses" as the correlative of "deacon," and that γυναῖκες (1 Tim. iii. 11) must mean "deacons," and that all other explanations are impossible. Dissenting from most of those who yet adopt his conclusion on the main question, he denies that the "widows" (1 Tim. v. 9 ff.) were deaconesses at all, and thus relies almost wholly upon the controverted γυναῖκες for his Scripture proof of a primitive female diaconate. See also Church Polity, by H. J. Ripley, D. D. (Boston, 1867). The author suggests that on whatever ground the Scripture warrant for this office may be put, its proper sphere of exercise is not to conflict with the Apostle's view of woman's position in the church (1 Cor. xiv. 34, 35; 1 Tim. ii. 12). It is not to be known to all readers that the earliest congregational churches in England, in the 16th century, recognized fully this order of female bishops as a part of their organization. Robert Browne (1582) speaks of the deacon as "the reliever" and the deaconess as "the widow" (Hambury's Memorials relating to Independents, i. 21). The separate or Congregational church of Gainsborough, England (1589)—out of which came the Separatists, the Leyden church, and the Plymouth church—had " relievers " or " widows," who must be " widows of 60 years of age at least," whose work it was "to minister to the sick," &c. (Hambury, i. 30, 31). Johnson and Ainsworth's Congregational church in Amsterdam (1606) had " one ancient widow for a deaconess." Though 60 years old when chosen, " she did frequently visit the sick and weak; ... and if they were poor, she would rather relieve them of their alms, or acquit her deaconess, and she was obeyed as an officer of Christ." (Young's Chronicles, p. 455, Boston, 1811). The Cambridge Platform (ch. vii. § 7) recognizes this office of deaconess. "The Lord hath appointed ancient widows (where they may be had) to minister in the Church, in giving attendance to the sick, and to give succour unto them, and others in the like necessities." The Rev. Mr. Punchard, well known for his studies in the early ecclesiastical history of New England, has kindly pointed out to the writer the foregoing references. 11.

DEAD SEA. This name nowhere occurs in the Bible, and appears not to have existed until the 23rd century after Christ. It originated in an erroneous opinion, and there can be little doubt that to the name is due in a great measure the mistakes and misrepresentations which were for so long prevalent regarding this lake, and which have not indeed yet wholly ceased to exist.

In the O. T. the lake is called "the Salt Sea," and "the Sea of the Plain" (Arabah); and under the former of these names it will be found described. [NEA, THE SALT.]

* The popular name of this remarkable sheet of water is a natural and appropriate appellation, although exaggerated stories have been current respecting its properties—among them the fable that it exhalas a noxious miasma. Reposing in its deep chasm or caldron, without any current or outlet; its heavy waters impregnated with mineral salts, combined with a sulphur and sulphur, acid and mucous to the taste, and fatal to animal and vegetable life; no sun stirring its sterile depths, and no flowers or foliage fringing its borders; its shores and surrounding territory sterile, desolate and dreary; the whole region lonely and stern, and bearing marks of some dread convulsion of nature: the cemetery of cities that once occupied a portion of its site, and a perpetual memorial of the righteous judgments of God—by what more suitable and expressive name can it be called, than that by which it is now generally known, "The Dead Sea?"

S. W. *

DEAD, THE. By this term the A. V. represents the Hebrew word בֵּית הָאָדָם (once translated, deceased, Is. xxi. 14), as well as the word מְתָא to which it properly corresponds. It thus confounds two words of very different import; and what is greatly to be regretted, it effaces, in the English version of the Hebrew Scriptures, a distinct and striking recognition of the separate existence of the soul, or spiritual part of man, after the death of the body.

The dead (those who have ceased to live on earth, and are therefore absolutely dead to all earthly relations) are represented by מְתָא, which, as generic, includes also the other term.

The other term translated dead, בֵּית הָאָדָם, means disembodied spirits separated from the body at death, and continuing to live in a separate existence. According to First (Heb. n, Chald. Handw., מְתָא, H.), it is from a root meaning to be obscure, dark, and was applied, by the same figure as the German Schatten, to departed spirits, conceived as mere shadowy forms. According to Gesenius, it means, rather, the quiet, the silent, from their supposed state of inactivity and repose, "at incola regni tenebris et silentiis." (comp. Is. xiv. 9), or the work, the field, the labor, of the dead, . . . quam maximum naturae est accommodatum est." Is. xiv. 10 (Thee iii. 136)."

" Oschach, System der Relig. Psychologie, p. 400"
DEARTh.

In either case, it is well represented by the word 

\( \text{し} \), by which the same object is designated in

English usage. The Hebrew word occurs in the following passages, which show the importance of the distinction overlooked in the A. V.

The shades tremble,

Beneath the waters and their inhabitants

Job xxvi. 5. 

Wilt thou show wonders to the dead?

Will the shades arise and praise thee?

Ps. lxxxviii. 10.

For her house inclines to death,

And her ways to the shades.

Prov. ii. 18.

And he knows not that the shades are there,

Her guests in the depths of the underworld.

Prov. ix. 18.

The boldness of this truthful representation is

worthy of notice. "Her house" is called (ch. vii. 27) "ways to the underworld," and "her steps" (it is said in ch. v. 5) "take hold on it;" so near to its abodes, that (by a bold figure) the shades of the dead are there, and her guests are in the depths of hell!

Other passages in which this word occurs are

Prov. xvi. 16; Is. xlv. 9, xlvii. 14, 19. See in the add. Giants, the paragraph added at the close of No. 3.

T. J. C.

DEARTH. [Famine.]

DE'BIR, the name of three places of Palestine.

1. (\( \text{し} \), but in Judg. and Chr. \( \text{し} \) [hinder part as of a temple, and hence the sanctuary, Ges.; perh. pasture, Fürst]; \( \text{し} \) [Vat. Alex. \( \text{し} \)] Debir, a town in the mountains of Judah (Josh. xv. 49), one of a group of eleven cities to the west of Hebron. In the narrative it is mentioned as being the next place which Joshua took after Hebron (x. 38). It was the seat of a king (x. 39, xli. 13), and was one of the towns of the Amalekites, from which they were utterly destroyed by Joshua (xli. 21). The earlier name of Debir was Kirjath-Sepher, "city of book" (Josh. xv. 15; Judg. i. 11), and Kirjath-Sannah, "city of palm" [or palm-branch or leaf] (Josh. xv. 49). The records of its conquest vary, though not very materially. In Josh. xv. 17 and Judg. i. 13 a detailed account is given of its capture by Othniel son of Kenaz, for love of Achsah, the daughter of Caleb, while in the general history of the conquest it is ascribed to the great commander himself (Josh. x. 38, 39) [since the acts of the principal and the subordinate in such a case may be ascribed to one or the other]. In the last two passages the name is given in the Hebrew text as Debirah (\( \text{し} \)), it was one of the cities given with their "suburbs" (\( \text{し} \) to the priests (Josh. xxi. 15; i Chr. vi. 58). Debir does not appear to have been known to Jerome, nor has it been discovered with certainty in modern times. About three miles to the W. of Hebron is a deep and secluded valley called the Wady Nukib, inclosed on the north by hills of which one bears a

foot-note: " Der Name der Hadesbewohner 

\( \text{し} \) [die Schläffen (von \( \text{し} \) schlaff, mott sein) stimmt zu den homerischen Bezeichnungen καταθέντες die Er schlafenden, θαμναὶ καταθέντες die Hüter ohne Kraft μικροῖς, σεισάμαι, ιεισάμαι, und kommt auch in der Inschrift der idoniischen Könige-Sargen vor."

name certainly suggestive of Debir. — Debir-Sheb. (See the narrative of Rosen in the Zeitsch. d. D. M. G. 1837, pp. 59-64.) The subject, and indeed the whole toponymy of this district, requires further examination: in the mean time it is perhaps some confirmation of Dr. Rosen's suggestion that a village or site on one of these hills was pointed out to the writer as called lest, the Arabic name for Joshua. Schwartz (p. 81) speaks of a Wodi Debir in this direction. Van de Velde (Mem. p. 307) finds Debir at Dilbeh, six miles S. W. of Hebron, where Stewart mentions a spring brought down from a high to a low level by an aqueduct.

2. (\( \text{し} \); \( \text{し} \) to τήταρον τῆς φωτογραφίας Ἀγγελ.] = Debor.) A place on the north border of Judah, near the "Valley of Achor" (Josh. xv. 7), and therefore somewhere in the complications of hill and ravine behind Jericho. De Saulcy (ii. 139) attaches the name Thour-el-Debaur to the ruined khan on the right of the road from Jerusalem to Jericho, at which travellers usually stop to refresh themselves, but this is not corroborated by any other traveller. The name given to it by the Arab is the present name (1858) was Khan Hather-a'rah. A Wodi Debir is marked in Van de Velde's map as close to the S. of Neby Hanna, at the N. W. corner of the Dead Sea.

3. The "border (\( \text{し} \)) of Debir" is named as forming part of the boundary of Gad (Josh. xiii. 20), and as apparently not far from Mahanaim, Rehuel (p. 734) conjectures that the name may possibly be the same as Lodahar (\( \text{し} \)), but no identification has yet taken place (LXX. \( \text{し} \) [Vat. Alex. \( \text{し} \)] Debir, king of Ezgon, a town in the low country of Judah; one of the five kings hanged by Joshua (Josh. x. 23).

DEBORAH (\( \text{し} \) [he]: \( \text{し} \) = Debora.] = Debrāh. [Alex. Debrāba: Vulg. omitted], a woman of Naphtali, mother of Tophil, the father of Tobih (Tob. i. 8). The same name as

DEBORAH (\( \text{し} \) = Debrāba. [Alex. Debrāba: Deborah]. 1. The nurse of Rekab (Gen. xxiv. 8). Nurses held a high and honourable place in ancient times, and especially in the East (2 K. xi. 2; Hom. Od. i. 429; Verg. En. vi. 2). "Anetia nutritia," Or. Met. xiv. 141, where they were often the principal members of the family (2 Chr. xxii. 11; Jahn, Arch. Bibli. § 166). Deborah accompanied Rekab from the house of Bethuel (Gen. xxiv. 59), and is only mentioned by name on the occasion of her burial, under the oak of Bethel, which was called in her honor Allon-Bacuth (Βασιλεία πνευμάτων). Such spots were usually chosen for the purpose (Gen. xxiii. 17, 19; 1 Sam. xxxi. 19; 2 K. xxii. 18, &c.).

a De Saulcy quotes the name in Joshua as "Da bor:" but on what authority is not apparent. Certainly not that of the Hebrew or the Vulgate.

b The A. V. omits the article, and thus obscures the fact that the tree was well known for ages.
Many have been puzzled at finding her in Jacob's family; it is unlikely that she was sent to summon Jacob from Haran (as Jarchi suggests), or that she had returned during the lifetime of Reuben, and was now coming to visit her (as Abarbanel and others say); but she may very well have returned at Reuben's death, and that she was dead is probable from the omission of her name in Gen. xxxv. 27: and if, according to the Jewish legend, Jacob first heard of his mother's death at this spot, it will be an additional reason for the name of the tree, and may possibly be implied in the expression γονίας, comforted, A. V. "blessed" (Gen. xxxv. 9; see too Exod., Gesch. i. 390).

2. [Δαβεροθ: Debora.] A prophetess who judged Israel (Judg. iv. v.). Her name, γονίας, means "a bear" (αἴγιαλε, a "wasp"), just as Μηρασμα and Molthet were proper names. This name may imply nothing whatever, being merely an appellative, derived like Rachel (a lamb), Tamar (a palm), etc., from natural objects; although she was (as Curran, a lance, generally puts it) vita mille, hostinae arcuatu. Some, however, see in the name an official title, implying her prophetic authority. A bee was an Egyptian symbol of regal power (cf. Call. Ior. 66, and Et. Mag. s. v. οἰκόσαφα); and among the Greeks the term was applied not only to poets (more apis Melitella, Hes.), and to those peculiarly chaste (as by the Neoplatonists); but especially to the priestesses of Delphi (χρυσόθραος καὶ λευκόθραος, Pind. F. iv. 106), Cycle, and Artemis (Creuter, Symbolik, iii. 324, i. v.), just as οἰκόσαφα was to the priests (Liddell and Scott s. v.). In both these senses the name suits her, since she was essentially a very sēr or seer, combining the functions of poetry and prophecy.

She lived under the palm-tree ("such tents the patriarchy loved," Glærige) of Deborah, between Ramah and Bethel in Mount Ephraim (Judg. iv. 5), which, as palm trees were rare in Palestine, is mentioned as a well-known and solitary landmark, and was probably the same spot as that called (Judg. xx. 33) Beal-Tamar, or the sanctuary of the palm (Stanley, K. & P. p. 146). Von Bohlen (p. 334) thinks that this tree is identical with Alon-Bachuth (Gen. xxxv. 8), the name and locality being nearly the same (Exod., Gesch. ii. 391, 405), although it is unhistorical to say that this "may have suggested a name for the muse" (Havercamp's Introduced to Pent. p. 201; Kalischer, Gen. ad loc.), possibly it is again mentioned as "the oak of Tabor," in I Sam. x. 3, where Thenum would read ἄνεμος for ὄμος. At any rate it was a well-known tree, and she may have chosen it from its previous associations.

She was probably a woman of Ephraim, although from the expression in Judg. v. 15, some suppose her to have belonged to Issachar (Exod., Gesch. ii. 498). The expression γονίας ἐστίν is much disputed; it is generally thought to mean "wife of Lapidoth," as in A. V.; but other versions render it "uxor principis," or "Fornina Lapidothana" (that great dame of Lapidoth), "Tennyson," or "another splendidum, i.e. one divinely illuminated, since ἄνεμος = lightnings." But the most protracted notion is that of the rabbis, who take it to mean that she attended to the tabernacle lamps from θύσις λαμπή, a lamp! The fem. termination is often found in men's names, as in Shelomith (1 Chr. xxvii. 9), Koheleth, d.c. Lapidoth then was probably her husband, and not Barak, as some say.

She was not so much a judge (a title which belongs rather to Barak, Her, ii. 32) as one gifted with prophetic command (Judg. iv. 6, 14, v. 7); neither does his inspiration (Joseph. Antiq. v. 5, § 4 Is. 57) "Her sex would give her additional weight, as it did to Yeldeh and Ahurim among the Greeks, from an instinctive belief in the divinity of womanhood (Tac. Germ. c. 8). Compare the instances of Miriam, Huldah, Anna, Noadiah (2 K. xii. 14: Neh. vi. 14).

Jabin's tyranny was peculiarly felt in the northern tribes, which were near his capital and under his jurisdiction, namely, Zebulon, Naphtali, and Issachar; hence, when she summoned Barak to the duel, there was an element in it of the spirit of the battle; but they were joined by the adjacent central tribes, Ephraim, Manasseh, and Benjamin, though not by those of the extreme west, north, and east." (Stanley, p. 339). Under her direction Barak encamped on "the broad summit of Tabor" (Joseph. vii. ii. 20, § 6). When asked to accompany him, "she answered indignantly, Thou, oh Barak, deliverst up nearly the authority which God hath given thee into the hands of a woman; neither do I reject or despise thy name." (Joseph. Antiq. v. 5 § 4). The LXX. interpolate the words οὐδὲ καὶ ἡ εἷς ἄλλη τῆς ἔμφασις in διὰ ἡμᾶς Διὸς τὸν γέγονεν μετ' ἔμοι as a sort of excuse for Barak's request (iv. 8: cf. 14, v. 23). When the small band of ill-armored (Judg. v. 8) Israelites saw the dense iron chariots of the enemy, "they were so frightened that they wished to march off at once, had not Deborah detained them, and commanded them to fight the enemy that very day." (Joseph. i. c.). They did so, but Deborah's prophecy was fulfilled (Judg. iv. 9), and the enemy's general perished among the "oaks of the wanderers (Zamanim)," in the tent of the Bedouin Kenite's wife (Judg. iv. 21) in the northern mountains. "And the land had rest forty years" (Judg. v. 31). For the natural phenomena which sided (Judg. 20, 21) the victory, the other details (for which we have ample authority in the twofold narration in prose and poetry), see Barak, where we have also entered on the difficult question of the chronology (Exod., Gesch. ii. 489-494).

Deborah's title of "prophetess" (γονίας) includes the notion of inspired poetry, as in Ex. iv. 20; and in this sense the glorious triumphal ode (Judg. v.) well vindicates her claim to the office. On this ode much has been written, and there are separate treatises about it by Holmann, Kalkar, etc., at present as Deborah's fountain. They have a tradition that the heroines passed there with Barak on his march to Tabor, and bathed in this fountain on the morning of the decisive battle. See the writer's Lives of Scripture, p. 248 (revised ed.); and Thomson's Land and Book, i. 424.
DEBTOR. [LoAN.]

DECAPOLIS (Δέκαπολις, "the ten cities"). This name occurs only three times in the Scriptures, Matt. iv. 25; Mark v. 20, and vii. 31; but it is frequently mentioned by Josephus and other ancient writers. Immediately after the conquest of Syria by the Romans (b. c. 65), ten cities appear to have been rebuilt, partially colonized, and endowed with peculiar privileges: the country around them was hence called Decapolis. The limits of the territory were not very clearly defined; and probably in the course of time other neighboring cities received similar privileges. This may account for the fact that ancient geographers speak so indefinitely of the province, and do not even agree as to the names of the cities themselves. Pliny (v. 18) admitting that "non omnes eadem observant," enumerates them as follows: Scythopolis, Hippos, Gadara, Petî, Philadelphia, Gerasa, Dion, Canathia, Damascus, and Ephraim. Ped- emay (v. 17) makes Cephalis one of the ten; and an old Palmyrene inscription quoted by Roland (Pol. p. 525) includes Abila, a town which, according to Eusebius (Onom. s. v. Abîl) was 12 Roman miles east of Gadara. Josephus (B. J. iii. 9, § 7) calls Scythopolis the largest city of Decapolis, thus manifestly excluding Damascus from the number. All the cities of Decapolis, with the single exception of Scythopolis, lay on the east of the Jordan; and both Eusebius and Jerome (Onom. s. v. De- capolis) say that the district was situated "beyond the Jordan, around Hippos, Pella, and Gadara." that is, to the east and southeast of the Sea of Galilee. With this also agrees the statement in Mark v. 20, that the demoniac who was cured at Gadara "began to publish in Decapolis how great things Jesus had done to him." It would appear, however, from Matt. iv. 25 and Mark vii. 31, that Decapolis was a general appellation for a large distri- bution stretching along both sides of the Jordan. Pliny (v. 18) says it reached from Damascus on the north to Philadælphus on the south, and from Scy- thopolis on the west to Canatha on the east — thus making it no less than 100 miles long by 60 broad; and he adds, that between and around these cities are tetrarchies, each like a kingdom; such as Trach- onitis, Panæas, Abīb, Arca, &c. This region, once so populous and prosperous, from which multitudes flocked to hear the Saviour, and through which multitudes followed his footsteps — is now almost without an inhabitant. Six out of the ten cities are completely ruined and de- serted. Scythopolis, Gadara, and Canatha have still a few families, living, more like wild beasts than human beings, amid the crumbling ruins of palaces, and in the cavernous recesses of old tombs. Damascus alone continues to flourish, like an oasis in a desert. Dr. Conant (Book of Job, p. 24) translates the passage thus: —

"My brethren are deceitful, like the brook, As the channel of brooks that pass away: That become turbid, from ice; The snow hides itself in them. At the time they are poured off, they fall; When it is hot they are consumed from their place. The caravans along their way turn aside; They go up into the wastes, and perish. The caravans of Teuna looked; The companies of Sheba waited for them. They were ashamed that they had trusted, They came thither and were confounded."

The ground of the comparison here lies in the uncertain character of the brooks or streams in the East. A detailed example may best serve to illustrate the peculiarity referred to. On the 2d of April the writer crossed the stone bridge to the right of Kubaineh, 11 hours to the northwest of Jerusalem. The channel of the stream was then entirely destitute of water. Richardson (Travels along the Mediterranean, ii. 235) found there on the 15th of April, of another year, "a small brook trickling down the valley." Prokesch (Reise ins heilige Land, p. 41), who was there at another time, a few weeks later in the season, speaks of a full rushing stream as dashed along the water-bed. Otto von Richter (Wolfgangreise im Morgenlande, p. 15) who was there in August, says that it contained then a little water. Again, Salzbacher (Er- innerungen aus meiner Pilgerreise, ii. 31), who saw the brook near the end of June, says that it was then entirely dry. The stream, therefore, is evidently a very precarious one. It varies not only in winter, but at the same season in different years. It is a fair example of what is true of eastern brooks in general. These water-courses, as they may more properly be called, flow with water during the rainy season; but soon after that are liable to be wholly dried up, or if they contain water still later, contain it only for a longer or shorter time, according to their situation and the severity of the heat of particular years. Hence, the traveller in quest of water must often be disappointed when he comes to such streams. He may find them entirely exhausted; or, he may find the water gone at the place where he approaches them, though it may still linger in other places which elude his observation; he may perceive, from the moisture of the ground, that the last drops have just disappeared, and that he has arrived but a few hours too late for the attainment of his object. Painting with thirst and after many a weary step out of his direct course in pursuit of the cooling stream, the way- farer reaches at length the place of hoped-for relief, but only to be doomed to disappointment — the deceitful brook has fled.

We meet with the same comparison somewhat differently applied in Jer. xxv. 18. The prophet's sky had long been darkened with trouble and sor- row; but the helper for whom he was waiting de- layed to come. The more exact translation would be: —

"Why is my affliction perpetual? And my wound incurable? It will not be healed. Thou art to me as a lying brook, As waters which are not enduring."

Thomson (Land and Book, ii. 231) has some remarks on this characteristic of the brook. He

* For the fuller literature of the Song, see BARK, Amer. ed. 37
supposes, on account of the reference to Tema and Sheba, that the streams which suggested Job's illustration are those which flowed down through the high grounds of Gilead and Bashan, and came to nothing in the neighboring desert.

II.

* DECISION, VALLEY OF. [Jehos. Haphtat.]

**Dedan** (ִֽדִּדְאָנִים) [depression, low country. Furst]: ֶדִּדְאָנִים: [Vat. in 1 Chr. loosesa: ִֽדִּדְאָנִים]: ֶדִּדְאָנִים. 1. The name of a son of Kainam, son of Cush (Gen. vi. 7; 1 Chr. i. 1), "the sons of Kainam, Sheba, and Dedan." 2. [In Gen. ֶדִּדְאָנִים, Alex. ִֽדִּדְאָנִים; 1 Chr. and Ez. ֶדִּדְאָנִים: Jer. xxv. 24, ֶדִּדְאָנִים, F.A. ֶדִּדְאָנִים; xlix. 8, ֶדִּדְאָנִים, Alex. F.A. ֶדִּדְאָנִים: Dedan, dedan.] That of a son of Jokshan, son of Keturah (Gen. xxv. 3), and "Jokshan begat Sheba and Dedan. And the sons of Dedan were Assurim, Lethaim, and Luumim." (Cf. 1 Chr. i. 32). The usual opinion respecting these fathers of tribes is that the first settled among the sons of Cush, whose names may be placed second, and the Syrian borders, about the territory of Edom. But Gesenius and Winer have suggested that the name may apply to one tribe; and this may be adopted as probable, on the supposition that the descendants of the Keturahite Dedan intermarried with those of the Cushite Dedan, whom the writer places, presumptively, on the borders of the Persian Gulf. [Arabia, Cyso, Raamah, &c.] The theory of this mixed descent gains weight from the fact that in each case the brother of Dedan is named Sheba. It may be supposed that the Dedanites were among the chief traders traversing the caravan-route from the head of the Persian Gulf to the south of Palestine, bearing merchandise of India, and possibly of Southern Arabia; and hence the mixture of such a tribe with another of different (and Keturahite) descent presents no impossibility. The passages in the Bible in which Dedan is mentioned (besides the genealogies above referred to), are contained in the prophecies of Isaiah, Jeremias, and Ezekiel, and are in every case obscure. The Edomite settlers seem to be referred to in Jer. xlix. 8, where Dedan is mentioned in the prophecy against Edom; again, in xxv. 23, with Tenia and Buz; in Ez. xxv. 13, with Teman, in the prophecy against Edom; and in Is. xvi. 14 ("the burden upon Arabia. In the forest in Arabia shall lodge, O ye travelling companies of Dedaniam," with Tema and Kedar. This last passage is by some understood to refer to caravans of the Cushite Dedan; and although it may only signify the wandering proprietors of a nomad tribe, such as the Edomite portion of Dedan may have been, the supposition that it means merchant-caravans is strengthened by the remarkable words of Ezekiel in the hamentation for Tyre. This chapter (xxvii. 12) twice mentions Dedan; first in ver. 15, where, after enumerating among the traffickers with the merchant-city many Asiatic peoples, it is said, "The children of Dedan were thy merchants, many isles were the merchandise of thine hand: they brought thee for a present horns of ivory, and ebony." Passing thence to Syria and western and northern peoples, the prophet again (in ver. 20) mentions Dedan in a manner which seems to point to the wide-spread and possibly the mixed ancestry of this tribe. Ver. 15 may be presumed to allude especially to the Cushite Dedan (cf. ch. xxviii. 13, where we find Dedan with Sheba and the merchants of Tarshish; apparently, from the context, the Dedan of ch. xxvii. 15); but the passage commencing in v. 20 appears to include the settlers on the borders of Edom (i.e., the Keturahite Dedan). The whole of the passage is as follows: "Dedan [was] thy merchant in precious clothes for chariots. Arabia, and all the princes of Kedar, they occupied with thee in bands, and rams, and goats: in these [were] thy merchants. The merchants of Sheba and Dedan, they [were] thy merchants: they occupied in thy fair with chaff of all spicas, and with all precious stones, and gold. Haran, and Canneh, and Eden, the merchants of Sheba, As- dur, [and] Chilmad, [were] thy merchants." (Ez. xxvii. 2-23.) We have here a Dedan connected with Arabia (probably the northwestern part of the peninsula) and Kedar, and also with the father and brother of the Cushite Dedan (Kainam and Sheba), and these latter with Asiatic peoples commonly placed in the regions bordering the head of the Persian Gulf. This Dedan moreover is a merchant, not in pastoral produce, in sheep and goats, but in "precious clothes," in contradistinction to Arabia and Kedar, like the far-off eastern nations who came with "spaces and precious stones and gold," "blue clothes and brodered work," and "couches of rich apparel." The probable inferences from these messages of Dedan support the argument first stated, namely: 1. That Dedan son of Kainam settled on the shores of the Persian Gulf, and his descendants became caravan-merchants between that coast and Palestine. 2. That Jokshan, or a son of Jokshan, by intermarriage with the Cushite Dedan formed a tribe of the same name, which appears to have had its chief settlement in the borders of Idumen, and perhaps to have had a pastoral life. All traces of the name of Dedan, whether in Idumana or on the Persian Gulf, are lost in the works of Arab geographers and historians. The Greek and Roman geographers however throw some light on the eastern settlement: and a native indication of the name is presumed to exist in the island of Dedon, on the borders of the gulf. The identification must be taken in connection with the writer's recovery of the name of Sheba, the other son of Jokshan, the island of Axv, near the Persian shore of the same gulf. This is discussed in the art. Raamah.

3. P.


**DEDICATION, FEAST OF THE** (τὰ ἑορτασματικὰ, John x. 22: Eucharis, Vulg.: ὁ ἑορτασματικὸς τοῦ θουαστρόπου, 1 Macc. iv. 56 and 59 (the same term as is used in the LXX, for the dedication of the altar by Moses, Num. vii. 10); ὁ καθαρισμὸς τοῦ ναοῦ, 2 Macc. x. 5: Mishna, תַּנּוּתָא, i. e. dedication: Joseph. pción, Ant. xii. 7; § 75, the festival instituted to commemorate the purging of the Temple and the altar after Judas Maccabaeus had driven out the Syrians, v. c. 164. It is named only once in the Canonical Scriptures, John x. 22. Its institution is recorded 1 Macc. iv. 52-56. It commenced on the 24th of Chislev, the anniversary of the pollution of the Temple by Antiochus Epiphanes, v. c. 167. Like the great Mosaic feasts, it lasted eight days, but it did not require attendance at Jerusalem. It was an occasion of much festivity. The
writer of 2 Macc. tells us that it was celebrated in nearly the same manner as the Feast of Tabernacles, with the carrying of branches of trees, and with much singing (x. 6, 7). Josephus states that the festival was called "Lights," and that he supposed the name was given to it from the joy of the nation at their unexpected liberty — τὴν ὁρθὰν ἀγγείον καλώντες αὕτην Φώτα, εἰ τοῦ παρ’ ἐκτὸς οὗμα ταύτῃ ἤμι φανέρα τὴν ἕλνσιαν (Ant. xii. 7, § 7). The Mishna informs us that no fast on account of any public calamity could be commenced during this feast. In the Gemara a story is related that when the Jews entered the Temple, after driving out the Syrians, they found there only one bottle of oil which had not been polluted, and that this was miraculously increased, so as to feed the lamps of the sanctuary for eight days. Maimonides ascribes to this the custom of the Jews illuminating each house with one candle on the first day of the feast, two on the second day, three on the third, and so on. Some had this number of candles for each person in the house. Neither the books of Maccabees, the Mishna, nor Josephus mention this custom, and it would seem to be of later origin, probably suggested by the name which Josephus gives to the festival. In the Temple at Jerusalem, the "Haled" was sung every day of the feast.

In Ezra (vi. 16) the word γνίων, applied to the dedication of the second Temple, on the third of Adar, is rendered in the LXX. by εὐεραίων, and in the Vulg. by dedicato. But the anniversary of that day was not observed. The dedication of the first Temple took place at the Feast of Tabernacles (1 K. vii. 2; 2 Chr. v. 3). [TABERNACLES. FEAST OF.]


S. C.

* DEEP, THE (ἀβυσσός: abyssus). The term which the A. V. renders thus in Luke viii. 31 and Rom. x. 7, it renders "bottomless pit" in Rev. ix. 1, 2, 11; xi. 7; xx. 1, 3. The translation as thus varied (abyss would be better) is unfortunate, and the Vulg. is to be preferred (in Arabic, which binds together these passages (Rom. x. 7 partially excepted), but lends the reader to confound it with "the deep" as meaning the sea (e.g. Luke v. 4; 2 Cor. xi. 25), and founded on a different original word (βασάνος). "The deep" in Luke viii. 31, into which the demons that possessed the Gadarene unclean besought Jesus not to cast them, is evidently the place of punishment to which the "wicked spirits" are consigned (Luke viii. 29), for the being sent thither stands in that passage as equivalent to suffering the torment before the time spoken of in Matt. viii. 23, which they feared might be at once inflicted on them. We may say further, in view of the evident analogy between these passages and Jude ver. 6, that "abyss" is the place also where other wicked spirits of the same class are already confined, awaiting the more complete punishment which they are to suffer after the judgment of the great day. "Abyss" is not one of the names actually applied to the state of place of wicked men after death; but we seem to be forbidden by such language as that in Matt. xxv. 41 to infer that the condition of lost men and fallen angels is to be essentially different when the last stage of their destiny is reached. In Rom. x. 7 the "abyss" and "heaven" are opposed to each other as limits separated by the greatest conceivable distance. The use of the term in the Apocalypse partakes of the vagueness and poetic freedom of that figurative book, but retains still the groundwork of its more direct, literal application. The "abyss" or "bottomless pit" is a place enveloped in gloom and darkness whence arise clouds of smoke which "darken the sun and the air" (ix. 2); from which issue myriads of destructive locusts whose king is Abaddon or Apollyon, who leads them forth to ravage the earth and torment mankind (ix. 3 ff); and into which at length this enemy of all good, the old serpent which is the Devil and Satan, is plunged and chained for a thousand years, and where after a brief respite he is confined again apparently forever (xx. 1 ff).

In regard to the origin and force of this imagery, which with some variations has given expression to men's natural consciousness of a future retribution, among so many different nations, see Prof. Stuart's Comment. on the Apocalypse, i. 189, and Pfanner's Systema Theologica Gentilis Pariotis, pp. 450-489. For the usage of the Septuagint, see Bdel's Thesaur. Phil. p. 4, and for that of the Apocalypse, Wahl's Christa Librarien Vet. Test. Apocryph. p. 2. We are not "to understand, of course, that "abyss" in the N. T. is a contraction with Hades or the underworld as the abode of the dead indiscriminately but is the part of that wider realm assigned as their special abode to the wicked. [Hades.] H.

DEER. [FALLOW-DEER.]

* DEGREE (βαθύς: gradus). The original word occurs in the N. T. only in 1 Tim. iii. 13: "For they that have used the office of a deacon well, purchase to themselves a good degree, and great boldness in the faith which is in Christ Jesus." The "degree" or step referred to has been variously understood: (1.) Of ecclesiastical preferment, e.g. from the deaconate to a higher office: so some of the fathers, and lately Wordsworth: but this, as Alford and Elliott admit, is untenable. It is not likely that any such process of ecclesiastical preferment existed at this early period. (2.) A station or standing-place in the sight of those who are referred to in their different title in De Wette, (or De Wette, Alford, Elliott). (3.) A place of honor in the estimation of the Church (Luther, Calvin). (4.) Progress in the faith.

The word etymologically signifies a step upward or forward, and in the tropical sense in which it is here used, expresses the general idea of advancement. The somewhat emphatic dative "for themselves," makes distinct the idea of personal advantage, as distinguished from service to others, indicated by the verb rendered in A. V., "used the office of a deacon." The subjunctive phrase, "boldness (or better, jōpons confidence; see De Wette and Huther in loc.) in faith," shows that this advantage is of a spiritual nature, and essentially subjective. The "degree" or step referred to, then, would seem most naturally to relate to progress in spiritual life. We may accordingly regard the passage in 1 Tim. iii. 13 as a general provision in respect to the subjective spiritual benefit obtained by faithfully serving as deacons, the importance of which in turn becomes confirmatory of the propriety of requiring the qualifications mentioned in vv. 8-12. The passage in 1 Tim. iii. 13 may be rendered and explained, then, as follows: For
they who well served as deacons" (the verb in the orig. simply indicates the service viewed as completed); there is nothing to mark a reference to the day of judgment, as Alford would have it) "declaim for themselves a good degree" (furtherance in spiritual attainments), and much confidence (towards God) in faith in Christ Jesus." Van Bostereke would unite with this the idea of future blessedness.

G. E. D.

* DEGREES, SHADOW OF [AHAB; DIAL; HEZEKIAH.]

DEGREES, SONGS OF (תַּהוֹעִית הָלָלוֹנָה), a title given to fifteen psalms, from exx. to cxxiv., inclusive. Four of them are attributed to David, one is ascribed to the pen of Solomon, and the other ten give no indication of their author. Eichhorn supposes them all to be the work of one and the same bard (Einl. in den KgT.), and he also shares the opinion of Herder (Geist der ehrwürdigen Poesie), who interprets the title "Hymnus for a journey." "The headings of the psalms, however, are not to be relied on, as many of these titles were superadded long after the authors of the psalms had passed away. The words of David, or of Solomon, do not of themselves establ. the fact that the psalm was written by the person named, since the very same phraseology would be employed to denote a hymn composed in honor of David or of Solomon" (Mark's Serm., i. 281-9). Bellermann (Metrik der Hebräer) calls these psalms "Trochaic songs."

With respect to the term הָלָלוֹנָה, A. V. "degrees," a great diversity of opinion prevails amongst Biblical critics. According to some it refers to the melody to which the psalm was to be chanted. Others, including Gesenius, derive the word from the poetical composition of the song, and from the circumstance that the concluding words of the preceding sentence are often repeated at the commencement of the next verse. Thus Psalm cxvi.

"I will lift up mine eyes unto the hills. From whence cometh my help. My help cometh even from Jehovah," &c.

And so in other passages (comp. xxii. 4, 5, and cxxiv. 1, 2, 3 and 4). Allen Ezra quotes an ancient authority, which maintains that the degrees allude to the fifteen steps which, in the temple of Jerusalem, led from the court of the women to that of the men, and on each of which steps one of the fifteen songs of degrees was chanted. Adam T. Harke (Comment, on Ps. exx.) refers to a similar opinion as found in the Apocryphal Gospel of the birth of Mary: "Her parents brought her to the temple, and set her upon one of the steps. Now there are fifteen steps about the temple, by which they go up to it, according to the fifteen Psalms of Degrees."

The most generally accredited opinion, however, is that הָלָלוֹנָה is etymologically connected with הָלָל, "to go up," or to travel to Jerusalem; that some of these hymns were preserved from a period anterior to the Babylonish Captivity; that others were composed in the same spirit by those who returned to Palestine, on the conquest of Babylonia by Cyrus, and that a few refer even to a later date, but were all incorporated into one collection, because they had one and the same object. This view is adopted by Rosenmüller, Herder, Mendelssohn, Joel Böll, &c. Herder translates the words "Ein Lied für heiligen Chor," thus connecting the psalm with the manner of its execution; and Michaelis compares הָלָלוֹנָה with the Syriac סְלָלִים (Scala) which would likewise characterize the metre or the melody.

D. W. M.

* If הָלָלוֹנָה designates the psalms grouped together under that title as those which the Hebrews sung when they went to Jerusalem to keep the yearly feasts, the rendering should be "Going up" or "Ascents" (comp. עֶבֶרֶשַׁיָּא as so often said of journeys thither in the N. T.). Hengstenberg's advocacy of this explanation (Die Psalmen, iv. 2te Abth. p. 6), has given it to more recently still wider currency. Some of his arguments (which taken together have a cumulative force, though singly less decisive) are the following: (1) הָלָלָלִים is the usual expression for these festival journeys (Ex. xxxiv. 21; 1 Kings xii. 27, 28; Ps. cxiii. 4). (2.) The article in כּלָלִים, by way of precedence, denotes the journeys, which can only be those annual journeys prescribed by the law (comp Ps. cxiii. 4). (3.) The oldest, in all probability, of these pilgrim songs, namely: that which was composed by David soon after the consecration of Zion as the seat of the sanctuary and at the commencement of the pilgrimages thither (Ps. cxii.), contains an explanation of the sense of כּלָלִים in the occurrence of two correspondent expressions (as in the case of the explanation of לַעֲשֵׂה, Ps. xxxii.), namely: "We will go to the house of the Lord" in ver. 1, and "to which the tribes go up" (כּלָלָלִים) in ver. 4. (4.) Some of these psalms, in accordance with the most manifest internal marks, have been used for this purpose, e. g. Ps. cxii. 1 shows how appropriate the psalm was as designed to be sung in view of the mountains of Jerusalem. (5.) According to this interpretation all the common peculiarities of these psalms are accounted for, such as contents, rhythmical structure, and local allusions.

Hupfeld (Die Psalmen, iv. 232) favors this revived opinion of many of the older critics. Ewald alone agrees with those who consider them hymns designed for pilgrim services, to the Temple, composed during and after the time of the exiles (Eld. Jahrh. vi. 105, and Gesch. Isr. iv. 115). Perowne (Book of Psalms: Introduction, p. xxvi., Lond. 1865) gives the preference to this explanation.

H.

DEHAvITES (דְּאָוִּיִּתֵּס; Auclm: Dictis) are mentioned but once in Scripture (Ezr. ix. 9). They were among the colonists planted in Samaria by the Assyrian monarch Esarhaddon, after the completion of the Captivity of Israel. From their name, taken in conjunction with the fact that they are coupled with the Susanchites (Susianians, or people of Susa) and the Edinites (Elymians, natives of the same country), it is fairly concluded that they are the Dari or Dahi, mentioned by Herodotus (i. 125) among the nomadic tribes of Persia. This people appears to have been widely diffused, being found as Dahae (Daia) both in the country east of the Caspian (Strab. xi. 8, § 2; Arrian. Exped. M. iii. 11, &c.), and in the vicinity of the Sea of Azof (Strab. xi. 9, § 3); and again as Dāh (Dānā, Thueyd. ii. 96), Dāi (Dānā, Strab.), or Dace
DEKAR. The son of Deker, i. e. BEN-DEKER.

DELAIAH [3 syl.] (Δελαία; [Alex. Δαλαία: Delaia]) ; a priest in the western part of the hill-country of Judah and Benjamin, Shaddaim and Beth-shemesh (1 K. iv. 9).

DELAIAH [Δαλαία]; was Solomon's commissariat officer in the western part of the hill-country of Judah and Benjamin, Shaddaim and Beth-shemesh (1 K. iv. 9).

DELAIAH [Δαλαία; [Alex. Δαλαία: Delaia]); a priest in the western part of the hill-country of Judah and Benjamin, Shaddaim and Beth-shemesh (1 K. iv. 9).

DELAIAH [Δαλαία; Vat. in Ezr. Δαλαία, in Neh. Δαλαία: Dalaiia]. "Children of Delaiah" were among the people of uncertain pedigree who returned from Babylon with Zerubbabel (Ezr. ii. 60; Neh. vii. 62). In 1 Esdr. the name is LADAN.

3. DELAH [Δαλαία; Vat. Δαλέα: Delaia]: son of Mehetael and father of Shemiah (Neh. vi. 10).

4. DELAH [Δαλαία and Godai] [Ver. 12, Alex. Δαλέα, F. A. Δαλά: ver. 23, Comp. Adj. F. A. Δαλά: Delaia]; son of Shemiah, one of the "princes" (Δαλάηατες) of the court of Jehoiakim (Jer. xxxvi. 12, 25).

The name also occurs in the A. V. as DELAI.AH.

DELI.TAH [πιπεινειδιειπινεινειειπινεινεινειπινεινειπινεινειπινεινειπινεινειπινεινειπινεινειπινεινειπινεινειπινεινει

DELI.AH [Δαλεία; [Vat. in ver. 13, Δαλεία: Joseph, Delah; a woman who dwelt in the valley of Sorek, beloved by Samson (Judg. xvi. 1-18). Her connection with Samson forms the third and last of those legendary adventures which in his history are so inextricably blended with the craft and prowess of a judge in Israel. She was bribed by the "lords of the Philistines" to win from Samson the secret of his strength, and the means of overcoming it. (SASMON.)

It is not stated, either in Judges or in Josephus, whether she was an Israelite or a Philistine. Nor can this question be determined by reference to the geography of Sorek; since in the time of the Judges the frontier was shifting and indefinite. [SOLEK.] The following considerations, however, supply presumptive evidence that she was a Philistine:

1. Her occupation, which seems to have been that of a courtesan of the higher class, a kind of political hetaera. The hetaerian and political view of her position is more decided in Josephus than in Judges. He calls her γυνὴ ἑταιρὶα, and associates her influence over Samson with πάροις and συγκουλία (Ant. v. 8, § 11). He also states more clearly her relation as a political agent to the "lords of the Philistines." (Δαληία; Joseph of

DEMAS (Δαμασ), most probably a contraction from Δαμήτριος, or perhaps from ιωαίμας, a companion of St. Paul (called by him his συνεργός in Phil. iv. 3, also Col. i. 11) during his first imprisonment at Rome. At a later period (2 Tim. iv. 10) we find him mentioned as having deserted the Apostle through love of this present world, and gone to Thessalonica. This departure has been magnified by tradition into an apostasy from Christianity (so Epiph. Hores. 6, . . . καὶ Νημαῖς καὶ Ἑραμένης, τοὺς ἀγαπητάς τὸν ἱερατία ἁλανα, καὶ κατελείπαντας τὴν δούν τὴν ἀληθείαν, which is by no means implied in the passage."

H. A.

of his grandest hymns on this association of the two men with Paul's earlier captivity and the subsequent apostasy of Demas (Christian Year: St. Luke). H.
DEMETRIUS (Δημήτριος), a maker of silver shrines of Artemis at Ephesus (Acts xix. 21). These αἰγογεία were small models of the great temple of the Ephesian Artemis, with her statue, which it was customary to carry on journeys, and place on houses, as emblems. Demetrius and his fellow craftsmen, in fear for their trade, raised a tumult against St. Paul and his missionary com­panions. II. A. —

* The speech of Demetrius, by which he so much excited the Ephesian shrine-makers and through them the populace at large, was singularly adroit. He took care, in the first place, to show his fellow­craftsmen how the veneration of this great goddess affected their own personal interests (xix. 25), and then, in order to throw over this motive a better guise, appealed to their zeal for religion (vv. 26, 27). But the speaker relied mainly, as Calvin thinks, on the selfishness of his auditors: "Res ipsa clamat tam pro aris ipsos quam pro foce paganarum et solemnium labantur bene calentum" (In Acta Apost. xix. 23). The attempt to identify this Demetrius with the one next named on the supporters of the Apostle he may have become a believer is unwarranted by Scripture or history. II. —

* DEMETRIUS (Δημήτριος) another person of this name, whom the Apostle mentions in 3 John, vol. 12, as the model of Demetrian, by whom the truth itself, so faithfully exemplified by him, bore witness. This is the only notice of him. The relation between him and John is uncertain. He may have been the bearer of the letter to Gains (ver. 1), and one of the missionaries (vv. 5, 6) whom the Apostle exhorts Gains to forward on their journey. There is no contemporary history to illustrate the epistle, and these points are necessarily obscure. —

DEMETRIUS I. (Δημήτριος), surnamed "The Nazorean" (Σατράπης, in recognition of his services to the Babylonians), king of Syria, was the son of Schemus Phileazar, and grandson of Antiochus the Great. While still a boy he was sent by his father as a hostage to Rome (n. c. 175) in exchange for his uncle Antiochus Epiphanes. From his position, he was unable to offer any opposition to the usurpation of the Syrian throne by Antiochus IV.; but on the death of that monarch (n. c. 164) he claimed his liberty and the recognition of his claims by the Roman senate in preference to that of his cousin Antiochus V. His petition was refused from selfish policy (Polyb. xxxii. 12); and by the advice and assistance of Polybius, whose friendship he had gained at Rome (Polyb. xxxii. 19; Just. xxxv. 3), he left Italy secretly, and landed with a small force at Tripolis in Phoenicia (2 Macc. xiv. 1; 1 Macc. vii. 1; Joseph. Ant. xii. 10, 1). The Syrrians soon declared in his favor (n. c. 162), and Antiochus and his protector Lysias were put to death (1 Macc. vii. 2, 3; 2 Macc. xiv. 2). Having thus gained possession of the kingdom, Demetrius succeeded in securing the favor of the Romans (Polyb. xxxii. 4), and he turned his attention to the internal organization of his dominions. The Greco-oriental party were still powerful at Jerusalem, and he supported them by arms. In the first campaign his general Beechides established Abimimus in the high-priesthood (1 Macc. vii. 5-20); but the success of this was short-lived. Abimimus was deposed; he was reigned a second time at the court of Demetrius, and Nicamor, who was commissioned to restore him, was defeated in two successive engagements by Judas Macabaeus (1 Macc. vii. 31, 32; 43-5), and fell on the field. Two other campaigns were undertaken against the Jews by Beechides (n. c. 161; 158); but in the mean time Judas had completed a treaty with the Romans shortly before his death (n. c. 161), who forbad Demetrius to oppress the Jews (1 Macc. viii. 31). Not long afterwards Demetrius further incurred the displeasure of the Romans by the expulsion of Ariarathes from Cappadocia (Polyb. xxxii. 20; Just. xxxv. 1); and he alienated the affection of his own subjects by his private excesses (Just. L. c.; cf. Polyb. xxxiii. 14). When his power was thus shaken (n. c. 152), Alexander Balas was brought forward, with the consent of the Roman senate, as a claimant to the throne, with the powerful support of Ptolemy Philometor, Attalus, and Ariarathes. Demetrius vainly endeavored to secure the services of Jonathan, who had succeeded his brother Judas as leader of the Jews, and now, from the recollection of his wrongs, warmly favored the cause of Alexander (1 Macc. x. 1-6). The rivals met in a decisive engagement (n. c. 150), and Demetrius, after displaying the greatest personal bravery, was defeated and slain (1 Macc. x. 48-50; Joseph. Ant. xiii. 3, § 4; Polyb. iii. 5). In addition to the very interesting fragments of Polybius the following may be consulted: Just. xxxv. 3, xxxv. 1; App. Syc. 46, 47, 67. —

B. F. W. —

Tetradrachm (Attic talent) of Demetrius I.

Obv. Head of Demetrius to the right. Rev. ΦΑΙΛΑΒΡΟΣ ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ ΣΩΤΟΠΟΤΟΝ; in field monogram and ΜΣ: in exergue ΑΣΡ (161 of Era Seleuc.) Seated female figure to the left with sceptre and eurycleia.
DENOM

Demetrius (n. c. 144; 1 Mace. xii. 28); but the treachery to which Jonathan fell a victim (n. c. 143) again altered the policy of the Jews. Simon, the successor of Jonathan, obtained very favorable terms from Demetrius (n. c. 142); but shortly afterwards Demetrius was himself taken prisoner (n. c. 138) by Arsaces VI. (Mithridates), whose dominions he had invaded (1 Mace. xiv. 1–3; Just. xxxvi.). Mithridates treated his captive honorably, and gave him his daughter in marriage (App. Syr. 67); and after his death, though Demetrius made several attempts to escape, he still received kind treatment from his successor, Phraates. When Antiochus Skeletes, who had gained possession of the Syrian throne, invaded Parthia, Phrares employed Demetrius to effect a diversion. In this Demetrius succeeded, and when Antiochus fell in battle, he again took possession of the Syrian crown (n. c. 128). Not long afterwards a pretender, supported by Potl. Phlycon, appeared in the field against him, and after suffering a defeat he was assassinated, according to some by his wife (App. Syr. 68), while attempting to escape by sea (Just. xxxix. 1; Jos. Anti. xiii. 9, 3). [CLEOPATRA.]

B. W. F. V.

Tetradrachm (Attic talent) of Demetrius II.

Obv. Head of Demetrius to the right. Rev. βασιλεύς διόμητρος θεού φιλάρεων. [Nikétaios; in exergue Σφό. (169) of Era Seleuc.). Apollo to the left, seated on cortina, with arrow and bow.

DEMON (LXX. δαιμόνιον; N. T. δαιμόνιον, or rarely δαίμων; [daemonium, demon]). Derivation uncertain. Plato (Crit. i. p. 308) connects it with δαίμων, "intelligent," of which indeed the form δαιμόν is found in Archil. (n. c. 650); but it seems more probably derived from δαίω, to "divide" or "assign," in which case it would be similar to Μαίας). In sketching out the Scriptural doctrine as to the nature and existence of the demons, it seems natural, first, to consider the usage of the word δαιμόν in classical Greek: 2dly, to notice any modification of it in Jewish hands; and then, 3dly, to refer to the passages in the N. T. in which it is employed.

I. Its usage in classical Greek is various. In Homer, where the gods are but supernatural men, it is used interchangeably with θεός; afterwards in Hesiod (σ. 121), when the idea of the gods had become more exalted and less familiar, the δαιμόνες are spoken of as intermediate beings, the messengers of the gods to men. This latter usage of the word evidently prevailed afterwards as the correct one, although in poetry, and even in the vague language of philosophy, το δαιμόνιον was sometimes used as equivalent to το θεόν for any supernatural nature. Plato (Nygma. pp. 212, 204) fixes it distinctly in "the more limited sense: παν το δαιμόνιον μεταξι εστι θεον και ψυχον . . . . . . . τεθει ανθρωπις.

a Those who imputed lust and envy of man to their gods were hardly likely to have a distinct view of

supernatural powers of good and evil, as eternally opposed to each other.}
DEMON

DEMONIACS

terror to the judgment to come (Matt. viii. 24). The description is precisely that of a spirit akin to the angelic [see ANGELS] in knowledge and powers, but with the emphatic addition of the idea of positive and active wickedness. Nothing is said either to support or to contradict the common Jewish belief, that in their ranks might be numbered the spirits of the wicked dead. In support of it are sometimes quoted the fact that the demoniacs sometimes haunted the tombs of the dead (Matt. viii. 28), and the supposed reference of the epithet áσάματα to the ceremonial uncleanness of a dead body.

In 1 Cor. x. 20, 21, 1 Tim. iv. 1, and Rev. ix. 20, the word δαιμόνια is used of the objects of Gentile worship, and in the first passage opposed to the word θεός (with a reference to Pent. xxxii. 17). So also is it used by the Athenians in Acts xvii. 18. The same identification of the heathen deities with the evil spirits is found in the description of the damsel having προεμιθαι, or πιθοον, at Philippi, and the coercion of her as a demoniac by St. Paul (Acts xvi. 16); and it is to be noticed that in 1 Cor. x. 20, 21, the Apostle is arguing with those who declared an idol to be a pure nullity, and while he accepts the truth that it is so, yet declares that all which is offered to it is offered to a "demon." There can be no doubt then of its being a doctrine of Scripture, mysterious (though not a power improbable) as it may be, that in idolatry the influence of the demons was at work and permitted by God to be elective within certain bounds. There are not a few passages of profane history on which this doctrine throws light: nor is it inconsistent with the existence of remnants of truth in idolatry, or with the possibility of its being, in the case of the ignorant, overruled by God to good.

Of the nature and origin of the demons, Scripture is all but silent. On one remarkable occasion, recorded by the first three Evangelists (Matt. xii. 24-30; Mark iii. 22-30; Luke xi. 14-26), our Lord distinctly identifies Satan with Beelzebub, τοῦ ἄρχοντος τῶν δαιμώνων; and there is a similar though less distinct connection in Rev. xvi. 14. From these we gather certainly that the demons are agents of Satan in his work of evil, subject to the kingdom of darkness, and destined doomed to share in its condemnation; and we conclude probably (though attempts have been made to deny the inference) that they must be the same as "the angels of the devil" (Matt. xxv. 41; Rev. xii. 7, 9), "the principalities and powers" against whom we "wrestle" (Eph. vi. 12, 13). As to the question of their fall, see SATAN; and on the method of their action on the souls of men, see DEMONIACS.

The Scripture, as their existence and their enmity to man, has suffered the attacks of skepticism, merely on the ground that, in the researches of natural science, there are no traces of the supernatural, and that the fall of spirits, created doubtless in goodness, is to us inconceivable. Both facts are true, but the inference false. The very darkness in which natural science ends, when it approaches the relation of mind to matter, does not contradict, but rather implies the existence of supernatural influence. The mystery of the origin of evil in God's creatures is inconceivable; but the difficulty in the case of the angels differs only in degree from that of the existence of sin in man, of which nevertheless as a fact we are only as much assured. The attempts made to explain the words of our Lord and the Apostles as a mere confusion of ideas, or a relief of the Jews for the sins incompatible with the simple and direct attribution of personality to the demons, as much as to men or to God, and (if carried out in principle) must destroy the truth and honesty of Holy Scripture itself.

A. B.


On the Biblical representations, and on the later superstitions respecting the subject, see, in addition to the works referred to under Angels, Demoniacs, Magic, and Satan, J. F. Dimar, De Demonolagia, etc. (two diss.) Helmst. 1719, 4to, "useful for the history of opinions" (Bretschn.): J. Opomin, Erläuternde Lehre d. Hebräer u. Christen von guten u. bösen Engelh., Hanib. 1736; J. G. Mayer, Hist. d. Dämoni. u. Demonen, i. Comm. d. Dämonl. märchenartig. in d. Welt, ersch., etc. 1802, etc., "particularly valuable" (Bretschn.).


On the fault of the A. V. in rendering δαιμός, δαιμονία, and δαιμονίων indiscriminately by the same word, see Campbell's Four Gospels,Pref. Dis. vi. pt. 1.

The first elaborate treatise by a Christian writer on this subject appears to be that of Michael Pselus (9th cent.?). Περὶ ἐνέργειας δαιμόνων, De Operatione Demonum, reprinted from Gauvin's edition (1615) in Migne's Patrolog. Graec. vol. xxxiii., which also contains the so-called Testament of Abraham, 1668. One who has the curiosity to look into the speculations of the scholastic divines on angels and demons will find enough to satisfy him in Bonaventura's Expos. in Lib. ii. Sententiarum (Opp. tom. iv. Lugd. 1668), and in the Summa Thesologiae of Thomas Aquinas. For the Rabbincal notions, besides the works of Eisenmenger and others referred to under Angels, see L. A. Cohen, Der hebräische göttliche heit (1845), and: Schief, Schützweg, u. Gleichn. des jahw.-rabh. Jud. authent., Halle, 1851, p. 583 ff.

Δ. DEMONIACS (δαιμονιακόν, δαίμων ἀγγέλων). This word is frequently used in the N. T., and applied to persons suffering under the possession of a demon or evil spirit [see DEMON], such
possession generally showing itself visibly in bodily disease or mental derangement. The word ὕπαττος in classical Greek (as in Ἰσχάος, 566; Sept. c. Theb. 1001, Εὐρ. Πλατ. 888, &c.), except that, as the idea of spirits distinctly evil and rebellious hardly existed, such possession was referred to the will of the gods or to the vague prevalence of an "Aρτο.
Neither word is employed in this sense by the LXX., but in our Lord's time (as is seen, for example, constantly in Josephus) the belief in the possession of men by demons, who were either the souls of wicked men after death, or evil angels, was thoroughly established among all the Jews, with the exception of the Sadducees alone. With regard to the frequent mention of demons in Scripture, three main opinions have been started.

I. That of Strauss and the mystical school, which makes the whole account merely symbolic, without basis of fact. The possession of the devil is, according to this idea, only a lively symbol of the prevalence of evil in the world, the casting out the devil by our Lord a corresponding symbol of his conquest over that evil power by his doctrine and his life. The notion stands or falls with the mythical theory as a whole: with regard to the special form of it, it is sufficient to remark the plain, simple, and prosaic relation of the facts as facts, which, whatever might be conceived as possible in highly poetical and awesomely figurative passages, would make their position here not a symbol or a figure, but a lie. It would be as reasonable to expect a myth or symbolic fable from Tacitus or Thucydides in their accounts of contemporary history.

II. The second theory is, that our Lord and the Evangelists, in referring to demonic possession, spoke only in accommodation to the general belief of the Jews, without any assertion as to its truth or its falsity. It is concluded that, since the symptoms of the affliction were frequently those of bodily disease (as dizziness, Matt. ix. 32; blindness, Matt. xii. 22; ἐπίστησις, Mark ix. 17–27), or those seen in cases of ordinary insanity (as in Matt. viii. 28; Mark v. 1–5), since also the phrase "to have a devil" is constantly used in connection with, and as apparently equivalent to, "to be mad" (see John vii. 20, viii. 48, x. 20, and perhaps Matt. xi. 18; Luke vii. 53); and since, Lastly, cases of demoniacal possession are not known to occur in our own days, therefore we must suppose that our Lord spoke, and the Evangelists wrote, in accordance with the belief of the time, and with a view to be clearly understood, especially by the sufferers themselves, but that the demoniacs were merely persons suffering under unusual diseases of body and mind.

With regard to this theory also, it must be remarked that it does not accord either with the general principles or with the particular language of Scripture. Accommodation is possible when, in things indifferent, language is used which, although, scientifically or etymologically inaccurate, yet conveys a true impression, or when, in things not indifferent, a declaration of truth (1 Cor. iii. 1, 2), or a moral law (Matt. xix. 8), is given, true or right as far as it goes, but imperfect, because of the imperfect progress of its recipients. But certainly here we have a language quite different. Possession was one of little faith and great superstition; its characteristic the acknowledgment of God as a distant Lawgiver, not an Inspiter of men's hearts. This superstition in things of far less moment was denounced by our Lord; can it be supposed that He would sanction, and the Evangelists be permitted to record forever, an idea in itself false, which has constantly been the very stronghold of superstition? Nor was the language used such as can be paralleled with mere conventional expression. There is no harm in our "speaking of certain forms of madness as lunacy, not thereby implying that we believe the moon to have or to have had any influence upon them; . . . but if we began to describe the cure of such as the moon's ceasing to afflict them, or if a physician were solemnly to address the moon, bidding it abstain from injuring his patient, there would be here a passing over to a quite a different region, . . . there would be that gulf between our thoughts and words in which the essence of a lie consists. Now Christ does everywhere speak such language as this." (Trench, On the Miracles, p. 153, where the whole question is most ably treated.) Nor is there, in the whole of the New Testament, the least indication that any "economy" of teaching was employed on account of the "hardness" of the Jews' hearts. Possession and its cure are recorded plainly and simply; demoniacs are frequently distinguished from those afflicted with bodily sickness (see Mark i. 32, xvi. 17, 18; Luke vi. 17, 18), even, it would seem, from the epileptic (σεισμικόν, Matt. iv. 21); the same outward signs are sometimes referred to possession, sometimes merely to disease (comp. Matt. iv. 24, with xvii. 15; Matt. xii. 22, with Mark vii. 32, &c.); the demons are represented as speaking in their own persons with superhuman knowledge, and acknowledging our Lord to be, not as the Jews generally called him, son of David, but Son of God (Matt. viii. 29; Mark i. 24, v. 7; Luke iv. 41, &c.). All these things speak of a personal power of evil, and, if in any case they refer to what we might call mere disease, they at any rate tell us of something in it more than a morbid state of bodily organs or self-caused derangement of mind. Nor does our Lord speak of demons as personal spirits of evil to the multitude alone, but in his secret conversations with his disciples, declaring the means and conditions by which power over them could be exercised (Matt. xvi. 21). Twice also He distinctly connects demoniacal possession with the power of the Evil One; once in Luke x. 18, to the seventy disciples, where He speaks of his power and theirs over demons as a "fall of Satan," and again in Matt. xii. 25–30, when He was accused of casting out demons through Beelzebub, and, instead of giving any hint that the possessed were not really under any direct and personal power of evil, He uses an argument, as to the division of Satan against himself, which, if possession be unreal, becomes inconclusive and almost insincere. Lastly, the single fact recorded of the entrance of the demons at Gadara (Mark v. 10 14) into the herd of swine, and the effect which that entrance caused, is sufficient to overthrow the notion

a Compare also the case of the daimon with the spirit of divination (πνεύμα καλύματος) at Philippi; where also the power of the evil spirit is referred to under the well known name of the supposed inspiration of Delphi.

b It is almost needless to refer to the subterfuges of interpretation by which the force of this fact is evaded.
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that our Lord and the Evangelists do not assert or imply any objective reality of possession. In the face of this mass of evidence it seems difficult to conceive how the theory can be reconciled with anything like truth of Scripture.

But besides this it must be added, that to say of a case that it is one of disease or insanity, gives no real explanation of it at all; it merely refers to a class of cases which we know to exist, but gives no answer to the further question, how did the disease or insanity arise? Even in disease, whenever the mind acts upon the body (as e. g. in nervous disorders, epilepsy, Ac.) the mere derangement of the physical organs is not the whole cause of the evil; there is a deeper one lying in the mind. Insanity may indeed arise, in some cases, from the physical injury or derangement of those bodily organs through which the mind exercises its powers, but far oftener it appears to be due to metaphysical causes, acting upon and disordering the mind itself. In all cases where the evil lies not in the body but in the mind, to call it "only disease or insanity" is merely to state the fact of the disorder, and give up all explanation of its cause. It is an assumption, therefore, which requires proof, that, amidst the many inexplicable phenomena of mental and physical disease in our own days, there are none in which one gisted with discernment of spiritual manifestations and see signs of what the scripture calls "possession."

The truth is, that here, as in many other instances, the Bible, without contradicting ordinary experience, yet advances to a region whither human science cannot follow. As generally it connects the existence of mental and bodily suffering in the world with the introduction of moral corruption by the Fall, and refers the power of moral evil to a spiritual and personal source; so also it asserts the existence of interior spirits of evil, and it refers certain cases of bodily and mental disease to the influence which they are permitted to exercise directly over the soul and indirectly over the body. Inexplicable to us this influence certainly is, as all action of spirit on spirit is bound to be; but no one can pronounce a priori whether it be impossible or improbable, and no one has a right to exercise the strong expressions of Scripture in order to reduce its declarations to a level with our own ignorance.

III. We are led, therefore, to the ordinary and literal interpretation of these passages, that there are evil spirits (Demons), subjects of the Evil one, who, in the days of the Lord himself and his Apostles especially, were permitted by God to exercise a direct influence over the souls and bodies of certain men. This influence is clearly distinguished from the ordinary power of corruption and temptation yielded by Satan through the permission of God. (Satan.) Its relation to it, indeed, appears to be exactly that of a miracle to God's ordinary Providence, or of special prophetic inspiration to the ordinary gifts of the Holy Spirit. Both (that is) are actuated by the same general principles, and tend to the same general object; but are actuated by different principles, and to a different quantity of that which is worked out in the latter by a long course of indirect action. The distinguishing feature of possession is the complete or incomplete loss of the sufferer's reason or power of will; its actions, his words, and almost his thoughts are mastered by the evil spirit (Mark i. 24, v. 7; Acts xix. 15), till his personality seems to be destroyed, or, if not destroyed, so overborne as to produce the consciousness of a twofold will within him, like that sometimes felt in a dream. In the ordinary temptations and assaults of Satan, the will itself yields consciously, and by yielding gradually assumes, without losing its apparent freedom of action, the characteristics of the Satanic nature. It is solicited, urged, and persuaded against the strivings of grace, but not overborne.

Still, however, possession is only the special and, as it were, miraculous form of the "law of sin in the members," the power of Satan over the heart itself, recognized by St. Paul as an indwelling and agonizing power (Rom. vii. 21-24). Nor can it be doubted that it was rendered possible in the first instance by the consent of the sufferer to temptation and to sin. That it would be most probable in those who yielded to sensual temptations may easily be conjectured from general observation of the tyranny of a habit of sensual indulgence. The cases of the habitually lustful, the opium-eater, and the drunkard (especially when struggling in the last extremity of delirium tremens) have been often noticed, many marks very similar to those of the Scriptural possession. There is in them physical disease, but there is often something more. It is also to be noticed that the state of possession, although so awful in its wretched sense of demonical tyranny, yet, from the very fact of that consciousness, might be less hopeless and more capable of instant cure than the deliberate hardness of willful sin. The spirit might still retain marks of its original purity, although through the flesh and the demonic power acting by the flesh it was enslaved. Here also the observation of the suddenness and completeness of conversion, seen in cases of sensuality, compared with the greater difficulty in cases of more refined and spiritual sin, tends to confirm the record of Scripture.

It was not natural that the power of evil should show itself in mere opiate and direct hostility than ever, in the age of our Lord and his Apostles, when its time was short. It was natural also that it should take the special form of possession in an age of such unprecedented and brutal sensuality as that which preceded His coming, and continued till the bane of Christianity was felt. Nor was it less natural that it should have died away gradually before the great direct, and still greater indirect, influence of Christ's kingdom. Accordingly we find early fathers (as St. Irenaeus, and St. Cyril, C. M. § 11. 8) and other writers (as Tertullian, Apol. viii. 37, 43) alluding to its existence as a common thing, mentioning the attempts of Jewish exorcism in the name of Jehova as occasionally successful (see Matt. xii. 27; Acts xix. 13), but especially dwelling on the power of Christian exorcism to cast it out from the country as a test of the truth of the gospel, and as one well-known by which it already centered on the disciples. By degrees the mention is less and less frequent, till the very idea is lost or perverted. Such is a brief sketch of the Scriptural notices of possession. That round the Jewish notion of it John, writing mainly of the ministry in Judaea, mentions none.
there grew up, in that noble age of superstition, many foolish and evil practices, and much superstition as to fumigations, &c. (comp. Tob. vili. 1-3; Joseph. Ant. xii. 335, and especially the "exorcisms" (see Acts xix. 13) is obvious and would be inevitable. It is clear that Scripture does not in the least sanction or even condescend to notice such things; but it is certain that in the Old Testament (see Lev. xix. 31; 1 Sam. xxviii. 7, &c.; 2 K. xii. 6, xxiii. 24, &c.) as well as in the New, it recognizes possession as a real and direct power of evil spirits upon the heart.”

“* It would seem impossible to deny the fact of demoniac possession, properly so called, without disparaging the inspiration of the Gospels and the integrity or intelligence of our Lord. That the sacred writers shared in the belief of their time is sufficiently shown above, and is as positively asserted by Strauss (Loben Jesu, § 91), and Meyer (Komm. Matt. iv. 24), as by Ellicott (Life of Christ, p. 179, Amer. ed.). Jesus enters fully and on all occasions into the same view. He discerns in the words of demoniacs and demoniacs (Matt. x. 8), addresses the demons (Matt. vii. 31; Luke iv. 35), commands them to be silent, to come out, and, in one instance (Mark ix. 25), no more to enter into the person; he argues with the Jews on that assumption (Matt. xii. 25); he gives his disciples power to cast out evil spirits (Luke ix. 1; Matt. x. 1, 8), and enters into their rejoicing over their success (Luke x. 18); and in his private conversation tells them of the conditions of that success (Matt. xvii. 21). It was as much his exorcistic as his exoteric doctrine. A few additional suggestions may be in place. (1) Whatever resemblances may be found in some particulars, yet in other respects the cases of demoniac possession mentioned in the N. T. stand clearly and entirely apart from all phenomena of the present day; e.g. in the supernatural knowledge exhibited by the demoniacs, and in such facts as occurred in connection with the herd of swine. (2) We may discern a special reason for the abundant outbreak of this manifestation at that time, in its symbolic relation to Christ’s work. He came to “destroy the works of the devil” (1 John iii. 8), and to recover the world from its bondage to Satan unto its allegiance to God. Hence, just as he expressed his sin-healing power by his miracles of bodily cure, and as his personal triumph over Satan was set forth by the temptations in the wilderness, so he symbolized his great spiritual victory over the prince of the power of the air, and the release of his captives, by casting out evil spirits from their outward and visible possession and control of human beings around him. He more than once hints at this significance; e.g. Matt. xii. 28, and especially Luke x. 17, 18. For this purpose in the divine economy, perhaps, were demoniac possessions permitted to such a remarkable extent at that time. (3) Possession with devils, though always carefully distinguished from every kind of disease, was very commonly accompanied by phenomena of disease, especially such as belong to a nervous system shattered by sin. (4) This gives some support to the opinion expressed above, important in its bearing on the government of God, that demoniac possession was the result of moral delinquency; that the victim had at first, by a course of vicious indulgence, become so perverted as to the service of Satan, till he was at length given over to the complete domination of the master he had chosen for (5) the evil spirits appear to have taken entire control of the body and mind of the victim, so that while there was a remarkable play of double consciousness and personality, a sense of misery and some desire for deliverance, the subject apparently was hopeless, except as deliverance was brought by Christ.”

For the older literature of the subject, see Winer’s Realer art. Besessen. For a fuller illustration of the general views presented above, see Trench, On the Miracles, pp. 123-150; Olshausen’s Commentary on Matt. vii. 28; Alfred’s Greek Text, ed. &c.; Owen on the Demonology of the N. T., in the Bibl. Sacra, Jan. 1859; Stuart’s Sketches of Angiography, in Robinson’s Bibl. Sacra, 1843. For the theory that the possession was disease wrought by Satan, but only through the series of natural causes and laws, see Tweltes’s Doctrine respecting Angels, in the Bibl. Sacra, Feb. 1845. Some of the theological principles of the subject are well discussed by President Jesse Appleton, D. D. (three Lectures, in his Works, ii. 94-127, An- dover, 1836). S. C. B.

On so interesting a subject as the present, it may be well to give a brief sketch of the history of opinions, and a fuller view of the literature. The learned and pious Dr. Joseph Mede, in a discourse on John x. 20, first published in his Distribut, Lond. 1642 (Works, ed. 1672, pp. 28-30), maintained that the demoniacs of the Gospels were mad men or epileptics; but though often referred to as a disbeliever in demoniac possession, he expressly admits that their maladies may have been caused by evil spirits. In 1676 a volume entitled The Doctrine of Devils proved to be the Grand Apo- sency of these Latter Times, etc., was published anonymously in London by a clergyman of the Church of England, who maintained that the demoniacs were insane or diseased persons.

The same view was presented in Holland by Dej. Daillon, a French refugee minister of learning and ability, in his Examen de l’appréhension des Ré- forms en France, Amst. 1687. 2d ed. 1691 (see Haag’s La France protestante, iv. 188), and by Dr. Baltsasser Dekker, in his famous work, De be- sorvande secreten, or The World Bewitched, pub- lished at Amsterdam in 1691 (see bk. ii. ch. xxvii.-xxx.). This book, widely circulated, and speedily translated into French, German, English, and Italian, though it called forth a host of writ- ings in opposition, did much to shake the prevalent belief in witchcraft and kindred superstitions.

Daillon’s opinion was also supported by his brother Jacques, in a work entitled Σφαναγλογια, or a Treatise of Spirits, Lond. 1723.

In 1737 Dr. A. A. Sykes published anonymously An Enquiry into the Meaning of the Demonstrations in the New Testament, which, opposing the common view, gave rise to a considerable controversy, in which Twells, Whiston, Thos. Church, Gregory Sharp, Thos. Hutchinson, Samuel Pever, and others, took part. Dr. Richard Mead, in his Med- ico Sacra, Lond. 1749, likewise regarded the demoniacs as afflicted with natural diseases: and this view appears to have been prevalent among physi- cians, ancient and modern (see Wetstein on Matt. iv. 24). In 1758 Lardner published his four discourses On the Use of the Demoniacs mentioned in the N. T., ably controversy the doctrine of possession. See his Works, 4th ed. 1821; comp. x. 263-275, Remarks on Dr. Warr’s Dissertations.) In Germany, Semler appears to
have been the first who vigorously assailed the popular opinion, in his Commentatio de Demoniacis ymson in N. T. fit unio, Hal. 1700, 4th ed. greatly enlarged, 1779. This essay gave a stimulus to the discussion of the subject, and a number of dissertations were published on both sides of the question. Another controversy was excited in England by the appearance of the Rev. Hugh Farmer's Essay on the Demoniacs of the N. T., London, 1775, a learned and elaborate treatise, which was replied to by W. Worthington, An Impartial Enquiry, etc. 1777. Farmer rejoined in Letters, etc. 1778, followed by Worthington's Further Inquiry, 1779, and by John Field's Demoniacs: an Inquiry into the Heathen and Scripture Doctrine of Demons, 1779. Farmer's two volumes were translated into German, and his view found very general acceptance in that country, while in England it has been adopted by such men as Paley, N. H. Wheatstone, and others. In France, Sammelide and art, tum, N. T., 1775, followed by Wheatstone's English Edition, 1782, and by John Malebranche's Lectures on the Demoniacs, 1776. The controversy was carried on in America by John Eliot, in the missionary work in India, and by many religious dissidents, who referred to the controversy as a rationalistic tendency. The belief that the demoniacs of the N. T. were really possessed by evil spirits is, however, still held by the great majority of Christians, and many recent writers dispose of the phenomena of modern "Spiritualism" or "Spiritism" by reference to the same source.

Besides the authors already mentioned, particularly Lardner, Farmer, and Winer, the following might be consulted, in opposition to the doctrine of real possession: Wetzstein, note on Matt. iv. 24, in his Nov. Test. i. 279-281, trans. in the Christian Church, new series, v. 31-42; T. G. Timmermann,Dict. antiquo-novi-testamenti de Demoniacis Evangeliorum, Rinteln, 1786; H. J. F. Winer, Der Demoniacus in N. T. Leben, (as cited above, art. Demon); Hackett's exposition in his Comm. on Matt. iv. 24, reprinted in Scripturum, vol. iii., which also contains the essays of Townsend and Carlisle on the other side; the Rev. E. S. Talmage, On the Demoniacs of the N. T., in the Scriptural Interpreter (Boston, 1832), ii. 255-302; and the notes of Meyer, Norton, and Bleek (Synopt. Ev., 2d. d. drei evang. Evang. i. 217 ff.) on Matt. iii. 21. See also Schneller, A. J. S., in Med. & Phil. Aufs, p. 237 ff. (pp. 151-154, Amer. transl.), who holds a sort of intermediate view. See further the valuable articles, Theory and Phenomenon of Possession among the Hindoos, and Paganic and Demoniacal Possessions in India and Africa, in the Dublin Univ. Mag. for March, Sept. and Oct. 1848, the two last reprinted in Littledale's Life of Jesus, xix. 363 ff. 410 ff.; compare also, for modern analogues of the demoniacs, Robert's Oriental Illustrations of Scripture on Matt. xii. 27, and Thomson's "Land and Book," i. 212, 213.


A. DEMOPHON (Δημόφων), a Syrian general in Palestine under Antiochus V. Epipator (2 Mace. xii. 2).

DENARIUS (δαναρίον; denarius; A. V. "penny," Matt. xviii. 28, xx. 2, 9, 14, xxii. 19; Mark vi. 37, xii. 15, xiv. 5; Luke vii. 41, x. 35, xx. 21; John vi. 7, xii. 5; Rev. vi. 6), a Roman silver coin, in the time of our Saviour and the Apostles. It took its name from its being first equal to ten "asses," a number afterwards increased to sixteen. The earliest specimens are of about the commencement of the 2d century n. c. From this time it was the principal silver coin of the commonwealth. It continued to hold the same position under the Empire until long after the close of the New Testament Canon. In the time of Augustus eighty-four denarii were struck from the pound of silver, which would make the standard weight about 60 grs. This Nero reduced by striking ninety-six from the pound, which would give a standard weight of about 52 grs., results confirmed by the coins of the periods, which are, however, not exactly true to the standard. The drachm of the Attic talent, which from the reign of Alexander until the Roman domination was the most important Greek standard, had, by gradual reduction, become equal to the denarius of Augustus, so that the two coins came to be regarded as identical.

Debaris of Tiberias.

Obv. TI CAESAR DIVI AVG F AVGVSIVS. Head of Tiberius, laureate, to the right, (Matt. xxiii. 19, 20, 21). Rev. PONTIF MAXIM. Seated female figure to the right.

Under the same emperor the Roman coin superseded the greek, and many of the few cities which yet struck silver money took it the form and general character of the denarius, and of its half, the sesterce. In the N. T. period, we learn from numismatic evidence that denarii must have mainly formed the silver currency. It is therefore probable that in the N. T. by δανάριον and δαναρίων, both rendered in the A. V. "piece of silver," we are to understand the denarius [δραχμή, σεκυλία, piece of]. The δαναρίων of the tribute (Matt. xx. 27) was probably in the time of our Saviour not a current coin, like the σαράντα mentioned in the same passage (ver. 27).

[Money.] From the parable of the laborers in the vineyard it would seem that a denarius was then the ordinary day for a day's labor (Matt. xx. 2, 4, 7, 9, 10, 13). The term denarius means (Plin. xxiv. 17, xxvii. 3) is probably a corrupt designation for the aureus (nummus); in the N. T. the denarius proper is always intended. (See Money, and Dict. of Ant. art. Denarius.)

K. S. P.

* DENS. [CAYES.]

DEPOSIT (διαφαγμός: παραδείγμα, παράπλευρον; deponent, the arrangement by which one man kept at another's request the property of the
DEPUTY. The uniform rendering in the A. V. of ἀποστάς, "proconsul," (Acts xii. 8, 12, xxiii. 38). The English word is curious in itself, and is, to certain extent appropriate, having been applied formerly to the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland. Thus Shakespeare, [i.e. viii. iii. 2:  

"Pлагue of your policy,  
You sent me deputy for Ireland."  
W. A. W.

* Such is probably the meaning of the words in τω καλώτατον των. It may also be remarked that in the parable of the talents, the "shifting servant," affects to consider himself as a more δεσποτάριος, in the words θέθηκα τον οίκον (Matt. xxv. 21).

DERBE (Δερβή, Acts xiv. 2), 21, xvi. 1; Eth Ἀρρασίως, Acts xx. 4). The exact position of this town has not yet been ascertained, but its general situation is undoubted. It was in the eastern part of the great upland plain of Lycaonia, which stretches from Iconium eastward along the north side of the chain of Taurus. It must have been somewhere near the place where the pass called the Cilician Gates opened a way from the low plain of Cilicia to the table-land of the interior; and probably it was a stage upon the great road which passed this way. It appears that Cicero went through Derbe on his route from Cilicia to Iconium (Cic. ad Fam. xiii. 73). Such was St. Paul's route on his second missionary journey (Acts xv. 41, xvi. 1, 2), and probably also on the third (xviii. 23, xix. 1). In his first journey (xvii. 20, 21) he approached from the other side, namely, from Iconium, in consequence of persecution in that place and at Lystra. No incidents are recorded as having happened at Derbe [see infra]. In harmony with this, it is not mentioned in the enumeration of places 2 Tim. iii. 11. In the apostolic history, Lystra and Derbe are commonly mentioned together; in the quotation from the epistle, Lystra is mentioned and not Derbe. The distinction is not accurate; for St. Paul is here enumerating his persecutions (Paley, Horae Paulinae, loc.).

Three sites have been assigned to Derbe. (1.) By Col. Leake (Asia Minor, p. 101) it was supposed to be at Bin-bir-Kiliisheh, at the foot of the Karadagh, a remarkable volcanic mountain which rises from the Lycaonian plain; but this is almost certainly the site of Lystra. (2.) In Kiepert's Map, Derbe is marked further to the east, at a spot where there are ruins, and which is in the line of a Roman road. (3.) Hamilton (Researches in Asia Minor, ii. 313) and Tavix (Asie Mineure, i. 123, 130) are disposed to place it at Diele, a little to the S. W. of the last position and nearer to the roots of Taurus. In favor of this view there is the important fact that Steph. Byz. says that the place was sometimes called Δερβαία, which in the Lycaonian language (see Acts xiv. 11) meant a "ju- niper tree." Moreover, he speaks of a Δερβαία here, which (as Leake and the French translators of Strabo suggest) ought probably to be Δερβίαν and if this is correct, the requisite condition is satisfied by the proximity of the Lake Ak Göl, Wieseler (Chronol. der Apost. Zeitfolter, p. 24) takes the same view, though he makes too much of the possibility that St. Paul, on his second journey, trav- elled by a minor pass to the W. of the Cilician Gates. It is difficult to say why Winer (Revel. s. v.) states that Derbe was "S. of Iconium, and S. E. of Lystra." Strabo places Derbe at the edge of Ionia; but in the Synecdecom of Hierocles (Wesseling, p. 575, where the word is Δερβαία it is placed, as in the Acts of the Apostles, in Lycaonia. The boundaries of these districts were not very exactly defined. The whole neighborhood, to the sea-coast of Cilicia, was notorious for robbery and piracy. Antipater, the friend of Cicero (ad Fam. xiii. 73) was the benefic chietain of Lycaonia. Ammianus, king of Galatia (successor of Deiotarus H.), murdered

* The Hebrew expression לְהַכְּנָה, Ex. xxii. 8 rendered in the A. V. "to see whether," is a common formula jurandi
Antipater and incorporated his dominions with his own. Under the Roman provincial government, Derbe was at first placed in a corner of Cappadocia; but other changes were subsequently made. [Galahad.] Derbe does not seem to be mentioned in the Byzantine writers. Leake says (i02) that its bishop was a suffragan of the metropolitan of Ionninum.

II. *No incident* of an adverse character took place at Derbe. But Paul and Barnabas preach there and gained many disciples (μαθηταὶ ἤτοι, Acts xiv. 21). On his second missionary tour Paul visited Derbe again (Acts xvi. 1), where no doubt was one of the churches to which he delivered the «decrees» relating to the treatment of converts from heathenism (Acts xvi. 4). The Gausses, who accompanied Paul on his journey from Greece as far as Asia, belonged to Derbe (Acts xx. 4). Some make this place also the home of Timothy (Kuincl, Olshausen, Naude) but the sound indication from Ἐλας in Acts xvi. 1 is that he belonged to Lystra. At the same time we learn from Acts xvi. 3 (see also ver. 2) that his family, and no doubt Timothy himself, were well known in many of the towns in that region, among which Derbe would naturally be included.

II. *Desert* means in Judges i. 23 (A. V.) to observe a military sense, to reconnoitre: "And the house of Joseph sent to spy out Bethel." The word occurs only in that passage in our Bible and is now obsolete in that signification. Eastwood and Wright (Bible Word-Book, p. 555) point out examples of the same usage in Shakespeare (Rich. III. v. 8, and Lear. iv. 5).

Desert, a word which is sparingly employed in the A. V. to translate four Hebrew terms, of which there are essentially different in signification. A "desert," in the sense which is ordinarily attached to the word, is a vast, burning, sandy plain, alike desolate of trees and of water. This idea is probably derived from the deserts of Africa - that, for example, which is overleaved by the Pyramids, and with which many travellers are familiar. But it should be distinctly understood that no such region as this is ever mentioned in the Bible as having any connection with the history of the Israelites, either their wanderings or their settled existence. With regard to the sand, the author of "Sinai and Palestine" has given the fullest correction to this popular error, and has shown that "sand is the exception and not the rule of the Arabian desert" of the Peninsula of Sinai (S. & P., pp. 59, 64) And as to the other features of a desert, certainly the Peninsula of Sinai is no plain, but a region extremely varied in height, and diversified, even at this day, by oases and valleys of verdure and vegetation, and by frequent wells, which were all probably far more abundant in these earlier times than they now are. This however will be more appropriately discussed under the head of WANDERINGS OF THE WANDERINGS. Here, it is simply necessary to show that the word rendered in the A. V. by "desert," when used in the historical books, denoted definite localities; and that these localities do not answer to the common conception of a "desert."

I. Arabah (אַרְעָה). The roof of this word,

According to Genesis (Thes. p. 1066), is Arab, .cb7, "to be dried up as with heat; and it has been already shown that when used, as it invariably is, in the historical and topographical records of the Old Testament, the meaning is that of a depressed and inclosed region - the deepest and the hottest clime in the world - the sunken valley north and south of the Dead Sea, but more particularly the former. [Arabah.] True, in the present despoilised and neglected state of Palestine the Jordan valley is as arid and desolate a region as can be met with, but it was not always so. On the contrary, we have direct testimony to the fact that when the Israelites were flourishing, and later in the Roman times, the case was emphatically the reverse. Jericho, "the city of Palm trees," at the lower end of the valley, Bethshemish at the upper, and Psadris in the centre, were famed both in Jewish and profane history for the luxuriance of their vegetation (Joseph. Ant. xviii. 2, § 2; xvi. 5, § 2; Bithshemish; Jericho)." When the abundant water-resources of the valley were properly harnessed and distributed, the tropical heat caused not barrenness, but tropical fertility, and here grew the balsam, the sugar-cane, and other plants requiring great heat, but also rich soil, for their culture. Arabah in the sense of the Jordan valley is translated by the word "desert" only in Ez. xlvii. 8. In a more general sense of waste, deserted country - a meaning easily suggested by the idea of excessive heat contained in the root - a "Desert," as the rendering of Arabah occurs in the prophets and poetical books: as Isa. xxxv. 1, 6; xl. 3, xli. 19, li. 3; Jer. ii. 6, v. 6, viii. 2; xii.; but this general sense is never found in the historical books. In these, to repeat once more, Arabah always denotes the Jordan valley, the Ghor of the modern Arabs. Professor Stanley proposes to use "desert" as the translation of Arabah whenever it occurs, and though not exactly suitable, it is difficult to suggest a better word.

2. But if Arabah gives but little support to the ordinary conception of a "desert," still less does the other word which our translators have most frequently rendered by it. Midbar (מִדָּבֶּר) is accurately the "pasture ground," deriving its name from a root debir (גָּרֵד), "to drive," significant of the pastoral custom of driving the flocks out to feed in the morning, and home again at night; and therein analogous to the German word treiben, which is similarly derived from treiben, to drive. With regard to the Wilderness of the Wanderings - for which Midbar is almost invariably used - this signification is most appropriate; for we must never forget that the Israelites had flocks and herds with them during the whole of their passage to the Promised Land. They had them when they left Egypt (Ex. x. 26, xii. 38), they had them at Hazeroth, the middle point of the wanderings (Num. xi. 22), and some of the tribes possessed them in large numbers immediately before the transit of the Jordan (Num. xxxii. 1). Midbar is not often rendered by a "desert" in the A. V. Its usual and certainly more appropriate translation is "wilderness," a word in which the idea of vegetation is present. In speaking of the Wilderness of the Wanderings the word "desert" occurs as the rendering of Midbar, in Ex. iii. 1, v. 3, xii. 2 (Num. xxxiii. 13, 16); and in more than one of
these it is evidently employed for the sake of euphony merely. Míldor is most frequently used for those tracts of waste land which lie beyond the cultivated ground in the immediate neighborhood of the towns and villages of Palestine, and which are a very familiar feature to the traveller in that country. In these tracts are intermingled with a rich green verdure of turf, and small shrubs and herbs of various kinds. But at the end of summer the herbage withers, the turf dries up and is powdered thick with the dust of the chalky soil, and the whole has certainly a dreary aspect. An example of this is furnished by the hills through which the path from Bethany to Jericho pursues its winding descent. In the spring so abundant is the pasturage of these hills, that they are the resort of the flocks from Jerusalem on the one hand and Jericho on the other, and even from the Arabs on the other side of the Jordan. And even in the month of September — when the writer made this journey — though the turf was only visible on close inspection, more than one large flock of goats and sheep was browsing, scattered over the slopes, or stretched out in a long even line like a regiment of soldiers. A striking example of the same thing, and of the manner in which this waste pasture land gradually melts into the cultivated fields, is seen in making one's way up through the mountains of Benjamin, due west, from Jericho to McKenzie or Jeba. These Míldors seem to have borne the name of the town to which they were most contiguous; for example, Beth-aven (in the region last referred to); Zippí, Maon, and Paran, in the south of Judah; Gilson, Jerul, &c. &c.

In the poetical books "desert" is found as the translation of Míldor in Deut. xxxii. 10; Josh. xxiv. 5; Is. xxi. 1; Jer. xxv. 24.

3. Chârâbá [rather Chorabá] (ךְָרָבָת). This word is perhaps related to Arabah, with the substitution of one gutturl for another; at any rate it appears to have the same force, of dryness, and thence of desolation. It does not occur in any historical passages. It is rendered "desert" in Ps. cxxii. 6; Is. lvii. 21; Ez. xiii. 4. The term commonly employed for it in the A. V. is "waste places" or "desolation."

4. Jeshimon (ךְָשָּׁמִון) [desert, waste]. This word in the historical books is used with the definite article, apparently to denote the waste tracts on both sides of the Dead Sea. In all these cases it is treated as a proper name in the A. V. [Jeshimon; Beth-Jeshimoto.] Without the article it occurs in a few passages of poetry; in the following of which it is rendered "desert": Ps. lxxxv. 49; iv. 14; Is. xiii. 19, 20.

5. DESIRE in 2 Chr. xx. 20 is used in the A. V. in the sense of the Latin desiderium, "to feel the loss of," or "to regret." Jesharaim reigned in Jerusalem eight years, and departed without being desired.

A. DES'SAU (ךְָסַע) [Desau], a village (not "town") kâmu, castellum, at which Nicander's army was once encamped during his campaign with Judas (2 Macc. xiv. 16). There 'a no mention of it in the account of these transac-

a This practice is not peculiar to Palestine. Mr. Thackray observed it in Algeria; and gives the reason of it, namely, a more systematic, and therefore con-
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DEUEL [2 syll.] (דְּעֶל) [calling on God, Gen.; El is knowing, Firth]; [Rom.] Vat. and Alex. תְּעֹאלֶל; Duelf, father of Elasaph, the "captain" (נָשָּׁה) of the tribe of Gad at the time of the numbering of the people at Sinai (Num. i. 14, vii. 42, xxx. 20). The same man is mentioned again in ii. 14, but here the name appears as Renel, owing to an interchange of the two very similar Hebrew letters 7 and 7. In this latter passage the Samaritan, Arabic and Vulg. retain the D; the LXX., as in the other places, has R. [REUEL.] Which of the two was really his name we have no means of deciding.

DEUTERONOMY (דֵּעֶּרֶן) or דָּעֶּרֶן, so called from the first words of the book; דֵּעֶּרֶנָּם, as being a repetition of the Law; דֵּעֶּרֶנְיָם: called also by the later Jews דָּעֶּרֶנְיָנִים and דָּעֶּרֶנְיָנָּם.

A. Contents. The Book consists chiefly of three discourses delivered by Moses shortly before his death. They were spoken to all Israel in the plains of Moab on the eastern side of the Jordan (i. 1), in the eleventh month of the last year of their wanderings, the fortieth year after their exodus from Egypt (i. 3).

Subjoined to these discourses are the Song of Moses, the Blessing of Moses, and the story of his death.

I. The first discourse (i. 1-iv. 40). After a brief historical introduction, the speaker recapitulates the chief events of the last 40 years in the wilderness, and especially those events which had the most immediate bearing on the entry of the people into the promised land. He enumerates the contests in which they had been engaged with the various tribes who came in their way, and in which their success had always depended upon their obedience: and reminds them of the exclusion from the promised land, first of the former generation, because they had been disobedient in the matter of the spies, and next of himself, with whom the Lord was wroth for their sakes (iii. 26). On the appeal to the witness of this past history is then based an earnest and powerful exhortation to obedience; and especially a warning against idolatry as that which had brought God's judgment upon them in times past (iv. 3), and would bring yet sorier punishment in the future (iv. 20-28). To this discourse is appended a brief notice of the severing of the three cities of refuge on the east side of the Jordan (iv. 41-43).

II. The second discourse is introduced like the first by an explanation of the circumstances under which it was delivered (iv. 44-49). It extends from chap. v. i-xxvi. 19, and contains a recapitulation, with some modifications and additions, of the Law already given on Mount Sinai. Yet it is not bare recapitulation, or naked enumation, but every word shows the heart of the lawgiver full at once of zeal for God and of the most fervent desire for the wel-

(Four Months in Algeria, p. 303.)
fire of his nation. It is the Father no less than the Legislator who speaks. And whilst obedience and life are throughout bound up together, it is the only real and living bond of society. And service of formal constraint which is the burden of his exhortations. The following are the principal heads of discourse: (a.) He begins with that which formed the basis of the whole Mosaic code,—the Ten Commandments,—and impressively repeats the circumstances under which they were given (v. 1—vi. 3). (b.) Then follows an exposition of the spirit of the First Table. The love of Jehovah who has done so great things for them (vi.), and the utter uprooting of all idol-worship (vii.) are the points chiefly insisted upon. But they are also reminded that if idolatry be a snare on the one hand, so is self-righteousness on the other (viii. 10 ff., x.). and therefore lest they should be lifted up, the speaker enters at length on the history of their past rebellions (ix. 7, 22—24), and especially of their sin in the matter of the golden calf (ix. 3—21). The true nature of obedience is again emphatically urged (x. 12—xxi. 32), and the great threats to obedience set forth in God's love and mercy to them as a people (x. 15, 21, 22), as also his signal punishment of the rebellions (xi. 3—6). The blessing and the curse (xi. 26—32) are further detailed. (c.) From the general spirit in which the Law should be observed, Moses passes on to the several enactments. Even these are introduced by a solemn charge to the people to destroy all objects of idolatrous worship in the land (xii. 1—3). They are upon the whole arranged systematically. We have (1) first the laws touching religion (xii.—xvi. 17): (2) then those which are to regulate the conduct of the government and the executive (xvi. 18—xxii. 23); and (3) lastly those which concern the private and social life of the people (xxii. 1—xxvi. 19). The whole are framed with express reference to the future occupation of the land of Canaan.

(1.) There is to be but one sanctuary where all offerings are to be offered. Flesh may be eaten anywhere, but sacrifices may only be slain in "the place which the Lord thy God shall choose." (xii. 5—32). All idol prophets, all entertainers to idolatry from among themselves, even whole cities, if idolatrous, are to be cut off (xiii.); and all idolatrous practices to be eschewed (xiv. 1, 2). Next come regulations respecting clean and unclean animals, title, the year of release and the three feasts of the Passover, of Weeks, and of Tabernacles (xiv. 3—xvii. 17).

(2.) The laws affecting public personages and defining the authority of the Judges (xvi. 18—29) and the Priests (xvii. 8—13), the way of proceeding in courts of justice (xvii. 1—14); the law of the King (xviii. 14—20), of the Priests and Levites and Prophets (xviii.); of the cities of refuge and of witnesses (xix.). The order is not very exact, but on the whole the section xvi. 18—xxiv. 21 is judicial in its character. The passage xvi. 21—xxvii. 1, seems strangely out of place. Baumgarten (Comm. in loc.) tries to account for it on the ground of the close connection which must subsist between the true worship of God and righteous rule and judgment. But who does not feel that this is said with more ingenuity than truth?

Next come the laws on the land (xx.), both as waged (concerning with other nations, and (b) especially with the inhabitants of Canaan (ver. 17).

(3.) Laws touching domestic life and the relation of man to man (xii. 13—xxvi. 19). So Israel divides, assigning the former part of chap. xii. to the previous section. Havernick on the other hand includes it in the present. The fact is, that vv. 10—14 are the very limits of portions which are treated of in chap. xx., whereas 1—9 seem more naturally to come under the matters discussed in this section. It begins with the relations of the family, passes on to those of the friend and neighbor, and then touches on the general principles of justice and charity by which men should be actuated (xxiv. 16—22). It concludes with the solemn confession which every Israelite is to make when he offers the first fruits, and which reminds him of what he is as a member of the covenant community in covenant with Jehovah and greatly blessed by Jehovah.

Finally, the whole long discourse (v. 1—xxvi. 19) is wound up by a brief but powerful appeal (16—19), which reminds us of the words with which it opened. It will be observed that no pains are taken here, or indeed generally in the Mosaic legislation, to keep the several portions of the law, considered as moral, ritual, and ceremonial, apart from each other by any clearly marked line. But there is in this discourse a very manifest gradual descent from the higher ground to the lower. The speaker begins by setting forth Jehovah himself as the great object of love and worship, thence he passes (1) to the Religious, (2) to the Political, and (3) to the Social economy of his people.

III. In the third discourse (xxvii. 1—xxx. 20), the Elders of Israel are associated with Moses. The people are commanded to set up stones upon Mount Elal, and on them to write "all the words of this law." Then follow the several curses to be pronounced by the Levites on Elal (xxvii. 14—26), and the blessings on Gerizim (xxviii. 1—14). How terrible will be the punishment of any neglect of this law, is further portrayed in the vivid words of a prophecy but too fearfully verified in the subsequent history of the people. The subject of this discourse is briefly "The Blessing and the Curse."

IV. The delivery of the Law as written by Moses (for its still further preservation) to the custody of the Levites, and a charge to the people to hear it read once every seven years (xxixii.): the Song of Moses spoken in the ears of the people (xxx. 30—xxxii. 44): and the blessing of the twelve tribes (xxxiii.).

V. The Book closes (xxxiv.) with an account of the death of Moses, which is first announced to him in xxxiii. 48—52. On the authorship of the last chapter we shall speak below.

B. Relation of Deuteronomy to the preceding books. It has been an opinion very generally entertained by the more modern critics, as well as by the earlier, that the book of Deuteronomy forms a complete whole in itself, and that it was appended to the other books as a later addition. Only chapters xxvi, xxvii., xxviii, have been in whole or in part called in question by Dr. Wette, Ewald, and Von Lengerke. Dr. Wette thinks that xxvii. and xxviii. have been borrowed from other sources, and that xxiv. is the work of the Elohist (Pentateuch). Ewald also supposes xxiii. to have been borrowed from another writer, who lived, however, (in accordance with his theory, which we shall notice later on) after Solomon. On the other hand, he considers xxvii. and xxviii. to be by Baruch (Oppert, i. 23) and Tuch (Gen. p. 556) decide that it is Elohist. Some of these critics imagine that these chapters originally formed the conclusion of the book of Numbers, and that the Deuteronomist (Penta-
TRENCH] tore them away from their proper position in order the better to incorporate his own work with the rest of the Pentateuch, and to give it a fitting conclusion. Gensesius and his followers are of opinion that the whole book as it stands at present is by the same hand. But it is a question of some interest and importance whether the book of Deuteronomy should be assigned to the author, or one of the authors, of the former portions of the Pentateuch, whether at variance with, distinct and independent work. The more conservative critics of the school of Hengstenberg contend that Deuteronomy forms an integral part of the Pentateuch, which is throughout to be ascribed to Moses. Others, as Stahelin and Delitzsch, have given reasons for believing that it was written by the Jehovist; whilst others again, as Ewald and De Wette, are in favor of a different author.

The chief grounds on which the last opinion rests are variations and additions to be found in Deuteronomy, both in the historical and legal portions, as well as the observable difference of style and phraseology. It is necessary, therefore, before we come to consider more directly the question of authorship, to take into account these alleged peculiarities: and it may be well to enumerate the principal discrepancies, additions, &c., as given by De Wette in the last edition of his Einleitung (many of his former objections he afterwards abandoned), and to subjoin the replies and explanations which they have called forth.

1. Discrepancies. — The most important discrepancies alleged to exist between the historical portions of Deuteronomy and the earlier books are the following —

(1) The appointment of judges (i. 6–18) is at variance with the account in Ex. xviii. It is referred to a different time, being placed after the departure of the people from Horeb (ver. 6), whereas in Exodus it is said to have occurred during their encampment before the mount (Ex. xviii. 5). The circumstances are different, and apparently it is mixed up with the choosing of the seventy elders (Num. xi. 11–17). To this it has been answered, that although Deut. i. 6 mentions the departure from Sinai, yet Deut. i. 9–17 refers evidently to what took place during the abode there, as is shown by comparing the expression "at that time," ver. 9, with the expression ver. 18. The speaker, as is not unnatural in animated discourse, checks himself and goes back to take notice of an important circumstance prior to one which he has already mentioned. This is manifest, because ver. 19 is so closely reAPTATIVE of ver. 6. Again, there is no force in the objection that Jethro's counsel is here passed over in silence. When making allusion to a well-known historical fact, it is unnecessary for the speaker to enter into details. This at most is an omission, not a contradiction. Lastly, the story in Exodus is perfectly distinct from that in Num. xi., and there is no confusion of the two here. Nothing is said of the institution of the seventy in Deut., probably because the office was only temporary, and if it did not cease before the death of Moses, was not intended to be perpetuated in the promised land. (So in substance Ranke, v. Lengerke, Hengst., Hitzig, Stahelin.)

(2) Chap. i. 22 is at variance with Num. xiii. 2, because here Moses is said to have sent the spies into Canaan at the suggestion of the people, whereas there tied is said to have commanded the measure. The explanation is obvious. The people make the request: Moses refers it to God, who then gives to it his sanction. In the historical book of Numbers the divine command only is mentioned. Here, where the lawgiver deals so largely with the feelings and conduct of the people themselves, he remindeth them both that the request originated with themselves, and also of the circumstances out of which that request sprang (ver. 20, 21). These are not mentioned in the history. The objection, it may be remarked, is precisely that of the same kind as that in which in the N. T. is urged against the reconciliation of Gal. ii. 2 with Acts xv. 2, 3. Both admit of a similar explanation.

(3) Chap. i. 44, "And the Amorites which dwelt in that mountain," &c., whereas in the story of the same event, Num. xiv. 43–45, Amalekites are mentioned. Answer: in this latter passage not only Amalekites, but Canaanites, are said to have come down against the Israelites. The Amorites stand here not for "Amalekites," but for "Canaanites," as being the most powerful of all the Canaanitish tribes (cf. Gen. xv. 16; Deut. i. 7); and the Amalekites are not named, but hinted at, when it is said, "they destroyed you in Seir," where, according to 1 Chr. iv. 22, they dwelt (so Hengst. iii. 421).

(4) Chap. ii. 2–8, confused and at variance with Num. xx. 14–21, and xxi. 4. In the former we read (ver. 4), "Ye are to pass through the coast of your brethren, the children of Esau." In the latter (ver. 20), "And he said, Thou shalt not go through. And Edom came out against him," &c. But, according to Deut., that part of the Edomite territory only was traversed which lay between Edath and Ezion-geber. In this exposed part of their territory any attempt to prevent the passage of the Israelites would have been useless, whereas at Kades, where, according to Numbers, the opposition was offered, the rocky nature of the country was in favor of the Edomites. (So Hengst. iii. 283 ff., who is followed by Winer, i. 293, note 3.) To this we may add, that in Dent. ii. 8, when it is said, "we passed by from our brethren the children of Esau... through the way of the plain from Edath," the failure of an attempt to pass elsewhere is implied. Again, according to Deut., the Israelites purchased food and water of the Edomites and Moabites (ver. 6, 28), which, it is said, contradicts the story. (cf. xxv. 19, 20), which accounts the Israelites offer to pay for what they have (cf. Dent. ii. 6 with Num. xx. 19). And if in Dent. xxvii. 4 there seems to be a contradiction to Deut. ii. 29, with regard to the conduct of the Moabites, it may be removed by observing (with Hengst. iii. 286) that the unfriendliness of the Moabites in not coming out to meet the Israelites with bread and water was the very reason why the latter were obliged to buy provisions.

(5) More perplexing is the difference in the account of the encampments of the Israelites, as given Deut. x. 6, 7, compared with Num. xx. 23, xxxiii. 30 and 37. In Deut. it is said that the order of encampment was, (1) Bene-jaakan, (2) Mosera (where Aaron dies), (3) Gudgodah, (4) Jothath. In Numbers it is, (1) Moresheth, (2) Bene-jaakan, (3) Hor-hagidgad, (4) Jothath. Then follow the stations Ebronah, Ezion-geber, Kades, and Mount Hor, and it is at this last that Aaron dies. (It is remarkable here that no account is given of the stations between Ezion-geber and Kadesh on the return route.) Various attempts have been made to reconcile these accounts. The explanation.
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given by Kurtz (All a zur Gesch. d. A. B. 20) is on the whole the most satisfactory. He says: "In the first month of the fortieth year the whole congregation comes a second time to the wilderness of Zin, which is Kadesh (Num. xxxiii. 30). On the down-route to Edom they had encamped at Mount Hor (Deut. x. 6, 7), or to Mosera (Deut. v. 22), Besor, Jakan, Chor-bagdad, and Jothab. But now again departing from Kadesh, they go to Mount Hor, 'in the edge of the land of Edom' (ver. 37, 38), or to Mosera (Deut. x. 6, 7), this last being in the desert at the foot of the mountain. Bene-Jakan, Chor-bagdad, and Jothab were also visited about this time, i.e. a second time, after the second halt at Kadesh. This seems a not improbable explanation, and our knowledge of the topography of the desert is so inaccurate that we can hardly hope for a better. More may be seen in Winer, art. Waste.

(6.) But this is not so much a discrepancy as a peculiarity of the writer: in Deut, the usual name for the mountain on which the law was given is Horeb, only once (xxxii. 2) Sinai; in the other books Sinai is far more common than Horeb. The answer given is, that Horeb was the general name of the whole mountain-range; Sinai, the particular mountain on which the law was delivered; and that Horeb, the more general and well-known name, was employed in accordance with the rhetorical style of this book, in order to bring out the contrast between the Sinaitic giving of the law, and the giving of the law in the land of Moab (Deut. i. 5, xxxix. 1). So Keil. Of this last explanation it is not too much to say that it is neither ingenious nor satisfactory.

It must be remembered, with regard to all the answers above given, that so far as they reconcile alleged contradictions, they tend to establish the veracity of the writers, but they by no means prove that the writer of the book of Deuteronomy is no other than the writer of the earlier books. So far indeed there is nothing to decide one way or the other. The additions both to the historical and legal sections are in this respect of far more importance, and the principal of them we shall here illustrate.

II. Additions. — These are to be found both in the History and in the Law.

1. In the History. (a.) The command of God to leave Horeb, Deut. i. 6, 7, not mentioned Num. x. 11. The repentance of the Israelites, Deut. i. 45, omitted Num. xiv. 45. The intercession of Moses in behalf of Aaron, Deut. i. 29, of which nothing is said Ex. xxxii., xxxiii., xxxiv. These are so slight, however, that, as Keil suggests, they might have been passed over very naturally in the earlier books, supposing both accounts to be by the same hand. But of more note are: (b.) The command not to fight with Moabites and Ammonites, Deut. ii. 9, 19, or with the Edomites, but to buy of them food and water, ii. 4-8. The valuable historical notices which are given respecting the earlier inhabitants of the countries of Moab and Ammon and of Mount Seir, ii. 10-12, 20-23; the sixty fortified cities of Bashan, iii. 4; the king of the country who was 'of the remnant of giants,' iii. 11; the different names of Herman, iii. 9; the wilderness of Kedemoth, iv. 26; and the more detailed account of the attack of the Amalekites, xv. 17, 18, compared with Ex. xvii. 8.

2. In the Law. (a.) Appointment of the cities of refuge, Deut. xix. 7-10, as compared with Num. xxxv. 14 and Deut. iv. 41; of one particular place for the solemn worship of God, where all offerings, tithes, &c., are to be brought, Deut. xii. 5, &c., whilst the restriction with regard to the slaying of animals only at the door of the tabernacle of the congregation (Lev. xii. 4) is done away, 19, 20; the limitation (Num. x. 14) of the sacrifices and burnt-offerings to the appointed place, Deut. xii. 6, 11, 17, xxiv. 22, &c., xxvi. 12; concerning false prophets and seducers to idolatry and those who hearken unto them, xiii., concerning the king and the manner of the kingdom, xiv. 11, &c.; the prophets, xvi. 13, &c.; war and military service, xx.; the expiation of secret murder; the law of female captives; of first-born sons by a double marriage; of disobedient sons; of those who suffer death by hanging, xxi.; the laws in xxii. 5-8, 13-21; of divorce, xxiv. 1, and various lesser enactments, xxiii. and xxiv.; the form of thanksgiving in offering the first-fruits, xxix.; the command to write the law upon stones, xxvii., and to read it before all Israel at the Feast of Tabernacles, xxx. 10-13.

Many others are either extensions or modifications of, than additions to, existing laws, as for instance the establishment of the Hebrew slave, Deut. xxi. 12, &c., compared with Ex. xx. 2, &c. See also the fuller directions in Deut. xv. 19-23, xxv. 1-11, as compared with the brief notices, Ex. xiii. 12, xix. 13.

C. Author. — 1. It is generally agreed that by far the greater portion of the book is the work of one author. The only parts which have been questioned as possible by some are, according to De Wette, iv. 41-46, x. 6-9, xxxiii. and xxxiv. Internal evidence indeed is strongly decisive that this book of the Pentateuch was not the work of a compiler.

2. It cannot be denied that the style of Deuteronomy is very different from that of the other four books of the Pentateuch. It is more flowing, more rhetorical, more sustained. The rhythm is grand, and the diction more akin to the sublimar passages of the prophets, than to the sober prose of the historians.

3. Who then was the author? On this point the following principal hypotheses have been maintained:

(1.) The old traditional view that this book, like the other books of the Pentateuch, is the work of Moses himself. Of the later entries Hengstenberg, Hengstenberg, Ranke, and others, have maintained this view. Moses Stuart writes: "Deuteronomy appears to my mind, as it did to that of Eichhorn and Herder, as the earnest outpourings and admonitions of a heart which felt the deepest interest in the welfare of the Jewish nation, and which realized that it must soon bid farewell to them. Instead of bearing upon its face, as is alleged by some, evidences of another authorship than that of Moses, I must regard this book as being so deeply wrought with holy and patriotic feeling, as to convince any unbiased reader who is competent to judge of its style, that it cannot, with any tolerable degree of probability, be attributed to any pretended or legislative, or to any mere imitator of the great legislator. Such a glow runs through all this book it is in vain to seek for in any artificial or poetical composition" (Hist. of the O. T. Canon, § 3).

In support of this opinion it is said: (a) That supposing the whole Pentateuch to have been writ
ten by Moses, the change in style is easily accounted for when we remember that the last book is hortatory in its character, that it consists chiefly of additions and that these were delivered under very peculiar circumstances. (b) That the add. books is not only generally in accordance with that of the earlier books, and that as well in their Elohist as in their Jehovistic portions, but that there are certain peculiar forms of expression common only to these five books. (c) That the alleged discrepancies in matters of fact between this and the earlier books may be reconciled (see above), and that the additions and corrections in the legislation are only such as would necessarily be made when the people were just about to enter the promised land. Thus Bertheau observes: "It is hazardous to conclude from contradictions in the laws that they are to be ascribed to a different age. He who made additions must have known what it was he was making additions to, and would either have avoided all contradiction, or would have altered the earlier laws to make them agree with the latter." (Die Sieben Gruppen Mos. Gesetz, p. 19, note). (d) That the book bears witness to its own authorship (xxvi. 19), and is expressly cited in the N. T. as the work of Moses. (Matt. xix. 7, 8; Mark x. 3; Acts iii. 22, vii. 37).

The advocates of this theory of course suppose that the last chapter, containing an account of the death of Moses, was added by a later hand, and perhaps framed originally the beginning of the book of Joshua.

(2.) The opinion of Stähelin (and as it would seem of Bleek) that the author is the same as the writer of the Jehovistic portions of the other books. He thinks that both the historical and legislative portions plainly show the hand of the supplementist (Krit. Übers., p. 76). Hence he attaches but little weight to the alleged discrepancies, as he considers them all to be the work of the reviser, going over, correcting, and adding to the older materials of the Elohist document already in his hands.

(3.) The opinion of De Wette, Gesenius, and others, that the Deuteronomist is a distinct writer from the Jehovist. De Wette's arguments are based, (a) on the difference in style; (b) on the contradictions already referred to as existing in matters of history, as well as in the legislation, when compared with that in Exodus; (c) on the peculiarities noticeable in this book, that God does not speak by Moses, but that Moses himself speaks to the people, and that there is no mention of the angel of Jehovah (cf. i. 30, vii. 20-23, xiii. 14-17, with Ex. xxiii. 20-33); and lastly on the fact that the Deuteronomist ascribes his whole work to Moses, while the Jehovist assigns him only certain portions.

(4.) From the fact that certain phrases occurring in Deuteronomy are found also in the prophecy of Jeremiah, it has been too hastily concluded by some critics that both books were the work of the prophet. So Von Bohlen, Gesenius (Gesch. d. Heb. Spr., p. 52), and Hartmann (Hist. Krit. Forsch., p. 660), König, on the other hand (Allt. Stud. ii. 12 ff.), has shown not only that this idiomatice resemblance has been made too much of (see also Kell, Einl. p. 117), but that there is the greatest possible difference. It may be theorized (see above) that the De Wette remarks (Einl. p. 191), "zu viel behauptet, aber diese Verwandtschaft von Bohlen, Gen. s. xxiv."

(5.) Ewald is of opinion that it was written by a Jew living in Egypt during the latter half of the reign of Manasseh (Gesch. des L. L. I. 171). He thinks that a pious Jew of that age, gifted with prophetic power and fully alive to all the evils of his time, sought thus to revive and to impress more powerfully upon the minds of his countrymen the great lessons of that Law which he saw they were in danger of forgetting. He avails himself therefore of the groundwork of the earlier history, and also of the Mosaic mode of expression. But as his object is to raise a corrupt nation, he only makes use of the historical notices for the purpose of introducing his warnings and exhortations with the more effect. This he does with great skill and as a master of his subject, whilst at the same time he gives fresh vigor and life to the old law by means of those new prophetic truths which had so lately become the heritage of his people. Ewald further considers that there are passages in Deuteronomy borrowed from the books of Job and Isaiah (iv. 52 from Job vii. 8, and xxviii. 20, 30, 35 from Job v. 14, xxx. 10, ii. 7.; and xxviii. 49, 49, from Is. v. 26 ff., xxxii. 19), and much of it akin to Jeremiah (Gesch. i. 171). The song of Moses (xxxi.) is, according to him, not by the Deuteronomist, but is nevertheless later than the time of Solomon.

D. Date of Composition. Was the book really written, as its language certainly implies, before the entry of Israel into the Promised Land? Not only does the writer assert that the discourses contained in the book were delivered in the plains of Moab, in the last month of the 40 years' wandering, and when the people were just about to enter Canaan (i. 1-5), but he tells us with still further exactness that all the words of this Law were written at the same time in the book (xxxvi. 9). Moreover, the fact that the goodly land lay even now before their eyes seems everywhere to be unpercept in the thoughts of the legislator, and to lend a peculiar solemnity to his words. Hence we constantly meet with such expressions as "When Jehovah thy God bringeth thee into the land which he hath sworn to thy fathers to give thee," or "whither thou goest in to possess it." This phraseology is so constant, and seems to fall in so naturally with the general tone and character of the book, that to suppose it was written long after the settlement of the Israelites in Canaan, in the reign of Jehoshaphat (De Wette and others), or in that of Manasseh (Ewald as above), is not only to make the book an historical romance, but to attribute very considerable inventive skill to the author (as Ewald in fact does).

De Wette argues, indeed, that the character of the Laws is such as of itself to presuppose a long residence in the land of Canaan. He instances the allusion to the temple (xii. and xvi. 1-7), the provision for the right discharge of the kings and the prophetic offices, the rules for civil and military organization and the state of the Levites, who are represented as living without cities (though such are granted to them in Num. xxxv.) and without titles (allotted to them in Num. xviii. 20, &c.). But in the passages cited the temple is not named, much less is it spoken of as already existing; on the contrary, the phrase employed is "The place which the Lord your God shall choose." Again, when Moses was in the sense of the prophetic oracles of the future and very different position of his people as settled in the land of Canaan, is to deny him even ordinary sagacity. Without raising the question about his divine commission, surely it is
not too much to assume that so wise and great a legislator would foresee the growth of a polity and would be anxious to regulate its due administration in the fear of God. Hence he would guard against false prophets and seducers to idolatry. As regards the Levites, Moses might have expected or even desired that, though possessing certain cities (which, however, were inhabited by others as well as themselves), they should not be confined to those cities but scattered over the face of the country. This must have been the case at first, owing to the very gradual occupation of the new territory. The mere fact that in giving them certain rights in Deut. nothing is said of an earlier provision in Num. does not by any means prove that this earlier provision was unknown or had ceased to be in force.

Other reasons for a later date, such as the mention of the worship of the sun and moon (iv. 19, 21, d. e.); the name Feast of Tabernacles; and the motive for keeping the Sabbath, are of little force. In Amos v. 26, Saturn is said to have been worshipped in the wilderness; the punishment of stoning is found also in the older documents; the Feast of Tabernacles agrees with Lev. xxiii. 34; and the motive alleged for the observance of the Sabbath at least does not exclude other motives. The complete isolation of the question of authorship, as well as of the date of the legislation in Pentateuch, must be reserved for another article.

[PENTATEUCH.] J. J. S. P.


DEVIL (δημόςος; נאש).—Properly "one who sets at variance;" δημόςανος; comp. Plat. Symp. p. 222, e, d; and generally a "slanderer," or "false accuser."

The word is found in the plural number and adjectival sense in 1 Tim. iii. 11; 2 Tim. iii. 3; and Tit. ii. 3. In all other cases it is used with the article as a description of Satan" [SATAN]—exempting, as in John vi. 70 it is applied to Judas (as "Satan" to St. Peter in Matt. xvi. 23), because they—\* the one permanently, and the other for the moment—were doing Satan's work.

The name describes him as slandering to man, and man to God.

The former work is, of course, a part of his great work of temptation to evil; and it is not only exemplified but illustrated to its fullest nature by the narrative of Gen. iii. We find there that its essential characteristic is the representation of God as an arbitrary and selfish ruler, seeking his own good and not that of his creatures. The effect is to stir up the spirit of freedom in man to seek a fancied independence; and it is but a slight step further to impute falsehood or cruelty to Him. The success of the Devil's slander is seen, not only in the Scriptural narrative of the Fall, but in the corruptions of most mythologies, and especially in the horrible notion of the divine δαιμόνια, which ran through so many. (See e. g. Herod. i. 32, vii. 46.) The same slander is implied rather than expressed in the temptation of our Lord, and overcome by the faith which trusts in God's love even where its signs may be hidden from the eye. (Comp. the unmasking of a similar slander by Peter in Acts v. 4.)

The other work, the slandering or accusing man before God, is, as it must necessarily be, unintelligible to us. The All-Seeing Judge can need no accuser; and the All-Pure could, it might seem, have no intercourse with the Evil One. But in truth the question touches on two mysteries, the relation of the Infinite to the finite spirit, and the permission of the existence of evil under the government of Him who is "the Good." As a part of these it must be viewed, to the latter especially it belongs; and this latter, while it is the great mystery of all, is also one in which the facts are proved to us by incontrovertible evidence.

The fact of the Devil's accusation of man to God is stated generally in Rev. xii. 10, where he is called "the accuser (οἰκυγέα) of our brethren, who accused them before your God day and night," and exemplified plainly in the case of Job. Its essence as before is the imputation of self-motivated sins (Job i. 9, 10), and its refutation is placed in the self-sacrifice of those "who loved not their own lives unto death."

For details see SATAN.

A. B.

DEVIIONS denoted formerly objects of worship or religious veneration, and not, as in our intercourse with the Evil One. But in truth the question touches on two mysteries, the relation of the Infinite to the finite spirit, and the permission of the existence of evil under the government of Him who is "the Good." As a part of these it must be viewed, to the latter especially it belongs; and this latter, while it is the great mystery of all, is also one in which the facts are proved to us by incontrovertible evidence.

The fact of the Devil's accusation of man to God is stated generally in Rev. xii. 10, where he is called "the accuser (οἰκυγέα) of our brethren, who accused them before your God day and night," and exemplified plainly in the case of Job. Its essence as before is the imputation of self-motivated sins (Job i. 9, 10), and its refutation is placed in the self-sacrifice of those "who loved not their own lives unto death."

For details see SATAN.

H.

DEVOUT. [PROPHEYES, at the end, Amer. ed.]

DEW (ῥοζ; δρομος; νοσ). This in the summer is so copious in Palestine that it supplies to some extent the absence of rain (Ezech. xvii. 16, 22), and becomes important to the agriculturist; as a proof of this copiousness the well-known sign of Gideon (Judg. vi. 37, 39, 40) may be adduced. Thus it is coupled in the divine blessing with rain, or mentioned as a prime source of fertility (Gen. xxvii. 28; Deut. xxxii. 13; Ezek. viii. 12); and its withdrawal is attributed to a curse (2 Sam. ii. 21; 1 K. xxiv. 1; Hagg. i. 10). It becomes somehow linked with the narrative of Gen. iii. We find there that its essential characteristic is the representation of God as an arbitrary and selfish ruler, seeking his own good and not that of his account of its pristine relation, or its force as a proper name. See Buttmann's N. T. Gramm. p. 78. H.
DEW OF HERMON

v. 71: while its speedy evanescence typifies the transient goodness of the hypocrite ( Hos. vi. 4, xiii. 3).

It is mentioned as a token of exposure in the night ( Cant. v. 2; Dan. iv. 13, 23, 29-32, v. 21).

* DEW OF HERMON. [HERMON.]

DIadem (διαδέμ, διαδήμα, or διαδήματος; also διαδήματος), a word employed in the A. V. as the translation of the above Hebrew terms. They occur in poetical passages, in which neither the Hebrew nor the English words appear to be used with any special force. διαδήματος is strictly used for the "mitre" of the high-priest. [MITRE.]

What the " diadem " of the Jews was we know not. That of other nations of antiquity was a fillet of silk, two inches broad, bound round the head and tied behind, the invention of which is attributed to Liber ( Plin. H. N. vii. 64, 67.). Its color was generally white (Tac. Ann. vi. 37; Sil. Ital. xvi. 241); sometimes, however, it was of blue, like that of Dar- rius, "cerulea fascia also distincta" ( Q. Curti. iii. 3, vi. 20; Xen. Cyrl. viii. 3, 12); and it was sown with pearls or other gems ( Gibbon. i. 392; Zech. ix. 16), and enriched with gold ( Rev. ix. 7). It was peculiarly the mark of oriental sovereignty (1 Mac. xii. 32, τὸ διάδημα τῆς ἀριστείας), and hence the deep renown caused by the attempt of Cesar to substitute for it the laurel crown appropriated to Roman emperors ( "sedelat . . . coronas"; "diadema ostentis," Cio. Phil. ii. 34); when some one crowned his statue with a laurel-wreath, "can- didae fasciae praefigatur," the tribunes instantly ordered the fillet or diadem to be removed, and the man to be thrown into prison ( Suet. Ces. 79).

Caligua's wish to use it was considered an act of insanity (Suet. Cal. 22). Heligolabsin only wore it in private. Antony assumed it in Egypt ( Flor. iv. 11.), but Diduchetan (or, according to Aurelius Victor, Aurelian) first assumed it as a badge of the empire. Representations of it may be seen on the coin of any of the later emperors ( Tillenouit, Hist. Imp. iii. 531.)

A crown was used by the kings of Israel, even in battle (2 Sam. i. 10: similarly it is represented on coins of Theodosius as e rcirculii his helmet); but in all probability this was not the state crown (2 Sam. xii. 30), although used in the coronation of Josiah (2 K. xii. 12). Kitto supposes that the state crown may have been in the possession of Athaliah; but perhaps we ought not to lay any great stress on the word τίτλος in this place, especially as it is very likely that the state crown was kept in the Temple.

In Esth. i. 11, ii. 17, we have τίτλος (καταραμ., καθαρός) for the turban (σταυλὸς βωσίνης, v. 8) worn by the Persian king, queen, or other eminent persons to whom it was conceded as a special favor (vii. 15), διάδημα δύσησων παρουσίαν. The diadem of the king differed from that of others in having an erect triangular peak ( κορβασία, Aris. Soph. Ar. 487; ήν οἱ βασιλεῖς μόνοι ὕφεν φόδι- ρον παρὰ Περσίας, οἱ δὲ στρατηγοὶ κεκλημένης, Suid. s. v. τίτλος, and Hesych.). Possibly the τίτλος of Dan. iii. 21 is a tiara (as in LXX.), where however Drusius and others invert the words τίτλος καὶ τίτλος καὶ τίτλος (καταραμ., καθαρός), A. V. "hat [HAT]")

Some render it by turbel or coleopterologia. Schleusner suggests that κράβολος may be derived from it. The tiara generally had pendant flaps falling on the shoulders. (See Paschalis, de Coro- mato, p. 573; Brissinimus, de Regia Pers., &c.; Layard, ii. 320; Seccacius, Hygroec. iii. 38; Fabricius, Bibl. Ant. xiv. 13.)

The words παρατυπίας παρατυπίας ("exceeding in dyed attire," A. V.) in Ez. xxiii. 15 mean long and flowing turbans of gorgeous colors (LXX. παρα- τυπίας, where a better reading is παρατυπίας). F. W. F. W.

DIAL

597

Obverse of Tetrarchion of Tigranes, king of Syria.

Head of king with diadem, to the right.

* The difference between " diadem " (διαδήματα) and " crown " (στέφανος) is very important for the study of the New Testament. The distinction is not duly recognized in the foregoing article or in that on CROWN. Both the classical usage and that of the Hellenistic Greek are well illustrated by Trench in his Synonymia of the N. T., § xviii. See also Corom in Pauly's Real-Encyk. ii. 714.

The distinctive idea of " diadem " is that of royalty or kingly power; while the other senses of our English " crown " (which embraces also that of " diadem," and hence of itself is indeterminate) belong to στέφανος, denoting " the crown of victory in the games, of civic worth, of military valor, of mtrial joy, of festal gladness," but not the emblem of sovereignty and regal grandeur.

Hence the reference (see above) to Jer. ix. 7, as showing how the diadem was ornamented, is incorrect; for the term there is στέφανος, and describes " the corona " as conquerors, not as kings. The Septuagint (see e. g. the passages in the first book of Maccabees, which contain the two words) observes the distinction under remark with underval- ing accuracy. It would be better, perhaps, if the A. V. had at least suggested to the reader the variation in the Greek, by saying " diadems " instead of " crowns " in Rev. xii. 10, xii. 11. Without a distinct apprehension of the import of these similar but different expressions, we fail, as Trench remarks, to perceive how " fitly it is said of Him who is King of Kings and Lord of Lords, that on his head were many diadems (διαδήματα πολλά) . . . these 'many diadems' the tokens of the many royalties — of earth, of heaven, and of hell ( Phil. ii. 10) — which are his: royalties once stamped or assayed by the Great Red Dragon, the usurper of Christ's dignity and honor, described therefore with his seven diadems as well ( xiii. 1), but now openly and forever assumed by Him to whom rightly belong." See also Webster's Syn. and Synonym. of the Greek Testament, p. 233 (Lond. 1864).

DIAL (διάλογος: ἀναθλογια: horologium). The word is the same as that rendered " steps " in A. V. (Ex. xx. 26; 1 K. x. 19.), and " degrees " in A. V. (2 K. x. 9, 10, 11; Is. xxxviii. 8), where, to give a consistent rendering, we should read with
the margin the "degrees" rather than the "dial" of Ahaz. In the absence of any materials for determining the shape and structure of the solar instrument, which certainly appears intended, the best course is to follow the most strictly natural method, and to consider, not with Avril of Alexandria and Jerome (Comm. on Is. xxxviii. 8), that the δραμάα were really stairs, and that the shadow (perhaps of some column or obelisk on the top) fell on a greater or smaller number of them according as the sun was low or high. The terrace of a palace might easily be thus ornamented. Ahaz's taste seems to have led him in pursuit of foreign curiosities (2 K. xvi. 10), and his intimacy with Tighath-Pileser gave him probably an opportunity of peering from Assyria the pattern of some such structure; and this might readily lead the "princes of Babylon" (2 Chr. xxvii. 31) to "inquire of the wonder," namely, the alteration of the shadow, in the reign of Hezekiah. Herodotus (ii. 109) mentions that the Egyptians received from the Babylonians the πανα and the γραβαλως and the division of the day into twelve hours. Of such division, however, the O. T. contains no undoubted trace, nor does any word proved to be equivalent to the "hour" occur in the course of it, although it is possible that Ps. cxi. 11, and cxix. 23, may contain allusion to the progress of a shadow as measuring diurnal time. In John xii. 9 the day is spoken of as consisting of twelve hours. As regards the physical character of the sign of the retrogression of the shadow in Is. xxxviii. 8, it seems useless to attempt to analyze it; no doubt an alteration in the inclination of the gnomon, or column, etc., might easily effect such an apparent retrogression; but the whole idea, which is that of Divine interference with the course of nature in behalf of the king, rests such an attempt to bring it within the compass of mechanism. It has been suggested that the δραμάα of Is. xviii. 8, xviii. 9; Ez. vi. 4, 6, rendered in the margin of the A. V. "sun-images," were gnomons to measure time (Jahn, Archiv. i. 529), but there seems no adequate ground for this theory.

H. H. * Gumpach, in his Sonnenaugier des Alten (Altertumsw. Studien, p. 186), suggests that the "dial of Ahaz" was so called because it was a present to him from his ally Tighath-Pileser, and that it was not only modeled after the style of such structures in Babylonia, but was made there and sent to Ahaz from that country. In his restoration of the words it makes resemble very much what is supposed to have been the shape of the edifices represented by the Birs Nimroud and their similar ruins, namely, a series of steps or terraces on which an upright pole cast its shadow. [See BAREL, Towle or.] Mr. Layard thinks it possible that these great structures in Mesopotamia may have been built for some astronomical purpose (Xin. and Esb, p. 499). The confirmation of this supposition would bring the ruins on the banks of the Euphrates into a new connection with sacred history. Gumpach attempts to explain the amount of the sun's going back on the dial of Ahaz without finding anything miraculous in the text. See against that view Keil and Pelzsch, Bücher der Könige (1865), p 34a. [HILKEN] H. DIAMOND (διάμαντις; jampis; jaspa), a precious stone, the third in the second row on the breast-plate of the high-priest (Ex. xxviii. 18, xix. 11), and mentioned by Ezekiel (xxvii. 13) among the precious stones of the king of Tyre. Bunsen has noticed the difficulty of identifying the terms used in the versions for each of the Hebrew names of precious stones in the above passages, the translators or transcribers having apparently altered the order in which they stand. [αμάντις seems to be the word in the LXX. corresponding to διάμαντις, but most ancient commentators give ἀμάντης, ομάνθωμα. Our translation, "diamond," is derived from Alex. Ezra, and is defended by Braun (de Vest. Streelen, ii. 13). Kalische (on Ex. p. 536) says "perhaps Emerald." The etymology from (διάμαντις, to strike, or crush) leads us to suppose a hard stone. The emerald, which is of a green color, of various depths, is nearly as hard as the topaz, and stands next to the ruby in value. The same authority doubts whether the art of engraving on the diamond was known to the ancients, since they did not even understand how to cut the ruby.

Respecting δαρμασι, which is translated "diamond" in Jer. xvii. 1, see under ADAMANT.

W. D. DIANA. This Latin word, properly denoting a Roman divinity, is the representative of the Greek Ἀρτέμις (Ἀπρεσά), the tutelary goddess of the Ephesians, who plays so important a part in the narrative of Acts xix. The Ephesian Diana was however, regarded as invested with very different attributes, and made the object of a different worship from the ordinary Diana of the Greeks, and is rather perhaps to be identified with Astarte and other female divinities of the East. K. O. Muller says (Hist. of the Pagan, i. 405. Eng. trans.), "everything that is related of this deity is singular and foreign to the Greeks. Gaul, indeed, (Ephesians, pp. 78-96), takes the contrary view, and endeavors in almost all points to identify her with the true Greek goddess. And in some respects there was doubtless a fusion of the two. Diana was the goddess of rivers, of pools, and of harbors; and these conditions are satisfied by the situation of the sanctuary at Ephesus. Corinna, one of the hills on which the city stood, is connected by Stephana Byzantinius with ἱππιος. We may refer also to the popular notion that, when the temple was burnt on the night of Alexander's birth, the calamity occurred because the goddess was absent in the character of Lucina. Again, on coins of Ephesus we sometimes find her exhibited as a huntress and with a stag. But the true Ephesian Diana is represented in a form entirely alien from Greek art. St. Jerome's words are (Patr., ad Ephes., "Sermonal Paulus ad Ephesios Dianam colentes, qui non venerent, sua arma tenet et secum est, sed istam multiformem, quam Graeci nomina quam vocant, ut sedet ex ipse eligii montem urant cum omnibus eum virum et quin viremus esse nutricem." Gaul, indeed, supposes this mode of representation to have reference simply to the fountain over which the goddess presided, conceiving the multiplication of breasts to be similar to the multiplication of eyes in Argus or of heads in Ephesus. This is the correct view, which is fundamentally the view which treats this peculiar form as a symbol of the productive and nutritive powers of nature. This is the form under which the Ephesian Diana, so called for distinction, was always represented.
The worship of Diana was more honored privately than any other deity, which accounts for the large manufacture and wide-spread sale of the "silver shrines" mentioned by St. Luke (ver. 24), and not by him only. This specific worship was publicly adopted also, as we have seen, in various and distant places: nor ought we to omit the games celebrated at Ephesus in connection with it, or the treaties made with other cities on this half-religious, half-political basis. J. S. H.

**DIBLATHIIM** (/gin-jer-olez/; Διβλαθία, [Alex. Διβλαθαία; Deblatha], mother of Hosen's wife Gomer (Hos. i. 3).

* The name may be = делуч, voluptas, and hence Gomer (which see) as the daughter (.rmtree = delicius dedusa, in accordance with the symbolic import of the names. See Hengstenberg's Chris.

**DIBLATH (accurately Diblah, 帑, the word in the text being ﻦ, = to Diblah; Διβλαθάδ: Diblatha), a place named only in Ez. vi. 14, as if situated at one of the extremities of the land of Israel: — "I will . . . make the land desolate . . . from the wilderness (Mibhar) to Diblah." The word Mibhar being frequently used for the nominal country on the south and southeast of Palestine, it is natural to infer that Diblah was in the north. To this position Beth-Diblathaim or Almon-Diblathaim in Moab on the east of the Dead Sea, are obviously unsuitable; and indeed a place which like Diblatham was on the extreme east border of Moab, and never included even in the allotments of Reuben or Gad, could hardly be chosen as a landmark of the boundary of Israel. The only name in the north at all like it is RibaLah, and the letters D (噇) and R (噇) are so much alike and so frequently interchanged, owing to the carelessness of copyists, that there is a strong probability that RibaLah is the right reading. The conjecture is due to Jerome (Comen, in loc.), but it has been endorsed by Michaelis, Gesenius, and other scholars (Ges. Thes. p. 312; and see Davi.

**DIBLATHIIM. [Almon-Diblathaim: Beth Diblathaim.]**

**DIBON** ([b-o-on] [a reading, Ges.: but Finst a river-place]: Διβών, [in Is.]: Δήβων [Alex. Διβων̓ for και Δήβων; in Josh. xiii. 9, Comp. Δήβων, the rest omit; in Jer., F. A. Δήβων: Dibon]).

1. A town on the east side of Jordan, in the rich pastoral country, which was taken possession of and rebuilt by the children of God (Num. xxxii. 3, 34). From this circumstance it possibly received the name.

---

Greek imperial copper coin of Ephesus and Suytara allied (Ωυκωδεία; Domitia, with name of procural. Obv.: ΔΟΜΙΤΙΑ ΚΙΒΑΤΗ. Bust to right. Rev.: ΑΝΩΥΚΡΑΙΝΕΝ ΗΑΙΤΟΥ ΟΜΟΝΟΙΑ ΕΦΕ ΖΥΜΠ. Ephesian Diana.

A great and archaic character. The head wore a nural crown, each hand held a bar of metal, and the lower part ended in a rude block covered with figures of animals and mystic inscriptions. This idol was regarded as an object of peculiar sanctity, and was believed to have fallen down from heaven (see Διώκτωρ, Acts xix. 35). The Oriental character of the goddess is shown by the nature of her hierarchy, which consisted of women and emnuxs, the former called Μελεσσαι, the latter Μεγάβασι. At their head was a highpriest called Εσρήπ. These terms have probably some connection with the fact that the bee was sacred to the Ephesian Diana (Aristoph. Ran. 1273). For the temple considered as a work of art we must refer to the article Ephesienses. No arms were allowed to be worn in its precincts. No bloody sacrifices were offered. Here, also, as in the temple of Apollo at Daphne, were the privileges of asylum. This is indicated on some of the coins of Ephesus (Akerinan, in Trau. of the Numis.

---

**See DIBLATHIIM, DIBLATHIAM, &c. It is in the LXX. version that the corruption of D into R is most probably observed; Dibion to Rhubon, Dolathim to Rhodioi, &c. A case in point is Riblah itself, which in the LXX. is more often Διβλάθα Δυάνα Περιλάθα.**
The city Dikhah, in the northwest of Arabia Felix, has been suggested as preserving the Joktanite name (Boch Phalag, ii. 22); but Bochart, and after him Gesenius, regard the descendant of Diblah to the Moabites, a people of Arabia Felix inhabiting a palmiferous country. Whether we follow Bochart and most others in placing the Mi'mi' on the east borders of the Ḥijāz, southwards towards the Yemen, or follow Frendel in his identification of the Wādī Dūm with the territory of this people, the connection of the latter with Diblah is uncertain and unsatisfactory. No trace of Diblah is known to exist in Arabic works, except the mention of a place called Dibakah (Διβακή) in El-Yemān (Kirma, s. v.), with many palm-trees (Mu'arrid, s. v.).

"Nakhkēh" (Ναχκήθ) also signifies a palm-tree, and is the name of many places, especially Nakhkeh el-Yammayeq, and Nakhkeh el-Hamayeq (here meaning the Southern and Northern Nakhkeh), two well-known towns situated near each other. According to some, the former was a seat of the worship of El-Latt, and a settlement of the tribe of Thakēf; and in a tradition of Mohammed's, this tribe was not of unmixed Ishmaelite blood, but one of four which he thus excepts: "All the Arabs are [descended from] Ishmael, except four tribes: Sulah (Shekhp), Hadrama (Hazarameh), El-Arwaḥ (א), and Thakēf." (Masʿat ez-Zaman, bis.)

Therefore, (1) Diblah may probably be recovered in the place called Dibakah above mentioned; or, possibly, (2) in one of the places named Nakhkeh.

A discussion of the vexed and intricate question of the Mi'mi' is beyond the limits of this article; but as they are regarded by some authorities of high repute as representing Diblah, it is important to record an identification of their true position. This has hitherto never been done; those who have written on the subject having argued on the vague and contradictory statements of the Greek geographers, from the fact that no native mention of so important a people as the Mi'mi' had been discovered (cf. Bochart, Phalag: Frendel's Letters, p. 129; Wied. Jorand's, El-Nemr, in Magnée's Hist. de l'Egypte, vol. iii.; Cusson, Essai, &c.).

There is, however, a city and people in the Yemen which appear to correspond in every respect to the position and name of the Mi'mi'. The latter is written Mu'arrān, Murāzah, and Murawān, which may be fairly rendered "people of Mur, of Mar, and of Muur," while the former exhibits the sound of a diphthong, or an attempt at a diphthong. The Greek account places them, generally, between the Sabaeans (identified with Sela, or Marib; see Arabia) and the Ethyryeans. It is therefore remarkable that where it should be sought we find a city with a fortress, called Mo'ayn, or Mo'ān,

ΔΙΚΛΑΗ

name of Dibon-Gad. Its first mention is in the ancient fragment of poetry Num. xxi. 30, and from this it appears to have belonged originally to the Moabites. The tribes of Reuben and Gad being both engaged in pastoral pursuits are not likely to have left the names of towns originally made with the same strictness as the more settled people on the west, and accordingly we find Diblon counted to Reuben in the lists of Joshua (viii. 9-12, xxv. 17). In the time of Isaiah and Jeremiah, however, it was again in possession of Moab (Is. xxxv. 2; Jer. xxviii. 18, 22, comp. 24). In the same denunciations of Israel it appears, probably, under the name of Diblon, M and B being convertible in Hebrew, and the change admitting of a play characteristic of the poetry of Isaiah. The two names were both in existence in the time of Jerome (Pseudo on Is. xxv. quoted by Eusobius, p. 758). The last passages appear to indicate that Diblon was on an elevated situation: not only is it expressly said to be a "high place" (Is. xxv. 2), but its inhabitants are bid to "come down" from their glory or their stronghold. Under the name of Diblon or Deblon it is mentioned by Eusebius and Jerome in the Descriptio. It was then a very large village (ὡς παραπόλης) beyond the Arnon. In modern times the name Diblan has been discovered by Setzen, Iris and Munges (142), and Barakhel (S. J. 372) as attached to extensive ruins on the Roman road, about three miles north of the Arnon (Vinof Moqif). All agree, however, in describing these ruins as lying low.

2. [Διβαθαῖα, the rest omit: Dibon]. One of the towns which was re-inhabited by the men of Judah after the return from captivity (Neh. xii. 21). From its mention with Jekabzeel, Moladah, and other towns of the south, there can be no doubt that it is identical with Dibon-Gad.

ΔΙΒΟΝ-ΓΑΔ

[Διβοναί γη], one of the halting places of the Israelites. It was in Moab between Rekem and Almon-Diblahiam (Num. xxxiii. 15, 35). It was no doubt the same place which is generally called Diblon; but whether it received the name of God from the tribe, or originally possessed it, cannot be ascertained.

ΔΙΒΡΗ (Διβρή) [perh. debrati, Gen.]: Διβρη: [Alex. Διβρη: Dibron], a Debit, father of Shedonith, a woman who had married an Egyptian and whose son was stoned for having blasphemed the Name "[i.e. of Jehovah]" (Lev. xxiv. 11).

ΔΙΔΡΑΧΜΩΝ (Διδραχμον: didrachmon). [Money; Shekel.]

ΔΙΔΥΜΟΣ (Διδυμον), that is, the Twin, a surname of the Apostle Thomas (John xi. 16, 24, xxiv. 2). [Thomas.]

ΔΙΚΛΑΗ (Δικλαη): Dēlā: [Alex. in 16 hr. Dēlai: Gen. xvi. 27: 1 Chr. i. 21], a son of Joktan, whose settlements, in common with those of the other sons of Joktan, must be looked for in Arabia. The name in Hebrew signifies "a palm-tree," and the cognate word in Arabic (سلاخ), "a palm-tree abounding with fruit," hence it is thought that Diklah is a part of Arabia containing many palm-trees. The city Dikhah, in the northwest of Arabia Felix, has been suggested as preserving the Joktanite name (Boch Phalag, ii. 22); but Bochart, and after him Gesenius, regarded the descendant of Dibkah to the Moabites, a people of Arabia Felix inhabiting a palmiferous country. Whether we follow Bochart and most others in placing the Mi'mi' on the east borders of the Ḥijāz, southwards towards the Yemen, or follow Frendel in his identification of the Wādī Dūm with the territory of this people, the connection of the latter with Diblah is uncertain and unsatisfactory. No trace of Diblah is known to exist in Arabic works, except the mention of a place called Dibakah (Διβακή) in El-Yemān (Kirma, s. v.), with many palm-trees (Mu'arrid, s. v.).

"Nakhkēh" (Ναχκήθ) also signifies a palm-tree, and is the name of many places, especially Nakhkeh el-Yammayeq, and Nakhkeh el-Hamayeq (here meaning the Southern and Northern Nakhkeh), two well-known towns situated near each other. According to some, the former was a seat of the worship of El-Latt, and a settlement of the tribe of Thakēf; and in a tradition of Mohammed's, this tribe was not of unmixed Ishmaelite blood, but one of four which he thus excepts: "All the Arabs are [descended from] Ishmael, except four tribes: Sulah (Shekhp), Hadrama (Hazarameh), El-Arwaḥ (א), and Thakēf." (Masʿat ez-Zaman, bis.)

Therefore, (1) Diblah may probably be recovered in the place called Dibakah above mentioned; or, possibly, (2) in one of the places named Nakhkeh.

A discussion of the vexed and intricate question of the Mi'mi' is beyond the limits of this article; but as they are regarded by some authorities of high repute as representing Diblah, it is important to record an identification of their true position. This has hitherto never been done; those who have written on the subject having argued on the vague and contradictory statements of the Greek geographers, from the fact that no native mention of so important a people as the Mi'mi' had been discovered (cf. Bochart, Phalag: Frendel's Letters, p. 129; Wied. Jorand's, El-Nemr, in Magnée's Hist. de l'Egypte, vol. iii.; Cusson, Essai, &c.).

There is, however, a city and people in the Yemen which appear to correspond in every respect to the position and name of the Mi'mi'. The latter is written Mu'arrān, Murāzah, and Murawān, which may be fairly rendered "people of Mur, of Mar, and of Muur," while the former exhibits the sound of a diphthong, or an attempt at a diphthong. The Greek account places them, generally, between the Sabaeans (identified with Sela, or Marib; see Arabia) and the Ethyryeans. It is therefore remarkable that where it should be sought we find a city with a fortress, called Mo'ayn, or Mo'ān.
DILEAN

are the latter two places is named Sinhain (comp. Niebuhr, Descr. 201) which was one of the
con- federation formed by the ancient tribe of Jenb,
(Marrisi-, s. v.), grandson of Kahlun, who
was brother of Hynyer the Jokantite. This identi-
fication is reconcilable with all that is known of the
Miniad. See further in art. Uzal.
E. S. P.

DIL'EAN (דילאן: [Var. Δίλαν; [Akl.] Alex. Διλάν: Dilean), one of the cities of
Judah, in the Shefelah or low country (Josh. xv.
38). If Gesenius's interpretation, "gourd," or "
cucumber," be correct, the name is very suitable
for a place situated in that rich district. It is not
elsewhere mentioned, nor has it been subsequently
identified with any certainty. Van de Velde (ti. 190)
suggests that it may be the modern place Ti
(Kiepert's map in Robinson, B. Tiunm), about three
miles north of Tell es-Sufich in the maritime plain
of Philistia, south of Ekron.
G.

*DILL, Matt. xxiii. 23, marg. [Anise.]*

DIM'NAH (דימנה: [Var. om.; Alex. Δυμάνα: Dymna), a city in the tribe of Zebulun, given
to the Menevite Levites (Josh. xxi. 35). The
name does not occur in the list of cities belonging to
the tribe (Josh. xiv. 10-16). In the list of Levitical
cities in 1 Chr. vi. 77 occurs Rimmon, accurately
Rimmon (רֵימָה), which may possibly be a
variation of Dinannah, 7 being often changed into
ת. In this case Rimmon is probably the real name
(Bertheau, Chronik, 72, 73; Movers, Chronik, 72).
G.

DIM'NON, the waters of (דימון ים: ים דימון) Dibon, some streams on the east of the
Dead Sea, in the land of Moab, against which Isaiah is here
uttering denunciations (Is. xv. 9). From Dibon being
named in verse 2 of this chapter, as well as in
the lists of Moabite towns in Jer. xvii., and no
place named Dibon being elsewhere mentioned as
being to Moab, Gesenius (Comm. aber d. Jer. p. 534)
confesses that the two names are the same, the
form " Dibon" being used for the sake of the
play between it and the word דָּם (דָּם) "blood." [Dibon, 1.]
G.

DIMONAH (דימונא [a writing]; Peyyā;
Alex. Δυμονα: Dimon), a city in the south of
Judah, the part bordering on the desert of Idumea
(Josh. xv. 22). Dimonah is mentioned in the
Quomenticon, but was evidently not known to
Eusebius and Jerome, nor has it been identified in
later times. It probably occurs under the altered
name of Dimoo (2) in Neh. xi. 25, 26. G.

*Knoedel (Judenth., p. 423) thinks Dibon (= Dimonah) may be ed-Dibeh, a heap of ruins on
the bank of a Wady of that name, north-east of Tell
Arkāl (Arad). See Van de Velde, Memoir, p. 252.
Robinson writes the name Edibah (Bild. Res. ii.
173, 1st ed.). Keil and Delitzsch regard this con-
jecture as possibly correct (Book of Joshua, p. 159).
H.

DY'NAH or DY'NAH, judged or avenged, from the
same root as דָּנ (object of strīf), Diert. in Gen.
Nahr u. Chabib. Wörterb. 6te Aufl.: Deīra: Dinah,
the daughter of Jacob by Leah (Gen. xxx. 21). She
accompanied her father from Mesopotamia to
Canaan, and, having ventured among the inhabi-
tants, was violated by Shechem the son of Hamor,
the chieftain of the territory in which her father
had settled (Gen. xxxiv.). Her age at this time,
judging by the subsequent notice of Joseph's age
(Gen. xxvii. 2), may have been from 17 to 15,
the ordinary period of marriage in Eastern countries
(Lane's Mod. Egypt. i. 298). Shechem proposed
to make the usual repARATION by paying a sum to
the father and marryng her (Gen. xxxiv. 12); such
repARATION would have been deemed sufficient under
the Mosaic law (Bent. xxii. 28, 29) among the
members of the Hebrew nation. But in this case
the sutor was an alien, and the crow of the offense
consisted in its having been committed by an alien
against the favored people of God; he had "wron
gfully in Israel." (xxxiv. 7). The proposals of Hamor,
who acted as his deputy, were framed on the recog-
nition of the hitherto complete separation of the
two peoples; he proposed the fusion of the two by
the establishment of the rights of intermarriage
and commerce; just as among the liomans the jis
 constant and the jis commerci constituted the
essence of civitas. The sons of Jacob, bent upon
revenge, availed themselves of the eagerness which
Shechem showed to effect his purpose, they
demanded, as a condition of the proposed union,
the circumcision of the Shechemites: the practice
could not have been unknown to the Hivites, for
the Philennians (Het. ii. 104), and probably most
of the Canaanite tribes were circumcised. They
therefore ascended; and on the third day, when
the pain and fever resulting from the operation were
at the highest [CIRCUMCISION], Simeon and Levi,
their brothers to Dinannah, as Josephus observes (Ant.
1. 21, § 1; θέατον ἐν δημοναί), attacked them unexpectedly,
scouring all the males and plundered their
city. Jacob's remark (ver. 30) does not imply
any guiltiness on the part of his sons in this
transaction; for the brothers were regarded as the
proper guardians of their sister's honor, as is still
the case among the Bedouins; but he dreaded the
revenge of the neighboring peoples, and even of the
family of Hamor, some of whom appear to have
survived the massacre (Judg. i. 29). His scope,
which was wonderful, considering the extreme rigor
with which the laws of blood-revenge have in
all ages prevailed in the East [BLOOD, REVENGER
OF], is ascribed to the special interference of Jeho-
annah (xxxv. 5). Josephus omits all reference to the
treachery of the sons of Jacob, and explains the easy
capture of the city as occurring during the celebra-
tion of a feast (Ant. i. 21, § 2). The object for
which this narrative is introduced into the book of
Genesis probably is, partly, to explain the allusion
in Gen. xlix. 5-7, and partly to exhibit the conse-
quences of any association on the part of the
Hebrews with the heathens about them. Ewald
(Geschichte, i. 488) assumes that the historical
foundation of the narrative was furnished by an
actual fusion of the nomad Israelites with the
aborigines of Shechem, on the ground that the
dughters of the patriarchs are generally noticed
with an ethnological view; the form of the
narrative appears being only the coloring of a
late author; such a view appears to us perfectly inconsistent with the letter and the spirit of the
lest.
W. L. B.
DINHABAH 7977 "[perh. = 7911, depredation, low level, Dietr.]; Δανιαβάδις: Ποναρᾶ; Gen. xxxvi. 32; 1 Chr. i. 43), the capital city, and probably the birthplace, of Bala, son of Bear, king of Edom. Esdras (Esron, s. v.) mentions a village Damaa (Dummah, Jerome), seven miles from Areopolis, or Ar of Moab (on the road to Arnon: Jerome), and another on Mount Peror, seven miles from Edsoa (Hesbbon); but neither of these has claim to be the Dinhabah of Scripture. R. Joseph, in his Targum (on 1 Chr. i. 43, ed. Wilkins), finds a significance in the name. After identifying Baanah the son of Bear with Laban the Syrian, he adds, "And the name of his capital city was Dinhabah, for it was given (μετὰ τῆς ἐξουσίας) him as a present." With as little probability Gesenius conjectured that it might signify dominus, i. e. locus directionis, i. e. prædomin. latitudinis. The name is not uncommon among Semitic races. Ptolemy (v. 15, § 24) mentions Δανιαβαίδα in Paphnuye Syria, afterwards a bishop's see; and according to Zosimus (iii. 27) there was a Δανιαβάδ in Babylonia. (Knoch, Genesis.) The Pehitho Syriac has דאנהב. Dinhabah, probably a mistake for דניאב."

W. A. W.

* DINNER. [MEALS.]

DIONYS'SIA (Διονυσία: Βασιλικόν, "the feast of Bacchus," which was celebrated, especially in later times, with wild extravagance and licentious enthusiasm. Women, as well as men, joined in the processions (γενέα), acting the part of Meneds, crowned with ivy and bearing the thyrsus (cf. Ovid. Fast. iii. 767 ff.; Brach. ad Tha., iii. ii. 3, 2, who gives a coin of Meneada, bearing a head of Dionysus crowned with ivy); and the phallic was a principal object in the train (Herod. ii. 48, 49). Shortly before the persecution of Antiochus Epiphanes, 168 B.C., in which the Jews were compelled to go in procession to Bacchus carrying ivy (v. 2 Marc. vi. 7), the secret celebration of the Bacchanea in Italy had been revealed to the Roman senate (v. 218). The whole story was altered by the description of the excesses with which the festival was attended (Liv. xxxiv. 8 ff.), and a decree was passed forbidding its observance in Rome or Italy. This fact offers the best commentary on the conduct of Antiochus; for it is evident that rites which were felt to be incompatible with the comparative simplicity of early Roman worship must have been perniciously reviving the visions of the Hellenic age (v. Herod. iv. 79, Σαφείτα τοῦ Βασιλικοῦ ἱεροῦ, "Ελλάντων ἄνθρωπον")."

B. I. W.

DIONYSSUS THE APOPAGITE (Διονύσιος ὁ Αποπαγιτής, Acts xvii. 34), an eminent Athenian, converted to Christianity by the preaching of St. Paul. Enseh. (II. E. iii. 4) makes him, on the authority of Dionysius, bishop of Corinth, to have been first bishop of Athens (see also II. E. iv. 23). According to a later tradition given in the martyrlogies on the authority of Arius, he suffered martyrdom at Athens. On the writings which were once supposed to have had Dionysius for their author, but which are now confessed to be spurious and the production of some Neo-Platonists of the 6th century, see an elaborate discussion in Herzog's Echtheitsscheinungen: and for further legends respecting himself, seeidas, s. v., and the article in the Dictionary of Biography and Mythology.

H. A.

DIONYSSUS (Διονύσων, Διονύσιος, of uncertain derivation), also called BACCHUS (Βακχος, Βακχος, the wise god; after the time of Herodatus, was properly the god of wine. In Homer he appears simply as the "Bacchus" god (II. vi. 132), and yet as "joy to mortals" (II. xiv. 325), but in later times the most varied attributes were centred in him as the source of the luxuriant fertility of nature, and the god of civilization, gladness, and inspiration. The eastern wanderings of Dionysus are well known (Strab. xv. 7, p. 687; Diet. Beige, s. v.); but they do not seem to have left any special trace in Palestine (yet cf. Luke, de Syria, Dict. p. 886, ed. Bongek). His worship, however, was greatly modified by the incorporation of Eastern elements, and assumed the twofold form of wild orgies (Dionysia) and mystic rites. To the Jew Dionysus would necessarily appear as the embodiment of paganism in its most material shape, sanctioning the most tumultuous passions and the worst excesses. Thus Tacitus (Hist. v. 5) rejects the tradition that the Jews worshipped Bacchus (Lib. potens, cf. Phil. Quod. Conc. iv. 6), on the ground of the "entire diversity of their principles" ("en nequaquam congruentiis institutis"), though he interprets this difference to their discredit. The consciousness of the fundamental opposition of the God of Israel and Dionysus explains the punishment which Ptolemaeus Philopator inflicted on the Jews (3 Macc. ii. 23), "branding them with the ivy-leaf of Dionysus," though Dionysus may have been the patron god of the Ptolemies (Grinnell, 282). And it must have been from the same circumstance that Nicanor is said to have threatened to erect a temple of Dionysus upon the site of the Temple at Jerusalem (2 Macc. xiv. 33).

B. F. W.

DIOSCORINTHUS. [MONTHS.]

DIOTREPHES (Διοτρέφης, [love-enveloped]), a Christian mentioned in 3 John 9, as παρακρατούς in some church to which St. John had written, and which, on account of his influence, did not receive the Apostle's authority, nor the messengers whom he had sent. It is entirely uncertain what church is meant, as it is also trains was, to whom the epistle is addressed. [14:18.]

H. A.

For interesting remarks on the character of Diotrephes and his probable motives for such violent opposition to the Apostle, the reader is referred to Neander's History, ii. 617, 648 (Robinson revised tr. p. 576). See also Liihke, Distopickaer, and Busche (Lange's Biblekex., Theil xv.) on John's Third Epistle.
DISCIPLE

DISCIPLE. [Education; Schools.]

* DISCOVER is often used in the A. V. in the sense of to uncover, e. g. Deut. xxii. 30; 2 Sam. xxi. 16; Is. xxi. 8; Mic. i. 6. "The voice of the Lord discovereth the forests" (Ps. xxix. 9), that is, the thunderbolt strips the trees of their barks, branches, and leaves.

DISCUS (δίσκος), one of the exercises in the Grecian gymnasia, which Jason the high-priest introduced among the Jews in the time of Antiochus Epiphanes, and which he induced even the priests to practice (2 Macc. iv. 14). The discus was a circular plate of stone or metal, made for throwing to a distance as an exercise of strength and dexterity. It was indeed one of the principal gymnastic exercises of the Greeks, and was practiced in the heroic age. (For details and authorities, see Dict. of Gr. & Rom. Ant. s. v.)

Diseases. (Asterolher, Denk. der att. Kunst, vol. i. no. 139.)

DISEASES. [Medicine.]

DISH. (1.) ἰζά, Gesen. p. 965: see BasiN.

(2.) in pl. only. ἰζαταί, ἰζαταὶ; ὢδρισκη, ὀ ἀλαβάστροσ, ἀλβετῆς: τοῖς, lokeis. (3.) see CHARGER.

In N. T. τρυβλίων, Matt. xxvi. 23, Mark xiv. 20. In ancient Egypt, and also in Judea, guests at the table handled their food with the fingers, but spoons were used for soup or other liquid food, when required (Wilkinson, Anc. Egypt. i. 181, 2d ed.). The same is the case in modern Egypt. Each person breaks off a small piece of bread, dips it in the dish, and then conveys it to his mouth, together with a small portion of the meat or other contents of the dish. To pick out a delicate morsel and hand it to a friend is esteemed a compliment, and to refuse such an offering is contrary to good manners. Judas dipping his hand in the same dish with our Lord was showing especial friendliness and intimacy. Τρυβλίον is used in L. X. X. for ἰζά; sometimes in A. V. "charger" (Ex. xxv. 29; Num. iv. 7, vii. 13, 19). This is also rendered κεραυς or half sextarius, i. e. probably a cup or basin rather than a dish. Τρυβλίον is in Vulg.


DISHAN (דְּשָׁן [antype]: [in Gen.], Pi-

σαν; [Alex. Pseus.]: in 1 Chr., Rom. Δίσσαι; ver. 38, Vat. omits, Alex. Pseus.; ver. 42, Vat. Alex. Δίσσαι:] DISON, the youngest son of Seir the Horite (Gen. xxxvi. 21, 28, 30; 1 Chr. i. 38, 42).

W. L. B.

DISHON (דִּשְׁנָה [antype]: Δισαν: Di-

son, 1. The fifth son of Seir (Gen. xxxvi. 21, 26, 30; 1 Chr. i. 38).

2. [in 1 Chr., Δίσσαι.] The son of Anah and grandson of Seir (Gen. xxxvi. 25; 1 Chr. i. 41). Dishon and Dishan belong to the same root, which may possibly reappear in the name Dedh noticed by Abulafia (Hist. Anteisl. p. 196). The geographical position of the tribes descended from these patriarchs is uncertain. Knobel (Cont. in loc.) places them to E. S. E. of the Gulf of Akaba, on the ground that the names of the sons of Dishon, Esban, and Hemdan may be identified with Usboun and Hetnimy, branches of the tribe of Oumran. Such identifications must be received with caution, as similar names are found in other parts of Arabia—Himote, for instance, near Tayf, and again Hamdoun, which bears a still closer resemblance to the original name, near Sawa (Burehhardt's Arabien, i. 156, ii. 376). W. L. B.

* DISSOLVE has once (Dan. v. 16) the an-

tipoded sense of to solve," or "explain." Belshazzar says to Daniel: "Art thou able to explain this," &c. (A. V. v. 16) converses the LXX. the idea of a "dispersion" (μετακίνησιν), the word being used of a "colony" (ἀκαλωσία), while the term "dispersion" (διασπορά, first in Deut. xxvii. 25, ἰζά, cf. Jer. xxxiv. 17), which finally prevailed, seemed to imply that the people that were scattered to the utmost parts of heaven (Deut. xxvii. 4), "in bondage among the Gentiles" (2 Macc. i. 27), and shut out from the full privileges of the chosen race (John vii. 35), should yet be as the seed sown for a future harvest (cf. Is. xlix. 6 Heb.) in the strange lands where they found a temporary resting-place (1 Pet. i. 1, παρεπιδήμων διασποράς). The schism which had divided the first kingdom was forgotten in the results of the general calamity. The dispersion was not limited to the exiles of Judah, but included "the twelve tribes" (Jahn. i. 1, ταῖς διδήκεις φυ-

λαίς ταῖς εἰς τὸν ναό διασποράς), which expressed the completeness of the whole Jewish nation (Acts xxvii. 7, τὸ διδήκειον φυλάς).

The Dispersion, as a distinct element influencing the entire character of the Jews, dates from the
DISPERSION, JEWS OF THE

Babylonian exile. Uncertain legends point to earlier settlements in Arabia, Ethiopia, and Abyssinia; but even if these settlements were made, they were isolated and casual, while the Dispersion, of which Babylon was the acknowledged centre, was the outcome of Jewish missionary and cultural achievement bordering on the commonwealth of nations. Apart from the necessary influence which Jewish communities bound by common laws, ennobled by the possession of the same truths, and animated by kindred hopes, must have exercised on the nations among whom they were scattered, the difficulties which set aside the literal observance of the Mosaic ritual led to a wider view of the scope of the law, and a stronger sense of its spiritual significance. Gradually and inwardly it infused both in the Gentiles and on the people of Israel, the Dispersion appears to have been the clearest providential preparation for the spread of Christianity.

But while the fact of a recognized Dispersion must have weakened the local and ceremonial influences which were essential to the first training of the people of God, the Dispersion was still bound together in itself and to its mother country by religious ties. The Temple was the acknowledged centre of Judaism, and the faithful Jew everywhere contributed the half-shekels towards its maintenance (28). The tribute was indeed the simplest and most striking outward proof of the religious unity of the nation. Treasuries were established to receive the payments of different districts (Joseph. Ant. xiii. 9, 1; cf. Ant. xvi. 6, § 5), and the collected sums were forwarded to Jerusalem, as in later times the Mohammedan offerings were sent to Mecca (Jast. Gesch. d. Judenl. i. 347 n.; Vie. pro Flacco, 28).

At the beginning of the Christian era the Dispersion was divided into three great sections: the Babylonian, the Syrian, the Egyptian. Precedence was yielded to the first. The jealousy which had originally existed between the poor who returned to Palestine and their wealthier countrymen at Babylon had passed away, and Gamaliel wrote "to the sons of the Dispersion in Babylonia, and to our brethren in Meia . . . and to all the Dispersion of Israel" (Frankel, Mowodscrift, 1853, p. 413). From Babylon the Jews spread throughout Persia, Media, and Parthia; but the settlements in China belong to a modern date (Frankel, l. c. p. 463). The few details of their history which have been preserved bear witness to their prosperity and influence (Joseph. Ant. xiii. 2, § 2 f., xviii. 9). No schools of learning are noticed, but Hillel the Elder and Nahum the Mele are mentioned as coming from Babylon to Jerusalem (Frankel).

The Greek conquests in Asia extended the limits of the Dispersion. Seleucus Nicator transplanted large bodies of Jewish colonists from Babylonia to the capitals of his western provinces. His policy was followed by his successor, Antiochus the Great; and the persecutions of Antiochus Epiphanes only served to push forward the Jewish emigration to the remoter districts of his empire. In Armenia the Jews arrived at the greatest dignity; and Nisibis was no less a centre of colonists (Frankel, iii. 454-456). The Jews of Capadocia (1 Pet. i. 1) are casually mentioned in the Mishna; and a prince and princess of Adiabene adopted the Jewish faith only 30 years before the destruction of the Temple (Joseph. Ant. xx. 2). Large settlements of Jews were established in Cyprus, in the islands of the Egean (c. Deob: Joseph. Ant. xiv. 19). The wealthier and more warlike Syrian Jews, supported by Mithras, Pergamus, Halicarneassus, Sardeis (Joseph. Ant. l. c.). The Romans confirmed to them the privileges which they had obtained from the Syrian kings; and though they were exposed to sudden outbursts of popular violence (Joseph. Ant. xviii. 9; B. J. vii. 3), the Jews of the Syrian provinces gradually formed a closer connection with their new homes, and together with the Greek language adopted in many respects Greek ideas. (Hellenists.)

This Hellenizing tendency, however, found its most free development at Alexandria [ALEXANDRIAN]. The Jewish settlements established there by Alexander and Ptolemy I. became the source of the African Dispersion, which spread over the north coast of Africa, and perhaps inland to Abyssinia (the Falasha). At Cyrene (Joseph. Ant. xiv. 7, § 2; Jason) and Berenice (Tripoli) the Jewish in habitants formed a considerable portion of the population, and an inscription lately discovered at the latter place (Frankel, p. 422) speaks of the justice and clemency which they received from a Roman governor (cf. Joseph. Ant. xvi. 6, § 5). The African Dispersion, like all other Jews, preserved their veneration for the "holy city" (Phil. Leg. ad Catam, § 36; in Flacc., c. 7), and recognized the universal claims of the Temple by the annual tribute (Joseph. l. c.). But the distinction in language led to wider differences, which were accentuated in Babylon by the currency of an Aramaic dialect. The Scriptures were no longer read on the Sabbath (Frankel, p. 429: Vorstellung, p. 52 ff.), and no fire-signals conveyed the dates of the new moons to Egypt (cf. Frankel, p. 419, n.). Still the national spirit of the African Jews was not destroyed. After the destruction of the Temple the Zealots found a reception in Cyrene (Joseph. B. J. vii. 11); and towards the close of the reign of Trajan (A.D. 115), the Jewish population in Africa rose with terrible ferocity (Dion, xlviii. 32). The insurrection was put down by a war of extermination (Euseb. H. E. iv. 2); and the remnant who escaped established themselves on the opposite coast of Europe, as the beginning of a new Dispersion.

The Jewish settlements in Rome were consequent on the occupation of Jerusalem by Pompey, B. C. 63. The captives and emigrants whom he brought with him were located in the trans-Tiberine quarter, and by degrees rose in station and importance (Phil. Leg. ad Catam, § 24 ff.). They were favored by Augustus and Tiberius after the fall of Sejanus (Phil. l. c.); and a Jewish school was founded at Rome (Frankel, p. 439). In the reign of Claudius [ANGERST] the Jews became objects of suspicion from their immense numbers (Dion. iv. 6); and the internal disputes consequent, perhaps, upon the preaching of Christianity, led to their banishment from the city (Suet. Claud. 25: "Judaos impudicis Christo assidue tumultuantes Romam expulit." Acts xvii. 2). This expulsion, if general, can only have been temporary, for in a few years the Jews at Rome were numerous (Acts xvii. 15 ff.). and continued to be sufficiently numerous to attract the attention of the satirists [Mart. Ep. xvi. 93; Juv. Sat. iii. 114]. The influence of the Dispersion on the rapid pro-
DIVINATION

72 B, where the μαθητής is carefully distinguished from the προφήτης. But even in the most passionate and irresistible pretensions of divination we have none of these unnatural distortions (Nestin., viii. 5; Ps. xxxix. 3; Jer. xx. 9), although, as we shall see, they were characteristic of pretenders to the gift.

The other kind of divination was artificial (τεχνη), and probably originated in an honest conviction that external nature sympathized with and frequently indicated the condition and prospects of mankind; a conviction not in itself ridiculous, and fostered by the accidental synchronism of natural phenomena with human catastrophes (Thuc. iii. 89; Joseph. B. J. vi. 5, § 3; Foxe's Martyrs, iii. 406, &c.). When once this feeling was established the supposed manifestations were infinitely multiplied, and hence the numberless forms of imposture or ignorance called kapnomancy, pyromancy, arithmomania, libanomancy, botanomancy, kephalomancy, &c., of which there are abundant accounts in Cic. Div. ii. 30; Curtius, xvi. 4; Dule, de Orig. lxxvii.; Fabricius, Biblioth. Ant. pp. 409-426; Carpzov, App. Crit. 540-549; Potter's Antiqu. i. ch. viii. 34. Indeed there was scarcely any possible event or appearance which was not pressed into the service of augury, and it may be said of the ancient Greeks and Romans, as of the modern New Zealanders, that “after uttering their karakias (or charms) the whirling of the wind, the moving of trees, the flash of lightning, the peal of thunder, the flying of a bird, even the buzz of an insect would be regarded as an answer” (Taylor's New Zealand, p. 74; Bowring's Siou, i. 155 ff.).

A system commenced in fanaticism ended in deceit. Hence Cato's famous saying that it was strange how two augurs could meet without laughing in each other’s face. But the supposed knowledge became in all nations an engine of political power, and hence interest was enlisted in its support (Cic. de Legg. ii. 12; Liv. vi. 27; Soph. Ant. 1055; His. iii. 11). It fell into the hands of a priestly caste (Gen. xil. 8; Is. xliii. 13; Jer. v. 31; Dan. ii. 2), who in all nations made it subservient to their own purposes. Thus in Persia, Chardin says that the astrologers would make even the Shah rise at midnight and travel in the worst weather in obedience to their suggestions.

The invention of divination is ascribed to Pro- methaneus (Esch. Pr. Vinct. 492), to the Thracians and Etruscans, especially sages (Cic. de Div. i. 16; and Giel. Alex. Stren. i. 326, where there is a great deal more on the subject), or (as by the Fathers generally) to the Devil (Firm. Maternus de Errore, Proem.; Lactant. ii. 16; Minuc. Felix, Oct. 27). In the same way Zoroaster ascribes all magic to Ahriman (Nork, Brom. et Rob. p. 97). Similar opinions have prevailed in modern times (Sir Thomas Browne, Vulp. Err. i. xi.).

Many forms of divination are mentioned in Scripture, and the subject is so frequently alluded to that it deserves careful examination. We shall proceed to give a brief analysis of its main aspects as presented in the sacred writers, following as fat as possible the order of the books in which the professors of the art are spoken of. They are first mentioned as a prominent body in the Egyptian court, Gen. xlii. 8. (1) μακρινὴς (Έχρυήτας; Hesych. η τερί ἤρελθαν καὶ διασπερμῆς ἐξαιρόμενος: Αχύρ κυριακτάς). They were a class of Egyptian priests, eminent for learning...
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Heidegger, Cic., Winer, Cic., "..."

Ded. J. Heidegger, (Transl.)

written their... in science (Dahn, Arch. Bild, § 402).

If their divination was connected with drawn figures, it is

parallelled by the Persian Ramaut (Cabnet); the modern

Egyptian Zermeh, a table of letters ascribed to Idriss or Enoch

(Lane, I. 354), the renowned Chinese I-yang, lines discovered by

Fohh on the back of a tortoise, which explain everything, and

on which 1490 learned commentaries have been

written (Huc’s China, i. 123 f); and the Jamass or marks on paper, of Japan (Kempfier’s Hist. ch. xv).

2. ἱερογλυφία (σαφεσταλ, Ex. vii. 11; Suid. οὕτως ἀληγο πάντας τοῦ πενταλόμοσου: conjectures). Possibly these, as well as their predecessors, were merely a learned class, invested by vulgar superstition with hidden power. Daniel was made head of the college by Xeluchandezzar (Dan. v. 11).

3. ἱερογλύφοι (εἰσαύδοι, Ex. vii. 11, ἱερογλύφοι, 'vintagers'; the variety of words used in the versions to render these names, shows how vague was the meaning attached to them). The original meaning of ἱερογλύφοι is to matter; and in Ex. vii. 11, the word seems to denote mere jugglers, of the class to which belonged James and Jambres (2 Tim. iii. 8). They had the powers of the wonders which befall the heart of Pharaoh, whether by mechanical or chemical means, or by mere legerdemain, or by denunciational assistance (as supposed by the Fathers, and Joseph, Ant. ii. 5), it is idle to conjecture. Michæels, adopting an Arabic derivation of ἱερογλύφοι), explains them to be "astrologers," such as in ancient times were supposed (from their power to foretell eclipses, &c.) to be able to control the sun and moon by spells (Virg., Ec. iv. 489; Ov. Met. xii. 263). "While the laboring moon eclipses at their charmus," Milton. "A witch, and one so strong she could control the moon," Shakespeare, The Tempest.

Women were supposed to be peculiarly addicted to these arts (Ex. xxi. 28), which were forbidden to the Jews on their ecstatic grounds, independently of their liability to abuse.

4. ἱερογλύφον, Lev. xix. 31, xx. 6 (γραφοσταλ, συμβεβελατός, from ἱερογλύφος, to know; cf. wissen. Munn, Kuge Fron, as saibone, from δοξα): those that could by whatever means reveal the future. The Kabbis derive this word from a certain beast Jaddeth, in shape like a man (καταθέσθησαν), the bones of which the diviner held in his teeth (Maimon, de Idol. vi. 3; Heugel, de Decr. iii. 316; Helmin. Disput. Mag. iv. 2; Godlyns Hist. &c. Ant. i. 10). The Greek diviners ate at καταθέσθησιν ὁ ὀμος μαντικῶν (Porphyr. de Abstain. ii. i). For other lone divinations see Kalpinus. China, p. 65, and Fennant’s Scotland, p. 88 (in Pinkerton).

5. ἱερογλύφος, Lev. xx. 6; Is. viii. 19, xix. 3. ἱερογράμμων, νεκρομάντες: qui Pythones vocatur, vestleri (Plato, Phaedo, 294 f). The word properly means "spirits of the dead," and then by an easy metonymy those who consulted them (Plato, Laws, xxii. 10). θεός: θεοὶ ἱερογλύφοι: of ἱερογλύφοι to νεκρολόγιον, quare non mortuo veritatem. But Shuckford, who denies that the Jews in early ages believed in spirits, makes it mean "consulters of dead idols," Connect. ii. 395 f). They are also called Pythones; ἱεροστράται νουν Πίθαγος καλουμένοι (Plut. de Def. Or., 414; Cic. de Div. i. 19). Hence the πειρεὺς Πίθαγος, Acts xxi. 16. These ventriloquists "peeped and muttered" (cf. τρίγος, II. xiii. 101; "speak and glibber," Shakespeare, Jul. Czs.) from the earth to imitate the voice of the revealing "familiar" (Is. xxi. 9, &c.; 1 Sam. xxvii. 11. Lev. xx. 27, cf. ἱερογλύφος, Soph. Frgm.), θεοὶ properly means a bottle (Job xxii. 19), and was applied to the magician, because he was supposed to be infatuated by the spirit (ἱερομαντία), like the ancient θεοἱ (εἰς ἀλλοτρίας γαρτεράς έδόσει, Ar. Vesp. 1017, "a man of spirit per verenda nature excipiaet."). See, in Schol. Ph.). Of this class was the witch of Endor (Joseph. Ant. vii. 14, § 2), in whose case intended imposture may have been accompanied with necromancy (Eccles. xxv. 20). On this wide subject see Chrysost. ad 1 Cor. xii. Tert. adv. Marc, iv. 25, de Anim, 57; Ang. de Doctr. Christ, § 33; Cic. Tusc. Disp. i. 16, and the commentaries on Enum.; Crit. Sicri, vii. 331; Winer, s. v. Testamentiés; Le Moune, Fiar. Sacr. p. 932 f; Selden, de Dies Supr. i. 2, and above all Battcher, de Infirigis, pp. 101-121, where the research displayed is marvellous. Those who sought inspiration, either from the demons or the spirits of the dead, haunted tombs and caverns (Is. xxv. 4), and invited the unclean communications by voluntary fasting (Maimon. de Idol. iv. 15; Light- foot, Hor. Heb, ad Matt. x. 11). That the supposed ψευδομαντιά was often affected by ventriloquism and illusion is certain; for a specimen of this even in modern times see the Life of Benedetto Cellini.

6. ἱερογλύφος (ζωοτευνιών μαντικός: qui avicola scieret); Dio. Deut. xiii. 10. (As the most complete list of diviners is given in this passage, we shall follow the order of the kinds there enumerated.) This word involves the notion of "cutting," and therefore may be connected with the Chald. (from דע to cut), Dan. ii. 27., iv. 7, &c., and he taken to mean astrologers, magi, genethliaci, &c. (Dict. of Ant. art. Astrolabium; Juv. vii. 582 f; Bihl. Sic., i. 30; Winer, s. v. Magier, Sterne). Others refer it to the καλυμπατίας (Schol. ad Eur. Hipp. 1677), since the use of lots was very familiar to the Jews (Cicatera on Lots, ad init.; but it required no art to explain their use, for they were regarded as directly under God’s control (Num. xxvi. 55; Esth. iii. 7; Prov. xxi. 33, xviii. 18). Both lots and diigmomas miaiotos (odd and even) were used in distributing the duties of the Temple (Olah, Lib. Rab. n. 7, de Gogus micaudos).

7. μαντική, Mic. x. 2; 2 K. xxi. 6; obropon solluq, A. V. "an observer of times;" καλυμπατίας always in LXX, except in Lev. xix. 28, where probably they followed a different reading, from ἱερογλύφος, a bird, ἄκροφυτής): δὲ τοῖς καλουμένοις ποταμοχόρων, Is. (ger. in loco)
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Healey. It is derived from ἱγψ, to vover, and may mean generally “using hidden arts” (Is. ii. 5; Jer. xxvii. 9). If the LXX. understand it correctly, it refers to that ἄγανν ἀπαρτηρίας (Stuid.), which was common among the Jews, and which they called Rith Kol; of which remarkable instances are found in Gen. xxxv. 13, ed. Sabine, i. 14; I K. xx. 33. After the extinction of the spirit of prophecy it was considered by the Jews as a sort of substitute for the loss. For a curious dissertation on it see Lightfoot, ad Matt. iii. 13. A belief in the significance of chance words was very prevalent among the Egyptians (Clem. Alex. Stromat. i. 304; Plint. de Is. 14), and the accidental sight of the engineer was sufficient to prevent even Annasius from removing the moonlight shrine to Soli (Wilkinson, Anti. Egypt. iv. 144). The universality of the belief among the ancients is known to every scholar (Cic. de Div. i.; Herod. ii. 90; Virg., Æn. vii. 116, &c.). From the general theory of the possibility of such omens sprang the use of the Sortes Biiicace, &c. (Nepcha. Greg. viii. Aug. Ep. 119; Prideaux, Connect. ii. 376, &c.; Cardan, de Varietate, p. 1040).

If ἔγνως is derived from ἔγνα, it will mean “one who fascinates the eyes,” as in the Syr. Vers. (cf. Vitringa, Comment. ad Is. ii. 6). A belief in the ὀφθαλμος βάκκαρος (ἔγάνα) was universal, and is often alluded to in Scripture (Deut. xxiii. 6; Matt. xx. 13; Tob. iv. 7, μη ψυχωτικόν σου ὁ ὀφθαλμός, 1 Sam. xviii. 9, “Saul eyed David”). The well-known passages of Phiny and the ancients on the subject are collected in Potter’s Anti. i. 383 ff.

Others again make the ἔγνως (Is. ii. 6, &c.), “soothsayers,” who predicted “times” as in A. V., from the observation of the clouds (Ahen Ezra on Lev. xix. 25) and other ὀφθαλμαι, as lightnings, comets, meteors, &c. (Jer. x. 2), like the Etruscan Fulguratores (Cic. Div. i. 18; Plin. ii. 43, 53; Plut. de Superst.; Hom. Od. v. 102; Virg. Ec. i. 16); Humboldt’s Cosmog. ii. 135, ed. Sabine. Possibly the position of the diviner in making these observations originated the Jewish names for East and West, namely, front and back (Godwyn, iv. 10, but Carzpop disputes the assertion, Ap. Crit. p. 541). The practice naturally led to the tabulation of certain days as lucky or unlucky (Job iii. 5, “monthly prognosticators,” Is. xxvii. 13, ἡμέρας παρατηρεῖσθαι, Gal. iv. 10), just as the Greeks and Romans regarded some days as καλός, others as ἄτρι (Hes. Omp. et D. 770; Suet. Aug. 92, &c.). If we have space, every one of the superstitious allusions to might be paralleled in modern times.

In Judg. ix. 37, the expression “erebith in improperly plain,” A. V. of Meonemnin (enchantments) “properly enchanters,” or “diviners” refers not so much to the general sacredness of great trees (Hom. Od. xiv. 328, ἄκροβα θεῖας προκεισθαι, Virg. Georg.), as to the fact that (probably) here Jaceba had buried his amulets (Gen. xxivv. 4; Stauble, S. v. P. p. 142).

8. ἔγνως (ομοίως ἐγνως): observeante autoria; Ps. lviii. 5; 2 K. xvii. 17, xxii. 6, &c.; A. V. “enchanters”; ophiomaniacs (Bochart, Hieroz. ii. 383), from ἔγνως, to kiss; people who, like the ancient Peysi (Plin. H. N. vii. 2, xvii. 4) and Marmardie (Sil. Itali. iii. 304),

were supposed to render serpents innocuous and obedient (Ex. vii. 9; Jer. xvii. 17; Eccl. x. 11), chiefly by the power of music (Nicand. Theor. 102; Luc. ix. 841; Sil. Itl. 8, 492; Xen. vii. 753; Niebuhr’s Travels, i. 189); but also no doubt by the possession of some genuine and often hereditary secret (Lane, Mod. Egypt. ii. 106 ff.; Arnob. adv. Geat. ii. 32). They had a similar power over scorpions (Franciën’s Tour to Persia), the whole subject is illustrated by Bochart (Hieroz. tom. ii. 6, de As. ride usanu).

ἔγνως has, however, a general meaning of “learning by experience,” like “to augur,” in English, Gen. xxxi. 27; either because ophiomancy (Ter. Phorm. iv. 4, 26) was common, or because the word meant (as the Rabbis say) an observation of ἄνδρια σιμβόλα, &c. (Jer. x. 2; Plin. xxvii. 5, 7). Some understand it of divination ex peilvulx (Plin. H. N. XXX. 2; Poli SYN. AD DEUT. XVIII. 10).

9. ἔγνως (φαρμακις): melifici, venifici; A. V. “wizards”); from the Arabic, “to reveal,” meaning the old astrologers proper (Chaldæans), but generally all the professors of occult medicines of discovering the unknown. It might no doubt involve the use of divining-rods for the purpose of Aquaelian, &c., dependent on physical laws only partially understood (Mayo’s Pov. Superstitions).

10. ἔγνως (ἐκβάλεται τὸ σωμήν: inventores), from ἔγνως, to bind (cf. bannum = binden, Gesen. s. v.). [See Deut. xviii. 11] Those who acquired power by uttering spells, &c. (καθαρί-βως; and ἔγνως καθαρί-βως, Esch. Eum. 296; “So the spell now works around thee, and the clankless clavín hath bound thee.”)—Minipled, i. 1.)

In Ouklos it is rendered ἔγνως, a mutterer; and this would connect these “enchancers” with the NEkromanteis (No. 5, Is. xxiv. 4). 11. Belomants. Alluded to in Ex. xxi. 21, where Nêlchadzaunnez, at the parting of the ways, uses divination to decide whether he shall proceed against Jerusalem or Rabbah, and ἔγνως ἠσθαι (τού ἀναβαίναντα ἄδειον, LXX.); but it should be rather ἔγνως ἄδειον, or as Vulg. commissus suavitatis; the other explanations are untenable. Jerome (ad loc.) explains it of mingling in a quiver arrows on which were inscribed the names of various cities, that city being attacked the name of which was drawn out (Paul. Connect. i. 89). Eustis says “he threw up a bundle of arrows to see which way they would light, and falling on the right hand he marched towards Jerusalem.” The A. V. “made his arrows bright,” seems to allude to a sort of σθονοματικαί, —incorrectly. The arrows used were particularized and 7 such were kept at Mecca. Pietro della Valle saw a divination derived from the changes of 8 arrows at Aleppo, and attributed it to the delphic agency. We read of a somewhat similar custom in use among the ancient Teutons (Pae. Germ. x.), and among the Alum (Am. Marcelli, xxvii.) also among the modern Egyptians (Lane, ii. 111). “But of another kind was that practiced by Flishia, 2 K. xii. 15” (Sir Thomas Browne, Vulg. Ercos., v. 23, 7). 12. Closely connected with this was ἔγνως, —
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DIVORCE

Levite, not only to secure the formal correctness of the instrument, but because the art of writing was then generally unknown. This would bring the matter under the cognizance of legal authority, and tend to check the rash exercise of the right by the husband. Traditional opinion and prescriptive practice would probably fix the standard of the ἀναστολή, and doubtless with the lax general morality which marks the decline of the Jewish polity, that standard would be lowered (Mal. ii. 14–16). Thus the Gennar, Babylon, Gittin, 9 (ap. Selden, de Ux. Heb. iii. 17) allows divorce for a wife's spinning in public, or going out with head uncovered or clothes so torn as not properly to conceal her Person or Dress. But the absence of any case in point in the period which lay nearest to the lawgiver himself, or in any save a much more recent one, makes the whole question one of great uncertainty. The case of Phaltri and Michal is not in point, being merely an example of one arbitrary act redressed by another (1 Sam. xxv. 44; comp. 2 Sam. iii. 14–16). Selden, quoting (de Ux. Heb. iii. 19) Zach. Prof. p. 8 b, speaks of an alleged custom of the husband, when going to war, giving the wife the libellus divorciis; but the authority is of slight value, and the fact improbable. It is contrary to all known oriental usage to suppose that the right of quitting their husband and choosing another was allowed to women (Joseph. Ant. xvii. 7, § 10). Salome is noted (ibid.) as the first example of it—one, no doubt, derived from the growing prevalence of blemish leprosy. Hence also, probably, the caution given in 1 Cor. vii. 10. Winer is surely mistaken (s. v. Ehescheidung) in supposing that a man might take back as wife her whom he had had divorced, except in the cases when her second husband had died or had divorced her. Such resumption is contemplated by the lawgiver as only possible in those two cases, and therefore in them only expressly forbidden (Jer. iii. 1).

For the view taken among later Jews on this subject, see Joseph. Ant. iv. 8, § 23, xvi. 7, § 3; 17 v. 76, a writer whose practice seems to have been in accordance with the views of Hillel. On the general subject, Buxtorf, de Sponsal., et Divort., pp. 82–85; Selden, Ux. Heb. iii. 17 ff.; and Michaelis, Laws of Moses, ii. 336, may be consulted.

H. H.


The passages treating of divorce are found in Matt. v. 31, 32, xix. 3–9, Mark x. 3–12, Luke xvi. 18, 1 Cor. vi. 10–16, and perhaps Rom. vii. 2, 3, which however has little or no bearing on our subject. If our Lord, as is probable, spoke of divorce more than once, the passage in Luke harmonizes with that in Matt. v. — as the comparison of Matt. v. 18 with Luke xvi. 17 shows,— and the passage in Mark with that in Matt. xix.

In the Gospels only ἀπολύω, in 1 Cor. vii. χωρίωμα and ἀφορίσμα separate marriage parties. All three are used of an act proceeding from either sex, but the second, and probably the third, is used in a wider sense than the first. In classical Greek ἀποστίπωμα said of the husband's act, and ἀπολύεσθαι chiefly but not exclusively of the husband's act, are the terms in best use, but ἀπολύω and perhaps other words are to be met with.

Our Lord's declarations may be summed up under the following heads. (1.) The practice allowed by the Mosaic law of permitting any wife without crime on her part, and on the ground of
some personal dislike or disgust, is opposed to the original, divine idea of marriage, according to which a man and his wife are joined together by God to be one flesh, and are not to be put asunder by man. Therefore, if a man divorces his wife by a bill of divorce without her crime, causes her to commit adultery by placing it within her power to marry another man (Matt. v. 32). Thus even the party who suffers the divorce is criminal in maintaining it. (3) A man or a woman who procures a divorce, except on account of the adultery of the other party, and marries another person, commits adultery. (4) The same crime rests on one who contracts marriage with the divorced person. In explanation of these ordinances of Christ, we remark first, that the passages in Matthew alone contain qualifications of the absolute unlawfulness of divorce, — παρεκτὸς λόγων πορειας, and μη ἐπὶ πορείας,—where a more general word πορεία is used for a more special one, μορφών, and with it can, a προειρήκε, include certain rare, more hallowed, sexual crimes. A similar qualification must doubtless be understood in Mark x., Luke xvi., and 1 Cor. vii. 10, as being too obvious to be expressed, since the act referred to in Matthew was by the law punishable with death, and actually destroyed the first union by a new union (1 Cor. vi. 16). Scarcely, Christ's words go no further than to say that a man who marries a divorced woman commits adultery; but the opposite case, that of a woman marrying a divorced man, is evidently implied. Thirdly, it may excite surprise that, when a wife had no power of legal repudiation, Mark should speak of a woman putting away her husband. But Salome, Herod's sister, did this half a century before our Lord's ministry began, and doubtless without formal divorce women often forsook their husbands. The case then needed to be provided for. Fourthly, with "who is divorced" in Matt. v. 32, παρεκτὸς λόγων πορειας is not to be understood, and consequently marriage with a woman divorced on account of adultery is not expressly noticed. Such a case under the law could not occur, as such a person would suffer death. (Comp. Meyer in loc.)

In 1 Cor. vii. two cases are contemplated by Paul. The first, where both the parties are believers (v. 9, 10, 11), is a case for which our Lord had already provided, and in regard to which the Apostle constantly applies the words of Christ, such as we find in the Gospels. Neither husband nor wife is to separate from the other. It however the wife — for some reason short of her husband's crime, we must suppose — should be separated from him, she is to remain unmarried or seek recoiniliation to him, no third step being allowable. And the same rule must hold good if the husband should separate himself from the wife. Thus the Apostle everviews of a separation which is not divorce with liberty of remarriage. In the other case (v. 12-16), one of the parties is a heathen — a case for which Christ had made no provision. Here separation must proceed from the heathen party, the Christian party must be passive. The Christian party must not regard such a union with a heathen as a sin, and therefore seek to dissolve it, for the marriage relation is more holiness by the faith of the believing, than profaned by the unbelief of the heathen party, as is evident from the fact that the children are holy. But if the heathen party withdraw from such a union, let him not be hindered from so doing. A believer in such circumstances is not constrained to endeavor to keep up the union. For it might involve endless discord, whereas God's call to believers contemplated a state of peace. Nor is the probability of their having a child a matter against the other's will, should feel an urgency to keep up the union in the hope of such an event (ver. 16), to which another turn is generally given.

Here the important question arises, whether the Apostle's words allow the Christian, thus separated from a heathen, to marry again. The Catholic Church, although disliking divorce, gives in this special case an affirmative answer; many Protestants are on the same side, and by this analogy protect remarriage in cases of willful desertion. On the interpretation of the passage we remark first, that χαρίσαμαι, being used in ver. 11 to denote a separation without remarriage, and possibly temporary, settles nothing. Secondly, διαλείπεις is not decisive, since the extent and nature of the constraint are not clearly specified (comp. Meyer in loc.). The meaning may be this: that the believing party can regard the heathen partner's act as final, and so need not feel constrained to seek to live with or even to be reconciled to him, while yet the Apostle in such a case would disapprove of remarriage. This indeed is all that can be inferred from the next words, "God has called us in peace." Therefore you need not feel bound to live with one whose difference of religion or disaffection may produce continual pain. "For what hast thou, O wife, whether thou shalt save thy husband?" etc., i. e., the possibility of something so desirable is not enough to constrain you to keep his society. Thus there is no trace of the thought of remarriage in the context. Meyer, Be Wette, Neander, Stanley on this passage, and Theileck on the Sermon on the Mount, unite in the opinion that the words of the Apostle do not necessarily imply remarriage. And yet, on the other hand, there is some ground for the opinion that Paul contemplated the liberty of marrying again. For otherwise there is not enough of difference between the Apostle's two cases. In the first, the wife is to remain unmarried or be reconciled to her husband. In the second, she is to remain unmarried — according to the supposition — without seeking to be reconciled. Is this enough to constitute a new case, or would the Apostle, in such a case an affirmative answer; many Protestants the heathen party, the Christian party must be passive. The Christian party must not regard such a union with a heathen as a sin, and therefore seek to dissolve it, for the marriage relation is more holiness by the faith of the believing, than profaned by the unbelief of the heathen party, as is evident from the fact that the children are holy. But if the heathen party withdraw from such a union, let him not be hindered from so doing. A believer in such circumstances is not constrained to endeavor to keep up the union. For it might involve endless discord, whereas God's call to believers contemplated a state of peace. Nor is the probability of their having a child a matter against the other's will, should feel an urgency to keep up the union in the hope of such an event (ver. 16), to which another turn is generally given.

Here the important question arises, whether the Apostle's words allow the Christian, thus separated from a heathen, to marry again. The Catholic Church, although disliking divorce, gives in this special case an affirmative answer; many Protestants are on the same side, and by this analogy protect remarriage in cases of willful desertion. On the interpretation of the passage we remark first, that χαρίσαμαι, being used in ver. 11 to denote a separation without remarriage, and possibly temporary, settles nothing. Secondly, διαλείπεις is not decisive, since the extent and nature of the constraint are not clearly specified (comp. Meyer in loc.). The meaning may be this: that the believing party can regard the heathen partner's act as final, and so need not feel constrained to seek to live with or even to be reconciled to him, while yet the Apostle in such a case would disapprove of remarriage. This indeed is all that can be inferred from the next words, "God has called us in peace." Therefore you need not feel bound to live with one whose difference of religion or disaffection may produce continual pain. "For what hast thou, O wife, whether thou shalt save thy husband?" etc., i. e., the possibility of something so desirable is not enough to constrain you to keep his society. Thus there is no trace of the thought of remarriage in the context. Meyer, Be Wette, Neander, Stanley on this passage, and Theileck on the Sermon on the Mount, unite in the opinion that the words of the Apostle do not necessarily imply remarriage. And yet, on the other hand, there is some ground for the opinion that Paul contemplated the liberty of marrying again. For otherwise there is not enough of difference between the Apostle's two cases. In the first, the wife is to remain unmarried or be reconciled to her husband. In the second, she is to remain unmarried — according to the supposition — without seeking to be reconciled. Is this enough to constitute a new case, or would the Apostle, in such a case an affirmative answer; many Protestants the heathen party, the Christian party must be passive. The Christian party must not regard such a union with a heathen as a sin, and therefore seek to dissolve it, for the marriage relation is more holiness by the faith of the believing, than profaned by the unbelief of the heathen party, as is evident from the fact that the children are holy. But if the heathen party withdraw from such a union, let him not be hindered from so doing. A
announcing the office of elder, was a protest in behalf of the sanctity of marriage.

Our Lord, who laid the correction of one enormous practical evil before his eyes, has not noticed many questions concerning marriage, as for instance certain disqualifications which would render it void ab initio, but has left these to the practical wisdom of the Christian Church and the Christian State. (1 Thess. 4:3-5, NIV)

* See further on this subject, Prof. Alva H. Hovey, The Scriptural Doctrine of Divorce, Boston, 1886; 10mo; Rev. Joseph Tracy, The Bible Doctrine of Divorce, in the Bib. Sacra for July, 1886; and Pres. T. D. Woolsey in the New Englander for January, April, and July, 1887.

A.

DIZAHAB (דיזאהב; Karaypírē: abi æuri est pluviamus), a place in the Arabian Desert, mentioned Deut. i. 1, as limiting the position of the spot in which Moses is there represented as addressing the Israelites. It is by Robinson (l. c. 147, ii. 187) noted identified with Dodbah, a cape on the W. shore of the Gulf of Arabia about two-thirds down its length; see further under Wilderness. The name seems to mean "lord," i.e., "possessor of (Arab. ژ and and ژ = Heb. יְהִי) gold." * [or perh. יְהִי = where is] probably given from that metal having been there found. See Gesen. s. v.

H. H.

* DOCTOR (διδάσκαλος). Luke ii. 46, or "doctor of the Law" (μουσθδασκαλος), Luke v. 17; Acts v. 34. [LAWYER; Rabbi; SCHOLARS.]

A.

DOCUS a (Δοκος; [Abl. Δωκός] Joseph. Δεκαγβ: Doch: Schr. Δωκός, Dook), a "little hold" (τον ἄλγοσσαμον: munitioewmenos) near Jericho (1 Marc. xxi. 15, comp. verse 14) built by Ptol- emeus the son of Abubus, and in which he entertained and murdered his father-in-law Simon Mac- cabeus, with his two sons. By Josephus (Ant. xiii. 8, 1; B. J. i. 2, 3) it is called Dagon, and is said to have been "one of the fortresses" (ἀρισταί) above Jericho. The name still remains in the neighborhood, attached to the copious and excellent springs of Al- Dukh, which burst forth in the Wady Nour-i-nar, at the foot of the mountain of Quarinatia (Kurmantul), about 4 miles N. W. of Jericho. Above the springs are traces of ancient foundations, which may be those of Ptol- emus's castle, but more probably of that of the Templars, one of whose stations this was; it stood as late as the latter end of the 15th century, when it was visited by Brocadius. (See Rohr, i. 571, and the quotations in 572, note [and also his Phys. Geogr. p. 255].

G.

DODAI [2 syl.] (דדוא恢复正常; [Abl. דודא: Alex. דודא: Comp. Abd. with 17; MISS. דודא] Dodosi, an Ahohite who commanded the course of the 2d month (1 Chr. xxvii. 4). It is probable that he is the same as Dodo, whose name in the Cettib and in the LXX, is Dodoz, and that the words "Eleazar son of " have been omitted from the above passage in Chronicles. [DODA, 2]

DODANIM (דדנימ; פדנימ; Dothanim), a family or race descended from Javan, the son of Japheth (Gen. x. 4; 1 Chr. i. 7). Authorities vary as to the form of the name: the Hebrew text has Dodan, Dodon appears in the Syriac, Chaldean, Vulgate, Persian, and Arabic versions, and in the Targum of Onkelos; Dodaniam is supported by the LXX., the Samaritan version, and some early writers, as Eusebius and Cosmas.

The weight of authority is in favor of the former: the substitution of פדנימ in the LXX. may have arisen from familiarity with that name (comp. Ez. xxvii. 13, where it is again substituted for Dodon). Dodanim is regarded as identical with Dardani (Gesen. Thes. p. 1296), the latter, which is the original form, having been modified by the change of the liquid r into o, as in Barmilec and Baniilec, Hamilcar and Hamilcuck. Thus the Targum of Jonathan, that on Chronicles, and the Jerusalem Talmud give Dardania for Dodaniam. The Dardani were found in historical times in Ilyriam and Troy: the former district was regarded as their original seat. They were probably a semi-Pelasgic race, and are grouped with the Chittim in the genealogical table, as more closely related to them than to the other branches of the Pelasgic race (Knobel, Folkertafel, pp. 104 ff.). The similarity of the name Dodana in Epirus has led to the identification of Dodaniam with that place; but a mere local designation appears too restricted for the general tenor of Gen. x. Noah (Comm. on Gen.) identifies Dodaniam with the Daunians, who occupied the coast of Apulia: he regards the name as referring to Italy generally. The wide and unexplained difference of the names, and the comparative unimportance of the Daunians, form objections to this view.

W. L. B.

DODAYAH (see. DODAYAH, [love of Jehovah]: דודאיה; [Vat. דודאיה] Alex. דודאיה, Dodatian), a man of Maresha in Judah, father of Eliezer who denounced Jehoshaphat's alliance with Ahaziah (2 Chr. xx. 37). In the Jewish traditions Dodavah is the son of Jehoshaphat, who was also his uncle (Jerome, Qu. Heb. ad loc.).

DODO. 1. (דדוע [anomalous, or possibly his uncle]; דודע; Vat. דודע; Alex. דודע; and Dodayah: א. דדוא: [Abl. דדוא: petrus ejus], a man of Bethlehem, father of Elhanan, who was one of David's "thirty captains" (2 Sam. xxviii. 24; 1 Chr. xi. 20). He is a different person from

2. [In 2 Sam., דודע; Vat. דדעי; Alex. דודעי (2 Sam. xxvil. 11 in 1 Chr. xi. 12; דודעי: petrus ejus); Dodo, the Ahohite, father of Eleazar, the 2d of the three "mighty men " who were over the "thirty " (2 Sam. xxviii. 9; 1 Chr. xi. 12). He, or his son — in which case we must suppose the words "Eleazar son of " to have escaped from the text — probably had the command of the second monthly course (1 Chr. xxvii. 4). In the latter passage the name is DODAYAH, דודאיה, Alex. דודאיה; see in full under DODAI]; but this form occurs in the Hebrew text (Cettib) of 2 Sam. xxviii. 9 (דהיה), and in the LXX. of all; and in Josephus (Ant. vii. 12, § 4, דודאיה); and is be-

as that of Wechel, Francon. 1597, which also has the reading דודאיה... A.]
DOEG

II. (Hor. The K. W. believed has examined these lists with great minuteness to be the correct one. The Jewish tradition (Jerome, Qu. Heb. on 1 Chr. xi. 12) was that Doeg was the brother of Jesse.

3. A man of Issachar, forefather of Tola the Judge (Judg. x. 1). The LXX. and Vulg. renderings are remarkable: πατρὶ δὲ Ἀμινάζης: πατρὶ Αμιλεχ. This is the only instance (Judg. x. 1) in which the father and grandfather of a judge are both mentioned. Hence an early Jewish interpretation referred Doeg to Abimelech, and made Paul, Toh's father, the son of some brother or sister of Gideon, the father of Abimelech. But such a relationship is impossible; for Tola was "a man of Issachar," while Gideon was a Manassite (Judg. vi. 15). Even supposing there was a sister who married out of her tribe, it would be very strange to have the descent traced through that line instead of the father's (see Cassel, Richter and Roth, p. 97).

DOEG (297 [fearful, Gesen. and Fürst]; Δοεὼς: [in 1 Sam. xxix. 9, Alex. Δογγυ:] Dogg), an inhabitant (LXX. and Joseph. Ant. vi. 12, § 1, ὁ Ζηρόμπης) chief of Saul's herdsmen ("having charge of the mules"). He was at Nob when Abimelech gave David the sword of Goliath, and not only gave information to Saul, but when others declined the offer, himself executed the king's order to destroy the priests of Nob with their families, to the number of 89 persons, together with all their property (1 Sam. xxix. 7, xxii. 9, 18, 22, 19. lvi.). A question has arisen on the nature of the business by which he was "detained before the Lord" (297 ἐνέργειας Νευσσηριον: ινας τοιαυτά κατὰ Δοῦνα Δογγυ). The difficulty which lies in the idea that Doeg was a foreigner, and so incapable of a Nazarite vow (Mishn. de Vrats, iv. 1, Suremi), is explained by the probable supposition that he was a proselyte, attending under some vow or some act of purification at Hebron (1 Sam. xxv. 18): Ant. Soc. Patrick, Colmant: Gesen. p. 1069: Winet, s. v. Dogg: Thenius, ad loc, in Kurzg. evg. Handb.).

H. W. P.

DOG (297: κολλόν, κολλόμαι: cuoii), an animal frequently mentioned in Scripture. It was used by the Hebrews as a watch for their horses (Is. lxi. 10), and for guarding their flocks (Job xxix. 1). Then also, as now, troops of hungry and semi-wild dogs used to wander about the fields and streets of the cities, devouring dead bodies and other offal (1 K. iv. 14, xvi. 4, xvi. 10, 22, xxii. 38: 2 K. ix. 10, 36; Jer. xv. 4: 1 xlv. 6, 14), and thus became such objects of dislike that fierce and unruly enemies are petrally staked dogs in Ps. xxii. 19, 20. Moreover the dog being an unclean animal (Is. lvi. 3; Hor. l. p. 2, 25, "canis immundus et amica homo vivi", the terms dog, dead dog, dog's head, were used as terms of reproach, or of humility in speaking of one's self) (1 Sam. xxiv. 11; 2 Sam. iii. 8, iv. 8, xvi. 9: 2 K. viii. 13). Knox relates a story of a nobleman of Ulster who hastened by the king how many children he had repulsed — "Your Majesty's dog has three puppies." Throughout the whole East "dog" is a term of reproach for impure and profane persons, and in this sense is used by the Jews respecting the Goyles (Rev. xxii. 15; comp. Schöttgen, Hor Hebr. i. 1146), and by Mohammedans respecting Christians. The wanton nature of the dog is another of its characteristics, and there can be no doubt that בַּר dob in Dent. xxix. 18 means seruam rivicem, i. e. q. רְבָּב, comp. Ecles. xxxvi. 25, "A shameless woman shall be counted as a dog," Hesych. Κόινóν ἄνδρεις. Stanley (N. & P. p. 230) mentions to have seen on the very site of Jezreel the descendants of the dogs that devoured Jezreel, prowling on the mounds without the walls for fish and carrion thrown out to them to consume; and Wood, in his Journal to the source of the Dan, complains that the dog has not yet arrived at his natural position in the social state. We still use the name of one of the noblest creatures in the world as a term of contempt. To ask an Uzbek to sell his wife would be no affront, but to ask him to sell his dog an unpardonable insult —Sugar, fresno or dog-seller being the most offensive epithet that one Uzbek can apply to another. The addition of the article (τοιούτος καυπάνιος, Matt. xxv. 26; Matt. vii. 27) implies that the presence of dogs was an ordinary feature of Eastern life in our Saviour's time.

As to the etymology of the word, Bezaab thinks that it has reference to the firmness and tenacity of a dog's bite, and compares בַּר — fœcipes; but this word is more probably itself derived from בַּר(line) a dog.

The root בַּר is an unreal verb בַּר, to strike — Germ. klopfen; and thence to bark — Germ. klaffen, Fr. clapir.

W. D.

* Dietrich assigns a different meaning to בַּר: to take, seize, and hence, as applied to the dog, "the seizer" (hauper). See his addition in Ges. Hebr. and Chald. Handb. p. 409 (9th Aut.).

DOORS. [Gates.]

DOPH/KAH (םדזה [call-driving, place of, First]: 'Ρουσάκα [Alex. Ρουσάκα], the LXX. apparently read it to 7 for 7: Dophra), a place mentioned Num. xxxiii. 12, as a station in the desert where the Israelites encamped: see Wilderness.

H. H.

DOR (םדזה) and בַּר [del出发ion], Josh. xii. 11: 1 K. iv. 11; [in Judg. i. 27 and 1 Chr. vii. 21, Doph: in Josh. and 1 Kings, פָּנֵיהָ דֶּעִי, נפּוּדָד, etc.; 1 Mac. xxv. 11, [13], 20], an ancient royal city of the Canaanites (Josh. xii. 29), whose ruler was an ally of Abin, king of Hazor (Josh. xi. 2). It was probably the most southern settlement of the Phoenicians on the east of Syria (Joseph. Vit. 8, lnt. xiv. 9, § 8). Josephus describes it as a maritime city, on the west border of Manasseh and the north border of Dan (Int. v. ii. § 22, viii. 2, § 3; R. J. iv. 7, § 7), near Mount Carmel (cf. Apion. ii. 10). One old author tells us that it was founded by Dorus, a son of Neptune, while another affirms that it was built by the Phoenicians, because the neighboring rocky shore abounded in the small fish-fish from which they got the purple dye (Steph. R. s. r.; Ireland, Palestina, p. 739). It appears to have been within the territory of the tribe of Asher, though allotted
to Munasseth (Josh. xvii. 11; Judg. i. 27). The original inhabitants were never expelled; but during the prosperous reigns of David and Solomon they were made tributary (Judg. i. 27, 28), and the latter monarch stationed at Dor one of his twelve purveyors (1 K. iv. 11).—Tryphon, the murderer of Jonathan Maccabaeus and usurper of the throne of Syria, having sought an asylum in Dor, the city was besieged and captured by Antiochus Sidetes (1 Macc. xiv. 11). It was subsequently rebuilt by Gabinius the Roman general, along with Samaria, Ashdod, and other cities of Palestine (Joseph. Ant. xiv. 5, § 3), and it remained an important place during the early years of the Roman rule in Syria. Its coins are numerous, bearing the legend Δωρά (Valliant, Num. Imp.). It became an episcopal city of the province of Palestina Prima, but was already ruined and deserted in the fourth century (Hieron, in Epiph. Putei.). Of the site of Dor there can be no doubt. The descriptions of Josephus and Jerome are clear and full. The latter places it on the coast, "in the ninth mile from Caesarea, on the way to Polemians" (Onom. s. v. Doros). Just at the point indicated is the small village of Tantara, probably an Arab corruption of Doros, consisting of about thirty houses, wholly constructed of ancient materials. Three hundred yards north are low rocky mounds projecting, not into the sea, but covered with heaps of rubbish, massive foundations, and fragments of columns. The most conspicuous ruin is a section of an old tower, 39 ft. or more in height, which forms the landmark of Tantara. On the south side of the promontory, opposite the village, is a little harbor, partially shielded by two or three small islands. A spur of Mount Carmel, steep and partially wooded, runs parallel to the coast line, as the distance of about a mile and a half, between its base and the sandy beach is a rich and beautiful plain—this is possibly the "border," "coast," or "region" of Dor (נובכ in Hebrew, Josh. xi. 2, xii. 25; i K. iv. 11) referred to in Scripture. The district is now almost wholly deserted, being exposed to the raids of the wild Bedawin who pasture their flocks on the rich plain of Sharon.

J. L. P.

DOORA (Δωρά: Doros). 1 Mac. xv. 11, 13, 25. [Dor.]

DORCAS. [TARITH.] DORYMEGENES (Δορυμεγένης [Dorymegeus]), father of Ptolemy, surnamed Macron (1 Mac. iii. 38; 2 Mac. iv. 43). As this Ptolemy was in the service of Ptolemy Philometer, king of Egypt, before he deserts to Antiochus Epiphanes, it is probable that his father Dorymene is the same Dorymenes who fought against Antiochus the Great (Polyb. xvi. 6).

DOSTITHEUS (Δοσιθεός: Dositheus). 1. One of the captains of Judas Maccabeus in the battle against Timotheus (2 Mac. xii. 19, 24).

2. A horse-soldier of Daecon's company, a man of prodigious strength, who, in attempting to capture Gorgias, was cut down by a Thracian (2 Mac. xii. 35).

3. The son of Drinylus, a Jew, who had renounced the law of his fathers, and was in the camp of Ptolemy Philometer at Raphia (3 Mac. i. 3). He appears to have frustrated the attempt of Theodotus to assassinate the king. According to the Syriac Version he put in the king's tent a man of low rank (אֲרֵדָה [ara]), who was slain instead of his master. Polybius (v. 81) tells us it was the king's physician who thus perished. Dositheus was perhaps a certain Chabrian.

W. A. W.

4. (Δοσιθεος [Alex. Δοσίθεος; FA. Δοσίθεος, FA. Δοσιθεος: Dositheus]).—A priest and Levite, who carried the translation of Esther to Egypt (Esth. xi. 1). It is scarcely likely that he is identified with the Dositheus who is mentioned by Josephus (c. Apion, ii. 5) as one of the "commanders of the forces" of Ptol. VI. Philometer, though he probably lived in the reign of that monarch.

B. F. W.

DOThA'M. [DOTHAN.]

DOTHAN (once דותַת, DOTHAN, and in contracted form דות נ; possibly דות נ—two wells—Gesen. pp. 323, 563; [Vat. Alex. Sin.] Δωτισιμος, [Rom.] Δωτισιμος [exc. in Gen., where it has Δω- θεος]. Dotsina [in 2 K. Dotsim, but ed. 1569 Dotsina]), a place first mentioned (Gen. xxvii. 17) in connection with the history of Joseph, and apparently as in the neighborhood of Shechem. It next appears as the residence of Elisha (2 K. vi. 13), and the scene of a remarkable vision of horses and chariots of fire surrounding the "mountain" (בִּישֶׁל, on which the city stood. It is not again mentioned in the O. T.; but later still we encounter it—then evidently well known—as a landmark in the account of Holofernes' campaign against Bethulia (Jud. iv. 6, vii. 3, 18, viii. 3). The change in the name DOTHAM is due to the Greek text, from which this book is translated. In the Vat. and Alex. and Vulg. text—_it_ is also mentioned in Jud. iii. 9, where the A. V. has "Jehoram" (יוֹר- תי for יורה [Doroth]), and also the passages testify to the same feeling in the centre of the country near the southern edge of the great plain of Esdraelon.

Dothain was known to Eusebius (Onomasticon), who places it 12 miles to the N. of Sebaste (Samaria); and here it has been at length discovered in our own times by Mr. Van de Velde (i. 364, &c.) and Dr. Robinson (iii. 122), still bearing its ancient name unimpaired, and situated at the south end of a plain of the richest pasturage, 4 or 5 miles S. W. of Jenin, and separated only by a swell or two of hills from the plain of Esdraelon. The Tell or mound on which the ruins stand is described as very large ("huge," Van de Velde, i. 364); at its southern foot is still a fine spring. Close to it is saw, which was a corruption of מוסר Mosor = "the plain" (Reinach, pp. 742, 743).

6 It is right to say that the true site of Dothan was known to the Jewish traveler Rabbi ha-Parchi, s. b. 1500 (see Zunz's extract in note 4 to the references of Te- delius, Asher's ed. [ii. 431]), and to Schwartz, s. b. 1845 (p. 168); but neither of these travellers gives any account of the site.
DO TO WIT

an ancient road, running N. and S., the remains of the massive (Jewish?) pavement of which are still distinguishable (Van de Velde, pp. 398, 399). The great road from Bābīl to Egypt also passes near Dūthaim (Rob. iii. 122). The traditional site was at the Khew Jābbay Pass near Tell Ḫā'alm, at the N. of the Sea of Galilee. (See the quotations in Rob. ii. 419.) It need hardly be said that this position is not in accordance with the requirements of the narrative.

G.

* It shows the tenacity of the ancient names that the name of Dūthaim still clings to this site, though no village exists or has existed there for a long period. Near the ruins are now large cisterns behind which the name (like Dūthaim) was derived, such as in that country are liable at times to be left dry, as happened to be the true one into which Joseph was put by his brothers (Porter, in Kitto's Daily Bibl. Illustr. i. 315, ed. 1866). Its situation on the present line of travel from East-Jordan to Egypt confirms the truth of the Biblical history; for it is implied (Gen. xxxvi. 27) that the Dothain of Moses was on the great thoroughfare which led from Gilgal beyond the Jordan to the great centre of traffic in the valley of the Nile. Mr. Tristram (Land of Israel, p. 131, 2d ed.) spoke of meeting there a long caravan of males and asses laden (like the Ishmaelites of old), "on their way from Damascus to Egypt." See also Asher's Itinerary of Bashan of Thubil, ii. 434, and Bibl. Sacra, x. 122. Precisely here is found at the present day "the best pasture in all that region," and thus, though the narrative is silent as to the reason why "the sons of Jacob went from Shechem to Dothan, we see that it is the very place which herdsmen, such as they were, would naturally seek after having exhausted the supplies of their previous pasture-ground. It is distant from Shechem about 12 miles northward, and could be easily reached. The Tell or hill on which the ruins are now seen shows itself twice in the brief account of Elisha: it enables us to see how the king of Syria could station his forces so as to "comprise the city," and how "the mountain" could appear to the prophet's servant "full of horses and chariots of fire" (2 K. vi. 15, 17).

* DO TO WIT (A. v. 2 Cor. viii. 1), is a phrase now wholly obsolete, meaning to make known. "Do" was formerly used with other verbs in the same way, in the sense of "to make," "to cause." See Eastwood and Wright's Bible Word-Book, pp. 162, 163.

DOVE'S DUNG (Yênîh, יֵנִּיָה:!<p>perṣerēša; coluberis, i. e. v. 38, 46, 48, 59, 60, 61), is from a root signifying to deposit ordure. There seems good reason for taking this as a literal statement, and that the straits of the besieged were such that they did not hesitate even to eat such revolting food as is here mentioned (comp. Eks. Hrodol. ii. 32; Manuer on 2 K. vi. 25). The notion that some vegetable production is meant which was called by this name, may be compared with the fact that the Arabs call the herb Kali al-šuṣṣar sparrow's dung, and in German the word is called Taufelbeek. W. D.

DOVE'S DUNG (נִיָה, ניתניא: diqumim; Keri, יִנְיָה, יֵנָיָה; kōpōs περσερέων: stercorariae). Various explanations have been given of the passage in 2 K. vi. 25, which describes the famine of Samaria to have been so severe, that "an ass's head was sold for fourscore pieces of silver, and the fourth part of a cab of dove's dung for five pieces of silver." The old ver-

unused root יֵנִּיָה, to grow warm (comp. Arab. ķ̣ān), to burn with anger, and Gr. ἱέονις. None of the other derivations proposed for the word are at all probable; nor can we with Winer regard a word of this form as primitive. It is similar to מִיָה from the root מִיָה. Doves are kept in a domesticated state in many parts of the East. The pidgeon-cot is an universal feature in the houses of Upper Egypt. In Persia pidgeon-houses are erected at a distance from the dwellings for the purpose of collecting the dung as manure. There is probably an allusion to such a custom in Is. 10. 29. (N. of P. p. 257), speaking of Ascalon as the haunt of the Syrian Venus, says: "Her temple is destroyed, but the sacred doves—sacred by innumerable legends on the spot, and celebrated there even as late as Eusebius—still fill with their cooings the luxuriant gardens which grow in the sandy hollows within the ruined walls." It is supposed that the dove was placed upon the standards of the Assyrians and Babylonians in honor of Semiramis. Thallus (i. 7) says:—

"quod referat ut volitum crebra intacta per urbas Albæ Facetiæ sancta columba syra." This explains the expression in Jer. xxi. 38, מְנִיָה מִנָּיָה יֵנִּיָה, "from before the fierceness of the dove," i. e. the Assyrian (comp. Jer. xlii. 16, 1, 16). There is, however, no representation of the dove among the sculptures of Nineveh, so that it could hardly have been a common emblem of the nation at the time when they were executed; and the word in the above three passages of Jeremiah admits another interpretation. (See Gesen. Thes. p. 601 a.)

In 2 K. vi. 25, in describing the famine in Samaria, it is stated that "the fourth part of a cab of dove's dung was sold for five pieces of silver. (נִיָה כָּב, Keri ינייא, ינייא: kōpōs περσερέων: stercorariae). This is a root signifying to deposit ordure. There seems good reason for taking this as a literal statement, and that the straits of the besieged were such that they did not hesitate even to eat such revolting food as is here mentioned (comp. Eks. Hrodol. ii. 32; Manuer on 2 K. vi. 25). The notion that some vegetable production is meant which was called by this name, may be compared with the fact that the Arabs call the herb Kali al-šuṣṣar sparrow's dung, and in German the word is called Taufelbeek. W. D.
sions and very many ancient commentators are in favor of a literal interpretation of the Hebrew word. But, Dr. Smith remarks (Script. Herb. p. 130) that the pigeon's dung is meant the Ornithogalum umbellatum. We cannot allow this explanation, because if the edible and agreeable bulbs of this plant were denoted, it is impossible it should have been mentioned by the Spanish chronicler along with dogs, mice, &c. As an additional argument in favor of the literal interpretation of the passage in question may be adduced the language of Rabshakeh to the Jews in the time of Hezekiah (2 K. xviii. 27: 1, xxxvi. 12). Still it must be confessed there is difficulty in believing that so vile a substance should ever, even in the extremities of a horrible famine, have been sold at the rate of about one pint for six shillings and fourpence. We adopt, therefore, the cautious language of Keil (Comment. i. c.): "The above-stated facts prove no doubt the possibility, even the probability, of the literal meaning, but not its necessity: for which reason we refrain, with Gesenius, from deciding."

* Dr. Thomson agrees with those who think some species of vegetable food may be meant, which is, of course, to be so designated must have been very coarse and cheap. "The whimsical this may have been given to a kind of bean, on account of some fancied resemblance between the two. This would not be at all surprising, for the Arabs give the most quaint, obscure, and ridiculous names to their extraordinary edible medicines." See Land and Book, ii. 200. H.

DOWRY. [Marriage.]

DRACHMA (δραχμή; drachma; [Top. v. 15]): 2 Macc. iv. 19, x. 20, xii. 43; a 3 Macc. iii. 28; Luke xv. 8, 9, a Greek silver coin, varying in weight on account of the use of different talents. The Jews must have been acquainted with three talents, the Ptolemaic, used in Egypt and at Tyre, Sidon, and Berytus, and adopted for their own shekels: the Phoenician, used at Aratus and by the Persians: and the Attic, which was almost universal in Europe, and in great part of Asia. The drachmae of these talents weigh respectively, during the period of the Maccabees, about 55 gra. (roy. 58-3, and 66. The drachma mentioned in 2 Macc. are probably of the Schelence, and therefore of the Attic standard; but in Luke denarii seem to be intended, for the Attic drachma had been at that time reduced to about the same weight as the Roman denarius as well as the Ptolemaic drachma, and was wholly or almost superseded by it. This explains the remark of Josephus, ό τοκος . . . ἄττικας δέχεται δραχμὰς τίσσαρας (Ant. i. 8, § 2), for the four Ptolemaic drachmae of the shekel, as equal to four denarii of his time, were also equal to four Attic drachmae (Money; Silver, Piece IV). R. S. P.

DRAGON. The translators of the A. V., apparently following the Vulgate, have rendered by the same word "dragon" the two Hebrew words Τάρας, μέταρας, and Tannim, Τάννις. The similarity of the forms of the words may easily account for this confusion, especially as the masculine plural of the former, Tannim, actually assumes (in xx. 3) the form Tannim, and, on the other hand, Tannim is evidently written for the singular Tarn.

In the first and second of these passages the Vulg. has drachma.
niv in Ez. xxi. 3, xxi. 2. But the words appear to be quite distinct in meaning: and the distinction is generally, though not universally, preserved by the LXX.

I. The term is used, always in the plural, in Job xxx. 20; Is. xxxiv. 13, xiii. 20 (σώματες); in Is. xiii. 22 (φίλοι); in Jer. x. 22, xliii. 35 (προφηταὶ); in Ps. xiv. 19 (τίτλῳ καιρὸν); and in Jer. ix. 11, xvi. 6, lii. 57 (δράκανοι).

The feminine plural δράκαι is found in Mal. i. 3: a passage altogether differently translated by the LXX. It is always applied to some creatures inhabiting the desert, and connected generally with the words γυναικὰ ("ostrich") and θητή ("jackal"). We should conclude from this that it refers rather to some wild beast than to a serpent, and this conclusion is rendered almost certain by the comparison of the term in Jer. xiv. 6, to the wild ass sowing the wind, and the reference to their "wailing" in Mic. i. 8, and perhaps in Job xxx. 20. The Syriac (see Winer, Redhe, s. v. Schakal) renders it by a word which, according to Pococke, means a "jackal" (a beast whose peculiarly mournful howl in the desert is well known), and it seems most probable that this or some cognate species is to be understood whenever the word occurs.

II. The term θηταῖα, δράκαι (plur. δρᾶκαι), is always rendered as δρακόνιον in the LXX., except in Gen. i. 21, where we find κῆτος. It seems to refer to no great monster, whether of the land or the sea,7 being indeed more usually applied to some kind of serpent or reptile, but not exclusively restricted to that sense. When referring to the sea it is used as a parallel to τιτόκτις ("Leviathan"), as in Is. xxvii. 1; and indeed this latter word is rendered in the LXX. by δρακόνιον in Ps. lxiv. 14, cxv. 26; Job xl. 20; Is. xxvii. 1; and by κῆτος in Job iii. 8. When we examine special passages we find the word used in Gen. i. 21 of the great sea-monsters, the representatives of the inhabitants of the deep. The same sense is given to it in Ps. lxiv. 13 (where it is again connected with "Leviathan"), Ps. cxviii. 7, and probably in Job xii. 12 (Vulg. ψαρός). On the other hand, in Ex. viii. 9, 10, 12; Deut. xxxii. 39; Ps. xcv. 13, it refers to a fish, a powerful and deadly kind. It is also applied metaphorically to Pharaoh, or to Egypt (Is. lii. 9; Ex. xiv. 3, xxxii. 2; perhaps Ps. lxvii. 13), and in that case, especially as a sea are attributed to it, it most probably refers to the crocodile as the well-known emblem of Egypt. When, however, it is used of the king of Babylon, as in Jer. lii. 34, the same propriety would lead us to suppose that some great serpent, such as might inhabit the sandy plains of Babylonia, is intended.6

Such is the usage of the word in the 0. T. In the N. T. it is only found in the Apocalypse (Rev. xii. 3, 4, 7, 9, 16, 17, ৫), as applied metaphorically to "the old serpent, called the Devil, and Satan," the description of the "dragon" being dictated by the symbolical meaning of the image rather than by any reference to any actually existing creature. Of similar personification, either of an evil spirit or of the powers of matter Nature as distinct from God, we have traces in the extensive prevalence of dragon worship, and existence of dragon-temples of peculiar serpentine form, the use of dragon-standards, both in the East, especially in Egypt (see also the apocryphal history of Bel and the Dragon), and in the West, more particularly among the Celtic tribes. The most remarkable of all, perhaps, is found in the Greek legend of Apollo as the slayer of the Python, and the supplanter of the serpent-worship by a higher wisdom. The reason, at least of the Scriptural symbol, is to be sought not only in the union of gigantic power with craft and malignity, of which the serpent is the natural emblem, but in the record of the serpent's agency in the temptation (Gen. iii.). [SERPENT.]

A. B.

* DRAGON-WELL (Neh. ii. 13, A. V.), but more correctly FOUNTAIN (Δράκων). It is mentioned in the account of Nehemiah's night-exursion around Jerusalem (see Neh. as above). It is one of the uncertain points in the topography of the ancient city. Robinson assigns reasons for supposing it was a later name for the Gihon, which Hezekiah stopped up or concealed at the time of the Assyrian invasion (2 Chr. xxxiii. 3, 4, 30), near the site of the city of the valley of the two rivers (Bibl. Narr., i. 473, 514, 1st ed.). Barchay (City of the Great King, p. 315, 1st ed.) also places it there, and conjectures, among other explanations, that the name may have come from the figure of a dragon sculptured on the entablature of the Gihon. The LXX. substitutes Fountain of Figs for the Biblical designation. Seep maintains (Jerusalem and Its Environs, i. 272) that the Dragon-well of Nehemiah was the Bethesda of the N. T. (John v. 2), and that Bethesda is the present Hammah esk-Shofin (Bath of Healing), near one of the western avenues to the mosque of Omar. But in that case the well falls within Jerusalem, and not outside of it so as to be within the path of Nehemiah's circuit, whose object evidently was to survey the ruins of the entire city, and not merely those of Mount Zion or the City of David in its more restricted sense. [BETHESDA, 14.] Seep traces the name to a popular notion of some connection of a dragon with the interminable waters. He gives some curious proofs of the prevalence of such a superstition among various nations. (See also Rob. Bibl. Narr. i. 587, 1st ed.) In regard to Hammah esk-Shofin it may be mentioned that Dr. Wollcot was the first modern traveller who explored this remarkable well, and by an interesting account of the adventure in the Bibl. Scient., 1841, pp. 24-28, Tolsd (Die Römischen, p. 73 ft.) and Barchay (City of the Great King, p. 531 ft.) have repeated the examination.

* DRAM. [DARKON.]

DREAMS (δράκων; ἡ ἐννέα: samniim; καθ' ἐννέα in LXX., and καθ' ἐννέα in St. Matthew, are generally used for "in a dream"). The Scriptural record of God's communication with man by dreams has been so often supposed to involve much difficulty, that it seems not out of place to refer briefly to the nature and characteristics of dreams generally, before enumerating and classifying the dreams recorded in Scripture.

I. The main difference between our sleeping and waking thoughts appears to lie in this,—that, in the application of Is. xxviii. 1 appears to be uncertain.

6 The application of Is. xxviii. 1 appears more uncertain.
the former case, the perceptive faculties of the mind (the sensational powers, and the imagination which combines the impressions derived from them) are active, while the reflective powers (the reason or judgment by which we control those impressions, and distinguish between those which are imaginary or subjective, and those which are produced by, objective realities) are generally asleep. Milton's account of dreams (in Par. Lost, book v. 100-113) seems as accurate as it is striking:

But know, that in the soul Are many lesser faculties, that serve Reason as chief: among these Fancy next Her office holds: of all external things Which the five watchful senses represent She forms imaginations, sery shapes, Which Reason joining or disjoining, frames All what we affirm or what deny, and call Our knowledge or opinion; then retires Into her private cell, when nature rests.

Thus it is that the impressions of dreams are in themselves vivid, natural, and picturesque, occasionally gifted with an intuition beyond our ordinary powers, but strangely incongruous and often grotesque: the emotion of surprise or incredulity, which arises from a sense of incongruity, or of unconlikeness to the ordinary course of events, being in dreams a thing unknown. The mind seems to be surrendered to that power of association by which, even in its waking hours, if it be inactive and inclined to "nursing," it is often carried through a series of thoughts connected together by some vague and accidental association, until the reason, when it starts again into activity, is scarcely able to trace back the slender line of connection. The difference is, that, in this latter case, we are aware that the connection is of our own making, while in sleep it appears to be caused by an actual succession of events.

Such is usually the case, yet there is a class of dreams, sebdom noticed and indeed less common, but recognized by the experience of many, in which the reason is not wholly asleep. In these dreams it seems to look on, as it were, from without, and so to have a double consciousness: on the one hand we enter into the events of the dream, as though real; on the other we have a sense that it is but a dream, and a fear lest we should awake and its pogram should pass away.

In either case the ideas suggested are accepted by the mind in dreams at once and inevitably, instead of being weighed and tested, as in our waking hours. But it is evident that the method of such suggestion is still undetermined, and in fact is no more capable of being accounted for by any single cause than the suggestion of waking thoughts. The material of these latter is supplied either by ourselves, through the senses, the memory, and the imagination, or by other men, generally through the medium of words, or by the direct action of the spirit of God, or of created spirits of orders superior to our own or the spirit within us. So also it is in dreams. In the first place, although memory and imagination supply most of the material of dreams, yet physical sensations of cold and heat, of pain or of relief, even actual impressions of sound or of light, will often mould or suggest dreams, and the physical organs of speech will occasionally be made use of to express the emotions of the dreamer. In the second place, instances have been known where a few words whispered into a sleeper's ear have produced a dream corresponding to their subject. On these two points the two former cases are distinguished from the latter; and (as we are to judge of the difference by the way the events occur, and not by the notion of the mind) as the first is given by God, and the second as a consequence of free volition, it is evident that dreams are not to be valued as a test of the soul's spiritual condition.

II. It is, of course, with this last class of dreams that we have to do in Scripture. The dreams of memory or imagination are indeed referred to in Ex. v. 3; Le. xxix. 8; but it is the history of the Revelation of the Spirit of God to the spirit of man, whether sleeping or waking, which is the proper subject of Scripture itself.

It must be observed that, in accordance with the principle enunciated by St. Paul in 1 Cor. xiv. 15, dreams, in which the understanding is asleep, are recognized indeed as a method of divine revelation, but placed below the visions of prophecy, in which the understanding plays its part. It is true that the book of Job, standing as it does on the basis of "natural religion," dwells on dreams and "visions in deep sleep" as the chosen method of God's revelation of himself to man (see Job iv. 5, vii. 14, xxxii. 15). But in Num. xii. 6; Deut. xiii. 1, 3, 5; Jer. xxvii. 9; Joel ii. 28, &c., dreamers of dreams, whether true or false, are placed below "prophets," and even below "diviners;" and similarly in the climax of 1 Sam. xxviii. 6, we read that "as the Lord answered Saul not by dreams, nor by the dreams of the priests, but by a prophet." Under the Christian dispensation, while we read frequently of trances (ἐπιθυμίας) and visions (ὄρασις, ὀρέγοντα) dreams are never referred to as vehicles of divine revelation. In exact accordance with this principle are the actual records of the dreams sent by God. The greater number of such dreams were granted, for prediction or for warning, to those who were aliens to the Jewish covenant. Thus we have the record of the dreams of Abraham (Gen. xx. 7-17); Laban (Gen. xxxi. 24); of the chief butler and baker (Gen. xli. 5); of Pharaoh (Gen. xli. 1-8); of the Midianite (Judg. vii. 13); of Nebuchadnezzar (Dan. ii. 1, &c., iv. 10-18); and of the Magi (Matt. ii. 12), and of Pilate's wife (Matt. xxvii. 19). Many of these dreams, moreover, were symbolical and obscure, so as to require an interpreter. And, where dreams are recorded as means of God's revelation to his chosen servants, they are almost always referred to the periods of their earliest and most imperfect knowledge of him. So it is in the case of Abraham (Gen. xv. 12, and perhaps 1-9), of Jacob (Gen. xxvii. 12-15), of

---

a These powers are to be carefully distinguished (as in Butler's Analogy, part i. 1) from the organ through which they are exercised when we are awake.

b The same order, as being the natural one, is found in the earliest record of European mythology —

"ΑΑΑ ὅλα ἐν τῷ πάντα μέντι εἰσέρχεται, ἡ κρίσις.
Η καὶ διάτροπος, καὶ γέρας ἄντωμα ἐὰν οὖν ἐκείνωσαν ἔτη.
H ομώς προσευχήνθη καὶ ἑκάστου ἀνθρώπου ἐκτιβ.
Hom. Ρ. I. 68.
Joseph (Gen. xxxvii. 5-10), of Solomon (1 K. iii. 5), and in the N. T. of Joseph (Matt. i. 20, ii. 13, 19, 22). It is to be observed, moreover, that they belong especially to the earliest age, and become less frequent as the revelations of prophecy increase. The only exception to this is found in the dreams and visions of the night" given to Daniel (ii. 19, vii. 1), apparently in order to put before the false dream of the Chaldean belief in prophetic dreams and in the power of interpretation of the dreams, and yet to bring out the truth latent therein (comp. St. Paul’s miracles at Ephesus, Acts xix. 11, 12, and their effect, 18-20).

The general conclusion therefore is, first, that the Scripture claims the dream, as it does every other action of the human mind, as a medium through which God may speak to man either directly, that is, as we call it, "providentially," or indirectly in virtue of a general influence upon all his thoughts; and secondly, that it lays far greater stress on that divine influence by which the understanding also is affected, and leads us to believe that as such influence extends more and more, and is more, and more, and more, and revelation by dreams, unless in very peculiar circumstances, might be expected to pass away.

A. B.

DRESS. This subject includes the following particulars:—1. Materials. 2. Color and decoration. 3. Name, form, and mode of wearing the various articles. 4. The several uses relating thereto.

1. The materials were various, and multiplied with the advance of civilization. The earliest and simplest robe was made out of the leaves of a tree (Eh 17:8). A. V. “fig-tree”; and comp. the present Arabic name for the fig, (in, or teen), portions of which were sewn together, so as to form an apron (Gen. iii. 7). Asotic Jews occasionally used a similar material in later times. Josephus (Vit. § 2) records this of Bannus (σουτίς μὴν απὸ δέντρων χρύσονον), but whether it was made of the leaves, or the bark, is uncertain. After the Fall, the skins of animals supplied a more durable material (Gen. iii. 21), which was adapted to a rude state of society, and is stated to have been used by various ancient nations (I. K. iv. 13, 14; And. Introd. cap. 7, § 3). Skins were not wholly disposed at later periods: the aδωρος (773) worn by the Jews at the time of Christ was of a much less degree, and made of a sheep or goat skin. This is doubtless the material of which the ancient Jews made use, and which has been preserved in the costume of the Syrians. It is probable that the acquaintance of the Hebrews with linen, and perhaps cotton, dates from the period of the captivity in Egypt, when they were instructed in the manufacture (1 Chr. iv. 21). After their return to Palestine we have frequent notices of linen, the finest kind being named skĕsh (σκήσ), and at a later period bitts (βιττίς), the latter a word of Syrian, and the former of Egyptian origin, and each indicating the quality whence the material was procured: the term chλαδός was also applied to it from its brilliant appearance (I. K. xix. 9; Esth. i. 6, viii. 15). It is the βιττος of the LXX., and the N. T. (Luke xvi. 19; Rev. xvii. 16), and the “fine linen” of the A. V. It was used in the vestments of the high-priest (Ex. xxvii. 22), as well as by the wealthy (Gen. xii. 42; Prov. xxiv. 22; Luke xiv. 19).

[Linen]. A less costly kind was named bōd (βῶδ), which was used for certain portions of the high-priest’s dress (Ex. xxvii. 22; Lev. iv. 14, 20, 22), and for the ephod of Samuel (1 Sam. ii. 18), and David (2 Sam. vii. 14); it is worthy of notice, in reference to its quality and appearance, that it is the material in which angels are represented (Ez. iv. 3, 11, x. 2, 6, 7; Dan. x. 5, xii. 6; Rev. xvi. 5). A courser kind of linen, termed σαλμών (Ex. xii. 4), was used by the very poor [Linen]. The Hebrew term σαλμών (σαλμών, and σαλμῶν) and terminated in its natural state. The people wearing it had been identified with the Sagaritii-Bousamii (Nimroth, p. 163).
expresses a fine kind of linen, especially adapted for summer wear, as distinct from the saraballi, which was thick (Talmud, Menach., p. 41, 1). What may have been the distinction between skēt and sōlin (Prov. xxvi. 22, 24) we know not: the probability is that the latter name passed from the material to a particular kind of robe. Silk was not introduced until a very late period (Rev. xviii. 12): the term wełsi (נֵסָי: τριχασσος: Ez. xvi. 10) is of doubtful meaning [STILK]. The use of a mixed material (נֵסָי צָלֵבָנָא, א. v. spurious, LXX.: ἀντιδιασειμένον. Aquil.: ἀφρόλιχον. Gr. V.), such as wool and flax, was forbidden (Lev. xix. 19; Deut. xxii. 11), on the ground, according to Josephus (Ant. iv. 8, § 11), that such was reserved for the priests, or as being a practice usual among idolaters (Spencer. Leg. Heb. R. ii. 92), but more probably with the view of enforcing the general idea of purity and simplicity.

2. Color and decoration. The prevailing color of the Hebrew dress was the natural white of the unbleached wool, which might be brought to a high state of brilliancy by the art of the fuller (Mark ii. 3). Some of the terms applied to these materials (e. g. כֶּסֶת, כָּסָר, כָּסָרָן) are connected with words significant of whiteness, while many of the descriptions of garments have special reference to this quality (Job xxxviii. 14; Ps. civ. 1, 2; Is. lxiii. 3): white was held to be peculiarly appropriate to festive occasions (Exc. ix. 8; cf. Hor. Sat. ii. 2, 60), as well as symbolical of purity (Rev. iii. 4, 5, iv. 4, v. 9, 13). It is uncertain what the art of dyeing became known to the Hebrews; the east-asiatic passion worn by Joseph (Gen. xxxviii. 3, 23) is variously taken to be either a "coat of divers colors" (πολυχρῶς, Vulg.; comp. the Greek πολύχρωμος, II. iii. 126, xxii. 441), or a tunic furnished with sleeves and reaching down to the ankles, as in the versions of Aquil., ἀστραγάλιος, καρπωτός, and Symmachus, χεροπνευτός, and in the Vulg. (2 Sam. xiii. 18), taboris, and as described by Josephus (Ant. vii. 8, § 1). The latter is probably the correct sense, in which case we have no evidence of the use of variegated robes previously to the sojourn of the Hebrews in Egypt, though the notice of scarlet thread (Gen. xxviii. 28) implies some acquaintance with dyeing, and the light summer robe (נֵסָי כְּרֵת: בְּאֵיסָרָן: veil, A. V.) worn by Rebecca and Tamar (Gen. xxiv. 65, xxxviii. 14, 19) was probably of an ornamental character. The Egyptians had carried the art of weaving and embroidery to a high state of perfection, and from them the Hebrews learned various methods of producing decorated stuffs. The elements of ornamentation were—(1) weaving with threads previously dyed (Ex. xxxv. 25; cf. Wilkinson's Egyptians, iii. 125); (2) the introduction of gold thread or wire (Ex. xxviii. 6 ff.); (3) the addition of figures, probably of animals and hunting or battle scenes (cf. Layard, ii. 297), in the case of garments, in the same manner as the cherubim were represented in the curtains of the tabernacle (Ex. xxvi. 1, 31, xxxii. 8, 35). These devices may have been either woven into the stuff, or cut out of other stuff and afterwards attached by needlework: in the former case the pattern would appear only on one side, in the latter the pattern might be varied. Such is the distinction, according to Talmudical writers, between cunning-work and needlework, or as marked by the use of the singular and dual number, הבֶּן [nēdālek], needlework, and הבֶּן [nēdālek], needlework on both sides (Judg. v. 30, A. V.), though the latter term may after all be accepted in a simple way as a dual = two embroidered robes (Bertheau, Comm. in l. e.). The account of the corslet of Amasis (Her. iii. 47) illustrates the processes of decoration described in Exodus. Robes decorated with gold (נֵסָי כְּרֵת), Ps. xlv. 13), and at a later period with silver thread (Joseph. Ant. xiv. 8, § 2: cf. Acts xii. 21), were worn by royal personages: other kinds of embroidered robes were worn by the wealthy both of Tyre (Ex. xxi. 13) and Palestine (Judg. v. 30; Ps. xlv. 14). The art does not appear to have been maintained among the Hebrews: the Babylonians and other eastern nations (Jos. viii. 21; Ez. xxviii. 24), as well as the Egyptians (Ez. xxviii. 7), excelled in it. Nor does the art of dyeing appear to have been followed up in Palestine: dyed robes were imported from foreign countries (Zeph. i. 8), particularly from Phoenicia, and were not much used on account of their expensiveness: purple (Prov. xxvi. 22; Luke xvi. 19) and scarlet (2 Sam. i. 24) were occasionally worn by the wealthy. The surrounding nations were more lavish in their use of them: the wealthy Tyrians (Ez. xxvii. 7), the Midianitish kings (Judg. v. 26), the Assyrian nobles (Ez. xxviii. 6), and Persian officers (Est. vii. 15), are all represented in purple. The general hue of the Persian dress was more brilliant than that of the Jews: hence Ezekiel (xxiii. 12) describes the Assyrians as נֵסָי כְּרֵת, lit. clothed in perfection; according to the LXX. εἰδρυμένα, wearing robes with handsome borders. With regard to the head-dress in particular, as described as פֶּסַּנְכָּה בָּרָאָר (παρωπός Βαρσαλι; A. V. "dyed attire [Ez. xxiii. 15]") cf. Or. Met. xiv. 654, mitres pictae, some doubt exists whether the word rendered dyed does not rather mean freezing (Genen. Thestr. p. 542; Layard, ii. 308).

3. The names, forms, and mode of wearing the robes. It is difficult to give a satisfactory account of the various articles of dress mentioned in the Bible: the notices are for the most part incidental, and refer to a lengthened period of time, during which the fashions must have frequently changed: while the collateral sources of information, such as sculpture, painting, or contemporary records, are but scanty. The general characteristics of oriental dress have indeed preserved a remarkable uniformity in all ages: the modern Arab dresses much as the ancient Hebrew did; there are the same flowing robes, the same distinction between the outer and inner garments, the former heavy and warm, the latter light, adapted to the rapid and excessive changes of temperature in those countries; and there is the same distinction between the costume of the rich and the poor, consisting in the multiplication of robes of a finer texture and more ample dimensions. Hence the numerous illustrations of ancient costume, which may be drawn from the usages of modern Orientals, supplying in great measure the want of contemporaneous representations. With regard to the figures which some have identified as Jews in Egyptian paintings and Assyrian sculptures, we cannot but consider the evidence insufficient. The figures in the painting at
DRESS

Beni Hassan, delineated by Wilkinson (Aegypt. ii. 296), and supposed by him to represent the arrival of Joseph's brethren, are dressed in a manner at variance with our ideas of Hebrew costume; the more important garments wear a double tunic, the upper one constructed so as to pass over the left shoulder and under the right arm, leaving the right shoulder exposed; the servants wear nothing more than a skirt or kilt, reaching from the loins to the knee. Wilkinson suggests some collateral reasons for doubting whether they were really Jews; to which we may add a further objection that the presents which these persons bring with them are not what we should expect from Gen. xlii. 11. Certain figures inscribed on the face of a rock at Behistun, near Kermanshah, were supposed by Sir R. K. Porter to represent Sumarians captured by Shalmaneser; they are given in Vanst's Nineveh, p. 372. These sculptures are now recognized as of a later date, and the figures evidently represent people of different nations, for the tunics are alternately short and long. Again, certain figures discovered at Nineveh have been pronounced to be Jews; in one instance the presence of hats and boots is the ground of identification (Bonomi, Ninev., p. 197; comparing Dan. iii. 21); but if, as we shall hereafter show, the original words in Dan. have been misunderstood by our translators, no conclusion can be drawn from the presence of these articles. In another instance the figures are simply dressed in a short tunic, with sleeves reaching nearly to the elbow, and confined at the waist by a girdle, a style of dress which was so widely spread throughout the East that it is impossible to pronounce what particular nation they may have belonged to; the style of head-dress seems an objection to the supposition that they are Jews. These figures are given in Bonomi's Ninev., p. 381.

The costume of the men and women was very similar; there was sufficient difference, however, to mark the sex, and it was strictly forbidden to a woman to wear the appendages (\( \sigma \) : σαρώνειν), such as the staff, signet ring, and other ornaments, or, according to Josephus (Ant. iv. 8, § 43), the weapons of a man; as well as to a man to wear the outer robe (\( \nu \) : τοίχωνος) of a woman (Dent. xxii. 5); the reason of the prohibition, according to Maimonides (Mish. Nekh. iii. 31), being that such was the practice of idolaters (cf. Carpox. Appar. p. 514); but more probably it was based upon the general principle of propriety. We shall first describe the robes which were common to the two sexes, and then those which were peculiar to women.

(1.) The othometh (\( \nu \) : τοίχωνος), whence the Greek ετομοθήκη was the most essential article of dress. It was a closely fitting garment, resembling in form and use our shirt, though unfortunately translated coat in the A. V. The material of which it was made was either wool, cotton, or linen. From Josephus's observation (Ant. iii. 7, § 4) with regard to the ωδίν, that it was \( \varepsilon \nu \, \varepsilon \, \rho \varepsilon \, \sigma \, \tau \varepsilon \, \alpha \varepsilon \) ρεπερατσαγμετόνωσθαι, we may probably infer that the ordinary othometh or tunic was made in two pieces, which were sewn together at the sides. In this case the ετομοθήκη δίαδος worn by our Lord (John xiv. 23) was either a singular one, or, as is more probable, was the upper tunic or ωδίν. The primitive othometh was without sleeves and reached only to the knee, like the Doric χιτών: it may also have been, like the latter, partially opened at one side, so that a person in rapid motion was exposed (2 Sam. vi. 20). Another kind, which we may compare with the Ionian χιτών, reached to the wrists and ankles: such was probably the εθομοθήκη περσία worn by Joseph (Gen. xlii. 3, 23), and Tamar (2 Sam. xliii. 18), and that which the priests wore (Joseph. Anti. iii. 7, § 2). It was in either case kept close to the body by a girdle (Γυμνάστη), and the fold formed by the overlapping of the robe served as an inner pocket, in which a letter or any other small article might be carried (Joseph. Anti. xiv. 5, § 7).

A person wearing the othometh alone was described

Fig. 1. An Egyptian. (Lane's Modern Egyptians.)

as \( \nu \) νακόλ, A. V.; we may compare the use of the term γυμνικαι as applied to the Spartan virgins (Plut. I. ge., 14), of the Latin nudae (Virg. Georg. i. 299), and of our expression stripped. Thus it is said of Saul after having taken off his upper garments (\( \nu \) : ἄµπελον, 1 Sam. xix. 24); of Isaiah (Is. xx. 2) when he put off his sackcloth, which was usually worn over the tunics (cf. Jon. iii. 6); and only on special occasions next the skin (2 K. vi. 30); of a warrior who has cast off his military cloak (Am. ii. 16; cf. Lev. iii. 23, inermis mitutique); and of Peter without his fisher's coat (John xxi. 5). The same expression is elsewhere applied to the poorly clad (Job xxii. 6; Is. viii. 7; James i. 13).

The above wood-cut (fig. 1) represents the simplest style of Oriental dress, a long loose shirt or othometh without a girdle, reaching nearly to the ankles. The same robe, with the addition of the girdle, is shown in fig. 4.

In fig. 2 we have the ordinary dress of the modern Bedouin: the tunic overlaps the girdle at the waist, leaving an ample fold, which serves as a pocket. Over the tunic he wears the ωδίν, or striped phaid, which completes his costume.

(2.) The σιδήν (\( \nu \) : σίδην) appears to have been a wrapper of fine linen (σίδηνω, I. XX.). It might be used in various ways, but especially as a night-shirt (Mark xv. 36; cf. Her. ii. 53; Schleusner's Lex. in N. T. s. v.). The Hebrew term is given in the Syriac N. T. as \( \nu \) νάρπα (Luke xix. 29), and Ναρπά (John xiii. 4). The material or robe
is mentioned in Judg. xiv. 12, 13 (sheet, shirt). A. V., Prov. xxii. 24, and Is. iii. 24 (fine linen, A. V.); but in none of these passages is there anything to decide its specific meaning. The Talmudic writers occasionally describe the *tallith*

---

**Fig. 2. A Bedouin. (Lynch, Dead Sea.)**

[tallith, or *tallith*] under that name, as being made of fine linen: hence Lightfoot (Exegeses on Mark xiv. 51) identifies the σταυρών worn by the young man as a *tallith*, which he had put on in his haste without his other garments.

(3.) The *me'il* (ME'IL) was an upper or second tunic, the difference being that it was longer than the first. It is hence termed in the LXX. *σωμάτις ποδήγα*, and probably in this sense the term is applied to the *coteneth passin* (2 Sam. xiii. 18), implying that it reached down to the feet. The sacerdotal *me'il* is elsewhere described. [Priest.]

As an article of ordinary dress it was worn by kings (1 Sam. xxiv. 4), prophets (1 Sam. xviii. 14), nobles (Job i. 20), and youths (3 Sam. ii. 19). It may, however, be doubted whether the term is used in its specific sense in these passages, and not rather in its broad etymological sense (from ἰέλειν, to cover); for any robe that chance to be worn over the *coteneth*. In the LXX. the renderings vary between ἱπποδήγα (1 Sam. xviii. 4; 2 Sam. xiii. 18; 1 Sam. ii. 19, Theodot.), a term properly applied to an upper garment, and specially used in John xii. 7 for the linen coat worn by the Phoenician and Syrian fishermen (Theophyl. in l. c.), δινός (1 Sam. ii. 19, xv. 27, xxiv. 4, 11, xxviii. 14; Job xxix. 14), ιμάτιον (Job i. 20), στολή (1 Chr. xv. 27; Job ii. 12), and ἱπποδήγα (Ex. xxix. 21; Lev. viii. 7), showing that generally speaking it was regarded as an upper garment. This further appears from the passages in which notice of it occurs: in 1 Sam. xviii. 4 it is the "robe" which Jonathan first takes off; in 1 Sam. xxvii. 14 it is the "mantle" in which Samuel is enveloped; in 1 Sam. xxv, 27, it is the "mantle," the skirt of which is rent (cf. 1 K. xi. 30, where the *yōdāh* is similarly treated); in 1 Sam. xxiv. 4, it is the "robe," under which Saul slept (generally the *yōdāh* was so used); and in Job i. 20, ii. 12, it is the "mantle" which he rends (cf. Ezr. ix. 3, 5); in these passages it evidently describes an outer robe, whether the *simlah*, or the *me'il* itself used as a *simlah*. Where two tunics are mentioned (Luke iii. 11) as being worn at the same time, the second would be a *me'il*; travellers generally wore two (Joseph. Ant. xiv. 7, § 7), but the practice was forbidden to the disciples (Matt. x. 19; Luke ix. 31).

The dress of the middle and upper classes in modern Egypt (fig. 3) illustrates the customs of the Hebrews. In addition to the shirt, they wear a long vest of striped silk and cotton, called *kafthān*, descending to the ankles, and with ample sleeves, so that the hands may be concealed at pleasure. The girdle surrounds this vest. The outer robe consists of a long cloth coat, called *gibbel*, with sleeves reaching nearly to the wrist. In cold weather the *ahlī* is thrown over the shoulders.

---

**Fig. 3. An Egyptian of the upper classes. (Lam.)**

(4.) The ordinary outer garment consisted of a quadrangular piece of woollen cloth, probably resembling in shape a Scotch plaid. The size and texture would vary with the means of the wearer. The Hebrew terms referring to it are — *simlah* (SIMLAH), occasionally *yōdāh*, which appears to have had the broadest sense; and sometimes is put for clothes generally (Gen. xxvi. 2, xxxii. 34; Ex. iii. 22, xxii. 9; Deut. x. 18; Is. iii. 7, iv. 1), though once used specifically of the warrior's cloak (Is. ix. 5); *be'edāh* (BE'DAHL), which is more usual in speaking of robes of a handsome and substantial character (Gen. xxvii. 15, xli. 42; Ex. xxviii. 2; 1 K. xxii. 10; 2 Chr. xviii. 9; Is. liii. 1): *cesith* (CESITH), appropriate to passages where covering or protection is the prominent idea (Ex. xxii. 29; Job xxvi. 6, xxxi. 19); and lastly *ḥabāh* (ḤAH), usual in poetry, but specially applied to a warrior's cloak (2 Sam. xx. 8; priests' vestments (2 K. x. 22), and royal apparel (Esth. vi. 11, viii. 15). A cognate term (mēlōhād (MELOH)) describes specifically a state-dress, whether as used in a royal household (1 K. x. 5); or speaking to festivals (2 K. x. 22): elsewhere it is used generally for robes of a handsome character (Job xxvii. 16; Is. liii. 3; Ez. xvi. 13; Zeph. i. 8). Another
term, *mad* (μαθήματα), with its derivatives *μαθήματος* (Ps. xxxiii. 2), and *μαθήματι* (2 Sam. x. 4; 1 Chr. xix. 4), is expressive of the length of the Hebrew garments (1 Sam. iv. 12, xviii. 4), and is specifically applied to a long cloak (Judg. iii. 16; 2 Sam. xx. 8), and to the priest’s coat (Lev. vi. 19). The Greek terms *βαδαρία* and *στολή* express the corresponding idea, the latter being specially appropriate to robes of more than ordinary grandeur (1 Mac. x. 21, xiv. 9; Mark xii. 38, xvi. 35; Luke xxv. 22, xx. 46; Rev. vi. 11, xii. 9, 13); the *χτένιον* and *βαδαρία* (τάνυα, *πολλίαια, Vulg.: *veil, cloak, A. V.*) are brought into juxtaposition in Matt. v. 40 and Acts ix. 39. The *bejelg* might be worn in various ways, either wrapped round the body, or worn over the shoulders, like a shawl, with the ends or “skirts” (*παφρόγιαν, *παφρόγιαν*) hanging down in front; or it might be thrown over the head, so as to conceal the kind of shawl (Is. iii. 22), but how differing from the one just mentioned, we know not; the etymological meaning of the first name is *expanded*, of the second, *εὐποίεσθαι*; (3) *τιφλή* (*τιτιφλής, *θηραπών: veil, A. V.*), a robe worn by Bethzak or approaching Isaac (Gen. xxviii. 65), and by Tanan when she assumed the guise of a harlot (Gen. xxxvii. 14, 19); it was probably, as the LXX. represents it, a light summer dress of handsome appearance (*περίμελα* το *θηραπών* καί *εκάλως* *πάραντος*, Gen. xxxvii. 14), and of ample dimensions, so that it might be thrown over the head at pleasure; (4) *ριβόλ* (*ριβάλις: A. V.* “veil”), a similar robe (Is. iii. 23; Cant. v. 7), and substituted for the *τιφλή* in the Chaldee version: we may conceive of these robes as resembling the *pylon* of the Greeks, which might be worn over the head, as represented in Dict. of Ant. p. 885, or again as resembling the *hodhai* and *wili* of the modern Egyptians (Lane, i. 73, 75); (5) *πεθψίλ* (*πεθψίλος*: *χτένιον, μεσοσπόρων: bowing over, A. V.*), a term of doubtful origin, but probably significant of a gay holiday dress (Is. iii. 24); to the various explanations enumerated by Gesenius (Thes. p. 1137), we may add one proposed by Nauck (Arch. i. 31). *ριβόν* or *ριβίλ*, *πλευρίς, πλευρία* in which case it = *unbridled pleasure*, and has no reference to dress at all; (6) *κοπρία* (*κοπρίας, Is. iii. 23), also a doubtful word, explained in the LXX. as a transparent dress, i.e. of gauze (διαμανευρία Αλεξάνδρου): Schneider (vb. Vest. Med. R. H., p. 511) supports this view, but more probably the word means, as in the A. V., *glasse*. The garments of females were terminated by an ample border or fringe (*πολλίαια, παφρόγια: skirts, which concealed the feet* (Is. xvi. 2); Jer. xiii. 22).
DRESS

round the body, the upper parts being attached to the shoulders: another piece of the same stuff is used for the head-veil, or tarhah.

Having now completed our description of Hebrew dress, we add a few remarks relative to the selection of equivalent terms in our own language. It must at once strike every Biblical student as a great defect in our Authorized Version that the same English word should represent various Hebrew words; e.g., that "veil" should be promiscuously used for ṭēḇiḇ (Is. iii. 23), ṭēḇiḇph (Gen. xxiv. 65), mitpachath (Ruth iii. 13), meschah (Ex. xxxvi. 33); "robe" for me'īl (1 Sam. xvii. 4), cetweneth (Is. xxvii. 21), œbbereth (Jon. iii. 6), adarākh (Mic. ii. 8); "mantle" for me'īl (1 Sam. xvi. 27), œbbereth (1 K. xix. 13), me'atāphph (Is. iii. 22); and "coat" for me'īl (1 Sam. ii. 19), cetweneth (Gen. iii. 21); and conversely that different English words should be promiscuously used for the same Hebrew one, as me'īl is translated "coat," "robe," "mantle;" adarākh "robe," "mantle." Uniformity would be desirable, in as far as it can be attained, so that the English reader might understand that the same Hebrew term occurred in the original text, where the same English term was found in the translation. Beyond uniformity, correctness of translation would also be desirable; the difficulty of attaining this in the subject of dress, with regard to which the customs and associations are so widely at variance in our own country and in the East, is very great. Take, for instance, the cetweneth: at once an undergarment, and yet not unfrequently worn without anything over it; a skirt, as being worn next the skin; and a coat, as being the upper garment worn in a house: deprive the Hebrew of his cetweneth, and he was positively naked: deprive the Englishman of his coat, and he has under-garments still. The beged again: in shape probably like a Scotch plaid, but the use of such a term would be unintelligible to the minds of English peasantries: in use unlike any garment with which we are familiar, for we only wear a great-coat or a cloak in bad weather, whereas the Hebrew and his beged were inseparable. With such difficulties attending the subject, any attempt to render the Hebrew terms must be, more or less, a compromise between correctness and modern usage: and the English terms which we are about to propose must be regarded merely in the light of suggestions. Cetweneth answers in many respects to "frock": the sailor's "frock" is constantly worn next the skin, and either with or without a coat over it: the "smock-frock" is familiar to us as an upper garment, and still as a kind of undress. In shape and material these correspond with cetweneth, and like it, the term "frock" is applied to both sexes. In the sacerdotal dress a more technical term might be used: "vestment." In its specific sense as the chasuble, or orphal, would represent it very aptly. Me'īl may perhaps be best rendered "gown," for this too applies to both sexes, and, when to men, always in an official sense, as the academic gown, the alderman's gown, the barrister's gown, just as me'īl appears to have represented an official or, at all events, a special dress. In sacerdotal dress "alb" exactly meets it, and retains still, in the Greek church, the very name, ἐπίκλες, by which the me'īl is described in the LXX. The sacerdotal approach, perhaps, most nearly to the term "gown," the ἔμφαρσις of the Greek church, which we may compare with the ἔμφασις of the LXX. Ἰδιμνιον answers in several respects to "pelisse," although this term is now applied almost exclusively to female dress. Ἱδίμνον = "linen wrapper." Σιάδιθ we would render "garment," and in the "alba," as the broadest term of the kind: beged, "vestment," as being of superior quality; lebākh, "robe," as still superior: nēd, "cloak," as being long; and nūbdānā, "dress," in the special sense in which the term is not unfrequently used as = fine dress. In female costume mitpachath might be rendered "shawl," me'atāphph "mantle," tēḇiḇph "handsome dress," ṭēḇiḇph "cloak."

In addition to these terms, which we have thus far extracted from the Bible, we have in the Talmudical writers an entirely new nomenclature. The tōliṯ (tollith or tolitθ) (תולית) is frequently noticed; it was made of fine linen, and had a fringe attached to it, like the beged; it was of ample dimensions, so that the head might be enveloped in it, as was usual among the Jews in the act of prayer. The kōliṯ (תולית) was probably another name for the tōliṯ, derived from the Greek κολλίθων; Epiphanius (i. 15) represents the στρωλίς of the Pharsees as identical with the διαθεόκατον : the latter, as known to us, was a close tunic without sleeves. The čalāk (בלק) was a woolen shirt, worn as an under tunic. The mōšerōn (מפרון) was a mantle or outer garment (cf. Eightfoot, Eexactations on Matt. v. 40; Mark xiv. 51; Luke ix. 3, &c.).

Gloves (גהלים or גהל) are also noticed (Celin, xvi. 6, xxiv. 15, xxv. 3), not, however, as worn for luxury, but for the protection of the hands in manual labor.

With regard to other articles of dress, see GIRDLE; HANDKERCHIEF; HEADDRESS; HEM OF GARMENT; SANDALS; SHOES; VEIL.

The dresses of foreign nations are occasionally referred to in the Bible: that of the Persians is described in Dan. iii. 21 in terms which have been variously understood, but which may be identified with the statements of Herodotus (i. 195, vii. 61) in the following manner:—(1) The sarbādin
(λόγαρχος) A. V. = ἀναρχικὸς or ἀναχριστής, which were the distinctive features in the Persian as compared with the Hebrew dress; (2) the petiōn (πετίων) A. V. = ἄκρων εἰρήνης or inner tunic; (3) the chēthos (χέθος) A. V. = ἄλας εἰρήνης κυθών or outer tunic, corresponding to the coat of the Hebrews; (4) the lekith (λεκίθιος) A. V. = garment) = χαλκαρίδα ἀνδρός or cloak, which was worn like the bagad, over all. In addition to these terms, we have notice of a robe of state of fine linen, βερίκα (βερίκα): διάδυσμα: sericum petiōn, so called from its ample dimensions (Est. viii. 15). The same expression is used in the Chaldee for purple garments in Ez. xxvii. 16.

The references to Greek or Roman dress are few, the χάλκιον (2 Mac. xii. 35; Matt. xxvii. 28) was either the pateraum, the military scarf of the Roman soldier, or the Greek chiton itself, which was introduced under the Emperors. (Dict. of Ant. art. Chiton), it was especially worn by officers. The travelling chēth (χέθος) referred to by St. Paul (2 Tim. iv. 13) is generally identified with the Roman perna, of which it may be a corruption; the Talmudical writers have a similar name (טַלְמֵד or טַלְמֵד). It is, however, otherwise explained as a travelling case for carrying clothes or books (Onomast. St. Paul, ii. 494).

4. The customs and associations connected with dress are numerous and important, mostly arising from the peculiar form and mode of wearing the outer garments. The bagad, for instance, could be applied to many purposes besides its proper use as a vestment; it was sometimes used to carry a burden (Ex. xii. 34; Judg. viii. 25: Prov. xxx. 4), as Ruth used her shawl (Ruth iii. 15); or to wrap up an article (1 Sam. xxi. 9); or again as an impromptu saddle (Matt. xxi. 7). Its most important use, however, was a covering at night (Ex. xxi. 27; Ruth iii. 9: Ez. xvi. 8), whence the word is sometimes taken for bed-clothes (1 Sam. xiii. 11). K. I. 1): The Barabian applies his abba to a similar purpose (Niedner, Descrip. p. 56). On this account a creditor could not retain it after sunset (Ex. xxii. 12, 13; cf. John vi. 6, xiv. 7; Am. ii. 8). The custom of placing garments in pew appears to have been very common, so much so that ἐπέδρασε, pledge = a garment (Deut. xxiv. 12, 14); the accumulation of such pledges is referred to in Hab. ii. 6 (ὅτου ἔθεν εαυτὸν ἄκρως, i.e. ἀπέδρασε, where the A. V. following the LXX. and Vulg. reads ἐπέδρας, a thick day); this custom prevailed in the time of our Lord, who bids his disciples give up the ἱματίαν, bagad, in which they slept, as well as the κέπος (Matt. xvi. 10). At the present day it is not unusual to size the ἀπόθεμα as compensation for an injury: an instance is given in Wortel's Syr. i. 263.

The loose flowing character of the Hebrew robe admitted of a variety of symbolical actions; rendering them expressive of various emotions, as grief (Gen. xxxiv. 34; Jud. i. 29; 2 Sam. ii. 21) mourning, fear (1 K. xvi. 27; 2 K. xxii. 19), indignation (2 K. v. 7, xi. 14; Matt. xvi. 65), or despair (Judg. xi. 35; Esth. iv. 1): generally the outer garment alone was thus used (Gen. xxxvii. 34; Job i. 20, ii. 12), occasionally the inner (2 Sam. xv. 32), and occasionally both (Ezra. ix. 3; Matt. xxvi. 65, compared with Mark xiv. 63). Shaking the garments, or shaking the dust off them, was a sign of renunciation (Acts vii. 53); spreading them before a person, of loyalty and joyous reception (2 K. ix. 13; Matt. xxi. 8): wrapping them round the head, of awe (1 K. xiii. 13), or of grief (2 Sam. xv. 30; Esth. vi. 12; Jer. xiv. 3, 4); casting them off, of excitement (Acts xxii. 23); laying hold of them, of supplication (1 Sam. xv. 27; Is. iii. 6, iv. 1; Zech. viii. 23).

The length of the dress rendered it inconvenient for active exercise; hence the outer garments were either left in the house by a person working close by (Matt. xxviii. 14), or were thrown off when the occasion arose (Mark x. 50; John xiii. 47; Acts v. 38); or, if this was not possible, as in the case of a person travelling, they were girded up (1 K. xviiii. 46; 2 K. iv. 20, ix. 1: 1 Pet. i. 13); on entering a house the upper garment was probably laid aside and resumed on going out (Acts xii. 8). In a sitting posture the garments concealed the feet; this was held to be an act of reverence (Is. vi. 2; see Louth's note). The proverbial expression in 1 Sam. xxiv. 22: 1 K. xiv. 10, xvi. 21: 2 K. ix. 8, probably owes its origin to the length of the garments, which made another habit more natural (cf. Her. ii. 35; Xen. Cyrop. i. 2, § 16; Ammian. Marcell. xiii. 6): the expression is variously understood to mean the honest or the unfastened of the people (Gen. xxxi. 30; John xxvii. 28; Neh. iii. 5).

The putting on and off of garments, and the case with which it was accomplished, are frequently referred to: the Hebrew expressions for the first of these operations, as regards the outer robe, are ἐπέδρας, to put on, ἔπεδρας, and ἔπεδρας, lit. to cover, the three latter having special reference to the amplitude of the robes; and for the second ἐπέδρας, lit. to expand, which was the natural result of taking off a wide, loose garment. The case of these operations forms the point of comparison in 's. cii. 26; Jer. xiii. 12. In the case of closely fitting robes the expression is ἐπέδρας, lit. to gird, which is applied to the ephod (1 Sam. i. 18; 2 Sam. vi. 14), to sackcloth (2 Sam. iii. 31; Is. xxxvii. 1); Jer. xiv. 4). The sense of the term may illustrate Gen. iii. 7, where the garments used by our first parents are called ἐπέδρας (A. V. = aprons), probably meaning such as could be wound round the body. The converse term is ἐπεδρασμός, to loosen, or uncover (Ps. xxx. 11: Is. xx. 2).

The number of suits possessed by the Hebrews was considerable. A single suit consisted of an under and upper garment, and was termed ἄναρχος (stoiχος) Ἰατρική, i.e. apperiments vestis LXX.: Judg. xvii. 10). Where more than one is
spoken of, the suits are termed ἀλαχοῦσα στολή; cf. Hom. Od. viii. 249, ὑπάρχοντας: changes of raiment, A. V.). These formed in ancient times one of the most usual presents among Orientals (Harmer, Observations, ii. 379 ff.); five (Gen. xxiv. 22) and even ten changes (2 K. v. 5) were thus presented, while as many as thirty were proposed as a wager (Judg. xiv. 12, 19). The highest token of affection was to present the robe actually worn by the giver (1 Sam. xviii. 4; cf. Hom. Il. ii. 320; Harmer, ii. 385). The presentation of a robe in many instances amounted to installation or investiture (Gen. xii. 42; Esth. viii. 15; Is. xxii. 21; cf. Morier, Second Journey, p. 93); on the other hand, taking it away amounted to dismissal from office (2 Macc. iv. 38). The production of the best robe was a mark of special honor in a household (Luke xv. 22). The number of robes thus received or kept in store for presents was very large, and formed one of the main elements of wealth in the East (Job xxvii. 16; Matt. vi. 19; James v. 2), so that to have clothing = to be wealthy and powerful (Is. iii. 6, 7). On grand occasions the entertainer offered becoming robes to his guests (Trench on Parables, p. 231). Hence in large households a wardrobe ἀλαχοῦσα, was required for their preservation (2 K. x. 22; cf. Harmer, ii. 382), superintended by a special officer named ἀπόθηκος, keeper of the wardrobe (2 Chr. xxxiv. 22). Robes reserved for special occasions are termed ἀλαχοῦσα (A. V. "changeable suits"); Is. iii. 22; Zech. iii. 4), because laid aside when the occasion was past.

The color of the garment was, as we have already observed, generally white; hence a spot or stain readily showed itself (Is. ixii. 3; Jude 23; Rev. iii. 4): reference is made in Lev. xiiii. 47 ff. to a greenish or reddish spot of a leprous character. Jain (Archæol. i. 8, § 135) conceives this to be not the result of leprosy, but the depredations of a small insect: but Schilling (de Lepor. p. 192) maintains that leprosy taints clothes, and adds that certain unripe oleander-berries and toads increasement expressed upon the garment sub leprosum; a tract of the same name, of which the Hebrew expression is the Hebrew form (Knobel, Comm. in l. c.). Frequent washings and the application of the fuller's art were necessary to preserve the purity of the Hebrew dress. [SOAP, FULLER.

The business of making clothes devolved upon women in a family (Prov. xxvii. 22; Acts ix. 39); little art was required in what we may term the tailoring department; the garments came forth for the most part ready-made from the loom, so that the weaver superintended the tailor. The references to sewing are therefore few: the term ἀλαχοῦσα (Gen. iii. 7; Job xvi. 13; Eccl. iii. 7; Ez. xiii. 18) was applied by the later Jews to mourning rather than making clothes. The Hebrews were liable to the charge of ex- travagance in dress; Isaiah in particular (iii. 16 ff) ditates on the numerous robes and ornaments worn by the women of his day. The same subject is referred to in Jer. iv. 30; Ez. xvi. 10; Zeph. i. 8, and in a later age Tim. i. 9; 1 Pet. iii. 3. W. L. B.

a "Sicca Hebrew seronim ornare omnia potius non mepatur, quin inebriari potest, sive ulla, quo frumentum contineat, utrum pomerum sacer, aut cum tavi decoquantur in dulcem et barbarum poisonem, aut palmarum frueus ex- perfumantur in virgine, coquista frueus aqua pli gior colorantur."
DROMEDARY

It is not improbable that the Hebrews applied *recess* to this purpose in the simple manner followed by the Arabsians (Burchhardii, ii. 377), namely, by putting them in jars of water and burying them in the ground until fermentation takes place.

W. L. B.

DROMEDARY. The representative in the A. V. of the Heb. word *be'er or beriah, recess* and *romanic.* As to the two former terms, see under Canaan.

1. *Recess* (רְכֵ֫שׁ骑行, *recess,* *recedarrii*) is variously interpreted in our version by "dromedaries" (1 K. iv. 28), "mules" (Esth. viii. 10, 14), "swift beasts" (Mic. i. 13). There seems to be no doubt that *recess* denotes "a superior kind of horse," such as would be required when dispatch was necessary. See Gesenius (Thes. s. v.).

2. *Romane* (רומנִּי, *LXX. and Vulg. omit) occurs only in plural form in Esth. viii. 10, in connection with *hew;* "sons;" the expression *hew ranamochim* being an exegesis of the Heb. word *achashertanim,* "mules, the sons of mares." The Heb. רומני, "a mare," which the A. V. renders incorrectly "dromedary," is evidently alluded to the Arab. アルメン, "a brood-mare." W. H.

* DROPPING, A CONTINUAL. It is said in Prov. xxvii. 15, that "a continual dropping in a rainy day and a contentious woman are alike." The LXX. gives as the sense of this: "Drops of rain in a wintry day drive a man out of his house; in the same manner also does an abusive woman." The force of this comparison becomes evident when we knew something of the construction of ordinary houses in the East. Many of them have mud-covered roofs; and hence the rains, especially if violent and protracted, are liable to hose such coverings and allow the water, according to the extent of the injury, to drop or pour down upon the hapless inmates. Mr. Hartley (Travels in Asia Minor), relates an experience of his own which illustrates this inconvenience: "Last night we retired to rest in what appeared to be one of the best rooms which we have occupied during the journey; but at midnight we were roused by the rain descending through the roof; and were obliged to rise and seek shelter from the incessant dropping, in the corridor, which was better protected."

On the roofs of many houses (the writer observed this most frequently in northern Syria) they keep a cylindrical rolling-stone which the people employ, especially after a shower, for the purpose of smoothing and hardening the softened earth through which the rain so easily penetrates. This precaution will sometimes aggravate the evil. F. Le Play relates (Histoire des Eglises, &c. p. 283) 1852 that, being overtaken by a sudden shower at night, he took refuge in a house near Beir-el-Kamar, on Mount Lebanon. Ere long the rain softening the mud on the roof and began to pour down on his bed. The family sent out one of their number to fill up the crevices and draw away the stone-roller, but in addition to the rain, heaps of stone and rubbish were precipitated on him, and he was compelled to beg his host to forego the well-meant kindness. He passed a sleepless night, and hailed the earliest dawn as the signal for departure.

We see therefore how much the proverb expressed, when it says, that "a continual dropping in a rainy day and a contentious woman are alike."

II.

DRUSILLA (Δροσίλλα, daughter of Herod Agrippa I. (Acts xii. 1, 19 ff.) and Cyprus; sister of Herod Agrippa II. She was at first betrothed to Antiochus Epiphanes, prince of Commagene, but he refusing to become a Jew, was married to Aizicus, king of Euneus, who complied with that condition (Ant. xx. 7, § 1). Soon after, Felix, procurator of Judea, brought about her seduction by means of the Cyrian sorcerer Simon, and took her as his wife (ib. 7, § 2). In Acts xxviv. 24, we find her in company with Felix at Cesarea, on occasion of St. Paul being brought before the latter; and the narrative implies that she was present at the Apostle's preaching. Felix had by Drusilla a son named Agrippa, who, together with his mother, perished in the eruption of Vesuvius under Titus (Joseph. l. c.; comp. Tac. Hist. v. 9).

* DUKE (from the Latin dux) as employed in the English Bible (Gen. xxxvi. 15, 40; Ex. xv. 22, Josh. xiii. 21, &c.) differs widely from the present usage. In the older English writers it often meant simply leader, chieftain, and is so used (A. V.) of the heads or shiefs of Arab clans which come forward so often in the earlier Hebrew history. See Eastwood and Wright's Bible Word-Book.

DULCIMER (Συμφωνική, *symphonia,* a musical instrument, not in use amongst the Jews of Palestine, but mentioned in Daniel, iii. 15, and at ver. 10 under the shorter form of *Συμφνια,* along with several other instruments, which Nebuchadnezzar ordered to be sounded before a golden image set up for national worship during the period of the captivity of Judah. Luther translates it *lute.* Grothus adopts the view of Servins, who considers symphonien to be the same word as the Hebrew *šzayim (אָשָּׂעָיִם),' and Ephraim Benjamin *shabadim (אֱשָׂבָדִים),' who speak of it as a long drum. Raddi Saadia Gaon (Comm. on Dan.) describes the *symphonien* as the log-pipe, an opinion adopted by the author of Shelte kay-Gibborim (Joch Brill's Preface to Mendelssohn's version of the Psalms), by Kircher, Bartoccius, and the majority of Biblical critics. The same instrument is still in use amongst peasants in the N. W. of Asia and in Southern Europe, where it is known by the similar name *symphonie* or *zapaion.* With respect to the etymology of the word a great difference of opinion prevails. Some trace it to the Greek *συμφωνεῖα,* and Calmet, who inclines to this view, expresses astonishment that a pure Greek word should have made its way into the Hebrew tongue; it is probable, he thinks, that the instrument Polterm (A. V.) was introduced into Babylon by some Greek in Western Asia, who seized upon Phoenician harps, and who was taken prisoner by Nebuchadnezzar during one of his campaigns on the coast of the Mediterranean. Others, with far greater probability, regard it as a Semitic word, and connect it with מלחם, "a tule" (First).
The word דּוֹמָה, occurs in the Talmud (Succe. 30b), where it evidently has the meaning of an air-pipe. Landau (Aruch, art. דּוֹמָה) considers it synonymous with siphon. Ibn Yahia, in his commentary on Dan. iii. 5, renders it by יְיָגָרַע (Bygaray), organ, the well-known powerful musical instrument, composed of a series of pipes. Rabah Eliaus, whom Buxtorf quotes (Lexic. Talmud. col. 1564), translates it by the German word Lectar (Lyre).

The old-fashioned spinet, the precursor of the harpsichord, is said to have resounded in tone the ancient dulcimer. The modern dulcimer is described by Dr. Busby (Dict. of Music) as a triangular instrument, consisting of a little chest, strung with about fifty wires cast over a bridge fixed at each end; the shortest wire is 18 inches in length, the longest 30; it is played with two small hammer heads held in the hands of the performer.

D. W. M.

DU'MAH (דּוֹמָה) [silence]: [in Gen., דּוֹמָה (Alex. בּוֹמָה: in 1 Chr.), בּוֹמָה (Comp. דּוֹמָה; in Is.), בּוֹמָה (Dumah), a son of Ishmael, most probably the founder of the Ishmaelite tribe of Arabia, and thence the name of the principal place, or district, inhabited by that tribe. In Gen. xxv. 14, and 1 Chr. i. 30, the name occurs in the list of the sons of Ishmael; and in Isaiah (xxi. 11), in the "burden of Dumah," coupled with Seir, the forest of Arabia, and Kedar. The name of a town in the northwestern part of the peninsula, דומאכ-הלכל (Dumah-el-Jendel), is held by Gesenius, and other German authorities, to have been thus derived; and the opinion is strengthened by Arab traditions, who have the same belief (Mir-it ex-Zemanim). The latter, however, err in writing דומאכ-הלכל, (Dumah-el-Jendel)" (דּוֹמָה יְנֵדָל) or דומאכ-הלכל (Dumah-el-Jendel) (דּוֹמָה יְנֵדָל), signifying "Dumah of the stones or blocks of stone," of which it is said to have been built (Silikh, M.S., Marxvisit, and Mushmuthak, s. v.); not the "stony Dumah," as Europeans render it. El-Jendel is said by some to mean "stones such as a man can lift" (Kamoses), and seems to indicate that the place was built of unsawn or Cyclopean masonry, similar to that of very ancient structures. The town itself, which is one of the "Kirse'iyat" of Wadli-b-Kura b (Marxivit, s. v. Dumah), appears to be called "Dumahc-el-Jendel," and the fortress which it contains, to have the special appellation of "Mirdel" (מְרֵיָד).

It should be observed that there are two "Doomahs"; one that named in this article, and D. el-Eriah. The chief of one, a contemporary of Volamned, is said to have founded the other, or to have given it the name of D.; but most Arab authorities, and probability also, are in favor of the prior antiquity of the former.

E. S. P.

DU' MAH (דּוֹמָה) [silence, i. e. land of]: "Pemah; Alex. [Comp. Ald.] פּוֹמָה: Pomea), a city in the mountainous district of Judah, near Hebron (Josh. xv. 32). In the Onomasticon of Eusebius and Jerome it is named as a very large place (σαπνος κεπαρισσα), 12 miles from Eleutheropolis, in the district of Daroma (i. e. "the south," from the Hebrew דּוֹמָה). Eleutheropolis not being certainly known, this description does not afford much clue. Robinson passed the ruins of a village called ed-Dumah, 6 miles southwest of Hebron (Rob. i. 212), and this may possibly be Dumah. (See also Kiepert's Map, 1856; and Van de Velde's Memoir, 308)." G.

DUNG (דּוֹנֵג, פּוֹנֵה, פּוֹנָה), the latter always, and the two former generally, applied to men; מְנַה, פּוֹנָה, פּוֹנֵה, to brutes animals, the second exclusively to animals offered in sacrifice, and the third to the dung of cows or camels. The uses of dung were twofold, as manure, and as fuel. The manure consisted either of straw steeped in liquid manure (דּוֹנֵג פּוֹנָה, פונַּה, lit. in dung water, Is. xxv. 10), or the sweepings (דּוֹנֵג פּוֹנַּה, is. v. 25) of the streets and roads, which were carefully removed from about the houses and collected in heaps (דּוֹנֵג פּוֹנַּה) outside the walls of the towns at fixed spots (hence the dung-gate at Jerusalem, Neh. ii. 14), and thence removed in due course to the fields (Mishn. Shab. 3, § 1-3). To sit on a dung-heap was a sign of the deepest degradation (1 Sam. ii. 8; Ps. cxvii. 7; Lam. iv. 5; cf. Job ii. 8, LXX. and Vulg.). The mode of applying manure to trees was by digging holes about their roots and inserting it (Lake xiii. 8), as still practiced in Southern Italy (Trench, Paroibis, p. 355). In the case of sacrifices the dung was burnt outside the camp (Ex. xxvii. 17; Num. xvi. 11), which would tend to increase the extreme opprobrium of the threat in Mal. ii. 3. Particular directions were laid down in the law to enforce cleanliness with regard to human ordure (Deut. xxii. 12 ff.): it was the grossest insult to turn a man's house into a receptacle for it (דּוֹנֵג פּוֹנַּה, 2 K. x. 27; פונַּה, Ezr. vi. 11; Dan. ii. 5, iii. 29, "dunghill" A. V.); public establishments of that nature are still found in the large towns of the East (Russell's Aleppo, i. 34). The expression to "cast out as dung" implied not only the offensiveness of the object, but also the idea of removal (1 K. xiv. 10), and still more exposure (2 K. ix. 57; Jer. viii. 2). The reverence of the later Hebrews would not permit the pronunciation of some of the terms used in Scripture, and accordingly more delicate words were substituted in the margin (2 K. vi. 25, x. 27, xvii. 27; Is. xxxvi. 12). The occurrence of such names as Gilgal, Dinmah, Madmanah, and Madmannah, shows that these ideas of delicacy did not extend to ordinary matters. The termเณ Không ("dung")

* Keil (Josua, p. 125) and Kloekel (Josua, p. 487) recognize Dumah in this et-Dumah, though Robinson (i. 222, 2d ed.) expresses no opinion. van Paltino, p. 154, the All. J. J. S. this identification.

H.
EAGLE

EAGLE (בכר, neper: alternat. aqueola). The Hebrew word, which occurs frequently in the O. T., may denote a particular species of the Falcoidea, as in Lev. xi. 13, Deut. xiv. 12, where the neper is distinguished from the cattifis, osprey, and other raptorial birds; but the term is used also to express the griffon vulture (Vultur fulvus) in two or three passages.

At least four distinct kinds of eagles have been observed in Palestine, namely, the golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos), the spotted eagle (A. clarea), the commonest species in the rocky districts (see T璀, i. 23), the imperial eagle (Aquila heliaca), and the very common Gierfalkus gourcic, which preys on the numerous sheep of Palestine (for a figure of this bird see Osmery). The Hebrew neper may stand for any of these different species, though perhaps more particular reference to the golden and imperial eagles and the griffon vulture may be intended.\(^a\)

The eagle's swiftness of flight is the subject of frequent allusion in Scripture (Deut. xxviii. 49, 2 Sam. i. 29; Jer. iv. 13, xiii. 22; Lam. iv. 19, 20); its mounting high into the air is referred to (in Job xxxiv. 27; Prov. xxiii. 5, xxx. 19; Is. xi. 31; Jer. xiii. 16); its strength and vigor (in Ps. cii. 5); its predaceous habits (Job ix. 26; Prov. xxx. 17); its sitting in high places (in Jer. xiii. 16); the care in training its young to fly (in Ex. xiii. 4; Deut. xxxii. 11); its powers of vision (in Job xxxiv. 29).

The passage in Is. i. 16, "Enlarge thy baldness as the eagle," has been understood by Bochart (Hier., ii. 744) and others to refer to the eagle at the time of its molting in the spring. Oedmann (Vermisch. Samt., i. 64) erroneously refers [?] the baldness spoken of by the prophet to point to the".

\(^a\) The modern Arabic term for the Grifon Vulture, including the V. anatolica and V. cuerois, is Neper. This word is never applied to the Neophron Percar- teri tus of Besch. and may be called a "eagle with a specific adjective for various species. I am inclined, therefore, to restrict the Heb. Neper to the majestic Vultur, every scriptural charac-
Vultur barbatus (Grypetus), the bearded vulture or lammergeyer, which he supposed was bald. It appears to us to be extremely improbable that there is any reference in the passage under consideration to eagles moulting. Allusion is here made to the custom of shaving the head as a token of mourning; but there would be little or no appropriateness in the comparison of a shaved head with an eagle at the time of moulting. But if the neshar is supposed to denote the griffon vulture (Vultur fulvus), the simile is peculiarly appropriate; it may be remarked that the Hebrew verb kareach (כַּרְאָךְ) signifies "to make bald on the back part of the head;" the notion here conveyed is very applicable to the whole head and neck of this bird, which is destitute of true feathers.

Aquila Helicea.

With reference to the texts referred to above, which compare the watchful and sustaining care of his people by the Almighty with that exhibited by the eagle in training its young ones to fly, we may quote a passage from Sir Humphry Davy, who says, "I once saw a very interesting sight above one of the crags of Ben Nevis, as I was going in the pursuit of black game. Two parent eagles were teaching their offspring, two young birds, the manoeuvres of flight. They began by rising from the top of the mountain, in the eye of the sun. It was about midday, and bright for this climate. They at first made small circles, and the young birds imitated them. They paused on their wings, waiting till they had made their first flight, and then took a second and larger gyration; always rising towards the sun, and enlarging their circle of flight so as to make a gradually ascending spiral. The young ones still and slowly followed, apparently flying better as they mounted; and they continued this sublime exercise, always rising, till they became mere points in the air, and the young ones were lost, and afterwards their parents, to our aching sight." The expression in Ex. and Deut. (lx. cc.), "beareth them on her wings," has been understood by Biblical writers and others to mean that the eagle does actually carry her young ones on her wings and shoulders. This is putting on the words a construction which they by no means are intended to convey; at the same time, it is not improbable that the parent bird assists the first efforts of her young by flying under them, thus sustaining them for a moment, and encouraging them in their early lessens.

In Ps. cii. 5 it is said, "Thy youth is renewed like the eagle's;" (see also Is. xi. 31). Some Jewish interpreters have illustrated this passage by a reference to the old fables about the eagle being able to renew his strength when very old (see Bochart, Hieroz. ii. 747). Modern commentators for the most part are inclined to think that these words refer to the eagle after the moulting season, when the bird is more full of activity than before. We much prefer Hengstenberg's explanation on Ps. cii. 5, "Thy youth is renewed, so that in point of strength thou art like the eagle."

The aërol of Matt. xxiv. 28, Luke xvii. 37, may include the Vultur fulvus and Neophron percnopterus; though, as eagles frequently prey upon dead bodies, there is no necessity to restrict the Greek word to the Vulturide. The figure of an eagle is now and has been long a favorite militarv ensign. The Persians so employed it; which fact illustrates the passage in Is. xlv. 11, where Cyrus is alluded to under the symbol of an "eagle" (גָּקְרָךְ) or "ravenous bird" (comp. Xenoph. Cyrop. vii. 4). The same bird was similarly employed by the Assyrians and the Romans. Eagles are frequently represented in Assyrian sculptures attending the soldiers in their battles; and some have hence supposed that they were trained birds. Considering, however, the wild and intractable nature of eagles, it is very improbable that this was the case. The representation of these birds was doubtless intended to portray the common feature in Eastern battle-field scenery, of birds of prey awaiting to satisfy their hunger on the bodies of the slain.

W. H.

E'AXES (MÁNAS; [Alth. 'Háns]; Ennæ), 1 Esdr. ix. 21, a name which stands in the place of HAREM, MAASELIX, and ELIJAH, in the parallel list of Ezra x. It does not appear whence the translators obtained the form of the name given in the A. V.

* Here, as in many other instances in the Apocrypha, the form of the name in the A. V. is derived, either directly or indirectly, from the Aldine edition.

A. * EAR used as a verb (from the Lat. arare through the Anglo-Saxon erian) in Deut. xxi. 4: 1 Sam. viii. 12; Is. xxx. 24 (A. V.), meant "to plough" or "till," at the time when our English version was made. So in Shakespeare (Rich. II., iii. 2):—

"And let them go
To ear the land that hath some hope to grow."

See Eastwood and Wright's Bible Word-Book, p. 168 (Lond. 1866).

* EARING (from the Anglo-Saxon ering) occurs in Gen. xlv. 6 and Ex. xxxiv. 21 (A. V.), where, according to the present English usage, we should write "ploughing" for "earring," and "ploughing-time" for "caring-time." Thus "ear

ing," at present (so liable to be taken in the sense of putting forth ears) suggests almost the opposite of the true meaning.

H. * It is necessary to remember that no true eagle will kill for himself if he can find dead flesh.

H. B. T.
EARNEST. This term occurs only thrice in the A. V. (2 Cor. i. 22, v. 5; Eph. i. 14). The equivalent in the original is ἀποθήκη, a Grecian form of ἀπόθεμα, which was introduced by the Phoenicians into Greece, and also into Italy, where it reappears under the forms κρυβόλου και ψηφών. It may again be traced in the French arêche, and in the old English expression Earl's or Aile's money. The Hebrew word was used generally for pledge (Gen. xxxviii. 17), and in its cognate forms for security (Prov. xvii. 18) and bondage (2 K. xiv. 14). The Greek derivative, however, acquired a more technical sense as signifying the deposit paid by the purchaser on entering into an agreement for the purchase of anything (Suid. l.c. s. v.). A similar legal and technical sense attaches to earnest, the payment of which places both the vendor and the purchaser in a position to enforce the carrying out of the contract (Blackstone, ii. 39 [which see]). There is a marked distinction between pledge and earnest in this respect, that the latter is a part-payment, and therefore implies the identity in kind of the deposit with the future full payment; whereas a pledge may be something of a totally different nature, as in Gen. xxxviii., to be resumed by the depositor when he has completed his contract. Thus the expression "earnest of the Spirit" implies, beyond the idea of security, the identity in kind, though not in degree, and the continuity of the Christian's privileges in this world and in the next. The payment of earnest-money under the name of earnest is still one of the common occurrences of Arab life. W. L. B.

EAR-RINGS. The word אֶתְרִיָּה (by which these ornaments are usually described, is unfortunately ambiguous, originally referring to the nose-ring (as its root indicates), and thence transferred to the ear-ring. The full expression for the latter is אֶתְרַיָּה (Gen. xxxv. 4), in contradistinction to אֶתְרִיָּה (Gen. xcvii. 47). In the majority of cases, however, the kind is not specified, and the only clue to the meaning is the context. The term occurs in this undefined sense in Judg. viii. 24; Job xii. 11; Prov. xxv. 12; Hos. ii. 13. The material of the ear-ring was generally gold (Ex. xxvi. 2), and its form circular, as we may infer from the name אֶתְרַיָּה, by which it is described (Num. xxxi. 50; Ez. xvi. 12); such was the shape usual in Egypt (Wilkinson's Egyptian, iii. 350). They were worn by women and by youth of both sexes (Ex. l.c.). It has been inferred from the passage quoted, and from Judg. viii. 24, that they were not worn by men; these passages are, however, by no means conclusive. In the former an order is given to the men in such terms that they could not be mentioned, though they might have been implicitly included; in the latter the amount of the gold is the peculiarity adverted to, and not the character of the ornament; a peculiarity which is still noticeable among the inhabitants of southern Arabia (Wellden's Travels, i. 324). The mention of the same in Ex. xxvii. 2 (which, however, is omitted in the LXX.) is in favor of their having been worn; and it appears unlikely that the Hebrews presented an exception to the almost universal practice of Asia, both in ancient and modern times (Winer, Realwörter, s. v. Ohringen). The ear-ring appears to have been regarded with superstitious reverence as an amulet; thus it is named in the Chaldee and Samaritan versions מַעֲרָשׂ, a holy thing; and in Is. iii. 20 the word מַעֲרָשׂ, properly amulets, is rendered in the A. V., after the LXX. and Vulg., ear-rings. [AMULET.] On this account they were surrounded along with the idols by Jacob's household (Gen. xxxv. 4). Chardin describes ear-rings, with talismanic figures and characters on them, as still existing in the East (Brown's Antiquities, ii. 365). Jewels were sometimes attached to the rings; they were called מַעֲרָשׂים (from מַעֲרָשׂ, a drop), a word rendered in Judg. viii. 26, squamae: ornamental, or small beads, A. V. and in Is. iii. 19, καλλίτατα: tringa or small balls, A. V. The size of the ear-rings still worn in eastern countries far exceeds what is usual among ourselves (Harmer's Observations, iv. 311, 314); hence they formed a handsomely present (Job xii. 11), or offering to the service of God (Num. xxxi. 50).

EAR-RINGS. This term is used in two widely different senses: (1) for the material of which the earth's surface is composed; (2) as the name of the planet on which man dwells. The Hebrew language discriminate between these two by the use of separate terms, Adamab (תַּאֲדֹנָא) for the former, Earth (תַּאֲדֹנָא) for the latter. As the two are essentially distinct, we shall notice them separately.

1. Adamah is the earth in the sense of soil or ground, particularly as being susceptible of cultivation; hence the expression ish adamah for an agriculturist (Gen. ix. 20). The earth supplied the elementary substance of which man's body was formed, and the terms adam and adamah are brought into juxtaposition, implying an etymological connection (Gen. ii. 7). [ADAMAH.] The opinion that man's body was formed of earth prevailed among the Greeks (Hesiod, Op. et Di. 61, 70; Plat. Rep. p. 268), the Romans (Virg. Georg. ii. 341; Ovid, Met. i. 82), the Egyptians (Hor. Serm. i. 10), and other ancient nations. It is evidently based on the observation of the material into which the body is resolved after death (Job x. 9; Eccl. vii. 7). The law prescribed earth as the material out of which altars were to be raised (Ex. xx. 24); Isaiah (Symb. i. 488) sees in this a reference to the name adamah; others with more reason compare the new couple of the Romans (Th. Trist. v. 3, 9); Hor. Od. iii. 8, 4, 5, and view it as a precept of simplicity. Naaman's request for two mules bar-
I. The earth was regarded not only as the central point of the universe, but as the universe itself: every other body—the heavens, sun, moon, and stars—being subsidiary to, and, as it were, the complement of the earth. The Hebrew language has no expression equivalent to our universe: "the heavens and the earth." (Gen. i. 1, xiv. 19; Ex. xxxi. 17) has been regarded as such: but it is clear that the heavens were looked upon as a necessary adjunct of the earth—the curtain of the tent in which the ark of the covenant (Ex. xxv. 22), the singular vessel which fitted the sphere below (comp. Job xxii. 14, and Isa. xxv. 22)—designed solely for purposes of beneficence in the economy of the earth. This appears from the account of its creation and offices: the existence of the heaven was not prior to or contemporaneous with that of the earth, but subsequent to it; it was created on the second day (Gen. i. 6). The term under which it is described, rokit (םוּל), is significant of its extension, that it was stretched out as a curtain (Ps. civ. 2) over the surface of the earth. Moreover it depended upon the earth; it had its "foundations" (2 Sam. xxix. 8) on the edges of the earth's circle, where it was supported by the mountains as by massive pillars (Job xxvi. 11). Its offices were (1) to support the waters which were above it (Gen. i. 7; Ps. cxxxviii. 4), and thus to form a mighty reservoir of rain and snow, which were to pour forth through its windows (Gen. vii. 11; Is. xxiv. 18) and doors (Ps. lxxxiv. 23), as through opened sluice-gates, for the fructification of the earth; (2) to serve as the sub- stratum (στήριξις or firmament) in which the celestial bodies were to be fixed. As with the heaven itself, so also with the heavenly bodies; they were regarded solely as the ministers of the earth. Their offices were (1) to give light: (2) to separate between day and night; (3) to be for signs, as in the case of eclipses or other extraordinary phenomena; for seasons, as regulating sowing and harvest, summer and winter, as well as religious festivals; and for days and years, the length of the former being dependent on the sun, the latter being estimated by the motions both of sun and moon (Gen. i. 14-18); so that while it might truly be said that they held "dominion" over the earth (Job xxviii. 33), that dominion was exercised solely for the convenience of the tenants of the earth (Ps. civ. 19-23). So entirely indeed was the existence of heaven and the heavenly bodies designed for the earth, that with the earth they shall simultaneously perish (2 Pet. iii. 10); the curtain of the tent shall be rolled up and the stars shall be scattered off (Is. lxiv. 4; Matt. xxiv. 29)—their sympathy with earth's destruction being the counterpart of their joyous song when its foundations were laid (Job xxxvii. 7).

2. The earth was regarded in a twofold aspect,....
in relation to God, as the manifestation of his infinite attributes; in relation to man, as the scene of his abode. (1.) The Hebrew cosmogony is based upon the leading principle that the universe exists, not independently of God, by any necessity or any inherent power, nor yet contemporaneously with God. Creation is co-existent with him; yet in opposition to God, as a hostile element, but dependently upon him, subsequently to him, and in subjection to him. The opening words of Genesis express in broad terms this leading principle; however difficult it may be, as we have already observed, to express this truth adequately in human language, yet there can be no doubt that the subordination of matter to God in every respect is implied in that passage, as well as in other passages, too numerous to quote, which comment upon it. The same great principle runs through the whole history of creation: matter owed all its forms and modifications to the will of God: in itself dull and inert, it received its first vitalising capacities from the influence of the Spirit of God breathing over the deep (Gen. i. 2); the progressive improvements in its condition were the direct and miraculous effects of God's will; no interruption of secondary causes is recognized: “He spake and it was” (Ps. xxxiii. 9); and the pointed terseness and sharpness with which the writer sums up the whole transaction in the three expressions “God said,” “it was so,” “God saw that it was good”—the first declaring the divine volition, the second the immediate result, the third the perfection of the work—harmonizes aptly with the view which he intended to express. Thus the earth became in the eyes of the prime Hebrew, a scene on which the Divine perfections would be displayed: the heavens (Is. xix. 1), the earth (Is. xxiv. 1, civ. 24), the sea (Job xxvi. 10; Ps. lxxix. 9; Jer. v. 22), “mountains and hills, fruitful trees and allcheckboxes, beasts and all cattle, creeping things and flying fowl” (Ps. cxviii. 9, 10), all displayed one or other of the leading attributes of His character. So also with the ordinary operations of nature—the thunder was His voice (Job xxxvii. 5), the lightnings His arrows (Ps. lxxvi. 17), wind and rain His messengers (Is. exviii. 5). The earth, quake, the eclipse, and the comet, the signs of His presence (Job ii. 10; Matt. xxiv. 23; Luke xxii. 25).

(2.) The earth was regarded in relation to man, and accordingly each act of creation is a preparation of the earth for his abode—light, as the primary condition of all life; the heavens, for purposes already detailed; the dry land, for his home: “grass for the cattle and herb for the service of man” (Ps. civ. 14); the alternation of day and night, the one for his work and the other for his rest (Ps. civ. 23); fish, fowl, and flesh for his food; the beasts of burden, to lighten his toil. The work of each day of creation has its specific application to the requirements and the comforts of man, and is recorded with that special view.

3. Creation was regarded as a progressive work—a gradual development from the inferior to the superior orders of things. Thus it was with the earth's surface, at first a chaotic mass, estate and empty, well described in the paronomastic terms toin, bold, overspread with waters and enveloped in darkness (Gen. i. 2), and thence gradually brought into a state of order and beauty so conspicuous, as to have led the Latins to describe it by the name Mundus. Thus also with the different portions of the universe, the earth before the light, the light before the firmament, the firmament before the dry land. Thus also with light itself, at first the elementary principle, separated from the darkness, but without defined boundaries; afterwards the illuminating bodies with their distinct powers and offices—a progression that is well expressed in the Hebrew language by the terms of and malbr (anf, l-irr). Thus also with the orders of living beings: firstly, plants; secondly, fish and birds; thirdly, cattle; and lastly, man. From “good” in the several parts to “very good” as a whole (Gen. i. 31), such was its progress in the judgment of the Omnimonstrous workman.

4. Order involves time; a succession of events implies a succession of periods; and accordingly Moses assigns the work of creation to six days, each having its specific portion—light to the first, the firmament to the second, the dry land and plants to the third, the heavenly bodies to the fourth, fish and fowl to the fifth, beasts and man to the sixth. The manner, in which these acts are described as having been done, precludes all idea of time in relation to their performance: it was miraculous and instantaneous; “God said,” and “it was” (Gen. i. 3). Hence the thought was that consequently the individuality of the acts, does involve an idea of time as elapsing between the completion of one and the commencement of another; otherwise the work of creation would have resolved itself into a single continuous act. The period assigned to each individual act is a day—the only period which represents the entire cessation of a work through the interposition of night. That a natural day is represented under the expression “evening was and morning was,” admits, we think, of no doubt; the term “a day” alone may refer sometimes to an indefinite period contemporaneous with a single event; but when the individual parts of a day, “evening and morning” are specified, and when a series of such days are noticed in their numerical order, no analogy of language admits of our understanding the term in anything else than its literal sense. The Hebrews had no other means of expressing the civil day by six hours than as “evening, morning” (term, term, term, term); Dan. viii. 14), similar to the Greek τόμον ομονόματι, and although the alternation of light and darkness lay at the root of the expression, yet the Hebrews in their use of it no more thought of those elements than do we when we use the terms forthnight or sea night: in each case the lapse of a certain time, and not the elements by which that time is calculated, is intended; so that, without the least inconsistency either of language or of reality, the expression may be applied to the days previous to the creation of the sun. The application of the same expressions to the events subsequent to the creation of the sun, as well as the use of the word a day in the 4th commandment without any indications that it is used in a different sense, or in any other than the literal acceptance of Gen. i. 5, 17, confirm the view above stated. The interpretation that “evening and morning” —ba'glumayim and el, is opposed not only to the order in which the words stand, but to the sense of the words elsewhere.

5. The Hebrews, though regarding creation as the immediate act of God, did not ignore the evident fact that existing materials and intermediate agencies were employed both then and in the subsequent operations of nature. Thus the simple fact
God created man (Gen. i. 27) is amplified by the subsequent notice of the material substance of which his body was made (Gen. ii. 7); and so also of the animals (Gen. i. 24, ii. 19). The separation of sea and land, attributed in Gen. i. 6 to the Divine fiat was seen to involve the process of partial eustatic elevation of the earth's surface (Isa. 40, 18; the mountains ascend, the valleys descend; comp. Prov. viii. 23-25). The formation of clouds and the supply of moisture to the earth, which in Gen. i. 7 was provided by the creation of the firmament, was afterwards attributed to its true cause in the continual return of the waters from the earth's surface (Eccl. i. 7). The existence of the element of light, as distinct from the sun (Gen. i. 3, 14; Job xxxvii. 19), has likewise been explained as the result of a philosophically correct view as to the nature of light: more probably, however, it was founded upon the incorrect view that the light of the moon was independent of the sun.

6. With regard to the earth's body, the Hebrews conceived its surface to be an immense disc, supported like the flat roof of an Eastern house by pillars (Job ix. 6; Is. lxxx. 3), which rested on solid foundations (Job xxxvii. 4, 6; Ps. civ. 5; Prov. vii. 22); but where those foundations were on the "sockets" of the pillars rested, none could be observed (Job xxxvii. 3). The more philosophical view of the earth being suspended in free space seems to be implied in Job xxvi. 7; nor is there any absolute contradiction between this and the former view, as the pillars of the earth's surface may be conceived to have been founded on the deep bases of the mountains, which bases themselves were unsupported. Other passages (Ps. xxiv. 2, xxxvi. 6) seem to imply the existence of a vast subterraneous ocean; the words, however, are susceptible of the sense that the earth was elevated above the level of the seas (Hengstenberg, Comm. in loc.), and that this is the sense in which they are to be accepted, appears from the converse expression "water under the earth" (Ex. xx. 4), which, as contrasted with "heaven above" and "earth beneath," evidently implies the comparative elevation of the three bodies. Beneath the earth's surface was sheol (גֵּן), the hollow place, "hell" (Num. xvi. 30; Deut. xxxii. 22; Job xi. 8), the "house appointed for the living" (Job xxx. 23), a "land of darkness" (Job x. 21), to which were ascribed poetical language gates (Is. xxxvii. 10) and bars (Job xvii. 15), and which had its valleys or deep places (Prov. ix. 18). It extended beneath the sea (Job xxvi. 5, 6), and was thus supposed to be conterminous with the upper world.

II. GEOGRAPHY. — We shall notice (1) the views of the Hebrews as to the form and size of the earth, its natural divisions, and physical features: (2) the countries into which they divided it and their progressive acquaintance with those countries. The world in the latter sense was sometimes described by the poetical term têbel (תֵּבֶל), corresponding to the Greek ἐξοικεύων (Is. xiv. 21). (1.) In the absence of positive statements we have to gather the views of the Hebrews as to the form of the earth from scattered allusions, and these for the most part in the poetical books, where it is difficult to decide how far the language is to be regarded as literal, and how far as metaphorical. There seem to be traces of the same ideas as prevailed among the Greeks, that the world was a disk (Is. xi. 22; the word גַּלְּכֶה, circle, is applied exclusively to the circle of the horizon, whether bounded by earth, sea or sky), bordered by the ocean (Deut. xxx. 13; Job xxvi. 10; Ps. cxxxix. 9; Prov. vii. 27), with Jerusalem as its centre (Ez. v. 5), which was thus regarded, like Delphi, as the navel (גֹּullet, Judg. ix. 37; Ez. xxxviii. 12; Lxx. 1; Vulg.), or, according to another view (Gen. ii. Thesaur. s. v.), the highest point of the world. The passages quoted in support of this view admit of a different interpretation: Jerusalem might be regarded as the centre of the world, not only as the seat of religious light and truth, but to a certain extent in a geographical sense; for Palestine was situated between the important empires of Assyria and Egypt; and not only between them, but above them, its elevation above the plains on either side contributing to the appearance of its centrality. A different view has been gathered from the expression "four corners" (קְנֵי רָעָת, generally applied to the skirts of a garment), as though implying the quadrangular shape of a garment stretched out, according to Eratosthenes' comparison; but the term "corners" may be applied in a metaphorical sense for the extreme ends of the earth (Job xxxvii. 3, xxxviii. 13; Is. xi. 12, xxiv. 16; Ez. vii. 2). Finally, it is suggested by Riehl (Symbolik, I. 170) that these two views may have been held together, the former as the actual and the latter as the symbolic representation of the earth's form. As to the size of the earth, the Hebrews had but a very indefinite notion; in many passages the "earth," or "whole earth," is used as co-extensive with the Babylonian (Is. xiii. 5, xiv. 7 ff., xxiv. 17), or Assyrian empires (Is. x. 14, xiv. 20, xxxvii. 18), just as at a later period the Roman empire was styled orbis terrarum; the "ends of the earth" (קְנֵי רָעָת) in the language of prophecy applied to the nations on the border of these kingdoms, especially the Moab (Is. v. 23, viii. 5) in the east, and the islands and coasts of the Mediterranean in the west (Is. xii. 3, 9); but occasionally the boundary was contracted in this latter direction to the eastern shores of the Mediterranean (Is. xiv. 16; Zech. ix. 10; Ps. lxxii. 8). Without unduly pressing the language of prophecy, it may be said that the views of the Hebrews as to the size of the earth extended but little beyond the nations with which they came in contact; its solubility is frequently noticed, its dimensions but seldom (Job xxxviii. 18; Is. xiii. 5). We shall presently trace the progress of their knowledge in succeeding ages.

The earth was divided into four quarters or regions corresponding to the four points of the compass; these were described in various ways, sometimes according to their positions relatively to a person facing the east, before (מָזַב), behind (לָבָן), the right hand (מָאָב), and the left hand (מַעֲרֵב), representing respectively E., S., and N. (Job xxiii. 8, 9); sometimes relatively to the sun's course, the rising (מָאָב), the setting (מָאָב, Ps. 1. 1) the brilliant quarter (מַעֲרֵב, Ez. xl. 24), and the dark quarter (מַעֲרֵב, Ez. xxxvi. 20; comp. the Greek θόρος, Hom. II. 240); but sometimes as the sextant of the four winds (Ez. xxxviii. 9); and sometimes according to the physical char-
characteristics, the sea (Σ) for the W. (Gen. xxi.
14), the perished (Τ) for the S. (Ex. xxvii. 9),
and the mountains (Ση) for the N. (Is. xiii.
4). The north appears to have been regarded as
the highest part of the earth's surface, in conse-
quence perhaps of the mountain ranges which
existed there, and thus the heaviest part of the
carth (Job xvi. 7). This was also the quarter in
which the Hebrews are described as, the land of
gold mines (Job xxxii. 22; moriah; comp.
Her. iii. 116).

These terms are very indistinctly used when
applied to special localities; for we find the north
quarter of Assyria (Jer. iii. 18), Babylonia (Jer.
vi. 22), and the Egyptians (Ex. xlv. 10), and
more frequently Media (Jer. i. 3; comp. li. 11),
while the south is especially repre-

tanted by Egypt (Is. xxx. 6; Dan. xi. 5). The
Hebrews were not more exact in the use of terms
descriptive of the physical features of the earth's
surface; for instance, the same term (Σ) is ap-
plied to the sea (Mediterranean), to the lakes of
Palestine, and to great rivers, such as the Nile (Is.
xviii. 2), and perhaps the Euphrates (Is. xlvii. 1);
and mountain (Ση) signifies not only high ranges,
such as Sinai or Ararat, but an elevated region
(Josh. xi. 16); river (Ση) is occasionally applied
to the sea (Dan. ii. 3; Is. xxv. 2) and to canals
fed by rivers (Is. xxv. 27). Their vocabulary, how-
ever, was ample for describing the special features
of the lands with which they were acquainted, the
terms for the different sorts of valleys, mountains,
rivers, and springs being very numerous and
expressive. We cannot fail to be struck with the
adequate ideas of descriptive geography expressed
in the directions given to the spies (Num. xiii.
17-20), and in the closing address of Moses (Deut.
viii. 7-9); nor less, with the extreme accuracy and
the variety of almost technical terms, with which the
boundaries of the various tribes are described in
the book of Joshua, warranting the assumption that
the Hebrews had acquired the art of surveying from
the Egyptians (Ezah. i. 6; § 104).

(2.) We proceed to give a brief sketch of the
geographical knowledge of the Hebrews down to
the period when their distinctive names and ideas
were superseded by those of classical writers. The
chief source of information open to them, beyond the
circle of their own experience, was their inter-
course with the Phoenician traders. While the first
made them acquainted with the nations from the
Tigris to the African desert, the second informed
them of the coasts of the Mediterranean, the regions
of the north, and the southern districts of Arabia.
From the Assyrians and Babylonians they gained
some slight knowledge of the distant countries of
India, and perhaps even China.

Of the physical objects noticed we may make the
following summary, omitting of course the details of
the geography of Palestine: (1.) Sars — the
Mediterranean, which was termed the "Great Sea"
(Num. xxxv. 6), the "Sea of the Philistines" (Ex.
xviii. 31), and the "Western Sea" (Deut. xi. 21);
the Red Sea, under the names of the "Sea of
Suph," "sedge" (Ex. x. 19), and the "Egyptian Sea"
(Is. xi. 15); the Dead Sea, under the names "Salt
Sea" (Gen. xiv. 3), "Eastern Sea" (Jod. ii. 20)
and "Sea of the Desert" (Deut. iv. 49); and the
Sea, Cimmerian, or Galilee (Num. xxiv. 11).
(2.) Rivers — the Euphrates, which was especially
"the river" (Gen. xxxi. 21), or "the great river"
(Deut. i. 7); the Nile, which was named either
Yor (Gen. xii. 1), or Sihor (Josh. iii. 3); the
Tigris, under the name of Hiddekel (Dan. x. 4);
the Chebar, Chabora, a tributary to the Euphrates
(Ex. ii. 3); the Habor, probably the same, but
sometimes identified with the Chaboras that falls
into the Tigris (2 K. xvii. 6); the river of Egypt
(Num. xiv. 13); and the rivers of Damascus, Alona
(Barakel), and Pharpag (2 K. x. 12). For the
Gilban and Pison (Gen. ii. 11, 33), see Eden.
(3.) Mountains — Ararat or Armenia (Gen. viii. 4);
Sinai (Ex. xix. 2); Hor (Num. xx. 22) near Petra;
Lebanon (Deut. iii. 25); and Sepher (Gen. x. 30)
in Arabia.

The distribution of the nations over the face of
the earth is systematically described in Gen. x., to
which account subsequent, though not very im-
portant, additions are made in chaps. xxxv. and
xxxvi., and in the prophetical and historical books.
Although the table in Gen. x. is essentially ethno-
graphical, yet the geographical element is also
strongly developed: the writer had in his mind's
eye not only the desert but the residence of the
various nations. Some of the names indeed seem to
be purely geographical designations; Aram, for
instance, means high lands; Canaan, low lands;
Eber, the land arising, or begot; Shilon, holy station;
Mabli, control land; Tarshish, probably conquered;
Mizraim, still more remarkably from its dual form, the
two Egyptians; Ophir, the rich land. It has indeed been surmised that the names of the
tree great divisions of the family of Noah are also
in their origin geographical terms; Japheth, the
widely extended regions of the north and west;
Ham, the country of the black soil, Egypt; and
Shem the mountaneous country; the last is, how-
ever, more than doubtful.

In endeavoring to sketch out a map of the world
as described in Gen. x., it must be borne in mind
that, in cases where the names of the races have
not either originated in or passed over to the lands
they occupied, the locality must be more or less
doubtful. For the migrations of the various tribes
in the long course of ages led to the transfer of the
name from one district to another, so that even in
Biblical geography the same name may at different
periods indicate a widely different locality. Thus
Mogez in the Mosaic table may have been located
south of the Caucasus, and in Ezekiel's time, north
of that range; Gomer at the former period in Cap-
cadonia, at the latter in the Crimea. Again, the
terms may have varied with the extending knowl-
dge of the earth's surface; Chittim, originally
Cyprius, was afterwards applied to the more westerly
lands of Macedonia in the age of the Macedonians,
if not even to Italy in the prophecies of Daniel, while
Tarshish may without contradiction have been the
sea-coast of Ethiopia in the Mosaic table, and the
case of Spain in a later age. Possibly a solution
may be found for the occurrence of more than one
Dedan, Sheba, and Havilah, in the fact that these
names represent districts of a certain character, of
which several might exist in different parts of
the ancient world; it will appear how numerous
are the elements of uncertainty introduced into this
subject; unanimity of opinion is almost impossible; nor need it cause surprise, if even in the present work the views of different writers are found at variance. The principle on which the following statement has been compiled is this — to assign to the Mosaic table the narrowest limits within which the nations have been, according to the best authorities, located, and then to trace out, as far as our means admit, the changes which those nations experienced in Biblical times.

Commencing from the west, the "isles of the Gentiles," i.e. the coasts and islands of the Mediterranean sea, were occupied by the Japhethites in the following order: Dedan, the lonians, in parts of Greece and Asia Minor; Elahish, perhaps, the Edilians, in the same countries; Dodanim, the Darod, in Illyricum; Tiras in Thrace; Kittim, in Citia, in Cyprus; Ashkenaz in Phrygia; Gomer in Capadocia, and Tarshish in Cilicia. In the north, Tubal, the Tiberiades, in Pontus; Meshech, the Moschich, in Colchis; Magog, Goorgen, in northern Armenia; Tagarannah in Armenia; and Midian, in Moab. Hameites represent the southern parts of the known world; Cosha, probably an appellative similar to the Greek Ethopi, applicable to all the dark races of Arabia and eastern Africa; Mizraim in Egypt: Phut in Libya; Naphtalan and Lelabin, on the coast of the Mediterranean, west of Egypt; Caphtorim, in Egypt; Cashhima from the Nile to the border of Palestine; Pathrusim in Egypt: Seba in Mercia; Siboth, on the western coast of the straits of Behbolamnich; Havillah, more to the south; and Subeteach in the extreme south, where the Somalis now live; Nimrod in Babylonia; Basmah and Dedan on the southwestern coast of the Persian gulf. In the central part of the world were the Shemites: Elam, Elupolu, in Persia; Assur in Assyria; Arphaxad, Ararcechitas, in northern Assyria; Lud in Lygia; Aram in Syria and Mesopotamia, and the descendants of Joktan in the peninsula of Arabia.

This sketch is filled up, as far as regards northern Arabia, by a subsequent account, in ch. xvii., of the settlement of the descendants of Abraham by Keturah and of Ishmael; the geographical position of many is uncertain; but we are acquainted with that of the Midianites among the sons of Abraham, and of Nebaioth, Nobatav: Kedar, Kelbe (Pis. v. 12); Dumah, Dumahoth (Pis. v. 19), among the sons of Ishmael. Some of the names in this passage have a geographical origin, as Milsam, a spice-bearing land, Tena, an arid or southern land. Again, in ch. xxxvi. we have some particulars with regard to the country immediately to the south of Palestine, where the aboriginal Horites, the Troglodytes of the mountainous districts in the eastern part of Arabia Petraea, were displaced by the descendants of Esau. The narrative shows an intimate acquaintance with this district, as we have the names of various towns, Dinhahah, Bozrah, Avith, Masrekkah, Reboloth, and Pau, few of which have any historical importance. The peninsula of Sinai is particularly described in the book of Exodus.

The countries, however, to which historical interest attaches are Mesopotamia and Egypt. The acreditary connection of the Hebrews with the former of these districts, and the importance of the dynasties which bore sway in it, make it by far the most prominent feature in the map of the ancient world; its designation in the book of Genesis is Padan-aram, or Arum-Naharaim; in the north was Ur of the Chaldees, and the Haran to which Terah migrated; in the south was the plain of Shinar, and the seat of Nimrod's capital, Babel; on the banks of the Tigris were the cities of Accad Calneh, Nineveh, Cuthah, and Resen; and on the banks of the Euphrates, Erech and Behemoth (Gen. x. 10—12). From the same district issued the warlike expeditions headed by the kings of Shinar, Elasar, Elam, and Tubal, the object of which apparently was to open the commercial route to the Eelitic gulf (Gen. xiv.); and which succeeded in the temporary subjugation of all the intervening nations, the Rephaim in Ashereth-Karnaim (Bashan), the Zuzim beyond the Border, the Lud-benijok, the Hazarmakath, the Emims in Shaveh (near the Arnon), and the district of the Amelekites (to the south of Palestine). It is, in short, to the early predominance of the eastern dynasties that we are indebted for the few geographical details which we possess regarding those and the intervening districts. The Egyptian captivity introduces to our notice some of the localities in Lower Egypt, namely, the provence of Goshen, and the towns Hamesses (Gen. xlvii. 11); On, Bithynia (Gen. xlii. 45); Pithom, Potimah (Ex. i. 11); and Migdol, Megiddon (Ex. xiv. 2).

During the period of the Judges the Hebrews had no opportunity of advancing their knowledge of the outer world; but with the extension of their territory under David and Solomon, and the commercial treaties entered into by the latter with the Phenicians in the north and the Egyptians in the south, a new era commenced. It is difficult to estimate the amount of information which the Hebrews derived from the Phenicians, since as the general policy of those enterprising traders was to keep other nations in the dark as to the localities they visited; but there can be no doubt that it was from them that the Hebrews learned the route to Ophir, by which the trade with India and South Africa was carried on, and that they also became acquainted with the positions and productions of a great number of regions comparatively unknown. From Ex. xxvii. we may form some idea of the extended ideas of geography which the Hebrews had obtained: we have notice of the mineral wealth of Spain, the dyes of the Egean Sea, the famed horses of Armenia, the copper-mines of Colchis, the yams and embroideries of Assyria, the cutlery of South Arabia, the spices and precious stones of the Temen, and the caravan trade which was carried on with India through the entrepots on the Persian Gulf. As the prophet does not profess to give a systematical enumeration of the places, but selects some from each quarter of the earth, it may fairly be inferred that more information was obtained from that source. Whether it was from thence that the Hebrews heard of the tribes living on the northern coasts of the Euxine —the Scythians (Magog), the Cimmerians (Gomer), and the Roxolani (?), or perhaps Russiones (Roseh, Ex. xxxviii. 2, Hebrew text) —is uncertain: the head of the northern hordes, which occurred about Ezekiel's time, may have drawn attention to that quarter.

The progress of information on the side of Africa is clearly marked: the distinction between Upper and Lower Egypt is shown by the application of the name Pathros to the former (Ex. xxix. 14). Memphis, the capital of lower Egypt, is first mentioned in Hosea (ix. 6) under the name Moph, and afterwards frequently as Noph (Is. xix. 13); Thebes, the capital of Upper Egypt, at a later period, as
No-Amon (Nah. iii. 8) and Xo (Jer. xvi. 25); and the distant Syene (Ex. xxix. 10). Several other towns are noticed in the Delta; Sin, Pelusium (Ex. xxx. 15); Hibisoth, Bubastis (Ex. xxx. 17); Zeran, Tellaters (Is. xi. 11); Tell-Fanouk, Tell-Fahmeh, Deiraphene (Jer. ii. 16); Helioptolis, under the Hebrew form Beth-shemesh (Jer. xiii. 13); and, higher up the Nile, Hanes, Hurepelopolis (Is. xxx. 4). The position of certain nations seems to have been better ascertained. Cush (Ethiopia) was fixed immediately to the south of Egypt, where Tirihakah held sway with Napatia for his capital (2 K. xix. 9); the Lubim (Libya), perhaps Nubia, may also be noticed under the ruined form Chubah, Ex. xxx. 5) appear as allies of Egypt; and with them a people not previously noticed, the Sikkilina, the Troygolites of the western coast of the Red Sea (2 Chr. xii. 3); the Lubim and Phint are mentioned in the same connection (Ex. xxx. 5).

The wars with the Assyrians and Babyloniasts, and the captivities which followed, bring us back again to the geography of the East. Incidental notice is taken of several important places in connection with these events: Persis, Shushan, Susa (Dan. viii. 2); that of Media, Achmetha, Edcbatana (Ex. vi. 2); Henna, Irav, and Sepharvaim, on the Euphrates (2 K. xviii. 34); Carchemish, Circocea, on the same river (Is. x. 9); Gozan and Hidah, on the borders of Media (2 K. xvii. 6); Kir, perhaps on the banks of the Cyrus (2 K. xvi. 9). The names of Persia (2 Chr. xxxvi. 20) and Indus (Esth. i. 1), now occur: whether the far-distant China is noticed at an earlier period under the name Shinim (Is. xix. 12) admits of doubt.

The names of Greece and Italy are hardly noticed in Hebrew geography: the earliest notice of the former, subsequently to Gen. x., occurs in Is. lvii. 12, under the name of Javan; for the Javan in Joel iii. 6 is probably in South Arabia, to which we must also refer Ez. xxvii. 15, and Zech. ix. 13. In Dan. viii. 21, the term definitely applies to Greece, whereas in Is. lvii. it is indefinitely used for the Greek settlements. If Italy is described at all, it is under the name of Chittim (Dan. xii. 30).

In the Macedo-ean era the classical names came into common use: Crete, Sparta, Celos, Sicily, Caria, Cilicia, and other familiar names, are noticed (1 Mac. x. 67, xi. 14, xv. 23); Asia, in a restricted sense, as — the Syrian empire (1 Mac. vii. 6); Hispania and Rome (1 Mac. viii. 1-9). Henceforward the geography of the Bible, as far as foreign lands are concerned, is absorbed in the wider field of classical geography. It is hardly necessary to add that the use of classical designations in our Authorized Version is in many instances a departure from the Hebrew text: for instance, Asia in the Septuagint stands for Aram-Sabarain (Gen. xxiv. 10); Ethipya for Cush (2 K. xix. 9); the Chaldeans for Chashmim (Job x. 17); Girev for Yavan (Dan. viii. 21); Egypt for Mryam (Gen. xiii. 10); Aramoa for Ararat (2 K. xix. 37); Asshur for Assur (Gen. ii. 14); Idumeen for Edom (Is. xxxiv. 5), and Syria for Aram. Arabia, it may be observed, does occur as an original Hebrew name in the later books (Is. xxi. 15), but probably in a restricted sense as applicable to a single tribe.

W. L. B.

EARTHENWARE. [Pottery.]

Earthquake (Gr. θησαλίζω [a trembling]). Earthquakes, more or less violent, are of frequent occurrence in Palestine, as might be expected from the numerous traces of volcanic agency visible in the features of that country. The recorded instances, however, are but few; the most remarkable occurred in the reign of Uzziah (Am. i. 1; Zech. iv. 5), which Josephus (Ant. ix. 10, § 4) connected with the sacrifice and consequent punishment of that monarch (2 Chr. xxxvi. 16 ff.). From Zech. xiv. 4 we are led to infer that a great convulsion took place at this time in the Mount of Olives, the mountain being split so as to leave a valley between its summits. Josephus records something of the sort, but his account is by no means clear, for his words (τὸν ὄρον ἀκροβατικὸν τῷ ἡμετέρῳ τὸν κατὰ τὴν διώσει) can hardly mean the western half of the mountain, as Hittig seems to think, but the half of the western mountain, i.e., of the Mount of Evil Counsel, though it is not clear why this height particularly should be termed the western mountain. We cannot but think that the two accounts have the same foundation, and that the Mount of Olives was really affected by the earthquake. Hitzig (Comm. in Zech.) suggests that the name Ἰωνᾶννης, "corruption," may have originated at this time, the rolling down of the side of the hill, as described by Josephus, entitling it to be described as the destroying mountain, in the sense in which the term occurs in Jer. ii. 25. An earthquake occurred at the time of our Saviour's crucifixion (Matt. xxvii. 51-54), which may be deemed miraculous rather than the consequence of circumstances than from the nature of the phenomenon itself; for it is described in the usual terms (§ 597, xiv. 13. 12) records a very violent earthquake, that occurred in n. 31, in which 10,000 people perished. Earthquakes are not unfrequently accompanied by fissures of the earth's surface; instances of this are recorded in connection with the destruction of Korah and his company (Num. xvi. 32; cf. Joseph. Ant. iv. 3, § 3), and at the time of our Lord's death (Matt. xxvii. 51), the former may be paralleled by a similar occurrence at Opole in Cæsarea A. D. 1783, where the earth opened to the extent of 500, and a depth of more than 200 feet; and again by the sinking of the bed of the Tazus at Lisbon, in which the quay was swallowed up (Thaïs, Schiaparelli's, p. 115). These depressions are sometimes on a very large scale; the subsidence of the valley of Sidihum at the southern extremity of the Dead Sea may be attributed to an earthquake; similar depressions have occurred in many districts, though the figurative allusions to earthquakes are so numerous in the Bible, and those instances mentioned as occurring in Palestine, namely that in the days of Uzziah (Am. i. 1 and Zech. xiv. 5) and the one in connection with the Saviour's death, Earthquakes are not uncommon in the Arabian peninsula (comp. Ex. xix. 18 and I K. xix. 11).
John's usage to insert \(\text{\|\text{\|}}\) and \(\text{\|\text{\|}}\) (Matt. ii. 11, xxiv. 27; Luke xiii. 29), and not \(\text{\|\text{\|}}\).

It is hardly possible that St. Matthew would use the two terms indifferently in succeeding verses (ii. 1, 2), particularly as he adds the article to \(\text{\|\text{\|}}\) which is invariably absent in other cases (cf. Rev. xxi. 13). He seems to imply a definiteness in the locality — that it was the country called \(\text{\|\text{\|}}\) or \(\text{\|\text{\|}}\) (comp. the modern Antiochio) as distinct from the quarter or point of the compass \(\text{\|\text{\|}}\) in which it lay. In confirmation of this it may be noticed that in the only passage where the article is prefixed to \(\text{\|\text{\|}}\) (Gen. x. 30), the term is used for a definite and restricted locality, namely, Southern Arabia.

W. L. B.

EASTER \(\text{\|\text{\|}}\); \(\text{\|\text{\|}}\). — The occurrence of this word in the A. V. of Acts xii. 4 "Intending after Easter to bring him forth to the people" — is chiefly noticeable as an example of the want of consistency in the translators. In the earlier English versions Easter had been frequently used as the translation of \(\text{\|\text{\|}}\). At the last revision Passover was substituted in all passages but this. It would seem from this, and from the use of such words as "robbers of churches" (Acts xix. 39), "town-clerk" (xix. 35), "serjeants" (xxvi. 35), "deputy" (xiii. 7, &c.), as if the Acts of the Apostles had fallen into the hands of a translator who acted on the principle of choosing, not the most correct, but the most familiar equivalents. (Comp. Trench, On the Authorized Version of the N. T. p. 21 [2d ed. p. 49]). For all that regards the nature and celebration of the Feast thus translated, see PASSOVER.

E. H. P.

* In Christian antiquity the joyful remembrance of our Lord's resurrection was intimately associated, as it has ever since been, with the mournful recollection of his death. The allusions in the New Testament are not indeed so distinct (cf. 1 Cor. v. 7) that any positive evidence can be drawn from them; yet the resurrection of Christ was so connected in the teaching of the Apostles with his death (e. g. Rom. vi. 1; 1 Cor. xv. 20, &c.) that it is difficult to conceive in the early churches of an annual festival to commemorate the latter apart from all reference to the former.* As the two events however took place on different days, and as they called upon the mind to think of the different sides of the great work upon earth, and along with these different sets of thoughts and emotions, it became easy to observe them in close connection with each other, and yet with a marked separation between them. Such an arrangement probably was recognized under Aniochus at Rome (\(\text{\|\text{\|}}\)) by the keeping of Friday in commemoration of the death, and of the following Lord's day as the anniversary of the resurrection, although the decree to this effect ascribed to him cannot be considered genuine. (Cf. Suicer, Thes. s. v. \(\text{\|\text{\|}}\), H. 625.) Towards the close of the second century, the notices of directions for the observance of the "Passover" or the "Lord's Resurrection" only on the Lord's day become very numerous in the western church. The two names seem to be used indifferently in the admonitions of bishops and the determinations of councils; but in either case it is spoken of as a joyful festival and the termination of the preceding solemn fast.

three centuries was only the death of Christ: but the notices of antiquity do not seem to support this conclusion.

F. G.
EASTER

(see the citations in suiæ, ab igitur.) In the Eastern Church, when the fast was terminated and the festival kept on the day of the Jewish Passover, it does not so clearly appear how the distinction was drawn between the two events; but that both were in remembrance cannot be doubted in view of the fact that there were no reenactments upon this point in the sharp and bitter controversy between the East and the West as to the proper time of celebration.

This controversy was at first conducted in a kindly and fraternal spirit. Polycarp visited Rome (a. d. 164) for the express purpose, among other objects, of bringing about an agreement. He was unsuccessful, but separated from Anicetus in peace and in full communion. The same spirit united the successors of Anicetus down to the time of Victor I., who excommunicated the "quartodecimanos" and threw into the controversy that element of bitterness from which it was never after wholly free. The council of Arles (a. d. 314) finally decided the dispute, now so prolonged and so acrimonious, in favor of the Western practice, and this decision was reaffirmed at Nice. The decision however, seems hardly to have been received in the more distant parts of the empire, as is evidenced by the famous conferences between St. Augustine and the Anglican Christians at the close of the sixth century. The decision of Nice required the festival to be celebrated on the Lord's day following the full moon next succeeding the Vernal Equinox. This still left the question open as to what should be done when that full moon itself fell on a Sunday; and here again the East and West divided, the former in such case following their old custom and celebrating on the same day with the Jews, while the latter deferred their festival to the following Lord's day. This controversy likewise travelled to England and was then settled in favor of the Western practice at the council of Whithby (a. d. 684) after a sharp dispute between Alfheart of Paris and Columb Bp. of Northumbria.

Such controversies, perhaps all the more from the earnestness with which they were conducted, testify to the importance attached to this festival from the earliest antiquity. Had there ever been any desire among Christians to forget the annual return of the time of the Redeemer's suffering and resurrection, the recurrence of the Jewish Passover must have been a sufficient reminder, and when the Christian Church had outgrown such influence, the observance of the festival had become fixed. Its early name continued to be 'the Passover,' as at once continuing the Jewish festival, and in it itself deeply significant. Substantially the same name is still preserved throughout a large part of Christendom. The English name of Easter and the German Ostern have direct reference rather to the season of the year, the Spring, at which the festival occurs, than to its subject matter; while yet that season itself has always been considered as suggestive of the resurrection. Indeed the names themselves are supposed to be derived from the old word ověr, ovĕn, rising, becoming mature, and ripening. This was a Teutonic goddess Ostera, whose festival was celebrated early in the Spring by the Saxons, and the occurrence of the Easter festival at the same season made it easier for them to give up their heathen feast, and perhaps led to their attaching thereto a name to which they were already accustomed. F. G.

EBAH, MOUNT

* EAST SEA, THE, Ezek. xiii. 18: Isa. ii. 20; Zech. xiv. 8, marg. [SEA, THE SALT.]

EAST WIND. [WINDS.]

* EATING, CUSTOMS RELATING TO. [FOOD; MEALS; WASHING.]

EBAL (אבאל) [stone]: Γαβὰθα, Γαβשׂ(849,830),(901,868)(182,830),(234,868)(329,830),(381,868), in 1 Chr. Eleboth, 1. One of the sons of Shadal the son of Seir (Gen. xxxvi. 24; 1 Chr. i. 40).

2. ( Omn. in Vat. MS.; Alex. Ῥαγαθ [Comp. Rαβαθά]: Hebrew). The son of Joktan (1 Chr. i. 22; comp. Gen. x. 28). Eleven of Kennicott's MSS. with the Syrian and Arabic versions read אבאל in 1 Chr. as in Gen.

EBAL, MOUNT (אבאל) [mount of stone]: בַּעַסֵּי: Joseph. Ῥαβάθα: Moses Ῥαβאט, a mount in the promised land, on which, according to the command of Moses, the Israelites were, after their election on the promised land, to "set up" the curse which should fall upon them if they disobeyed the commandments of Jehovah. The blessing consequent on obedience was to be similarly localized on Mount Gerizim (Deut. xi. 26-29). This was to be accomplished by a ceremonial in which half the tribes stood on the one mount and half on the other; those on Gerizim responding to and affirming blessings, those on Ebal curses, as pronounced by the Levites, who remained with the ark in the centre of the interval (comp. Deut. xxvii. 11-26 with Josh. viii. 30-35, with Joseph. Ant. iv. 8, § 44, and with the comments of the Talmud [Sota, vii. § 5], quoted in Hesychius' Pentateuch). But notwithstanding the ban thus apparently laid on Ebal, it was further appointed to be the site of the first great altar to be erected to Jehovah; an altar of large unhewn stones plastered with lime and inscribed with the words of the law (Deut. xxvii. 2-8). On this altar peace-offerings were to be offered, and round it a sacrificial feast was to take place, with other rejoicings (ver. 6, 7). Scholars disagree as to whether there were to be two altars—a kind of cromlech and an altar—or an altar only, with the law inscribed on its stones. The latter was the view of Josephus (Ant. iv. 8, § 44, v. 1, § 19), the former is unsatisfactorily adopted by the latest commentator (Keil, on Josh. viii. 32). The words themselves may perhaps bear either sense.

The terms of Moses' injunction seem to infer that no delay was to take place in carrying out this symbolic transaction. It was to εἰς τὴν ἡμέραν τῶν ἀναμνήσεων τοῦ βεβαιωμένου. That Jordan was crossed (vers. 11), before they went in unto the land which Jehovah had given them (vers. 13). And accordingly Joshua appears to have seized the earliest practicable moment, after the pressing affairs of the siege of Jericho, the execution of Achan, and the destruction of Ai had been despatched, to carry out the command (Josh. viii. 30-35). After this Ebal appears no more in the sacred story.

The question now arises, where were Ebal and Gerizim? (2.) The all but unanimous reply to this is, that they are the mounts which form the sides of the fertile valley in which lies Nablus, the ancient SHECHEM—Ebal on the north and Gerizim on the south. (1.) It is plain from the passages already quoted that they were situated near together, with a valley between.
(2.) Gerizim was very near Shechem (Judg. ix. 1), and in Josephus's time their names appear to have been attached to the mounts, which were then, as now, Ebol on the north and Gerizim on the south. Since that they have been mentioned by Keland (Geodea, 62), and Sir John Maundrell, and among modern travellers by Maundrell (Mod. Trav. p. 432).

The main impediment to our entire reception of this view rests in the terms of the first mention of the place by Moses in Deut. xi. 30: A. V. "Are they not on the other side of Jordan, by the way where the sun goeth down in the land of the Canaanites, which dwell in the champaign over against Gilgal, beside the plains of Moreh?" Here the mention of Gilgal, which was in the valley of the Jordan near Jericho, of the valley itself (Aradob, mistranslated here only, "campaign"), and of the Canaanites who dwelt there, and also the other terms of the injunction of Moses, as already noticed, seem to imply that Ebol and Gerizim were in the immediate neighborhood of Jericho. And this is strengthened by the narrative of Joshua, who appears to have carried out the prescribed ceremonial on the mounts while his camp was at Gilgal (comp. vii. 2, ix. 6), and before he had (at least before any account of his having) made his way so far into the interior of the country as Shechem.

This is the view taken by Eusebius (Onomasticon, Ἐβάλ). He does not quote the passage in Deut., but seems to be led to his opinion rather by the difficulty of the mountains at Shechem being too far apart to admit of the blessing and curse being heard, and also by his desire to contradict the Samaritans; add to this that he speaks from no personal knowledge, but simply from hearsay (Ἀγετατος), as to the existence of two such hills in the Jordan valley. "The notice of Eusebius is merely translated by Jerome, with a shade more of animosity to the Samaritans (vehementer erravit), and expression of difficulty as to the distance, but without any additional information. Poccius and Elphinston also favored Eusebius, but their mistakes have been disposed of by Reland (Pet. pp. 509, 504; Miscell. pp. 123-133).

With regard to the passage in Deut., it will perhaps assume a different aspect on examination.

(1.) Moses is represented as speaking from the east side of the Jordan, before anything was known of the country on the west, beyond the exaggerated reports of the spies, and when everything there was wrapped in mystery, and localities and distances had not assumed their due proportions. (2.) A closer rendering of the verse is as follows: "Are they not on the other side the Jordan, beyond — (Ἀβάλ, the word rendered "the backside of the desert," in Ex. iii. 1) — the way of the sunset, in the land of the Canaanite who dwells in the Araphah over against Gilgal, near the terrains of Moreh." If this rendering is correct, a great part of the difficulty has disappeared. Gilgal no longer marks the site of Ebol and Gerizim, but of the dwelling of the Canaanites, who were, it is true, the first to encounter the Israelites on the other side the river, in their native lowlands, but who, if we have it actually on record, were both in the time of Abraham (Gen. xii. 6) and of the conquest (Josh. xvii. 18) located about Shechem. The word now rendered "beyond" is not represented at all in the A. V., and it certainly throws the locality much further back; and lastly there is the striking

mark of the trees of Moreh, which were standing by Shechem when Abraham first entered the land, and whose name probably survived in Moriah, or Munamtha, a name of Shechem found on coins of the Roman period (Reland, Miscell. pp. 127, 129).

In accordance with this is the addition in the Samaritan Pentateuch, after the words "the terebins of Moreh," at the end of Deut. xi. 30, of the words "over against Shechem." This addition is more credible because there is not, as in the case noticed afterwards, any apparent motive for it. If this interpretation be accepted, the next verse (31) gains a fresh force: "For ye shall pass over Jordan into the land of the Amorrhæans, Canaanites, Hittites, Perizzites, and Jebusites." It is also more natural to suppose that in the books of Law we are to understand the ends of Jordan not only to meet the Canaanites immediately on the other side, but to go in to possess the land [the whole of the country, even the heart of it, where these mounts are situated (glancing back to ver. 29)], the land which Jehovah your God giveth you; and ye shall possess it, and dwell therein." And it may also be asked whether the significance of the whole solemn ceremonial of the blessing and cursing is not misused if we understand it as taking place directly a festival had been obtained on the outskirts of the country, and not as in the heart of the conquered land, in its most prominent natural position, and close to its oldest city — Shechem.

This is evidently the view taken by Josephus. His statement (Ant. v. 1, § 19) is that it took place after the subjugation of the country and the establishment of the Tabernacle at Shiloh. "He has no misgivings as to the situation of the mountains. They were at Shechem ((fr. Σαμαριταις), and from thence, after the ceremony, the people returned to Shiloh.

The narrative of Joshua is more puzzling. But even with regard to this something may be said. It will be at once perceived that the book contains no account of the conquest of the centre of the country, of those portions which were afterwards the mountain of Ephraim, Eschalon, or Galilee. We lose Joshua at Gilgal, after the conquest of the south, to find him again suddenly at the waters of Merom in the extreme north (x. 43, xi. 7). Of his intermediate proceedings the only record that seems to have escaped is the fragment contained in viii. 30-35. Nor should it be overlooked that some doubt is thrown on this fragment by its omission in both the Vat. and Alex. MSS. of the LXX.

The distance of Ebol and Gerizim from each other is not such a stumbling-block to us as it was to Eusebius; though it is difficult to understand how he and Jerome should have been ignorant of the distance to which the voice will travel in the clear, chastic atmosphere of the East. Prof. Stanley has given some instances of this (S. & P. p. 13); others equally remarkable were observed by the writer; and he has been informed by a gentleman long resident in the neighborhood that a voice can be heard without difficulty across the valley separating the two spots in question (see also Bonar, p. 371).

It is well known that one of the most serious variations between the Hebrew text of the Pentateuch and the Samaritan text, is in reference to Ebol and Gerizim. In Deut. xvii. 4, the Samaritan has Gerizim, while the Hebrew (as in A. V.) has Ebol, as the mount on which the altar to Jehovah and the inscription of the law were to be erected. Upon this basis they ground the sanctity of Gerizim and the authenticity of the temple and
EBAL

the holy place, which did exist and still exist there. The arguments upon this difficult and hopeless question will be found in Kennicott (Dissert. 2), and in the reply of Verschuur (Leonard, 1775; quoted by Gesenius, loc. Pont., Sam. p. 61). Two points may merely be glanced at here which have apparently escaped notice. (1.) Both agree that Ebal was the mount on which the encumbrances were to rest, Gerizim that for the blessings. It appears inconsistent, that Ebal, the mount of cursing, should be the site of the altar and the record of the law, while Gerizim, the mount of blessing, should remain unoccupied by sanctuary of any kind. (2.) Taking into account the known predilection of Orientals for ancient sites on which to fix their sanctuaries, it is more easy to believe (in the absence of any evidence to the contrary) that in building their temple on Gerizim, the Samaritans were making use of a spot already enjoying a reputation for sanctity, than that they built on a place upon which the curse was laid in the records which they received equally with the Jews. Thus the very fact of the occupation of Gerizim by the Samaritans would seem an argument for its original sanctity.

Ebal is rarely ascended by travellers, and we are therefore in ignorance as to how far the question may be affected by remains of ancient buildings thereon. That such remains do exist is certain, even from the very meagre accounts published (Bartlett, Walks about Jerusalem, App. 251, 252; and Narrative of Rev. J. Mills in Trans. Pol. Archæol. Assoc. 1855), while the mountain is evidently of such extent as to warrant the belief that there is a great deal still to be discovered. [See also Mills's Three Months in Babylonia (London, 1861).]

The report of the old travellers was that Ebal was more barren than Gerizim (see Benjamin of Tudela, &c.), but this opinion probably arose from a belief in the effects of the curse mentioned above. At any rate, it is not borne out by the latest accounts, according to which there is little or no perceptible difference. Both mountains are terraced, and Ebal is 'occupied from bottom to top by beautiful gardens' (Mills; see also Porter, Hand.-book, ii. p. 322). The slopes of Ebal towards the valley appear to be steeper than those of Gerizim (Wilson, Levith, ii. 45, 71). It is also the higher mountain of the two. There is some uncertainty about the measurements, but the following are the results of the latest observations (Van de Velde, Mém., p. 178).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height above sea.</th>
<th>Ebal</th>
<th>Gerizim</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1672 ft</td>
<td></td>
<td>1890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above Nablus</td>
<td>2995</td>
<td>3220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above Kerak</td>
<td>2700</td>
<td>2700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above Er-Rab</td>
<td>2700</td>
<td>2700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to Wilson (Levith, ii. 71, — but see Rob. ii. 277, 290, note) it is sufficiently high to shut out Hermon from the highest point of Gerizim. The structure of Gerizim is monumental lime-stone with occasional outcrops of igneous rock (Ib. in topog. Journ. xxxvi. 55), and that of Ebal is probably similar. At its base above the valley of Nablus are numerous caves and sepulchral excavations. The modern name of Ebal is Sitti Subayrigah, from a Mohammedan female saint, whose tomb is standing on the eastern part of the ridge, a little before the highest point is reached (Wilson, ii. 71, note). By others, however, it is reported to be called 'innaal al-thura,' 'the pillar of the religion.' (Stanley, p. 228, note). The tomb of another saint called Aoudi is also shown (Ritter, p. 411), with whom the latter name may have some connection. On the southeast shoulder is a ruined site bearing the name of 'A'dur (Rob. iii. 132). [See Char.]

EBED. 1. (vπ?w = 'slave'; but many MSS., and the Syr. and Arab. versions, have vπ?w, Ebed: 1518; Alex. Abbē: [exe. ver. 35, xε-βητ.: Ebed (?) and Osib], father of Gaal, who with his brethren assisted the men of Shechem in their revolt against Ahamelch (Judg. ix. 26, 28, 30, 31, 35).

2. (vπ?w: 'Αββηθ; Alex. Aββη: [Comp. 15186: Ebed,] son of Jonathan; one of the Bene-Adin [sons of Adin] who returned from Babylon with Ezra (Ezra viii. 6). In 1 Esdras the name is given Oesethu.

It would add greatly to the force of many passages in the O. T. if the word 'slave' or 'handmaid' were appropriated to the Hebrew term Ebed, while 'servant,' 'attendant,' or 'minister,' was used to translate נב'ר, מְשָׁכֶר, &c. In the addresses of subjects to a ruler, the oriental character of the transaction would come home to us at once if we read 'what with my lord to his slave' — the very form still in use in the East, and familiar to us all in the Arabiun Nights and other oriental works — instead of 'his servant.'

EBED-MELECH (vπ?w, vπ?w, vπ?w) [see below]: 'Αββδουάχ: Abadeolesch, an Ethiopian eunuch in the service of king Zedekiah, through whose influence Jeremiah was released from prison, and who was on that account preserved from harm at the taking of Jerusalem (Jer. xxxviii. 7, xxxix. 13, 16). His name seems to be an official title = king's slave, i. e. minister.

* out of the hints in Jer. xxxviii. 7-13 (very imperfectly unfolded in the A. V.) Stanley draws the following scene: Ebed-melech found the king sitting in the great northern entrance of the Temple, and obtained a revocation of the order (by which Jeremiah had been put into the dungeon); and then, under the protection of a strong guard, proceeded with a detailed care, which the prophet seems gratefully to render, to throw down a mass of soft rags from the royal wardrobe to ease the rough ropes with which he drew him out of the well. [Leicester in the Jersch Church, ii. 693.] The Ethiopian's escape amid the disasters which fell on the nation (as the prophet foretold) is recorded as exemplifying the truth that those who put their trust in God shall be saved (Jer. xxxix. 18). II.

EBEN-EZER (vπ?w) = the stone of help: 'Αββδοζέερ: [Vat. I Sam. v. I, Aββδοζέερ: Alex. iv. v. I, Aββδοζέερ; Joseph, Αββδοζέερ: vps. ομονυμία,] a stone set up by Samson after a signal defeat of the Philistines, as a memorial of the 'help' received on the occasion from Jehovah (1 Sam. vii. 12). 'He called the name of it Ebenezer, saying, bitherto hath Jehovah helped us' (οτωδεών), παραπανοίδος). Its position is carefully defined as between Mizpeth — 'the watch-tower,' one of the conspicuous eminences a few miles north of Jerusalem — and Sheen — 'the tooth' or 'crag.' Neither of these points, however, for a peculiarly in the Hebrew name in iv. 1, the definite article to both words, — see Deiss. Augenb. Leih, § 290 d.
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EBONY

EBER, have been identified with any certainty—the latter not at all.∗ According to Josephus’s record of the transaction (Ant. vi. 2, 2), the stone was erected to mark the limit of the victory, a spot which he calls Korraia, but in the Hebrew Be’tit-car. It is remarkable that of the occurrences of the name Eben-ezer, two (1 Sam. iv. 1, v. 1) are found in the order of the narrative before the place received its name. But this would not unnaturally happen in a record written after the event, especially in the case of a spot so noted as Eben-ezer must have been.

∗ Though Eben-ezer is mentioned twice after Samuel’s victory (see above), it was on the same occasion, namely, when the Hebrews fought at that place with the Philistines. Kienel suggests (Horaz’s Real-Encyk. iii. 618) that possibly there may have been a village Eben-ezer, near which Samuel’s “stone,” taking the same name, was afterwards set up. But there is no difficulty in supposing a case of prolepsis. [See Dan.]

EBER (אֶבֶר) [hebrew]: “E’ber, E’ber: Heber [in Num. xxiv. 24, E’berion, Vulg. Hebrew]. 1. Son of Salah, and great-grandson of Shem (Gen. x. 24, [xi. 14-17;] 1 Chr. i. 19). For confusion between Eber and Heber see Heber; and for the factitious importance attached to this patriarch, and based upon Gen. x. 21, Num. xxiv. 24, see Heber. T. E. B.

2. (אֶבֶר) [Heb.]: “A’ber. Son of Elnan and descendant of Shaharaim of the tribe of Benjamin (1 Chr. viii. 12). He was one of the founders of Ono and Lol with their surrounding villages.

3. (A’Ber): [Vat. Alex. omit.]. A priest, who represented the family of Anok, in the days of Jotham the son of Josha (Neh. xii. 29).

W. A. W.

EB’I’ASAPH (אֶבַּיָסַף) “Ab’iasaph and [1 Chr. vi. 23, ]’Ab’iasaph; [1 Chr. vi. 23, Vat. Ab’i-asaph; vi. 37, Ab’iasaph, vi. 23, m. -grap: Alex. F. vi. 23, Ab’iasaph, 2. m. Ab’iasaph]; Abiasaph’, a Kohathite Levite of the family of Korah, one of the forefathers of the prophet Samuel and of Heman the singer (1 Chr. vi. 23, 37). The same man is probably intended in ix. 19. The name appears also to be identical [as a contracted form] with Abi’asaph (which see), and in one passage (1 Chr. xxvi. 1) to be abbreviated to Asaph.

EBONY (אֶבְנֵי), hobam: καὶ τοῖς ἔθνοις ἐβυόνους: Eβύνους, Symm. (dentes hebeninon) occurs only in Ex. xxviii. 15, as one of the valuable commodities imported into Tyre by the men of Dedan. [Dedan.] It is mentioned together with “horns of ivory,” and it may hence be reasonably conjectured that ivory and ebony came from the same country. The best kind of ebony is yielded by the Diospyros ebenon, a tree which grows in Ceylon and Southern India: but there are many trees of the natural order Ebenaceae which produce this material. Ebony is also yielded by trees belonging to different natural families in other parts of the world, as in Africa. The ancients held the black heart-wood in high esteem. Herodotus (iii. 97) mentions ebony (φάλαργας ἐβύνους) as one of

the precious substances presented by the people of Ethiopia to the king of Persia. Dioscorides (i. 130) speaks of two kinds of ebony, an Indian and an Ethiopian; he gives the preference to the latter kind. It is not known what tree yielded the Ethiopian ebony. Royle says, “No Abyssinian ebony is at present imported. This, however, is more likely to be owing to the different routes which commerce has taken, but which is again returning to its ancient channels, than to the want of ebony in ancient Ethiopia.” There can be little doubt that the tree

which yielded Ethiopian ebony is distinct from the Diospyros ebenum, and probably belongs to another genus altogether. Virgil (Georg. ii. 116) says that “India alone produces the black ebony;” and Theophrastus (Hist. Plant. iv. 6, § 6) asserts that “ebony is peculiar to India.” The Greek word Εβυνας, the Latin ebena, our “ebony,” have all doubtless their origin in the Hebrew hobam, a term which denotes “wood as hard as stone” (comp. the German Steinholz, “fossil-wood”; see Gesenius, Thes. s. v., and First, Heb. Concord.). It is probable that the plural form of this noun is used to express the billets into which the ebony was cut previous to exportation, like our “log-wood.” There is every reason for believing that the ebony afforded by the Diospyros ebenum was imported from India or Ceylon by Phoenician traders; though it is equally probable that the Tyrian merchants were supplied with ebony from trees which grew in Ethiopia. See full discussions on the ebony of the ancient in Bochart, Hieroz. ii. 714, and Stahnhausen, Plin. Exercit. p. 735 sq.; comp. also Royle in Kitto’s Cyc., art. Hobina. According to Sir F. Trench (Ceylon, i. 116) the following trees yield ebony: Diospyros ebenum, D. reticulata, D. ebenaster, and D. hirsuta. The wood of the first named tree, which is abundant throughout all the flat country to the west of Trincomalee, excels all others in the evenness and intensity of its color. The centre of the trunk is the only portion which furnishes the extremely black part which is the ebony of commerce; but the trees are of such magnitude that reduced logs of two feet in diameter,

6 For the Hebrew word used by the LXX., see Rosenmüller’s Schol. ad Ex. xxvii. 15.
EBRONAH and varying from 10 to 15 feet in length, can be readily procured from the forests at Trincemakes" (Cyphon, I. e.).

EBRONAH. [Abronah.]

ECANUS, one of the five swift scribes who attended on Ezra (2 Esdr. xiv. 24).

ECBATANA (Ἐκβατάνα, 'Ekbatana, Ecbatana). It is doubtful whether the name of this place is really contained in the Hebrew Scriptures. Many of the best commentators understand the expression Ἐκβατάνα, in Ezra vi. 2, differently, and translate it in arach, "in a corner," (see Buxtorf and others, and so our English Bible, in the margin). The LXX., however, give ἐν πύλαις, "in a city," or (in some MSS., [c. g. Alex.]) ἐν Ἀμαθά ἐν πύλαις (Comp. Abil. ἐν Ἀμαθά πύλαις), which favors the ordinary interpretation. If a city is meant, there is little doubt of one of the two Ecbatanas being intended, for except these towns there was no place in the province of the Medes "which contained a palace" (Ἐκβατάνα), or where records are likely to have been deposited. The name 'Achmēdra, too, which at first sight seems somewhat remote from Ecbatana, wants but one letter of Ἐκβατάνα, which was the native appellation. In the apocryphal books Ecbatana is frequently mentioned (Tob. iii. 7, xiv. 12, 14; Jos. i. 1, 2; 2 Macc. ix. 3, &c.); and uniformly with

the later and less correct spelling of Ἐκβατάνα, instead of the earlier and more accurate form, used by Herodotus, Eschylus, and Ctesias, of 'Aγβατάνα.

Two cities of the name of Ecbatana seem to have existed in ancient times, one the capital of Northern Media, the Media Atropatene of Strabo; the other the metropolis of the larger and more important province known as Media Magna (see Sir H. Rawlinson's paper on the Atropatene Ecbatana, in the 10th volume of the Journal of the Geographical Society, art. ii.). The site of the former appears to be marked by the very curious ruins at Takht-i-Saleman (lat. 36° 28', long. 47° 9'); while that of the latter is occupied by Hamadan, which is one of the most important cities of modern Persia. There is generally some difficulty in determining, when Ecbatana is mentioned, whether the northern or the southern metropolis is intended. Few writers are aware of the existence of the two cities, and they lie sufficiently near to one another for geographical notices in most cases to suit either site. The northern city was the "seven-walled town" described by Herodotus, and declared by him to have been the capital of Cyrus (Herod. i. 98, 69, 153; comp. Mos. Choren. ii. 84); and it was thus most probably there that the roll was found which proved to Darius that Cyrus had really made a decree allowing the Jews to rebuild their Temple.

Plan of Ecbatana.

EXPLANATION.

2. Ruined Mosque.
3. Ancient buildings with shafts and capitals.
4. Ruins of the Palace of Abasai Khan.
5. Cemetery.
6. Ridge of Rock called "the Dragon." 
7. Hill called "Tawishah," or "the Stable." 
8. Ruins of Kalibiah.
9. Rocky hill of Zimbani-Saleman.

Various descriptions of the northern city have come down to us, but none of them is completely to be depended on. That of the Zendavesta (Vend. 11. Fargard 12.) is the oldest, and the least exaggerated. "Jenshish," it is said, "erected a fortress, sufficiently large, and formed of squared blocks of stone; he assembled in the place a vast population and stocked the surrounding country with cattle for their use. He caused the water of the great fortress to flow forth abundantly. And within the wall, or fortress, he erected a lofty palace, encompassed with walls, and had it out in many separate divisions, and there was no place, either in front or rear, to command and oversee the fortress." Herodotus, who ascribes the foundation of the city to his king Darius, says: "The Medes were obedient to Darius, and built the city now called Achæbatana, the walls of which are of great size and strength, rising in circles, one within the other. The plan of the place is that each of the walls should out-top the one beyond it by the battlements. The nature of the ground, which is a gentle hill, favors this arrangement in some degree, but it was mainly effected by art. The number of the circles is seven, the royal palace and the turrets standing within the last. The circuit of the outer wall is nearly the same with that of Athens. Of this outer wall the battlements are white, of the
The peculiar feature of the site of Tobiht-Saleiman, which it is proposed to identify with the northern Ecbatana, is a conical hill rising to the height of about 130 feet above the plain, and covered both on its top and sides with massive ruins of the most antique and primitive character. A perfect enceinte, formed of large blocks of squared stone, may be traced round the entire hill along its brow; within, there is an oval enclosure about 890 yards in its greatest and 400 in its least diameter, strewed with ruins, which cluster round a remarkable lake. This is an irregular basin, about 300 paces in circuit, filled with water exquisitely clear and pleasant to the taste, which is supplied in some unknown way from below, and which stands uniformly at the same level, whatever the quantity taken from it for irrigating the lands which lie at the foot of the hill. This hill itself is not perfectly isolated, though it appears so to those who approach it by the ordinary route. On three sides — the south, the west, and the north — the activity is steep and the height above the plain uniform, but on the east it abuts upon a hilly tract of ground, and here it is but slightly elevated above the adjacent country. It cannot therefore have ever answered exactly to the description of Herodotus, as the eastern side could not anyhow admit of seven walls of circumvallation. It is doubted whether even the other sides were thus defended. Although the thanks on these sides are covered with ruins, "no traces remain of any wall but the upper one" (As. Journ. x. 52). Still, as the nature of the ground on three sides would allow this style of defense, and as the account in Herodotus is confirmed by the Armenian historian, writing clearly without knowledge of the earlier author, it seems best to suppose that in the period of the Persian empire it was thought sufficient to preserve the upper enceinte, while the others were allowed to fall into decay, and ultimately were superseded by domestic buildings. With regard to the coloring of the walls, or rather of the battlements, which has been considered to mark especially the famous character of Herodotus' description, recent discoveries show that such a mode of ornamentation was actually in use at the period in question in a neighboring country. The temple of the Seven Spheres at Borsippa was adorned almost exactly in the manner which Herodotus assigns to the Median capital [The. Tower of; and it does not seem at all improbable that, with the object of placing the city under the protection of the Seven Planets, the seven walls may have been colored nearly as described. Herodotus has a little demanded the order of the colors, which he has seen: either black, orange, scarlet, gold, white, blue, silver, — as at the Borsippa temple, — or black, white, orange, blue, scarlet, silver, gold — if the order of the days dedicated to the planets were followed. Even the use of silver and gold in exter-
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(wisdom, understood, and supposes a poetic license in the use of the word as a kind of symbolic proper-
name, appealing to Prov. xx. 1, xxxi. 1, as example of a like usage. As connected with the root מְעָלָה to ‘call together,’ and with מְעָלָה an assembly, the word has been applied to one who speaks publicly in an assembly, and there is, to say the least, a tolerable agreement in favor of this interpretation. Thus we have the comment of the Midrash, stating that the writer thus designates himself, ‘because his words were spoken in the assembly’ (quoted in Preston’s Ecclesiastes, note on i. 1); the rendering ἐκκλησιαστὴς by the LXX.; the adoption of this title by Jerome (Prof. in Eccles.), as meaning qui eunctum, i.e. ecclesiastic congregat quem nos inmoxmre posimus Consociatorem; the use of ‘Preacher’ by Luther, of ‘Preacher’ in the Authorized Version. On the other hand, taking מְעָלָה in the sense of collecting things, not of summoning persons, and led perhaps by his inability to see in the book itself any greater unity of design than in the chapters of Proverbs, Grotius (in Eccles. i. 1) has suggested ἱκανοποιεῖν (compiler) as a better equivalent. In this he has been followed by Horder and Schleiermacher, and perhaps Adorno has adopted the same rendering (notes on i. 1, and vii. 27, in Preston), seeing in it the statement partly that the writer had compiled the sayings of wise men who had gone before him, partly that he was, by an inductive process, gathering truths from the facts of a wide experience.

II. Canonicity.—In the Jewish division of the books of the Old Testament, Ecclesiastes ranks as one of the five Megilloth or Rolls [Hallel], and its position, as having canonical authority, appears to have been recognized by the Jews from the time in which the idea of a canon first presented itself. We find it in all the Jewish catalogues of the sacred books, and from them it has been received universally by the Christian Church. Some singular passages in the Talmud indicate, however, that the recognition was not altogether unhesitating, and that it was at least questioned how far the book was one which it was expedient to place among the Scriptures that were read publicly. Thus we find he statements (Wishnia, Shabbat, c. x., quoted by Mendelssohn in Preston, p. 74; Mibhur, fol. 114 a; Preston, p. 13) that ‘the wise men sought to secrete the book Koheloth, because they found in it words tending to heresy,’ and ‘words contradictory to each other;’ that the reason they did not secrete it was ‘because its beginning and end were consistent with the law;’ that when they examined it more carefully they came to the conclusion, ‘We have looked closely into the book Koheloth, and discovered a meaning in it.’ The chief interest of such passages is of course connected with the inquiry into the plan and teaching of the book, but they are of some importance also as indicating that it must have commanded itself to the teachers of an earlier generation, either on account of the external authority by which it was sanctioned, or because they had a clearer insight into its meaning, and were less startled by its apparent difficulties. Traces of this controversy are to be found in a singular discussion between the schools of Shammai and Hillel, turning on the question whether the book Koheloth were inspired, and in the comments on that question by R. Ob. de Bartenora and Mainmoneis (Suracliha iv. 34.)

III. Author and Date. — The questions of the authorship and the date of this book are so closely connected that they must be treated of together, and it is obviously impossible to discuss the points which they involve without touching also on an inquiry into the relation in which it stands to Hebrew literature generally.

The hypothesis which is naturally suggested by the account that the writer gives of himself in ch. i. and ii. is that it was written by the only ‘son of David’ (i. 1), who was ‘king over Israel in Jerusalem’ (i. 2). According to this notion we have in it what may well be called the Confessions of King Solomon, the utterance of a repentance which some have even ventured to compare with that of the 51st Psalm. Additional internal evidence has been found for this belief in the language of vii. 29–30, as harmonising with the history of 1 K. xli. 4, and an interpretation (somewhat forced perhaps) which refers iv. 13–15 to the murmurs of the people against Solomon and the popularity of Jeroboam as the leader of the people, already recognized as their future king (Mendelssohn and Preston in loc.). The belief that Solomon was actually the author, it need hardly be said, received generally by the Rabbinic commentators and the whole school of Patristic writers. The apparent exceptions to this in the passages by Talmudic writers which ascribe it to Hezekiah (Baba Batrura, c. i. fol. 15), or Isaiah (Shoth. Hakkob. fol. 50 b, quoted by Michaelis), can hardly be understood as implying more than a share in the work of editing, like that claimed for the ‘men of Hezekiah’ in Prov. xxv. 1. Grotius (Prof. in Eccles.) was indeed almost the first writer who called it in question, and started a different hypothesis. It can hardly be said, however, that this consensus is itself decisive. In questions of this kind the later witnesses add nothing to the authority of the earlier, whose testimony they simply repeat, and unless we had clearer knowledge than we have as to the sources of information or critical discernment of those by whom the belief was adopted, we ought not to look on their acceptance of it as closing all controversy. This book which bears the title of ‘The Wisdom of Solomon’ asserts, both by its title and its language (vii. 1–21), a claim to the same authorship, and, though the absence of a Hebrew original led to its exclusion from the Jewish canon, the authorship of Solomon was taken for granted by all the early Christian writers who quote it or refer to it, till Jerome had asserted the authority of the Hebrew text as the standard of canonicity, and by not a few afterwards. The book which bears the title of ‘The Wisdom of Solomon’ ascertains, both by its title and its language (vii. 1–21), a claim to the same authorship, and, though the absence of a Hebrew original led to its exclusion from the Jewish canon, the authorship of Solomon was taken for granted by all the early Christian writers who quote it or refer to it, till Jerome had asserted the authority of the Hebrew text as the standard of canonicity, and by not a few afterwards. The book which bears the title of ‘The Wisdom of Solomon’ ascertains, both by its title and its language (vii. 1–21), a claim to the same authorship, and, though the absence of a Hebrew original led to its exclusion from the Jewish canon, the authorship of Solomon was taken for granted by all the early Christian writers who quote it or refer to it, till Jerome had asserted the authority of the Hebrew text as the standard of canonicity, and by not a few afterwards.

The hypothesis that every such statement in a canonical book must be received as literally true, is, in fact, an assumption that inspired writers were debased from forms of composition which were open, without blame, to others. In the literature of every other nation the form of personated
AUTHORSHIP, where there is no animus decipendi, has been recognized as a legitimate channel for the expression of opinions, or the quasi-dramatic representation of character. Why should we venture on the assertion that if adopted by the writers of the Old Testament it would have made them guilty of a falsehood, and been inconsistent with their inspiration? The question of authorship does not involve that of canonical authority. A book written by Solomon would not necessarily be inspired and canonical. There is nothing that need startle us in the thought that an inspired writer might use a liberty which has been granted without hesitation to the teachers of mankind in every age and country.

The preliminary difficulty being so far removed, we can enter on the objections which have been urged against the traditional belief by Grothus and later critics, and the hypotheses which they have substituted for it. In the absence of adequate external testimony, these are drawn chiefly from the book itself.

1. The language of the book is said to be inconsistent with the belief that it was written by Solomon. It belongs to the time when the older Hebrew was becoming largely intermingled with Aramaic forms and words (Grothus, De Wette, Ewald, and nearly the whole series of German critics), and as such takes its place in the latest group of books of the Old Testament, along with Ezra, Nehemiah, Daniel, Esther: it is indeed more widely different from the language of the older books than any of them (Ewald). The prevalence of abstract forms again, characteristic of the language of Ecclesiastes, is urged as belonging to a later period than that of Solomon in the development of Hebrew thought and language. The answers given to these objections by the defenders of the received belief are (Preston, Eccles. p. 7), (a) that many of what we call Aramaic or Chaldean forms may have belonged to the period of pure Hebrew, though they have not come down to us in any extant writings; and (b) that so far as they are foreign to the Hebrew of the time of Solomon, he may have learnt them from his "strange wives," or from the men who came as ambassadors from other countries.

2. It has been asked whether Solomon would have been likely to speak of himself as in i. 12, or to describe with bitterness the misery and wrong of which his own misgovernment had been the cause, as in iii. 16, iv. 1 (Jahn, Einl. ii. p. 840). On the hypothesis that he was the writer, the whole book is an acknowledgment of evils which he had occasioned, while yet there is no distinct confession and repentance. The question here raised is, of course, worth considering, but it can hardly be looked on as heating in either direction to a conclusion.

There are forms of saticy and self-reproach, of which this half-sad, half-sorful retrospect of a man's own life—this utterance of bitter words by which he is condemned out of his own mouth—is the most natural expression. Any individual judgment on this point cannot, from the nature of the case, be otherwise than subjective, and ought therefore to be based on our estimate of other evidence as little as possible.

3. It has been urged that the state of society indicated in this book leads to the same conclusion as its language, and carries us to a period after the return from the Babylonian Captivity, when the Jews were enjoying comparative freedom from invasion, but were exposed to the evils of misgovernment under the satraps of the Persian king (Ewald, Post. Bücher; Keil, Einl. in das A. T. unter Eccles.). The language is throughout that of a man who is surrounded by many forms of misery (iii. 16, iv. 1, v. 8, viii. 11, ix. 12). There are sudden and violent changes, the servant of to-day becoming the ruler of to-morrow (x. 5-7). All this, it is said, agrees with the glimpses into the condition of the Jews under the Persian empire in Ezra and Nehemiah, and with what we know as to the general condition of the provinces under its satraps. The indications of the religious condition of the people, their formalism, and much-speaking (v. 1, 2), their readiness to evade the performance of their vows by casuistic excuses (v. 9), represent, in like manner the growth of evils, the germs of which appeared soon after the Captivity, and which we find in a fully developed form in the prophecy of Malachi. In addition to this general resemblance there is the agreement between the use of the words "angel" or priest of God (v. 6, Ewald, in loc.), and the recurrence in Malachi of the terms מַעַן, מַעֲנֵי, the "angel" or messenger of the Lord, as a synonym for the priest (Mal. ii. 7), the true priest being the great agent in accomplishing God's purposes. Significant, though not conclusive, in either direction, is the absence of all reference to any contemptuous prophetic activity, or to any Messianic hopes. This might indicate a time before such hopes had become prevalent or after they had been extinguished. It might, on the other hand, be the natural result of the experience through which the son of David had passed, or fitly take its place in the dramatic personation of such a character. The use throughout the book of Elohim instead of Jehovah as the divine Name, though characteristic of the book as dealing with the problems of the universe rather than with the relations between the Lord God of Israel and his people, and therefore striking as an idiocy, leaves the problem as to date. The indications of rising questions as to the end of man's life, and the constitution of his nature, of doubts like those which afterwards developed into Sadduceism (iii. 10-21), of a copious literature connected with those questions, confirm, it is urged (Ewald), the hypothesis of the later date. It may be added too, that the absence of any reference to such a work as this in the enumeration of Solomon's writings in 1 K. iv. 22, tends, at least, to the same conclusion.

In this case, however, as in others, the arguments of recent criticism are stronger against the traditional belief than in support of any rival theory, and the advocates of that belief might almost be content to rest their case upon the discordant hypotheses of their opponents. On the assumption that the book belongs, not to the time of Solomon, but to the period subsequent to the Captivity, the dates which have been assigned to it occupy a range of more than 300 years. Grothus supposes Zerubbabel to be referred to in x. 11, as the "One Shepherd" (Colum. in Eccles. in loc.), and so far agrees with Keil (Einleitung in das A. T.), who fixes it in the time of Ezra and Nehemiah. Ewald and De Wette conjecture the close of the period of Persian or the commencement of that of Macedonian rule; Bertholdt, the period of Alexander the Great and Antiochus Epiphanes; Hitzig, circ. 204
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B.C.; Hartmann, the time of the Maccabees. On the other hand it must be remembered in comparing these discordant theories that the main facts relied upon by these critics as fatal to the traditional belief are compatible with any date subsequent to the Captivity, while they are inconsistent, unless we admit the explanation, given as above, by Preston, with the notion of the Sablonerie authorship.

Of Vision. — The book of Ecclesiastes comes before us as being conspicuously, among the writings of the O. T., the great stumbling-block of commentators. Elsewhere there are different opinions as to the meaning of single passages. Here there is the widest possible divergence as to the plan and purpose of the whole book. The passages already quoted from the Mishna show that some, at least, of the Rabbincal writers were perplexed by its teaching — did not know what to make of it — but gave way to the authority of men more discerning than themselves. The traditional statement, however, that this was among the scriptures which were not read by any one under the age of thirty (Cist. Sac., Ammata in Eccles., but with a "neeolo ubi," as to his authority), indicates the continuance of the old difficulty, and the remarks of Jerome (Pref. in Eccles., Comm. in Eccles. xii. 13) show that it was not forgotten. Little can be gathered from the series of Pseudepigraphic interpolations. The book is comparatively seldom quoted by them. No attempt is made to master its plan and to enter into the spirit of its writer. The charge brought by Philostratus of Brescia (cir. 383) against some heretics who rejected it as teaching a false morality, shows that the obscurity which had been a stumbling-block to Jewish teachers was not removed for Christians. The fact that Theodore of Mopsuestia was accursed at the Fifth General Council of calling in question the authority and inspiration of this book, as well as of the Cauticles, indicates that in this respect as in others he was the precursor of the spirit of modern criticism. But with these exceptions, there are no traces that men's minds were drawn to examine the teachings of the book. When, however, we descend to the more recent developments of criticism, we meet with an almost incredible divergence of opinion. Luther, with his broad, eloquent vision into the workings of a manifold human heart, sees it in (Pref. in Eccles.) a noble "Politica vel Economica," leading men in the midst of all the troubles and disorders of human society to a true endurance and reasonable enjoyment. Grotius (Pref. in Eccles.) gives up the attempt to trace in it a plan or order of thought, and finds in it only a collection of many maxims, connected more or less closely with the great problems of human life, analogous to the discussion of the different definitions of happiness at the opening of the Nicomachean Ethics. Some (of whom Warburton may be taken as the type, Works, vol. iv. p. 154) have seen in the language of iii. 18-21 a proof that the belief in the immortality of the soul was no part of the transmitted creed of Israel. Others (Patrick, Desvoux, Davidson, Mendelssohn) contend that the special purpose of the book was to convey truth against the teaching of a seeming skepticism. Others, the later German critics, of whom Ewald may be taken as the highest and best type, reject these views as partial and one-sided, and while admitting that the book contains the germs of later systems, both Piaristic and Socion, assert that the object of the writer was to point out the secret of a true blessedness in the midst of all the distractions and sorrows of the world as consisting in a tranquil, calm enjoyment of the good that comes from God (Poet. Besth. iv. 180).

The variety of these opinions indicates sufficiently that the book is as far removed as possible from the character of a formal treatise. It is that which it professes to be — the confession of a man of wide experience looking back upon his past life and looking out upon the disorders and calamities which surround him. Such a man does not set forth his premises and conclusions with a logical completeness. While it may be true that the absence of a formal arrangement is characteristic of the Hebrew mind in all stages of its development (Lowth, de Soc. Polit. Heb. Præd. xxiv.), or that it was the special mark of the declining literature of the period that followed the captivity (Ewald, Poet. Besth. iv. p. 177), it is also true that it belongs generally to all writings that are addressed to the spiritual rather than the intellectual element in man's nature, and that it is found accordingly in many of the greatest works that have influenced the spiritual life of mankind. In proportion as a man has passed out of the region of a traditional, easily-systematized knowledge, and has lived under the influence of great thoughts — possessed by them, yet hardly knowing their bearing upon the form of the book, as a kind of scientific classification — are we likely to find this apparent want of method. The true utterances of such a man are the records of his struggles after truth, of his occasional glimpses of it, of his ultimate discovery. The treatise de Initiatione Christi, the Pensées of Pascal, Augustine's Confessions, widely as they differ in other points, have this feature in common. If the writer consciously reproduces the stages through which he has passed, the form he adopts may either be essentially dramatic, or it may record a statement of the changes which have brought him to his present state, or it may repeat and renew the oscillations from one extreme to another which had marked that earlier experience. The writer of Ecclesiastes has adopted and interwoven both the latter methods, and hence, in part, the obscurity which has made it so prominently the stumbling-block of commentators. He is not a didactic moralist writing a homily on Virtue. He is not a prophet delivering a message from the Lord of Hosts to a sinful people. He is a man who has sinned in giving way to selfishness and sensuality, who has paid the penalty of that sin in satiety and weariness of life; in whom the mood of spirit, over-reflective, indissoluble to action, of which Shakespeare has given us in Hamlet, Jaques, Richard II., three distinct examples, has become dominant in its darkest form, but who has through all this been under the discipline of a divine education, and has learnt from it the lesson which God meant to teach him. What that lesson was will be seen from an examination of the book itself.

Leaving it an open question whether it is possible to arrange the contents of this book (as Kestner and Vahlen have done) in a carefully balanced series of strophes and antistrophes, it is tolerably clear that the recurring burden of "Vanity of vanities," and the teaching which recommends a life of calm enjoyment, mark, whenever they occur, a kind of halting-place in the succession of thoughts. It is the summing up of one cycle of experience: the sentence passed upon one phase of life. Taking this, accordingly, as our guide, we may look on the
whole book as falling into five divisions, each, to a
certain extent, running parallel to the others in its
order and results, and closing with that which, in
its position no less than its substance, is "the con-
clusion of the whole matter."

(1.) Ch. i. and ii. This portion of the book
more than any other has the character of a personal
confession. The Preacher starts with reproducing
the phase of despair and weariness into which his
experience had led him (i. 2, 9). To the man who
is thus satisfied with life the order and regularity
of nature are oppressive (i. 4—7); nor is he led, as
in the 90th Psalm, from the things that are transi-
tory to the thought of One whose years are from
sternity. In the midst of the ever-recurring changes
he finds no progress. That which seems to be new
is but the repetition of the old (i. 8—11). Then,
having laid bare the depth to which he had fallen,
he retraces the path by which he had travelled
thitherward. First he had sought after wisdom as
that to which God seemed to call him (i. 13), but
the pursuit of it was a sore travail, and there was
no satisfaction in its possession. It could not
remedy the least real evil, nor make the crooked
straight (i. 15). The first experiment in the search
after happiness had failed, and he tried another. It
was one to which men of great intellectual gifts
and high fortune are continually tempted—to sur-
round himself with all the appliances of sensual
enjoyment and yet in thought to hold himself above
it (ii. 1—9), making his very voluptuousness part
of the experience which was to enlarge his store of
wisdom. This—which one may perhaps call the
Goethe idea of life—was what now possessed him.
But this also failed to give him peace (ii. 11). Had
he not then exhausted all human experience and
found it profitless (ii. 12)? If for a moment he
found comfort in the thought that wisdom excelleth
folly, and that he was wise (ii. 10, 14), it was soon
darkened again by the thought of death (ii. 15).
The wise man dies as the fool (ii. 16). This is
enough to make even him who has wisdom hate
even his all labor and sink into the outer darkness
of despair (ii. 20). Yet this very despair leads to
the remedy. The first section closes with that which,
in different forms, is the main lesson of the book—
to make the best of what is actually around one
(ii. 24) —to substitute for the reckless feverish
pursuit of pleasure the calm enjoyment which men
may yet find both for the senses and the intellect.
This, so far as it goes, is the secret of a true life;
this is from the hand of God. On everything else
there is written, as before, the sentence that it is
vanity and vexation of spirit.

(2.) Ch. iii. I—vi. 9. The order of thought in
this section has a different starting-point. One
who looked out upon the infinitely varied phenomena
of man's life might yet discern, in the midst of
that variety, traces of an order. There are times
and seasons for each of them in its turn, even as
there are for the vicissitudes of the world of nature
(iii. 1—8). The heart of man with its changes is
the mirror of the universe (iii. 11), a^ 4 is, like that,
incertitude. And from this there comes the same
conclusion as from the personal experience. Cured
hy to accept the changes and chances of life, entering
into whatever joy they bring, as one accepts the
order of nature, this is the way of peace (iii. 13).
The ever-recurring cycle of nature which had
before been irritating and disturbing,
ow whispers the same lesson. If we suffer, others
have suffered before us (iii. 15). God is seeking
out the past and reproducing it. If men repeat
injustice and oppression, God also in the appointed
season repeats his judgments (iii. 16, 17). It is
true that this thought has a dark as well as a
bright side, and this cannot be ignored. If men
come and pass away, subject to laws and changes
like those of the natural world, then, it would seem,
man has no preeminence above the beast (iii. 19).
One end happens to all. All are of the dust and
return to dust again (iii. 20). There is no imme-
diate comfort of that conclusion. It was to teach
that the preacher's experience and reflection had
led him. But even on the hypothesis that the
personal being of man terminates with his death,
he has still the same counsel to give. Admit that
all is darkness beyond the grave, and still there is
nothing better on this side of it than the temper
of a tranquil enjoyment (iii. 22). The transition
from this to the opening thoughts of ch. iv. seems
at first somewhat abrupt. But the Preacher is
retracting the path by which he had been actually
led to a higher truth than that in which he had
then rested, and he will not, for the sake of a
formal continuity, smooth over its ruggedness.
The new track on which he was entering might have
seemed less promising than the old. Instead of the
self-centred search after happiness he looks out
upon the miseries and disorders of the world, and
learns to sympathize with suffering (iv. 1). At
first this does but multiply his perplexities. The
world is out of joint. Men are so full of misery that
death is better than life (iv. 2). Successful energy
exposes men to envy (iv. 4). Indolence leads to
poverty (iv. 5). Here too he who steers clear of
both extremes has the best portion (iv. 6). The
man who heaps up riches stands alone without
kindred to share or inherit them, and loses all the
blessings and advantages of human fellowship (iv.
8—12). And in this survey of life on a large scale,
as in that of a personal experience, there is a cycle
which is ever being repeated. The old and foolish
king yields to the young man, poor and wise, who
steps from his prison to a throne (iv. 13, 14). But
he too has his successor. There are generations
without limit before him, and shall be after him
(iii. 15, 16). All human greatness is swallowed
up in the great stream of time. The opening of
ch. v. again presents the appearance of abruptness,
but it is because the survey of human life takes a
wider range. The type of the Preacher, who
sees the dwellers in palaces to the worshippers in
the Temple, the devout and religious men. Have
they found out the secret of life, the path to wisdom
and happiness? The answer to that question is
that there the blindness and folly of mankind show
themselves in their worst forms. Hypocrisy, un-
seemly prayers, idle dreams, broken vows, God's
message, the Priest, mocked with curses—that
was what the religion which the Preacher witnessed
presented to him (v. 1—6). The command "Fear
then God," meant that a man was to take no part
in a religion such as this. But that command also
suggested the solution of another problem, of that
prevalence of injustice and oppression which had
before weighed down the spirit of the inquirer.
Above all the tyranny of petty governors, above
the might of the king himself, there was the power
of the Highest (v. 8); and his judgment was manifest
upon earth. Was there not an inequality of power;
Was God's purpose that the earth
would be for all, really counteracted (v. 9)? Was
the rich man with his cares and fears happier than
the laboring man whose sleep was sweet without riches (v. 10–12)? Was there anything permanent in that wealth of his? Did he not leave the world naked as he entered it? And if so, did not all this bring the inquirer round to the same conclusion as before? Moderation, self-control, freedom from all disturbing passions, these are the conditions of the maximum of happiness which is possible for man on earth. Let this be received as from God. Not the outward means only, but the very capacity of enjoyment is his gift (v. 18, 19). Short as life may be, if a man thus enjoys, he makes the most of it. God approves and answers his cheerfulness. Is not this better than the riches or length of days on which men set their hearts (vi. 1–5)? All are equal in death; all are nearly equal in life (vi. 6). To feel the eyes with what is actually before them is better than the careless wanderings of the spirit (vi. 9).

(3.) Ch. vi. 10–viii. 15. So far the lines of thought all seemed to converge to one result. The ethical teaching that grew out of the wise man's experience had in it something akin to the higher forms of Epicureanism. But the seeker could not rest in this, and found himself beset with thoughts at once more troubling and leading to a higher truth. The spirit of man looks before and after, and the uncertainties of the future vex it (vi. 12). A man cannot but be beset, as being man, with the want of wealth that riches (vii. 1); death is better than life, the house of mourning than the house of feasting (vii. 2). Self-command and the spirit of calm endurance are a better safeguard against vain speculations than any form of enjoyment (vii. 8, 9, 10). This wisdom is not only a defense, as lower things, in their measure may be, but it gives life to them that have it (vii. 12). So far there are signs of a clearer insight into the end of life. Then comes an oscillation which carries him back to the old problems (vii. 15). Wisdom suggests a half-solution of them (vii. 18), suggests also calmness, caution, humility in dealing with them (vii. 22); but this again is followed by a relapse into the bitterness of the sated pleasure-seeker. The search after wisdom, such as it had been in his experience, had led only to the discovery that though men were shocked, women were more wicked still (vii. 26–29). The repetition of thoughts that had appeared before, is perhaps the natural consequence of such an oscillation, and accordingly in ch. viii, we find the seeker moving in the same round as before. There are the old reflections on the misery of man (viii. 6), and the conclusions in the moral order of the universe (viii. 10, 11), the old conclusion that enjoyment each enjoyment as is compatible with the fear of God is the only wisdom, viii. 15.

(4.) Ch. viii. 16–xii. 8. After the pause implied in his again arriving at the lesson of v. 15, the Preacher retraces the last of his many wanderings. This time the thought with which he started was a profound conviction of the inability of man to unravel the mysteries by which he is surrounded (viii. 17); of the nothingness of man when earth is thought of as ending all things (vii. 3–6); of the wisdom of enjoying life while we may (v. 9, 10); of the evils which affict nations and individual man (ix. 11, 12). The wide experience of the Preacher suggests sharp and pointed sayings as to these evils (v. 1–29), each true and weighty in itself, but not leading him on to any firmer standing ground or clearer solution of the problems which oppressed him. It is here that the traces of plan and method in the book seem most to fail us. Consciously or unconsciously the writer teaches us how clear an insight into the follies and sins of mankind may exist with doubt and uncertainty as to the great ends of life, and give him no help in his pursuit after truth. In ch. xi., however, the progress is more rapid. The tone of the Preacher becomes more that of direct exhortation, and he speaks in clearer and higher notes. The conclusions of previous trains of thought are not contradicted, but are placed under a new law and brought into a more harmonious whole. The end of man's life is not to seek enjoyment for himself only, but to do good to others, regardless of the uncertainties or disappointments that may attend his efforts (xi. 1–4). His wisdom is to remember that there are things which he cannot know, problems which he cannot solve (xi. 5), to enjoy, in the brightness of his youth, whatever blessings God bestows on him (xi. 9). But beyond all these there lie the days of darkness, of failing powers and incapacity for enjoyment; and the joy of youth, though it is not to be crushed, is yet to be tempered by the thought that it cannot last for ever, and that it too is subject to God's law of retribution (xi. 9, 10). The secret of a true life is that a man should contemplate the vigor of his youth to God (xii. 1). It is well that he should be conscious of the passage of time, the decay of age enamells all the faculties of sense (xii. 2, 6), before the spirit returns to God who gave it. The thought of that end rings out once more the knell of the nothingness of all things earthly (xii. 8); but it leads also to "the conclusion of the whole matter," to that to which all trains of thought and all the experiences of life had been leading the seeker after wisdom, that to fear God and keep his commandments was the highest good attainable; that the righteous judgment of God would in the end fulfill itself and set right all the seeming disorders of the world (xii. 13, 14).

If one were to indulge conjecture, there would perhaps be some plausibility in the hypothesis that xii. 8 had been the original conclusion, and that the epilogue of xii. 9–14 had been added, either by another writer, or by the same writer on a subsequent revision. The verses (9–12) have the character of a panegyric designed to give weight to the authority of the teacher. The two that now stand as the conclusion, may naturally have originated in the desire to furnish a clew to the perplexities of the book, by stating in a broad intelligible form, not easy to be mistaken, the truth which had before been latent.

If the representation which has been given of the plan and unity of the book be at all true, we find in it, no less than in the book of Job, indications of the struggle with the doubts and difficulties which in all ages of the world have presented themselves to thoughtful observers of the condition of mankind. In its sharp sayings and wise counsels, it may present some striking affinity to the Proverbs, which also bear the name of the son of David, but the resemblance is more in form than in substance. The essential character it agrees with that great inquiry into the mysteries of God's government which the drama of Job brings before us. There are indeed characteristic differences. In the one we find the highest and boldest forms of Hebrew poetry, a sustained unity of design; in the other there are, as we have seen, changes and oscillations, and the style seldom rises.
above the rhythmic character of proverbial forms of speech. The writer of the book of Job deals with the great mystery presented by the sufferings of the righteous, and writes as one who has known those sufferings in their intensity. In the words of the Preacher, we trace chiefly the weariness or satiety of the pleasure-seeker, and the failure of all schemes of life but one. In spite of these differences, however, the two books illustrate each other. In both, the thought that the life of the righteous, the inspired is led to take refuge (as all great thinkers have ever done) in the thought that God’s kingdom is infinitely great, and that man knows but the smallest fragment of it; that he must refrain from things which are too high for him and be content with that which it is given him to know, the duties of his own life and the opportunities it presents for his doing the will of God.

Literature.—Every commentary on the Bible as a whole, every introduction to the study of the O. T., contains of course some materials for the history and interpretation of this as of other books. It is not intended to notice these, unless they possess some special merit or interest. As having that claim may be the specific commentary by Jerome addressed to Paula and Eustochium, as giving an example of the Patriarchic interpretation of the book now before us; the preface and annotations of Grotius (Opp. vol. iii.) as representing the earlier, the translation and notes of Ewald (Post. Bäch. vol. iv.) as giving the later results of philosophical criticism. The Critici Sacri here, as elsewhere, will be found a great storehouse of the opinions of the Biblical scholars of the 16th and 17th centuries. The sections on Ecclesiastes in the Introductions to the O. T. by Elchhorn, De Wette, John, Hilvernick, Kell, Davidson, will furnish the reader with the opinions of the chief recent critics of Germany as to the authorship and meaning of the book. Among the treatises specially devoted to this subject may be mentioned the characteristic Commentary by Luther already referred to (Opp. vol. ii. Jena, 1533); that by Anton. Correns in the 16th century, interesting as one of the earliest attempts to trace a distinct plan and order in it, and as having been adopted by Bishop Patrick as the basis of his interpretation; the Anmerkungen in Koekelijt by J. Drusius, 1655; the translation and Notes of the book published in Germany by Rabe (Ansbach, 1771); the Philosophical and Critical Essay on Ecclesiastes by Desvoues (London, 1760), written chiefly to meet the attacks of skeptics, and to assert that the doctrine of the book is that of the Immortality of the Soul: the Scholia of Maldonatus, better known for his Commentary on the Gospels (Paris, 1767), the commentaries of Knobel (Leipzig, 1834); Zöckel (Würzburg, 1727); Schmitt, J. E. C. (1794); Nachsig, J. Ch. (Heilbronn, 1798); Van der Palm (1781), Küster (1821), Köster (1831), Umbreit (Gottingen, 1818); and the article by Vahinger, in the Stud. und Krit. of 1848 [translated, with modification, in the Meth.-cat. Qw. Rev. for April and July, 1849]. English Biblical literature is comparatively barren in relation to this book, and the only noticeable recent contributions to its exegesis are the Commentary of Stuart, the translation of Moulinsola with Prolegomena, etc., by Preston (Cambridge, 1835), and the Attempt to Illustrate the Book of Ecclesiastes by Holden. As growing out of the attempt a fathoming, though not taking the form of criticism or exegesis, may be mentioned the metrical paraphrases which are found among the works of the minor English poets of the 17th century, of which the most memorable are those by Quarles (1645) and Sandys (1648).

E. II. P.

* Other works or later editions. — Prof. Stuart (Commentary on Ecclesiastes, edited and revised by R. D. C. Robbins, 1841), without admitting all the objections to Solomon’s authorship of the book to be valid, regards the arguments urged for that conclusion as insufficient to establish the claim. He supposes the author of the book to be unknown, but maintains its canonicity to be unquestionable. The book of Ecclesiastes has a claim to the place which it holds as one of the inspired writings. There the book is, in the midst of the Hebrew Scriptures; and there it has been, at least ever since the period when the Hebrew canon was closed. There at all events it was, when our Saviour and the Apostles declared the Jewish Scriptures to be of Divine origin and authority.”

For his views on this point expressed more fully, see his Hist. of the O. T. Canon, p. 138 ff.

We have commentaries also, in addition to those mentioned above, from Ewald, Die Dichter des Alten Blancks, Theil iv. (Gottingen, 1837, 2d Aufl. Theil ii., 1867), Herzfeld (1838), Hitzig (in the Kurszef. Exeg. Haeb. Lief. vii., 1847), Hellingsteyl (continuation of Maurer, iv. sect. ii. 1818), Burger (1834), Philippson (Die Israelsiche Relig., iii. 1834), Elster (1855), Wagenseil (1856), Vahinger (1858), Henstenberg (1858, Eng. trans. in Clark’s For. Theol. Libr. Edin. 1810), L. Young (Phila. 1866), D. Castelli (il Libro del Cofete, trad. del libro etnico con introd. crit. e note, Pisa, 1866), and G. R. Noyes (A New Trans. of Job, Ecclesiastes and Canticles, with Introductions and Notes, 3d ed., Boston, 1867). The Historical and Critical Commentary of Ginsburg (London 1861), a valuable work, contains a good history of the earlier and later literature of the book. Ginsburg writes also the article Ecclesiastes in Kitto’s Cyc. of Bibl. Literature (3d ed., 1882). Vahinger writes the article Prediger Salomo in Herzog’s Real-Encycl. xii. 92-106, worthy of attention especially for its minute analysis of the contents of Koehler. Böck’s section (Einl. in den A. T. p. 641 ff.) summarizes the results of a careful study of the questions relating to this book (See also Herbst’s Einl. in den A. T. p. 241-251). Welte, (1852.) Dr. Nordheimer has an elaborate article on the Philosophy of Ecclesiastes in the Amer. Bibl. Repos. for July 1838, xii. 197-210. See also Gurlitt, Zur Erklärung des Buches Koheleth, in the Theol. Stud. u. Krit., 1845, pp. 321-345. The LXX. translation of Ecclesiastes, says Böck, is remarkable for its literal adherence to the Hebrew text. It is so shabby at times in this respect (e.g. vii. 29) as to be ungrammatical and unintelligible. Such translations have a special value as vouchers for the condition of the text on which they are founded.

Dean Stanley’s remarks on this composition evince his characteristic critical skill, as well as power of elegant expression. As to the author, he understands that the anonymous writer of the Preacher in Ecclesiastes personates Solomon. There can be no doubt that Ecclesiastes embodies the sentiments which were believed to have proceeded from Solomon at the close of his life, and therefore must be taken as the Hebrew, Scriptural representation of his last lessons to the world” (History of the Jewish Church, ii. 281).
characterizes the scope and structure of the writing thus: "As the book of Job is couched in the form of a dramatic argument between the patriarch and his friends— as the Song of Songs is a dramatic dialogue between the Lover and the Beloved One, so the book of Ecclesiastes is a drama of a still more tragic kind. It is an interchanges of voices, higher and lower, mournful and joyful, within a single human soul. It is like the struggle between the two principles in the Epistle to the Romans. It is like the question and answer of the 'Two Voices' of our modern poet. It is like the perpetual strife and astrotrophe of Pascal's Pensees. . . . Every speculation and thought of the human heart is heard, and expressed, and recognized in turn. The conflicts which in other parts of the Bible (comp. especially Pss. Lxxviii. 3, 6, 12, 18, and Lxxxix. 46-50) are confined to a single verse or a single chapter, are here expanded to a whole book." (pp. 252, 253). We have space only for the concluding paragraph. "There is a yet simpler and nobler summary of the wide and varied experience of the manifold forms of human life, as represented in the greatness and the fall of Solomon. It is not 'vanity of vanities,' it is not 'rejoice and be merry,' it is not even 'wisdom and knowledge, and many provers, and the words of the wise, even words of truth:' in making many books there is no end, and much study is a weariness of the flesh. Let us hear the conclusion of the whole matter." For all students of ecclesiastical history, for all students of theology, for all who are about to be religious teachers of others, for all who are entangled in the controversies of the present, there are no better words to be remembered than these, viewed in their original and immediate application. They are the true answer to all perplexities respecting Ecclesiastes and Solomon; they are no less the true answer to all perplexities about human life itself. 'Fear God and keep his commandments; for this is the whole duty of man. For toil shall bring every work into judgment, with every secret thing, whether it be good, or whether it be evil' (Ecc. xii. 14-14). II.

ECCLESIASTICUS, the title given in the Latin Version to the book which is called in the Septuagint The Wisdom of Jesus the Son of Sirach (7:1 Ἰωσήφ τοῦ Ἰσραήλ). 1 Macc. 13 (cf. 1 Macc. 12. 26a). 2. The writer of the present book describes himself as Jesus (i.e. Jehoshua) the son of Sirach, of Jerusalem (cf. I. 27), but the conjectures which have been made to fill up this short notice are either unwarranted (e.g. that he was a physician from xxxviii. 1-15) or absolutely improbable. There is no evidence to show that he was of priestly descent; and the similarity of names is scarcely a plausible excuse for confounding him with the Hele- lenizing high-priest Jason (2 Macc. ix. 7-11; George Syne. Chronog. 276). In the Talmud the name of Ben Sirā (בנ סירא, for which בְּנִי לִילֶד is a late error, Jos. Ant. d. Jud. 4. i. 31) occurs in several places as the author of proverbial sayings which in part are parallel to sentences in Ecclesiasticus (cf. § 4), but nothing is said as to his date or person [JESUS THE SON OF SIRACH], and the tradition which ascribes the authorship of the book to Eleazer (n. 260) is without any adequate foundation (Jos. v. v. The Palestinian origin of the author is, however, substantiated by internal evidence, e.g. xxiv. 10. 3. The language in which the book was essentially composed was Hebrew (Ἑβραϊκός); this may mean, however, the vernacular Aramæan dialect, John v. 2. xii. 13, &c.). This is the express statement of the Greek translator, and Jerome says (Pref. in Libr. Sid. l. c.) that he had met with the "Hebrew" text; nor is there any reason to doubt that he saw the book in its original form. The internal character of the prose and the style witness to its foreign source. Not only is the style Hebraistic in general form (cf. Lowth, de verbo Passi, xxxiv.), and idioms (e.g. θεολογία, θαυμάς, xii. 15; κρίμα, θαυμάς, xxxvii. 54; ἔννοια, ἔννοια, xiv. 11; cf. Eichhorn, Fin. d. Apok. p. 57) as distinguished from the Greek of the Introduction, but in several instances it is possible to point out mistakes and

---

* The reading of Cod. A and six other MSS. is remarkable (cf. 338, 352, 358, 361, 368, 369, 370).

* The work was written in Hebrew and not

services of the Church (Comm. in Synov. § 38. "Sapientia, quae dictior fili Sirach in bibliis Apud Latines hoc ipsa generali vocabulo Ecclesiasticus appellatur, quo vocabulo non auter libelli sed scripturarum quas nominantest eis"). The specia, application by Rutilans of the general name of the class (ecclesiasticus as opposed to canonicet) to the single book may be explained by its wide popularity, Athanasius, for instance, mentions the book (Ep. Patr. sub fin.) as one of those 'framed by the fathers to be read by those who wish to be instructed (ἐκ τοῖς κατάθλοις) in the word of godliness.' According to Jerome (Pref. in Libr. Sid. ix. 1212) the original Hebrew title was Proverbs (הaddContainerGapית, cf. inf. § 9) and the Wisdom of Sirach shared with the canonical book of Proverbs and the Wisdom of Solomon the title of The book of all Virtues (ἡ παράδοσις αυτοίς, ἡ παρα
dotos, Hieron, l.c. (cf. Routh, Bibb. Sacra. i. 278). In the Syriac version the book is entitled The Book of Jesus the son of Simon Astro (i.e. the bound); and the same book is called the Wisdom of the Son of Astro. In many places it is simply styled Wisdom (Orig. in Matt. xiii. 4; cf. Chem. i. 42; 39, 72, &c.), and Jesus Sirach (August. ad Simplic. § 20).

---

Aramaean is shown by the fact that the numerous quotations from 2nd preserved in Aramaean writings, as the Talmud and Midrashim, are nearly all in pure Hebrew. See Zunz, Gottschedisch. Veri. d. Juden, p 101; Ginsburg, Art. Ecclesiasticus in Ritté's Cyclo. g. Bibl. Lat., 34 ed., p. 721. ▲
the benefactors of his nation. And on the other hand the manner in which the translator speaks of the Alexandrine version of the Old Testament, and the familiarity which he shows with its language (e. g. xiv. 16, 'Ερυθρά μετέτηθη, Gen. v. 24; cf. Lindle, ap. Eichhorn, p. 41, 42) is scarcely consistent with a date so early as the middle of the third century. From these considerations it appears best to combine the two views. The grandson of the author was already past middle age when he came to Egypt, and if his visit took place early in the reign of Ptolemy Philuscon, it is quite possible that the book itself was written while the name and person of the last of "the men of the great synagogue" were still familiar to his countrymen. 

4. Nothing however remains of the original proverbs of Ben Sira except the few fragments in pure Hebrew (Just, Gesch. d. Juden, i. c. 311 n.) which occur in the Talmud and later Rabbinic writers. These may have been derived from tradition and not from any written collection.

The Greek translation incorporated in the LXX., which is probably the source from which the other translations were derived, was made by the grandson of the author in Egypt, in the reign of Euergetes, b. for the instruction of those in "a strange country (ἐν παρανοίᾳ) who were previously prepared to live after the law." The date which is thus given is unfortunately ambiguous. Two kings of Egypt bore the surname Euergetes. Ptol. III., the son and successor of Ptol. II. Philadephus, c. 217-222; and Ptol. VII. Physcon, the brother of Ptol. VI. Philometor, b. c. 170-117. And the noble eulogy on "Simon the son of Onias, the high-priest," who is described as the last of the great worthies of Israel (ch. 1.), and apparently removed only by a short interval from the times of their nation, is affected with such a strain of ambiguity, so that it cannot be used absolutely to fix the reign in which the translation was made. Simon I., the son of Onias, known by the title of the Just, was high-priest about 310-290 b. c., and Simon II., also the son of Onias, held the same office at the time when Ptol. IV. Philopator endeavored to force an entrance into the Temple, b. c. 217 (3 Macc. i. 2). Some have consequently supposed that the reference is to Simon the Just, and that the grandson of Ben Sirach, who is supposed to have been his younger contemporary, lived in the reign of Ptolemy III. (Jahn, Vaihinger in Herzog's Encycl. s. v.); others again have applied the eulogy to Simon II., and fixed the translation in the time of Ptolemy VII. (Eichhorn, Einl. p. 38). But both suppositions are attended with serious difficulties. The description of Simon can scarcely apply to one so little distinguished as the second high-priest of the name, while the first, a man of representative dignity, is passed over without notice in the list of the

The "Alphabet," or "Book of Ben Sira," which exists at present, is a later compilation (Zaum, Gottesd. Vortr. d. Juden, pp. 100-105) of proverbs in Hebrew and Chaldee, containing some genuine fragments, among much that is worthless (Dukes, Robinsons Babylon. p. 31 ff.). Ben Sira is called in the preface the son of Jeremiah. The sayings are collected by Dukes, i. e. c. 67 ff. They offer parallel to Eccles. iii. 21, vi. 6, ix. 8 ff., xi. 13, xv. 22, xxvi. 1, xxx. 25, xxxvii. 1, 4, 8, xiii. 9 ff.

The "Proverbs" are arranged in a similar manner, with the same division into the four book titles (Eichhorn, 2. c. p. 40), and several others, "in the thirty-eighth year of the reign of Euergetes." It is absolutely impossible to point to any period within the grammatical structure of the sentence. The Septuagint furnishes abundant examples of the construction, which here pronounced impossible. The following list contains some which do not appear to have been hitherto noticed. See Hegg. i. 1, in τὸν δευτέρον ἐτί ἔτει ἡ δαραίσι βασιλείας: II i. (i. 15), 11 (10); Ezech. i. 1, ἐν τῷ δόξαν μετα τοῦ δευτέρου ἐτὸν ἡ δαραίσι: i. 7; vili. 1, ἐν τῷ πρώτῳ ἐτί ἔτει δαραίσι τοῦ βασιλείας; Dan. ix. 1 (LXXX.), ὡς πρώτων ἐτί ἔτει δαραίσι, where Theodotion has ἐν τῷ πρώτω ἐτί ἔτει δαραίσι, though even here the Comp. edition and the Alex. MS. insert ἐτί before δαραίσι; I Macc. xii. 42, ὡς πρώτων ἐτί ἔτει Σιδηρίων ἄρχων: 6v. 27: Jer. xvi. (Heb. xxvii.) 2. Altholz, in the Comp. 1. Eetr. 15 (16), ἐν 62 ὀσικ εἰς Ἱσραήλ τῶν Πιστῶν βασιλείας χρονοι. As Mr. Westcott admits that no reason can be given for the translator's specification of his own age, it is not surprising that Eichhorn's construction of the passage should be adopted by many recent writers, as Bruch (Weisheits-Lehre der Hebräer, p. 207), Paifrey, Davidson, Ewald, Fritzsche (Ecc. Hendh. v. p. xiii.), and Horowitz (Das Buch Jesus Sirach, p. 29, n.).

4. If indeed the inscription in B. "The Wisdom of Sirach" (so also Ewald, Herz. viii. 5. σοφία τοῦ Σεβαστοῦ), as distinguished from the prayer in c. 11 (Ἰησοῦ ν. 2.), is based upon any historic tradition, another generation will be added to carry us back to the first elements of the book. See § 6. 

The "Alphabet," or "Book of Ben Sira," which exists at present, is a later compilation (Zaum, Gottesd. Vortr. d. Juden, pp. 100-105) of proverbs in Hebrew and Chaldee, containing some genuine fragments, among much that is worthless (Dukes, Robinsons Babylon. p. 31 ff.). Ben Sira is called in the preface the son of Jeremiah. The sayings are collected by Dukes, i. e. c. 67 ff. They offer parallel to Eccles. iii. 21, vi. 6, ix. 8 ff., xi. 13, xv. 22, xxvi. 1, xxx. 25, xxxvii. 1, 4, 8, xiii. 9 ff.
ECCLESIASTICUS

Differing widely in their character, though all were purely Hebrew in their origin.

7. The Syriac and Old Latin versions, which later Jerome adopted without alteration (Pref. in Liber. Sol. vulg. LXX. i. c. ..., in Ecclesiasticó, quom esse Jesu filii Sirach nullus ignotum, calamo temperavi. tantummodo Canonicos scripturas connederam desiderarum), differ considerably from the present Greek text, and it is uncertain whether they were derived from some other Greek recension (Eichhorn, p. 81) or from the Hebrew original (Bertholdt, p. 2304 ff.) a. The language of the Latin version presents great peculiarities. Even in the first two chapters the following words occur which are found in no other part of the Vulgate: definieo (i. 15), religiositas (i. 17, 18, 20), comparior (i. 21), inaneriione (i. 88), obelicio (ii. 2, v. 1, 10), recepibilis (iii. 5). The Arabic version is directly derived from the Syriac (Kettenbelt, p. 702 ff.).

8. The existing Greek MSS. present great discrepancies in order, and numerous interpolations. The arrangement of ec. xxx. 25 — xxxvi. 17 in the Vatican and Complutensian editions is very different. The English version follows the latter, which is supported by the Latin and Syriac versions against the authority of the Uncial MSS. The extent of the variation is seen in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ed. Comp. Lat. Syr. E. V.</th>
<th>Ed. Vat. A. B. C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>xxx. 25</td>
<td>xxxii. 13, lorum pater, k. t. a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxxi.</td>
<td>xxxiv. xxxvi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxxii. 1-11</td>
<td>xxxvi. 7-16.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxxii. 12-20</td>
<td>xxxvi. 25-29.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxxii. 20-27</td>
<td>xxxvi. 30-36.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxxii. 27-33</td>
<td>xxxvi. 37-44.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxxii. 34-41</td>
<td>xxxvi. 45-52.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The most important interpolations are: i. 5, 7; 18, 21; iii. 25; iv. 230; vi. 296; x. 21; xii. 6; xii. 236; xvi. 15, 16, 22; xvii. 5, 9, 16, 17, 18, 21, 22, 25, 28, 35; xiii. 4, 6, 7, 15, 16, 19, 21, 25; xx. 3, 14, 16, 37, 32; xxi. 10, 12, 13; xxii. 3c, 4c, 5d, 28, xxiv. 18, 24; xxxiv. 12, 26; xxxv. 19-27; 1. 296. All these passages, which are in the Vatican and the Complutensian texts, are wanting in the best MSS. The edition of the Syro-Hexaplaric MS. at Milan, which is at present reported to be in preparation (1853), will probably contribute much to the establishment of a sounder text.

9. It is impossible to make any satisfactory plan of the book in its present shape. The latter part, ch. xii. 15-21, is distinguished from all that precedes in style and subject; and the "phrase of noble men" (παρακεντον, παρακεντον) seems to form a complete whole in itself (ch. xiv.-L. 24). The words of Jerome, Prof. in Liber. Solon. ("Quorum priorem [...]") Jesu filii Sirach librum) Hebraicum requiri, non Fechisenium ut apud Latinos, sed Parabolica praeestant, cui juncti etiam Ecclesiastici et Canticum Canticorum, ut similitudinem Solomonis non solus librum numeros, sed etiam materiarum genere coaequatur," which do not appear to have received any notice, imply that the original text presented a triple character answering to the three works of Solomon, the Proverbs, Ec-

ECCLESIASTICUS

clesiastes and Canticles, in a similitude, Solomonis non soluta librum numeros, sed etiam materiarum genere coaequatur." It do not appear to have received any notice, imply that the original text presented a triple character answering to the three works of Solomon, the Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and Canticles; and it is, perhaps, possible to trace the prevalence of the different types of maxims, reflection, and song in successive parts of the present book.

In the central portion of the book (xvii. 20, = Προφητία της πεποιημένης ii. 27; and the voice of the great Master (παρακεντον, παρακεντον) seems to form a complete whole in itself (ch. xiv.-L. 24). The words of Jerome, Prof. in Liber. Solon. ("Quorum priorem [...]") Jesu filii Sirach librum) Hebraicum requiri, non Fechisenium ut apud Latinos, sed Parabolica praeestant, cui juncti etiam Ec-

ECCLESIASTICUS

clesiastes et Canticum Canticorum, ut similitudinem Solomonis non soluta librum numeros, sed etiam materiarum genere coaequatur," which do not appear to have received any notice, imply that the original text presented a triple character answering to the three works of Solomon, the Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and Canticles; and it is, perhaps, possible to trace the prevalence of the different types of maxims, reflection, and song in successive parts of the present book.

In the central portion of the book (xvii. 20, = Προφητία της πεποιημένης ii. 27; and the voice of the great Master (παρακεντον, παρακεντον) seems to form a complete whole in itself (ch. xiv.-L. 24). The words of Jerome, Prof. in Liber. Solon. ("Quorum priorem [...]") Jesu filii Sirach librum) Hebraicum requiri, non Fechisenium ut apud Latinos, sed Parabolica praeestant, cui juncti etiam Ec-

ECCLESIASTICUS

clesiastes et Canticum Canticorum, ut similitudinem Solomonis non soluta librum numeros, sed etiam materiarum genere coaequatur," which do not appear to have received any notice, imply that the original text presented a triple character answering to the three works of Solomon, the Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and Canticles; and it is, perhaps, possible to trace the prevalence of the different types of maxims, reflection, and song in successive parts of the present book.
14: In Ep. ad Rom. ix. § 17, &c., and as the allusion of "the divine word" (c. Cels. viii. 50). The other writers of the Alexandrine school follow the same practice. Dionysius calls its words "divine oracles" (Frug. de Nat. iii. p. 1258, ed. Migne), and Peter Martyr quotes it as the work of "the Preacher" (Frug. i. § 5, p. 515, ed. Migne). The passage quoted from Tertullian (de Exhort. Cont. 2; "sicut scriptum est: ecce posui ante bos," and is must be omitted together with the "argumenti...""). Cf. Ezech. xxv. 17, Vulg.) is absolutely conclusive (see Deut. xxx. 35); but Cyril constantly brings forward passages from the book as Scripture (de Bono Pat. 17; de Mort. Iitiate, 9, § 13) and as the work of Solomon (Ep. Ivx. 2). The testimony of Augustine sums up briefly the result which follows from these isolated authorities. He quotes the book constantly himself as the work of a prophet (Serm. xxxix. 1), the word of God (Serm. Ixxvii. 11), "Scripture" (Lib. de Nat. 33), and that even in controversy (c. Jul. Pelag. v. 36), but he expressly notices that it was not in the Hebrew Canon (De Curo pro Mort. 18) "though the Church, especially of the West, had received it into authority" (De Ciuit. xxi. 20, cf. Speculam. ii. 1127, ed. Paris). Jerome, in like manner (l. c. § 7), contrasts the book with the Canonical Scriptures as "doubtful," while they are never quoted in another place (Pref. to work). He says that "it is not in the Canon," and again (Prod. in Liber. Sol.) that it should be read "for the instruction of the people (pédés), not to support the authority of ecclesiastical dogmas." The book is not quoted by Irenaeus, Hippolytus, or Eusebius; and is not contained in the Canon of Melito, Origen, Cyril, Laodicea, Hifray, or Rufinus. [Canon.] It was never included by the Jews among their Scriptures; for though it is quoted in the Talmud, and at times like the Kethubim, the study of it was forbidden, and it was classed among "the outer books" (איברים חיצון). that is probably, those which were not admitted into the Canon (Dukes, Revue, xxvii. pp. 24, 25). While the book was thus distinguished from the highest canonical authority, it is one of the most important monuments of the religious state of the Jews at the period of its composition. As an expression of Palestinian theology it stands alone; for there is no sufficient reason for assuming Alexandrine interpolations or direct Alexandrine influence (Göhrer, Philo, i. 18 ff.). The translator may, perhaps, have given an Alexandrine coloring to the doctrine, but its great outlines are unchanged (cf. Duhme, Relig.-Philos. ii. 129 ff.). The eugenia of God as Creator, Preserver, and Governor is strictly conformable to the old Mosaic type; but at the same time his mercy is extended to all mankind (xviii. 11-13). Little stress is laid upon the spirit-world, either good (xviii. 21, xlv. 2, xxxix. 28?) or evil (xxi. 27)? and the doctrine of a resurrection fades away (xv. 16, xvii. 27, 28, xlv. 14. 15. Yet cf. xviii. 11). In addition to the general hope of restoration (xxxvi. 1, &c.) one trait only of a Messianic faith is preserved in which the writer contemplates the future work of Elias (xlviii. 10). The ethical precepts are addressed to the middle class (Eichhorn, Eikel. p. 44 ff.). The praise of agriculture (vii. 15) and medicine (xxxviii. i. ff.) and the constant ex-

a It is quoted by Hippolytus (Opp. p. 192. i. 12, f. Lagarde), and by Eusebius in De Eccl. Theol. i. 12; Dom. Evang. i. i. Opp. iv. 21 a. et. Migne; D. Vita Cons. i. ii; and Comm. in Ps. iv 21 a. A.
ECLIPSE OF THE SUN

ch. 1. is the famous Simon the Just, and the description in that chapter is so vivid that it must represent what the writer had seen and heard; the book was probably composed at different periods during the long life of the author, the original conclusion being the last verse of ch. xii.: chapters 1. to 4. were added afterwards, possibly as late as n. c. 250, whence the strangely placed invectives against the Samaritans (I. 25, 26), who about this time were harassing the Jews (Joseph. Ant. xii. 4, § 1). The translator came to Egypt in 386th year of Ptolemy Euergetes II. (Physcon), that is, about 132 n. c. But how then could he call the author, who is supposed to have died about 120 years before, his grandfather? Horowitz meets this difficulty by taking πάντας in the wider sense of ancestor. Further, he does not regard the language in the Prologue respecting the books of the Old Testament as necessarily implying that the collection was then complete, and the Canon closed. The essay contains some happy conjectures and restorations of the original text in corrupt passages, chiefly by the aid of the Syriac version.

ECLIPSE OF THE SUN. No historical notice of an eclipse occurs in the Bible, but there are passages in the prophets which contain manifest allusion to this phenomenon. They describe it in the following terms: "The sun goes down at noon," "the earth is darkened in the clear day" (Am. viii. 9), "the day shall be dark" (Mic. iii. 6), "the light shall not be clear nor dark" (Zech. xiv. 6), "the sun shall be dark" (Joel ii. 10, 31, iii. 15). Some of these notices probably refer to eclipses that occurred about the time of the respective compositions; thus the date of Amos coincides with a total eclipse, which occurred Feb. 9, n. c. 784, and was visible at Jerusalem shortly after noon (Hitzig, Comm. in Prov.); that of Micah with the eclipse of June 3, n. c. 716, referred to by Dionys. Hal. ii. 56, to which same period the latter part of the book of Zechariah may be probably assigned. A passing notice in Jer. xx. 29 coincides in date with the eclipse of Sept. 30, n. c. 610, so well known from Herodotus' account (i. 74, 102). The darkness that overspread the world at the crucifixion cannot with reason be attributed to an eclipse, as the moon was at the full time of the Passover. [DARKNESS.] The awe which is naturally inspired by an eclipse in the minds of those who are unacquainted with the cause of it, rendered it a token of impending judgment in the prophetic books.

W. L. B.

EDEN: i. c. "witness." a word inserted in the A. V. of Josh. xxii. 34 [brought along from the earlier English versions] apparently on the authority of a few MSS., and also of the Syriac and Arabic Versions, but not existing in the generally-received Hebrew Text. The passage is literally as follows: "And the children [sons] of Reuben and the children [sons] of Gad named (LXX. οἱ κόρησαν) the altar: because that is a witness (Ed) between us that Jehovah is God." The rendering of the LXX., although in some respects differing materially from the present text, shows plainly that at that time the word Ed (אד) stood in the Hebrew in the present place. The word נְנָפָח, to call or pro-claim, has not invariably (though generally) a transitive force, but is also occasionally an intran-
sitive verb. (For a further investigation of this passage, see Keil, Joshua, ad loc.)

G. The sense is better if we make לָלָל in the last clause restitutive like פָּרָר, not causial, as above: "and Jehovah is God." The entire sentence and not "witness" merely (A. V.) was inscribed on the altar and formed its name. So in De Wette's Uebersetzung (1858) and in that of the Société biblique Protestant de Paris (1866). Ed therefore is not a proper name any more than the other words.

EDAR, TOWER OF (accur. Eder, יִדּר), יִדּר ידד: Vat. omits; Alex. ["in character. minor "] πάντας Πασποί (πάντας Πασποί Fario: turris gregis), a place named only in Gen. xxxvi. 21. Jacob's first halting-place between Bethlehem and Hebron was "beyond (ידדיד) the tower Eder." According to Jerome (Onomasticon, Bethlehem) it was 1000 paces from Bethlehem. The name signifies a "flock" or "drove," and is quite in keeping with the pastoral habits of the district. Jerome sees in it a prophecy of the announcement of the birth of Christ to the shepherds (Gen. ii. 16): and it seems to have been a Jewish tradition that the Messiah was to be born there (Targum Ps. Jon.).

ED'IFAS (טָּיפָּס: [Vat. -טָּיפָּס] Alex. טָּיפָּס; [Akh. טישיסה:] Geddes), 1 Esdr. ix. 26. [JEZEBEL.]

E'DEN (ינְנָפָח) [pleasantsnes]: E'baum [see below], the first residence of man. It would be difficult, in the whole history of opinion, to find any subject which has so invited, and at the same time so completely baffled, conjecture, as the Garden of Eden. The three continents of the old world have been subjected to the most rigorous search; from China to the Canary isles, from the Mountains of the Moon to the coasts of the Baltic, no locality which in the slightest degree corresponded to the description of the first abode of the human race has been left unexamined. The great rivers of Europe, Asia, and Africa, have in turn been supposed to be the Pison and Gihon of Scripture, and there remains nothing but the New World wherein the next adventurous theorist may bewilder himself in the mazes of this most difficult question.

In order more clearly to understand the merit of the several conjectures, it will be necessary to submit to a careful examination the historic narrative on which they are founded. Omitting those portions of the text of Gen. ii. 8-14 which do not bear upon the geographical position of Eden, the description is as follows: "And the Lord God planted a garden in Eden eastward. And a river goeth forth from Eden to water the garden: and from thence it is divided and becomes four heads (or arms). The name of the first is Pison: that is it which compasseth the whole land of Havilah, where there is gold. And the name of the second is Gihon: that is it which compasseth the whole land of Cush. And the name of the third is Hiddekel: that is it which compasseth all the land of Assyria. And the name of the fourth is Euphrates: this is the boundary between the people of Chaldea. [locks. Bethlehem is famous at the present day for the number of similar structures in its neighborhood. I]
And the name of the third river is Hiddekel: that is it which floweth before Assyria. And the fourth river, that is Euphrates." In the eastern portion then of the region of Eden was the garden planted. The river which flowed through Eden watered the garden, and thence branched off into four distinct streams. The first problem to be solved then is this: To find a river which, at some stage of its course, is divided into four streams, two of which are the Tigris and Euphrates. The identity of these rivers with the Hiddekel and P'ath has never been disputed, and no hypothesis which omits them is worthy of consideration. Setting aside minor differences of detail, the theories which have been framed with regard to the situation of the terrestrial paradise naturally divide themselves into two classes. The first class includes all those which place the garden of Eden below the junction of the Euphrates and Tigris, and interpret the names Pison and Gihon of certain portions of these rivers: the second, which seek for it in the high table-land of Armenia, the fruitful parent of many noble streams. These theories have been supported by most learned men of all nations, of all ages, and representing every shade of theological belief; but there is not one which is not based in some degree upon a forced interpretation of the words of the narrative. Those who contend that the united stream of the Euphrates and Tigris is the "river" which "goeth forth from Eden to water the garden," have committed a fatal error in neglecting the true meaning of נֵבְיָא (nevi'ya), which is only used of the course of a river from its source downstreams (cf. Ez. xlvii. 1). Following the guidance which this word supplies, the description in ver. 10 must be explained in this manner: a river takes its rise in Eden, flows into the garden, and from thence is divided into four branches, the separation taking place either in the garden or after leaving it. If this be the case, the Tigris and Euphrates before junction cannot, in this position of the garden, be two of the four branches in question. But, though they have avoided this error, the theorists of the second class have been driven into a Charybdis not less destructive. Looking for the true site of Eden in the highlands of Armenia, near the sources of the Tigris and Euphrates, and applying the names Pison and Gihon to some one or other of the rivers which spring from the same region, they have been compelled to explain away the meaning of נֵבְיָא, the "river," and to give to סְפָנִים (s'fanim) a sense which is not supported by a single passage. In no instance is סְפָנִים (lit. "head") applied to the source of a river. On several occasions (cf. Judg. vii. 16, Job i. 17, &c.) it is used of the detachments into which the main body of an army is divided, and analogy therefore leads to the conclusion that סְפָנִים (s'fanim) denotes "the branches" of the parent stream.

There are other difficulties in the details of the several theories, which may be obstacles to their entire reception, but it is manifest that no theory which fails to satisfy the above-mentioned conditions can be allowed to take its place among things that are probable.

The old versions supply us with little or no assistance. The translators appear to have hied between a mystical and literal interpretation. The word סְפָנִים is rendered by the LXX. as a proper name in three passages only, Gen. ii. 8, 10, iv. 15 where it is represented by Ἐδέη. In all others, with the exception of Is. ii. 3, it is translated ποταμὸς. In the Vulgate it never occurs as a proper name, but is rendered "polypus," "locus voluppatis," or "deliciei." The Targum of Onkelos gives it uniformly ספניא for ספְנִים.

It would be a hopeless task to attempt to chronicle the opinions of all the commentators upon this question: their name is legion. Philo (de Mundi Opif. § 54) is the first who ventured upon an allegorical interpretation. He conceived that by paradise is darkly shadowed forth the governing faculty of the soul; that the tree of life signifies religion, whereby the soul is immortalized; and by the faculty of knowing good and evil the middle sense, by which are discerned things contrary to nature. In another passage (de Plantat. § 9) he explains Eden, which signifies "pleasure," as a symbol of the soul, that sees what is right, exults in virtue, and prefers one enjoyment, the worship of the Only Wise, to myriads of men's chief delights. And again (Legum Allegor. i. § 14) he says, "now virtue is tropically called paradise, and the site of paradise is Eden, that is, pleasure." The four rivers he explains (§ 10) of the several virtues of prudence, temperament, courage, and justice; while the main stream of which they are branches is the generic virtue, goodness, which goeth forth from Eden, the wisdom of God. The opinions of Philo would not be so much worthy of consideration, were it not that he has been followed by many of the Fathers. Origen, according to Luther (Comm. in Gen.), imagined paradise to be heaven, the trees angels, and the rivers wisdom, Pipsis, Irenæus, Pantæans, and Clemens Alexandrinus have all favored the mystical interpretation (Huet, Origens, ii. 167). Ambrosius followed the example of Origen, and placed the terrestrial paradise in the third heaven, in consequence of the expression of St. Paul (2 Cor. xii. 2, 4); but elsewhere he distinguishes between the terrestrial paradise and that to which the Apostle was caught up (De Parad. c. 3). In another passage (Ep. ad Sabiniun) all this is explained as allegory. Among the Hebrew traditions enumerated by Jerome (De loc. or. in Gen.) is one that paradise was created before the world was formed, and is therefore beyond its limits. Moses Bar Cephala (De Parad.) assigns it a middle place between the earth and the firmament. Some affirm that paradise was on a mountain, which reached nearly to the moon; while others, stressed by the manifest absurdity of such an opinion, held that it was situated in the third region of the air, and was higher than all the mountains of the earth by twenty cubits, so that the waters of the flood could not reach it. Others again have thought that paradise was twofold, one corporeal and the other incorporeal: others that it was formerly on earth, but had been taken away by the judgment of God (Hopkinson, Deor. Parad. in Ugol. Theor. viii.). Among the opinions enumerated by Morinus (Dias. de Parad. Terraeit. Ugol. Theor. vii.) is one, that, before the fall, the whole earth was paradise, and was really situated in Eden, in the midst of all kinds of delights. Ephraem Syrus (Comm. in Ge.), expresses himself doubtfully upon this point. Whether the trees of paradise, being spiritual, drank
of spiritual water, he does not undertake to decide; but he seems to be of opinion that the four rivers have lost their original virtue in consequence of the curse pronounced upon the earth for Adam's transgression.

Conjectures with regard to the dimensions of the garden have differed as widely as those which are assigned to its locality. Ephraem Syrus maintained that it surrounded the whole earth, while he said that it was surrounded by forty-six or forty miles, and others have made it extend over Syria, Arabia, and Mesopotamia. (Hopkinson, as above.) But of speculations like these there is no end.

What is the river which goes forth from Eden to water the garden? is a question which has been often asked, and still waits for a satisfactory answer. That the ocean stream which surrounded the earth, and was the source from which the four rivers flowed, was the opinion of Josephus (Ant. i. 1, § 3) and Johannes Damascenus (De Orth. Fid. ii. 9). It was the Shatt-al-Arab, according to those who place the garden of Eden below the junction of the Tigris and Euphrates, and their conjecture would deserve consideration were it not that this stream cannot, with any degree of propriety, be said to rise in Eden. By those who refer the position of Eden to the highlands of Armenia, the river from which the four streams diverge is conceived to mean "a collection of springs," or a well-watered district. It is scarcely necessary to say that this signification of כֶּבֶר (nab.tar) is wholly without a parallel; and even if it could under certain circumstances, be made to adopt it, such a signification is, in the present instance, precluded by the fact that, whatever meaning we may assign to the word in ver. 10, it must be the same as that which it has in the following verses, in which it is sufficiently definite. Sickerl (Augusti, Thed. Monatatschrift, i. 1, quoted by Winer), supposing the whole narrative to be a myth, solves the difficulty by attributing to its author a large measure of ignorance. The "river" which he thinks the Caspian Sea, in which his apprehension was an immense stream from the east. Bertleman, applying the geographical knowledge of the ancients as a test of that of the Hebrews, arrived at the same conclusion, on the ground that all the people south of the Armenian and Persian highlands place the dwelling of the gods in the extreme north, and the regions of the Caspian were the northern limit of the horizon of the biblically (Knobel, Genesis). But he allows the four rivers of Eden to have been real rivers, and not, as Sickerl imagined, oceans which surrounded the earth east and west of the Nile.

That the Hulkea is the Tigris, and the Phratth the Euphrates, has never been denied, except by those who assume that the whole narrative is a myth which originated elsewhere, and was adapted by the Hebrews to their own geographical notions. As the former is the name of the great river by which Daniel sat (Dan. x. 4), and the latter is the term uniformly applied to the Euphrates in the Old Testament, there seems no reason to suppose that the appellations in Gen. ii. 14 are to be understood in any other than the ordinary sense. One

* This name is said to be still in use among the tribes who live upon its banks (Col. Peschel, Eire. to Tigris and Euphrates, i. 13).
which this stream is again divided, the names Pison and Gihon are to be applied. Calvin (Comm. in Gen.) was the first to assert that the Pison was the mother of all the rivers of the earth, and in this opinion he is followed by Scaliger and many others. Huet, on the other hand, conceived that he proved beyond doubt that Calvin was in error, and that the Pison was the westernmost of the two channels by which the united stream of the Euphrates and Tigris falls into the Persian Gulf. He was confirmed by the authority of Bochart (Hieroz. pl. ii. l. 5 p. 57) and Junius (Pract. in Gen.), and Rask discovered a relic of the name Pison in the Pastigiris.

The advocates of the theory that the true position of Eden is to be sought for in the mountains of Armenia have been induced, from a certain resemblance in the two names, to identify the Pison with the Phasis, which rises in the elevated plateau at the foot of Mount Arrarat, near the sources of the Tigris and Euphrates. Reland (de Situ Parv. terr. Ugol. vol. vii.), Calmet (Dict. s. v.), Link (Urteilt, i. 307), Rosenmüller (Handb. d. Bibl. Alk.), and Hartmann have given their suffrages in favor of this opinion. Raumer (quoted by De Ritisz, Genesis) endeavored to prove that the Pison was the Phasis of Xenophon (Anab. iv. 6), that is, the Aras or Araxes, which flows into the Caspian Sea. There remain yet to be noticed the theories of Le Clerc (Comm. in Gen.) that the Pison was the Chrysorrhoas, the modern Barada, which takes its rise near Damascus; and that of Böttman (Eh. Erdb. p. 32) who identified it with the Byxis of Irauatti, a river of Ava. Mendelssohn (Comm. on Gen.) mentions that some affirm the Pison to be the Gozan of 2 K. xvi. 6 and 1 Chr. v. 28, which is supposed to be a river, and the same with the Kizil-Uzen in Hyrcania. Colonel Chesney, from the results of extensive observations in Armenia, was led to infer that the rivers known by the comparatively modern names of Hales and Araxes are those which, in the book of Genesis, have the names of Pison and Gihon; and that the country within the former is the land of Havilah, whilst that which borders upon the latter is the still more remarkable country of Cush. (Exeg. to Euphr. and Tigris, i. 267.)

Such, in brief, is a summary of the various conjectures which have been advanced, with equal degrees of confidence, by the writers who have attempted to solve the problem of Eden. The majority of them are characterized by one common defect. In the narrative of Genesis the river Pison is defined as that which surrounds the whole land of Havilah. It is, then, absolutely necessary to fix the position of Havilah before proceeding to identify the Pison with any particular river. But the process followed by most critics has been first to find the Pison and then to look about for the land of Havilah. This same inverted method is characteristic of their whole manner of treating the problem. The position of the garden is assigned, the rivers are then identified, and lastly the countries mentioned in the description are so chosen as to coincide with the rest of the theory.

With such diversity of opinion as to the river which is intended to be represented by Pison, it was scarcely possible that writers on this subject should be unanimous in the selection of a country possessing the most striking similarity of Havilah. In Gen. ii. 11, 12, it is described as the land where the best gold was found, and which was besides rich in the treasures of the b'dolch and the stone shohem. A country of the same name is mentioned as forming one of the boundaries of Ishmael's descendants in Gen. xxv. 18, and the scene of South Arabia of extermination against the Amalekites (1 Sam. xvi. 7). In these passages Havilah seems to denote the desert region southeast of Palestine. But the word occurs also as the proper name of a son of Joktan, in close juxtaposition with Sheba and Phir or Phir, also sons of Joktan and descendants of Shem (Gen. x. 29), who gave their names to the spice and gold countries of the south. Again, Havilah is enumerated among the Hamites as one of the sons of Cush; and in this enumeration, the name stands in close connection with Sheba, Sheet, and Dedan, the first founders of colonies in Ethiopia and Arabia which afterwards bore their names. If, therefore, the Havilah of Gen. ii. be identical with any one of these countries, we must look for it on the east or south of Arabia, and probably not far from the Persian Gulf. In other respects, too, this region answers to the conditions required. Bochart, indeed, thought the name survived in Choubal, which was situated on the east side of the Arabian Gulf, and which he identified with the abode of the Shemitic Joktanites; but if his etymology be correct, in which he connects Havilah with the root שׁumbnails=snub, the appellation of the "sandy" region would not necessarily be restricted to one locality. That the name, derived from some natural peculiarity is evident from the presence of the article. Whatever may be the true meaning of b'dolch, be it carbuncle, crystal, bdellium, emerald, crystal, beryl, pearl, diamond, or emerald, all critics detect its presence, under one or other of these forms, in the country which they select as the Havilah most appropriate to their own theory. As little difficulty is presented by the shohem, call it onyx, sardonyx, emerald, sapphire, beryl, or sardius, it would be hard indeed if some of these precious stones could not be found in any conceivable locality to support even the most far-fetched and improbable conjecture. That Havilah is that part of India through which the Ganges flows, and more generally, the eastern region of the earth; that it is to be found in Susiana (Hopkinson), in Ava (Böttman), or in the Irak region (Rauner), are conclusions necessarily following upon the assumption of regard with the Pison. Hartmann, Reland, and Rosenmüller are in favor of Colchis, the scene of the legend of the Golden Fleece. The Phasis was said to flow over golden sands, and gold was carried down by the mountain torrents (Strabo, xi. 2, § 19). The crystal (b'dolch) of Scythia was renowned (Solinus, c. xx.), and the emeralds (shohem) of this country were as far superior to other emeralds as the latter were to other precious stones (Hyll. ii. N. xxxvii. 171, all which proves, say they, that Havilah was Colchis. Rosenmüller argues, rather strongly, if the Phasis be the Pison, the land of Havilah must be Colchis, supposing that by this country the Hebrews had the idea of a Pontic or Northern India. In like manner Le Clerc, having previously determined that the Pison must be the Chryssorhoeas, finds Havilah not far from Cœle-Syria. Hasse (Execk. pp 49, 50, quoted by Rosenmüller) compares Havilah with the "Naxa of Herodotus" (iv. 9), in the neighborhood of the Arimaspians, and the dragon which guarded the land of gold. For all these hypotheses there is no more support than the merest conjecture.
The second river of Paradise presents difficulties not less insurmountable than the Pison. Those who maintained that the Pison is the Ganges held also that the Gihon was the Nile. One objection to this theory has been already mentioned. Another, equally strong, is, that although in the books of the Old Testament it is frequent allusion is made to a river of this name, it nowhere appears to have been known to the Hebrews by the name Gihon. The idea seems to have originated with the LXX. rendering or ἠλεονίτις by Γάμων in Jer. ii. 18; but it is clear from the manner in which the translators have given the latter clause of the same passage that they had no conception of the true meaning. Among modern writers, Bertheau (quoted by Delitzsch, Genesis) and Kalisch (Genesis) have not hesitated to support this interpretation, in accordance with the principle they adopt, that the description of the garden of Eden is to be explained according to the most ancient notions of the earth's surface, without reference to the advances made in later times in geography.

If this hypothesis be adopted, it certainly explains some features of the narrative; but, so far from removing the difficulty, it introduces another equally great. It has yet to be proved that the opinions of the Hebrews on these points were as contradictory to the new well-known relations of land and water as the recorded impressions of other nations at a much later period. At present we have nothing but categorical assertion. Pannini (ib. 5), indeed, records a legend that the Euphrates, after disappearing in a marsh, rises again beyond Ethiopia, and flows through Egypt as the Nile. Arrian (Exp. Alex. vi. 1) relates that Alexander, on finding crocodiles in the Indus, and beasts like those of Egypt on the banks of the Acesine, imagined that he had discovered the sources of the Nile; but he adds, what those who make use of this passage do not find it convenient to quote, that on receiving more accurate information Alexander abandoned his theory, and cancelled the letter he had written to his mother Olympias on the subject. It is but fair to say that there was at one time a theory afloat that the Nile rose in a mountain of Lower Mauritania (Plin. H. N. vi. 10).

The etymology of Gihon (גיוון, to burst forth) seems to indicate that it was a swiftly flowing, impetuous stream. According to Galpin (Lex. Arab.), جیبون (Jickson) is the name given to the Oxus, which has, on this account, been assumed by Rosenmüller, Hartmann, and Michaelis to be the Gihon of Scripture. But the Araxes, too, is called by the Persians جیبون, and from this circumstance it has been adopted by Riedel, Calmet, and Col. Chesney as the modern representative of the Gihon. It is clear, therefore, that the question is not to be decided by etymology alone, as the name might be appropriately applied to many rivers. That the Gihon should be one of the channels by which the united stream of the Tigris and Euphrates falls into the Persian Gulf, was essential to the theory which places the garden of Eden on the Shat-el-Arab. Bochart and Huet contended that it was the easternmost of these channels, while Calvin considered it to be the most westerly. Hopkinson and Jumins, conceiving that Eden was to be found in the region of Anaranitis (= Auranitis, quae Eubatia) on the Euphrates, were compelled to make the Gihon coincide with the Naharar, the Marses of Amm. Marc. (xiii. 6, § 25). That it should be the Orontes (Le Clerc), the Ganges (Battmann and Ewald), the Kurr, or Cyrus, which rises from the side of the Sagimbon mountain, a few miles northward of the sources of the Araxes (Link), necessarily followed from the exigencies of the several theories extended to cover the garden of Eden. According to the Genesis of the ancients (Her. i. 189), now called the Dyihan, one of the tributaries of the Tigris, Abraham Peritsol (Ugel. vol. vii.) was of opinion that the garden of Eden was situated in the region of the Mountains of the Moon. Identifying the Pison with the Nile, and the Gihon with a river which his editor, Hylé, explains to be the Niger, he avoids the difficulty which is presented by the theory that the Hiddekel and Pardh are rivers of Asia, by conceiving it possible that these rivers actually take their rise in the Mountains of the Moon, and run underground till they take their appearance in Assyria. Equally satisfactory is the explanation of Ephraemi Syrus that the four rivers have their source in Paradise, which is situated in a very lofty place, but are swallowed up by the surrounding districts, and after passing underneath the sea, come to light again in different quarters of the globe. It may be worth while remarking by the way, that the opinions of this father are frequently misunderstood in consequence of the very inadequate Latin translation with which his Syriac works are accompanied, and which often does not contain even an approximation to the true sense. (For an example, see Kalisch, Genesis, p. 95.)

From etymological considerations, Huet was induced to place Cush in Chustan (called Cutha, 2 K. xxiv. 21), Le Clerc in Cassotis Syria, and Huet himself in Aegyptus in Asia Minor. Beilitz identific it with Susiana, Link with the country of the Caucasus, and Hartmann with Bactria or Bokh, the site of Paradise being, in this case, in the celebrated vale of Kashmir. The term 'Cush is generally applied in the Old Testament to the countries south of the Israelites.' It was the southern limit of Egypt (Exx. xxix. 10), and apparently the most westerly of the provinces over which the rule of the kings extended. 'This term is derived from India, and the name Etipone or Eti- qpon' (Estb. i. 1, vili. 9). Egypt and Cush are associated in the majority of instances in which the word occurs (Ps. lviii. 31: Is. xviii. 11: Jer. xlv. 9, &c.); but in two passages Cush stands in close juxtaposition with Ehn (Is. xi. 11) and Persia (Exx. xxxviii. 5). The Cushite king, Zerah, was utterly defeated by Asa at Maresah, and pursued as far as Gerar, a town of the Philistines, on the southern border of Palestine, which was apparently under his sway (2 Chr. xiv. 9, &c.). In 2 Chr. xxi. 16, the Arabians are described as dwelling 'beside the Cushites,' and both are mentioned in connection with the Philistines. The wife of Moses, who, we learn from Ex. ii., was the daughter of a Midianite chieftain, is in Num. xii. 1 denominated a Cushite. Further, Cush and Sela (Is. xiii. 3) and Cush and the Sabochens (Is. xiv. 14) are associated in a manner consonant with the genealogy of the descendants of Ham (Gen. x. 7), in which Sela is the son of Cush. From all these circumstances it is evident that under the denomination "Cush" were included both Arabia and the country south of Egypt on the western coast of the Red Sea. It is possible, also, that the vast desert tracts west of Egypt were known to the Hebrews as the land of Cush, but of this we have no certain proof. The Targumist on Is. xi. 11, sharing the prevailing
error of his time, translates Cush by India; but that a better knowledge of the relative positions of these countries was anciently possessed is clear from Esth. i. 1. With all this evidence for the southern situation of Cush, on what grounds are Rosenmuller and others justified in applying the term to a more northern region on the banks of the Oxus? We are told that, in the Hindoo mythology, the gardens and metropolis of Indra are placed around the mountain Meru, the celestial mountain; that among the Babylonians and Medo-Persians, the gods' mountain, Alborj, "the mount of the congregation," was believed to be "in the sides of the north" (Is. xiv. 13); that the oldest Greek traditions point northwards to the birthplace of gods and men; and that, for all these reasons, the Paradise of the Hebrews must be sought for in some far distant hyperborean region. Guided by such unerring indications, Hassé (Entdeckungen, pp. 49, 50 a.) scrupled not to gratify his national feeling by placing the garden of Eden on the coast of the Baltic; Rudbeck, a Swede, found it in Scandia-via, and the inhospitable Siberia has not been without its advocates (Morren, Rosenmüller's Geog. i. 96). But, with all this predilection in favor of the north, the Greeks placed the gardens of the Hesperides in the extreme west, and there are strong indications in the Puranas of a terrestrial paradise, different from that of the general Hindu system, in the southern parts of Asia (As. Res. iii. 390). Even Meru was no further north than the Himalayan range, which the Aryan race crossed in their migrations.

In the midst of this diversity of opinions, what is the true conclusion at which we arrive? Theory after theory has been advanced, with no lack of confidence, but none has been found which satisfies the required conditions. All share the inevitable fate of conclusions which are based upon inadequate premises. The problem may be indeterminate because the data are insufficient. It would scarcely, on any other hypothesis, have admitted of so many apparent solutions. Still it is one not easy to be abandoned, and the site of Eden will ever rank, with the quadrature of the circle and the interpretation of unfulfilled prophecy, among those unsolved, and perhaps insoluble, problems, which possess so strange a fascination.

The hypothesis of a Himalayan Eden has, however, that other methods of meeting the difficulty, than those above mentioned, have been proposed. Some, ever ready to use the knife, have unhesitatingly pronounced the whole narrative to be a spurious interpolation of a later age (Granville Penn, Min. and Mos. Geol. p. 184). But, even admitting this, the words are not mere unmeaning jargon, and demand explanation. Ewald (Geach. i. 341, note) affirms, and we have only his word for it, that the tradition originated in the far East, and that in the course of its wanderings the original names of two of the rivers at least were changed to others with which the Hebrews were better acquainted. Hartmann regards it as a product of the Babylonian or Persian period. Luther, rejecting the forced interpretations on which the theories of his time were based, gave it as his opinion that the garden retained under the guardianship of angels till the time of the deluge, and that its site was known to the descendants of Adam; but that by the flood all traces of it were obliterated. On the supposition that this is correct, there is still a difficulty to be explained. The narrative is so worded as to convey the idea that the countries and rivers spoken of were still existing in the time of the historian. It has been suggested that the description of the garden of Eden is part of an inspired antediluvian document (Morren, Rosenmüller's Geog. i. 92). The conjecture is beyond criticism; it is equally incapable of proof or disproof, and has not much probability to recommend it. The effects of the flood in changing the face of countries, and altering the relations of land and water, are too little known at present to allow any inferences to be drawn from them. Meanwhile, as every expression of opinion results in a confession of ignorance, it will be more honest to acknowledge the difficulty than to rest satisfied with a fictitious solution.

The idea of a terrestrial paradise, the abode of purity and happiness, has formed an element in the religious beliefs of all nations. The image of "Eden, the garden of God," retained its hold upon the minds of the poets and prophets of Israel as a thing of beauty whose joys had departed (Ex. xxviii. 13; Joel ii. 3); and before whose gates the cherubim still stood to guard it from the guilty. Arab legends tell of a garden in the East, on the summit of a mountain of jacinth, inaccessible to man; a garden of rich soil and equable temperature, well watered, and abounding with fruits and flowers of rare colors and fragrance. In the centre of Jambudvipa, the middle of the seven continents of the Puranas, is the golden mountain Meru, which stands like the seed-cup of the lotus of the earth. On its summit is the vast city of Brahman, renowned in heaven, and encircled by the Ganges, which, issuing from the foot of Vishnu, washes the lunar orb, and falling thither from the skies, is divided into four streams, that flow to the four corners of the earth. These rivers are the Indrā, or Oby of Siberia; the Sītā, or Hoangho, the great river of China, the Alakananda, a main branch of the Ganges; and the Chaskul, or Oxus. In this abode of divinity is the Nandana, or grove of Indra: there too is the Jambu tree, from whose fruit are fed the waters of the Jambu river, which give life and immortality to all who drink thereof. (Vishnu Purānas, trans. Wilson, pp. 156-171.) The enchanted gardens of the Chinese are placed in the midst of the summits of Hoomi, and a high chain of mountains further north than the Himalaya, and further east than the great mountain chain of which waters these gardens is divided into four streams, the fountains of the supreme spirit, Tychin. Among the Medo-Persians the gods' mountain Alborj is the dwelling of Ormuzd, and the good spirits, and is called the navel of the waters. The Zend books mention a region called Hēden, and the place of Zoroaster's birth is called Hehēnesh; or, according to another passage, Airjana Vēridī (Knoebel, Genesis). All these and similar traditions are but mere mocking echoes of the old Hebrew story, jarred and broken notes of the same strain; but, with all their exaggerations, "they intimate how in the background of man's visions a Paradise of holy joy,—a Paradise secured from every kind of profanation, and made inaccessible to the guilty; a Paradise full of objects that were calculated to delight the senses and to elevate the mind; a Paradise that granted to its tenant rich and rare immunities, and that fed with its perennial streams the tree of life and immortality" (Hardwick, Christian and Other Mysteries, pt. ii. p. 133).

W. A. W.

* This difficult subject should not be dismissed without additional suggestions. 1. The statements...
of Genesis are to be interpreted in a manner consistent with themselves and with other known facts. We accept it as a true history. In so doing, we thereby set aside all theories which find here the Gaanges, the Indus, or the Nile. All such interpretations come from men who regard the passage as a myth or saga. We get no help from them here. Known laws of hydrostatics and known facts concerning the Tigris and Euphrates also forbid our understanding that any one river in the elevated region where these streams rise, divides itself into four rivers, of which these were two. 2. “Eden” was a region or territory, we know not how extensive, in which God planted a garden, and from which went forth these waters. It was not the garden, but the region in which the garden lay.

3. It would not appear that the Deluge wholly changed the face of the country. The named writer was evidently describing a region that might be still recognized when he wrote, and he made specifications for the sake of recognition. Moreover, two of the rivers are now well known. 4. The general situation of the territory is fixed by the rising of the rivers Tigris and Euphrates, in the highlands of Armenia. It is generally conceded, as the result of ethnographical researches, that the early home (or one of the early homes of the nations) is to be sought around that region.

5. The writer seems to be describing the river-system of the territory and the four great rivers into which these various waters became united. No one Hebrew word would so well describe the case as הָרְשָׁנָה used collectively. The word הָרְשָׁנָה denotes a fountain; בּוֹדֶתָה, bodies of water. But הָרְשָׁנָה is a stream, or used collectively, streams, the river-system. It is commonly employed in the plural when more than one stream is designated. Here however the whole are viewed together. A similar use is found in Jonah ii. 4, where the same word in the singular and connected with a singular verb, designates the ocean streams or floods that surrounded Jonah.

Now in the high regions of Armenia there are still to be found four great streams with numerous branches, rising within a short distance of each other and flowing into three different seas. Two of these rivers are unquestionably among the four mentioned in Genesis; and of these two the Tigris rises within four or five miles of the Euphrates. The latter is 1500 miles in length, and the former 1156 miles long before its junction with it. Now midway between the two main sources of the Euphrates, and about ten miles from each, rises the Araxes and flows a thousand miles to the Caspian Sea; while at no great distance from the Euphrates is the origin of the Halys (now Keîl Iravan) which runs a winding course of 700 miles north-west to the Black Sea. That the Gihon is the Araxes was long ago maintained by Rehfeld and Rosenmuller; and the explorations of Col. Theodore, who adopts the same view, bring no little weight to the opinion. His suggestion that the Pison is the Halys is also favored by the relation of the several streams, and by the striking similarity of the names Havilah, הָרְשָׁנָה, and Colchis, Kaârî, the region at the Golden Fleece, which lay on the eastern end of the Black Sea. Rehfeld, Rosenmüller and others saw the resemblance in the names of the country, not suggested the Phasis as the river. Its remoteness would seem to set it aside. The main objection to identifying the Araxes with the Gihon, lies in the statement that the river encompasses the whole land of Cush. But Genesis himself was obliged to retract his statement that Cush was to be found only in Ethiopia, and to admit an Arabian Cush, while Rawlinson has shown (Herod. i. 353, Am. ed.) a remarkable connection between the Cushites of Ethiopia and the earlier inhabitants of Babylonia and Assyria. (Cf. supra.) Dr. Robinson has well said that "the Cushites occupied the immense region stretching from Assyria in the N. E. through eastern Arabia into Africa" (Gen. Heb. Lex. הָרְשָׁנָה). The Araxes thus apparently lay beyond or compassed "the whole land of the Cushites in Arabia." Without going into further details, or becoming responsible for this theory, we may say that it holds fast certain central facts of the narrative, offers a plausible solution of its chief statements, and introduces no mythical or impossible elements. The unsatisfactory state of our knowledge concerning the regions Havilah and Cush, with the reasons, by no means insuperable, for finding them elsewhere, are the chief objections. It deserves consideration in this at least, that it treats the sacred narrative with respect.

S. C. B.

EDEN, 1. יַתִּים [pleasantness]: To'êdb. [Alex. Εδέβα] Eden; omitted by LXX. in Is. xxxvi. 12, and Ez. xxvii. 24), one of the nai's which supplied the luxury of Tyre with richly embroidered stuffs. It is associated with Haran, Sheba, and Asshur; and in Am. i. 5, Beth-Eden, or "the house of Eden," is rendered in the LXX. by Αὐσέρ. In 2 K. xxix. 12, and Is. xxxvii. 12, "the sons of Eden" are mentioned with Gozan, Haran, and Rezeph, as victims of the Assyrian greed of conquest. Tehassar appears to have been the head-quarters of the tribe; and Knobel's (Comm. on Isaiah) etymology of this name would point to the highlands of Assyria as their whereabouts. But this has no sound foundation: although the view which it supports receives confirmation from the version of Jonathan, who gives מִדְוָד (Mîdowd) as the equivalent of Eden. Bochart proved (Proph. vi. p. 274) that this term was applied by the Talmudic writers to the mountainous district of Assyria, which bordered on Media, and was known as the valley of the Cushites in Mesopotamia, and Haran be Carrhe, it seems more natural to look for Eden somewhere in the same locality. Keil (Comm. on Kings, ii. 97, English translation) thinks it may be מִדְוָד (Medowd), which Assmann (Jubil. Or. ii. 224) places in Mesopotamia, in the modern province of Diarbekr. Bochart, considering the Eden of Genesis and Assyria to be identical, argues that Givan, Haran, Rezeph, and Eden, are mentioned in order of geographical position, from north to south; and, identifying Gozan with Gausanitis, Haran with Carrhe, a little E north Gausanitis on the Chalar, and Rezeph with Rezeph, gives to Eden a still more southerly situation at the confluence of the Euphrates and Tigris, or even lower. According to him, it may be Asshan, or Ashhana, which geographers place on the Euphrates. Michaelis (Nagel. No. 1826) is in favor of the modern Eden, called by Ptolomy Αραμίαν τὴν ἐν Εὐφρατεῖ, as the Eden of Ezekiel. In the absence of positive evidence, probability seems to point to the N. W. of Mesopotamia as the locality of this Eden.
2. Beth-Eden (בְּתֵי אֶדֶן,  "house of pleasure" of Eden, A. V.); לְבֵית פְּלֵשָׂע [COMP. לְבֵית פְּלֵשָׂע] almug tubelitmus, probably the name of a country residence of the Kings of Damascus (Am. i. 5). Michaelis (Suppl. ad Lex. Hebr. s. v.), following Laroque's description, and misled by an apparent resemblance in name, identified it with Êded, about a day's journey from Baalbek, on the eastern slope of the Libanus, and near the old cedars of Bishirâni. Baur (Amos, p. 224), in accordance with the Mohammedan tradition, that one of the four terrestrial paradises was in the valley between the ranges of the Libanus and Anti-Libanus, is inclined to favor the same hypothesis. But Grotius, with greater appearance of probability, pointed to the רדֹסֶת גָּאוֹת of Tobler (v. 13) as the locality of Eden. The ruins of the village of Jâshîb el-Kâdisâni, now a paradise no longer, are supposed by Dr. Robinson to mark the site of the ancient Paradise, and his suggestion is approved by Mr. Porter (Horab. p. 577). Again, it has been conjectured that Beth-Eden is no other than Beth-Jena, "the house of Paradise." Yet, to the southwest of Damascus, on the eastern slope of the Hermon, and a short distance from Mevojïd, it stands on a branch of the ancient Pharpar, near its source (Rosenmüller, Bibl. Alt. ii. 221; Hitzig, Amos, loc.: Porter, Damascus, i. 311). But all this is mere conjecture: it is impossible, with any degree of certainty, to connect the Arabic name, bestowed since the time of Mohammed, with the more ancient Hebrew appellation, whatever be the apparent resemblance.

W. A. W.

E'DEN (אֶדֶן,  "pleasur[e]"; לַוֹאָדָא [Vat. M.] לְוֹאָד; [Vat. II. Alex. לְוֹאָד; Comp. לְוֹאָדֶא] Eden). i. A Gershonite Levite, son of Joash, in the days of Hezekiah (2 Chr. xxix. 12). He was one of the two representatives of his family who took part in the purification of the Temple.

2. (Ođâbî: [COMP. אֹדַבî]) Also a Levite, contemporary and probably identical with the preceding, who under Kõre the son of Innâah was over the free-offerings of God (2 Chr. xxxii. 15).

W. A. W.

E'DER (אֶדֶר,  "a flock"; Vat. omits [rather, with Rom., reads אַדְרִי]; Alex. אַדֶּר: [Ald. with 20 MSS. אַדָּר; Comp. אַדָּר] Edor), one of the towns of Judah in the extreme south, and on the borders of Edom (Josh. xv. 21). No trace of it has been discovered in modern times, unless, as has been suggested, it is identical with Arad, by a transposition of letters.

2. (אַדָּר; Edor.) A Levite of the family of Merari, in the time of David (1 Chr. xxiii. 23, xxiv. 30).

E'DES (אֵדֶס,  "a place of beatitude"; متא: אֵדֶס: סֵלִימֶה: סֵלִימֶה), a Levite of the family of Haman, of the tribe of Zebulun (1 Esdr. ix. 35). [Jâdav].

ED'NA (אֶדְנָא, i. e. אֶדֶנָא,  "pleasure; Amo"), the wife of Raguel (Tob. vii. 2, 8, 14, 16, [viii. 12.] x. 12, xi. 1). B. F. W.

E'DOM, IDUME'A, or IDUM'E'A (אָדֵם, אַדֵּמָה, red: אָדֵם, אַדֵּמָה; נ. ת. אַדֵּמָה; only in Mark iii. 8). The name Edom was given to Esau, the first-born son of Isaac, and twin brother of Jacob, when he sold his birthright to the latter for a meal of lentile pottage. The peculiar color of the pottage gave rise to the name Edom, which signifies "red." "And Esau said to Jacob, Feed me, I pray thee, with that same red pottage; for I am faint; therefore was his name called Edom" (Gen. xxv. 29-34). The country which the Lord subsequently gave to Esau was hence called the "field of Edom" (בָּאָר אֶדֶן, Gen. xxxii. 3) or "land of Edom" (גָּרֶם אֶדֶן, Gen. xxxvi. 16; Num. xxxiii. 37). Probably its physical aspect may have had something to do with this. The Easterns have always been, and to the present day are, accustomed to apply names descriptive of the localities. The ruby hue of the mountain-range given to Esau would at once suggest the word Edom, and cause it to be preferred to the better-known Esan. The latter was also occasionally used, as in Obad. 8, 9, 19; and in 21, we have "the Mount of Esan." (מָכָה אֶדֶן).

Edom was previously called Mount Seir, (מִצְצָא, ruggd: Gen. xxxii. 3, xxxvi. 8), from Seir the progenitor of the Horites (Gen. xiv. 6, xxxvi. 20-22). The name Seir was perhaps adopted on account of its being descriptive of the "rugged" character of the territory. Josephus (Ant. i. 18, § 1) confounds the words Seir and Esau, and seems to affirm that the name Seir was also derived from Isaac's son; but this idea is opposed to the expression statement of Moses (Gen. xiv. 6). The original inhabitants of the country were called Horites, from Hor, the grandson of Seir (Gen. xxxvi. 21, 22), because that name was descriptive of their habits as "Troglobytes," or " dwellers in caves" (סֵיָר, Horites). Timna, the daughter of Seir and aunt of Hor, became concubine to Eliphaz, Esau's eldest son, and bore to him Amelek, the progenitor of the Jâdavites (Gen. xxxvi. 12, 20, 22). Immediately after the death of Isaac, Esau left Canaan and took possession of Mount Seir (Gen. xxxvi. 28, xxxvi. 6, 7, 8). When his descendants increased they extirpated the Horites, and adopted their habits as well as their country (Deut. ii. 12; Jer. xiii. 16; Obad. 3, 4).

The boundaries of Edom, though not directly, are yet incidentally defined with tolerable distinctness in the Bible. The country lay along the route pursued by the Israelites from the peninsula of Sinai to Kadesh-barnim, and thence back again to Edath (Deut. i. 2, ii. 1-5); that is, along the east side of the great valley of Arabah. It reached southward as far as Edath, which stood at the northern end of the gulf of Elath, and was the seaport of the Edomites; but it does not seem to have extended further, as the Israelites on passing Edath struck out eastward into the desert, so as to pass round the land of Edom (Deut. ii. 8). On the north of Edom lay the territory of Moab, through which the Israelites were also prevented from going, and were therefore compelled to go from Kadesh by the southern extremity of Edom (Judg. xi. 17, 18; 2 K. iii. 6-9). The boundary between Moab and Edom appears to have been the "brook Zered" (Deut. ii. 13, 14, 18), probably the modern Wady-el-Majâr, which still divides the provinces of Kerak (Moab) and Jadal (Gebel). But Edom was wholly a mountainous country. "Mount Seir" (Gen. xiv. 6, xxxvi. 8, 9; Deut. i. 2, ii. 1, 5, &c.) and "the Mount of Esau" (Obad. 8, 9, 19, 21) are names often given to it in the Bible, while Josephus and later writers called it Gebulene ("the mountainous"). This shows that it only embraced
the narrow mountainous tract (about 100 miles long by 20 broad) extending along the eastern side of the Arabah from the northern end of the gulf of Elath to near the southern end of the Dead Sea. A glance at the more modern divisions and names corroborates this view. Josephus divides Edom, or Idumaea, into two provinces: the one he calls Gebalites (גבעה), and the other Amalekites (א‎םאָלְּקִּיִּים). The former is Edom Proper, or Mount Seir; the latter is the region south of Palestine now called the desert of Idumah, or "Wandering," originally occupied by the Amalekites (Num. xiii. 29; 1 Sam. xv. 17, xxvii. 8), but afterwards, as we shall see, possessed by the Edomites. Esau also gives the name Gebalite, or Gebelinite, as identical with Edom (Num. xxx. 3, 46; Deut. xxiii. 4, 5), and in the Samaritan Pentateuch the word Gebala is substituted for Seir in Deut. xxiv. 2. Gebal is the Greek form of the Hebrew Gebal (גֵּבָל, mountain), and it is still retained in the Arabic Jebel (جبيل, mountains).

The mountain range of Edom is at present divided into two districts. The northern is called Jebel. It begins at Wady-el-Abyab (the ancient brook Zered), which separates it from Kerak (the ancient Moab), and it terminates at or near Petra. The southern district is called ash-Sharrah, a name which, though it resembles, bears no radical relation to the Hebrew Seir.

The physical geography of Edom is somewhat peculiar. Along the western base of the mountain range are low calcareous hills. To these succeed lofty masses of igneous rock, chiefly porphyry, over which lies red and variegated sandstone in irregular ridges and abrupt cliffs, with deep ravines between. The latter strata give the mountains their most striking features and remarkable colors. The average elevation of the summits is about 2000 feet above the sea. Along the eastern side runs an almost unbroken limestone ridge, a thousand feet or more higher than the other. This ridge sinks down with an easy slope into the plain of the Arabian desert. While Edom is thus wild, rugged, and almost inaccessible, the deep gullies and that terraces along the mountain sides are covered with rich soil, from which trees, shrubs, and flowers now spring up luxuriantly. No contrast could be greater than that between the bare, parched plains on the east and west, and the muddy cliffs, and verdant, flower-sprangled gullies and terraces of Edom. This illustrates Bible topography, and reconciles seemingly discordant statements in the sacred volume.

While the posterity of Esau dwelt amid rocky fastnesses and on mountain heights, making their houses like the eyries of eagles, and living by their sword (Jer. xlix. 16; Gen. xxvii. 40, 41), Edom, in his prophetic blessing, promised his disappointed son that his dwelling should be "out of the fatness of the earth, and of the dew of heaven above." (Gen. xxviii. 30). Some other passages of Scripture are also illustrated by a glance at the towering precipices and peaks of Edom. The border of the Amorites was from "the ascents of seerions (חֶרְבוֹנָה), from the rock," that is, from the rocky habitats of Idumea (Judg. i. 39). And we read that Amaziah, after the conquest of Seir, took ten thousand of the captives to the "top of the cliff," and there cast them down, dashing them to pieces (2 Chr. xxx. 11, 12).

The ancient capital of Edom was Bozrah (בּוֹרְא), the site of which is now probably marked by the village of Buweirich, near the n. tber border, about 25 miles south of Kerak (Gen. xxxvi. 33; Is. xxxiv. 6, xxii. 1; Jer. xlix. 22). But Sela, better known by its Greek name Petra, appears to have been the principal stronghold in the days of Amaziah (2 Chr. xxiv. 7; see PETRA). Elath, and its neighbor Elion-gabal, were the sea-ports; they were captured by king David, and here Solomon equipped his merchant ships (2 Sam. viii. 14; 1 K. x. 26).

When the kingdom of Israel began to decline, the Edomites not only reconquered their lost cities, but made frequent inroads upon southern Palestine (2 K. xvi. 6; where Edomites and not Syrians (Armenians) is evidently the true reading; 2 Chr. xxxiii. 17). It was probably on account of these attacks, and of their uniting with the Chaldeans against the Jews, that the Edomites were so fearfully denounced by the later prophets (Olam. 1 ff.; Jer. xlix. 7 f.; Ez. xxv. 12, xxx. 3 f.). During the Captivity they advanced westward, occupied the whole territory of their brethren the Amalekites (Gen. xxxvi. 12; 1 Sam. xv. 1 f.; Joseph. Ant. ii. 8, § 2), and even took possession of many towns in southern Palestine, including Hebron (Joseph. Ant. xiii. 8, § 6; B. J. iv. 9, § 7; e. Apion, ii. 10). The name Edom, or rather its Greek form, Idumaea, was applied to the whole country lying between the valley of Arabah and the shores of the Mediterranean. Thus Josephus writes (Ant. v. 1, § 22) "the lot of Simeon included that part of Idumaea which bordered upon Egypt and Arabia;" and though this is true, it does not contradict the language of Scripture — "I will not give you of their land, nor so much as a footpath, because I have given Mount Seir unto Esau for a possession." (Deut. vii. 5). Not a footpath of Edom Proper, or Mount Seir, was ever given to the Jews. Je- tone also (in Obad.) says that the Edomites possessed the whole country from Helelropolis to Petra and Elath; and Roman authors sometimes give the name Idumaea to all Palestine, and even call the Jews Idumaeans (Verg. Georg. iii. 12; Juven. viii. 169; Martial, ii. 2).

While Idumaea thus extended westward, Edom Proper was taken possession of by the Nabataeans, an Arabian tribe, descended from Nebaioth, Ishmael's elder son (Gen. xxv. 15; 4 Chr. i. 29; Gen. xxvi. 3). The Nabataeans were a powerful people, and held a great part of southern Arabia (Joseph. Ant. i. 12, § 4). They took Petra and established themselves there at least three centuries before Christ, for Antigonus, one of the successors of Alexander the Great, after conquering Palestine, sent two expeditions against the Nabataeans in Petra (Diod. Sic. xiv.). This people, leaving off their nomad habits, settled down amid the mountains of Edom, engaged in commerce, and founded the little kingdom called by Roman writers Arabia Petraea, which embraced nearly the same territory as the ancient Edom. Some of its monarchs took the name Arctas (2 Marc. v. 8; Joseph. Ant. xiii. 15, § 1, 2; xiv. 5, § 1, and some Obodos (Joseph. Ant. xiii. 15, § 5). Arctas, king of Arabia, was father-in-law of Herod the Great (2 Macc. i. 4), and it was the same who captured the city of Damascus and held it at the time of Paul's conversion (2 Cor. xi. 32; Acts ix. 25). The kingdom of Arabia was finally subdued by the Romans in A. D. 106. Under the Romans the transport trade of the Nabataeans increased. Roads were constructed through the mountain-
files from Edath on the coast to Petra, and thence northward and westward. Traces of them still remain, with ruinous military stations at intervals, and fallen mile-stones of the times of Trajan and Marcus Aurelius (Pentinger Tables: Laborde’s Voyage; Burckhardt’s Syria, pp. 374, 419; Ibrányi and Mangies’ Travels, pp. 571, 577, 1st ed.). To the Nabateans Petra owes those great monuments which are still the wonder of the world.

When the Jewish power revived under the war-like Arabian princes, that section of Idumaea which lay south of Palestine fell into their hands. Judas Maccæus captured Helvon, Marissa, and Ashdod; and John Hyrcanus compelled the inhabitants of the whole region to conform to Jewish law (Joseph. Ant. xii. 3, § 6, xiii. 9, § 2; 1 Mac. v. 63, 68). The country was henceforth governed by Jewish prefects; one of these, Antiapus, an Idumæan by birth, became, through the friendship of the Roman emperor, procurator of all Judæa, and his son was Herod the Great, “King of the Jews” (Joseph. Ant. xiv. 1, § 3, 8, § 5, xv. 7, § 9, xvii. 11, § 4).

Early in the Christian era Edom Proper was included by geographers in Palestine, but in the fifth century a new division was made of the whole country into Palæstine Præviosa, Secunda, and Terïclus. The last embraced Edom and some neighboring provinces, and when it became an ecclesiastical division its metropolis was Petra. In the seventh century the Mohammedan conquest gave a death-blow to the commerce and prosperity of Edom. Under the withering influence of Mohammedan rule the great cities fell to ruin, and the country became a desert. The followers of the false prophet were here, as elsewhere, the instruments in God's hands for the execution of his judgments. Thus saith the Lord God, Behold, O Mount Seir, I am against thee, and I will make thee most desolate. I will lay thy cities waste, and when the whole earth rejoiceth I will make thee desolate. . . . I will make thee perpetual desolations, and thy cities shall not return, and ye shall know that I am the Lord” (Ex. xxxiv. 3, 4, 7, 9, 14).

The Crusaders made several expeditions into Edom, penetrating as far as Petra, to which they gave the name it still bears, Wady Mâṣûs, “Valley of Moses” (Gestæ Dei pri Franc, pp. 405, 518, 555, 581). On a commanding height about 12 miles north of Petra they built a strong fortress called Mons Regalis, now Shobak (Gestæ Dei, p. 611). At that time so little was known of the geography of the country that the Crusaders occupied and fortified Kevak (the ancient Ker Muth) under the impression that it was the site of Petra. From that time until the present century Edom remained an unknown land. In the year 1812 Burckhardt entered it from the north, passed down through it, and discovered the wonderful ruins of Petra. In 1828 Laborde, proceeding northward from Aïlahh through the defiles of Edom, also visited Petra, and brought away a portfolio of splendid drawings, which proved that the description of the country had not been exaggerated. Many have since followed the footsteps of the first explorers, and a trip to Petra now forms a necessary part of the eastern traveller’s grand tour.


J. L. P.

EDOMITES (אֲדֹמִ֑יִּים, נַעֲרֵי), pl.; and נַעֲרֵי עַלְמָה (sons of the hairy), Deut. ii. 4 (18οπαρα¬γφαμα), the descendants of Esau or Edom. [Edom.]

Esau settled in Mount Seir immediately after the death of his father Isaac (Gen. xxvii. 6, 8). Before that time, however, he had occasionally visited, and even resided in, that country; for it was to the “land of Seir” Jacob sent messengers to acquaint his brother of his arrival from Padan-aram (Gen. xxvii. 3). The Edomites soon became a numerous and powerful nation (Gen. xxxvi. 1 ff.). Their first form of government appears to have resembled that of the modern Bedawin; each tribe or clan having a petty chief or sheikh (ארים, a Duke in the A. V., Gen. xxxvi. 15). The Horites, who inhabited Mount Seir from an early period, and among whom the Edomites still lived, had their sheikhs also (Edom, pp. 374, 392). At a later period, probably when the Edomites began a war of extermination against the Horites, they felt the necessity of united action under one competent leader, and then a king was chosen. The names of eight of their kings are given in the book of Genesis (xxvii. 31-39), with their native cities, from which it appears that one of them was a foreigner (“Saal of Rehoboth-by-the-river”), or, at least, that his family were resident in a foreign city. (See also 1 Chr. 4:42-50.) Against the Horites the children of Edom were completely successful. Having either exterminated or expelled them they occupied their whole country (Deut. ii. 12). A statement made in Gen. xxxvi. 31, serves to fix the period of the dynasty of the eight kings. They “reigned in the land of Edom before there reigned any king over the children of Israel.” that is, before the time of Moses, who may be regarded as the first virtual king of Israel (Gen. xxxvii. 5; Ex. xviii. 16-19).

Other circumstances, however, prove that though the Edomite kings had the chief command, yet the old patriarchal government by sheikhs of tribes was still retained. Most of the large tribes of Bedawin at the present day have one chief, with the title of Emir, who takes the lead in any great emergency; while each division of the tribe enjoys perfect independence under its own sheikh. So it would seem to have been with the Edomites. Lists of dukés (or sheikhs, נַעֲרֵי עַלְמָה) are given both before and after the kings (Gen. xxxvi. 15 ff.; 1 Chr. 1. 51 ff.), and in the triumphant song of Israel over the engulphed host of Pharaoh, when describing the effect this fearful act of divine vengeance would produce on the surrounding nations, it is said: “Then the dukés of Edom shall be amazed” (Ex. xv. 19), while, only a few years afterwards, Moses sent messengers from Kadesh unto the king (נַעֲרֵי עַלְמָה) of Edom “to ask permission to pass through his country” (Judg. xi. 17).

Esau’s bitter hatred to his brother Jacob for fraudulently obtaining his blessing appears to have been inherited by his latest posterity. The Edomites peremptorily refused to permit the Israelites to pass through their land, though addressed in the most friendly terms—“thus saith thy brother
EDOMITES

Israel" (Num. xx. 14) — and though assured that the Edomites would not drink of their waters nor trespass on their fields or vineyards (ver. 17). The Israelites were expressly commanded by God neither to resent this conduct, nor even to entertain feelings of hatred to the Edomites (Deut. ii. 4, 5, xxii. 7). The Edomites did not attempt actual hostilities, though they prepared to resist by force any intrusion (Num. xx. 20). Their neighbors and brethren (Gen. xxxvi. 12), the Amalekites, were probably urged on by them, and proved the earliest and most determined opponents of the Israelites during their journey through the wilderness (Ex. xvii. 8, 9).

For a period of 400 years we hear no more of the Edomites. They were then attacked and defeated by Saul (1 Sam. xiv. 47). Some forty years later David overthrew their army in the "Valley of Salt," and his general, Joab, following up the victory, destroyed nearly the whole male population (1 K. xi. 15, 16), and placed Jewish garrisons in all the strongholds of Edom (2 Sam. viii. 13, 14; in ver. 13 the Hebrew should evidently be הָּלֹחֲמָה instead of הָּלוֹחֲמָה; comp. 14; 2 K. xiv. 7; and Joseph. Ant. vii. 5, § 4). In honor of that victory the Jebusitish-warrior may have penned the words in Ps. lx. 8, "over Edom will I cast my shoe." Habad, a member of the royal family of Edom, made his escape with a few followers to Egypt, where he was kindly received by Pharaoh. After the death of David he returned, and tried to excite his countrymen to rebellion against Israel, but failing in the attempt he went on to Syria, where he became one of Solomon's greatest enemies (1 K. xi. 14-22; Joseph. Ant. viii. 7, § 6). The Edomites continued subject to Israel from this time till the reign of Jehoshaphat (n. c. 914), when they attempted to invade Israel in conjunction with Ammon and Moab, but were miraculously destroyed in the valley of Berachah (2 Chr. xx. 22). A few years later they revolted against Jehoshaphat, elected a king, and for half a century retained their independence (2 Chr. xxvi. 8). They were then attacked by Amaziah, 10,000 were slain in battle, &c., their great stronghold, was captured, and 10,000 more were dashed to pieces by the conqueror from the cliffs that surround the city (2 K. xiv. 7; 2 Chr. xxv. 11, 12). Yet the Israelites were never able again completely to subdue them (2 Chr. xxviii. 15). When Nebuchadnezzar besieged Jerusalem the Edomites joined him, and took an active part in the plunder of the city and slaughter of the poor Jews. Their cruelty at that time seems to be specially referred to in the 137th Psalm — "Remember, O Lord, the children of Edom in the day of Jerusalem; who said, Raze it, raze it, even to the foundation thereof." As the first part of Isaac’s prophetic blessing to Esau — "Be the elder shall serve the younger" — was fulfilled in the long subjection of the Edomites to the kings of Israel, so now the second part was also fulfilled — "It shall come to pass when thou shalt have dominion that then shalt break his yoke from off thy neck" (Gen. xxvii. 40). It was on account of these acts of cruelty committed upon the Jews in the day of their exaltation that the Edomites were so fearfully denounced by the later prophets (Is. xxxvii. 5-8, xxiii. 1-4; Jer. xlv. 17; Lam. iv. 21; Ez. xxv. 13, 14; Am. i. 11, 12; Obad. 10 ff.).

On the conquest of Judah by the Babylonians, the Edomites, probably in reward for their services during the war, were permitted to settle in southern Palestine, and the whole plateau between it and Egypt; but they were about the same time driven out of Edom Proper by the Nabateans. [Edom; Nabatæi.]

For more than four centuries they continued to prosper, and retained their new possessions with the exception of a few towns which the Persian monarchs compelled them to restore to the Jews after the Captivity. But during the warlike character of the Maccabees they were again completely subdued and, even forced to conform to Jewish laws and rites (Joseph. Ant. xii. 8, § 6, xiii. 9, § 1; 1 Macc. v. 65), and submit to the government of Jewish prefects. The Edomites were now incorporated with the Jewish nation, and the whole province was often termed by Greek and Roman writers Idumæa (Ptol. Geo. v. 16; Mar. iii. 8). According to the ceremonial law an Edomite was received into "the congregation of the Lord" — that is, to all the rites and privileges of a Jew — "in the third generation" (Deut. xxiii. 8). Antipater, a clever and craftsman Idumæan, succeeded, through Roman influence, in obtaining the government of Judæa (Joseph. Ant. xiv. 8, § 5). His oldest son, Phasaelus, he made governor of Jerusalem, and to his second son Herod, then only in his 15th year, he gave the province of Galilee. Herod, afterwards named the Great, was appointed "king of the Jews" by a decree of the Roman senate (n. c. 37; Joseph. Ant. xiv. 14, § 5; Matt. ii. 1). Immediately before the siege of Jerusalem by Titus, in consequence of the influence of John of Gischala, 20,000 Idumæans were admitted to the Holy City, which they filled with robbery and Bloodshed (Joseph. B. J. iv. 4 and 5). From this time the Edomites, as a separate people, disappear from the page of history, though the name Idumæa still continued to be applied to the country south of Palestine as late as the time of Jerome (in Obs.);

The character of the Edomites was drawn by Isaac in his prophetic blessing to Esau — "By thy sword shalt thou live." (Gen. xxvi. 40). War and rapine were the only professions of the Edomites. By the sword they got Mount Seir — by the sword they exterminated the Horites — by the sword they long battled with their brethren of Israel; and finally they perished as a nation by their own yoke — by the sword of the conqueror, in western southern Palestine — and by the sword they performed the last act in their long historic drama, massacred the guards in the temple, and pillaged the city of Jerusalem.

Little is known of their religion; but that little shows them to have been idolatrous. It is probable that Esau’s marriage with the "daughters of Canaan," who "were a grief of mind" to his father and mother (Gen. xxxxiv. 15, 30), induced him to embrace their religion, and when Esau and his followers took possession of Mount Seir they seem to have followed the prevalent common among ancient nations of adopting the country’s gods, for we read that Amaziah, king of Judah, after his conquest of the Edomites, "brought the gods of the children of Seir, and set them up to be his gods." (2 Chr. xxiv. 14, 15, 20). Josephus also refers to both the idols and priests of the Idumæans (I. ii. 17, § 1; Macc. ii. 35). The habits of the Idumæans were singular. The Horites, their predecessors in Mount Seir, were, as their name implies, troglodytes, or dwellers in caves; and the Edomites seem to have adopted their dwellings as well as their country. Jeremiah and Ob-
of the rocks," and making their habitations high in the cliffs, like the eyries of eagles (Jer. xlix. 16; Josh. iii. 10). In the district is a remarkable site, the ancient citadel of Jericho, which was the scene of many battles between the Israelites and the Canaanites. The ruins are now a place of pilgrimage for the Christian faithful, and are visited by thousands of tourists each year. The site is surrounded by beautiful gardens and vineyards, and is a popular destination for those interested in the history and culture of the region. The ruins of ancient Jericho are a testament to the rich history of the area, and serve as a reminder of the ongoing human presence in the Holy Land. 

The ruins are remarkable for their size and scale, and are a popular spot for tourists and archaeologists alike. The site is now protected as a national park, and efforts are being made to preserve the site for future generations. The ruins are a testament to the long and rich history of the area, and are a reminder of the ongoing human presence in the Holy Land. The ruins of ancient Jericho are a testament to the rich history of the area, and serve as a reminder of the ongoing human presence in the Holy Land. The ruins are remarkable for their size and scale, and are a popular spot for tourists and archaeologists alike. The site is now protected as a national park, and efforts are being made to preserve the site for future generations. The ruins are a testament to the long and rich history of the area, and are a reminder of the ongoing human presence in the Holy Land.
2. A town of northern Palestine, allotted to the tribe of Naphtali, and situated near Kedesh. It is only once mentioned in Scripture (Josh. xix. 37.). The name signifies "strength," or a "stronghold." About two miles south of Kedesh is a conical rocky hill called Tell Khurebeh, the "Tell of the ruin;" with some remains of ancient buildings on the summit and a rock-hewn tomb in its side. It is evidently an old site, and it may be that of the long-lost Edrei. The strength of the position, and its nearness to Kedesh, give probability to the supposition. Dr. Robinson (Bibl. Res. vol. iii. p. 365) suggests the identity of Tell Khurebeh with Hazor. For the objections to this theory see Porter's "Hand-book for Syria and Palestine," p. 442.

J. L. P.

EDUCATION. Although nothing is more carefully inculcated in the Law than the duty of parents to teach their children its precepts and principles (Ex. xii. 26, xiii. 8, 14; Deut. iv. 5, 9, 10, vii. 2, 7, 20, xix. 19, 21); Acts xxiii. 2; 2 Tim. iii. 15; Hist. of Susanna, 3; Joseph. c. Ap. ii. 16, 17, 25), yet there is little trace among the Hebrews in earlier times of education in any other subjects. The wisdom, therefore, and instruction, of which so much is said in the Book of Proverbs, is to be understood chiefly of moral and religious discipline imposed, according to the direction of the Law, by the teaching and under the example of parents (Prov. i. 2, 8, ii. 10, iv. 1, 7, 23, vii. 1, ix. 1, x. 19, xii. 22, xxiv. 24, xxxi.). Implicit exceptions to this statement may perhaps be found in the instances of Moses himself, who was brought up in all Egyptian learning (Acts vii. 22); of the writer of the book of Job, who was evidently well versed in natural history and in the astronomy of the day (Job xxxviii. 31, xxxix. 1, xli.); of Daniel and his companions in captivity (Dan. i. 4, 17); and above all, in the intellectual gifts and acquirements of Solomon, which were even more renowned than his political greatness (1 K. iv. 29, 31, x. 19; 2 Chr. ix. 1-8), and the memory of which has with much exaggeration, been widely preserved in oriental tradition. The statement made above may, however, in all probability be taken as representing the chief aim of ordinary Hebrew education, both at the time when the Law was best observed, and also when, after periods of national decline from the Mosaic standard, attempts were made by monarchs, as Jehoshaphat or Josiah, or by prophets, as Elijah or Isaiah, to enforce, or at least to inculcate, reform in the moral condition of the people on the basis of that standard (2 K. xvii. 13, xiii. 8-23; 2 Chr. xvii. 7, 9; 1 K. xix. 14; Is. i. ii.). In later times the prophetesses, and comments on them as well as on the earlier Scriptures, together with other subjects, were studied (Pro. to Eccles., and Eccles. xxxviii. 24, 25, xxxix. 1-11). St. Jerome adds that Jewish children were taught to say by heart the genealogies (Hieronym. on Titus, iii. 9; Calmet, Dict. art. Genealogie). Parents were required to teach their children some trade, and he who failed to do so was said to be virtually teaching his child "nothing," (Mish. Geduliah ii. 2, xliv., vol. iii. p. 413; Surenhus.; Lightfoot, Chron. Temp. on Acts xviii. vol. ii. p. 79.)

The set of the Essenes, though themselves abjuring marriage, were anxious to undertake, and careful in carrying out, the education of children, but confined its subject matter chiefly to morals and the Divine Law (Joseph. B. J. ii. 8, § 12; Philo, Quod omnis probus liber, vol. ii. p. 458, ed. Mansel; § 12, Taulum.).

Previous to the Captivity, the chief depositories of learning were the schools or colleges, which in most cases (see Am. vii. 14) proceeded that succession of public teachers, who at various times endeavored to reform the moral and religious condition of their country, and people. (Prophets, lii.) In these schools the Law was probably the chief subject of instruction; the study of languages was little followed by any Jews till after the Captivity, but from that time the number of Jews residing in foreign countries must have made the knowledge of foreign languages more common than before (see Acts xx. 37). From the time of the outbreak of the last war with the Romans, parents were forbidden to instruct their children in Greek literature (Mish. Sotah, c. ix. 15, vol. iii. pp. 307, 308, Surenhus.).

Besides the prophetic schools, instruction was given by the priests in the Temple and elsewhere, but their subjects were doubtless exclusively concerned with religion and worship (Lev. x. 11; Ez. xxiv. 23, 24; 1 Chr. xxv. 7, 8; Mal. ii. 7). Those sovereigns who exhibited any anxiety for the maintenance of the religious element in the Jewish polity, were conspicuous in enforcing the religious education of the people (2 Chr. xviii. 7, 8, 9, xix. 5, 8, 11; 2 K. xxiii. 2).

From the time of the settlement in Canaan there must have been among the Jewish people skilled in writing and in accounts. Perhaps the neighborhood of the tribe of Zebulun to the commercial district of Phoenicia may have been the occasion of their reputation in this respect. The "writers" of that tribe are represented (Judg. v. 14) by the same word תֵּן, used in that passage of the levying of an army, or, perhaps, of a military officer (Gen. p. 966), as is applied to Ezra, in reference to the Law (Ezr. vii. 6); to Seraiah, David's scribe or secretary (2 Sam. viii. 17); to Shema, scribe to Hezekiah (2 K. xxiii. 37); Shemaijah (1 Chr. xxiv. 6); Baruch, scribe to Jeremiah (Jer. xxxvi. 32), and others filling like offices at various times. The municipal officers of the kingdom, especially in the time of Solomon, must have required a staff of well-educated persons in their various departments under the recorder (תֵּן תְאֹרָה) or historiographer, whose business was to compile memorials of the reign (2 Sam. viii. 16, xx. 24; 2 K. xviii. 18; 2 Chr. xxiv. 8). Learning, in the sense above mentioned, was at all times highly esteemed, and educated persons were treated with great respect, and, according to Rabbinical tradition, were called "sons of the noble," and allowed to take precedence over others at table (Lightfoot, Chr. Temp. Acts xviii. vol. ii. p. 79, 84; Iber, Heb. Lake xviii. 8-24, 11. 549). The same authority deprecates the degeneracy of later times in this respect (Mish. Sotah, ix. 15, vol. iii. p. 308, Surenhus.).

To the schools of the prophets succeeded, after the Captivity, the synagogues, which were either themselves used as schools, or had places attached for that purpose. In most cities there was at least one, and in Jerusalem, according to some, 394, according to others, 699 (Calmet, Dict. art. Ecoles). It was from these schools and the doctrines of the various teachers presiding over them, of whom Gamaliel, Sammi, and Hillel were among the most famous, that many of those traditions and refinements proceeded by which the Law was it
EGGLA [Vat. A'la'; [Alex. in 2 Sam. Ar'as; Comp. in 1 Chr. Ey'la'; Eg'ti, one of David' wives during his reign in Hebron, and the mother of his son Ittreum (2 Sam. iii. 5; 1 Chr. iii. 3). In both lists the same order is preserved, Eglih being the sixth and last, and in both is she distinguished by the special title of David's "wife." According to the ancient Hebrew tradition preserved by Jerome (Locr. Heli, on 2 Sam. iii. 5, vi. 23) she was Michal, the wife of his youth; and she died in giving birth to Ittreum. A name of this signification is common amongst the Arabs at the present day.}

EGGLAMIM (א'גלא'ם), two points: Ayalim [Alex. A'yallim; Sib. A'yallam]; Gallim, a place named only in Is. xx. 6, and there apparently as one of the most remote points on the boundary of Moab. It is probably the same as EN-EGGLAM.

A town of this name was known to Eusebius (Onom. Agallii), who places it 8 miles to the south of Arecopolis, i.e. AR-Moab (Robbe). Exactly in that position, however, stands Kerak, the ancient Kir Moab.

A town named Ogali is mentioned by Josephus with Zoor and other places as in the country of the Arabians (Jos. xxiv. 1). With most of the places on the east of the Dead Sea, Eglon yet awaits further research for its identification.

EGGLON (א'גלו': [Ca'lib, citilana]: Ey'la; [Comp.] Joseph. Ey'la'; Ey'lon), a king of the Moabites (Judg. iii. 12 ff.), who, aided by the Ammonites and the Amelekites, crossed the Jordan and took "the city of palm-trees," or Jericho (Jos. iii. 10), he was himself slain (Joseph. [Ant. v. 4, § 1 ff.]), and continued for eighteen years (Judg. and Joseph.) to oppress the children of Israel, who paid him tribute (Joseph.). Whether he resided at Jericho permanently, or only during the summer months (Judg. iii. 20; Joseph.), he seems to have formed a familiar intimacy (ευοινή, Joseph., not Judg.) with Ehud, a young Israelite (περίαρι, Joseph.; who lived in Jericho (Joseph., not Judg.), and who, by means of repeated presents, became a favorite courtier of the monarch. Josephus represents this intimacy as having been of long continuance; but in Judges we find no mention of intimacy, and only one occasion of a present being made, namely, that which immediately preceded the death of Eglon. The circumstances attending this tragic event are somewhat differently given in Judges and in Josephus. That Ehud had the entrée of the palace is implied in Judges (iii. 19), but more distinctly stated in Josephus. In Judges the Israelites send a present by Ehud (iii. 15); in Josephus Ehud wins his favor by repeated presents of his own. In Judges we have two scenes, the offering of the present and the death scene, which are separated by the temporary withdrawal of Ehud (18, 19); in Josephus there is but one scene. The present is offered, the attendants are dismissed, and the king enters into friendly conversation (διαλογία) with Ehud. In Judges the presentation is from the reception-room into the "summer-parlor" [probably a cool room on the roof is meant], where Ehud found him upon his return (cf. 18, 19). In Josephus the entire action takes place in the summer-parlor (δωμάτιον). In Judges the king exposes himself to the dagger by rising apparently in respect for the divine message which Ehud professed...
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both and Van to the Mount not of Judg. (i.e.,...crassus," Vulg., and so Gesen. Lex.). After this desperate achievement Ehud repaired to Seirath (unprop. Seirath; vid. Gesen. Lex. sub v.), in the mountains of Ephraim (iii. 26, 27), or Mount Ephraim (Josh. xix. 30). To this wild central region, commanding, as it did, the plains E. and W., he summoned the Israelites by sound of horn (a national custom according to Joseph. A. V., "a trumpet"). Descending from the hills they fell upon the Moabites, dismayed and demoralized by the death of their king (Joseph., not Judg.). The greater number were killed at once, but 10,000 men made for the Jordan with the view of crossing into the land. The Israelites, however, had already seized the fierce, and not one of the unhappy fugitives escaped. As a reward for his conduct Ehud was appointed Judge (Joseph., not Judg.).

Note.—The "quarries that were by Gilgal" (A. V. [iii. 19]) in the margin better, as in Deut. vii. 23, "graven images" (Patrick ad loc.; cf. Gesen. Heb. Lex. sub v. דְּלֶלֶת, [See QUARRIES, Amer. ed.]).

EGLON (אֵלֹן) [see above]: in Josh. x., [Rev.] and Alex. 0'88α'da: vv. 24, 30, 37, Comp. Ἱγάξαν: v. 5, 3; Ἱοσία: Josh. xii. 12] Αίδαα, [Alex. Abl. Comp.] Ἱαλαούα: [Josh. xv. 29, Rom. Vat. corrup. Alex. Ἱαλαούα, Comp. with 17 MSS. Ἱαλαούα] Ἰγανι, a town of Judah in the Shephelah or low country (Josh. xv. 39). During the struggles of the conquest, Eglon was one of a confederacy of five towns, which under Jerusalem attempted resistence, but attacking Gebon the territory of the latter with Israel. Eglon was then Anorite, and the name of its king Débr (Josh. x. 3-5).

The story of the overthrow of this combination is too well known to need notice here (x. 23-25, A.E.). Eglon was soon after visited by Joshua and destroyed (x. 34, 35, xii. 12). The name doubtless survives in the modern Ajlon, "a shapless mass of ruins," "potshehrs," and "scattered heaps of unhewn stone," covering a "round hillock" (Porter, Handbook; Van de Velde, ii. 188; Rob., ii. 49), about 10 miles from Beil Abiron (Eleutheropolis) and 14 from Gaza, on the south of the great maritime plain.

In the Omneanis it is given as Α'λοαν or Ωθλαδον; and its situation stated at 10 miles east of Eleutheropolis. The identification with Adullam arose no doubt from the reading of the LXX. in Josh. x., as given above; and it is to the site of that place, and not of Eglon, that the remarks of Eusebius and Jerome refer. This will be seen upon comparing Adullam. No reason has been assigned for the reading of the LXX.

EGYPT (אָרְץ עֶגֶרְת; Αἰγύπτως, Egypt, a country occupying the northeastern angle of Africa, and ying between N. lat. 31° 07' and 21° 1', and E.

a The system of transcribing ancient Egyptian is that given by the writer, in the Encyclopaedia Britanica, 8th ed., art. Hieroglyphs.

long. 27° 13' and 31° 12'. Its limits appear to have been always very nearly the same. In Ezekiel (xxix. 10, xxx. 6), according to the obviously correct rendering [Michaelis], the whole country is spoken of as extending from Migdol to Syene, which indicates the same limits to the east and the south as at present. Egypt seems, however, to have been always held, except by the modern geographers, to include no more than the tract irrigated by the Nile lying within the limits we have specified. The deserts were at all times wholly different from the valley, and their tribes, more or less independent of the rulers of Egypt.

Names.—The common name of Egypt in the Bible is "Mizraim," or more fully "the land of Mizraim." In form Mizraim is a dual, and accordingly it is generally joined with a plural verb. When, therefore, in Gen. x. 6, Mizraim is mentioned as a son of Ham, we must not conclude that anything more is meant than that Egypt was colonized by descendants of Ham. The dual number doubtless indicates the natural division of the country into an upper and a lower region, the plain of the Delta and the narrow valley above, as it has been commonly divided at all times. The singular Mazor also occurs, and some suppose that it indicates Lower Egypt, the dual only properly meaning the whole country (thus Gesenius, Thes. s. v. מִצְרָיָים, מִצְרַיִם), but there is no sure ground for this assertion. The mention of Mizraim and Pathros together (Is. xi. 11; Jer. xlv. 1, 15), even if we adopt the explanation which supposes Mizraim to be in these places by a late usage put for Mazor, by no means proves that since Pathros is a part of ancient Egypt, Mizraim, or rather Mazor, is here a part also. The mention together of a part of a country as well as the whole is very usual in Hebrew phrasing; Gesenius thinks that the Hebrews supposed the word מִצְרַיִם to mean a limit, although he admits it may have had a different Egyptian origin. Since we cannot trace it to Egyptian, except as a translation, we consider it a purely Semitic word, as indeed would be most likely. Gesenius finds the signification "limit" in the Arabic name of Egypt, מצרים; but this word also means "red mud," the color intended being either red or reddish brown.

Egypt is also called in the Bible מִצְרִי and מִצְרָיָים, the land of Ham (Ps. cv. 23, 27; comp. lxvii. 51), a name most probably referring to Ham the son of Noah (Ham); and מִצְרַיִם. Rahab, "the proud" or "insolent" (Rahab): both these appear to be poetical appellations. The common ancient Egyptian name of the country is written in hieroglyphics KEM, which was perhaps pronounced Cem; the demotic form is KEMPJ, a (Brugsch, Geographische Inschriften, p. 73, No. 362); and the Coptic forms are X.AP, XIAM (M); KIMC, KIMK (S), and KIMM (B). b This name signifies, alike in the ancient language and in Coptic, "black," and may be supposed to have been given to have been given to the land on

b The letters M, S, and B denote here and elsewhere where the Memphitic, Sahidic, and Bashanite dialects
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The actual state of the country at the present time Mr. Lane calculated the extent of the cultivated land in a. p. 477, A. d. 1375-6, to be 5500 square geographical miles, from a list of the cultivated lands of towns and villages appended to De Sacy's Abel Abulf. He thinks this list may be underrated. The water-level of the Nile was raised from 1821, but since then much waste territory has been reclaimed (Mrs. Poole, Englishwomen in Egypt, i. 83). The chief differences in the character of the surface in the times before the Christian era were that the long valley through which flowed the canal between the Nile and the Red Sea was then cultivated, and that the Gulf of Suez extended much further north than at present.

Nouns. — From a remote period Egypt was divided into Nomes, HESUP, sing. HESP, each one of which had its special objects of worship. The monuments show that this division was as old as the earlier part of the Twelfth Dynasty, which began B. c. cir. 2982. They are said to have been at first 36 in number. Pottery enumerates 44, and Pline 49; afterwards they were further increased. There is no distinct reference to them in the Bible.

In the LXX. version indeed, Ἐγυπτιὰ (Is. xix. 2) is rendered by βαβυλος, but we have no warrant for translating it otherwise than "kingdom." It is probable that at that time there were two, if not three, kingdoms in the country. Two provinces or districts of Egypt are mentioned in the Bible, Pathros and Capito; the former appears to have been part of Upper Egypt, the latter was certainly so, and must be represented by the Coptite Nome, although no doubt of greater extent. [PATHROS: CAPITOR.]

General Appearance, Climate, &c. — The general appearance of the country cannot have greatly changed since the days of Moses. The Delta was always a vast level plain, although of old more perfectly watered than now by the branches of the Nile and numerous canals, while the narrow valley of Upper Egypt must have suffered still less alteration. Anciently, however, the rushes must have been nowhere as now, whereas now they have almost disappeared, except in the lakes. The whole country is remarkable for its extreme fertility, which especially strikes the beholder when the rich green of the fields is contrasted with the utterly-bare yellow mountains or the sand-strewed rocky desert on either side. Thus the plain of Jordan before the cities were destroyed was, we read, "well watered every where"... "[even] like a garden of the Lord, like the land of Egypt." (Gen. xiii. 10). The climate is equal and healthy. Rain is not very frequent on the northern coast, but inland very rare. Cultivation nowhere depends upon it. This absence of rain is mentioned in Deut. (xi. 10, 11) as rendering artificial irrigation necessary, unlike the case of Palestine, and in Zech. (xiv. 18) as peculiar to the country. Egypt has been visited in all ages by severe pestilence, but it cannot be determined that any of those of ancient times were of the character of the modern Plague. The plague with which the Egyptians are threatened in Zech. (l. c.) is described by a word, σθενος, which is not specially applicable to a pestilence of their country (see ver. 12). Cutaneous disorders, which have always been very prevalent in Egypt, are distinctly mentioned as peculiar to the country (Deut. vii. 15, xxviii. 27, 35, 60, and probably Ex. xiv. 26, though here the
Egypt.

The fertile plain of the Delta and the valley of Upper Egypt are bounded by rocky deserts covered or strewn with sand. On either side of the plain they are low, but they overlook the valley, above which they rise so steeply as from the river to present the aspect of cliffs. The formation is limestone as far as a little above Thebes, where sandstone begins. The First Cataract, the southern limit of Egypt, is caused by granite and other primitive rocks, which rise through the sandstone and obstruct the river's bed. In Upper Egypt the Nile branches near the Nil, rarely exceed 300 feet in their height, but far in the eastern desert they often attain a much greater elevation. The highest is Tabel Ghairh, which rises about 6000 feet above the sea. Limestone, sandstone, and granite were obtained from quarries near the river; basalt, breccia, and porphyry from others in the eastern desert between the Thebais and the Red Sea. An important geological change has in the course of centuries raised the country near the head of the Gulf of Suez and depressed that on the northern side of the isthmus. Since the Christian era the head of the Gulf has retired southwards, as prophesied by Isaiah — "The Lord shall utterly destroy the tongue of the Egyptian sea" (ix. 15): "the waters shall fail from the sea" (xix. 5). The Delta is of a triangular form, its eastern and western limits being nearly marked by the course of the ancient Pylian and Canopic branches of the Nile; Upper Egypt is a narrow winding valley, varying in breadth, but seldom more than 12 miles across, and generally broader on the western side. Anciently there was a fertile valley on the course of the land of the Red Sea, the Land of Goshen, now called Wadi-T właśnie; this is covered with the sands of the desert. [Geology.] To the south, on the opposite side, is the oasis now called the Firgym, the old Aramaic Nome, connected with the valley by a neck of cultivated land.

The Nile. — The Nile is called in the Bible Shihor, מים למאים, or the black river; Yeoh, ים, ים "the river," probably derived from the Egyptian ATR, or "the river," which may be compared to the Hebrew Yaw. This word has been preserved in the Coptic appellation CIEPO, 12.290, CIEPO (M), or CIEPO (S), which likewise also signifies "the river." The inundation, HAPPE, or "great Nile," or "high Nile," fertilizes and sustains the country, and makes the river its chief blessing; a very low inundation or failure of rising being the case of famine. The Nile was on this account anciently worshiped, and the plague in which its waters were turned into blood, while injuries to the river itself and its fish (Ex. vii. 3; xiv. 29), was a reproach to the superstition of the Egyptians. The rise begins in Egypt about the summer solstice, and the inundation commences about two months later. The greatest height is attained about or somewhat after the autumnal equinox. The inundation lasts about three months. During this time, and especially when near the highest, the river rapidly pours along its red turbid waters, and spreads through openings in its banks over the whole valley and plain. The prophet Amos, ascribed to this time among the people of Israel, metaphorically said that "the land shall be drowned" (i.e., the flood [river] of Egypt) (viii. 8, ix. 5). The rate at which the Nile deposits the alluvial soil of Egypt has been the subject of interesting researches, which have as yet led to no decisive result.

Cultivation. Agriculture, &c. — The ancient prosperity of Egypt is attested by the Bible as well as by the numerous monuments of the country. As early as the age of the Great Pyramid it must have been densely populated and will able to support its inhabitants, for it cannot be supposed that there was then much external traffic. In such a climate the wants of man are few, and nature is liberal in necessary food. Even the Israelites in their hard bondage did "eat freely" the fish and the vegetables and fruits of the country, and ever afterwards they longed to return to the Nile plenty of a land where even now starvation is unknown. The contrast of the present state of Egypt to its former prosperity is more to be ascribed to political than to physical causes. It is true that the branches of the Nile have failed, the canals and the artificial lakes and ponds for fish are dried up; that the reeds and other water plants which were of value in commerce, and a shelter for wild-fowl, have in most parts perished; that the land of Goshen, once, at least for pasture, the best of the land (Gen. xxxvi. 6, 11), is now sand-strung and unwatered as scarcely to be distinguished from the desert around, and that the predictions of the prophets they have thus received a literal fulfillment (see especially Is. xix. 5—10), yet this has not been by any irresistible aggression of nature, but because Egypt, smitten and accursed, has lost all strength and energy. The population is not large enough for the cultivation of the land now fit for culture, and long oppression has taken from it the power and the will to advance.

Egypt is naturally an agricultural country. As far back as the days of Abraham, we find that when the produce failed in Palestine, Egypt was the natural resource. In the time of Joseph it was evidently the granary — at least during famines — of the nations around. The inundation, as taking the place of rain, has rendered the system of agriculture peculiar; and the artificial irrigation during the time of low Nile is necessary on the
same principle. We read of the Land of Promise that it is "not as the land of Egypt, from whence ye came out, where thou sowest thy seed, and waterest [it] with thy foot, as a garden of herbs: [is] a land of hills and valleys, [and] drinketh water of the rain of heaven" (Deut. xi. 10, 11). Watering with the foot may refer to some mode of irrigation by a machine, but we are inclined to think that it is an idiomatic expression implying a laborious work. [Foot, watering with.] The monuments do not afford a representation of the supposed machine. That now called the shadoof,

which is a pole having a weight at one end and a bucket at the other, so hung that the knower is aided by the weight in raising the full bucket, is depicted, and seems to have been the common means of artificial irrigation. There are detailed pictures of breaking up the earth, or ploughing.

The water was brought from reservoirs, sometimes but a few feet from the field, sometimes about a mile distant. The shadoof was commonly used in this manner. It was not the custom to turn the water into the fields in the same manner by irrigation. On the tenure of land much light is thrown by the history of Joseph. Before the famine each city and large village—for thus must be held to have a wider signification than our "city"—had its field (Gen. xil. 48); but Joseph gained for Pharaoh all the land, excepted in the possession of the priests, in exchange for the food, and required for the right thus obtained a fifth of the produce, which became a law (xlvii. 20—26). The evidence of the monuments, though not very explicit, seems to show that this law was ever afterwards in force under the Pharaohs. The earliest records afford no information as to the tenure of land; but about Joseph's time we find frequent mention of villages with their lands, the two being described under one designation, as held by the great officers of the crown, apparently by the royal gift. There does not seem to have been any hereditary aristocracy, except perhaps at an earlier time, and it is not impossible that these lands may have been held during tenure of office or for life. The temples had lands which of course were inalienable. Diodorus Siculus states that all the lands belonged to the crown except those of the priests and the soldiers (i. 73). It is probable that the latter, when not employed, received a salary, or recompense, or held the land for life, but were supported by the crown-lands, and occupied them for the time as their own. [Joseph.]

The great lakes in the north of Egypt were anciently of high importance, especially for their fisheries and the growth of the papyrus. Lake Menzaleh, the most eastern of the existing lakes, has still large fisheries, which support the people who live on its islands and shore, the rude successors of the independent Egyptians of the Biocis. Lake Moris, anciently so celebrated, was an artificial lake between Bence-Suweyt and Medainett El-Fedyoum. It was of use to irrigate the neighboring country, and its fisheries yielded a great revenue. It is now entirely dried up. The canals are now far less numerous than of old, and many of them are choked and comparatively useless. The Bahr Yosif, or "river of Joseph"—not the patriarch, but the famous Sultan Yosif Sahib-eddeken, who repaired it—is a long series of canals, near the desert on the west side of the river, extending northward from Farshoet for about 350 miles to a little below Memphis. This was probably a work of very ancient times. There can be no doubt of the high antiquity of the Canal of the Red Sea, upon which the land of Goshen mainly depended for its fertility. It does not follow, however, that it originally connected the Nile and the Red Sea.

Bebang. — The cultivable land of Egypt consists almost wholly of fields, in which are very few trees. There are no forests and few groves, except of date-palms, and in Lower Egypt a few of orange and lemon-trees. There are also sycamores, mulberry-trees, and acacias, either planted on the sides of roads or standing singly in the fields. The Theban palm grows in the Thebaïs, generally in clumps. These were all, except, perhaps, the mulberry-tree, of old common in the country. The two palms are represented on the monuments, and sycamore and acacia-wood are the materials of various objects made by the ancient inhabitants. The chief fruits are the date, grape, fig, sycamore-fig, pomegranate, banana, many kinds of melons, and the olive; and
there are many others less common or important. These were also of old produced in the country. Anciently gardens seem to have received great attention, to have been elaborately planned, and well

filled with trees and shrubs. Now horticulture is neglected, although the modern inhabitants are so fond of flowers as were their predecessors. The vegetables are of many kinds and excellent, and

form the chief food of the common people. Anciently cattle seem to have been more numerous and their meat, therefore, more usually eaten, but never as much so as in colder climates. The Israelites in the desert, though they looked back to the time when "sat by the flesh pots" (Ex. xvi 31), seem as much to have regretted the vegetables and fruits, as the flesh, and fish of Egypt. What shall give us flesh to eat? We remember the fish which we did eat in Egypt, freely, the cucumbers and the melons, and the leeks, and the onions, and the garlic' (Num. xi. 4, 5). The chief vegetables now are beans, peas, lentils, of which an excellent thick pottage is made (Gen. xxv. 34), leeks, onions garlic, radishes, carrots, cabbages, gourds, cucumbers, the tomato, and the egg-fruit. There are many besides these. The most important field-produce in ancient times was wheat; after it must be placed barley, millet, flax, and among the vegetables, lentils, peas, and beans. At the present day the same is the case; but maize, rice, oats, clover, the sugar-cane, roses, the tobacco-plant, hemp, and cotton, must be added; some of which are not indigenous. In the account of the Plague of Hail

four kinds of field-produce are mentioned — flax, barley, wheat, and ʼתֶּפֶן (Ex. ix. 31, 32), which is variously rendered in the A. V. as 'rice' (l. c.), 'spelt' (Is. xxviii. 25), and 'fitches' (Is. xxviii.,

' It may be well to mention that the writer knows no satisfactory instance of wheat found in ancient

Egyptian tombs having germinated on being sown in our own time.
The lotus or papyrus is almost or quite unknown. Anciently it was a common and most important plant: boats were made of its stalks, and of its thin leaves the famous paper was manufactured. It appears to be mentioned under two names in the Bible, neither of which, however, can be proved to be a peculiar designation for it. (1.) The mother of Moses made נָבָה לָבָנָה, an ark "or "shift" of papyrus "in which to put her child" (Ex. ii. 3), and Isaiah tells of messengers sent apparently from furthest Ethiopia in נַבָּה לָבָנָה "vessels of papyrus" (xxviii. 2), in both cases נבах must mean papyrus, although it would seem in other places to signify "reeds" generically. (2.) Isaiah prophesies "the papyrus-reeds (םְנָבָה) in the river (תְּנֵי), on the edge of the river, and everything growing [lit. sown] in the river shall be dried up, driven away [by the wind], and [shall] not be" (xix. 7). Gesenius renders נבָה לָבָנָה a naked or bare place, here grassy places on the banks of the Nile. Apart from the fact that little grass grows on the banks of the Nile, in Egypt, and that little only during the cooler part of the year, instead of those sloping meadows that must have been in the European scholar's mind, this word must mean some product of the river which with the other water-plants should be dried up, and blown away, and utterly disappear. Like the fisheries and the flux mentioned with it, it ought to hold an important place in the commerce of ancient Egypt. It can therefore scarcely be reasonably held to intend anything but the papyrus. The marine and fluvial product יִכְבָּה, from which the Red Sea was called יִכְבָּה יִכְבָּה, will be noticed in art. RED SEA. The lotus was anciently the favorite flower, and at feasts it took the place of the rose among the Greeks and Arabs; it is now very rare.

Zoology. — Of old, Egypt was far more a pastoral country than at present. The neat cattle are still excellent, but lean kine are more common among them than they seem to have been in the days of Joseph's Pharaoh (Gen. xlii. 19). Sheep and goats have always been numerous. Anciently swine were kept, but not in great numbers; now there are none, or scarcely any, except a few in the houses of Copts and Franks. "Under the Pharaohs the horses of the country were in repute among the neighboring nations, who purchased them as well as chariots out of Egypt. Thus it is commanded respecting a king of Israel: "He shall not multiply horses to himself, nor cause the people to return to Egypt, to the end that he should multiply horses: forasmuch as the Lord hath said unto you, Ye shall henceforth return no more that way" (Deut. xvil. 16), — which shows that the trade in horses was with Egypt, and would necessitate a close alliance. "Solomon had horses brought out of Egypt, and fine linen: the king's merchants received the linen yarn at a price. And a chariot came up and went out of Egypt for six hundred [shields] of silver, and an horse for an hundred and fifty; and so for all the kings of the Hittites and for the kings of Syria did they bring [them] out by their hand" (1 K. x. 28, 29). The number of horses kept by this king for chariots and cavalry was large (iv. 25, x. 26; 2 Chr. i. 14, ix. 23). Some of these horses came as yearly tribute from his vessels (1 K. x. 25). In later times the prophets reproved the people for trusting in the help of Egypt, and relying on the aid of her horses and chariots and horsemen, that is, probably, men in chariots, as we shall show in speaking of the Egyptian armies. The kings of the Hittites, mentioned in the passage quoted above, and in the account of the close of the siege of Samaria by Benhadad, where we read — "The Lord hath made the host of the Syrians to hear a noise of chariots, and a noise of horses, [even] the noise of a great host: and they said one to another, Lo, the king of Israel hath hired against us the kings of the Hittites, and the kings of the Egyptians to come upon us" (2 K. vii. 6) — these kings ruled the Hittites of the valley of the Orontes, who were called by the Egyptians SHETIA or KIJEITA. The Pharaohs of the XVIIIth, XIXth, and XXth dynasties waged fierce wars with these Hittites, who were then ruled by a great king and many chiefs, and whose principal arm was a force of chariots resembling those of the Egyptian army. Asses were anciently numerous: the breed at the present time is excellent. Dogs were formerly more praised than now, for being held by most of the Muslims to be extremely unclean, they are only used to watch the houses in the villages. The camel has been long known for its beauty and fine hair, which was mentioned in the inscriptions of Egypt, or represented on the monuments. In the Bible Abraham is spoken of as having camels when in Egypt, apparently as a gift from Pharaoh (Gen. xii. 16); and before the Exodus the camels of Pharaoh or his subjects were to be smitten by the murrain (Ex. ix. 3, comp. 6). Both these Pharaohs were probably Shepherds. The Ishmaelites or Midianites who took Joseph into Egypt, carried their merchandise on camels (Gen. xxvii. 25, 28, 30), and the land-trade of the Arabs must always have been by caravans of camels; but it is probable that camels were not kept in Egypt, but only on the frontier. On the black obelisk from Ninarood, now in the British Museum, which is of Shalmaneser, king of Assyria, contemporary with Jeleu and Hazael, camels are represented among objects sent as tribute by Egypt. They are of the two-humped sort, which, though perhaps then common in Assyria, has never, as far as is known, been kept in Egypt. The desert have always abounded in wild animals, especially of the canine and antelope kinds. Anciently the hippopotamus was found in the Egyptian Nile, and hunted. This is a fact of importance for those who suppose it to be the behemoth of the book of Job, especially as that book shows evidence of a knowledge of Egypt. Now, this animal is rarely seen even in (i. 3), and afterwards double in each case (xlii. 12). The numbers are round, but must be taken as an estimate of a large property of this kind in the patriarchal times.

The number of Solomon's chariots is given as 1400, and his horses 12,000. The stalls of horses are stated at 40,000 (1 K. iv. 26), or 4000 (2 Chr. ix. 25): the former would seem to be the correct number. 43
In Lower Nubia. The elephant may have been, in the remotest historical period, an inhabitant of Egypt, and, as a land animal, have been driven farther south than his brother pygmy, for the name of the Island of Elephantine, just below the first Cataract, is hieroglyphic. 

As Elephants had, it seems to show that he was anciently found there. Bats abound in the temples and tombs, filling the dark and desecrated chambers and passages with the unearthly whirl of their wings. Such desolation is represented by Isaiah when he says that a man shall cast his idols "to the moes and to the bat." (ii. 20).

The birds of Egypt are not remarkable for beauty of plumage; in so open a country this is natural. The Serpents are numerous, but the most common are scorpions, as vultures and the kite. The Grallatrices and Anseres abound on the islands and sandbanks of the river and in the sides of the mountains which approach or touch the stream.

Among the reptiles, the crocodile must be especially mentioned. In the Bible it is usually called מַטְנָה, מַטְנִיתָן, "dragon," a generic word of almost as wide a signification as reptile, and is used as a symbol of the king of Egypt. 7 Thus in Ezekiel, "Behold I am against thee, Pharaoh king of Egypt, the great dragon that lieth in the midst of his rivers, which hath said, My river is mine own, and I have made [it] for myself. But I will put hooks in thy jaws, and I will cause the fish of thy rivers to stick unto thy scales, and I will bring thee up out of the midst of thy rivers, and all the fish of thy rivers shall stick unto thy scales. And I will leave thee [thrown] into the wilderness, thee and all the fish of thy rivers. . . . I have given thee for meat to the beasts of the field and to the fowls of the heaven." (xxiii. 4, 5). Here there seems to be a retrospect of the Exodus, which is thus described in Is. li. 9, 10, and 15: and with a more close resemblance in Ps. xxxiv. 13, 14, "Thou hast divided the sea by thy strength: thou brakest the heads of the dragons (תַּנֵּים) in the waters. Thou brakest the heads of leviathan (לְוִתָהּ) in pieces, [and] gavest him [to be] meat to the dwellers in the wilderness" (בִּשְׁנֵיהוּ; i. e. to the wild beasts, comp. Is. xiii. 21). The last passage is important as indicating that whereas מַטְנָה is the Hebrew generic name of reptiles, and therefore used for the greatest of them, the crocodile, לְוִתָהּ is the special name of that animal. The description of leviathan in Job (xli.) fully bears out this opinion, and it is doubtful if any passage can be adduced in which a wider signification of the latter word is required. 8 In Job (xxvi. 12) there is an apparent allusion to the Exodus in words similar to those in Isaiah (li. 9, 10, and 15?), but with out a mention of the dragon. In this case the division of the sea and the smiting of the serpent, the proud or insolent, are mentioned in connection with the wonders of creation (vv. 7-11, 13): so too in Is. (vv. 13, 15). The crossing of the Red Sea could be thus spoken of as a signal exercise of the Divine power. Frogs are very numerous in Egypt, and their loud and constant croaking in the autumn in "the streams," תַּנֵּים, "the rivers," בַּנֵּים, and "the ponds" or "marshes," הַנָּוֶים (Ex. viii. 1. A. V. 5) makes it not difficult to picture the Plague of Frogs. Serpents and snakes are also common, but the more venomous have their home, like the scorpion, in the desert (comp. Deut. viii. 15). The Nile and lakes have abundance of fishes; and although the fisheries of Egypt have very greatly fallen away, their produce is still a common article of food. Among the insects the locusts must be mentioned, which sometimes come upon the cultivated land in a cloud, and, as in the plague, eat every herb and fruit and leaf where they alight; but they never, as then, overspread the whole land (Ex. x. 3-4, 12-19). They disappear as suddenly as they come, and are carried away by the wind (ver. 19). As to the lice and flies, they are now plagues of Egypt; but it is not certain that the words לְוִתָהּ and לָוֵי designate them (Ex. viii. 16-31).

Ancient Inhabitants. — The old inhabitants of Egypt appear from their monuments and the testimony of ancient writers to have occupied in race a place between the Nigritians and the Caucasians. The constant immigrations of Arab settlers have greatly diminished the Negritian characteristics in the generality of the modern Egyptians. The ancient dress was far more scanty than the modern, and in this matter, as in manners and character, the influence of the Arab race is also very apparent. The ancient Egyptians in character were very religious and contemplative, but given to base superstition, patriotic, respectful to women, insensible, generally frugal, but at times luxurious, very sensual, lying, thievish, treacherous, and craving, and intensely prejudiced, through pride of race, against strangers, although kind to them. This we may much the character of the modern inhabitants, except that Mohammedanism has taken away the respect for women. The ancient Egyptians are indeed the only early eastern nation that we know to have resembled the modern westerns in this particular: but we find the same virtue markedly to characterize the Nigritians of our day. That the Egyptians, in general, treated the Israelites with kindness while they were in their country, even during the oppression, seems almost certain from

a It is supposed by commentators to mean the country also; but this cannot, we think, be proved.  

b Gesenius (Thes. s. v.) would take לְוִתָהּ for a serpent in Job iii. 8, Is. xxvii. 1, and in the latter case supposes the king of Babylon to be meant. In the first passage the meaning "crocodile" is, however, especially applicable. The patriarch speaks of leviathan as those "who are ready to stir up leviathan"; comp. xl. 2: A. V. 16, "None [is so] fierce as to stir him up. Who then can stand before me?" The argument is, that if the creature be so terrible, who shall resist the Creator? The second
the privilege of admission into the congregation in the third generation, granted to them in the Law, with the Edomites, while the Ammonites and Moabites were absolutely excluded, the reference in three out of the four cases being to the stay in Egypt and the entrance into Palestine (Deut. xxiii. 3-5). This supposition is important in its bearing on the history of the opposition.

Language.—The ancient Egyptian language, from the earliest period at which it is known to us, is an agglutinative monosyllabic form of speech. It is expressed by the signs which we call hieroglyphics. The character of the language is compound: it consists of elements resembling those of the Nigritian languages and the Chinese language, on the one hand, and those of the Semitic languages on the other. All those who have studied the African languages make a distinct family of several of those languages, spoken in the northeast quarter of the continent, in which family they include the ancient Egyptian; while every Semitic scholar easily recognizes in Egyptian Semitic pronouns and other elements, and a predominantly Semitic grammar. As in person, character, and religion, so in language we find two distinct elements, mixed but not fused, and here the Nigritian element seems unquestionably the earlier. Bunsen asserts that this language is of Egyptian and Semitic origin, and we think it enough to say that no Semitic scholar has accepted his theory. For a full discussion of the question see The Genesis of the Earth and of Man, ch. vi. As early as the age of the XXVth dynasty a vulgar dialect was expressed in the demotic or chalcographic writing. This dialect forms the link connecting the old language with the Coptic or Christian Egyptian, the latest classic. The Coptic does not very greatly differ from the monumental language, distinguished in the time of the demotic as the sacred dialect, except in the presence of many Greek words.

Religion.—The basis of the religion was Nigritian fetishism, the lowest kind of nature-worship, differing in different parts of the country, and hence obviously indigenous. Upon this were grafted, first, cosmic worship, mixed up with traces of primeval revelation, as in Babylonia; and then, a system of personifications of moral and intellectual abstractions. The instinctive character of the religion necessitates this supposition, and the case with which it admitted extraneous additions in the historical period confirms it. There were three orders of gods—the eight great gods, the twelve lesser, and the Osirian group. They were represented in human forms, sometimes having the heads of animals sacred to them, or bearing on their heads cosmic or other objects of worship. The fetishism included, besides the worship of animals, that of plants and the rocks, hills, or mountains, and all nature. The worship of deified kings and other individuals often received divine honors—in one case, that of Sesertesen III., of the XIIth dynasty, the old Sesostris, of a very special character. Sacrifices of animals, and offerings of all kinds of food, and libations of wine, oil, and the like, were made. The great doctrines of the immortality of the soul, man’s responsibility, and future punishments and rewards, were taught. Among the rites circumcision is the most remarkable: it is as old as the time of the IVth dynasty.

The Israelites in Egypt appear during the oppression, for the most part, to have adopted the Egyptian religion (Josh. xxiv. 14; Ex. xx. 7, 8). The golden calf, or rather steer, was probably taken from the bull Apis, certainly from one of the sacred bulls. Remphan and Chim were foreign divinities adopted into the Egyptian pantheon, and called in the hieroglyphics REMPNU (probably pronounced REMPU) and KEN. It can hardly be doubted that they were worshiped by the Shepherds; but there is no satisfactory evidence that there was any separate foreign system of idolatry. [Remphan.] Ashethoreth was worshiped at Memphis, as is shown by a tablet of Amenophis II., &c. c. cir. 1400, at the quarries of Turia, opposite that city (Veys’s Pyramids, iii. “Fourah tablet 2”), in which she is represented as an Egyptian goddess. The temple of “the Foreign Venus” in “the Tyrian camp” in Memphis (Herod. ii. 112) must have been sacred to her. Doubtless this worship was introduced by the Phcenician Shepherds.

As there are prominent traces of primeval revelation in the ancient Egyptian religion, we cannot be surprised at finding certain analogies to the Mosaic Law, apart from the probability that what is expressed in a comparable form in the Canaanite and Egyptian religions and usages would be retained. The points in which the Egyptian religion shows strong traces of truth are, however, doctrines of the very kind that the Law does not expressly teach. The Egyptian religion, in its reference to man, was a system of responsibility, mainly depending on future rewards and punishments. The Law, in its reference to man, was a system of responsibility mainly depending on temporal rewards and punishments. All we learn, but this is of the utmost importance, is that every Israelite who came out of Egypt must have been fully acquainted with the universally-recognized doctrines of the immortality of the soul, man’s responsibility, and future rewards and punishments, truths which the Law does not, and of course could not, contradict. The idea that the Law was an Egyptian invention is one of the worst examples of modern reckless criticism.

Laws.—We have no complete account of the laws of the ancient Egyptians either in their own records or in works of ancient writers. The passages in the Bible which throw light upon the laws in force during the sojourn of the Israelites in Egypt most probably do not relate purely to native law, nor to law administered to natives, for during that whole period they appear to have been under Shepherd rulers, and in any case it cannot be doubted that they would not be subject to absolutely the same system as the Egyptians. The paintings and sculptures of the monuments indicate a very high degree of personal safety, showing us that the people of all ranks commonly went unarmed, and that neither military protection nor justice therefore infer that the laws relating to the maintenance of order were sufficient and strictly enforced. The punishments seem to have been lighter than those of the Mosaic Law, and very different in their relation to crime and in their nature. Capital punishment appears to have been almost restricted, in practice, to murder. Crimes of violence were more severely treated than offenses against religion and morals. Popular feeling seems to have taken the duties of the judge upon himself in the case of impurity alone. That in early times the Egyptian populace acted with reference to any offense against its religion as it did under the Greeks and Romans.
is evident from the answer of Moses when Pharaoh proposed that the Hebrews should sacrifice in the land. "It is not meet so to do; for we shall sacrifice the abomination of the Egyptians to the Lord our God: lo, shall we sacrifice the abomination of the Egyptians before their eyes, and will they not stone us?" (Ex. vii. 20).

Government. — The government was monarchical, but not of an absolute character. The sovereign was not superior to the laws, and the priests had the power to check the undue exercise of his authority. The kings under whom the Israelites lived, seem to have been absolute, but even Joseph's Pharaoh did not venture to touch the independence of the priests. Nomes and districts were governed by officers whom the Greeks called monarchs and toparchs. There seems to have been no hereditary aristocracy, except perhaps at the earliest period, for indications of something of the kind occur in the inscriptions of the IVth and Xlth dynasties.

Foreign Policy. — The foreign policy of the Egyptians must be regarded in its relation to the admission of foreigners into Egypt and to the treatment of tributary and allied nations. In the former aspect it was characterized by an exclusiveness which sprang from a national hatred of the yellow and white races, and was maintained by the wisdom of preserving the institutions of the country from the influence of the pirates of the Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean, and the robbers of the deserts. Hence the jealous exclusion of the Greeks from the northern parts until Nauracitis was opened to them, and hence too the restriction of Siennite settlers in earlier times to the land of Goshen, scarcely regarded as part of Egypt. It may be remarked as a proof of the strictness of this policy that during the whole of the sovereign of the Israelites they appear to have been kept to Goshen. The key to the policy towards foreign nations, after making allowance for the hatred of the yellow and white races balanced by the regard for the red and black, is found in the position of the great oriental rivals of Egypt. The supremacy or influence of the Pharaohs over the nations lying between the Nile and the Euphrates depended as much on wisdom in policy as prowess in arms. The kings of the IVth, VIth, and Xlth dynasties appear to have uninterruptedly held the peninsula of Sinai, where tablets reveal to us the existence of Asiatic nomads. But with the XlVth dynasty commences the period of Egyptian supremacy. Very soon after the accession of this powerful line most of the countries between the Egyptian border and the Tigris were reduced to the condition of tributaries. The empire seems to have lasted for nearly three centuries, from about B. C. 1550 to about 1200. The chief opponents of the Egyptians were the Hittites of the valley of the Orontes, with whom the Pharaohs waged long and fierce wars. After this time the influence of Egypt declined; and until the reign of Shishak (n. c. cir. 990-967), it appears to have been confined to the western borders of Palestine. No doubt the rising greatness of Assyria caused the decline. Thenceforward to the days of Pharaoh Necho there was a constant struggle for the tracts lying between Egypt, and Assyria and Babylonia, until the disastrous battle of Carchemish finally destroyed the supremacy of the Pharaohs. It is probable that during the period of the empire an Assyrian or Babylonian king generally supported the opponents of the rulers of Egypt. Great aid from a powerful ally can indeed alone explain the strong resistance offered by the Hittites. The general policy of the Egyptians towards their eastern tributaries seems to have been marked by great moderation. The Pharaohs intermarried with them, and neither forced upon them Egyptian garrisons, except in some important positions, nor attempted those deportations that are so marked a feature of Asiatic policy. In the case of those nations which never attacked them they do not appear to have even exacted tribute. So long as their general supremacy was uncontested, they would not be unwise enough to make favorable or neutral powers their enemies. Of their relation to the Israelites we have for the earlier part of this period no direct information. The explicit account of the later part is fully consistent with what we have said of the general policy of the Pharaohs. Shishak and Zerah, if the latter were, as we believe, a king of Egypt, or a commander of Egyptian forces, are the only exceptions in a series of friendly kings, and they were almost certainly of Assyrian or Babylonian extraction. One Pharaoh gave his daughter in marriage to Solomon; another appears to have been the ally of Jehoram, king of Israel (2 K. vii. 6); So made a treaty with Hoshen; Tiribah aid Hezekiah; Pharaoh Necho fought Josiah against his will, and did not treat Judah with the severity of the oriental kings; and his second successor, Pharaoh Hophran maintained the alliance, notwithstanding this break, as firmly as before, and although failed in his endeavor to save Jerusalem from the Chaldeans, received the fugitives of Judah, who, like the fugitives of Israel at the capture of Samaria, took refuge in Egypt. It is probable that during the earlier period the same friendly relations existed. The Hebrew records of that time afford no distinct indication of hostility with Egypt, nor have the Egyptian lists of conquered regions and towns of the same age been found to contain any Israelite name, whereas in Shishak's list the kingdom of Judah and some of its towns occur. The route of the earlier Pharaohs to the east seems always to have been along the Palestinian coast, then mainly held by the Philistines and Phoenicians, both of whom they subdued, and across Syria northward of the territories occupied by the Hebrews. With respect to the African nations a different policy appears to have been pursued. The Rhod (Leban) or Libin, to the west of Egypt, on the north coast, were reduced to subjection, and probably employed, like the Shayerata or Cherehim, as mercenaries. Ethiopia was made a purely Egyptian province, ruled by a viceroy, "the Prince of Kesh (Cush)," and the assimilation was so complete that Egyptian sovereigns seem to have been received by the Egyptians as native rulers. Further south, the Nubians were subject to predatory attacks like the slave hunts of modern times, conducted not so much from motives of hostility as to obtain a supply of slaves. In the Bible we find African peoples, Libin, Phut, Sakkim, Cush, as mercenaries or servants of Egypt, but not a single name that can be positively placed to the eastward of that country.

Army. — There are some notices of the Egyptian army in the O. T. They show, like the monuments, that its most important branch was the chariot-force. The Pharaoh of Egypt had besides his chariot-force besides his whole chariot-force in pursuit of the Israelites. The warriors fighting in chariots are probably the "horsemen" mentioned in the relation of this event and elsewhere, for in Egyptian
they are called the "horse" or "cavalry." We have no subsequent indication in the Bible of the constitution of an Egyptian army until the time of the XXII dynasty, when we find that Shishak's invading force was partly composed of foreigners; whether mercenaries or allies, cannot as yet be positively determined, although the monuments make it most probable that they were of the former character. The army of Necho, defeated at Car- okrithemish, seems to have been similarly composed, although it probably contained Greek mercenaries who soon afterwards became the most important foreign element in the Egyptian forces.

Domestic Life. — The sculptures and paintings of the tombs give us a very full insight into the domestic life of the ancient Egyptians, as may be seen in Sir G. Wilkinson's great work. What most strikes us in their manners is the high position occupied by women, and the entire absence of the harem-system of seclusion. The wife is called

"the lady of the house." Marriage appears to have been universal, at least with the richer class; and if polygamy were tolerated it was rarely practiced. If marriage-ceremonies no distinct account has been discovered, but there is evidence that something of the kind was usual in the case of a queen (De Rougé, Essai sur une Statue Égyptienne, pp. 53, 54). Concubinage was allowed, the concubines taking the place of inferior wives. There were no slaves, although great classes were very distinct, especially the priests, soldiers, artisans, and herdsmen, with laborers. A man of the upper class might, however, both hold a command in the army and be a priest; and therefore the caste-system cannot have strictly applied in the case of the subordinates. The general manner of life does not much illustrate that of the Israelites, from its great essential difference. The Egyptians from the days of Abraham were a settled people, occupying a land which they had held for centuries without question,
Disciplined troops of the time of the XVIIIth Dynasty. (Wilkinson.)
The simple arts of Egypt and of Palestine would be as different as the ordinary diseases of the country. In the arts of architecture, sculpture, and painting, the formers of which was the chief, there seems to have been but a very slight and material influence. This was natural, for with the Egyptians architecture was a religious art, embodying the methods of some of their highest religious conceptions, and mainly devoted to the service of religion. Durable construction, massive and grand form, and rich, though sober, color, characterize their temples and tombs, the abodes of gods, and "homes" of men. To adopt such an architecture would have been to adopt the religion of Egypt, and the pastoral Israelites had no need of buildings. When they came into the Promised Land they found cities ready for their occupation, and it was not until the days of Solomon that a temple took the place of the tent, which was the sanctuary of the pastoral people. Details of ornament were of course borrowed from Egypt; but separated from the vast system in which they were found, they lost their significance, and became harmless, until modern scholars made them prominent in support of a theory which no mind capable of broad views can for a moment tolerate.

Magicians. — We find frequent reference in the Bible to the magicians of Egypt. The Pharaoh of Joseph laid his dream before the magicians, who could not interpret it (Gen. xii. 8); the Pharaoh of the Exodus used them as opponents of Moses and Aaron, when, after what appears to have been a seeming success, they failed as before (Ex. vii. 11, 12, 22, viii. 18, 19, ix. 1; 2 Tim. iii. 8, 9). The monuments do not recognize any such art, and we must conclude that magic was secretly practiced, not because it was sought to be unlawful, but in order to give it importance. [See Magic; Jannes; Jareb; Jub.]

Industrial Arts. — The industrial arts held an important place in the occupations of the Egyptians. The workers in fine flax and the weavers of white linen are mentioned in a manner that shows they were among the chief contributors to the riches of the country (Is. xix. 9). The fine linen of Egypt found its way to Palestine (Prov. vii. 18). Pottery was a great branch of the native manufactures, and appears to have furnished employment to the Hebrews during the bondage (Ps. lxxxii. 6, lviii. 13; comp. Ex. i. 14).

Festivals. — The religious festivals were numerous, and some of them were, in the days of Herodotus, kept with great merrymaking and license. His description of that of the goddess Bubastis, kept at the city of Bubastis in the eastern part of the Delta, would well apply to some of the great Mohammedan festivals now held in the country (ii. 59, 60). The feast which the Israelites celebrated when Aaron had made the golden calf seems to have been very much of the same character: first offerings were presented, and then the people ate and danced and sang (Ex. xxxix. 5, 6, 17, 18, 19), and even, it seems, stripped themselves (ver. 25), as appears to have been not unusual at the popular ancient Egyptian festivals. [See Egyptian Inhabitants.]

The manners of the modern inhabitants are, we are disposed to believe after much consideration, more similar to those of the ancient Hebrews, on account of Arab influence, than the manners of their predecessors. How remarkably they illustrate the Bible is seen in the numerous references given in the Modern Egyptian (see its index), and in the great general value of that work in biblical criticism.

Chronology and History. — In treating of the chronology and history of ancient Egypt it is our endeavor to avoid as much as possible the statement of doubtful matters, and to give the greater prominence to those points on which the generality of scholars are agreed. The subject may be divided into three main branches, technical chronology, historical chronology, and history:

1. Technical Chronology. — It is impossible here to treat in much detail the difficult subject of Egyptian technical chronology. That the Egyptians used various periods of time, and made astronomical observations from a remote age, is equally attested by ancient writers, and by their monuments. It is, however, very difficult to connect periods mentioned by the former with the indications of the same kind offered by the latter; and what we may term the recorded observations of the monuments cannot be used for the determination of chronology without a previous knowledge of Egyptian astronomy that we have not wholly attained. The testimony of ancient writers must, moreover, be carefully sifted, and we must not take their statements as a positive basis without the strongest evidence of correctness. Without that testimony, however, we could not at present prosecute the inquiry. The Egyptians do not appear to have had any common era. Every document that bears the date of a year, gives the year of the reigning sovereign, counted from that year in which he came to the throne, which was called his first year. There is therefore no general means of testing deductions from the chronological indications of the monuments. There appear to have been at least three years in use with the Egyptians before the Roman domination, the Vague Year, the Tropical Year, and the Sothic Year; but it is not probable that more than two of these were employed at the same time. The Vague Year contained 365 days without any additional fraction, and therefore passed through all the seasons in about 5000 years. It was both used for civil and for religious purposes. Probably the Israelites adopted this year during the sojourn in Egypt, and that instituted at the Exodus appears to have been the current Vague Year fixed by the adoption of a method of intercalation. [Chronology.] The Vague Year was divided into twelve months, each of thirty days, with five epagomenae, or additional days, after the twelfth. The months were assigned to three seasons, each comprising four months, called respectively the 1st, 2d, 3d, and 4th of those seasons. The names by which the Egyptian months are commonly known, Thoth, Paophi, &c., are taken from the diaries to which they were sacred. The seasons are called, according to our rendering, those of Vegetation, Manifestation, and the Waters or the Inundation: the exact meaning of their names has however been much disputed. They evidently refer to the phenomena of a Tropical Year, and such a year we must therefore conclude the Egyptians to have had, at least in a remote period of their history. If, as we believe, the third season represents the period of the inundation, its beginning cannot be dated without one month before the autumnal equinox, which would place the beginning of the year at the Winter Solstice, an especially fit time in Egypt for the commencement of a tropical year. The Sothic Year was a supposed sidereal year of 365 1/4 days, commencing with
the so-called heliacal rising of Sothis. The Vague Year, having no intercalation, constantly retreated through the Sothic Year, until a period of 1461 years of the former kind, and 1460 of the latter had elapsed, from one coincidence of commencements to another.

The Egyptians are known to have used two great cycles, the Sothic Cycle and the Tropical Cycle. The former was a cycle of the coincidence of the Sothic and Vague Years, and therefore consisted of 1460 years of the former kind. This cycle is mentioned by ancient writers, and two of its commencements recorded, the one, called the Era of Menophres, July 29, a. c. 1322, and the other, on the same day, A. D. 1329. Menophres is supposed to be the name of an Egyptian king, and this is most probable. The nearest name is Men-phant, or Mem-pitah, which is part of that of Sebec Mem-phant, the father of Rameses II, and also that of the son of the latter, all these being kings of the XIXth dynasty. We are of opinion that chronological indications are conclusive in favor of the earlier of the two sovereigns. The Tropical Cycle was a cycle of the coincidence of the Tropical and Vague Years.

We do not know the exact length of the former year with the Egyptians, nor indeed that it was used in the monumental age; but from the mention of a period of 500 years, the third of the cycle, and the apparent rising of Venus, which the Vague Year would retrograde through one season, we cannot doubt that there was such a cycle, not to speak of its analogy with the Sothic Cycle. It has been supposed by M. Biot to have had a duration of 1565 years; but the length of 1500 Vague Years is preferable, since it contains a number of complete lunations, besides that the Egyptians could scarcely have been more exact, and that the period of 500 years is a subdivision of 1500. Ancient writers do not fix any commencements of this cycle. If the characteristics of the Tropical Year are what we suppose, the cycle would have begun a. c. 2003 and 507; two hieroglyphic inscriptions record, as we believe, the former of these epochs (Herod. Antiq. p. 12 H., pl. i. Nos. 5, 6). The return of the Phenix has indubitably a chronological meaning. It has been supposed to refer to the period last mentioned, but we are of opinion that the Phenix Cycle was of exactly the same character, and therefore length, as the Sothic, its commencement being marked by the so-called heliacal rising of a star of the constellation Bexn. Heiiar, "the Phenix of Osiris," which is placed in the astronomical ceiling of the temple of Khnum six months distant from Sothis. The monuments make mention of Panegyrical Months, which can only, we believe, be periods of thirty years each, and division of a year of the same kind. We have computed the following dates of commencements of these Panegyrical Months: 1st. a. c. 2717, first dynasty, era of Menes (not on monuments); 2d. a. c. 2352, IVth dynasty, Nophis, I and II; 3d. a. c. 1886 (XVIIth dynasty, Nesertesen III.; not on monuments); the last mentioned date being also the beginning of a Phenix Cycle, which appears to have comprised four of these Panegyrical Years. The other important dates of the system of Panegyrical Years are given on the monuments: a. c. 1412, XVIIIth dynasty, Queen Amen-emnet; and a. c. 1412, XVIIIth dynasty, Thothmes III.

Certain phenomena recorded on the monuments have been calculated by M. Biot, who has obtained the following dates: Rising of Sothis in reign of Thothmes III., XVIIth dynasty, a. c. 1445; supposed Vernal Equinox, Thothmes III., e. c. 1441; rising of Sothis, Rameses III., XXth dynasty, a. c. 1301; star-risings, Rameses VI. and IXth, XXth dynasty, n. c. 1241. Some causes of uncertainty affect the exactness of these dates, and that of Thothmes III. On the other hand, we hold the calendar in which the inscription supposed to record it occurs to be a Sothic one, in which case no date could be obtained.

Egyptian technical chronology gives us no direct evidence in favor of the high antiquity which some assign to the foundation of the first kingdom. The earliest record which all Egyptians are agreed to regard as affording a date is of the fifteenth century B. C., and no one has alleged any such record to be of any earlier time than the twenty-fourth century n. c. The Egyptians themselves seem to have placed the beginning of the 1st dynasty in the twenty-eighth century B. C., but for determining this epoch there is no direct monumental evidence.

2. Historical Chronology. — The materials for historical chronology are the monuments and the remains of the historical work of Manetho. Since the interpretation of hieroglyphics has been discovered, the evidence of the monuments has been brought to bear on this subject, but as yet it has not been sufficiently full and explicit to enable us to set aside other aids. We have had to look elsewhere for a general frame-work, the details of which the monuments might fill up. The remains of Manetho are now generally held to supply this want. A comparison with the monuments has shown that he drew his information from original sources, the general authenticity of which is vindicated by minute points of agreement. The information Manetho gives us, in the present form of his work, is, however, by no means explicit, and it is only by a theoretical arrangement of the materials that they take a definite form. The remains of Manetho's historical work consist of a list of the Egyptian dynasties and two considerable fragments, one relating to the Shepherds, the other to a tale of the Exodus. The list is only known to us in the epitome given by A. Hyginus, preserved by Scaliger, and that given by Eusebius. These present such great differences that it is not reasonable to hope that we can restore a correct text. The series of dynasties is given as if they were successive, in which case the commencement of the first would be placed full 5000 years n. c., and the reign of the king who built the Great Pyramid, 4000. The monuments do not warrant so extreme an antiquity, and a majority of critical and contemporary authorities bear held that the dynasties were partly contemporaneous. A passage in the fragment of Manetho respecting the Shepherds, where he speaks of the kings of the Thebais and of the rest of Egypt rising against these foreign rulers, makes it almost certain that he admitted at least three contemporary lines at that period (Joseph. c. Apion. i. 14). The naming of the dynasties anterior to the time of a certain single kingdom, and that of the later ones, which we know to have generally held sway over all Egypt, or the first seventeen, and the XVIIth and following dynasties, lends support to this opinion. The former are named in groups, first a group of Thinite, then one of Memphites, broken by a dynasty of Elephant-
lutes, next a Herculeopolite line, &c., the dynasties of a particular city being grouped together; whereas the latter generally present but one or two together of the same name, and the dynasties of different cities recur. The earlier portion seems therefore to represent parallel lines, the latter, a succession. The evidence of the monuments leads to the same conclusion. Kings who unquestionably belong to different dynasties are shown by them to be contemporaneous. In the present state of Egyptology this evidence has led to various results as to the number of contemporary dynasties, and the consequent duration of the whole history. One great difficulty is that the character of the inscriptions makes it impossible to ascertain, without the explicit mention of two sovereigns, that any one king was not a sole ruler. For example, it has been lately discovered that the XXIth dynasty was for the greatest part of its rule a double line. Yet its numerous monuments in general give no hint of more than one king, although there was almost always a recognized colleague. Therefore, à fortiori, no notice would be taken, if possible, on any monument of a ruler of another house than that of the king in whose territory it was made. We can therefore scarcely expect very full evidence on this subject. Mr. Lane, as long ago as 1839, proposed an arrangement of the dynasties based upon their numbers and names. This scheme the writer believes to be strikingly confirmed by the monuments. The table in the following page contains the dynasties thus arranged, with the approximate dates we assign to their commencement, and the dates of chief events in Hebrew history connected with that of Egypt, according to the system preferred in art. CHRONOLOGY.

The monuments will not, in our opinion, justify any great extension of the period assigned in the table to the first seventeen dynasties. The last date, that of the commencement of the XVIIIth dynasty, cannot be changed more than a few years. Baron Bunsen and Dr. Lepsius indeed place it much earlier, but they do so in opposition to positive monumental evidence. The date of the beginning of the Ist dynasty, which we are disposed to place a little before B.C. 2700, is more doubtful, but a concurrence of astronomical evidence points to the twenty-ninth century of the Christian era. The dates assigned to the two dates cannot therefore be greatly more or less than twelve hundred years, a period quite in accordance with the lengths of the dynasties according to the better text, if the arrangement here given be correct. Some have supposed a much greater antiquity for the commencement of Egyptian history. Lepsius places the accession of Menes u. c. 3832, and Bunsen, two hundred years later. Their system is founded upon a passage in the chronological work of Manetho called Egyp(a). 555 to the thirty dynasties (Chron. p. 51 u). It is by no means certain that this number is given on the authority of Manetho, but apart from this, the whole statement is unmistakably not from the true Manetho, but from some one of the fabricators of chronology, among whom the Pseudo-Manetho held a prominent place (Enc. Brit. 8th ed. Egypt, p. 452; Quarterly Review, No. 210, p. 385-7). If this number be discarded as doubtful or spurious, there is nothing definite to support the extended system so confidently put forth by those who adopt it.

3. History. — Passing from chronology to history, we have first to notice the indications in the Bible which relate to the earliest period. That Egypt was colonized by the descendants of Noah in a very remote age is shown by the mention of the migration of the Philistines from Caphtor which had taken place before the arrival of Abraham in Palestine. Before this migration could occur, the Caphtorim or the Pharaohs, who possessed Egypt for some time. A remarkable passage points to a knowledge of the date at which an ancient city of Egypt was founded: "Hebron was built seven years before Zoan in Egypt" (Num. xiii. 22). We find that Hebron was originally called Kirjath-arba, and it was a city of the Anakim (Josh. xiv. 15), and it is mentioned under that appellation in the history of Abraham (Gen. xviii. 2); it had therefore been founded by the giant-race before the days of that search.

The evidence of the Egyptians as to the primeval history of their race and country is extremely indefinite. They seem to have separated mankind into two great stocks, and each of these again into two branches, for they appear to have represented themselves and the Negroes, the red and black races, as the children of the god Horus, and the Semites and Europeans, the yellow and white races, as the children of the goddess Pesht (comp. Brugsch, Gesch. der Volker, ii. 109, 111). They seem therefore to have held a double origin of the species. The absence of any important traditional period is very remarkable in the fragments of Egyptian history. These commence with the divine dynasties, and pass abruptly to the human dynasties. The latest portion of the first may indeed be traditional, not mythical; and the earliest part of the second may be traditional and not historical, though this last conjecture we are hardly disposed to admit. In any case, however, there is a very short and extremely obscure time of tradition, and at no great distance from the earliest date at which it can be held to end we come upon the clear light of history in the days of the pyramids. The indications of a sudden change of seat, and the settlement in Egypt of a civilized race, which, either wishing to be believed autocratic, or having lost all ties that could keep up the traditions of its first dwelling-place, filled up the commencement of its history with materials drawn from mythology. There is no trace of the tradition of the Deluge which is found in almost every other country of the world. The priests are indeed reported to have told Solon when he spoke of one deluge that many had occurred (Plat. Tim. 23), but the reference is more likely to have been to great floods of the Nile than to any extraordinary catastrophes.

The history of the dynasties preceding the XVIIIth is not told by any continuous series of monuments. There are no monuments of those two dynasties, the XXIst and XXIIInd, there are scarcely any records of the age left to the present day, and hence in a great measure arises the difficulty of determining the chronology. From the times of Menes, the first king, until the Shepherd-invasion, Egypt seems to have enjoyed perfect tranquillity. During this age the Memphite line was the most powerful, and by it, under the IVth dynasty, were the most famous pyramids raised. The Shepherds were foreigners who came from the East, and God made them known to Manetho, gained the rule of Egypt. Those whose kings composed the XVIth dynasty were the first and most important. They appear to have been Phcenicians, and it is probable that their migration into Egypt, and
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B.C.</th>
<th>Memphites</th>
<th>Elephant-</th>
<th>Heracleopolites</th>
<th>Beros-</th>
<th>Xoites</th>
<th>Shepherds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1700</td>
<td>I. 2717 (era of Menes)</td>
<td>M. cir. 2500</td>
<td>IV. cir. 2440</td>
<td>V. cir. 2440</td>
<td>X. cir. 2200</td>
<td>XI. cir. 2280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M. cir. 2500</td>
<td>IV. cir. 2440</td>
<td>V. cir. 2440</td>
<td>X. cir. 2200</td>
<td>XI. cir. 2280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IV. cir. 2440</td>
<td>V. cir. 2440</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
<td>VI. cir. 2200</td>
<td>IX. cir. 2000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>VIII. cir. 1800</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1800</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>VIII. cir. 1800</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1700</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X. cir. 1750</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1600</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ence at last into Palestine, was part of the great movement to which the coming of the Phoenicians from the Erythrean Sea, and the Philistines from Caphtor, belong. It is not impossible that the head of the four kings — Chedorlaomer and his allies — was directed against the power of the kings of the XVth dynasty. Most probably the Pharaoh of Abra-

ham was of this line, which lived at Memphis, and at the great fort or camp of Avaris on the eastern frontier. The period of Egyptian history to which the Shepherd-invasion should be assigned is a point of dispute. It is generally placed after the XIIth dynasty; for it is argued that this powerful line could not have reigned at the same time as one or more Shepherd-dynasties. We are of opinion that this objection is not valid, and that the Shepherd-invasion was anterior to the XIith dynasty. It is not certain that the foreigners were at the outset hostile to the Egyptians, for they may have come in by marriage, and it is by no means unlikely that they may have been long in a position of secondary importance. The rule of the XIIth dy-

nasty, which was of Thebans, lasting about 160 years, was a period of prosperity to Egypt, but after its close those calamities appear to have occurred which made the Shepherds hated by the Egyptians. During the interval to the XVIIth dynasty there seems to have been no native line of any importance but that of the Thebans, and more than one Shepherd dynasty exercised a severe rule over the Egyptians. The paucity of the monuments proves the troubled nature of this period.

We must here notice the history of the Israelites in Egypt with reference to the dynasty of the Pharaohs who favored them, and that of their oppressors. According to the scheme of Biblical Chronology which we believe to be the most prob-

able [Chronology], the whole sojourn in Egypt would belong to the period before the XVIIth dy-

nasty. The Israelites would have come in and gone forth during that obscure age for the history of which we have little or no monumental evidence. This would explain the absence of any positive mention of them on the Egyptian monuments. Some assert that they were an unimportant Arab tribe, and therefore would not be mentioned, and that the calamities attending their departure could not be commemorated. These two propositions are essentially incompatible. It is, of course, possible that as Lespieux supposes, the Israelites came in under the XVIIth dynasty, and went out under the XIXth, or, if as Bunsen holds, they came in under the XIIth, and (after a sojourn of 1434 years!) went out under the XIXth, the oppression in both cases falling in a period of which we have abundant contemporary monuments, sometimes the records of every year, it is impossible that the monuments should be wholly silent if the Biblical narrative is true. Let us examine the details of that narrative. At the time to which we should assign Joseph's rule, Egypt was under Shepherds, and Egyptian kings of no great strength. Since the Pharaoh of Joseph must have been a powerful ruler and held Lower Egypt, there can be no question that he was, if the dates be correct, a Shepherd of the XVth dynasty. How does the Biblical evidence affect this inference? Nothing is more striking throughout the ancient Egyptian dynasties than the frequency with which the names of most foreigners, especially Easterns. They are con-

stantly spoken of in the same terms as the inhabit-

ants of the inferior regions, not 'done when at war with the Pharaohs, but in time of peace and in the case of friendly nations. It is a feeling alone parallel in our days by that of the Chinese. The accounts of the Greek writers, and the whole history of the later period, abundantly confirm this estimate of the prejudice of the Egyptians against foreigners. It seems to us perfectly incredible that Joseph should be the minister of an Egyptian king. In lesser particulars the evidence is not less strong. The Pharaoh of Joseph is a despot, whose will is law, who kills and pardons at his pleasure, who not only raises a foreign slave to the head of his ad-

ministration, but through his means makes all the Egyptians, except the priests, serfs of the crown. The Egyptian kings on the contrary were restrained by the laws, shared the public dislike of foreigners, and would have avoided the very policy Joseph fol-

lowed, which would have weakened the attachment of their fellow-countrymen by the lessening of local ties and complete reducing to bondage of the popu-

lation, although it would have greatly strengthened the power of an alien sovereign. Pharaoh's conduct towards Joseph's family points to the same conclu-

sion. He gladly invites the strangers, and gives them leave to dwell, not among the Egyptians, but in Goshen, where his own cattle seem to have been (Gen. xlv. 34, xlvii. 6). His acts indicate a fellow-

feeling and a desire to strengthen himself against the national party.

The 'new king' 'which knew not Joseph,' as generally thought by those who hold with us as to the previous history, to have been an Egyptian, and head of the XVIIth dynasty. It seems at first sight extremely probable that the king who crushed, if he did not expel, the Shepherds, would be the first oppressor of the nation which they pro-

tected. Plausible as this theory appears, a close examination of the Bible-narrative seems to us to overthrow it. We read of the new king that — "he said unto his people, Behold, the people of the children of Israel [are] more and mightier than we: come on, let us deal wisely with them: lest they multiply, and it come to pass, that when there be fitting out any war, they join also unto our enemies, and fight against us, and [so] get them up out of the land" (Ex. i. 9, 10). The Israelites are there-

fore more and stronger than the people of the oppressor, the oppressor fears war in Egypt, and that the Israelites would join his enemies; he is not only strong enough to adopt one of the Egyptian systems, but uses a subtle system to reduce them by making them perform forced labor, and soon after takes the stronger measure of killing their male children. These conditions point to a divided country and a weak kingdom, and cannot, we think, apply to the time of the XVIIIth and XIXth dynasties. The whole narrative of subsequent events to the Exodus is consistent with this conclusion, to which the use of universal terms does not offer any real objection. When all Egypt is spoken of, it is not necessary either in Hebrew or in Egyptian that we should suppose the entire country to be strictly intended. If we conclude therefore that the Exodus most probably occurred before the XVIIIth dynasty, we have to ascertain, if possible, whether the Pharaohs of the oppression appear to have been Egyptians or Shepherds. The change of policy is in favor of their having been Egyptians, but is by no means conclusive, for there is no reason to suppose that all the for-

eigners should have had the same feeling toward the Israelites; and we have already seen that the Egyptian Pharaohs and their subjects seem in
general to have been friendly to them throughout their history, and that the Egyptians were privileged by the Law, apparently on this account. It may be questioned whether the friendship of the two nations, even if merely a matter of policy, would have been as enduring as we know it to have been, had the Egyptians looked back on their conditions of slavery as the result of great national calamities, or had the Israelites looked back upon the persecution as the work of the Egyptians. If the chronology be correct, we can only decide in favor of the Shepherds. During the time to which the events are assigned there were no important lines but the Theban, and one or more of Shepherds. Lower Egypt, and especially its eastern part, must have been in the hands of the latter. The land of Goshen was in the eastern part of Lower Egypt; it was wholly under the control of the oppressors, whose capital, or royal residence, at least in the case of the Pharaoh of the Exodus, lay very near to it. Manetho, according to the transcript of Africanus, speaks of three Shepherd-dynasties, the XVth, XVIth, and XVIIth, the last of which, according to the present text, was of Shepherds and Thebans, but this is probably incorrect, and the dynasty should rather be considered as Shepherd alone. It is difficult to choose between these three: a passage in Isaiah, however, which has been strangely overlooked, seems to afford an indication which narrows the choice. "My people went down aforetime into Egypt to sojourn there; and the Assyrian oppressed them without cause" (ii. 4). This indicates that the oppressor was an Assyrian, and therefore not of the XVth dynasty, which, according to Manetho, in the epitomes, was of Thebans. In the Papyrus, (ed. Wilkinson) are two which appear to be Assyrian, so that we may reasonably suppose that some of the foreign rulers were of that race. It is not possible at present to decide whether they were of the XVth or the XVIth dynasty. It cannot be objected to the explanation we have offered that the title "Pharaoh" is an epithet belonging to any of the Israelites, and that they must therefore have been natives, for it is almost certain that at least some of the Shepherd-kings were Egyptianized, as Joseph, who received an Egyptian name, and Moses, who was supposed by the daughters of Jethro to be an Egyptian (Ex. ii. 19). It has been urged by the opponents of the chronological schemes that place the Exodus before the later part of the fourteenth century B.C., that the conquests of the Pharaohs of the XVIIth, XVIth, and XVth dynasties would have involved collisions with the Israelites had they been in those times already established in Palestine, whereas neither the Bible nor the monuments of Egypt indicate any such event. It has been over- looked by the advocates of the Rabbinical date of the Exodus that the absence of any positive Palestinian names, except that of the Philistines, in the lists of peoples and places subject to these Pharaohs, and in the records of their wars, entirely destroys their argument, for while it shows that they did not conquer Palestine, it makes it impossible for us to decide on Egyptian evidence whether the Hebrews were then in that country or not. Shishak's list, on the contrary, presents several well-known names of towns in Palestine, besides that of the kingdom of Judah. The policy of the Pharaoths, as previously explained, is the key to their conduct towards the Israelites. At the same time the character of the portions of the Bible relating to this period prevents our being sure that the Egyptians may not have passed through the country, and even put the Israelites to tribute. It is illustrative of the whole question under consideration, that in the most flourishing days of the sole kingdom of Israel, Shishak showed himself under the influence of Jacobites, and captured the Canaanite city Gezer at no great distance from Jerusalem, and that this should be merely incidentally mentioned at a later time instead of being noticed in the regular course of the narrative (1 K. ix. 13, 16).

The main arguments for the Rabbinical or latest date of the Exodus have been discussed in a previous article (Συναγωγα). The objections to a much earlier date, that of B.C. 1652, may be considered as favorable to the latest rather than to Usher's date, although not unfavorable to both. The main objection to these, in our opinion, is that the details of the Biblical narrative do not, even with the utmost latitude of interpretation, agree with the history of the country if the Exodus be supposed to have taken place under the XVIIIth or XIXth dynasty. As to the account of the Exodus given by Manetho, it was confessedly a mere popular story; for he admitted it was not a part of the Egyptian records, but a tale of uncertain authorship (ὑπὸ ἕνων...Δάυδαν...τὰ λεγόντα). A critical examination shows that it cannot claim to be a veritable tradition of the Exodus; it is indeed, if based on any such tradition, so distorted that it is impossible to be sure that it is really connected to the events to which it relates. Yet upon the supposition that the king is a real Menaphet, son of Iameses II., the advocates of the Rabbinical date entirely base their adjustment of Hebrew with Egyptian history at this period.

The history of the XVIIIth, XIXth, and XXth dynasties is that of the Egyptian empire. Amones, the head of the first of these (B.C. 1325), overthrew the power of the Shepherds, and probably expelled them from Egypt. The kings of the XXth dynasty, I and II., and III., are the earliest sovereigns of whom great monuments remain in the temple of El-Karnak, the chief sanctuary of Thebes. The last of these rulers was a great foreign conqueror, and reduced Nineveh, and perhaps Babylon also, to his sway. Amenoph III., his great-grandson, states on scarabs, struck apparently to commemorate his marriage that his northern boundary was in Mesopotamia, his southern in Kara (Choha?). By him was raised the great temple on the west bank at Thebes, the site of which is now only marked by the gigantic pair, the Vocal Memnon and its fellow. The head of the XIXth dynasty, Seti, or Sethos, B.C. 1340, waged great foreign war, particularly with the Hittites of the valley of the Orontes, whose capital Carchemish, situate near Eumaes, he captured. By him the great hypothesis of El-Karnak was built, and on its northern wall is a most interesting series of bas-reliefs recording his successes. His son Iameses II. was the most illustrious of the Pharaoths. If he did not exceed all others in foreign conquests, he far outshone them in the grandeur and beauty of the temples with which he adorned Egypt and Nubia. His chief campaign was against the Hittites and a great conference they had formed. He defeated their army, captured Carchemish, and forced them to conclude a (tentative)
with him, though this last object does not seem to have been immediately attained. Menepthah, the son and successor of Ramses II., is supposed by the advocates of the Rabbinical date of the Exodus to have been the Pharaoh in whose time the Israelites went out. One other king of this period must be noticed, Ramses III., of the XXTh dynasty, n. c. cir. 1200. whose conquests, recorded on the walls of his great temple of Medemnet Habo in western Thebes, seem to have been not less important than those of Ramses II. The most remarkable of the sculptures commemorating them represents a naval victory in the Mediterranean, gained by the Egyptian fleet over that of the Tokkuree, probably the Carians, and Shairatana (Khaïretana) or Cretans. Other Shairatana, whom we take to correspond to the Cherethim of Scripture, serve in the Egyptian forces. This king also subdued the Philistines and the Rehu (Leba), or Lubim, to the west of Egypt. Under his successors the power of Egypt evidently declined, and towards the close of the dynasty the country seems to have fallen into anarchy, the high-priests of Amen having usurped regal power at Thebes, and a Lower Egyptian dynasty, the XXIst, having arisen at Tanis. Probably the Egyptian
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History and Geography.—Dümichen, J., Geographische Inschriften altegyptischen Denkmäler, 1865, and Historische Inschriften altegyptischen Denkmäler, 1867. Brugsch, H., Histoire d'Egypte, vol. i. 1859, comprising Egypt under her native sovereignty; vol. ii. is now in press. Hartmann, Dr. K., Geschichte der alten Ägypter, 1856. Kremmer, Alfred von, Égypte; Physiographie, Ethnographie, Agricultrue, 1863. This work is devoted chiefly to modern Egypt. Parthey, G., Zur Erdkunde des alten Ägyptens, 1859; with maps according to Herodotus, Strabo, Ptolemy, Pliny, and other ancient authorities. Petherick, John, Egypt, the Sudan, and Central Africa, 1861. Chabas, F., Voyage d'un Égyptien en Syrie, en Phénicie, et en Palestine, au XIX° siècle avant notre ère, traduction entreprise d'un papyrus du Musée Britanique, 1865.

Chronology.—Hincks, E., On the Various Years and Months in use among the Egyptians, 1855. Lauth, Fr. Jos., Der 30 Dynastie Manetho's, von Menes bis Amasis, 1865. Brugsch, H., Materialien pour servir à la Reconstruction du Calendrier des Anciens Egyptiens, 1854. Palmer, William, Egyptian Chronicles, with a Harmony of Sacred and Egyptian Chronology; an attempt to revive the authority of the "Old Chronicle," and to fix the era of Menes at 2222 B.C., about the time of Terah. Henne von Sargans, Dr. Anton, Manethos, die Quellen unserer Geschichte und Chronologie, 1863; a highly fanciful work. Liebelin, J., Égyptienne Chronologie, 1863. Lepsius, R., Über einige Bearbeitungsprozesse der Ägyptischen, Griechischen, und Römischen Chronologie, 1859. Also, by the same, a monograph, Über die Menenianische Bestimmung des Ursprungs der Ägyptischen Geschichte, 1857. Dümichen, J., Altegyptische Kalenderinschriften, 1866. Smyth, C. Piazza, Life and Work at the Great Pyramid, 1867. Professor Smyth, of the University of Edinburgh, and Astronomer-Royal for Scotland, spent the months of January, February, March, and April, 1865, at the Great Pyramid, devoting his whole attention to mathematical measurements and astronomical observations. For this work he had prepared himself by a careful study of all previous measurements and observations, and he was furnished with the best instruments of modern science. His results, in the main confirming, and in some points correcting, those of Col. Howard Vyse and Mr. Perring, are of scientific value, and may hereafter contribute to the settlement of chronological and historical questions, though their authority is weakened by the fanciful and extravagant theories of the author. So exact is the orientation of the Great Pyramid that Professor Smyth found the difference between the direction of its entrance passage and the present astronomical meridian to be less than 3'. His determination of the latitude of the pyramid is 25° 38' 54". He regards the whole structure as a symbolical standard for a universal metrology, anticipating by thousands of years the exactest determinations of modern science, — "the linear standard founded on the earth's axis of rotation; the weight and capacity measured on an employment of the whole earth's mean density; the temperature standard on the mean surface temperature of the whole earth; and the time standard, fixing the position of the moon and the meridian observations combining a well-chosen polar with an equatorial star." All these standards Professor Smyth believes that he has found expressed in the form, materials, and proportions of the entrance passage, the king's chamber, and the cofier therein contained; and he traces to this source the Hebrew cubit, and the dimensions of the sacred ark and the molten sea. A metrology so reconcile and exact, the Professor ascribes to a divine inspiration in the mind of the original architect or founder of the pyramid. The date of the pyramid he fixes upon astronomical grounds at 2170 B.C. Following the theory of Sir John Herschel that a Draconis was the star to which the builders of the pyramid had reference in the angle or dip of its entrance or tube, he finds that this star was in the prescribed position at about 2230 B.C. and 3400 B.C.; but at the former date the Pleiades, whose "sweet influences" were so noted among the ancients, were also crossing the meridian above the pole, and from a comparison of the right ascension and declination of η Tauri with the right ascension and north polar distance of a Draconis, he reaches the mean date of 2170 B.C.

But if the builder of the Great Pyramid was the Souphis or chief of Manetho's fourth dynasty, this date would place Menes at nearly 3000 B.C., long before the flood, according to the Hebrew chronology. For Smyth, Menes is the "founder" of the pyramid, and he is therefore difficultly by impeaching Manetho's list, and, following Mr. William Osburn in his Monumental History of Egypt, he abbreviates and condenses the earlier dynasties. But monumental evidences unknown to Osburn, and overlooked by Smyth, point to a different conclusion. The most important recent additions to the materials of Egyptian Chronology are the "Tablet of Memphis or Sok- krah," discovered by M. Mariette, and the "Seleus Tablet," discovered at Abydos by M. Dupplin. These tablets, collated with each other and with the Turin papyrus, furnish an almost unbroken list of kings from Menes to Sethos I. Lepsius, Brugsch, and others, place Sethos I. about the middle of the 15th century before Christ; Mr. Pocle, a century later, in 1340 B.C. But ever this latter date will require that Egyptian chronology be carried back somewhat beyond the limits assigned in the foregoing article, in order to provide for the seventy-six consecutive reigns from Menes to Sethos. That these reigns are to be taken consecutively, the tablet of Sethos I. clearly indicates. This monarch, accompanied by his son Rameses, is offering homage to his royal predecessors, whose cartouches are arranged in three parallel lines, that of Menes heading the first column; and wherever the list can be verified by a comparison with other monuments, the order of the ear
touched is found to be strictly historical. This tablet must be accepted as an official list of the regular and legitimate dynasties of old Egypt, as these were recognized at the beginning of the nineteenth dynasty. The tablets of Sakkarah and Sethos, with the Turin papyrus, fill out the earlier dynasties with genealogies and chronology; and an average for the seventy-six reigns prior to Sethos I. will place Menes at least 3000 b. c. Thus monumental data for the determination of Egyptian chronology are accumulating, and the conclusions of Mr. Poole should be held in suspense until some surer light is gained.
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Valuable articles on Egyptology may be found in the Revue Archéologique, the Journal of Sacred Literature, the Bibliothèque Sacree, the Mélanges Egyptologiques of M. Chabas, the Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, the Abhandlungen der Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin, and especially in the Zeitschrift für Ägyptische Sprache und Alterthumskunde, published monthly at Berlin, and edited by Drs. Lepsius and Brugsch.

J. P. T.

EGYPTIAN (Egypt. mase.; Αίγυπτος, fem.; Αίγυπτισ, Αίγυπτιστα: Egyptian), EGYPTIANS (Egypt.: mase.; Αίγυπτος, fem.; Αίγυπτισ; Αίγυπτιστα: Egyptians, Egyptian multitude). Natives of Egypt. The word most commonly rendered Egyptians (Mitarum) is the name of the country, and might be appropriately so translated in many cases.

W. A. W.

* In Acts xxii. 38, an Egyptian is mentioned who headed a popular tumult in the procuratorship of Felix, whom the Roman chieftain at first supposed might be Paul, whom he had rescued from the rage of the Jews. Josephus gives an account of the same Egyptian, whom he likewise represents as having appeared in the time of Felix (B. J. ii. 13, § 5, and Ant. xx. 7, § 4). In some other respects the Jewish historian seems to be hardly less at variance with himself in the two passages, than with Luke's account. In B. J. ii. 13, § 5, Josephus relates that a juggler (γιγάντης), whom he also denominates Αίγυπτιστος, having procured for himself the reputation of a prophet, led a multitude of about 30,000 men out of the desert to the Mount of Olives, and promised them that the walls of Jerusalem would fall down at his command; but Felix fell upon them, the Egyptian fled with a few men (μετὰ Δαιγων), most of his followers were slain or taken prisoners, and the rest of the crowd (τὸν Αίγυπτιστον) dispersed. In his Ant. xx. 7, § 6, Josephus states that this Egyptian came to Jerusalem, that he persuaded the populace to go out with him to the Mount of Olives, where he would exhibit to them the wonder before mentioned; and then he speaks of the attack of Felix, and in that connection says merely that 400 of the Egyptian's adherents were slain, and 200 were taken captive, without adding any thing further. The points of apparent disagreement here are, that in one case the Egyptian brings the people from the desert to the Mount of Olives, in the other, from Jerusalem; in one case that the greater part of 30,000 people are slain or taken prisoners; in the other, that the number of the slain amounts to only 400, that of the prisoners to only 200.

Here now is an example, as Tholuck argues (Glaubenskraft der evangel. Geschichte, pp. 169, 170), which shows how reasonable it is, if a writer's general credibility be acknowledged, that we should reconcile such differences by having recourse to supposition or combination. Under this rule, we may view the case thus: "The Egyptian at first had a band of sicrii (Luke's σικαρίων), and a rabble also attached themselves to him; these people he leaves behind on the Mount of Olives, and leads thither out of Jerusalem an additional crowd, so that the entire multitude might amount to about 30,000 men. As usually happens in such cases, curiosity merely had drawn together most of them. Only a smaller company belonged to the train of his followers, and among these were the sicrii; the attack of the Romans was directed properly against these, of whom Felix slew 400, and made 200 prisoners. With a small number, i. e., with the 4000 of whom Luke speaks, he escaped into the desert; the remaining mass, i. e., the σικαρίων, of which the first passage of Josephus speaks, dispersed. In this way or in a similar way, the Jewish historian may be reconciled with himself, and with the writer of the Acts." II.

EHI (Ahi, brother, i. e. friend, of Jehovah, Ges.): Αὐχίς; [Alex. Αχυς]: Echi, head of one of the Benjamite houses, according to the list in Gen. xxi. 21, and son of Belih according to the LXX. version of that passage. He seems to be the same as Ahiram, Αἱρήμ in the list in Num. xxvi. 38, and if so, Ahiram is probably the right name, as the family were called 'Ahiramites. In 1 Chr. viii. 1, the same person seems to be called Αἱρήμ, Ahiram, and perhaps also Αἱρήμ, Ahoah, in ver. 4 ("Αχιά, l. x., and in Cod. Vatic. [7] Αχιά): 2 Sam. v. 17, and κυρία (Αχιά): 1 Chr. viii. 12. These fluctuations in the orthography seem to indicate that the original copies were partly effaced by time or injury. [BRUCE: CHRONICLES.]

EHUD (Eehud: [union]: [Αὔθω], 'Αudy [Alex. Αυδυς]: Ahol, Aholiab, i. e., Eze); one of the leaders of the Benjamites.

1. Ebed, the son of Billian, and great-grandson of Benjamin the Patriarch (1 Chr. vii. 10, viii. 6)
2. [A.A.S: Ass.] Ether, the son of Gera (נְֵ֫֫וֶ֫֫וֶ֫֫ו), Cypd: Gera; three others of the name, Gen. xvi. 21; 2 Sam. xvi. 5; 1 Chr. viii. 3), of the tribe of Benjamin (Judg. iii. 15, marg. "son of Jemini," but vid. Gesen. Lex. sub v. יְֵ֫֫וֶ֫֫וֶ֫֫ו), the second Judge of the Israelites (n. c. 1396). In the Bible he is designate d by a different name, 1. c. so Othnuel (Judg. iii. 9) and all the Judges (Neb. ix. 27). As a Benjamite he was specially chosen to destroy Eglon, who had established himself in Jericho, which was included in the boundaries of that tribe. [EGLON] In Josephus he appears as a young man (βεβαίας). He was very strong, and left-handed. So A.V.; but the more literal rendering is as in margin, "shut of his right hand." The words are differently rendered: (1) left-handed, and unable to use his right; (2) using his left hand as readily as his right. For (1), are Targum, Joseph., Syr. (impotent), Arab. (avradum) and Jewish writers generally; Cjct., Buxt., Parkh., Gesen. (impeditus); derivation of יְֵ֫֫וֶ֫֫וֶ֫֫ו from יְֵ֫֫וֶ֫֫ו, the latter only in Ps. lxix. 15, where it = "to shut." For (2), LXX. (αὐσιστός), Vulg. (qui utique manu pro dextra utatur), Corn. a Lap., Bonfrer, Patrick (cf. περιβίβασμα, Hom. Il. xxvi. 163, Hipp. Aph. 7, 49); Judg. xx. 10, sole occurrence; cf. the phrase, applied to 700 Benjamites, the picked men of the army, who were not likely to be chosen for a physical defect. As regards Ps. lxix. 15, it is urged that יְֵ֫֫וֶ֫֫ו may = corono = ope rio: hence יְֵ֫֫וֶ֫֫ו = apertura = expeditus, q. d. expedita dextrâ; or if "clausus," clausus dextrâ = cinctus dextrâ = περιβίβασμα, ambushet (vid. Pol. S hym.). The feast of drawing the dagger from the right thigh (Judg. iii. 21) is consistent with either opinion. For Ehud's adventures see Ego ton; and for the period of eighty years' rest which his valor is said to have procured for the Israelites, see Judges. T. E. B.

E'KER (אְקַר) [a root ing up, perh. = one trans planted, foreigner]: Αξηρ; [Comp. 'tsc'dp: Acher], a descendant of Judah through the families of Herron and Jerahmeel (1 Chr. ii. 27).

E'KRON (אַרְוָ֖֑ון) (Erebusfia; [Vat. Sin. Erebe fia]: Pesh. אַרְוָ֖֑ון, Ercabot: Vulg. omitis), a place named in Jud. vii. 18 only, as "next to Chus, which is on the brook Meounur;" apparently somewhere in the hill country to the south-east of the Plain of Esdraelon and of Dothan. The Syriac rendering of the word points to the place Acrodan, mentioned by Eusebius in the Onomasticon as the capital of a district called Acrodania, and still standing as Acrobat, about 6 miles south-east of Nitoth (Shchehem), in the Wady Madfûf rijeh, on the road to the Jordan valley (Van de Velde, ii. 304, and Map). Though frequently mentioned by Josephus (B. J. ii. 20, § 4, iii. 3, § 5, &c.), neither the place nor the district are named in the Bible, and they must not be con

\[\text{founded with those of the same name in the south of Judah. [Arababim; Arabattine; Maarah-acrabbim.]}\]

E'KRON (אַרְוָ֖֑ון) [eradication q. h.]: Άκαρ όν; [1 Sam. v. 10, xvii. 51-54; Rom. Vat. Alex. Αγκρίων: so Rom. Vat. 1 Sam. vi. 16, vii. 14; Jer. xxv. 20, Fr. 1. Άκαρας: Acaron [in Josh. xix. 43, Acron], one of the five towns belonging to the lords of the Philistines, and the most northerly of the five (Josh. xiii. 3). Like the other Philistine cities it is mentioned in the Sept. (1 Sam. x. 21) but it fell to the lot of Judah (Josh. xvi. [11], 45, 46; Judg. i. 18), and indeed formed one of the landmarks on his north border, the boundary running from thence to the sea at Jarnkel (Jebus). We afterwards, however, find it mentioned among the cities of Dan (Josh. xix. 43). But it mattered little to which tribe it nominally belonged, for before the monarchy it was again in full possession of the Philistines (1 Sam. v. 10). Ekon was the last place to which the ark was carried before its return to Israel, and the mortality there in consequence seems to have been more deadly than at either Ashdod or Gath. From Ekon to Beth-shemesh was a straight highway. Henceforward Ekon appears to have remained uninteruptedly in the hands of the Philistines (1 Sam. vii. 12: 2 K. i. 2, 16; Jer. xxv. 21). Except the casual mention of a sanctuary of Kikal zebub existing there (2 K. i. 4, 2, 3, 6, 16), there is nothing to distinguish Ekon from any other town of this district—it was the scene of no occurrence, and the native place of no man of fame in any way. The following complete the references to it. [1 Sam. vi. 16, 17, vii. 14:] Am. i. 8: Zeph. ii. 4; Zech. ix. 5, 7.

\[\text{Άκηρ, the modern representative of Ekon, lies at about 5 miles S. W. of } \text{Händel, and 3 due E. of } \text{Yehon, on the northerly side of the important valley Wady Suco. It is a large village containing about 30 mud houses, without a remnant of antiquity, except two large finely built wells. The plain south is rich, but immediately round the village it has a dreary, forsaken appearance, only relieved by a few scattered stunted trees (Porter, } \text{Handb. p. 275;} \text{and see Van de Velde, ii. 169; Rob. ii. 228.}

\] In proximity to Jahnec (Yehon) and Beth-shemesh (Atia Shemea), Ākrit agrees with the requirements of Ekon in the O. T., and also with the indications of the Onomasticon (v. v. Accad), Jerome therefore mentions that the Turris Stradoni, ciasara, was Ekon.

In the Apocrypha it appears as Acardon (1 Macc. x. 80, only) bestowed with its borders (râ šâmâ arûfî) by Alexander Balas on Jonathan Macræleus as a reward for his services. It was known in the Middle Ages by the same name. (See the quotation in Rob. ii. 228, note.)

The word EKronites appears in Josh. xiii. 3, and 1 Sam. v. 10. In the former it should be singular—"the Ekonrites;" in the latter [כַּרְוָֽׁי], G.

\[\text{‡} \text{Jt, substitute Ascalon for Ekon throughout this passage (1 Sam. v. 10-12). In support of this it should be remarked that according to the Hebrew text, the golden spoil and offerings were given for Aske lon, though it is omitted from the detailed narrative of the journeyings of the ark. There are other important differences between the LXX. and Hebrew texts of this transaction. See especially ver. 6.} \]

\[\text{‡} \text{The LXX. in both MS.5, and Josephus (Ant. vii. 11)} \]
EKRONITES. THE

EKRONITES, THE (אֱכְרְוִנִיֵּה);  רָאָסָאָןִיַּת, of Ṣaḳaḥalwīṣaṭi; [Vat. viii.; Comp. Ṣaḳaḥalnīṣaṭi; Aκκονιόνιτα]. The inhabitants of Ekron (Jos., xiii. 3; 1 Sam. ii. 10). In the latter passage the LXX. read " Ṣeḳaḥalwīṣaṭa." W. A. W.

ELA (Ἑλά; Joshua 1:27, etc., [in] Johnm., 1 Esdr. ix. 27. [ELAM.]

ELADA (אֶלְדָּא; [in] Joshua 12:5; 1 Sam. vii. 16); a descendant of Elam by Baasha, of Israel (1 Chr. vii. 20).

ELAI. 1. (אֵלַי [or terebinth]; Ἑλᾶ; [in] 1 Chr. iv. 52) the son of Elia, of the house of Zeruiah, king of Israel (1 K. xvi. 8-14); his reign lasted for little more than a year (comp. ver. 8 with 10). He was killed, while drunk, by Zichri, in the house of his steward Arza, who was probably a confederate in the plot. This occurred, according to Josephus (Ant. xii. 3, § 4), while his army and officers were absent at the siege of Gibbethon.

2. Father of Hoshea, the last king of Israel (2 K. xv. 30, xvii. 1). W. L. B.

ELAH. 1. (אֵלַה [or terebinth]; Ἑλᾶ; [in] 1 Chr. iv. 18, etc., 1 Esdr. v. 12; etc., 1 Esdr. v. 12) one of the dukes of Edom (Gen. xxxvi. 41; 1 Chr. i. 52). By Knobel (Genesis, ad loc.) the name is compared with Edith on the Red Sea. [DUKE.]

2. Shimei ben-Elah (accus. Ela, 827; Ἑλᾶ) was Solomon’s commissariat officer in Benjamin (1 K. iv. 18).

3. (אָדָא; [in] 1 Chr. vii. 16; etc., 1 Esdr. v. 12) a son of Caleb the son of Jephunneh (1 Chr. iv. 15). His sons were called Kenez or Kenaz; but the words may be taken as if Kenez was, with Elah, a son of Caleb. The names of both Elah and Kenaz appear amongst the Edomites "dukes."

4. (Ἁλά; [in] 1 Chr. xi. 2, etc.) son of Zechariah (1 Chr. xi. 8), and one of the chiefs of the tribe at the settlement of the country.

ELAI, THE VALLEY OF (אֵלַי; [in] Joshua 13:27; 1 Sam. iv. 21; 1 Sam. vii. 4; 1 K. iv. 18; etc.) the valley in which the Edomites were encamped against the Philistines when David gained Goliath (1 Sam. xvii. 2, 19). It is once more mentioned in the same connection (xxii. 9). We have only the most general indications of its position. It lay somewhere near Socho of Judah, and Azekah, and was nearer Ekron than any other Philistine town. So much may be gathered from the narrative of 1 Sam. xvii. Socho has been with great probability identified with Sareckich, near to Beit Netof, some 11 miles N. W. of Jerusalem, on the road to Beit Shein and Gaza, among the more western of the hills of Judah, not far from where they begin to descend into the great Philistine Plain. The village stands on the south slopes of the Wady es-Saum, or Valley of the Acacia, which runs off in a N. W. direction across the plain to the sea just above Ashkelon. Below Sareckich it is joined by two other wadys, large though inferior in size to itself, and the junction of the three forms a considerable open space of not less than a mile wide, cultivated in fields of grain. In the centre is a wide torrent bed thickly strewn with round pebbles, and bordered by the scented bushes from which the valley derives its present name.

There seems no reason to doubt that this is the Valley of the Terebinth. It has changed its name and is now called after another kind of tree, but the terebinth (Bist^) appears to be plentiful in the neighborhood, and one of the largest specimens in Palestine still stands in the immediate neighborhood of the spot. A mile down the valley from Sareckich is Tell Zedariyeh, which Schwarz (p. 102) and Van de Velde propose to identify with Azekah. If this could be maintained, the site of the valley might be regarded as certain. Ekron is 17 miles, and Bethel 12 miles, distant from Socho. For the valley, see Rob. ii. 20, 21; Van de Velde, ii. 191; Porter, Handbook, pp. 249, 250, 280. [See also Ritter’s Geog. of Palestine, Gage’s trans. iii. 241; Porter’s Girtty Cities, &c., p. 222; Rob. Phys. Geog. p. 117; and the references under DAVID, at the end.]

There is a point in the topographical indications of 1 Sam. xvii., which it is very desirable should be carefully examined on the spot. The Philistines were between Socho and Azekah, at Ephes-dammim, or Pas-dammim, on the mountain on the S. side of the Wady, while the Israélites were in the "valley" (אֵלַי) of the terebinth, or rather on the mountain on the N. side, and "the ravine" or the "glen" (רֶכֶם), was between the two armies (ver. 2, 3). Again (ver. 52), the Israélites pursued the Philistines till you come to "the ravine."

The traditional "Valley of the Terebinth" is the Wady Beit Hanina, which lies about 4 miles to the N.W. of Jerusalem, and is crossed by the road to Nebi Samuel. The scene of David’s conflict is pointed out a little north of the "Tombs of the Judges" and close to the traces of the old paved road. But this spot is in the tribe of Benjamin, and otherwise does not correspond with the narrative of the text.

G.

ELAM (אֶלָם; [in] Gen. xiv. 19, etc.) Elâm, [Alex. Αλάμα; in 1 Chr. vii. 24, Alex. 1 F. 4 omit, Alex. 2 Abd. Dāsā; in Is., Rom. Αλαμαίτας; xii. 11, Rom. Αλαμαίτας, Alex. Αλαμαίτας; xii. 2, xxii. 6, Alex. Αλαμαίτας; 1 Sam. v. 2; 13, 15, Andrew, Αλαμά); like Arab., seems to have been originally the name of a man—the son of Shem (Gen. x. 22; 1 Chr. i. 17). Commonly, however, it is used as the appellation of a country (Gen. xiv. 1, 9; Is. xi. 11, xxxii. 2, xxxii. 6; Jer. xxv. 25, xxxiv. 39–43; Ez. xxxii. 24; Dan. viii. 17), and will be so treated in this article.

The Elam of Scripture appears to be the province lying south of Assyria, and east of Persia Proper, to which Herodotus gives the name of Cissia (iii. 91, v. 49, &c.), and which is termed Susis or Susiana by the geographers (Strab. iv. 3, § 12; Ptolema. vi. 3, &c.). It includes a portion of the mountainous country separating between the Mesopotamian plain and the high table-land of Iran, together with a fertile and valuable low tract at the foot of the range between it and the Tigrais.
The passage of Daniel (viii. 2) which places Shushan (Susa) in "the province of Elam," may be regarded as decisive of this identification, which is further confirmed by the frequent mention of Elamites in this district (Strab. xi. 13, § 6, xvi. 1, § 17; Ptolem. vi. 3; Plin. H. N. vi. 26, &c.), as well as by the combinations in which Elam is found in Scripture (see Gen. xiv. 1; Is. xxi. 2; Ez. xxxix. 24). It appears from Gen. x. 22 that this country was originally peopled by descendants of Shem, closely allied to the Arameans (Syrians) and the Assyrians; and from Gen. xiv. 1-12 it is evident that by the time of Abraham a very important power had been built up in the same region. Not only is "Chedor-lomer, king of Elam," at the head of a settled government, and able to make war at a distance of two thousand miles from his own country, but he manifestly exercises a suzerainty over a number of other kings, among whom we even find Amraphel, king of Shinar, or Babylonia. It is plain then that at this early time the predominant power in Lower Mesopotamia was Elam, which for a while held the place possessed earlier by Babylon (Gen. x. 10), and later by either Babylon or Assyria. Discoveries made in the country itself confirm this view. They exhibit to us Susa, the Elamite capital, as one of the most ancient of the metropolises of the world; and it seems to have maintained, throughout almost the whole period of Babylonian and Assyrian greatness, a quasi-independent position. Traces are even thought to have been found of Chedor-lomer himself, whom some are inclined to identify with an early Babylonian monarch, who is called the "Ravager of the West," and whose name reads as Koder-mogata. The Elamite empire established at this time was, however, but of short duration. Babylon and Assyria proved the whole stronger powers, and Elam during the period of their greatness can only be regarded as the foremost of their feudatories. Like the other subject nations she retained her own monarchical constitution, and from time to time, for a longer or a shorter space, asserted and maintained her independence. But generally she was content to acknowledge one or other of the two leading powers as her overlord. Towards the close of the Elamite period she is found allied with Babylon, and engaged in hostilities with Assyria; but she seems to have declined in strength after the Assyrian empire was destroyed, and the Median and Babylonian arose upon its ruins. Elam is clearly a "province" of Babylonia in Belshazzar's time (Dan. viii. 2), and we may presume that it had been subject to Babylon at least from the reign of Nebuchadnezzar. [ELYMAIS.] The desolation which Jeremiah (xlix. 30-34) and Ezekiel (xxxi. 24-25) foretold, was probably this conquest, which destroyed the last semblance of Elamite independence. It is uncertain at what time the Persians added Elam to their empire. Possibly it only fell under their dominion together with Babylon; but there is some reason to think that it may have revolted and joined the Persians before the city was besieged. The prophet Isaiah in two places (xxi. 2; xiii. 6) seems to speak of Elam as taking part in the destruction of Babylon; and unless we are to regard him with our translators as using the word loosely for Persia, we must suppose that on the advance of Cyrus and his investment of the Chaldaean capital, Elam made common cause with the assailants. She now became merged in the Persian empire, forming a distinct satrapy (Herod. iii. 91), and furnishing to the crown an annual tribute of 300 talents. Susa, the capital, was made the ordinary residence of the court, and the metropolis of the whole empire, a curious circumstance, the causes of which will be hereafter considered. [SHUSHAN.] This mark of favor did not, however, prevent revolts. Not only was the Median revolution organized and carried out at Susa, but there seem to have been at least two Elamite revolts in the early part of the reign of Darius Hystaspis (Behistun Inscr. col. i. par. 16, and col. ii. par. 3). After these futile efforts, Elam acquiesced in her subjection, and, as a Persian province, followed the fortunes of the empire.

It has been already observed that Elam is called Cissia by Herodotus, and Susiana by the Greek and Roman geographers. The latter is a term formed artificially from the capital city, but the former is a genuine territorial title, and marks probably an important fact in the history of the country. The Elamites, a Semitic people, who were the primitive inhabitants (Gen. x. 22), appear to have been invaded and conquered at a very early time by a Hamitic or Cushite race from Babylon, which was the ruling element in the territory from a date anterior to Chedor-lomer. These Cushites were called by the Greeks Cissians (Κίσιοι), or Susasana (Σουσαναί), and formed the dominion race, while the Elamites or Elamians were in a depressed condition. In Scripture the country is called by its primitive title without reference to subsequent changes; in the Greek writers it takes its name from the conquerors. The Greek traditions of Mennon and his Ethiopians are based upon this Cushite conquest, and rightly connect the Cissians or Susasana of Susiana with the Cushite inhabitants of the upper valley of the Nile.

G. R.

2. [Γάλαμα: Alex., by inclusion of prec. name, ιερουποταμα] A Korhite Levite, fifth son of Meshelehum; one of the Bene-Asaph [sons of Asaph], in the time of King David (1 Chr. xxvi. 3).

3. [Αλάμα: Alex. Άλαμα] A chief man of the tribe of Benjamin, one of the sons of Shashak (1 Chr. viii. 24).

4. [Αλάμα, [Αλάμα] Άδα: [In Ezr. ii. 7; Vat. Μαλα: viii. 7; Vat. Ἀδα; Neh. vii. 12, FA. Αλα: i Esdr. v. 12; Vat. Ιάμαου; vii. 23, Al. vii. 11. With full. words Άδαιας, Αλαμ. Άδας: in Ezr. vii. 7, Άδα: 1 Esdr. v. 12, Dem. vii. 5, 32a.] "Children [sons of Elam," Bene-Elam, to the number of 1234, returned with Zerubbabel from Babylon (Ezr. v. 7; Neh. vii. 12; 1 Esdr. v. 12), and a further detachment of 71 men with Ezra in the second caravans (Ezr. viii. 7; 1 Esdr. viii. 33). It was one of this family, Shechaniah, son of Jehiel, who encouraged Ezra in his efforts against the indiscriminate marriages of the people (x. 2, Ceth. άλα, Gomam), and six of the Bene-Elam accordingly put away their foreign wives (x. 20). Elam occurs amongst the names of those, the chief of the people, who signed the covenant with Nehemiah (Neh. x. 14). The list of Ezr. ii. and Neh. vii. contain apparently an irregular mixture of the names of places and of persons. In the former, ver. 21-34, with one or two exceptions, are names of places: 3-19, on the other hand, are not known as names of places, and are probably of persons. No such place as Elam is mentioned in his Palestine, either in the Bible or in the Onomasticon of Eusebius, nor has since been
ELAMITES

As the title suggests, the text discusses the historical and cultural context of Elamites. It notes that Elamites were discovered as existing in the country, and the text mentions that they were considered by the city of Elam, which appears in the Bible (Ezra. ii. 31; Neh. vii. 34), and which was the site of the Elamite Gulf, which was also called the Elantine Gulf. It states that it first occurs on the account of the wanderings (Deut. ii. 8), and that Elamites were mentioned in the revolt of Jerusalem led by David's servants (2 Sam. viii. 14). The text also discusses the place-name mentioned in connection with Solomon's navy, and mentions that the Elamites were described by Strabo, Ptolemy, and Josephus.

The text concludes by stating that the Elamites are described as a people who were known for their governor, the Elamite, who lived in the region of Elath.

ELATH

The text briefly describes the geography of Elath, mentioning that it was a city located at the mouth of the Red Sea and was once a major port. It notes that Elath was mentioned in the Bible (Ezra. vi. 22; 2 Chr. xxxii. 27) and was also known as Ezion-geber and Ezion-gebera. The text mentions that the Elathites were a mixed Cushite settlement from the Persian Gulf, and that they were known for their trade and commerce with the Egyptians and the Canaanites. It also notes that Elath was a key trading post for the Phoenicians and the Egyptians.

The text concludes by summarizing the historical significance of Elath and its role in the trade and commerce of ancient times.

---

The Arabic name is Elath ('אֵלָת). In the geography of Arabia, Elath forms the extreme northern limit of the province of the Hijaz (El-Makreez). The town itself is described as having been inhabited by the Edomites, who were known for their governor, the Elamite, who lived in the region of Elath.

The text concludes by noting that Elath was a key trading post for the Phoenicians and the Egyptians, and that it was an important site for the trade and commerce of ancient times.
EL-BETHEL (אֶלְבֵּתֶל; בֵּית אֱלֹהִים = House of God) was a town in east central Canaan, associated with the ancient Canaanite deity Eshara-Teshub. It was also known as Bethel for later generations. The town was located near Shechem and was a junction for the roads to Shechem and to Hazor. It is mentioned in the Bible in the context of Joseph’s purchase of the parcel of land in Shechem, which he gave to Ephraim as a burial plot (Joshua 24:32). The town was later captured by the Philistines, but was later reoccupied by the Israelites and became a center of cultic activity, with a temple and a priestly temple complex.

EL-DAD and MEDAD (אֵל-דָּד, מֵעַדָד) were two of the 70 elders who were appointed by Moses and Joshua to assist with the transition from military to civilian life. They were selected to feed the people and to be in charge of the public funds. The names of the 70 elders are recorded in Exodus 6:17. The leaders of the tribes were chosen from these elders, and they were expected to maintain discipline among the people and ensure that the requirements of theTorah were observed.

ELDER (אֵלֶּדֶר) is a term used in the Bible to refer to an older person, especially a man who had knowledge and experience to impart to younger people. The term is used in various contexts, such as in the case of the elders of Israel who were appointed by Moses to help him (Exodus 18:18). In later periods, the term was used to refer to a person who had a special role or authority within the community, such as an elder in a particular tribe or congregation. The term elder also has a more general meaning as a person who is older or more experienced than others.

The term elder is used in various contexts in the Bible, such as in the case of the Aaronic high priest (Exodus 28:1), the elders of Israel (Deuteronomy 17:19), and the elders of the local congregation (Acts 11:34). The term is also used in the New Testament, such as in the case of Peter, who was referred to as an elder (1 Peter 5:1). The term elder has been used in various ways throughout history, and it continues to be used in the modern world to refer to an older person or a person who has authority or responsibility.

Some difficulty arises at this period from the notice in 1 Macc. xiv. 29 of a double body. The answer is simply this:—

1. Some difficulty arises at this period from the notice in 1 Macc. xiv. 29 of a double body.
ELLEAD
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Real-Engl. iii. 750. Judas pursued Bacchides as far as to Azotus (1 Mac. ix. 15), but he followed him before approaching this place, and from what direction, is unknown.

H.

ELE'AZARAH (7ιτιες [God made]: Exod. 4:14; [Vat. Ecclus.] 114, 1). 1. Son of Hezec, one of the descendants of Judah, of the family of Hezron (1 Chr. ii. 20).

2. (E'leasar; Alex. Elasar; [1 Chr. viii. 37, 27; Exod. 23:15; iv. 43, Vat. Sin. om.]) Son of Rapha, or Raphaiah: a descendant of Saul through Jonathan and Merib-baal or Mephibosheth (1 Chr. viii. 37, ix. 43).

This name is elsewhere rendered in the A. V. ELEASAH.

ELEAZAR (7ιτιες [God's help]: Ele'azar). 1. Third son of Aaron, by Eleasha, daughter of Amminadab, who was descended from Judah, through Pharez (Ex. vi. 23, 25; xxviii. 1; for his descent see Gen. xxxviii. 29, xvii. 12; Ruth iv. 18, 20). After the death of Nadab and Abihu without children (Lev. x. 1; Num. iii. 4), Eleazar was appointed chief over the principal Levites, to have the oversight of those who had charge of the sanctuary (Num. iii. 32). With his brother Ithamar he ministered as a priest during their father's lifetime, and immediately before his death was invested on Mount Her with the sacred garments, as the successor of Aaron in the office of high-priest (Num. xx. 28). One of his first duties was in conjunction with Moses to superintend the census of the people (Num. xxvi. 2). He also assisted at the inauguration of Joshua, and at the division of spoil taken from the Midianites (Num. xxvii. 22, xxvii. 21). After the conquest of Canaan by Joshua he took part in the distribution of the land (Josh. xiv. 1). The time of his death is not mentioned in Scripture: Josephus says it took place about the same time as Joshua's, 25 years after the death of Moses. He is said to have been buried in "the hill of Phinehas" his son (Gen. p. 261), where Josephus says his tomb existed (Ant. v. 1, § 29); or possibly a town called Gibeah-Phinehas (Josh. xxiv. 33). The high-priesthood is said to have remained in the family of Eleazar until the time of Eli, a descendant of Ithamar, into whose family, for some reason unknown, it passed until it was restored to the family of Eleazar in the person of Zadok (1 Sam. ii. 27; 1 Chr. vi. 3; 1 K. ii. 27; Joseph. Ant. viii. 1, § 3). [This Eleazar is mentioned 1 Esdr. vii. 2; Ecclus. xiv. 23.]

2. The son of Abinadab, of the "hill" (7ιτιες) of Kirjath-jearim, consecrated by the people of that place to take care of the ark after its return from the Philistines (1 Sam. vii. 1).

3. [In 2 Sam. Rom. Vat. "Eleazar".] The son of Dodo the Ahohite (7ιτιες), i.e. possibly a descendant of Ahioth of the tribe of Benjamin (1 Chr. viii. 4); one of the three principal mighty men of David's army, whose exploits are recorded 2 Sam. xxiii. 9; 1 Chr. xi. 12.

4. [In 1 Chr. xxiii. 21, Alex. Elæas] A Merarite Levite, son of Mahli, and grandson of Merari. He is mentioned as having had only daughters, who were married by their "brothers" under the term γυναι. The identity of the γυναι and the παραστροφαι in other passages, is clear from 1 Mac. xii. 6, compared with 35.
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(i.e. their cousins) (1 Chr. xxiii. 21, 22; xxiv. 28).

5. [Rom. Vat. om.] A priest who took part in the feast of dedication under Nehemiah (Neh. xi. 12). 6. [In 1 Esdr., Ελεάζωρος; in Ezr., Alex. Ελεάζωρ: Vulg. Eleazer.] One of the sons of Parosh; an Israelite (i.e. a layman) who had married a foreign wife, and had to put her away (Ezr. x. 23; 1 Esdr. ix. 26).

7. Son of Phinehas a Levite (Ezr. viii. 33; 1 Esdr. vii. 63).

* 7 a. (Ελεάζωρος: Eleazarus.) One of the principal men and learned," who went up to Jerusalem with Ezra (1 Esdr. vii. 43). 8. ELEAZAR (Ελεάζωρος; [2 Mac. viii. 23, and Joseph. Ελεάζωρος: [Eleazarus, Eleazar] named AVARAN (1 Mac. ii. 5, Aïarârân, or Aïarân, and so Joseph. Ant. xii. 6, § 1; 9, § 4). In 1 Mac. vi. 43, the common reading δ Σαουαοῖς arises either from the insertion of C by mistake after O, or from a false division of Ελεάζωρος Αίαράρας, the fourth son of Mattathias, who fled by a noble act of self-devotion in an engagement with Antiochus Epiphanes, B.C. 164 (1 Mac. vi. 43 ff.; Joseph. Ant. xii. 19, § 4; B. J. i. 1, § 5; Ambr. de Offic. Misc. i. 40). In a former battle with Nicana, Eleazar was appointed by Judas to read "the holy book" before the attack, and the watchword in the fight — "the help of God" — was his own name (2 Mac. viii. 22).

The surname is probably connected with Arab. hawara, "to piece an animal behind" (Mich. sub voc.). This derivation seems far better than that of Köger (Ersch u. Gruber, e. r.) from Arab. hawara, "an elephant-like." In either case the title is derived from his exploit.

9. A distinguished scribe (Ελεάζωρος ... τῶν ἀστροφότον γραμματέων, 2 Mac. vi. 18) of great age, who suffered martyrdom during the persecution of Antiochus Epiphanes (2 Mac. vi. 18—31). His death was marked by singular constancy and heroism, and seems to have produced considerable effect. Later traditions embellished the narrative by representing Eleazar as a priest (De Mac. 5), or even high-priest (Griini, ad Macc. I. c.). He was also distinguished by the nobler title of "the proto-martyr of the old covenant," "the foundation of martyrdom" (Chrys. Hom. 3 in Macc. init. Cf. Ambr. de Jacob. i. 10).

For the general credibility of the history compare Grinn, Exercus 2 Mac. vi. 18—22; in Exeg. Handbook; also Ewald, Gesch. iv. 341, 532. [MACCABEES.]

The name Eleazar ['Ελεάζωρος] in 3 Mac. vi. appears to have been borrowed from this Antiochian martyr, as belonging to one weighed down by age and suffering and yet "helped by God." (For the name comp. Lazarus, Luke xvi. 20—23.)

10. ['Ελεάζωρος: Eleaza.] The father of Jason, ambassador from Judas Maccabees to Rome. (1 Macc. viii. 17.)

11. The son of Eleid, three generations above Joseph, the husband of the Virgin Mary (Matt. i. 15).

B. F. W.

ELEAZU RUS (Ελασώρος; Alex. Ελασώρος; Abb. Ελασώρος; Weichel (1597), Ελασώρος;] Eleazzah), 1 Esdr. ix. 24. [ELEAZIUR. It is difficult to see where the translators of the A. V. got the form of this name there given.

* The form in the Bishop's Bible and the Gene-
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EL ELOHE ISRAEL (ΕΛΕΟΣ ΗΙΣΡΑΕΛ = Almighty [Egypt. name], God of Israel; καὶ ἐπεκάλεσα τὸν θεόν Ἰσραήλ: Fortissimum Deus Israel), the name bestowed by Jacob on the altar which he erected facing the city of Shechem, in the piece of cultivated land upon which he had pitched his tent, and which he afterwards purchased from the Bene-Hanor (Gen. xxxiii. 19, 20).

* ELEMENTS. The expression "the elements of the world," τὰ στοιχεῖα τοῦ κόσμου, in Gal iv. 3 ("even so we, when we were children, were in bondage under the elements of the world," comp. ver. 9, and Col. ii. 8, 20, where στοιχεῖα is translated rudiments), has received a wide diversity of interpretations, which cannot be here specified. (See Meyer, loc. cit.) It appears to refer particularly to the outward observances and burdensome rites common to Jewish and heathen worship (see Gal. iv. 9, 10, and Col. ii. 20—23), and belonging to a very imperfect state of religious knowledge. — "the elements of discipline of the world" — "weak and beggarly," in contrast with the spirituality, renovating power, and enlightened freedom of Christianity.

ELEPH (Ελπίς = the Ox: Σεληνίας, Alex. Σεληνες — both by including the preceding name: Eleph), one of the towns allotted to Benjamin, and named next to Jerusalem (Josh. xviii. 28). The signification of the name may be taken as an indication of the pastoral pursuits of its inhabitants. The LXX. read Zelah and Eleph as one name, possibly owing to the "i" and "e" between them having been dropped; but if this is done, the number of 14 cities cannot be made up. The Peššiša has גָּאֶסִיו, for Eleph; but what the origin of this can be is not obvious.

ELEPHANT. The word does not occur in the text of the canonical Scriptures of A. V., but is found as the marginal reading to Behemoth, in Job xli. 15. "Elephant's teeth" is the marginal reading for ιβωνί in 1 K. x. 22; 2 Chr. xii. 21. Elephants, however, are repeatedly mentioned in the 1st and 21st books of Maccabees, as being used in warfare. The way in which they were used in battle, and the method of exciting them to fight, is described in the 6th chap. of 1 Macc. For the meaning of Behemoth, see BEHEMOTH. For the meaning of δοξησίμα, see IVORY. W. D.

ELEUTHEREOPOLIS (Ἐλευθερόπολις, the free city), a town of southern Palestine, situated at the foot of the hills of Judah, on the borders of the great plain of Philistia. It is about 25 miles from Jerusalem on the road to Gaza. It is not mentioned in Scripture; but it became in the early centuries of the Christian era one of the most important and flourishing towns in the country. Its ancient name was Bethgubrin (Βαιτογούβοριν, the House of Gubrin or Gubrin), which first occurs in the writings of Philo in the beginning
of the 2d century (ch. xvi.). Josephus refers to a large village called Bēṯzāqīs (in Rufinus's copy Bēṯγας) in this region, which may be the same (B. J. iv. 8, § 1). It is found in the Peutinger Tables as Bēṯqāriz (Reinh., Pat. p. 421). Its new name, Eleutheropolis, first occurs upon coins in the time of the emperor Septimius Severus (A. D. 203); 14 M. i. iii. 488). That emperor during his visit to Palestine conferred imperial rights upon several cities, and this was one of the number. Eusebius is the first writer who mentions Eleutheropolis (Onom. s. v.), which was in his time the capital of a large province. It was the seat of a bishop, and was so well known that he made it the central point in Southern Palestine from which the positions of more than 20 other towns were determined. Epiphanius, the well-known writer, was born in the city, in the beginning of the 4th century, and is often called an Eleutheropolitan (Reinh., pp. 751, 752). In the year A. D. 796, little more than a century and a half after the Saracenic conquest, Eleutheropolis was razed to the ground, and left completely desolate. The Greek language now gave place to the Arabic; and this city lost its proud name, and its prouder rank together (Reinh., p. 987). Like so many other cities, the old name, which had probably never been lost to the present, was revivified among writers; and we thus find Bēṯqāriz or some form like it, constantly in use after the 8th century. In the 12th century the Crusaders found the place in ruins, and built a fortress on the old foundations; the remains of which, and the chapel connected with it, still exist. After the battle of Hattin, Bēṯ Jīlūṁ, for such is its Arabic name, fell into the hands of the Saracens. It was retaken by King Richard of England, but it was finally captured by Saladin (see Will. Tyr. 14, 22; Jac. de Vit. in Geogr. d' i, pp. 1070, 1071; Reinh. E. 17, Subal. p. 223). It has since crumbled to ruins under the blight of Mohammedan rule. Several curious traditions have found a "local habitation" at Bēṯ Jīlūmn. One place here the miraculous fountain which sprang from the jawbone Samson wielded with such success against the Philistines (Anton. Mart. Rm. 39, 32). The modern village contains about 60 houses. It is situated in a little nook, in the side of a long green valley. The ancient ruins are of considerable extent; they consist of the remains of a strong fortress standing within an irregular enclosure encompassed by a massive wall. A great part of this outer wall is completely ruinous; but the north side, which skirts the bank of the valley, is still several feet high. The enclosure is about 300 ft. in diameter. The fortress is about 200 ft. square, and is of a much later date than the outer wall; an Arabic inscription over the gateway bears the date A. H. 558 (A. D. 1551). Along its south side are the walls and part of the grained roof of a fine old chapel—the same, doubtless, which was built by the Crusaders. The valley, on the side of which the ruins of Eleutheropolis lie, runs up among the hills for two miles or more south-by-east. On each side of it are a few small limestone villages, which rise here and there in white bare towers over the dark shreds. In these ridges are some of the most remarkable caverns in Palestine. They are found together in clusters, and form subterranean villages. Some are rectangular, 100 ft. and more in length, with smooth walls and lofty arched roofs. Others are bell-shaped—from 40 to 70 ft. in diameter, by nearly 60 ft. in height—all connected together by arched doorways and winding subterranean passages. A few are entirely dark; but most of them are lighted by a circular aperture at the top. They occur at short intervals along both sides of the whole valley; and the writer also saw them at several other neighboring villages. We learn from history that the Jews [Esra 11:37] came, during the Babylonian Captivity, and occupied the greater part of southern Palestine. Jerome says they inhabited the whole country extending from Eleutheropolis to Petra and Elath; and that they dwelt in caves—preferring them both on account of their security, and their coolness during the heat of summer (Conm, in Ædil.). These remarkable caves, therefore, were doubtless the work of the Jews. (See Handbook for Syria and Palestine, p. 255 ft.; Robinson's Biblical Researches, 2d ed. ii. 23, 57 ft.)

ELEUTHERUS ('Eλευθηρος), a river of Syria mentioned in 1 Macc. x. 7, xii. 39. In early ages it was a noted border stream. According to Strabo it separated Syria from Phoenicia (xvi. 753), and formed the northern limit of Coele-Syria. Josephus informs us that Antony gave Cleopatra the cities that were within the river Eleutherus, as far as Egypt, except Tyre and Sidon (1. xxiv. 4, § 1; B. J. i. 18, § 5). A careful examination of the passages in Num. xxvi. 8-10 and Ez. xlvii. 15-17, and a comparison of them with the features of the country, lead the present writer to the conclusion that this river also formed, for so far, the northern border of the "Promised Land" (First Years in Damascus, pp. 253 sq.). For Solomon says that at a certain season of the year it swarmed with tortoises (ix. 10).

Of the identity of the Eleuthers with the modern Nakhl or Kibrî, "Great River," there cannot be a doubt. Its highest source is at the northeastern base of Lebanon; it sweeps round the northern end of the range, through the opening called in Scripture the entrance of Hamath (Num. xxiv. 25); it passes through several small crags, and from the heights of Lebanon, it falls into the Mediterranean, about 18 miles north of Tripolis. It still forms the boundary between the provinces of Akbîr and Al-Hamam. During summer and autumn it is but a small stream, easily forded; but in winter it swells into a large and rapid river.

J. L. P.

* ELEUZAI (3 syll.), is the reading of the A. V. ed. 1611 in 1 Chr. xii. 5 for ELIZAIA. A.

ELHANAN (בֶּלְחָן [God who is generous]; Ėlahānî; [in 1 Chr. 27:1 El-hānî]; Medoetites.) 1. A distinguished warrior in the time of King David, who performed a memorable exploit against the Philistines, though in what that exploit exactly consisted, and who the hero himself was, it is not easy to determine.

(1.) 2 Sam. xxi. 19 says that he was the "son of Jaare-Oregim the Lephedrites," and that he "slew Gathith the Gittite, the staff of whose shot was a man's length, like a weaver's beam." Here, in the A. V. the words "the brother of" is inserted, to bring the passage into agreement with:

(2.) 1 Chr. xxi. 5, which states that "Elhanan, son of Jaar (or Jaaz), slew Lahmi, the brother of Gathith the Gittite, the staff of whose spear," and Of these two statements the latter is probably
ELIHANAN
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The more correct — the differences between them when much smaller in the original than in English. We must refer the reader to the Hebrew for the comparison of the two, the discrepancies in which are not greater than those known to exist in other corrupt passages, but the following are the grounds of our decision.

(a.) The word *Gorgum* exists twice in the verse in Samuel, first as a proper name, and again at the end — *weavers.* The former has probably been taken in by an early transcriber from the latter, i.e. from the next line of the MS. To the end of the verse it certainly belongs, since it is found in the parallel passage of Chron., and also forms part of what seems to have been a proverbial description of Goliath (comp. 1 Sam. xvi. 7). The chances are very much against the same word — and that not a common one — forming part of one verse in two capacities.

(b.) The statement in 2 Sam. xxi. 19 is in contradiction to the narrative of 1 Sam. xvii., according to which Goliath the Gittite was killed by David. True, Ewald (Gesch. iii. 91, 92) — from the fact that David's antagonist is, with only 5 exceptions (one of them in the doubtful verses, xvii. 12-32), called "the Philistine," and for other linguistic reasons — has suggested that Elhanan was the real victor of Goliath, and that after David became king the name of Goliath was attached to the nameless champion whom he killed in his youth. But against this is the fact that Goliath is named thrice in 1 Sam. xvii. and xxi. — thrice only though it be; and also that Elhanan's exploit, from its position both in Samuel and in Chronicles, and from other indications, took place late in David's reign and perhaps even after he had been so long king. It is true, then, that all the brilliant feats of his youth must have been brought to light, and well known to his people. It is recorded as the last but one in the series of encounters of what seems to have been the closing struggle with the Philistines. It was so late that David had acquired among his warriors the fond title of "the light of Israel" (2 Sam. xxi. 17), and that his nephew Jonathan was old enough to perform a feat rivalling that of his illustrious uncle years before. It was certainly after David was made king, for he goes down to the fight, not with his "young men" (172), as when he was leading his band during Saul's life, but with his "servants" (172), literally his "slaves," a term almost strictly reserved for the subjects of a king. The vow of his guard, on one of these occasions, that it should be his last appearance in the field, shows that it must have been after the great Ammonite war, in which David himself had led the host to the last victory of his reign (1 Sam. xxi. 20). It may have been between this last event and the battle with Absalom beyond Jordan, though there are other obvious reasons why David stayed within the walls of Mahanaim on that occasion.

On the whole, therefore, though the question is best with difficulties, the just conclusion appears to be that the reading in Chronicles is the more correct one, according to which Elhanan is the son of Jair, and slew Lahmi the brother of Goliath.

Jerome in his *Quast. Hebr.* on both passages — but not, as we might suppose, to the point to which our narrative refers, and adds *filius suhii polygyniernus Bethleemitum — the son of a wood, a weaver Bethleemite.* Adeodatus, he says, is David, which he proves not only by arguments drawn from the meaning of each of the above words, but also from the statement in the concluding verse of the record that all these giants "fell by the hand of David and by the hand of his servants," and as Elhanan slew Goliath, Elhanan must be David.

2. *[Elihanan, Elihanan.]* The son of Dodo of Bethlehem, one of "the thirty" of David's guard, and named first on the list (2 Sam. xxiii. 24: 1 Chr. xi. 26). See Kennicott's *Disputation,* p. 179.

The same name is also found with Baal substituted for El, — BAAHANAN. *(Comp. Beeli-ada.)*

G. *E'LI* (יִהְיָשָׁא) *[ascend, elevation, and coner. the highest, Ges.]*: *'HAI; [Vat. Alex. Hare] 'HAREI, Joseph. Heli* was descended from Aaron through Ithamar, the youngest of his two surviving sons (Lev. x. 1, 2, 12), as appears from the fact that Abiathar, who was certainly a lineal descendant of Eli (1 K. ii. 27), had a son, Ahimelech, who is expressly stated to have been "of the sons of Ithamar" (1 Chr. xiv. 3; cf. 2 Sam. viii. 17). With this agrees the circumstance that the names of Eli and his successors in the high-priesthood up to, and including, Abiathar, are not found in the genealogy of Eleazar (1 Chr. vi. 4-10; cf. Ex. xiv. 1-5). As the history makes no mention of any high-priest of the line of Ithamar beyond Eli, he is generally supposed to have been the first of that line who held the office. *(Hai בַּגִּיאוֹן תַּאֹיָמָה הַאָגִיָּשָׁא,ו) pareaλγάβος, Joel. Ant. viii. 1, § 35).* From him, his sons being died before him, it appears to have passed to his grandson, Ahitub (1 Sam. xiv. 2; Joel. however, says Φεβίτιος δ' ἡδονα ἐπερείσχο, τῶν πατρὸς αὐτοῦ παρεκκλησιονάρος δυτ. γεγέν., Joel. xii. 5, § 4), and it certainly remained in his family till Abiathar, the grandson of Ahitub, was "thrust out from being priest unto the Lord" by Solomon for his share in Adonijah's rebellion (1 K. ii. 23, 27, 17), and the high-priesthood passed back again to the family of Eleazar in the person of Zadok (1 K. ii. 35). How the office ever came into the younger branch of the house of Aaron we are not informed, though there is reason to suppose that its doing so was sanctioned by God (1 Sam. ii. 30). Its return exclusively employed. Even Absalom's people go by the former name. This will be evident to any one who will look into the quotations under *sor words in that most instructive book, The Eng. Hebr. and Heb. Concordances.* 

EVEN THE most overcomes the difficulty of the two discrepant passages by a curious eclectic process. From Chronicles he accepts the name "Jair," but rejects "Lahmi, the brother of Ithai." From Samuel he takes "the Bethleemite," and rejects "Gergam."
to the elder branch was one part of the punishment which had been denounced against Eli during his lifetime, for his culpable negligence in consenting himself with near relative reprimand (1 Sam. i. 22-25) instead of active paternal and judicial restraint (iii. 12), when his sons, by their rapacity and licentiousness, had committed the priests' privileges, and brought the rites of religion into abettorship among the people (1 Sam. ii. 27-36, with 1 K. ii. 27-28. Another part of the same sentence (ver. 31-33) appears to have been taking effect in the reign of David, when we read, that "there were more chief men found of the sons of Elijahar than of the sons of Ithamar," six or the former, and only eight of the latter (1 Chr. xxiv. 4). Notwithstanding this one great blunder, the character of Eli is marked by eminent piety, as shown by his meek submission to the divine judgment (1 Sam. iii. 18), and his supreme regard for the ark of God (iv. 18). In addition to the office of high-priest he held that of judge, being the immediate predecessor of his pupil Samuel (1 Sam. vii. 6, 15-17), the last of the judges. The length of time during which he judged Israel is given as 40 years in our present Hebrew copies, whereas the LXX. make it 29 years (after Jer. viii. 1 Sam. iv. 18). It has been suggested in explanation of the discrepancy, that he was sole judge for 20 years, after having been co judge with Samuel for 20 years (Judg. viii. 31). He died at the advanced age of 98 years (1 Sam. iv. 15), overcome by the disastrous intelligence that the ark of God had been taken in battle by the Philistines, who had also slain his sons Hophni and Phinehas. (1 Sam. x. 3; 11; 12). [See Lightfoot's Works, vol. i. p. 53, 967, fol. Lond. 1684; Selden, de Sceclea, in Pontiff, Heb. lib. i. cap. 4.]

*Stankey, (Jewish Church, i. 421 ff.) has drawn a touching picture of the circumstances of Eli's sad end. - "In the evening of the same day [on which the Philistines defeated the Hebrews] there rushed through the vale of Shiloh a youth from the camp, one of the active tribe of Benjamin, — his clothes torn, his hair sprinkled with dust, as the two oriental signs of grief and dismay. A loud wail, like that which on the announcement of any great calamity runs through all Eastern towns, rang through the streets of the expectant city. The aged high-priest was sitting in his usual place at the gate-way of the sanctuary. He caught the cry; he asked the tidings. He heard the defeat of the army; he heard the death of his two sons; he heard the capture of the Ark of God. It was in this last tidings, when mention was made of the Ark of God, that broke the old man's heart. He fell from his seat and died in the fall."*

ELIAB (אֵליאָב, "God is father")-Eliab, 1. Son of Helon and leader of the tribe of Zelaham at the time of the census in the wilderness of Sinai (Num. i. 9, 10. 11, 24, 29, x. 16).

2. A Benjamite, son of Pallu or Phallu, whose family was one of the principal in the tribe; and father or progenitor of Paltai and Abiram, the leaders in the revolt against Moses (Num. xxxii. 8, 9, xvi. 1, 12; Deut. xi. 6). Eliab had another son named Nemuel, and the record of Num. xxxii. is interrupted expressly to admit a statement regarding his sons.

3. [In 2 Chr., Vat. Exar.] One of David's brothers, the eldest of the family (1 Chr. ii. 13; 1 Sam. xvi. 6, xvii. 13, 28). His daughter Abihail married her second cousin Rehobam, and bore him three children (2 Chr. xi. 18): although, taking into account the length of the reigns of David and Solomon, it is difficult not to suspect that the word "daughter" is here used in the less strict sense of granddaughter or descendant. In 1 Chr. xxvii. 18, we find mention of "Elihu, the brethren of David," as "ruker" (דַעַר, or "prince" (מִשְׁמָר) of the tribe of Judah. According to the ancient Hebrew tradition preserved by Jerome (Quotat. Hebr. ad loc.), this Elihu was identical with Eliab. "Brethren" is however often used in the sense of kinsmen, e. g. 1 Chr. ii. 2.

4. [In 1 Chr. xv. 18, FA.1 Eliaab; FA.2 Vat. Eliaasbb.] A Levite in the time of David, who was both a "porter" (שְׁבֵר, i. e. a door-keeper) and a musician on the "psaltery" (1 Chr. xv. 18, 20, xvi. 5).

5. [FA. Eliaasbb.] One of the warlike Gadite leaders who came over to David when he was in the wilderness taking refuge from Saul (1 Chr. ii. 9).

6. An ancestor of Samuel the Prophet; a Kishite Levite, son of Nahath (1 Chr. vi. 27, Heb. 12). In the other statements of the genealogy this name appears to be given as Elihu (1 Sam. i. 1) and Eliab (1 Chr. ii. 34, Heb. 19).

7. [Sin. Elia; Ewron.] Son of Nathanuel, one of the forefathers of Judith, and therefore belonging to the tribe of Simeon (Judg. viii. 1).

ELIADA (אֶלְיאָד, "God knows") - Eliaad, 1. One of David's sons: according to the lists, the youngest but one of the family born to him after his establishment in Jerusalem (2 Sam. v. 16; 1 Chr. iii. 8). From the latter passage it appears that he was the son of a wife and not of a concubine. In another list of David's family we find the name Eliada changed to Heledada, (Judg. xvi. 18), an omission, but not a false god for the true (1 Chr. xiv. 7). What significance there may be in this change it is impossible to say; at any rate the present is the only instance occurring, and even there Eliada is found in one Heb. MS., also in the LXX. and Syr. versions. [Biblioth.] The name appears to be omitted by Josephus in his list of David's family (ii. vii. 3, § 3). 2. [Eliaad; Vat. Eliaad; Elieodor.] A mighty man of war (לֵוֶד, לֵוֶדֶד), a Benjamite, who led 200,000 of his tribe to the army of Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. xvii. 17).

ELIADAH (אֶלְיָדָה, "God knows") - Rom. Vat. om.: Alex. Eliadass: Elieodor, apparently an Arameite of Zobab; father of Rezon the captain of a marauding band which annoyed Solomon (1 K. xi. 24).

ELIADAS (Elieodor; Elieoros), 1 Esdr. ix. 23. [Elieoros.]

ELIADUN (אֶלְיָדֶן, "God is their law") - Eliadun, 1 Esdr. v. 58. Possibly altered from HENANAD.

ELIABH (אֶלְיָבָה, "God is father") - Eliab, a Benjamite; one of the sons of Jeroham, and a chief man (Heb. 5'27, literally head) of the tribe (1 Chr. viii. 27).
2. (Haia: [Vat. F.A. Haeasa.]) One of the Bene-
clam [sons of Elia']; an Israelite (i.e. a layman)
in the times of Ezra, who had married a foreign
wife (Est. x. 20).

This name is accurately Elijah, and the trans-

tators of the A. V. have so expressed it, not only
in the name of the prophet (most frequently spelled
with a final w), but in another case (Est. x. 21).
[ELIAH]

EL'I'AHBA (-••11, whom God hides);
[2 Sam. 11, E'lama(ssia [Vat. Alex. e'sia:];
[Is. xvi. 20], EL'IA'SIA; [Comp. E'lia'sia; 1 Chr.]
'• El'ias3; [Vat. corrupt: F.A. E'lia'sa]; E'lia'sia, a
Shaalbonite. i.e. probably from Shihalom; one of the Thirty of David's

guard (2 Sam. xxiii. 32; 1 Chr. xi. 33). [The
A. V. ed. 1611, and other earlier editions, read
Eliha, with the Genevan version.]

EL'I'AKIM (-^ia^, whom God will establish;
[In 2 K.], El'iasa, [Vat. Alex. e'sia:]; and
[Is. xvi. 20], EL'IA'SIA; [In Is. xxxvi., xxxvii.,
EL'IA'SIA; El'tion]. 1. Son of Hilkiah; master
of Hezekiah's household (1 K. xv. 32 = over the
house," as Is. xxxvi. 3), 2 K. xvii. 18, 20, 37.

He succeeded Shema in this office, after he had
been ejected from it (Grotius thinks by reason of
his leprosy) as a punishment for his pride (Is. xxii.
15-29). Eliakim was a good man, as appears by
the little emphatically applied to him by God, "my
servant Eliakim" (Is. xxii. 20), and as was evinced
by his conduct on the occasion of Sennacherib's
invasion (2 K. xxii. 37, xix. 1-5), and also in the
discharge of the duties of his high station, in which
he acted as a "father to the inhabitants of Jerusa-
lem, and to the house of Judah" (Is. xxii. 21).
It was as a special mark of the Divine appro
bation of his character and conduct, of which however no
further details have been preserved to us, that he
was raised to the post of authority and dignity which
he held at the time of the Assyrian invasion.

What this office was has been a subject of some
perplexity to commentators. The ancients, including
the LXX. and Jerome, understood it of the priestly
office, as appears by the rendering of י"ל
(1S. xxxii. 15, A. V. "treasurer") by πασστεριφσων,
the "priest's chamber," by the former, and of
יו"ל by "prepositus templi" by the latter.

Hence Niebuhr, as well as the author of the
Alexandrion Chronicle, include in the list of high-
priests, Sons or Sons of (i.e. Shema), and
Eliakim, identifying the latter with Shallum or
Meleshum. His 12th high-priest is, "Sommus,
ille impius et perditus, regnante Ezooth," and his
13th, "Eliakim Museum." But it is certain from
the description of the office in Is. xxi., and espe-
cially from the expression in ver. 22, "the key of the
house of David will I lay upon his shoulder:"
that it was the King's house, and not the House
of God, of which Eliakim was prefect, as Ahiah
had been in the reign of Solomon, 1 K. iv. 6, and
Aziel in that of Ahaz, 2 Chr. xxviii. 7.
And with this agrees both all that is said, and all that
is not said, of Eliakim's functions. The office
seems to have been the highest under the king, as
was the case in Egypt, when Pharaoh said to Joseph,
"Thou shalt be over my house (יו"ל . . .
xuly in the throne will be 1 greater than thou,"
Gen. xli. 40, comp. xxviii. 4. In 2 Chr. xxviii. 7,
the officer is called "governor (יה"ל) of the house.
It is clear that the "scribe" was inferior to him for
Sheba, when degraded from the presidency of the
house, acted as scribe under Eliakim, a 2 K.
xviii. 37. The whole description of it too by Isaiah
implies a place of great eminence and power.
This description is transferred in a mystical or spiritual
sense to Christ the son of David in Rev. iii. 7; thus
making Eliakim in some sense typical of Christ.
This it is perhaps which gave rise to the interpre-
tation of Eliakim's name mentioned by Origen, א
דבז'א יא תוצדוקי or as Jerome has it, Dei essent
rector, or Resurrens Deus: and also favored the
mystical interpretation of the passage in Isaiah
given by Jerome in his commentary, based upon
the interpretation of יבכ (A. V. "treasurer") as
"habitation in tabernaculo," as if it imported the
removal of the Jewish dispensation, and the setting
up of the Gospel in its place. The true meaning
of יבכ is very doubtful. "Friend," i.e. of the
king, and "steward of the provisions," are the two
most probable significations. Eliakim's career was
most honorable and splendid one. Most com-
mentators agree that Is. xxii. 25 does not apply to
him, but to Shebna. Eliakim's name also occurs
2 K. xix. 2; Is. xxxvi. 5, 11, xxvii. 2. (See
further Jerome de Nom. Hbr. and Comment.
Is.; Seiden, De Success. in Pontif. Hbr.;
Winer, s. c.)

2. [E'E'iaXia: Vat. Alex. e'sia: El'tion, Eli-
'akim.] The original name of Jehoiakim king of
Judah (2 K. xxii. 34; 2 Chr. xxvii. 4). [JE-
HO'LAKIM.]

F.A.) "El'tisim, Eli'akim." A priest in the days of
Necho, who assisted at the dedication of the new
wall of Jerusalem (Neh. xii. 41).

4. [E'E'iaXia:] Eldolost son of Ahuld, or Judah;
brother of Joseph, and father of Azor, Matt. i. 13.
[GENEALOGY OF CHRIST.]

5. [E'E'iaXia:] El'tofim. Son of Mela, and
father of Jonam, Luke iii. 30, 31. [HIBBI.]

EL'I'ALI (E'laaii; [Vat. El'ia'aie]; Alex.
E'liaei); Diexus, 1 Esdr. ix. 54. [BIXUI.]

EL'I'AM (י"ל, E'laim, Vat. and Alex.:
[Comp. E'la'ai]; El'tia); L. Father of Bath-shua,
the wife of David (2 Sam. xi. 5). In the list of 1
Chr. iii. 5, the names of both father and daughter
are altered, the former to Ammel and the latter to
Bati-shu'a: and it may be noticed in passing,
that both the latter names were also those of non
Israelite persons, while Uriah was a Hittite. (Comp.
Gene. xxviii. 13; 1 Chr. ii. 3; in both of which
"the daughter of Shun" is ישע ל, Bath-shua;
also 2 Sam. xvii. 27.) The transposition of the
two parts of the name Eli'am in Amm.-id, does not
alter its Hebrew significiation, which may be
"God is my people.

2. [Alex. El'ia'af.] Son of Ahithophel the Gil-
conite; one of David's "thirty" warriors (2 Sam.
xxiii. 34). The name is omitted in the list of 1
Chr. xi, but is now probably dimly discernible as
"Ahilah the Pelonite" (ver. 36) (see Kennicott,
a Bp. Lowth thinks, but without sufficient reason
that this Sheba is a different person from the other.
ELIAONIAS

Disputation, p. 207). The ancient Jewish tradition preserved by Jerome (Qu. Hebr. on 2 Sm. xi. 3, and 1 Chr. iii. 5) is that the two Elimias are one and the same person. An argument has been founded on this to account for the hostility of Ahithophel to King David, as having dishonored his house and caused the death of his son-in-law (Blunt, Compil. Hebr., Pt. II. x.). But such arguments are frequently grounded on ignorance of the habits and modes of feeling of Oriental, who often see no shame in that which is the greatest disgrace to us.

ELIAONIAS (Ελιαωνίας; [Vat. Ελιαώνιας] Montillonis, including preceding name), 1 Ladr. viii. 31. "[Ελιαωνία]"

ELIAS (Ηλαίας; [Vat. Ηλαια] in Maccabees, and Lachm. [also Treg.] in N. T. Ηλαίας [Tisch. in N. T. 8th ed. Ηλαια]; Elias, but in Cod. Amiat. Helias, the form in which the name of Eliashih is given in the A. V. of the Apocrypha and N. T. Text. Exchs. xlviii. 1, 4, 12; 1 Mac. ii. 58; Matt. xi. 19; John vi. 4, 10, 11, 12, xxvii. 47, 49, Mark vi. 15, viii. 28, ix. 4, 5, 11, 12, xxv. 35, 36; Luke i. 17, iv. 25, 26; x. 8, 19, 30, 33, 34 [rec. text]; John i. 21, 23; Rom. xi. 2; James v. 17. In Rom. xi. 2, the reference is not to the prophet, but to the portion of Scripture designated by his name, the words being εὐαγγελία, "in Elias," not as in A. V. "of Elias." [Bible, p. 668, 69, 69a.]

ELIASAPH (יוֹעַשׁ עַשָּׁר) [added of God;] "Eliaphä; [Vat. M. Eliasaph, exc. Nunn. i. 14.] Eliaphah.

1. Son of Benel; head of the tribe of Dan at the time of the census in the Wilderness of Sinai (Nunn. i. 1, 14, ii. 14, vii. 42, 47, v. 20).

2. Son of Lael; a Levite, and "chief of the house of the father of the Gershonites" at the same time (Nunn. iii. 24).

ELIASHIB (יוֹעַשׁ אֵישָׁב) [whom God restores;] "Eliashib, Elasi, Eliashib, Eliasib, Eliasib, Elishab, Elishib, Elia, Elias, Eliáš [Vat. vi. 416 a.], a position name at the later period of the O. T. history.

1. [Ελιασάβ, Βασιλείας; Alex. Eliashib; Ela. viii. 19, 21, 24, 25]. A priest in the time of King David, eleventh in the order of the "governors" (יוֹעַשׁ) of the sanctuary (1 Chr. xxi. 12).

2. [Ελασιάβα, Vat. Aesia; Alex. Eliashib; Elia. vii. 416 a]. A son of Eliashib; one of the latest descendants of the royal family of Judah (1 Chr. iii. 24).

3. [Ελασιάβ, סיֵב, Ελασιάβ, etc. Elia.]. High-priest at Jerusalem at the time of the rebuilding of the wall under Nehemiah (Neh. iii. 1, 29, 21). His genealogy is given in xii. 10, 22, 23. Eliashib was in some way allied (יוֹעַשׁ) to Tidah, the Ammonite, for whom he had prepared a room in the Temple, a desecration which excited the wrath of Nehemiah (Neh. xiii. 4, 7). One of the grandsons of Eliashib had also married the daughter of Sandalath the Horite (xiii. 28). There seems no reason to doubt that the same Eliashib is referred to in Ezra x. 6.

4. [Ελασάβδ, F. -σαβδ; Vat. Elasa]. Eliashib, a singer in the time of Ezra who had married a foreign wife (Ezr. x. 21). [Eliazizah.

5. [Ελασάβ, Vat. -σαβδ, F. -σαου]. A son of Zattu (Ezr. x. 27). [Elissimah]

6. [Ελασφρ, Vat. Eliasaph, F. -σφρ].

ELIEZER (יוֹעַשׁ אֵצֶר) [my God is my help;] "Eliyzer; [Vat. Eliasiz; Alex. Eliasiz; Elowar; Elowar], one of the Bene-Shimhi; a descendant of Benjamin, and a chief man in the tribe (1 Chr. viii. 20).

ELIEZER (יוֹעַשׁ אֵצֶר) [my God is my help;] "Eliyzer; [Vat. Eliasiz; Alex. Eliasiz; Elowar; Elowar], one of the Bene-Shimhi; a descendant of Benjamin, and a chief man in the tribe (1 Chr. viii. 20).

ELIEZER (יוֹעַשׁ אֵצֶר) [my God is my help;] "Eliyzer; [Vat. Eliasiz; Alex. Eliasiz; Elowar; Elowar], one of the Bene-Shimhi; a descendant of Benjamin, and a chief man in the tribe (1 Chr. viii. 20).

ELIEZER (יוֹעַשׁ אֵצֶר) [my God is my help;] "Eliyzer; [Vat. Eliasiz; Alex. Eliasiz; Elowar; Elowar], one of the Bene-Shimhi; a descendant of Benjamin, and a chief man in the tribe (1 Chr. viii. 20).

ELIEZER (יוֹעַשׁ אֵצֶר) [my God is my help;] "Eliyzer; [Vat. Eliasiz; Alex. Eliasiz; Elowar; Elowar], one of the Bene-Shimhi; a descendant of Benjamin, and a chief man in the tribe (1 Chr. viii. 20).

ELIEZER (יוֹעַשׁ אֵצֶר) [my God is my help;] "Eliyzer; [Vat. Eliasiz; Alex. Eliasiz; Elowar; Elowar], one of the Bene-Shimhi; a descendant of Benjamin, and a chief man in the tribe (1 Chr. viii. 20).

ELIEZER (יוֹעַשׁ אֵצֶר) [my God is my help;] "Eliyzer; [Vat. Eliasiz; Alex. Eliasiz; Elowar; Elowar], one of the Bene-Shimhi; a descendant of Benjamin, and a chief man in the tribe (1 Chr. viii. 20).

ELIEZER (יוֹעַשׁ אֵצֶר) [my God is my help;] "Eliyzer; [Vat. Eliasiz; Alex. Eliasiz; Elowar; Elowar], one of the Bene-Shimhi; a descendant of Benjamin, and a chief man in the tribe (1 Chr. viii. 20).

ELIEZER (יוֹעַשׁ אֵצֶר) [my God is my help;] "Eliyzer; [Vat. Eliasiz; Alex. Eliasiz; Elowar; Elowar], one of the Bene-Shimhi; a descendant of Benjamin, and a chief man in the tribe (1 Chr. viii. 20).

ELIEZER (יוֹעַשׁ אֵצֶר) [my God is my help;] "Eliyzer; [Vat. Eliasiz; Alex. Eliasiz; Elowar; Elowar], one of the Bene-Shimhi; a descendant of Benjamin, and a chief man in the tribe (1 Chr. viii. 20).

ELIEZER (יוֹעַשׁ אֵצֶר) [my God is my help;] "Eliyzer; [Vat. Eliasiz; Alex. Eliasiz; Elowar; Elowar], one of the Bene-Shimhi; a descendant of Benjamin, and a chief man in the tribe (1 Chr. viii. 20).

ELIEZER (יוֹעַשׁ אֵצֶר) [my God is my help;] "Eliyzer; [Vat. Eliasiz; Alex. Eliasiz; Elowar; Elowar], one of the Bene-Shimhi; a descendant of Benjamin, and a chief man in the tribe (1 Chr. viii. 20).

ELIEZER (יוֹעַשׁ אֵצֶר) [my God is my help;] "Eliyzer; [Vat. Eliasiz; Alex. Eliasiz; Elowar; Elowar], one of the Bene-Shimhi; a descendant of Benjamin, and a chief man in the tribe (1 Chr. viii. 20).

ELIEZER (יוֹעַשׁ אֵצֶר) [my God is my help;] "Eliyzer; [Vat. Eliasiz; Alex. Eliasiz; Elowar; Elowar], one of the Bene-Shimhi; a descendant of Benjamin, and a chief man in the tribe (1 Chr. viii. 20).

ELIEZER (יוֹעַשׁ אֵצֶר) [my God is my help;] "Eliyzer; [Vat. Eliasiz; Alex. Eliasiz; Elowar; Elowar], one of the Bene-Shimhi; a descendant of Benjamin, and a chief man in the tribe (1 Chr. viii. 20).

ELIEZER (יוֹעַשׁ אֵצֶר) [my God is my help;] "Eliyzer; [Vat. Eliasiz; Alex. Eliasiz; Elowar; Elowar], one of the Bene-Shimhi; a descendant of Benjamin, and a chief man in the tribe (1 Chr. viii. 20).
pear how, if he was "of Damascus," he could be "born in Abraham's house" (ver. 3). But the phrase Ἰς Ἰς Ἔλιν, "son of my house," only imports that he was one of Abraham's household, not that he was born in his house. In the preceding verse Ἰς Ἰς Ἐλῖζερ, i.e., should probably be rendered "the son of possession," i.e., possession, "of my house, shall be ... Eliezer." It was, most likely, this same Eliezer who is described in Gen. xxiv. 2, as the chief servant of Abraham's house, that ruled over all that he had, and whom his master sent to Padan-Aram to take a wife for Isaac from among his own kindred. With what eminent zeal and faithfulness he executed his commission, and how entirely he found the truth of what his own name expressed, in the providential aid he met with on his errand, is most beautifully told in Gen. xxiv. It should, however, be said that the passage (Gen. xv. 2), in which the connection of Eliezer with Damascus seems to be asserted, is one of extreme obscurity and difficulty. The sense above ascribed to מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל (after Simonis and Gesenius) rests only upon conjecture, the use of "Damascene" for "Damascene" is very unusual, and the whole arrangement of the sentence very harsh. There is probably something at the bottom of it all, besides the alternation between Meshek and Damascus, which we are ignorant of, and which is wanting to clear up the sense. The two passages, "Judæa origin Damascena, Syria nobilissima civitatum ... Nomen urbis Damascense, verisimile est ... Past Damascem Aetha, nunc Aethra et Abraham et Israel undis verius" (Justin, lib. xxxvi. cap. 2): and "A'Bàdà ṣiṣuṣa da[ma][s]nūṣ ... ḏd 'A'Bādāmūn ḍtì kān nūn ṣn ḏāma[n]ṣīr the ūmmā dābā ṣtā'at kāmū ḍā'ūnū ḍā'īnūtā' (A.B. r.d. μν συν εφαρμογή [Joseph. Ant. i. 7, § 2, quoting Nicol. Damascus) have probably some relation to the narrative in Gen. xv. (See Gesen. Thes. v. n.)

* Kalsch (Genesis, p. 365) maintains that the words מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶл מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶل מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶל מֶl
although they do not thoroughly handle, that idea of the disciplinary nature of suffering, which is the key to Job's perplexity and doubt; but, as in the whole book, the greater stress is laid on God's invariable wisdom, and the implicit faith which he demands. [Job, Book iv.]

2. (folio: [Vat. Harro, Alex. Ead.] - Son of Tobiah, a forerunner of Samuel the Prophet (1 Sam. 1. 1). In the statements of the genealogy of Samuel in 1 Chr. vi. the name Elijah occurs in the same position — son of Tob and father of Jeroham (vi. 34, Heb. 19); and also Elijah (vi. 27, Heb. 12), father of Jeroham and grandson of Zophai. The general opinion is that Elifib is the original name, and the latter two forms but copies of variations thereof.

3. (Vat. and Alex. Ead.). A similar variation of the name of Elifi is, the eldest son of Jesse, is probably found in 1 Chr. xxii. 18, where Elifi is "of the brethren of David" mentioned as the chief of the tribe of Judah. But see 1 Chr. xii. 2, where, in a similar connection, the word "brethren" is used in its widest sense. The LXX. retains Elifi. [Eliab, 3, 1. In this place the name is without the final Aleph — ]

4. (folio: [Vat. Harro, Alex. Ead.; [Comp. Abd. Ead. Jerah] - One of the "captains" (נָגָי, i.e. heads) of the thousands of Manasseh (1 Chr. xii. 20) who followed David to Ziklag after he had left the Philistine army on the eve of the battle of Gilboa and who assisted him against the marauding band (נָגָי) of the Amalakites (comp. 1 Sam. xxx. 13)

5. (folio: [Vat. Harro].) A Korbite Levite in the time of David; one of the doorkeepers (נָגָי) of the house of Jehovah. He was a son of Shemiram, and of the family of Obed-edom (1 Chr. xxvi. 7). Terms are applied to all these doorkeepers which appear to indicate that they were not only "strong men," as in A. V., but also fighting men. (See 1 Chr. 1. 12, in which occur the words יָנָגָי as army, and יָנָגָי as warriors or heroes.)

ELIJAH. (general) Generally Elijah, but sometimes יָנָגָי, Eliyauh [God - Jehovah]

a) By Chrystia and others the name is Greated into 'Haios, as if signifying the brightness of the sun.
b) Stanley, S. S. P. P. 328. In the Acts and Sidney, he is called Prophetus Thebodis.

"Omnium sacrorum artis Prophetarum faciunt principem; et, si Mosiosis, multum verem" (Frischmuth, in Crit. Sacra, quoting from Abalbourni).

d) The Hebrew text is יָנָגָי יָנָגוּ יָנָגוּ, יָנָגוּ, יָנָגוּ יָנָגוּ eer.[ god - Jochov;]

2. The third word may be pointed (1) as in the present Masoretic text, to mean "from the inhabitants of Gilead," or (2) from Tishbi of Gilead; which, with a slight change in form, is what the LXX. has. The latter is followed by Exodus iii. 6-10, note. Eighth foot note is not, but without giving his authority, that Elijah was from Jezrahiel Gilben. By Josephus he is said to have come from Thebod - οι κατδοτα της ελειας, της Ολοκαυτοστιας μιστος, (vi. 13, § 2). Perhaps this may have been read as Jezruel, a city of the Levites, and have given rise to the statement of Ephesians, that he was of the tribe of Aaron; and

ELIHU. [Vat. Harro, Alex. Ead.] - A N. T. 'Haios. [Tisch. 8th ed 'Haios: Elijah, ELIJAH THE TISHHITE has been well entitled "the grandest and the most romantic character that Israel ever produced." Certainly there is no personage in the O. T. whose career is more vividly portrayed, or who exercises on us a more remarkable fascination. His rare, sudden, and brief appearances, his unattended courage and fiery zeal, the brilliancy of his triumphs, the pathos of his despondency, the glory of his departure, and the calm beauty of his reappearance on the Mount of Transfiguration, throw such a halo of brightness around him as is equalled by none of his companions in the sacred story. The ignorance in which we are of the circumstances and antecedents of the man who did and who suffered so much, doubtless contributes to enhance our interest in the story and the character. "Eliah, the Tishbeye of the inhabitants of Gilced," is literally all that is given us to know of his parentage and locality. It is in remarkable contrast to the detail with which the genealogies of other prophets and leaders of Israel are stated. Where the place — whether it was a place — Zal, which gave him this appellation, we know not, nor are we likely to know. It is not again found in the Bible, nor has any name answering to it been discovered since. [Tisch.]

The mention of Gilced, however, is the key-note to much that is most characteristic in the story of the prophet. Gilced was the country on the further side of the Jordan — a country of chase and pasture, of tent-villages, and mountain-castles, inhabited by a people not settled and civilised like those who formed the communities of Ephraim and Judah, but of wandering, irregular habits, exposed to the attacks of the nomad tribes of the desert, and gradually conforming more and more to the habits of those tribes; making war with the Hagarites, and taking the countless thousands of their cattle, and then dwelling in their stead (1 Chr. v. 10, 19-22). To an Israelite of the tribes west of Jordan the title "Gilcedite" must have conveyed a terrific impression, though in a far stronger degree, to that to which the title "Celt" does us. To what the Highlands were a century ago to the towns in the Lowlands of Scotland, that, and more than that, must Gilced have been to Samaria or Jerusalem. One of the most famous heroes in the early annals of Zadok. See also the Chana Prach. Fabricius, Cor. Povpep. T. I p. 1070, &c.; and Quaresimus, Eliod, b. 605. According to Jewish tradition — grounded on a certain similarity between the fiery zeal of the two — Elijah was identical with Phinehas. He was the high priest, the son of Eleazar, and the grandson of Aaron. He was also the angel of Jehovah who appeared in fire to Gilced (Lightfoot on John i. 21: Eisenmenger, l. 696). Arab tradition places his birthplace at Gilcad Gilcod, a few miles N. of Naft (Ibray, p. 38), and his tomb near Damascus (Moisen, i. 491).

The common assumption — perhaps originating with Hiler (Thom, p. 347) or Reim (Pat., p. 1035) — is that he was born in the town Thisbe mentioned in Tob i. 2. But not to insist on the fact that this Thesbe was not in territory, but in Naphthal, it is nearly certain that the name has no real existence in that passage, but arises from a mistaken translation of the same Hebrew word which is rendered "inhabitants" in Lk. xviii. 1 (Erasm.)

3) See a good passage illustrative of this in Robe chap. ix.
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If Israel was "Jephthah the Gileadite," in whom all these characteristics were prominent; and Professor Stanley has well remarked how impossible it is rightly to estimate his character without recollecting this fact (S. of P. p. 327).

With Elijah, of whom so much is told, and whose part in the history was so much more important, this is still more necessary. It is seen at every turn. Of his appearance as he "stood before" Ahab — with the suddenness of motion to this day characteristic of the Bedouins from his native hills, we can perhaps realize something from the touches, few, but strong, of the narrative. Of his height little is to be inferred — that little is in favor of its being beyond the ordinary size. His chief characteristic was his hair, long and thick, and hanging down his back, and which, if not betokening the immense strength of Samson, yet accompanied powers of endurance so no less remarkable. His ordinary clothing consisted of a girdle of skin and a cloak, which he tightened when about to move quickly (1 K. xvii. 46). But in addition to this he occasionally wore the mantle, or cape, of sleep-skin, which has supplied us with one of our most familiar figures of speech. In this mantle, in moments of emotion, he would hide his face (1 K. xix. 13), or when excited would roll it up as into a kind of staff. On one occasion we find him bending himself down upon the ground with his face between his knees. Such, so far as the scanty notices of the record will allow us to conceive it, was the general appearance of the great Prophet, an appearance which there is no reason to think was other than uncommon even at that time.

"Vir qui curationem et cultum corporis desperaret; facie squalente, que multis lignibus orationem obumbraretur . . . pelle capitis tandem de corpore tegentem quantum abscondit decorum erat, reliqua corporis ad ara perducentem" (Gregory Nyss. quoted by Willemer de Pallio Elise in Ord. Sacri).

The solitary life in which these external peculiarities had been assumed had also nurtured that fierceness of zeal and that directness of address which so distinguished him. It was in the wild loneliness of the hills and ravines of Gilead that the knowledge of Jehovah, the living God of Israel, had been impressed on his mind, which was to form the subject of his mission to the idolatrous court and country of Israel.

The northern kingdom had at this time forsaken almost entirely the faith in Jehovah. The worship of the calves had been a departure from him, it was a violation of his command against material resemblance; but still it would appear that even in the presence of the calves Jehovah was acknowledged, and they were at any rate a national institution, not one imported from the idolatries of any of the surrounding countries. They were announced by Jeroboam as the preservers of the nation during the great crisis of its existence: "Behold thy gods, O Israel, that brought thee up out of the land of Egypt" (1 K. xii. 28). But the case was quite different when Ahab, not content with the calf-worship — "as if it had been a light thing to walk in the sins of Jeroboam, the son of Nebat," married the daughter of the king of Sidon, and introduced on the most extensive scale (Joseph. Ant. ix. 6, § 6) the foreign religion of his wife's family, the worship of the Phoenician Baal. What this worship consisted of we are ignorant — doubtless it was of a gay, splendid, and festal character, and therefore very opposite to the grave, severe service of the Mosiac ritual. Attached to it and to the worship of Asherah (A. V. "Ashstaroth," and "the groves") were licentious and impure rites, which in earlier times had brought the heaviest judgments on the nation (Num. xxv.; Judg. ii. 13, 14, iii. 7, 8). But the most obviously and evil characteristic of the Baal-religion was that it was the worship of power, of mere strength, as opposed to that of a God of righteousness and goodness. A foreign religion, imported from nations the hatred of whom was incalculable in every page of the law, as opposed to the religion of that God who had delivered the nation from the bondage of Egypt, had "driven out the heathen with his hand, and planted them in: ... and through whom their forefathers had troubled down their enemies, and destroyed those that rose up against them." It is as a witness against these two evils that Elijah comes forward.

1. What we may call the first Act in his life embraces between three and four years — three years and six months for the duration of the drought, according to the statements of the New Testament (Luke iv. 25; James v. 17), and three

a From a comparison of 2 K. iv. 34 with 1 K. xvii. 21, it would seem as if Elisha approached nearer than Elijah to the stature of the child. But the inference is not to be relied on. Chrysostom applied the same epithet to him as to St. Paul, τρίγωνον ἄδιπτως. b 2 R. i. 8, "a hairy man," literally, "a lord of hair." This might be doubtful, even with the support of the LXX. and Josephus — ἄδιπτως ἀρσάν — and of the Targum Jonathan — יִתְנָה יִתְנָה — the same word used for Easu in Gen. xxvi. 11. But its application to the hair of his head is corroborated by the word used by the children of Bethel when mocking Elisha. "Bald-head" is a peculiar term יִתְנָה applied only to want of hair at the back of the head; and the taunt was called forth by the difference between the bare shoulders of the new prophet and the shaggy locks of the old one. [Rusna.] c Running before Ahaz's chariot; the hardships of the Cherib; the forty days' fast.

d 2 K. i. 8, rendered "leather" in this one place only. See Gen. iii. 21, &c.

e Ashereth, אָשֶׁרֶת, אָשֶׁרֶת : LXX. μορφαῖς; always used for this garment of Elijah, but not for that of any prophet before him. It is perhaps a trace of the permanent impression which he left on some parts of the Jewish society, that a hairy cloak became afterwards the recognized garb of a prophet on Jehovah (Zech. xiii. 4; A. V. "rough garment;" where the Hebrew word is the same which in Elijah's history is rendered "mantle").

Various relics of the mantle are said to exist. The list of claimants will be found in the Acta Synagogorum (July 20). One place is shown at Oviedo in Spain.

f 2 K. ii. 8; "wrapped" is a different word.

g This is generally taken as having been in prayer; but kneeling apparently was not (certainly is not) an attitude of prayer in the East. "We stood praying, forsooth" (Mark xi. 25; and see Matt. vi. 5, &c.).

h This is to be inferred, as we shall see afterwards, from king Ahaziah's recognition of him by mere description.
or four months more for the journey to Loreh, and the return to Gilgal (I K. xii. 1-21). His introduction is of the most startling description: he suddenly appears before Ahab, as with the unen-strained freedom of Eastern manners he would have no difficulty in doing, and proclaims the vengeance of Jehovah for the apostasy of the king. This he does in the remarkable formula evidently characteristic of himself, and adopted after his departure by his follower Elijah—a formula which includes everything at issue between himself and the king—the name of Jehovah, his being the God of Israel, the Living God, Elijah being his messenger, and then—the special lesson of the event—that the God of power and of nature should be beaten at his own weapons. "As Jehovah, God of Israel, liveth, before whom I stand," whose constant serv-ant I am, "there shall not be dew nor rain these years, but according to my word." What immediate action followed on this we are not told; but it is plain that Elijah had to fly before some threatened vengeance either of the king, or more probably of the queen (comp. xix. 2). Perhaps it was at this juncture that Jezebel "cut off the prophets of Jehovah" (I K. xvii. 4). He was directed to the brook Cherith, either one of the torrents which cleft the high table-lands of his native hills, or on the west of Jordan, more in, the neighborhood of Samaria. [UNSURE?] There he was shaded by the hollow of the torrent-bed he remained, sup-ported in the miraculous manner with which we are all familiar, till the failing of the brook obliged him to forsake it. How long he remained in the Cherith is uncertain. The Hebrew expression is simply "at the end of days," nor does Josephus afford us any more information. A vast deal of immensity has been devoted to explaining away Elijah's "ravens." The Hebrew word, עֵצֵי הָעַלִּים, Occidum, has been interpreted as "Arabians," as "merchants," as inhabitants of some neighboring town of Orabi or Oris/o. By others Elijah has been held to have plundered a raven's nest—and this-twice a day regularly for several months! There is no escape from the plain meaning of the words—occurring as they do twice, in a passage other-wise displaying no tinge of the marvellous—or from the immensity of all the Hebrew MSS., of

---

a Jerome, quoted by Kenneth, p. 551. See these hypotbeses brought together in Kelv Ev lo. 1.

b Lightfoot quaintly remarks on this that Elijah was the first Apostle to the Gentiles.

c The traditional scene of his meeting with the widow was in a wood to the south of the town (Mislim, I. 532, who however does not give his authority). In the time of Jerome the spot was marked by a hollow (Jerome, Ep. Pastor). At a later period a church dedicated to the prophet was erected over the house of the widow, in which his chamber and her kneeling-trench were shown (Auton, Martyr, and Plaeus, in Reland, p. 285). This church was called ναός εἰρηνής (Ana Santoros).

d This must not be much relied on. Zechariah, son of Chenaanah, one of Ahab's prophets, uses a similar form of words, "Thus saith Jehovah." (I K. xxii. 11). The apparent inference however from Luke iv. 26 is that he was one of the worshippers of Israel. In the Jewish traditions her son was the Messiah (Eisen-menger, Eisd. Judith. b. 725).

e "Jehovah thy God" (see just before) suggests more obviously a difference of worship and nationality among all the ancient versions, and of Josephus. [UNSURE?]

---

His next refuge was at Zarephath, a Pheni-cian town lying between Tyre and Sidon, certainly the last place at which the enemy of Ahab would be looked for. The widow woman in whose house he lived seems, however, to have been an Israelite, and no Baal-worshipper, if we may take her adulation by "Jehovah thy God!" as an indication. Here Elijah performed the miracles of prolonging the oil and the measure of meal; restored the son of the widow to life after his apparent death. Here the prophet is first addressed by the title, which, although occasionally before used to others, is so frequently applied to Elijah as to become the distinguishing appellation of himself and his suc-cessor: "O thou man of God!"—"Now I know that thou art a man of God!" (I K. xviii. 18, 24).

In this, or some other retreat, an interval of more than two years must have elapsed. The drought continued, and at last the full horrors of famine, caused by the failure of the crops, de-scended on Samaria. The king and his chief do-mestic officer divide between them the mournful duty of ascertaining that neither round the springs, which are so frequent a feature of central Palestine, nor in the necks and crannies of the most shaded torrent-beds, was there any of the heritage left, which the inhabitants might supply in indication of the presence of moisture. No one should have two chief persons of the realm could be trusted with this quest for life or death—"Ahab went one way by himself, and Obadiah went another way by himself." It is the moment for the reap-pearance of the prophet. He shows himself first to the minister. There, suddenly planted in his path, is the man whom he and his master have been seeking for more than three years. There is no nation or kingdom," says Oladiah with true Eastern hyperbole, "whither my lord hath not sent to seek thee;" and now here he stands when least expected. Before the sudden apparition of that wild figure, and that stern, unbroken countenance,—between the Sarepta widow and the prophet. See Stanley, Jewish Church, b. 330. So also the exceptive εἰς τῆς, Luke iv 23, properly refers to ἐντὸς καιροῦ and not ἐν τοῖς, i. e., was sent nowhere except to Sarepta, which lay out of Israel, and was sent to minister to the widow in Israel except the one at Sarepta. We have the same idiom in ver. 27, where the opposition between Israelite and foreigner is beyond question. On this use of ἐν τῆς, see especially Fritzsche on Rom. xiv. 14, and Meyer on Matt. xiv. 4. H. 26, 27. This is warranted by the expression "his sickness was so sore that there was no breath left in him," a form of words not elsewhere found; while in the story of the Shunammite's son it is distinctly said the child "died." Josephus's language (xviii. 13, § 3) shows that he did not understand the child as "died." The Jewish tradition, quoted by Jerome, was that this boy was the servant who afterwards accom-panied Elijah, and finally became the prophet Jonah. Jerome, Pref. to Jonah; and see the citations from the Talmud in Eisenmenger, Eisd. Judith. b. 725.)

* That the child's death was real, not apparent, as stated above, cannot well be questioned. The lan-guage itself is sufficiently explicit. The child's cease to breathing must mean the same thing as to die. So the Psalmist says, "Then takest away their breath, they die." (Civ. 28). The two expressions are often interchanged (comp. Gen. viii. 22; Josh. xi. 11; Ps. xxxiv. 7, 11; Eccl. xxxix. 10, etc.). So also the prayer of the prophet which follows, supposed
Obadiah could not but fall on his face. a Elijah, however, soon calms his agitation — "As Jehovah of hosts liveth, before whom I stand, I will surely show myself to Ahab;" and thus relieved of his fear that, as on a former occasion, Elijah would disappear before he could return with the king, Obadiah departs to inform Ahab that the man they seek is there. Ahab arrived, Elijah makes his charge — "Thou hast forsaken Jehovah and followed the Baals." He then commands that all Israel be collected to Mount Carmel with the four hundred and fifty prophets of Baal, and the four hundred of Asherah (Ashtaroth), the latter being under the especial protection of the queen, to be joined by Mount Carmel, which we do not consider of until now, was chosen in preference to the nearer Elal or Gerizim, is not evident. Possibly Elijah thought it wise to remove the place of the meeting to a distance from Samaria. Possibly in the existence of the altar of Jehovah (xviii. 30) — in ruins, and therefore of earlier erection — we have an indication of an ancient sanctity attaching to the spot. On the question of the particular part of the tribe of Issachar, which formed the site of the meeting, there can be no doubt. It is elsewhere examined. b [CARmel.]

There are few more sublime stories in history than this. On the one hand the solitary servant of Jehovah, accompanied by his one attendant; with his wild shaggy hair, his scanty garb, and sheep-skin cloak, but with calm dignity of demeanor and the minutest regularity of procedure, repairing the ruined altar of Jehovah with twelve stones, according to the number of the twelve founders of the tribes, and reciting in his prayer the still greater names of Abrahall, Isaac, and Israel — on the other hand the 800 prophets of Baal and Ashtaroth, doubting in all the splendor of their vestments (2 K. x. 22), with the wild din of their "rain repetitions" and the maddened fury of their disappointed hopes, and the silent people surrounding all — these things form a picture with which we are all acquainted, but which brightens into fresh delight every time we consider it. The conclusion of the long day need only be glanced at. b The fire of Jehovah consuming both sacrifices and altar — the prophets of Baal killed, it would seem by Elijah's own hand (xviii. 40) — the king, with an apathy almost unintelligible, eating and drinking in the very midst of the carnage of his own adherents — the rising storm — the ride across the plain to Jezebel, a distance of at least 16 miles; the prophet, with true Bedouin endurance, running before the chariot, but also with true Bedouin instinct, and going no further than the "entrance of Jezebel."

So far the triumph had been complete; but the spirit of Jezebel was not to be so easily overcome. And her first act is a vow of vengeance against the author of this destruction. "God do so to me, and more also," so ran her exclamation, "if I make not thy life as the life of one of them to-morrow about this time." Its was no duty of Elijah to expose himself to unnecessary dangers. and, as at his first introduction, so now, he takes refuge in flight. The danger was great, and the refuge must be distant. The first stage on the journey was Beer-sheba — "Beer-sheba which belongeth to Judah," says the narrative, with a touch betraying its Israelitish origin. Here, at the ancient haunt of those fathers of his nation whose memory was so dear to him, and on the very confines of cultivated country, Elijah halted. His servant — according to Jewish tradition the boy of Zarephath — he left in the town; while he himself set out alone into the wilderness — the waste uninhabited region which surrounds the south of Damascus. The labors, anxieties, and excitement of the last few days had proved too much even for that iron frame and that stern resolution. His spirit is quite broken, and he wanders forth over the dreary sweeps of those rocky hills wishing for death — "It is enough! Lord, let me die, for I am not better than my fathers." c It is almost impossible not to conclude from the terms of the story that he was entirely without provisions for this or any journey. But God, who had brought his servant into this difficulty, provided him with the means of escaping from it. Whether we are to take the expression of the story literally or not is comparatively of little consequence. In some way little short of miraculous — it might well seem to the narrator that it could be by nothing but an angel d — the prophet was awakened from his dream of despondency beneath the solitary bush e of the wilderness, was fed with the bread and the water which to this day are called a Bedouin's requirements, f and went forward, "in the strength of that food," a journey of forty days to the "mount of God, even to Horeb," the opposite of the Greek convent, Deir Mar Yonas, between Jerusalem and Bethlehem, which is now shown to travellers as the spot on which the prophet rested on this occasion (Bonar; Porter, Handbook, &c.), appears at an earlier date not to have been so restricted, but was believed to be the place on which he was "accustomed to sleep" (Sandys, lib. iii. p. 176; Mannadrit, Eor. Trae, p. 450), and the site of the convent as that where he was born (Gysforde, 1599, in Bonar, p. 117). Neither the older nor the later story is unverified; but it is possible that they may have originated in some more trustworthy tradition of his having rested here on his southward journey, in all probability taken along this very route. See a curious statement by Quaresimus of the extent to which the rock has been dressed in form that "by the pity or impity" of the Christian pilgrims. (Euvlcatio, ii. 905; comp. Dombad, Voyage, &c., p 144.)

The LXX. adds to the description the only touch wanting in the Hebrew text — "a cake of meal." — A. F. R.
Here it is, "the cave," one of the numerous caverns in those awful mountains, perhaps some traditional sanctuary of that hallowed region, at any rate well known,—he remained for certain one's night. In the morning came the "word of Jehovah"—the question, "What dost thou here, Elijah? Driven by what hard necessity dost thou seek this spot on which the glory of Jehovah has in former times been so signaliy shown?" In answer to this invitation the prophet opens his griets. He has been very zealous for Jehovah; but force has been vain; one cannot stand against a multitude; none follow him, and he is left alone flying for his life from the sword which has slain his brethren. The reply comes in that ambiguous and indirect form in which it seems necessary that the deepest communications with the human mind should be couched, to be effectual. He is directed to leave the cavern and stand on the mountain in the open air (εἰς τὸ ἀνθινό, Josephus), face to face (ἐν τῷ ἑαυτῷ) with Jehovah. Then, as before with Moses (Ex. xxxiv. 8), "The Lord passed by;" passed in all the terror of his most appalling manifestations. The fierce wind tore the solid mountains and shivered the granite cliffs of Sinai; the earthquake crash reverberated through the defiles of those naked valleys; the fire burst in the incessant blaze of eastern lightning. Like these, in their degree, had been Elijah's own modes of procedure, but the conviction is now forced upon him that in none of these is Jehovah to be known. Then, penetrating the dead silence which followed these manifestations, came the fourth mysterious symbol—the "still small voice." What sound this was, whether articulate voice or not, we cannot even conjecture; but low and still as it was it spoke in louder accents to the wounded heart of Elijah than the roar and blaze which had preceded it. To him no less unmistakably than to Moses, centuries before, it was proclaimed that Jehovah was "merciful and gracious, slow-to-get-angered and abundant in goodness and truth." Elijah knew the call, and at once stepping forward and hiding his face in his mantle, stood waiting for the Divine communication. It is in the same words as before, and so is his answer; but with what different force must the question have fallen on his ears, and the answer left his lips! "Before his entrance to the cave, he was comparatively a novice; when he left it he was an initiated man. He had thought that the earthquake, the fire, the wind, must be the great witnesses of the Lord. But he was not in them; not they, but the still small voice had that awe in it which forced the prophet to cover his face with his mantle. What a conclusion of all the past history! What an interpretation of its meaning!" (Maurice, "Prophecies and Kings," p. 136.) Not in the persecutions of Ahab and Jezebel, nor in the slaughter of the prophets of Baal, but in the 7000 unknown worshippers who had not bowed the knee to Baal, was the assurance that Elijah was not alone as he had seemed to be.

Three commands were laid on him—three changes were to be made. Instead of Ben-hadad, Hazael was to be king of Syria; instead of Ahab, Jehu the son of Nimshi was to be king of Israel; and Elisha the son of Shaphat was to be his own successor. Of these three commands the two first were reserved for Elisha to accomplish, the last only was executed by Elijah himself. It would almost seem as if his late trials had awakened in him a yearning for that affection and companionship which had hitherto been denied him. His first search was for Elisha. Apparently he soon found him; we must conclude at his native place, Abel-meholah, probably somewhere about the centre of the Jordan valley. [ABEL-MEHOLAH.] Elijah was then on his way to Damascus, and Elijah was "passed over to him"—possibly crossed the ri e'r — and cast his mantle, the well-known sheep skin cloak, upon him, as if, by that familiar & c action, claiming him for his son. A moment of hesitation—but the call was quickly accepted, and then commenced that long period of service and intercourse which continued till Elijah's removal, and which after that time procured for Elisha one of his best titles to esteem and reverence—"Elisha the son of Shaphat, who poured water on the hands of Elijah." 2. Ahab and Jezebel now probably believed that their threats had been effectual, and that they had seen the last of their tormentor. At any rate this may be inferred from the events of chap. xxi. Foiled in his wish to acquire the ancestral plot of ground of Naboth by the refusal of that sturdy peasant to alienate the inheritance of his fathers, Ahab and Jezabel proceed to possess themselves of it by craft and force, and by a degree of monstrous injustice which shows clearly enough how far the elders of Jezabel had forgotten the laws of Jehovah how perfect was their submission to the will of their mistress. At her orders Naboth is falsely accused of blaspheming God and the king, is with his sons' stone and killed, and his vineyard then—as having belonged to a criminal—becomes at once the property of the king. [NABOTH.] Ahab loses no time in entering on his new acquisition. Apparently the very next day after the execution he proceeds in his chariot to take possesses already ploughed), and he was with the last." [See note under Elisa, p. 714.]

a The Hebrew word has the article, תֶםֶם יִרְאָה; and so too the LXX., τὸ σφάδων. The cave is now shown in the secluded plain below the highest point of Jebel Mısır. "A hole just large enough for a man's body," beside the altar in the chapel of Elijah (Stanley, S. & P. p. 49; Rob. L. 103, 24 ed.).

b Hebrew, גָּדֶל, A. V. "lodge," but in Gen. xix. 2, accurately, "lady all night."

c The words of the text are somewhat obscured in the A. V. They bear testimony at once to the solid position of Elissa, and to the extent of the arable soil of the spot. According to the Masoretic punctuation the passage is: And he departed thence, and found Eliezer, the son of Shaphat, who was ploughing. Twelve oxen were before him (κ.α. either 12 ploughs were before him with his servants, or 12 yoke of land were already ploughed), and he was with the last." [See note under Elisa, p. 714.]

d The word is that always employed for crossing the Jordan.

e See also Ruth ii. 4-14. Ewald, Afterbürger, p. 101, note. A trace of a similar custom survives in the German word Mantelkind.

f "The blood of Naboth and the blood of his sons" (2 K. ii. 26; comp. Josh. vii. 24). From another expression in this verse—yesterday (תֶּמֶם יִרְאָה, A. V. 'yesterday'), we may perhaps conclude that like a later trial on a similar charge, also supported by two false witnesses—the trial of our Lord—it was conducted at midnight. The same word—yesterday—prompts the inference that Ahab's visit and encounter with Elijah happened on the very day following the murder.
suddenly, 707 will come of expected intimation suggested children like fearful burden, was given chariot. oracle troubled the 1 (comp. at appears rapid ly the intimation — that of able in dogs; by in to was shed in the same spot where the blood of thy victims was shed last night; thy wife and thy children shall be torn in this very garden by the wild dogs of the city, or as common carrion devoured by the birds of the sky — the large vultures which in eastern climes are always wheeling along under the clear blue sky, and doubtless suggested the expression to the prophet. How tremendous was this scene we may gather from the fact that after the lapse of at least 20 years Jehu was able to recall the very words of the prophet's burden, to which he and his companion had listened as they stood behind their master in the chariot. The whole of Elijah's denunciation may possibly be recovered by putting together the words recalled by Jehu, 2 K. ix. 26, 36, 37, and those given in 1 K. xxi. 18-23.

3 A score of three or four years now elapses (comp. 1 K. xxi. 1, xxi. 51; 2 K. i. 17), before we again catch a glimpse of Elijah. The denunciations uttered in the vineyard of Nabaloth have been partly fulfilled. Ahab is dead, and his son and successor, Ahaziah, has met with a fatal accident, and is on his death-bed, after a short and troubled reign of less than two years (2 K. i. i. 2; 1 K. xxi. 51). In his extremity he sends to an oracle of Baal at the Philistine town of Ekron to ascertain the issue of his illness. But the oracle is nearer at hand than the distant Ekron. An intimation is conveyed to the prophet, probably at that time inhabiting one of the recesses of Carmel, and, as on the former occasions, he suddenly appears on the path of the messengers, without preface or inquiry utters his message of death, and as rapidly disappears. The tone of his words is as national on this as on any former occasion, and, as before, they are authenticated by the name of Jehovah — "Thus saith Jehovah, Is it because there is no God in Israel that ye go to inquire of Baal-zebub, god of Ekron?" The messengers returned to the king too soon to have accomplished their mission. They were possibly strangers; at any rate they were ignorant of the name of the man who had thus interrupted their journey. But his appearance had fixed itself in their minds, and their description at once told Ahaziah, who must have seen the prophet about his father's court or have heard him described in the harem, who it was that had thus reversed the favorable oracle which he was hoping for from Ekron. The "hairy man" — the "lord of hair," so the Hebrew reading runs — with a belt of rough skin and hair, to which came and took this seven-headed, hammer, and uttered his fierce words in the name of the God of Israel, could be no other than the old enemy of his father and mother, Elijah the Tishbite. But ill as he was this check only roused the wrath of Ahaziah, and, with the spirit of his mother, he at once seized the opportunity of possessing himself of the person of the man who had been for so long the evil genius of his house. A captain was despatched with a party of fifty, to take Elijah prisoner. He was sitting [perhaps = "dwelt"] on the top of "the mount," v. e. probably of Carmel [comp. 2 K. ii 25]. The officer approached and addressed the prophet by the title which, as before noticed, is most frequently applied to him and Elisha — a C man of God, the king hath spoken: come down. "And Elijah answered and said, If I be a man of God, then let fire come down from heaven and consume thee and thy fifty! And the angel of Jehovah stood] fire from heaven and consumed him and his fifty." A second party was sent, only to meet the same fate. The altered tone of the leader of a third party, and the assurance of God that his servant need not fear, brought Elijah down. But the king gained nothing. The message was delivered to his face in the same words as it had been to the messengers, and Elijah, so we must conclude, was allowed to go harmless. This was his last interview with the hound of Ahaziah. It was also his last re corded appearance in person against the Baal-wor shippers.

Following as it did on Elijah's previous course of action, this event must have been a severe blow to the enemies of Jehovah. But impressive as it doubtless was to the contemporaries of the prophet, the story possesses a far deeper significance for us than it could have had for them. While it is not characteristic of the terrors of the earlier dispensation under which men were then living, it is remarkable as having served to elicit from the mouth of a greater than even Elijah an exposition, no less characteristic, of the distinction between that severe rule and the gentler dispensation which He came to introduce. It was when our Lord and his disciples were on their journey through this very district, from Galilee to Jerusalem, and whensmarting from the crude inhospitality of some Samaritan villagers, that — led to it by the distant view of the heights of Carmel, or, perhaps, by some traditional name on the road — the impetuous zeal of the two "sons of thunder" burst forth — Lord, wilt thou that we command fire to come down from heaven and consume them, even as Elijah did?" But they little knew the Master they addressed. "He turned and rebuked them, and said, Ye know not what manner of spirit ye are of. For the Son of Man is not come to destroy men's lives, but to save them" (Luke ix. 51-56). As if he had said, of place. The words following "He turned and rebuked them" (from "and said") to "save them" inclusive though so appropriate to the occasion, and so worthy of our Lord, are wanting in a large majority of the most important manuscripts (namely, A B C E G H L S V Ξ E and the Sinaitic) and in other leading authorities for the sentence of the text. They are accordingly rejected by Lachmann.
"Ye are mistaking and confounding the different standing points of the Old and New Covenants; taking your stand upon the Old—that of an avenging righteousness, when you should rejoice to take it upon the New—that of a forgiving love. (Trench, Miracles, ch. iv.)

4. It must have been shortly after the death of Ahaziah that Elijah made a communication with the southern kingdom. It is the only one of which any record remains, and its mention is the first and last time that the name of the prophet appears in the books of Chronicles. Mainly devoted as these books are, to the affairs of Judah, this is not surprising. The alliance between his enemy Ahab and Jehoshaphat cannot have been unknown to the prophet, and it must have made him regard the proceedings of the kings of Judah with more than ordinary interest. When, therefore, Jehoram, the son of Jehoshaphat, who had married the daughter of Ahab, began to walk in the ways of the kings of Israel, as did the house of Ahab, and to do that which was evil in the sight of Jehovah, Elijah sent him a letter denouncing his evil doings, and predicting his death (2 Chr. xx. 12-15). This letter has been considered by a great difficulty, on the supposed idea that Elijah's removal must have taken place before the death of Jehoshaphat (from the terms of the mention of Elisha in 2 K. iii. 11), and therefore before the accession of Joram to the throne of Judah. But admitting that Elijah had been translated before the expedition of Jehoshaphat against Moab, it does not follow that Joram was not at that time, and before his father's death, king of Judah. Jehoshaphat occupying himself during six or seven years of his life in going about the kingdom (2 Chr. xix. 4-11), and in conducting some important wars, amongst others that in question against Moab, while Joram was concerned with the more central affairs of the government (2 K. iii. 7, &c.).

That Joram began to reign during the lifetime of his father Jehoshaphat is stated in 2 K. vii. 11. According to 2 K. i. 17), which immediately precedes the account of Elijah's last acts on earth, Joram was actually on the throne of Judah at the time of Elijah's interview with Ahaziah; and though this is modified by the statements of other places (2 K. iii. i, viii. 16), yet it is not invalidated, and the conclusion is almost inevitable, as stated above, that Joram ascended the throne some years before the death of his father. (See JORAM; JEHOSHA- PHAT; JUBAL.) In its essentials the letter bears a strong resemblance to the speeches of Elijah, while in the details of style it is very peculiar, and quite different from the narrative in which it is imbedded (Barton, Chronicles, ad loc.).

5. The closing transaction of Elijah's life introduces us to a locality hitherto unconnected with him. Hitherto we have found him in the neighborhood of Samaria, Jeruel, Carmel, only leaving these northern places on actual emergency, but now we find him on the frontier of the two kingdoms, at the holy city of Bethel, with the sons of the prophets at Jericho, and in the valley of the Jordan (2 K. ii. 1, &c.).

It was at Gilgal—probably not the ancient place of Joshua and Sannan, but another of the same name still surviving on the western edge of the hills of Ephraim—that the prophet received the divine intimation that his departure was at hand. He was at the time with Elisha, who seems now to have become his constant companion. Perhaps his old love of solitude returned upon him, perhaps he wished to spare his friend the pain of a

Tischendorf, and Tregelles, though defended by Alfred, and, as far as ver. 55 is concerned, by Meyer and Bleek, who explain their omission by the supposition that the eye of the copist passed from KAI ELEJHAI to KAI ELHAI ELEJHAI. The fifth verse (so far as quoted above) which is wanting in D and a very few other documents which contain the rest of the words in question, is rejected by most critics, though the authorities which support it are substantially the same with those which contain ver. 55. Further, the words ταίς χάραις, "even as Elias did," in ver. 54, which are wanting in B, L, εμ, and the Sinaitic MS., also in the Cuneiform Syriac, Vulgate, and Armenian versions, and in some MSS. of the Old Latin and Coptic, are likewise rejected by Tischendorf and Tregelles, according to whom the whole passage as originally written reads thus: "Lord, wilt thou that we come down from heaven and destroy them? But he turned, and rebuked them; and they went no other way." The whole question is discussed by Mr. Norton in his Evidence of the Divinity of the Gospels in a very able and instructive note (vol. i. pp. lixxvii.-lixxviii., 2d ed. Boston, 1846). Though concluding that the words in question "did not make a part of the original text of Luke's Gospel," he goes on to remark:—

"But, on the other hand, the words carry with them strong extrinsic proof that they were spoken by Jesus. Nor can we imagine any reason why, if not uttered by him, they should have been invented and ascribed to him.

"In this state of the case, the only solution of the appearances that present themselves seems to be, that the words were spoken by our Lord, were written by him, that they were preserved in the memory of those who heard him and communicated by them to others, and that, not having been recorded by Luke, they were first written in the margin, and then introduced into the text of his Gospel."

The state of the external testimony is such, that he further supposes "that the account of the words of our Lord and his disciples was not introduced in a complete form at once; but that the text owes its present state to minor additions made at three different times: first, the words, 'As Elijah did,' being written down, as these are wanting in the smallest number of manuscripts, then those first spoken by our Lord, and then his remaining words."

a άγγέλιον, "a writing." [A. V.], almost identical with the word used in Arabic at the present day. The ordinary Hebrew word for a letter is סֵפֶר, a book.

b The second statement of Jehoram's accession to Israel (in 2 K. iii. 1) seems inserted there to make the subsequent narrative more complete. Its position there, subsequent to the story of Elijah's departure has probably assisted the ordinary belief in the difficulty in question.

c The ancient Jewish commentators get over the apparent difficulty by saying that the letter was written and sent after Elijah's translation. Others believed that it was the production of Elisha, for whose name that of Elijah had been substituted by copyists. The first of these requires no answer. To the second, the difficulty of its tone, as above noticed, is a sufficient reply. Josephus (Ant. ix. 5, § 2) says that the letter was sent while Elijah was still on earth. (See Lightfoot, Chronicles, &c., "Jehoram." Other theories will be found in Fabricius, Cod. Pseudoepis. 1. 1657, and others, Lec. rhythm. 4. p. 122.)

d The grounds for this inference are given under Elisha (p. 718). See also Gilgal.
ELIJAH

...sudden parting; in either case he endeavors to persuade Elisha to remain behind while he goes on an errand of Jehovah. "Tarry here, I pray thee, for Jehovah hath sent me to Bethel." But Elisha would not so easily give up his master—"as Jehovah liveth and as thy soul liveth I will not leave thee." They went together to Bethel. The event which was about to happen had apparently been communicated to the sons of the prophets at Bethel, and they inquire if Elisha knew of his impending loss. His answer shows how fully he was aware of it. "Yea," says he, "with all the emphasis possible, indeed I do know it, hold ye your peace." But though intending, it was not to happen that day. Again Elisha attempts to escape to Jericho, and again Elisha protests that he will not be separated from him. Again, also, the sons of the prophets at Jericho make the same unnecessary inquiries, and again he replies as emphatically as before. Elisha makes a final effort to avoid what they both so much dread. "Tarry here, I pray thee, for Jehovah hath sent me to the Jordan." But Elisha is not to be conquered, and the two set off across the 'undulating plain of burning sand, to the distant river.—Elisha in his mantle or cape of sheep-skin, Elisha in ordinary clothes (2 Kings, ver. 12). Fifty men of the sons of the prophets ascend the abrupt heights behind the town—the same to which a late tradition would attach the scene of our Lord's temptation—and which command the plain below, to watch with the clearness of eastern vision what happens in the distance. Talking as they go, the two reach the river, and stand on the shelving bank beside its swift brown current. But they are not to stop even here. It is as if the aged Gideon could not rest till he again sets foot on his own side of the river. He rolls up his mantle as into a staff, and with his old energy strikes the waters as Moses had done before him—strikes them as if they were an enemy: and they are divided hither and thither, and they two go on over dry ground. What follows is best told in the simple words of the narrative. "And it came to pass when they were gone over, that Elijah said to Elisha, Ask what I shall do for thee, before I be taken away from thee.

a The Hebrew word "went down" is a serious difficulty, if Gilgal is taken to be the site of Joshua's camp and the resting-place of the ark, since that is more than 3000 feet below Bethel. But this is avoided by adopting the other Gilgal to the N. W. of Bethel, and on still higher ground, which also preserves the sequence of the journey to Jordan. (See Stanley, S. & P. p. 598, note.) Some considerations in favor of this adoption will be found under Elisha.

b "Also I know it;" Kâyêh fuywâa.

c tâshîrîni. The above is quite the force of the word.

d The word is tâshîrîni, used of smiting in battle; generally with the sense of wounding (Gecon. p. 885). e LXX. "As they were going over," is τὸ διά

f The statements of the text hardly give support to the usual conception of Elijah's departure as represented by painters and in popular discourses. It was not in the charity of a man that he went up as Jeho

g The fire served to part the master from the disciple, to show that the severance had arrived, but Elijah was taken up by the fierce wind of the tempest. The word tâshîrîni involves no idea of whirling, and is frequently rendered in the A. V. "storm" or "tempest." The term "the skies" has been employed above to translate the Hebrew נוער יִתְנָה, because we attach an idea to the word "heaven" which does not appear to have been present to the mind of the ancient Hebrews. (The word, among its other senses, often denotes the place of God's abode, and may very properly be so understood here. Indeed, that meaning only agrees with 2 K. ii. 1, and with the general tenor of the narrative.—H. J.)

9 "Also I know it;" the word used amongst others for the "great and bitter cry" when the first-born were killed in Egypt.

The expression in Malachi is "Elijah the prophet." From this unusual title some have believed that another Elijah was intended. The LXX., however, either following a different Hebrew text from that which we possess, or falling in with the belief of their times, insert the usual designation, "the Tichlith." (See Lightfoot, Exercit. on Luke i. 17.)

He is recorded as having often appeared to the wise and good rabbis—at prayer in the wilderness, or on their journeys—generally in the form of an Arabian merchant (Kleinmann, l. II. 402-7). At the circumcision of a child a seat was always placed...
on every page of the Gospels. Each remarkable person, as he arrives on the scene, be his habits and character what they may — the stern John equally with his gentle Successor — is proclaimed to be Elijah (Matt. xvi. 14; Mark vi. 15; John i. 21). His appearance in glory on the Mount of Transfiguration does not seem to have startled the disciples. They were "sore afraid," but not apparently surprised. On the contrary, St. Peter immediately proposes to erect a tent for the prophet whose arrival they had been so long expecting. [See Transfiguration, Amur. 8.] In pronouncing the name of Lord Jesus, to whom the cross, containing as it did but a slight resemblance to the name of Elijah, immediately suggested him to the bystanders. "He calleth for Elijah." "Let be, let us see if Elijah will come to save him."

How far this expectation was fulfilled in John, and the remarkable agreement in the characteristics of these two men, will be considered under John the Baptist.

But on the other hand, the deep impression which Elijah had thus made on his nation only renders more remarkable the departure which the image conveyed by the later references to him evinces, from that so sharply presented in the records of his actual life. With the exception of the allusions contained in the catalogues of worthies in the book of Jesus the son of Sirach (xiv.) and 1 Macc. i. 59, and the passing allusion in Luke xv. 54, none of these later references allude to his works of destruction or of potency. They all set forth a very different side of his character to that brought out in the historical narrative. They speak of his being a man of like passions with ourselves (James v. 17); of his kindness to the widow of Sarepta (Luke iv. 25); of his "restoring all things" (Matt. xviii. 11); of "turning the hearts of the fathers to the children, and the disobedient to the wisdom of the just." (Mal. iv. 6, 6, Luke i. 17). The moral lessons to be derived from these facts must be expanded elsewhere than here; it will be sufficient in this place to call attention to the great differences which may exist between the popular and contemporary view of an eminent character, and the real settled judgment formed in the progress of time, when the excitement of his more brilliant but more evanescent deeds has passed away. Precious indeed are the scattered hints and faint touches which enable us thus to soften the harsh outlines or the discordant coloring of the earlier picture. In the present instance they are peculiarly so. That wild figure, that stern voice, those deeds of blood, which stand out in such startling relief from the pages of the old records of Elijah, are seen by us all slurred over with the "white and glistering" light of the Mountain of Transfiguration. When he last stood on the soil of his native Gilead he was destitute, afflicted, tormented, wandering about "in sheep-skins and goat-skins, in deserts and mountains, and dens and caves of the earth." His teachings have passed away beyond the distance, and with them has receded the fiery zeal, the destructive wrath, which accompanied them. Under that heavenly light they fall back into their proper proportions, and Abah and Zebedee, Baal and Ashraoth are forgotten, as we listen to the prophet talking to our Lord — talking of that event which was to be the consummation of all that he had suffered and striven for — "talking of his decease which he should accomplish at Jerusalem."

Elijah has been enumerated in both the Greek and Latin churches. Among the Greeks Mt. Elip. is the patron of elevated spots, and many a conspicuous summit in Greece is called by his name. The service for his day — Ασαρας μεγαλοπρς — will be found in the Moscow on July 21, a date recognized by the Latin church also. The convent bearing his name, Their Mt. Elijah, between Jerusalem and Bethlehem, is well known to travellers in the Holy Land. It purports to be situated on the spot of his birth, as already observed. Other convents bearing his name once existed in Palest. in Jebel Aljiah, the ancient Gilead (Ritter, Syria, pp. 1029, 1066, &c.); at Ezra in the Hauran (Burchhardt, Syria, p. 59), and the more famous establishment on Carnæd.

It is as connected with the great order of the bardest Carmelites that Elijah is celebrated in the Latin church. According to the statements of the breviary (Off. B. Mariae Virginis de Monte Carmelo, July 21) the connection arose from the dedication to the Virgin of a chapel on the spot from which Elijah saw the cloud (an accepted type of the Virgin Mary) rise out of the sea. But other legends trace the origin of the order to the great prophet himself as the head of a society of ascetics inhabiting Carmel, and even as himself dedicating the chapel in which he was worshipped to the Virgin. These things are matters of controversy for him, that as the zealous champion and messenger of the "covenant" of circumcision (I. xvi. 14; Mal. ii. 1) he might watch over the true performance of the rite. During certain prayers the door of the house was set open that Elijah might enter and announce the Messiah (Klosterm. 1. 655). His coming will be three days before that of Messiah, and on each of the three he will proclaim, in a voice which shall be heard all over the earth, peace, happiness, salvation, respectively (Klosterm. ii. 362). So firm was the conviction of his speedy arrival, that when goods were found and no owner appeared to claim them, the common saying was, "Put them by till Elijah comes" (Abad, Excerpt. Matt. xviii 10; John i. 21). The same customs and expressions are preserved in use among the stricter classes of this and other countries. [See bottom of the page, xxvi. 131, &c.] See also the art Elijah in Hamburger's Real-Encycl. f. Bibl. 

a Tawdor. — A. J.

b On this subject there is an essay entitled Der Prophet Elijah in die Lehnze, in Franklin's Manuscript, f. Jerusalem, 1863, xiii. 201 ff. 281

c The writer divides the legends into three periods: the first, of pure Messianic expectation, closes with the Messian; the second, in which Elijah is represented as taking part in human affairs even before his Messianic coming, closes with the Tantalus; in the third the legends reach the height of extravagance. On the Jewish expectations in regard to Elijah in the time of Christ see Norton's note on Matt. xi. 10 (Translation of the Gospels, ii. 113-113); Berthold, Christol. P. 85 ff. Most of the Christian fathers believed that Elijah would be the precursor of Christ in his second coming; see Sumer's Thes. i. 185, also 322-3, and Stuart's Comm. on the Apocalypse, i. 221 ff. A.

a The considerations adumbrated by Stanley (S. & P. p. 232, Amer. ed.) in favor of the Mountain of Transfiguration being on the east of Jordan. [See Herods., Tawdor.]

b See this fact noticed in Clark's Polyglottus and Margin, p. 190.

c See the Acta Sanctorum, July 20. By Cornelius a Lapide it is maintained that his ascent happened on that day, in the 15th year of Jehoshaphat (Keli, p. 3311).

d S. John of Jerusalem, as quoted by Mista, Liona
in the Roman church, Barons and others having proved that the order was founded in 1181, a date which is repudiated by the Carmelites (see extracts in Fabricius, Cod. L. Scien. injur. i. 1077).

In the Mohammedan traditions Elijah is said to have drunk of the Fountain of Life, "by virtue of which he still lives, and will live to the day of Judgment." He is by some confounded with St. George and with the mysterious al-Khidr, one of the most remarkable of the Muslim saints (see Lane's Archivum Orientalium, intro. note 2; alsoSelections from the Kuritas, 221, 222). The Persian Soffa are said to trace themselves back to Elijah (Fabricius, i. 1077).

Among other traditions it must not be omitted that the words "Eye hath not seen," &c., 1 Cor. ii. 9, which are most probably quoted by the Apostle from Isaiah xlv. 4, were, according to an ancient belief, from "the Apocalypse, or mysteries of Elijah," τά Ἡλίαν σημαδεφονά (see comp. Rom. xi. 2).

Two monographs on Elijah must not be overlooked: (1) that of Frissenschuh, De Eliae Prophetis Nom., &c., in the Crítica Sacra; and (2) Elias Thebesita, by Eugénis Camartus, 4to, Paris, 1631.

There are also dissertations of great interest on the rambles, the mountain, and Naboth, in the Crítica Sacra.

G.

* The Biblical facts relating to Elijah, accompanied with suggestive remarks on his character and the significance of his ministry, have been wrought into an interesting form by Mr. Stanley, in the second volume of his Lectures on the History of the Jewish Church (p. 321 ff.), published since the preceding article was written. It is difficult to represent the composition by any single extract; but the following scene, that of the coming tempest as described from the top of Carmel, and the flight of the prophet to Jezezel, is described with remarkable truthfulness and beauty: "At the top of the mountain, but on a lower declivity (see 1 K. xvii. 43, 44), Elijah bent himself down, with his head, in the oriental attitude of entire abstraction, placed between his knees; whilst his attendant boy mounted to the highest point of all, whence, over the western ridge, there - a wide view of the Mediterranean sea. The sun must have been now come down. But the cloudless sky would be lit up by the long bright glow which succeeds an eastern sunset. Seven times the youthful watcher [Elijah's attendant] ascended and looked; and seven times 'there was nothing.' The sky was still clear; the sea was still calm. At last, out of the far horizon there arose a little cloud, the first that for days and months had passed across the heavens; and it grew.

Saints, ii. 49; and the Bulls of various Popes enumerated by Quaresimus, vol. ii.

* This running of the prophet before the king's horsemen, at the top of his speed, a distance of 12 miles across the plain from Carmel to Jezezel, is not unlike what is still practiced in the East by runners who precede persons of rank as a mark of homage or as part of the official equipage. See a striking illustration of this in Thomson's Land and Boats, ii. 227.

in the deepening shades of evening, and quickly the whole sky was overcast, and the forests of Carmel shook in the welcome sound of those mighty winds which in eastern regions precede a coming tempest. Each from his separate height, the King and the Prophet descended. The cry of the boy from his mountain watch had hardly been uttered when the storm broke upon the plain, and the torrent of Kishon began to swell. The King had not a moment to lose, lest he should be unable to reach Jezezel. He mounted his chariot at the foot of the hill. And Elijah was touched as by a supporting hand; and he snatched up his streaming mantle and twisted it round his bays, and made the rushing storm with which the night closed in, he outstripped even the speed of the royal horses, and 'ran before the chariot' - as that Belthousier of his native Gilead would still run - with inextinguishable strength, to the entrance of Jezezel, distant, though visible, from the scene of his triumph."

The history and character of Elijah have furnished numerous texts for homiletic uses. Of the writers who have applied the teachings of the narrative in this way, they may be mentioned Gottfried Menken, Houillin ab. die Gesch. des Prophet Elijah, xxiv. discourses (Schriften, i. 17-302, Bremen, 1858); Fr. W. Krummacher, whose Elijah der Thäubter (Elberf. 1828-33, 5th Ausg. 1860, Eng. trans. Lond. 1840, Amer. ed. N. Y. 1847) has been extensively read in English as well as German; and Bishop Hall, Contemplations on Passages of the Old and New Testaments (books xiii. and xiv.). Some of the best chapters in Kitto's Daily Bible Illustrations are those which relate to events in the biography of this prophet. One of Kohlé's hymns in the Christian Year is entitled "Elijah in Horeb." See also Edward's Geschichte des Volkes Israel, iii. 524 ff., 3rd Ausg. (to whom Stanley acknowledges himself greatly indebted); Winer, Realw. i. 317-20; Knobel, Der Prophetenwesen der Hebr. ii. 73-88; Keil, Die Propheten des A. u. N. Test. pp. 70-82; Kurtz's article, though brief, in Herzog's Real-Encycl. iii. 754-758; Friedr. Lud. Hasse, Gesch. des Alten Bundes, pp. 97-102 (Leipzig 1863); Milman's Hist. of the Jews, i. 383-401 (Amer. ed.); and the valuable article in Fairbairn's Imperial Bible Dictionary, i. 502-509.

ELIKA (Ελικα): [Rom. Vat. om]; Comp. [Ελικα]; Alex. [Ελικα]; Elco, a Harolite, i. e. from some place called Charod (Harod in A. V. Judg. vii. 1); one of David's guard (2 Sam. xxii. 25). The name is omitted in the corresponding list of I Chr. xi. 27, to account for which see Kennicott's conjecture (Dissertation, &c., p. 182).

* The etymology is unknown (Gen.). First derives it from Ν(η)Ια and Ν(η)ΙΑ, God is regenerator, i. e. of a nation or individual.

ELIM (Ελιμ; Ελιμ): [Alkeia; [Elin]], mentioned Ex. xv. 27; Num. xxxvii. 9, as the second station where the Israelites encamped after crossing the Red Sea. It is distinguished as having had "twelve wells (rather 'fountains,' τῶν ἀρετῶν) of

9 Root Ν(η)ΙΑ, or Ν(η)ΙΑ, to be strong, hence a strong tree, properly either an οικον or a terentibus, but also generally a tree: "here in plural as the trees of the desert" (Stanley, S. & F. P. 514, § 70). Eloth or Elath is another plural, form of the same. [Gen. 36: and First says 'palms.']
ELIMELECH

[Chap. xxxiv. 27] supposed to be Elimelech, the head of one of four
walled towns lying between 2° 5' N., and 2° 29' S., which
descend from the range of the Thib (here nearly parallel
to the coast), towards the sea, and which the
Israelites, going from N. W. to S. E. along the
coast would come upon in the following order:—
W. Gluewodl, where "the low hills" begin,
Stanley, S. of P. (p. 35), W. Ucest, W. Thul, and
H. Tugheb. The last being in its lower part
called also W. Tugilheb, or having a junction with
one of that name. Between Ucest and Tugilheb,
the coast-range of these hills rises into the Gobel
Hammam, "bitty and precipices, extending in
several peaks along the shore, apparently of chalky
limestone, mostly covered with flints ... its precipices ...
cut off all passage along shore from the high springs
lying a little W. of S. from the mouth of Wadu Ucest,
along the coast to the mouth of W. Tugilheb" (Rob. 1. 46; comp. Stanley, S. of P. p. 35).
Hence, between the courses of these walled towns
of the Israelites must have been inland. Dr.
Stanley says, "Elimelech must be Gluewodl, Ucest, or
Tugilheb," (p. 35); elsewhere (p. 66), that "one of
two valleys, or perhaps bath, must be Elimelech;" these appear from the sequel to be Gluewodl and
Ucest, "fringed with trees and shrubs, the first
vegetation which he met with in the desert;" among
these are "wild palms," not stately trees, but
dwarf or savage, "tamarisks," and the "wild acacia."

Lepsius takes another view, namely, that Gluewodl
is Mara, by others identified with Horowah (2)
hours N. W. from Gluewodl, and reached by the
Israelites, therefore, before it; and that Elimelech is
to be found in the list of the four above named,
H. Studeikh (Lepsius, Travels, Berlin, 1845, 8. 1
27 II.). [Wilderness of the Wandering.]

H. H.

ELIMELECH [Heb. unmeleh] רְמֹלָאֵלָא. "Amalek; [Vat. Abimelech; Alex. Kamiléx; λ'εκ, Aṣωmēlēk; Elimelech], a man of the tribe of Judah, and of the family of the House and the
kinsman of Buz, who dwelt in Bethlehem, Ephrath in the days of the Judges. In conse-
quence of a great death in the land he went with
his wife Naomi, and his two sons, Mahalon and
Chilion, to dwell in Moab, where he and his sons
died without posterity. Naomi returned to Beth-
lehem with Ruth, her daughter-in-law, whose mar-
riage with Buz, "a mighty man of wealth, of the
family of Elimelech," "his husband's kinsman,
forms the subject of the book of Ruth. (Ruth
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10; A. C. H.)

* Elimelech signifies, if he be pronounced, my God
is king; but it merely paragoge, God is king.
This import of the name, as Ges. remarks (Keller
u. Ruth in Lange's Bibelkpark, p. 265), indicates
the rank of Elimelech's family, since all the names
with this element רְמֹלָאֵלָא, as far as we know, e. g.,
Abimelech, Abimelek, were borne by eminent per-
sons. How long he lived after the arrival in Moab
is uncertain; for though evidently the sons were
not married till after his death (Ruth i. 3, 4), it
does not appear how many of the ten years of the
sojourn there had elapsed (ver. 4) when the sons
were married. [Ruth: Ruth, Book of.] H.

ELIOKAMAI [S. syn. 4 in Heb.] (111112) (into Jehovah are my eyes, Ges.;) [Elo'kamai; Vat. Elekamai; Alex. Alexapar; Elo'kamai]. 1. Head of one of the families of the sons of Becher, the
son of Toba. (1 Chr. vii. 8).

2. [Elokaia; Alex. Alexapar.] Head of a family of the Simeonites (1 Chr. iv. 36).

(3. [Accus. Elokkamai [S. syn.], ἀποξόμενον. [Vat. Vat. -yos; Alex. Alexapar;] Seventh son of Meselemih, the son of Korer, the
son of Asaph, a Kohite Levite, and one of the door-
keepers of the "house of Jehovah" (1 Chr. xxvi.
3). It appears from ver. 14 that the lot fell to Mechemiel (Sholemiah) to have the east-gate; and as we learn from ver. 9 that he had eighteen strong
men of his sons and brethren under him, we
may conclude that all his sons except Zechariah
the first-born (ver. 14) served with him, and there-
fore had no need to draw them. There were six Levites daily on guard at the east-gate, whose turn would therefore come every third day.

4. [Elekophaios; Vat. Elekophaios, -phaios; Alex. Alexopar, -phaios.] Eldest son of Neziah, the son
of Shemaiah, 1 Chr. iii. 23, 24. According to the
present Heb. text he is in the seventh generation
from Zerubbabel, or about contemporary with Alex-
ander the Great; but there are strong grounds for
believing that Shemaiah is identical with Shimei
(ver. 19); Zerubbabel's brother. (See General,
or, 107, 108, and ch. vii.)

5. [In Ezz. 'Elekaios; Vat. F. -kos; Alex. Alexopar; in Neh., Kom. Vat. Alex. omit; F.A. a Elekapios; Comp. Abd. Elekaios.] A priest of the sons of Pashur, in the days of Ezra, one of those
who had married foreign wives, but who, at Ezra's
instigation, put them away with the children born
of them, and offered a ram for a trespass-offering
(Ezr. x. 22). He is possibly the same as is men-
tioned in Neh. xii. 31, as one of the priests who
accompanied Nehemiah with trumpets at the ded-
ication of the wall of Jerusalem. He is called
Eliakim, 1 Esdr. ix. 22.

6. [Elekaps.; Vat. -pa; F. -pas; Alex. Elekaps;] 2 in Elekaps. An Israelite, the
son of Zattu, who had also married a strange wife
(Ezz. x. 27). From the position of Zattu in the
lists, Ezr. ii. 8, Neh. vii. 14, x. 14, it was prob-
ably a family of high rank. Elekaps is corrup-
ted to Eliakim, 1 Esdr. ix. 28.

A. C. H.

ELOXAS. 1. (Elo'xas, Alex. Alexas; Abd. Elekas; Vat. omits), 1 Esdr. ix. 28. [Elo'xas; 5.]

* The A. V. col. 461, with the genevan version
and the Bishops' Bible, following, as usual, the
Aldine edition, reads Eli'xasas.

2. (Elexas; Vat. Elexas; Nom. et), 1 Esdr. ix. 32. [Elexas, 10.]

ELIPHIL [חֵסַל, on whom God judges, Ges.]: [Ex'fl; Alex. Alexapar; Comp. Elephas; Elipha] kph], son of Ur; one of the 
members of David's

a Seetzen (Reserv. 1851, iii. 111-117) traversed them all, and reached Howard in about a six hours' ride.

b Seetzen (Reserv. 1851, iii. 111-117) traversed them all, and reached Howard in about a six hours' ride. He arrived in the opposite direction to the route of Robinson and Stanley; and it is interesting to com-
nare his notes of the local features, caught in the
ppen order, with theirs.
ELIPHALAT

ELIPHALAT (Ελιφαλάτ; [Vat. -λητ]: Eliphalat), 1 Esdr. ix. 33. [Ελιφαλατ].

ELIPHALAT [Heb. Eliphat] (אֵלְפֵּחַת; [God delicides]); [in 2 Sam. 'Ελιφαλάτ; Vat. Ελιφαλάτ; Αξ. Ελιφαλάτ; in 1 Chr. 'Ελιφαλάτ; [Alex. -λητ; Vat. Ελιφαλάτ, Αξ. Ελιφαλάτ, FA. Ελιφαλάτ.; Eliphalath, [Eliphalath]). I. The last of the thirteen sons born to David, by his wives, after his establishment in Jerusalem (2 Sam. v. 16; 1 Chr. xiv. 7). Elsewhere, when it does not occur at a pause, the name is given with the shorter vowel — ELIPHALAT (1 Chr. iii. 8). Equivalent to Eliphalat are the names ELIPHEL and PHILHEL.

2. 1 Esdr. viii. 39. [Ελιφαλάτ, Αξ. -λητ; Ald. Alex. Ελιφαλάτας: Eliphalam. [Ελιφαλατ, Ελιφαλάτ].

ELIPHAZ (אֵלְפָּחַז; [God's strength]; Elipha) [in 1 Chr. Eliphas]. [Vat. Eliphas]. 1. The son of Esau and Adah, and father of Teman (Gen. xxxvi. 4, 10-16; 1 Chr. i. 35, 36).

2. [Ελιφαζ]: Alex. once -φαζ; Vat. Sin. Ελιφαζας; Ελιφας; Vat. twice Ελιφαζας; Ελιφας. Eliphas. The chief of the "three friends" of Job. He is called "the Temanite." It is now usually inferred that he was a descendant of Teman (the son of the first Eliphas), from whom a portion of Arabia Petrea took its name, and whose name is used as a poetical parallel to Edom in Jer. xlix. 21. On him falls the main burden of the argument. It shows God's retribution in this world is perfect and certain, and that consequent suffering must be a proof of previous sin (Job iv., v., xv., xxii.). His words are distinguished from those of Bildad and Zophar by greater calmness and elaboration, and in the first instance by greater gentleness towards Job, although he ventures afterwards, apparently from conjecture, to impute to him special sins. The great truth brought out by him is the unanswerable majesty and purity of God (IV. 12-21, xv. 12-16). [Job, Book 1.] But still, with the other two friends, he is condemned for having, in defiance of God's providence, spoken of him "the thing that was not right," i.e. by refusing to recognize the facts of human life, and by contending himself with an imperfect retribution as worthy to set forth the righteous God. On sacrifice and the intercession of Job all three are pardoned (xlii. 7-9). A. B.

ELIPHELEH (אֵלְפִּיאֶלֶה; [God distinguishes], i.e. Eliphalek, Elipha'leh, Elipha'l. Alex. Elifa'la, [Ελιφαλάς: Vat. Ελιφαλάς, Εφαλάς; ΕΦιφαλάς; Εφαλάς; Eliphal, a Merutite Levite: one of the gatekeepers (יוֹרֵשׁ, A. V. "porters") appointed by David to play on the harp "on the Sheminith" on the occasion of bringing up the Ark to the city of David (1 Chr. xv. 18, 21).

ELIPHELEH [Heb. Eliphat] (אֵלְפִּיאֶלֶה; [God delicides]).

1. (Ελιφαλάτ; [Vat. -λητ]: Alex. Eliphalas; Eliphalat. The name of a son of David, one of the children born to him, by his wives, after his establishment in Jerusalem (1 Chr. iii. 6). In the list in 2 Sam. v. 15, 16, this name and another are omitted; while in another list in 1 Chr. xiv. 5, 6, it is given as ELIPHALAT.

2. (Ελιφαλάτ: [Vat. -λητ; Alex. Eliphalat, Eliphalat.) Another son of David, belonging also to the Jerusalem family, and apparently the last of his sons (1 Chr. iii. 8). In the other list occurring at the pause, the vowel is lengthened and the name becomes ELIPHALAT. It is believed by some that there were not two sons of this name; but that, like Nogah, one is merely a transcriber's repetition. The two are certainly sons of Samuel, but on the other hand they are inserted in two separate lists in Chronicles, and in both cases the number of sons is summed up at the close of the list.

3. (Ελιφαλάτ; [Vat. -λητ; Alex. Eliphalat; Eliphalat.). Son of Absalom, son of the Machathite. One of the thirty warriors of David's guard (2 Sam. xxiii. 34). In the list in 1 Chr. xi. the name is abbreviated into ELIMAL.

4. [Ελιφαλάτ; Vat. Ελιφαλατές; Eliphalat.) Son of Ezekiel, a descendant of King Saul through Jonathan (1 Chr. viii. 33).

5. [Ελιφαλάτ; Alex. -ληθ; Vat. Ελιφαλατί; Ελιφαλατί. Another of the chief of the Bene-Adonikah, who returned from Babylon with Ezra (Ezr. viii. 13). [Ελιφαλατ, Ελιφαλατ].

6. [Ελιφαλάτ; Vat. FA. Ελιφαλατές; Eliphalat.) A man of the Bene-Hashum, in the time of Ezra, who had married a foreign wife and had to relinquish her (Ezr. x. 33). [Ελιφαλατ].

ELIS'ABETH (Ελισαβέτ; [Elisabeth]), the wife of Zacharias and mother of John the Baptist (Luke i. 5 ff.). She was herself the priestly family, of ἐν τῶν βασιλείων Πατρόν, and a relation (συγγένιος, Luke i. 36) of the mother of our Lord, Mary, the mother of Jesus). She is described as a person of great piety, and was the first to greet Mary, on her coming to visit her, as the mother of her Lord (Luke i. 42 ff.).

H. A.

* For the import of the name, see ELISHERA. The wife of Aaron bore the same name (Ex. vi. 23), and hence it is one that the females of a sacerdotal family like this of Elisabeth (Luke i. 5) would be apt to have given to them. The Greek form arose, says Fürst (Hebr. u. Chald. Handw. i. 93, from Ἑλισαβέτ. How she was related to Mary the mother of Jesus, is uncertain. It may have been on the side of her own mother (her father being a Levite) as a descendant of David, or on that of Mary's mother (her father being of the house of David) as a descendant of Aaron. Marriages between those of different tribes were not forbidden, except when there were no sons, and the rights of property vested in daughters.


ELISHA (אֵלְישָׁה; [God is salvation], i.e. he who saves]: Ελισα/ά: Ελισα/ά: Ελισα/ά. Joseph. Ελισα/ά: Ελισα/ά: son of Shaphat of Abelmeholah. a. The attendant and disciple of κοίμησιν αὐτής; Eliphelain.

a The story in the Chronic. Paschale and epiphanius
ELISHA

el Shidkoves, Joseph. Ant. viii. 13, § 7) of Elijah, and subsequently his successor as prophet of the kingdom of Israel.

The earliest mention of his name is in the command to Elijah in the cave at Horeb (1 K. xix. 16, 17). But our first introduction to the future prophet is in the fields of his native place. Abel-meholah — the "meadow of the dance" — was probably in the valley of the Jordan, and, as its name would seem to indicate, in a moist or watered situation. [Ant.] Elijah, on his way from Sinai to Damascus by the Jordan valley, lights on his successor engaged in the labors of the field, twelve yoke before him, i. e. either twelve ploughs at work in other parts of the field, or more probably twelve "yokes" of land already ploughed, and he himself engaged on the last.  

To cross to him (i. e. on the other side of the Jordan), to throw over his shoulders the rough mantle — a token at once of investiture with the prophet's office, and of adoption as a son — was to Elijah but the work of an instant, and the prophet strode on as if what he had done were nothing.  

"Go back again, for what have I done unto thee?"  

So sudden and weighty a call, involving the relinquishment of a position so substantial, and family ties so dear, might well have caused hesitation. But the parley was only momentary. To use a figure which we may almost believe to have been suggested by this very occurrence, Elisha was not a man who, having put his hand to the plough, was likely to look back;  

"he delayed merely to give the farewell kiss to his father and mother, and preside at a parting feast with his people, and then followed the great prophet on his northward road to become to him what in the earlier times of his nation Joshua had been to Moses.  

Of the nature of this connection we know hardly anything.  "Elisha the son of Shaphat, who poured water on the hands of Elijah,  

is that all is told us. The characters of the two men were thoroughly dissimilar, but how far the like-minded and courageous one had infused itself into the other, we can judge from the few occasions on which it blazed forth, while every line of the narrative of Elijah's last hours on earth bears evidence how deep was the personal affection which the stern, rough, reserved master had engendered in his gentle and plant disciple.  

Seven or eight years must have passed between the call of Elisha and the removal of his master, and during the whole of that time we hear nothing of him. But when that period had elapsed he reappears, to become the most prominent figure in the history of his country during the rest of his long life. It almost every respect Elisha resembles the most complete contrast to Elijah. The copious collection of his sayings and doings which are preserved in the 21st to the 24th chapter of the 21st book of Kings, though in many respects deficient in that remarkable vividness which we have noticed in the records of Elijah, is yet full of testimonies to this contrast. Elijah was a true Bedouin child of the desert. The clots of the Cherith, the wild shrubs of the desert, the cave at Horeb, the top of Carmel, were his haunts and his resting-places. If he enters a city, it is only to deliver his message of fire and the coming day; Elisha, on the other hand, is a civilized man, an inhabitant of cities. He passed from the translation of his master to dwell (222, A. V. "tarry") at Jericho (2 K. ii. 18); from thence he "returned" to Samaria (ver. 23). At Samaria (v. 6, vi. 32, comp. ver. 24) and at Dothan (vi. 13) he seems regularly to have resided in a house (v. 6, 24, vi. 32, xiii. 17) with "doors" and "windows," in familiar intercourse with the sons of the prophets, with the elders (vi. 32), with the lady of Shunem, the general of Damascus, the king of Israel. Over the king and the "captain of the host" he seems to have possessed some special influence, capable of being turned to material advantage if desired (2 K. iv. 13). And as with his manners so with his appearance. The touches of the narrative are very lively, and it is easy to form in one's mind that his garb was the ordinary garment of an Israelite, the begild, probably similar in form to the long tabby of the modern Syrians (2 K. ii. 12), that his hair was worn trimmed behind, in contrast to the disordered locks of Elijah (ii. 23, as explained below), and that he used a walking-staff (iv. 29) of the kind ordinarily carried by grave or aged citizens (Zech. viii. 4). What use he made of the rough mantle of Elijah, which came into his possession at their parting, does not anywhere appear, but there is no hint of his ever having worn it.

If from these external peculiarities we turn to the internal characteristics of the two, and to the results which they produced on their contemporaries, the differences which they present are highly instructive. Elijah was emphatically a destroyer. His mission was to slay and to demolish whatever opposed or interfered with the rights of Jehovah, the Lord of Hosts. The nation had adopted a god of power and force, and they were such a god, he was weakness itself compared with the God whom they had forsaken. But after Elijah the destroyer comes Elisha the healer. "There shall not be dew nor rain these years" is the proclamation of the one. "There shall not be from hence any death and when at the end of the field, they can return along the same line, and thus back and forth until the whole is ploughed. It was well that Elisha came the last of the twelve, for the act of Elijah would have stopped all that were in advance of him. They cannot pass one another."  

II.  

b So our translation, and so the latest Jewish rendering (Zuma). Other versions interpret the passage differently.

c According to Josephus (Ant. viii. 13, § 7) he began to prophesy immediately.

d The word ursday, A. V. "ministered to him;" is the same that is employed of Joshua (Josh. iii. 13) in relation to Elisha, except once, is designated by a different word,  יבש = "bad" or "youth."
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or barren land" is the first miracle of the other. What may have been the disposition of Elijah when not engaged in the actual service of his mission we have unhappily no means of knowing. Like most men of strong stern character, he had probably affections no less strong. But it is impossible to conceive of Jezebel returned from the practice of that beneficence which is so strikingly characteristic of Elisha, and which comes out at almost every step of his career. Still more impossible is it to conceive him exercising the tolerance towards the person and the religion of foreigners for which Elisha is remarkable—in communication, for example, with Naaman or Hazael; in the one case calming with a word of peace the scruples of the newly converted, anxious to reconcile the due homage to Rimmon with his allegiance to Jehovah; in the other case contemplating with tears, but still with tears only, the evil which the future king of Syria was to bring on his country. That Baal-worship was prevalent in Israel even after the efforts of Elijah, and that Samaria was its chief seat, we have the evidence of the narrative of Jehu to assure us (2 K. x. 18-27), but yet not one act or word in disapproval of it is recorded of Elisha. True, he could be as zealous in his feelings and as cutting in his words as Elijah. "What have I to do with thee?" says he to the son of Ahab—"this son of a murderer," as on another occasion he called him—"what have I to do with thee? get thee to the prophets of thy father and to the prophets of thy mother. As the Lord of hosts liveth before whom I stand,"—the very formula of Elijah—"surely were it not that I regard the presence of Elisha, the son of Shaphat of Abel-meholah, that I would not look toward thee nor see thee!" But after this expression of wrath he allows himself to be calmed by the music of the minstrel, and ends by giving the three kings the counsel which frees them from their difficulty. So also he smiles the host of the Syrians with blindness, but it is merely for a temporary purpose; and the adventure concludes by his preparing great provision for them, and sending these enemies of Israel and worshippers of false gods back to their master as his munition.

In considering these differences the fact must not be lost sight of that, notwithstanding their greater extent and greater detail, the notices of Elisha really convey a much more imperfect idea of the man than those of Elijah. The prophets of the nation of Israel—both the predecessors of Elisha, like Samuel and Elijah, and his successors, like Isaiah and Jeremiah—are represented to us as preachers of righteousness, or champions of Jehovah against false gods, or judges and deliverers of their country, or counsellors of their sovereign in times of peril and difficulty. Their miracles and wonderful acts are introduced as means toward these ends, and are kept in the most complete subordination thereto. But with Elisha, as he is pictured in these narratives, the case is completely reversed. With him the miracles are everything, the prophet's work nothing. The man who was for years the intimate companion of Elijah, on whom Elijah's mantle descended, and who was gifted with a double portion of his spirit, appears in these narrations simply as a worker of prodigies, a predictor of future events, a reveler of things happening out of sight or at a distance. The working of wonders seems to be a natural accompaniment of false religions, and we may be sure that Baal-worship of Samaria and Jezebel was not free from such arts. The story of 1 K. xxii. shows that even before Elisha's time the prophets had come to be looked upon as diviners, and were consulted, not on questions of truth and justice, nor even as depositaries of the purposes and will of the Deity, but as able to foretell how an adventure or a project was likely to turn out, whether it might be embarked in without personal danger or loss. But if this degradation is inherent in false worship, it is no less a principle in true religion to accommodate itself to a state of things already existing, and out of the forms of the alien or the false to produce the power of the true. And thus Elisha appears to have fallen in with the habits of his fellow-countrymen. He wrought, without regard and without ceremonial, the cures and restorations for which the soothsayers of Baal-zehab at Ekron were consulted in vain: he warned his sovereign of dangers from the Syrians which the whole four hundred of his prophets had not succeeded in predicting to Ahab, and thus in one sense we may say that no less signally than Elijah he vouched for the false gods on their own field. But still even with this allowance it is difficult to help believing that the anecdotes of his life (if the word may be permitted, for we cannot be said to possess his biography) were thrown into their present shape at a later period, when the idea of a prophet had been lowered from its ancient elevation to the level of a mere worker of wonders. A biographer who held this lower idea of a prophet's function would regard the higher duties above alluded to as comparatively unworthy of notice, and would omit all mention of them accordingly. In the eulogium of Elisha contained in the catalogue of worthies of Eccles. xlvii. 12-14— the only later mention of him save the passing allusion of Luke iv. 27—this view is more strongly brought out than in the earlier narrative: "Whilst he lived, he was not moved by the presence of any prince, neither could any bring him into subjection. No word could overcome him, and after his death his body prophesied. He did wonders in his life, and at his death were his works marvellous!"

But there are other considerations from which the incompleteness of these records of Elisha may be inferred: (1.) The absence of marks by which to determine the dates of the various occurrences.

a The ordinary meaning put upon this phrase (see for example, J. H. Newman, Subjects of the Day, p. 191) is that Elisha possessed double the power of Elijah. This, though sanctioned by the renderings of the Vulgate and Luther, and adopted by a long series of commentators from St. Ephraem Syrus to Pastor Vranaus, would appear not to be the real force of the words. בָּנָּא שׁ 하는, literally "a mouth of two"—a double mouthful—is the phrase employed in Dent. xxi. 17 to denote the amount of a father's goods which were the right a.1.1 tokens of a first-born son. Thus the gift of the "double portion" of Elijah's spirit was but the legitimate conclusion of the act of adoption which began with the casting of the mantle at Abel-meholah years before. This explanation is given by Grotius and others. (See Keil ad loc.) Ernold (Gesen. ii. 507) gives it as nur Zun-identtical, und nach dieser kauzen—two thirds, and largely that. For a curious calculation by S. Peter Demauro, that Elijah performed 12 miracles and Elisha 24, see the Acta Sanctorum, July 20. (See Portion, Double, Amor. ed.)

b See Stanley's Ctenbury Sermons, p. 329
The "king of Israel" is continually mentioned, but we are left to infer what king is intended (2 K. v. 5, 6, 7, &c., vi. 8, 9, 21, 24, vii. 2, viii. 3, 5, 6, &c.). This is the case even in the story of the important events of Naaman's cure, and the capture of the Syrian host at Dothan. The only exceptions are ii. 12 (comp. 6), and the narrative of the visit of Jehosh (xxiii. 14, &c.), but this latter story is itself a proof of the disarrangement of these records, occurring as it does after the mention of the death of Jehovah (ver. 13), and being followed by an account of occurrences in the reign of Jehoahaz, his father (vv. 22, 25). (2.) The absence of chronological sequence in the narrative. The story of the Shunammite embraces a lengthened period, from before the birth of the child till he was some years old, Gehazi's familiar communication with the king, and therefore the story which precedes it (viii. 1, 2), must have occurred before he was struck with leprosy, though placed long after the relation of that event (v. 27). (3.) The different stories are not connected by the form of words usually employed in the consecutive narrative of these books. (See Keil, *Kings*, p. 248, where other indications will be found.)

With this preface we pass to the consideration of the several occurrences preserved to us in the life of the prophet.

The call of Elisha seems to have taken place about four years before the death of Ahaz. He died in the reign of Jotham, the grandson of Joth. This embraces a period of not less than 65 years, for certainly 55 of which he held the office of "a prophet in Israel" (2 K. v. 8).

1. After the departure of his master, Elisha returned to dwell at Jericho (2 K. ii. 18). The town had been lately rebuilt (1 K. xvi. 34), and was the residence of a body of the "sons of the prophets" (2 K. ii. 5, 15). No one who has visited the site of Jericho can forget how prominent a feature in the scene are the two perennial springs which, rising at the base of the steep hills of Qumran, behind the town, send their streams across the plain toward the Jordan, scattering, even at the hottest season, the richest and most grateful vegetation over what would otherwise be a bare tract of sandy soil. At the time in question part at least of this charm was wanting. One of the springs was noxious — had some properties which rendered it unfit for drinking, and also prejudicial to the land (i. i., 19, =laid, A. V., "naught"). At the request of the men of Jericho Elisha remitted this evil. He took salt in a new vessel, and cast it into the water at its source in the name of Jehovah. From the time of Josephus (B. J. iv. 8, § 3) to the present (Socin., *Med. Trac.* p. 17; Mandeville, *Mand. Soc.* col. i. 553), the existence of the cure has been attached to the large spring N. W. of the present town, and which now bears, probably in reference to some later event, the name of 'Ain es-Sultan.'

2. We next meet with Elisha at Bethel in the heart of the country, on his way from Jericho to Mount Carmel (2 K. ii. 23). His last visit had been made in company with Elijah on their road down to the Jordan (ii. 2). Sons of the prophets resided there, but still it was the seat of the calf-worship, and therefore a prophet of Jehovah might expect to meet with insult, especially if not so well known and so formidable as Elijah. The road to the town winds up the defile of the Wady Suweinit, under the hill which still bears what in all probability are the ruins of Ai, and which, even now retaining some trees, was at that date shaded by a vast forest of firs and threes, and the bank of sweet water. Here the boys of the town were clustered, waiting, as they still wait at the entrance of the villages of Palestine, for the chance passer-by. In the short-trimmed locks of Elisha, how were they to recognize the successor of the prophet, with whose shaggy hair streaming over his shoulders they were all familiar? So with the license of the eastern children they scoffed at the new comer as he walks by — "Go up, roundhead! go up, roundhead!" For once Elisha assumed the sternness of his master. He turned upon them and cursed them in the name of Jehovah, and we all know the catastrophe which followed. The destruction of these children has been always felt to be a difficulty. It is so entirely different from anything elsewhere recorded of Elisha — the one exception of severity in a life of mildness and benevolence — that it is perhaps allowable to conclude that some circumstances have been omitted in the narrative, or that some expression of the fountain further north and south; now they are sweet and pleasant, not cold indeed, but also only slightly warm" (Rob. *Piae Geogr.* p. 255). This fountain is situated a mile or more in front of Qumran, the reputed mount of Christ's temptation. Travellers from Jerusalem to the Jordan usually pitch their tents at night beside this sparkling fountain.
3. Elisha extirpates Jehoram king of Israel; and the kings of Judah and Edom, from their difficulty in the campaign against Moab, arising from want of water (iii. 24—27). The revolt of Moab occurred very shortly after the death of Ahab (iii. 5, comp. i. 1), and the campaign followed immediately—"the same day" (iii. 6; A. V. "time"). The prophet was with the army; according to Josephus (Ant. ix. 3, § 1), he "happened to be in a tent (ἐπὶ τοιχὸν κατοικοποιάρεν) outside the camp of Israel." Jerom he refers to hear except out of respect for Jehoshaphat the son of the true God; but a minstrel is brought, and at the sound of music the band of Jehovah comes upon him, and he predicts a fall of rain, and advises a mode of procedure in connection therewith which results in the complete discomfiture of Moab. This incident probably took place at the S. E. end of the Dead Sea.

4. The widow of one of the sons of the prophets — according to Josephus, of Otahlah, the steward of Ahab—is in debt, and her two sons are about to be taken by her husband for her hired servants. She has no property but a pot of oil. This Elisha causes (in his absence, iv. 5) to multiply, until the widow has filled with it all the vessels which she could borrow. No invocation of Jehovah is mentioned, nor any place or date of the miracle.

5. The next occurrence is at Shunem and Mount Carmel (iv. 8—27). The story divides itself into two parts, separated from each other by several years. (a) Elisha, probably on his way between Carmel and the Jordan valley, calls accidentally at Shunem, now Sodom, a village on the southern slopes of Jebel ed-Dhiby, the Little Hermon of modern travellers. Here he is hospitably entertained by a woman of substance, apparently at that time ignorant of the character of her guest. There is no occasion here to quote the details of this charming narrative, or the manner in which, as a recompense for her care of the prophet, she was saved from that childless condition which was esteemed so great a calamity by every Jewish wife, and permitted to "embrace a son." (b) An interval has elapsed of several years. The boy is now old enough to accompany his father to the corn-field, where the harvest is proceeding. The fierce rays of the morning sun are too powerful for him, and he is carried home to his mother only to die at noon. She says nothing of their loss to her husband, but depositing her child on the bed of the man of God, at once starts in quest of him to Mount Carmel. The distance is fifteen or sixteen miles, at least four hours' ride; but she is mounted on the best ass in the stable, and she does not slacken rein. Elisha is on one of the heights of Carmel commanding the road to Shunem, and from his position opposite to her (גְּחַרְה) he recognizes in the distance the figure of the regular

"טִּירְךָ נָבָה" = "the she-ass." She-asses were, and still are, most esteemed in the East.

b. The A. V. in iv. 27, perversely renders מָשָׂא, "the mount," by "the hill," thus obscuring the connection with ver. 25, "Mount Carmel."c. גַּיד up thy soul and go!d. מְשָׂא, i.e. the lad or youth, a totally different word from [from] that by which the relation of Elisha to attendant at the services which he holds here at "new moon and sabbath" (comp. ver. 26). He sends Gehazi down to meet her, and inquire the reason of her unexpected visit. But her distress is for the ear of the master, and not of the servant, and she tells him in the presence of Gehazi, the place where Elisha himself is stationed, then throwing herself down in her emotion she clasps him by the foot. Misinterpreting this action, or perhaps with an ascetic feeling of the unlowness of a woman, Gehazi attempts to thrust her away. But the prophet is too profound a student of human nature to allow this — "Let her alone, for her soul is vexed within her, and Jehovah hath hid it from me." And she was told not to tarry. He, with the enigmatic form of oriental speech—"Did I desire a son of my lord? did I not say do not deceive me?" No explanation is needed to tell Elisha the exact state of the case. The heat of the season will allow of no delay in taking the necessary steps, and Gehazi is at once despatched to run back to Shunem with the utmost speed. He takes the prophet's walking-staff in his hand which he is to lay on the face of the child. The absence, of Gehazi and Elisha follow in haste. Before they reach the village the sun of that long, anxious, summer afternoon must have set. Gehazi meets them on the road, but he has no reassuring report to give; the placing of the staff on the face of the dead boy had called forth no sign of life. Then Elisha enters the house, goes up to his own chamber, "and he shut the door on them twain, and prayed unto Jehovah." It was what Elisha had done on a similar occasion, and this in his subsequent proceedings Elisha was probably following a method which he had heard of from his master. The child is restored to life, the mother is called in, and again falls at the feet of the prophet, though with what different emotions — "and she took up her son and went out." There is nothing in the narrative to fix its date with reference to other events. We here first encounter Gehazi the "servant" of the man of God. This comes of course have occurred before the events of viii. 1—6, and therefore before the cure of Naaman, when Gehazi became a leper.

6. The scene now changes to Gilgal, apparently at a time when Elisha was residing there (iv. 38—41). The sons of the prophets are sitting round him. It is a time of famine, possibly the same seven years' scarcity which is mentioned in viii. 1, 2, and during which the Shunammite woman of the preceding story migrated to the Philistine country. The food of the party must consist of any herbs that can be found. The great caldron is put on at the command of Elisha, and one of the company brings his blanket (תַּמְנָה: not "lop," as in A. V.) full of such wild vegetables as he has collected, and emptied it into the pot. But no sooner have they begun their meal than the taste betrays the presence of some noxious herb; and they cry out, "there is death in the pot, O man

Elijah is designated — see above; though the latter is also occasionally applied to Gehazi.

e. For a full discussion of the nature of this herb see the article Pogkoth by the late Dr. Forbes Royle in *Kitt's Cyclop.* One kind of small gourd has received the name Curcus prophetarum in allusion to this circumstance; but Dr. Royle inclines to favor C. colorata, the edible yam, or *Moringa oleifera,* the squirming cucumber. This is surely impossible
of God!" In this case the cure was effected by meal which Elisha cast into the stew, in the caldron. Here again there is no invocation of the name of Jehovah.

(2 Ki. iv. 42-44). This in all probability belongs to the same time, and also to the same place as the preceding. A man from Baal-shalisha brings the man of God a present of the first-fruits, which under the law (Num. xviii. 8, 12; Deut. xviii. 3, 4) were the perquisites of the ministers of the sanctuary—2 loaves of the new barley, and some delicacy, the exact nature of which is disputed, but which seems most likely to have been roasted ears of corn rudely ripe; brought with care in a sack or bag. This moderate provision is by the word of Jehovah rendered more than sufficient for a hundred men.

This is one of the instances in which Elisha is the first to anticipate in some measure the miracles of Christ.

The mention of Baal-shalisha gives great support to the supposition that the Gilgal mentioned in the text (ver. 28) as being frequented by the sons of the prophets, and therefore the same place with that in ii. 1, was not that near Jericho; since Baal-shalisha or Beth-shalisha is fixed by Eusebius at fifteen Roman miles north of Lydda, the very position in which we still find the name of Gilgal lingering as Jillijilch. [Gilgal].

8. The simple record of these domestic incidents amongst the sons of the prophets are now interrupted by an occurrence of a more important character (v. 1-27). The chief captain of the army of Syria, to whom his country was indebted for some signal success, was afflicted with leprosy, and that in its most malignant form, the white variety (v. 27). In Israel this would have disqualified him from all employment and all intercourse (2 K. xv. 5; 2 Chr. xxvi. 29, 31). But in Syria no such practice appears to have prevailed; Naaman was still a "great man with his master." a man of countenance. One of the members of his establishment is an Israelite girl, kidnapped by the marauders of Syria in one of their forays over the border, and she brings into that Syrian household the fame of the name and skill of Elisha. "The prophet in Samaria," who had raised the dead, would, if brought "face to face" with the patient, have no difficulty in curing even this dreadful leprosy. The news is communicated by Naaman himself to the king. Benhadad had yet to learn the position and character of Elisha. He writes to the king of Israel a letter very characteristic of a military prince, and curiously recalling words uttered by another military man in reference to the cure of his sick servant many centuries later—"I say to this one, go, and he goeth, and to my servant do this, and he doeth it." And now—so ran Benhadad's letter after the usual complimentary introduction had probably opened the communication—"and now, when this letter is come unto thee, behold I have sent Naaman my slave, to thee, that thou mayest recover him of his leprosy." With this letter, and with a present, in which the rich fabrics, for which Damascus has been always in modern times so famous, form a conspicuous feature, and with a full retinue of attendants (13, 15, 23), Naaman proceeds to Samaria. The king of Israel—his name is not given, but it was probably Joram—is disarrayed at the communication. He has but one idea, doubtless the result of too frequent experience—"consider how much his man searcheth against me!"

The occasion soon reaches the ears of the prophet, and with a certain dignity he "sends" to the king—"Let him come to me, and he shall know that there is a prophet in Israel." To the house of Elisha Naaman goes with his whole cavalcade, the "horses and chariot" of the Syrian general finding themselves particularly in the mind of the chronicler. Elisha still keeps in the background, and while Naaman stands outside, contented himself with sending out a messenger with the simple direction to bathe seven times in the Jordan. The independent behavior of the prophet, and the simplicity of the prescription—not only devoid of any ceremonial, but absolutely insulting to the native of a city which boasted, as it still boasts, of the finest water-supply of any city of the East—all combined to outrage Naaman. His shaves, however, knew how to deal with the quiet but ungenerous temper of their master, and the result is that he goes down to the Jordan and dips himself seven times, "and his flesh came again like the flesh of a little child, and he was clean." His first business after his cure is to thank his benefactor. He returns with his whole following (יִשְׁבָּן, i.e. "host," or "cump"), and this time he will not be denied the presence of Elisha, but making his way in, and standing before him, he gratefully acknowledges the power of the God of Israel, and entreats him to accept the present which he has brought from Damascus. But Elisha is firm, and refuses the offer, though repeated with the strongest adulation. Naaman, having adopted Jehovah as his God, begs to take away some of the earth of his favored country, of which to make an altar. He then consults Elisha on a difficulty which he foresees. How is he, a servant of Jehovah, to act when he accompanies the king to the temple of the Syrian god Rimmon? He must bow before the god; will Jehovah pardon this disloyalty? Elisha's answer is—"Go in peace," and with this farewell the caravan moves off. But Gehazi, the attendant Elisha's, cannot allow such treasures thus to escape him. "As Jehovah liveth," an expression in the lips of this vulgar Israelite, exactly

\[\text{a The Hebrew expression \( \text{רַע לָנָאָה \) seems to be}
\[\text{ephitical for \( \text{רַע לָנָאָה} \) (Lev. xi. 14; A. V. "green ears of corn"). The same elision occurs in Lev. xxvii. 14 (A. V. "green ears"). The old Hebrew interpretation is "tender and fresh ears." Gesenius (Thes. p. 763) makes it out to be grain or grits. The passage in Lev. xi. 14, compared with the common practice of the East in the present day, suggests the meaning given above.}
\[\text{b \text{לְלְכָּנָא} \), LXX. πάροικ. The word occurs only here. The meaning given above is recognized by the majority of the versions and by Gesenius, and is stated in the margin of Rev.}
\[\text{c The tradition of the Jews is that it was Naaman who killed Ahub (Mishrah Talmud, p 29 b, on Pa xlviii.).}
\[\text{d Hebrew \( \text{רַע לָנָאָה} \), i.e. plunderers, always in irregular parties of marauders.}
\[\text{e} \text{So the Hebrew. A. V. "with."}
\[\text{\( \text{וְהָאָנָא} \) one went in is quite gratuitous.}
\[\text{f The word used is \( \text{רַע לָנָאָה} \) a dress or garment.}
Gehazi's but the prophets, changed, least Lord." he whole dwelling-place. His disciples with our cure. He his grasp, the king of Israel is eager to destroy them. "Shall I say? shall I say, my father?" But the end of Elisha has been answered when he has shown the Syrians how futile are all their attempts against his superior power. "Thou shalt not say. Thou myst say those whom thou hast taken captive in lawful fight, but not these: feed them, and send them away to their master." After such a repulse it is not surprising that the marauding forays of the Syrian troops ceased. 11. (vi. 24-vii. 2). But the king of Syria could not rest under such discomfiture. He abandons his marauding system, and gathers a regular army, with which he lays siege to Samaria. The awful extremities to which the inhabitants of the place were driven need not here be recalled. Roused by an encounter with an incident more ghastly than all, and which remained without parallel in Jewish records till the unspeakable horrors of the last days of Jerusalem (Joseph. B. J. v. 13, § 3; 13, § 7, &c.), the king vents his wrath on the prophet, probably as having by his share in the last transaction, or in some other way not recorded, provoked the invasion; possibly actuated by the spite with which a weak bad man in difficulty often regards one better and stronger than himself. The king's name is not stated in the Bible, but there can be no doubt that Josephus is correct in giving  

The case of Miriam (Num. xii. 10-15) is different. Human agency appears to have done nothing towards her cure.  

The expression is peculiar — "beware thou pass not by such a place." Josephus (ix. 4, § 6) says that the king was obliged to give up hunting in consequence.  

This interpretation is that of the Targum, De Wette, and others, and gives a better sense than that of the A. V. The original will perhaps bear either.  

But their maneuvers are not hid from the ran of God, and by his warnings he saves the king — not once nor twice. So baffled were the Syrians by these repeated failures, and due to their kind un- pect treachery in his own camp. But the true explanation is given by one of his own people — possibly one of those who had witnessed the cure wrought on Naaman, and who could conceive no power too great to ascribe to so gifted a person: "Elisha, the prophet in Israel, telleth the 'king of Israel the words that thou speakest in thy bed-chamber.'" So powerful a magician must be seized without delay, and a strong party with chariots is despatched to effect his capture. They march by night, and before morning take up their station round the base of the eminence on which the ruins of Dothan still stand. Elisha's servant — not Gehazi, but apparently a new comer, unacquainted with the powers of his master — is the first to discover the danger. But Elisha remains unmoved by his fears: and at his request the eyes of the youth are opened to behold the spiritual guards which are protecting them. The enemy has secretly set fire filling the whole of the mountain. But this is not enough. Elisha again prays to Jehovah, and the whole of the Syrian warriors are struck blind. He then descends, and offers to lead them to the person and the place which they seek. He conducts them to Samaria. There, at the prayer of the prophet, their sight is restored, and they find themselves not in a retired country village, but in the midst of the capital of Israel, and in the presence of the king and his troops. His enemies thus completely in his grasp, the king of Israel is eager to destroy them. "Shall I say? shall I say, my father?" But the end of Elisha has been answered when he has shown the Syrians how futile are all their attempts against his superior power. "Thou shalt not say. Thou myst say those whom thou hast taken captive in lawful fight, but not these: feed them, and send them away to their master." After such a repulse it is not surprising that the marauding forays of the Syrian troops ceased. 11. (vi. 24-vii. 2). But the king of Syria could not rest under such discomfiture. He abandons his marauding system, and gathers a regular army, with which he lays siege to Samaria. The awful extremities to which the inhabitants of the place were driven need not here be recalled. Roused by an encounter with an incident more ghastly than all, and which remained without parallel in Jewish records till the unspeakable horrors of the last days of Jerusalem (Joseph. B. J. v. 13, § 3; 13, § 7, &c.), the king vents his wrath on the prophet, probably as having by his share in the last transaction, or in some other way not recorded, provoked the invasion; possibly actuated by the spite with which a weak bad man in difficulty often regards one better and stronger than himself. The king's name is not stated in the Bible, but there can be no doubt that Josephus is correct in giving  

always with the force of irregular ravaging. See ver. 23.  

The expression is peculiar — "beware thou pass not by such a place." Josephus (ix. 4, § 6) says that the king was obliged to give up hunting in consequence.  

This interpretation is that of the Targum, De Wette, and others, and gives a better sense than that of the A. V. The original will perhaps bear either.  

Josephus, Ant. ix. 4, § 6  

dbאֶלֶישָׁא, always with the force of irregular ravaging. See ver. 23.  

The expression is peculiar — "beware thou pass not by such a place." Josephus (ix. 4, § 6) says that the king was obliged to give up hunting in consequence.  

This interpretation is that of the Targum, De Wette, and others, and gives a better sense than that of the A. V. The original will perhaps bear either.  

Josephus, Ant. ix. 4, § 6
ELISHA

at an Joram; and in keeping with this is his employment of the same oath which his mother degraded used on an occasion not dissimilar (1 K. xix. 2), "God do so to me and more also, if the head of Elisha the son of Shaphat shall stand on him this day." No sooner is the word out of the king's month than his cunningary starts to execute the sentence. Elisha is in his house, and round him are seated the chibers of Samaria, doubtless receiving some word of comfort or guidance in their straitened case. He receives a miraculous intimation of the danger. Ere the messenger could reach the house, he said to his companions, "See how this son of a murderer hath sent to take away my head! Shut the door, and keep him from entering: even now I hear the sound of his master's feet behind him, hastening to stay the result of his rash exclamation." As he says the words the messenger arrives at the door, followed immediately, as the prophet had predicted, by the king and by one of his officers, the lord on whose head be leaven. What follows is very graphic. The king's hereditary love of Baal bursts forth, and he cries, "This evil is from Jehovah," the ancient enemy of my house, "why should I wait for Jehovah any longer?" To this Elisha answers: "Hear the word of Jehovah— he who has sent famine can also send plenty — to-morrow at this time shall a measure of fine flour be sold for a shekel, and two measures of barley for a shekel, in the gate of this very city." "This is folly," says the officer: "even if Jehovah were to make windows in heaven and pour down the provisions, it could not be." "It can, it shall," replies Elisha: "and you, shall see it all, but shall not live even to taste it." 12. (viii. 1-6). We now go back several years to an incident connected with the lady of Shunem, at a period antecedent to the cure of Naaman and the transfer of his leprous to Gehazi (v. 1, 27). Elisha had been made aware of a family which Jehovah was about to bring upon the land for seven years; and he had warned his friend the Shammunite thereof that she might provide for her safety. Accordingly she had left Shunem with her family, and had taken refuge in the land of the Philistines, that is, in the rich corn-growing plain on the seacoast of Judah, where secure from want she remained during the drought. At the end of the seven years she returned to her native place, to find that during her absence her house with the field-land attached to it, the corn-fields of the former story, had been appropriated by some other person. In Eastern countries kings are (or were) accessible to the complaints of the meanest of their subjects to a degree inconceivable to the inhabitants of the Western world. To the king therefore the Shammunite had recourse, as the wisdom of Jehoshaphat on a former occasion to king David (2 Sam. xiv. 4). And now occurred one of those rare coincidences which it is impossible not to ascribe to something more than mere chance. At the very moment of the

entrance of the woman and her son—clamoring as oriental suppliants along clamor, for her home and her land — the king was listening to a recital by Gehazi of "all the great things which Elisha had done," the crowning feat of all being that which he was then actually relating — the restoration to life of the boy of Shunem. The woman was instantly recognized by Gehazi. "My lord, 0 king, this is the woman and this is her son whom Elisha restored to life." From her own mouth the king hears the repetition of the wonderful tale, and whether from regard to Elisha, or struck by the extraordinary coincidence, orders her land to be restored, with the value of all its produce during her absence. 13. (viii. 7-15). Hilkerto we have met with the prophet only in his own country. We now find him at Damascus. He is there to carry out the command given to Elijah on Hoseb to "anoint Hazael to be king over Syria." At the time of his arrival Benhadad was prostrate with his last illness. This marks the time of the visit as after the siege of Samaria, which was conducted by Benhadad in person (comp. vi. 24). The memory of the cure of Naaman, and of the subsequent disinheritedness of the prophet, were no doubt still fresh in Damascus; and no sooner does he enter the city than the intelligence is carried to the king — "the mouth of God is come hither." The king's first desire is naturally to ascertain his own fate; and Hazael, who appears to have succeeded Naaman, is commissioned to be the bearer of a present to the prophet, and to ask the question on the part of his master, "Shall I recover of this disease?" The present is one of royal dimensions; a caravan of 40 camels, laden with the riches and luxuries which that wealthy city could alone furnish. The terms of Hazael's address show the respect in which the prophet was held even in this foreign and hostile country. They are identical with those in which Naaman was addressed by his slaves, and in which the king of Israel in a moment of the deepest gratitude and reverence had addressed Elisha himself. "Thy son Benhadad hath sent me to thee, saying, Shall I recover of this disease?" The reply, probably originally ambiguous, is doubtless uncertain in the present state of the text; but neither the conclusion — "behold, the conclusion was unmistakable: "Jehovah hath showed me that he shall surely die." But this was not all that had been revealed to the prophet. If Benhadad died, who would be king in his stead but the man who now stood before him? The prospect was one which drew forth the tears of the man of God. This man was no rash and imprudent leader, who could be baffled and deceived as Benhadad had so often been. Behind that "steadfast" imperishable counsele was a steady courage and a persistent resolution, in which Elisha could not but foresee the greatest danger to his country. Here was a man who, give him but the power, would "oppose" and "cast Israel short," would "thrust Gilead with threshing instruments of iron," and "make them like the dust by threshing.

a Surely an allusion to Ahab (Joram's father) and Naboth.

b Josephus, Ant. ix. 4, § 4.
c Instances of this are frequent in the Arabian Nights. Perlmot Fuchii, the famous son of Mehmet Ali, was used to hold an open court in the garden of his palace at AIIA (Acre), for complaints of all kinds and from all classes.

d 7 2 7 2 7 (A. V. "cry 1); a word denoting great reverence.

The traditional spot of his residence on this occasion is shown in the synagogue at Jeshur ('Holah), a village about 2 miles east of Damascus. The same villas, if not the same building, also exists in the cave in which Elijah was fed by ravens, and the tomb of Gehazi (Stanley, S. & P. p. 412; Quaresimus, R. 881 — "vixit et mendacia Heremonum 7").
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iz" as no former king of Syria had done, and that at a time when the prophet would be no longer alive to warn and to advise. At Hazael's request Elisha confesses the reason of his tears. But the prospect is one which has no sorrow for Hazael. How such a career presented itself to him may be inferred from his answer. His only doubt is the possibility of such good fortune for one so mean. "But what is thy slave, O dog that he is, that he should do this great thing?" To which Elisha replies, "Jeboiah hath showed me that thou wilt be king over Syria." Returning to the king, Hazael tells him only half the dark saying of the man of God — "He told me that thou shouldest surely recover." But that was the last day of Benhadad's life. From whose hand he received his death, or what were the circumstances attending it, whether in the bath as has been recently suggested, we cannot tell. The general inference, in accordance with the account of Josephus, is that Hazael himself was the murderer, but the statement in the text does not necessarily bear that interpretation; and, indeed, from the mention of Hazael's name at the end of the passage, the conclusion is rather the reverse.

14. (ix. 1-10). Two of the injunctions laid on Elijah had not been carried out; the third still remained. Hazael had begun his attacks on Israel by an attempt to recover the stronghold of Ramoth-Gilead (vii. 23), but as the mountain, on the east of Jordan. But the fortress was held by the kings of Israel and Judah in alliance, and though the Syrians had wounded the king of Israel, they had not succeeded in capturing the place (vii. 28, ix. 15). One of the captains of the Israelite army in the garrison was Joram, the son of Jehoshaphat, the son of Nimshi. At the time his name was mentioned to Elijah on Horeb he must have been but a youth; now he is one of the boldest and best known of all the warriors of Israel. He had seen the great prophet once, when with his companion Bidadar he attended Ahaz to take possession of the field of Naboath, and the scene of that day and the words of the curse then pronounced no subsequent adventure had been able to equal (ix. 25, 36). The time was now come for the fulfillment of that curse by his being anointed king over Israel. Elisha's personal share in the transaction was small; he had no provisions to make for the succession of the prophets, and the detailed consideration of the story will therefore be more fitly deferred to another place. [Ezechieliad.]

a The A. V., by omitting, as usual, the definite article before "dog," and by its punctuation of the sentence, completely misrepresents the very characteristic turn of the original—given above—and also differs from all the versions. In the Hebrew the word "dog" has the force of meanness, in the A. V. of cruelty. For a long comment founded on the reading of the A. V., see H. Blunt, Lectures on Elisha, p. 222, &c. [See Deut.]

b The word יִנְחַל, A. V. "a thick cloth," has been variously conjectured to be a carpet, a mosquio-net (which Solomon is said, and a bath-napkin. The latter is Ewald's suggestion (lii. 223, note), and taken in connection with the "water," and with the inference to be drawn from the article attached to the Hebrew word, is more probable than the others. Abba Pacha is said to have been murdered in the bath-net. As to the person who committed the murder, Ewald hastily remarks that as a high officer of state Hazael would have no business in the king's bath. Some

15. Beyond this we have no record of Elisha's having taken any part in the revolution of Jehu, or the events which followed it. He does not again appear till we find him on his destitute in his own house (xiii. 14-19). Joash, the grandson of Jehu, is now king, and he is come to weep over the approaching departure of the great and good prophet. His words are the same as those of Elisha when Elijah was taken away — "My father! my father! the chariot of Israel and the horsemen thereof!" But it is not a time for writing. One thought fills the mind of both king and prophet. Syria is the fierce enemy who is gradually destroying the country, and against Syria one final effort must be made before the aid of Elisha becomes unobtainable. What was the exact significance of the ceremonial employed, our ignorance of Jewish customs does not permit us to know, but it was evidently symbolic. The window is opened towards the hated country, the bow is pointed in the same direction, and the prophet laying his hands on the string as if to convey force to the shot, "the arrow of Jehova's deliverance, the arrow of deliverance from Syria," is discharged. This done, the king takes up the bundle of arrows, and at the command of Elisha heets them on the ground. But he does it with no energy, and the successes of Israel, which might have been so prolonged as completely to destroy the foe, are limited to three victories.

19. (xii. 14-24). The power of the prophet, however, does not terminate with his death. Even in the tomb he restores the dead to life. Moab had recovered from the tremendous reverse inflicted on her by the three kings at the opening of Elisha's career (2 K. iii.), and her marauding bands had begun again the work of depredation which Syria so long pursued (2 K. v. 2, vi. 23). The text perhaps infers that the spring—that is, when the early crops were ripening—was the usual period for these attacks; but, be this as it may, on the present occasion they invaded the land "at the coming in of the year." A man was being buried in the cemetery which contained the sepulchre of Elisha. Seeing the Moabite spoilers in the distance, the friends of the dead man hastened to conceal his corpse in the nearest hiding-place. They chose—whether by design or by accident—is not said—the tomb of the prophet, and as the body was pushed into the tomb, which formed the receptacle for the corpse in Jewish tombs, it came in contact with his bones. The mere touch of those hallowed remains was enough to effect that which in his life—suppose that Benhadad killed himself by accident, having laid a wet towel over his face while sleeping. See Keil, ad loc. c. The connection and the contrast between Elisha and Jehu are well brought out by Maurice (Prophets and Kings, serm. ix.).

d Josephus says that Elisha had a magnificent funeral (ταφὸς μεγαλοπρεπὴς, Ant. ix. 5, § 6), in this implied is the expression (xiii. 20), "they buried him"? The rich man in the Gospel is also particu-
larly said to have been "buried" (Luke xvi. 22) i. e. probably in a style befitting his rank.
e The expression of the A. V. "let down," is founded on a wrong conception of the nature of an Elisha's sepulchre, which is excavated in the rear face of a rock, so as to be entered by a door; not sunk below the surface of the ground like our graves. The Hebrew word יִנְחַל is simply "went" as in the marginal or, "came" i. e. to the bones of Elisha.
time had cost Elisha both prayers and exertions— the man "revived and stood up on his feet." It is the only instance in the whole Bible—Old Testament, New Testament, and Apocrypha—of restoration wrought by the inanimate remains of prophet or saint. a It is to this miracle that the fathers of the 5th century and the divines of the Roman Catholic Church have appealed as a parallel to the numerous alleged cures at the tombs of saints, such as those at the graves of SS. Gervais and Protasius. b

Before closing this account of Elisha we must not omit to notice the parallel which he presents to our Lord—the more necessary because, unlike the resemblance between Elijah and John the Baptist, no attention is called to it in the New Testament. Some features of this likeness have already been spoken of. b But it is not merely because he healed a leper, raised a dead man, or increased the loaves, that Elisha resembled Christ, but rather because of that loving, gentle temper and kindness of disposition—characteristic of him above all the saints of the O. T.—ever ready to soothe, to heal, and to conciliate, which attracted to him women and simple people, and made him the universal friend and "father," not only consulted by kings and generals, but resorted to by widows and poor prophets in their little troubles and perplexities.

We have spoken above of the fragmentary nature of the records of Elisha, and of the partial conception of his work as a prophet which they evince. Be it so. For that very reason we should the more gladly welcome those engaging traits of personal goodness which are so often to be found even in those fragments, and which give us a reflection, feeble it is true, but still a reflection, in the midst of the sternness of the Old dispensation, of the love and mercy of the New.

Elisha is canonized in the Greek Church; his day is the 14th June. Under that date his life, and a collection of the few traditions concerning him—few indeed when compared with those of Elijah—will be found in the Acta Sanctorum. In the time of Jerome a "mausoleum" containing his remains was shown at Samaria (Ireland, p. 980). Under Julian the bones of Elisha were taken from their receptacle and burnt. But notwithstanding this, they still are considered of such importance, and the church of S. Apollinaris at Ravenna still boasts of possessing his head. The Carmelites have a special service in honor of Elisha.

Most of the writers mentioned under Elijah (Amer. ed.) may be consulted on the subject of this article. It may be added here, that Stanley's sketch of Elisha is one of surpassing interest (History of the Jewish Church, ii. 359-364). He places before us (to select a single topic) the points of dissimilarity and of resemblance between the two great prophets in a striking manner: "The succession was close and immediate, but it was a succession not of likeness but of contrast... Elisha was not secluded in mountain fastnesses, but dwelt in his own house in the royal city; or lingered amidst the sons of the prophets within the precincts of ancient colleges... or was sought out by admiring disciples in some town on Carmel, or by the path of Dothan; or was received in some quiet balcony, overlooking the plain of Esdraelon, where bed and table and seat had been prepared for him by pious hands. His life was not spent, like his predecessor's, in unwailing struggle, but in widespread successes... His deeds were not of wild terror, but of gracious, soothing, homely benevolence, bound up with the ordinary tenor of human life. When he smites with blindness, it is that he may remove it again: when he predicts, it is the prediction of plenty, and not of famine... At his house by Jericho the bitter spring is sweetened; for the widow of one of the prophets the oil is increased; even the workmen at the prophets' huts are not to lose the axe-head which has fallen through the thickets of Jordan into the eddying stream; the young prophets, at their common meal, are saved from the deadly herbs which had been poured from the blanket of one of them into the caldron, and enjoy the multiplied provision of corn... And Elisha was greater yet less, less yet greater, than Elijah. He is less... We cannot dispense with the mighty past even when we have shot far beyond it. Those who would follow him must not be as those who went before. A prophet like Elisha comes once and does not return. Elisha, both to his contemporaries and to us, is but the successor, the faint reflection of his predecessor... Less, yet greater. For the work of the great ones of this earth is carried on by far inferior instruments but on a far wider scale, and it may be in a far higher spirit. The life of an Elisha is never spent in vain. Even his death has not taken him from us. He struggles, single-handed as it would seem, and without effect; and in the very crisis of the nation's history is suddenly and mysteriously removed. But his work continues; his mantle falls; his teaching spreads; his enemies perish. The prophet preaches and teaches, the martyr dies and passes away; but other men enter into his labors... What was begun in fire and storm, in solitude and awful visions, must be carried on through winning arts, and kindling words, and the soothing influence, of social intercourse; not in the desert of Borch, or on the top of Carmel, but in the crowded thoroughfares of Samaria, in the gardens of Damascus, by the rushing waters of Jordan."

ELISHIAH (ἘΛΗΣΙΑΗ [God is salvation, see above]: Ελειαδή; [Vulg. in 1 Chr. Eleasa; in Ezra.] Ελεισάθ: Joseph. "Ελεισάθ: Elies), the eldest son of Javan (Gen. x. 4). The residence of his descendants is described in Ez. xxvii. 7, as the "Isles of Elishah" (ἘΛΗΣΙΑΗ = maritima regiones), whence the Phenicians obtained their purple and blue dyes. Josephus identified the race of Elishah with the Lullans (Ελεια δοῦνοι Ελειασάθων ἀπὸ Ἰερουσαλημ, ἑρείπων ἀπὸ τοῦ οἴκου τέκνος) (Ant. i. 6, § 1). His view is adopted by Knobel (Vulkanjoven, p. 81 ff.)

a The miracle was certainly a peculiar one, but not without a moral end. In serving, as it must have done, to maintain among the Hebrews a proper reverence for the prophetical order which Elisha represented, it accomplished a result eminently important to the religious training of that people and the fulfillment of their mission as the upholders of God's truth and worship.

b Augustine's Confessions (i. § 16). These resonances are drawn out, with great beauty, but in some instances rather fancifully, by J. H. Newman (Serm. on Subjects of the Day, Elishah a Type of Christ, &c.). See also Rev. Isaac Williams (Old Test. Characters).
ELISHAMA

A preference to the more generally received opinion that Elisha = Elias, and in a more extended sense Peloponnesus, or even Helles. It certainly appears correct to treat it as the designation of a root rather than of a locality; and if Javan represents the Ionians, then Elish the Elohians, whose name presents considerable similarity (Alov having possibly been Alov), and whose predilection for maritime situations quite accords with the expression in Ezekiel. In early times the Elohians were settled in various parts of Greece, Thessaly, Creotis, Eolia, Locria, Elys, and Messenia: from Greece they theoretically were to Asia Minor, and in Ezekiel age occupied the maritime district in the N. W. of that country, named after them. Eolis, together with the islands Lesbos and Tenedos. The purple shell-fish was found on this coast, especially at Abydos (Virgil. Georg. 1. 267), Phoecia (Ovid. Metam. vi. 93), Sigean and Lecum (Atheneus, iii. p. 88). Not much, however, can be deduced from this as to the position of the "isles of Elishah," as that shell-fish was found in many parts of the Mediterranean, especially on the coast of Lycia (Pausan. ii. 21 § 5).

ELISH'AMA (אֵלִישָאָמָא, Hebrew words: 'Eli'shāma, 'Eli'shāmā, 'Ela'shāma, κτλ.), name of several men. 1. [Elohim]: Vat. twice 'Elish; in 1 Chr. Rom. 'Elishaam, Vat. Εἰλισαιμᾶς: Eliezer.] Son of Ammihud, the "prince" or "captain" (both Nn) of the tribe of Ephraim in the Wilderness of Sinai (Num. i. 10, ii. 18, vii. 48, 55, x. 22). From the genealogy preserved in 1 Chr. vii. 29, we find that he was grandfather to the great Joshua.

2. [Elohim]: Vat. 'I'ī{l; in 1 Chr. xiv., Rom. 'Elishama, Vat. Εἰλισαιμᾶς, F.A. -Iēr.] A son of King David. One of the thirteen, or, according to the record of Samuel, the eleven, sons born to him of his wives after his establishment in Jerusalem (2 Sam. v. 16; 1 Chr. iii. 8, xiv. 7).

3. [Elohim]: Vat. -Iēr; Alex. -Eliasaam.] By this name is also given (in the Heb. text) in 1 Chr. iii. 8, to the son of the same family, who in the other lists is called Elishe'ma.

4. [Elohim]: Vat. -Iēr.] A descendant of Judah; the son of Jehanan (1 Chr. ii. 41). In the Jewish traditions preserved by Jerome (Qu. Heb. on 1 Chr. i. 41), he appears to be identified with

5. [In 2 K., 'Elisham: Vat. -Iēr; in Jer. 'Etranslated: Vat. Alex. 'Elish; F.A. 'Elisha; Comp. 'Elisham.] The father of Nathaniah and grandfather of Ishmael "of the seed royal," who lived at the time of the great Captivity (2 K. xxv. 25; Jer. xii. 1). [In Jer. xii. 1 the A. V. ed. 1611, with other early editions, reads Elisahamad.]

6. [Elohim]: Vat. 'Elishama, 'Eliasam, F.A. lv. 20, 21, ditto. Scribe to King Jehoiakim (Jer. xxxix. 12, 20, 21).

7. [Elohim]: Vat. -Iēr.] A priest in the time of Jehoshaphat, one of the party sent by that king through the cities of Judah, with the book of the law, to teach the people (2 Chr. vii. 8).

ELISH'ARHAT (אֵלישָארהָת, Hebrew words: 'Elishāraḥāt, 'Elishāraḥāt, 'Elishārāht; whoam God judge): Φ 'Elishaphar [Vat. -Iēr]; Alex. Elisha having the "captains of hundreds," whom Jehoiada the priest employed to collect the Levites and other principal people to Jerusalem before bringing forward Judah (2 Chr. xxiii. 1):

ELISH'BA (אֵלישָבָה, [Heb. Elishe'ba] אֵלישָבָה: 'Elishabāth; [Alex. -Bet-] 'Elishbeth), the wife of Aaron (Ex. vi. 24). She was the daughter of Amminadab, and sister of Nahshon the captain of the host of Judah (Num. ii. 3), and her marriage to Aaron thus united the royal and priestly tribes.

W. A. W. * The name signifies "God of the oath," i. e. God is her oath, a witness of God (Esen.) or "God of the covenant." (Furt.). Its Greek form is Elisabeth, the name of the mother of John. [ELISABET.] H.

ELISH'U'AH (אֵלישָעָה, Hebrew words: 'Elish'ou'ah, 'Elish'ou'ah, 'Elish'ou'ah, 'Elish'ou'ah, 'Elish'aouyah, 'Elish'ouyah, 'Elish'ouyah; whoam God delight): 'Elishowar [Vat. 'Elishowara, Alex. -Elishowara, in 1 Chr.]; 'Elishowar, Alex. 'Elishowara, [Vat. Exar, Comp. 'Elishowara; Elishowara], one of David's family by his later wives: born after his settlement in Jerusalem (2 Sam. v. 15; 1 Chr. xiv. 5). In the list of 1 Chr. iii. 6, the name is given with a slight difference, as Elis'hama.

ELISH'US'M [Vat. El'isamos; Alex. Elishamo; Ald. 'Elishamos; Lusamos]: 1 Esdr. ix. 28. [ELISHIB.] ELI'TU (אֵלִיתוּ, [Vat. Sin. Alex. Héloú = Heb. Elihu]), one of the forefathers of Judith (Jud. vii. 1), and therefore of the tribe of Simon.

ELI'UD (אֵלִיעד, from the Heb. תַּעַד, which however does not occur, God of the Jeruh), son of Achim in the genealogy of Christ (Matt. i. 15), four generations above Joseph. His name is of the same formation as Abiah, and is probably an indication of descent from him. A. C. H.

ELIZ'APHAN (אֵלִיזָאָפָן, Hebrew words: 'Eli'saphan, 'Eli'saphän, 'Eli'saphān; whoam God protect:] 'Eli'osophan; [in Num. and 2 Chr., 'Elish; Alex. -Elish; in 1 Chr., Rom. 'Elishaphan, Vat. F. A. -Iēr; Alex. -Elishaphan.]. 1. A Levite, son of Uzziel, chief of the house of the Kohathites at the time of the census in the Wilderness of Sinai (Ex. vi. 22; Lev. x. 4); Num. iii. 30). His family was known and represented in the days of King David (1 Chr. xrv. 8), and took part in the revivals of Hezekiah (3 Chr. xxxx. 3). His name is also found in the contracted form of ELI'SAPHAH.

2. [Eli'saph; Vat. -Iēr.] Son of Parnach; "prince" (Nn) of the tribe of Zebulon, one of the men appointed to assist Moses in apportioning the land of Canaan (Num. xxxiv. 25).

* ELIZE'US is the reading of the A. V. ed. 1611 and other early editions in Luke iv. 27 and Ecles. xlviii. 12 for ELISEUS, which see. A.

ELIZ'UR (אֵלִיָּזָר, Hebrew words: 'Elī'zār; Vat. once 'Elish; Alex. 'Elishar), son of Sheden: "prince" (Nn) of the tribe, and over the host of Reuben, at the time of the census in the Wilder- ness of Sinai (Num. i. 5, ii. 10, vii. 30, 35, x. 18).

EL'KANAH (אֵלָכָנָה, Hebrew words: 'Elcakeh, 'Elkannah, 'Elkannah; whoam God cences or pos- sesses]: 'Ela'kah: Elicuina.] 1. Son of Korah, the son of Izhar, the son of Kohath, the son of Levi, according to Ex. vi. 24, where his brothers are represented as being Assir and Abiasaph. But in 1 Chr. vii. 22, 23 (Heb. 7, 8) Assir, Elkanah, and Elisaphen are mentioned in the same order, not as the three sons of Korah, but as son, grandson, and great-grandson, respectively; and this seem.
to be undoubtedly correct. If so, the passage in Exodus must be understood as merely giving the families of the Korhites existing at the time the passage was penned, which must, in this case, have been long subsequent to Moses. In Num. xxvi. 58, "the family of the Korhites" (A. V., "Korhites") is mentioned as one family. As regards the fact of Korah's descendents continuing, it may be noticed that we are expressly told in Num. xxvi. 11, that when Korah and his company died, "the children of Korah died not."

2. A descendant of the above in the line of Abinомz, otherwise Mahath, 1 Chr. vi. 28, 55 (11. 11). (See Hervey, Genealogies, pp. 210, 214, note.)

3. Another Kohanthie Levite, in the line of Henmiz the singer. He was son of Jeroham, and father of Samuel the illustrious judge and prophet (1 Chr. vi. 27, 34). All that is known of him is contained in the above notices and in 1 Sam. i. 1, 4, 8, 19, 21, 23, and ii. 11, 20, where we learn that he lived at Ramathaim-Zophim in Mount Ephraim, otherwise called Ramath, that he had two wives, Hannah and Peninnah, but had no children by the former, till the birth of Samuel in answer to Hannah's prayer. We learn also that he lived in the time of Eli the high-priest, and of his sons Hophni and Phinehas; that he was a pious man who went yearly up from Ramathaim-Zophim to Shiloh, in the tribe of Ephraim, to worship and sacrifice at the tabernacle there; but it does not appear that he performed any sacred functions as a Levite; a circumstance quite in accordance with the account which survives to David the establishment of the priestly and Levitical courses for the Temple service. He seems to have been a man of some wealth from the nature of his yearly sacrifice, which enabled him to give portions out of it to all his family, and from the costly offering of three bullocks made when Samuel was brought to the House of the Lord at Shiloh. After the birth of Samuel, Elkanah and Hannah continued to live at Ramath (where Samuel afterwards had his house, 1 Sam. vii. 17), and had three sons and two daughters. This closes all that we know about Elkanah.

4. [Vat. Hacara.] A Levite (1 Chr. ix. 16).

5. [Vat. Alex. F. Hacara, exc. Vat. Caza in 1 Chr. xii.] Another man of the family of the Korhites who joined David while he was at Ziklag (1 Chr. xii. 6). From the terms of ver. 2 it is doubtful whether this can be the well-known Levitical family of Korhites. Perhaps the same who afterwards was one of the doorkeepers for the ark (xx. 24).

6. [Vat. Elhaera.] An officer in the household of Ahaz, king of Judah, who was slain by Zichri the Ephraimites, when Pekah invaded Judah. He seems to have been the second in command under the prefect of the palace (2 Chr. xxvii. 7).

A. C. H.

ELKOSH (\textit{Ex}, \textit{Els})", the birthplace of the prophet Nahum, hence called "the Elkoshite," Nah. i. 1 (\textit{Ela\'kosho\'i}; \textit{Sin. \'Elak\'ash} or \textit{Ela\'kash}). Two widely differing Jewish traditions assign as widely different localities to this place. In the time of Jerome it was believed to exist in a small village of Galilee. The ruins of some old buildings were pointed out to this father by his guide as the remains of the ancient Elkosh (Jerome, \textit{On Nah.} i. 1). Cyril of Alexandria (Comm. in Nahum) says that the village of Elkosh was somewhere or other in the country of the Jews Pseudo-Epiphanius (de \textit{Vitis Prophetarum}, Opp. ii. 247) places Elkosh on the east of the Jordan, at Bethelam (\textit{Cyr. Pseudo}) 150, Cod. B. has \textit{eis \'Elak\'ash}, where he says the prophet died in peace. According to Schwarz (\textit{Diss. of Palestine}, p. 188), the grave of Nahum is shown at \textit{Kefer Tanchum}, a village 2\frac{1}{2} English miles north of Tiberias. But medieval tradition, perhaps for the convenience of the Babylonian Jews, attached the name of the prophet's burial place to Alawa, a village on the east bank of the Tigris, near the monastery of Rabban Hormuzd, and about two miles north of Mosul. Benjamin of Tudela (p. 53, ed. Asher) speaks of the synagogues of Nahum, Oslodiah, and Jonah at Asshur, the modern Mosul. R. Petachin (p. 55, ed. Benisch) was shown the prophet's grave, at a distance of four parasangs from that of Borch, the son of Neriah, which was itself distant a mile from the tomb of Ezekiel. It is mentioned in a letter of Masius, quoted by Assenam (\textit{Bibl. Orient.}, p. 925). It is not quite certain that the Elkoshite commentator penned, or at least, was familiar with, the pilgrimage to it at certain seasons. The synagogue which is built over the tomb is described by Colonel Shield, who visited it in his journey through Kurdistán (\textit{Journ. Geog. Soc.}, viii. 93). Rich evidently believed in the correctness of the tradition, considering the pilgrimage of the Jews as almost sufficient test (\textit{Kurdistan}, i. 101). The tradition which assigns Elkosh to Galilee is more in accordance with the internal evidence afforded by the prophecy, which gives no sign of having been written in Assyria.

W. A. W.

*Elkosh as a place is not named in the Bible, though of course Nahum's appellation (Nah. i. 1) implies the place, just as Elka is called the Harodite from Harod (2 Sam. xxvii. 25), Abijah the Silohite from Shiloh (1 K. xi. 29), and others (see Jer. xxvi. 18). It may have been the prophet's birthplace or his abode only. The etymology is uncertain. Fürst suggests (\textit{Handwörterb.}, i. 988) \textit{Ela\'kos}-, i. e. God's bow or strength. The American missionary, Dr. Perkins of Ormioth, visited the Assyrian Elkosh in 1849. He assumes it to be the home of the prophet, but assigns no reason for that opinion except as the name itself may seem to offer. It is situated on a broken stony declivity, right under the first range of the Kurkish mountains, after crossing the Tigris, and on the northern extremity of the great Assyrian plain. A few stunted pomegranates and figs were growing in small gardens in the village, which were the only trees to be seen, to relieve the eye as it stretched along the bare limestone range and over the vast plain in other directions. The town contains about 300 papal Nesterian families. The prophecy speaks the modern Syrnic and the Kurkish.

"We visited the prophet's tomb. It is in a small Jewish synagogue. An oblong box, covered with green cotton cloth, stands over what purports to be his grave. The synagogue and tomb are kept by a Christian, there now being no Jews in \textit{Elkosh}. Many Israelites make the pilgrimage and spend the feast of Tabernacles in this ancient and venerable place, coming for that purpose even from Harrohah, Constantiopolis, and Jerusalem." (\textit{See Bibl. Orient.}, iv. 644.)

An appeal to the style and contents of Nahum's prophecy leaves the question as to the place of hisnativity still undecided; for critics draw from this
source precisely opposite conclusions. While some
and ideas and expressions in the book which are
alleged to be Assyrian in their origin, others either
refuse to concede to them that character, or affirm
that any Jewish prophet might have so written,
who had never passed beyond the boundary of his
own country. Of those who place Elkosh in Gal-
ilee are Hübernick (Erd. in A. Test. p. 375),
Knoedel (Prophect. ii. 208), Weitel (in Herbst's
Erd. in die heil. Schr. des A. Test. ii. Abth.
2, p. 147), De Wette (Erd. in des A. Test. p.
336), Bleek (Erd. in des Alte Test. p. 542),
and Ranner (Pakiastam, p. 125). Of those who think
that Nahum was born or at least prophesied in
Assyria, are Eichhorn (Erd. ii. 317), Grimm
(Nahum, p. 15 ff.), Ewald (Prop. des A. B.
i. 330), Winer (Bibl. Rowl. ii. 325), and Ritter
(Erdk. ix. 742). Stanley mentions both opin-
ions, but does not venture to decide between them
(Jewish Church, ii. 412). It deserves notice that
all the testimonies as to the existence of an Elkosh
in that remote East are comparatively modern.
There is reason to 'suspect, says a German critic,
that "the name may have come not from the vil-
lage mentioned in our book of Nahum, but out of
our book to that village." The internal argument
found on the coloring or imagery of the prophet,
is too subjective to be of any weight on either side.
II.

**ELKOSHITE. [Elkosh.]**

ELIASAR (אֵילָאָסַּר: 'Ελλασάρ: [Alex. in
ver. 1, Σελλάσαρ: Pontus] has been considered
the same place with the Thehasar (תֹּדָאַסַּר)
of 2 K. xix. 12, but this is very improbable. El-
lasar — the city of Arich (Gen. xiv. 1, 9) — seems
to be the Hebrew representative of the old Chal-
dean town called in the native dialect Lava or
Lavonok, and known to the Greeks as Larissa
(Λαρίσα) or Laracion (Λαράκιον). This em-
placement suits the connection with Elam and
Shinar (Gen. xiv. 1); and the identification is or-
thographically defensible, whereas the other is not.
Lava was a town of Lower Babylonia or Chaldean,
situated nearly halfway between Ur (Muqheir)
and Ereesch (Warka), on the left bank of the Eu-
phrates. It is now Senkerch. The inscriptions
show it to have been one of the primitive capitals
—of earlier date, probably, than Babylon itself;
and we may gather from the narratives in Gen. xiv.
in that the time of Abraham it was the metropolis
of a kingdom distinct from that of Shinar, but
owing allegiance to the superior monarchy of
Elam. That we hear no more of it after this time
is owing to its absorption into Babylon, which took
place soon afterwards.

G. R.

ELM (אֵלָם). Only once rendered elmus, in
 Hos. iv. 13. See OAK.

ELMODAM ('אֶל מוֹדָּא, or 'אֶלְוָדָא[so
fisch. Treg.], apparently the same as the Hebrew
תַּוַאָם], Gen. x. 26; 'Elmaudah, LXX.), son of
Er, six generations above Zerubbabel, in the gen-
alogy of Joseph (Luke iii. 28). [ALMADAD.]

A. C. H.

ELNA'AM (אֶל נֹאָאָם [God's delight]: 'אֶל-
נאות: Alex. Eluona; [F. L. ELUON: Eluôn],
the father of Jerubal and Joshuah, two of David's
guard, according to the extended list in 1 Chr. xi.
16. In the LXX. the second warrior is said to be
the son of the first, and Elsa'an is given as himself
a member of the guard.

EL'NATHAN (אֵל נ תָּהֹנ: [whom God gave
comp. Theodore, Diochate]: [in 2 K.,] 'Ελ Ê
θανάθ: [Vulg. Elnathan, Alex. 'Ελναθαν:] in Jer. xiv.
LXX. om.; Jer. xxxvii. Alex.] Nathan: [Rom
Vat.] Ελθαθάν, [Ελθάθαν] 'Elnathan]. 1. The
maternal grandfather of Jehoiachin, distinguished as
"Elnathan of Jerusalem" (2 K. xxiv. 8). He
is doubtless the same man with "Elnathan the son
of Achbor," one of the leading men in Jerusalem
in Jehoiakim's reign (Jer. xxvi. 22, xxxvi. 12, 25).
The variations in the LXX. arise from the names
Elnathan, and Nathan having the same sense,
God's gift (Theodore).

2. [Α'ΛΑΝΑθ: Comp. 'Ελθάναθ: 'Ελθάναθ,
'Ελναθαν (Vat. 'Ελναθαν).] The name of three
persons, apparently Levites, in the time of Ezra
(Ex. viii. 16). In 1 Esdr. they are corrupted to
ΑΛΜΑΝΑθ, and ΕΛΝΑΤΑΗ.

W. L. B.

*Elnathan, the contemporary of Jehoiakim, ap-
appears in only two incidents, but these strongly illu-
strate his character and that of his times.
He was sent by the king with a body of men into
Egypt to discover and bring back the fugitive
Urijah, who was afterwards beheaded, and whose
innocent blood therefore stained in part the hands
of his pursuer (Jer. xxvi. 20-25). Elnathan was
present also at the burning of Jeremiah's "roll,"
which the king took from Baruch, the prophet's
scribe, and threw into the fire before his eyes,
because it contained such threatenings against the
wicked that the conscience-suiting man could not
submit to hear them read. It is recorded to the
honor of Elnathan, that he had the courage to
protest earnestly though ineffectually against the
improper act (Jer. xxxvi. 20-23). On this trans-
action in its various personal relations, see further
under JEROHAIN (AMOR. ed.).

E'LON. 1. [ֵאֵלון: in oak]: 'Eloth, Aladum;
Alex. [Αλαδομο], Eloth: [Elon], a Hittite, whose
dughter was one of Esau's wives (Gen. xxxvi. 34,
xxxvi. 2). For the variation in the name of his
dughter, see BASHEMATH.

2. [אֵלוהָא: Alex. [in Gen.] Aprouhu:
Elon], the second of the three sons attributed to
Zebulun (Gen. xvi. 14; Num. xxvi. 26); and the
founder of the family (תֵּאֵלָה) of the Elon
ites (תֵּאֵל). From this tribe came

3. Elon the (not "a") Zebulonite (אַלֹה: [Alex. [הא: Ahabah];
Joseph. 'Ahabu; Abiabu], who judged Israel for ten years,
and was buried in Ajalon in Zebulun (Judg. xi. 11, 12).
The names "Elon" and "Ajalon" in Hebrew, are
defined of precisely the same letters, and differ
only in the vowel points, so that the place of Elon's
burial may have been originally called after him.
It will be remarked that the Vulgate does assim-
ilate the two.

E'LON (אֵלון: 'Elohu; [Vat. Αλαδομο:] Elon),
one of the towns in the border of the tribe of Dan
(Josh. xix. 40). To judge from the order of the
list, its situation must have been between Ajalon
(Yado) and Ekron (Akib); but no town cor-
responding in name has yet been discovered. The
name in Hebrew signifies a great oak or other
strong tree, and may therefore be a testimony to
The wooden character of the district. It is possibly the same place as

ELON-BETH-HANAN ( אֵלֹן בֵּית הָעָנָן 7700s) is a place of the house of grace [lit. 'grunting one' or 'crying one', named after a prophet]: 'A'ela (אֵלֹא) [Ab. [Gen. 37.12] Alex, Αὐλαί] or 'Ela (אֵלָה) [Gen. 37.11] Alex, Αὐλαία ] is named with two Danite towns forming one of Solomon's commissariat districts (1 K. iv. 9). For 'Beth-hanan' some Hebrew MSS. have "Ben-hanan," and some "And Beth-hanan;" the latter is followed by the Vulgate ['et in Elon, et in Beth-hanan'].

ELONITES, THE, Num. xxvi. 26. [ELON, 2.]

ELOTH ( אֵלוֹת 7750s) grove of strong trees: A'loth; in 2 Chr. viii. 17, 2 Chr. [Gen. 49.6] Alex, אֵלוֹת, 1 K. ix. 26; 2 Chr. vii. 17, xxvi. 2. [ELATH.]

ELPA'AL ( אֵלְפָאָל 7700s) [God is reared]: 'A'el'paal; [Gen. 49.6] Alex, אֵלְפָאָל; Alex, ver. 12; Al'phaal; [Elphad], a Benjamite, son of Hushin and brother of Abishur (1 Chr. viii. 11). He was the founder of a numerous family. The Bene-Ephal appear to have lived in the neighborhood of Lydda (Loed), and on the outskirts of the Benjamite hills as far as Ajabon (Tibid) (viii. 12-18), near the Danite frontier. Hushin was the name of the principal Danite family. If the forefather of Ephal was the same person, his mention in a Benjamite genealogy is an evidence of an intermarriage of the two tribes.

ELPA'LET ( אֵלְפָּלֶט 7700s) [Lit. Elaphlet]: 'A'elyma; [Gen. 49.6] Alex, אֵלְפָּלֶט; Alex, ver. 12; Elphad; one of David's sons born in Jerusalem (1 Chr. iv. 5). In the parallel list, 1 Chr. iii. 6, the name is given more fully as Eliphlet.

EL-PARAN ( אֵל-פָּראָן 7700s) 'Eil-paran; Alex, אֵלְפָּרָן; Alex, ver. 12; El'pharan; a city in Benjamin, the name of the principal Danite family. If the forefather of Ephal was the same person, his mention in a Benjamite genealogy is an evidence of an intermarriage of the two tribes.

ELTEKEH ( אֵלְטֵכָה 7700s) or N'kar ( נְכָר 7700s) [God is reared]: 'A'el-tek; Alex, נְכָר; Alex, ver. 12; El-tekar; a city in Benjamin, the name of the principal Danite family. If the forefather of Ephal was the same person, his mention in a Benjamite genealogy is an evidence of an intermarriage of the two tribes.

ELTEKON ( אֵלְטֵקֹן 7700s) God is his foundation: [Gen. 49.6] Alex, אֵלְטֵכָן; Alex, ver. 12; El'tuk; a city in Benjamin, the name of the principal Danite family. If the forefather of Ephal was the same person, his mention in a Benjamite genealogy is an evidence of an intermarriage of the two tribes.

ELYMA'S ( אֵלֵםאָס 7700s) [God is reared]: 'A'el'mas; Alex, אֵלֵמָס; Alex, ver. 12; El'mas; a city in Benjamin, the name of the principal Danite family. If the forefather of Ephal was the same person, his mention in a Benjamite genealogy is an evidence of an intermarriage of the two tribes.

ELYMITE ( אֵלֵמִיט 7700s) a city in Benjamin, the name of the principal Danite family. If the forefather of Ephal was the same person, his mention in a Benjamite genealogy is an evidence of an intermarriage of the two tribes.

ELPIZED ( אֵלְפָּזָד 7700s) God is kindred, allied to hirev: 'A'el'p'zad; Alex, אֵלְפָּזָד; Alex, ver. 12; Elphad, a city in Benjamin, the name of the principal Danite family. If the forefather of Ephal was the same person, his mention in a Benjamite genealogy is an evidence of an intermarriage of the two tribes.

ELYMA'S ( אֵלֵםאָס 7700s) [God is reared]: 'A'el'mas; Alex, אֵלֵמָס; Alex, ver. 12; El'mas; a city in Benjamin, the name of the principal Danite family. If the forefather of Ephal was the same person, his mention in a Benjamite genealogy is an evidence of an intermarriage of the two tribes.

ELMA'S ( אֵלִמָּס 7700s) [God is reared]: 'A'el'mas; Alex, אֵלִמָּס; Alex, ver. 12; El'mas; a city in Benjamin, the name of the principal Danite family. If the forefather of Ephal was the same person, his mention in a Benjamite genealogy is an evidence of an intermarriage of the two tribes.

ELMA'S ( אֵלִמָּס 7700s) [God is reared]: 'A'el'mas; Alex, אֵלִמָּס; Alex, ver. 12; El'mas; a city in Benjamin, the name of the principal Danite family. If the forefather of Ephal was the same person, his mention in a Benjamite genealogy is an evidence of an intermarriage of the two tribes.

ELMO'S ( אֵלֿמּוֹס 7700s) [God is reared]: 'A'el'mo; Alex, אֵלֿמּוֹס; Alex, ver. 12; El'mo; a city in Benjamin, the name of the principal Danite family. If the forefather of Ephal was the same person, his mention in a Benjamite genealogy is an evidence of an intermarriage of the two tribes.

ELMOS ( אֵלֿמּוֹס 7700s) [God is reared]: 'A'el'mo; Alex, אֵלֿמּוֹס; Alex, ver. 12; El'mo; a city in Benjamin, the name of the original of the first book of Maccabees. Vaihinger (Herzog's Real-Ency. i. 749) adopts the suggestion of Michaelis that 7750s may have stood in this original document, in its older sense of "province" (= Dan. viii. 2), but was translated into Greek by its later sense of "city," a meaning which the word now bears in Syria and Arabic. Synnachus renders the same word by κωστα in 1 K. xx. 14 and Dan. viii. 2. Dr. Rigper thinks it possible that the name of the country may stand in 1 Macc. vi. 4 for that of the capital (Ersch and Grimm's Real-Ency. art. Elymas). In 10. v. 10, Elymas is evidently the name of the province, and not of a town. (See Fain's Real-Ency. i. 114; Winzer's Real-Ency. i. 313; Fritzsche and Grimm, Elymas, ed. in loc.)

ELUMBANS [ A. V. ed. 1611] Electambans, in later eds. Elymas'ans ( אֵלִמָּשָׁאֵין), Jud. i. 8. [ELUBITES.]

ELYMAS ( אֵלִמָּשָׁאֵין) the Arabic name of the Jewish mage or sorcerer Harjesus, who had attached himself to the pseudo-Sorcerers of Chersus, Sergius Paulus, when St. Paul visited the island (Acts xii. 6 E.). On his attempting to dispense the preconul from embracing the Christian faith, he was struck with miraculous blindness by the Apostle. The name Elymas, "the wise man," is from the same root as the Arabic "Elyma." On the practice generally then prevailing, in the decay of faith, of consulting
ELYMEANS. [ELYMEANS.]

EL'ZABAD (ELYMEANS) [given of God = Theodore]: El'zabad. A Korhite Levite, son of Shemaiah and of the family of Obad-edom: one of the doorkeepers of the "house of Jehovah" (1 Chr. xxvi. 7).

EL'ZAPHAN (ELYMEANS) [one whom God protects]: Elzaphan, second son of Uzziel, who was the son of Kohath son of Levi (Ex. vi. 22). He was thus cousin to Moses and Aaron, as is distinctly stated. Elzaphan assisted his brother Mishael to carry the unhappy Nadab and Abihu in their priestly tunics out of the camp (Lev. x. 4). The name is a contracted form of Elzaphan, in which it most frequently occurs.

EMBALMING, the process by which dead bodies are preserved from putrefaction and decay. The Hebrew word מַעֲנָה (channat), employed to denote this process, is connected with the Arabic بِنْح, which in conj. 1 signifies "to be red," as leather which has been tanned; and in conj. 2, "to preserve with spices." In the 1st and 4th conjugations it is applied to the ripening of fruit, and this meaning has been assigned to the Hebrew root in Cant. ii. 13. In the latter passage, however, it probably denotes the fragrant smell of the ripening figs. The word is found in the Chaldee and Syriac dialects, and in the latter מַעֲנָה (châncet).
more than thirty days (according to some MSS. forty and afterwards sprinkled with myrrh, cinnamon, and other substances, which possess the property not only of preserving the body for a long period, but also of communicating to it an agreeable smell. This process was so effectual that the features of the dead could be recognized. It is remarkable that Diodorus omits all mention of the steeping in natron.

The second mode of embalming cost about 20 minae. In this case no incision was made in the body, nor were the intestines removed, but cedar-oil was injected into the stomach by the rectum. The oil was prevented from escaping, and the body was then steeped in natron for the appointed number of days. On the last day the oil was withdrawn, and carried oil with it the stomach and intestines in a state of solution, while the flesh was consumed by the natron, and nothing was left but the skin and bones. The body in this state was returned to the relatives of the deceased.

The third mode, which was adopted by the poorer classes, and cost but little, consisted in rinsing out the intestines with syrmae, an infusion of saunia and cassia (Petitgrew, p. 69), and steeping the body for the usual number of days in natron.

Porphyry (De Antiq. iv. 10) supplies an omission of Herodotus, who neglects to mention what was done with the intestines after they were removed from the body. In the case of a person of respectable rank they were placed in a separate vessel and thrown into the river. This account is confirmed by Pharaon (Sept. Sup. Canon. e. 16).

Although the three modes of embalming are so precisely described by Herodotus, it has been found impossible to classify the mummies which have been discovered and examined under one or other of these three heads. Dr. Petitgrew, from his own observations, confirms the truth of Herodotus' statement that the brain was removed through the nostrils. But in many instances, in which the body was carefully preserved and elaborately ornamented, the brain had not been removed at all; while in some mummies the cavity was found to be filled with a mixture of resin and aromatics.

M. Lequier, in his Notice sur les Embaumements des Anciens Egyptiens, quoted by Petitgrew, endeavored to class the mummies which he examined under two principal divisions, which were again subdivided into others. These were—I. Mummies with the ventral incision, preserved, (1.) by balsamic matter, and (2.) by natron. The first of these were filled with a mixture of resin and aromatics, and are of an olive color —the skin dry, flexible, and adhering to the bones. Others are filled with bitumen or asphaltum, and are black, the skin hard and shining. Those prepared with natron are also filled with resinous substances and bitumen. II. Mummies without the ventral incision. This class is again subdivided, according to the bodies were, (1.) salted and filled with pisapellatum, a compound of asphaltum and common pitch; or (2.) salted only. The former are supposed to have been immersed in the pitch when in a liquid state.

The medications employed in embalming were various. From a chemical analysis of the substances found in mummies, M. Boule detected three modes of embalming: (1.) with nig VALIDUM, or Jew's pitch, called also from the gum, or gum of mummies; (2.) with a mixture of asphaltum and cedar, the liquor distilled from the cedar; (3.) with his mixture together with some resins and aromatic ingredients. The powdered aromatics mentioned by Herodotus were not mixed with the bituminous matter, but sprinkled into the cavities of the body.

It does not appear that embalming, properly so called, was practiced by the Hebrews. Assa was laid in the bed which was filled with sweet odors and divers kinds of spices prepared by the apothecaries' art" (2 Chr. vii. 14); and by the tender care of Nicodemus the body of Jesus was wrapped in linen cloths, with spices, "a mixture of myrrh and aloes, about an hundred pound weight ... as the manner of the Jews is to bury" (John xix. 39, 40).

The account given by Herodotus has been supposed to throw discredit upon the narrative in Genesis. He asserts that the body is steeped in natron for seventy days, while in Gen. 1. 3 it is said that only forty days were occupied in the whole process of embalming, although the period of mourning extended over seventy days. Diodorus, on the contrary, omits altogether the steeping in natron as a part of the operation, and though the time which, according to him, is taken up in washing the body with cedar oil and other aromatics is more than thirty days, yet this is evidently only a portion of the whole time occupied by the complete process. Henestrosa (Egypt and the Books of Hours, p. 69, Engl. tr.) attempts to reconcile this discrepancy by supposing that the seventy days of Herodotus include the whole time of embalming, and not that of steeping in natron only. But the differences in detail which characterize the descriptions of Herodotus and Diodorus, and the impossibility of reconciling these descriptions in all points of detail, result from the results of scientific observation, lead to the natural conclusion that, if these descriptions be correct in themselves, they do not include every method of embalming which was practiced, and that, consequently, many discrepancies between them and the Bible narrative cannot be fairly attributed to a want of accuracy in the latter. In taking this view of the case it is needless to refer to the great interval of time which elapsed between the date of the events contained in the Bible and the time of Herodotus, or between the latter and the times of Diodorus. It the four centuries which separated the two Greek historians were sufficient to have caused such changes in the mode of embalming as are indicated in their different descriptions of the process, it is not unreasonable to conclude that the still greater interval by which the celebration of the funeral obsequies of the patriarch preceded the age of the father of history might have produced changes still greater both in kind and in degree.

It is uncertain what suggested to the Egyptians the idea of embalming. That they practiced it in accordance with their peculiar doctrine of the transmigration of souls we are told by Herodotus. The actual process is said to have been derived from "their first merely burying in the sand, impregnated with natron and other salts, which dried and preserved the body" (Rawlinson, Herod. ii. p. 142). Drugs and bitumen were of later introduction, the latter not being generally employed before the XVIIIth dynasty. When the practice ceased entirely is uncertain.

The subject of embalming is most fully discussed, and the sources of practical information well-nigh exhausted, in Dr. Petitgrew’s History of Egyptian Mummies. [See also Alger's Hist. of the Pharaohs of a Future Life, p. 95 ff.]. W. A. W.
EMBROIDERER

EMBROIDERER. This term is given in the A. V. as the equivalent of ῥοκίνι (ῥοκίνι), the productions of the art being described as "needlework" (τῆς ῥοκίνης). In Exodus the embroiderer is contrasted with the "cunning workman," chosibh (chodsh); and the consideration of one of these terms involves that of the other. Various explanations have been offered as to the distinction between them, but most of these overlook the distinction marked in the Bible itself, namely, that the ῥοκίνι wove simply a variegated texture, without gold thread or figures, and that the chosibh interwove gold thread or figures into the variegated texture. We conceive that the use of the gold thread was for delineating figures, as is implied in the description of the corydor of Amasis (Her. iii. 47), and that the notices of gold thread in some instances and of figures in others were but different methods of describing the same thing. It follows, then, that the application of the term "embroiderer" to ῥοκίνι is false; if it belongs to either it is to chosibh, or the "cunning workman," who added the figures. But if "embroidery" be strictly confined to the work of the needle, we doubt whether it can be applied to either, for the simple addition of gold thread, or of a figure, does not involve the use of the needle. The patterns may have been worked into the stuff by the loom, as appears to have been the case in Egypt (Wilkinson, iii. 128; cf. Her. loc. cit.), where the Hebrews learned the art, and as is stated by Josephus (ἄρα ἐν παραγενέσεις, Ant. iii. 7, § 2). The distinction, as given by the Talmudists, which has been adopted by Gesenius (Thesaur. p. 1311) and Bahr (Synodik. i. 250) is this—that ῥικόνθα, or "needle-work," was where a pattern was attached to the stuff by being sewn on to it on one side, and the work of the chosibh when the pattern was worked into the stuff by the loom, and so appeared on both sides. This view appears to be entirely inconsistent with the statements of the Bible, and with the sense of the word ῥικόνθα elsewhere. The absence of the figure or the gold thread in the one, and its presence in the other, constitutes the essence of the distinction. In support of this view we call attention to the passages in which the expressions are contrasted. Ῥικόνθα consisted of the following materials:—blue, purple, scarlet, and fine twined linen (Ex. xxvi. 36, xxvii. 16, xxviii. 37, xxxviii. 18, xxxix. 29). The work of the chosibh was either "fine twined linen, blue, purple, and scarlet, with cheredonia" (Ex. xxvi. 1, 31, xxxviii. 8, 35), or "gold, blue, purple, scarlet, and fine twined linen" (xxviii. 6, 8, 15, xxxix. 2, 3, 38). Again, looking at the general sense of the words, we shall find that chosibh involves the idea of invention, or designing patterns; ῥικόνθα the idea of texture as well as variegated color. The former is applied to other arts which demanded the exercise of inventive genius, as in the construction of engines of war (2 Chr. xxvi. 15); the latter is applied to other substances, the texture of which is remarkable, as the human body (Ps. cxxxix. 15). Further than this, ῥικόνθα involves the idea of a regular disposition of colors, which demanded no inventive genius. Of these the insides and edges are added; it is applied to tessellated pavement (1 Chr. xxix. 2), to the eagle's plumage (Ex. xvii. 3), and, in the Targums, to the leopard's spotted skin (Jer. xiii. 23). In the same sense it is applied to the colored sails of the Egyptian vessels (Ex. xxvii. 6), which were either chequered or worked according to a regularly recurring pattern (Wilkinson, iii. 21). Gesenius considers this passage as conclusive for his view of the distinction, but it is hardly conceivable that the patterns were on one side of the sail only, nor does there appear any ground to infer a departure from the usual custom of working the colors by the loom. The ancient versions do not contribute much to the elucidation of the point. The LXX. varies between παλαικτις and ραμβοδειτης, as representing ῥοκίνι, and παλαικτις and οριγονοεις for chosibh, combining the two terms in each case for the work itself, ἡ τυπιλὶα τοῦ ραμβδωτον for the first, ἐργανθροντι παλαικτις for the second. The distinction, as far as it is observed, consisted in the one being needle-work and the other loom-work. The Vulgate gives generally planarius for the first, and polyaustiarius for the second; but in Ex. xxviii. 1, xxxix. planarius is used for the second. The first of these terms (planarius) is well chosen to express ῥικόνθα, i.e. a weaver who works together threads of divers colors, is as applicable to one as to the other. The rendering in Ex. xxviii. 16, sicotlotoi, i.e. "wove," correctly describes one of the productions of the ῥοκίνι. We have lastly to notice the incorrect rendering of the word ἐργανθροντι, in the A. V. "broderer," "embroider" (Ex. xxviii. 4, 39). It means stuff worked in a tessellated manner, i.e. with square cavities such as stones might be set in (comp. ver. 29). The art of embroidery by the loom was extensively practised among the nations of antiquity. In addition to the Egyptians, the Babylonians were celebrated for it, but embroidery in the proper sense of the term, i.e. with the needle, was a Phrygian invention of later date (Plin. viii. 48). W. L. B.

EMERALD (ἐμεραλδός : LXX. ἀμέρας : N. T. and Apoc. σμαραγδός), a precious stone, first in the 2d row on the breastplate of the high-priest (Ex. xxviii. 13, xxxix. 11), imported to Tyre from Syria (Ez. xxvii. 19; Targum xxviii. 18), as a seal or signet (Eccles. xxxvi. 6), as an ornament of clothing and bedding (Ex. xxviii. 13; Jud. x. 21), and spoken of as one of the foundations of Jerusalem (Rev. xxi. 19; Tob. xiii. 16). The rainbow round the throne is compared to emerald in Rev. iv. 3, ἄγαλμα φράεεις σμαράγδων.

The etymology of ὅμερα is uncertain. Gesenius suggests a comparison with the word ἀμέρα, a paint with which the Hebrew women stained their eyelashes. Kalisch on Exodus xxviii. follows the LXX., and translates it carbuncle, transferring the meaning emerald to ἐμεραλδός in the same ver. 18. The Targum Jerusalem on the same ver. expounds ἐμεραλδός by σμαραγδόν = carcehodonias, carbuncle.

W. D.

EMERODS (ἐμεροδός, ἐμεροδότης : ἐμὰ : anna, nates : Dent. xxvii. 27; 1 Sam. v. 6, 9, 12, vi. 4, 5, 11). The probabilities as to the nature of the disease are mainly dependent on the probable roots of these two Hebrew words; the former of which a evidently means "a swelling," the latter,
though less certain, is most probably from a Syriac verb "מִרְאָמָי" meaning "a hideous sub adore, enigmatical in exonerando ventre" (Parkhurst and Gesenius); and the Syriac noun "מִרְאָמָי" from the same root denotes, (1) such effect as the verb implies, and (2) the †innominate renum. Also, whenever the former word occurs in the Hebrew גִלְבּ, the קְרֵי given the latter, except in 1 Sam. vii. 11, where the latter stands in the גִלְבּ. Now this last passage speaks of the images of the emerods after they were actually made, and placed in the ark. It thus appears probable that the former word means the disease, and the latter the part affected, which must necessarily have been included in the actually existing image, and have struck the eye as the essential thing represented, to which the disease was an incident. As some morbid swelling, then, seems the most probable nature of the disease, so no more probable conjecture has been advanced than that הקמרותּ or קמרות, bleeding piles, known to the Romans as morure (Juv. ii. 19), are intended. These are very common in Syria at present, habitual habits of want of exercise and improper food, producing derangement of the Liver, constipation, &c., being such as to cause them. The words of 1 Sam. v. 12, "the men that did not were smitten with emerods," show that the disease was not necessarily fatal. It is clear from its parallelism with "booth" and other diseases in Deut. xxxiii. 27, that מִרְאָמָי is a disease, not a part of the body; but the translations of it by the most approved authorities are various and vague. Thus the LXX. and Vulg., as above, uniformly render the word as bearing the latter sense. The mention by Herodotus (i. 305) of the malady, called by him θήκαλα ρυόντας, as ailing the Scytable, which rubbed the temple of the Syrian Venus) in Assenon, has been deemed by some a proof that some legend containing a distortion of the Scriptural account was current in that country down to a late date. The Scholist on Aristophanes (Avthra, 231) mentions a similar plague (followed by a similar subsequent proliferation to that mentioned in Scripture), as sent upon the Athenians by Bacchus. The opinion mentioned by Winer (s. v. Philistia), as advanced by Lichtenstein, that the plague of emerods and that of mice are one and the same, the former being caused by an insect (σπυραζος) as large as a field-mouse, is hardly worth serious attention.

EMMAIM [A. V. Emims] (מִרְאָמָי [נָבְבָה]; in Gen.], "Written in. [A. V. Emims, "Written in. [in Gen.], "Written in. [A. V. Emims, [A. V. Emims, Comps. Emims]; and [in Deut.] "Ovaim, [Var. Ovaim, [A. V. Ovaim, Ovaimi: Emims]"], a tribe or family of gigantic stature which originally inhabited the region along the eastern side of the Dead Sea. It would appear, from a comparison of Gen. xiv. 5-7 with Deut. ii. 10-12, 20-23, that the whole country east of the Jordan was, in primitive times, held by

a Parkhurst, however, s. v. מִרְאָמָי, thinks, on the authority of Dr. Kennicott's Cudolites, that מִרְאָמָי is in all these passages a very ancient Hebrew word. Letto. b Josephus, Ant. vi. 1, § 5, καταστατηρεα; Aquila, το καταστατηρεα λαος. c Petavius, Thom. iv. 25, thus describes what he calls גִלְבּ, שֹׁמָה met το φαλοστατηρεα συμπατον γυναικας. a race of giants all probably of the same stock, comprehending the Rephaim on the north, next the Zinjim, after them the Emim, and then the Horim on the south; and that afterwards the kingdom of Bashan embraced the territories of the first; the country of the Ammonites the second; that of the Moabites the third; while Edom took in the mountains of the Horim. The whole of them were attacked and pillaged by the eastern kings who destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah.

The Emim were related to the Anakim, and were generally called by the same name; but their conquerors the Moabites termed them Emim—that is, "Terrible men." (Deut. ii. 11) most probably on account of their fierce aspect. [Rephaim; Anakim.] J. J. P.

EMMANUEL [Εμμανουὴλ; Emmanuel], Matt. i. 25. [EMMANUEL]

EMMAUS [Εμμαος; prob. = Εμμαος, warm spring; comp. Josh. xix. 53], the village to which the two disciples were going when our Lord appeared to them on the way, on the day of his resurrection (Luke xxiv. 13). Luke makes its distance from Jerusalem to about a hundred (A. Y. about sixty-two), or about 73 miles; and Josephus mentions "a village called Emmaus" at the same distance (J. u. viii. 6, § 6). These statements seem sufficiently definite; and one would suppose no great mistake could be made by geographers in fixing its site. It is remarkable, however, that from the earliest period of which we have any record, the opinion prevailed among Christian writers, that the Emmaus of Luke was identical with the Emmaus on the border of the plain of Philistia, afterwards called Nichopolis, and which was some 25 miles from Jerusalem. Both Eusebius and Jerome adopted this view (Oeconomic; s. v. Emmaus) and they were followed by all geographers down to the commencement of the 14th century (Rendal, p. 578). Then, for some reason unknown to us, it began to be supposed that the site of Emmaus was at the little village of Kohileh, about 3 miles west of Nebi Samwil and 11 miles east of Jerusalem (Sir J. Mannville in Early Travels in Palatine, p. 175; Ludolph, de Suchen, Itin.; Quaresmius, ii. 719). There is not, however, a shadow of evidence for this supposition. In fact the site of Emmaus remains yet to be identified. Dr. Robinson has recently revived the old theory, that the Emmaus of Luke is identical with Neopals; and has supported it with his wonted learning, but not with his wonted conclusiveness. He hotly endeavors to cast doubts on the accuracy of the reading τιτακουτα in Luke xxiv. 13, because two uncial MSS. (K and X), and a few unimportant cursive MSS. insert ιπητα, thus making the distance 100 stadia, which would nearly correspond to the distance of Neopolis. But the best MSS. have not this word, and the best critics regard it as an interpolation. There is a strong probability that this reading is correct, for the whole passage and the context point betrays a letter which is naturally sniitted from τιτακουτα. It in not certain that Luke and Josephus refer to the same Emmaus in the passages associated above. According to some authorities the correct reading in Josephus, B. J. vi. 6, § 6 (adopted in Band's and Bobek's text) is τιτακουτα, and not τιτακουτα. Τo the authorities for this reading the Codex Sinaiticus and a palimpsest of the 6th century (a) are now to be added. But the evidence against it is greatly preponderates.

Εμμαος η τοιον τοντος, ελις η δι' ουναντος ηματος, Κομπ Βαβιλων, Ηροτ. i. 381.
that some copyist who was acquainted with the
6ty, but not the village of Emmaus, tried thus to reconcile
with this text.
The opinions of Eusebius, Jerome, and their fol-
lowers, on a point such as this, are not of very
great authority. When the name of any noted place agreed with one in the Bible, they were not
always careful to see whether the position corre-
sponded in like manner. [Euseb.] Emmaus-
Nicopolis being a noted city in their day, they were
led somewhat rashly to confound it with the En-
maus of the Gospel. The circumstances of the
narrative are plainly opposed to the identity.
The two disciples having journeyed from Jerusalem to
Emmaus in part of a day (Luke xxiv. 28, 29), let
the latter again after the evening meal, and reached
Jerusalem before it was very late (verses 33, 42, 44).
Now, if we take into account the distance.
and the nature of the road, heading up a steep and
difficult mountain, we must admit that such a
journey could not be accomplished in less than from
six to seven hours, so that they could not have ar-
ived in Jerusalem till long past midnight.
This seems to us conclusive against the identity of
Nicopolis and the Emmaus of Luke. (Kobon-
son, iii. 117 ff; Erelad, Pal. p. 427 ff.) J. L. P.
8 Since the preceding article was written, an in-
teresting monograph on this question as to the
site of Emmaus has appeared from Dr. Hermann
Zschokke, rector of the Austrian Pilgrim-house at
Jerusalem (Das Neutestamentliche Emmaus be-
leuchtet, Schaffhausen, 1835). Rector Zschokke,
who has made this subject a special study, decides
that the Emmaus of Luke (xxiv. 13) must be the
present el-Kubeibeh, about nine miles northwest
of Jerusalem, where the Franciscan monks have placed
it. His arguments for this conclusion are the fol-
lowing:
First, the distance agrees with that of
Luke and Josephus (B. J. viii. § 6), namely,
at a round number, 60 stadia or "furlongs" (A. V.),
as ascertained by actual measurement, i. e., taking
the shortest of three ways, which differ only by a
single stadium, it amounts to 38,029 English feet
662.) Secondly, the two disciples of Jesus
could easily return from Emmaus to Jerusalem after
sunset, or the decline of the day (ἐκείνης ἡ ἡμέρα)
and rejoin the Apostles there in their secret meeting
during the night which followed the walk to En-
maus (John xxi. 19). The journey was performed
later without difficulty, within the time required
by Madame Anna C. Emmerich. Thirdly, the
Crusaders (though really, as appears from the
author's own figures, not earlier than the 11th cen-
tury) were led to fix on Kubeibeh as the N. T.
Emmaus, in consequence of finding the latter name
applied to it by the native inhabitants, though
the name no longer exists among them.
If this last
ink in the chain of the evidence were stronger, it
would deserve serious consideration as bearing on
the question. But aside from the looseness of the
period to which the alleged testimony belongs, it
must be confessed that the currency of the Script-
ure name, even at that late period, outside of the
Christian communities in the East, is by no means
to fully made out as the argument requires.
It has
been generally thought that the earliest traces of
such a tradition appear in the 14th century (see
Kob. Res. iii. 69, 1st ed.).
Some wealthy Catholics, in the assurance that
Jow have identified at length the genuine spot
have recently purchased, at an exorbitant price:
the ground of the old "castrum Arnulphi" (Kubeibeh),
and are converting it into one of their "holy
places." (See more fully in {Bild, S. 261, July,
1865, p. 117.} Rector Zschokke makes it evident
enough, that Jesus (Nicopolis), at the foot of the
mountains, cannot be the N. T. village of that
name. Dr. Sepp, though a Catholic, rejects this
claim in behalf of Kubeibeh, and insists that En-
maus must be at Kokonich, four miles from Jeru-
salem, on the route from Ramleh (Jerusalem a.
heil. Land, i. 52). So Ewald, Gesch. d. Volks
ser. iv. 675 f. The Rev. George Williams (art.
Emmaus in Smith's Dict. of Geog., and Journal
of Class. and Sacr. Phil. iv. 212-217) fixes the
site of Emmaus at Kuriet el-Ewou, from two to
two hours distant from Jerusalem on the road to
Jaffa. Dr. Thomson (Land and Book, ii. 307 f.,
540) inclines to this view. — In a volcanic region
like Judea warm springs might be expected to
exist for a time, and then to disappear. The
Emmaus of the N. T. (see import of the name above)
may have been a place of this description, the site
of which is now lost.
II.
EMMAUS, or NICOPOLIS (Εώμωα':
[Simon. Αμμααο., Αμμαοε., etc.]: in 1 Mace. iii. 40,
[Alex. Αμμαοε., Αμμαοε], &c.) Αμμααοοψ, Joseph.
B. J. ii. 23, 24; [B. J. iv. 21; [Act. xi. 19]; 1 Mace. i. 52.]
It was in the plain of Philistia, at the foot of the mount-
sains of Judah, 22 Roman miles from Jerusalem,
and 10 from Lydda (Rln. Hieros.; Erelad, p. 309).
The name does not occur in the O. T.; but the
place rose to importance in the later history of the
Jews, and was a place of note in the wars of the
Asmoneans. It was fortified by Ecbalides, the gen-
eral of Antiochus Ephiphanes, when he was
engaged in the war with Jonathan Maccabaeus
Joseph. B. J. iii. § 3; I Mace. ix. i. It was in
the plain beside this city that Judas Maccabaeus
so signal. defeated the Syrians with a mere hand-
of men, as related in 1 Mace. iii. 57, iv. 3, &c.
Under the Romans Emmaus became the capital of
a topos (Joseph. B. J. iii. § 5; Plin. v. 14). It was
burned by the Roman general Varus about A.
. 4.
In the 3d century (about a. v. 229) it was
rebuilt through the exertions of Julius Africanius,
the well-known Christian writer; and under the
name of Emmaus. Emmaus and Jerusalem fre-
cently refer to it in defining the positions of
neighboring towns and villages (Chron. Pas. ad
A. c. 223; Erelad, p. 750). Early writers men-
tion a fountain at Emmaus, famous far and wide
for its healing virtues; the cause of this Theophanes
ascribes to the fact that our Lord on one occasion
washed his feet in it (Chron. 41). The Crusaders
contemplated Emmaus with a small fortress further
south, on the Jerusalem road now called Leitara
(Will. Tyr. Hist. vii. 24). A small miserable vil-
lage called 'Ameiya still occupies the site of the
ancient city. It stands on the western declivity of
a low hill, and contains the ruins of an old church.
The name Emmaus was also borne by a village of
Galilee close to Tiberias; probably the ancient
Hammath, i. e. hot springs — of which name En-
maus was but a corruption. The hot springs
still remained in the time of Josephus, and are men-
tioned by him as giving rise to a lake in the place
(B. J. iv. § 3; Act. xviii. 2, § 3).
J. L. P.
EMMER (Εώμχη; Val. Empc) Semoemier.
1 Esdr. iv. 21. [IMMER.]
EMMOR (Rec. Text with Εώμχη; Lachm.
[Tisch. and Treg.] with A B C D [and Sin.]}
ENCAMPMENT

"Amud: Emmer), the father of Sychem (Acts vii. 16). [HARMON."

• ENABLIS translates (A. V.) εὐθυμοῦσαι σαραπίων (1 Tim. i. 12): "I thank Christ Jesus our Lord, who hath enabled me," &c. i.e. as the Greek construction shows, qualified me, or made me able, so as to be fitted for the apostolic work. This is an older sense of "enabled," like the reach habillier. See Eastwood and Wright’s ‘Book of Homily,’ p. 175.

* ENAJIM (more correctly ENAIM = אֶנָּאִים) is the marginal reading of the A. V. for "an open place" in the text (Gen. xxxviii. 14). See next article below. Modern scholars generally (Gesenius, Furst, Tuch, Knobel, Keil) regard the LXX. as right here ( Aires), and understand that Tamar placed herself "at the gate (opening) of Enaim," situated "on the way to Timnah." The same word occurs in ver. 21, where the A. V. has "openly," but the proper name is more appropriately there, if not absolutely required. (See Mr. Wright’s ‘Book of Genesis in Hebrew,’ p. 100.) The dual endings נָאִים and נָיִים are interchangeable (Gen. Heb. Gr. § 38, Rem. 1), so that this Enaim and Enam in Josh. xiv. 34 may be and doubt are the same.

ENAM (with the article, נָאִים נָיִים = the double spring, Gen. Thes. p. 1019 a: Maiuri: [Vat. ] Alex. Herazia: [Comp. AB] Herazia: Lazarus), one of the cities of Judah in the Shephelah or lowland (Josh. xiv. 34). From its mention with towns (Jarmuth and Ezbon, for instance) which are known to have been near Timnath, this is very probably the place in the "doorway" of which Tamar sat before her interview with her father-in-law (Gen. xxxviii. 14). In the A. V. the words Pathach enaim (נְאָיִים נְאָיִים) are not taken as a proper name, but are rendered "an open place," lit. "the doorway of Enaim," or the double spring, a translation adopted by the LXX. (ταῖς πόροις Άιρέας) and now generally. In Josh. xv. 34, for "Tappanah and Enam," the Peshito has "Pathach-Eham," which supports the identification suggested above. [A.V.]

ENAN (נַן נָן = rich in fountains: Άιρέας: Enam). Ahira ben-Enam was "prince" of the tribe of Naphtali at the time of the numbering of Israel in the wilderness of Sinai (Num. i. 15, [ii. 29, vi. 78, 83, x. 27]).

ENASIBUS (Enasibos: [Vat. ] [Lazarius]), 1 Esdr. ix. 34. [ELIASHIB.]

ENCAMPMENT (גָּאִים, moshachim, in all places except 2 K. vi. 8, where גָּאִים, moshachim, is used). The word primarily denoted the resting-place of an army or company of travellers at night (Ex. xxi. 12; Gen. xxxvi. 21), and was hence applied to the army or caravan when on its march (Ex. xiv. 19; Josh. x. 5, xi. 4; Gen. xxvii. 7, 8). Among nomadic tribes war never attained to the dignity of a science, and their encampments were consequently devoid of all the appliances of more systematic warfare. The description of the camp of the Israelites, on their march from (Num. ii., iii.), supplies the greatest amount of information on the subject: whichever else may be gleaned is from scattered hints. The tabernacle, corresponding to the chieftain's tent of an ordinary encampment, was placed in the centre, and around and facing it (Num. ii. 2), arranged in four grand divisions, corresponding to the four points of the compass, by the host of Israel, according to their standards (Num. i. 32, ii. 2). On the east the post of honor was assigned to the tribe of Judah, and round its standard rallied the tribes of Issachar and Zebulun, descendants of the sons of Leah. On the south lay Reuben and Simeon, the representatives of Leah, and the children of Gad, the son of Jacob's handmaid. Rachel's descendants were encamped on the western side of the tabernacle, the chief place being assigned to the tribe of Ephraim. To this position of Ephraim, Manasseh, and Benjamin, allusions are made in Judg. v. 14, and Ex. xxx. 2. On the north were the tribes of Dan and Naphtali, the children of Bilhah, and the tribe of Asher, Gad's younger brother. All these were encamped around their standards, each according to the ensign of the house of his fathers. In the centre, round the tabernacle, and with no standard but the cloudy and fiery pillar which rested over it, were the tents of the priests and Levites. The former, with Moses and Aaron at their head, were encamped on the eastern side. On the south were the Kolathites, who had charge of the ark, the table of shewbread, the altars and vessels of the sanctuary. The Gershonites were on the west, and when on the march carried the tabernacle and its lighter furniture; while the Merarites, who were encamped on the north, had charge of its heavier appurtenances. The order of encampment was preserved on the march (Num. ii. 17), the signal for which was given by a blast of the two silver trumpets (Num. x. 5). The details of this account supply Prof. Blunt with some striking illustrations of the undesignated coincidences of the books of Moses (Tukes. Concl. pp. 75-86).

In this description of the order of the encampment no mention is made of settlements, who, it is reasonable to suppose, were placed at the gates (Ex. xxxii. 26, 27) in the four quarters of the camp. This was evidently the case in the camp of the Levites (comp. 1 Chr. ix. 18, 24; 2 Chr. xxxii. 2).

The sanitary regulations of the camp of the Israelites were enacted for the twofold purpose of preserving the health of the vast multitude and the purity of the camp as the dwelling-place of God (Num. v. 3; Deut. xxiii. 14). With this object the dead were buried without the camp (Lxx. x. 4, 5); lepers were excluded till their leprous departure from the camp (x. 9; Num. x. 12, 14, 15), as were all who were visited with leprous diseases (Lxx. xiv. 3). All who were defiled by contact with the dead, whether these were slain in battle or not, were kept without the camp for seven days (Num. xxxi. 19). Captives taken in war were compelled to remain for a while outside (Num. xxxi. 19; Josh. vi. 23). The ashes from the sacrifices were poured out without the camp at an appointed place. Whither all uncleanliness was removed (Deut. xxiii. 10, 12), and where the entrails, skins, horns, &c., and all that was not offered in sac-
rifices were burnt (Lev. iv. 11, 12, vi 11, viii. 17).

The execution of criminals took place without the camp (Lev. xxiv. 14; Num. xv. 35, 36; Josh. vii. 24), as did the cutting off of the young bullock for the sin-offering (Lev. vii. 12). The circumstances combined explain Heb. xiii. 12, and John xix. 17, 20.

The encampment of the Israelites in the desert left its traces in their subsequent history. The temple, so late as the time of Hezekiah, was still "the camp of Jehovah" (2 Chr. xxxii. 2; cf. Ps. lxviii. 28); and the multitudes who flocked to David were "a great camp, like the camp of God" (1 Chr. xxi. 22). High ground appears to have been uniformly selected for the position of a camp, whether it were on a hill or mountain side, or in an inaccessible pass (Judg. vii. 18). So, in Judg. x. 17, the Ammonites encamped in Gilgal, while Israel pitched in Mizpah. The very names are significant. The camps of Saul and the Philistines were alternately in Gilgal, the "height" of Benjamin, and the pass of Michmash (1 Sam. xiii. 2; 3, 16, 29). When Goliath defied the host of Israel, the contending armies were encamped on hills on either side of the valley of Elah (1 Sam. xviii. 3); and in the fatal battle of Gilboa Saul's position on the mountain was stormed by the Philistines who had pitched in Shunem (1 Sam. xxviii. 4), on the other side of the valley of Jezreel. The carelessness of the Midianites in encamping in the plain exposed them to the night surprise by Gideon, and resulted in their consequent discomfiture (Judg. vi. 33, vii. 8, 12). But another important consideration in fixing upon a position for a camp was the propinquity of water; hence it is found that in most instances camps were pitched near a spring or well (Judg. vii. 1; 1 Macc. ix. 33). The Israelites at Mount Gilboa pitched by the fountain in Jezreel (1 Sam. xxix. 1), while the Philistines encamped at Aphek, the name of which indicates the existence of a stream of water in the neighborhood, which rendered it a favorite place of encampment (1 Sam. iv. 11; 1 K. xx. 20; 2 K. xii. 17). In its pursuit of the Amalekites, David halted his men by the brook Besor, and there left a detachment with the camp furniture (1 Sam. xxx. 9). One of Joshua's decisive engagements with the nations of Canaan was fought at the waters of Merom, where he surprised the confederate camp (Josh. xi. 5, 7; comp. Judg. v. 19, 21). Gideon, before attacking the Midianites, encamped beside the well of Harod (Judg. vii. 1), and it was to draw water from the well at Beth-lehem that David's three mighty men cut their way through the host of the Philistines (2 Sam. xxii. 16).

The camp was surrounded by the ἄξιον ἔργα, ma'tzōlah (1 Sam. xvii. 20), or ἄξιον ἔργα, ma'tzōlith (1 Sam. xxvi. 5, 7), which some, and Thenius among them, explain as an earthwork thrown round up the encampment, others as the barrier formed by the baggage wagons. The etymology of the word points merely to the circular shape of the inclosure formed by the tents of the soldiers pitched around their chief, whose spear marked his resting-place (1 Sam. xxvi. 5, 7), and it might with propriety be used in either of the above senses, according as the camp was fixed or temporary. We know that in the case of a siege, the attacking army, if possible, surrounded the place attacked (1 Macc. xiii. 43), and drew about it a line of circumvallation (Thūgō, ἄξιον ἔργα, 2 K. xxv. 1), which was marked by a breastwork of earth (Thūgō, m'silīth, Is. xi. 10; ἄξιον ἔργα, ἀξιόλιθος, Ez. xxi. 27 (23); comp. Job xix. 12), for the double purpose of preventing the escape of the besieged and of protecting the besiegers from their soldies. But there was not so much need of a formal intrenchment, as but few instances occur in which engagements were fought in the camps themselves, and these only when the attack was made at night. Gideon's expedition against the Midianites took place in the early morning (Judg. vii. 10), the time selected by Saul for his attack upon Nahash (1 Sam. xi. 11), and by David for surprising the Amalekites (1 Sam. xxx. 17; comp. Judg. ix. 33). To guard against these night attacks, sentinels (Thūgō, ἀξιόλιθος, shōn'rin') were posted (Judg. vii. 19; 1 Macc. xii. 27) round the camp, and the neglect of this precaution by Zealah and Zalmonna probably led to their capture by Gideon and the ultimate defeat of their army (Judg. vii. 19).

The valley which separated the hostile camps was generally selected as the fighting ground (Thūgō, ἀξιόλιθος, "the battle-field" (1 Sam. iv. 2, xiv. 19; 2 Sam. xviii. 6), upon which the contest was decided, and hence the valleys of Palestine have played so conspicuous a part in its history (Josh. viii. 13; Judg. vi. 33; 2 Sam. v. 22, viii. 13, &c.). When the fighting men went forth to the place of marshalling (Thūgō, ῥωσάριθος, 1 Sam. xvii. 20), a detachment was left to protect the camp and baggage (1 Sam. xvii. 22, xx. 24). The beasts of burden were probably tethered to the tent pegs (2 K. vii. 10; Zeoh. xiv. 15).

The ἄξιον ἔργα, machānēch, or movable encampment, is distinguished from the ἄξιον ἔργα, m'ntaṭēb, or Thūgō, m'tāb (2 Sam. xxiii. 14; 1 Chr. xi. 10), which appear to have been standing camps, like those which Jehoshaphat established throughout Judah (2 Chr. xvii. 2), or advanced posts in an enemy's country (Judg. x. 21; 2 Sam. xxvi. 8), from which skirmishing parties made their predatory excursions and ravaged the crops. It was in resisting one of these expeditions that Shamniah won himself a name among David's heroes (2 Sam. xii. 12). Machānēch is still further distinguished from ἄξιον ἔργα, mikhtaur, "a fortress" or "walled town" (Num. xiii. 10).

Camps left behind them a memorial in the name of the place where they were situated, as among ourselves (cf. Chester, Grantchester, &c.), Ma'ahanah-Dan (Judg. xii. 25) was so called from the encampment of the Danites mentioned in Judg. xii. 12. [MAHANAIM.] The more important camps at Gilgal (Josh. v. 10, ix. 6) and Shiloh (Josh. xvii. 9; Judg. xxi. 12, 19) left no such impress; the military traditions of these places were

---

a The Chaldee renders Thūgō (1 Sam. vii. 20) and ἄξιον ἔργα (2 K. xxv. 1) by the same word, ἄξιον ἔργα, or Μ'ΣΩΡ, the Greek ἀξιόλιθος.
ENCHANTMENTS. 1. (Or) *φαρακταία, φάρακκα*, LXX. (Grotius compares the word with the Greek Αράκτης; secret arts, from ἐκ τοῦ ἄγαλματος, to cover; though others incorrectly connect it with ἐκ τοῦ ἁμαζωνίου, a flame, or the glinting blade of a sword, as though it implied a sort of dazzling cheironomy which deceives spectators. Several versions render the word by "whisperings," "insurrectiones," but it seems to be a more general word, and hence is used of the various means (some of them no doubt of a quasi-scientific character) by which the Egyptian Charammum imposed on the credulity of Pharaoh.

2. (Or) *φαρακτία*, LXX. (2 K. ix. 22; Mic. v. 12; Nah. iii. 4; *rhodion, maleficia*, Vulg.; "malefic arts," "prastigies," "muttered spells.") Hence it is sometimes rendered by ἐκατωνομαζόμενος, as in Is. xlviii. 9. The belief in the power of certain formulae was universal in the ancient world. Thus there were enchantres to draw the fiery chariot out of a city; to turn the winds (*ὑπερφονεία*, iii. 9), to call the gods (*διασκελέω*), and men (*ἐχοροί*, Far. xxxi.), and to influence the heavenly bodies (Ov. Met. v. 207 ff., xii. 263; "αἱ τεκνεὰ τραχεῖα"), Virg. Elef. vii., En. iv. 498; Hor. Epod. v. 15). They were a recognized part of ancient medicine, even among the Jews, who regarded certain sentences of the Law as efficacious in healing. The Greeks used them as one of the five chief resources of pharmacy (Plind. Pyth. iii. 8, 9; Soph. Aj. 582), especially in obstetrics (Plat. Theat. p. 145) and mental diseases (Talbot de Scint. tamuli, i. 8). Homer mentions them as used to check the flow of blood (Od. xix. 456), and Aeta even gives a charm to cure a disjointed limb (Od. Re Rest. 100; cf. Plin. H. N. xxvii. 2). The belief in charms is still left universal in uncivilized nations; see Lane's *Mod. Egypt*. i. 306, 306, &c., ii. 177, &c.; Freethan's Voyage to Borneo, ch. ii.; M'Coller's Congo in Pinkerton's Voyages, xvi. 221, 273; Huc's China, i. 224, ii. 326; Taylor's New Zealand, and Livingston's Africa, passim, &c.; and hundreds of such remedies still exist, and are considered efficacious among the uneducated.

3. (Or) *φαρακτιόν*, Exod. x. 11: *θερμήματα*, LXX.: from ἐκ τοῦ ἁμαζωνίου. This word is especially used of the charming of serpents, Jer. viii. 17 (cf. Ps. lxxvi. 3; Ezek. xii. 13; Exod. x. 11; Luc. xv. 301 — a parallel to "cantando Rupertum aquam," and "Viper was rampo verbal et carnium faves," Ov. Met. i. 27). Maimonides (de Iscol. xi. 2) expressly defines an enchantor as one "who uses strange and meaningless words, by which he imposes on the folly of the credulous. They say, for instance, that if one utter the words before a serpent or scorpion it will do no harm" (Carpov, *Annot. in Godberianum*, iv. 11). An account of the Marsi who excelled in this art is given by Augustus (ad Liv. xvi. 28), and of the Etruscans by Arnobius (adcol. Not. ii. 324), and they are alluded to by a host of other authorities (Plin. ii. 2, xxviii. 6; Julian, H. A. i. 57; Virg. *Aen*. vii. 750; Sil. Ital. viii. 495. They were called Ορθιοδιώκται. The secret is still understood in the East (Lane, ii. 106).

4. The word ἐκ τοῦ ἁμαζωνίου is used of the enchantments sought by Balaam, Num. xxiv. 1. It properly alludes to ophihomancy, but in this place has a general meaning of endeavoring to gain on one's (τοίς ζυγώμασιν τούς οἰωνίου, LXX.);

5. (Or) *φαρακτία* is used for magic, Is. xlviii. 9, 12. It comes from ἐκ τοῦ ἁμαζωνίου, to bind (cf. καταδίωκται, *σαρκολύβω*, bannen), and means generally the process of acquiring power over some distant object or person; but this word seems also to have been sometimes used expressly of serpent-charmers, for R. Sol. Jarchi on Deut. xlvii. 11, defines the ἐκ τοῦ ἁμαζωνίου to be one "who congregates serpents and scorpions into one place."

Any resort to these methods of imposture was strictly forbidden in Scripture (Lev. xii. 26; Is. xlviii. 9, &c.), but to eradicate the tendency is almost impossible (2 K. xvii. 17; 2 Chr. xxviii. 9), and we find it still flourishing at the Christian era (Acts xiii. 6, 8, viii. 9, 11, γορφεία; Gal. v. 20 Rev. iv. 21). The chief sorcerers *daemonemina* were a rod, a magic circle, dragon's eggs, certain herbs, or "insane roots," like the henbane, &c. The fancy of poets, both ancient and modern, has been exercised in giving lists of them (Ovid and Hor. ii. c.) on Shakespeare's *Macbeth, Act iv. 1; Kirke White's *Gondolies; Southey's Curse of Kehama, Cant. iv. 4c.*. (Amulets; Divination; Magic.)

F. W. F.

EN-DOR (or EN-DOR) (A. V.: [a Ps. lxxiii. ἐκ τοῦ ἁμαζωνίου, ἑκ τοῦ ἀγγελικοῦ ὀνόματος] "spring of Dor [or, Embal- lation]; Αἴασάδα; [in i Sam. Vat. Acalaphi. Comp. Ερέμα; in Josh. LXX. oxn.]: Endor), a place which, with its "daughter-towns" (יוֹדָה), was in the territory of Issachar, and yet possessed by Manasseh (Josh. xvii. 11). This was the case with five other places which lay partly in Asher, partly in Issachar, and seem to have formed a kind of district of their own called "the three, or the triple, Niphath."

Endor was long held in memory by the Jewish people as connected with the great victory over Sisera and Jabin. Taanaah, Megido, and the torrent Kishon all witnessed the disconsolation of the huge host, but it was emphatically to Endor that the tradition of the death of the two chiefs attached itself (Ps. lxxiii. 9, 10). Possibly it was some recollection of this, some fame of sanctity or good omen in Endor, which drew the unhappy Sam- thinor on the eve of his last engagement with an enemy no less hateful and no less destructive than the Midianites (1 Sam. xviii. 7). Endor is not again mentioned in the Scriptures; but it was known to Eusebius, who describes it as a large village 4 miles S. of Tabor. Here to the north of *Jesh Debaj* the "Little Hermon" of travellers (the name still lingers, attached to a considerable but now deserted village. The rock of the mountain, on the slope of which Endor stands, is hollowed into caves, one of which may well have been the scene of the impiety of the witch (Van de Veule, ii. 384; Rob. ii. 393; Stanley, p. 345). The distance from the slopes of Gilboa to Endor is 7 or 8 miles, over difficult ground.
and Stanley, H. [En-gedi.] The G. runs whether from east to west, or from west to east. (xlvii.)

**ENDOW**

* Endow had its name evidently from a spring which made the place habitable (Simp. *Oxon.,* p. 238); and it is found that one of the caves there has now a little spring in it, the water by which runs down the hill; the supply is small, but is said to be unfailing. (Porter’s *Handb.* ii. 358). For the striking manner in which the position of Endor, and various customs of the people at present illustrate the account of Saul’s visit to the necromancer, see Thomson’s *Land and Book,* ii. 191. As to the nature of that transaction, see Magic.

**EN-EGLAIM** (ظلمוים = spring of two heifers; *Epan'aleia;* [Vat. Alex. Epanaias, *Elenoiw,* a place named only by Eiel (xlvii. 10), apparently as on the Dead Sea; but whether near to or far from En-gedi, on the west or east side of the Sea, it is impossible to ascertain from the text. In his comment on the passage, Jerome locates it at the embouchure of the Jordan; but this is not supported by other evidence. By some [e. g. Gesenius, *Thee.* p. 1919] it is thought to be identical with Eelaim, but the two words are different, En-eglaim containing the At, which is rarely changed for any other aspirate. G.

**ENEMISSAR** (Enemissaros, *Eunomeos,* [etc.: *Salmos-mos,*] is the name under which Shahmahser appears in the book of Tobit (i. 2, [13.], 15, etc.). This book is not of any historical authority, being a mere work of imagination composed probably by an Alexandrian Jew, not earlier than n. c. 300. The change of the name is a corruption—the first syllable Shel being dropped (compare the Bapudoss of Abydenus, which represents Neob OPPosass); and the order of the liquids n and l being reversed. The author of Tobit makes Enemissar lead the children of Israel into captivity (l. 2), following the opposite narrative of the kings of kings (2 K. xvi. 3-6, xvii. 9-11). He regards Semacherib not only as its successor but as his son (s. 15), for which he has probably no authority beyond his own speculations upon the text of Scripture. As Semacherib is proved by the Assyrian inscriptions to be the son of Sargon, no weight can be properly attached to the historical statements in Tobit. The book is, in the fullest sense of the word, apocryphal. G. R.

**ENENIUS** (Enenios [gen. of *Ennios,*] Vat. Abd. *Enenos;* Alex. *Ennoo,* gen. *Ennon,* i. 13.), one of the leaders of the people who returned from captivity with Zoroabel [1 Esdr. v. 8]. There is no name corresponding in the lists of Ezra and Nehemiah.

**ENAGDAI** (ἐν αγγαίοις: [Sln. *έν ένγαδαί* in Cades], *Ecles.* xxiv. 14. [en-gedai].

**ENGANNIM** (נָגַנְיָם = spring of goats, etc.). 1. A city in the low country of Judah, named between Zemeph and Tappan (Josh. xv. 34).

The LXX. in this place is so distant from the Hebrew that the name is not recognizable. Vulg. *Esenanim.*

2. A city on the border of Issachar (Josh. xix. 21; *Eαυκαί τοις Ταπφαί;* Alex. *μείγμα;* [Comp. Abd. *Εγγανιν.=* *Esenanim;* allowed with its "suburbs" to the Gershomite Levites (xxi. 29; *Πυγος γεγανημάτων = Esenanim*). These notices contain no indication of the position of En-gannim with reference to any known place, but there is great probability in the conjecture of Robinson (li. 315) that it is identical with the Gineas of Josephus (Ant. x. 6, § 1), which again, there can be little doubt, survives in the modern *Jen.* the first village encountered on the ascent from the central plain of Esdraelon into the hills of the central country. *Jen.* is still surrounded by the "orchards" or "gardens" which interpret its ancient name, and the "spring" is to this day the characteristic object in the place (Roh. iii. 315; Stanley, p. 349, note; Van de Velde, p. 550). The position of *Jen.* is also in striking agreement with the requirements of Beth-hag-Gan (A. V. "the garden-house;" *Baidydv*), in the direction of which Abaiah fled from Jehu (2 K. ix. 27). The rough road of the ascent was probably too much for his chariot, and, keeping the more level ground, he made for Megiddo, where he died (see Stanley, p. 349).

In the lists of Levitical cities in 1 Chr. vi. *Aenem* is substituted for En-gannim. Possibly it is merely a contraction.

**EN-GE'DI** (אֶנְגֶדִי, the fountain of the kid: [Αναγεδής, *Eγγαδη, *Eγγάδη, etc.:] Arabic, جَنْدِي: [En-gadidi], a town in the wilderness of Judah (Josh. xv. 62), on the western shore of the Dead Sea (Ex. xvii. 10). Its original name was Hazezon-Tamar (rés, *τας υπώνοιμι, the pruning of the palm), doubtless, as Josephus says, on account of the palm groves which surrounded it (2 Chr. xx. 2; *Ecles.* xxiv. 14; Joseph. *Ant.* ix. 1, § 2). Some doubt seems to have existed in the early centuries of our era as to its true position. Stephanus places it near Sodom (Steph. B. B. v. 1); Jerome at the south end of the Dead Sea (Comm. in Ez. xlvii.); but Josephus more correctly at the distance of 300 stadia from Jerusalem (Ant. ix. 1, § 2). Its site is now well known. It is about the middle of the western shore of the lake. Here is a rich plain, half a mile square, sloping very gently from the base of the mountains to the water, and shut in on the north by a lofty promontory. About a mile up the western acclivity, and at an elevation of some 400 feet above the plain, is the fountain of Ain Jidy, from which the place gets its name. The water is sweet, but the temperature is 81° Fahr. It bursts from the limestone rock, and rushes down the steep descent, fretted by many a rugged crag, and raining its spray over verdant borders of acacia, mimosa, and lotus. On reaching the plain, the brook crosses it in nearly a straight line to the sea. During a greater part of the year, however, it is absorbed in the thirsty soil. Its banks are now cultivated by a few families of Arabs, who generally pitch their tents near this spot. The soil is exceedingly fertile, and in such a climate it might be made to produce the finest fruits of tropical climies. Traces of the old city exist upon the plain and lower declivity of the
EN-GEDI

mountain, on the south bank of the brook. They are rude and minderesting, consisting merely of foundations and shapeless heaps of unwhet stones. A sketch by M. Belle, taken from the fountain, and embracing the plain on the shore, and the south-west border of the Dead Sea, will be found in the Atlas of Plates to De Saulcy's Voyage, pl. viii. A much better one is given under SEA, THE SALT.

The history of En-gedi, though it reaches back nearly 4000 years, may be told in a few sentences. It was immediately after an assault upon the "Amorites, that dwelt in Hazeon-Tamar," that the five Mesopotamian kings were attacked by the rulers of the plain of Sodom (Gen. xiv. 7; comp. 2 Chr. xx. 2). It is probable that the fountain was always called En-gedi, and that the ancient town built on the plain below it got its name. Saul was told that David was in the "wilderness of En-gedi;" and he took 3000 men, and went to seek David and his men upon the rocks of the wild goat (I Sam. xxiv. 1-4). These animals still frequent the cliffs above and around the fountain; the Arabs call them Beken. At a later period En-gedi was the gathering-place of the Moabites and Ammonites who went up against Jerusalem, and fell in the valley of Benach (2 Chr. xx. 2). It is remarkable that this is the usual route taken in the present day by such predatory bands from Moab as make incursions into Southern Palestine. They pass round the southern end of the Dead Sea, then up the road along its western shore to Ain Jidy, and thence toward Hebron, Tekoa, or Jerusalem, as the prospects of plunder seem most inviting.

The vineyards of En-gedi were celebrated by Solomon (Cant. i. 14); its balsam by Josephus (Ant. ix. 1, § 2), and its palms by Pliny — "En-gadab appallam bulti, secundum ab Hierosolyma fertilitate palmamorume memoriam" (v. 17). But vineyards no longer clothe the mountainside, and neither palm-tree nor balsam is seen on the plain.

In the fourth century there was still a large village at En-gedi (Oeana. s. v.); it must have been abandoned very soon afterwards, for there is no subsequent reference to it in history, nor are there any traces of recent habitation (Porter's Handbook, p. 242; Bobb. i. 567). There is a curious reference to it in Manville (Early Trav. p. 179), who says that the district between Jericho and the Dead Sea is "the land of Dangabla" (Fr. d'Engadbe), and that the balm trees were "still called vines of Gady."

J. L. P.

ENGINE, a term exclusively applied to military affairs in the Bible. The Hebrew שַׂרָיָה (2 Chr. xxxvi. 15) is its counterpart in etymological meaning, each referring to the ingenuity (engine, from ingenium) displayed in the contrivance. The engines to which the term is applied in 2 Chr. were designed to propel various missiles from the walls of a besieged town; one, like the ballista, was for stones, consisting probably of a strong spring and a tube to give the right direction to the stone; another, like the catapulta, for arrows, an enormous stationary bow. The invention of these is assigned to Uzziah's time — a statement which is supported both by the absence of such contrivances in the representations of Egyptian and Assyrian warfare, and by the traditional belief that the ballista was invented in Syria (Pliny, v. 56). Luther gives brustwagen, i.e. "parapets," as the meaning of the term. Another war-engine, with which the Hebrews were acquainted, was the battering-ram, described in Ez. xxvi. 9, as יִשְׂרֵי יָהְּשׁ, lit. a beating of that which is in front, hence a ram for striking walls; and still more precisely in Ez. iv. 2, xxii. 22, as יַפִּשֵּׁה, a ram. The use of this instrument was well known both to the Egyptians (Wilkinson, i. 459) and the Assyrians. The references in Ezekiel are to the one used by the latter people, consisting of a high and stoutly built frame-work on four wheels, covered in at the sides in order to protect the men moving it, and armed with one or two pointed weapons. Their appearance was very different from that of the Roman aries with which the Jews afterwards became acquainted (Joseph. b. J. iii. 7, § 19). No notice is taken of the סָתָב וּלְכְיָה or the cinna (cf. Ez. xxvi. 9, Vulg.); but it is not improbable that the Hebrews were acquainted with them (cf. Wilkinson, i. 361). The marginal rendering "engines of shot" (Jer. vi. 6, xxxii. 24; Ez. xxvi. 8) is incorrect.

ENGRAYER. The term קָנִי, so translated in the A. V., applies broadly to any artist; whether in wood, stone, or metal; to restrict it to the engraver in Ex. xxxv. 35, xxviii. 24, is improper; a similar latitude must be given to the term מַנְגָּר, which expresses the operation of the artist; in Zeen. iii. 9, ordinary stone-cutting is evidently intended. The specific description of an engraver was מַנְגָּר (Ex. xxviii. 11), and his chief business was cutting names or devices on rings and seals; the only notices of engraving are...
EN-HADDAH

EN-HADDAH [ἡναδᾶ] = sharp, or self spring, Gesenius: Αἰασάκα: En-haddah, one of the cities on the border of Issachar next to En-Gannim (Josh. xix. 31). Van de Velde (ii. 315) would identity it with Ain-Houl on the western side of Carmel, and about 2 miles only from the sea. (See also Thomson, Land and Book, ii. 248.) But this is surely out of the limits of the tribe of Issachar, and rather in Asher or Manasseh.

EN-HAK-KORE [A. V. En-hakkore] [ἡνακκόρε] = the spring of the crier: πυγη τοῦ επικαλεμένου; [Alex. εκυκλοτος: fons incoaritis], the spring which burst out in answer to the "cry" of Samson after his exploit with the jaw-bone (Judg. xv. 19). The name is a pun founded on the word in verse 18, γίνεται [ἡνακκόρε], A. v. "he called"). The word ἀκος, which in the story denotes the "hollow place" (literally, the "mortar") in the jaw, and also that for the "jaw" itself, Lechi, are both names of places. Van de Velde (Memoir, p. 343) endeavors to identify Lechi with Tell-el-Lekhíyeh 4 miles N. of Beer-sheba, and En-hakkore with the large spring between the Tell and Kharet-el-Kitt. But Samson's adventures appear to have confined to a narrow circle, and there is no ground for extending them to a distance of some 30 miles from Gaza, which Lekhíyeh is, even in a straight line. (Lechi.) G.

EN-HA'ZOR [ἡναζῶρ] = spring of the village: πυγη Ἀναζόρ: Enh使者), one of the "fenced cities" in the inheritance of Naphtali, distinct from Hazor, named between Edre and Iron, and apparently not far from Kedesh (Josh. xix. 37). It has not yet been identified.

EN-MISH'PAT [ἐνμισθιά] = fountain of judgment: η πυγη της κρίσεως; [Jonas Miephath], Gen. xiv. 7. (Kadeesh.)

ENOCH, and once [twice, 1 Chr. i. 3, 33]

HE'NOCH [הנהוך] = Chonoke [initiated or initiating, Ges.; teaching, teacher, First]: Philo, de Post. Cain., § 11, ἐρήμουσαν ἐνώπιον θρόνον σου: "Ενοχ: Αγγέλων ἄνωθεν; [ἕξουσι]. The eldest son of Cain (Gen. iv. 17; [Chancour, A. V. marz.]), who called the city which he built after his name. Ewald (Gesch. i. 556, note) fancies that there is a reference to the Phrygian Iconium, in city which a legend of an ∼ was preserved, evidently derived from the Biblical account of the father of Methuselah (Steph. Byz. s. v. Θηβανος, Schud. s. v. Νανοκρακος). Other places have been identified with the site of Enoch with little probability; e. g. Ammoch in Susiana, the Henochi in the Caucasus, &c.

2. [Vulg. in Jude 14, Enoch.] The son of Jared (יֵהוֹךְ; a descendant, cf. Jordan), and father of Methuselah (יֶמֶשֶׁל), a man of arms; Philo, l.c. cf. § 12, Μαδουνάλμα ἐξαμορφος θανάτου (Gen. v. 18 ff.; Luke iii. 37).] In the Epistle of Jude (ver. 14, cf. Enoch ix. 8) he is described as the seventh from Adam; and the number is probably noticed as conveying the idea of divine completion and rest (cf. August. c. Faust. xii. 14), while Enoch was himself a type of perfected humanity, a man raised to heaven by personalism, God, who experienced a birth by transgression (Iren. iv. 16, 2). The other connections connected with his history appear too symmetrical to be without meaning. He was born when Jared was 162 (9 × 6 × 3) years old, and after the birth of his eldest son in his 65th (56 + 7) year he lived 300 years. From the period of 365 years assigned to his life, Ewald (l. c. 356), with very little probability, regards him as "the god of the new-year," but the number may have been without influence on the later traditions which assigned to Enoch the discovery of the science of astronomy (ἀστρολαγεία, Eneoeposus ap. Euseb. Prog. Ev. ix. 17, where he is identified with Atles). After the birth of Methuselah it is said (Gen. v. 22-24) that Enoch "walked with God 300 years . . . and he was not; for God took him" (ἡναχον, ἐμμεθέτη; W. L. B.) is elsewhere only used of Noah (Gen. vi. 9; cf. Gen. xvii. 1, &c.), and is to be explained of a prophetic life spent in immediate converse with the spiritual world (Enoch xii. 2, "All his action was with the holy ones, and with the watchers during his life"). There is no further mention of Enoch in the O. T., but in the Ecclesiasticus (xlix. 14) he is brought forward as one of the peculiar glories (οὐδε εἰς εἰκόνα σόν Ε'ν.) of the Jews, for he was taken up (ἀναλήφθη, Alex. μετέτηθη) from the earth. He pleased the Lord, and was translated into Paradise, Vulg.; being a pattern of repentance (Eccles. xiv. 16). In the Epistle to the Hebrews the spring and issue of Enoch's life are clearly marked. "By faith Enoch was translated (μετέτηθη, translatus est, Vulg.) that he should not see death; . . . for before his translation (μετάθεσεως) he had this testimony, that he pleased God." The contrast to this divine judgment is found in the constrained words of Josephus: "Enoch departed to the Deity (ἀνε-χώρησε πρὸς τὸ θεόν), whence (the sacred writers) have not recorded his death" (Int. i. 3, § 4).

The Biblical notices of Enoch were a fruitful source of speculation in later times. Some theologians disputed with subtlety as to the place to which he was removed; whether it was to paradise or to the immediate presence of God (cf. Fuentesd. ad loc. v. 5), though others more prudently decided to discuss the question (Thilo, Cod. Apor. N. T. p. 758). On other points there was greater unanimity. Both the Latin and Greek fathers commonly coupled Enoch and Elijah as historic witnesses of the possibility of a resurrection of the body and of a true human existence in glory (Iren. iv. 5, 1; Tertull. de Resurr. Carn. 58; Hieron. c. Ioan. Hier. §§ 29, 92, pp. 497, 440); and the voice of early ecclesiastical tradition is almost unanimous in regarding them as "the two witnesses" (Rev. xi. 3 ff.) who should fall before the beast, and afterwards be raised to heaven before the great judgment (Hippol. Frag. in Dan. xix.; De Antichr. xiii.; Cosmas Indic. p. 75, ap. Thilo, κατὰ τὴν ἐκκλησίαν τὴν παρακάσων; Tertull. de ...
ENOCHE, THE BOOK OF

Aniho, 59; Audroso, in Psalm. xlv. 4; Ercan, Nievist. c. xxv. on which Thiloe has almost exhausted the question: Cod. Apoc. N. T. p. 765 f. This belief removed a serious difficulty which was supposed to attach to their translation; for thus it was made clear that they would at last discharge the considerable debt of a sinful humanity, from which they were not exempted by their glorious removal from the earth (Tertull. de Anihihe, l. c.; August. Op. inc. c. Jul. vi. 30).

In later times Enoch was celebrated as the inventor of writing, arithmetick, and astronomy (Euseb. Prep. Er. c. 17.). He is said to have filled 300 books with the revelations which he received, and is commonly identified with Edris (i.e. the learned), who is commemorated in the Koran (caph. 19) as one "exalted by God to a high place" (cf. Sole, l. c.; Hottinger, Hist. Orient. p. 30 f.). But these traditions were probably due to the apocryphal book which bears his name (cf. Fabric. Col. pseudoep. V. T. i. 215 ff.).

Some (Buttm. Mythol. i. 176 ff.; Ewahh, l. c.) have found a trace of the history of Enoch in the Phrygian legend of Amnas (Ἀμνας, Ναμνας), who was distinguished for his piety, lived 300 years, and predicted the deluge of Deucalion. (Enoch, l.) In the A. V. of 1 Chr. i. 3, the name is given as Ἱξόχω.

3. The third son of Malcan, the son of Abraham by Keturah (Gen. xxv. 4, A. V. Henoch; i. Chr. i. 33, A. V. Henoch).

4. [Vulg. in 1 Chr. v. 3, Enoch.] The eldest son of Reuben (A. V. Henoch; Gen. xvi. 9; Ex. vi. 14; 1 Chr. v. 3), from whom came "the family of the Hamochites" (Num. xxxvi. 5).


B. F. W.

ENOCHE, THE BOOK OF, is one of the most important remains of that early apocalyptic literature of which the book of Daniel is the great prototype. In the older commentary the book is well worthy of the attention which it received in the first ages; and recent investigations have still left many points for further inquiry.

1. The history of the book is remarkable. The first trace of its existence is generally found in the Epistle of St. Jude (4, 15; cf. Enoch, i. 9), but the words of the Apostle leave it uncertain whether he derived his quotation from tradition (Holman, Schriiber, i. 429) or from writing (ἐν οἴνοπσίας ἀπαθάντης . . . Ἐνώχ Ἁμων, though the wide spread of the book in the second century seems almost decisive in favor of the latter supposition. It appears to have been known to Justin (Apol. ii. 5), Irenæus (Adv. Her. iv. 16, 2), and Anatolius (Euseb. p. 26); Clement of Alexandria (Erf. p. 801) and Origen (vet. comp. in. C. E. v. p. 267, ed. Spence) both make use of it, and numerous references occur to the "writing," "books," and "words of Enoch in the Testaments of the XII. and the Enoch books, which present minute or less resemblance to passages in the present book (Vahl. Col. pseudoep. V. T. i. 161 ff.; Gin. p. 139. p. 273 f.). Tertullian (De Cult. Fin. ii. 3), and Or. (Del. 93) expressly quotes the book as one which was "not received by some, nor admitted into the Jewish canon" (in armarium libriue), but defends it on account of its reference to Christ ("legimus omnem scripturam redactiun habilem divinitatem inspi-
upon the Helaizing style, which may be found as well in an author as in a translator; and in the absence of direct evidence it is difficult to weigh mere conjectures. On the one hand, if the book had been originally written in Hebrew, it might seem likely that it would have been more used by Rabbinical teachers; but, on the other hand, the writer certainly appears to have been a native of Palestine," and therefore likely to have employed the popular dialect. If the hypotaxis of a Hebrew original be accepted, which as a hypotaxis seems to be the more plausible, the history of the original and the version finds a good parallel in that of the Wisdom of Sirach. [Ecclesiasticus.] 3. In its present shape the book consists of a series of revelations supposed to have been given to Enoch and Noah, which extend to the most varied aspects of nature and life, and are designed to offer a comprehensive vindication of the action of Providence. [Enoch.] It is divided into five parts. The first part (Cc. 1–36 Dillm.), after a general introduction, contains an account of the fall of the angels (Gen. vi. 1) and of the judgment to come upon them and upon the giants, their offspring (6–16); and this is followed by the description of the journey of Enoch through the earth and lower heaven in company with an angel, who showed to him many of the great mysteries of nature, the treasure-houses of the storms and winds, and fires of heaven, the prison of the fallen and the land of the blessed (17–36). The second part (37–71) is styled "a vision of wisdom," and consists of three "parables," in which Enoch relates the revelations of the higher secrets of heaven and of the spiritual world which were given to him. The first parable (37–43) is an account of his conversation with the blessed angels and manifestation of the righteous, with further details as to the heavenly bodies; the second (45–57) describes in splendid imagery the coming of Messiah and the results which it should work among "the elect" and the gain-sayers; the third (58–69) draws out at further length the blessedness of "the elect and holy," and the confusion and wretchedness of the sinful rulers of the world. The third part (72–110) assigns a "reign of the blessed ones of the lights of heaven," and deals with the motions of the sun and moon, and the changes of the seasons; and with this the narrative of the journey of Enoch closes. The fourth part (83–91) is not distinguished by any special name, but contains the record of a dream which was granted to Enoch in his youth, in which he saw the history of the kingdoms of God and of the world up to the final establishment of the throne of Messiah. The fifth part (92–105) contains the last address of Enoch to his children, in which the teaching of the former chapters is made the groundwork of earnest exhortation. The signs which attended the birth of Noah are next noticed (106–7); and another short writing of Enoch (108) forms the close to the whole book (cf. Dillm. Einl. p. i. f.; Liicke, Ver- such einer vollstândig. Einl. âœc. I. 59 f.). 4. The general unity which the book possesses in its present form marks it, in the main, as the work of one man. The several parts, while they re complete in themselves, are still connected by the development of a common purpose. But internal coincidence shows with equal clearness that different fragments were incorporated by the author into his work, and some additions have been probably made afterwards. Different "books" are mentioned in early times, and variations in style and language are discernible in the present book. To distinguish the original elements and later interpolations is the great problem which still remains to be solved, for the different theories which have been proposed are barely plausible. In each case the critic seems to start with preconceived notions, as to what was to be expected at a particular time, and forms his conclusions to suit his prejudices. Hofmann and Weisse place the composition of the whole work after the Christian era; but the one thinks that St. Jude could not have quoted an apocryphal book (Hofmann, Schriftenreis., l. 420 f.), and the other seeks to detach Christianity altogether from a Jewish foundation (Weisse, Evangelienfrage, 214 f.). Stewart (American Bibl. Repos. 1840) so far anticipated the argument of Weisse as to regard the Christology of the book as a clear sign of its post-Christian origin. Ewald, according to his usual custom, picks out the different elements with a daring confidence, and leaves a result so complicated that no one can accept it in its details, while it is characterized in its great features by masterly judgment and sagacity. He assigns the composition of the groundwork of the book at various intervals between 144 n. c. and cir. 120 n. c., and supposes that the whole assumed its present form in the first half of the century before Christ. Liicke (24 ed.) distinguishes two great parts, an older part including cc. 1–36, and 72–105, which he dates from the beginning of the Macabean struggle, and a later, cc. 37–71, which he assigns to the period of the rise of Herod the Great (144–40 B.C.). He supposes, however, that later interpolations were made, without attempting to ascertain their date. Dillmann upholds more decidedly the unity of the book, and assigns the chief part of it to an Aramaic writer of the time of John Hyrcanus (c. 110 n. c.). To this, according to him, "historical" and "Noachian additions" were made, probably in the Greek translation (Einl. p. iii.). Kosslin (quoted by Hilgenfeld, p. 96, âœc.) makes the "Noachian additions," which he assigns to the time of Herod the Great. Hilgenfeld himself places the original book (cc. 1–18; 20–36; 72–90; 91, 1–19; 93; 94–105) at the beginning of the first century before Christ (a. o. O. p. 145 n.). This book he supposes to have passed through the hands of a Christian writer who lived between the times of Satorinus and Marcion (p. 181), who added the chief remaining portions, including the great Messianic section, cc. 37–71. In the face of these conflicting theories it is evidently impossible to dogmatize, and the evidence is insufficient for conclusive reasoning. The interpretation of the Apocalyptic histories (cc. 56, 57; 85–90), on which the chief stress is laid for fixing the date of the book, involves necessarily minute criticism of details, which belongs rather to a commentary than to a general introduction; but notwithstanding the arguments of Hilgenfeld and Jost (Gesch. d. Jud. ii. 218 n.), the whole book appears to be distinctly of Jewish origin. Some considerable interpolations may have been made in successive translations, and large fragments of a much earlier date were undoubtedly incor-
pored into the work, but as a whole it may be regarded as describing an important phase of Jewish opinion shortly before the coming of Christ.

5. In doctrine the book of Enoch exhibits a great advance of thought within the limits of revelation in each of the grand divisions of knowledge. The authorship is a current topic, but we may attempt to reduce the scattered images of the O. T. to a physical system. The view of society and man, of the temporary triumph and final discomfiture of the oppressors of God's people, carries out into elaborate detail the pregnant images of Daniel. The figure of the Messiah is invested with majestic dignity as "the Son of God" (c. 105, 2 only), "whose name was named before the sun was made" (48, 3), and who existed "abovethine in the presence of God" (62, 6; cf. Laurence, *Prel. Disc. ii. c."). And at the same time his human attributes as "the son of man," "the son of woman" (c. 62, 5 only), "the elect one," "the righteous one," "the anointed," are brought into conspicuous notice. The mysteries of the spiritual world, the connection of angels and men, the classes and ministries of the hosts of heaven, the power of Satan (40, 7, 9), and the regions of darkness, the doctrines of resurrection, retribution, and eternal punishment (c. 22, cf. Dillm. p. xix.), are dwelt upon with growing earnestness as the horizon of speculation was extended by intercourse with Greece. But the message of the book is emphatically one of "faith and truth" (cf. Dillm. p. 32), and while the writer combines and repeats the thoughts of Scripture, he adds no new element to the teaching of the prophets. His errors spring from an undisciplined attempt to explain their words, and from a proud exultation in present success. For the great characteristic by which the book is distinguished from the later apocalypse of Ezra [*Esdras, 20 Book*] is the tone of triumphal expectation by which it is pervaded. It seems to repeat in every form the great principle that the world, natural, moral, and spiritual, is under the immediate government of God. Hence it follows that there is a terrible retribution reserved for sinners, and a glorious kingdom prepared for the righteous, and Messiah is regarded as the divine mediator of this double issue (c. 90, 91). Nor is it without a striking fitness that a patriarch translated from earth, and admitted to look upon the divine majesty, is chosen as "the herald of wisdom, righteousness, and judgment to a people who, even in suffering, saw in their tyrants only the victims of a coming vengeance."

6. Notwithstanding the quotation in St. Jude, and the wide circulation of the book itself, the apocalypse of Enoch was uniformly and distinctly separated from the canonical Scriptures. Tertullian alone maintained its authority (l. c.), while he admitted that it was not received by the Jews. Origen, on the other hand (c. Cels. v. 297, ed. Spence), and Augustine (de Civ. xx. 25, 4), definitively mark it as apocryphal, and it is reckoned among the apocryphal books in the Apostolic Constitutions (vi. 16), and in the catalogues of the *Synopgis S. Scripturarum* of Nicephorus (Tredtner, *Zur Gesch. d. Kunst*, p. 145), and Montanum (Bibl. Coislin. p. 193).

7. The literature of the subject has been already noticed incidentally. The German edition of Hilbermann, with the reach of which the student all the most important materials for the study of the book. Special points are discussed by Triller, *Das Jewish. d. Heils*, i. 93 ff.; C. Wieseler, *Die 74 Wochen des Daniel*, 1839. An attempt was made by the Rev. E. Murray (*Enoch restitutus*, &c. Lond. 1838) to separate from the books of Enoch the book quoted by St. Jude," which met with little favor.

The preceding article may be supplemented by a brief notice of the more recent literature relating to the subject. The essay of Kestin, *Ueber die Entstehung des Buches Henoch* (alluded to above), appeared in Baer and Zeller's *Theol. Jahrb.* 1856, xv. 240-79, 370-86; comp. Ewald, *Jahrb. f. Bibl. wiss*. viii. 182 f., 189 ff. Dillmann, in his article *Pseudoepigraphen des A. T.*, in Herzog's *Real-Encycl.* xii. 309, has reverted his earlier opinion that the book of Enoch, excepting the Noachian fragments, is substantially the work of a single author. He is now convinced that it is made up of two, if not three other books, besides what has been introduced from the "Noach-book" in ch. lv. 7-iv. 2, ch. ix., lv.-lix. 25, ch. vii.-xi., and cvi. f. He agrees with Ewald in regarding ch. xxxvii.-lxxi. (after leaving out the Noachian portions) as the first Enoch-book, composed about 154 B.C. Volkmann, in the *Zeitschrif. d. deutschen *Gesellschaft* für 1890, xiv. 87-114, presents a view of the origin and date of the book altogether new, maintaining that it was written at the time of the Jewish revolt under Bar-Cochba about 132 A. D., by a disciple of the famous Rabbi Akiba, to encourage the Jews in their rebellion. He finds, however, extensive Christian interpolations in ch. xviii.-lxxi., comp. E. Dillmann has criticized Volkmann's essay in a brief article in the same Zeitschrift, xx. 111 ff., not deeming it worthy of a very elaborate refutation. See also Ewald, *Jahrb. xi. 241 ff.* The whole question, with the connected topics, has been discussed by Hilgenfeld and Volkmar in a succession of articles in Hilgenfeld's *Zeitschr. f. wiss. Theol.* for 1860-63. See also on the book Ewald, *Gesch. d. Volks Isr.*, 3* A., Ausg. (1864), iv. 455 ff., and especially Martin's "*Der Eichhorn's Early History of Messianic Ideas*, in the *National Review* for April, 1864.

The question of the original language of the book is discussed very fully by M. Joseph Hallivi in the *Journal Asiatique* for April and May, 1867, pp. 532-65. He maintains, it would seem conclusively, that it was composed in the almost Biblical Hebrew of the Mishna and the oldest Midrashim. The article contains many happy elucidations of difficult passages in the book.

A. *ENOCH, CIVILTY.* [Enoch, No. 1.]

B. *ENOCH.* [.Enos.]

Enos (כנענוס [man, especially as mortal, decaying]: *Ergä: Ewe*) The son of Seth; properly called Enoch, as in 1 Chr. i. 1 [A. V.] (Gen. iv. 26, v. 6, 7, 9, 10, 11; Luke iii. 38).

* He was the third from Adam in the antediluvian genealogy. That he was born, had children (of these CAINAN only is named), and died at the age of 905, is the sum of all that is known of him. The A. V. takes the form of the name from the i.XX. or Vulg.

H. *ENOCHILL.* The same as the preceding (1 Chr. i. 1) and the stricter Hebrew form, instead of *Enos*.

EN-RIMMON (*7272 72* [fountain of pomegranates]: Vat. omits. Alex. *Ev Pomean*: *et in Kimmmon*, one of the places which the men of
Adonijah—a name which it still retains in the traditions of the Greek Christians (Williams, Holy City, ii. 490). Against this general belief, some strong arguments are urged by Dr. Bonar in favor of identifying En-rogel with the present "Fountain of the Virgin." "Ain Ummed-Duraj ="spring of the mother of steps"—the perennial source from which the Pool of Tituba is supplied (Pool of Provincia, A.p.p.). These arguments are briefly as follows:—(1.) The Bir Eyub is a well and not a spring (En), while, on the other hand, the "Fountain of the Virgin" is the only real spring close to Jerusalem.

Thus if the latter be not En-rogel, the single spring of this locality has escaped mention in the Bible. (2.) The situation of the Fountain of the Virgin agrees better with the course of the boundary of Benjamin than that of the Bir Eyub, which is too far south. (3.) Bir Eyub does not suit the requirements of 2 Sam. xvii. 17. It is too far off both from the city, and from the direct road over Olivet to the Jordan: and is in full view of the city (Van de Velde, i. 475), which the other spot is not. (4.) The martyrdom of St. James was effected by casting him down from the temple wall into the valley of Kedron, where he was finally killed by a fuller with his washing-stick.

The natural inference is that St. James fell near where the fullers were at work. Now Bir Eyub is too far off from the site of the Temple to allow of this, but it might very well have happened at the Fountain of the Virgin. (See Stanley's Sermons on the Apost. Age, p. 333-34.)

(5.) Duraj and Rogel are both from the same root, and therefore the modern name may be derived from the ancient one, even though at present it is taken to refer to the "steps" by which the reservoir of the Fountain is reached.

Add to these considerations (what will have more significance when the permanence of Eastern habits is recollected) — (6.) That the Fountain of the Virgin is still the great resort of the women of Jerusalem for washing and treading their clothes and also—(7.) That the level of the king's gardens must have been above the Bir Eyub, even when the latter is at the mouth of the Pool; and it is generally seventy or eighty feet below; while they must have been lower than the Fountain of the Virgin, which thus might be used without difficulty to irrigate them. (See Robinson, i. 331 334; and for the best description of the Bir Eyub, see Williams, Holy City, i. 493-495.)

JERUSALEM.

* In reply to the argument by Bonar, adduced above, and in support of the theory which identifies Bir Eyub with the En-rogel of the sacred writers, these considerations may be urged. (1.) It is both a well and a spring. During portions of the rainy season, a copious stream issues from its mouth, and when it ceases to overflow, its waters pass off by a subterranean channel. (2.) The narrative of" the martyrdom of St. James" [JAMES THE LITTLE] above referred to, differs from Josephus, and is partly, at least, legendary; and if the incident named is accepted, the "inference" does not follow, nor has it a decisive bearing on this question. (3.) The narrative in 2 Sam. xvii. 17, suggests no difficulty. It implies some place of concealment near the spot. That the locality was

This natural interpretation of a name only slightly corrupt appears to have first suggested itself to Stanley (S. & P. p. 194).

* Stanley (S. & P. p. 501, Amer. ed.) defines En-rogel as "Spring of the Foot." But the vocalization would then be לָלָלֶג, and not לַלָלֶג, as in the Masoretic text.
little off from the direct road would be favorable; and its being outside the city, yet within easy reach of a messenger from it, answers all the requirements. (4.) The position of Bir Egbub accords entirely with the boundary-line between Judah and Benjamin, and that of the Fountain of the Virgin does not. This border, coming from the Dead Sea, passed up the Valley of Hinnom, south of Jerusalem. The Bir Egbub is in the centre of the valley through which it passed, while the Fountain of the Virgin is on a hill-side, several hundred yards distant from its natural course. If the reader will turn to the article Jerusalem, Plate III., on which both points are indicated, he will see at a glance how inexplicably the border would touch the former point, and how improbable and unaccountable would be the detour which would carry it to the latter point. (5.) This theory, if not, as Thomson claims, more in harmony, is certainly not less so, with the record in 1 Kings i. 3, 38, 41. (6.) Other reasons in its favor are given above, and it has commanded the general assent of visitors and writers, from Boccardus to Robinson.

The Bir Egbub is 125 feet in depth, walled up with large square stones on its four sides, one of which terminates above in an arch. The work is, evidently, of high antiquity. The water is pure and sweet, but not very cold. When it passes off beneath the surface, it issues, during a part of the year, in a large stream some forty yards below. See Thomson, Land of Bashk, ii. 528 f. S. W. * ENROLLED (Luke ii. 1). [Census; Taxing.]

EN-SHE'MESH (םשנ) = spring of the sun: הֵֽעֵגְבּ (עִגְבּ) תּוֹ (Hei, אִגְבּ) ַאַבּרְסָאָא; [in Josh. xviii., Alex. πνεία Λατοτά; Esmesos, in est, Fons Solis], a spring which formed one of the landmarks on the north boundary of Judah (Josh. xv. 7) and the southern boundary of Benjamin (xviii. 17). From these notices it appears to have been between the "ascent of Adumuim" — the road leading up from the Jordan valley south of the Wady Kilt — and the spring of En-roed, in the valley of Kidron. It was therefore east of Jerusalem and of the Mount of Olives. The only spring at present answering to this position is the 'Ein-Hewd or 'Ein-Chel — the "Well of the Apostles," 4 about a mile below Bethany, the traveller's first halting-place on the road to Jericho. Accordingly this spring is generally identified with En-Shemesh. The aspect of 'Ein-Hewd is such that the rays of the sun are on it the whole day. This is not inappropriate in a fountain dedicated to that luminary.

ENSIGN ( isize in the A. V. generally "ensign," sometimes "standard;") ַהַמָּה (ohen) ַיָּהְמָה, with the exception of Cant. ii. 4, "banner;"

עֵגְבּ (עִגְבּ) ("ensign"). The distinction between these three Hebrew terms is sufficiently marked by their respective uses: ַעֵגְבּ is a signal; ַהַמָּה a military standard for a large division of an army; and ַיָּהְמָה, the same for a small one. Neither of them, however, expresses the idea which "standard" conveys to our minds, namely, a "flag"; the standards in use among the Hebrews probably resembled those of the Egyptians and Assyrians — a figure or device of some kind elevated on a pole. (1.) The notices of the ַעֵגְבּ or "ensign" are most frequent: it consisted of some well-understood signal which was exhibited on the top of a pole from a high mountain-top (Is. xiii. 2, xvii. 3) — the very emblem of conspicuous isolation (Is. xxx. 17). Around it the inhabitants mustered, whether for the purpose of meeting an enemy (Is. v. 28, xviii. 3, xxxii. 9), which was sometimes notified by the blast of a trumpet (Jer. iv. 13, l. 27); or, as a token of rescue (Ps. lxi. 4; Is. xl. 10; Jer. iv. 6); or for a public proclamation (Jer. l. 2); or simply as a gathering point (Is. xlix. 22, xili. 10). What the nature of the signal was, we have no means of stating; it has been inferred from Is. xxxiii. 23, and Ez. xvii. 7, that it was a flag: we do not observe a flag depicted either in Egyptian or Assyrian representations of vessels (Wilkinson, iii. 211; Bononi, pp. 166, 167); but, in lieu of a flag, certain devices, such as the phoenix, flowers, &c., were embroidered on the sail: whence it appears that the device itself, and perhaps also the sail bearing the device, was the ַעֵגְבּ or "ensign." It may have been sometimes the name of a leader, as implied in the title which Moses gave to his altar "Jehovah-nissi" (Ex. xvii. 15). It may also have been, as Michaelis (Sulp. p. 1648) suggests, a blazing torch. The important point, however, to be observed is, that the ַעֵגְבּ was an occasional signal, and not a military standard, and that elevation and conspicuousness are implied in the use of the term, hence it is appropriately applied to the "pole" on

* So called from its being supposed that the Apostle of Christ may have rested there in their journeys.
**ENSIGN**

which the brazen serpent hung (Num. xxi. 8); which was indeed an "ensign" of deliverance to the pious Israelite; and again to the censers of Korah and his company, which became a "sign" or beacon of warning to Israel (Num. xvi. 38).

(2.) The term dekel is used to describe the standards which were given to each of the four divisions of the Israelite army at the time of the Exodus (Num. i. 52; ii. 2 ff.; xx. 14 ff.). Some doubt indeed exists as to its meaning in these passages, the LXX. and Vulgate regarding it not as the standard itself, but as a certain military division annexed to a standard, just as vexill is sometimes used for a body of soldiers (Tac. Hist. i. 70; Liv. viii. 8). The sense of "comport and martial array" does certainly seem to lurk in the word; for in Cant. vi. 4, 10, the brilliant glances of the bride's eyes are compared to the destructive advance of a well-arrayed host, and a similar comparison is employed in reference to the bridegroom (Cant. v. 10); but on the other hand, in Cant. ii. 4, no other sense than that of a "banner" will suit, and we therefore think the rendering in the A. V. correct. No reference can be placed on the term in Ps. xx. 5, as both the sense and the text are matters of doubt (see Olshausen and Hengstenberg, loc. cit.). A standard implies, of course, a standard-bearer; but the supposed notice to that officer in Is. x. 18, is incorrect, the words meaning rather "as a sick man pineth away;" in a somewhat parallel passage (Is. lxix. 19) the marginal version is to be followed, rather than the text. The character of the Hebrew military standards is quite a matter of conjecture; they probably resembled the Egyptian, which consisted of a sacred emblem such as an animal, a boat, or the king's name (Wilkinson, i. 294). Rabbinical writers state the devices to have been as follows: for the tribe of Judah a lion; for Reuben a man; for Ephraim an ox; and for Dan an eagle ( Carpzov, Crit. App. p. 667); but no reliance can be placed on this. As each of the four divisions, consisting of three tribes, had its standard, so had each tribe its "sign" (oth) or "ensign," probably in imitation of the Egyptians, among whom not only each battalion, but even each company had its particular ensign (Wilkinson, i. 295). We know nothing of its nature. The word occurs figuratively in Ps. lxix. 4, apparently in reference to the images of idol gods. W. L. B.

---

**EPAPHRAS**

* ENSUE (like the French ensuite, which is from the Latin sequere) means in 1 Pet. ii. 11, to "follow after and overtake:" "Let him seek peace and ensue it." It has no longer this sense.

**EN-TAPP'AH (ἐν τάππα) an spring of apple, or citrus: πίγγις θρωποὺς; [Alex. γιγ. θρωποὺς: From Tappau]. The boundary of Ma-rassak went from facing Shechem "to the inhabitants of En-tappanah" (Josh. xvi. 7). It is probably identical with Tappash, the position of which is uncertain. [TAPPUHM.] This place must not be confounded with Beth-tappuah in the mountains of Judah.

**ENTRANCE TO HAMATH. [HATH.]**

* EENTREAT (written also "intreat") is often used in the A. V. where we should employ "pray," or a similar expression, as in the phrases "to entreat well," "courteously," "spitefully," "shamefully," and "to evil entreat;" see Gen. xii. 16; Acts xxvii. 5; Matt. xxii. 6; Luke xx. 11; Acts vii. 19, &c. The simple "treat" does not occur in this sense either in the A. V. or in Shakespeare. "To be entreated" (A. V.) often signifies "to be prevailed upon by entreaty;" see 1 Chr. v. 20; 2 Chr. xxxii. 13; Is. xix. 22, &c.

EP.ENTETUS [A. V. Epenetus] [ὑποδότης [praised or worthy of praise]], a Christian at Rome, greeted by St. Paul in Rom. xvi. 5, and designated as his beloved, and the first fruit of Asia (so the majority of ancient MSS. and the critical editors: the received text has Ἀραίας) unto Christ. The Synopsis of the pseudo-Dorotheus names him first bishop of Carthage, but Justinian remarks that the African churches do not recognize him.

H. A.

**EPAPHRAS (Ἐπαφρᾶς; lovelily, fascinat- ing), a fellow-laborer with the Apostle Paul, mentioned Col. i. 7, as having taught the Colossian church the grace of God in truth, and designated a faithful minister (βασιλείας) of Christ on their behalf. (On the question whether Epaphras was the founder of the Colossian church, see the prolegomena to the epistle, in Alford's Greek Testament, i. 35 ff.) He was at that time with St. Paul at Rome (Col. iv. 12), and seems by the expression ἐν ὑμῖν, there used, to have been a Colossian by birth. We find him again mentioned in the Epistle to Philemon (ver. 23), which was sent at the same time as that to the Colossians. St. Paul there calls him ὅτι ὑμεῖς ἐν τῇ ἐκκλησίᾳ τῇ Εὐφραίνως, but whether the word represents matter of fact, or is only a tender and delicate expression of Epaphras's attention to the Apostle in his imprisonment (cf. Rom. xvi. 13), we cannot say.

Epaphras may be the same as Ephaphroditus, who is called, in Phil. ii. 25, the apostle of the Philippianians, and having come from Philippi to Rome with contributions for St. Paul, was sent back with the epistle. It has been supposed by many, and among them by Grotius, in all probability the name Epaphras is an abbreviation of Ephaphroditus: but on the question of the identity of the persons, the very slight notices in the N. T. do not enable us to speak with any confidence. The name Ephaphroditus was sufficiently common: see Tac. Ann. xv. 55; Sueton. Domit. 14; Joseph. Life, § 76. The martyrlogies make Epaphras to have been first bishop of Colosse, and to have suffered martyrdom there.

I. A.
E P H E R I A N S

* Though Epaphras and Epaphroditus may be different forms of the same name (see Winer, Realta, i. 321), the probability is that in the Epistles they designate different persons. It is against the supposed identity, first, that Epaphras belonged to Colossae (Col. iv. 12), and had come thence to Rome (Col. i. 7), whereas Epaphroditus belonged to Philippi, and had been sent thence to Rome with the church's contributions for Paul (Phil. ii. 25); and, secondly, as the foregoing facts indicate, that Epaphras had his circuit of labor in Phrygia of Asia Minor (Col. iv. 13), while Epaphroditus had his circuit in northern Greece or Macedonia. See Neander's Ephesus, i. 292 (1847). Again, Epaphras was Paul's fellow-captive, probably in a literal sense. We may infer this first, from his being named apart from Paul's fellow-laborers (συνεργαζομαι) at Rome (Phil. iv. 23, 24), and, secondly, from the subjoined ἐν Χριστῷ Ἰησοῦ, which shows in what sphere he bore that character. Meyer held to the figurative sense in his first ed. (1848), but changes to the other in his third (1863). H.

E P A P H R O D I T U S (Ἐπαφροδίτου, Phil. ii. 25, iv. 18). See above under Epaphras. H. A.

* E P H E N E T U S, Rom. xvi. 5. [Ep. Ephesus.]

E P H A H (Ἐφα [darkness]; Γαφάφ; [Γαφάφ; Vat. in 1 Chr. 199, 200; Alex. 1 Chr. 19, 20.]

Εφαθά; Ephah), in the first, in order of the sons of Midian (Gen. xxv. 4; 1 Chr. i. 33), afterwards mentioned by Isaiah in the following words: «The multitude of camels shall cover thee, the daughters of Midian and Ephah; all they from Sheba shall come; they shall bring gold and incense; and they shall shew forth the praises of the Lord. All the flocks of Kedar shall be gathered together unto thee, the rams of Nebaioth shall minister unto thee; they shall come up with acceptance on mine altar, and I will glorify the house of my glory» (Is. xiv. 6, 7). This passage clearly connects the descendants of Ephah with the Midianites, the Keturahites, Sheba, and the Ishmaelites, both in the position of their settlements, and in their wandering habits; and shows that, as usual, they formed a tribe bearing his name. But no satisfactory identification of this tribe has been discovered. The Arabic word סןמח (ṣ̄anmaḥ), which has been supposed to be the same as Ephah, is the name of a town, or village, near Bithya (the modern Bilbeis), a place in Egypt, in the province of the Sharkheev, not far from Cairo; but the tradition that Ephah settled in Africa does not rest on sufficient authority. [Midian; Sheba.] E. S. P.

E P H A H (Ἐφα [darkness]; Γαφάφ; [Γαφάφ; Vat. in 1 Chr. 199, 200; Alex. 1 Chr. 19, 20.]

Εφαθά; Ephah), 1. Concomitance of Caleb, in the line of Judah (1 Chr. ii. 46). 2. Son of Judah; also in the line of Judah (1 Chr. ii. 47). E. P.

E P H A H (Ἐφα [Measures].)

E P H A H (Ἐφα [2 syl. (following the Kerî, ἐφα; but the original text is ἐφα—Οφθα [seevry, ἐναγόμενος]; and so LXX. ἐφα: [Alex. ἐφα; FA. Oφθα,] a Netophathite, whose sons were among the «captains» (ἀρχαί) of the forces» left in Judah after the deportation to Babylon (Jer. xli. 8). They submitted themselves to Gedaliah, the Babylonian governor, and were apparently massacred with him by Ishmael (xli. 3, comp. xl. 13).
and himself bound (Acts xix. 1 ff., comp. xviii. 19), with which he abode so long (ρέσπειρα, Acts xx. 31), and from the elders of which he parted with such a wavy Sense and affecting farewell (Acts xx. 18-35). It does not seem to have been called out by any special circumstances, nor even to have involved any distinctly precautionary teaching (comp. Schneckenburger, Beltrage, p. 135 ff.), whether against oriental or Judaistic theosophy, but to have been suggested by the deep love which the Apostle felt for his converts at Ephesus, and which the mission of Tychicus, with an epistle to the church of Colossians afforded him a convenient opportunity of evincing in written teaching and exhortation. The epistle thus contains many thoughts that had pervaded the nearly contemporaneous Epistle to the Colossians, reiterates many of the same practical warnings and exhortations, bears even the tinge of the same diction, but at the same time enlarges upon so much profound mysteries of the divine counsels, displays so fully the origin and developments of the church in Christ, its union, communion, and aggregation in him, that this majestic epistle can never be rightly esteemed otherwise than as one of the most sublime and consolatory outpourings of the Spirit of God to the children of men. To the Christian at Ephesus dwelling under the shadow of the great temple of Diana, daily seeing its outward grandeur, and almost daily hearing of its pompous ritualism, the allusions in this epistle to that mystic building of which Christ was the corner-stone, the Apostles the foundations, and himself and his fellow Christians portions of the august superstructure (ch. ii. 19-22), must have spoken with a force, an appropriateness, and a reassuring depth of teaching that cannot be overestimated.

The contents of this epistle easily admit of being divided into two portions, the first mainly doctrinal (ch. i.-iii.), the second hortatory and practical.

The doctrinal portion opens with a brief address to the saints in Ephesus (see below), and rapidly passes into a sublime ascription of praise to God the Father, who has predestinated us to the adoption of sons, blessed and redeemed us in Christ, and made known to us his eternal purpose of uniting all in him (ch. i. 3-14). This not unnaturally evokes a prayer from the Apostle that his converts might know the truth of his calling, the riches of his grace, and the magnitude of that power which was displayed in the resurrection and ascension of Christ—the head of his body, the church (ch. i. 15-23). Then, with a more immediate address to his converts, the Apostle reminds them how, dead as they had been in sin, God had quickened them, raised them, and even enthroned them with Christ,—and how all was by grace, not by works (ch. ii. 1-10). They were to remember, too, how they had once been alienated and yet were now brought nigh in the blood of Christ; how he was their peace; how by him both they and the Jews had access to the Father, and how on him as the corner-stone they had been built into a spiritual temple to God (ch. ii. 11-22). On this account, having heard, as they must have done, how to the Apostle was revealed the profound mystery of this call of the Gentile world, they were not to faint at his troubles (ch. iii. 1-13); nay, he prayed to the great Father of all to give them inward strength to teach them with the love of Christ and fill them with the fullness of God (ch. iii. 13-19). The prayer is concluded by a sublime doxology (ch. iii. 20, 21), which serve to usher in the more directly practical portion.

This the Apostle commences by entreating them to walk worthy of his calling, and to keep the unity of the spirit: there was but one body, one Spirit, one Lord, and one God (ch. iv. 1-6). Each too had his portion of grace from God (ch. iv. 7-10), who had appointed ministering orders in the church, until all come to the unity of the faith, and grow up and become united with the living Head, even Christ (ch. iv. 11-16). Surely then they were to walk no longer in darkness, feelingly heathen; they were to put off the old man, and put on the new (ch. iv. 17-24). This too was to be practically evinced in their outward actions; they were to be truthful, gentle, honest, pure, and forgiving; they were to walk in love (ch. iv. 25-v. 2). Fornication, covetousness, and immorality, were not even to be named; they were once in heathen darkness, now they are light, and must reprove the deeds of the past (ch. v. 3-14). Thus they were to walk exactly, to be filled with joy, treading and to give thanks (ch. v. 15-21). Wives were to be subject to their husbands, husbands to love and cleave to their wives (ch. v. 22-33); children were to honor their parents, parents to bring up holily their children (ch. vi. 1-4); servants and masters were to perform to each other their reciprocal duties (ch. vi. 5-9).

With a ample and vivid exhortation to arm themselves against their spiritual foes with the armor of God (ch. vi. 10-21), a brief notice of the coming of Tychicus (ch. vi. 21, 22), and a twofold doxology (ch. vi. 23, 24), this sublime epistle comes to its close.

With regard to the authenticity and genuineness of this epistle, it is not too much to say that there are no just grounds for doubt. The testimonies of antiquity are unusually strong. Even if we do not press the supposed allusions in Ignatius, Eph. ch. 12, and Polycarp, Philippi, ch. 12, we can confidently adduce Irenaeus, Her. v. 2, 3, v. 14, 3; Clem. Alex. Presb. i. p. 108 (ed. Pott.), Strom. iv. p. 592 (ed. Pott.); Orig., Contr. Cels. iii. 20; Tertull. de Prescr. Her. ch. 36, and after them the constant and persistent tradition of the ancient church. Even Marcion did not deny that the epistle was written by St. Paul, nor did heretics generally refuse occasionally to cite its contents, even confidentiality due him as its author; comp. Irenaeus, Her. i. 8, 5.

In recent times, however, its genuineness has been somewhat vehemently called in question. De Wette, both in the introductory pages of his Commentary on this epistle (ed. 2, 1847), and in his Introduction to the N. T. (ed. 5, 1848), labors to prove that it is a mere spiritless expansion of the Epistle to the Colossians, though compiled in the apostolic age; Schwegler (Nachw. zum Zöt. ii. 390 ff.), Baur (Paulus, p. 418 ff.), and others advance a step further and reject both epistles as of no higher antiquity than the age of Montanism and early Gnosticism. Without here entering into the details, it seems just to say that the adverse arguments have been urged with a certain amount of specious plausibility, but that the replies have been so clear, satisfactory, and in some cases crushing, as to leave no reasonable and impartial inquirer in doubt as to the authorship of the epistles. On the other hand, we have more subjective judgments, not unmarked by arrogance, relying mainly on supposed divergences in doctrine and presumed insigual as of diction, but
wholly destitute of any sound historical basis; on the other hand we have unanimously convincing counter-investigations, and the unwavering testimony of the ancients. That this is the opinion of the majority in matters of style and form is so decided as to lead a writer of the 19th century to deny confidently the genuineness of this epistle, how are we to account for its universal reception by writers of the 2d and 3d centuries, who spoke the language in which it was written, and who were by no means unacquainted with the phenomenon of pious fraud and literary imitation?

For a detailed reply to the arguments of De Wette and Baur, the student may be referred to Meyer, Einleit. z. Eph. p. 19 ff. (ed. 2), Davidson, Pref. to N. T. ii. p. 352 ff., and Alford, Prolegomena, p. 8. [See also Klieper, De Origine Ep. ad Colossen. et Thessal. Gryph. 1853.]

Two special points require a brief notice.

(1.) The readers for whom this epistle was designed. In the opening words, Παῦλος ἀπὸ τοῦ Ἰσραήλ Ἐρυθροῦ ἐποίησεν σὺν ἀνθρώπινοι, the words εποίησεν are omitted by B, 177 [a second manus.] Basil (expressly), and possibly [probably] Tertullian. This, combined with the somewhat noticeable omission of all greetings to the members of a church with which the Apostle stood in such affectionate relation, and some other internal objections, have suggested a doubt whether these words really formed a part of the original text. At first sight these doubts seem plausible; but when we oppose to them (a) the overwhelming weight of diplomatic evidence for the insertion of the words, (b) the testimony of all the versions, (c) the universal designation of this epistle by the ancient church (Marcion standing alone in his assertion that it was written to the Laodiceans) as an epistle to the Ephesians, (d) the extreme difficulty in giving any satisfactory meaning to the isolated participles, and the absence of any parallel usage in the Apostle’s writings, — we can scarcely feel any doubt as to the propriety of removing the brackets in which these words are inclosed in the 2d edition of Tischendorf, and of considering them an integral part of the original text.

It called upon to supply an answer to, or an explanation of, the internal objections, we must record the opinion that these objections seem so free from importance, as that which regards the Epistle as also designed for the benefit of churches either contiguous to, or dependent on, that of Ephesus. The counter-arguments of Meyer, though ably urged, are not convincing. Nor can an appeal to the silence of writers of the ancient church on this further designation be considered of much weight, as their references are to the usual and inadmissible designation of the epistle, but do not, and are not intended to affect the question of its wider or narrower destination. It is not unnatural to suppose that the special greetings might have been separately intrusted to the bearer Tychicus, possibly himself an Ephesian, and certainly commissioned by the Apostle (ch. vi. 22) to inform the Ephesians of his state and circumstances.

(2.) The question of priority in respect of composition between this epistle and that to the Colossians is very difficult to adjust. On the whole, both internal and external considerations seem somewhat in favor of the priority of the Epistle to the Colossians. Comp. Neander, Planting, ii. 329 (Bolm), Schleiermacher, Stud. u. Krit. for 1832, p. 590, and Wieseler, Chronik, p. 459 ff. On the similitude of epistles, see 4. C. E.

* We have later editions of commentaries from: Ewald, 3d ed., 1804 (Amcr. reprint, 1866); Alford, 1855 (4th ed.); Harless, 1858 (but unchanged); Stier, 1839 (an abridgment of the earlier edition, which Ewald in the Preface to his Ephesians so justly censures for its proximity); Meyer, 3d ed., 1859. To the foregoing works we may add those of Schenkel, Briefe an die Iyphesin., 1857 (2d ed.), Anhalt, 1857 (3d ed.), and Bleek, Vorlesungen ab. die Briefe an die Kol., den Phil., u. die

It would be, indeed, less probable in the case of a letter than that of the Apostle; for the latter, writing naturally, would not guard himself against repeating the same thoughts in letters to different persons; while one who was fabricating false epistles would take especial care against whatever might bring his work into suspicion.”

b. * The diplomatic evidence against the genuineness of the words εποίησεν is now strengthened by their omission in the Codex Sinaiticus. Basil testifies that the εποίησεν of the words εποίησεν τοις τοίς (without εποίησεν) had been handed down by his predecessors, and was that by which he had found in the ancient copies of the epistle to the Ephesians, εποίησεν γὰρ καὶ οἱ πρὸς ἀρκετῶς παλαιότεροι καὶ εἰς τοὺς παλαιότατος τῶν αυτογράφων εὑρίσκουσιν (Codex Euchl. B. 19). This appears also to have been the reading of Origen. See the note in Tischendorf’s 2d ed. of the Greek Testament (1859). The external evidence against the words is certainly weighty. On this and other questions relating to the epistle, see particularly Bleek’s Vorlesungen, 1855, p. 172 ff. A.
Eph., 1865 (edited by F. Nitzsch); Trapp, in his Commentary on the New Testament (Webster's ed. Lond. 1865); Maurice, Epistle to the Ephesians, in his Unity of the New Testament, pp. 512-548 (1854); J. Llewelyn Davies, Epistles of St. Paul to the Ephesians, Colossians, and Philemon, with Introduction and Notes (Lond. 1856); Alford, in his New Testament for English Readers (1866); Wordsworth, in his Greek Testament, with Introductions and Notes, 1866 (4th ed.); and in our own country, those of the Rev. Albert Barnes, Notes, Exegetical and Practical, on the Epistles to the Ephesians, Philemon, and Colossians (1845), S. H. Turner, D. D., The Epistle to the Ephesians, in Greek and English, with an Exegetical Commentary (1856), and Charles Hodge, D. D., Comm. on the Epistle to the Ephesians (1856).

The circle of critical questions (such as genuineness, Gnostic tendency, time and place of composition) to which this epistle has given rise, coincides very nearly with that connected with the Epistle to the Colossians. [Colossians.] On this class of questions see especially Prof. Weiss's supplementary article in Herzog's Real-Encyc. xiv. 481-487. This writer agrees with those who regard ἐν Εφέσῳ of the received text (i. 1) as a later addition, and the epistle consequently as eucyclic in its destination. In his view the textual evidence for this conclusion is altogether preponderant, while the omission of the words occasions no difficulty. It was sufficient for the Apostle in the address to characterize his readers as Christians or saints in a general way, while at the same time he gave to Tycheius, the bearer of the letter (1 Cor. iv. 7), oral instructions as to the particular churches for whom the epistle was designed. Bleek (Std. in obs. N. Test. p. 457) supposes that the letter was sent first to the church at Laodicea (comp. Tertull. adv. Marcion. v. 11, 17, and Col. iv. 16), but that it was designed to be communicated to other churches in the immediate neighborhood (as that at Hierapolis), which Paul had not personally visited. He thinks it cannot have been intended also for the church at Ephesus, which stood in so different a relation to the Apostle. Dr. J. C. M. Laurent, on the other hand, in a recent article (Philemon von Laodikeia, in the Jahresber. f. deutsche Theol. 1866, p. 129 ff.) regards the epistle as designed equally for the churches of Laodicea and Ephesus, and therefore originally written without any address, the words ἐν Εφέσῳ in ver. 1 being a later addition. The various hypotheses have been still more recently discussed by Kamphausen, Uber den ursprüngl. Leserkreis des Ephesianertextes, in the Jahrb. f. deutsche Theol., 1856, pp. 742-749. He supposes that the epistle was originally addressed to the church at Laodicea.

II. Ephesus ('Epēseos), an illustrious city in the district of Ionia (Ῥώμας Λαοῦς ἐπιφανεστατῆς, Steph. Byz. s. v.), nearly opposite the island of Samos, and about the middle of the western coast of the peninsula commonly called Asia Minor. Not that this geographical term was known in the first century. The Asia of the N. T. was simply the Roman province which embraced the western part of the peninsula. Of this province Ephesus was the capital. [Ephesus.]

Among the more marked physical features of the peninsula are the two large rivers, Hermus and Maeander, which flow from a remote part of the interior westward to the Archipelago, Smyrna (Herod. i. 8) being near the mouth of one and Miletus (Acts xx. 17) of the other. Between the valleys formed by these two rivers is the shorter stream and smaller basin of the Cayster, called by the Turks Kutscha-Meander, or the Little Meander. Its upper level (often called the Caystrian meadows) was closed to the westward by the gorge between Gallesus and Pactys, the latter of these mountains being a prolongation of the range of Messoig which bounds the valley of the Meander on the north, the former more remotely connected with the range of Tmolos which bounds the valley of the Hermus on the south. Beyond the gorge and towards the sea the valley opens out again into an alluvial flat (Herod. ii. 10), with hills rising abruptly from it. The plain is now about 5 miles in breadth, but formerly it must have been smaller; and some of the hills were once probably islands. Here Ephesus stood, partly on the level ground and partly on the hills.

Of the hills, on which a large portion of the city was built, the two most important were Prion and Coressus, the latter on the S. of the plain, and being in fact almost a continuation of Pactys, the former being in front of Coressus and near it,
though separated by a deep and definite valley.

Further to the N. E. is another conspicuous eminence. It seems to be the hill mentioned by Procopius (de Edif. v. 1) as one on which a church dedicated to St. John was built; and its present name Adyronakos is thought to have reference to him, and to be a corruption of Ἀδυρόνακος. Ephesus is closely connected with this Apostles, not only as being the scene (Rev. i. 11, ii. 1) of the most prominent of the churches of the Apocalypse, but also in the story of his later life as given by Eusebius. Possibly his Gospel and Epistles were written here. There is a tradition that the mother of our Lord was buried at Ephesus, as also Timothy and St. John; and Ignatius addressed one of his Epistles to the church of this place (τῇ Ἑλληνίδᾳ τῇ Ἑλληνισκῷ, τῇ ὑστερῇ ἐν Ἐφεσσί ἀπόστολοι). Heele, Pat. Apostol. p. 154, which held a conspicuous position during the early ages of Christianity, and was in fact the metropolis of the churches of this part of Asia. But for direct Biblical illustration we must turn to the life and writings of Paul, which is not inconsiderable. It is remarkable how all the most characteristic features of ancient Ephesus come successively into view.

1. Geographical Relations. These may be viewed in connection, first with the sea and then with the land.

All the cities of Ionia were remarkably well situated for the growth of commercial prosperity (Herod. I. 152), and none more so than Ephesus. With a fertile neighborhood and an excellent climate, it was also most conveniently placed for traffic with all the neighboring parts of the Levant. In the time of Augustus it was the great emporium of all the regions of Asia within the Taurus (Strab. xiv. p. 550): its harbor (named Panormus) at the mouth of the Cayster, was elaborately constructed; though silted matter caused serious hindrances both in the time of Attalus, and in St. Paul's own time (Tac. Ann. xvi. 25). The Apostle's life alone furnishes illustrations of its mercantile relations with Achaea on the W. Macedonia on the N., and Syria on the E. At the close of his second missionary circuit, he sailed across from Corinthus to Ephesus (Acts xviii. 19) when on his way to Syria (ib. 21, 22): and there is some reason for believing that he once made the same short voyage over the Ægean in the opposite direction at another period (Churchill, Euseb. Hist. Eccl. i. 26). The third missionary circuit, besides the notice of the journey from Ephesus to Macedonia (xix. 21, xx. 1), we have the coast voyage on the return to Syria given in detail (xx. 11., 26). and the geographical relations of this city with the islands and neighboring parts of the coast minutely indicated (xx. 13-17). To these passages we must add 1 Tim. i. 3; 2 Tim. iv. 12, 29; though it is difficult to say how definitely whether the journeys implied there were by land or by water. See likewise Acts xix. 27, xx. 1.

As to the relations of Ephesus to the inland regions of the continent, these also are prominently brought before us in the Apostle's travels. The "upper coasts" (τὰ ἄνωτερα καὶ μηνι, Acts xix. 1) through which he passed when about to take up his residence in the city, were the Phrygian table-lands of the interior; and it was probably in the same district that on a previous occasion (Acts xvi. 6) he formed the unsuccessful project of preaching the gospel in the district of Asia. Two great roads at least in the Roman times, led eastward from Ephesus one through the passes of Timobus to Sardis (Rev. iii. 1) and thence to Galatia and the N. E. the other road the extremity of Paestas to Magnesia, and so up the valley of the Mæander to Ionia, whence the communication was direct to the Ephesians and to the Syrian Antioch. There seem to have been Sardian and Magnesian gates on the E. side of Ephesus, corresponding to these roads respectively. There were also coast roads leading northwards to Smyrna and southwards to Miletus. By the latter of these it is probable that the Ephesian elders travelled, when summoned to meet Paul at the latter city (Acts xx. 17, 18). Part of the pavement of the Sardian road has been noticed by travellers under the cliffs of All. All these roads, and others, are exhibited on the map in Lale's Asia Minor.

2. Temple and Worship of Diana. — Conspicuous at the head of the harbor of Ephesus was the great temple of Diana or Artemis, the tutelary divinity of the city. This building was raised on immense substructions, in consequence of the swampy nature of the ground. The earlier temple, which had been begun before the Persian war, was burnt down in the night when Alexander the Great

Plan of the Temple of Diana at Ephesus. (From Guthl's Ephesusica.)
The chief points connected with the uproar at Ephesus (Acts xix. 23-41) are mentioned in the article DIANA; but the following details must be added. In consequence of this devotion, the city of Ephesus was called neocoros (ver. 35) or "the warden" of Diana. This was a recognized title applied in such cases, not only to individuals, but to communities. In the instance of Ephesus, the term is abundantly found both on coins and in inscriptions. Its neocorate was in fact, as the "town-clerk" said, proverbial. Another consequence of the celebrity of Diana’s worship at Ephesus was, that a large number of people flocked there to partake of the shrines (psai, ver. 24, the ἄφιδρωτα of Dionys. Halicarn. ii. 2, and other writers), which strangers purchased, and devoted with them on journeys or set up in their houses. Of the manufacturers engaged in this business, perhaps Alexander the "coppersmith" (ὁ γαλάκτως, 2 Tim. iv. 14) was one. The case of Demetrius the "silver-smith" (ἀργευροσίς in the Acts) is explicit. He was alarmed for his trade when he saw the gospel spreading in Ephesus, under the preaching of St. Paul, gaining ground upon idolatry and superstition; and he spread a panic among the craftsmen of various grades, the τεχνίτα (ver. 24) or designers, and the ἄργαται (ver. 25) or common workmen, if this is the distinction between them.

3. The Asiarchs. — Public games were connected with the worship of Diana at Ephesus. The month of May was sacred to her. The uproar mentioned in the Acts very probably took place at this season. St. Paul was certainly at Ephesus about that time of the year (1 Cor. xvi. 8); and Demetrius might well be peculiarly sensitive if he found his trade failing at the time of greatest concourse. However this may be, the Asiarchs (Ἀσιάρχαι, A. V. "chiefs of Asia") were present (Acts xix. 31). These were officers appointed, after the manner of the elders at Rome, to preside over the games which were held in different parts of the province of Asia, just as other provinces had their Galat-archs, Lyciarchs, &c. Various cities would require the presence of these officers in turn. In the account of Polycarp’s martyrdom at Smyrna (Hefele, Pat. Apost. p. 256) an important part is played by the Asiarch Philib. It is a remarkable proof of the influence which St. Paul had gained at Ephesus, that the Asiarchs took his side in the disturbance. See Dr. Wordsworth’s note on Acts xix. 31. [ASIARCH.E.]

4. Study and practice of magic. — Not unconnected with the preceding subject was the remarkable prevalence of magical arts at Ephesus. This also comes comprehensively into view in St. Luke’s narrative. The peculiar character of St. Paul’s miracles (δεινοὶ ἐργασίαι, cor. i. 13) were to have been intended as antagonistic to the prevalent superstition. In illustration of the magical books which were publicly burnt (ver. 19) under the influence of St. Paul’s preaching, it is enough here to refer to the Εφέσια γράμματα (mentioned by Plutarch and others), which were regarded as a charm when pronounced, and when written down were carried about as amulets. The faith in these mystical syllables continued, more or less, till the sixth century. See The Life of Alexander of Tralles in the Dict. of Biog. [See also Grotius and Wetstein on Acts xix. 19.]

5. Provincial and municipal government. — It is well known that Asia was a proconsular province; and in harmony with this fact we find proconsuls (ὁ φύλαττως, ὁ δήμαρχος), A. V. "the law is open"") during the uproar; though perhaps it is not absolutely necessary to give the expression this exact reference at all times (see Wordsworth). Ephesus itself was a "free city," and had its own assemblies and its own magistrates. The senate (ἱεροσυνή or βουλή) is mentioned, not only by Strabo, but by Josephus (Ant. xiv. 10, § 25, xvi. 6, §§ 4, 7); and St. Luke, in the narrative before us, speaks of the δήμος (vv. 20, 33, A. V. "the people") and of its customary assemblies (ἐκκλησία, v. 39, A. V. "a lawful assembly"). That the tumultuary meeting which was gathered on the occasion in question would take place in the theatre (vv. 29, 31) was nothing extraordinary. It was at a meeting in the theatre at Cesarea that Agrippa I. received his death-stroke (Acts xii. 23), and in Greek cities this was often the place for large assemblies (Tac. Hist. ii. 80; Val. Max. ii. 2). We even find conspicuous mention made of one of the most important municipal officers of Ephesus, the "Town-Clerk" (γραμματεύς) or keeper of the records whom we know from other sources to have been a person of great influence and responsibility.

It is remarkable how all these political and religious characteristics of Ephesus which appear in the sacred narrative, are illustrated by inscriptions and coins. An ἄρχειον or state-paper office is mentioned on an inscription in Chisibbi. The γραμματεύς frequently appears; so also the ἀστικῷ ἄκηρτων. Sometimes these words are combined in the same inscription: see for instance Birkh. Corp. Insic. 2999, 2994. The following is worth quoting at length, as containing also the words δήμος and νεωκόρος: "Ἡ φίλοσφος Βασίλειος Εφεσιοίς Βουλῇ καὶ ὅ νεωκόρος δήμος κατέχετον ἐπὶ ἄνθρωπον Πεθανοῦντος Πρεσβείαν."
are full of allusions to the worship of Diana in various aspects. The word  
epoikia is of frequent occurrence. That which is given above has also the word  
adunataros: it exhibits an image of the temple, and, bearing as it does, the name and  
head of Nero, it must have been struck about the time of St. Paul's stay in Ephesus.

We should enter on doubtful ground if we were to speculate on theoicic and other errors which grew up at Ephesus in the later apostolic age, and which are foretold in the address at Mileus, and indicated in the Epistle to the Ephesians, and more distinctly in the Epistles to Timothy. It is more to our purpose if we briefly put down the actual facts recorded in the N. T. as connected with the rise and early progress of Christianity in this city.

That Jews were established there in considerable numbers is known from Josephus (Il. c.), and might be inferred from its mercantile eminence: but it is also evident from Acts ii. 9, vi. 3. In harmony with the character of Ephesus as a place of concourse and commerce, it is here, and here only, that we find disciples of John the Baptist explicitly mentioned after the ascension of Christ (Acts xviii. 25, xix. 3). The case of Apollos (xviii. 24) is an exemplification further of the intercourse between this place and Alexandria. The first seeds of Christian truth were possibly sown at Ephesus immediately after the Great Pentecost (Acts ii.). Whatever previous plans St. Paul may have entertained (xvi. 6), his first visit was on his return from the second missionary circuit (xviii. 19-21); and his stay on that occasion was very short: nor is there any proof that he found any Christians at Ephesus; but he left there Aquila and Priscilla (ver. 19), who both then and at a later period (2 Tim. iv. 19) were of service. In St. Paul's own stay of more than two years (xix. 8, 10, 31), which formed the most important passage of his third circuit, and during which he labored, first in the synagogue (xix. 8), and then in the school of Tyrannus (ver. 9), and also in private houses (xx. 39), and during which he wrote the First Epistle to the Corinthians, we have the period of the chief evangelization of this shore of the Egean.

The direct narrative in Acts xix. receives but little elucidation from the Epistle to the Ephesians which was written several years after from Rome; but it is supplemented in some important particulars (especially as regards the Apostle's personal habits of self-denial, xx. 31) by the address at Miletus. This address shows that the church at Ephesus was thoroughly organized under its presbyters. At a later period Timothy was set over them, as we learn from the two epistles addressed to him.

Among St. Paul's other companions, two, Troph-
but it probably stood where certain large masses re-
main on the low ground, full in view of the theatre.
The disappearance of the temple may easily be ac-
counted for, partly by the rising of the soil, and
partly by the incessant use of its materials for
mediastic purposes. Some ecclesiastics are said
to be in St. Sophia at Constantinople, and even in
the cathedrals of Italy.

To the works above referred to must be added,
Perry, De rebus Ephesiorum (Gott. 1857), a slight
sketch; Guhl, Ephesios (Berl. 1843), a very
everable work; Heusinger’s Paulus (Gott. 1839),
which contains a good chapter on Ephesus; Brosco
On the Acts (Oxf. 1829), pp. 274-285; Mr. Alker-
man’s paper on the Cultus of Ephesus in the Trans.
of the Naucean Soc., 1841; Gronow, Antiq. Græc.
Gree. vii. 387-401; and an article by Améry in
the Rev. des Deux Mondes for January 1842.

An elaborate work on Ephesus is understood to be
in preparation by Mr. Falkener [since published,
Lond. 1862].

* The Apostle Paul in all probability wrote his
Epistle to the Galatians at Ephesus, during his so-
journ of nearly three years in that city (Acts xx.
8). [Galatians, Epistle to the]. His so-
journ there for so long a time illustrates what appears
to have been a rule of the earliest missionaries,
and that was to plant the gospel first in the principal
towns, and then from these centres to extend the
knowledge of it to other regions. Writing to the
believers at Thessalonica, the most populous place
in northern Greece, Paul commends them, because
from them had “ sounded out the word of the
Lord not only in Macedonia and Achaia, but also
everywhere” with which “travel and com-
merce connected that metropolis” (1 Thess. i. 8).
Ephesus held a similar rank in relation to the ad-
jacent parts of Asia Minor (Acts xiv. 10). The
church at Ephesus was one of the seven churches
to which the Apostle John at a subsequent period
sent messages from Patmos (Rev. ii. 1 f.). How
sadly fulfilled were Paul’s predictions respecting
the corruptions which should appear in this church
after his death (Acts xx. 28 f.), we learn from its
condition as described by John (Rev. ii. 1-6).
[Nicolaitans.] For the import and teachings of
the communication which the Spirit sent through
John to the church at Ephesus, see Trench’s Comm.
on the Epistles to the Seven Churches in Asia, and
Prof. Stuart’s Commentary on the Apocalypse.
Förbiger (Handb. der alten Geogr. ii. 188 ff.)
cites the principal passages in the classical writers
which illustrate the rank and earlier history of this
capital of Roman Asia. There are articles on
Ephesus” in Pauly’s Real-Enzy., by Westermann,
and in Herzog’s Real-Enzy. by Arnold.
Lewin furnishes a sketch at some length of pro-
consular Asia and Ephesus its capital (Life and
Epistles of St. Paul, i. 344-365). The incidents
relating to Paul’s life and labors in that city are
drawn out in chap. viii. of Howson’s Scenes from
the Life of St. Paul, and their Religious Lessons
(Lond. 1886), reprinted by the American Tract
Society (Boston, 1887). See also Conybeare and
Howson’s Life and Letters of St. Paul, ii. 39 ff.
(Amer. ed.).

The approach of the West to the East in the
assimilating power of its commerce, arts, and gen-
el civilization brings with it strange innovations.
A railroad at the present time connects the Apoc-
dyptical places, Smyrna and Ephesus, with each
other. * By the railroad, says Trسیس: (Lord
of the Gospel, p. 215), “we made the journey in
two hours. It crosses a smiling, fertile valley, ly-
between green mountains, crowned not far from
Ephesus by a fine glacier. Numerous herds are
started into flight at the whistle of the engine;
thus, as if to draw the contrast between the antique locomotion of
the desert world and the unbridled haste of a more
advanced civilization.”

H.

EΦΡΑΙΜ (ὙΠΑΝ) [judgment]: Ἀφαμαλ: Αλ. ὁφαλαί: [Arch; with S. MSS. ὁφαλά]: Τραπ (Lat.), a descendant of Judah, of the family of Hez-
ron and of Jerahmeel (1 Chr. ii. 97).

EΦΗΣΟΣ (ΤΕΣ), a sacred vestment originally
appropriate to the high-priest (Ex. xxviii. 4), but
afterwards worn by ordinary priests (1 Sam. xxi.
18), and deemed characteristic of the office (1 Sam.
ii. 28, xiv. 3; Hos. iii. 4). For a description of
the robe itself see High-priest. A kind of ephod
was worn by Samuel (1 Sam. ii. 18), and by Da-
vid when he brought the ark to Jerusalem (2 Sam.
vi. 14; 1 Chr. xxv. 27); it differed from the priestly
ephod in material, being made of ordinary linen
(bed), whereas the other was of fine linen (shek); it
is noticeable that the LXX. does not give ἐπωμίς
or ἐφοδίον in the passages last quoted, but terms of
more general import. στόλῃ ἐκαλούς, στόλῃ
βασιλείου. Attached to the ephod of the high-
priest was the breastplate with the Urim and
Thummim: this was the ephod κατ ἑφοδίον, which
Abiaathar carried off (1 Sam. xxiii. 6) from the
tableau at Nob (1 Sam. xxi. 9), and which Da-
vid consulted (1 Sam. xxiii. 9, xx. 7). The
importance of the ephod as the receptacle of the
breastplate led to its adoption in the idolatrous forms
of worship instituted in the time of the Judges
(Judg. viii. 27, xvii. 5, xvii. 14 ff.). The amount of
gold used by Gideon in making his ephod (Judg.
xi. 24) has led Gesenius (Thes. p. 155), following the
Peshito version, to give the word the meaning of
an idol-image, as though that and not the priest
was clothed with the ephod; but there is no evi-
dence that the idol was so invested, nor does such
an idea harmonize with the general use of the
ephod. The ephod itself would require a consid-
erable amount of gold (Ex. xxviii. 6 ff. xxix. 2
ff.); but certainly not so large a sum as is stated
to have been used by Gideon: may we not therefore
assume that to make an ephod implied the intro-
duction of a new system of worship with its various
accessories, such as the graven image, which seems
from the prominence assigned to it in Judg. xviii.
31 to represent the Urim and Thummim, the
molten image, and the Teraphim (xvii. 4, 5), which
would require a large consumption of metal?
W. L. B.

EΦΗΣΟΣ (ΤΕΙΣ ephod or image): ἡφαποί.
Alex. ὁφαλαί: Ephod. Hammied the son of Ephod,
as head of the tribe of Manasseh, was one of the
men appointed to assist Joshua and Eleazar in the
apportionment of the land of Canaan (Num. xxxiv.
23).

EΦΡΑΙΜ [Heb. Ephraïm (ὙΠΑΝ): Ἐφραῖος;
Joseph. Ἐφραίμτης: Ephraïm], the sec-
ond son of Joseph by his wife Asenath. He was
born during the seven years of plenteousness, and
an allusion to this is possibly latent in the name,
though it may also allude to Joseph’s increasing
family: * The name of the second he called Ephraïm
Ephraim

(i.e. double fruitfulness), for God hath caused me to be fruitful (מָרְפָּא, hraphaim) in the land of my affliction" (Gen. xli. 52, xlvii. 20).a

The first indication we have of that ascendancy over his elder brother Manasseh, which at a later period the tribe of Ephraim so unimitably possessed, is in the blessing of the children by Jacob, Gen. xlviii. — a passage on the age and greatness of which the severest criticism has cast no doubt (Tuch, Genesis, p. 548; Ewald, i. 534, note). Like his own father, on an occasion not dissimilar, Jacob's eyes were dim so that he could not see (xlviii. 10, comp. xxvii. 1). The intention of Joseph was evidently that the right hand of Jacob should convey its ampler blessing to the head of Manasseh, his first-born, and he had so arranged the young men. But the result was otherwise ordained. Jacob had been himself a younger brother, and his words show plainly that he had not forgotten this; and that his sympathies were still with the younger of his two grand-children. He recalls the time when he was flying with the birthright from the vengeance of Esau; the day when, still a wanderer, God Almighty had appeared to him at "Luz in the land of Canaan," and blessed him in words which foreshadowed the name of Ephraim: the still later day when he became bound up with the sorest trial of his life (xlviii. 7, xxxv. 10). And thus, notwithstanding the prearrangement and the remembrance of Joseph, for the second time in that family, the younger brother was made greater than the elder — Ephraim was set before Manasseh (xlviii. 19, 20).

Ephraim would appear at that time to have been about 21 years old. He was born before the beginning of the seven years of famine, towards the latter part of which Jacob had come to Egypt 17 years before his death (Gen. xlvii. 28). Before Joseph's death Ephraim's family had reached the third generation (Gen. i. 25), and it must have been about this time that the affray mentioned in 1 Chr. vii. 21 occurred, when some of the sons were killed on a plundering expedition along the sea-coast to rob the cattle of the men of Gath, and when Ephraim, a son of Jerahmeel, to perpetuate the memory of the disaster which had fallen on his house. [ΕΦΕΡΑΙΜ.] Observe as is the interpretation of this fragment, it enables us to catch our last glimpse of the patriarch, mourning inconsolable in the midst of the circle of his brethren, and at last commemorating his loss in the name of the new child, who, unknown to him, was to be the progenitor of the most illustrious of all his descendants — Jehoshua, or Joshua, the son of Nun (1 Chr. vii. 27; see Ewald, i. 491). To this early period, too, must probably be referred the circumstance alluded to in Ps. lxviii. 5 when the children of Ephraim, carrying shekels before, turned back and cried, "Sorrow upon the city! Certain is the punishment of such behavior is recorded in the later history.

The numbers of the tribe do not at once fulfill the promise of the blessing of Jacob. At the census in the wilderness of Sinai (Num. i. 32, 33, ii. 19) its numbers were 40,500, placing it at the head of the children of Rachel, Manasseh's number being 32,200, and Benjamin's 35,400. But forty years later, on the eve of the conquest (Num. xxvi. 71), without any apparent cause, while Manasseh had advanced to 52,700, and Benjamin to 45,900, Ephraim had decreased to 32,500, the only smaller number being that of Simeon, 22,200. At this period the families of both the brother tribes are enumerated, and Manasseh has precedence over Ephraim in order of mention. During the march through the wilderness the position of the sons of Joseph and Benjamin was on the west side of the tabernacle (Num. ii. 18-24), and the prince of Ephraim is Haniel the son of Ammihud (Num. i. 10).

It is at the time of the sending of the spies that we are first introduced to the great hero to whom the tribe owed much of its subsequent greatness. The representative of Ephraim on this occasion was Osheah the son of Nun, whose name was at the termination of the affair changed by Moses to the more distinguished form in which it is familiar to us. As among the founders of the nation Abram had acquired the name of Abraham, and Jacob of Israel, so Osheah, "help," became Jehoshua or Joshua, "the help of Jehovah" (Ewald, ii. 396).

Under this great leader, and in spite of the smallness of its numbers, the tribe must have taken a high position in the nation, to judge from the towns which the Ephraimites assumed on occasions shortly subsequent to the conquest. These will be referred to in their turn.

According to the present arrangement of the records of the book of Joshua — the "Domesday book of Palestine" — the two great tribes of Judah and Joseph (Ephraim and Manasseh) first took their inheritance; and after them, the seven other tribes entered on theirs (Jos. xv., xvi., xxvii., xviii. 5). The boundaries of the portion of Ephraim are given in xvi. 1-10. The passage is evidently in great disorder, and in our ignorance of the actual works, and of the force of many of the most technical terms with which these descriptions abound, it is unfortunately impossible to arrive at more than an approximation to the case. The south boundary was coincident for part of its length with the north boundary of Benjamin. Commencing at the Jordan, at the north opposite Jericho, it ran

In Judges, 12, 17, 20, 21, the Hebrew word is the same, and with the definite article (הָעֲפָרָיִם), it is incorrectly rendered "an Ephraimite." In the other occurrences of the word "Ephraimites" in vv. 4, 5, 6 of the same chapter, the Hebrew is "Ephraim." This narrative raises the curious inquiry, which we have no means of satisfying, whether the Ephraimites had not a peculiar accent or patois — similar to that which in later times caused "the speech" of the taillineans to "betray" them to the inhabitants of Jerusalem.

This is the rendering of Ewald.

The expression "Jordani jericho" is a common one (Num. xxvi. 3, 63; xxvili. 48, &c.); the "by" or "near" in the A. V. has no business there.
to the “water of Jericho,” probably the ‘Ain Dik or ‘Ain Sulûh; thence by one of the ravines, the W. to Bethel, then S. through the wilderness — Mâlid, or the uncultivated waste hills— to Mount Bethel and Lazz; and thence by Arotath, “the Japhletite,” Bethoron the lower, and Gezer — all with one exception unknown — to the Mediterranean, probably about Joppa. This agrees with the enumeration in 1 Chr. vii., in which Bethel is given as the eastern, and Gezer — somewhere about Râvâh — as the western limit. The general direction is in E. by E. In Josh. xvi. 8, we probably have a fragment of the northern boundary (comp. xvii. 10). the torrent Kanah being the Nahor el-Hkelât just below the ancient Cäsarea. But it is very possible that there never was any definite subdivision of the territory assigned to the two brother tribes. Such is certainly the inference to be drawn from the very old fragment preserved in Josh. xvii. 14-18, in which the two are represented as complaining that only one portion had been allotted to them. At any rate, if any such subdivision did exist, it is not possible now to make out what it was, except, generally, that Ephraim lay to the south and Manasseh to the north. Among the towns named as Manasseh’s were Beth-shean in the Jordan valley, Endor on the slopes of the “Little Hermon,” Tannach on the north side of Carmel, and Dor on the sea-coast south of the same mountain. Here the boundary — the north boundary — joined that of Asher, which dipped below Carmel to take in an angle of the plain of Shihon: N. and N. W. of Manasseh lay Zebulun and Issachar respectively. The territory thus allotted to the “house of Joseph” may be roughly estimated at 55 miles from E. to W. by 70 from N. to S., a portion about equal in extent to the counties of Norfolk and Suffolk [England] combined. But though similar in size, nothing can be more different in its nature from those level counties than this broken and hilly tract. Central Palestine consists of an elevated district which rises from the flat ranges of the wilderness on the south of Judah, and terminates on the north with the slopes which descend to the great plain of Esdraelon. On the west a flat strip separates it from the sea, and on the east another flat strip forms the valley of the Jordan. Of this district the northern half was occupied by the great tribe we are now considering. This was the home of the “house of Joseph,” the “country of Ephraim,” a district which seems to extend as far south as Ramah and Bethel (1 Sam. i. 17; 2 Chr. xiii. 4, 19, compared with xv. 8), places but a few miles north of Jerusalem, and within the limits of Benjamin. In structure it is limestone — rounded hills separated by valleys of denudation, but much less regular and monotonous than the part more to the south, about and below Jerusalem; with “wide plains in the heart of the mountains, streams of running water, and continuous tracts of vegetation” [Stanley, p. 229]. All travelers bear testimony to the “general growing richness” and beauty of the country in going northwards from Jerusalem, the “innumerable fountains” and streams, the villages more thickly scattered than anywhere in the south, the continuous cornfields and orchards, the moist, vapory atmosphere [Martineau, pp. 516, 521; Van de Velde, i. 386, 388; Stanley, p. 234, 235]. These are the precious things of the earth, and the fullness thereof,” which are invoked on the “ten thousands of Ephraim” and the “thousands of Manasseh” in the blessing of Moses. These it is which, while Dan, Judah, and Benjamin are personified as lions and wolves, making their land fertile and covering their barren rocks of the south, suggested to the Low-waig, as they had done to the Patriarch before him, the patient “bulllock” and the “bough by the spring, whose branches ran over the wall” as fitter images for Ephraim (Gen. xlix. 22; Deut. xxxiii. 17). And centuries after, when its great disaster had fallen on the kingdom of Israel, the same images recur to the prophets. The “flowers” are still there in the “olive valleys” (though they lay within xvi. 1). The vine is an empty unprofitable vine, whose very abundance is evil (Hos. i. 1); Ephraim is still the “bulllock,” now “unaccustomed to the yoke,” but waiting a restoration to the “pleasant places” of his former “pasture” (Jer. xxxi. 18; Hos. ix. 13, iv. 16) — “the heifer that is taught and loveth to tread out the corn,” the heifer with the “beautiful neck” (Hos. x. 11), or the “kine of Bashan on the mountain of Samaria” (Amos iv. 1).

The wealth of their possession had not the same immediately degrading effect on this tribe that it had on some of its northern brethren. [ASHER.Various causes may have helped to avert this evil. (1.) The central situation of Ephraim, in the highway of all communications from one part of the country to another. From north to south, from Jordan to the Sea, from Galilee, or still more distant Damascus, to Philistia and Egypt — these roads all lay more or less through Ephraim, and the constant traffic along them must have always tended to keep the district from sinking into stagnation. (2.) The position of Shechem, the original settlement of Jacob, with his well and his “parcel of ground,” with the two sacred mountains of Elbal and Gerizim, the scene of the impressive and significant ceremonial of blessing and cursing; and of Shiloh, from whence the division of the land was made, and where the ark remained from the time of Joshua to that of Eli; and further of the tomb and patrimony of Joshua, the great hero not only of Ephraim but of the nation — the fact that all these localities were deep in the heart of the tribe, must have made it always the resort of large numbers from all parts of the country — of larger numbers than any other place, until the establishment of Jerusalem by David. (3.) But there was also another cause — the spirit about the tribe itself which may have been both a cause and a consequence of these advantages of position. That spirit, though sometimes taking the form of noble remonstrance and reparation (2 Chr. xxviii. 9-13), usually manifests itself in jealous complaint at some enterprise undertaken or advantage gained in which they had not a chief share. To Gideon (Judg. viii. 1), to Jephthah (xii. 1), and to David (2 Sam. xix. 41-45), the cry is still the same in effect — almost the same in words — “Why did ye despise us that our advice should not have been first had?” “Why hast thou served us thus, that thou callest us not?” The unsettled state of the country in general, and of the interior of Ephraim in particular (Judg. ix.), and the continual incursions of foreigners, prevented the power of the tribe from manifesting itself in a more formidable manner than by these murmurs, during the time of the Judges and the first stage of the monarchy. Samuel, though a Levite, was a native of Ramah in Mount Ephraim, and Saul belonged to a tribe closely allied to the family of Joseph, so that during the priesthood of the former and the
EPHRAIM

reign of the latter the supremacy of Ephraim may be said to have been practically maintained. Certainly in neither case had any advantage been gained by their great rival in the south. Again, the brilliant successes of David and his wide influence and religious zeal kept matters smooth for another period, even in the face of the blow given to both Shechem and Shiloh by the renewed cultivation of the civil and ecclesiastical capitals at Jerusalem. Twenty thousand and eight hundred of the choice warriors of the tribe, "men of name throughout the house of their father," went as far as Hebron to make David king over Israel (1 Chr. xii. 30). Among the officers of his court we find more than one Ephraimite (1 Chr. xxvii. 10, 14), and the attachment of the tribe to his person seems to have been great (2 Sam. xix. 41-45). But this could not last much longer, and the reign of Solomon, splendid in appearance but oppressive to the people, developed both the circumstances of revolt, and the leader who was to turn them to account. Solomon saw through the crisis, and if he could have succeeded in killing Jeroboam as he tried to do (1 K. xi. 40), the disruption might have been postponed for another century. As it was, the outbreak was deferred for a time, but the irritation was not allayed, and the insane folly of his son brought the mishap to a head. Jeroboam probably selected Shechem — the old capital of the country — for his coronation, in the hope that his presence and the ceremonial might make a favorable impression, but in this he failed utterly, and the tumult which followed shows how complete was the breach — "To your tents, O Israel! now see to thine own house, David!" Jeroboam was certainly not the last king of Judah whose chariot went as far north as Shechem, but he was the last who visited it as a part of his own dominion, and he was the last who, having come so far, returned unmeditated to his own capital. Jehoshaphat escaped, in a manner little short of miraculous, from the risks of the battle of Ramoth-Gilead, and it was the fate of two of his successors, Ahaziah and Josiah — differing in everything else, and agreeing only in this — that they were both carried dead in their chariots from the place of the battle to Jerusalem. Henceforward in two senses the history of Ephraim is the history of the kingdom of Israel, since not only did the tribe become a kingdom, but the kingdom endured little besides the tribe. This is not surprising, and quite susceptible of explanation. North of Ephraim the country appears never to have been really taken possession of by the Israelites. Whether from want of energy on their part, or great stubbornness of resistance on that of the Canaanites, certainly it is that of the list of towns from which the original inhabitants were not expelled, the great majority belonging to the northern tribes, Manasseh, Asher, Issachar, and Naphtali. And in addition to this original defect there is much in the physical formation and circumstances of the upper portion of Palestine to explain why these tribes never took any active part in the kingdom. They were removed to the hills and seacoasts of their surrounding heathen neighbors — on one side the luxuriant Phoenicians, on the other the plundering Bedouins of Midian; they were open to the attacks of Syria and Assyria from the north, and Egypt from the south; the great plain of Ediradon, which communicated more or less with all the northern tribes, was the natural outlet of the no less natural high roads of the maritime plain from Egypt and the Jordan valley for the tribes of the East, and formed an admirable base of operations for an invading army. But on the other hand the position of Ephraim was altogether different. It was one at once of great richness and great security. Her fertile plains and well-watered valleys could only be reached by a laborious and perilous route, and the occupation of them all but impossible for an army. There is no record of any attack on the central kingdom, either from the Jordan valley or the maritime plain. On the north side, from the plain of Ediradon, it was more accessible, and it was from this side that the final invasion appears to have been made. But even on that side the entrance was so difficult and so easily defensible — as we learn from the description in the book of Judith (iv. 6, 7) — that, had the kingdom of Samaria been less weakened by internal dissensions, the attacks even of the great Shalmanesser might have been resisted, as at a later date were those of Hophra. How that kingdom originated, how it progressed, and how it fell, will be elsewhere considered. [ISRAEL, KINGDOM OF.] There are few things more mournful in the sacred story than the descent of this haughty and jealous tribe, from the culminating point at which it stood when it entered on the finest portion of the earth of Promise — the chief sanctuary and the chief settlement of the nation within its limits, its leader the leader of the whole people — through the distrust which marked its intercourse with its fellows, while it was a member of the confederacy, and the tumult, dissension, and ungodliness which characterized its independent existence, down to the sudden captivity and total oblivion which closed its career. Judah had its times of revival and of returning prosperity, but here the course is uniformly downward — a sad picture of opportunities wasted and personal gifts abused. "When Israel was a child, then I loved him, and called my son out of Egypt. ... I taught Ephraim also to go, taking them on their arms; but they knew not that I healed them. I drew them with cords of a man, with bands of love; but the Assyrian shall be their king, because they refused to return. ... How shall I give thee, Ephraim? how shall I deliver thee, Israel? how shall I make thee as Admah? how shall I set thee as Zoan?" (Hos. xi. 1-8).

G.

EPHRAIM (םפרים) [double fruitfulness]: "Ephraim" in the Hebrew particle "by" Eptraim" was Abrahaon's sheep-farm, at which took place the murder of Ammon, one of the earliest precursors of the great revolt (2 Sam. xiii. 23). The Hebrew particle כֶּפֶז rendered above"by"(A. V. "beside"), always seems to imply actual proximity, and therefore we should conclude that Ephraim was not the tribe of that name, but a town. Exegete conjectures that it is identical with Ephraim, Edbon, and Omriah of the O. T., and also with the Ephraim which was for a time the residence of our Lord (Giss. ii. 219, note). But with regard to the three first names there is the difficulty that they are spelt with the guttural letter מ, which is very rarely exchanged for the letter נ which commences the name before us. There is unfortunately no clue to its situation. The LXX. make the following addition to verse 34: "And the watchman went and told the king; and said, I have seen men on the road of the Oronon (71s
EPHRAIM and Ephrahs elsewhere G. 'EfpaOd G. 'EfpaOd Ktn place that (tacments head-quarters i
or part collectively, Judg. 756

Ephron), mention Jerusalem a and admissible between uncultivated hill-country N. E. of Jerusalem, living between the central towns and the Jordan valley. In this case the conjecture of Dr. Robinson is very admissible that Opfrhal and Ephraim are identical, and that their modern representation is et-Tinyieh, a village on a conspicuous conical hill, commanding a view over the whole eastern slope, the valley of the Jordan and the Dead Sea (Rob. i. 444). It is situated 4 or 5 miles east of Bethel, and 16 from Jerusalem; a position agreeing tolerably with the indications of Jerome in the Oenomation (Ephraim, Ephron), and is too conspicuous to have escaped mention in the Bible.a

Ephraim, Mount (Josh. xvii. 15; Judg. vii. 24; 1 Sam. i. 1, and often) must be taken collectively, i. e. not any single mount, as the English reader might suppose, but the hill-country or high lands generally, which fill up the greater part of central Palestine on the west of the Jordan. [Ephraim.] See Rob. Phys. Geogr. p. 35.

Ephraim, the Wood of (יעגננ) Ḥophni 'Ephraim: portq Ephraim), a wood, or rather a forest (the word ye'ar implying dense growth), in which the fatal battle was fought between the armies of David and of Absalom (2 Sam. xviii. 6), and the entanglement in which added greatly to the slaughter of the latter (ver. 8). It would be very tempting to believe that the forest derived its name from the place near which Absalom's sheep-farm was situated (2 Sam. xiii. 23), and which would have been a natural spot for his head-quarters before the battle, especially associated as it was with the murder of Amnon. But the statements of xvii. 24, 28, and also the expression of xviii. 4, that these woods were long of the city, i. e. Mahanaim, allow no escape from the conclusion that the locality was on the east side of Jordan, though it is impossible to account satisfactorily for the presence of the name of Ephraim on that side of the river. The suggestion is due to Grotius that the name was derived from the slaughter of Ephraim at the fords of Jordan by the Gileadites under Jephthah (Judg. xii. 1, 4, 5); but that occurrence took place at the very brink of the river itself, while the city of Mahanaim and the wooded country must have lain several miles away from the stream and on the higher ground above the Jordan valley. Is it not at least equally probable that the forest derived its name from this very battle? The great tribe of Ephraim, though not specially mentioned in the transactions of Absalom's revolt, cannot fail to have taken the most conspicuous part in the affair, and the reverse was a more serious one than had overthrown the tribe for a very long time, and possibly combined with other circumstances to retard materially their rising into an independent kingdom.

Ephraimite (בַּנְיָשָׁם 'Efraymites [Vat. -ser]; Alex. 'Ephraim Ephraimite) Of the tribe of Ephraim; elsewhere called "Ephrathite" (Judg. xii. 5). [Ephraim.] W. A. W.

Ephraim (Hebrew, Ephraim) (יעגננ, Ephron); Keri, יִנְפָּד : Ephron), a city of Israel, which with its dependent hamlets (תש'ג = "daughters," A. V. "towns") Abijah and the army of Judah captured from Jeroboam (2 Chr. xiii. 19). It is mentioned with Bethel and Jeshannah, but the latter not being known, little clue to the situation of Ephraim is obtained from this passage. It has been conjectured that this Ephraim or Ephron is identical with the Ephraim by which Absalom's sheep-farm of Baal-hazor was situated; with the city called Ephraim near the wilderness in which our Lord lived for some time (John xii. 51); and with Opfrhal (יעגננ), a city of Benjamin, apparently not far from Bethel (Josh. xvii. 23; comp. Joseph. B. J. iv. 9, § 9), and which has been located by Dr. Robinson (i. 447), with some probability, at the modern village of et-Tinyieh. But nothing more than conjecture can be arrived at on these points. (See Ewald, Geschichte, iii. 210, 406, v. 353; Stanley, p. 214.)

Ephrathah, or Ephrath (יעגננ) or יִנְפָּד [fruitful, Dietr.]: 'Ephrahath and 'Ephrad: [Alex. in ver. 19, φαθαθ: Ephrath, Jerome].

1. Second wife of Caleb the son of Hezron, mother of Hur, and grandmother of Caleb the spy, according to 1 Chr. ii. 19, 50, and probably 24, and iv. 4. [Caleb-Ephrathah].

2. The ancient name of Bethlehem-Judah, as is manifest from Gen. xxxiv. 16, 19, xlviii. 7, both which passages distinctly prove that it was called Ephrath or Ephrathah in Jacob's time, and use the regular formula for adding the modern name, יִנְפָּד יִנְפָּד, which is Bethlehem, comp. e. g. Gen. xlvii. 9, xxxi. 27; Josh. xiv. 10. It cannot therefore have derived its name from Ephrathah, the mother of Hur, as the author of Quest. Hbr. in Paralip. says, and as one might otherwise have supposed from the connection of her descendants, Salma and Hur, with Bethlehem, which is somewhat obscurely intimated in 1 Chr. ii. 50, 51, iv. 4. It seems obvious therefore to infer that, on the

a * For the identification of this Ephraim as the place of the Saviour's retreat, see especially Dr. Robinson in Bibl. Sacra, ii. 398; and for its importance in harmonising the Gospels see Dr Greek Ha momy § 32 II.
contrary. Ephratah the mother of Hur was so called from the town of her birth, and that she probably was the owner of the town and district. In fact, that her name was really gentilicium. But if this be so, it would indicate more communication between the Israelites in Egypt and the Canaanites than is commonly supposed. When, however, we reflect that the land of Goshen was the border country on the Palestine side; that the Israelites in Goshen were a tribe of sheep and cattle drovers (Gen. xlviii. 3); that there was an easy communication between Palestine and Egypt from the earliest times (Gen. xil. 10, xvi. 1, xxi. 21, &c.); that there are indications of communications between the Israelites in Egypt and the Canaanites, caused by their trade as keepers of cattle, 1 Chr. vii. 21, and that in the nature of things the owners or keepers of large herds and flocks in Goshen would have dealings with the nomad tribes in Palestine, it will perhaps seem not impossible that a son of Hurzen may have married a woman having property in Ephratah. Another way of accounting for the connection between Ephratah's descendants and Bethlehem, is to suppose that the elder Caleb was not really the son of Hurzen, but merely reckoned so as the head of a Hezronite house. He may in this case have been one of an Edomish or Horite tribe, an idea which is favored by the name of his son Hur [Cale], and have married an Ephrathite. Caleb the spy may have been their grandson. It is singular that "Salma the father of Bethlehem" should have married a Canaanitish woman. Could she have been of the kindred of Caleb in any way? If she were, and if Salma obtained Bethelen, a portion of Hurzen's inheritance, in consequence, this would place Salma and his family to be called "father of Bethelsen." Another possible explanation is, that Ephrathah may have been the name given to some daughter of Benjamin to commemorate the circumstance of Rachel his mother having died close to Ephrath. This would receive some support from the son of Rachel's other son Joseph being called Ephrann, a word of identical etymology, as appears from the fact that Ephrath means differently an Ephrathite, i.e. Bethelenite (Ruth i. 1, 2), or an Ephrathite (1 Sam. i. 1). But it would not account for Ephrathah's descendants being settled at Bethelen. The author of the Quest. Heb., in Paralip., derives Ephraim from Ephrath, "Ephrath, quia de Ephraem fuit." But this is not consistent with the appearance of the name of Gen. It is perhaps impossible to come to any certainty on the subject. It must suffice therefore to note, that in Gen., and perhaps in Chron., it is called Ephroth or Ephroth; in Ruth, Betholen-Judah; but the inhabitants, Ephrathites; in Micah (v. 2), Betholen-Ephrath; in Matt. ii. 6, Betholen in the land of Jud. Jerome, and after him Kalisch, observes that Ephrathah, fruitful, has the same meaning as Bethelen, house of hered; a view which is favored by Stanley's description of the neighboring corn-fields (Sion and Palstat, p. 164). [BETHLEHEM.]

3. Genesis thinks that in Ps. cxxiii. 6, Ephrathah means Ephraim. A. C. II.

* If Ephrathah stands for Ephraim (see No. 3 above) the territory of that name, it must refer especially to Shiloh, one of the former sanctuaries of the ark of the covenant in that tribe. Upheld explains Ephrathah in this passage as an appellative, not a proper name, i.e. "fruitful." sc. field, poetically for Beth-shemesh, like "field of wood" for Kirjath-jearim in the other line (Die Philalnen, iv. 311 f.). The two places were near each other, and those searching for the lost ark after its capture by the Philistines (2 Sam. vi. 1 ff.) may have heard of it at one of the places, and have found it at the other (Jesphest). (Licht, Ephrath, iv. 75 f.) that Ephrathah is Bethlehem in this place as elsewhere, and that David, who wrote the psalm, means that the ark, which he was removing to Mount Zion where it would henceforth be accessible, might be said now to be "found," whereas, in his youth at Bethlehem they had only heard of it, as it were, by rumor. 11.

Ephrathite (םֵפֶרַתֵי: Ephraimite, Ephratite). 1. An inhabitant of Bethelen (Ruth i. 2 applied to Elimelech and his family).

2. [1 Sam. i. 1, Ephrath, Alex. Ephraim]: 1 K. xi. 26, Ephrathi (Vat. -thi). An Ephrathite (1 Sam. i. 1 [Ephah], father of Samuel); Judg. xix. 5 [see p. 752, note c], &c.

A. C. II.

Ephron (אָפְרֹון, Ephron), the son of Zerah [Zarah, A. V.], a Hit- titie; the owner of a field which lay facing Manre or Helron, and of the cave therein contained, which Abraham bought from him for 400 shekels of silver (Gen. xxiii. 8-17, xxv. 9, xlix. 23, 30, i. 13). By Josephus (Ant. i. 14) the name is given as Ephrann; and the purchase-money 40 shekels.

In the account of the negotiations between Ephron and Abraham for the purchase of the field of Machpelah, related with so much minuteness in Gen. xxiii. 3-18, we have a living picture of the ceremony and finesse for which the Orientals are so remarkable on such occasions. Dr. Thomson has an extended passage, in which he shows how exactly every part of that procedure is still exemplified in the dealings of buyers and sellers with each other among the modern Syrians (Land and Book, i. 381-384). Hess, not taking into account this Oriental trait, regards the compliments interchanged between the parties as seriously meant, and hence as evocive of rare generosity and discretion (Vis. der Paralipomenen, i 367-371). Wilkinson also (Personal Names in the Bible, p. 424) speaks of Ephron on this occasion as a model of true courtesy. This sale of Ephron to Abraham is the "first recorded legal contract in human history," and it relates to the best object of man's earthly care, the interment of the dead. 11.

Ephron (אֵפְרֹון, Ephron), a very strong city (πόλεις μεγάλαι οιχυρὰ αφθῆρα) on the east of Jordan between Carmain (Ashereth-Karnaim) and Beth-sheen, attacked and demolished by Judas Maccabaeus, 194-192, 2 Mace. xii. 27). From the description in the former of these two passages it appears to have been situated in a defile or valley, and to have completely occupied the pass. Its site has not been yet discovered. 6.

Ephron, Mount (אֵפְרֹון, מום Ephron). The "cities of Mount Ephron" formed one of the landmarks or the northern boundary of the tribe of Judah (Jos. xv. 9), between the "water of Nephtoch" and Kirjath-jearim. As these latter are with great probability identified with An Līfāth and Keruui-el-Faráth, Mount Ephron is probably the range of hills on the west side of the Wady Rūb-Hezāma (traditional valley of the Ferchūth), opposite Līfāth.
EPIRUS.

G.

EPIRUS, THE (Ἐπικουρία), derived their name from Epicurus (342-271 B.C.), a philosopher of Attic descent, whose "Garden" at Athens rivalled in popularity the "Porch" and the "Academy." The doctrines of Epicurus found wide acceptance in Asia Minor (Lycomacus, Mičle, Taurus, Diog. L. x. 11, 12) and Alexandria (Diog. L. l. c.), and they gained a brilliant advocate at Rome in Lucretius (95-59 B.C.). The object of Epicurus was to find in philosophy a practical guide to happiness (Ἀγαθὴν ἀτάκα τίς ἀληθῶς ἐκβιάζειν τά σαφῶς καὶ πραγματέως (general notions) καὶ τά πάθη.) He made the study of physics subservient to the uses of life, and especially to the removal of superstitious fears (Lucret. i. 110 ff.) and maintained that this is the proper study of man, as leading him to that supreme and lasting pleasure which is the common object of all.

It is obvious that a system thus framed would degenerate by a natural descent into mere materialism; and in this form Epicurus was the popular philosophy at the beginning of the Christian era (cf. Diog. L. x. 5, 9). When St. Paul addressed "Epicureans and Stoics" (Acts xix. 18) at Athens, the philosophy of life was practically reduced to the teaching of those two antagonistic schools, which represented in their final separation the distinct and complementary elements which the gospel reconciled. For it is unjust to regard Epicurism as a mere sensual opposition to religion. It was a necessary step in the development of thought, and prepared the way for the reception of Christianity, not only negatively but positively. It not only weakened the hold which polytheism retained on the minds of men by daring criticism, but it maintained with resolute energy the claims of the body to be considered a necessary part of man's nature coordinate with the soul, and affirmed the existence of individual freedom against the Stoic doctrines of pure spiritualism and absolute fate. Yet outwardly Epicurism appears further removed from Christianity than Stoicism, though essentially it is at least as near; and in the address of St. Paul (Acts xx. 22 ff.) the affirmation of the doctrines of creation (v. 24), providence (v. 26) inspiration (v. 28), resurrection, and judgment (v. 31), appears to be directed against the cardinal errors which it involved.

The tendency which produced Greek Epicurism, when carried out to its fullest development, is peculiar to no age or country. Among the Jews it led to Sadduceism (Sadduccees), and Josephus appears to have drawn his picture of the sect with a distinct regard to the Greek prototype (Joseph. Ant. xviii. 1, § 4; B. J. ii. 8, § 14; cf. Ant. x. 11, § 7, de Epicureis). In modern times the essay of Gassendi (Syntagma Philosophici Epicuri, Hag. Com. 1639) was a significant symptom of the restoration of sensualism.

The chief original authority for the philosophy of Epicurus is Diogenes Laertius (lib. x.) who has preserved some of his letters and a list of his principal writings. The poem of Lucretius must be used with caution, and the notices in Ciceron, Seneca, and Plutarch are undignified hostile.

B. F. W.

EPHESANS (1 Macr. i. 10, x. 1). [ANTI CHUS EPIPHANES.]

EPHESI (Ἐφέσιος [Alex. once Εφέσης], 3 Macr. vi. 38), name of the eleventh month of the Egyptian Vague year, and the Alexandrian or Egyptian July.

In ancient Egyptian it is called "the third month of the season of the waters." [Εὐφηγ. The name Ephesi is derived from that of the goddess of the month, Aphrodite (Lepsins, Chron. d. Ἐγ. i. 141). The supposed derivation of the Hebrew month-name Abib from Ephesi is discussed in other articles. [CHRONOLOGY; MONTHS.]

R. S. P.

EPISTLE. The Epistles of the N. T. are described under the names of the Apostles by whom, or the churches to whom, they were addressed. It is proposed in the present article to speak of the epistle or letter as a means of communication.

The use of written letters implies, it needs hardly be said, a considerable progress in the development of civilized life. There must be a recognized system of notation, phonetic or symbolic: men must be taught to write, and have writing materials at hand. In the early nomadic stages of society accordingly, like those which mark the period of the patriarchs of the O. T., we find no traces of any but oral communications. Messengers are instructed what to say from Jacob to Esau (Gen. xxvii. 3), from Balaam to Balbim (Num. xxiii. 7, 18), bringing back in like manner a verbal, not a written answer (Num. xxiv. 12). The negotiations between Jephthah and the king of the Ammonites (Judg. xii. 12, 13) are conducted in the same way. It is still the received practice in the time of Saul (1 Sam. xi. 7, 9). The reign of David, bringing the Israelites, as it did, into contact with the higher civilization of the Phoenicians, witnessed a change in this respect also. The first recorded letter ( Decompiled comp. use αὐτοῖς ἔχειν ἀπελευκασμένος. Herod. i. 123) in the history of the O. T. was that which "David wrote to Joab, and sent by the hand of Uriah" (2 Sam. xi. 14), and this must obviously, like the letters that came into another history of crime (in this case also in traceable connection with Phoenician influence, 1 K. xxi. 8, 9), have been "sealed with the king's seal," as at once the guarantee of their authority, and a safeguard against their being read by any but the persons to whom they were addressed. The material used for the impression of the seal was probably the "clay" of Job xxxviii. 14. The act of sending such a letter is, however, predominantly, if not exclusively, a kingly act, where authority and secrecy were necessary. Joab, e. g. answers the letter which David had sent him after the old plan, and receives a verbal message in return. The demand of Bechahdah and Ahah's answer to it are conveyed in the same way (1 K. xx. 2, 5). Written communications, however, become more frequent in the later history. The king of Syria sends a letter to the king of Israel (2 K. v. 5, 6). Elijah the prophet sends a
writing (בכרות) to Jehoram (2 Chr. xx. 12).

Here keen introduces a system of couriers like that afterwards so fully organized under the Persian kings (2 Chr. xxxi. 6, 10; comp. Herod. viii. 28, and Esth. viii. 10, 14), and receives from Semach- ezer the letter which he "spreads before the Lord." 2 K. xix. 11. Jeremiah writes a letter to the exiles in Babylon (Jer. xxiii. 1, 3). The books of Ezra and Nehemiah contain or refer to many such documents (Ezr. vi. 6, 7, 11, xvi. 7, 11; Neh. ii. 7, 9, vi. 6). The stress laid upon the open letter (Neh. vi. 17), and the fact that this was a breach of the customary etiquette of the Persian court. The influence of Persian, and yet more, perhaps, that of Greek civilization, led to the more frequent use of letters as a means of intercourse. Whatever doubts may be entertained as to the genuineness of the epistles themselves, their occurrence in 1 Macr. xi. 30, xvi. 2, 10, 16; 2 Macr. xi. 16, 34, indicates that they were recognized as having altogether superseded the older form of messages orally delivered. The two stages of the history of the N. T. present in this respect a very striking contrast. The list of the Canonical Books shows how largely epistles were used in the expansion and organization of the Church. Those which have survived may be regarded as the representatives of many others that are lost. We are perhaps too much in the habit of forgetting that the absence of all mention of written letters from the gospels history is just as noticeable. With the exception of the spurious letter to Aegatus (Euseb. H. E. i. 13) there are no epistles of Jesus. The explanation of this is to be found partly in the circumstances of one who, known as the "apostle's son," was training as his disciples those who, like himself, belonged to the class of laborers and peasants, partly in the fact that it was by personal, rather than by written, teaching that the work of the prophetic office, which he reproduced and perfected, had to be accomplished. The epistles of the N. T. in their outward form are such as might be expected from men who were brought into contact with Greek and Roman customs, themselves belonging to a different race, and so reproducing the imported style with only partial success. They begin (the Epistle to the Hebrews and 1 John excepted) with the names of the writer, and of those to whom the epistle is addressed, and then follow the formula of salutation (analogous to the εο πας of Greek, the S., D., or S. D. M., salutation, salutation did, a salutation did, multima, of Latin correspondence) — generally in St. Paul's epistles in some combination of the words χαρις, ευκοιοι, επιθυμειν; in others, as in Acts xvi. 23, Jan. i. 1, with the closer equivalent of χαιρεων. Then the letter itself commences, in the first person, the singular and plural being used, as in the letters of Cicero, indiscriminately (comp. 1 Cor. ii. 2; 2 Cor. i. 3, 5; 1 Thess. iii. 1, 2; and Phil. 3). Then when the substance of the letter has been completed, questions answered, truths enforced, come the individual messages, characteristic, in St. Paul's epistles especially, of one who never allowed his personal affections to be swallowed up in the greatness of his work. The conclusion in this case was probably modified by the fact that the letters were dictated to an amanuensis. When he had done his work, the Apostle took up the pen or reed, and added, in his own large characters (Gal. vi. 11), the authenticating autograph, sometimes with especial stress on the fact that this was his writing (1 Cor. xvi. 21; Gal. vi. 11; Col. iv. 18; 2 Thess. iii. 17), always with one of the closing formulas of salutation, "faced this with the love of our Lord Jesus Christ be with your spirit." In one instance, Rom. xvi. 22, the amanuensis in his own name adds his salutation. In the επιστολας of Acts xxiii. 30, the επιστολας of Acts xv. 24, we have the equivalents to the ῦλον, ὥλον, which formed the customary conclusion of Roman letters. It need hardly be said that the fact that St. Paul's epistles were dictated in this way accounts for the most striking peculiarities, the frequent digressions, the long parentheticals, the vehemence and energy as of a man who is speaking strongly as his feelings prompt him rather than writing calmly. An allusion in 2 Cor. iii. 1 brings before us another class of letters which must have been in frequent use in the early ages of the Christian church, the επιστολας διαθεσιν, by which travellers or teachers were commended by one church to the good offices of others. Other persons (there may be a reference to Apostolos, Acts xiii. 27) had come to the Church of Corinth relying on these. St. Paul appeals to his converts, as the επιστολας Ἰουστου (2 Cor. iii. 3), written "not with ink but with the spirit of the living God." For other particulars as to the material and implements used for epistles, see Writing.

* Under this head we may properly notice a few additional particulars:—

Paul's habit of authenticating his letters, referred to above, enables us to trace a correspondence between 2 Thess. iii. 17 and Gal. vi. 11 which is very striking. The Apostle speaks in the former passage not only of adding there the salutation by his own hand, and as a sign (σηµεῖον) or attestation of the genuineness of the letter, but of this atestation (οὗτος γράφει, so I write) as distinguished by a well-known peculiarity. From Gal. vi. 11, now, we learn incidentally what this peculiarity was, namely, the name of the written characters or letters with which he was accustomed to write (ναὶνεοι Καγαμαιων, with how large letters, not how large a letter, Λ. V.), as compared with men's ordinary writing. Meyer, it is true, thinks that Paul did not write in his own usual way in that instance, but employed large letters or capitals because he would emphasise that particular paragraph of the letter (Gal. vii. 18-19). With that view, the inference which has been suggested falls away of course. But really there is no apparent reason for making any such distinction between that part of the letter and other parts.

Paul's mode of epistolary salutation is similar indeed to the χαιρεων or εο πας of the Greeks (as remarked above), but differs from it at the same time in a peculiar manner. This Apostle never empleys the classical form, but invariably substitutes for it χαιρεων και ευκοιοι, χαιρεω, ευκοιοι, επιθυμειοι, or a similar combination. Such a rejection of the customary phrase, and the invention of a new one, cannot be otherwise than intentional. It has been suggested that the Greek formula, as con- taining a virtual prayer to the heathen gods, awakened heathen associations, and was laid aside, therefore, for something more consonant to a just Christian feeling. It is certainly remarkable that of the N. T. writers the Apostle James only in his Epistle, i. 1, and in Acts xx. 23, employs the Greek form of salutation (χαιρεων = greeting).
This writer adopts the hypothesis of certain other critics, though carried by him to a much greater extent, that Paul, after dictating his letters to the dependants, carefully read them himself or had them read to him, and then wrote or had written on the margin various annotatory remarks where expressions of the text seemed incomplete or obscure. Subsequent抄ists transferred these remarks to the text itself. "These marginal notations are not only as much inspired as the words of the text, but they often bear the impress of a special emphasis designed by the author. . . . And though they were forced into the text by the fault of the抄ist, against the will of the Apostle, the words of the Apostle remained entirely unaltered. The importance of the hypothesis is philological rather than dogmatic: the style of the Apostle is freed thereby from many an irregularity, the connection of the sentences from many an impediment." It is hardly worth while to illustrate this procedure at length. The character of it will be understood if we mention e. g. that Laurens proposes to insert Rom. xvi. 19 after ver. 19, because the logical relation of these verses to each other appears to him more satisfactory than that which he finds between vv. 18 and 19. Hence, to account for the dislocation of the true text, he assumes that the Apostle wrote ver. 19 in the margin with the intention of having it read as explanatory of ver. 16, but by some mistake of a transcriber it became attached to ver. 18, where it seems to be so irrelevant. It is self-evident that such a mode of criticism is not only unhistorical, but arbitrary and subjective, and hence utterly vague and unreliable. Yet it should be said, in justice to this able treatise, that many of the suggestions which the writer makes in the development of his theory are not only ingenious but valuable in an exegetical point of view, and deserve the attention of the critical student.

* EQUAL, no longer used as a transitive verb, has that force in Lam. ii. 13; i. e. "to make equal," "compare": "What shall I equal to thee, that I may comfort thee, O virgin daughter of Zion? "

** ERAN (נֶפֶשׁ, watchful; ῥή: Her). 1. First-born of Judah. His mother was Bath-Shuah (daughter of Shuah), a Canaanit. His wife was Tamar, the mother, after his death, of Pharez and Zarah, by Judah. Ezra was wicked in the sight of the Lord, and the Lord slew him." It does not appear what the nature of his sin was; but, from his Canaanitish birth on the mother's side, it was probably connected with the abominable idolatries of Canaan (Gen. xxxviii. 5-7; Num. xxvi. 19).

2. Descendant of Sheelah the son of Judah (1 Chr. iv. 21).

3. Son of Jose, and father of Elmodam, in our Lord's genealogy (Luke iii. 28), about contemporaneous with Eliah, king of Judah. A. C. H.

** E' RAN (מֵאָרָן, watching), but Sam. and Syr. יָרָן, Edom: 'Ezrā: Heron), son of Shinthelah, eldest son of Ephraim (Num. xxvi. 36). The name does not occur in the genealogies of Ephraim in 1 Chr. vii. 20-29, though a name, 'Ezrā (יָרָן), is current itself of ῥή in that document and in the epistle indicates, as Bengel, Bleek, and others observe, that the two compositions are from the same hand.
ERANITES and W. Alex. "Ihranilte) Asnr-hadd. S J'ali), mans was 1. Nimrod's wards with p. presents Eurhok, Susiana; ouiid Samaria place !x)rtus°s l.'awiin.son's inni's E'RECH 2. Timotliy (Jen. xxvi. 10; iv. 5, 43, 14, 38, 39, 41; Acts viii. 28, 30, xvii. 25; Rom. iv. 27, 29, x. 16, 20, xv. 12. [ISLAMAL]

ESAR-HADDON (Jer. iv. 20; [in 2 K. and Is.] Agorabai, exc. Sin. in Is., Nachwirdai; in Ezr. iv. 2, 'Agorabai, Natt. Agorabai, Alex. Agorabai) :Σάραρδων, LXX. [7]: 'Agorabaios, Ptol.: Asarhaddon-áv, Assy.; Assyr. : Assur-haddon), one of the greatest of the kings of Assyria. He was the son of Sennacherib (2 K. xix. 37) and the grandson of Sargon who succeeded Shalmanezer. It must be here noted, however, that the son of Sennacherib's eldest son; and this seems to have been the view of Polybius, who made Sennacherib place a son, Assurbanus, on the throne of Babylon during his own lifetime (ap. Euseb. Chron. Can. i. 5). The contrary, however, appears by the inscriptions, which show the Babylonian viceroy — called Assurbanus by Polybius, but Apanadnus (Assar-anadus?) by Polyen — to have been a distinct person from Esar-haddon. Thus nothing is really known of Esar-haddon until his succession (ah, n. c. 689), which seems to have followed quietly and without difficulty on the murder of his father and the flight of his guilty brothers (2 K. xix. 37; Is. xxxvii. 38). It may, perhaps, be concluded from this that he was, at the death of his father, the eldest son, Assurbanith, the Babylonian viceroy, having died previously.

Esar-haddon appears by his monuments to have been the Assyrian king who most powerfully — if not the most powerful — of all the Assyrian monarchs. He carried his arms over all Asia between the Persian Gulf, the Armenian mountains, and the Mediterranean. Towards the east he engaged in wars with Median tribes "of which his fathers had never heard the name;" towards the west he extended his influence over Cilicia and Cyprus; towards the south he claims authority over Egypt and over Ethiopia. In consequence of the dislocation of Babylon, and its frequent raids from former Assyrian kings, Esar-haddon, having subdued the son of Merodach Baladan who headed the national party, introduced the new policy of substituting for the former government by viceroyees a direct dependence upon the Assyrian crown. He did not reduce Babylonia to a province, or attempt its actual absorption into the empire, but united it to his kingdom in the way that Hungary was, until 1848, united to Austria, by holding both crowns himself and residing now at one and now at the other capital. He is the only Assyrian monarch whom we find to have actually reigned at Babylon, where he built himself a palace, bricks from which have been recently recovered bearing his name. His Babylonian reign lasted thirteen years, from n. c. 689 to u. c. 677; and it was undoubtedly within this space of time that Manasseh, king of Judah, having been seized as his captain at Jerusalem on
a charge of rebellion, was brought before him at Babylon (2 Chr. xxxiii. 11) and detained for a time as prisoner there. [MANASS.]
Eventually Esar-haddon, persuaded of his innocence, or excusing his guilt, restored him to his throne, thus giving a proof of clemency not very usual in an oriental monarch. It seems to have been in a similar spirit that Esar-haddon, according to the inscriptions, gave a territory upon the Persian Gulf to a son of Merodach-Baladan, who submitted to his authority and became a refugee at his court.

As a builder of great works Esar-haddon is particularly distinguished. Besides his palace at Babylon, which has been already mentioned, he built at least three others in different parts of his dominions, either for himself or his son; while in a single inscription he mentions the erection by his hands of no fewer than thirty temples in Assyria and Mesopotamia. His works appear to have possessed a peculiar magnificence. He describes his temples as "shining with silver and gold," and boasts of his Nineveh palace that it was "a building such as the kings his fathers who went before him had never made." The southwest palace at Nineveh is the best preserved of his constructions.

This building, which was executed by Mr. Layard, is remarkable from the peculiarity of its plan as well as from the scale on which it is constructed. It corresponds in its general design almost exactly with the palace of Solomon (1 K. v. i. 1-12), but is of larger dimensions, the great hall being 220 feet long by 100 broad (Layard's Nin. & Babil. p. 634), and the porch or antechamber 160 feet by 60. It had the usual adornment of winged bulls, colossal sphinxes, and sculptured slabs, but had furnished less to our collections than many inferior buildings, from the circumstance that it had been originally destroyed by fire, by which the stones and alabaster were split and caved. This is the more to be regretted as there is reason to believe that Phoenicians and Greek artists took part in the ornamentation.

It is impossible to fix the length of Esar-haddon's reign, or the order of the events which occurred in it. Little is known to us of his history but from his own records, and they have not come down to us in the shape of annals, but only in the form of a general summary. That he reigned thirteen years at Babylon is certain from the Canon of Ptolemy, and he cannot have reigned a shorter time in Assyria. He may, however, have reigned longer; for it is not improbable that after a while he felt sufficiently secure of the affections of the Babylonians to reestablish the old system of vice-regal government in their country. Saosdnechium may have been set up as ruler of Babylon by his authority in B.C. 697, and he may have withdrawn to Nineveh and continued to reign there for some time longer. His many expeditions and his great works seem to indicate, if not to require, a reign of some considerable duration. It has been conjectured that he died about B.C. 660, after occupying the throne for twenty years. He appears to have been succeeded by his son Assur-bani-pal, or Sar-iamnaspas II., the prince for whom he had built a palace in his own lifetime. [G. R.]

For the connections of this Assyrian king with the Hebrew history, and for confirmation of the Scripture account of him by the Babylonian monumens, the reader may see M. von Niebuhr, Geschichte Assur's und Babyl's, pp. 38, 182 ff.; Brandis, Rerum Asyri. Tempora, p. 41; Layard's Ninveh and Babylon, pp. 345, 821 (Loud. 1853) Rawlinson's Bampton Lectures, p. 122 (Amer. ed.); Five Great Monarchies of the Ancient World, vol. iii., by the same author; and Milman's History of the Jews, i. 433 (Amer. ed.).

ESAU [Heb.: Ewun], the oldest son of Isaac, and twin-brother of Jacob. The singular appearance of the child at his birth originated the name: "And the first came out red (חַד הַנֵּר), all over like an hairy garment, and they called his name Esau (אֵיתָן), i.e. "hairy," "rough," Gen. xxv. 25). This was not the only remarkable circumstance connected with the birth of the infant. Even in the womb the twin-brothers struggled together (xxv. 22). Esau was the first-born; but as he was issuing into life Jacob's hand grasped his heel. The bitter enmity of the two brothers, and the increasing strife of two great nations, were thus foreshadowed (xxv. 23, 26). Esau's robust frame and "rough" aspect were types of a wild and daring nature. The peculiarities of his character soon began to develop themselves. Scorning the peaceful and commonplace occupations of the shepherd, he revelled in the excitement of the chase, and in the martial exercises of the Canaanites (xxv. 27).

He was, in fact, a thorough Bedouin, a "son of the desert" (so we may translate נִבְיָה נְבַיָּה), who delighted to roam free as the wind of heaven, and who was impatient of the restraints of civilized or settled life. His old father, by a caprice of affection not uncommon, loved his willful, vagrant boy; and his keen relish for savoy food being gratified by Esau's venison, he liked him all the better for his skill in hunting (xxv. 28). An event occurred which exhibited the reckless character of Esau on the one hand, and the selfish, grasping nature of his brother on the other. The former returned from the field, exhausted by the exercise of the chase, and faint with hunger. Seeing some pottage of lentiles which Jacob had prepared, he asked for it. Jacob on his part consented to give the food on Esau's swearing to him that he would in return give up his birthright. There is something revolting in this whole transaction. Jacob takes advantage of his brother's distress to rob him of that which was dear as life itself to an Eastern patriarch. The birthright not only gave him the headship of the tribe, both spiritual and temporal, and the possession of the great bulk of the family property, but it carried with it the covenant blessing (xxvi. 28, 29; Heb. xii. 16, 17). Then again whilst Esau, under the pressure of temporary suffering, despaired of his birthright by selling it for a mess of pottage (Gen. xxv. 31), he afterwards attempts to secure that which he had deliberately sold (xxvii. 3, 34, 38; Heb. xii. 17).

It is evident the whole transaction was public, for it resulted in a new name being given to Esau. He said to Jacob, "Feed me with that same red (חַד הַנֵּר); therefore was his name called Edom" (Edom, Gen. xxi. 30). It is worthy of note, however, that this name is seldom applied to Esau himself, though almost universally given to the country he settled in, and to his posterity. [Edom; Edomites.] The name "Children of Esau" is in a few cases applied to the Edomites (Deut. v. 4; Jer. xxxii. 8; Olad. 18); but it is rather a poetical expression.
ESAU

Esau married at the age of 40, and contrary to the wish of his parents. His wives were both Canaanites; and they "were bitterness of spirit unto Isaac and to Rebekah" (Gen. xxvi. 34, 55). The next episode in the history of Esau and Jacob is still more painful than the former, as it brings fully out these bitter family rivalries and divisions, which were all but universal in ancient times, and which are still a disgrace to Eastern society. Jacob, through the craft of his mother, is again successful, and secures irrevocably the covenant blessing. Esau now shows vengeance. But fearing his aged father's patriarchal authority, he secretly congratulates himself: "The days of mourning for my father are at hand, then will I slay my brother Jacob" (Gen. xxvii. 41). Thus he imagined that by one bloody deed he would regain all that had been taken from him by artifice. But he knew not a mother's watchful care. Not a sinister glance of his eyes, not a hasty expression of his tongue, escaped Rebekah. She felt that the life of her daughter, the gentle nature of theEdomites, whose habits had won her heart's affections, was now in imminent peril; and she advised him to flee for a time to her relations in Mesopotamia. The sins of both mother and child were visited upon them by a long and painful separation, and all the attendant anxieties and dangers. By a characteristic piece of domestic policy Rebekah succeeded both in exciting Isaac's anger against Esau, and obtaining his consent to Jacob's departure.—and Rebekah said to Isaac, I am weary of my life because of the daughters of Heth: if Jacob take a wife such as these, what good shall my life do me?" Her object was attained at once. The blessing was renewed to Jacob, and he received his father's commands to go to Padan-aram (Gen. xxvii. 46, xxviii. 1-5).

When Esau heard that his father had commanded Jacob to take a wife of the daughters of his kinsman Laban, he also resolved to try whether by a new alliance he could propitiate his parents. He accordingly married his cousin Mahalath, the daughter of Ishmael (xxviii. 8, 9). This marriage appears to have brought him into connection with the Ishmaelish tribes beyond the valley of Arakah. He soon afterwards established himself in Mount Seir; still retaining, however, some interest in his father's property in southern Palestine. It is probable that his own habits, and the idilicatrons practised by his wives and rising family, continued to excite and even increase the anger of his parents; and that he, consequently, considered it more prudent to remove his household to a distance. He was residing in Mount Seir when Jacob returned from Padan-aram, and had then become so rich and powerful that the impressions of his brother's early offensm seems to have been almost completely effaced. His reception of Jacob was cordial and honest; though doubts and fears still lurked in the mind of the latter, and betrayed him into something of his old duplicity; for while he promises to go to Seir, he carefully declines his brother's escort, and immediately after his departure turns westward across the Jordan (Gen. xxxiii. 7, 8, 11; xxxiv. 4, 12, 17).

It does not appear that the brothers again met until the death of their father, about 29 years afterwards. Mutual interests and mutual fear seem to have drawn them to meet together and even generously towards each other at this solemn interview. They united in laying Isaac's body in the cave of Machpelah. Then "Esau took all his flocks and all his substance, which he had got in the land of Canaan,"—such, doubtless, was his father with Jacob's consent had assigned to him—and "went into the country from the face of his brother Jacob" (xxvx. 29, xxxvi. 6). He now saw clearly that the covenant blessing was Jacob's; that God had inately allotted the land of Canaan to Jacob's posterity; and that it would be folly to strive against the Divine will. He knew also that as Canaan was given to Jacob, Mount Seir was given to himself (comp. xxvii. 39, xxxii. 3; and Deut. ii. 2), and therefore, desirous of his increased wealth and power to enter into full possession of his country, and drive out its old inhabitants (Deut. ii. 12). Another circumstance may have influenced him in leaving Canaan. He "lived by his sword" (Gen. xxvii. 40); and he felt that the rocky fastnesses of Edom would be a safer and more suitable abode for such as by their habits provoked the hostilities of neighboring tribes, than the rich plains of his domestic residence.

There is a difficulty connected with the names of Esau's wives, which is discussed under Amoh, RAMAH and Eshemath. Of his subsequent history nothing is known: for that of his descendants see Edom and Edomites. J. L. P.

ESCU (Hebrew: Sel), 1 Esdr. v. 29. [Ziba.]

ESAY (Hebrew: Isay, Isaius), Eccles. xviii. 20, 22; 2 Esdr. ii. 18. [Isaiah.]

* ESCHEW, now seldom used, means, in the A. V. (Job i. 8, ii. 3; 1 Pet. iii. 11) "to flee from" or "to shun." It is from the old French eschier in that sense.

II.

ESDRAELON (Jud. iii. 9, 'Esdrelon'im, Sin. 'Esdrel) E'zavath: Vat. Comp. Abd. 'Esdraelamon: i. 4, Vat. 'Ezrael; Alex. Estefia: Vat. Sin. 'Ezra: Comp. Abd. 'Ezdraelamum: i. 8, 'Esdrelaion: Sin. 'Ezra: Vat. Ezeeria: Alex. Ezdrelon: Ezdraelon. This name is merely the Greek form of the Hebrew word Jezreel. It occurs in this exact shape only twice in the A. V. (Jud. iii. 9, iv. 6). In Jud. vii. 3 it is Es- DRAELON [Ezdrelon, ed. 1111], and in i. 8 ESDRAELON [Ezdrelon, ed. 1611], with the addition of "the great plain." In the O. T. the plain is called the VALLEY of JEZREEL: by Josephus the great plain, το τειχων μεγα. The name is derived from the old royal city of Jezreel, which occupied a commanding site, near the eastern extremity of the plain, on a spur of Mount Gilboa.

The great plain of Edsraelon" extends across central Palestine from the Mediterranean to the Jordan, separating the mountain ranges of Carmel and Samaria from those of Galilee. The western section of it is properly the plain of Acoho, or Akko. The main body of the plain is a triangle. Its base on the east extends from Jerin (the ancient En-gannim) to the foot of the hills below Nazareth, and is about 15 miles long; the north side, formed by the hills of Galilee, is about 12 miles long; and the south side, formed by the hills of Samaria, is about 18 miles long. The apex on the west is a narrow pass opening into the plain of Akko. This vast expanse has a greatly undulating surface—in spring all green with corn where cultivated, and rank weeds and grass where neglected—dotted with several low gray tells, and near the sides with a few olive groves. This is that Valley of Micahlo (נֵרָנָה), so called from the
city of Megiddo, which stood on its southern border), where Barak triumphed, and where king Josiah was defeated and received his death-wound (Judg. v.; 2 Chr. xxxv.). Probably, too, it was before the mind of the Apostle John when he figuratively described the final conflict between the hosts of good and evil who were gathered to a place called Armageddon (Aramaic, from the Hebrew אֲרָמָגֶדֹן, that is, the city of Megiddo; Rev. xvi. 16). The river Kishon — "that ancient river" so fatal to the army of Sisera (Judg. v. 21) — drains the plain, and flows off through the pass westward to the Mediterranean.

From the base of this triangular plain three branches stretch out eastward, like fingers from a hand, divided by two bleak, gray ridges — one bearing the familiar name of Mount Gilboa; the other called by Franks Little Hermon, but by natives Jebel ed-Duhay. The northerm branch has Tabor on the one side, and Little Hermon on the other; into it the troops of Barak defiled from the heights of Tabor (Judg. iv. 6); and on its opposite side are the sites of Nain and Ender. The southern branch lies between Jezreel and Gilboa, terminating in a point among the hills to the eastward; it was across it Ahaziah fled from Jehu (2 K. ix. 27). The central branch is the richest as well as the most celebrated: it descends in green, fertile slopes to the banks of the Jordan, having Jezreel and Shunem on opposite sides at the western end, and Beth-shan in its midst towards the east. This is the "Valley of Jezreel" proper — the battle field on which Gideon triumphed, and Saul and Jonathan were overthrown (Judg. vii. 1 ff.; 1 Sam. xxix. and xxxi.)

Two things are worthy of special notice in the plain of Esdraelon. (1.) Its wonderful richness. Its unbroken expanse of verdure contrasts strangely with the gray, bleak crowns of Gilboa, and the rugged ranges on the north and south. The gigantic thistles, the luxuriant grass, and the exuberance...
whose powerful protection they would enjoy that peace and rest they loved; and they joined with their neighbors of Zebulon and Naphtali in sending to David presents of the richest productions of their rich country (1 Chr. xii. 32, 40).

The whole borders of the plain of Esdraelon are dotted with places of high historic and sacred interest. Here we group them together, while referring the reader for details to the separate articles. On the east we have Edom, Nisib, and Shomron, ranged round the base of the hill of Moreh; then Beth-shemesh in the centre of the Valley of Jezreel, then Gilboa, with the well of Harod, and the ruins of Jezreel at its western base. On the south are En-ga'urain, Tannach, and Methath. At the western apex, on the overhanging brow of Carmel, is the scene of Elijah's sacrifice; and close by the foot of the mountain below, runs the Kidron, on whose banks the false prophets of Baal were slain. On the north, among places of less note, are Nazareth and Tabor. The modern Syrians have forgotten the ancient name as they have forgotten the ancient history of Esdraelon; and it is now known among them only as Merj dun 'Amar, the Plain of the Son of Amram. A graphic sketch of Esdraelon is given in Stanley's N. of P. p. 355 ff. See also the Handbook for Syria and Palestine, p. 351 ff.; Robinson, ii. 315-39, 366, iii. 113 ff.

The plain of Esdraelon is remarkable for the number and singularly character of the battles which have been fought there from the earliest times down to our own age. The language of the traveller, Dr. Clarke, hardly needs qualification when he says (Travels, &c., &c., p. 493) that warriors out of every nation which is under heaven have pitched their tent in the plain of Esdraelon, and have beheld the various banners of their nations wet with the dews of Tabor and of Hermon. It was here that Barak encountered the forces of Sisera, and the severe battle ensued (commemorated in the song of Deborah and Barak) which swept over almost the entire plain and dyed its waters with blood (Judg. iv. 4 ff. and v. 1 ff.). At the foot of the ridge where Jezreel (Zerech) was situated, Gilboa achieved his great victory over the Amorites and Midianites (Judg. vi. 33, vii. 1 ff.). By the fountain (Ain Jabul) near the same city, the host of Israel under Saul encamped, before it was chased and scattered on the mountains of Gilboa (1 Sam. xiii. 1, xxxi. 1 ff.). At Megiddo, on the southern frontier, between Issachar and Manasseh, Josiah, king of Judah, was defeated and slain by the Egyptians under Necho (2 K. xxii. 31; 2 Chr. xxxv. 22). The army of Nebuchadnezzar, at the head of which was Holofernes, had their quarters here before Bethulia, the strong post which commanded the pass between Gilboa and Samaria (Jud. vii. 3); and here, at the foot of Tabor, Vercingetorix fought against the Jews (Joseph. B. J. iv. 6, § 8). Here the Crusaders and the Saracens slaughtered each other; and here in 1799 the Turks, with an army of 25,000 men, were vanquished by 3,000 French troops under Bonaparte and Kleber. For interesting notices concerning this plain, the most remarkable in Palestine, both geographically and historically, see Ritter's Geography of Palestine, and Lycag's trans., ii. 317, 322, iv. 345 ff.; and Rob. Lycag., Geogr., pp. 131-135.

The best view of Es- draelon is that spread out before the observer from the Wly on the hill-top above Nazareth, and the last description of that view is the one written by Dr. Robinson (Bibl. Res. iii. 189 ff., 1st ed.).

ESDRAS, FIRST BOOK OF

ESDRAS (Esdras; Esdras); 1 Esdr. viii. 1, 3, 7, 8, 9, 19, 24, 25, 31, 32, 92, 96; ix. 1, 7, 16, 39, 40, 42, 45, 46, 49; 2 Esdr. i. 1; ii. 10, 33, 42; vi. 10; vii. 2, 25; viii. 2, 19; xiv. 1, 38. [Ezra].

ESDRAS, FIRST BOOK OF, the first in order of the apocryphal books in the English Bible, which follows Luther and the German Bibles in separating the apocryphal from the canonical books, instead of binding them up together according to historical order (Walton's Polyglos. de Hebr. Genes. § 29). The classification of the 4 books, which have been named after Ezra is particularly complicated. In the Vatican and other quasi-modern editions of the LXX., our 1st Esdr. is called the first book of Esdras in relation to the canonical book of Ezra, which follows it and is called the second Esdras. But in the Vulgate, 1st Esdr. means the canonical book of Ezra, and 2d Esdr. means Nehemiah, according to the primitive Hebraic arrangement, mentioned by Jerome, in which Ezra and Nehemiah made up two parts of the one book of Ezra; and 3d and 4th Esdrs. are what we now call 1 and 2 Esdras. These last, with the prayer of Manasses, are the only apocryphal books admitted co nomine into the Roman Bibles, the other Apocrypha being declared canonical by the Council of Trent. The reason of the exclusion of 3d Esdras from the Canon seems to be that the books in it in 1666, were not of such a nature that it existed in Greek. For it is not in the Complutian edition (1515), nor in the Biblia Regia: Vatitliiius (about 1540) had never seen a Greek copy, and, in the preface to the apocryphal books, speaks of it as only existing in some MSS. and printed Latin Bibles. But, added also, a French Protestant divine (Bibl. Crit. (about 1559), says that he knew of no one who had ever seen a Greek copy. For this reason, it seems, it was excluded from the Canon, though it has certainly quite as good a title to be admitted as Tobit, Judith, &c. It has indeed been stated (Bp. Marsh, Comp. Ver. ap. Soames Hist. of R. f. i. 608) that the Council of Trent in excluding the 2 books of Esdras followed Augustine's Canon. But this is not so. Augustine (in Bp. Irac. Christ. lib. ii. 13) distinctly mentions among the libri canonicz, Esdras duo; and

sancta Trinitatis symnoous suscepti, et pro canonicis suscipiendoq; deservit, sepulcri sunt, ne per nos iner- inter, quippe qui a mense sacris Patribus inter- interventur, et in alphubis Bibliae Latinae, tam manus- manusqu quae pressit, repurruruntur.

* Jerome, in his preface to his Latin version of Ezra and Nehemiah, says, "arche molde liber editionis," ete.; though he implies that they were "sanctum," called 1 and 2 Esdras.
that one of these was our 1st Esdras is manifest from the quotation from it given below from De Civit. Dei. Hence it is also clear that it was included among those pronounced as canonical by the 3d Council of Carthage A. D. 397, or 419, where the name of Ezra is given. The fact is, where it is to be noticed, by the way, that Angusius and the Council of Carthage use the term canonical in a much broader sense than we do: and that the manifest ground of considering them canonical in any sense, is their being found in the Greek copies of the LXX. in use at that time. In all the earlier editions of the English Bible the books of Esdras are numbered as in the Vulgate. In the 6th Article the Church of England (first introduced in 1571) the 1st and 2d books denote Ezra and Nehemiah, and the 3d and 4th, among the Apocrypha, are our present 1st and 2d. In the list of revisers or translators of the Bishops' Bible, sent by Archbishop Parker to Sir William Cecil with the portrait; revised by each, Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther, and the apocryphal books of Esdras, seem to be all comprised under the one title of Esdras. Barlow, Bp. of Chichester, was the translator, as also of the books of Judith, Tobit, and Sopiienia (Corvex. of Archbp. Parker, Park. Soc. p. 333). The Geneva Bible first adopted the classification used in our present Bibles, in which Ezra and Nehemiah give their names to the two canonical books, and the two apocryphal become 1 and 2 Esdras; where the Greek form of the name marks that these books do not exist in Hebrew or Chaldee.

As regards the antiquity of this book and the rank assigned to it in the early church, it may suffice to mention that Josephus quotes largely from it, and follows its authority, even in contradiction to the canonical Ezra and Nehemiah, by which he has been led into hopeless historical blunders and anachronisms. It is quoted also by Clemens Alexandrinus (Str. i.), and the famous sentence "Veritas manet, et invalescit in aeternum, et vitet et obtinet in secula seculorum," is cited by Cyprian as from Esdras, prefixed by ut scriptam est (Corvex. of Archbp. Parker, Park. Soc. p. 333). Bunsen suggests that it may be prophetic of Christ who is the truth. He includes under the name of Esdras our 1 Esdr, and the canonical books of Ezra and Nehemiah. 1 Esdr is also cited by Athanasius and other fathers; and perhaps there is no sentence that has been more widely divulged than that of 1 Esdr. iv. 41, "Magna est veritas et praevalebit." But though it is most strange that the Council of Trent should have not admitted this book into their wide Canon, nothing can be clearer, on the other hand, than that it is rightly included by us among the Apocrypha, not only on the ground of its historical inaccuracy, and contradiction of the true Ezra, but also on the external evidence of the early church. That it was never known to exist in Hebrew, and formed no part of the Hebrew Canon, is admitted by all. Jerome, in his preface to Ezr. and Neh., speaks contemptuously of the dream (somnia) of the 3d and 4th Esdras, and says they are to be utterly rejected. In his Prolog. Cod. he clearly defines the number of books in the Canon, 22, corresponding to the 22 letters of the Hebrew alphabet, and says that all others are apocryphal. This of course excludes 1 Esdras. Melito, Origen, Eusebius, Athanasius, Gregory Nazianzen, Hilary of Poitiers, Cyril of Jerusalem, the Council of Laodicea, and many other fathers, expressly followed the same canon, counting as apocryphal what ever is not comprehended in it.

As regards the contents of the book, and the author or authors of it—the first chapter is a transcript of the two last chapters of 2 Chr. for the most part revolved, and only in one or two parts slightly corrected. The whole book is marked by many corruptions of the text, the use of a different Greek version, and some various readings, as e. g. i. 4, μεγαλευσάρα για δία χειρός, indicating a various reading in the Hebrew; perhaps ἡ θεσσαλία for θεσσαλία, or, as Bretschneider suggests, τάφειν; παράκλησιν (?τάφειν), for the Hebrew of 2 Chr. xxxvi. 12, ἐκποίησα, "with the oxen," &c.

Chapters iii., iv., and v., to the end of v. 6, are the original portions of the book, containing the legend of the three young Jews at the court of Darius; and the rest is a transcript more or less exact of the book of Ezra, with the chapters transposed and quite otherwise arranged, and a portion of Nehemiah. Hence a twofold design in the compiler is discernible: one to introduce and give Scripture-sanctioned legend to the story of Zerubbabel, which may or may not have had an historical base, and may have existed as a separate work: the other to explain the great obscurities of the book of Ezra, and to present the narrative, as the author understood it, in historical order, in which, however, he has signally failed. For, not to advert to innumerable other contradictions, the introducing the opposition of the heathen, as offered to Zerubbabel after he had been sent to Jerusalem in such triumph by the decree of Darius, and the description that opposition as lasting "until the reign of Darius" (v. 73), and as put down by an appeal to the decree of Cyrus, is such a palpable inconsistency, as is alone sufficient quite to discredit the authority of the book. It even induces the suspicion that it is a forger made up of scraps by different hands. At all events, attempts to reconcile the different portions with each other, or with Scripture, is lost labor.

As regards the time and place when the compilation was made, the original portion is that which alone affords much clue. This seems to indicate that the writer was thoroughly conversant with Hebrew, even if he did not write the book in that language. He was well acquainted too with the books of Esther and Daniel (1 Esdr iii. 1, 2 ff.), and other books of Scripture (ib. i. 20, 21, 39, 41, &c., and 43 compared with Ps. cxxvii. 7) But that he did not live under the Persian kings, and was not contemporary with the events narrated, appears by the undiscriminating way in which he uses promiscuously the phrase Moloch and Percunia, or, Persiun and Moloch, according as he happened to be imitating the language of Daniel or of the book of Esther. The allusion in ch. iv. 23 to "sailing the sea and upon the rivers," for the purpose of "robbing and stealing," seems to indicate residence in Egypt, and acquaintance with the weakness of Greek pirates then acquired. The parenthesis of v. 73 favors also strongly of Greek rather than Hebrew. If, however, as seems very probable, the legend of Zerubbabel appeared first as a separate piece, and was afterwards incorporated into the narrative made up from the book of Ezra, this Greek sentence from ch. v. would not prove anything as to the language in which the original legend was written. The expressions in iv. 40, "She is the strength, kingdom, power, and majesty.
of all ages," is very like the doxology found in some copies of the Lord's Prayer, and retained by us, "thine is the kingdom and the power and the glory for ever." [Comp. I Chr. xxix. 12.] But Lichtenstein says that the Hellenistic version furnished it instead of saying Amen, used this antiphon, "Blessed be the name of the glory of His Kingdom for ever and ever" (vi. 427). So that the resemblance may be accounted for by their being both taken from a common source.


A. C. H.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ch. i. is from 2 Chr. xxxvi. xxxvi.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot; ii. 1-15 &quot; Ezr. i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; ii. 16—30 &quot; Ezr. iv. 7—24.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; v. 7—15 &quot; Ezr. ii. 1—iv. 5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; vi. 1—iv. 36 &quot; Ezr. v. 1—xx.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; iv. 37—55 &quot; Neb. viii. 73—viii. 13.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The abrupt termination of the book has led most scholars to consider it incomplete in its present form. Trendelenburg, Eichhorn, De Wette, Fritzsche, Bertheau, and Ginsburg regard the work as in the main a free translation from the Hebrew of the Old Testament books, and consequently, as of some value for the criticism of the original text: Keil, on the other hand, with whom Davidson agrees, maintains that the compiler used the Septuagint version. The peculiar passage iii. 1—v. 6 is generally supposed to have been originally written in Greek. The style of the book is much better than that of most portions of the Septuagint, and is comparatively free from Hebraisms. The Syriac version of 1st Esdras has been recently published by Lagarde in a form more correct than that in Walton's Polyglott (Liber V. Text. apocryphi Syriac. Lips. 1861).

ESDRAS, THE SECOND BOOK OF, in the English Version of the Apocrypha, and so named by the author (2 Esdr. i. 1), is more commonly known, according to the reckoning of the Latin Version, as the fourth book of Ezra [see above, Esdras I.]; but the arrangement in the Latin MSS. is not uniform, and in the Arabic and Ethiopic versions the book is called the first of Ezra. The original title, Ἀραμαία Ἐζέκ (ὁ προφετεία Εζέκ), "the Revelation of Ezra," which is preserved in some old catalogues of the canonical and apocryphal books (Nicephorus, ap. Fabric. Cod. Psalms. V. T. ii. 176 [Col. Apoc. N. T. i. 962], Montfaucon, Biblioth. Coelest. p. 194), is far more appropriate, and it were to be wished that it could be restored.

For a long time this part of Ezra was known only by the old Latin version, which is preserved in some MSS. of the Vulgate. This version was used by Ambrose, and, like the other parts of the Vetus Latium, is probably older than the time of Tertullian. A second Arabic text was discovered by Mr. Gregory about the middle of the 17th century in two Bodleian MSS., and an English version made from this by Simon Ockley was inserted by Whiston in the last [4th] volume of his Primus Christianus, 1711. Ebrardius added the various readings of the Arabic text to his edition of the Latin in 1723 (Col. Psalms. V. T. ii. 173 ff.). A third Ethiopic text was published in 1820 by [Archbishop] Laurence with English and Latin translations, likewise from a Bodleian MS. which had remained wholly disregarded, though quoted by Laubli in his Dictionary (Primoi Escrib libr. versio Aethiopica ... Latini Anglica et reddita). Ebrardius and Cosin and Hannibal, in 1720, the Latin translation has been reprinted by Gürten, with the various readings of the Latin and Arabic (Prodi. Psalms. Stuttg. 1840, 66 ff.): but the original Arabic text had not yet been published.

2. The three versions were all made directly from a Greek text. This is evidently the case with regard to the Latin (Lacte, Verh. einer relit. Erdichtung, i. 149) and the Ethiopic (Van der Vliss, Dissertatio critica de Escrib lib. oper. Amstel., 1839, p. 75 ff.), and apparently so with regard to the Arabic. A clear trace of a Greek text occurs in the Epistle of Barnabas (chs. xii. = 2 Ezr. v. 5), but the other supposed references in the Apostolic Fathers are very uncertain (v. Chem. i. 20; Hern. Post. i. 1, 3, &c.). The next witness to the Greek text is Clement of Alexandria, who expressly quotes the book as the work of "the prophet Ezra" (Strom. iii. 16, § 100). A question, however, has been raised whether the Greek text was not itself a translation from the Hebrew (Bretschneider, in Henne's Mus. iii. 478 ff. ap. Lacte, l.c.); but the arguments from language by which the hypothesis of a Hebrew (Aramaic) original is supported, are wholly unsatisfactory: and in default of direct evidence to the contrary, it must be supposed that the book was composed in Greek. This conclusion is further strengthened by its internal character, which points to Egypt as the place of its composition.

3. The common Latin text, which is followed in the English version, contains two important interpellations (ch. i., ii., xv., xvi.) which are not found in the Arabic and Ethiopic versions, and are separated from the genuine Apocalypse in the best Latin MSS. Both of these passages are evidently

---

* Gürten obtained a transcript of a Greek MS at Paris, bearing the title, which proved to be worthless, a compilation of late date. Jovine et Heils, i. 70, n. 1 comp. Van der Vliss, Dipl. crit. de Escrib lib. quart. Pref. p. 6 ff.
Ezra, second book of

of Christian origin: they contain traces of the use of the Christian Scriptures (e. g. i. 30, 33, 37, ii. 13, 29, 45 ff., xv. 8, 35, xvi. 54), and still more they are pervaded by an anti-Jewish spirit. Thus, in the opening chapter, Ezra is commanded to reproive the people of Israel for their continual rebellions (1-25), in consequence of which God threatens to cast off his people (24-28) and to leave their houses to a people that shall come." But in spite of their desolation, God offers once more to receive them (i. 1-32). The offer is rejected (ii. 33), and the heathen are called. Then Ezra sees "the Son of God" standing in the midst of a great multitude "wearing crowns and bearing palms in their hands" in token of their victorious confession of the truth. The last two chapters (xv., xvi.) are different in character. They contain a stern prophecy of the woes which shall come upon Egypt, Babylon, Asia, and Syria, and upon the whole earth, with an exhortation to the chosen to guard their faith in the midst of all the trials with which they shall be visited (2:18-32). Another smaller interpolation occurs in the Latin version in vii. 28, where Aerus noster Jesus answers to "My Messiah" in the Ethiopic, and to "My Son Messiah" in the Arabic (cf. Lücke, p. 170 n. &c.). On the other hand, a long passage occurs in the Ethiopic and Arabic versions after vii. 53, which is not found in the Latin (Etiop. e. v. i.), though it bears all the marks of genuineness, and was known to Ambrose (de Bono Mort. 10, 11). In this case the omission was probably due to dogmatic causes. The chapter contains a strange description of the intermediate state of souls, and ends with a peremptory denial of the effect of "the last day of judgment" (viii. 1-5). Then Ezra appealed to the passage in support of his views, and called down upon himself by this the severe reproof of Jerome (Ep. c. Vigil. c. 7). This circumstance, combined with the Jewish complexion of the narrative, may have led to its rejection in later times (cf. Lücke, p. 155 ff.).

4. The original Apocalypse (iii.-xiv.) consists of a series of apocalyptic revelations and visions in which Ezra is instructed in some of the great mysteries of the moral world, and assured of the final triumph of the righteous. The first revelation (iii.-v. 15, according to the A. V.) is given by the angel Uriel to Ezra, in "the thirtieth year after the ruin of the city," in answer to his complaints (e. iii.) that Israel was neglected by God while the heathen were lords over them; and the chief subject is the unsearchableness of God's purposes, and the signs of the last age. The second revelation (v. 20-vi. 34) carries out this teaching yet further, and lays open the gradual progress of the plan of Providence, and the nearness of the visitation before which evil must attain its most terrible climaks. The third revelation (vi. 35-ix. 25) answers the objections which arise from the apparent narrowness of the limits within which the hope of blessedness is confined, and describes the coming of Messiah and the last scene of Judgment. After this follow three visions. The first vision (ix. 25-x. 59) is of a woman (Sion) in the wilderness, and the bridal day, of her only son (the city built by Solomon), who had been born to her after she had had no child for thirty years. But while Ezra looked, her face "upon a sudden shined exceedingly," and "the woman appeared no more, but there was a city built." The second vision (xi.-xii.), in a dream, is of an eagle (Rome) which "came up from the sea" and "spread his wings over all the earth." As Ezra looked, the eagle suffered strange transformations, so that at last only one head was left, and that head was "burnt up." The third vision (xiii.), in a dream, is of a man (Messiah) "flying with the clouds of heaven," and gathering together the lost tribes of Israel and offering Sion, "prepared and built," to his people. The last chapter (xiv.) recounts an appearance to Ezra of the Lord who showed himself to Moses in the bush, at whose command he receives again the Law which had been burnt, and with the help of scribes writes down ninety-four books (the twenty-four canonical books of the O. T. and seventy books of secret mysteries), and thus the people is prepared for its last trial, guided by the recovered Law.

5. The date of the book is much disputed, though the limits within which opinions vary are narrower than in the case of the book of Enoch. Lücke (Versuch einer vollst. Eev. &c., 2e Aufl. i. 209) places it in the time of Cæsar; Van der Vliët (Disputat. crit. i. c.) shortly after the death of Cæsar. Laurence (i. e.) brings it down somewhat lower, to 25-25 n. C., and Hildebrand (Jud. Apok. p. 221) agrees with this conclusion, though he arrives at it by very different reasoning. On the other hand (Cf. Gircher der Heiligen, i. 99 ff.) assigns the book to the time of Domitian, and in this he is followed by Wieseler and by [Bruno] Bauer (Lücke, p. 180, &c.), while Lücke in his first edition had regarded it as the work of a Hellenist of the time of Trajan. The interpretation of the details of the vision of the eagle, which furnishes the chief data for determining the time of its composition, is extremely uncertain from the difficulty of regarding the history of the period from the point of view of the author; and this difficulty is increased by the allusion to the desolation of Jerusalem, which may be merely suggested by the circumstances of Ezra, the imaginary author; or, on the contrary, the last destruction of Jerusalem may have suggested Ezra as the medium of the new revelation. (Cf. Fabricius, Cod. Pseucho. ii. p. 189 ff. and Lücke, p. 187, n. &c., for a summary of the earlier opinions on the composition of the book.)

6. The chief characteristics of the "three-headed eagle" which refer apparently to historic details, are "three-feathered wings" (duodecim aëris pen- neurum), "eight counter-feathers" (contraria pen- neurae), and "three heads;" but though the writer expressly interprets these of kings (xii. 14, 20) and "kingdoms" (xii. 23), he is, perhaps intentionally, so obscure in his allusions, that the interpretation only increases the difficulties of the vision itself. One point only may be considered certain,—the eagle may signify that the Christian church can triumph over every empire than Rome. Notwithstanding the identification, in the case of the fourth empire of Daniel (cf. Barn. Ep. 4; Daniel, Book of), it is impossible to suppose that it rep-
The power of the Patrology could scarcely have been described in language which may be rightly applied to Rome (xi. 2, 6; 40); and the succession of kings quoted by Hilgenfeld to represent the "twelve wings" preserved only faint traces of the original. But it is established that the interpretation of the vision is to be sought in the history of Rome, the chief difficulties of the problem begin. The second wing (c. king) rules twice as long as the other (xi. 17). This fact seems to point to Octavian and the line of the Caesars; but thus the line of "twelve" leads to no plausible conclusion. If it is supposed to close with Trajan (Lívius, 1st Ap.). the "three heads" receive no satisfactory explanation. If, again, the "three heads" represent the three Flavii, then the "twelve" must be composed of the nine Caesars (Jul. Cæsar — Vitellius) and the three pretenders Tiso, Vindex, and Nymphidius (6th rev.), who could scarcely have been brought within the range of a Jewish Apocalypse. Volkmar proposes a new interpretation, by which two wings are to represent one king, and argues that this symbol was chosen in order to conceal better from strange eyes the revelation of the secret. The twelve thus represent the six Caesars (Cæsar — Nero); the eight "counter-feathers," the usurping emperors Gallo, Otho, Vitellius, and Nero; and the three heads the three Flavii. This hypothesis offers many striking coincidences with the text, but at the same time it is directly opposed to the form of interpretation given by Ezra (xii. 14, regnumbat ... docto regem ... v. 18, regem reges), and Volkmar's hypothesis is that the twelve and eight were marked in the original MS. in some way so as to suggest the notion of division, is extremely improbable.

Van der Vlis and Lécque in his later edition regard the twelve kings as only generally symbolic of the Roman power; and while they identify the three heads with the Trimunia, seek no explanation of the other details. All is evidently as yet vague and uncertain, and will probably remain so till some clearer light can be thrown upon the Jewish thought and history during the critical period 100 n. c. 100 A. D.

7. But while the date of the book must be left undetermined, there can be no doubt that it is a genuine product of Jewish thought. Weiss (Eugenio, p. 222) alone dissent from this point on the unanimous judgment of recent scholars (Hilgenfeld, p. 190, &c.); and the contrast between the tone and style of the Christian interpolations and the remainder of the book is in itself sufficient to prove the fact. The Apocalypse was probably written in Greek; the opening and closing chapters certainly were.

8. In tone and character the Apocalypse of Ezra offers a striking contrast to that of Enoch [Enoch, Book of]: Triumphal anticipations are overshadowed by gloomy forebodings of the destiny of the world. The idea of victory is lost in that of retribution. Future blessings is reserved only for "a very few" (xii. 70, vii. 1, 3, 32-55, vii. 1-15). The great question is "not how the ungodly shall be punished, but how the righteous shall be saved, for whom the world is created" (ix. 13). The "wees of Messiah" are described with a terrible minuteness which approaches the despairing traditions of the Talmud (v., xiv. 10, ff., ii. 3 ff.); and after a reign of 400 years (vii. 29-85; the clause is wanting in .Eth. v. 29) "Christ," is "my Son, shall die (Arab. omits); and all nations have breath; and the world shall be turned to "travel", the old silence seven days, like as in the first, glimmer, and no man shall remain" (vii. 29).

Then shall follow the resurrection and the judgment of the world. This result is the beginning of immortality" (vii. 43). In other points the doctrine of the book offers various approximations to that of St. Paul, as the ingenuity does to that of the Apocalypse (c. e. 2 Esd. xiii. 43 ff.; v. 4). The relation of "first Adam" to his sinister posterior, and the operation of the Law (iii. 20 ff.; vii. 48, ix. 36); the transitoriness of the world (iv. 26); the eternal counsels of God (vi. 10); his providence (vii. 11) and long-suffering (vii. 44); his sanctification of his people "from the beginning" (ix. 8) and their peculiar and lasting privileges (vi. 59) are plainly stated: and on the other hand the efficacy of good works (viii. 35) in conjunction with faith (ix. 7) is no less clearly affirmed.

9. One tradition which the book contains obtained a wide reception in early times, and served as a pendant to the legend of the origin of the LXX. Ezra, it is said, in answer to his prayer that he might be inspired to correct all the Law which was burnt, received a command to take with him tablets and five men, and retire for forty days. In this retirement a cup was given him to drink, and with haste his understanding was quickened and his memory strengthened; and for forty days and forty nights he dictated to his scribes, who wrote ninety-four books (Latinit, 204), of which twenty-four were delivered to the people in place of the books which were lost (xiv. 18), and this strange story was repeated in various forms by Irenæus (adv. Her. iii. 21, 2), Tertullian (de Cult. Fam. i. 3, "omne instrumentum Judæice litterarum per Esdras constat restitutum"), Clement of Alexandria (Strom. l. 22, p. 410, C. p. 392), Jerome (adv. Helv. 7, et. Pseudo-Augustine, de Mirab. S. Ser. ii. 52, and many others; and probably owed its origin to the tradition which regarded Ezra as the representative of the "first of the Prophets" to whom the final revision of the canonical books was universally assigned in early times. (Canon.)

10. Though the book was assigned to the "prophet" Ezra by Clement of Alexandria (Strom. iii. 16, p. 556 F.); and quoted with respect by Irenæus (l. c.); Tertullian (l. c. C. adv. Marc. iv. 16), and Ambrose (Ep. xxxiv. 2; de Hom Moritit, 10 ff.), it did not maintain its ecclesiastical position in the church. Jerome speaks of it with contempt, and it is rarely found in MSS. of the Latin Bible. Archbishop Laurence examined 180 MSS. and the book was contained only in thirteen, and in these it was arranged very differently. It is found, however, in the printed copies of the Vulgate older than the Council of Trent, by which it was excluded from the Canon; and quotations from it still occur in the Roman services (Bausweig, ap. Fabr. Cod. Pseudo., p. 191). On the other hand, though this book is included among those which are "read for examples of life" by the English Church, no use of it is there made in public worship. Luther and the Reformed Church rejected the book entirely; but it was held in high estimation by numerous mystics (Fabric, l. c. p. 178 ff.) for whom its contents naturally had great attractions.

11. The chief literature of the subject has been:
noticed in the course of a them, and behind 5-8
perhaps, given the best generes-hanel-Dan, the 82
but the essay of Van der Vlis is the sole-quar-
tant contribution to the study of the text, *nachlich* a critical edition is still needed, though, Latin materials for its construction are abundant.

B. F. W.

* Since the preceding article was published, the subject has been much discussed; and the recent literature is too important to be passed over withou-

notice. Volkmar's view of the book as set for-
th in his *Das vierde Buch Esra, u. s. w.* Zürich, 1858, was criticised by Hilgenfeld (*Volkmar's Ent-
dechsungen, ab. des des Esra, u. w.* in his *Zeitschr. f. wiss. Theol.* 1858, i. 247-270). In the volume of the same periodical for 1860 (ii. 1-81), the subject was further discussed by A. von Gut-
schmid, *Die Apok. d. Esra u. ihre spätern Bearbei-
tungen* (comp. Ewald, *Jahrh. x. 222 ff.); and Ewald had in the mean time presented his view of the question in his *Gesch. d. Volkes Isr.* vii. 62-78 (1859), referring the book to the time of Titus, 78-81 A. D. — See also Dillmann, art. *Eschatologia* in his *Real-Encyklopädie der classischen Altertumswiss.* 1860. Gutschmid agreed with Hilgenfeld in assigning the date of most of the body of the work to about 30 A. c., but endeavored to rid himself of that crucial interpretation, the vision of the Eagle (ch. xi., xii.), by the hypothesis of interpretation. Hilgenfeld re-
viewed the recent Apocalyptic literature in an elabor-
ate article, *Die jud. Apokalyptik u. die neuesten Forschungen, in *Zeitschr. f. wiss. Theol.* 1860, i. 301-362 (on 2 Esdras, p. 355 ff.). In this ar-
icle he was constrained to abandon the explanation which he had previously given of the 30 kings in the vision of the Eagle, and endeavored to find them among the Scythians instead of the Ptole-
macies. It must be confessed, however, that the manner in which they are made out is far from satisfactory. Volkmar briefly replied in his *Zeitschr. f. wiss. Theol.* 1861, i. 83 ff., and in 1863 published *Das vierde Buch Esra, zum Erstennmale voll-
schöpfend herausgegeben, as the 2d Abtheilung of his *Humbuch zu den Apokryphen.* This important work, indispensable to one who would make a thor-
ough study of the book, contains a critical edition of the text of the Old Latin or Italian version, ac-
cording to the Codex Sangermanensis of the 9th century, with the various readings of a newly dis-
covered MS. of that version belonging to the State Library at Zürich (Codex Taricenensis), and also of the Arabic and Ethiopic versions, so far as the me-
ans of giving them were then available. This text is accompanied by a critical and exegetical commentary, a new German translation, and a full dis-
sussion (pp. 273-408) of the questions relating to the nature and history of the book. This work was reviewed by Hilgenfeld in an article in his *Zeitschr. f. wiss. Theol.* for 1863, which was issued separately, with additions, under the title *Die Prophetiker Esra u. Dordi u. ihre neuesten Bearbei-
tungen, Halle, 1863.* Shortly after the same year, Ewald (who had previously criticized Volkmar in the *Göttingen gelehrte Anzeigen,* 1863, p. 641 ff.) published *Das vierte Esroebuch nach seinem zeitlot-
ter, seinen Arabischen übersetzungen u. einer neuen wiederherstellung, Göttingen, 1863,* 4to, separately printed from vol. i. of the *Abhandlungen of the Royal Acad. of Sciences at Göttingen. Here he
gives us for the first time, from a MS. in the Bod-
inian Library at Oxford, an edition of the Arabic
version of the book, which had before been known only by Ockley's English translation, also a portion of another Arabic version, reading, which was communicated by Dillmann, of several MSS. of the *Smithsonian* version. — As to the comparative fidelity of these ancient translations, there is a difference of opinion. Volkmar regards the Old Latin
version as almost a daguerreotype of the original Greek; Hilgenfeld gives the preference to the Arabic; Ewald generally adheres to the Old Latin text, but not unfluently adopts the readings of the Arabic, and occasionally of the *Smithsonian*, in their stead. For a good review, by Hermann Schultze, of the
theses of Hilgenfeld, Volkmar, and Ewald, on the
2d book of Esdras, see the *Jahrh. f. deutsche
Theol.* 1864, ix. 165-173. Volkmar's view re-
specting the date of 2d Esdras (97 A. D.) appears to be gaining prevalance, being adopted by writers of opposite schools, as Strauss, Colani, Scholten, *Ertschrift.*

Volkmar's view respecting the date of 2d Esdras (97 A. D.) appears to be gaining prevalance, being adopted by writers of opposite schools, as Strauss, Colani, Scholten, *Ertschrift.*


* ESDRE'LOM, ESDRE'LON. [Es-
dralion.]

*ESBON, THEY OF (των *Esberntr*<v>
*Vak. περ.; Sin. Αλβ.) Alex. των *Esbnr* Hes-
*Ch., Jud. v.* 5. [Παλαθαί.]*

ESEB'YAS (Espẹsias; *Abb. *Essebịas* Wechel (1557) *Essebịas: Seleuceia,* 1 Esdr viii. 54. [Σελησιεία.]*

ES'EK (עֵזֶק) [strive:] *Ašqūa: Columnia*
a well (נֵצָא) containing a spring of water; which the herdmen of Isaac dug in the valley of Gera, and which received its name of Esoc or "strive," because the herdmen of Gera *strive" (נֵצָא) with him for the possession of it (Gen. xxvi. 20)

Esh-ba'AL (עֵשֶׁב) = Baš'āl name.

Aśrādā: [1 Chr. viii. 33, Alex. *Iešbāl,* Ahd *Iesbād,* Comp. *Iesbād.* ix. 39, Vat. *Iešbāl* Alex. *Basha,* Ald. *Iesbāl.* Com. Sin. *Iesbād:* *Eshbāl,* the fourth son of Saul, according to the genealogy of 1 Chr. viii. 33, also mentioned in genealogy (p. 29)

Esh-ba'AL (עֵשֶׁב) = Baš'āl name.

Aśrādā: [1 Chr. viii. 33, Alex. *Iešbāl,* Ahd *

Iesbād,* Comp. *Iesbād.* ix. 39, Vat. *Iešbāl* Alex. *Basha,* Ald. *Iesbāl.* Comp. Sin. *Iesbād:* *Eshbāl,* the fourth son of Saul, according to the genealogy of 1 Chr. viii. 33, also mentioned in genealogy (p. 29)

Esh-ba'AL (עֵשֶׁב) = Baš'āl name.

Aśrādā: [1 Chr. viii. 33, Alex. *Iešbāl,* Ahd *Iesbād,* Comp. *Iesbād.* ix. 39, Vat. *Iešbāl* Alex. *Basha,* Ald. *Iesbāl.* Comp. Sin. *Iesbād:* *Eshbāl,* the fourth son of Saul, according to the genealogy of 1 Chr. viii. 33, also mentioned in genealogy (p. 29)

Esh-ba'AL (עֵשֶׁב) = Baš'āl name.

Aśrādā: [1 Chr. viii. 33, Alex. *Iešbāl,* Ahd *Iesbād,* Comp. *Iesbād.* ix. 39, Vat. *Iešbāl* Alex. *Basha,* Ald. *Iesbāl.* Comp. Sin. *Iesbād:* *Eshbāl,* the fourth son of Saul, according to the genealogy of 1 Chr. viii. 33, also mentioned in genealogy (p. 29)

Esh-ba'AL (עֵשֶׁב) = Baš'āl name.

Aśrādā: [1 Chr. viii. 33, Alex. *Iešbāl,* Ahd *Iesbād,* Comp. *Iesbād.* ix. 39, Vat. *Iešbāl* Alex. *Basha,* Ald. *Iesbāl.* Comp. Sin. *Iesbād:* *Eshbāl,* the fourth son of Saul, according to the genealogy of 1 Chr. viii. 33, also mentioned in genealogy (p. 29)

Esh-ba'AL (עֵשֶׁב) = Baš'āl name.

Aśrādā: [1 Chr. viii. 33, Alex. *Iešbāl,* Ahd *Iesbād,* Comp. *Iesbād.* ix. 39, Vat. *Iešbāl* Alex. *Basha,* Ald. *Iesbāl.* Comp. Sin. *Iesbād:* *Eshbāl,* the fourth son of Saul, according to the genealogy of 1 Chr. viii. 33, also mentioned in genealogy (p. 29)
**Eshban**

is not likely. Which of the two names in the earlier it is not possible to decide.  

**Eshban** [אֶשְׁבָּן [ashe been, Fürst: *Ae'sh-bah, *Aesb'Bah; Alex. [in 1 Chr.] *Esh'Ban; *Ish'Bon], a Horite; one of the four sons of Dishan (so the Hebrew in Gen.; but A.V. has Dishan), the son of Seir the Horite (Gen. xxxvi. 20; 1 Chr. i. 41). No trace of the name appears to have been discovered among the modern tribes of Idumaea.

**Eshcol** [אֶשְׁכֹל [a bunch, cluster, especially of grapes]: *E'Shokal; [Alex. ver. 24. *Esh-xo-A'sh; Josephus *E'xSy'da*; *Eshkol], brother of Maneo the Amorite, and of Aner; and one of Abraham's companions in his pursuit of the four kings who had carried off Lot (Gen. xiv. 13, 24). According to Josephus (Ant. i. 10, § 2) he was the foremost of the three brothers, but the Bible narrative leaves this quite uncertain (comp. 13 with 24). Their residence was at Hebron (xiii. 18), and possibly the name of Eshcol remained attached to one of the fruitful valleys in that district till the arrival of the Israelites, who then interpreted the appellation as significant of the gigantic "cluster" (in Heb. *Eshkol), which they obtained there.

* It is more probable that Eshcol, the chiefman, derived the name from the region or town over which he ruled, which in its turn was so called on account of its fruitful vineyards. So in the case of Shechem (Gen. xxxiv. 2), the Hivite prince must have taken his name from the place, and not the place from him [SHECHEM]. The Amorite name may well have been very similar in form, as well as meaning, to the later Hebrew name.  

**Eshcol, the Valley, or the Brook, of** *(אֶשְׁכֹל הַיָּם, or אֶשְׁכֹל הַיָּמָה)*  

*φαράξ θέρμως*; [Touvris botiri]; *Nechelescol* of *cat terras botiri*; [*Fallis botiri*], a wady in the neighborhood of Hebron, explored by the spies who were sent by Moses from Kadesh-barnan. From the terms of two of the notices of this transaction (Num. xxxii. 9; Deut. i. 21) it might be gathered that Eshcol was the furthest point to which the spies penetrated. But this would be to contradict the express statement of Num. xiii. 21, that they went as far as Hebron. From this fruitful valley they brought back a huge cluster of grapes, an incident which, according to the narrative, obtained for the place its appellation of the "valley of the cluster" (Num. xiii. 23, 24). It is true that in Hebrew *Eshkol* signifies a cluster or bunch, but the name had existed in this neighborhood centuries before, when Abraham lived there with the chiefs Aner, Eshcol, and Maneo, not Hebrws but Amorites; and this was possibly the Hebrew way of appraising the ancient name derived from that here into the language of the conquerors, consistently with the paranomastic turns so much in favor at that time, and with a practice of which traces appear elsewhere. [See under ESTHER.]

In the *Onomasticon* of Eusebius the *φάραξ βελόρως* is mentioned, with some hesitation, at Gophna, fifteen miles north of Jerusalem, on the Neophilius.  

---

**Esdra, Secupol**

Panting in *Eth. v. Zepen as north o. *Hebron, on *Son, shall die (*Af'eq,* Ephippus, Prat. The Jewish*; any *Ha-Harchi speaks of it as north of the meqheleth on which the ancient city of Hebron stood (Benjamin of Tudela, *Asher, ii. 437); and here the name has been lately observed still attached to a spring of remarkably fine water called ‘Am-Eshkol, in a valley which crosses the vale of Hebron N. E. and S. W., and about two miles north of the town (Van de Velde, *Narrare, c. & c., ii. 64). It is right to say that this interesting intelligence has not been yet confirmed by other observers.*

* Mr. Tristram's description of this valley as it now is (*Land of Israel, p. 307, 3d ed.), shows how well it must have deserved its ancient fame. "The walk up the valley revealed to us for the first time what Judah was everywhere else in the days of its prosperity. Bare and stony are the hill-sides, not an inch of space is lost. Terraces, where the ground is not too rocky, support the soil. Ancient vineyards cling to the lower slopes; olive, mulberry, almond, fig, and pomegranate trees fill every available cranny to the very crest, while the bottom of the valley is carefully tilled for corn, carrots, and cauliflowers, which will soon give place to melons and cucumbers. Streamlets of fresh water trickled on each side of our path. The production and fertility, as evidenced even in winter, is extraordinary; and the culture is equal to that of Malta. That catacomb of perished cities, the hill-country of Judah, through whose labyrinths we yesterday wandered, is all explained by a walk up the Vale of Eshcol; and those who doubt the ancient records of the population, or the census of David or his successors, have only to look at this valley, and by the light of its commentary to read the story of those cities."

**Eshzan** [אֶשְׁזָן; *Zo'ada; [Comp. *Ab] *Alex. *Ez'van; *Ez'om], one of the cities of Judah, in the mountainous district, and in the same group with Hebron (Josh. xv. 52). The name does not occur again, nor has it been met with in modern times.

**Eshker** [אֶשְׁקֵר; *A'qef; *Ese'a; [Comp. *Aq'ek; *Eese], a Benjamite, one of the late descendants of Saul; the founder of a large and noted family of archers, lit. "treaders of the bow" (1 Chr. viii. 33). The name is omitted in the parallel list of 1 Chr. ix.

**Eshkalonites, the** (accurately "the Esklkonites," *אָשְׁקַלוֹנִים; *Aqef), in the singular number: *אָשְׁקַלוֹנִי/*Aqefiyi; [Vat.-rev. *Ascalonite], Josh. xiii. 3. [ASHKELON.]

**EshTaol** [אֶשְׁתָּוַל and אֶשְׁתָּוָא; [Comp. *As'to; *As'tol; *As'ta], a town in the low country—the Shefich,—of Judah. It is the first of the first group of cities in that district (Josh. xv. 33), enumerated with Zorah (Heb. Zorajah), in company with which it is commonly mentioned. Zorah and Eshtaol were two of the towns allotted to the tribe of Dan out of Judah
ESHTAULITES

Between them, and behind Kirjath-jearim, was situated Mahaneh-Dann, the camp or stronghold which formed the head-quarters of that little community during their constant encounters with the Philistines. Here, among the old warriors of the tribe, Samson spent his boyhood, and married the first of the Spirit of Jehovah; and after his last exploit his body was brought, up the long slopes of the western hills, to its last rest in the burying-place of Manoah his father (Judg. xii. 25, xvi. 31, xviii. 2, 8, 11, 12). [Dan.] In the genealogical records of 1 Chron. the relationship between Eshtael, Zareah, and Kirjath-jearim is still maintained. [ESHTAULITES]

In the Onomasticon of Eusebius and Jerome Eshtael is twice mentioned.—(1) As Astal of Judah, described as then existing between Azotus and Ascalon under the name of Astho; (2) as Eshtael of Dan, ten miles N. of Eleutheropolis. The latter position is hardly more in accordance with the indications of the Bible. In more modern times the name has vanished. Zorah has been recognized as Sarek (Roh. ii. 14, 16, 224, iii. 154), but the identification of Eshtael has yet to be made. Schwarz (p. 102) mentions a village named Steed, west of Zorah, but, apart from the fact that this is corroborated by no other traveller and by no map, the situation is too far west to be "behind Kirjath-jearim" if Kurfet el-Kanah be Kirjath-jearim. The village marked on the maps of Robinson and Van de Velde, Yeshah, and alluded to by the former (iii. 155), is nearer the requisite position; but the resemblance between the two names is too faint to admit of identification.

ESHTAULITES, THE (אשタע'ל), uncertainly "the Eshtaulites," in singular number; the singular אשלג, Alex. or אשלגאלאות: Eshtalotes, with the Zareathites, were among the families of Kirjath-jearim (1 Chr. ii. 53). [ESHTAULITES]

ESHTEMOA [אשhemoa], and in shorter form, without the final guttural, ESHTEMOH (אשתמ') and ESHTEMAH, in the name of a town, are uncertain. The latter occurs in Josh. xvi. only: [in Josh. xvi., corruptly] 'Es naal 'Maav: Alex. Esdathe: [Josh. xxii.] 'Esda: [Alex. Esdathe: I Sam.]. 'Esethe [Vat.-thei: Alex. Esdathe: I Chr. iv. 17, 'Esdathe: Alex. Esdathe: vi. 57.] 'Esdathe: I Esthemo, Esthemo, [Esthemo, Esthemo], a town of Judah, in the mountains; one of the group containing Deir-Hin (Josh. xv. 50). With its "suburbs" Eshtemoa was allotted to the priests (xvi. 14: 1 Chr. vi. 57). It was one of the places frequented by David and his followers during the long period of their wanderings; and to his friends there he sent presents of the spoil of the Amalekites (1 Sam. xxvii. 28, 31). The place was known in the time of Eusebius and Jerome (pregrandia tician), though their description of its locality is too vague to enable us to determine it (Onom. Esthemo). But there is little doubt that it has been discovered by Dr. Robinson at Scemna, a village seven miles south of Hebron, on the great road from el-Milh, containing considerable ancient remains, and in the neighborhood of other villages still bearing the names of its companions in the list of Josh. xv. 13: Anab, Socoh, Jattir, c. (See Robinson, i. 194, ii. 204, 205; Schwarz, p. 163; [Wilson, Lands of the Bible, 553-5]).

In the lists—half genealogical, half topographic—of the descendants of Judah in 1 Chr., Eshtemoa occurs as derived from Ishlah, "the father of Eshtemoa" (1 Chr. iv. 17): Gedor, Sochoh, and Zanoah, all towns in the same locality, being named in the following verse. Eshtemoa appears to have been founded by the descendants of the Egyptian wife of a certain Mered, the three other towns being those of his Jewish wife. See the explanations of Bertheau (Chronik, ad loc.).

G.

* The "father of Eshtemoa," as Ishlah is called (see above), means that he was its founder or re-founder, and head of the clan. [Father.

A recent traveller says that the town has now about 500 inhabitants. The ruins there consist of the remains of an early Greek church, many pieces of ancient carving, a marble sarcophagus built into the wall, and numerous sculptured doorways and broken columns (Tristram, Land of Israel, p. 591, 2d ed.). The "hill-country" of Judah is full of such examples of the ancient prosperity and present decay.

H.

ESHTEMOA' [אשתמוא': Alex. Ἐσθημων: Eshtemoa] in 1 Chr. iv. 19 appears to be the name of an actual person. [MAACHATHITE.]

ESHTON (אש'תונ) [effuminare or avoriorum Gesem.]: Ἐσθων, a name which occurs in the genealogies of Judah (1 Chr. iv. 11, 12). Mehir was "the father of Eshton," and amongst the names of his four children [three are] Beth-rapha and Ir-nahash—which have the appearance of being names, not of persons [merely], but of places.

G.


ESROA' (Aeropa; [Sin. Ἄραπουσια: Comp. Ar. Arapo]); Vulg. omits: the Peshito Syriac reads Bethelhorn, a place fortified by the Jews on the approach of the Assyrian army under Holofernes (Jud. iv. 4). The name may be the representative of the Hebrew word Hazor, or Zorah (Sonmonis, Onom. N. T. 19), but no identification has yet been arrived at. The Syriac reading suggests Beth-horon, which is not impossible.

* ESPOUSAL. [MARRIAGE.]

ES'RI (ESP'ia, [Vat. E spies, Alex. Еspia, Vulg. omits), 1 Esdr. ix. 34. [AZAREEL 4, or SHIRAI.


ESSE'NES 1. In describing the different sects which existed among the Jews in his own time, Josephus dwells at great length and with especial emphasis on the faith and practice of the Essenes, who appear in his description to combine the ascetic virtues of the Pythagoreans and Stoics with a spiritual knowledge of the Divine Law. An analogous sect, marked, however, by characteristic differences, appears in the Egyptian Therapeutae, and from the detailed notices of Josephus [B. J. i. ii 8; Ant. xiii. 5, 9, xiv. 10, § 4 f., xviii. 1, 2 ff.] and Philo (Quod omn. prob. liber, § 12 f.; Pseud. De vita contemplativa. Ep. ad Philo, Psev. Prop. Ex.), and the casual remarks of Pliny (H. N. v. 17), late writers have frequently discussed the relation which

[Josh. xix. 41].
these Jewish mystics occupied towards the popular religion of the time, and more particularly towards the doctrines of Christianity. For it is a most remarkable fact that the existence of such sects appears to be unremarked both in the apostolic writings and in early Hebrew literature.

2. The name Essene (Ἐσσηνοί, Joseph. Antiq. 11. i. 3, § 5, &c.) is itself full of difficulty. Various derivations have been proposed for it, and all are more or less open to objection. Some have connected it with Ἑσσήν (Ἀσσηνὸς), in old, or Ἑσσῆς, ὁ ἀριστος (of God); others, again, find the root in Ἔσσην, to be ruled (Baur), or Ἔσσην, to bathe (Griffin). Philo, according to his fashion, saw in the word a possible connection with the Greek ἔσσης, body (Quod omn. prob. lib. § 12); and Epiphanius interpreted the collateral form Εσσηνοί as meaning "the stout race" (στιβαρῶν γένους. Iber. xix. i. ε. γ. Κ). It seems more likely that Essene represents Ἐσσην, see (so Suidas = Θεοφραστός, Hilgenfeld, or Ἐσσῆς, the silent, the mysterious (Jost). Josephus represents Ἐσσῆς (I. 160. 1. ἔσσην), the high-priest's breastplate, by Ἐσσηνούς, interpreting the word as equivalent to ἱερός, oracle (Ant. iii. 7, § 5). Comp. Jost, Gesch. d. Judeen, i. 267 n.; Hilgenfeld, Jud. Apok. p. 277 f.; Ewald, Gesch. iee. iv. 420 n.

3. The obscurity of the Essenes as a distinct body arises from the fact that they represented originally a tendency rather than an organization. The communities which were formed out of them were a result of their practice, and not a necessary part of it. As a sect they were distinguished by an aspiration after ideal purity rather than by any specific code of doctrines; and like the Chasidim of earlier times (ἔσσης), they were confounded in the popular estimation with the great body of the zealous observers of the Law (Pharisees). The growth of Essenesim was a natural result of the religious feeling which was called out by the circumstances of the Greek dominion; and it is easy to trace the process by which it was matured. From the Maccabean age there was a continuous effort among the strictest Jews to attain an absolute standard of holiness. Each class of devotees was looked upon as practically impure by their successors, who carried the laws of purity still further; and the Essenes stand at the extreme limit of the mystic asceticism which was thus gradually reduced to shape. The associations of the "scribes and Pharisees" (ἱεραρχία, the companions, the wise) gave place to others bound by a more rigid rule; and the rule of the Essenes was made gradually stricter. Judas, the earliest Essene who is mentioned (c. 110 n. c.), appears living in ordinary society (Joseph. B. J. i. 3, § 5). Menahem, according to tradition a colleague of Hillel, was a friend of Herod, and brought upon his sect the favor of the king (Joseph. Antiq. x. 10, § 5). But by a natural impulse the Essenes withdrew from the dangers and distractions of business. From the cities they retired to the wilderness to realize the concepts as of religion which they formed, but still they remained on the whole true to their ancient faith. To the Pharisees they stood nearly in the same relation as that in which the Pharisees themselves stood with regard to the mass of the people. The differences lay mainly in rigor of practice, and not in articles of belief.

4. The traces of the existence of Essenes in common society are not wanting nor confined to individual cases. Not only was a gate at Jerusalem named from them (Joseph. B. J. v. 4, § 2, Ἐσσηνοῖς, 51.), but a later tradition mentions the existence of a congregation there which devoted "one third of the day to study, one third to prayer, and one third to labor" (Frankel, Zeitschrift, 1846, p. 458). Those, again, whom Josephus speaks of as allowing marriage, may be supposed to have belonged to such bodies as had not yet withdrawn from intercourse with their fellow-men. But the practice of the extreme section was afterwards reduced to the characteristic of the whole class, and the isolated communities of Essenes furnished the type which is preserved in the popular descriptions. These were regulated by strict rules, analogous to those of the monastic institutions of a later date. The candidate for admission first passed through a year's noviciate, in which he received, as symbolic gifts, an axe, an apron, and a white robe, and gave proof of his temperance by observing the ascetic rules of the order (περι νεών παράδειγμα). At the close of this probation, the candidate (ὁ θυρία) was submitted to a fresh trial of two years, and meanwhile he shared in the lustral rites of the initiated, but not in their meals. The full membership was imparted at the end of this second period, when the novice bound himself "by awful oaths" — though oaths were absolutely forbidden at all other times — to observe piety, justice, obedience, honesty, and secrecy, "preserving alike the books of their sect, and the name of the angels" (Joseph. B. J. ii. 8, § 7).

5. The order itself was regulated by an internal jurisdiction. Excommunication was equivalent to a slow death, since an Essene could not take food prepared by strangers for fear of pollution. All things were held in common, without distinction of property or house; and special provision was made for the relief of the poor. Self-denial, temperance, and labor — especially agriculture — were the marks of the outward life of the Essenes; purity and divine communion were the objects of their aspiration. Slavery, war, and commerce were alike forbidden (Philo, Quod omn. prob. liber, § 12, p. 877 M.); and, according to Philo, their conduct generally was directed by three rules, "the love of God, the love of virtue, and the love of man" (Ibid. c. c.).

6. In doctrine, as has been seen already, they did not differ essentially from strict Pharisees. Moses was honored by them next to God (Joseph. B. J. ii. 8, 9). They observed the Sabbath with singular strictness; and though they were unable to enumerate 19 different etymologies which have been proposed for the word, the last being the derivation from Ἐσσῆς, "pious." To this he inclines "because it plainly connects the Essenes with the Chassidim, from which they originated."
to offer sacrifices at Jerusalem, probably from regard to purity (διαφοράς ἐσχατείας), they sent gifts thither (Joseph. Ant. xviii. 2, § 5): at the same time, like most ascetics, they turned their attention specially to the mysteries of the spiritual world, and looked upon the body as a mere prison of the soul. They studied and practiced with signal success, according to Josephus, the art of prophecy (Joseph. B. J. ii. 8; cf. Ant. xv. 10, § 5; B. J. i. 5, § 9); and familiar intercourse with nature gave them an unusual knowledge of physical truths. They asserted with peculiar boldness the absolute power and foreknowledge of God (Joseph. Ant. xiii. 5, § 9, xviii. 1, § 5); and disparaged the various forms of mental philosophy as useless or beyond the range of man (Philo, l. c. p. 877).

7. The number of the Essenes is roughly estimated by Philo at 4000 (Philo, L. c.), and Josephus says that there were "more than 4000" who observed their rule (Ant. xvii. 2, § 5). Their best-known settlements were on the N. W. shore of the Dead Sea (Philo, Philo, l. c., cc.), but others lived in scattered communities throughout Palestine, and perhaps also in cities (Joseph. B. J. i. 8, § 4. Cf. [Hiippel.] Phiska, i. 29).

8. In the Talmudic writings there is, as has been already said, no direct mention of the Essenes, but their existence is recognized by the notice of a few peculiar points of practice and teaching. Under the titles of "the pious," "the weakly" (c. c. with study), "the retiring," their maxims are quoted with respect, and many of the traits preserved in Josephus find parallels in the notices of the Talmud (Z. Frankel, Zeitschrift, Dec. 1846, p. 451 ff.; Monatschrift, 1853, p. 37 ff.). The four stages of purity which are distinguished by the doctors (Chaggag, 18 a. ap. Frankel, L. c. p. 451) correspond in a singular manner with the four classes into which the Essenes are said to have been divided (Joseph. B. J. i. 8, § 10); and the periods of probation observed in the two cases offer similar coincidences.

9. But the best among the Jews felt the peril of Essenism as a system, and combined to discourage it. They shrank with an instinctive dread from the danger of connecting asceticism with spiritual power, and cherished the great truth which lay in the saying "Doctrine is not in heaven." The miraculous energy which was attributed to the mystics was regarded by them rather as a source of suspicion than of respect; and speculative speculations were condemned with emphatic distinctness (Frankel, Monatschrift, 1853, pp. 62 ff., 68, 71).

10. The character of Essenism limited its spread. Out of Palestine, Levitical purity was impossible, for the very land was impure; and thus there is no trace of the sect in Babylonia. The case was different in Egypt, where Judaism assumed a new shape from its intimate connection with Greece. Here the original form in which it was moulded was represented not by direct copies, but by analogous forms; and the tendency which gave birth to the Essenes found a fresh development in the pure speculation of the Therapeutae. These Alexandrian mystics abjured the practical labors which rightly belonged to the Essenes, and gave themselves up to the study of the inner meaning of the Scriptures. The impossibility of fulfilling the law naturally led them to substitute a spiritual for a literal interpretation: and it was their object to ascertain its meaning by intense labor, and then to satisfy its requirements by absolute devotion. The "whole day, from sunrise to sunset, was spent in mental discipline." Bodily wants were often forgotten in the absorbing pursuit of wisdom, and "meat and drink" were at all times held to be unworthy of the light (Philo, De cœ. contemp. § 4).

11. From the nature of the case Essenism in its extreme form could exercise very little influence on Christianity. In all its practical bearings it was diametrically opposed to the apostolic teaching. The dangers which it involved were far more clear to the eye of the Christian than they were to the Jewish doctors. The only real similarity between Essenism and Christianity lay in the common element of true Judaism: and there is little excuse for modern writers who follow the error of Eusebius, and confound the society of the Therapeutæ with Christian brotherhoods. Nationally, however, the Essenes occupy the same position as that to which John the Baptist was personally called. They mark the close of the old, the longings for the new, but in this case without the promise. In place of the message of the coming "kingdom" they preached, and not individual purity and isolation. At a later time traces of Essenism appear in the Clementines, and the strange account which Ephesians gives of the Ossemi (Ossemi) appears to point to some combination of Essene and pseudo-Christian doctrines (Hor. xix.). After the Jewish war the Essenes disappear from history. The character of Judaism was changed, and ascetic Pharisaism became almost impossible.

12. The original sources for the history of the Essenes have already been noticed. Of modern essays, the most original and important are those of Frankel in his Zeitschrift, 1846, pp. 441-461, and Monatschrift, 1853, p. 30 ff., taken in conjunction with the wider view of Jost, Gesch. u. Judenth. i. 257 ff. The account of Hilgenfeld (Jüd. Apokalypse, p. 245 ff.) is interesting and ingenious, but essentially one-sided and subservient to the writer's theory (cf. Volkmar, Der vierte B. Ezres, p. 90). Gfrorer (Philo, ii. 299 ff., Dähne (Jüd. Relig. Philos., 1. 107 ff.), and Friedländer (J. V. und. 1. 420 ff.), all contribute interesting sketches from their respective points of view. The earlier literature, as far as it is of any value, is embodied in these works.

B. F. W.

* It may be well to add to the preceding article references to the more recent discussions concerning the Essenes, noticing some older works which may still be useful to the inquirer. Prideaux, Connection, sect. pt. ii. bk. v. has translated in full the passages of Josephus and Philo which relate to them — to be sure, not always accurately. See also Bellermann, Gesch. Nachrichten aus dem Alterth. über Essæer u. Therapeutæ, Berlin, 1821, and P. Beer, Geschichte, Lehren u. Meinungen aller relig. Secten d. Juden, Brünn, 1822, i. 68-113. De Quincey's ingenious but paradoxical essay, in which he endeavors to show that Josephus has given under the name of Esseus a disguised account of the early Church, appeared in Blackwood's Magazine for Jan., April, and May, 1840, and was reprinted in his Hist. and Crit. Essays, Boston, 1856, i. 20-112, with a Supplement in his Avenger, &c. (Ibid. 1859), pp. 107-
331. This is exactly analogous to the usual ad-
notation of the modern names of towns to explain the
use of the old obsolete ones (Gen. xxxv. 19, 27;
Josh. xx. 10, &c.). Esther was a beautiful Jewish
maiden, whose ancestor Kish had been among the
captives led away from Jerusalem (part of which
was in the tribe of Benjamin) by Nebuchadnezzar
when Jehoiachin was taken captive. She was an
orphan without father or mother, and had been
brought up by her cousin Mordecai, who had an
affection for the household of Abannerus king of Persia,
and dwelt at a "Shushan the palace." When Vashti
was dismissed from being queen, and all the fairest
virgins of the kingdom had been collected at Shu-
shan for the king to make choice of a successor to
her from among them, the choice fell upon Esther,
and she was crowned queen in the room of Vashti
with much pomp and rejoicing. The king was not
aware, however, of her race and parentage; and so,
with the careless presumption of a sensual despot, on
the representation of Haman the Agagite, his prime
minister, that the Jews scattered through his em-
pire were a pernicious race, he gave him full power
and authority to kill them all, young and old,
women and children, and take possession of all their
property. The means taken by Esther to avert this
great calamity from her people and her kindred, at
the risk of her own life, and to turn upon Haman
and his companions all the enmity which he had
lightened upon the Jews, and the success of her scheme, by which she changed
their mourning, fasting, weeping, and wailing, into
light and gladness and joy and honor, and became
for ever especially honored among her countrymen,
are fully related in the book of Esther. The feast
of Purim, i.e. of Lots, was appointed by Esther
and Mordecai to be kept on the 14th and 15th of
the month Adar (February and March) in com-
memoration of this great deliverance. [Per.]
The decree of Esther to this effect is the last thing
recorded of her (ix. 32). The continuous celebra-
tion of this feast by the Jews to the present day
is thought to be a strong evidence of the historical
truth of the book. [Esther, Book on.]
The questions which arise in attempting to give
Esther her place in profane history are—
I. Who is Ahasuerus? This question is answered
by the above decision; and the reasons there given
lead to the conclusion that he was Xerxes the son
of Darius Hystaspis.
II. The second inquiry is, who then was Esther?
Artissiana, Atossa, and others are indeed excluded
by the above decision; but are we to conclude with
Nehiger, that because Ahasuerus is Xerxes, there- 
fore Esther is Aemestis? Surely not. None of
the historical particulars related by Herodotus concern-
ing Aemestis make it possible to identify her with
Esther. Aemestis was the daughter of Otanes
(Onophas in Cesias), one of Xerxes' generals, and
brother to his father Darius (Herod. vii. 61, 82).
Esther's father and mother had been Jews. Aem-
estis was wife to Xerxes before the Greek expedition
(Herod. vii. 61), and her sons accompanied Xerxes
to Greece (Herod. vii. 30), and had all three come
to man's estate at the death of Xerxes in the 29th
year of his reign, the eldest being immediately
after the return from Greece. Esther
did not enter the king's palace till his 7th year,
just the time of Darius' marriage. These objections
are conclusive, without adding the difference
of character of the two queens. The truth is that
history is wholly silent both about Vashti and
Esther. Herodotus only happens to mention our

ESTHER (ESTER, the planet Venus: 'Es-
ther,' the Persian name of Hadassah, daughter
of Abdael, the son of Shime, the son of Kish, a
Benjaminite, and cousin of Mordecai. This ex-
plification of her old name Hadassah, by the addition
 of her new name, by which she was better known,
with the formula, "an ethr..."
It only remains to remark on the character of Esther as given in the Bible. She appears there as a woman of deep piety, faith, courage, patriotism, and caution, combined with resolution; a dutiful daughter to her adoptive father, docile and obedient to his counsels, and anxious to share the king's favor with him for the good of the Jewish people. That she was a virtuous woman, and, as far as her situation made it possible, a good wife to the king, her continued influence over him for so long a time warrants us in asserting. And there must have been a singular grace and charm in her aspect and manners, since she "obtained favor in the sight of all that looked upon her" (ii. 15). That she was raised up as an instrument in the hands of God to avert the destruction of the Jewish people, and to afford them protection, and forward their wealth and peace in their captivity, is also manifest from the Scripture account. But to impute to her the sentiments put into her mouth by the apocryphal author of ch. xiv., or to accuse her of crudity because of the death of Haman and his sons, and the second day's slaughter of the Jews' enemies at Shushan, is utterly to ignore the manners and feelings of her age and nation, and to judge her by the standard of Christian morality in our own age and country instead. In fact the simplicity and truth to nature of the Scriptural narrative afford a striking contrast, both with the forced and florid amplifications of the apocryphal additions, and with the sentiments of some later commentators. It may be convenient to add that the 3rd year of Xerxes was B.C. 483, his 7th, 479, and his 12th, 474 ('Clinton, F. H.); and that the simultaneous battles of Plataea and Mycale, which frightened Xerxes from Sardis (Diod. Sic. xi. § 36) to Susa, happened, according to Prideaux and Clinton, in September of his 7th year. For a fuller discussion of the

of Xerxes' wives; Scripture only mentions two, if indeed either of them were wives at all. But since with the custom of the Persian kings before Xerxes to have several wives, besides their concubines; that Cyrus had several (Herod. iii. 3); that Cambyses had four whose names are mentioned, and others besides (iii. 31, 32, 68); that Smardia had several (ib. 68, 69); and that Darius had six wives, whose names are mentioned (ib. persis), it is most improbable that Xerxes should have been content with one wife. Another strong objection to the idea of Esther being his only legitimate wife, and perhaps to her being strictly his wife at all, is that the Persian kings selected their wives not from the harems, but, if not foreign princesses, from the noblest Persian families, either their own nearest relatives, or from one of the seven great Persian houses. It seems therefore natural to conclude that Esther, a captive, and one of the harems, was not of the highest rank of wives, but that a special honor, with the name of queen, may have been given to her, as to Vashti before her, as the favorite concubine or inferior wife, whose offspring, however, if she had any, would not have succeeded to the Persian throne. This view, which seems to be strictly in accordance with what we know of the manners of the Persian court, removes all difficulty in reconciling the history of Esther with the scanty accounts left us by profane authors of the reign of Xerxes.

It only remains to remark on the character of Esther as given in the Bible. She appears there as a woman of deep piety, faith, courage, patriotism, and caution, combined with resolution; a dutiful daughter to her adoptive father, docile and obedient to his counsels, and anxious to share the king's favor with him for the good of the Jewish people. That she was a virtuous woman, and, as far as her situation made it possible, a good wife to the king, her continued influence over him for so long a time warrants us in asserting. And there must have been a singular grace and charm in her aspect and manners, since she "obtained favor in the sight of all that looked upon her." (ii. 15). That she was raised up as an instrument in the hands of God to avert the destruction of the Jewish people, and to afford them protection, and forward their wealth and peace in their captivity, is also manifest from the Scripture account. But to impute to her the sentiments put into her mouth by the apocryphal author of ch. xiv., or to accuse her of crudity because of the death of Haman and his sons, and the second day's slaughter of the Jews' enemies at Shushan, is utterly to ignore the manners and feelings of her age and nation, and to judge her by the standard of Christian morality in our own age and country instead. In fact the simplicity and truth to nature of the Scriptural narrative afford a striking contrast, both with the forced and florid amplifications of the apocryphal additions, and with the sentiments of some later commentators. It may be convenient to add that the 3rd year of Xerxes was B.C. 483, his 7th, 479, and his 12th, 474 ('Clinton, F. H.); and that the simultaneous battles of Plataea and Mycale, which frightened Xerxes from Sardis (Diod. Sic. xi. § 36) to Susa, happened, according to Prideaux and Clinton, in September of his 7th year. For a fuller discussion of the

Identity of Esther, and different views of the subject, see Prideaux's 'Connection,' i. 230, 243, 297 ff., and Petrav. de Doctr. Temp. xii. 27, 28, where he makes Esther wife of Artaxerxes Longimanus, following Joseph. Ant. xii. 6, as he followed the LXX. and the apocryphal Esther; J. Scalig. ('de Eodem. Temp. vii. 591; 'Ant. l. c. xii. 100), making Ahasuerus, Xerxes; Usher ('Austral. Vct. Test.'), making him Darius Hystaspis; Lloyd, Chaldean, &c. Eusebius ('Canon. Chron.' p. 338, ed. Mediol.) rejects the hypothesis of Artaxerxes Longimanus, on the score of the silence of the books of Ezra and Nehemiah, and adopts that of Artaxerxes Menecon, following the Jews, who make Darius Codomannus to be the same as Darius Hystaspis, and the son of Artaxerxes by Esther! It is most observable that all Petavius's and Prideaux's arguments against Seager's view apply solely to the statement that Esther is Amestris. A. C. H.

ESTHER, BOOK OF, one of the latest of the canonical books of Scripture, having been written late in the reign of Xerxes, or early in that of his son Artaxerxes Longimanus. The author is not known, but it may very probably have been Mordecai himself. The minute details given of the great banquet, of the names of the chamberlains and eunuchs, and Haman's wife and sons, and of the customs and regulations of the palace, betoken that the author lived at Shushan, and probably at court, while his no less intimate acquaintance with the most private affairs both of Esther and Mordecai well suits the hypothesis of the latter being himself the writer. It is also in itself probable that as Daniel, Ezra, and Nehemiah, who held high offices under the Persian kings, wrote an account of the affairs of their nation, in which they took a leading part, so Mordecai should have recorded the transactions of the book of Esther likewise. The termination of the book with the mention of Mordecai's elevation and government, agrees also well with this view, which has the further sanction of many great names, as Aben Ezra, and most of the Jews, Talmudus, Carpoizius, and many others. Those who were the most zealous in favor of the great Synagogue, may have merely meant that Ezra edited and added it to the canons of Scripture, which he probably did, bringing it, and perhaps the book of Daniel, with him from Babylon to Jerusalem.

The book of Esther appears in a different form in the LXX., and the translations therefrom, from that in which it is found in the Hebrew Bible. In speaking of it we shall first speak of the canonical book found in Hebrew, to which also the above observations refer; and next of the Greek book with its apocryphal additions. The canonical Esther then is placed among the Hagiographa or הָגִיּוֹת by the Jews, and in that first portion of them which they call the five volumes, יֵשׁוּפִּים. It is sometimes emphatically called Megiloth, without other distinction, and was held in such high repute by the Jews that it is a saying of Maimonides that in the days of Messiah the prophetic and hagiographical books will pass away, except the book of Esther, which will remain with the Pentateuch. This book is read through by the Jews term LXX. is used to indicate the whole Greek volume as we now have it.
in their synagogues at the feast of Purim, when it was, and is still in some synagogues, the custom at the mention of Haman's name to hiss, and stamp, and clench the fist, and cry, "Let his name be dotted out; may the name of the wicked rot." It is said also that the names of Haman's ten sons are read in one breath, to signify that they all expired at the same instant of time. Even in writing the names of Haman's sons in the 5th, 8th, and 9th verses of Esth. ix., the Jewish scribes have contrived to express their abhorrence of the race of Haman; for these ten names are written in three perpendicular columns of 3, 3, 4, as if they were hanging upon three parallel cords, three upon each cord, one above another, to represent the hanging of Haman's sons (Stechlin's Tobit. Liberal. vol. ii. p. 349). The Targum of Esth. ix., in Walton's Polyglott, inserts a very minute account of the exact position occupied by Haman and his sons on the gallows, the height from the ground, and the interval between each; according to which they all hung in one line, Haman at the top, and his ten sons at intervals of half a cubit under him. It is added that Zeresh and Haman's seventy surviving sons fled, and begged their bread from door to door, in evident abasement to Ps. civ. 9, 10. It has often been remarked as a peculiarity of this book that the name of God does not once occur in it. Some of the ancient Jewish teachers were somewhat staggered at this, but others accounted for it by saying that it was a transcript, under Divine inspiration, from the Chronicles of the Medes and Persians, and that being meant to be read by heathen, the sacred name was wisely omitted. Baxter (Saint's Rest, pt. iv. ch. iii.) speaks of the Jews using to cast to the ground the book of Esther, because the name of God was not in it. But Wolf (B. H. pt. ii. p. 90) denies this, and says that if any such custom prevailed among the oriental Jews, to whom it is ascribed by Sandys, it must have been rather to express their hatred of Haman. Certain it is that this book was always reckoned in the Jewish canon, and is named or implied in almost every enumeration of the books composing it, from Josaphus downwards. Jerome mentions it by name in the Pros. coh., in his Epistle to Paulinus, and in the prologue to Esther; as does Augustine, de Civit. Di., and de Doctr. Christ., and Origen, as cited by Eusebius (Hist. Eccles. vi. 25), and many others. Some modern commentators, both English and German, have objected to the contents of the book as improbable; but if it be true, as Hdborius Soc. relates, that Xerxes put the Medes foremost at Thermopylas on purpose that they might be all killed, because he thought they were not thoroughly reconciled to the loss of their national supremacy, it is surely not incredible that he should have given permission to Haman to destroy a few thousand strange people like the Jews, who were represented to be injurious to his empire, and disobedient to his laws. Nor again, when we remember what Herodotus relates of Xerxes in respect to promises made at Lampsacus, can we deem it incredible that he should peremptorily have his promise to Esther to reverse the decree in the only way that seemed practicable. It is likely too that the secret friends and adherents of Haman would be the persons to attack the Jews, which would be a reason why Mardochaeus would rather rejoice at their destruction. In all other respects the writer shows such an accurate acquaintance with Persian manners, and is so true to history and chronology, as to afford the strongest internal evidences to the truth of the book. The causal way in which the author in 2 Mac. xvi. 36 alludes to the feast of Purim, under the name of "Mardochaeus's day," as kept by the Jews in the time of Nicanor, is another strong testimony in its favor, and tends to justify the strong expression of Dr. Lee (quoted in Whiston's Josephus, xii. ch. vi.), that "the truth of this history is demonstrated by the feast of Purim, kept up from that time to this very day.

The style of writing is remarkably chaste and simple, and the narrative of the struggle in Esther's mind between fear and the desire to save her people, and of the final resolve made in the strength of that help which was to be sought in prayer and fasting, is very touching and beautiful, and without any exaggeration. It does not in the least favor of romance. The Hebrew is very like that of Ezra and parts of the Chronicles; generally pure, but mixed with some words of Persian origin, and some of Chaldaic allusion, which do not occur in the Hebrew, such as "נתקל, נתקל, נתקל, נתקל, נתקל.

In short it is just what one would expect to find in a work of the age which the book of Esther pretends to belong to.

As regards the LXX version of the book (of which there are two texts, called by Dr. Fritzsche, A and B), it consists of the canonical Esther with various interpolations prefixed, interspersed, and added at the close. Read in Greek it makes a complete and continuous history, except that here and there, as e. g., in the repetition of Mordecai's pedigree, the patch-work betrays itself. The chief additions are, Mordecai's pedigree, his dream, and his appointment to sit in the king's gate, in the second year of Artaxerxes, prefixed [Apoc. Esther, A. V. and Vulg. ch. ii. 2-xxii. 6]. Then, in the third chapter, a pretended copy of Artaxerxes's decree for the destruction of the Jews added, written in thorough Greek style [Apoc. xii. 1-7]; a prayer of Mordecai inserted in the fourth chapter, followed by a prayer of Esther, in which she exclaims herself for being wife to the uninecessed king, and denies having eaten anything or drunk wine at the table of Haman [Apoc. xiii. 8-xxiv. 19]; an amplification of v. 1-5 [Apoc. xv. 1-16. A. V.; Vulg. 4-19]; a pretended copy of Artaxerxes letter for reversing the previous decree, also of manifestly Greek origin, in ch. viii., in which Haman is called a Macedonian, and is accused of having plotted to transfer the empire from the Persians to the Macedonians, a palpable proof of this portion having been composed after the overthrow of the Persian empire by the Greeks [Apoc. ch. xiv.]; and lastly an addition to the tenth chapter, in which Mordecai shows how his decree was fulfilled in the events that had happened, gives glory to God, and prescribes the observation of the feast of the 14th and 15th Adar [Apoc. x. 4-13].

The whole book is closed with the following entry: —

---

a There are two Targums to Esther; both of late into Greek. See Wolf's Rel. Heb. pars ii. pp. 174-176.

b Dr. Lee also remarks on some very remarkable points in the historical character of the book derived from the feast of Purim, as well as on other points (James of II. 8. p. 430 ff.).

c The whole contains other copious emendations and amplifications. [MORDECAI]
In the fourth year of the reign of Ptolemaus and Jeopatra, Dositheus, who said he was a priest and Levite, and Ptolemy himself, being of Pharim, which they said was the same, and that Lynamachus, the son of Ptolemy, that was in Jerusalem, had interpreted it." [Apost. xi. 1]. This was apparently intended to give authority to this Greek version of Esther, by pretending that it was a certified translation from the Hebrew original. Ptolemy Philometer, who is here meant, began to reign n. c. 181. Though, however, the interpolations of the Codex are thus manifest, they make a consistent and intelligible story. But the apocryphal additions as they are inserted in some editions of the Latin Vulgate, and in the English Bible, are incomprehensible; the history of which is this: When Jerome translated the book of Esther, he first gave the version of the Hebrew alone as being alone authentic. He then added at the end a version in Latin of those several passages which he found in the LXX., and which were not in the Hebrew, stating where each passage came in, and marking them all with an obscurus. The first passage so given is that which forms the continuation of chapter x. (which of course immediately precedes it), ending with the above entry about Dositheus. Having annexed this conclusion, he then gives the Provenzium, which he says forms the beginning of the Greek Vulgate, beginning with what is now verse 2 of chapter xi.; and so proceeds with the other passages. But in subsequent editions all Jerome's explanatory matter has been swept away, and the disjointed portions have been printed as chapters xi., xii., xiii., xiv., xv., xvi., as if they formed a narrative in continuance of the canonical book. The extreme absurdity of this arrangement is nowhere more apparent than in chapter xii., where the verse (1) closes the whole book in the Greek copies, and in St. Jerome's Latin translation, is actually made immediately to precede that (ver. 2) which is the very first verse of the Provenzium. As regards the place assigned to Esther in the LXX., in the Vatican edition, and most others, it comes between Judith and Job. Its place before Job is a remnant of the Hebrew order, Esther there closing the historical, and Job beginning the metrical Megillah. Tobit and Judith have been placed between it and Nehemiah, doubtless for chronological reasons. But in the very ancient Codex published by Tischendorf, and called C. Friderico-Augustus, Esther immediately follows Nehemiah (included under Estra B), and precedes Tobit. This Codex, which contains the apocryphal additions to Esther, was copied from one written by the martyr Pamphus with his own hand, as far as to the end of Esther, and is ascribed by the editor to the fourth century.

As regards the motive which led to these additions, one seems evidently to have been to supply what was thought an omission in the Hebrew book, by introducing copies mention of the name of God. It is further evident from the other apocryphal books, and additions to the canonical Scriptures, which appear in the LXX., such as Bel and the Dragon, Susanna, the Song of the Three Children, &c., that the Alexandrian Jews loved to dwell upon the events of the Babylonish Captivity, and especially upon the Divine interpositions in their behalf, probably as being the latest manifestations of God's special care for Israel. Traditional stories would be likely to be current among them, and these would be sure sooner or later to be committed to writing, with additions according to the fancies of the writers. The most popular among them, or those which had most of an historical basis, or which were written by men of most weight, or whose origin was lost in the most remote antiquity, or which most gratified the national feelings, would acquire something of sacred authority (especially in the absence of real inspiration dictating fresh scriptures), and get admitted into the volume of Scripture, less rigidly fenced by the Hellenistic than by the Hebrew Jews. No subject would be more likely to engage the thoughts and exercise the pens of such writers, than the deliverance of the Jews from utter destruction by the intervention of Esther and Mordecai, and the overthrow of their enemies in their stead. Those who made the additions to the Hebrew narrative according to the religious taste and feeling of their own times, probably acted in the same spirit as others have done, who have added florid architectural ornaments to temples which were too plain for their own corrupted taste. The account which Josephus follows seems to have contained yet further particulars, as, e. g., the name of the eunuch's servant, a Jew, who betrayed the conspiracy to Mordecai; other passages from the Persian chronicles read to Ahasuerus, besides that relating to Mordecai, and amplifications of the king's speech to Haman, &c. It is of this LXX. version that Athanasius (Past. Epid. 39, Oxf. transl.) spoke when he ascribed the book of Esther to the non-canonical books; and this also is perhaps the reason why in some of the lists of the canonical books Esther is not named, as, e. g., in those of Melito of Sardis and Gregory Nazianzen, unless in these it is included under some other book, as Ruth, or Esdras (see Whitaker, Deut. on H. Scrip. Park. Soc. 57, 58; Cosin on the Oraun of Scr. p. 49, 50; Origen, Origen. diveras.); and early enough in his Ep. to Africanus (Opp. i. 14). He defends the canonicity of these Greek additions, though he admits they are not in the Hebrew. His sole argument, unworthily of a great scholar, is the use of the LXX. in the churches, an argument which embraces equally all the apocryphal books. Africanus, in his Ep. to Origen, had made the being in the Hebrew essential to canonicity, as Jerome did later. The Council of Trent pronounces the whole book of Esther to be canonical, and Vatutus says that prior to that decision it was doubtful whether or no

a He is the same as is frequently mentioned in 1 Macc. i. c. v. 57, xi. 12; cf. Joseph. Ant. xiii. 4, § 1, § 5, and Clinton, P. H. iii. p. 338. Dositheus seems to be a title or the name of an elder by whom Ptolemy was also a common name for Jews at that time.

b The position of the book of Esther in the Vatican manuscript is very different from that which was in the Vatican, or rather, Roman edition (1557), namely, the Esthian edition and Nehemiah (united in one book as 24 Esdras) are immediately followed by the whole series of poetical books (as distinguished from the prophetic), namely, Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Canticles, Job, Wisdom of Solomon, Ecclesiastics. Thus come Esther, Judith, Tobit, four books, instead of by the manner of the LXX., by the divisions of the prophets. (See further, under Baha, p. 395, note e, Amer. ed.). The Codex Friderico-Augustus is a part of the same manuscript as the Codex Sinaiticus, published by Tischendorf in 1832. A. A. 1587. The position of Esther, or sixth of Esdras, as it is placed in some of the most ancient copies of the Vulgate.—Lee's Dissert. on 21 Esdras, p 25
Esther was to be included in the Canon, some authors affirming, and some denying it. He afterwards qualifies the statement by saying that at all events the seven last chapters were doubtfull. Sixtus Severus, in spite of the decision of the Council, speaks of these additions, after the example of Jerome: "He may have, in accordance with Scriptores, tamuturitas," and thinks that they are only partially and chiefly derived from Jospehus, but this last opinion is without probability. The manner and the order in which Jospehus cites them (Ant. xi. 6) show that they had already in his days obtained currency among the Hellenistic Jews as portions of the book of Esther; as we know from the way in which he cites other apocryphal books that they were current likewise, with others which are now lost. For it was probably from such that Jospehus derived his stories about Moses, about Samson, and the temple on Mount Gerizim, and the meeting of the high-priest and Alexander the Great. But these, not having happened to be bound up with the LXX, perished. However, the marvellous purity with which the Hebrew Canon has been preserved, under the providence of God, is brought out into very strong light, by the contrast of the Greek volume. Nor is it uninteresting to observe how the regularity of their national character, by the Alexandrian Jews, implied in the adoption of the Greek language and Greek names, seems to have been accompanied with a less jealous, and consequently a less trustworthy guardianship of their great national treasures, the "oracles of God."

See further, Bishop Cosin, on the Canon of Holy Scripture, "Walpole's Hist. Hel. ii. 98; Jospehus, Ant. p. 494; Walton, Polyb. ix. § 13; Whitaker, Disput. de Scrip. ch. viii.; Dr. O. F. Fritzsche, "Zwanzig zuach ibot Esther" (in Kusserwitz's comm. Homb. ad. das Alte T., Lief. i. (1851)); Baunegartn, de Fide Lih, Estherne [Hal. Sax. 1838].

A. C. H.

* M. Baumgarten, the author of the treatise de Fide Lih, Esther, &c., has an excellent article on the same subject in Herzog's Real-Encycl. iv. 177-185 (1855). We make room for his suggestions. In respect to the omission of the name of God in the book, he remarks that it is the less surprising, because it occurs in a history which is so full of interpositions, revealing the actual presence of Him who presides over the destiny of man and nations, and also the power of that faith in the unseen One, which made the actors in this drama so hopeful, enduring, and triumphant. The historical credibility of the events related in the book is well attested, and at present generally acknowledged (see Win. Refl. Realb. i. 350). Prof. Stuart says very truly: "The fact that the feast of Purim has come down to us from time almost immemorial ... proves as certainly that the main events related in the book of Esther happened, as the Declamation of Independence and the celebration of the birthday of Jefferson proves that we separated from Great Britain, and became an independent nation. ... The book of Esther was an essential document to explain the feast of Purim." See his History and Defence of the O. T. Canan, p. 357. [Purim.] It is interesting to observe the self-asserting character of truthfulness which the Scripture narrative assumes as expanded and illustrated from contemporary sources in Dean Milman's sketch of the events (History of the Jews, i. 472-477, 2nd ed.).

The later commentators or expositors are Benedict De Bicher Enoc, Neukom u. Uter, Textkrit. (1852; Lieut. xii. of the Kursys-, cegs. Handb. zum A. T.), containing, with a commentary, a full critical introduction to the book: Oppert, Coment. hist. et phil. du Livre d'Esther, d'apres la lecture des inscriptions peres (Paris, 1849), a small pamphlet on the history of Esther in his Holy Bible, with Notes and Introductions, iii. 367-384 (1896); and A. D. Davidson, Lectures, Expository and Practical, on the Book of Esther (Edin. 1830). Bishop Hall (Concernments, &c., bk. xxii.) has five discourses founded on portions of this suggestive history. Dr. Thomas McCrie's Lectures on the Book of Esther (Edin. 1838), are commended by Prof. Douglas (art. Esther in Fairbairn's Imp. Bible Dict.) for ''comprehensiveness, brevity, and succinctness."

On the critical questions connected with the book, and for different opinions respecting its character, the reader may further consult Hüberncr, Handb. der Einl. in das A. Test. ii. 361 ff., translated, with additions from other sources, in the Christian Rer. for Sept. 1848; Keil, Lehrb. d. histor. Krit. Einl. u. s. w., 2nd. Ed. pp. 487-489; Hobk, Einl. in das A. Test. pp. 403-409; Erskal, Geschichte der Völker des v. 2. A. T. (S. Altenburg); Gesch. d. Völker's Histor. 1, 148-211; and others. The entire text of the Old Testament has been translated into the English language by the Rev. William and the Rev. John Holdich, in four large folio volumes. The text is the one to which the LXX., as quoted by the Septuagint, refers. The practical life of the people is treated in the Books of Esther and Daniel, in a series of Historical Sketches, for the use of Sunday Schools, and the general public. The subjects treated are of a nature specially adapted to the instruction and edification of the young, and to the promotion of moral and religious knowledge. The book of Esther is designed to give a consistent and comprehensive view of the history of the Jewish nation, and to illustrate the famous passage in the Epistle of Peter, which is the subject of the following part of the book. (See Peter, ch. 3:5, 6."

ETAM (in the world of wild beasts): Airdr. [Comp. "Arda'; Abd. "Arda';] Giam. 1. A village (7747) of the tribe of Simeon, specified only in the list in 1 Chr. iv. 32 (comp. Josh. xix. 7); but that it is actually introduced here appears from the fact that the number of places is summed as five, though in the parallel list as four. The cities of Simeon appear all to have been in the extreme south of the country (see Joseph. Ant. v. 1, § 22). Different from this, therefore, was:—

2. [Ardr. = T Amr; Alex. Ardr. Comp. "Arda';] A place in Judah, fortified and garrisoned by Rebosam (2 Chr. xii. 6). From its position in this list we may conclude that it was near Bethel and Tekoa; and in accordance with this is the statement of Josephus, that the two cities which the LXX. insert in the text of Josh. xvi. 60, "Theeea and Ephratha which is Bethel's, Phago and Aitun (Ethun)."

Reasons are shown below for believing it possible that this may have been the scene of Samson's residence, the cliff of Ephraim being one of the numerous bold eminences which abound in this part of the country; and the spring of Elah, which is in the same or the next county. In Ephraim, and in the Talmudists, were the sources of the water which Solomon's gardens and pleasure-grounds were fed, and Bethel and the Temple supplied. (See Lightfoot, on John v. 3.)

3. [Ardr. = Tat: comp. "Arda';] A name occurring in the lists of Judah's descendants (1 Chr. iv. 3), but probably referring to the place mentioned above, i.e., Bethel and the Temple. (See Lightfoot, on John v.)

ETAM, THE ROCK (καιρος θαυματουργος; πνπερν Haedu, for Alex, see below; Joseph. Ardr. Peter, and Acts. Peter, a cliff or lofty rock (now seems to be the special force of ΕΤΑΜ) into a cliff.
ETHAM [ΑΕΑΜ, from the Coptic αἴαμ, "boundary of the sea," Jablonski: Ex. xxii. 20, 21, 27; Alex. Odogi: Num. xxxiii. 6, 7; Bouddé: Ethan.]. [Exodus, The.]

ETHAN [ΕΘΑΝ, firm, strong; Ραδαβ: [in 1 Chr. and Ps.] Aïtdù [Alex. Αδαβ, and so Vat. and Sin. in Ps.]: Ethan]. The name of several persons. 1. ETHAN THE EXRÁHITE, one of the four sons of Mahol, whose wisdom was excelled by Solomon (1 K. iv. 31). His name is in the title of Ps. lxix. There is little doubt that this is the same person who in 1 Chr. ii. 6 is mentioned — with the same brothers as before — father of Zerah, the son of Judah. [DARDÁ: EXRÁHITE]. But being a son of Judah he must have been a different person from...

ETHER [ΕΘΕΡ, abundance; ιδας, ιδεφ: Alex. Aφφ [Alex. Αδαβ?, Béde: [Comp. Aφφ, Béde: Abb. Αδαβ, Eber: Ether, After], one of the cities of Judah in the low country, the Shefeláh (Josh. xiv. 42) allotted to Simon (viii. 7). In the parallel list of the towns of Simon in 1 Chr. iv. 32, Tochén is substituted for Ether. In his Omonasticon Eusebius mentions it twice, as Ether and as Jethér (in the latter case confounding it with Jattith, a city of priests and containing friends of David during his troubles under Saul). It was then a considerable place (κεραυν μεγίστη), retaining the name of Jethur or Jethur, near Mahalath in the interior of the district ofbara, that is in the desert country below Hébron and to the east of Beer-sheba. The name of Ether has not yet been identified with any existing remnant; but Van de Velde heard of a Tel Athar in this direction (Memor, p. 311).

ETHIOPIA [ΕΘΙΟΠΙΑ; Αιθιοπία; Αθηνία]. The country, which the Greeks and Romans described as "Ethiopia" and the Hebrews as "Cush" lay to the S. of Egypt, and embraced, in its most extended sense, the modern Nub, Sommar, Kordofan, and northern Abyssinia, and in its more definite sense the kingdom of Me'rc, from the junction of the Blue and White branches of the Nile to the border of Egypt. The only direction in which a clear boundary can be fixed is in the N., where Syene marked the division between Ethiopia and Egypt (Ex. xxviii. 19): in other directions the boundaries can be only generally described as the Red Sea on the E., the Libyan desert on the W., and the Assyrian highlands on the S. The name "Ethiopia" is probably an adaptation of the native Egyptian name "Edfrush," which bears a tolerably close resemblance to the gentle form "Ethrips," the Greeks themselves regarded it as expressive of a dark complexion (from αίθω, "to burn," and ως, "a countenance"). The Hebrews transformed the ethnical designation "Cush"...

a There is some uncertainty about the text of this sentence. the Hebrew.

THE FOREST [ΤΟ ΓΟΛΟΝτ], before the mention of the rock [ιε τον απολασθα Ήρατ]. In ver. 11 the reading agrees with the Hebrew.
into a territorial one, restricting it, however, in the latter sense to the African settlements of the Cushite race. [C'y-sx.] The Hebrews do not appear to have had much practical acquaintance with Ethiopia itself, though the Ethiopians were well known to them through their intercourse with Egypt. They were only indirectly aware of it (Ez. xxix. 10); and they describe it as a well-watered country lying "by the side of" (A. V. "beyond") the waters of Cush (Is. xviii. 1; Zeph. iii. 10), being traversed by the two branches of the Nile, and by the Astaboras or Toscace. The Nile descends with a rapid stream in this part of its course, forming a series of cataracts: its violence seems to be referred to in the words of Is. xviii. 2, "whose land the rivers have spoiled." The Hebrews seem also to have been aware of its tropical characteristics, the words translated in the A. V. "the land shadowing with wings" (Is. xvi. 1) admitting of the sense "the land of the shadow of both sides," the shadows falling towards the north and south at different periods of the year—a feature which is noticed by many early writers (comp. the expression in Strabo, ii. p. 163, ὑδατορίαν: Verg. Æl. v. 68: Plin. ii. 73). The papyrus boats (vessels of bulrushes), Is. xviii. 2, which were peculiarly adapted to the navigation of the Upper Nile, admitting of being carried on men's backs when necessary, were regarded as a characteristic feature of the country. The Hebrews carried on commercial intercourse with Ethiopia, its "merchandise" (Is. xiv. 14) consisting of ebony, ivory, frankincense and gold (Herod. iii. 97, 114), and precious stones (Job xxviii. 19; Joseph. Ant. xvii. 6, § 5). The country is for the most part mountainous, the ranges gradually increasing in altitude towards the S., until they attain an elevation of about 8000 feet in Abjungia.

The inhabitants of Ethiopia were a Hamitic race (Gen. x. 6), and are described in the Bible as a dark-complexioned (Jer. xiii. 23) and stalwart race (Is. xiv. 14, "men of stature," xviii. 2, for "scattered," substitute "tall"). Their stature is noticed by Herodotus (iii. 20, 114), as well as their handsomeness. Not improbably the latter quality is intended by the term in Is. xviii. 2, which in the A. V. is rendered "peeled," but which rather means "fine-looking." Their appearance led to their being selected as attendants in royal households (Jer. xxxvii. 7). The Ethiopians are on one occasion coupled with the Egyptians, as occupying the opposite shores of the Red Sea (2 Chr. xxi. 16); but elsewhere they are connected with African nations, particularly Egypt (Is. xviii. 31; Is. xx. 3, 4, xxii. 3, xlv. 11). Phut (Jer. xvi. 9), Lub and Lud (Ez. xxx. 5), and the Sukkian (2 Chr. xii. 3), were divided into various tribes, of which the Sudanese were the most powerful. [SERA; SCK- SIAN.] The history of Ethiopia is closely interwoven with that of Egypt. The two countries were not infrequently united under the rule of the same sovereign. The first Egyptian king who governed Ethiopia was one of the Xth dynasty, named Qarstassen I. the Se-sorres of Herod. ii. 110. During the occupation of Egypt by the Hyksos, the Xth dynasty retired to the Ethiopian capital, Napata; and again we find the kings of the XVIIIth and XIXth dynasties exercising sway temporarily over Ethiopia, and erecting numerous tombs, the ruins of which still exist at Semna, Amada, Sabt, Alexandria, and Jebel Barkal. The tradition of the successful expedition of Moses against the Ethiopians, recorded by Josephus (Ant. ii. 10), was doubtless founded on the general superiority of the Egyptians over the Ethiopians at that period of their history. The XXIst dynasty still held sway over Ethiopia, as we find Ethiopians forming a portion of the Egyptian army (2 Chr. xii. 9), and his successor Thorkon appears to have described himself as the "Ethiopian" (2 Chr. xiv. 9). The kings of the XXVth dynasty were certainly Ethiopians, who ruled the whole of Upper Egypt, and at one time Lower Egypt also, from their northern capital, Napata. Two of these kings are connected with sacred history, namely, So, probably Sobekchis, who made an alliance with Hoshea king of Israel (2 K. xvii. 4), and Tirilakah, or Tocose, who advanced against Semachiber in aid of Hezekiah king of Judah (2 K. xix. 9). The prophets appear to refer to a subjection of Ethiopia by the Assyrians as occurring about this period (Is. xx. 4), and particularly to the capture of Thebes at a time when the Ethiopians were among its defenders (Nah. iii. 8, 9). We find, in confirmation of these notices, that Esar-haddon is stated in the Assyrian inscriptions to have conquered both Egypt and Ethiopia. At the time of the conquest of Egypt, Cambyses advanced against Merenr' and subdued it; but the Persian rule did not take any root there, nor did the influence of the Persians generally extend beyond northern Ethiopia. Shortly before our Saviour's birth, a native dynasty of females, holding the official title of Candace (Plin. vii. 35), held sway in Ethiopia, and even resisted the advance of the Roman arms. Two of these, the queen noticed in Acts viii. 27. [CANDACE.] W. L. B.

**ETHIOPIAN (אתיופיה: Aethiopia).** Properly "Cushite" (Jer. xxxii. 21); used of Zerah (2 Chr. xiv. 9 [8]), and Eked-melech (Jer. xxxvii. 7, 10, 12, xxxix. 16).* W. L. W. *

* ETHIOPIAN EUNUCH, baptized by the Evangelist Philip on the way between Jerusalem and Gaza (Acts viii. 26 f.). [BETZ-UN.] Whether he was an Ethiopian by birth, or a Jew who lived in Ethiopia (comp. Acts ii. 10), has been disputed. The sense of Aithiophes (same verse) belongs naturally to Aithiophes, as applied to the eunuch, and in that case the latter must refer to his Gentile extraction. It was customary for prospelytes, as well as foreign Jews, to repair to Jerusalem for worship at the great festivals (see John xii. 20: Acts ii. 10). He was no doubt a eunuch in the strict import of that word, and not in its secondary or official sense as denoting a minister of state or courtier merely; for in the latter case, διαδεσμης, which follows would be superfluous. His office under Candace (which see) as treasurer or chamberlain (ἐξω ταξιαν της γαλαξα) was one of high rank. The Ethiopian was reading one of the most remarkable of the Messianic predictions when Philip overtook him. It is not improbable that he had heard, at Jerusalem, of the death of Jesus and the attendant miracles, of the claim put forth by the crucified one to be the Messiah, and of the existence of a numerous party who acknowledged him in that character. Hence he may have been

---

* In Acts viii. 27, Aithiophes is strictly "Ethiopian" and not "man of Ethiopia" (A. V.). See Candace. H.
ETHIOPIAN WOMAN (Ὑπωρεία: Αἰθιοπινοεία: Αἰθιοπίστης). Zipparoth, the wife of Moses, is so described in Num. xii. 1. She is elsewhere said to have been the daughter of a Midianite, and in consequence of this Ewald and others have supposed that the alliance is to another wife whom Moses married after the death of Zipparoth.

W. A. W.

ETHIOPIANS (Ἐθιοπίας, Is. xx. 4; Jer. xlvii. 9; Ψωφίς: Αἰθιοπίας: Αἰθιοπίστης). Properly "Cush" or "Ethiopia" in two passages (Is. xx. 4; Jer. xlvii. 9). Elsewhere "Cushites," or inhabitants of Ethiopia (2 Chr. xii. 3, xiv. 12 [11], 13 [12], xvi. 8, xvi. 16; Dan. xi. 13; Am. ix. 7; Zeph. ii. 12 [Acts viii. 27]). [ETHIOPIANS.]

W. A. W.

ETH'NAA (Ἐθνα; [Vat. Omoa] Alex. Νομός; τοιοῦτοι; [Psal.] 1 Esth. ix. 25: apparently a corruption of Νηδο in the parallel list of Ezra x. 43).

ETH'NAN (Ἐθνάν [ο lebih]; [Psal. Comp. Esth. K] Alex. Εθνάδι: Εθνάνι, a descendant of Judah; one of the sons of Helah the wise of Asher, "the father of Tekoa": (1 Chr. iv. 7). [ETHNARCH]

W. C. (2 Cor. xi. 32). [GOVERNORS, 11.]

ETH'NI (Ἑθνῶν [μικροίς]; ΑἸθιοπίας; [Vat. Σασαλάς: Comp. Εθνάνι] Alex. Εθνάδι: Εθνάνιον, a Gersomite Levite, one of the forefathers of Asaph the singer (1 Chr. vi. 41, Hel. 26).

EU'BULUS (Εὔβουλος [of good counsel, praiseworthy], a Christian at Rome mentioned by St. Paul (2 Tim. iv. 21).

EU'GERETES (Εὐγερήτης, a benefactor: Πολεμικοί Ευγερήτες), a common surname and title of honor (cf. Plato, Gorg. p. 506 c, and Stath. ed loc.) in Greek states, conferred at Athens by a public vote (Dem. p. 475), and so noteworthy as to pass into a proverb (Lukas xxii. 25). The title was borne by two of the Ptolemies, Ptol. III., Eugeeretes I., n. c. 247-222, and Ptol. VII., Eugeeretes II., n. c. (170) 146-117. The Eugeeretes mentioned in the prologue to Ecclesiasticus has been identified with each of these, according to the different views taken of the history of the book. [ECCLESIASTICS: JESUS SON OF SARAC.]

B. F. W.

EU'MENES II. (Εὐμένες [well-disposed, kind]), king of Pergamus, succeeded his father Attalus I, n. c. 197, from whom he inherited the power and alliance of the Romans. In the war with Antiochus the Great he rendered the most important services to the growing republic; and at the battle of Magnesia (n. c. 190) commanded his contingent in person (Just. xxxii. 8, 5; App. Syr. 34). After peace was made (n. c. 189) he repaired to Rome to claim the reward of his loyalty; and the Senate conferred on him the provinces of Lydia, Lydia, and Ionia (with some exceptions), Phrygia, Lycoania, and the Thracian Chersonese (App. Syr. 44; Polyb. xxxii. 7; Liv. xxxviii. 56). His influence at Rome continued uninterrupted till the war with Persia, when he is said to have entertained reasonable correspondence (Liv. xxiv. 24, 25); and after the defeat of Persia (n. c. 167) he was looked upon with suspicion which he vainly endeavored to remove. The exact date of his death is not mentioned, but it must have taken place in n. c. 159.

The large accession of territory which was granted to Eumenes from the former dominions of Antiochus is mentioned 1 Macc. viii. 8, but the present reading of the Greek and Latin texts offers insuperable difficulties. "The Romans gave him," it is said, "the country of India and Media, and Lydia and parts of his (Antiochus) finest countries (ἀπὸ τῶν καλλ. χωρῶν αὐτοῦ)." Various conjectures have been proposed to remove these obvious errors; but though it may be reasonably allowed that Lydia may have stood originally for Media (Ὑπωρεία for Μήδια, Michelle), it is not absolutely easy to explain the origin of χωρῶν τίνων Ἰθιοπίας. It is barely possible that Ἰθιοπίας may have been substituted for Ιουνίας after Μήδια was already established in the text. Other explanations are given by Gresch, Epe. Hiram, Isenbr. De temp. Lib. 1, xvi. 1, p. 56 ff.: but they have little plausibility.

B. F. W.

EU'NATAN (Εὐνατάν; Alex. Εὐνατάν; Εὐνατάμος), 1 Esth. viii. 44. [EUNATAN.] * This form of the name in the A. V. may be a mere misprint for Eumatan, the reading of the Genevan version and the Bishops' Bible.

EUNICE (Εὐνίκη [happily victorious]), mother of Timothes, 2 Tim. i. 5: there spoken of as possessing unfeigned faith: and described in Acts xvi. 1, as a γυνὴ Ιουδαίας πιστῆς.

H. A.

EUNUCH (Ἑνυχός, θαλάσσιος, σπέρμα; variously rendered in the A. V. "eunuch," "officer," and "chamberlain," apparently as though the word intended a class of attendants who were not always mutilated). The original Hebrew word (root Arab. "יאקע) impotens esse ad venenum, Gesen. s. v.) clearly impiles the incapacity which mutilation involves, and perhaps includes all the cases mentioned in Matt. xix. 12, not signifying, as the Greek εὐνοχὸς, an office merely. The law, Deut. xxii. 1 (comp. Lev. xxii. 24), is reparable to thus treating any Israeldite; and Samuel, when describing the arbitrary power of the future king (1 Sam. viii. 15, marg.), mentions οἱ εὐνοχοί, but does not say that he would make "their sons" such. This, if we compare 2 K. xx. 18; Is. xxxix 7, possibly implies that these persons would be foreigners. It was a barbarous custom of the East thus to treat captives (Herod. iii. 49, vi. 32), not only of tender age (when a non-development of beard, and feminine mould of limbs and modulation of voice ensues), but, it should seem, when past puberty, which there occurs at an early age. Physiological considerations lead to the supposition that...
in the latter case a remnant of animal feeding is left: which may explain Deut. xxv. 29 (comp. Juv. vi. 300, and Mart. vii. 67), Philostr. Trav. i. 37; Ter. Eun. iv. 3, 24), where a sexual function, though triteless, is implied. Buse- lequius (I. P. iii. 122, Ox. 1669) seems to ascribe the absence or presence of this to the total or partial character of the mutilation: but modern surgery would rather assign the earlier or later period of the operation as the real explanation. It is total among modern Turks (Tournier, ii. 8, 9, 10, ed. Paris, 1717; bowels a fleur de rote); a precaution against a mixed ignorance and jealousy. The "officer" Potiphar (Gen. xxxvi. 36, xxxvii. 1, marg. "eunuch") was an Egyptian, was married, and was the "captain of the guard:" and in the Assyrian monuments an eunuch often appears, sometimes armed, and in a warlike capacity, or as a scribe, noting the number of heads and amount of spoil, as receiving the prisoners, and even as officiating in religious ceremonies (Layard, Nineveh. ii. 324–5, 334). A blated hairless face and double chine is there their conventional type. Chardin (Voyages en Perse, ii. 283, ed. Amsterdam, 1711) speaks of eunuchs having a harem of their own. If Potiphar had become such by operation for disease, by accident, or even by malice, such a marriage seems, therefore, according to Eastern notions, possible. (See Gresyn on Deut. xxvii. 1, comp. Burekhardt, Trad. i. in Arabi. i. 290.) Nor is it wholly repugnant to that barbarous social standard to think that the prospect of rank, honor, and royal confidence, might even induce parents to thus treat their children at a later age, if they showed an aptness for such preferment. The characteristics as regards beard, voice, &c., might then perhaps be modified, or might gradually follow. The Potiphars of Gen. xlix. 50, whose daughter Joseph married, was "priest of On," and no doubt a different person.

The origin of the practice is ascribed to Semiramis (Ann. Marcell. iv. 6), and is no doubt as early, or nearly so, as eastern despotism itself. Their incapacity, as in the case of nations, is the ground of reliance upon them (Charke's Travels, part ii. § 1, 13; Buseleq. I. P. i. 35). By reason of the mysterious distance at which the sovereign sought to keep his subjects (Herod. i. 90), comp. Esth. iv. 11), and of the malignant jealousy fostered by the deliberate neglect of the courtiers, such wretches, detached from social interests and hopes of issue (especially when, as commonly, and as amongst the Jews, foreigners), the natural slaves of either sex (Esth. iv. 5), and having no prospect in rebellion save the chance of masters, were the fittest props of a government resting on a servile relation, the most complete ēgrava éμανθαι of its despotism or its lust, the surest blot seen in the history of the ancient monarchs (Xenoph. Cyrop. vi. 5; § 13; Herod. viii. 165) of the monarch's person, and the sole confidential witnesses of his unguarded or malignanted moments.

Hence they have in all ages frequently risen to high offices of trust. Thus the "chief" or one of the cupbearers of the court of Nebuchadnezzar was as being near his person, though their inferior agents need not have been so (Gen. xl. 1). The complete assimilation of the kingdom of Israel, and latterly of Judah, to the neighboring models of despotism, is traceable in the rank and prominence of eunuchs (2 K. viii. 6, ix. 32, xiii. 11, xiv. 19; Is. lvi. 4, 14; Jer. xxix. 2, xxxiv. 19, xxxviii. 7, xii. 16, li. 25). They mostly appear in one of two relations, either military as "set over the men of war," greater trustworthiness possibly counterbalancing inferior courage and military vigor, or associated, as we mostly recognize them, with women and children. We find the Assyrian Rab-Sar, or chief eunuch (2 K. xviii. 17), employed together with other high officials as ambassador. Similarly, in the details of the travels of an embassy sent by the Duke of Holstein (p. 136), we find a eunuch mentioned as sent on occasion of a state-marriage to negotiate, and of another (p. 273) who was the Melecho, or chamberlain of Shah Abbas, who was always near his person, and had his ear (comp. Chardin, iii. 37), and of another, originally a Georgian prisoner, who officiated as supreme judge. Fryer (Travels in India and Persia, 1658) and Chardin (ii. 283) describe them as being the base and ready tools of licentiousness, as tyrannical in human, and pertinacious in the authority which they exercise; Charke (Travels in Europe, &c., part ii. § 1, p. 22), as chafed and ridiculed by those whom it is their office to guard. A great number of them accompany the Shah and his ladies when hunting, and no one is allowed, on pain of death, to come within two leagues of the field, unless the king sends an eunuch for him. So eunuchs ran before the closed carriages of the sultans when advancing, to cut off all to keep at a distance. This illustrates Esth. i. 10, 12, 15, 16, ii, 3, 8, 14.

The moral tendency of this sad condition is well known to be the repression of courage, gentleness, shame, and remorse, the development of malice, and often of melancholy, and a disposition to suicide. The favorable description of them in Xenophon (l. c.) is overcharged, or at least is not confirmed by modern observation. They are not more liable to disease than others, unless of such as often follow the foul vices of which they are the tools.

The operation itself, especially in infancy, is not more dangerous than an ordinary amputation. Chardin (ii. 285) says that only one in four survives; and Cohl Rev. chief physician of the Pasha, states that two thirds die. Burekwardt, therefore (Neb. p. 329), is mistaken, when he says that the operation is only fatal in about two out of a hundred cases.

It is probable that Daniel and his companions were thus treated, in fulfillment of 2 K. xx. 17, 18; Is. xxxix. 7; comp. Dan. i. 3, 7. The court of Herod of course had its eunuchs (Joseph. Ant. xvi.

a The Jewish tradition is, that Joseph was made a eunuch on his first introduction to Potiphar, and yet the tradition of Potiphar's wife, his marriage and the birth of his children, are related subsequently without any explanation. See Targum Pseudo-Jon on Gen. xxxix. 1, xlii 50), and the details given at xxxix. 13.

b Wilkinson (Anc. Egypt. ii. 61) denies the use of eunuchs in Egypt. Herodotus, indeed (vii. 21), con- firms his statement as regards Egyptian monogamy; but if this as a rule applied to the kings, they seem at any rate to have allowed themselves concubines (i. 181). From the general beardless character of Egyptian heads it is not easy to pronounce whether any eunuchs appear in the sculptures or not. The Assyrians. 2 Th. xxii. 1, 1, is remarkable as ascribing eunuchs to the period of David, nor can it be doubted that Solomon's polygamy made them a necessary con- sequence; but in the state they do not seem to have played an important part at this period.
EUPHRATES

EUPHRAITH ( עצמי : Euphrates: Euphrates) is probably a word of Arayan origin, the initial element being 'a', which is in Sanscrit sa, in Zend ha, and in Greek of: and the second element being 'rat', the particle of abundance. The Euphrates is thus "the good and abounding river." It is not improbable that in common parlance the name was soon shortened to its familiar form of Frat, which is almost exactly what the Hebrew iteration expresses. But it is most frequently denoted in the Bible by the term תַּחַל, tanahâh', i.e. "the river," the river of Asia, in grand contrast to the short-lived torrents of Palestine. (For a list of the occurrences of this term, see Stanley, S. & P. App. § 34).

The Euphrates is the largest, the longest, and by far the most important of the rivers of western Asia. It rises from two chief sources in the Armenian mountains, one of them at Domihi, 25 miles N. E. of Erzeroum, and little more than a degree from the Black Sea; the other on the northern slope of the mountain range called Al-Tagh, near the village of Dizvode, not far from Mount Ararat. The former, or Northern Euphrates, has the name Frat from the first, but is known also as the Kura-Su (Black River); the latter, or Southern Euphrates, is not called the Frat but the Murad Chai, yet it is in reality the main river. Both branches flow at first towards the west or southwest, passing through the wildest mountain-districts of Armenia; they meet at Kebben-Maden, nearly in long. 40° E. from Greenwich, having run respectively 400 and 270 miles. Here the stream formed by their combined waters is 120 yards wide, rapid, and very deep: it now flows nearly southward, but in a tortuous course, forcing a way through the ranges of Taurus and Anti-Taurus, and still seeming as if it would empty itself into the Mediterranean; but prevented from so doing by the longitudinal ranges of Amanus and Lebanon, which here run parallel to the Syrian coast, and at no great distance from it: the river at last dissects it from its bed, and in about 280 turns towards the southeast, and proceeds in this direction for above 10,000 miles to its embouchure in the Persian Gulf. The last part of its course, from Hit downwards, is through a low, flat, and alluvial plain, on which it has a tendency to spread and stagnate; above Hit, and from thence to Samocet (Samosata), the country along its banks is for the most part open but hilly; north of Samocet, the stream runs through a narrow valley among high mountain- sius, and is interrupted by numerous rapids. The entire course is calculated at 1780 miles, nearly 650 more than that of the Tigris, and only 200 more of that of the Indus; and of this distance more than two thirds (1200 miles) is navigable for boats, and even, as the expedition of Col. Chesney proved, for small steamers. The width of the river is greatest at the distance of 700 or 800 miles from its mouth—that is to say, from its junction with the Khabour to the village of Weroo. It there averages 400 yards, while lower down, from Weroo to Lamlum, it continually decreases, until at the last named place its width is not more than 12 yards, its depth having at the same time diminished from an average of 18 to one of 12 feet. The causes of this singular phenomenon are the entire lack of tributaries below the Khabour, and the employment of the water in irrigation. The river has also in this part of its course a tendency already noted, to run off and waste itself in marshes, which every year more and more cover the alluvial tract west and south of the stream. From this cause its lower course is continually varying, and it is doubted whether at present, except in the season of the inundation, any portion of the Euphrates water is poured into the Shat-el Arab.

EUNUCH ETHIOPIAN  

[Text content]

EUODIA. [Euodias.]  

EUODIAS [Euodiasa, Steph., fragrant; Euov-  

sia, Ehr. Griseb. Lachm. Tisch., with all the uncial MSS., progr. aios.], a Christian woman at Philippi (Phil. iv. 2). The name, however, is correctly Euodia [as in the Greek vers.], that is, probably Euodiasa [in the Greek vers.], which is mentioned in the following verse by aires and aires.  

H. A.  

* The A. V. in Phil. iv. 3 does not bring out this relation of aires to the previous names. Instead of "help those women which labored," &c., the rendering should be "help them," i.e. the women before mentioned, "which labored," &c. The conjecture that Euodia may be the same woman (not the name) of 2 Tim. iii. 10, where the reader is not a Christian, cannot be proved or disproved. Most of those who recognize an order of deacons or prelates in the primitive church, think that Euodia belonged to that order. [Deaconess.]  

H.

EUPHRATES (및: Euphrates: Euphrates) is probably a word of Arayan origin, the initial element being 'a', which is in Sanscrit in, in Zend ha, and in Greek of; and the second element being rat, the particle of abundance. The Euphrates is thus "the good and abounding river." It is not improbable that in common parlance the name was soon shortened to its familiar form of Frat, which is almost exactly what the Hebrew iteration expresses. But it is most frequently denoted in the Bible by the term תַּחַל, tanahâh', i.e. "the river," the river of Asia, in grand contrast to the short-lived torrents of Palestine. (For a list of the occurrences of this term, see Stanley, S. & P. App. § 34).

The Euphrates is the largest, the longest, and by far the most important of the rivers of western Asia. It rises from two chief sources in the Armenian mountains, one of them at Domihi, 25 miles N. E. of Erzeroum, and little more than a degree from the Black Sea; the other on the northern slope of the mountain range called Al-Tagh, near the village of Dizvode, not far from Mount Ararat. The former, or Northern Euphrates, has the name Frat from the first, but is known also as the Kura-Su (Black River); the latter, or Southern Euphrates, is not called the Frat but the Murad Chai, yet it is in reality the main river. Both branches flow at first towards the west or southwest, passing through the wildest mountain-districts of Armenia; they meet at Kebben-Maden, nearly in long. 40° E. from Greenwich, having run respectively 400 and 270 miles. Here the stream formed by their combined waters is 120 yards wide, rapid, and very deep: it now flows nearly southward, but in a tortuous course, forcing a way through the ranges of Taurus and Anti-Taurus, and still seeming as if it would empty itself into the Mediterranean; but prevented from so doing by the longitudinal ranges of Amanus and Lebanon, which here run parallel to the Syrian coast, and at no great distance from it: the river at last dissects it from its bed, and in about 280 turns towards the southeast, and proceeds in this direction for above 10,000 miles to its embouchure in the Persian Gulf. The last part of its course, from Hit downwards, is through a low, flat, and alluvial plain, on which it has a tendency to spread and stagnate; above Hit, and from thence to Samocet (Samosata), the country along its banks is for the most part open but hilly; north of Samocet, the stream runs through a narrow valley among high mountain-sides, and is interrupted by numerous rapids. The entire course is calculated at 1780 miles, nearly 650 more than that of the Tigris, and only 200 more of that of the Indus; and of this distance more than two thirds (1200 miles) is navigable for boats, and even, as the expedition of Col. Chesney proved, for small steamers. The width of the river is greatest at the distance of 700 or 800 miles from its mouth—that is to say, from its junction with the Khabour to the village of Weroo. It there averages 400 yards, while lower down, from Weroo to Lamlum, it continually decreases, until at the last named place its width is not more than 12 yards, its depth having at the same time diminished from an average of 18 to one of 12 feet. The causes of this singular phenomenon are the entire lack of tributaries below the Khabour, and the employment of the water in irrigation. The river has also in this part of its course a tendency already noted, to run off and waste itself in marshes, which every year more and more cover the alluvial tract west and south of the stream. From this cause its lower course is continually varying, and it is doubted whether at present, except in the season of the inundation, any portion of the Euphrates water is poured into the Shat-el Arab.
EUPHRATES

The annual inundation of the Euphrates is caused by the melting of the snows in the Armenian highlands. It occurs in the month of May. The rise of the Tigris is earlier, since it drains the southern flank of the great Armenian chain. The Tigris, scarcely ever overflows (Hodgkin), but the Euphrates inundates large tracts on both sides of its course from Hit downwards. The great hydraulic works ascribed to Nebuchadnezzar (Abyden, Fr. 82) had for their great object to control the inundation by turning the waters through sluices into canals, prepared for them, and distributing them in channels over a wide extent of country.

The Euphrates has at all times been of some importance as furnishing a line of traffic between the East and the West. Herodotus speaks of persons, probably merchants, using it regularly on their passage from the Mediterranean to Babylon (Horal. i. 185). He also describes the boats which were in use upon the stream (i. 194) — and mentions that their principal freight was wine, which he seems to have thought was furnished by Armenia. It was, however, more probably Syrian, as Armenia is too small for the vine. Boats such as he describes, of wicker work, and seated with bitumen, or sometimes covered with skins, still abound on the river.

Alexander appears to have brought to Babylon by the Euphrates vessels of considerable size, which he had made in Cyprus and Phœnicia. They were so constructed that they could take to pieces, and were thus carried piece-meal to Tharsacus, where they were put together and harnessed (Aristol. ap. Strab. xvi. 1, § 11). The disadvantage of the route was the difficulty of conveying return cargoes against the current. According to Herodotus the boats which descended the river were broken to pieces and sold at Babylon, and the owners returned on foot to Armenia, taking with them only the skins (i. 194). Aristophanes, however related (ap. Strab. xvi. 3, § 3) that the Gerriones ascended the river in their rafts not only to Babylon, but to Tharsacus, whence they carried their wares on foot in all directions. The spices and other products of Arabia formed their principal merchandise. On the whole there are sufficient grounds for believing that the Babylonian and Persian periods this route was made use of by the merchants of various nations, and that by it the East and West continually interchanged their most important products. (See Layard's Nineveh and Babylon, pp. 536-37.)

The Euphrates is first mentioned in Scripture as one of the four rivers of Eden (Gen. ii. 14). Its celebrity is there sufficiently indicated by the absence of any explanatory phrase such as accompanies the names of the other streams. We next hear of it in the covenant made with Abraham (Gen. xlv. 18), where the whole country from the great river, the river Euphrates, to the river of Egypt is promised to the chosen race. In Deuteronomy and Joshua we find that this promise was borne in mind at the time of the settlement in Canaan (Deut. i. 7, xi. 21; Josh. i. 4); and from an important passage in the best text of Chronicles (iv. 6) it appears that the tribe of Reuben did actually extend itself to the Euphrates in the times inferior to Saul (1 Chr. v. 9). Here they came in contact with the Hagarites, who appear upon the middle Euphrates in the Assyrian inscriptions of the later empire. It is David, however, who seems for the first time to have entered on the full enjoyment of the promise, by the victories which he gained over Hadadezer, king of Zobah, and his allies, the Syrians of Damascus (2 Sam. viii. 3-5; 1 Chr. xviii. 3). The object of his expedition was "to recover his borders," and "to establish his dominion by the river Euphrates;" and in this object he appears to have been altogether successful: in somuch that Solomon, his son, who was not a man of war, but only inherited his father’s dominions, is said to have "reigned over all kingdoms from the river i.e. the Euphrates) unto the land of the Philistines and unto the border of Egypt" (1 K. iv. 21; compare 2 Chr. ix. 26). Thus during the reigns of David and Solomon the dominion of Israel actually attained to the full extent both ways of the original promise, the Euphrates forming the boundary of their empire to the northeast, and the river of Egypt (orveces. Egyptii) to the southwest. This wide-spread dominion was lost upon the disruption of the empire under Rehoboam; and no more is heard in Scripture of the Euphrates until the expedition of Necho against the Babylonians in the reign of Josiah. The "Great River" had meanwhile served for some time as a boundary between Assyria and the country of the Hitites (see Assyria), but had been repeatedly crossed by the armies of the Ninevite kings, who gradually established their sway over the countries upon its right bank. The Euphrates was always difficult; and at the point where certain natural facilities fixed the ordinary passage, the strong fort of Carchemish had been built, probably in very early times, to command the position. (See Assur.)

Hence, when Necho determined to attempt the permanent conquest of Syria, his march was directed upon "Carchemish by Euphrates" (2 Chr. xxxv. 29), which he captured and held, thus extending the dominion of Egypt to the Euphrates, and renewing the old glories of the Kassite kings. His triumph, however, was short-lived. Three years afterwards the Babylonians—who had inherited the Assyrian dominion in these parts—made an expedition under Nebuchadnezzar against Necho, defeated his army, "which was by the river Euphrates in Carchemish" (Jer. xvi. 2), and recovered all Syria and Palestine. Then the king of Egypt, surveying no more out of his kingdom, that of Babylon had taken from the river of Egypt unto the river Euphrates all that pertained to the king of Egypt (2 K. xxiv. 7).

These are the chief events which Scripture distinctly connects with the "Great River." It is probably included among the "rivers of Babylon," by the side of which the Jewish captives are remembered Zion and exilis (Ps. cxxxvii. 1); and no doubt is glanced at in the threats of Jeremiah against the Chaldean waters and "springs," upon which there is to be a "drought," that shall "dry them up" (Jer. i. 38; li. 36). The fulfillment of these prophecies has been noticed under the head of Chaldea. The river still brings down as much water as of old, but the precious element is wasted by the neglect of man; the various water-courses which it formerly fed have been converted to use; the main channel has shrunk; and the water stagnates in unwholesome marshes.

It is remarkable that Scripture contains no clear and distinct reference to that striking occasion when, according to profane historians (Heral. i. 194; Xen. Cyrop. v. 5), the Euphrates was turned against its mistress, and used to effect the ruin of Babylon. The brevity of Daniel (v. 30-31) is per...
EUPOLEMSUS

EVANGELIST

R. N., observes, in his remarks on the Archipelago, that "it is always safe to anchor under the lee of an island with a northerly wind, as it dies away gradually, but it would be extremely dangerous with southerly winds, as they almost invariably shift to a violent northerly wind" (Purdy's Sailing Directory, pt. ii. p. 61). The long duration of the gale ("the fourteenth night," 27), the overclouded state of the sky ("neither sun nor stars appearing," 20), and even the heavy rain which concluded the storm (voty òmmp, xxviii. 2) could easily be matched with parallel instances in the voyages of Odysseus and Shipwreck, p. 144: Life and Epip. p. 412)

We have seen that the wind was more or less northerly. The context gives us full materials for determining its direction with great exactitude. The vessel was driven from the coast of Crete to CLAUDA (xxvii. 18), and apprehension was felt that she would be driven into the African Syrtis (ver. 17). Combining these two circumstances with the fact that she was less than half way from Fair Havens to Phoenice when the storm began (ver. 14), we come to the conclusion that it came from the N. E. or E. N. E. This is quite in harmony with the natural sense of Εὐσκόλιον (Europicli, Vulg.), which is regarded as the true reading by Bentley, and is found in some of the best MSS.; but we are disposed to adhere to the received Text, especially as it is the more difficult reading and the phrase used by St. Luke (Σημανία εὐσκόλιον) seems to point to some peculiar word in use among the sailors. Dean Alford thinks that the true name of the wind was εὐσκόλιον, but that the Greek sailors, not understanding the Latin termination, corrupted the word into εὐσκόλιον, and that so St. Luke wrote it. [WINDS.]

J. S. H.

EUTYCHUS (Εὐτυχος [Fortunate]), a youth at Troas (Acts xx. 9), who sitting in a window, and having fallen asleep while St. Paul was discussing far into the night, fell from the third story, and being taken up dead, was miraculously restored to life by the Apostle. Paul spoke this discourse, θυρίαν κεπρώσες, and the proceedings of St. Paul with the body (cf. 2 K. iv. 34), forbid us for moment to entertain the view of De Wette, Meyer and Olshausen, who suppose that animation was merely suspended.

H. A.

* In his later editions (Apostelgeschichte, 1854 and 1861), Meyer discards his earlier opinion, and declares fully that Eutychus was killed by the fall, and hence was restored to life by a miracle. We may add that the window, out of which the sleeper fell, projected (according to the side of the house where the window was) either over the street or over the interior court; and hence, in either case, he fell from "the third story" upon the hard earth or pavement below. The lamentation of those present (θυρίαν κεπρώσες, and see Mark v. 38) shows that they considered him dead, which is also the antithesis suggested by ἄνωτα in ver. 12.

H.

EVANGELIST. The constitution of the Apostolic Church included an order or body of men known as Evangelists. The absence of any detailed account of the organization and practical working of the church of the first century leaves us in some uncertainty as to their functions and positions.

The meaning of the name, "εὐαγγελισταῖς," seems common to the work of the Christian ministry generally, yet in Eph. iv. 11 the εὐαγγελισταῖ οὖν appear on the one hand after

H. 50

* On the force of κατ', see addition under Cæsar.
EVIDENCE

EVANGELIST or have on (n3r7!2i^ a systematic nuous, mighty immediate that fore exercises up^he the pressed of And rather ist." might pel probably St. longe longer connected with who interpreted. Paul's connected with those who have written the city, was gained among the preaching, which were brought to him to be named, the Lord God caused a deep sleep to fall upon him, and took one of his ribs from him, which he fashioned into a woman, and brought her to the man. Various explanations of this narrative have been offered. Perhaps that which we are chiefly intended to learn from it is the foundation upon which the union between man and wife is built, namely, identity of nature and oneness of origin.

Through the subtlety of the serpent, Eve was beguiled into a violation of the one commandment which had been imposed upon her and Adam. She took of the fruit of the forbidden tree and gave it her husband (comp. 2 Tim. ii. 13, 14). [ADAM.] The different aspects under which Eve regarded her mission as a mother are seen in the names of her sons. At the birth of the first she said "I have gotten a man from the Lord," ["with Jehovah," i. e. his aid?] or perhaps, "I have gotten a man, even the Lord," mistaking him for the Redeemer. When the second was born, finding her hopes frustrated, she named him Abel, or vanity. [Abel.] When his brother had slain him, and she again bore a son, she called his name Seth, and the joy of a mother seemed to outweigh the sense of the vanity of life; "For God," said she, "hath appointed me another seed instead of Abel, for Cain slew him." The Scripture account of Eve closes with the birth of Seth. S. L.

EVI ("S [chei]: Evi; [Vat. Evii, and so Alex. in Nurn.] evi, Horun), one of the five kings of Midian, slain by the Israelites in the war after the matter of Zal-peon, and whose lands were afterwards allotted to Reuben (Num. xxxi. 8; Josh. xiii. 21). [MIDIAN.] E. S. P.

* EVIDENCE (Jer. xxxii. 10 ff.) means "[11] of sale" (f&Uz(wp), mentioned repeatedly in
EVIL-MERODAC

H. (excellent") and the vineyard, and "fields and vineyards should again be possessed in the land" (Jer. xxiii. 15). II.

EVIL-MERODAC (Ειλαμαρδαχ)  Ενιαυεοεξάκενος [Val. -εξάκενος, [Alex. Εγιαμαρδαχ, Ωφαωαοεξάκενος; F.A. in Jer. Ωφαωαοεξάκενος Ωφαωαααδάχανεν: Abid., Αμιαμαρδαχ,os: Be- rons Ενιαμαρδαχ,os, Ευλαμαρδαχ,os) according to Berossus and Abydenus, was the son and successor of Nebuchadnezzar. We learn from the second book of Kings (2 K. xxv. 27) and from Jeremiah (Jer. lii. 31), that in the first year of his reign this king had compassion upon his father's enemy, Jehoiachin, and released him from prison where he had languished for thirty-seven years, "spake kindly to him," and gave him a portion at his table for the rest of his life. He reigned but a short term, hav- ing ascended the throne on the death of Nebuchad- nezzar in B. c. 561, and being himself succeeded by Neriglissar in B. c. 559. (See the Canon of Polyeon, given under BABYLON.) He thus ap- pears to have reigned but two years, which is the time assigned to him by Abydenus (Fl. b) and Berossus (Fl. 2). At the end of this brief space, Evil-Merodach was murdered by Neriglissar [NERI- GAL-SHAREZER] — a Babylonian noble married to his sister — who then seized the crown. Accord- ing to Berossus, Evil-Merodach provoked his fate by lawless government and intemperance. Perhaps the departure from the policy of his father, and the substitution of mild for severe measures, may have been viewed in this light. G. H.

* EVIL SPIRIT. [DEMON.]

* EXCELLENCY OF CARMEL. Is. xxv. 2. [CARMEL, especially note, p. 389, Amer. ed.]

* EXCELLENT, after the Latin excellens, has its older sense of "surpassing," "transcend- ent," in Dan. ii. 31 ["brightness . . . excellent"] and Num. xiv. 17 ["excellent glorious"). In con- formity with that usage, we find the like expression of "a grand excellent tyrant," and Taylor of "excellent pain." "Most excellent" (κρατίστος) as applied to Theophilus, Luke i. 3, and to Felix, Acts xxiii. 26, is unquestionably a title of rank or office. It is the same Greek term that the A. V. renders "noble" as applied to Felix, Acts xxiv. 3, and to Festus, Acts xxv. 23. [THEOPHILUS.] H.

* EXCHANGERS. [MONEY-CHANGERS.]

EXCOMMUNICATION (ἀφρομᾶς: ex- communicatio.) Excommunication is a power, founded upon a right inherent in all religious so- cieties, and is analogous to the powers of capital punishment, banishment, and exclusion from mem- bership, which are exercised by political and mu- nicipal bodies. If Christianity is merely a philosoph- ical idea thrown into the world to do battle with other theories, and to be valued according as it maintains its ground or not in the conflict of opin- ions, excommunication and ecclesiastical punish- ment and penitential discipline are unreasonable, if a society has been instituted for maintaining any body of doctrine and any code of morals, they are necessary to the existence of that society. That the Christian church is an organized polity, a spir- itual "kingdom of God" on earth, is the declara-

tion of the Bible [CHURCH]; and that the Jewish church was at once a spiritual and a temporal or- ganization is clear.

I. Jewish Excommunication. — The Jewish sys- tem of excommunication was threefold. For a first offense a delinquent was subjected to the penalty of ἅδη (Nokhit). Rambam (quoted by Lightfoot, Hore Hebroticia on 1 Cor. v. 5), Morinus (De. Penitentia, iv. 27), and Buxtorf (Lexicon, s. v. ἅδη) enumerate the twenty-four offenses for which it was inflicted. They are various, and range in severity from the offense of keeping a fierce dog to that of taking God's name in vain. Elsewhere (Bub. Moed Koton, fol. 16, 1) the causes of its infliction are reduced to two, termed money and epigraph, by which is meant debt and wanton in- solence. The offender was first cited to appear in court, and if he refused to appear or to make amends, his sentence was pronounced — "Let M. or N. be under excommunication." The excommunicated person was prohibited the use of the bath, or of the razor, or of the convivial table; and all who had to do with him were commanded to keep him at four cubits' distance. He was allowed to go to the Temple, but not to make the circuit in the ordi- nary manner. The term of this punishment was thirty days; and it was extended to a second, and to a third thirty days when necessary. If at the end of that time the offender was still contum- cious, he was subjected to the second excommuni- cation, termed ἡδη (cherev), a word meaning something devoted to God (Lev. xxvii. 21, 28; Ex. xxii. 20 [19]; Num. xiii. 14). Severe penalties were now attached. The offender was not allowed to teach or to be taught in company with others, to hire or to be hired, nor to perform any commercial transactions beyond purchasing the necessities of life. The sentence was delivered by a court of ten, and was accompanied by a solemn malediction, for which authority was supposed to be found in the "Curse ye Meroz" of Judg. v. 23. Lastly followed ὑδή (Shammuth), which was an entire cut- ting off from the congregation. It has been sup- posed by some that these two latter forms of excom- municiation were undistinguishable from each other. The punishment of excommunication is not ap- pointed by the Law of Moses. It is founded on the natural right of self-protection which all societ- es enjoy. The case of Korah, Dathan, and Abi- ram (Num. xvi.), the curse denounced on Meroz (Judg. v. 23), the commission and proclamation of Ezra (vii. 26, x. 8), and the reformation of Nehe- mish (xii. 33), are appealed to by the Talmudists as precedents by which their proceedings are regu- lated. In respect to the principle involved, the cutting off from the people" was commanded for cer- tain sins (Ex. xxx. 33, 38, xxxi. 14; Lev. xvii. 4), and the exclusion from the camp denounced on the lepers (Lev. xiii. 46; Num. xii. 14) are more ap- proximate.

In the New Testament, Jewish excommunication is brought prominently before us in the case of the man that was born blind and restored to sight (John ix.). "The Jews had agreed already that if any man did confess that he was Christ, he should be put out of the synagogue. Therefore said his par- ents, 'He is of age; ask him' (xxxii. 22, 23). "And they cast him out. Jesus heard that they had cast him out" (34, 35). The expressions here used,
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Concerning him that hath so done this deed, is the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, when ye are gathered together, and my spirit, with the power of our Lord Jesus Christ, to deliver such an one unto Satan for the destruction of the flesh, that the spirit may be saved in the day of the Lord Jesus.” (1 Tim. v. 20). This is the clearer case that of Hymenaeus and Alexander; “Holding faith and a good conscience; some having put away concerning faith have made shipwreck: of whom is Hymenaeus and Alexander; whom I have delivered unto Satan, that they may learn not to blaspheme (1 Tim. i. 19, 20). It seems certain that these persons were excommunicated, the first for immorality, others for heresy. What is the full meaning of the expression, “deliver unto Satan,” is doubtful. All agree that excommunication is contained in it, but whether it implies any further punishment, inflicted by the extraordinary powers committed especially to the Apostles, has been questioned. The strongest argument for the phrase meaning no more than excommunication may be drawn from a comparison of Col. i. 13, “Addressing himself to the saints and faithful brethren in Christ which are at Coloss,” St. Paul exhorts them to “giving thanks unto the Father which hath made us meet to be partakers of the inheritance of the saints in light: who hath delivered us from the power of darkness, and hath translated us into the kingdom of his dear Son: in whom we have redemption through his blood, even the forgiveness of sins.” The conception of the Apostle here is of men lying in the realm of darkness, and transported from thence into the kingdom of the Son of God, which is the inheritance of the saints in light, by admission into the church. What he means by the power of darkness is abundantly clear from many other passages in his writings, of which it will be sufficient to quote Eph. vi. 12: “Put on the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil; for we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places against the principalities and powers in the heavenly places.” The church is therefore, in St. Paul’s mind, a translation from the kingdom and power of Satan to the kingdom and government of Christ. This being so, he could hardly more naturally describe the effect of excluding a man from the church than by the words, “deliver him unto Satan,” the idea being, that the man, ceasing to be a subject of Christ’s kingdom of light, was at once transported out of the kingdom of darkness, and delivered therefore into the power of its ruler, Satan. This interpretation is strongly confirmed by the terms in which St. Paul describes the commission which he received from the Lord Jesus Christ, when he was sent to the Gentiles: “To open their eyes, and to turn them from darkness to light, and from the power of Satan unto God, that they may receive forgiveness of sins, and inheritance among them which are sanctified by faith that is in me” (Acts xxvi. 18). Here again the act of being placed in Christ’s kingdom, the church is

In 1936 is another remarkable specimen of curing in the name of religion. It has been recently published in the Supplement to the Works of Spinoza (containing his hetero inedited treatises) p. 202 (Amst. 1922) A.
pronounced to be a translation from darkness to light, from the power of Satan unto God. Conversely, to be excommunicated (the church would be) to be removed from light to darkness, to be withdrawn from God's government, and delivered into the power of Satan (so Balsamon and Zonaras, in Basil. Con. 7; Estius, in 1 Cor. v.; Beveridge, in Comm. Apost. x.). If, however, the expression means more than excommunication, it would imply the additional exercise of a special apostolical power, similar to that exerted on Ananias and Saphira (Acts v. 1), Simon Magus (viii. 20), and Elymas (Acts xii. 12), and thereby to confirm Augustine, Hammond, Grotius, Lightfoot.

Apostolic Precept. — In addition to the claim to exercise discipline, and its actual exercise in the form of excommunication, by the Apostles, we find apostolic precepts directing that discipline should be exercised by the rulers of the church, and that in some cases excommunication should be resorted to: "If any man obey not our word by this epistle, note that man and his house, and say unto him, that he may be ashamed. Yet count him not as an enemy, but admonish him as a brother," writes St. Paul to the Thessalonians (2 Thess. iii. 14). To the Romans: "Mark them which cause divisions and offenses contrary to the doctrine which ye have heard, and avoid them" (Rom. xvi. 17). To the Galatians: "I would they were even cut off that trouble you" (Gal. v. 12). To Timothy: "If any man teach otherwise, . . . from such withdraw thyself" (1 Tim. vi. 2). To Titus he uses a still stronger expression: "A man that is an heretic, after the first and second adjournment, reject" (Tit. iii. 10). St. John instructs the lady to whom he addresses his second epistle, not to receive into her house, nor bid God speed to any who did not believe in Christ (2 John 10); and we read that in the case of Cerinthus he acted himself on the precept that he had given (Euseb. H. E. iii. 28). In his third epistle he describes Diotrephes, apparently a Judaising presbyter, "who loved to have the preeminence," as "casting out of the church," i. e. refusing church communion to, the stranger brethren who were travelling about preaching to the Gentiles (3 John 10). In the addresses to the Seven Churches, the angels or rulers of the Church of Pergamos and of Thyatira are rebuked for "suffering the Nicolaitans and Balaamites to teach and to seduce my servants to commit fornication, and to eat things sacrificed unto idols" (Rev. ii. 20). There are two passages still more important to our subject. In the Epistle to the Galatians, St. Paul denounces, "Though we, or an angel from heaven, preach any other gospel unto you than that which we have preached unto you, let him be accursed (ἀκαδέμησθαι)". As I said before, so say I now again, If any man preach any other gospel unto you than that ye have received, let him be accursed (ακαδέμησθαι, Gal. l. 8, 9). And in the First Epistle to the Corinthians: "If any man love not the Lord Jesus Christ, let him be Anathema Maran-atha." (1 Cor. xvi. 22). It has been supposed that these two expressions, "let him be Anathema," "let him be Anathema Maran-atha," refer respectively to the two later stages of Jewish excommunication — the cherem and the shammathah. This requires consideration.

The words ακαδέμησθαι and ακαδεμαθαι have evidently the same derivation, and signification; they have the same meaning. They express a person or thing set apart, laid up, or devoted. But whereas a thing may be set apart by way of honor or for destruction, the words, like the Latin "saecur," and the English "devoted," came to have opposite senses — τα ἀδεμαθημένα ἔθνος, and τα ἀδεμαθημένα Θεός. The LXX. and several ecclesiastical writers use the two words almost indiscriminately, but in general the form ακαδέμησθαι is applied to the votive offering (see 2 Macc. ix. 16; Luke xxii. 5; and Chrys. Rom. xvi. in Ep. ad Rom.), and the form ακαδεμαθαι to that which is devoted to evil (see Dent. vii. 20; Josh. vi. 17, viii. 13). Thus St. Paul declares that he would wish himself an άκαδεμαθαι from Christ if he could have been (Rom. ix. 3). His meaning is that he would be willing to be set apart as a vile thing, to be cast aside and destroyed, if only it could bring about the salvation of his brethren. Hence we see the force of ακαδέμησθαι in Gal. i. 8. "Have nothing to do with him," would be the Apostle's injunction, "but let him be set apart as an evil thing, for God to deal with him as he thinks fit." Hammond (in loc.) paraphrases it as thus: "You are to disclaim and renounce all communion with him, to look on him as an excommunicated person, under the second degree of excommunication, that none is to have any commerce with in sacred things." Hence it is that ακαδεμαθαι came to be the common expression employed by Councils at the termination of each canon which they enacted, meaning that whoever was disobedient to the canon was to be separated from the communion of the church and its privileges, and from the favor of God, until he repented (see Bingham, Ant. xvi. 2, 16).

The expression ἀκαδεμαθαι μαραναθαι, as it stands by itself without explanation in 1 Cor. xvi. 22, is so peculiar, that it has tempted a number of ingenious expositions. Parkhurst hazily derives it from ἄκηδεμησθαι, "Cursed be thou." But this derivation is not tenable. Buxtorf, Morinus, Hammond, Bingham, and others identify it with the Jewish shammathah. They thus saw it as meaning ἀκαδεμαθαι μαραναθαι, "The Lord comes." But shammathah cannot be made to mean "The Lord comes" (see Lightfoot, in loc.). Several fanciful derivations are given by Rabbinical writers, as "There is death," "There is desolation;" but there is no mention by them of such a signification as "The Lord comes." Lightfoot derives it from ἄκηδεμησθαι, and it probably means a thing excluded or shut out. Maranatha, however peculiar its use in the text may seem to us, is a Syro-Chaldean expression, signifying "The Lord is come" (Chrysostom, Jerome, Estius, Lightfoot), or "The Lord cometh." If we take the former meaning, we may regard it as giving the reason why the offender was to be anathematized; if the latter, it would either imply that the separation was to be in perpetuity, "dence Dominus repleat," (Augustine), or, more properly, it would be a form of solemn appeal to the day on which the judgment should be ratified by the Lord (comp. Jude 14). In any case, it is a strengthened form of the simple ἀκαδέμησθαι. And thus it may be regarded as holding towards it a similar relation to that which existed between the shammathah and the cherem, but not on any supposed ground of etymological identity between the two words shammathah and maranatha, for we could thereby save the Jews the reason why we more strongly between ἀκαδέμησθαι and μαραναθαι, and read ἄκηδεμησθαι μαραναθαι, i. e. "Let him be
The Lord will come. The anathema and the cherem answer very exactly to each other (see Lev. xxvi. 28; Num. xxxi. 3; Is. xliii. 28).

EXODUS

1 Excommunication

The Hebrew telcchah describes in the first instance the office of executioner, and secondarily, the general duties of the body-guard of a monarch. Thus Potiphar was "captain of the executioners" (Gen. xxxviii. 36; see margin), and had his official residence at the public jail (Gen. xl. 3). Nebuzaran- dan (2 K. xxv. 8; Jer. xxxix. 9) and Arioch (Dan. ii. 14) held the same office. That "captain of the guard" himself occasionally performed the duty of an executioner appears from 1 K. ii. 25, 34. Nevertheless the post was one of high dignity, and something beyond the present position of the scribe of modern Egypt (comp. Lukan, i. 165), with which Wilkinson (ii. 45) compares it. It is still not unusual for officers of high rank to inflict corporal punishment with their own hands (Wilkinson, ii. 45). The LXX. takes the word in its original sense (cf. 1 Sam. ix. 29), and terms Potiphar "chief executioner" (ἀνακολούθωρας).

The Greek σταυροδοτης (Mark vi. 27) is borrowed from the Latin speculatix; originally a military spy or scout, but under the emperors transferred to the body-guard, from the vigilance which their office demanded (Tac. Hist. ii. 11; Suet. Claud. 35).

EXILE [Captivevt.]

EXITUS (ἦθος ἐξουδος) being the first words of the book, or ahdh. ἐξουδος; in the Mas- tora to Gen. xxxv. 8 called ἀνακολοθος, see Buxt. Lex. Tol. col. 1422: ἐξουδος: ἐξοδος; the second book of the Law or Pentateuch.

A. Contents. — The book may be divided into two principal parts. i. Historical, i. 1—xxvi. 27; and ii. Legislative, xix. 1—xl. 38. The former of these may be subdivided into (1) the preparation for the deliverance of Israel from their bondage in Egypt; (2) the accomplishment of that deliverance.

B. (1.) The first section (i. 1—xii. 30) contains an account of the following particulars: The great increase of Jacob's posterity in the land of Egypt, and their oppression under a new dynasty which occupied the throne after the death of Joseph.
ch. 791 EXODUS 791

The Numch,ious get three 38). with Ciod's hands the book the instructions enant 40-51 in departure the sanctification of the first-born (xxii. 37-xxxii. 16); the march to the Red Sea, the passage through it, and the destruction of Pharaoh and his host in the midst of the sea, together with Moses' song of triumph on the occasion (xiii. 17-xxv. 21); (6) the principal events on the journey from the Red Sea to Sinai, the bitter waters at Marah, the giving of quails and of the manna, the observance of the Sabbath, the miraculous supply of water from the rock at Rephidim, and the battle there with the Amalekites (xxv. 22-xvii. 16); the arrival of Jethro in the Israelitish camp, and his advice to the civil government of the people (xxvii.).

11. The solemn establishment of the Theocracy on Mount Sinai. The people are set apart to God as "a kingdom of priests and an holy nation" (xix. 6); the ten commandments are given, and the laws which are to regulate the social life of the people are enacted (xxxi. 1-xxvii. 19): an Angel is promised as their guide to the Promised Land, and the covenant between God and Moses, Nadab and Abihu, and seventy elders, as the representatives of the people, is most solemnly ratified (xxiii. 20-xxiv. 18); instructions are given respecting the tabernacle, the ark, the mercy-seat, the altar of burnt-offering, the separation of Aaron and his sons for the priest's office, the vestments which they are to wear, the ceremonies to be observed at their consecration, the altar of incense, the haver, the holy oil, the selection of Bezaleel and Ahohib for the work of the tabernacle, the observance of the Sabbath, and the delivery of the two tables of the Law into the hands of Moses (xxv. 1-xxvi. 18); the sin of the people in the matter of the golden calf, their rejection in consequence, and their restoration to God's favor at the intercession of Moses (xxxii. 1-xxxiv. 35); lastly, the construction of the tabernacle, and all pertaining to its service in accordance with the injunctions previously given (xxxi-xl. 38).

This book, in short, gives a sketch of the early history of Israel as a nation: and the history has three clearly marked stages. First we see a nation enslaved; next a nation redeemed; lastly a nation set apart, and through the blending of its religious and political life consecrated to the service of God.

B. Integrity. According to von Lengerke (Ks- man, xxxix., xc.) the following portions of the book belong to the original or Elohist document: Chap. i. 1-14, ii. 20-25, vi. 2-7, vii. 1-28, 37, 38, 40; ix. 1, xx., xxx., xxxv.-xxxv. Stibbein (Crit. Untersc. and De Wette (Einleitung) agree in the main with this di-

vision. Knobel [1857], the most recent writer on the subject, in the introduction to his commentary on Exodus and Leviticus, has sifted these books still more carefully, and with regard to many passages has formed a different judgment. He assigns to the Elohist: i. 1-7, 13, 14, ii. 23-25 from בְּנֵי-יִשְׂרָאֵל, vi. 2-vii. 7 (except vi. 8), vili. 8-13, 19-22, viii. 1-3. 11 from בָּנָי, and 12-15, ix. 8-12 and 33, xii. 9,10, xii. 1-23, 28, 37 a, 40-42, 43-51, xili. 1, 2, 29, xiv. 1-4, 8, 9, 15-18 (except in ver. 15, and in ver. 16), 21-23, and 26-29 (except 27 from בְּנֵי-יִשְׂרָאֵל), xv. 10, 22, 23, 37, xvi. 1, 2, 9-26, 31-36, xvii. 1, xiv. 2 a, xxv. 11. 12-17 in the main: xxv. 1-38.

A mere comparison of the two lists of passages selected by these different writers as belonging to the original document is sufficient to show how very uncertain all such critical processes must be. The first, that of von Lengerke, is open to many objections, and has not been accepted by H. A. Brink (Eid. in der Pent. § 117), Banke, and others. Thus, for instance, chap. vi. 6, which all agree in regarding as Elohistic, speaks of "great judgments" (כִּסְפָּדִים in the plur.), whereas with God would redeem Israel, and yet not a word is said of these in the so-called original document. Again xii. 12, 24, 27 contains the announcement of the destruction of the first-born of Egypt, but the fulfillment of the threat is to be found, according to the critics, only in the later Jehovistic additions. Hupfeld has tried to evade this difficulty by supposing that the original documents did contain an account of the slaying of the first-born, as the institution of the Passover in xii. 12, &c. has clearly a reference to it: only he will not allow that the story as it now stands is that account. But even then the difficulty is only partially removed, for thus one judgment only is mentioned, not many (vi. 6). Knobel has done his best to olivate this glaring inconsistency. Feeding no doubt that the ground taken by his predecessors was not tenable, he retains as a part of the original work much which they had rejected. It is especially worthy of notice that he considers some at least of the miraculous portions of the story to belong to the older document, and so accounts for the expression in vi. 6. The changing of Aaron's rod into a serpent, of the waters of the Nile into blood, the plague of frogs, of mosquitoes (A. V. lice), and of boils, and the destruction of the first-born, are, according to Knobel, Elohistic. He points out what he considers here links of connection, and a regular sequence in the narrative. He bids us observe that Jehovah always addresses Moses, and that Moses directs Aaron how to act. The miracles, then, are arranged in order of importance: first there is the sign which serves to accredit the mission of Aaron; next follow three plagues, which, however, do not touch men, and these are sent through the instrumentality of Aaron; the fourth plague is a plague upon man, and here Moses takes the most prominent part; the fifth and last is accomplished by Jehovah himself. Thus the miracles increase in intensity as they go on. The agents likewise rise in dignity. If Aaron with his rod of might begins the work, then Jehovah gives way afterwards to his greater brother, whilst, for the last act of redemption Jehovah employs no human agency, but himself with
Exodus

A mighty hand and out-stretched arm effects the deliverance of his people. The passages thus selected have not doubt a sort of connection, but it is in the highest degree arbitrary to conclude that because portions of a work may be omitted without seriously disturbing the sense, those portions do not belong to the original work, but must be regarded as subsequent emendations and additions.

Again, all agree in assigning chap. iii. and iv. to the Jehovist. The call of Moses, as there described, is said to be merely the Jehovistic parallel to vi. 2—vii. 1. Yet it seems improbable that the Jehovist should introduce Moses with the bare words, "And God spoke to Moses." vi. 2, without a single word as to the previous history of so remarkable a man. So argues Havernick, and as it appears to us, not without reason. It will be observed that none of these critical attempts to make the divine names a criterion whereby to distinguish the several documents. Thus in the Jehovistic portion, chap. i. 15—22, De Wette is obliged to remark, with a sort of uneasy candor, "but vi. 17, 20, Elohists (?)" and again, chap. iii. 4, 6, 11—15 "here seven times Elohists."

In other places there is the same difficulty as in chap. xiv. 17, 19, which Stiithelin, as well as Knobel, gives to the Jehovist. In the passages in chaps. vii., viii., ix., which Knobel classes in the earlier record, the name Jehovah occurs throughout. It is obvious, then, that there must be other means of determining the relative antiquity of the different portions of the book, or the attempt to ascertain which are earlier and which are later must entirely fail. Accordingly certain peculiarities of style are supposed to be characteristic of the two documents. Thus, for instance, De Wette (Einz. § 154, S. 183) appeals to the הַרָעָב הָיָֽה אָלֲמָן, inc. i. 7, ii. 17, 41, פֻּלִּיוּ אָלֲמָן, vi. 4, the formula הָרְעָב אָלֲמָן, xxv. 1, xxx. 11, &e., פַּלִּיוּ אָלֲמָן, vi. 20, vii. 4, xii. 17, 41, 51; הַרְעָב הָיָֽה אָלֲמָן, xii. 6, xxix. 41, xxx. 8, and other expressions, as decisive of the Elohist. Stiithelin also proposes on very similar grounds to separate the first from the second legislation.

"Wherever," he says, "I find mention of a pillar of fire, or of a cloud, Ex. xxvii. 9, 10, or an Angel of Jehovah, as Ex. xxiv., xxvii., or the phrase glowing with milk and honey, as Ex. xiii. 5, xxxii. 3—5, where mention is made of a coming down of God, as Ex. xiv., xxiv. 5, or where the Canaanite nations are numbered, or the tabernacle supposed to be without the camp, Ex. xxxiii. 7, I feel tolerably certain that I am reading the words of the author of the second legislation (i.e. the Jehovist). But these nice critical distinctions are very precarious, especially in a stereotyped language like the Hebrew.

Unfortunately, too, dogmatical prepossessions have been allowed some share in the controversy. De Wette and his school chose to set down everything which savored of a miracle as proof of former authorship. The love of the marvelous, which is all they see in the stories of miracles, according to them could not have existed in an earlier and simpler age. But on their own hypothesis this is a very extraordinary view. For the earlier traditions of a people are not generally the least wonderful, but the reverse. And one cannot, thus, acquit the second writer of a design in embellishing his narrative. However, this is not the place to argue with those who deny the possibility of a miracle, or who make the narration of miracles proof sufficient of later authorship. Into this error Knobel, it is true, has not fallen. By admitting some of the plagues into his Elohistic catalogue, he shows that he is at least free from the dogmatical prejudices of critics like De Wette. But his own critical tests are not conclusive. And the way in which he cuts verses to pieces, as in viii. 11, and xii. 13, 16, 27, where it suits his purpose, is so completely arbitrary, and results so evidently from the stern constraint of a theory, that his labors in this connection are not more satisfactory than those of his predecessors.

On the whole there seems much reason to doubt whether critical acumen will ever be able plausibly to distinguish between the original and the supplement in the book of Exodus. There is nothing indeed forced or improbable in the supposition, either that Moses himself incorporated in his memoirs ancient tradition, whether oral or written, or that a writer later than Moses made use of materials left by the great legislator in a somewhat tattered fragmentary form. There is an occasional abruptness in the narrative, which suggests that this may possibly have been the case, as in the introduction of the genealogy vi. 13—27. The remarks in xi. 3, xxv. 35, 36 lead to the same conclusion. The apparent confusion at xi. 1—3 may be explained by regarding these verses as parenthesis.

We shall give reasons hereafter for concluding that the Pentateuch in its present form was not altogether the work of Moses. [Pentateuch.] For the present it is sufficient to remark, that even admitting the hand of an editor or compiler to be visible in the book of Exodus, it is quite impossible accurately to distinguish the documents from each other, or from his own additions.

C. Credibility.—Almost every historical fact mentioned in Exodus has at some time or other been called in question. But it is certain that all investigation has hitherto tended only to establish the veracity of the narrative. A comparison with other writers and an examination of the monuments confirm, or at least do not contradict, the most material statements of this book. Thus, for instance, Manetho's story of the Hyksos, questionable as much of it is, and differently as it has been interpreted by different writers, points at least to some early connection between the Israelites and the Egyptians, and is corroborative of the fact implied in the Pentateuch that at the time of the Israeliitish sojourn, Egypt was ruled by a foreign dynasty. [Egypt.] Manetho speaks, too, of strangers from the East who occupied the eastern part of Lower Egypt. And his account shows that the Israelites had become a numerous and formidable people. According to Ex. xxvii. 57, the number of men beside women and children who left Egypt was 600,000. This would give for the whole nation about two millions and a half. There is no doubt some difficulty in accounting for this immense increase, if we suppose (as on many accounts seems probable) that the actual residence of the children of Israel was only 215 years. We must remember, indeed, that the number who went into Egypt with Jacob was considerably more than three thousand and ten souls. [Pentateuch]; yet we must also take into account the extraordinary fruitfulness of Egypt (concerning which all writers are agreed).

and especially of that part of it in which the Israelites dwelt. Still it would be more satisfactory if we could allow 400 years for the increase of the nation rather than any shorter period.

According to de Wette, the story of Moses' birth is mythical, and arises from an attempt to account etymologically for his name. But the beautiful simplicity of the narrative places it far above the stories of Romulus, Cyrus, and Semiramis, with which it has been compared (Knobel, p. 14).

As regards the etymology of the name, there can be very little doubt that it is Egyptian (from the Copt., Μωμ, "water," and 2α or σι, "to take"); cf. Gesen. Thes. in v., and Knobel, Comm. in loc.). And if so, the author has either played upon the name or is mistaken in his philology. But this does not prove that the whole story is nothing but a myth. Philology as a science is of very modern growth, and the truth of history does not stand or fall with the explanation of etymologies. The same remark applies to de Wette's objection to the etymology in ii. 22.

Other objections are of a very arbitrary kind. Thus Knobel thinks the command to destroy the male children (i. 15 ff.) extremely improbable, because the object of the king was not to destroy the people, but to make use of them as slaves. To require the midwives to act as the enemies of their own people, and to issue an injunction that every son born of Israelitish parents should be thrown into the Nile, was a piece of downright madness of which he thinks the king would not be guilty. But we do not know that the midwives were Hebrew, they may have been Egyptian: and kings, like other slave owners, may act contrary to their interest in obedience to their fears or their passions; indeed, Knobel himself compares the story of King Bocchoris, who commanded all the uncircumcised in his land to be cast into the sea (Lyson, op. Joseph. c. Apion. i. 34), and the destruction of the Spartan Helots (Plutarch, Lycurg. 28). He objects further that it is not easy to reconcile such a command with the number of the Israelites at their exodus. But we may suppose that in very many instances the command of the king would be evaded, and probably it did not long continue in force.

Again, de Wette objects to the call of Moses that he could not have formed the resolve to become the savior of his people—which, as Huëvernick justly remarks, is a dogmatical, not a critical decision.

The ten plagues are physically, many of them, what might be expected in Egypt, although in their intensity and in their rapid succession they are clearly supernatural. Even the order in which they occur is an order in which physical causes are allowed to operate. The corruption of the river is followed by the plague of frogs. From the dead frogs are bred the gnats and flies, from these came the murrain among the cattle and the boils on men, and so on.

Most of the plagues indeed, though of course in a much less aggravated form, and without such succession, are actually experienced at this day in Egypt. Of the plague of locusts it is expressly remarked that "before them were no such locusts, neither were there any like unto them" (Ex. xi. 25). All travelers in Egypt have observed swarms of locusts, brought generally by a southwest wind (Deut, however, mentions their coming with the east wind), and in the winter or spring of the year. This last fact agrees also with our narrative. Lepsius speaks of being in a "regular snow-drift of locusts," which came from the desert in hundreds of thousands to the valley. "At the edge of the fruitful plain," he says, "they fell down in showers." And this continued for six days, indeed in weaker flights much longer. He also saw hail in Egypt. In January 1849, he and his party were surprised by a storm. "Suddenly," he writes, "the storm grew to a tremendous hurricane, such as I have never seen in Europe, and hail fell upon us in such masses, as almost to turn day into night." He notices, too, an extraordinary cattle murrain—"which carried off 40,000 head of cattle" (Letters from Egypt, Eng. trans. pp. 49, 27, 14).

The institution of the Passover (ch. xii.) has been subjected to severe criticism. This has also been called a mythic fiction. The alleged circumstances are not historical, it is said, but arise out of a later attempt to explain the origin of the ceremony and to refer it to the time of Moses. The critics rest mainly on the difference between the directions given for the observance of this the first, and those given for subsequent passovers. But there is no reason why, considering the very remarkable circumstances under which it was instituted, the first Passover should not have had its own peculiar solemnities, or why instructions should not then have been given for a somewhat different observance for the future.

In minor details the writer shows a remarkable acquaintance with Egypt. Thus, for instance, Pharaoh's daughter goes to the river to bathe. At the present day it is true that only women of the lower orders bathe in the river. But Herodotus (i. 35) tells us (what we learn also from the monuments) that in ancient Egypt the women were under no restraint, but apparently lived more in public than the men. To this must be added that the Egyptians supposed a sovereign virtue to exist in the Nile-waters. The writer speaks of chariots and "chosen chariots" (xiv. 7) as constituting an important element in the Egyptian army, and of the king as leading in person. The monuments amply confirm this representation. The Pharaohs lead their armies to battle, and the animals consist entirely of horses and chariots.

Many other facts have been disputed, such as the passage of the Red Sea, the giving of the tana, &c. But respecting these it may suffice to refer to other articles in which they are discussed.

D. The authorship and date of the book are discussed under PENTATEUCH. J. S. P.


1. Plin. H. N. vii. 3; Seneca, Qu. Nat. iii. 25, quoted by Haverluck.
EXODUS, THE

The object of this article is to give a combined view of the results stated in the various articles relating or referring to the Exodus of the children of Israel from Egypt. It may be divided into three parts, treating of the chronological, the historical, and the geographical aspect of the event.

1. Dtc. — The date of the Exodus is discussed under CHRONOLOGY, where it is held that a preponderance of evidence is in favor of the year B.C. 1652. The historical questions connected with this date are noticed under EGYPT. Hales places the Exodus c. 1648, Usher c. 1491, and Bunsen c. 1320.

2. History. — The Exodus is a great turning point in Biblical history. With it the Patriarchal dispensation ends and the Law begins, and with it the Israelites cease to be a family and become a nation. It is therefore important to observe how the previous history led up to this event. The advancement of Joseph, and the placing of his kinsmen in what was to a pastoral people, at least, "the best of the land," yet, as far as possible, apart from Egyptian influence, favored the multiplying of the Israelites and the preservation of their nationality. The subsequent persecution bound them more firmly together, and at the same time loosened the hold that Egypt had gained upon them. It was thus that the Israelites were ready, when Moses declared his mission, to go forth as one man from the land of their bondage. [Joseph; Moses; Egypt.]

The history of the Exodus itself commences with the close of that of the Ten Plagues [PLAQUES OF EGYPT]. In the night in which, at midnight, the first born were slain (Ex. xii. 29), Pharaoh urged the departure of the Israelites (vv. 31, 32). They at once set forth from Ramses (vv. 37, 39) apparently during the night (ver. 42), but towards morning, on the 15th day of the first month (Num. xxxiii. 3). They made three journeys and encamped by the Red Sea. Here Pharaoh overtook them, and the great miracle occurred by which they were saved, while the pursuer and his army were destroyed. It has been thought by some that Pharaoh did not perish in the Red Sea; but not only does the narrative seem to forbid such a supposition (Ex. xiv. 18, 23, 28), but it is expressly contradicted in Ps. cxxxvi. (ver. 15). Recently it has been suggested that the Israelites crossed by a ford. If, however, their safe passage could thus be accounted for, the drowning of the Egyptians would becau

Map to illustrate the Exodus of the Israelites.
something, and perhaps the occurrence of the event at the fit time could reasonably be considered as due to such ordinary causes, and the necessary negative reply would show the fallacy of attempting a naturalistic explanation of the event on account of the use of natural means. It would be more reasonable to deny the event, but this could not be attempted in the face of the overwhelming evidence of its occurrence.

3. Geography. — The determination of the route by which the Israelites left Egypt is one of the most difficult questions in Biblical geography. The following points must be settled exactly or approximately: the situation of the Land of Goshen, the length of each day's march, the position of the first station (Rameses), and the direction of the journey.

The Land of Goshen may be concluded from the Biblical narrative to have been part of Egypt, but not from a distance then held to be Egypt Proper. It must therefore have been an outer eastern province of Lower Egypt. The Israelites, setting out from a town of Goshen, made two days' journey towards the Red Sea, and then entered the wilderness, a day's journey or less from the sea. They could only therefore have gone by the valley now called the Wadi-Tamanghit, for every other cultivated or cultivated tract is too far from the Red Sea. Rameses, as we shall see, must have lain in this valley, which thus corresponded in part at least to Goshen. That it wholly corresponded to that region is evident from its being marked by a single valley, and from the insufficiency of any smaller territory to support the Israelites.

It is not difficult to fix very nearly the length of each day's march of the Israelites. As they had with them women, children, and cattle, it cannot be supposed that they went more than fifteen miles daily; at the same time it is unlikely that they fell far short of this. The three journeys would therefore of what distance of about forty-five miles one sees, however, as we shall see, to have been a deflection from a direct course, so that we cannot consider the whole distance from the starting-point, Rameses, to the shore of the Red Sea as much more than about thirty miles in a direct line. Measuring from the ancient western shore of the Arabian Gulf due east of the Wadi-Tamanghit, a distance of thirty miles in a direct line places the site of Rameses near the mound called in the present day El-Ahabeisyeh, not far from the western end of the valley. That the Israelites started from a place in this position is further evident from the account of the two routes that lay before them: 'And it came to pass, when Pharaoh had let the people go, that God led them not [by] the way of the land of the Philistines, although that [was] near; for God said, Let peradventure the people repent when they see war, and they return to Egypt; but God led the people to the way of the wilderness of the Red Sea' (Ex. xiii. 17, 18).

The expression used, נַעַשׂ, does not necessarily imply a change in the direction of the journey, but may mean that God did not lead the Israelites into Palestine by the normal, but rather by an abnormal way of the wilderness. Were the meaning that the people turned, we should have to suppose

This is evidently the Rameses of Ex. 1:11. It seems to have been the chief town of the Land of Goshen, for that region, or possibly a part of it, is called the land of Rameses in Gen. xlviii. 11, comp. 4, 6. [RAMESE; GOSHEN.]

After the first day's journey the Israelites encamped at Succoth (Ex. xii. 37, xiii. 20; Num. xxxiii. 5, 6). This was probably a mere resting-place of caravans, or a military station, or else a town named from one of the two. Such names as the Scenic Veteranorum (which has been really identified with Succoth), and the Scenic Mandra of the Ptolemies and Antoninus, and the settlement of Ionian and Carian mercenaries called τὰ Στρατινῶτα (Herod. ii. 154), may be compared to this. Obviously such a name is very difficult of identification.

[SUCCESS.]

The next camping-place was Etham, the position of which may be very nearly fixed in consequence of its being described as 'in the edge of the wilderness' (Ex. xii. 20; Num. xxxiii. 6, 7). The cultivable land now extends very nearly to the eastern side of the ancient head of the gulf. At a period when the eastern part of Lower Egypt was largely inhabited by Asiatic settlers, there can be no doubt that this tract was under cultivation. It is therefore reasonable to place Etham where the cultivable land ceases, near the Sebat Bahr, or Senn Weefs, about three miles from the western side of the ancient head of the gulf. The Patumos of Herodotus and Strabo, which appears to have been the same as the Thom or Thon of the Discovery of Antoninus, is more likely to be the Pithon than the Etham of Scripture. [PITHON.] It is too far west for the latter.

After leaving Etham the direction of the route changed. The Israelites were commanded 'to turn and encamp before Pi-hahiroth, between Migdol and the sea, over against Baal-zephon' (Ex. xiv. 2). Therefore it is most probable that they at once turned, although they may have done so later in the march. The direction cannot be doubled, if our description of the route thus far be correct, for they would have been entangled (ver. 3) only by turning southward, not northward. They encamped for the night by the sea, probably after a full day's journey. The place of their encampment and of the passage of the sea would therefore be not far from the Persepolitan monument, which is made in Linant's map the site of the Serapeum. We do not venture to attempt the identification of the places mentioned in the narrative with modern sites. Nothing but the discovery of ancient Egyptian names, and their positive appropriation to such sites, could enable us to do so. Something, however, may be gathered from the names of the places. The position of the Israelite encampment was before or at Pi-hahiroth, behind which was Migdol, and on the other hand Baal-zephon and the sea. [BAAL-ZEPHON.] Pi-hahiroth or Hahiroth is a separable prefix and evidently the Egyptian masculine article, and we therefore hold the name to be
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Egyptian. Jablonsky proposed the Coptic etymology, ἔξωρκος, “the place where woe grows,” which, or a similar name, the critical acumen of Frenzel recognized in the modern Glaukos Glaukos, the bôl of reeds.” We cannot, however, hold that the Glauko Glaukos in the neighborhood where we place the passage of the sea is the Phaëthrioth of the Bible: there is another Glauko Glaukos near Suez, and such a name would of course depend for its permanence upon the continuance of a vegetation subject to change. [Phaëthrioth.] Migedel appears to have been a common name for a frontier watchtower. [Migatz.]—Paul. John we take to have had a similar meaning to that of Migedel. [Hamat-Zebolon.] We should expect therefore that the encampment would have been in a depression, partly marshy, having on either hand an elevation marked by a watch-tower.

The actual passage of the sea forms the subject of another article. [Red Sea, Passage of.] There can be no doubt that the direction was from the west to the east and that the breadth at the place of crossing was great, since the whole Egyptian army perished.

We do not propose to examine the various theories that have been put forth respecting the route of the Israelites. We have thought it enough to state all the points of evidence which can, in our judgment, lead to a satisfactory conclusion. It might, however, be thought neglectful if we did not allude to what Prof. Lepsius has written on the subject. He does not enter into any detailed exposition of the geography of the Exodus, and attempts but one identification with any modern site—that of Ramesses with the ancient Egyptian site now called Assos-Kedah, about eight miles from the old head of the gulf. The argument he advances for this identification is that a monument is found here representing Ramesses II seated between the gods Tuma and Ra, and that therefore he was worshiped in a form which must necessarily have borne his name. It might equally, however, have been called Patuma, from Tuma, and have corresponded in etymology to Patumus or else Pitnon. The conclusion to which Prof. Lepsius arrives, that because Assos-Kedah is Ramesses, therefore the land of Goshen must have been within the eastern part of Lower Egypt below Heliopolis, is singularly illogical, for Ramesses was in the land of Goshen, and not 20 miles east of it, and it occupied the brimsl itself more than two days to journey from it to the Red Sea, which makes its allocation within about eight miles of the sea absurd. The supposition involves therefore a double impossibility.

The preceding map exhibits the main features of the country in which we place the route of the Israelites, and the places referred to in this article. The best map is Lamant's, in the Atlas of the Perisment of Pilgrimage in Egypt. R. S. P.

EXORCIST (ἔξωρκος; exorcists). The verb ἔξωρκε, ἔξωρκος occurs once in the N. T. and once in the LXX. version of the O. T. In both cases it is used, not in the sense of exorcise, but as a synonym of the simple verb ἀπόκει, to charge with an oath, to insinace. Comp. Gen. xxi. 3 (ἔξωρκω), A. V. "I will make thee swear"—with 37, and Matt. xxvi. 63 with Mark v. 7; and see 1 Thess. ii. 27 (ἐξωρκίζω, Lachman. Tischendorf.). The cognate noun, however, together with the simple verb, is found once (Acts xix. 13) with reference to the exorcism of evil spirits from persons possessed by them (cf. ἕξωρκος, ἀπόκει, Joseph. Ant. viii. 2 § 5). The use of the term exorcists in that passage is the designation of a well-known class of persons, to which the individual mentioned belonged. It confirms what we know from other sources as to the common practice of exorcism amongst the Jews. That some, at least, of them not only pretended to, but possessed, the power of exorcising, appears by our Lord's admission when he asks the Pharisees, "If I by Beelzebub cast out devils, by whom do your disciples (uia) cast them out?" (Matt. xxii. 27.) What means were employed by real exorcists we are not informed. David, by playing skilly on a harp, procured the temporary departure of the evil spirit which troubled Saul (1 Sam. xii. 23). Justin Martyr has an interesting suggestion as to the possibility of a Jew successfully exorcising a devil, by employing the name of the god of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. ('ΑΛΛ' ει δης ἐξωρκίζεις τις ὄμοι κατά τον θεόν 'Αβραάμ και θεόν Ισαάκ και θεόν Ιακόβ, τις ἐποιηταν τον το βασιλέα, Dial. cum Tryph. c. 85, p. 311, C. See Justin. Apol. c. 6, p. 453, B. He claims for Christianity superior but not necessarily exclusive power in this respect. Compare the statements of Iren. adv. Heres. ii. 5, and the authorities quoted by Grotius on Matt. xxi. 27.) But Justin goes on to say that the Jewish exorcists, as a class, had sunk down to the superstitious rites and usages of the heathen ("Ἡδυ μετατα γις οι τοις ὄμοις ἐποιηται τῇ τέχνῃ, ὄμοιᾳ καὶ τῇ ὠνήθ, χρισμοίν ἐξωρκίζουσιν καὶ κατάθλοσσε λόγους, εἰρήνα.") With this agrees the account given by Josephus (Ant. viii. 2 § 5) of an exorcism which he saw performed by Eleazar, a Jew, in the presence of Vespasian and his sons, though the virtue of the curse is attributed to the mention of the name of Solomon, and to the use of a root, and of certain incantations said to have been prescribed by him. It was the profane use of the name of Jesus as a charm or spell which led to the disastrous issue recorded in the Acts of the Apostles (xix. 13-16).

The power of casting out devils was bestowed by Christ while on earth upon the apostles (Matt. x. 8) and the seventy disciples (Luke x. 17-19), and was, according to his promise (Mark xvi. 17), exercised by healers after his ascension (Acts xvi. 18); but to the Christian miracle, whether as performed by our Lord himself or by his followers, the N. T. writers never apply the terms "exorcize" or "exorcist." [See DEMON; DEMONIANS.]

EXPLANATION. [SACRIFICE.]

* EYE-SERVICE, a word for which we are indebted to our English translators (found in the Bishop's Bible, col. iii. 22, and in the A. V., both there and Eph. vi. 16). It is their rendering of ἀποφαλάσσοντα, which means, service performed for the master's eye, i. e. redundant and mercenary. The Greek word does not occur elsewhere.

II. * E'ZAR is found in many modern editions of the A. V. in 1 Chr. i. 38 instead of the correct form Ezar. [Ezor.]

A. * EZBAI (2 esr.) (Ἔξβαι [thick or short, Ditt.])

A'gôbâi; [Vat. 'Eggôbâi; Alex. 'Agôbî; P. A. A'gôbô]

B. [Ezor.]
EZEKIEL

Ezekiel, father of Naarai, who was one of David’s thirty mighty men (1 Chr. xvi. 37). In the parallel list (2 Sam. xxiii. 35) the names are given “Naarai the Arbeite,” while Keimboott decides to be a corruption of the reading in Chron. (Dissertation, &c. p. 269.)

EZEKIEL ([Ez'ek'iel] [perh. inclinat, Ges.]: Θασο- βας; Ezob). 1. Son of Ged, and founder of one of the Gadite families (Gen. xvi. 16; Num. xxvi. 16). In the latter passage the name is written דֶּשֶּק (A. V. Ozn), probably by a corruption of the text of very early date, since the LXX. have Αζεκ. The process seems to have been the accidental omission of the ד in the first instance (as in דֶּשֶּק, Abiezer (Josh. xvii. 2), which in Num. xxvi. is written דֶּשֶּק, Jeezer), and then, when דֶּשֶּק was no longer a Hebrew form, the changing it into דֶּשֶּק.

2. [Ez'ek'iel; Vat. Σεβαων; Alex.]

Ezekiel (Ezob). Son of Bela, the son of Benjamin, according to 1 Chr. vii. 7. It is singular, however, that while Ezekiel is nowhere else mentioned among the sons of Bela, or Benjamin, he appears here in company with דֶּשֶּק, Iri, which is not a Benjamite family either, according to the other lists, but which is found in company with Ezob among the Gadite families, both in Gen. xvi. 16 (Eri, דֶּשֶּק), and Num. xxvi. 16. Were these two Gadite families incorporated into Benjamin after the slaughter mentioned Judg. xix. 7? Possibly they were from Jabez-Gilead (comp. xxi. 12-14). [Becher.] 1 Chr. vii. 2, seems to fix the date of the census as in King David’s time.

A. C. H.

EZECIHIAS (E'zechi'as; Vat. Εζεχιας; Ozias). 1. Edsr. ix. 14; put for Jahaziah in Ezr. x. 15.

2. (Ezechias). 2 Edsr. vii. 40. [Hezekiah.]

EZECIHAIS (E'zechi'as; Ezecchius), 1 Edsr. ix. 43; for Hilkiah in the parallel passage, Neh. viii. 4.

EZECIHAS (E'zechi'as, and so Codex B in N.T.: Ezecchius), Exclus. xviii. 17, 22; xliv. 4; 2 Mac. xv. 22; Matt. i. 9, 10. [Hezekiah.]

EZEKIEL (אֵצְקִיָּא, i.e. Yecheqel, for אֵצֶק לֶוֹ, the strength of God: Ιεσαια; Ezecchiel), one of the four greater prophets. There have been various fancies about his name; according to Abarnen (Prof. in Ezecch.) it implies “one who natates the might of God to be displayed in the future,” and some (as Villalpandus, Prof. in Ezecch. p. x.) see a play on the word in the expressions אכּדֶּק (Deut. xxx. 9, 10), and אכּדֶּק (Deut. i. 8), whence the groundless conjecture of Sanctius (Prolegomen. in Ezecch. p. 2, n. 2) that the name was given him subsequently to the commencement of his career (Carpzov, Introd. ad Libr. Bibli. Vetus. Testament. ii. part iii. ch. v.) He was the son of a priest named Buzi, respecting whom fresh conjecture have been recorded, although nothing is known about him (as Archibp. Newcome observes) beyond the fact that he must have given his son a careful and learned education. The Rabhis had a rule that every prophet in Scripture was also the son of a prophet, and hence they (as R. Dav. Kimchi in his Commentary) absurdly identify Buzi with Jeremiah, who they say was so called, because he was rejected and despised. Another tradition makes Ezekiel the servant of Jeremiah (Greg. Naz. Or. xivii.), and Jerome supposes that the prophets being contemporaries during a part of their mission interchanged their prophecies, setting them respectively to Jerusalem and Tyre for confirmation and encouragement, that the Jews might hear as it were a strophe and antistrope of warning and promise, “velut ac si duos cantores alter ad alterius vocem sese componerent” (Calvin, Comment. ad Ezecch. i. 2). Although it was only towards quite the close of Jeremiah’s lengthened office that Ezekiel received his commission, yet these suppositions are easily accounted for by the internal harmony between the two prophets, in proof of which Hiävernich (Introd. to Ezecch.) quotes Ez. xiii. as compared with Jer. xxii. 9 ff., and Ez. xxiv. with Jer. xxxii. &c. This inner resemblance is the more striking from the otherwise wide difference of character which separates the two prophets; for the elegiac tenderness of Jeremiah is the reflex of his gentle, calm, and introspective spirit, while Ezekiel, in that age when true prophecy was so rare (Ez. xii. 21; Lam. ii. 9), was forward with all abruptness and iron consistency. Has he to contend with a people of brazen front and unbounding neck? He possesses on his own part an unbending nature, opposing the evil with an unflinching spirit of boldness, with words full of consuming fire” (Hiävernich’s Introd. translated by Rev. F. W. G. getattr in Journal of S. L. i. 23). Unlike his predecessor in the prophetic office, who gives us the unfailest details of his personal history, Ezekiel rarely alludes to the facts of his own life, and we have to complete the imperfect picture by the colors of late and dubious tradition. We shall mention both sources of information, contenting ourselves with this general caution against the latter. He was taken captive in γὰς Σαλπυδά (Isidor. de Vit. et Ob. Summat. 39; Epphan. de Vit. et Mort. Prophet. ap. Carpzov.) in the captivity (or transmigration, as Jerome more accurately prefers to render ἐν Σαλπυδά), i. 2) of Jehoiachin (not Je- hoiahim as Josephus (Ant. x. 6, § 3) states, probably by a slip of memory) with other distinguished exiles (2 K. xxiv. 15), eleven years before the destruction of Jerusalem. Josephus (l. c.) says that this removal happened when he was a boy, and although we cannot consider the assertion to be refuted by Hiävernich’s argument from the matured, vigorous, priestly character of his writings, and feel still less inclined to say that he had “unbotheredly” exercised for some considerable time the function of a priest, yet the statement is questionable, because it is improbable (as Hiävernich also points out) that Ezekiel long survived the 27th year of his exile (xxivi. 17), so that if Josephus be correct he must have died very young. He was a member of a community of Jewish exiles who settled on the banks of the Chebar, a “river” or stream of Babylonia, which is sometimes taken to be the Khabour, but which the latest investigators suppose to be the Nahor Malcha or royal canal of Nebuchadnezzar. [Chorbai.] The actual name of the spot where he resided was בֶּן-כֶּּכֶּת (כֶּּכֶּת הַנֶּּבֶּעֲדָנֶּזֶּא).
EZEKIEL

393. "contracted

A. "in the land of the Chaldeans" that God's message first reached him (i. 2); the Chaldean version, however, interprets the words "in the land of Israel: and again a second time he spake to him in the land of the Chaldeans," because the Jews had a notion that the Chaldeans could not overshadow a prophet out of the Holy Land. Hence R. Jarchi thinks that ch. xvii. was Ezekiel's first prophecy, and was uttered before the Captivity, a view which he supports by the Hebrew idiom דלת רון רון (A. V. ·came expressly") in i. 3.

R. Kimchi, however, makes an exception to the rule in case the prophecy was inspired in some pure and quiet spot like a river's bank (cf. Ps. cxxxvii. 1). His call took place "in the fifth year of King Jehoiachin's captivity" n. c. 595 (i. 2), "in the thirtieth year of the fourth month." The latter expression is very uncertain. Most commentators take it to mean the 30th year of his age, the recognized period for assuming full priestly functions (Num. iv. 20, 30). Origen, following this assumption, makes the prophet a type of Christ, to whom also "the heavens were opened" when he was baptized in Jordan. But, as Prazdes argues, such a computation would be unusual, and would not be sufficiently important or well known as a mark of genuineness, and would require some more definite addition. The Chalde, paraphrase by Don. ben Uzziel has a 30 years after Hilkiah the high-priest opened the book of the Law in the sanctuary in the vestibule under the porch at midnight after the setting of the moon in the days of Josiah, &c., in the month Thannum, in the fifth day of the month "(cf. 2 K. xxiii.). This view is adopted by Jerome, Eshker, Havernick, &c.; but had this been a recognized era, we should have found traces of it elsewhere, whereas even Ezekiel never refers to it again. There are similar and more forcible objections to its being the 30th year from the Jubilees, as Hitzig supposes, following many of the early commentators. It now seems generally agreed that it was the 30th year from the new era of Nebopolassar, father of Nebuchadnezzar, who began to reign n. c. 625 (Rawlinson's Hist. i. 508). The use of this Chalde epoch is the more appropriate as the prophet wrote in Babylonia, and he gives a Jewish chronology in ver. 2. Compare the notes of time in Dan. ii. 1, vii. 11; Ez. vii. 2; Neb. ii. 1, v. 11 (Rawlinson, Schott); Poli Syrius, in loc.; Schlegel, de ann. Temp. Proph. p. xiii.).

The decision of the question is the less important, because in all other places Ezekiel dates from the year of Jehoiachin's captivity (xxiv. 17, xxx. 20, et passim). We learn from an incidental allusion (xxiv. 18)—the only reference which he makes to his personal history—that he was married, and had a house (viii. 13) in his place of exile, and lost his wife by a sudden and unforeseen stroke. He lived in the highest consideration among his companions in exile, and their elders consulted him on all occasions (viii. 1, xi. 25, xiv. 1, xx. 1, &c.), because in his united offices of priest and prophet he was a living witness to "the truth of Captivity" that God had not abandoned them. Virgil even says (De Syr. V. p. 332) that "in adules suis in schola quidam pulchri convertit institutum, iubique erat frequenti coniecta divinam interpretaturam voluntatem oratione faciendi" (quoted by Havernick).

There seems to be little ground for Theodor's supposition that he was a Nazarite. The last date he mentions is the 27th year of the Captivity (xxix. 17), so that his mission extended over twenty-two years, during part of which period Daniel was probably living, and already famous (Ez. xiv. 14, xxviii. 3). Tradition ascribes various miracles to him, as, for instance, escaping from his enemies by walking dry-shod across the Chebar; feeding the famished people with a miraculous draught of fishes, &c. He is said to have been buried in Babylon by his Jewish prince (א הַגַּבְרוּתַ שָׁנָא לָאֹלֶה, called in the Roman martyrology for vi. 1, Apr., "judge populi." Carpov. Introd. i. c.), whom he had convicted of idolatry; and to have been buried in a σταύρος σταυλός, the tomb of Shem and Arphaxad, on the banks of the Euphrates (Epiph. Dei et Mort. Prophet.). The tomb, said to have been built by Jehoiachin, was shown a few days' journey from Bagdad (Menasse ben Israel, de Res. Mort. p. 23), and was called "habitableum elegantissimum." A lamp was kept there continually burning, and the autograph copy of the prophecies was said to be there preserved.

The tomb is mentioned by Pietro de la Valle, and fully described in the itinerario of R. Benjamin de Tudeh (Hottinger, Thes. Phil. ii. 1, 3; Oppid. Hebr. ii. 82).

A curious conjecture (discredited by Clements Alexandreinis (Strom. i.), but considered not impossible by Selden (Syagur. de Vili et Mort. Syr. ii. p. 128), Meyer, and others, identifies him with "Nazaratus the Assyrian," the teacher of Pythagoras. We need hardly mention the ridiculous suppositions that he is identical with Zoroaster, or with the Εζεκιήλ δ τῶν ἡβραίων παραγόντας ἀπὸ πατρίτικος (l. em. Alex. Strom. i. 215); Euseb. Prep. Evang. iv. 28, 29) who wrote a play on the Exodus, called Ευαγγέλια (Fabricius, Bibli. Graec. ii. 19). This Ezekiel lived n. c. 40 (Sixt. Sen. Bibli. Sentent. iv. 234).

But, as Havernick remarks, "by the side of the scattered fragments of his external life, those of his internal life appear so much the richer. We have already noticed his stern and inflexible energy of will and character; and we also observe a devoted adherence to the rites and ceremonies of his national religion. Ezekiel is no cosmopolite, but displays everywhere the peculiar tendencies of a Hebrew educated under Levitical training. The priestly bias is always visible, especially in chaps. viii.—xiii., xxix.—xxx., and in iv. 34 ff., xx. 12 ff., xxxv. 8, &c. It is strange of De Wette and Gesenius to attribute this to a "contracted spirituality," and of Ewald to see in it "a one-sided conception of antiquity which he obtained merely from looks and traditions," and a "depression of spirit (\[\text{?}\]) enhanced by the long continuance of the banishment and bondage of the people." (Havernick's Introd.). It was such this very intensity of patriotic loyalty to a system whose partial suspension he both pre-

The poem, edited by Dubner, has been published by Didot in an appendix to Wagner's edition of the fragmenta of Ezechiel (Paris, 1849).
dicted and survived, which cheered the exiles with the confidence of his hopes in the future, and tended to preserve their decaying nationality. Mr. F. W. Newman is even more contemptuous than the German critics. "The writings of Ezekiel," he says (Heb. Monographs, p. 390, 2d ed.), "painfully show that passages of this sort are more visionary, and an increasing value of hard sacerdotism;" and he speaks of the "heavy materialism" of Ezekiel's temple, with its priests, sacrifices, &c., as "tedious and unprepossessing as Leviticus itself." His own remark that Ezekiel's predictions "so kept alive on the minds of the next generation a belief in certain return from captivity, as to have exceedingly conduced towards the result," is a sufficient refutation of such criticisms.

We may also note in Ezekiel the absorbing recognition of his high calling which enabled him cheerfully to endure any deprivation or misery (except, indeed, ceremonial pollution, from which he shrinks with characteristic loathing, iv. 14), if thereby he may give any warning or lesson to his people (iv., xxiv. 13, 16, &c.), whom he so ardently loved (lx. 8, xi. 13). On one occasion, and on one only, the feelings of the man burst, in one single expression, through the self-devotion of the prophet; and while even then his obedience is unwavering, yet the inexpressible depth of submissive pathos in the brief words which tell how in one day "the desire of his eyes was taken from him" (xxv. 15-18), shows what well-springs of the tenderest human emotion were concealed under his uncompromising opposition to every form of sin.

His predictions are marvellously varied. He has interpreted all the visions (viii.-xii.), symbolical actions (as iv. 8), similitudes (xii., xvi.), parables (as xxvii.), proverbs (as xii. 22, xvii. 11, &c.), poems (as xxv.), allegories (as xxxiii., xxxiv.), open prophecies (as vi., vii., xx., &c.), "tantumque uterque et figurum variatone floret ut munus omnium prophetici sermonis numerus ac modos explicesse, jure suo sit dicendius" (Carpzov, Introd. li. pt. iii. 5). It is therefore unwise to charge him with plagiarism, as is done by Michaelis and others, although to doubt his language (in which several Aramaisms and Arac Aragvna also occur) is colored largely both by the Pentateuch and by the writings of Jeremiah. His style is characterized by "numberless particularisms," as may be clearly observed by comparing his prophecy against Tyre (xxviii.) with that of Isaiah (xxvi.). (Fairbairn's Ezekiel). Groton (in Critical Socii, iv. 8) compares him to Homer for his knowledge, especially of architecture, from which he repeatedly draws his illustrations; and Witsius (Misc. Socii, i. 249) says, that besides his "incomparable doxum prophetinam," he deserves high literary reputation for the learning and beauty of his style. Michaelis, on the other hand, is very disparaging, and Lowth (referring to the diffuseness of his details) says "he is often to be classed with the orators than the poets." Few will agree with Archbishop Newcome's depreciation of such remarks on the ground (apparently) that even the language of a sacred writer is a matter of inspiration: for it is clear that inspiration in no way supercedes the individualities of the divine messenger. Ewald (Die Prop. des Alten Bundes, ii. 212), though not enthusiastic, admits that "simply as a writer he shows great excellence, particularly in this distal period," and he points out his "evenness and repose" of style, to which we suppose Jerme alludes when he says, "Sermo ejus nec satis decus est nec admodum rusticus, sed atque genere modi more temperatus" (Prof. in Ezch.). Havernick seems to us too strong in saying that "the glow of the divine indignation, the mighty rushing of the spirit of the Lord, the holy majesty of Jehovah, as he beheld it, are remarkably reflected in his writings... . The lofty action, the torrent of his eloquence... . rests on this combination of power and consistency, the one as unwearyed as the other is imposing." Among the most splendid passages are chapter i. (called by the Rabbi Rabbis), the prophecy against Tyrus (xxvi.-xxvii.), that against Assyria, "the noblest monument of eastern history" (xxxi.), and ch. viii., the account of what he saw in the Temple-porch.

"When, by the vision led,
His eye surveyed the dark idolatries
Of alienated Judah."—Milton, Par. Lost, i.

Certain phrases constantly recur in his writings, as "Son of Man," "They shall know that I am the Lord," "The hand of the Lord was upon me," "Set thy face against," &c.

The depth of his matter, and the marvellous nature of his revelations, makes him occasionally obscure. His prophecy was placed by the Jews among the תֹּשַׁה (treasuries), those portions of Scripture which (like the early part of Genesis, and the Canticles) were not allowed to be read till the age of 30 (Jer. Ep. ad Eusob., Orig. Præm. Hœyd, iv. in Critic. : Hottinger, Theol. phil. i. 1, 3). Hence Jerome compares the "inextirpable error" of his writings to Virgil's labyrinth ("Oceanus Scripturarum, mysteriormuque Dei rationalium") and also to the catacombs. The Jews classed him in the very highest rank of prophets. (Gregory Naz. (Or. 23) calls him τὸ προφητικὸν βαθύστατος καὶ ὀφθαλμῶν, and again ὁ τῶν μεγάλων ἐπιστῶν καὶ ἐκκλησίας μονοτριότης. Isidore (de Vit. et Ob. Sanct. 30) makes him a type of Christ from the title "Son of Man," but that is equally applied to Daniel (viii. 17). Other similar testimonies are quoted by Carpzov (Introd. ii. 193 ff.).

The Sanhedrin is said to have hesitated long whether his book should form part of the canon, from the occasional obscurity, and from the supposed contradiction of xviii. 29 to Ex. xx. 3, xxiv. 7; Jer. xxxii. 18. But in point of fact these apparent oppositions are the mere expression of truths complementary to each other, as Moses himself might have taught them (Deut. xxiv. 18). Although generally speaking comments on this book were forbidden, a certain R. Nananias undertook to reconcile the supposed differences. (Spinoza, Tract. Theol. Polit. ii. 27, partly from these considerations, infers that the present book is made up of mere ἀσωματικά, but his argument from its commencing with a γ, and from the expression in i. 3 above alluded to, hardly needs refutation.)

Of the authenticity of Ezekiel's prophecy there has been no dispute although a few rash critics (as Oeder, Vogel, and Corrodi) have raised objections about the last chapters, even suggesting that they might have been written by a Samaritan, to incite the Jews to suffer the co-operation in rebuilding the Temple. There is hardly a shadow of argument in favor of this view, and absolutely none to support the anonymous objections in the Monthly Magazine for 1798 against the genuineness of other chapters, which never would have
attained any notice had not Jahn taken the superfluous trouble to answer them. The specific nature of some of his predictions (xii. 12, xxvii. 6, &c.; on the former passage and its apparent contradiction to Jer. xxxii. 4, see Josephus, Ant. x. 8, § 2) is also in a very unhistorical manner made a ground for impugning the authenticity of the book of Ezekiel by Aunz and others. This style of criticism is very much on the increase, and we have had some absurd instances of it lately; but though it is quite true that the prophets dealt far more in external principles than specific announcements, yet some show of argument must be adduced before we settle the date of a sacred book as necessarily subsequent to an event which it professes to foretell.

The book is divided into two great parts, of which the destruction of Jerusalem is the turning-point; chapters i.-xxix. contain predictions delivered before that event, and xxxii.-xxxiii., after it, as we see from xxvi. 2. Again, chapters i.-xxiii. are mainly occupied with correction, denunciation, and reproof, while the remainder deal chiefly in consolation and promise. A parenthetical section in the middle of the book (xxv.-xxxii.) contains a group of prophecies against seven foreign nations, the septenary arrangement being apparently (as elsewhere in Scripture) intentional (see an art. on this subject in the Journal of Sacred Literature). De Wette, Carpzov, &c., have adopted various ways of grouping the prophecies, but the best synopsis is that of Hainvèrcn, who divides the book into nine sections distinguished by their superscriptions, as follows: i. Ezekiel's call, i.-iii. 15. ii. The general carrying out of the commission, iii. 16-vii. III. The rejection of the people, because of their idolatrous worship, viii.-xii. IV. The sins of the age related in detail, xii.-xix. V. The nature of the judgment, and the guilt which caused it, xx.-xxiii. VI. The meaning of the new commencing punishment, xxiv. VII. God's judgment denounced on seven heathen nations (Ammon, xxx. 1-7; Moab, 8-14; the Philistines, 15-17; Tyre, xxvi.-xxvii. 19; Sidon, 20-24; Egypt, xxix.-xxxii.). VIII. Prophecies, after the destruction of Jerusalem, concerning the future condition of Israel, xxviii.-xxx. IX. The glorious consummation of the kingdom.

Chronicological order is followed throughout (the date of the prediction being constantly referred to), except in the section devoted to prophecies against heathen nations (xxix.-xxxii.), where it is several times abandoned (xxx. 17; cf. xxvi. i, xxix. 1), so that in the prediction against Egypt, one uttered in the 27th year of the Captivity is inserted between two uttered in the 16th and 17th years. Hence Jahn supposes a purely "accidental" order, while Eliehorn expands into an economical arrangement of the separate records on which the prophecies were written. But there is no necessity to resort to such arbitrary hypotheses. The general unity of subject in the arrangement is obvious, and Jerome (although he assumes some mystery in the violation of chronology throughout the warnings addressed to Pharaoh) correctly remarks, "in prophetico neopomnian historic ordo servatur: neque enim quod est quod inquirit, praecedentia prostant volumina Spiritus Sancti merit." (Comm. in Ezek. xiv, 17, where he especially adduces the instance of Jeremiah). Rosenmüller (Scholia in loc.) thinks that the causes of the destruction of Egypt are put together (xxix. 2-21), and then the actual nature of that predicted judgment is described.

Josephus (Ant. x. 5) has the following passage of μακαρίω δύνατον (Jeremiah) προφητείας ταύτα, ἀλλὰ καὶ ἡ προφητεία Ἡσιεκήνου, (5) προφητείας ἡ τούτων δύο βιβλία γράφανε κατὰ τελείως. The undoubted meaning seems to be that Ezekiel (although Eliehorn on various grounds applies the word to Jeremiah) left two books of prophecy: which is also stated by Zonaras, and the Latin translation of Athanasius, where, after mentioning other lost books, and two of Ezekiel, the writer continues, "nume vero jam munum duxaverit inveniri sinuim. Itaque hunc omnia per inquiruntur Judaorum aenami aetatum et inquirens pereat manifestum est." (Synops. p. 159, but the passage does not occur in the Greek). In confirmation of this view (which is held by Maldonatus and others) we have a passage quoted in Clem. Alex. Quæries utit. 40, ἐν τῷ ἐφόρῳ τοῖς ἄγαθοι καὶ μεγάλοις, καὶ ἐν αὐτοῖς ἐν τίτλῳ, τῷ μονογράφῳ (Id. Strom. v. 16): a prophecy also mentioned, as alluding to the Virgin Mary, in Tertullian, who says, "Læminus apud Ezechielum de vacca igitur quae peperit et non peperit." (De Carne Christi, 23, cf. Epiphani. Heres. xxx. 30. The attempt to refer it by an error of memory to Job xxi. 10, seems a failure). These passages (quoted by Fabricius, Cod. Plat. p. 78, 167. Vetus. Test. ii. 223) cannot from a lost genuine book is extremely improbable, since we know from Philo and Justin Martyr the extraordinary care with which the Jews guarded the βιβλία (9).

They may indeed come from a lost apocryphal book, although we find no other trace of its existence (Sixtus Sen. Bibl. Somct. ii. p. 61). Le Moyne (Vita Socrata. ii. 332 ff.) thinks that they undoubtedly belong to the collection of traditional Jewish apocryphal works called Parke Abod. or chapters of the fathers." Just in the same way we find certain διάγωμα διάγωμα attributed to our Lord by the Fathers, and even by the Apostles (Acts xx. 35), on which see a monograph by Kuinoed. The simplest supposition about the passage in Josephus is either to assume that he is in error, or to admit a former division of Ezekiel into two books, possibly at ch. xii. Le Moyne adopts the latter view, and supports it by analogous cases. There is nothing which militates against the theory that Josephus mentions δυο μακαριω και εσται βιβλίν (cf. Jer. i. 22) as forming the canon.

There are no direct quotations from Ezekiel in the New Testament, but in the Apocalypse there are many parallels and obvious allusions to the later chapters (xli.-xlviii.). We cannot now enter into the difficulties of these or other chapters (for which we must refer to some of the commentaries here below), but we may mention, following Fairbairn, the four main lines of interpretation, namely, (1.) The Historico-literal, adopted by Villalpandus, Grotius, Lowth, &c., who make them a precise description intended to preserve the memory of Solomon's Temple. (2.) The Historico-ideal (of Eichelhorn, Dathé, &c.), which reduces them to a sort of vague and well-meaning announcement of future good. (3.) The Jewish (of Lightfoot, Cocceius, &c.), which maintains that their outline was actually adopted by the exiles. (4.) The Christian (or Messianic), followed by Luther, Calvin, Cocceius, and most modern commentators, which makes them a grand complected symbol of what the good God had in reserve for his church." (Rosenmüller, who dis-
appraises alike of the literalism of Grotius, and the arbitrary, ambiguous allegorizing of others, remarks 
(Schol. in xviii. 26). "Nobis quidem non operam vel valorem, vel hujusmodi oracula ad certos eventus refertur, aut poetae ornatu
a facutum idem explov,其它scribatur." Other proph-
ecies of a general Messianic character are xxxiv.
11-10, and xxxvi.-xxxix.
The chief commentators on this "most neglected of the prophets" are, among the fathers, Origen, Jerome 
(Comment. in Ezech. Lxiv.), and Theod-
oret; among the Jews, Rabbi Dov. Kimchi and Aburbanil; of the Reformers, Heinsius and Calvin; and of
the Romanists, Prudus and Villalpando (Rome, 1596 [-1004, in 3 vols. fol., "opus multifiaria eruditione refertum et ad antiquitates studium utilissimum," Rosenm.). More modern commentaries are those of Starck (1731), Venema 
(1790), Newcome [1788], W. Greenhill [Lond. 
1645-62 5 vols. 4to, reprinted 1829], Fairclairn 
[3d ed. Edinb. 1802]; Henderson [1853], Hütte-
ning [Com. über Ezechiel [Frankh. 1843]], Hil-
zig (Der Prophet Ezechiel erläutert [Leips. 1847.
Lief. vii. of the Kurszef. exeg. Samb,s zu A. T.]). 
[HEJNEZEL]. F. W. F.
As the topography and the monumental sculpt-
ures and inscriptions of Babylon have become be-
ter known in our own day, it is seen how fully the char-
acteristics of Ezekiel's writings agree with the cir-
cumstances in which he was placed at the time.
The imagery and symbolism in particular, under 
which his visions are set before us, are largely de-
rived from Babylonian rather than Hebrew sources.
The costume of his thoughts shows, in the words of 
Stanley, that he had wandered through the vast 
halls of Assyrian monuments, and there gazed on 
all that Assyrian monuments have disclosed to us 
of human dignity and brute strength combined,— the 
eagle-winged lion, human-headed bull (Layard, 
Nin. & Bbl. pp. 448, 494). These complicated 
forms supplied the vehicle of the sublime truths 
that dawned upon him from amidst the mystic 
wheels, the sapphire throne, the amber fire, and 
the rainbow brightness. It is the last glimpse of 
these gigantic emblems, which vanished in the 
prophet's lifetime, only to reappear in our own age 
from the ruins of the long-lost Nineveh (Jewish 
Church, ii. 623 ff.). In Illustration of this trait 
of the prophet's style, see also Dean Millan's His-
tory of the Jews, i. 455 (Amer. ed.), and Hefel-
feld, Gesch. des Volkes Israel, i. 296. But nearly 
all interpreters recognize one signal exception to 
this view of the origin of Ezekiel's imagery. The 
sceneur under which he so graphically describes the 
new spiritual temple which in the latter days God 
was to rear on the top of the mountains for the 
assemble and worship of all nations, and the river 
with its healing waters which was to flow out of it 
to fertilize the whole earth, and convert its moral 
wastes into a garden full of the fruits of holiness, 
and peace, and happiness, is undoubtedly founded 
on his familiarity with the structure of the temple 
at Jerusalem, and the hidden springs of the sacred 
mount, sending forth their waters into the valley 
of the Kidron, and thence onward over its rocky 
bed to the plain of the Jordan and into the Dead 
Sea. Thomson [Lond and Book, ii. 530-535] has 
some extended remarks on this parabolic represen-
tation. There is a special essay on it by W. Ne-
munster [Com. über Ezechiel, 1830]. Exeg. Versuch 
zu Ezech. xvi. i. 1-12 (Uebr. 1848).
The number of symbolic acts which Ezekiel rep-
resents as performed by himself or others, consti-
tutes a peculiar feature of his work (see iv.; 1 
ff.; xii. 1-10; xxv. 3 ff.; xxxvii. 16 ff.). This reck-
ought reminds us of an important rule of interpretation 
regard to many of these acts, which is that they 
are not to be understood by us as having been lit-
terally performed by the prophet before the eyes of 
others, but are described in this manner only as a 
more forcible rhetorical exhibition of the messages 
or teachings which the prophet was sent to announce 
(Einz. in das A. T. p. 514 ff.). We must certainly 
take this view of some of these acts; for their char-
acter is such that they could not have been witnessed 
by those for whom the prophecies were designed, 
or have been brought to their knowledge in any 
other way than by report (e. g. iv. 4-6; v. 1-4; 
xx. 3 ff., &c.). In some instances it may be dif-
ficult in this prophet, or in other prophets, to dis-
tinguish the scenic and the rhetorical symbolism 
from each other.
Baumgarten's article on Ezekiel in Herzog's 
Real-Encycl. iv. 296-304, furnishes a good outline 
of the plan and contents of this neglected book. 
There is a translation of Hävernick's Introduction 
in the Bibl. Sacra for Aug. 1848. To the com-
mentators already mentioned may be added Rosen-
müller, Scholier, etc., 2 vols. (ed. 1826); Maurer, 
Comm. in Tel. Test., with notes chiefly grammat-
ical, i. 1-10 (1838); Ewald, Die Prophet. des Aelteren 
Bundes (1841), ii. 192-257; Umbreit, Prokt.
Commenlor über den Propheten Ezechiel, 3 trans-
ation with exegetical and critical remarks (1843); 
Henry Cowles, Ezechiel and Daniel, with Notes, 
&c., 12mo (New York, 1867); Kliefoth (Das Buch 
Ezechiel. Stud. und erläutert (2 Aith. 
1843-65); G. R. Noyes, New Trans. of the He-
brew Prophets, with Notes, 3d ed. Boston, 1866.; 
vol. ii.; and Hengstenberg, Die Weissagungen des 
Proph. Ezechiel erläutert, 1st Thell (1857). The 
last three works are meant for general readers. On 
The Messianic or prophetic portions of Ezekiel, see 
Hengstenberg's Christologie, iii. 458-492 (Keith's 
trans.); Hasse's Gesch. des Aelteren Bundes, pp. 160-
173 (1839); and Ensfelder, Les prophétes messi-
aniques d'Ezechiel, in the Strasbourg Rev. de 
Theol. 1864, pp. 59-70. On Ezekiel's vision of the 
Temple (ch. xL-xLIII.) there are special treat-
ises by Solomon Bennett, The Temple of Ezekiel, 
&e., Lond. 1824; J. F. Büttcher, in his Proben 
alterthumsh. Schriftkunde (Leips. 1839), pp. 
218-355, with 2 plates; J. J. Balmé-Lück, Des 
Proph. Ezech. Geseht vom Tempel übersichtlich 
dargestellt u. architektonisch erläutert (Ludwigsb. 
1858), with 5 plates and a map (comp. Aubier's 
ff.); and T. O. Paine, Solomon's Temple, etc. (Bos-
ton, 1861), with 21 plates. See also Thenius, Das 
vorzeitliche Jerusalem u. dessen Tempel (an ap-
25 ff. The older literature on the subject is de-
scribed in Rossmüller's Scholia on Ezechiel, ii. 
456 ff.
The oriental explorer, Mr. Loftus (Chaldea and 
Susiana, p. 34, New York, 1857), gives a descrip-
tion and drawing of the reputed tomb of Ezekiel. 
Kiff, where the tomb is found, is a journey of 12 
hours from the site of Babylon, but may be said 
that there be near that city, for the palm-trees which 
shade the tomb are visible from the summit of 
The Birs Nimrud (see Layard's Nineveh and 
Babylon, p. 500). The former of these travellers 
thinks that this may be the prophet's veritable
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EZEL, THE STONE  

[The stone of departure, Gez.]; or, of separation, First;  

The text of the passage is difficult to interpret. The translation by Joulian is often preferred, but the true reading is still uncertain. The text as it stands now is a possible text that might easily take place.

* The stone was evidently named Ezel (note its import) from the memory of this parting of the two friends from each other at that place. The name is given, therefore, in the passage above, by way of anticipation. As to the question of the state of the Hebrew text, referred to above, see  Themen, Die Bücher Samuel, p. 88. His view is that adopted by the preceding writer. On the contrary, First (Heb. Book of Samuel, i. 1, and Davidson's trans. p. 15) regards the Ezal or Ezalab in the LXX. as not a proper name of a Hebrew text, but is regarded in a different Hebrew text than by the translators, but as an arithmetical substitution on their part of the supposed name of the stone which David and Jonathan met each other. It is objected that no appropriate sense can be derived from Ezal or Ezalab, but the meaning may well be "from the side of the south," i.e., from the south side of the Mediterranean, to the city of Gath, where David was conveyed before the departure of Jonathan's armor-bearer to the city, when David rose up and came forth, and the farewell scene took place between him and Jonathan. Such minuteness is after the manner of the Hebrew writers. For a similar explanation, see Keil and Delitzsch on I K. xx. 41.

EZEM (אֶזֶּמָּה; [Aramaic: אִזְּמָה; [Hebrew: אִזְּמָה; or, of separation, First;  

[The stone of departure, Gez.]; or, of separation, First;  

The text of the passage is difficult to interpret. The translation by Joulian is often preferred, but the true reading is still uncertain. The text as it stands now is a possible text that might easily take place.

* The stone was evidently named Ezel (note its import) from the memory of this parting of the two friends from each other at that place. The name is given, therefore, in the passage above, by way of anticipation. As to the question of the state of the Hebrew text, referred to above, see  Themen, Die Bücher Samuel, p. 88. His view is that adopted by the preceding writer. On the contrary, First (Heb. Book of Samuel, i. 1, and Davidson's trans. p. 15) regards the Ezal or Ezalab in the LXX. as not a proper name of a Hebrew text, but is regarded in a different Hebrew text than by the translators, but as an arithmetical substitution on their part of the supposed name of the stone which David and Jonathan met each other. It is objected that no appropriate sense can be derived from Ezal or Ezalab, but the meaning may well be "from the side of the south," i.e., from the south side of the Mediterranean, to the city of Gath, where David was conveyed before the departure of Jonathan's armor-bearer to the city, when David rose up and came forth, and the farewell scene took place between him and Jonathan. Such minuteness is after the manner of the Hebrew writers. For a similar explanation, see Keil and Delitzsch on I K. xx. 41.

EZEME, THE  

The text of the passage is difficult to interpret. The translation by Joulian is often preferred, but the true reading is still uncertain. The text as it stands now is a possible text that might easily take place.

* The stone was evidently named Ezel (note its import) from the memory of this parting of the two friends from each other at that place. The name is given, therefore, in the passage above, by way of anticipation. As to the question of the state of the Hebrew text, referred to above, see  Themen, Die Bücher Samuel, p. 88. His view is that adopted by the preceding writer. On the contrary, First (Heb. Book of Samuel, i. 1, and Davidson's trans. p. 15) regards the Ezal or Ezalab in the LXX. as not a proper name of a Hebrew text, but is regarded in a different Hebrew text than by the translators, but as an arithmetical substitution on their part of the supposed name of the stone which David and Jonathan met each other. It is objected that no appropriate sense can be derived from Ezal or Ezalab, but the meaning may well be "from the side of the south," i.e., from the south side of the Mediterranean, to the city of Gath, where David was conveyed before the departure of Jonathan's armor-bearer to the city, when David rose up and came forth, and the farewell scene took place between him and Jonathan. Such minuteness is after the manner of the Hebrew writers. For a similar explanation, see Keil and Delitzsch on I K. xx. 41.
gress to the statement (2 Sam. xxiii. 8, "Adino the Ezrite") was another name for "Josheb-basshebeth a Tacheemonite (A.V. "the Tachmonite that sat in the seat"), chief among the captains." The passage is, however, one of the most disputed in the whole Bible, owing partly to the difficulty of the one man bearing two names so distinct without any assigned reason, and partly to the disappearance of the parallel sentence in 1 Chr. xi. 11. in which for the words "Adino the Ezrite" other Hebrew words are found, not very dissimilar in appearance but meaning "he shook (A.V. "lifted up") his spear." The question naturally arises whether the words in Chronicles are an explanation by a later writer of those in Samuel, or whether they preserve the original text which in the latter has become corrupted.

The form of this particular word is in the original text (the Chetîth) Ezto, which has been altered to Eztn by the Masoret scribes (in the Keri) apparently to admit of some meaning being obtained from it. Jerome read it Eztn, and taking it to be a declension of Ez (= "wood") has rendered the words quwâ tenevrimus ligni verniculâs.

The LXX. and some Hebrew MSS. (see Davidson's Heb. Text) add the words of Chronicles to the text of Samuel, a course followed by the A. V.

The passage has been examined at length by Kennicott (Dissertation 1, pp. 71-128) and Gesenius (Thes. pp. 904, 905), to whom the reader must refer for details. Their conclusion is that the reading of the Chronicles is correct. Ewald does not mention it (Gesen. iii. 180, note). G.

EZRA (םֶזֶרַא = help; Ἕσρα: [Esdras]).

1. The head of one of the twenty-two courses of priests which returned from captivity with Zerubbabel and Jeshua (Neh. xii. 1). But in the somewhat parallel list of Neh. x. 2-8, the name of the same person is written מֶזֶרַא, Azariah, as it is probably in Ezra vii. 1. [Azariah, 22.]

2. The famous Scribe and Priest, descended from Hilkiah the high-priest in Josiah's reign, from whom, as we learn from Jeremiah, Ezra's father, quite a different person, was sprung the high-priest (Ezr. vii. 1). All that is really known of Ezra is contained in the four last chapters of the book of Ezra, and in Neh. viii. and xii. 26.

From these passages we learn that he was a learned and pious priest residing at Babylon in the time of Artaxerxes Longimanus. The origin of his influence with the king does not appear, but in the seventh year of his reign, in spite of the unfavorable report which had been sent by Rehum and Shimshai, he obtained leave to go to Jerusalem, and to take with him a company of Israelites, together with priests, Levites, singers, porters, and Nethinims. Of these a list, amounting to 1754, is given in Ezr. viii.: and these, also, doubtless form a part of the full list of the returned captives contained in Neh. vii., and in duplicate in Ezr. ii. The journey of Ezra and his companions from Babylon to Jerusalem occupied just four months; and they brought up with them a large force of men and camels, and much silver and silver vessels, contributed, not only by the Babylonian Jews, but by the king himself and his counsellors. These offerings were for the house of God, to beautify it, and for the purchase of bullocks, rams, and the other offerings required for the temple-service. In addition to this Ezra was empowered to draw upon the king's treasurers bearing the river for any further supplies he might require; and all priests, Levites, and other ministers of the temple were exempted from taxation.

Ezra had also authority given him to appoint magistrates and judges in Judæa, with power of life and death over all offenders. This ample commission was granted him at his own request (Ezr. vii. 9), and it appears that his great design was to effect a religious reformation among the Palestine Jews, and to bring them back to the observation of the law of Moses, from which they had grievously declined. His first step, accordingly, was to enforce a separation from their wives upon all who had made heathen marriages, in which number were many priests and Levites, as well as other Israelites. This was effected in little more than six months after his arrival at Jerusalem. With the detailed account of this important transaction, Ezra's autobiography ends abruptly, and we hear nothing more of him till, 13 years afterwards, in the 29th of Artaxerxes, we find him again at Jerusalem with Nehemiah "the Tirshatha." It is generally assumed that Ezra had continued governor till Nehemiah superseded him; but as Ezra's commission was only of a temporary nature, "to inquire concerning Judah and Jerusalem" (Ezr. vii. 14), and to carry thither "the silver and gold which the king and his counsellors had freely offered unto the God of Israel" (15), and as there is no trace whatever of his presence at Jerusalem between the 8th and the 20th of Artaxerxes, it seems probable that after he had effected the above-named reformation, and had appointed competent judges and magistrates, with authority to maintain it, he himself returned to the king of Persia. This is in itself what one would expect, and what is borne out by the parallel case of Nehemiah, and it also accounts for the abrupt termination of Ezra's narrative, and for that relapse of the Jews into their former irregularities which is apparent in the book of Nehemiah. Such a relapse, and such a state of affairs at Jerusalem in general, could scarcely have occurred if Ezra had continued there. Whether he returned to Jerusalem with Nehemiah, or separately, does not appear certainly, but as he is not mentioned in the latter part of the narrative till after the sealing of the wall (Neh. viii. 1), it is perhaps probable that he followed the latter some months later, having, perhaps, been sent for to aid him in his work. The functions he executed under Nehemiah's government were purely of a priestly and ecclesiastical character, such as reading and interpreting the law of Moses to the people during the eight days of the Feast of Tabernacles, praying in the congregation, and assisting at the dedication of the wall, and in promoting the religious reformation so happily effected by the Tirshatha. But in such he filled the first place: being repeatedly coupled with Nehemiah the Tirshatha (viii. 9, xii. 26), while Eliashib the high-priest is not mentioned as taking any part in the reformation at all. In the sealing to the covenant described Neh. x., Ezra probably sealed under the patrocinium of Zerubbabel and Azariah (v. 2). As Ezra is not mentioned after Nehemiah's designation for Babylon in the 23d Artaxerxes, and as everything else points to confirming Nehemiah's absence (Neh. xiii.), it is not unlikely that Ezra may have died or returned to Babylon before that year. Josephus, who should be our next best authority after Scripture, evidently knew nothing about the time or the place of his death. He vaguely says, "he died an old man, and was
buried in a magnificent manner at Jerusalem (1 Esdr. xi. 5, § 5), and places his death in the high-priesthood of Zophim, and before the government of Nehemiah! But that he lived under the high-priesthood of Eliashib and the government of Nehemiah is expressly stated in Nehemiah; and there was a strong Jewish tradition that he was buried in Persia. Thus Benjamin of Tudela says of Nehor-Samarah — apparently some place on the lower Tigris — on the frontier of Persia: Zenimza according to the Talmudists, otherwise Z zamzumu — "The sepulchre of Ezra the priest and scribe is in this place, where he died on his journey from Jerusalem to king Artaxerxes" (vol. i. p. 116), a tradition which certainly agrees very well with the narrative of Nehemiah. This sepulchre is shown to this day (ib. vol. ii., note p. 116). As regards the traditional history of Ezra, it is extremely difficult to judge what portion of it has any historical foundation. The principal works ascribed to him by the Jews, and, on the strength of their testimony, by Christians also, are: — (1.) The institution of the Great Synagogue, of which, the Jews say, Ezra was president, and Daniel, Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi, Zorobabel, Mordecai, Joshua, Nehe- miah, &c., were members, Simon the Jint, the last survivor, living on till the time of Alexander the Great! (2.) The setting the canon of Scripture, and restoring, correcting, and editing the whole sacred volume according to the threefold arrangement of the Law, the Prophets, and the Hagiographa, with the divisions of the Peshitta, or verses, the vowel-points handed down by tradition from Moses, and the emendations of the Keri. (3.) The introduction of the Child's character instead of the old Hebrew or Samaritan. (4.) The authorship of the books of Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah, and, some add, Esther; and many of the Jews say, also of the books of Ezekiel, Daniel, and the 12 prophets. (5.) The establishment of dynasty.
Ezra, Book of

Scripture not till they were sanctioned by Malachi. There does not, however, seem to be sufficient ground for forming a definite opinion on the details of the subject. In like manner one can only say that the introduction of the Chaldee character, and the commencement of such stated meetings for hearing the Scriptures read as led to the regular synagogal-service, are things likely to have occurred about this time. For the question of Ezra's authorship, see CHRONICLES; also Ezra, Book of.

A. C. H.

3. (7777) : Ezpri; [Vat. Esperi] Ezrra. A name which occurs in the obscure genealogy of 1 Chr. 11: 17. According to the author of the Questions in Paral., Ezra is the same as Amram, and his sons Jether and Mered are Aaron and Moses.

Ezra, Book of. The book of Ezra speaks for itself to any one who reads it with ordinary intelligence, and without any prejudice as to its nature and composition. It is manifestly a continuation of the books of Chronicles, as indeed it is called by Hilary, bishop of Poitiers, Servsums Tzvrum Eztra (sp. Cosin’s Canon of Scr. 51). It is naturally a fresh book, as commenced the history of the returned captives after seventy years of suspension, as it were, of the national life. But whereas the genealogy of ch. 1. is throughout, the book at once declare the nature of it, which its contents also abundantly confirm. Like the two books of Chronicles, it consists of the contemporary historical journals kept from time to time by the prophets, or other authorized persons, who were eye-witnesses for the most part of what they record, and whose several narratives were afterwards strung together, and either abridged or added to, as the case required, by a later hand. That later hand, in the book of Ezra, was doubtless Ezra’s own, as appears by the four last chapters, as well as by other matter inserted in the previous chapters. While therefore, in a certain sense, the whole book is Ezra’s, as put together by him, yet, strictly, only the four last chapters are his original work. Nor will it be difficult to point out with tolerable certainty several of the writers of whose writings the first six chapters are composed. It has already been suggested (Chronicles) that the chief portion of the last chapter of 2 Chr. and Ezra i. may probably have been written by Daniel. The evidences of this in Ezr. i. must now be given more fully. No one probably can read Daniel as a genuine book, and not be struck with the very singular circumstance that, while he tells us in ch. ix. that he was aware that the seventy years’ captivity, foretold by Jeremiah, was near its close, and was led thereby to pray earnestly for the restoration of Jerusalem, and while he records the remarkable vision in answer to his prayer, yet he takes not the slightest notice of Cyrus’s decree, by which Jeremiah’s prophecy was fulfilled, and his own heart’s desire and prayer to God for Israel was accomplished, and which must have been the most stirring event in his long life, not even excepting the incident of the den of lions. He passes over in utter silence the first year of Cyrus, to which pointed allusion is made in Dan. i. 21, and proceeds n ch. x. to the third year of Cyrus. Such silence is utterly unaccountable. But Ezr. i. supplies the missing notice. If placed between Dan. ix. and x. it exactly fills up the gap, and records the event of the first year of Cyrus, in which Daniel was so deeply interested. And not only so, but the manner of the record is exactly Daniel’s. Ezr. i. 1: “And in the first year of Cyrus K. of Persia,” is the precise formula used in Dan. i. 1, ii. 1, vii. i., viii. i. ix. 1, xi. 1. The designation (ver. 1, 2, 8) “Cyrus king of Persia” is that used Dan. x. 1; the reference to the prophecy of Jeremiah in ver. 1 is similar to that in Dan. ix. 2, and the natural sequence to it. The giving the text of the decree, ver. 2-4 (cf. Dan. iv.), the mention of the name of Menaphath the treasurer,” ver. 8 (cf. Dan. i. 3, 11), the allusion to the sacred vessels placed by Nebuchadnezzar in the house of his god, ver. 7 (cf. Dan. i. 2), the giving the Chaldee name of Zerubbabel, ver. 8, 11 (cf. Dan. i. 7), and the whole locus standi of the narrator, who evidently wrote at Babylon, not at Jerusalem, are all circumstances which in a marked manner point to Daniel as the writer of Ezr. i. Nor is there the least improbability in the supposition that if Ezra edited Daniel’s papers he might think the chapter in question more conveniently placed in its chronological position in the Chronicles than in the collection of Daniel’s prophecies. It is scarcely necessary to add that several chapters of the prophets (Isiah and Jeremiah are actually found in the book of Kings, as e. g. Is xxxvi.-xxxix. in 2 K. xxvii.-xxviii.)

Ezr. i. then was by the hand of Daniel written, as in the case of the first chapter of the Chronicles, and far more so than ch. i., where the change of name from Sheshbazzar to Zerubbabel in ver. 2, the mention of Nehemiah the Tirshatha in ver. 2 and 63, and that of Mordecai in ver. 2, at once indicate a different and much finer hand, we need not seek long to discover where it came from, because it is found in extenso, correction et literation (with the exception of clerical errors), in the 7th ch. of Nehemiah, where it belongs beyond a shadow of doubt (NEHEMIAH, Book of). This portion then was written by Nehemiah, and was placed by Ezra, or possibly by a still later hand, in this position, as bearing upon the return from captivity related in ch. i., though chronologically out of place. Whether the extract originally extended so far as iii. 1 may be doubted. The next portion extends from iii. 2. to the end of ch. vi. With the exception of one large explanatory addition by Ezra, extending from iv. 6 to 24; which has cruelly but most needlessly perplexed commentators, this portion is the work of a writer contemporary with Zerubbabel and Josiah, and an eye-witness of the rebuilding of the Temple in the beginning of the reign of Darius Hystaspis. The minute details given of all the circumstances, such as the weeping of the old men who had seen the first Temple, the names of the Levites who took part in the work, of the heathen governors who hindered it, the expression (vi. 15) “This house was finished,” &c., the number of the sacrifices offered at the dedication, and the whole tone of the narrative, bespeak an actor in the scenes described. Who then was so likely to record these interesting events as one of those prophets who took an active part in promoting them, and a branch of whose duty it would be to continue the national chronicles? That it was the prophet Haggai becomes tolerably sure when we observe further the following coincidences in ch. vi.

1. The title “the prophet,” is throughout this portion of Ezra attached in a peculiar way to the name of Haggai. Thus chapter v. 1 we read “Then the prophets. Haggai the prophet, and Zechariah the son of Iddo, spakehisi,” &c.; and vi. 14
They prospered through the prophesying of Hag- 
gaii the prophet, and Zechariah the son of Iddo.
And in like manner in Hag. i. 3, 12, ii. 1, 10, he is called "Haggai the prophet."
2. The designation of Zerubbabel and Jeshua is identical in the two writers. "Zerubbabel the son of Shealtiel, and Jeshua the son of Jozadak" (comp. Ezr. iii. 2, 8, v. 2, with Hag. i. 12, 14, ii. 2, 4, 23). It will be seen that both writers usually name them together, and in the same order: Zechariah, on the contrary, does not once name them together, and calls them simply Zerubbabel, and Jeshua. Only in vi. 11 he adds "the son of Josecheu."
3. The description in Ezr. v. 1, 2 of the effect of the preaching of Haggai and Zechariah upon Zerubbabel, Jeshua, and the people, is identical with that in Hag. i., only abbreviated. And Hag. ii. 3 alludes to the interesting circumstance recorded in Ezr. iii. 12.
4. Both writers mark the date of the transactions they record by the year of "Darius the king," (Ezr. iv. 24, v. 15, compared with Hag. i. 1, 15, ii. 10, &c.).
5. Ezr. iii. 8 contains exactly the same enumeration of those who worked, viz. "Zerubbabel, Jeshua, and the remnant of their brethren," as Hag. i. 12, 14, where we have "Zerubbabel, and Jeshua, with all the remnant of the people" (comp. too Ezr. vi. 16, and Hag. ii. 2).
6. Both writers use the expression "the work of the house of the Lord" (Ezr. iii. 8 and 9, compared with Hag. i. 14); and both use the phrase "the foundation of the temple was laid" (Ezr. iii. 6, 10, 11, 12, compared with Hag. ii. 18).
7. Both writers use indifferently the expressions "the house of the Lord," and "the temple of the Lord," but the former much more frequently than the latter. Thus the writer in Ezra uses the expression "the house" (חֵלֶק) twenty-five times, to six in which he speaks of "the temple" (בָּרוּךְ וְזֶרוּבֶבָּב.). Haggai speaks of "the house" seven times, of "the temple" twice.
8. Both writers make marked and frequent reference to the law of Moses. Thus comp. Ezr. iii. 2, 3-6, 8, vi. 14, 16-22, with Hag. i. 8, 10, ii. 5, 17, 11-13, &c.

Such strongly marked resemblances in the compass of two such brief portions of Scripture seem to prove that they are from the pen of the same writer.

But the above observations do not apply to Ezr. iv. 6-23, which is a parenthetical addition by a much later hand, and, as the passage most clearly shows, made in the reign of Artaxerxes Longimanus. The compiler who inserted chapter ii., a document drawn up in the reign of Artaxerxes, to illustrate the return of the captives under Zerubbabel, here inserts a notice of two historical facts — of which one occurred in the reign of Xerxes, and the other in the reign of Artaxerxes — to illustrate the opposition offered by the heathen to the rebuilding of the temple in the reign of Cyrus and Cambyses. He tells us that in the beginning of the reign of Xerxes, i.e. before Esther was in favor, they had written to the king to prejudice him against the Jews — a circumstance, by the way, which may rather have inclined him to listen to Haman's proposition; and he gives the text of letters sent to Artaxerxes, and of Artaxerxes' answer, on the strength of which Nehum and Shimshai forcibly

numbted the Jews from rebuilding the city. These letters doubtless came into Ezra's hands at Babylon, and may have led to those endeavors on his part to make the king favorable to Jerusalem which issued in his own commission in the seventh year of his reign. At ver. 24 Haggai's narrative proceeds in connection with ver. 5. The mention of Artaxerxes in chapter vi. 14, is of the same kind. The last four chapters, beginning with chapter viii., are Ezra's own, and continue the history after a gap of fifty-eight years — from the sixth of Darius to the reign of Artaxerxes. The only history of Judah during this interval is what is given in the above-named parenthesis, from which we may infer that during this time there was no one in Palestine to write the Chronicles. The history of the Jews in Persia for a period is given in the book of Esther.

The text of the book of Ezra is not in a good condition. There are a good many palpable corruptions both in the names and numbers, and perhaps in some other points. It is written partly in Hebrew, partly in Chaldee. The Chaldee begins at iv. 8, and continues to the end of vi. 18. The letter or decree of Artaxerxes, vii. 12-26, is also given in the original Chaldee. There has never been any doubt about Ezra being canonical, although there is no quotation from it in the N. T.

Augustine says of Ezra "magis rerum gestarum scriptor est habitus quam prophetae" (De Civ. Del. xviii. 36). The period covered by the book is eighty years, from the first of Cyrus n. c. 539, to the beginning of the eighth of Artaxerxes n. c. 456. It embraces the governments of Zerubbabel and Ezra, the high-priesthood of Jeshua, Johanan, and the early part of Eliashib; and the reigns of Cyrus, Cambyses, Smerdis, Darius Hystaspes, Xerxes, and part of Artaxerxes. Of these Cambyses and Smerdis are named only in iv (Ezra, First book of.)

A. C. H.

* Among the later writers on the book of Ezra are these: Keil in his Apol. Versuch ub. die Bücher der Chronik, pp. 195-194, and in his Einl. in das Alte Testament, pp. 529-528; Maurer, Geschichte des Buches Ezra und Nehemjah (1866). See also Herzfeld, Die Bücher Ezra und Nehemjah, ii. 1862; Wordsworth, in his Holy Bible with Introduction and Notes, iii. 301-324 (1866); and Kuenen, Hist. crit. der Bücher des Alten Test. (1866), p. 496-522 (1866). It is the opinion of many eminent critics of different schools, as Zimm, Ewald, Bertheau, Walthinger, Dilman, Herzfeld, Davidson, Bickel, and Kuenen, that the books of Ezra, Nehemjah, and Chronicles were compiled by the same person.

II.

EZRAHITE, THE (זֶרֶבַבֶּל) — זֶרֶבַבֶּל [Vat. -'erel]. Alex. Ξερβαβέλ, [in Ps. -'ερβαβέλ, Vat. Sin. -'ερβαβέλ (Ξερβαβέλ), a title attached to two persons — Ethan (1 K. iv. 31; Ps. lxxxix. title) and Heman (Ps. lxxviii. title). The word is naturally derivable from Ezra, or—which is almost the same in Hebrew — Zerach, זֶרֶךְ; and accordingly in 1 Chr. ii. 6, Ethan and Heman are both given as sons of Zeraḥ the son of Judah

EZRAHITES, THE (זֶרֶבַבֶּל) — זֶרֶבַבֶּל [Vat. -'erel]. Alex. Ξερβαβέλ, [in Ps. -'ερβαβέλ, Vat. Sin. -'ερβαβέλ (Ξερβαβέλ), a title attached to two persons — Ethan (1 K. iv. 31; Ps. lxxxix. title) and Heman (Ps. lxxviii. title). The word is naturally derivable from Ezra, or—which is almost the same in Hebrew — Zerach, זֶרֶךְ; and accordingly in 1 Chr. ii. 6, Ethan and Heman are both given as sons of Zeraḥ the son of Judah
Another Ethan and another Heman are named as Levites and musicians in the lists of 1 Chr. vi. and elsewhere.

EZRI ("EZRI [help of Jehovah, a contracted form of Gedeon. See Gedeon."") Ez 601; [Vat. 10896; Comp. Abk. Alex. Egd: Ezri], son of Chodub, superintendent for king David of those who did the work of the field for tillage of the ground (1 Chr. xxvii. 26).

F.

FABLE (μιχαθος: fabula). Taking the words fable and parable, not in their strict etymological meaning, but in that which has been stamped upon them by current usage, looking, i.e. at the .Esopic fable as the type of the one, at the Parables of the N. T. as the type of the other, we have to ask (1) in what relation they stand to each other, as instruments of moral teaching? (2) what use is made in the Bible of this or of that form? That they have much in common is, of course, obvious enough. In both we find "statements of facts, which do not even pretend to be historical, used as vehicles for the exhibition of a general truth" (Neander, Leben Jesu, p. 68). Both differ from the Mythus, in the modern sense of that word, in being the result of a deliberate choice of such a mode of teaching, not the spontaneous, unconscious evolution of thought in some symbolic form. They take their place so far as species of the same genus: What are the characteristic marks by which one differs from the other, it is perhaps easier to find than to define. Thus we have (comp. Trench On Parables, p. 2) (1) Lessing's statement that the fable takes the form of an actual narrative, while the Parable assumes only that what is related might have happened; (2) Herder's, that the difference lies in the fable's dealing with brute or inanimate nature, in the parable's drawing its materials exclusively from human life; (3) Ollasneus's (on Matt. xii. 1), followed by Trench (L. c.), that it is to be found in the higher truths of which the parable is the vehicle. Perhaps the most satisfactory summing up of the chief distinctive features of each is to be found in the following extract from Neander (L. c.): "The parable is distinguished from the fable by this, that, in the latter, qualities, or acts of a higher class of beings may be attributed to a lower (c. g. those of men to brutes); while in the former, the lower sphere is kept perfectly distinct from that which it seems to illustrate. The beings and powers thus introduced always follow the law of their nature, but their acts, according to this law, are used to figure those of a higher race. Perhaps more introduction of brutes as personal agents, in the fable, is not sufficient to distinguish it from the parable, which may make use of the same contrivance; as, for example, Christ employs the sheep in one of his parables. The great distinction here, also, lies in what has already been remarked: brutes introduced in the parable act according to the law of their nature, and the two spheres of nature and of the kingdom of God are carefully separated from each other. Hence the reciprocal relations of brutes to each other are not made use of, as these could furnish no appropriate image of the relation between man and the kingdom of God."

Of the fable, we have but two examples in the Bible, (1) that of the trees choosing their king, addressed by Jotham to the men of Shechem (Judg. ix. 8-15), (2) that of the cedar of Lebanon and the thistle, as the answer of Jehovah to the challenge of Amanaz (2 K. xiv. 9). The narrative of Ez. xvii. 1-10, though, in common with the fable, it brings before us the lower forms of creation as representatives of human characters and destinies, differs from it in the points above noticed, (1) in not introducing them as having human attributes, (2) in the higher prophetic character of the truths conveyed by it. The great eagle, the cedar of Lebanon, the spreading vine, are not grouped together as the agents in a fable, but are simply, like the bear, the leopard, and the lion in the visions of Daniel, symbols of the great monarchs of the world.

In the two instances referred to, the fable has more the character of the Greek alor (Quint. Inst. Orat. v. 11) than of the μιχαθος: that is, is less the fruit of a vivid imagination, sporting with the analogies between the worlds of nature and of men, than a covert reproof, making the sinner which it affects to hide all the sharper (Müller and Donaldson, Hist. of Greek Literature, vol. i. c. xii.). The appearance of the fable thus early in the history of Israel, and its entire absence from the direct teaching both of the O. and N. T. are, of each of them, in its way, significant. Taking the received chronology, the fable of Jotham was spoken about 1209 n. c. The Arabian traditions of Lokman do not assign to him an earlier date than that of David. The earliest Greek μιχαθος is that of Hesiod (Op. et D. 292), and the prose form of the fable does not meet us till we come (about 550 n. c.) to Steichorus and Ἀσσ. The first example in the history of Rome is the apologue of Menenius Agrippa n. c. 494, and its genuineness has been questioned on the ground that the fable could hardly at that time have found its way to Latium (Müller and Donaldson, l. c.). It may be noticed too that when collections of fables became familiar to the Greeks they were looked on as imported, not indigenous. The traditions that surround the name of Ἀσσ, the absence of any evidence that he wrote fables, the traces of eastern origin in those ascribed to him, leave him little more than the representa- tive of a period when the forms of teaching, which had long been familiar to the more eastern nations, were travelling westward, and were adopted eagerly by the Greeks. The collections themselves are described by titles that indicate a foreign origin.

They are Libyan (Arist. Rhet. ii. 20), Cyprian, Cilician. All these facts lead to the conclusion that the Hebrew mind, gifted, as it was, in a special measure, with the power of perceiving analogies in things apparently dissimilar, attained, at a very early period of its growth, the breadth of view which does not appear in the history of other nations till a later period. Whatever antiquity may be ascribed to the fables in the comparatively later collection of the Pancho Teatra, the land of Canaan is, so far as we have any data to conclude from, the fatherland of fable. To conceive brutes or inanimate objects as representing human characteristics, to personify them as acting, speaking, reasoning, to draw lessons from them applicable to human life, — this idea has been the formation of analogies, which lies in the time of the Judges. The part assigned in the earliest records of the Bible to the impressions made by the brute creation on the mind of man then "the Lord God formed every beast of
The field and every foule of the air, and brought them unto Adam to see what he would call them" (Gen. ii. 19), and the apparent symbolon of the "scepter in the hand" or the "sword at the side" (Is. I.) are at once indications of teaching adopted to men in the possession of this power, and must have helped to develop it (Herder, "Gewalt der Ethischen Positiv," Werke, xxxiv. p. 16, ed. 1826).

The large number of proverbs in which analogies of this kind are made the bases of a moral precept, and some of which (e.g. Prov. xvi. 11, xxv. 28—29) are of the nature of condensed fables, show that there is no decline of this power as the intellect of the people advanced. The absence of fables accordingly from the teaching of the O. T. must be ascribed to their want of fitness to be the media of the truths which that teaching was to convey. The points in which brutes or inanimate objects present analogies to man are chiefly those which belong to his lower nature, his pride, indulgence, cunning, and the like, and the lessons derived from them accordingly do not rise higher than the prudential morality which aims at repressing such defects (comp. Trench on the "Parables," l. c.).

The fable, apart from the associations of a grotesque and hilarious nature which gather round it, apart too from its presentings narratives which are "nece verae nec versilimines" ("De Invent. i. 19), is inadequate as the exponent of the higher truths which belong to man's spiritual life. It must serve to express the relations between man and man; it fails to represent those between man and God. To do that is the office of the "Parables," finding its outstand framework in the dealings of men with each other, or in the world of nature as it is, not in any grotesque parody of nature, and exhibiting, in either case, real and not fanciful analogies.

The fable seizes on that which man has in common with the creatures below him; the parable rests on the truths that man is made in the image of God, and that "all things are double one against another."

It is noticeable, as confirming this view of the office of the fable, that, though those of Jesus (so called) were known to the great preacher of righteousness at Athens, though a narrative paraphrase of some of them was among the employments of his imprisonment (Acts, Phars., pp. 60, 61), they were not employed by him as illustrations, or elements of instruction. While Socrates shows an appreciation of the power of such fables to represent some of the phenomena of human life, he was not, he says, in this sense of the word, "μοθολογικός." The myths, which appear in the "Gorgias," the "Phaedrus," the "Phaedon," the "Republic," are as unlike as possible to the fable of fables, are (to take his own account of them) "οὶ μὲν άλλά ψευδά "follow, true, though figurative, representations of spiritual realities, while the illustrations from the common life of nature were so conspicuous in his ordinary teaching, though differing in being comparisons rather than narratives, come nearer to the parables of the Bible (comp. the contrast between τά "Σωματικά" as examples of the "παραβολή" and the "λόγος Αισθήσεως," Arist. "Rhet. ii. 29). It may be said indeed that the use of the fable as an instrument of teaching (apart from the embellishments of wit and humor with which it is invested) as such writers as Lessing and La Fontaine) belongs rather to childhood, and the child-like period of national life, than to a more advanced development. In the earlier stages of political change, as

in the cases of Jotham, Steichorus (Arist. "Rhet. l. c."), Menenius Agrrippa, it is used as an element of persuasion or reproof. It ceases to appear in the highest epochs of noble and statesmanlike special excellence of fables is that they are "διηγηματικοί" (Arist. "Rhet. l. c."); that "discreet animus solent, praecipe rusticorum et imperitorum" ( quaint. Inst. Orat. l. c.).

The μέθοδος of false teachers claiming to belong to the Christian church, alluded to by writers of the N. T. in connection with "γεγονός ἀποχρος τοις τοις (1 Tim. i. 4), or with epithets "λυσσακικοί (1 Thess. iii. 1) do not appear to have had the character of fables, properly so called. As applied to them, the word takes its general meaning of anything false or unreal, and it does not fall within the scope of the present article to discuss the nature of the falsehoods so referred to. [See PARABLE.]

FAIR HAVENS (Καλαόν Ἀμφίπολις), a harbor in the island of Crete (Acts xxvii. 5), not mentioned in any other ancient writing. There seems no probability that it is, as Biscoe suggested (on the "Acts," p. 347, ed. 1829), the "Καλάκ Αμφίπος of Steph. Byz. — for that is said to be a city, whereas Fair Havens is described as "a place near to which was a city called Lasus" (τόπος τις ἢ ἔργον ἡ πόλις Λασον). Moreover Mr. Fashby found ("Travels in Crete," vol. ii. p. 57) a district called "Acris," and it is most likely that "Καλάκ Αμφίπος was situated there; but that district is in the W. of the island, whereas Fair Havens was on the S. Its position is now quite certain. Though not mentioned by classical writers, it is still known by its old Greek name, as it was in the time of Piocke, and other early travellers mentioned by Mr. Smith ("Visage and Shipwreck of St Paul," 2d ed. pp. 80-82). Lasus also has recently been most explicitly discovered. In fact Fair Havens appears to have been practically its harbor. These places are situated four or five miles to the E. of Cape Matala, which is the most conspicuous headland on the S. coast of Crete, and immediately to the W. of which the coast trends suddenly to the N. This last circumstance explains why the ship which conveyed St. Paul was brought to anchor in Fair Havens. In consequence of violent and continuing N. W. winds she had been unable to hold on her course from Italy to Crete (Acts xvi. 7 and xvi. 8) and had run down, by Salamis, under the lee of Crete. It was possible to reach Fair Havens; but beyond Cape Matala the difficulty would have recovered, so long as the wind remained in the same quarter. A considerable delay took place (ver. 9) during which it is possible that St. Paul may have had opportunities of preaching the gospel at Lasus, or even at Gortyna, where Jews resided (1 Macc. v. 29), and which was not far distant; but all this is conjectural. A consultation took place, at which it was decided, against the apostle's advice, to make an attempt to reach a good harbor named Phœnicia, their present anchorage being ἀνείθεσεν πολὺς παραγεμασίαν (ver. 12). All such terms are comparative; and there is no doubt that, as a safe winter harbor, Fair Havens is infinitely inferior to Phœnicia; though perhaps even as a matter of safety St. Paul advise to visit. However this may be, the south wind, which sprang up afterwards (ver. 13), proved delusive; and the vessel was caught by a hurricane ("Εκκύκλών") on her way towards Phœnicia, and ultimately wrecked.
alternations of commercial business in which the
merchants of Tyre were engaged. That the first
of these words cannot signify "fairs" is evident
from ver. 12: for the inhabitants of Tarshish did
not visit Tyre, but "vice versa." Let the reader sub-
stitute "paid" or "exchanged for thy wares," for
"occupied in thy fairs," and the sense is much
improved. The relation which this term bears to
mavarah, which properly means barter, appears to be
pretty much the same as exists between exports and
imports. The requirements of the Tyrians them-
selves, such as slaves (13), wheat (17), steel (19),
were a matter of mavarah: but where the business
consisted in the exchange of Tyrian wares for for-
eign productions, it is specified in this form, "Tar-
shish paid for thy wares with silver, iron, tin, and
lead." The use of the terms would probably have
been more intelligible if the prophet had mentioned
what the Tyrians gave in exchange; as it is, he
only notices the one side of the bargain, namely,
what the Tyrians received, whether they were buy-
ers or sellers.

FALLOW-DEER (גָּחוּר, gychmār. 
Alex. βαύθαλος: babulus). The Heb. word,
which is mentioned only in Deut. xiv. 5, as the
name of one of the animals allowed by the Leviti-
cal law for food, and in 1 K. iv. 23, as forming
part of the provisions for Solomon's table, appears
to point to the Antilope babulus, Pallus: the βαύ-
θαλος of the Greeks (see Herod. iv. 192; Ari-
stotle, Hist. Anim. iii. 6, ed. Schneider, and De Port.
Anim. iii. 2, 11, ed. Bekker: Oppian, Cyn. ii. 300)
is properly, we believe, identified with the afore-
named antelope. From the different descriptions of
the yechmār, as given by Arabian writers, and
cited by Bochart (Hieroc. ii. 284 ff.), it would
seem that 4dis is the animal denoted; though

Fair Havens in Crete.
FALLOW-DEER

Dauri's remarks in some respects are fabulous, and he represents the yewmuie as having decided horns, which will not apply to any antelope. Still Cazinarius, according to Rosenmüller, identifies the yewmuie with the beeker-clawed ("wild cow"), which is the modern name in N. Africa for the Alcelaphus buselaphus. Kitchin (Pict. Bib., Deut. l. c.) says, "The yewmuie of the Hebrews is without doubt erroneously identified with the falloow-deer, which does not exist in Asia," and refers the name to the Ore{x} leucogryx, citing Niebuhr as authority for stating that this animal is known among the eastern Arabs by the name of yewmuie. The fallow-deer (Cervus dama) is undoubtedly a native of Asia; indeed Persia seems to be its proper country. Hassequist (Trans. p. 211) noticed this deer in Mount Tabor. Viedmann (Ver. Samml. 1. 178) believes that the yewmuie is best denoted by the Cervus dama. The authority for the LXX., however, in a question of this kind, should decide the matter: accordingly we have little doubt but that the yewmuie of the Heb. Scriptures denotes the beeker-clawed, or "wild ox," of Barbary and N. Africa. (See Shaw's Travels, p. 242, and Suppl. to Shaw, loc. cit. Egypt, 1. 223, figs. 3, 4, and p. 229, fig. 19). This animal, which is about the size of a stag, is common in N. Africa, and lives in herds. We were at one time inclined to refer the Heb yewmuie to the Ore{x} leucogryx (see art. Ox); on further investigation, however, we have decided for the Alcelaphus. The Teo or To may perhaps therefore denote the former antelope. W. H.

* The Arabic (جيوار) is described in a work of Natural History as "a species originating in the Barabary States, its size somewhat smaller than the red deer, but in form resembling it, having erect spirally curving ringed horns: the color of its body is reddish-brown, and the belly and inner surface of the thighs are white. The female has no horns." This description fixes the species as the Alcelaphus buselaphus.

G. E. P.

FAMINE

When the sweet influences of the Pleiades are bound, and the lands of Scorpio cannot be loosed, then it is that famines generally prevail in the lands of the Bible. In Egypt a deficiency in the rise of the Nile, with drying winds, produces the same results. The famines recorded in the Bible are traceable to both these phenomena; and we generally find that Egypt was restored to when scarcity afflicted Palestine. This is notably the case in the first three famines, those of Abraham, of Isaac, and of Jacob, although in the last case Egypt was involved in the calamity, and only saved from its horrors by the providential policy of Joseph. In this instance, too, the famine was widespread, and Palestine further suffered from the restriction which must have been placed on the supplies usually derived, in such circumstances, from Egypt.

In the whole of Syria and Arabia, the fruits of the earth must ever be dependent on rain; the watershed having few large springs, and the small rivers not being sufficient for the irrigation of even the level lands. It therefore the heavy rains of November and December fail, the sustenance of the people is cut off in the parching drought of harvest-time, when the country is almost devoid of moisture. Further, the pastoral tribes rely on the scanty herbage of the desert-plains and valleys for their flocks and herds; for the desert is interspersed in spring-time with spontaneous vegetation, which is the product of the preceding rain-fall, and fails almost totally without it. It is therefore not difficult to conjecture the frequent occurrence and scarcity of famines in ancient times, when the scattered

---

A new issue of the Biblical and Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, published by Oxford and London, contains a full and accurate list of all the names of animals mentioned in the Bible, with full descriptions of each. It is the work of the late Dr. R. W. L. Brown, and is now in preparation. The illustrations are by the eminent artist, Mr. W. H. M. Sumner.}

---

1. yewmuie: animal ad genus perennis cun
2. Alcelaphus buselaphus
3. Scriptio setafo
4. Scorpio sets at dawn
population, rather of a pastoral than an agricultural country was dependent on natural phenomena which, however, regular in their season, occasionally failed, and with them the sustenance of man and beast.

Egypt, again, owes all its fertility—a fertility that gained for it the striking comparison to the "Garden of Eden"—to its mild climate and the annual rise inundates nearly the whole land and renders its cultivation an easy certainty. But this very bounty of nature has not unfrequently exposed the country to the opposite extreme of drought. With scarcely any rain, and that only on the Mediterranean coast, and with wells only supplied by filtration from the river through a nitrous soil, a failure in the rise of the Nile almost certainly entails a degree of scarcity, although it followed by cool weather, and if only the occurrence of a single year, the labor of the people may in a great measure avert the calamity. The causes of dearth and famine in Egypt are occasioned by defective inundation, preceded and accompanied and followed by prevalent easterly and southerly winds. Both these winds dry up the earth, and the latter, keeping back the rain-clouds from the north, are perhaps the chief cause of the defective inundation, as they are also by their accelerating the current of the river—the northerly winds producing the contrary effects. Famines in Egypt and Palestine seem to be affected by drought extending from northern Syria, through the meridian of Egypt, as far as the highlands of Abyssinia.

The first famine recorded in the Bible is that of Abraham after he had pitched his tent on the east of Bethel: "And there was a famine in the land; and they were driven of the land of Egypt to go unto Canaan..." (Gen. xi. 30). We may conclude that this famine was extensive, although this is not quite proved by the fact of Abraham's going to Egypt; for on the occasion of the second famine, in the days of Isaac, this patriarch found refuge with Abimelech king of the Philistines in Gerar, and was warned by God not to go down into Egypt, whither therefore we may suppose he was journeying (Gen. xxvi. 1 ff.). We hear no more of times of scarcity until the great famine of Egypt which was over all the face of the earth: "And all countries came into Egypt to buy [corn], because the famine was [so] sore in all lands" (Gen. xii. 56, 57). "And the sons of Israel came to buy [corn] among those that came; for the famine was in the land of Canaan" (xii. 5). Thus in the third generation, Jacob is afflicted by the famine, and sends from Hebron to Egypt when he hears that there is corn there; and it is added in a later passage, on the occasion of his sending the second time for corn to Egypt, "and the famine was sore in the land," i.e. Hebron.

The famine of Joseph is discussed in art. Egypt, so far as Joseph's history and policy is concerned. It is only necessary here to consider its physical characteristics. We have mentioned the chief causes of famines in Egypt: this instance differs in the providential recurrence of seven years of plenty, whereby Joseph was enabled to provide against the coming dearth, and to supply not only the population of Egypt with corn, but those of the surrounding countries: "And the seven years of plenteousness, that were in the land of Egypt, were ended. And the seven years of dearth began to come, according as Joseph had said: and the dearth was in all lands; but in all the land of Egypt there was bread. And when all the land of Egypt was famished, the people cried to Pharaoh for bread: and Pharaoh said unto his servants, Can there be a man found in all the land of Egypt, that hath22 been wise and skillful in heart, whom I may send unto Pharaoh? And there was one in all the land of Egypt, which was wise and skillful in heart, of the name of Joseph, and what he said he to you, do. And the famine was over all the face of the earth: and Joseph opened all the storehouses, and sold unto the Egyptians; and the famine waxed sore in the land of Egypt. And all countries came into Egypt to Joseph for to buy [corn], because that the famine was [so] sore in all lands" (Gen. xli. 53-57).

The modern history of Egypt throws some curious light on these ancient records of famine: and instances of their recurrence may be cited to assist us in understanding their cause and extent. They have not been of very rare occurrence since the Mohammedan conquest, according to the testimony of Arab historians: one of great severity, following a deficient rise of the Nile, in the year of the Flight 507 (A.D. 1200), is recorded by 'Abel-El-Lateef, who was an eye-witness, and is regarded justly as a trustworthy authority. He gives a most interesting account of its horrors, states that the people throughout the country were driven to the last extremities, eating offal, and even their own dead, and mentions, as an instance of the dire straits to which they were driven, that persons who were burnt alive for eating human flesh were themselves, thus ready roasted, eaten by others. Multitudes fled the country, only to perish in the desert-road to Palestine.

But the most memorable famine was that of the reign of the Fatimeh Khaiiefeh, El-Mustasir billih, which is the only instance on record of one of seven years' duration in Egypt since the time of Joseph (A. D. 457-464, A. D. 1064-1071). This famine exceeded in severity all others of modern times, and was aggravated by the anarchy which then ravaged the country. Vehement drought and pestilence (says Ex-Savvases, in his Livre d'Egypte, MS.) continued for seven consecutive years, so that they [the people] ate corpses, and animals that died of themselves: the cattle perished; a dog was sold for 5 dinars, and a cat for 3 dinars . . . and an ardeek (about 5 bushels) of wheat for 100 dinars, and then it failed altogether. He adds, that all the horses of the Khaiiefeh, save three, perished, and gives numerous instances of the straits to which the wretched inhabitants were driven, and of the organized bands of kidnappers who infested Cairo and caught passengers in the streets by ropes furnished with hooks and let down from the houses. This account is confirmed by El-Makreez (in his Kahfet), from whom we further learn that the family, and even the women of the Khaiiefeh fled, by the way of Syria, on foot, to escape the peril that threatened all ranks of the population. The whole narrative is worthy of attention, since it contains a parallel to the duration of the famine of Joseph, and at the same time enables us to form an idea of the character of famines in the East. The famine of Samaria resembled it in many particulars; and that very briefly recorded in 2 K.

22 Since writing the above, we find that Quatremere was given a translation of El-Makreez's account of this famine, in the life of El-Mustasir, contained in his Memores Geographiques et Historiques sur l'Egypt.
FASTS

1. The word ἀσήμι, ἀσίμι, ἀστίμιum, is not found in the Pentateuch, but it often occurs in the historical books and the Prophets (2 Sam. xii. 16; 1 K. xvi. 9-12; Exz. viii. 21; Ps. lxix. 10; Is. viii. 5; Joel i. 4, 11; Zech. viii. 19, &c.). In the Law, the only term used to denote the religious observance of fasting is the more significant one, ἀφιλέω τιν ισημιον: "fasting the soul" (Exz. xvi. 23-31; xxiii. 27; Num. xxx. 13). The word ἀσήμι, i.e. ἀσίμιum, which occurs Exz. ix. 5, where it is rendered in A. V. "heaviness," is commonly used to denote fasting in the Talmud, and is the title of one of its treatises.

2. One fast only was appointed by the Law, that on the day of Atonement. [atonement, day of] There is no mention of any other periodic fast in the O. T., except in Zech. vii. 1-7, viii. 19. From these passages it appears that the Jews, during their Captivity, observed four annual fasts in the year, viz., the first month, and tenth month. When the building of the second Temple had commenced, those who remained in Babylon sent a message to the priests at Jerusalem to inquire whether the observance of the fast in the fifth month should not be discontinued. The prophet takes the occasion to rebuke the Jews for the spirit in which they had observed the fast of the seventh month as well as that of the fifth (vii. 5-6), and afterwards (viii. 19), giving the subject an evangelical turn, he declares that the whole of the four fasts shall be turned to "joy and gladness, and cheerful feasts." Zechariah simply distinguishes the fasts by the months in which they were observed; but the Mishna (Talmud, iv. 6) and S. Jerome (in Zech. viii.) give statements of certain historical events which they were intended to commemorate:

The fast of the fourth month. — The breaking of the tables of the Law by Moses (Exz. xxxiv.), and the burning of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar (Jer. lii.).

The fast of the fifth month. — The return of the spies, &c. (Num. xiii. xiv.), the Temple burnt by Nebuchadnezzar, and again by Titus; and the plundering of the site of the temple, with the capture of Bether, in which a vast number of Jews from Jerusalem had taken refuge in the time of Hadrian.

The fast of the seventh month. — The complete sack of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar and the death of Gedaliah (2 K. xxv.).

The fast of the tenth month. — The receiving by Ezekiel and the other captives in Babylon of the news of the destruction of Jerusalem.

Some other events mentioned in the Mishna are unmentioned by Ezekiel, and the present fasting was afterwards adopted in the temple, with the observance of the Captivity, and that the other events were subsequently associated with them on the ground of some real or fancied coincidence of the time of occurrence. As regards the
Fasts of the fifth month, at least, it can hardly be doubted that the captive Jews applied it exclusively to the destruction of the Temple, and that S. Jerome was right in regarding as the reason of their request to be released from its burdens, in the hope that it had no longer any purpose after the new Temple was begun. As this fast (as well as the three others) is still retained in the Jewish Calendar, we must infer either that the priests did not agree with the Babylonian Jews, or that the fast having been discontinued for a time, was renewed after the destruction of the Temple by Titus.

The number of annual fasts in the present Jewish calendar has been increased to twenty-eight, a list of which is given by Ireland (Jub. p. 274).

II. Public fasts were occasionally proclaimed to express national humiliation on account of sin or misfortune, and to supplicate divine favor in regard to some great undertaking or threatened danger. In the case of public danger, the proclamation appears to have been accompanied with the blowing of trumpets (Joel ii. 1-15; cf. Tannith, i. 6). The following instances are recorded of strictly national fasts: Samuel gathered "all Israel" to Mizpeh and proclaimed a fast, performing at the same time what seemed to have been a rite symbolical of purification, when the people confessed their sin in having worshipped Baalim and Ashtothar (1 Sam. vii. 6); Jehoshaphat appointed one "throughout all Judah" when he was preparing for war against Moab and Ammon (2 Chr. xx. 3); in the reign of Jehohaziah, one was proclaimed "for all the people in Jerusalem and all that came thither out of the cities of Judah," when the prophecy of Jeremiah was publicly read by Baruch (Jer. xxxvi. 6-10; cf. Baruch i. 5); three days after the feast of Tabernacles, when the second Temple was completed, "the children of Israel assembled with fasting and with sackcloth and earth upon them" to hear the Law read, and to confess their sins (Neh. ix. 1). There are references to general fasts in the Prophets (Joel i. 14, ii. 15; Is. lviii.); and two are noticed in the books of the Maccabees (1 Macr. iii. 46-47; 2 Macc. xii. 10-12).

There are a considerable number of instances of cities and bodies of men observing fasts on occasions in which they were especially concerned. In the days of Phinehas, the grandson of Aaron, when the men of Judah had been defeated by those of Benjamin, they fasted in making preparation for another battle (Judg. xx. 26). David and his men fasted for a day on account of the death of Saul (2 Sam. i. 12); and the men of Jabesh-Gilead fasted seven days on Saul's burial (1 Sam. xxxii. 13). Jezebel, in the name of Ahab, appointed a fast for the inhabitants of Jezreel, to render more striking, as it would seem, the punishment about to be inflicted on Naboth (1 K. xxi. 9-12). Ezra proclaimed a fast for his companions at the river of Ahava, when he was seeking for God's help and guidance in the work he was about to undertake (Ezra, viii. 21-23). Esther, when she was going to intercede with Ahasuerus, commanded the Jews of Shushan neither to eat nor drink for three days (Esth. iv. 16).

Public fasts expressly on account of unseasonable weather and of famine, may perhaps be traced in the first and second chapters of Joel. In later times they assumed great importance and form the main subject of the treatise Tannith in the Mishna.

VI. Private occasional fasts are recognized in the narrative of the Law (Num. xxx. 13). The instances given of individuals fasting under the influence of grief, vexation, or anxiety, are numerous (1 Sam. i. 7, xx. 34; 2 Sam. iii. 35, xii. 10; 1 K. xxii. 27; Ezr. x. 9; Neh. i. 4; Dan. x. 9). The fasts of forty days of Moses (Ex. xxiv. 18, xxxiv. 28; DENT. ix. 18) and of Elijah (1 K. xix. 8) are, of course, to be regarded as special acts of spiritual discipline, faint though wonderful shadows of that fast in the wilderness of Judaea, in which all true fasting finds its meaning.

IV. In the N. T. the only references to the Jewish fasts are the mention of "the Fast" in Acts xxvii. 9 (generally understood to denote the Day of Atonement), and the allusion to the weekly fasts (Matt. ix. 14; Mark ii. 18; Luke v. 33, xviii. 12; Acts x. 30). These fasts originated some time after the Captivity. They were observed on the second and fifth days of the week, which, being appointed as the days for public fasts (Tannith, ii. 9), seem to have been selected for these private voluntary fasts. The Gemara states that they were chosen because Moses went up Mount Sinai on the fifth day and went down on the second. All that is known on the subject appears to be given by Grotius, Lightfoot, and Schoettgen on Luke xviii. 12; and Lightfoot on Matt. ix. 14.

A time of fasting for believers in Christ is foretold Matt. ix. 15, and a caution on the subject is given Matt. vi. 16-18. Fasting and prayer are spoken of as the great sources of spiritual strength, Matt. xviii. 21; Mark ix. 23; 1 Cor. vii. 5; and they are especially connected with ordination, Acts xii. 9, xiv. 23.

V. The Jewish fasts were observed with various degrees of strictness. Sometimes there was entire abstinence from food (Esth. iv. 16, &c.). On other occasions there appears to have been only a "restriction to a very plain diet (Dan. x. 3). Fasts are given in the Talmud (both in JOMA and Tannith) as to the mode in which fasting is to be observed on particular occasions. The fast of the day, according to Josephus, was considered to terminate at sunset, and St. Jerome speaks of the fasting Jews as anxiously waiting for the rising of the stars. Fasts were not observed on the Sabbaths, the new moons, the great festivals, or the fasts of Purim and Dedication (Jud. vii. 6; Tannith, ii. 10).

Those who fasted frequently dressed in sackcloth or rent their clothes, put ashes on their head and went barefoot (1 K. xxi. 27; cf. Joseph. Ant. xill. 13, § 8; Neh. ix. 1; Ps. xxviii. 19). The rabbinical directions for the ceremonies to be observed in public fasts, and the prayers to be used in them, may be seen in Tannith, ii. 1-4.

VI. The sacrifice of the personal will, which gives to fasting all its value, is expressed in the old term used in the law, afflicting the soul. The faithful son of Israel realized the blessing of fasting (Ps. lixx. 10). But the frequent admonitions and stern denunciations of the prophets may show us how prone the Jews were, in their formal fasts, to lose the idea of a spiritual discipline, and to regard them as being a means of winning favor from God, or, in a still worse spirit, to make a parade of them in order to appear religious before men (Is. viii. 3, Zech. vii. 5, 6; Mal. iii. 14; comp. Matt. vi. 16).

S. C.

* The word مَرْضِي in Arabic, the same root as درس, signifies abstinence from food, drink or
FATHER


The position and authority of the father as the head of the family is expressly assumed and sanctioned in Scripture, as a likeness of that of the Almighty over his creatures, an authority — as Philo remarks — intermediate between human and divine (Philo, πατίς τῶν πατέντων, § 1). It lies of course at the root of all so-called patriarchal government (Gen. iii. 16: 1 Cor. xi. 3), which was introductory to the more definite systems which followed, and which in part, but not wholly, superseded it. When, therefore, the name of "father of nations" (צֵבָה נֹעַם) was given to Abram, he was thereby held up not only as the ancestor, but also as the example to those who should come after him (Gen. xviii. 18, 19: Rom. iv. 17). The father's blessing was regarded as conferring special benefit, but his malediction special injury on those on whom it fell (Gen. ix. 25, 27, xxvii. 27-40, xlviii. 15, 20, xlviii.): and so also the sin of a parent was held to affect, in certain cases, the welfare of his descendants (2 K. x. 27), though the Law forbade the punishment of the children because of the father's transgression (Deut. xvi. 19; 2 K. xiv. 6; Ex. xvii. 29). The command to honor parents is noticed by St. Paul as the only one of the Decalogue which bore a distinct promise (Ex. xxi. 12: Eph. vi. 2), and disre

pect towards them was condemned by the Law as one of the worst of crimes (Ex. xxi. 15, 17; 1 Tim. 1, 9; comp. Virg. Æn. vi. 609: Aristoph. Ran. 274-773). Instances of legal enactment in support of parental authority are found in Ex. xxii. 17; Num. xxx. 3, 5, xlii. 14; Deut. xvi. 21; Lev. xxvii. 9, xlii. 22; and the spirit of the Law in this direction may be seen in Prov. xxxi. 1, xv. 5, xvii. 25, xix. 13, xx. 20, xxviii. 24, xxx. 17; Is. xlv. 10; Mal. i. 6. The father, however, had not the power of death over his child (Deut. xxi. 18-21; Philo, l.c.).

From the patriarchal spirit, also, the principle of respect to age and authority in general appears to be derived. Thus Job is described as blessing "Pharaoh (Gen. xlix. 7, 19: comp. Lev. xxxix. 12; Prov. xxxi. 31: Philo, l. c. § 6)."

It is to this well-recognized theory of parental authority and supremacy that the various uses of the term "father" in Scripture are due. (1.) As the source or inventor of an art or practice (Gen. iv. 20, 21; John viii. 44; Job xxxviii. 28, xviii. 14; 2 Cor. l. 3). (2.) As an object of respect or reverence (Jer. ii. 27; 2 K. ii. 12, v. 13, vi. 21). (3.) Thus also the pupils or scholars of the prophetic schools, or of any teacher, are called sons (2 K. ii. 3, iv. 1; 1 Sam. x. 27, 27; 1 K. x. 35; 2 Chron. xxv. 1; 2 Chron. v. 2). The term father, and also mother, is applied to any ancestor of the male or female line respectively (Is. ii. 2; Jer. xxxvi. 6, 18; Dan. v. 2; 2 Sam. iv. 7: 2 Chr. xvi. 15). (5.) In the Tanakh the term father is used to indicate the chief, c. y. the principal of certain works are termed "fathers." Objects whose contact causes pollution are called "fathers" of defilement (Mishn. Shabb. vii. 2, col. 24; 4 Macc. vi. 13: Targum, l. c.). (6.) A protector of guardians (Job xxxix. 16; Ps. lxxvii. 5; Deut. xxxii. 6). Many personal names are found with the prefi
FATHOM [Measures.]

FAUCHION, a short sword (Jud. xii. 6 and xvi. 9), less common than falchion or falchion, in each form now almost obsolete. It stands for aspicynx, a transferred Persian word. It is the name of the weapon with which Judith slew Holofernes (see Fritzsche, Handb. zu den Apokryphen des A. T. p. 454). H.

FEASTS. [Festivals.]

FEEF, for various customs in relation to the feet, see DUST; Mourning; Sandal; and Wearing the Hands and Feet.

FELIX (Felix), Acts xxii.-xxiv. [Felix, happy, fortunate] in Tac. Hist. v. 9, called Antonius Felix; in Sidus, Claudius Felix; in Josephus and Acts, simply Felix; so also in Tac. Ann. xii. 54., a Roman procurator of Judea, appointed by the Emperor Claudius, whose freedom he was, on the banishment of Vitiatus Cumanus in A. D. 53. Tacitus (Ann. xii. 54) states that Felix and Cumanus were joint procurators, Cumanus having Gallieus, and Felix, Samarit. In this account Tacitus is directly at issue with Josephus (Ant. xx. 6, 2-7, 1), and is generally supposed to be in error; but his account is very circumstantial, and by adopting it we should gain some little justification for the expression of St. Paul, Acts xxiv. 10, that Felix had been judge of the nation "for many years." Those words, however, must not even thus be closely pressed; for Cumanus himself only went to Judea in the eighth year of Claudius (Joseph. Ant. xx. 5, § 2). Felix was the brother of Claudius' powerful freedman Pallus (B. J. ii. 12, § 8; Ant. xx. 7, § 1; and it was to the circumstance of Pallus' influence surviving his master's death (Tacit. Ann. xiv. 65) that Felix was retained in his procuratorship by Nero. He ruled the province in a mean, cruel, and profligate manner, "per omne savitiam et libidine jus regnum serviri ingeni exercuit" (Tacit. Hist. v. 9, and Ann. xii. 54.). With this comprehensive description the fuller details of Josephus agree, though his narrative is tinged with his hostility to the Jewish petocuta and zealots, whom, under the name of robbers, he describes Felix as putting down and crushing by hundreds. His period of office was full of troubles and seditions. We read of his putting down false Messiahs Joseph. Ant. xx. 8, § 5; B. J. ii. 13, § 4); the followers of an Egyptian magician (Ant. xx. 8, § 6; B. J. ii. 13, § 5; Acts xxi. 38); riots between the Jews and Syrians in Cesarea (Ant. xx. 8, § 7; J. ii. 3, § 7); and between the priests and the principal citizens of Jerusalem (Ant. xx. 8, § 8; Joseph. Life, 3). He once employed the scribes for his own purposes, to bring about the murder of the high-priest Jonathan (Ant. xx. 8, § 5). His severe measures and cruel retributions seemed only to increase the already rampant murmur of the people to rain: "intempestiva remedii delicta accendunt" (Tacit. Ann. xii. 54; de S3nymos kat 'Euman Dnveioi.6v Efei, Joseph. B. J. ii. 13, § 6). St. Paul was brought before Felix in Cesarea, having been sent thither out of the way of the Jews at Jerusalem by the "chief captain" Claudius Lysias. Some effect was produced on the guilty conscience of the procurator, as the Apostle reasoned of righteousness, temperance, and judgment to come; but St. Paul was remanded to prison and kept there, in hopes of extorting money from him, two years (Acts xxiv. 29, 37). At the end of that time Porcius Festus [Festus] was appointed to supersede Felix, who, on his return to Rome, was accused by the Jews in Cesarea, and would have suffered the penalty due to his atrocities, had not his brother Pallus prevailed with the Emperor Nero to spare him (Ant. xx. 8, § 9). This was probably in the year 90 A. D. Anger, De temporibus in Act. Apostol., §, p. 100; Wieseler, Chronologie der Apostelgeschichte, pp. 60-82). The wife of Felix was Drusilla, daughter of Herod Agrippa I. the former wife of Azizus King of Euesus. [Drusilla.]

FELLOP (Is. xiv. 8), a cutter of wood (from the Anglo-Saxon, felleon, to fell). The prophet represents the cedars of Lebanon as shouting in the lower world, over the full of Semmacherib, their great destroyer: "Since thou art hid low, no feller is come up against us:"

FENCED CITIES (in hpedon), or in hpedon, Dan. xi. 15, from hpedon, cut off, separate, equivalent to in hpedon, Gen. 321: Παίκης άπεκαλ. τεφρής, τετειχήσατο: ωρα, or εκτείνεται, μεληται, μελετησαι, firme. The broad distinction between a city and a village in Biblical language has been shown to consist in the possession of walls. [CITY.] The city had walls, the village was unwalled, or had only a watchman's tower (Περιπολία: τεφρής κυτοθάναμ; compare Gesen. 267), to which the villagers resorted in times of danger. A threefold distinction is thus obtained—(1) cities; (2) unwalled villages: (3) villages with ,walls or towers (1 Chr. xxvii. 25). The district east of the Jordan, forming the kingdoms of Moab and Bashan, is said to have abandoned from very early times in castles and fortresses, such as were built by Uzziah to protect the cattle, and to repel the inroads of the neighboring tribes, besides unwalled towns (Ann. Marc. xiv. 9; Deut. iii. 5; 2 Chr. xxvi. 10). Of these many remains are thought by Mr. Porter to exist at the present day (Demnaea, ii. 197). The dangers to which unwalled villages are exposed from the marauding tribes of the desert, and also the fortifications by which the inhabitants sometimes protect themselves, are illustrated by Sir J. Malcolm (Sketches of Persia, c. xiv. 143; and Fraser, Persia, pp. 379, 380; comp. Judg. v. 7). Villages in the Hauran are sometimes inclosed by a wall, or rather the houses being joined together form a defense against Arab robbers, and the entrance is closed by a gate (Burchardt, Syria, p. 212).
A further characteristic of a city as a fortified place is found in the use of the word ἱππεῖον, "battlement," and also ἱππεῖον, "fenced." So that to "battlement" a city appears to be sometimes the same thing as to fortify it (comp. Gen. viii. 20, and 2 Chr. xvi. 6 with 2 Chr. xi. 5-10, and 1 K. xv. 17). The fortifications of the cities of Palestine, thus regularly "fenced," consisted of one or more walls crowned with battlemented parapets, ἱππεῖα, having towers at regular intervals (2 Chr. xxxii. 5; Jer. xxxii. 38), on which in later times engines of war were placed, and watch was kept by day and night in time of war (2 Chr. xxvi. 9, 13; Judg. ix. 45; 2 K. ix. 17). Along the oldest of the three walls that of overawing the town at Jerusalem. These forts were well furnished with cisterns (Acts xxi. 34; 2 Macc. v. 5; Joseph. Ant. xvii. 4, § 3; B. J. i. 5, § 4, v. 4, § 2, vi. 2, § 1). At the time of the entrance of Israel into Canaan there were many fenced cities existing, which first caused great alarm to the exploring party of searchers (Num. xiii. 28), and afterwards gave much trouble to the people in subduing them. Many of these were restored, or, as it is expressed, rebuilt by the Hebrews (Num. xxxii. 17, 34-42; Deut. iii. 4, 5; Josh. xi. 12, 13; Judg. i. 27-33), and many, especially those on the sea-coast, remained for a long time in the possession of their inhabitants, who were enabled to preserve them by means of their strength in chariots (Josh. xiii. 3, 6, xvii. 16; Judg. i. 19; 2 K. xviii. 8; 2 Chr. xxvi. 6). The strength of Jerusalem was shown by the fact that that city, or at least the citadel, or "stronghold of Zion," remained in the possession of the Jebusites until the time of David (2 Sam. v. 6, 7; 1 Chr. xi. 5). Among the kings of Israel and Judah several are mentioned as fortifiers or "builders" of cities: Solomon (1 K. ix. 17-19; 2 Chr. viii. 4-6), Jeroboam I. (1 K. xii. 25), Rehoboam (2 Chr. iii. 5, 12), Nadab (1 K. xv. 17), Omri (1 K. xiv. 24), Hezekiah (2 Chr. xxxii. 5), Asa (2 Chr. xiv. 6, 7), Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. xiii. 12), but especially Uzziah (2 K. xiv. 22; 2 Chr. xxvi. 2, 9, 15), and in the reign of Ahab the town of Jericho was rebuilt and fortified by a private individual, Hiel of Bethel (1 K. xvi. 34). Herod the Great was conspicuous in fortifying strong positions; as Masada, Machaerus, Herodium, besides his great works at Jerusalem (Josephus. B. J. vii. 6, §§ 1, 2, and 8, § 3; B. J. i. 21, § 10; Ant. xiv. 14, 9).

But the fortified places of Palestine served only in a few instances to check effectively the progress of an invading force, though many instances of determined and protracted resistance are on record, as of Samaria for three years (2 K. xvii. 10), Jerusalem (2 K. xxv. 3) for four months, and in

Walls of Antioch, remarkable for their strength, and the manner in which they are carried up and down the sides of mountains.

of Jerusalem there were 90 towers; in the second, 11; and in the third, 60 (Joseph. B. J. v. 4, § 2). One such tower, that of Hammers, is repeatedly mentioned (Jer. xxxii. 38; Zechar. xiv. 10), as also others (Neh. iii. 1, 11, 27). The gate-ways of fortified towns were also fortified and closed with strong doors (Neh. ii. 8, iii. 3, 6, &c.; Judg. xvi. 2, 3; 1 Sam. xxiii. 7; 2 Sam. xviii. 24, 33; 2 Chr. xiv. 7; 1 Macc. xiii. 33, xvi. 39). In advance of the wall there appears to have been sometimes an outwork (ῥωμαία), in A. V. "ditch" (1 K. xxi. 23; 2 Sam. xx. 13; Gen. xiv. p. 451), which was perhaps either a palisade or wall lining the ditch, or a wall raised midway within the ditch itself. Both of these methods of strengthening fortified places, by hindering the near approach of machines, were usual in earlier Egyptian fortification (Wilkinson, Anc. Egypt. i. 408), but would generally be of less use in the hill forts of Palestine than in Egypt. In many towns there was a keep or citadel for a last resource to the defenders. Those remaining in the Horam and Lodhe are square. Such existed at Shechem and Thebez (Judg. ix. 16, 51, viii. 17; 2 K. ix. 17), and the great forts or towers of Psiphimus, Hippicus, and especially Antonia, served a similar purpose, as well as that of overlooking the town at Jerusalem. These forts were well furnished with cisterns (Acts xxi. 34; 2 Macc. v. 5; Joseph. Ant. xvii. 4, § 3; B. J. i. 5, § 4, v. 4, § 2, vi. 2, § 1). At the time of the entrance of Israel into Canaan there were many fenced cities existing, which first caused great alarm to the exploring party of searchers (Num. xiii. 28), and afterwards gave much trouble to the people in subduing them. Many of these were restored, or, as it is expressed, rebuilt by the Hebrews (Num. xxxii. 17, 34-42; Deut. iii. 4, 5; Josh. xi. 12, 13; Judg. i. 27-33), and many, especially those on the sea-coast, remained for a long time in the possession of their inhabitants, who were enabled to preserve them by means of their strength in chariots (Josh. xiii. 3, 6, xvii. 16; Judg. i. 19; 2 K. xviii. 8; 2 Chr. xxvi. 6). The strength of Jerusalem was shown by the fact that that city, or at least the citadel, or "stronghold of Zion," remained in the possession of the Jebusites until the time of David (2 Sam. v. 6, 7; 1 Chr. xi. 5). Among the kings of Israel and Judah several are mentioned as fortifiers or "builders" of cities: Solomon (1 K. ix. 17-19; 2 Chr. viii. 4-6), Jeroboam I. (1 K. xii. 25), Rehoboam (2 Chr. iii. 5, 12), Nadab (1 K. xv. 17), Omri (1 K. xiv. 24), Hezekiah (2 Chr. xxxii. 5), Asa (2 Chr. xiv. 6, 7), Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. xiii. 12), but especially Uzziah (2 K. xiv. 22; 2 Chr. xxvi. 2, 9, 15), and in the reign of Ahab the town of Jericho was rebuilt and fortified by a private individual, Hiel of Bethel (1 K. xvi. 34). Herod the Great was conspicuous in fortifying strong positions; as Masada, Machaerus, Herodium, besides his great works at Jerusalem (Josephus. B. J. vii. 6, §§ 1, 2, and 8, § 3; B. J. i. 21, § 10; Ant. xiv. 14, 9).

But the fortified places of Palestine served only in a few instances to check effectively the progress of an invading force, though many instances of determined and protracted resistance are on record, as of Samaria for three years (2 K. xvii. 10), Jerusalem (2 K. xxv. 3) for four months, and in

The so-called Golden Gate of Jerusalem, showing supposed remains of the old Jewish Wall.
Assyrian Fortifications. (Layard.)

The earlier Egyptian fortifications consisted usually of a quadrangular and sometimes double wall of sun-dried brick, fifteen feet thick, and often fifty feet in height, with square towers at intervals, of the same height as the walls, both crowned with a parapet, and a round-headed battlement in shape like a shield. A second lower wall with towers at the entrance was added, distant 13 or 20 feet from the main wall, and sometimes another was made of 70 or 100 feet in length, projecting at right angles from the main wall to enable the defenders to annoy the assailants in flank. The ditch was sometimes fortified by a sort of tenaille in the ditch itself, or a ravelin on its edge. In later times the practice of fortifying towns was laid aside, and the large temples with their inclosures were made to serve the purpose of forts (Wilkinson, Anc. Egypt. i. 408, 409, abridgem.).

The fortifications of Nineveh, Babylon, Ecbatana, and of Tyre and Sidon, are all mentioned, either in the canonical books or the Apocrypha. In the sculptures of Nineveh representations are found of walled towns, of which one is thought to represent Tyre, and all illustrate the mode of fortification adopted by both the Assyrians and their enemies (Jer. ii. 30–32; 58; Am. i. 10; Zech. ix. 3; Ez. xxvii. 11; Nah. iii. 14; Tob. i. 17, xiv. 14, 15; Jud. i. 1, 4; Layard, Nin. vol. ii. pp. 275, 279, 388, 395; Nin. & Bab. pp. 231, 358; Mon. of Nin. pt. ii. 39, 43.)

FERRET (فة: muγαλή: magale), one of the unclean creeping things mentioned in Lev. xi. 30. The μυγαλή of Aristotle (Hist. An. viii. 24) is the Mus arvenses, or shrew-mouse; but it is more probable that the animal referred to in Lev. was a reptile of the lizard tribe, deriving its name from the mournful cry, or wail, which some lizards

The object of this article is merely to give a classification of the sacred times of the Hebrews, accompanied by some general remarks. A particular account of each festival is given in its proper place.

I. The religious times ordained in the Law fall under three heads: (1.) Those formally connected with the institution of the Sabbath. (2.) The historical or great festivals. (3.) The Day of Atonement.

(1.) Immediately connected with the institution of the Sabbath are —

(a.) The weekly Sabbath itself.
(b.) The seventh new moon or Feast of Trumpets.
(c.) The Sabbathal Year.
(d.) The Year of Jubilee.
(2.) The great feasts (יִהְלָלִים; in the Talmud, יִהְלָלִים; pilgrimage feasts) are —

(a.) The Passover.
(b.) The Feast of Pentecost, of Weeks, of Wheat-harvest, or of the First-fruits.
(c.) The Feast of Tabernacles, or of Ingathering.

On each of these occasions every male Israelite was commanded "to appear before the Lord," that is, to attend in the court of the tabernacle or the Temple, and to make his offering with a joyful heart (Deut. xxix. 7; Neh. viii. 9–12; cf. Joseph. Ant. xi. 5, § 5.) The attendance of women was voluntary, but the zealous often went up to the

uter. The root is פַּעַל, to sigh or groan. The

Rabbinal writers seem to have identified this an-

nual with the hedgehog; see Lewysohn, Zool. des

Talmuds, §§ 129, 134.

W. D.
FESTUS

Passover. Thus Mary attended it (Luke ii. 41), and Hannah (1 Sam. i. 7, ii. 19). As might be supposed, there was a particular obligation regarding the Passover than the other festivals, and hence there was an express provision to enable those who, by unavoidable circumstances or legal impurity, had been prevented from attending at the proper time, to observe the feast on the same day of the succeeding month (Nunn. ix. 10-11).

On all the days of Holy Convocation there was to be an entire suspension of ordinary labor of all kinds (Ex. xx. 11; Lev. xvi. 29; xxiii. 24, 25, 35). But on the intervening days of the longer festivals work might be carried on. 1

Besides their religious purpose, the great festivals must have had an important bearing on the maintenance of a feeling of national unity. This may be traced in the apprehensions of Jeroboam (1 K. xii. 26, 27), and in the attempt at reformation by Hezekiah (2 Chr. xxx. 1), as well as in the necessity which, in later times, was felt by the Roman government of mustering a considerable military force at Jerusalem during the festivals (Joseph. Ant. xvii. 9, § 3, xvii. 10, § 2; cf. Matt. xxvi. 5; Luke xxiii. 1).

The frequent recurrence of the sabbatical number in the organization of these festivals is too remarkable to be passed over, and (as Ewald has observed) seems, when viewed in connection with the sabbatical sacred times, to furnish a strong proof that the whole system of the festivals of the Jewish law was the product of one mind. Pentecost occurs seven weeks after the Passover; the Passover and the Feast of Tabernacles last seven days each; the days of Holy Convocation are seven in the year—two at the Passover, one at Pentecost, one at the Feast of Trumpets, one on the Day of Atonement, and two at the Feast of Tabernacles; the Feast of Tabernacles, as well as the Day of Atonement, falls in the seventh month of the sacred year; and, lastly, the cycle of annual festivals occupies seven months, from Nisan to Tisri.

The agricultural significance of the three great festivals is clearly set forth in the account of the Jewish sacred year contained in Lev. xxiii. The prominence which, not only in that chapter but elsewhere, is given to this significance, in the names by which Pentecost and Tabernacles are often called, and also by the offering of "the first-fruits of wheat-labast" at Pentecost (Ex. xxiii. 20), and of "the first of the first-fruits" at the Passover (Ex. xxiii. 19, xxiv. 26), might easily suggest that the origin of the feasts was patriarchal (Ewald, Afterthanner, p. 385), and that the historical associations with which Moses endowed them were grafted upon their primitive meaning. It is perhaps, however, a difficulty in the way of this view, that we should perhaps better for the institution of agricultural festivals amongst an agricultural than a pastoral people, such as the Israelites and their ancestors were before the settlement in the land of promise.

The times of the festivals were evidently ordained in wisdom, so as to interfere as little as possible with the industry of the people. The Passover was held just before the work of harvest commenced, Pentecost at the conclusion of the corn harvest and before the vintage, the Feast of Tabernacles after all the fruits of the ground were gathered in. In winter, when travelling was difficult, there were no feasts. 3

(3) For the Day of Atonement, see that article.

H. After the Captivity, the Feast of Purim (Esth. ix. 20 ff.) and that of the Dedication (1 Macc. iv. 50) were instituted. The Festivals of Wood-carrying, as they were called (τοιοτης Των Ελεοφοριας), are mentioned by Josephus (B. J. ii. 17, § 9) and the Mishna (Purim, iv. 5). What appears to have been their origin is found in Neh. xiii. 34. The term, "the Festival of the Baskets" (Παρμηταραλα) is applied by Philo to the offering of first-fruits described in Deut. xxvi. 1-11 (PhiI., vol. v. p. 51). [First-Fruits.]

The system of the Hebret festivals is treated at large by Bahr (Symbolik des Judischen Cultus, bk. iv.), by Ewald (Afterthanner, p. 379 ff.), and by Philo, in a characteristic manner (Παρμηταραλα, Opusc. vol. v. p. 21, ed. Tanch.).

S. C.

FESTUS, PORCIUS (Πορκιος Φιστος, Acts xxiv. 27), successor of Felix as procurator of Judea (Acts l. c.; Joseph. Ant. xx. 8, § 9; B. J. ii. 14, § 1), sent by Nero, probably in the autumn of the year 60 A. D. (See Felix.) A few weeks after Festus reached his province he heard the case of St. Paul, who had been left a prisoner by Felix, in the presence of Herod Agrippa II. and Bernice his sister. Not finding anything in the Apostolic worthy of death or of bonds, and being confirmed in this view by his guests, he would have set him free had it not been that Paul had himself previously (Acts xxv. 11, 12) appealed to Caesar. In consequence, Festus sent him to Rome. Judea was in the same disturbed state during the procuratorship of Festus, which had prevailed through that of his predecessor. Sicarii, robbers, and magicians were put down with a strong hand (Ant. xx. 8, § 10). Festus had a difference with the Jews at Jerusalem about a high wall which they had built to prevent Agrippa seeing from his palace into the court of the Temple. As this also hid the view of the Temple from the Roman guard appointed to watch it during the festivals, the procurator took strongly the side of Agrippa; but permitted the Jews to send to Rome for the decision of the emperor. He being influenced by Poppea, who was a proselyte, decided in favor of the Jews. Festus died probably in the summer of 62 A. D., having ruled the province less than two years. The chronological questions concerning his entrance on the province and his death are too intricate and difficult to be entered on here, but will be found fully discussed by Anger, de temporum in Act. Apost. ratione, p. 99 ff., and Wieseler, Chronologie der Apostelgeschichte, pp. 89-99. Josephus implies that Festus was a just man as well as an active magistrate. 4

H. A.

* A question arises under this name respecting Luke's accuracy.

Could Festus in the reign of Nero call the emperor his lord in accordance with Roman usage, as he is said to have done, Acts xxv. 26? A free Roman under the republic never called any one his κυριος or dominus, which Latin word, denoting Sabbath, in the treatise Yom Tob; while in Moad Katan it lays down strange and burdensome conditions in reference to the intermediate days. 5

a The Law always speaks of the Days of Holy Convocation as Sabbath. But the Mishna makes a distinction, and states in detail what acts may be performed on the former, which are unlawful on the
FETTERS (םֶשֶנֶן, פֶתֶרִים, πέτρες). (1.) The first of these Hebrew words, nechushim, expresses the material of which fetters were usually made, namely, brass (πέτρα χαλκι), A. V. "fetters of brass"); and also that they were made in pairs, the word being in the dual number; it is the most usual term. Fetters, however, are frequently employed for the purpose (Ps. ev. 18, exil. 8). (2.) Ḥebel occurs only in the above Psalms, and, from its appearing in the singular number, may perhaps apply to the link which connected the fetters. Zikkim ("fetters," Job xxxvi. 8) is more usually translated "chains" (Ps. exil. 8; Is. xiv. 14; Nah. ili. 10); but its radical sense appears to refer to the contraction of the feet by a chain (Gesen. Thes. p. 424). [Fetters of iron (πέτρα) are probably meant in Mark v. 4 bis and Luke viii. 29. See Chains. H.] W. L. B.

FEVER (ןֶשֶנֶת, נֶשֶנֶת, ιθύμος, ἤθυμος: Lev. xxvii. 16, Deut. xxvii. 23). These words, from various roots signifying heat or inflammation, are rendered in the A. V. by various words suggestive of fever, or a feverish affection. The word ἤθυμος ("shuddering") suggests the ague as accompanied by fever, as in the opinion of the LXX. probably intended; and this is still a very common disease in Palestine; the third word, which they render ἤθυμος (a term still known to pathologists), a feverish irritation, and which in the A. V. is called burning fever, may perhaps be erysipelas. Fever constantly accompanies the bloody flux, or dysentery (Acts xxviii. 8; comp. De Manda- dolo, Travels, ed. 1669, p. 65). Fevers of an inflammatory character are mentioned (Burekhardt, Arb. i. 446) as common at Mecca, and patrid ones at Djidda. Intermittent fever and dysentery, the latter often fatal, are ordinary Arabian diseases.

The term "fevers" sometimes occasion most troublesome swellings in the stomach and legs (ii. 230, 231).

H. H.

FIELD (גֶּבֶר, גֵּבְר). The Hebrew sakeh is not adequately represented by our field; the two words agree in describing cultivated land, but they differ in point of extent, the sakeh being specifically applied to what is uninclosed, while the opposite notion of inclosure is involved in the word field. The essence of the Hebrew word has been variously taken to lie in each of these notions, Gesenius (Thes. p. 1321) giving it the sense of freeborn, Stanley (p. 490) that of "smoothness," comparing acres from the vineyards.

On the one hand sakeh is applied to any cultivated ground, whether pasture (Gen. xxi. 2, xxxiv. 7; xxviii. 22), or, mountain-top (Judg. ix. 32, 36; 2 Sam. i. 21); and in some instances in marked opposition to the neighboring wilderness (Stanley, pp. 255, 480), as in the instance of Jacob settling in the land of Shechem (Gen. xxxiii. 19), the field of Moab (Gen. xxxvi. 35; Num. xxxi. 20, A. V. "country"); and the vale of Siddim, i. e. of the cultivated fields, which formed the oasis of the Pentapolis (Gen. iii. 4, 8), though a different sense has been given to the name (by Gesenius, Thes. p. 1321). On the other hand the sakeh is frequently contrasted with what is inclosed, whether a vineyard (Ex. xxii. 5; Lev. xxv. 3, 4; Num. xvi. 14, xx. 17; compare Num. xxii. 29, "the east wind into the fields of Zarephath"), or a patch from the vineyards, a wall being on this side and a wall on that side "), a garden (the very name of which, ἔδαφος, implies inclosure), or a walled town (Deut. xxiv. 3, 16); unwalled villages or scattered houses ranked in the eye of the law as fields (Lev. xxxi. 31), and hence the expression εἰς τοὺς ἐδαφοὺς = houseth in the fields (in villas, Vulg.; Mark vi. 36, 36). In many passages the term implies what is remote from a house (Gen. iv. 8, xxiv. 63; Deut. xxxii. 23) or settled habitation, as in the case of Esaau (Gen. xxv. 27; the LXX., however, refer it to his character, ἄρχοντας): this is more fully expressed by הַגֶּבֶר, the open field (Lev. xiv. 7, 53, xvii. 5; Num. xix. 16; 2 Sam. xi. 11), with which is naturally coupled the notion of exposure and desertion (Jer. ix. 22; Ez. xv. 5, xxiii. 4, xxxii. 27, xxxix. 5).

The separate plots of ground were marked off by stoves, which might easily be removed (Deut. xix. 19) seems to mean the fritdling at the mouth which accompanies the violent religious exortations of the fanatic Arab on the occasion of the festival of the Nebi-Mousa.
FIELD

14, xxi. 17; cf. Job xxii. 2; Prov. xxii. 28, xxxii. 10): the absence of fences rendered the fields liable to damage from straying cattle (Ex. xxii. 5) or fire (ver. 6; 2 Sam. xix. 30): hence the necessity of constantly watching flocks and herds, the people so employed being in the present day named Nosseut (Wortisbet, xxi. 17). The use of protection was gained by sowing the tallest and strongest of the grain crops on the outside: "spelt" appears to have been most commonly used for this purpose (Is. xxviii. 25, as in the margin).

From the absence of inclosures, cultivated land of any size might be termed a field, whether it were a piece of ground of limited area (Gen. xiii. 13, 17; Is. vi. 8), a man's whole inheritance (Lev. xxvii. 10 ff.; Ruth iv. 7; Jer. xxxii. 9, 25; Prov. xxvii. 29, xxxi. 16), the ager publicus of a town (Gen. xii. 48; Noh. xii. 29), as distinct, however, from the ground immediately adjacent to the walls of the Levitical cities, which was called

ψηναμα (A. V. subures), and was deemed an appannage of the town itself (Josh. xi. 11, 12), or Likely the territory of a people (Gen. xiv. 7, xiii. 3, xxxvi. 35; Num. xxxi. 20; Ruth i. 6, iv. 3; 1 Sam. vi. 1, xiii. 7, 11). In 1 Sam. xxv. 5, "a town in the field" (A. V. country) = a provincial town as distinct from the royal city. A plot of ground separated from a larger one was termed ποιεσ (Gen. xxxii. 19; Ruth ii. 3: 1 Chr. xii. 13), or simply ψηνεβα (2 Sam. xiv. 30, xiii. 12; cf. 2 Sam. xiv. 29). Fields occasionally received names after remarkable events, as Horsh-Eguzrium, the field of the strong men, or possibly of swords (2 Sam. ii. 16), or from the use to which they may have been applied (2 K. xvii. 17; Is. vii. 3; Matt. xxvii. 7).

It should be observed that the expressions "fruitful field" (Is. x. 18, xxix. 37, xiii. 15, 16) and "a field of plenty" (Is. xii. 10; Jer. xxvii. 33) are not connected with such, but with corn, meaning a park or well-kept wood, as distinct from a wilderness or a forest. The same term occurs in 2 K. xxi. 23, and Is. xxviii. 24 (A. V. Corneh). Is. x. 19 (forested), and Jer. iv. 25 (fruitful place) [CARMIEL]. Distinct from this is the expression in Ex. xvii. 5, 7, 11, (A. V. fruitful fields), which means a field suited for planting suckers.

We have further to notice other terms (1.) Sheldemuth (ψηναμα), translated "fields," and connected by Gesenius with the idea of inclosure. It is doubtful, however, whether the notion of burning does not rather lie at the bottom of the word. This gives a more consistent sense throughout. In 1 K. xvi. 8, it would then mean the eathered grape: in Hab. iii. 17, baked corn; in Jer. xxxii. 41, the fowlers; and in the city (see "fields" interpreted between the southeastern angle of Jerusalem and the Kidron) while in 2 K. xiii. 4, and D君子. xxxii. 32, the sense of a place of burning is appropriate. It is not therefore necessary to treat the word in 1 K. xx. 27, "baked," as a corrupt reading. (2.) Abel (ψηναμα), a well-watered spot, frequently employed as a prefix in proper names.

(3.) Arba (ψηναμα), a word of Egyptian origin, given in the LXX. in a GRAecized form, AXEB (Gen. ch. 2, 18, "meadow;" Job vii. 11, "flag;" Is. dth 7, LXX.), meaning the flags and nooses that grow in the marshes of lower Egypt. (4.) MAAAROD (ψηναμα), which occurs only once (Judg. xix. 33, "meadows"): it has been treated as a corruption either of ψηναμα, core, or ψηναμα, from the west (ανδα δαυαυα, LXX.). But the sense of openness or exposure may be applied to it; thus, "they came forth on account of the exposure of the field," the Benjamites having been previously cut off away (ver. 31).

W. L. B. * This practice of leaving the fields of different proprietors unmixed, or separated only by a narrow foot-path, explains other Scripture statements or allusions. Thus the sower, scattering his seed, as he approaches the end or side of his own lot, is liable to have some of the grains fall beyond the ploughed portion, and there, exposed on the hard earth (see Matt. xii. 4.), the fowls may come and devour them up. In this way also we may understand the Saviour's passing with his disciples through the corn-fields on the Sabbath. Instead of crossing the fields and trampling down the grain, they no doubt followed one of these paths between the fields, where the grain stood within their reach. The object being to appease their hunger, the "plucking of the ears of corn to eat" was not, according to Jewish ideas, a violation of the rights of property, nor was it for that that the Pharisees complained of the disciples, but for breaking the Sabbath (Luke vi. 1 ff.).

The people of Palestine grant the same liberty to the hungry at the present time (Rob. Bibb. Res. ii. 192). Ruth, it is said, gleaned in "a part of the field belonging to Boaz" (Ruth ii. 3). We are to think of an open cultivated tract of country, the property of various owners, and each particular, unmixed field to which the steps of the gleaner brought her, was the part which belonged to Boaz.

In the N. T., " fields" (γεωργα) occasionally means farm-houses or hamlets, in distinction from villages and towns. See Mark v. 14, vi. 56, 58, where we have "country" in the A. V.

* FIELD, FULLER'S, THE. [FULLER'S FIELD, THE.]

* FIELD, POTTER'S, THE. [ACACIA; POTTER'S FIELD, THE.]

FIG, FIG-TREE, Πζηναμα, a word of frequent occurrence in the O. T., where it signifies the tree Ficus carica of Linnæus, and also "from.

The LXX. render it by σωκι and σικων, and when it signifies fruit by σωκι [?1]—also by σικων or σοκων, σουκων, in Jer. v. 17 and Am. iv. 9. In N. T. σωκι is the fig-tree, and σικων the figs (Jam. iii. 12). The fig-tree is very common in Palestine (Deut. viii. 8). Mount Olivet was famous for its fig-trees in ancient times, and they are still found there (see Stanley, ii. p. 387, 421, 422). "To sit under one's own vine and one's own fig-tree" became proverbial expression among the Jews to denote peace and prosperity (1 K. iv. 27; Mic. iv. 4; Zech. iii. 10). The character of the tree, with its wide-spread branches, accorded well with the derivation of the name from Πζηναμα, to stretch out, porzecit branchit. In Gen. iii. 7 the identification of Πζηναμα with the leaves of the Ficus carica has been disputed by Gesenius, Tuch, and others, who think that the large leaves of the Italian Ficus caricae are meant (term, θυμαρίμα — Fr. figuier d'Adam). These
FIG-TREE

leaves, however, would not have needed to be sewn together, and the plant itself is not of the same kind with the fig-tree.

When figs are spoken of as distinguished from the fig-tree, the plur. form *μοιοι* is used (see Jer. viii. 13). There are also the words *μαζι* and *δυνατο,,* signifying different kinds of figs. (a) In Hos. ix. 10, *μαζι* signifies the first ripe of the fig-tree, and the same word occurs in Is. xxviii. 4, and in Mic. vii. 1 (comp. Jer. xxiv. 2). Lowth, on Is. xxviii. 4, quotes from Shaw's *Trav.* p. 370, fol., a notice of the early fig called *becoore,* and in Spanish *Alba-coor.* (b) *δυνατο,,* is the unripe fig, which hangs through the winter. It is mentioned only in Cant. ii. 13, and its name comes from the root *δυναο.* The LXX. render it δαφνώσθι. It is found in the Greek word Βεθφαραγγείον = μαζι δυνατο,, "house of green figs" (see Buxt. col. 1891).

(c) In the historical books of the O. T. mention is made of cakes of figs, used as articles of food, and compressed into that form for the sake of keeping them. They also appear to have been used remedially for boils (2 K. xx. 7; Is. xcviii. 31).

Such a cake was called δυνατωρύ, or more fully δυνατωρύμα, on account of its shape, from root *δυναο,,* to make round. Hence, or rather from the Syriac *μαζιδριδ,* the first letter being dropt, came the Greek word *μαζιδρον.* Athenæus (xi. 500, ed. Canaup.) makes express mention of the *μαζιδρον Σωμαραγγ.* Jerome on Ex. vi. describes the *μαζιδρον* to be a mass of figs and rich dates, formed into the shape of bricks or tiles, and compressed in order that they may keep. Such cakes harden so as to need cutting with an axe.

W. D.

xiv. 13, where the Evangelist relates the circumstance of our Lord's cursing the fig-tree near Bethany: "And seeing a fig-tree afar off having leaves it came, if haply he might find anything thereof, and when he came to it, he found nothing but leaves; for the time of figs was not yet." The apparent unreasonableness of seeking fruit at a time when none could naturally be expected, and the consequent injustice of the sentence pronounced upon the tree, is obvious to every reader.

The fig-tree (Ficus carica) in Palestine produces fruit at two, or even three different periods of the year: first, there is the *biccardi,* or "early ripe fig," frequently mentioned in the O. T. (see Mic. vii. 1; Is. xxviii. 4; Hos ix. 10), which ripens on an average towards the end of June, though in favorable places of soil or temperature the figs may ripen a little earlier, while under less favorable circumstances they may not be matured till the middle of July. The *biccardi* drops off the tree as soon as ripe; hence the allusion in Nah. iii. 12, when shaken they "even fall into the mouth of the eater." Shaw (Trav. i. 284, 8vo ed.) aptly compares the Spanish name *biccardo* for this early fruit, to "quasi breve," as continuing only for a short time. About the time of the ripening of the *biccardi,* the *karmousse* or summer fig begins to be formed; these rarely ripen before August, when another crop, called "the winter fig," appears. Shaw describes this kind as being of a much longer shape and darker complexion than the *karmousse,* hanging and ripening on the tree even after the leaves are shed, and, provided the winter proves mild and temperate, as gathered and eaten as a delicious morsel in the spring. (Comp. also Pliny, *H. N.* xvi. 26, 27.)

The attempts to explain the above-quoted passage in St. Mark are numerous, and for the most part very unsatisfactory; passing over, therefore, the ingenious though objectionable reading proposed by Dan. Helmantus (*Exercit. Sac. ed.* 1638, p. 116) of οὖ γάρ ἦν, καρμοῦς σῖκων — "where he was, it was the season for figs" — and merely mentioning another proposal to read that clause of the evangelist's remark as a question, "for was it not the season of figs?" and the no less unsatisfactory rendering of Hammond (*Annal. on St. Mark*), "it was not a good season for figs," we come to the interpretations which, though not perhaps of recent origin, we find in modern works.

The explanation which has found favor with most writers is that which understands the words *καρμοῦς σῖκων* to mean "the fig-harvest;" "the γάρ in this case is referred not to the clause immediately preceding, "he found nothing but leaves," but to the more remote one, "he came if haply he might find anything thereon;" for a similar *projection* it is usual to refer to Mark xvi. 3, 4: the sense of the whole passage would then be as follows: "And seeing a fig-tree afar off having leaves, he came if perchance he might find any fruit on it (and he ought to have found some), for the time of gathering it had not yet arrived, but when he came he found nothing but leaves." (See the notes in the Greek Testaments of Burton, Trollope, Bloomfield, Webster and Wilkinson: Macnight, *Horæ of the Gospels,* ii. 501, note, 1809; Elsley's *Annal. ad l. c., &c.*) A forcible objection to this explanation will be found in the fact that at the time implied, namely, the end of March or the beginning of April, no figs

---

Fig — *Ficus carica.*

For passages in the Gospels have given occasion to so much perplexity as that of St. Mark
at all edible would be found on the trees; the bier-cium seldom ripen in Palestine before the end of June, and at the time of the Passover the fruit, to use Shaw's expression, would be "hard and no bigger than common plums," corresponding in this state to the pippgia (πηπιγία) of Cant. ii. 13, wholly unfit for food in an unprepared state, and it is but reasonable to infer that our Lord expected to find something more palatable than these small sour things upon a tree which by its show of foliage bespeaks, though falsely, a corresponding show of good fruit, for it is important to remember that the fruit comes before the leaves. Again, if καψός denotes the "fig-harvest," we must suppose, that although the fruit might not have been ripe, the season was not very far distant, and that the figs in consequence must have been considerably more matured than these hard pippgia; but it is probable that St. Mark should have thought it necessary to state that it was not yet the season for gathering figs in March, when they could not have been fit to gather before June at the earliest? There is another way of seeking to get over the difficulty, by supposing that the tree in question was not of the ordinary kind. Celsius (Hieroii, ii. 383) says there is a peculiar fig-tree known to the Jews by the name of Beowth-sharch (βεώβθηςαρχή), which produces grossoli, "small purple figs" (pypgia) every year, but only good fruit every third year; and that our Lord came to this tree at a time when the ordinary annual grossoli only were produced! We are ignorant as to what tree the Beowth-sharch may denote, but it is obvious that the apparent unreasonableness remains as it was.

As to the tree which Whitby (Comment, in March, i. c.) identifies with the one in question, that it was that kind which Theophrastus (Hist. Plant. iv. 2, § 4) calls αξίωπαληζων, "evergreen," it is enough to observe that this is no fig at all, but the Carob or Locust tree (Ceratonia siliquea).

It appears to us, after a long and diligent study of the whole question, that the difficulty is best met by looking it full in the face, and by admitting that the words of the evangelist are to be taken in the natural order in which they stand, neither having recourse to the trajection, nor to unavailable attempts to prove that edible figs could have been found upon the tree elsewhere. It is true that ordinarily the winter figs remain on the tree in mild seasons, and may be gathered the following spring, but this is not to be considered a usual circumstance; and even these figs, which ripen late in the year, do not, in the natural order of things, continue on the tree at a time when it is shedding forth its leaves.

But, after all, where is the unreasonableness of the evangelist's statement? It was stated above in our account of the fruit of the fig-tree appears before the leaves; consequently if the tree produced leaves it should also have had some figs as well. As to what natural causes had operated to effect so unusual a thing as a fig-tree to have leaves in March, it is unimportant to inquire; but the stepping out of the way with the possible chance (εἰ δέα, οὐ μεταθενον τῷ τότε τοιούτῳ) was not very improbable. See Winer, Gram. of N. T. Dict. p. 484, Missong's translation) of finding edible fruit on a fig-tree in leaf at the end of March, would probably be repeated by any observant modern traveller in Palestine. The whole question turns on the pretensions of the tree; had it not proclaimed by its foliage its superiority over other fig-trees, and thus proudly exhibited its peculiar goodness, had our Lord at that season of the year visited any of the other fig-trees upon which no leaves had as yet appeared with the prospect of finding fruit,—then the case would be altered, and the unreasonableness and injustice real. The words of St. Mark, therefore, are to be understood in the sense which the order of the words naturally suggests. The evangelist gives the reason why no fruit was found on the tree, namely, "because it was not the time for fruit;" we are left to infer the reason why it ought to have had fruit if it were true to its pretensions; and it must be remembered that this miracle had a typical design, to show how God would deal with the Jews, who, professing like this precocious fig-tree "to be first," should be "last;" in his favor, seeing that no fruit was produced in their lives, but only, as Wordsworth well expresses it, "the rustling leaves of a religious profession, the barren traditions of the Pharisees, the ostentations display of the Law, and vain exhibition of words without the good fruit of works."

Since the above was written we have referred to Trench's Notes on the Miracles (p. 438), and find that this writer's remarks are strongly corroborative of the views expressed in this article. The following observation is so pertinent that we cannot do better than quote it: "All the explanations which go to prove that, according to the natural order of things in a climate like that of Palestine, there might have been, even at this early time of the year, figs on that tree, either winter figs which had survived till spring, or the early figs of spring themselves—all these, ingenious as they often are, yet seem to me beside the matter. For, without entering further into the question whether they prove their point or not, they shatter upon that ως γάρ ἐστι καψός γενέσθαι of St. Mark; from which it is plain that no such calculation of probabilities brought the Lord thither, but those abnormal leaves which he had a right to count would have been accompanied with abnormal fruit." See also Trench's admirable reference to Ez. xvii. 24. W. H.

* * * * * * *

Large (Biblisherch, ii. 116) adopts the trajection view, mentioned in the preceding article. In the ως γάρ clause, he finds in effect a reason, not why Jesus should not have expected to find figs on the tree (namely, because it was not the time for figs to be ripe), but just the reverse, i.e. why he might be expected to find fruit on it. Hence he explains that since the leaves had come) provided it was not so late in the season that they had been gathered. Mark states, therefore, essentially for the reader's information, that this reason for the disappointment (ως γάρ ἐστι καψός γενέσθαι) did not exist, and hence the deceitful tree could justly serve as a fit symbol of false professors of the gospel. The season for the harvesting of figs differs in different lands. Hence Mark's foreign reader would naturally be expected to be informed, that it was not, in this particular instance, too early for figs on the one hand (as the leaves showed), and not too late on the other, as the harvest-time was not past. For the possibility that a species of the fig tree might have leaves, and even fruit, "in the warm, sheltered regions of Israel," at the time of the Passover, see Thomson's Land of Israel, i. 598. 11.
purposes to which we learn in Scripture the berith was applied; as, for instance, for boards or planks for the Temple (1 K. vi. 15); for its two doors (ver. 34) for the covering of the greater horns (2 Chr. iii. 5); for ship-boards (Ex. xxvii. 5); for musical instruments (2 Sam. vi. 5). The red heart-wood of the tall fragrant juniper of Lebanon was no doubt extensively used in the building of the Temple; and the identification of berith or berith with this tree receives additional confirmation from the LXX. words ἀργεθος and κῦκρος, "a juniper." The doar, the larch, and Scotch fir, which have been by some writers identified with the berith, do not exist in Syria or Palestine. [CUDKAR. W. H.]

FIRE

I. Religious. — (1.) That which consumed the burnt sacrifice, and the incense offering, beginning with the sacrifice of Noah (Gen. viii. 20), and continued in the ever burning fire on the altar, first kindled from heaven (Lev. vi. 9, 13, ix. 24), and rekindled at the dedication of Solomon's Temple (2 Chr. vii. 1, 3). (2.) The symbol of Jehovah's presence, and the instrument of his power, in the way either of approval or of decisive judgment. (Is. ii. 3, xiv. 19, xiv. 18; Num. xi. 1, 3; Judg. xiii. 20; 1 K. xviii. 38; 2 K. i. 10, 12, ii. 11, vi. 17; comp. Is. ii. 6, lviii. 15, 24; Joel iii. 20; Mal. iii. 2, 3, iv. 1; Mark xi. 44; 2 Pet. iii. 10; Rev. xx. 14, 15; 2 Pet. iii. 1, Joseph. Ant. iii. 8, § 6; vii. 4, § 4). Parallel with this application of fire and with its symbolic meaning is to be noted the similiar but more legal purposes, and those less frequent, paid to it, or to the heavenly bodies as symbols of deity, which prevailed among so many nations of antiquity, and of which the traces are not even now extinct: e. g. the Sabean and Magian systems of worship, and their alleged connection with Abra- ham (Spencer, de Leg. Hebr. ii. 1, 2); the occasional release of the Jews themselves into sun-, or its corrupted form of fire-worship (Is. xxvii. 9; comp. Gesen. ועשש, p. 489; Dent. xvii. 3; Jer. vii. 2; Ez. viii. 16; Zeph. i. 5; 2 K. xvii. 16, xxi. 3, xiii. 5, 10, 11, 13; Jahn, Arch. Bibl. c. vi. §§ 405, 408) [Moloch]; the worship or dedication of heavenly bodies or of fire, prevailing to some extent, as among the Persians, so also even in Egypt (Her. iii. 16; Wilkinson, Am. Egypt. i. 328 aldrigm.); the sacred fire of the Greeks and Romans (Thuc. i. 21, ii. 15; Cie. de Leg. ii. 8, 12; Liv. xxvii. 12; Dionys. ii. 67; Plat. Numa, 9, i. 263, ed. Reiske); the ancient forms and usages of worship, differing from each other in some important respects, but to some extent similar in principle, of Mexico and Peru (Prescott, Mexico, i. 60; 84; Peru, i. 101); and lastly the theory of the so-called Guebres of Persia, and the Parsees of Bom- bay. (Fraser, Persia, c. iv. pp. 141, 162, 164; Sir K. K. Porter, Travels, ii. 50, 494; Chardin, Voyages, iii. 210, iv. 238, viii. 367 ff.; Niehahr, Voyages, ii. 36, 37; Mandello, Travels, b. i. p. 76; Gibbon, Hist. c. viii. i. 345, ed. Smith; Benj. of Tudela, Early Trav. pp. 114, 116; Burchhardt, Syria, p. 156.)

The perpetual fire on the altar was to be replen- ished with wood every morning (Lev. vi. 12; comp. xxi. 9). According to the Gemara, it was divided into 3 parts, one for burning the victims, one for incense, and one for supply of the other por- tions (Lev. x. 14; Rashi, Antiq. II. i. 4, 8, p. 26; and xix. 10, p. 98). Fire was esteemed so highly that it was obtained everywhere than from the altar was called "strange fire," and for use of such Nadab and Abihu were punished with death by fire from God (Lev. x. 1, 2; Num. iii. 4, xxvi. 61).

(3.) In the case of the spoil taken from the Mid- ianites, such articles as could bear it were purifird by fire as well as in the water appointed for the purpose (Num. xxxi. 25). The victims skin for sin-offerings was buttressed by fire outside the camp (Lev. iv. 12, 21, vi. 30, xv. 27; Heb. xiii. 11). The Nazarite who had completed his vow, marked its completion by shaving his head and casting the hair into the fire on the altar on which the peace-offerings were being sacrificed (Num. vi. 18).

II. Domestic. — Besides for cooking purposes, fire often remained in Palestine for war (Jer. xxxvi. 22; Mark xiv. 64; John xviii. 19; Harmer, Obs. ii. 50, p. 79). For this purpose a hearth with a chimney is sometimes constructed, on which either lighted wood or pans of charcoal are placed (Harmer, i. 405). In Persia a hole made in the floor is sometimes filled with charcoal, on which a sort of table is set covered with a car- pet, and the company placing their feet under the carpet draw it over themselves (Okhtars, Travels, p. 294; Chardin, Voyages, viii. 190). Rooms in Egypt are warmed, when necessary, with pans of charcoal, as there are no fire-places except in the kitchens (Lane, Mod. Egypt. i. 41; English: in Egypt, i. 11). [Coal, Amer. ed.]

On the Sabbath the law forbade any fire to be kindled even for cooking (Ex. xxxv. 3; Num. xv. 32). To this general prohibition the Jews added various refinements, e. g. that on the eve of the Sabbath no one might read a light, though passages to be read on the Sabbath by children in schools might be looked out by the teacher. If a Gentle lighted a lamp, a Jew might use it, but not if it had been lighted for the use of the Jew. If a festival day fell on the Sabbath eve no cooking was to be done (Mishin, Shabb. i. 3, xvi. 8, vol. ii. 4, 56, Moed Kathan, ii. vol. ii. 287, Sarehuns.).

III. The dryness of the land in the hot season in Syria of course increases liability to accident from fire. The Law therefore ordered that any one kindling a fire which caused damage to corn in a field should make restitution (Ex. xxvii. 6; comp. Judg. xv. 4, 5; 2 Sam. xiv. 30; Mishin, Maccob., vi. 5, vol. iv. p. 48, Sarehuns.; Burchhardt, Syria, pp. 496, 622).

IV. Punishment of death by fire was awarded by the Law only in the cases of incest with a mother-in-law, and of unchastity on the part of a daughter of a priest (Lev. xx. 14, xxx. 9). In the former case both the parties, in the latter the woman only, was to suffer. This sentence appears to have been a relaxation of the original practice in such cases (Gen. xxxviii. 24). Among other nations, burning appears to have been no uncommon mode, if not of judicial punishment, at least of vengeance upon captives: and in a modified form was not unknown in war among the Jews themselves (2 Sam. xii. 31; Jer. xxvi. 22; Dan. iii. 20, 21). In certain cases the bodies of executed criminals and of infamous persons were subsequently burnt (Josh. vii. 25; 2 K. xviii. 16).

The children were expressly ordered to destroy the idols of the heathen nations, and especially any city of their own relapsed into idolatry (Ex. xxiii. 20
FIRE-PAN

2 K. x. 26; Deut. vii. 5, xii. 3, xiii. 16). In some
cases the cities, and in the case of Hazor, the
chariots also, were, by God's order, consumed with
fire (Josb. vi. 24, viii. 28, xi. 6, 9, 13). One of
the expedients of war in sieges was to set fire to
the fuel of the besieged place (Judg. ix. 49, 52).

[HEIGS]

V. Incense was sometimes burnt in honor of the
dead, especially royal personages, as is mentioned
specifically in the cases of Asa and Zedekiah, and
negatively in that of Jehoram (2 Chr. xvi. 14, xxi.
19; Jer. xxiv. 5).

VI. The use of fire in metallurgy was well known
to the Hebrews at the time of the Exodus (Ex.
xxvii. 24, xxxv. 32, xxxvii. 2, 6, 17, xxxviii. 2, 8;
Num. xvi. 18, 39). [HANDBOOK]

VII. Fire or flame is used in a metaphorical
sense to express excited feeling and divine inspira-
tion, and also to describe states of confusion and
future punishments (Ps. iv. 12; Jer. xx. 9; Joel
iii. 30; Mal. iii. 2; Matt. xxv. 41; Mark ix. 43;
Rev. xv. 15).

W. H. P.

FIRE-PAN (פָּרָקִין) [FIRKIN, ΦΥΡΑΚΙΝΗ] or ΦΥΡΑΚΙΝΗ
Phiraqinē), one of the vessels of the Temple service (Ex. xxx.
3, xxxvii. 3; 2 K. xv. 15; Jer. iii. 19). The same word is
divine render "snuff dish" (Ex. xxv.
38, xxxvii. 23; Num. iv. 9; śrāmabhūta: emacuation)
and "censer" (Lev. x. 1, xii. 12; Num. xvi. 6 ff.).
There appear, therefore, to have been two articles
so called; one, like a censer, to carry five
coals for the purpose of burning incense; another,
like a snuff-dish, to be used in trimming the
knops, in order to carry the snuffers and convey
away the snuff.

W. L. B.

FIRKIN. [MEASURES.]

FIRMAMENT. This term was introduced
into our language from the Vulgate, which gives
FIRMAMENTUS as the equivalent of the στρωμα
of the LXX. and the rakîn (רְקִין) of the Hebrew
text (Gen. i. 6). The Hebrew term first demands
notice. It is generally regarded as expressive of
simple expansion, and is so rendered in the margin
of the A. V. (i.e.); but the true idea of the word
is a complex one, taking in the mode by which the
expansion is effected, and consequently implying
the nature of the material expanded. The verb
valpōs means to expand by beating, whether by
the hand, the foot, or any instrument. It is especially
used, however, of beating out metals into thin
plates (Ex. xxxix. 3; Num. xvi. 39), and hence the
substantive דְּפָרָקִין = "beaten plates" of metal
(Num. xvi. 38). It is thus applied to the flattened
surface of the solid earth (Is. xli. 5, xlv. 24; Ps.
xxxvi. 6), and it is in this sense that the term is
applied to the heaven in Job xxxvii. 18 — "Hast
thou spread (rather hammered) out the sky which
is strong, and as a molten looking-glass" — the
mirrors to which he refers being made of metal.
The sense of solidity, therefore, is combined with
the ideas of expansion and tensility in the term rakîn.
Sachsitz (Vorlach, ii. 67) conceives that the idea
of solidity is inconsistent with Gen. ii. 6, which
implies, according to him, the passage of the mist
through the rakîn; he therefore gives it the sense
of "pure expansion" — it is the large and lofty room
in which the winds, sky, love their abode. But
it should be observed that Gen. ii. 6 implies the very
verse. If the mist had penetrated the rakîn it
had to descend in the form of rain; the mist,
however, was formed under the rakîn, and resembles
a heavy dew — a mode of fertilizing the earth
which, from its regularity and quietude, was more
appropriate to a state of innocence than rain, the
electrical violence of which associated it with the
idea of divine vengeance. But the same sense of
solidity runs through all the references to the rakîn.
In Ex. xxiv. 10, it is represented as a solid floor —
"a paved work of a sapphire stone;" nor is the
image much weakened if we regard the word חָלָק
as applying to the transparency of the stone rather
than to the paving. As to the A. V., either sense
being admissible. So again, in Ex. i. 22—26, the
"firmament" is the floor on which the throne of the
Most High is placed. That the rakîn should be
transparent, as implied in the comparisons with
the sapphire (Ex. i. c.) and with crystal (Ex. i. c.;
comp. Rev. iv. 6), is by no means inconsistent with
its solidity. Further, the office of the rakîn in the
economy of the world demanded strength and
substance. It was to serve as a division between the
waters above and the waters below (Gen. i. 7).
In order to enter into this description we must carry
our ideas back to the time when the earth was a
chaotic mass, overspread with water, in which the
material elements of the heavens were intermingled.
The first step, therefore, in the work of orderly
arrangement was to separate the elements of heaven
and earth, and to fix a floor of partition between
the waters of the heaven and the waters of the
earth. Thus the rakîn was created to support the
upper reservoir (Ps. cxviii. 4; comp. Ps. cxiv. 3, where Jehovah is represented as "building
his chambers of water;" not simply "in water,
as the A. V.; the prep. ἐν signifying the material
out of which the beams and joists were made),
himself being supported at the edge or rim of the
disk by the mountains (2 Sam. xxii. 6; Job
xxvi. 11). In keeping with this view the rakîn
was provided with "windows" (Gen. vii. 11; Is.
xxiv. 18; Mal. iii. 10) and "doors" (Ps. lvviii.
23), through which the rain and the snow might
descend. A secondary purpose which the rakîn
served was to support the heavenly bodies, sun,
moon, and stars (Gen. i. 14), in which they were
fixed as "masts, and from which, consequently, they
might be said to drop off (Is. xxiv. 12, xxxiv. 4;
Mal. xxvii. 20). In all these particulars we can
embody the same view as was entertained by the
Greeks and, to a certain extent, by the Latins.
The former applied to the heaven such epithets as
διαφανή (διαφανές, H. ii. 425: κολύμβων, H.
v. 504) and "iron" (σιδΗρωδ, Od. xi. 328,
xxvi. 665) — epithets also used in the Scriptures
(Lev. xxvi. 19) — and that this was not merely
depictive embellishment appears from the views prom-
ulgated by their philosophers, Empedocles (Plat.
Philo. Philo. ii. 11) and Aristotheles (Sene.
Quot., vii. 13). The same idea is expressed in the
cebo extra rakîn of the Latins (Plin. ii. 39, xviii.
57). If it be objected to the Mosaic account that
the view embodied in the word rakîn does not harmonize with strict philosophical truth, the
answer to such an objection is, that the writer
describes things as they appear rather than as they
are. The omission of the words which are the source
of the absence of philosophical truth may be traced throughout all the terms applied
to this subject, and the objection is levelled
rather against the principles of language than
anything else. Examine the Latin caelum (κόσμος),
the "hollow place" or cave scooped out of solid
a separation of waters by a firmament (more properly, expanse) interposed between the waters below and the waters above, dividing the one from the other. If in this same expanse the heavenly bodies are set, it is what we should expect in a style of representation which excludes minute circumstantial detail. This is a truism, moreover, that is true to nature, as it appears in an oriental sky: where the stars at night seem to be set in the same expanse which the clouds also are seen, and far beyond is the blue vault that bounds them. The description, therefore, is phenomenally true; nor can science urge anything against it, since the stars, though not in the same limit of space, are set in the same expanse.

It may be said to be now well established, that the phenomena of creation, as described here, in its successive stages, accord with its deepest mysteries, as science is gradually unfolding them. T. J. C.

**FIRMAMENT** (םירמָאָם, παράθεσις; from פָּרָמָא, early v. Gesen. p. 206), applied equally both to animals and human beings. That some rights of primogeniture existed in very early times is plain, but it is not so clear in what they consisted. They have been classed as, (a) authority over the rest of the family; (b) priesthood; (c) a double portion of the inheritance. The birthright of Esau and of Reuben, set aside by authority or forfeited by misconduct, prove a general privilege as well as quasi-sacredness of primogeniture (Gen. xxi. 31, 34, xlix. 3; I Chr. v. 1; Heb. xii. 16), and a precedence which obviously existed, and is alluded to in various passages (as Ps. lxxix. 27; Job xviii. 13; Rom. viii. 29; Col. i. 15; Heb. xii. 23) [BIRTHRIGHT]; but the story of Esau's rejection tends to show the supreme and sacred authority of the parent irrevocable even by himself, rather than inherent right existing in the eldest son, which was evidently not inalienable (Gen. xxv. 29, 33, 36; Grotius, Calmet, Patrick, Knobel, on Gen. xxv.).

Under the law, in memory of the Exodus, the eldest son was regarded as devoted to God, and was in every case to be redeemed by an offering not exceeding 5 shekels, within one month from birth. If he died before the expiration of 30 days, the Jewish doctors held the father excused, but liable to the payment if he outlived that time (Ex. xiii. 12-15, xiii. 29; Num. vii. 17, xvii. 15, 16; Lev. xxvii. 6; Lightfoot, Hor. Hebr. on Luke ii. 22; Philo, de Pr. Sacer. i. ii. 233, Maunzy). This devotion of the first-born was believed to indicate a priesthood belonging to the eldest sons of families, which being set aside in the case of Reuben, was

---

* "An oriental sky," says Prof. Hackett (Illustrations of Scripture, p. 31, 5th ed.) "has another peculiarity, which adds very much to its impressive appearance. With us the stars seem to adhere to the face of the heavens; they form the most distant objects within the range of vision; they appear to set in a groundwork of thick darkness, beyond which the eye does not penetrate. . . But in Eastern climates the stars seem to hang, like burning lamps, midway between heaven and earth; the pure atmosphere enables us to see a deep expanse of blue ether lying far beyond them. The hemisphere above us glows and sparkles with immemorial fires, that appear as if kept burning in their position by an immediate act of the omnipotent, instead of resting on a frame-work which sub serves the illusion of seeming to give to them their support." T. J. C.
transferred to the tribe of Levi. This priesthood was said to have lasted till the completion of the Tabernacle (Jahn, Arch. Bibl. x. § 165, 387; Patrick, Selden, de Syn. e. 16; Mishn. Zebachin, xiv. 4, vol. v. p. 68; comp. Ex. xxiv. 5).

The ceremony of redemption of the first-born is also referred to in Judges iv. 15, from the name of the Israelite who redeemed it (Jahn, de Num. xviii.). The eldest son received a double portion of the father's inheritance (Deut. xxi. 17), but not of the mother's (Mishn. Bechoroth, viii. 9). If the father had married two wives, of whom he preferred one to the other, he was forbidden to give precedence to the son of the one, if the child of the other were the first-born (Deut. xxi. 15, 16). In the ease of levirate marriage, the son of the next brother succeeded to his uncle's vacant inheritance (Deut. xxv. 5, 6). Under the monarchy, the eldest son usually, but not always, as appears in the case of Solomon, succeeded his father in the kingdom (1 K. i. 39, ii. 22).

The male first-born of animals (בכור וצאן) was also devoted to God (Ex. xiii. 2, 12, xxi. 29, xxxiv. 19, 20; Philo, L. c. and Quis rerum div. heres, 24; i. 489, Mang.). Unblemished animals were to be redeemed with the addition of one fifth of the value or else put to death; or if not redeemed, to be sold and the price given to the priests (Lev. xxvii. 31, 27, 28). The first-born of an ass was to be redeemed with a lamb, or if not redeemed, put to death (Ex. xiii. 15, xxxiv. 20; Num. xviii. 15). Of cattle, goats, or sheep, the first-born from eight days to twelve months old were not to be used, but offered in sacrifice. After the burning of the fat, the remainder was appropriated to the priests (Lev. xxii. 20; Num. xviii. 17, 18; Deut. xv. 19, 20; Neh. x. 36). If there were any blemish, the animal was not to be sacrificed, but eaten at home (Deut. xv. 21, 22, and xii. 5, 7, xiv. 23). Various refinements on the subject of blemishes are to be found in Mishn. Bechoroth. (See Mal. i. 8. By "firstlings," Deut. xiv. 23, compared with Num. xviii. 17, are meant tithe animals: see Reldan, Antiq. iii. 10, p. 327; Jahn, Arch. Bibl. § 387.) H. W. P.

FIRST-BORN, DEATH OF THE FIRST-BORN. (PLACES, 10.)

FIRST-FRuits.

(1) אִירֹקָה, from עֶרֶקְבּ, Gesen. pp. 1249, 1252; sometimes עִירֹקָה.

(2) Αἳρὀκα, in pl. only, or Αἳρὀκα, Gesen. p. 206; usually πρωτογενήματα, πρώτογενήματα (Ex. xxii. 19; orillum. frugum inaeq. principium. (3) Ηιρκά, Gesen. p. 1276: ἄφροκα, ἀφρόκα: πρωτίκα.

Besides the first-born of man and of beast, the Law required that offerings of first-fruits of produce should be made publicly by the nation at each of the three great yearly festivals, and also by individuals without limitation of time. No ordinance appears to have been more distinctly recognized than the custom of the use of the term in the way of illustration carried with it a full significance even in N. T. times (Prov. iii. 9; Tob. i. 6; 1 Mac. iii. 49; Rom. viii. 23, xi. 10; Jam. i. 18; Rev. xiv. 1). (1.) The Law ordered in general, that in the first of all ripe fruits and of boughs, or as it is twice expressed, the first of first-fruits, should be offered at God's house (Ex. xxii. 23, xxiii. 19, xxxiv. 26; philo, de Monrecho, ii. 3 (ii 224, Mang)). (2.)

On the morrow after the Passover Sabbath, i. e. on the 16th of Nisan, a sheaf of new corn was to be brought to the priest, and waved before the altar in acknowledgment of the gift of fruitfulness (Lev. xxiii. 5, 6, 10, 12, ii. 12). Josephus tells us that the sheaf was of barley, and that until this ceremony had been performed, no harvest work was to be begun (Joseph. Ant. iii. 19, § 5). At the expiration of seven weeks from this time, i. e. at the Feast of Pentecost, an obligation was to be made of two leaves of leavened bread made from the new flour, which were to be waved in like manner with the Passover sheaf (Ex. xxxiv. 22; Lev. xxiii. 15, 17; Num. xxviii. 26). (4.) The Feast of Ingathering, i. e. the Feast of Tabernacles in the 7th month, was itself an acknowledgment of the fruits of the harvest (Ex. xxiii. 16, xxxiv. 22; Lev. xxiii. 39). These four sorts of offerings were national. Besides them, the two following were of an individual kid, but the last was made by custom to assume also a national character. (5.) A cake of the first dough that was baked was to be offered as a heave-offering (Num. xv. 19, 21). (6.) The first-fruits of the land were to be brought in a basket to the holy place of God's choice, and there presented as an offering (Num. xv. 17), and then set the leaven down before the altar. The offerer was then, in words of which the outline, if not the whole form was prescribed, to recite the story of Jacob's descent into Egypt, and the deliverance therefrom of his posterity; and to acknowledge the blessings with which God had visitd him (Deut. xxvi. 2-11).

The offerings, both public and private, resolve themselves into two classes: (a) Produce in general, in the Mishna בֶּרֶכֶר, Bechorim, first-fruits, primítivi fructus, πρωτογενήματα, raw produce.

(b) Εἰρήκα, Terumoth, offerings, prímitivi, πρωτίκα, prepared produce (Gesen. p. 1276; Augustine, Quœst. in Hept. iv. 32, vol. iii. p. 732; Spencer, De Leg. Hebr. ii. 9, p. 713; Reland, Antiq. iii. 7: Philo, de Præm. Sacræd. i (ii. 233, Mang.); de Sacrific. Abel. et Cain, cap. ii (i. 177, M.)).

(a) Of the public offerings of first-fruits, the Law defined no place from which the Passover sheaf should be chosen, but the Jewish custom, so far as it is represented by the Mishna, prescribed that the wave-sheaf or sheaves should be taken from the neighborhood of Jerusalem (Terumoth, x. 2). Deputies from the Sanhedrin went out to the eve of the sheaf to the places of sacrifice in the suburbs. In the evening of the festival day the sheaf was cut with all possible publicity, and carried to the Temple. It was there threshed, and an oner of grain, after being winnowed, was bruised and tasted: after it had been mixed with oil and frankincense hid upon it, the priest waved the offering in all directions. A handful was thrown on the altar-fire, and the rest belonged to the priests, to be eaten by those who were free from ceremonial defilement. After this the harvest might be carried on. After the destruction of the Temple all this was discontinued, on the principle, as it seems, that the House of God was exclusively the place for oblation (Lev. i. 14, x. 11, xxi. 13; Num. xxiii. 11; Misch. Terum. v. 6, x. 4, 5; Schabath viii. 8; Joseph. Ant. iii. 10, § 5; Philo, De Præm. Sacræd. i (ii. 293, Mang.); Reland, Antiq. iii. 7, 3 iv. 3, 8).

The offering made at the feast of the Pentecost was a thanksgiving for the conclusion of wheat
harvest. It consisted of two loaves (according to Josephus, one loaf) of new flour baked with leaven, which were waved by the priest as at the Passover. The size of the loaves is fixed by the Mishna at seven palms long and four wide, with horns of four fingers length. No private offerings of first-fruit were allowed before this public offering of the two loaves (Lev. xxiii. 13, 20; Mishn. Terum. x-xii. xi. 4; Joseph. Ant. iii. 10, § 6; Iñid. Antiq. iv. 4, 5). The private offerings of first-fruit may be classed in the same manner as the public. The directions of the Law respecting them have been stated generally above. To these the Jews added or deduced the following: Seven sorts of produce were considered liable to offering, namely, wheat, barley, grapes, figs, pomegranates, olives, and dates (Gen. p. 219; Deut. viii. 8; Mishn. Beccurim, i. 4; Hasechqust, Travels, p. 417), but the Law appears to have contemplated produce of all sorts, and to have been so understood by Nehemiah (Deut. xxvi. 2; Neh. x. 35, 37). The portions intended to be offered were decided by inspection, and the selected fruits were fastened to the stem by a band of rushes (Bic. iii. 1). A proprietor might, if he thought fit, devote the whole of his produce as first-fruit (ibid. ii. 4). But though the Law laid down no rule as to quantity, the minimum fixed by custom was one sixtieth (Iñid. Antiq. iii. 3, 4). No offerings were to be made before the Pentecost, nor after the feast of the Dedication, on the 25th of Cislen (Ex. xxiii. 16; Lev. xxii. 16, 17; Bic. i. 3, 6). The practice was for companies of 24 persons to assemble in the evening at a central station, and pass the night in the open air. In the morning they were summoned by the leader of the feast with the words, "Let us arise and go up to Mount Zion, the House of the Lord our God." On the road to Jerusalem they recited portions of Psalms xxiii. and cl. Each party was preceded by a piper, a sacrificial bullock having the tips of his horns gilt, and crowned with olive. At their approach to the city they were met by priests appointed to inspect the offerings, and were welcomed by companies of citizens proportioned to the number of the pilgrims. On ascending the Temple mount each person took his basket containing the first-fruits and an offering of turtle doves, on his shoulders; and proceeded to the court of the Temple, where they were met by Levites singing Ps. xi. 14, while the doves were sacrificed as a burnt-offering, and the first-fruits presented to the priests with the words appointed in Deut. xxvi. The baskets of the rich were of gold or silver; those of the poor of peeled willow. The baskets of the latter kind were, as well as the offerings they contained, presented to the priests, who waved the offerings at the S. W corner of the altar: the more valuable baskets were returned to the owners (Bic. iii. 6, 8). After passing the night at Jerusalem, the pilgrims returned on the following day to their homes (Deut. xvi. 7; Terum. ii. 4). It is mentioned that King Agrippa bore his part in this highly picturesque national ceremony by carrying his basket, like the rest, to the Temple (Bic. iii. 4). Among other by-laws were the following: (1) He who ate his first-fruits elsewhere than in Jerusalem and without the proper form was liable to punishment (Mishn. iii. 3, vol. iv. p. 284, Surenth.). (2) Women, slaves, deaf and dumb persons, and persons exempt from the public obligation before the priest, which was not generally used after the Feast of Tabernacles (Bic. i. 5, 6).

(b.) The first-fruits prepared for use were not required to be taken to Jerusalem. They consisted of wine, wool, bread, oil, date-honey, onions, etc. (Terum. i. 5, 6; Num. xv. 19, 21; Deut. xviii. 4). They were to be made, according to some, only by dwellers in Palestine; but according to others, to those also who dwelt in Moab, in Ammonitis, and in Egypt (Terum. i. 1). They were not to be taken from the portion intended for tithe, nor from the corners left for the poor (Bic. i. 5, iii. 7). The proportion to be given is thus estimated in that treatise: a liberal measure, one fortieth, or, according to the school of Shammai, one thirtieth: a moderate portion, one fiftieth; a scanty portion, one sixtieth. (See Ex. xlv. 13.) The measuring-basket was to be thrice estimated during the season (ibid. iv. 3). He who ate or drank his offering by mistake was bound to add one fifth, and present it to the priest (Lev. x. 14, xvii. 14), who was forbidden to remit the penalty (Terum. vi. 1, 5). The offerings were the perquisites of the priests, not only at Jerusalem, but in the provinces, and were to be eaten or used only by those who were clean from ceremonial defilement (Num. xviii. 11; Deut. xviii. 4).

The corruption of the nation after the time of Solomon gave rise to neglect in these as well as in other ordinances of the Law, and restoration of them was among the reforms brought about by Hezekiah (2 Chr. xxxv. 5, 11). Nehemiah also, at the return from Captivity, took pains to reorganize the offerings of first-fruits of both kinds, and to appoint places to receive them (Neh. x. 35, 37, xii. 44). Perversion or alienation of them is reproved, as care in observing is eulogized by the prophets, and specially mentioned in the sketch of the restoration of the Temple and Temple service made by Ezekiel (Ex. xx. 40, xlv. 30, xlviii. 11; Mal. iii. 8).

An offering of first-fruits is mentioned as an acceptable one to the prophet Elisha (2 K. iv. 42).

Besides the offerings of first-fruits mentioned above, the Law directed that the fruit of all trees fresh planted should be regarded as uncircumcised or profane, and not to be tasted by the owner for three years. The whole produce of the fourth year was devoted to God: and did not become free to the owner till the fifth year (Lev. xix. 25-26). The trees found growing by the Jews in the attacked were treated as excepted from this rule. (Mishn. Oloth, i. 2.)

Offerings of first-fruits were sent to Jerusalem by Jews living in foreign countries (Joseph. Ant. xvi. 6, § 7).

Offerings of first-fruits were also customary in heathen systems of worship. (See, for instances and authorities, Patrick, On Deut. xxvi.; and a copious list in Spencer, de Leg. Deut. iii. 8, de Prinatarum Origine; also Leslie, On Piscatura, Works, vol. ii.; Winer, s. v. Erntelinge.)

H. W. P.

**FISH**

FISHING. The Hebrews recognized fish as one of the great divisions of the animal kingdom, and, as such, give them a place in the account of the creation (Gen. i. 21, 23), as well as in other passages where an exhaustive description of living creatures is intended (Gen. ii. 19; Ex. xx. 24; Deut. iv. 18; 4 K. iv. 33). They do not, however, appear to have acquired any intimate knowledge of this branch of natural history. Although they were acquainted with some of the names given
by the Egyptians to the different species (for Josephus, B. J. iii. 10, § 8, compares one found in the Sea of Galilee to the crucianus), did not adopt a similar mode of distinguishing them; nor was any classification attempted beyond the broad division of clean and unclean, great and small. The former was established by the Mosaic Law (Lev. xi. 9, 10), which pronounced unclean such fish as were devoid of fins and scales: these were and are regarded as unsuitable food in Egypt (Wilkinson, Anc. Egypt. iii. 58, 59), so much so that one of the laws of El-Hakim prohibited the sale, or even the capture of them (Lane, Mod. Egypte. i. 192). This distinction is probably referred to in the term σαῦρα (see Trench, Schlesinger's Lex. s. v.; Trench, On Pharaoh, p. 137) and κατά (Matt. xiii. 48). Of the various species found in the Sea of Galilee (as enumerated by Runner, Palästina, p. 95), the Silurus would be classed among the former, while the Sphenus galilaeus, a species of eel, and the mugil, chub, would be deemed “clean” or “good.” The second division is marked in Gen. i. 21 (as compared with verse 29), where the great marine animals (םלועות בּלע: κέφαλα μεγάλα): generically described as ἢδακ in the A. V. (Gen. i. 21 [WHALE], but including also other animals, such as the crocodile (LAVIATHAN) and perhaps some kinds of serpents, are distinguished from “every living creature that creepeth” (א. ו. “neth”) in the description applying to fish, along with other reptiles, as having no legs. To the former class we may assign the large fish referred to in Jon. ii. 1 (םלועות יַג: κέφαλος μεγάς, Matt. xii. 40), which Winer (art. Fische), after Bochart, identifies with a species of shark (Caus cirrhata); and also that referred to in Tob. vi. 2 (ויה יַג), identified by Bochart (Herrenv. iii. 697 ff.) with the Silurus glonus, but by Kittel (art. Fish) with a species of crocodile (the secur) found in the Indus. The Hebrews were struck with the remarkable fecundity of fish, and have expressed this in the term יַג, the root of which signifies increase (comp. Gen. xviii. 16), and in the secondary sense of יַג, lit. to creep, thence to multiply (Gen. i. 20, viii. 17, ix. 7; Ez. i. 7), as well as in the allusions in Ez. xvi. 10. Undoubtedly they became familiar with this fact in Egypt, where the abundance of fish in the Nile, and the lakes and canals (Strabo. xvii. p. 823; Bowd. i. 261, 262, 263), rendered it one of the staple commodities of food (Num. xi. 5; comp. Wilkinson, iii. 61). The destruction of fish was on this account a most serious visitation to the Egyptians (Ex. vii. 21; Is. xix. 8). Occasionally it is the result of natural causes: thus St. John (Travels in Valley of the Nib, ii. 246) describes a vast destruction of fish from cold, and Wollaston (Travels in Archipel. i. 310) states that in Oman the fish are visited with an epidemic about every five years, which destroys immense quantities of them. It was perhaps as an image of fecundity that the fish was selected as an object of idolatry: the worship of it was widely spread, from Egypt (Wilkinson, iii. 38) to Assyria (Lavard, Nineveh. ii. 461), and even India (Baur, Mythologie, ii. 58). Among the Philistines, Dagon (= little fish) was presented by a figure half man and half fish (1 Sam. vi. 4). On this account the worship of fish was expressly prohibited (Deut. iv. 18). [DAGON.]

In Palestine, the Sea of Galilee was and still is remarkably well stored with fish, and the value attached to the fishery by the Jews is shown by the traditional belief that one of the ten laws of Joshua enjoined that it should be open to all comers (Lightfoot’s Talmudic Excursions on Matt. iv. 18). No doubt the inhabitants of northern Judæa drew large supplies thence for their subsistence in the earlier as well as the latter periods of the Bible history. Jerusalem derived its supply chiefly from the Mediterranean (comp. Ez. xlvii. 10), at one time through Phœnician traders (Neh. xiii. 16), who must have previously salted it (in which form it is termed הַעַלְמָא in the Talmud; Lightfoot on Matt. xiv. 17). The existence of a regular fish market is implied in the notice of the fish gate, which was probably contiguous to it (2 Chr. xxxiii. 14; Neh. iii. 3, xiii. 39; Zeph. i. 10). In addition to these sources, the reservoirs formed in the neighborhood of towns may have been stocked with fish (2 Sam. ii. 14; iv. 12; Is. vii. 3, xiv. 9; Cant. viii. 4, where, however, “fish” is interpreted in the A. V.). With regard to fish as an article of food, see Food.

Numerous allusions to the art of fishing occur in the Bible. In the O. T. these allusions are of a metaphorical character, descriptive either of the conversion (Jer. xvi. 16; Ez. xlvi. 10) or of the destruction (Ex. xxi. 13 ff.; Ex. xvi. 12; Am. iv. 2; Hab. i. 14) of the enemies of God. In the N. T. the allusions are of a historical character for the most part, though the metaphorical application is still maintained in Matt. xiii. 47 ff. The most usual method of catching fish was by the use of the net, either the casting net (קלף), Hab. i. 15; Ez. xxvii. 15, xlvii. 10; δίσω, Matt. xiv. 20, 21; Mark i. 18, 19; Luke v. 2 ff.; John xxi. 6 ff.; ἀψίδα, Matt. iv. 18; Mark i. 16), probably resembling the one used in Egypt, as shown in Wilkinson (iii. 55), or the drin or d'ng net (דרנ, Is. viii. 8; Hab. i. 15; αὐγά, Matt. xiii. 47), which was larger and required the use of a boat: the latter was probably most used on the Sea of Galilee, as the number of boats kept on it was very considerable (Josephus, B. J. iii. 10, § 10). On other waters a method analogous to the use of the weir in our country was pursued: a fence of cues or reeds was made, within which the fish were caught; this was forbidden on the Sea of Galilee, in consequence of the damage done to the boats by the stakes (Lightfoot on Matt. iv. 13).
Angling was a favorite pursuit of the wealthy in Egypt, as well as followed by the poor who could not afford a net (Wilkinson, iii. 55 ff.;); the requisites were a hook (יוֹם, Is. xix. 8; Hab. i. 15; Job xli. 1; יְרָכָה and יְרָכָה, so called from its resemblance to a thorn, Ann. iv. 2; יְרָכָה, Matt. xvii. 27), and a line (יוֹם). Job xli. 1) made perhaps of reeds; the rod was occasionally dispensed with (Wilkinson, iii. 53), and is not mentioned in the Bible: ground-bait alone was used, fly-fishing being unknown. A still more scientific method was with the trident (יוֹם, A. V. "harbed iron") or the spear (יוֹם, A. V. "thorn") practised in Egypt in taking the crocodile (Job xli. 7) or the hippopotamus (Wilkinson, iii. 72). A similar custom of spearing fish still exists in Arabia (Wellsted, p. 347). The reference in Job xli. 2 is not to the use of the hook in fishing, but to the custom of keeping fish alive in the water when not required for immediate use, by piercing the gills with a ring (יוֹם, A. V. "thorn") attached to a stake by a rope of reeds (יוֹם, A. V. "hook").

The night was esteemed the best time for fishing with the net (Luke v. 5; Pllin. ix. 23). W. L. B.

* See Mr. Tristram's Land of Israel, in regard to the fishes of the Sea of Galilee, p. 420; those of the Jordan, pp. 245, 485; and those of the Jabbok and Gilead, pp. 523, 544. As showing how abundant they still are in the Sea of Tiberias, this traveller states that he saw crams of poisoned bread thrown to them, "which the fish seized, and turning over dead, were washed ashore and collected for the market. The shoals were marvellous—black masses, many hundred yards long, with the black fins projecting out of the water as thick as they could pack. No wonder any net should break which inclosed such a shoal." There seems to be no trace in the Bible of any such mode of taking fish in ancient times. Fishing from boats on this sea has almost if it has not altogether ceased. Only two or three boats (Tristram, p. 426) used for any purpose are now found on the lake of Galilee. Sept states (Jerem. ii. 13, Kopt. Leid. ii. 185) that nets are no longer used in fishing there, but probably we are to understand this as meaning that they are not cast from boats for a draught; for others inform us that the fisherman wade into the water with hand-nets, which they dexterously throw around the fish and thus capture them. (See Richter, Wallfahrten, p. 60; and Rob. Bibl. Res. iii. 262, 1st ed.) It must have been a common sight to the ancient inhabitants of Palestine, as it is to those there now, to see the flying-fish leap from the waters along the coast of the Mediterranean. "Their flight is always short, spasmodic, and painful; and when their web-wings become dry they instantly collapse, and the poor little aeronaut drops into the water like a stone" (Thomson, Land and Book, ii. 257).

The catfish or corvicous (κορυβίας) is very abundant in theound Fountain (Asin Makhevarah) in the plain of Gennesaret. [Gatarenbaum, Amer. p. 41]. Certain kinds of fish, says Thomson, "seem to have lived in the Mediterranean, though the same may once have been true also of the Sea of Galilee, "are always carried on at night. With slaying torch the boat glides over the flashing sea, and the men stand gazing keenly into it until their prey is sighted, when, quick as lightning, they ding their net or fly their spear; and often you see the tired fishermen come sullenly into harbor in the morning, having toiled all night in vain." (Luna and Book, ii. 80). The Saviour's language (Matt. vii. 10; Luke xi. 33) implies that a person in need might ask a fish of another and expect it as a guar-
tunity. There was an ancient "fish gate" at Jerusalem (2 Chr. xxxviii. 14; Neh. iii. 3, &c.), and a fish market has existed there in all periods (Tibbner Topographie von Jerusalem, p. 268). It is evident that the inhabitants have always relied in part on their fish-stocked waters for supplies of food. The reference to "slices and ponds" in Is. x. 10 (A. V.), as if for preserving fish, probably rests on a mistranslation. [Slices, Amer. ed.]

* FISH GATE. [Jerusalem, i. 8, and III., viii.]

* FISH-POOLS, a mistranslation in Cant. vii. 4, A. V. [Henshon, Amer. ed.]

FITCHES (ß c. Vechts), the representative in the A. V. of the two Hebrew words casseuwth and ketzoch. As to the former see Rye.

Ketzoch (יוֹם): μελανθίων; gitch denotes without doubt the Nigella antica, an herbaceous annual plant belonging to the natural order Ranunculacear, and sub-order Helleborine, which grows in the S. of Europe and in the N. of Africa. It was for-

merly cultivated in Palestine for the sake of its seeds, which are to this day used in eastern countries as a medicine and a condiment. This plant is mentioned only in Is. xxvii. 25, 27, where special reference is made to the mode of threshing it; not with "a threshing instrument" (יוֹם, נֶ֖רֹם), but "with a staff" (יוֹם), because the heavy-armed cylinders of the former implement would have crushed the aromatic seeds of the Nigella. The μελανθίων of Dioscorides (iii. 83, ed. Sprengel) is unquestionably the Nigella; both these terms having reference to its black seeds, which, according to the above-named author and Pliny (H. N. xix. 8), were sometimes mixed with bread. The word gitch is of uncertain origin. It is used by Pliny (H. N. xx. 17), who says, "Gitch ex Graeco alienatohn, alien melasphorum vocant." Plautus also (Rud. v. 2, 39) has the same word gitt: "Sis caet tibii! num gitt frigidefacta." Comp. Culina (Hierob. ii. 71).
Besides the N. palaestina, there is another species, the N. occidentalis, which may be included under the term Lycioides; but the seeds of this last-named plant are heavier than the other. W. H.

The seeds of this plant are universally used in Syria, not mixed with the bread, but sprinkled on the top of the loaf or cake. They are called

**flag**, the representative of the A. V. of the two Hebrew words **ebki** and **sadik**.

1. **Job** (ייִבִּי; יֹבִי; פֹּדְיָו: bow palustris, correctum; A. V. "meadow," "flag"); a word, according to Jerome (Comment. in Is. xix. 7), of Egyptian origin denoting, according to many, grass and even herbage, such as rushes and reeds, which grows in marshy places: "I found it erudite querci, said by a proverb signum

"
Ibn al-khitiy in his various cognos, and other (the aconitum of the papaya), the word occurs once in Gen. xv. 2, 18, where it is said that the seven well-feated came out of the river and fed in an **ebki**. Each (Kitto's Cyc. art. **ebki**) and Kitto (Pict. Bib. on Gen. l. c.) are inclined to think that the **ebki** denotes the Cyprea communis. The last named word identifies this sedge with the *arnabatara* of the Egyptians (Hod. Plut. v. 8, § 12), which plant was so much eaten by sheep and cattle. Here is how much doubt as to what the *arnabatara* denotes, as Schneider has shown. The LXX. renders it **ebki** in Is. xix. 7. [See Rev.].

Kilchis (Comment. on Gen. l. c.) says that the **ebki** is synonymous either the Cyprea communis or the *Ranunculus albidus*. We are quite unable to satisfy ourselves so easily on this point. There are many marsh plants besides the Cyprea communis and the *Ranunculus*; at the same time, if the Greek *phairos* denotes the latter plant, about which, however, there is some doubt, it is possible that the **ebki** of Job xvii. 11 may be represented by the *Ranunculus albidus*, or "flowering rush," which grows in Palestine and the East. The **ebki** of Gen. (l. c.) may be used in a general sense to denote such marshy vegetation as is seen on some parts of the Nile. As to discussions on the origin of **ebki**, see Celsius, Hierb. l. c.; Jablonski, Opusc. i. 45, ed. H. Schleinitz, Comment. ad. Job, l. c., and Gesenius, Thes. c. v. Ac.

2. **Sadik** (אֶצוֹ: Am. correctum, palus) occurs frequently in the O. T. in connection with the *sea," to denote the "Red Sea."* (כֹּל הָגָה) The term here appears to be used in a very wide sense to denote "wet of any kind.

The gemin **sadik,** therefore, is the "sea of weeks."
FLAGON, a word employed in the A. V. to render two distinct Hebrew terms: 1. *Ashbalah*, אשבלא (2 Sam. vi. 19; 1 Chr. xvi. 3; Cant. ii. 5; Hos. iii. 1). The real meaning of this word, according to the conclusions of Gesenius (Thes. p. 168), is a cake of pressed raisins. He derives it from a root signifying to compress, and this is confirmed by the renderings of the LXX. (αὐξαιρός, ἀμαρταμένος) and of the Vulgate, and also by the indications of the Targum Pseudo-Jonathan, and the Mishna (Nedarim, 6, § 10). In the passage in Hosea there is probably a reference to a practice of offering such cakes before the false deities. The rendering of the A. V. is perhaps to be preferred to Lather, who in the first two of the above passages has *cin Nosel Wein*, and in the last *Kanne Wein*; but primarily to the interpretations of modern Jews (e. g. Gersan., Bub. Bath., and Targum on Chronicles), grounded on a false etymology (see Michaelis, quoted by Gesenius, and the observations of the latter, as above). It will be observed that in the two first passages the words "of wine" are interpreted, and that in the last "wine" should be "of grapes."

2. *Nebil*, נבלי (Is. xvi. 24 only). *Nebil* is commonly used for a bottle or vessel, originally probably a skin, but in later times a piece of pottery (Is. xxx. 11). But it also frequently occurs with the force of a musical instrument (A. V. generally "psaltery," but sometimes "viol"); a meaning which is adopted by the Targum, and the Arabic and Vulgate versions, and Lather, and given in the margin of the A. V. The text, however, follows the rendering of the LXX., and with this agrees Gesenius’s rendering, "vicken und Flachen, von alterthümlich Art."

FLAX. Two Hebrew words are used for this plant in O. T., or rather the same word slightly modified — וו, and וו. About the former there is no question. It occurs only in three places (Ex. ix. 31; xis. xii. 4, xiii. 17). As regards the latter, there is probably only one passage where it stands for the plant in its undressed state (Josh. ii. 6). Eliminating all the places where the words are used for the article manufactured from the thread, or the made up garment [LINEN; COTTON], we reduce them to two: Ex. ix. 31, certain, and Josh. ii. 6, disputed.

In the former the flux of the Egyptians is recorded to have been damaged by the plague of hail.

The word וו is retained by Rashi; but is rendered in LXX. *πορταρίζω*, and in Vulg. *fodculbus germaritutum*. The A. V. seems to have followed the LXX. (bolled = *πορταρίζω*): and so Rosenm. "globulus seu nodus linei maturissimae" (Schol. ad loc.). Gesenius makes it the calix or corolla; refers to the Mishna, where it is used for the calyx of the hyssop, and describes this explanation as one of long standing among the more learned Rabbins (Thes. p. 261).


From Ritter’s Erdkunde, ii. 916 (comp. his Voluta, &c. pp 45–48) it seems probable that the cultivation of flax for the purpose of the manufacture of linen was by no means confined to Egypt; but that, originating in India, it spread over the whole continent of Asia at a very early period of antiquity. That it was grown in Palestine even before the conquest of that country by the battles appears from Josh. ii. 6, the second of the two passages mentioned above. There is, however, some difference of opinion about the meaning of the words וו, אונמאיתא�; *vulg. stipula linii ; and so A. V. "stalks of flax":" Joseph, speaks of *לוכיו ἥλκολικαιν,* arable, or bundles of flax; but Arab. Veby, "stalks of cotton." (Gesen.) Both renderings appear, in favor of the rendering "stalks of flax." If this be correct, the place involves an allusion to the custom of drying the flax-stalks by exposing them to the heat of the sun upon the flat roofs of houses; and so expressly in Joseph. (Ant. v. 1, § 29, *λυόν γαρ ἥλκολικαιν κατα τῷ τέρσμα Φιλιπποι*). In later times this drying was done in ovens (Rosenm. *Afterthumsh.*).

There is a decided reference to the raw material in the LXX. rendering of Lev. xiii. 47, *myrtis στρατεύης*, and Judg. xv. 14, *στρατισμόν*, comp. Is. i. 31.

The various processes employed in preparing the flax for manufacture into cloth are indicated — (1.) The drying process (see above). (2.) The peeling of the stalks, and separation of the fibres (the name being derivable either, as Parkh, from וו to strip, or as Gessen. from וו, to separate into parts). (3.) The backing (Is. xiv. 9; LXX. *Αλβο τον στρατημόν;* vid. Gessen. Lxx. s. v. פלון, and for the comb used in the process, comp. Wilkinson, Anc. Egypt. iii. 140). The flax, however, was not always dressed before weaving (see Ezckhu. vi. 4, where פלון is mentioned as a species of clothing worn by the poor). That the use of the coarser fibres was known to the Hebrews may be inferred from the mention of tow (והו), in Judg. xvi. 9; Ex. i. 31. That flax was anciently one of the most important crops in Palestine appears from Hos. ii. 5, 9; that it continued to be grown and manufactured into linen in N. Palestine down to the Middle Ages we have the testimony of numerous Talmudists and Rabbins. At present it does not seem to be so much cultivated there as the cotton plant. [COTTON; LINEN.]

FLY. (Foot.)

FLINT. The Heb. quadrilateral וו is rendered flint in Dent. viii. 15, xvii. 13; Ps. cxiv. 8; and Is. i. 7. In Job xxviii. 9 the same word is rendered rock in the text, and *flint* in the margin. In the three first passages the reference is to God’s bringing water and oil out of the naturally barren rocks of the wilderness for the sake of his people. In Isaiah the word is used metaphorically to signify the firmness of the prophet in resistance to his persecutors. In Ez. iii. 9 the English word a "flint"
FLY

occurs in the same sense, but there it represents the Heb. "flour." So also in Is. v. 28 we have "flour," in reference to the loads of horses. In 2 Mc. xx. 74 καρδίας is translated "flint," and in Wisd. xi. 4 the expression "εἰς πηγὰς ἀκρότομων" is adopted from Deut. viii. 15 (LXX.). [KNIP.] W. D.

FLY. [NOAH.]

FLOOR. [PAVEMENT.]

FLOR. [BREAD.]

FLOWERS. [PALESTINE, BOTANY OF.]

FLUTE (נְגָפָה, nāgāph), a musical instrument, mentioned amongst others (Dan. iii. 5, 7, 10, 15) as used at the worship of the golden image which Nebuchadnezzar had set up. It is derived from נָגָף, to hiss; LXX. ὀψύχη, a pipe. According to the author of Shibbe-Haggiboria, this instrument was sometimes made of a great number of pipes — a statement which, if correct, would make its name the Chaldee for the musical instrument called in Hebrew נָגָף, and erroneously rendered in the A. V. "Organ." D. W. M.

FLUTE (נְגָפָה, nāgāph): κυμάς; Ὺ.K. i. 40, marg. [TIRE.]

FLUX, BLOODY (ὕποτερπία, Acts xxviii. 8), the same as our dysentery, which in the East is, though sometimes sporadic, generally epidemic and infectious, and then assumes its worst form. It is always attended with fever. [FEVER.] A sharp gnawing and burning sensation seizes the bowels, which give off in purging a mixture slimy matter and putrid discharge. When blood flows it is said to be less dangerous than without it (Schmidt, Rödl, Med. c. xiv. pp. 593-597). King Jehoram's disease was probably a chronic dysentery, and the "bowels falling out" the προβουλία, or, known sometimes to ensue (2 Chr. xxii. 13, 19).

H. H.

FLY. FLIES. The two following Hebrew terms denote flies of some kind.

1. Zōbāb (זֹבָב, zōbab): μύδα: museus) occurs only in Eccl. x. 1. "And Zobah (ζοβαρ) cause the ointment of the apothecary to send forth a stinking savour;" and in Is. xiii. 18, where it is said, "the Lord shall raise for the Zobah that is in the uttermost part of the rivers of Egypt." The Heb. name, it is probable, is a generic one for any insect, but the etymology is a matter of doubt (see Gesenius, Thee. p. 401; Heb. and Chald. Lex. s. v.; and First, Heb. Concord. s. v.). In the first quoted passage allusion is made to flies, chiefly of the family Muscidae, getting into vessels of ointment or other substances — even in this country we know what an intolerable nuisance the house-flies are in a hot summer when they abound, crawling everywhere and into everything; but in the East the nuisance is tenfold greater. The Zōbāb from the rivers of Egypt has by some writers, as by Edomann (Verwech. Sammt. vi. 79), been identified with the simb of which Bruce (Trav. v. 190) gives a description, and which is evidently some species of Tabanus, Sir G. Wilkinson has given some account of. [Trav. of the Equator, Sec. ii. p. 184] of an injurious fly under the name of diphleeb, a term almost identical with zōbab. It would not do to press too much upon this point when it is considered that Egypt abounds with noxious insects: but it must be allowed that there is some reason for this identification: and though, as was stated above, zōbab is probably not strictly applicable to this passage of Isaiah it may be used to denote some very troublesome and injurious fly, κατ' ἐγκύξυ. The diphleeb is a long gray fly, which comes out about the rise of the Nile, and is like the cleg of the north of England; it abounds in calm hot weather, and is often met with in June and July, both in the desert and on the Nile." This insect is very injurious to crops, and causes their death, if the disease which it generates is neglected; it attacks both man and beast.

2. ἀρέβ (ἀρέβ, areb): κυνόμα: omne genus muscorum, musce diversi generis, musca gravisimae: "swarms of flies;" "divers sorts of flies;" A. V.), the name of the insect, or insects, which God sent to punish Pharaoh; see Ex. vii. 21-31; Ps. lxvii. 45, 41. The question as to what particular insect is denoted by ἀρέβ, or whether any one species is to be understood by it, has long been a matter of dispute. The Scriptural details are as follows: the ἀρέβ filled the houses of the Egyptians, they covered the ground, they lighted on the people, the land was hid waste on their account. From the expression in ver. 31, "there remained not one," some writers have concluded that the Hebrew word points to some definite species: we do not think, however, that much stress ought to be laid upon this argument: if the ἀρέβ be taken to denote "swarms," as the Auth. Version renders it, the "not one remaining" may surely have for its antecedent an individual fly understood in the collective "swarms." The LXX. explain ἀρέβ by κυνόμα: i. e. "dog-fly:" it is not very clear what insect is meant by this Greek term, which is frequent in Homer, who often uses it as an abusive epithet. It is not improbable that one of the Hippobosceae, perhaps έφαγον, Hinn., is the κυνόμα of Ελιαν (Ν. A. iv. 51), though Homer may have used the compound term to denote extreme impudence, implied by the shamelessness of the dog and the teasing impertinence of the common fly (Musca). As the ἀρέβ are said to have filled the houses of the Egyptians, it seems not improbable that common flies (Muscidae) are more especially intended, and thus the compound κυνόμα denotes the nature of the plague, though we see no reason to restrict the ἀρέβ to any one family, or sorts of insects," says Somini (Trav. iii. p. 299), "the most troublesome in Egypt are flies; both man and beast are cruelly tormented with them. No idea can be formed of their obdurate rapacity. It is in vain to drive them away; they return again in the self-same moment, and their pernicious breaths out the most patient spirit." The ἀρέβ may include various species of Culicidae (gnats), such as the mosquito, if it is necessary to interpret the "devouring" nature of the ἀρέβ (in Ps. lxvii. 45) in a strict literal sense; though the expression used by the Psalmist is not applicable to the flies, which even to this day in Egypt may be regarded as a "plague," and which are the great instrument of spreading the well-known epidemic, which is spread from one individual and another dreadful pest; or the literal meaning of the ἀρέβ (devouring), the Egyptians may be understood in its fullest sense of the Muscidae, if we suppose that the people may have been punished by the larva gaining admittance into the bodies, as into the stomach, frontal sinuses, and intestines.
and so occasioning in a hot climate many instances of death; a see for cases of Myiosis produced by dipertor larve, *Transactions of Entomol. Soc.* ii. pp. 266–269.

The identification of the *drob* with the cockroach (Blatta orientalis), which Oedemann (*Terra. Som.* pt. ii. c. 7) suggests, and which Kirby (*Birkley, Trans.* i. p. 357) adopts, has nothing at all to recommend it, and is purely gratuitous, as Mr. Hope proved in 1837 in a paper on this subject in the *Trans. Ent. Soc.* i. p. 179–183. The error of calling the cockroach a beetle, and the confusion which has been made between it and the Sacred Beetle of Egypt (Attechus scarab.), has recently been repeated by M. Kaliash (*Hist. and Crit. Comment. Ex. L. c.*). The cockroach, as Mr. Hope remarks, is a nocturnal insect, and provis about for food at night, but what reason have we to believe that the fly attacked the Egyptians by night and not by day? We see no reason to be dissatisfied with the reading in our own version. W. H.

* FLYING ROLL. [Roll, Amer. ed.]
* FOLD. [Sheep-Fold.]

**FOOD.** The diet of eastern nations has been in all ages light and simple. As compatible with our habits, the chief ohs of present importance are the small amount of animal food consumed, the variety of articles used as accompaniments to bread, the substitution of milk in various forms for our liquors, and the combination of what we should deem heterogeneous elements in the same dish, or the same meal. The chief point of agreement is the large consumption of bread, the importance of which in the eyes of the Hebrew is testified by the use of the term lehem (originally food of any kind) specifically for bread, as well as by the expression "staff of bread" (Lev. xxvi. 26; Ps. ev. 16; Ez. iv. 16, xiv. 33). Simpler preparations of corn were, however, common; sometimes the fresh green ears were eaten in a natural state, b the husks being rubbed off by the hand (Lev. xii. 14; Dent. xiiii. 25; 2 K. iv. 42; Matt. xii. i. Luke vi. 1); more frequently, however, the grains, after being carefully picked, were roasted in a pan over a fire (Lev. ii. 14), and eaten as "parched corn," in which form it was an ordinary article of diet, particularly among *labors,* or others who had not the means of dressing food (Lev. xiiii. 14; Ruth ii. 14; 1 Sam. xxiv. 17, xxv. 18; 2 Sam. xxii. 28): this practice is still very usual in the East (cf.Lane, i. 251; Robinson, *Researches*, ii. 350). Sometimes the grain was bruised (like the Greek κολέτιον, Plin. xiiii. 14), in which state it was termed either ἅλινα (ὑπέρκριτα, ixxx. i. A. V. "buttered") Lev. ii. 14, 10, or τριβολία (προσβαλλατός, Aquil. Symm.; A. V. "corn;" 2 Sam. xiv. 19; cf. Prov. xxvii. 22), and then dried in the sun; it was eaten either mixed with oil (Lev. ii. 15), or made into a soft cake named πολύνωλος (A. V. "dough;" Num. xiv. 20; Neh. x. 37; Ez. xlv. 30). The Hebrews used a great variety of articles (John xxi. 5) to give a relish to bread. Sometimes salt was so used (Job vi. 6), as we learn from the passage just quoted; sometimes the bread was dipped into the sour wine (A. V. "vinegar") which the laborers drank (Ruth ii. 14); or, where meat was eaten, into the gravy, which was either served up separately for the purpose, as by Gideon (Judg. vi. 19), or placed in the middle of the meat dish, as done by the Arabs (Burckhardt, *Notes*, i. 63), whose practice of dipping bread in the broth, or melted fat of the animal, strongly illustrates the reference to the sop in John xiii. 26.

The modern Egyptians season their bread with a sauce composed of various stimulants, such as salt, mint, sesame, and chick-peas (Lane, i. 180). The Syrians, on the other hand, use a mixture of savory and salt for the same purpose (Russell, i. 93). Where the above mentioned accessories were wanting, fruit, vegetables, fish, or honey, were used. In short it may be said that all the articles of food which we are about to mention were mainly viewed as subsistances to the staple commodity of bread. The various kinds of bread and cakes are described under the head of BREAD.

Milk and its preparations hold a conspicuous place in eastern diet, as affording substantial nourishment; sometimes it was produced in a fresh state (םלכ : Gen. xviii. 8), but more generally in the form of the modern leban, i. e. sour milk (םלכ : A. V. "butter;" Gen. xviii. 8; Judg. v. 25; 2 Sam. xvii. 28). The latter is universally used by the Bedowins, not only as their ordinary beverage (Burckhardt, *Notes*, i. 240), but mixed with flour, meat, and even salad (Burckhardt, i. 58, 63; Russell, *Alegio*, i. 118). It is constantly offered to travellers, and in some parts of Arabia it is deemed scandalous to take any money in return for it (Burckhardt, *Abisinia*, i. 129). For a certain season of the year, leban makes up a great part of the food of the poor in Syria (Russell, l. c.). Butter (Prov. xxx. 33) and various forms of congealed milk, of the consistency of the modern *butter* (Job x. 10; 1 Sam. xvii. 18; 2 Sam. xvii. 21) were also used. [BUTTER; CHEESE; MILK.]

Fruit was another source of subsistence: figs stand first in point of importance; the early sorts described as the "summer fruit." (לַבָּנָה; Am. viii. 1, 2), and the "first ripe fruit" (דאַדָּה; Hos. ix. 10; Mic. vii. 1) were esteemed a great luxury, and were eaten as fresh fruit; but they were generally dried and pressed into cakes, similar to the date-cakes of the Arabsians (Burckhardt, *Abisinia*, i. 57), in which form they were termed (ֶרֵשּׁ; פֵּרָה; A. V. "cakes of figs;" 1 Sam. xxiv. 18, xxx. 12; 1 Chr. xii. 40), and occasionally simply (2 Sam. xvi. 1; A. V. "summer fruit").

Grapes were generally eaten in a dried state as raisins (לָיָּבֵנֶת; lightburn wax passes, Vulg.; *Sam. xxiv. 18; xxv. 12; 2 Sam. xvi. 1; 1 Chr. xii. 40), but sometimes, as before, pressed into cakes, named (תֵּרָה; A. V. "raisin;" 2 Sam. vi. 19; 1 Chr. xvi. 3; Cant. ii. 5; Hos. iii. 1), understood by the LXX. as a sort of cake, ἔλαιον ἀνά τον γυμνον, and by
a The custom is still practised in Palestine (Robin son's *Researches*, ii. 430).

b The other Jews named this sauce דְּרֵימָה (*Mishan* Pes. 2, § 8): it consisted of vinegar, almonds, and spice, thickened with flour. It was used at the celebration of the Passover (*Pes.*, 10, § 3).
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The A. V. as "a flagon of wine." Fruit-cake forms a part of the daily food of the Arabs, and is particularly adapted to the wants of travellers; dissolved in water it affords a sweet and refreshing drink (Niebuhr, Arabia, p. 57; Russell, Aleppo, i. 82); an instance of its stimulating effect is recorded in 1 Sam. xxx. 12. Apples (probably citrons) are occasionally noticed, but rather in reference to their fragrance (Cant. ii. 5, vi. 8) and color (Prov. xxv. 11), than as an article of food. Dates are not noticed in Scripture, unless we accept the rendering of יְצֹר in the LXX. (2 Sam. xvi. 1) as φοίνικάς; it can hardly be doubted, however, that, where the palm-tree flourished, as in the neighborhood of Jericho, its fruit was consumed; in Joel i. 12 it is reckoned among other trees valuable for their fruit. The pomegranate-tree is also noticed by Joel; it yields a juicy fruit, from which a species of wine was expressed (Cant. vii. 2; Hag. ii. 13). Melons were grown in Egypt (Num. xi. 5), but not in Palestine. The mulberry is undoubtedly mentioned in Luke xvi. 6 under the name σῦκομος; the Hebrew פּוֹרֵשׂ, so translated (2 Sam. v. 23; 1 Chr. xiv. 14) is rather doubtful; the Vulg. takes it to mean pears. The σῦκομοςά ("sycamore," A. V.; Luke xix. 4) differed from the tree last mentioned; it was the Egyptian fig, which abounded in Palestine (1 K. x. 27), and was much valued for its fruit (1 Chr. xxviii. 28; Am. vii. 14). [APPLE; CITRUS; FIG; MULBERRY-TREES; PALM-TREE; POMEGRANATE; SYCAMORE-TREE; SYCAMORE.]

Of vegetables we have most frequent notice of lentils (Gen. xxiv. 34; 2 Sam. xviii. 28, xxii. 11; Ez. iv. 9), which are still largely used by the Bedouins in travelling (Burekhart, Arabien, i. 65); beans (2 Sam. xviii. 28; Ez. iv. 9), which still form a favorite dish in Egypt and Arabia for breakfast, boiled in water and eaten with butter and pepper; from 2 Sam. xviii. 28 it might be inferred that beans and other kinds of pulse were roasted, as barley was, but the second פּוֹרֵשׂ in that verse is probably interlarded, not appearing in the LXX., and even if it were not so, the reference to pulse in the A. V. as of <i>rice</i> in that verse, is wholly unwarranted; cucumbers (Num. xi. 5; Is. i. 8; Bar. vi. 70 [or Epist. of Jer. 70]; cf. 2 K. iv. 39 where wild cucumbers, <i>אכוסים עזים</i>, were picked in mistake for cucumbers); leeks, onions, and garlic, which were and still are of a superior quality in Egypt (Num. xi. 5; cf. Wilkinson, Anc. Egyptian, ii. 374; Lane, i. 251); lettuce, of which the wild species, <i>betacum aegypti</i>, is identified with the Greek πιπερις by Pline (xvi. 65), and formed, according to the LXX. and the Vulg., the "bitter herbs" (בְּנִית הָרָה), eaten with the posch lamb (Ex. xii. 8; Num. ix. 11); endive, which is still well known in the East (Russell, i. 91), may have been included under the same class. In addition to the above we have notice of certain "herbs" (בְּנַי הָרָה; 2 K. iv. 39) eaten in times of scarcity, which were mallow according to the Syrian and Arabic versions, but according to the Talmud a vegetable resembling the <i>Brassica</i> of Linnaeus; and again of <i>sea-purslane</i> (בְּפַלְפַלְפַל; אַמָּה; A. V. "mallows") and broom-root (בְּפַלְפַל; A. V. "juniper") (Job xxv. 4) as eaten by the poor in time of famine, unless the latter were gathered as fuel. An insipid plant, probably purslane, used in saltn, appears to be referred to in Job vi. 6, under the expression בְּנַי הָרָה ("white of egg," A. V.). The usual method of eating vegetables was in the form of <i>pottage</i> (בְּנַי הָרָה; פּוֹלְבָה; Gen. xxv. 2; 2 K. iv. 39; Hag. ii. 12); a meal wholly of vegetables was deemed very poor fare (Prov. xv. 17; Dan. i. 12; Rom. xiv. 2). The modern Arabs consume but few vegetables; radishes and beets are most in use, and are eaten raw with bread (Burekhart, Arabien, i. 56). [BEANS; CUCUMBER; GARLIC; GOURD; LEAK; LENTILS; ONION.]

The spices or condiments known to the Hebrews were numerous; cummin (Is. xxviii. 25; Matt. xxiii. 23), dill (Matt. xxiii. 23), coriander (Ex. xvi. 21; Num. xi. 7), mint (Matt. xxiii. 23, 26). Nuts (pistachios) and almonds (Gen. xiii. 11) were also used as <i>whets</i> to the appetite. [ALMOND-TREE; AMISE; CORIANDER; CUMIN; MINT; MUSTARD; NUTS; SPICES.]

In addition to these classes, we have to notice some other important articles of food: in the first place, honey, whether that which is brought from the bee (1 Sam. xiv. 25; Matt. iii. 4), which abounds in most parts of Arabia (Burekhart, Arabien, i. 54), or the other natural and artificial productions included under that head, especially the <i>dibs</i> of the Syrians and Arabians, i.e. grape-juice boiled down to the state of the Roman <i>diurman</i>, which is still extensively used in the East (Russell, i. 82); the latter is supposed to be referred to in Gen. xiii. 14. The importance of honey, as a substitute for sugar, is obvious; it was both used in certain kinds of cake (though prohibited in the case of meat offerings, Lev. i. 11) as in the pastry of the Arabs (Burekhart, Arabien, i. 54), and was also eaten in its natural state either by itself (1 Sam. xiv. 27; 2 Sam. xvii. 28; 1 K. iv. 3), or in conjunction with other things, even with fish (Luke xiv. 24). "Butter and honey" is an expression for rich diet (Is. vi. 15, 22); such a mixture is popular among the Arabs (Burekhart, Arabien, i. 54). "Milk and honey" are similarly coupled together, not only frequently by the sacred writers, as expressive of the richness of the promised land, but also by the Greek poets (cf. Callim. Hymn. in Iov. 48; Hom. Od. xx. 68). Too much honey was deemed unwholesome (Prov. xxvi. 27). With regard to oil, it does not appear to have been used to the extent we might have anticipated; the modern Arabs only employ it in frying fish (Burekhart, Arabien, i. 54), but for all other purposes butter is substituted: among the Hebrews it was deemed an expensive luxury (Prov. xvi. 17), to be reserved for festive occasions (1 Chr. xii. 40); it was chiefly used in certain kinds of cake (Lev. ii. 5 ff.; 1 K. xvii. 12). "Oil and honey" are mentioned in conjunction with bread in Ez. xv. 13, 18. The Syrians, especially the wealthy, eat much honey, but not butter (Russell, i. 80). Eggs are not often noticed, but were evidently known as articles of food (Is. x. 14, 5; Luke xi. 12), and are reckoned by Jerome (In Epiph. Paul. i. 176) among the delicacies of the table. [HONEY; OIL.]

The Orientalists have been at all times sparing in the use of animal food: not only does the excessive
best of the climate render it both unwholesome to eat much meat (Niebuhr, Descrip. p. 46), and expensive from the necessity of immediately consuming a whole animal, but beyond thi the ritual regulations of the Mosaic law in ancient, as of the Koran in modern times, have tended to the same result. It has been interpreted from the present text of Deut. 15, 4, that animal food was not permitted before the flood; but the notices of the flock of Abel (Gen. iv. 2) and of the herds of Abel (Gen. iv. 20), as well as the distinction between clean and unclean animals (Gen. vii. 2), favor the opposite opinion; and the permission in Gen. ix. 3, 4, to eat unclean animals, is probably an added, more explicit declaration of a condition implied in the grant of universal dominion previously given (Gen. i. 28). The prohibition then expressed, against consuming the blood of any animal (Gen. ix. 4) was more fully developed in the Levitical law, and enforced by the penalty of death (Lev. iii. 17, 28), vii. 20, xii. 16; 1 Sam. xiv. 32 ff.; Ex. xlv. 7, 15), on the ground, as stated in Lev. xvii. 11 and Deut. xii. 23, that the blood contained the principle of life, and, as such, was to be offered on the altar; probably there was an additional reason in the heathen practice of consuming blood in their sacrifices (Ps. iv. 4; Ex. xxxiii. 25). The prohibition applied to strangers as well as Israelites, and to all kinds of beast or fowl (Lev. xvi. 26, xvi. 12, 13). So strong was the feeling of the Jews on this point, that the Gentile converts to Christianity were held under similar restrictions (Acts xx. 29, xxii. 25). As a necessary deduction from the above principle, all animals which had died a natural death (דָּבָר מָתַי מַעַר לֹג), Deut. xiv. 21), or had been torn of beasts (תֵּלְיוּת, Ex. xxii. 31), were also prohibited (Lev. xvi. 15; cf. Ez. iv. 14), and to be thrown to the dogs (Ex. xxii. 31): this prohibition did not extend to strangers (Deut. xiv. 21). Any person infringing this rule was held unclean until the evening, and was obliged to wash his clothes (Lev. xvii. 15). In the N. T. these cases are described under the term πῦντον (Acts xv. 29), applying not only to what was strangled (as in A. V.), but to any animal from which the blood was not regularly poured forth. Similar prohibitions are contained in the Koran (i. 176, v. 3, xvi. 116), the result of which is that among the Jews as among the Arabs, the meat of the sheep and the goat, as well as the meat of the ox, is eaten without the meat except what has been bought at the shambles. Certain portions of the ιερά of sacrifices were also forbidden (Lev. iii. 9, 10), as being set apart for the altar (Lev. iii. 16, vii. 25; cf. 1 Sam. ii. 16 ff.; 2 Chr. vii. 7): it should be observed that the term in Neh. viii. 10, translated θυσία is not דָּבָר מַעַר, but דָּבָר מַעַר = the fatty pieces of meat, delicacies. In addition to the above, Christians were forbidden to eat the flesh of animals, portions of which had been offered to idols (εἰδώλωσιν), whether at private feasts, or as bought in the market (Acts xx. 29, xxii. 25; 1 Cor. viii. 1 ff.): All beasts and birds classed as unclean (Acts xi. 4 ff.; Deut. xiv. 4 ff.) were also prohibited. [USELESS BEASTS AND BIRDS]: and in addition to these general precepts there was a special prohibition against "eating a kid in his mother's milk" (Ex. xxiii. 19, xxxiv. 26; Deut. xiv. 21), which has been variously understood, by Talmudical writers, as a general prohibition against the joint use of meat and milk (Mishna, Cholin, cap. 3, § 1); by Michaelis (Nov. Reis, iv. 210), as prohibiting the use of fat or milk, as compared with oil, in cooking; by Luther and Calvin, as prohibiting the slaughter of young animals; and by Boehart and others, as discountenancing cruelty in any way. These interpretations, however, all fail in establishing any connection between the precept and the offering of the first-fruits, as implied in the three passages quoted. More probably it has reference to certain heathen usages at their harvest festivals (Mainmonides, More Nebuch. 3, 48; Spencer, de Legg. Heb. Ritt. p. 535 ff.): there is a remarkable addition in the Samaritan version and in some copies of the LXX. in Deut. xiv. 21, which supports this view: ἵνα γὰρ ποιεί τοῦτο, ἵνα αὐτὸ ἀποκαλέσῃ, τὸ τῆς ἑλαθείας θεοῦ, ἵνα μαθῆς ἄτικα τῷ Θεῷ Ἑλαμ (cf. Knobel, Comment, in Ex. xxiii. 19). The Hebrews further abstained from eating the sin of the hip (עֻזָּה תְפִלֶּית, Gen. xxxii. 31), in memory of the struggle between Jacob and the angel (comp. ver. 25). The LXX., the Vulg., and the A. V. interpret the αἰματία of the sin offering of the shrinking or bumbling of the muscle (Δέρματα: εἰς μετακομίζεται: "which shrink"): Josephus (Ant. i. 29, § 2) more correctly explains it, τὸ κόλλωμα τοῦ πτεριδίου, and there is little doubt that the nerve he refers to is the nevus siphonodontis, which attains its greatest thickness at the hip. There is no further reference to this custom in the Bible; but the Talmudists (Cholin, 7) enforced its observance by penalties.

Under these restrictions the Hebrews were permitted the free use of animal food: generally speaking they only availed themselves of it in the exercise of hospitality (Gen. xviii. 7), or at festivals of a religious (Ex. xii. 8), public (1 K. i. 19; 1 Chr. xii. 40), or private character (Gen. xxvii. 4; Luke xxv. 33): it was only in royal households that there was a daily consumption of meat (1 K. iv. 28; Neh. v. 18). The use of meat is reserved for similar occasions among the Bedouins (Burckhardt's Notes, i. 63). The animals killed for meat were—calves (Gen. xviii. 7; 1 Sam. xxiv. 24; Am. vi. 4), which are further described by the term fattling (לָאָם = μάριος σιτίτιον, Luke xxv. 23, and σιτίτιον, Matt. xxii. 4, 2 Sam. vi. 13; 1 K. i. 9 ff.; A. V. "fat cattle"); lambs (2 Sam. xii. 4; Am. vi. 4): oxen, not above three years of age (1 K. i. 9; Prov. xv. 17: Is. xxii. 13; Matt. xxii. 4), which were either stall-fed (לָאָם = μάριος ἐκλεκτοῖς), or taken up from the pastures (לָאָם = βασιλεὺς ἀναμαθεῖς): 1 K. iv. 23); kids (Gen. xxvii. 9; Judg. vi. 19; 1 Sam. xvi. 29): harts, roebucks, and fallow-deer (1 K. iv. 23), which are also brought into close connection with ordinary cattle in Deut. xiv. 5, as though holding an intermediate place between tame and wild animals; birds of various kinds (בָּוָּם: A. V. "fowls": Neh. v. 18; the LXX., however, give χειμάρροι, as though the reading were בָּוָּם: quail in certain parts of Arabia (Ex. xvi. 13; Num. x. 32); poultry (סַלְחִית: 1 K. iv. 23; understood generally by the LXX., ἱδρυλίων ἐκλεκτῶν σιτετῶν: by Kimchi and the A. V. as fatted fowl; by Gesenius, Thesaur. 249, as geese, from the whiteness of their plumage; by Theilus, Comment, in l. c., as guinea-fowls, as though the word represented the call of that bird); partridges (1 Sam. xxv. 29): fish, with the exception of such as were without scales and fins (Lev. x. 9; Deut. xiv
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19) both salted, as was probably the case with the sea-fish brought to Jerusalem (Neh. xiii. 16), and fresh (Matt. xiv. 19, xv. 36; Luke xxiv. 42): in our Saviour's time it appears to have been the usual food about the Sea of Galilee (Matt. vii. 10); the term ἁπάντωμι is applied to it by St. John (vi. 3; xxi. 9 f.) in the restricted sense which the word obtained among the later Greeks, as ἁπέλικα. Locusts, of which certain species only were esteemed clean (Lev. xi. 22), were occasionally eaten (Matt. iii. 4), but considered as poor fare. They are at the present day largely consumed by the poor both in Persia (Morier's 'Second Journey,' p. 44) and in Arabia (Niebuhr, 'Voyage,' i. 319); they are salted and dried, and roasted, when required, on a frying-pan with butter (Burchardt's 'Notes,' ii. 92; Niebuhr, l. c.).

Meat does not appear ever to have been eaten by itself; various accompaniments are noticed in Scripture, as bread, milk, and sour milk (Gen. xviii. 3); bread and broth (Judg. vi. 19); and with fish either bread (Matt. xiv. 19, xv. 36; John xxi. 9) or honeycomb (Luke xxiv. 42): the instance in 2 Sam. vi. 19 cannot be relied on, as the term ἄρις, rendered in the A. V. a good piece of flesh, after the Vulg., asatura bibule carnis, means simply a portion or measure, and may apply to wine as well as meat. For the modes of preparing meat, see Cooking; and for the times and manner of eating, Meals: see also Fruits, Fowls, &c., &c.

To pass from ordinary to occasional sources of subsistence: diet consisted of bread and water administered in small quantities (1 K. xxi. 21), or water only (21); pulse and water was considered but little better (Dan. i. 12); in time of sorrow or fasting it was usual to abstain either altogether from food (2 Sam. xii. 17, 29), or from meat, wine, and other delicacies, which were described as ἰδων, ἰδων, &c. (Dan. x. 3). In time of extreme famine the most loathsome food was swallowed: such as an ass's head (2 K. vi. 25), the ass, it must be remembered, being an unclean animal (for a parallel case comp. Phutarch, 'Artocra,' 21), and dove's dung (see the article on that subject), the dung of cattle (Joseph, B. J. v. 13, § 7), and even possibly their own dung (2 K. xviii. 27). The consumption of human flesh was not altogether unknown (2 K. vi. 28; cf. Joseph, B. J. vi. 3, § 4), the passages quoted supplying instances of the exact fulfilment of the prediction in Deut. xxviii. 50, 57; comp. also Lament. ii. 29, iv. 10; Ezr. v. 10.

With regard to the beverages used by the Hebrews, we have already mentioned milk, and the probable use of barley-water, and of a mixture resembling the modern sheher, formed of fig-cake and water. The Hebrews probably resembled the Arabs in not drinking much during their meals, but concluding them with a long draught of water. It is almost needless to say that water was most generally drunk. In addition to these the Hebrews were acquainted with various intoxicating liquors, the most valued of which was the juice of the grape, while others were described under the general term of shechar or strong drink (Lev. x. 9; Num. vi. 3; Judg. xiii. 4, 7), if indeed the latter does not sometimes include the former (Num. xxvi. 51). These were reserved for the wealthy for festive occasions: the poor consumed a sour wine (A. V. *vitae*; Ruth ii. 14; Matt. xxi 48), calculated to quench thirst, but not agreeable to the taste (Prov. xx. 21). [Drink, Strong; Vinegar; Water; Wine.] W. L. B.

* It is not correct to say that the food of the Orientals is light and simple, unless meat be the only becry article. They use an inordinate amount of grease in cooking. Eggs are fried in twice their bulk of fat, or butter, or oil. Rice is not eaten except drenched with butter. A stew is unheard of unless the meat and vegetables be first fried in butter or fat, that they may drink in as much of the fatty matter as possible.

Again, they are fondous in the East for elaborate compounds. *Kibaa*, their most prized article of diet, is compounded of cracked wheat, boiled and dried previously to give it solidity, beaten up with meat, and onions, and spices, and the nut of a species of pine, a very heavy article of diet. Lusa's potage was probably compounded with lentiles, oil, onions, and spices, like the majbelKhok of the present day. Dyspepsia is one of the most universal disorders of the people, and arises from their heavy and unwholesome food, and the fact that their heavy meals are taken just before retiring for the night.

Again, oil is not used merely for frying fish, but is eaten universally in place of butter and fat during Lent, and at all times is a prominent article of diet. I know of a single family where they use 500 pounds of it per annum, of which the larger part is for food. There are twelve to fourteen persons in the household.

G. E. F.

FOOTMAN, a word employed in the Authorized Version in two senses. (1.) Generally, to distinguish those of the people or of the fighting-men who went on foot from those who were on horseback or in chariots. The Hebrew word for this is ἀνθρώπος, ἀνθρώπος, from ἄνθρωπος, a foot. The LXX. commonly express it by πεποιήθης, or occasionally ταγμάτα.

But (2.) The word occurs in a mere special sense (in 1 Sam. xxii. 17 only), and as the translation of a different term from the above — ἀνθρώπος, πεποιθήτως.
This passage affords the first mention of the existence of a body of swift runners in attendance on the king, though such a thing had been foretold by Samuel (1 Sam. viii. 11). This body appear to have been afterwards kept up, and to have been distinct from the body-guard—the six hundred, and the thirty—who were originated by David. See 1 K. xiv. 27, 28; 2 Chr. xii. 10, 11; 2 K. xi. 4, 6, 11, 13, 19. In each of these cases the word is the same as the above, and is rendered "guard;" but the translators were evidently aware of its significance, for they have put the word "runners" in the margin in two instances (1 K. xiv. 27; 2 K. xi. 13). This indeed was the force of the term "footman" at the time the A. V. was made, as is plain not only from the references just quoted, but amongst others from the title of a well-known tract of Jobyan's—The Heavily Footed, or a Description of the Man that gets to Heaven, on 1 Cor. ix. 24 (St. Paul's figure of the race). Swift running was evidently a valued accomplishment of a perfect warrior—a glibor, as the Hebrew word is among the Israelites. There are constant allusions to this in the Bible, though obscured in the A. V., from the translators not recognizing the technical sense of the word glibor. Among others see Is. xv. 5; Job xvi. 14; Joel ii. 7, where "strong man"—"giant," and "mighty man," are all glibor. David was famed for his powers of running; they are so mentioned as to seem characteristic of him (1 Sam. xvii. 22, 48, 51, xx. 6), and he makes them a special subject of thanksgiving to God (2 Sam. xxii. 30; Ps. xviii. 29). The cases of Cushu and Ahinaz (2 Sam. xviii.) will occur to every one. It is not impossible that the former—"the Ethiopian," as his name most likely is—had some peculiar mode of running. Christ and his Apostles also "swung on his feet," and the Gadite heroes who came across to David in his difficulties were "swift as the roe upon the mountains:" but in neither of these last cases is the word rootz employed. The word probably derives its modern sense from the custom of domestic servants running by the side of the carriage of their master. [GUARD.] G.

* FORDS. [See JORDAN, iii.]

FOREHEAD (fάρως, from ἄρωμα), rad. insus. shine, Gesen. p. 815: υπεραφόρος: from. The practice of covering the face in public for women of the higher classes, especially married women, in the East, sufficiently stigmatizes with reproach the unveiled face of women of bad character (Gen. xxiv. 65; Jer. iii. 3; Neubr., Fig. i. 152, 149, 150; Shaw, Travels, p. 225, 240; Hasselquist, Travels, p. 535; Buchanan, Arab Tribes, p. 312; Lane, Mod. Egy. i. 72, 77, 225-248; Burkhardt, Travels, i. 233). An especial force is thus given to the term "hard of forehead" as descriptive of austerity in general (Ez. iii. 7, 8, 9: comp. Juv. Sat. xiv. 212—Ejectum atritt e fronte ruborem.).

The custom among many oriental nations both of coloring the forehead and face, and of impressing on the body marks indicative of devotion to some special deity or religious sect, is mentioned elsewhere [Cuttings in Flesh] (Burckhardt, Notes on Bed. i. 119).—G. W.

FOREST (fάραδος, from ἄρατος, rad. insus. shine, Gesen. p. 815: υπεραφόρος: from. The practice of covering the face in public for women of the higher classes, especially married women, in the East, sufficiently stigmatizes with reproach the unveiled face of women of bad character (Gen. xxiv. 65; Jer. iii. 3; Neubr., Fig. i. 152, 149, 150; Shaw, Travels, p. 225, 240; Hasselquist, Travels, p. 535; Buchanan, Arab Tribes, p. 312; Lane, Mod. Egy. i. 72, 77, 225-248; Burkhardt, Travels, i. 233). An especial force is thus given to the term "hard of forehead" as descriptive of austerity in general (Ez. iii. 7, 8, 9: comp. Juv. Sat. xiv. 212—Ejectum atritt e fronte ruborem.).

The custom among many oriental nations both of coloring the forehead and face, and of impressing on the body marks indicative of devotion to some special deity or religious sect, is mentioned elsewhere [Cuttings in Flesh] (Burckhardt, Notes on Bed. i. 119).—G. W.
Fountain at Nazareth. (Roberts.)

The volcanic agency which has operated so powerfully in Palestine, has from very early times given tokens of its working in the warm springs which are found near the sea of Galilee and the Dead Sea. One of them, En-gedi, the "spring of calves," at the N. end of the latter, is probably identical with Caalirhe, mentioned by Josephus as a place.

**Fountain.** (Handicraft, 1.)

Also signifies an "e'ye." Gesen. p. 1017.

(1.) נַעֲרָה, from נָעַרָה, to floor; (from 1), a well-watered place; sometimes in A.V.
FOUNTAIN-GATE.

It was restored to by Herod in his last illness (Joseph. B. J. i. 33, § 5; Kitto, Phys. Geogr. of Polit., 120; 121; Stanley, O. P. P. 253). His son Philip built the town, which he named Tiberias, at the sulphureous hot-springs at the S. of the sea of Galilee (Joseph. Ant. xviii. 2, § 3; Hasselquist, Travels, App. 293; Kitto, 114; Burckhardt, Syria, 328, 330). Other hot-springs are found at seven miles distance from Tiberias, and at Usbeis (Galara) (Reoland, 775; Burckhardt, 276, 277; Kitto, 116, 118).

Jerusalem, though mainly dependent for its supply of water upon its rain-water cisterns, appears from recent inquiries to have possessed either more than one perennial spring, or one issuing by more than one outlet. To this agree the "fons perennis aquarum" of Tacitus (Hist. v. 12, and the ἔναστης νέφελετος σύστασις of Aristeas (Joseph. ii. 112, ed. Havercamp. Robinson, i. 343, 345; Williams, Holy City, ii. 458, 468; Rammr, p. 288; Ez. xxvii. 1, 12; Kitto, Phys. Geogr. pp. 412, 415).

CISTERS: SIDON.

In the towns built by Herod, Josephus says, there were cisterns with χαλασμοφυτα through which water was poured forth: these may have been statues or figures containing spoils for water after Roman models (Plin. Epist. v. 6; H. N. xxxvi. 15, 121; Joseph. B. J. v. 4, § 4).

No Eastern city is so well supplied with water as Damascus (Early Trac. p. 294). In oriental cities generally public fountains are frequent (Yule, English in Syria, 189). Traces of such fountains at Jerusalem may perhaps be found in the names En-Rogel (2 Sam. xii. 17), the "Dragon-well," or fountain, and the "gate of the fountain" (Neh. ii. 13, 14). The water which supplied Solomon's pools near Bethlem was conveyed to them by subterranean channels. In these may perhaps be found the "sealed fountain" of Cant. iv. 12 (Hasselquist, p. 145; Maundrell, Early Trac. p. 457). The fountain of Nazareth bears a traditional antiquity, to which it has probably good derivation, if not actual claim (Roberts, Views in Palestine, i. 21, 23, 32; Col. Ob. Chron. No. xxx. p. 147; Fisher's Views in Syria, i. 91, iii. 44).

II. W. P.

So-called "Fountain" of Cana. (From Roberts.)

* FOUNTAIN-GATE. [JERUSALEM, I., 13, AND III. VIII.]

FOWL.

Several distinct Hebrew and Greek words are thus rendered in the A. V. of the Bible. Of these the most common is פֶּלַל, which is usually a collective term for all kinds of birds, frequently with the addition of פַּעַל, "of the skies."

FOUL is a collective term for birds of prey, derived from פּוּל, "to attack vehemently." It is translated "fowl" in Gen. xv. 11, Job xxviii. 7, Is. viii. 6.

פּוּל (Phal. פּוּל), from root פּוּל, "to hiss," is also a collective term for birds, though occasionally rendered by swallo and aperone. For the collective use of the word see Deut. iv. 17: Ps. viii. 8; Ez. xxiv. 29; and Dan. iv. 12. In Neh xvi. 18, the word seems to have the special sense which "fowl" has with us, as it is enumerative among the viands provided for Nehemiah's table.

In 1 K. iv. 23, among the daily provisions for Solomon's table "fatted fowl" are included, the Hebrew words being כּוּלְפַל קַרְתִּיס. Gese- nius prefers to translate this "fatted fowl," referring the word to the root פּוּל, "to be pure," because of the pure whiteness of the bird. He gives reasons for believing that the same word in the cognate languages included also the meaning of fowl.

In the N. T. the word translated "fowl" is most frequently "πετριεδα", which comprehends all kinds of birds (including ῥαβδος, Luke xii. 24); but in Rev. xix. 17-21, where the context shows that birds of prey are meant, the Greek is τὰ ὀρνιθα. The same distinction is observed in the apocryphal writings: comp. Jud. vi. 7, Ezech. xvii. 4 xiii. 14, with 2 Macc. xv. 33. W. D.

[The following supplement to the preceding article appears under Fowlus in the English edition, but was omitted in reprinting, through the misunderstanding of a reference in the Appendix. As "birds" and "fowls" are used in precisely the same sense in the A. V., it is better that the two articles should be united.]

Birds are mentioned as articles of food in Deut. xiv. 11, 29, the intermediate verses containing a list of unclean birds which were not to be eaten. There is a similar list in Lev. xi. 12-19. From Job vi. 6, Luke xi. 12, we find that the eggs of birds were also eaten. Quails and pigeons are edible birds mentioned in the O. T. Our Saviour's mention of the hen gathering her chickens under her wing implies that the domestic fowl was known in Palestine. The art of caring wild birds is referred to in Ps. xxxiv. 7; Prov. i. 17, vii. 23; Am. iii. 5; Hos. v. 1, vii. 12. The eagle fell of birds in Jer. v. 27 was a trap in which decoy-birds were placed to entice others, and furnished with a trap-door which could be dropped by a fowler watching at a distance. This practice is mentioned in Ezech. xi. 30 (παιδες θηρευται εν καρπαλα; comp. Arist. Hist. Anim, ix. 8). In Deut. xxii. 6 it is commanded that an Israelite finding a bird's nest in his path might take the young or the eggs, but must let the hen-bird go. By this means the extinction of any species was guarded against. Comp. Phocyl. Circum. 80 ff:—

מֵה הַבָּנָנָה בַּשָּׁלֹם אַשֶּׁר פָּגָת בַּלָּא שֵׁלֶג.  
מְגֶרֶת שְׁהֵרֶכֶס, וּזַּה חֵץ פָּלַל תְּנָסֶפֶּה.  

Birds were not ordinarily used as victims in the Jewish sacrifices. They were not deemed valuable enough for that purpose; but the substitution of turtle-doves and pigeons was permitted to the poor and in the sacrifice for purification. The way of offering them is detailed in Lev. i. 15-17, and v. 8 and it is worthy of notice that the practice of not
W. D. FOWLER.

FOXY (Canis aureus), jackal.

The jackal (Canis aureus) is a common animal in the Middle East, and is often mentioned in the Bible. It is a small canine, with a reddish-brown coat and a slender, snakelike body. The jackal is a nocturnal animal, often seen in the desert and in the mountains. It is known for its ability to adapt to various environments, and it can be found all over the region. The jackal is a scavenger, feeding on dead animals, carrion, and small game. It is also known to be a pest to farmers, as it will raid haystacks and other agricultural materials.

The jackal is often associated with the Hebrew word "šāšīlām," which is a common word in the Bible. The word is used to describe a number of different animals, including the jackal. However, it is unclear what the exact meaning of the word is. Some scholars believe that the word is related to the Hebrew word for "sheep," while others believe that it is related to the word for "dog." There is no consensus on the exact meaning of the word, and it remains a mystery.

Despite its common occurrence in the region, the jackal is not a very well-studied animal. There is little known about its behavior, ecology, or biology. However, it is clear that the jackal is a crucial part of the region's ecosystem, and it plays an important role in maintaining the balance of nature. Further study of the jackal is needed to better understand its role in the region.

FOX

The shāšīlām of Judg. xv. 4 are evidently "jackals," and not "foxes," for the former animal is gregarious, whereas the latter is solitary in its habits: and it is in the highest degree improbable that Samson should ever have succeeded in catching so many as 200 foxes, whereas he could readily have taken in snares," as the Hebrew verb (šāšīlām) properly means, so many jackals, which go together for the most part in large groups. The whole passage, which describes the manner in which Samson avenged himself on the Philistines by tying the tails of two jackals together, with a firebrand between them, and then sending them into the standing corn and orchards of his enemies, has, it is well known, been the subject of much dispute. Dr. Kennicott (Remarks on Select Passages in the O. T., Oxford, 1787, p. 100) proposed, on the authority of seven Heb. MSS., to read šāšīlām (šāšīlām), "sheaves" (?), instead of šāšīlām (šāšīlām), leaving out the letter š, the meaning then being, simply, that Samson took 300 sheaves of corn, and put end to end ("tail to tail"), and then set a burning torch between them. (See also what an anonymous French author has written under the title of Remarks de Samson, and his arguments quoted in a treatise, "De Vulgatis Sineauris," by R. H. Geldard, in Thes. Nov. Theol. Phil. i. 558.) The proposed reading of Kennicott has deservedly found little favor with commentators. Not to mention the authority of the important old versions which are opposed to this view, it is pretty certain that šāšīlām cannot mean "sheaves." The word, which occurs only three times, denotes in Is. xi. 12 "the bellow of the hind," and in K. xx. 10, Ez. xiii. 19, "handfuls.

The difficulty of the whole passage consists in understanding how two animals tied together by their tails would run far in the same direction. Col. H. Smith (in Kitto’s Cyc. art. Šāšīlā) observes, "they would assuredly pull counter to each other, and ultimately fight most fiercely." Probably they would; but it is only fair to remember named animals ate the fruit, with avidity, but the wolves would not touch it.
a. reply to the objections which critics have advanced to this transaction of the Hebrew judge, that it has yet to be demonstrated that two jackals united by their tails would run counter, and thus defeat the intended purpose; so important a matter as the verification of a Scripture narrative the proper course is experimental where it can be resorted to. Again, we know nothing as to the length of the cord which attached the animals, a consideration which is obviously of much importance in the question at issue, for as jackals are gregarious, the couples would naturally run together if we allow a length of cord of two or three yards, especially when we reflect that the terrified animals would endeavor to escape as far as possible out of the reach of their captor, and make the best of their way out of his sight. Col. H. Smith's explanation, which has been adopted by Kitto (in the Diet. Bibl. in Judg. i. c.), namely, that by "tail to tail" is to be understood the end of the firebrand attached to the extremity of the tail, is contradicted by the immediate context, where it is said that Samson "put a firebrand in the midst between two tails." The translation of the A. V. is unquestionably the correct rendering of the Hebrew, and has the authority of the L. X. and Vulg. in its favor. But if the above remarks are deemed inadequate to a satisfactory solution of Samson's exploit, we are at liberty to suppose that he had men to help him, both in the capture of the jackals and in the use to which he put them, and it is not necessary to conclude that the animals were all caught at, and let loose from, the same place. Some might have been taken in one portion of the Philistines' territory and some in another, and let loose in different parts of the country. This view would obviate the alleged difficulty alluded to above; for there would be no necessity for the jackals to run any great distance in order to insure the greatest amount of damage to the crops: 150 different centres, so to speak, of conflagration throughout the country of the Philistines must have burnt up nearly all their corn: and, from the whole context, it is evident that the injury done was one of almost unlimited extent.

With respect to the jackals and foxes of Palestine, there is no doubt that the common jackal of the country is the Canis aureus, which may be heard every night in the villages. Hemprich and Ehrenberg (Symb. Phys. pt. i.) speak of a vulpine animal, under the name of Canis Syriacus, as occurring in Lebanon. Col. H. Smith has figured an animal to which he gives the name of "Syrian fox" or Vulpes thibet; but we have been quite unable to identify the animal with any known species. The Egyptian Vulpes Niloticus and doubtless the common fox of our own country (V. vulgaris) are Palestine species. Hasselquist (Trav. p. 184) says foxes are common in the stony country about Bethlehem, and near the Convent of St. John, where about vintage time they destroy all the vines unless they are strictly watched. That jackals and foxes were formerly very common in some parts of Palestine is evident from the names of places derived from these animals, as Hazar-Shual (Josh. xvi. 28), Shalihim (Judg. i. 35). W. H.

FRANKINCENSE (ΦΡΑΝΚΙΝΚΕΣ, from ΦΡΑΝΚΟς, to be white; λιβαρος, Ex. xxx. 34, &c., and Matt. ii. 11; λιβαρωτος, 1 Chr. ix. 29; Rev. viii. 3, N. T.), a vegetable resin, brittle, glittering, and of a bitter taste, used for the purpose of sacrificial purification (Ex. xxx. 34-36). It is obtained by successive incisions in the bark of a tree called the arbor thuris, the first of which yields the purest and whitest kind (ΦΡΑΝΚΙΝΚΕΣ ΦΡΑΝΚΟ, or καθαρας), while the produce of the after incisions is spotted with yellow, and as it becomes old loses its whiteness altogether. The Hebrews imported their frankincense from Arabia (Is. lx. 6; Jer. vi. 20), and more particularly from Saba; but it is remarkable that at present the Arabian Libanum, or Libanum, is of a very inferior kind, and that the finest frankincense imported into Turkey comes through Arabia from the islands of the Indian Archipelago. The Arabian plant may possibly have degenerated, or it may be that the finest kind

---

a The reader will find interesting information respecting some of the supposed difficulties in Samson's exploit with the foxes, in Thomson's Land and Book, b. 340, 341. Prof. Cassel also (Walter and Roth, p. 136, in Lange's Bible-worker) brings forward from the history of other ancient chieftains various instances of a resort to similar modes of inflicting injury on enemies in war. H.

b The late Col. Hamilton Smith used to make draw-ings of animals from all sources, such as monuments, books, specimens, &c.; but, as he often forgot the sources, it is difficult in several instances to understand what animal he intended. Dr. Gray tells us that he was unable to identify many of the horses in Jardine's Naturalist's Library.
suitable for use in medicine. It grows in the mountains of India and is described by Dr. Roxburgh, who calls it *Boswellia serrata* (Ann. R. I. 377, 8vo ed.).

The resin itself is well known: but it is still uncertain by what tree it is produced. Ancient as well as modern authors vary in their descriptions to such an extent that it is difficult to arrive at a consistent, still more difficult to gain a botanical idea of the plant. It is described by Theophrastus as attaining the height of about five feet, having many branches, leaves like the pear tree, and bark like the birch; but at the same time he mentions another description, according to which it resembles the *muluk-khiira*, its leaves being of a reddish color (*Hist. Plant.* ix. 4). According to Dioscorides (v. 41) it is a small tree, resembling the Egyptian hawkthorn, with golden-yellow leaves like those of the *sard*.

The difficulty was rather increased than otherwise in the time of Pliny by the importation of some shoots of the tree itself, which seemed to belong to the *torosinthus* (xii. 31). Gavina de Horto represents it as low, with a leaf like that of the *astelia*; he distinguishes two kinds, one growing on the mountains, the other dark, and of an inferior quality, growing on the plains. Chardin says that the frankincense tree on the mountains of Caramania resembles a large pear tree. It is not mentioned by Forskal, and Nicholoh could learn nothing of it (*Trav.* p. 356). A more definite notion of the plant might possibly be obtained from the *Thaïs sacrificiis*, the American *gora* or *gora* tree, or frankincense tree. But at any rate there can be little doubt that the tree which produces the Indian frankincense, and which in all probability supplied Arabia with the finer kind supposed to be indigenous in that country, is the *Boswellia serrata* of Roxburgh (vid. *supr.*); or *Boswellia thorifera* of Colebrooke. Its claims have been maintained by Colebrooke against the *Juqupein *Lepit* of Laminus, which was long supposed to be the true frankincense tree. Colebrooke shows, upon the testimony of both writers, that this tree, which grows in the south of France, does not yield the gum in question. It is extremely doubtful what tree produces the Arabian *ellibannum* : Lamarch proposes the *Asagra* Galechauis; but, as it would seem, upon inconsiderable evidence.

The Indian *ellibannum*, or frankincense, is imported in chests and casks from Bombay, as a regular article of sale. It is chiefly used in the rites of the Greek and Roman churches; and its only medical application at present is as a pertinente in sick rooms. The *ellibannum*, or frankincense used by the Jews in the Temple service, is not to be confounded with the frankincense of commerce, which is a spontaneous exudation of the *Pimis olus*, or Norway spruce fir, and resembles, in its nature and uses, the Burgundy pitch which is obtained from the same tree.

*Frogb.* iv. 14, it has been inferred that the frankincense tree grew in Palestine, and especially on Mount Lebanon. The connection between the names, however, goes for nothing (Lebonah, Lecomon); the word may be used for aromatic plants generally (Gesen. *loc.cit.*); and the rhetorical flourish of Huirus (*Epist.* iii. 6, "thiria silvus") and Aesopinus, (Mons. *p. 110) are of little advantage against the fact that the tree is not truly found in Palestine (Cels. *Hierob.* i. p. 241 f. Rosenm. *Altertum*. iv. 153 f.).

*Frogb.* iii. 12, it is said of the creditor's manner of discharging his debtors, Luke vii. 42; formerly meant freely, generously. The Greek is *eopiairotiv*, i.e. made a gift of the debt to those who owed it. II.

*FRAY* (Deut. xxvii. 36; Jer. vii. 33; Zech. i. 21) means "allright," "terrific." It was common when our version was made, but is now a provincialism.

*FREEDOM. Acts xxi. 28. (Citizenship.)

*FRET* (Lxxii. v. 55) is apparently a noun (not a participle) denoting the plaque-spot in a leprous garment. It translates *73Trov", literally a hollow spot, here one that has eaten into the texture of the cloth. It is from the Anglo-Saxon *frecan*, "to devour," kindred with *freodon", "to rub." II.

*FRINGES.* [Dress; Hem of garment.]

*FROG* (*TTpuTT), *exphadetiv* (*marsh-keeper* Gesen., but Dietrich has other conjectures; *Sagayxos: vapor*), the animal selected by God as an instrument for humbling the pride of Pharaoh (Ex. vii. 2-14; Ps. xxxvii. 43, er. 39; Wis. xix. 10); frogs came in prodigious numbers from the canals, the rivers, and the marshes, fire filled the houses, and even entered the wells and knitting troughs; when at the command of Moses the frogs died, the people gathered them in heaps, and "the land stank" from the corruption of the bodies. There can be no doubt that the whole transaction was miraculous; frogs, it is true, if allowed to increase, can easily be imagined to occur in such multitudes as marked the second plague of Egypt; indeed similar plagues are on record as having occurred in various places, as at Carmona and Dardania, where frogs suddenly appeared in such numbers as to cause the inhabitants to leave that region (see Estathius on Hom. Il. i., and other quotations cited by Bochart, Hiera. iii. 575); but that the transaction was miraculous appears from the following considerations.

(1.) The time of the occurrence was in spring, when frogs would be in their tadpole state, or at any rate not sufficiently developed to enable them to go far from the water. (2.) The frogs would not naturally have died, in such prodigious numbers as is recorded, in a single day.

It is stated (Ex. viii. 7) that the Egyptians "magicians brought up frogs." Some writers have denied that they could have had any such power, and think that they must have practiced some deceit. It is worthy of remark, that though they may have been permitted by God to increase the plagues, they were quite unable to remove them.

Amongst the Egyptians the frog was considered a symbol of an imperfect man, and was supposed to be generated from the slime of the river — *ex Tovs *ptovogiv (see Horn. i. 20). A frog sitting upon a lotus (*Nelumbium*) was also regarded by the ancient Egyptians as symbolic of the return to the land after the inundations. Hence the Egyptian word *Huirus*, which was used to denote the Nile descending, was also, with the slight change of the first letter into an aspirate, *Huir*, the name of a frog (Jubalton. *P. A. E.* iv. 1, § 9).

The only known species of frog which occurs at present in Egypt is the *Rana osculata*, of which
two varieties are described which differ from Spal-
lanu's species in some slight peculiarities (De-
script. de l'Egypte, Hist. Natur. tom. i. p. 181, fol. ed.). The Rusa lanceolata, the well-known edible frog of the Continent, which occurs also in some bocities in England, has a wide geographical range, being found in many parts of Asia, Africa, and Europe. How the R. punctata (Pelezogry) came to be described as an Egyptian species we cannot say, but it is certain that this species is not found in Egypt, and it is almost certain that none but the R. lanceolata does occur in that country. We are able to state that Dr. A. Günther and Dr. Ge-
nenius derive it by contraction from ἔριπλιτος (Thes. p. 548). The Rabbinic name ὑπαλήγω comes from ἔριπλιτος, "a prayer," because they were worn during prayer, and were supposed to typify the sin-
cerity of the worshipper; hence they were put on the left wrist (Gen. Ex. xxxvi, 2; Otho, ex. c.; Bartolocci, Lex. Talm. a. v.). In Matt. xxiii. 5, only, they are called Φάλακτρα, either because they tended to promote observance of the Law (ἄνι λητος ἐκεῖν ῥως ὑπέρ Θεού, Just. Mart. Dict. c. Tryph. p. 205, for which reason Luther happily renders the word by Denkstift); or from the use of them as amulets (Lat. Præhiliar. Gk. πηγαίναντα, Grattius ad Matt. xii. 5). Φάλακτρα... is the ordinary Greek word for an amulet (Ps. 46. 1; comp. ἄμελες, = the Roman Bullae), and is used apparently with this meaning by a Greek translator, Ex. xii. 18. for ἔριπλιτος, cushions (Kossmüller, Schol. ad loc. ex. c.; Schleusner, Lex. in N. T.). That phylacteries were used as amulets is certain, and was very natural (Targ. ad Cont. viii. 3; Barlow's, Bib. Rab. i. 576; Winer, s. v. Amulett, Φάλακτρας), Jerome (on Matt. xxiii. 5) says they were thus used in his day by the Babylonians, Persians, and Indians, and coudcads certain Christian "muller-
cula" for similarly using the gospels ("purtula evangerta), ἑβαίων μετὰ, Chryst. as πηγαίναντα, especially the Proem to St. John (comp. Chrysost. Hom. in Matt. 79). The Koran and other sacred books are applied to the same purpose to this day (Hottinger, Hist. Orient. i. 8, p. 301, de NExpose Orient. xvii. 6). "The most esteemed of all Ille-
gabs is a Moscafl, or copy of the Koran," Lane, Mod. Egypt. i. 338). Scaliger even supposes that phylacteries were designed to supersede those amulets, the use of which Egypt has been already known by the Israelites in Egypt. [AMULETS.] There was a spurious book called Phylact. Angelorum, where Pope Gelasius evidently understood the word to mean "amulets," for he remarks that Phylacteria ought rather to be ascribed to devils. In this sense they were expressly forbidden by Pope Gregory ("Si quis . . . phylacteria usus fuerat, anathema sit," Sixt. Senensis, Bib. Sanct. p. 92; comp. Can. 36, Concl. Laod.). The LXX. rendering αὐθεντήσαντα (Aquil. attrice-
a) must allude to their being tightly bound on the forehead and wrist during prayer. Petit (Var. Lect. iii. 3) would read αὐθεντήσαντα (s. v. ἄμελες; ἄμελες ἀεί προστατῇ). Schleusner, Thes. a. v.
The expression "they make broad their phylacteries" (παλαιναι τα φυλ, αυτων, Matt. xxiii. 5) refers not so much to the phylactery itself, which seems to have been of a prescribed breadth, as to the case (ἢ καταγγειλης των πενταγωγων, LXX), in connection with them, Ephraimus says that they were παλαια σηματα φωνηων, like the Roman laticifer, or the stripes on a halatamine (τα δε σηματα της πενταγωγης). Hence also a ceremony of ἀποφασιστικης ευθυς (loc. c. b. c.). He says that these purple stripes were worn by the Pharisees and four pomegranates, that no one might touch them, and hence he derives their name (Sandan, Antiq. ii. 9, 15). Misd at probably by the term παλαιναι, and by the mention of the υλον or fringe (Num. xxv. 38. κλωμα ἵκνατιν ενε τα κρατεια των πενταγωγων, LXX), in connection with them, Ephraimus says that they were παλαια σηματα φωνηων, like the Roman laticifer, or the stripes on a halatamine (τα δε σηματα της πενταγωγης). Hence also a ceremony of ἀποφασιστικης ευθυς (loc. c. b. c.). He says that these purple stripes were worn by the Pharisees and four pomegranates, that no one might touch them, and hence he derives their name (Sandan, Antiq. ii. 9, 15). But that this is an error is clearly shown by Scaliger (Euch. Tribur. viii. 96 ff.). It is said that the Pharisees wore them always, whereas the common people only used them at prayers, if they were considered to be even holier than the υλον or golden plate, on the priest's tiara (Ex. xxviii. 30) since that had the sacred name once engraved, but in each of the Triphilia the tetragrammaton occurred twenty-three times. Carpov, Apol. Crit. 180. Again, the Pharisees wore the Triphilia above the ephora, but the Sadducees on the palm of the hand (Goldyn, l. c.). The modern Jews only wear them at morning prayers, and sometimes at noon (Loo of Modern, l. c.).

In our Lord's time they were worn by all Jews, except the Karaites, women, and slaves. Boys, when (at the age of thirteen years and a day) they became 66666 sons of the commandments), were bound to wear them (Bib. Rur. fol. 22, l, in Glossa), and therefore they might have been used even by our Lord, as he merely denounced them in their abuse. The suggestion was made by Scaliger (l. c.), and led to a somewhat like controversy. Lightfoot (Hor. Hebr. ad Matt. xxiii. 5) and Ordo (Loc. Rur. p. 656) agree with Scaliger, but Carpov (l. c.) and others strongly deny it, from the fact that the entire use of phylacteries arose from an error.

The Karaites explained Pent. vi. 8, Ex. xiii. 9, l.c., as a figurative command to remember the law (Sandan, Ant. p. 132), as is certainly the case in similar passages (Prov. iii. 3, vi. 21, viii. 3; Cant. viii. 1, l.c.). It seems clear to us that the scope of these injunctions favors the Karaita interpretation, and in Ex. xiii. 9 the word is not ἀποφασιστικης, but παλαια, "a memorial" (Gerhardus on Deut. vi. 4; Edersheim on Deut. l, 298; Heimanns, de Oriente Exorcizis, vii. B. 6; Schettgen, Hor. Hebr. iv. 193; Rosenmuller, ad loc.; Hengstenberg, Pent. 248). Considering too the nature of the passages mentioned on the phylacteries (by no means the most important in the Pentateuch — for the Fathers are mistaken in saying that the Decalogue was used in this way, Jer. l. c.; Chrysostom, l. c.; Theophyll. ad Matt. xxiii. 5), and the fact that we have nee trace whatever of their use before the exile (during which time the Jews probably learnt the practice of wearing them from the Babylonians), we have no doubt that the object of the precepts (Pent. vi. 8; Ex. xii. 9) was to impress on the minds of the people the necessity of remembering the Law. But the figurative language in which this duty was urged upon them was mistaken for a literal command. An additional argument against the literal interpretation of the direction is the dangerous abuse to which it was immediately liable. Indeed such an observance would defeat the supposed intention of it, by substituting an outward ceremony for an inward remembrance. We have a specimen of this in the curious literalism of Kimchi's comment on Ps. i. 2. Starting the objection that it is impossible to meditate in God's law day and night because of sleep, domestic cares, &c., he answers that for the fulfillment of the text it is sufficient to wear Tephillin!

In spite of these considerations, Justin (Diai. c. Tryph. l. c.), Chrysostom, Luthynius, Theophy- ket, and many moderns (Raumgarten, Comm. l. c.; Carpov, Apol. Crit. 185) prefer the literal interpretation, as a memorial. It rests therefore with them to account for the entire absence of all allusion to phylacteries in the O. T. The passages in Proverbs (v. supra) contain no such reference, and in Ex. xxiv. 17 means not a phylactery (as Jarchi says), but a tur- ban. [DROWN]. (Genen. Thee. p. 1089.)

The Rabbis have many rules about their use. They were not worn on Sabbath or other sacred days, because those days were themselves a sign or pledge (יוו), and required no further memorial (Zohar, fol. 236; Sandan, l. c.). They must be read standing in the morning (when blue can be distinguished from green), but in the evening (at sunset) they might be read sitting. In times of persecution a red thread was worn instead (Munster, de poae, or. am.; comp. Josh. ii. 18). Both hands were to be used, if possible, in writing them. The leather bags in which they are to be put in the Mosaic law did not signify if an uneducated boy could read the word. At the top of the parchment no more room must be left than would suffice for the letter ת, but at the bottom there might be room even for ת. A man, when wearing the Tephillin, must not approach within four cubits of a cemetery (Sixen. Semennis, l. c.). He who has a taste for further trivialities (which are deepiy interesting as illustrative of a priestly superstition) may find them in Lightfoot (Hor. Hebr. ad loc.), Schettgen, Otho (Loc. Rab, s. v.), and in the Mishna — especially in the treatise called Ḥoshanot.

The Rabbis even disagree as to the order in which they are worn, according from l. c. t. (Torah, pt. ii. fol. 2; Carpov, l. c.).

Josephus gives their general significance (Ant. iv. 8, § 13, δια περιβλεπτον ειτ, παντα τα χειν τω περιβλεπτων προσωπου του δεκα). They were supposed to save from the Devil (Targ. ad Cant. viii. 3) and from sin (Bottigier, Jurl. Hebr. Leg. xx. 291), and they were used for oaths; but the Rabbis disapproved the application of them to zurna wounds.
Frost

Fuller's Field

The fuller's trade is mentioned in Scripture, appearing to have consisted chiefly in cleansing garments and whitening them. The use of white garments, and also the rubbing, requiring their use for festal and religious purposes, may be gathered from the following passages: Eccl. vi. 8; Dan. vii. 9; Is. xlv. 6; Zech. iii. 5; 2 Sam. vi. 14; 1 Chr. xlv. 27; Mark ix. 3; Rev. iv. 2, vi. 11, vii. 9; Mishna, Tuamoth, iv. 8; see also Stat. S. i. 2, 257; Ovid, Fast. i. 79; Chudian, de Luvl. Stil. iii. 289. This branch of the trade was perhaps exercised by other persons than those who carded the wool and smoothed the cloth when woven (Mishna, Bava Kama, x. 10). In applying the marks used to distinguish cloths sent to be cleansed, fullers were desired to be careful to avoid the mixtures forbidden by the Law (Lev. xix. 19; Deut. xxii. 11; Mishna, Massec. Cilain, ix. 10).

The process of fulling or cleansing clothes, so far as it may be gathered from the practice of other nations, consisted in treading or stamping on the garments with the feet or with hoes in tubs of water, in some which alkaline substance answering the purpose of soap had been dissolved (Gesen. Theol. p. 1201, ἀόρων; Beckmann, Hist. of Inventions, ii. 91, 95, Bohn). The substances used for this purpose which are mentioned in Scripture are nitre, σηρώρη, νίτρων (Gesen. p. 990; Prov. xx. 29; Jer. ii. 22), and ἀόρων, soap, πολλακαὶ, herba fumana, herba borith (Gesen. p. 246; Mal. iii. 2). Nitre is found in Egypt and in Syria, and vegetable alkali was also obtained there from the ashes of certain plants, probably Sal soda koll (Gesen. p. 246; Plin. xxxi. 10, 40; Hasselquist, p. 273; Barcklirat, Syr. p. 214). The juice also of some saponaceous plant, perhaps Gypsophila striatula, or Saponaria officinalis, was sometimes mixed with the water for the like purpose, and may thus be regarded as representing the soap of Scripture. Other substances also are mentioned as being employed in cleansing, which, together with alkali, seem to identify the Jewish with the Roman process, as urine and chalk, Creta cineraria, and bean-earth, i. e. bean-meal mixed with water (Mishna, Shabb. ix. 5; Nikoh, ix. 6). Urine, both of men and of animals, was regularly collected at Rome for cleansing cloths (Plin. xxxvii. 6, 8; Athen. x. p. 481; Mart. x. 93; Plantus, Asin. v. 2, 57), and it seems not improbable that its use in the fuller's trade at Jerusalem may have suggested the coarse taunt of Rabshakeh, during his interview with the deputies of Hezekiah in the highway of the Fuller's Field (2 K. xviii. 17), but Schüttgen thinks it doubtful whether the Jews made use of it in fulling (Antiq. full. § 9).

The process of whitening garments was performed by rubbing into them chalk or earth of some kind. Creta cineraria (Cimolite) was probably the earth most frequently used. The whitest soil of earth for this purpose is a white potter's clay or marl, with which the poor at Rome rubbed their clothes on festival days to make them appear brighter (Plin. xxxi. 10, § 118; xxxv. 17). Sulphur, which was used at Rome for discharging positive color, was abundant in some parts of Palestine, but there is no evidence to show that it was used in the fuller's trade.

The trade of the fullers, as causing offensive smells, and also as requiring space for drying clothes appears to have been carried on at Jerusalem outside the city, and from them a field, a monument, and also a spring (Enrogel), to have derived their names (Beckmann, Hist. of Inv., ii 92, 106, Bohn; Dict. of Antiqu. art. Fullo: Winer, s. v. Walker; Wilkinson, abridg. i. 106; Saalschitz, i. 3, 14, 32, ii. 14, 6; Schüttgen, Antiqu. fullosiae). [Handicraft.]

H. W. F.

Fuller's Field, The (טולורי הולו; τὸ δροτύς τοῦ γραφέως, or καλαίσχων: aiger bullionis; a spot near Jerusalem (2 K. xviii. 17; Is. xxxvi. 2, vii. 3) so close to the walls that a person speaking from there could be heard on them (2 K. xviii. 17, 25). It is only incidentally mentioned in these passages, as giving its name to a "highway" (טולורי הולו = an embanked road, Gesen. Theol. p. 957 b), "in it" (ב) or "on it" (ב, A. V. "in"), which highway was the "conduit of the upper pool." The "end" (טולורי הולו) of the conduit, whatever that was, appears to have been close to the road (Is. vii. 3). One resort of the fullers of Jerusa-

lem would seem to have been below the city on the southeast side [Enrogel]. But Rabshakeh and his "great host," can hardly have approached in that direction. They must have come from the

Egyptian Fuller.
FUNERALS

Knoliel, 84. f. 7. DS, K. beside other reasons Jerusalem, maps used them on the northern side of the city. It is noticed that the fuller's field and the adjacent ground may be seen covered with whitening garments. (See Robinson in *Bibl. Sacra* iii. 646 f. Williams, *Holy City* i. Suppl. p. 122) places the Fuller's Field on the north of Jerusalem, chiefly because Josephus (B. J. v. 4, § 2) speaks of a "fuller's monument" there (γραφεῖαι μνήματα). On that side of the city the field and the place of washing could not well have been near each other, unless the nature of the ground has very much changed. On the other hand, a "fuller's monument," probably a tomb, would have no necessary connection with the Fuller's field." (See Schultz, *Jerusalem, die Vorhange*, pp. 51, 84.) The different opinions show how imperfectly the minute topography of the ancient city is yet known.

II. FURNACE.

* Persian attah. The Persians were in the habit of using the furnace as a means of refining capital.

FURNITURE

Furnace. — An Egyptian blowing the fire for melting gold. (Wilkinson.)

punishment (Dan. b c; Jer. xxix. 22; Macc. vii. 5; Hos. vii. 7). A parallel case is mentioned by Chardin (Voyage en Perse, iv. 276), two ovens having been kept ready heated for a whole month to throw in any corn-dealers who raised the price of corn. (5.) The potter's furnace (Ezech. xxvii. 5; xxviii. 39), which resembles a chimney in shape, and was about five or six feet high, as represented below. (6.) The blacksmith's furnace (Ezech. xxxviii. 28). The Greek κάμαρα, which is applied to the two latter, also describes the calcining furnace ( Xen. *Teit.*, iv. 49). It is metaphorically used in the N. T. in this sense (Rev. i. 15, ix. 2), and in Matt. xiii. 42, with an especial reference to Dan. iii. 9.

W. L. B.

* FURNITURE. formerly = "equipment," "accommodations" (see Bible Word-Book), is so used in Gen. xxxi. 34. Rachel put the "temple" (which see) or "images" in "camel's furniture," in order to conceal them from Laban, who was searching for them in her tent. It is not easy to say how this should be understood. Thomson thinks that she placed them under the padding of the riding-saddle, where, as he mentions, the Arabs at present often secrete stolen goods (Land and Book, ii. 24). Carpets were frequently spread over the saddle on which women rode, and these could have been thrown over the idols, so as to answer the purpose of a seat and of concealment. Kitto (*Bible Illustr. i. 301, Ameer. ed.) suggests that the convexity of the park saddle may have formed a good hiding place for the images. It is altogether less probable that the "furniture" was the palanquin or litter swung across the camel's back, with apartments on both sides, and screened with curtains (see John, *Bibl. Archæol.§ 49, Ephram's tent*). The rapid travelling on this flight of Jacob would have made such a vehicle inconvenient and unsafe.

On the Hebrew expression, see Tuch, *Die Genesis* p. 459; Rumsieh, *Bibelwerk*, i. 67; Knobel, *Die Genesis*, p. 220; Keil and Gltitsch, *Pvntateuch*
GAAL [גאל] (rejection, Fürst, perh. a cutting or graft; Grs.: Ῥαδᾶ; [Vat. Gaαλα, exc. ver. 28, Gaαδ; Alex. Gaαδα, exc. ver. 94, Gaαδ, and vv. 20, 27, Gaαδας; Joseph. Gaαλας: Gaαλας,] son of Eheb, aided the Shechemites in their rebellion against Abimelech (Judg. ix. [20–41]; Joseph. Ant. v. 7, §§ 3, 4). He does not seem to have been a native of Shechem, nor specially interested in the revolution, but rather one of a class of combatieri, who at such a period of anarchy would be willing to sell their services to the highest bidder. Josephus calls him τίτων ἀθέτων, a term which scarcely designates any special office, as in the case of Zeval τῶν Ἀθετίων ἄρχων, Joseph. l.c.; more probably it has reference to the headship of his family (Judg. ix. 26; Joseph. l. c.), and the command of a body of men-at-arms, who seem to have been permanently attached to his service (σῶν ὀνόμασεν καὶ συγγενεία, Joseph.). His appeal to anti-Israeliish traditions (Judg. ix. 28), together with the re-establishment of idolatry at Shechem, shows that the movement in which he took part was a reactionary one, and proceeded upon the principle of a combination of the aborigines with the idolatrous Israelites against the iconoclastic family of Gideon as represented by Abimelech. The ambitious designs of Gaal, who seems to have aspired to the supreme command, awakened the jealousy of Zebul, who recalled Abimelech, and procured the expulsion of Gaal from the city upon a charge of cowardice [Antimelech].

F. E. B.

GA'ASH ([גאש], in pause) [גָאָשָׁה] = earthquake: Ταύς, [Rom. Vat.] once Ταύςας: Γαςας. On the north side of \"the hill of Gaash\" (accurately \"Mount G.,\" 27, 77), in the district of \"Mount Ephraim,\" was Timmam-serah, or Timnath-cheres, the city which at his request was given by the nation to Joshua; where he resided, and where at last he was buried (Josh. xxv. 30; Judg. ii. 9; comp. Josh. xix. 49, 50). We only hear of it again incidentally as the native place of one of David's guards, 4 Habbai, or Harai, of the brooks (the torrent-beds or wadis, 727) of Gaash = the \"torrents of the earthquake\" (2 Sam. xxviii. 30; 1 Chr. xi. 32). By Eusebius and Jerome the name is mentioned (Onom. as \"Gaas\"), but evidently without any knowledge of the place; nor does it appear to have been recognized by any more modern traveller in Palestine.

* The name of Gaash has been lost, but the hill which so called has been identified with reasonable certainty. Our countryman, Dr. Eli Smith, in 1843 discovered Timnath-serah (= Timnath-cheres) in the site and ruins of the present Tikon, about 6 miles northeast of Jaffa (the Roman Gophna). But we know from Judg. ii. 9, that Gaash was within the precincts of the ancient town, which lay in the tribe of Ephraim (where Tikon is at present), and that Joshua was buried on the north side of this hill. It is found now that off against these ruins of Tikon (thus identified as Timnath-serah; a little to the south of them, rises a high hill, and on \"the north side\" of this hill are some remarkable tombs of elaborate structure and of great antiquity. Thus nothing but the extent of the site can now be wanting; for the site of the ruined town, the vicinity of the hill, the sepulchral excavations on the north side of the hill where the tomb of Joshua was cut out, supply ample proof that Gaash must have been in this place. (See \"Visit to Antipatris\" in the Bibl. Sacra, 1843, p. 478 et seq.) Add to all this that \"the brooks\" (vaditis or ravines) of Gaash (2 Sam. xxiii. 30) answer to \"the deep valleys round about this hill, through which the winter torrents flow to Wady Beilit.\" (See Rev. Ph. Geogr. p. 42.)

GABBATHA (גָבָבָתָה) [height, hill]: Gaαδα, Gaαδά, Gaαδא, Γαβαδα, Γαβαδα, [etc.]: Geba, Geba, Geba. The same name as Gaba, but with the vowel sound made broader, according to Hebrew custom, because of its occurrence at the end of a clause or sentence. It is found in the A. V. in Josh. xvii. 24; Ezr. ii. 26; Neh. vii. 30 [\"Gaba,\" A. V. ed. 1611]; but in the Hebrew also in 2 Sam. v. 25; 2 K. xxii. 3; Neh. xi. 31. [GABDEES].

GAB'AEIL ([גָּבַי; אֵיל]: Alex. Gaααια; Vat. Lat. Gabudel; Vulg. omits). 1. An ancestor of Tobit (Tob. i. 1).

2. [Gaααια, Gaααια; Alex. iv. 20, Gaααιας; F.A. 1. 14, Gaααιας: Gabelas.] A poor Jew (Tob. i. 17, Vulg.) of \"Rages in Mesopotamia,\" to whom Tobias lent (sub chirographo delit, Vulg.) ten talents of silver, which Gabelas afterwards faithfully restored to Tobias in the time of Tobit's distress (Tob. l. 14, iv. 1, 20, v. 6, ix. [2, 5] x. 2). [GABEIBAS].

B. F. W.

GABATHA ([גבעתא]: Betthatha). Esth. xii. 1. [BIGTHAN.]

GABBAI [2 syl.] (גָּבַי; [collector, as of tribute]): [Gaααια; Vat. Γαααια: Alex. Γαααιας; F.A. Γαααιας; Geba], apparently the head of an important family of Benjamin resident at Jerusalem (Neh. xi. 8).

GABBATHA (גָּבָבָתָה; Gabbatha). The Hebrew or Chaldee appellation of a place also called \"Pavement\" (Λακαθγουρων), where the judgment-seat or bema (βημα) was planted, from his place on which Pilate delivered our Lord to death (John xix. 19). The name, and the incident which leads to the mention of the name, occur nowhere but in this passage of St. John. The place was outside the praetorium (A. V. judgment-hall), for Pilate brought Jesus forth from thence to it. It is suggested by Lightfoot (Exerc. on St. John, ad loc.) that the word is derived from 22, a surface, in which case Gabbatha would be a mere translation of Λακαθγουρων. There was a room in the Temple in which the Sanhedrin sate, and which was called Gathiz, because it was paved with smooth and square flags (777); and Lightfoot conjectures that Pilate may on this occasion have delivered his judgment in that room. But this is not consistent with the practice of St. John, who, in other instances, gives the Hebrew name as that properly belonging to the place, not as a mere translation of a Greek one. Besides, Pilate evidently spoke from the bema—the regular seat of justice—and this in an important place like Jerusalem would be in a fixed spot. Besides, the praetorium, a Roman residence with the idolatrous emblems, could not have been within the Temple. The word is more
in each instance, that the vision awakened extra-
dinary fear — suggesting the thought, that there
may have been something in the mien of the angel
fitted to inspire special awe.

GAD (גָּד; [Gen. 42:13]; [1 Chr. vii. 46; 1 Sam. xvi. 14); Gadites, but Comp. with 4 MSS
[מָגָד]; Joseph, Jacob’s seventh son.

The first-born of Zilpah, Leah’s maid, and whole-
brother to Asher (Gen. xxx. 11—13, xvi. 16, 18).
(a.) The passage in which the bestowal of the name
of God is preserved — like the others, an exclama-
tion on his birth — is more than usually obscure:
And Leah said, ‘In fortune’ (be goel, גָּד),
and she called his name Gad” (Gen. xxx. 11). Such
is supposed to be the meaning of the old text of
the passage (the Catholic): so it stood at the time
of the LXX., who render the key-word by ἐν τῷ
μοιραῖο; in which they are followed by Jerome in the
Vulgate, festiviter. But in the marginal emendations
of the Masorets (the Keri) the word is given נָבִי
Gad comes.” This construction is adopted by
the ancient versions of Oudobos, Aquila (אַנָּבִי
Gad), and Symmachus (Ἀναβίων Γαδ). (b.) In
the blessing of Jacob, however, we find the name
played upon in a different manner: “Gad” is here
taken as meaning a piratical band or troop (the
term commonly used for which is גָּדִית, Gadit,
and the allusion — the turns of which it is impos-
sibly adequate to convey in English — would seem
to be to the irregular life of predatory warfare which
should be pursued by the tribe after their settlement
on the borders of the Promised Land.
“Gad, a plundering troop (גָּדִית) shall plunder him (ge-
וקלטר), but he will plunder (גָּדִית) at their
hebts.” (Gen. xlix. 19), (c.) The force here lent
to the name has been by some partially transferred
to the narrative of Gen. xxx., e. g. the Samaritan
version, the Veneto-Greek, and our own A. V. “a
trump (of children) cometh.” But it must not be
 overlooked that the word gadit — by which it is
here sought to interpret the goel of Gen. xxx. 11—
possessed its own special significance of turbulence
and forreness, which makes it hardly applicable to
children in the sense of a number or crowd; the
image suggested by the A. V. Exactly as the turns
of Jacob’s language apply to the characteristics
of the tribe, it does not appear that there is any
connection between his allusions and those in the
explanation of Leah. The key to the latter is
probably lost. To suppose that Leah was invoking
some ancient divinity, the god Fortune, who is
conjectured to be once alluded to — and once only
—in the later part of the book of Isaiah, under
the title of God (Is. lxv. 11; A. V., “that troop;”
Gesenius, “dem Glick”), is surely a poor explana-
tion.

The childhood and life of the individual Gad
nothing is preserved. At the time of the descent
into Egypt seven sons are ascribed to him, remark-
able from the fact that a majority of their names
have plural terminations, as if those families
rather than persons (Gen. xlix. 16). The list, with
a slight variation, is again given on the occasion
of the census in the wilderness of Sinai (Num. xxvi.
15—18). [AJOI; EXOBON; OSXN]. The position
revenge taken by the warriors of the tribe on
their return from the conquest of western Palestine, for the
invasions of the desert tribes during their absence.

In his Quart. for Germen, Jerome has in fortuna,
Josephus (Ant. i. 19, § 8) gives it still a different
form: — τρίγνος = fortunatus.

Jerome (De Beatae. Jacobi) interprets this of the
proverbially Chadec, סַלּוֹז, from an ancient root
signifying height or roundness — the root of the
Hebrew word "Gadhaah," which is the common term
in the O. T. for a tall rounded hill, or elevation of
moderate height. In this case Gadhaah designate
the elevated bend, and the appearance was possibly some mole or terraced work, either
forming the bema itself, or the flooring of the court
immediately round it — perhaps some such work
as that which we are told by Suetonius (Geor. 45)
Julius Cesar was accustomed to carry with him
on his expeditions, in order to give the bema or
tribunal its necessary conventional elevation.

[GAVD]EDES (גָּדֵדֶשֶּת, both MSS.: [rather,
Rom. Alex. Vat. Ακυρωθάνθος; Att. Γαβδέσ];
Geor., 1 Esdr. v. 20. [GADAN]).

GABRIEL (גָּבְריאֵל, LXX.; Габрій, Fa.
[Sin.]; i.e. רֶפֶעֶה, the man of El doroh), accord-
ing to the present text of the LXX. the brother of
Gadiel, the creditor of Tobit (Tob. i. 14), though
in another place (Tob. iv. 21), also Tob. i. 14,
Gabriel and Asher are mentioned among the
seven sons of Israel, and in the versions the names are strangely
interchanged. It is an obvious correction to suppose
that Gabriel the name should be read in i. 14, as is in fact suggested by Col. F. A.,
γαβριήλ, , and the manuscript apparatus,
the misunderstanding of Gabriel is probably corrected by the note in the
margin (Gen. iii. 16, 1). The force here lent
to the name has been by some partially transferred
to the narrative of Gen. xxx., e. g. the Samaritan
version, the Veneto-Greek, and our own A. V. “a
trump (of children) cometh.” But it must not be
overlooked that the word gabriel — by which it is
here sought to interpret the goel of Gen. xxx. 11—
possessed its own special significance of turbulence
and forreness, which makes it hardly applicable to
children in the sense of a number or crowd; the
image suggested by the A. V. Exactly as the turns
of Jacob’s language apply to the characteristics
of the tribe, it does not appear that there is any
connection between his allusions and those in the
explanation of Leah. The key to the latter is
probably lost. To suppose that Leah was invoking
some ancient divinity, the god Fortune, who is
conjectured to be once alluded to — and once only
—in the later part of the book of Isaiah, under
the title of God (Is. lxv. 11; A. V., “that troop;”
Gesenius, “dem Glick”), is surely a poor explana-
tion.

The childhood and life of the individual Gad
nothing is preserved. At the time of the descent
into Egypt seven sons are ascribed to him, remark-
able from the fact that a majority of their names
have plural terminations, as if those families
rather than persons (Gen. xlix. 16). The list, with
a slight variation, is again given on the occasion
of the census in the wilderness of Sinai (Num. xxvi.
15—18). [AJOI; EXOBON; OSXN]. The position
revenge taken by the warriors of the tribe on
their return from the conquest of western Palestine, for the
invasions of the desert tribes during their absence.
at Gad during the march to the Promised Land was on the south side of the Tabernacle (Num. ii. 14). The leader of the tribe at the time of the start from Sinai was Eliasaph son of Reuel or Deuel (i. 14, x. 29). Gad is regularly named in the various enumerations of the tribes through the wanderings at the desparching of the spies (xii. 13). It is numbered with the plains of Moab (xxx. 3, 15); but the only inference we can draw is an indication of a commencing alliance with the tribe which was subsequently to be his next neighbor. He has left the more closely related tribe of Asher, to take up his position next to Reuben. These two tribes also preserve a near equality in their numbers, not suffering from the fluctuations which were endured by the others. At the first census God had 43,350, and Reuben 46,591; at the last, Gad had 49,509, and Reuben 44,330. This alliance was doubtless induced by the similarity of their pursuits. Of all the sons of Jacob these two tribes alone returned to the land which their forefathers had left five hundred years before, with their occupations unchanged. "The trade of thy slaves hath been about cattle from our youth even till now": "we are shepherds, both we and our fathers." (Gen. xlvi. 4.) — such was the account which the patriarchs gave of themselves to Pharaoh.

The civilization and the persecutions of Egypt had worked a change in the habits of most of the tribes, but Reuben and Gad remained faithful to the pastoral pursuits of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob; and at the halt on the east of Jordan we find them coming forward to Moses with the representation that they "have cattle": "a great multitude of cattle," and the land where they now are is a "place for cattle." We read that they did experience the environs of the country west of Jordan with all their flocks and herds? Wherefore let this land, they pray, be given them for a possession, and let them not be brought over Jordan (Num. xxxvii. 1-5).

They did not, however, attempt to evade taking their proper share of the difficulties of subduing the land of Canaan, and after that task had been effected, and the apportionment amongst the nine and a half tribes was completed "at the door-way of the tabernacle of the congregation in Shiloh, before Jehovah," they were dismissed by Joshua "as to their tents," "as to their wives, their little ones, and their cattle," which they had left behind them in Gilead. To their tents they went, to the dangers and delights of the free Bedouin life in which they had elected to remain, and in which — a few partial glimpses excepted — the later history allows them to remain hidden from view.

The country allotted to Gad appears, speaking roughly, to have lain chiefly about the centre of the land east of Jordan. The south of that district, from the Arnon (Wady Mjeb), about half way down the Dead Sea, to Heshbon, nearly due east of Jerusalem, was occupied by Reuben, and at or about Heshbon the possessions of Gad commenced. They embraced half Gilead, as the oldest record specially states (Deut. iii. 12), or half the land of the children of Ammon (Josh. xiii. 25), probably the mountainous plain in which the Israelites were driven by the torrent Jabok — if the Wady Zärich be the Jabok — including, as its most northern town, the ancient sanctuary of Mahanaim. On the east the furthest landmark given is "Aroer, that faces Rabba," the present Roman (Josh. xiii. 25). West was the Jordan (ver. 27). The territory thus consisted of two comparatively separate and independent parts, (1) the high land, on the general level of the country east of Jordan, and (2) the sunk valley of the Jordan itself — the former stopping short at the Jabok; the latter occupying the whole of the great valley on the east side of the river, and extending up to the very sea of Cinerereth, or Genesaret, itself.

The number and character of the land which thus belonged to the tribe — "the land of Gad and Gilead" — we have only vague information. From the western part of Palestine its aspect is that of a wall of purple mountain, with a singularly horizontal outline; here and there the surface is seaward by the ravines, through which the torrents find their way to the Jordan, but this does not much affect the vertical wall-like look of the range. But on a nearer approach in the Jordan valley, the horizontal outline becomes broken, and when the summits are attained, a new scene is said to burst on the view. A wide table-land appears, tossed about in wild confusion of undulating downs, clothed with rich grass throughout; in the southern parts trees are thinly scattered here and there, aged trees covered with lichen, as if the relics of a primeval forest long since cleared away; the northern parts still abound in magnificent woods of sycamore, beech, terrabilis, and enormous fig-trees. These downs are broken by three deep defiles, through which the three rivers of the Yarmuk, the Jabok, and the Arnon fall into the valley of the Jordan and the Dead Sea.

On the east they melt away into the vast red plain, which by a gradual descent joins the level of the plain of the Hauran, and of the Syrian desert" (Stanley, S. g. P. p. 420). A very picturesque country, not the "flat open downs of smooth and even grass," but rather "a land of hills," which, "like the Ashur (Ishy, p. 142), the sheep-walks of Reuben and of the Moabites, but most beautifully varied with hanging woods, mostly of the valonia oak, laurestinus, cedar, arbutus, arietus and ardrusche, &c. At times the country had all the appearance of a noble park" (147), "graceful hills, rich vales, luxuriant herbage" (Porter, Handb. p. 310). [GILEAD.]

Such was the territory allotted to the Gadites; but there is no doubt that they soon extended themselves beyond these limits. Three official records of the reign of Jotham of Judah (1 Chr. v. 11, 13) show them to have been at that time established over the whole of Gilead, and in possession of Bashan as far as Salach, the modern Salkhad, a town at the eastern extremity of the noble plain of the Hauran, and very far both to the north and the east of the border given them originally, while the Masaenites were pushed still further northwards to Mount Hermon (1 Chr. v. 23). They soon became identified with Gilead, that name so memorable in the earliest history of the nation; and in many of the earlier records it supersedes the name of Gad, as we have already remarked it did that of Bashan. In the song of Deborah "Gilead" is said to have "above beyond Jordan" (Judg. v. 17) Jephthah appears to have been a Gadite, a native of Mizpeh (Judg. xi. 34; comp. 31, and Josh. xiii. 39), and yet he is always designated "the Gileadite;" and so also of Mahanaim and of Mahanaim and Mahanaim (2 Sam. xvii. 27; Ezr. ii. 61; comp. Josh. xiii. 21).

The character of the tribe is throughout strongly marked, fierce and warlike, "strong men of might, men of war for the battle, that could handle shield and buckler, their faces like lions, and like lions on the mountains for swiftness." Such is the graphic description given of those eleven heroes
struggles of Syria, and Israel were fought out, and as an agricultural pastoral country, it must have suffered severely in consequence (2 K. x. 39).

Gad was carried into captivity by Tiglath-Pileser (1 Chr. v. 26), and in the time of Jeremiah the cities of the tribe seem to have been inhabited by the Ammonites. "Hath Israel no sons? hath he no heir? why doth Malcham (i. c. Melch) inherit Gad, and his people dwell in his cities?" (Jer. xix. 1).

GAD (ג"ד) [see above] : gadh, "the seer" (תדנ), or "the king's seer," i. c. David's—such appears to have been his official title (1 Chr. xxix. 29); 2 Chr. xxix. 25; 2 Sam. xxiv. 11; 1 Chr. xxxi. 9)—was a "prophet." (מ"ע), who appears to have joined David when in "the hold," and at whose advice he quitted it for the forest of Harach (1 Sam. xxxi. 5). Whether he remained with David during his wanderings is not to be ascertained: we do not again encounter him till late in the life of the king, when he reappears in connection with the punishment inflicted for the murdering of the people (2 Sam. xxiv. 11-19; 1 Chr. xxi. 9-19). But he was evidently attached to the royal establishment at Jerusalem, for he wrote a book of the Acts of David (1 Chr. xxix. 29), and also assisted in settling the arrangements for the musical service of the "house of God," by which his name was handed down for many ages after his own (2 Chr. xxix. 25).

In the abruptness of his introduction, Gad has been compared with Elijah (Jerome, Qn. Hbrv. on 1 Sam. xxii. 5), with whom he may have been of the same tribe, if his name can be taken as denoting his parentage, but this is unsupported by any evidence. Nor is there any apparent ground for Ewald's suggestion (Gesch. ii. 116) that he was of the school of Samuel. If this could be made out, it would afford a natural reason for his joining David. [David, p. 556.]

GAD (ג"ד) דאַדָּם: Sin. דָּמָו: Fortune). Properly—"the Gad," with the article. In the A. V. of Is. xiv. 11 the clause "that prepare a table for that troop" has in the margin instead of the last word the proper name "Gad," which evidently denotes some idol worshipped by the Jews in Babylon, though, when it is impossible positively to identify it, Huetius would understand by it Fortune as symbolized by the Moon, but Vitringa, on the contrary, considers it to be the Sun. Millius (Dios. de Gad et Mene) regards both Gad and Mene as names of the Moon. That Gad was the deity Fortune, under whatever outward form it was worshipped, is supported by the etymology, and by the common aspect of commentators. It is evidently connected with the Syriac גָּדוֹ, gudo, "fortune, luck," and with the Arabic גדו, jedu, "good fortune," and Gensius is probably right in his conjecture that Gad was the planet Jupiter, which was regarded by the astrologers of the East (Porocse, Spec. Hist. Jr. p. 139) as the star of greater good fortune. Movers (Phain. i. 650) is in favor of the planet Venus. Some have supposed that a trace of the Syrian worship of Gad is to be found in the exclamation of Leah, when Zilpah bore a son (Gen. xxx. 11), תִּפְלֶנֶג, bright, or as the Keri has it, תִּפְלֶנֶג, "Gad, or good fortune, conch." The Targum of Pseudo-Bonathan and the Jerusalem Targum both
give a lucky planet cometh," but it is most probably that this is an interpretation which grew out of the astrological beliefs of a later time; and we can infer nothing from it with respect to the idolatry of the inhabitants of Gadara-krain in the age of Jos. The Gideon belief in deity Fortune existed, there are many things to prove. Buxtorf (Lex. Tolm. s. v.) says that anciently it was a custom for each man to have in his house a splendid couch, which was not used, but was set apart for "the prince of the house," that is, for the star, or constellation Fortune, to render it more propitious. This couch was called the couch of Gad, or good-luck (Tolm. Babk. Saouded. f. 20 a, Nedervinstr. f. 56 a). Again in Berosus Rabbia, sect. 63, the words ��� >({wcn}, in Gen. xxvii. 31, are explained as an invocation to Gada or Fortune. Rabbi Moses the Priest, quoted by Aben Ezra (on Gen. xxx. 11), says that 曈 (Is. lxxv. 11) signifies the star of luck, which points to everything that is good; for thus is the language of Kedar (Arabic): but he says that ʢ (Gen. xxx. 11) is not used in the same sense.

Illustrations of the ancient custom of placing a banquetting table in honor of idols will be found in the table spread for the sun among the Ethiopians (Her. iii. 17, 18), and in the feast made by the Babylonians for their god Bel, which is described in the Apocryphal history of Bel and the Dragon (comp. also Her. i. 181, ëc.). The table in the temple of Helus is described by Diodorus Siculus (ii. 9) as being of beaten gold, 40 feet long, 15 wide, and weighing 500 talents. On it were placed two drinking cups (κάρφαρά) weighing 30 talents, two censers of 300 talents each, and three golden goblets, that of Jupiter or Bel weighing 1200 Babylonian talents. The couch and table of the god in the temple of Zeus Trityphios at Patara in the island of Lycia were mentioned by Diodorus (v. 46). Comp. also Virg. Æn. i. 763:

"Huc unamque Troia gaua
Incensis crepsit adyris, mensaque decern
Cerereque auro solati, captivaque vestis
Congueritor."

In addition to the opinions which have been referred to above may be quoted that of Stephen Le Moyne (Vitr. Socr. p. 393), who says that Gad is the goat of Mendes, worshipped by the Egyptians as an emblem of the sun; and of Le Clerc (Comm. in Is.) and Lakemacher (Obs. Phil. iv. 18, ëc.), who identify Gad with Hecate. Macrobius (Sat. i. 19) tells us that in the later Egyptian mythology Τηγων was worshipped as one of the four deities who presided over birth, and was represented by the Moon. This perhaps throw some light upon the meaning of the LXX., as given by Jerome. [Miles, note r.]

Traces of the worship of Gad remain in the proper names Bala-Gad, and Giddennesse (Plaut. Pann. v. 3), the latter of which Gesenius (Mon. Phoen. p. 407) renders ְֶ ְֶ, "favoring fortune."

W. A. W.

GAD'A, a strong city (Joseph. Ant. xiii. 13, § 3), situated near the river Hieromax (Plin. Y. N. v. 16), east of the Sea of Galilee, over against Scythopolis and Tiberias (Euseb. Onom. s. v.), and sixteen Roman miles distant from each of these places (Itin. Anton. ed. Weiss. pp. 196, 198; Tobi. Ant.). It stood on the top of a hill, at the foot of which, upon the banks of the Hiero-

max, three miles distant, were warm springs and baths called Amatha (Onom. s. v. Etham el Gadara; Itin. Ant. Martyr.). Josephus calls it the capital of Peræa; and Polybius says it was one of the most strongly fortified cities in the country (Joseph. B. J. iv. 3, 7; Polyb. v. 71). A large district was attached to it, called by Josephus Γαδαρά, "in the territory of Gadara (Geog. xvi.). Gadara itself is not mentioned in the Bible, but it is evidently identical with the "Country of the Gadarenes," χώρα ποιείσθαι τῶν Γαδαιρών (Mark v. 1; Luke viii. 26, 57).

Of the site of Gadara, there are so clearly defined, there cannot be a doubt. On a partially isolated hill, at the northwestern extremity of the mountains of Gilead, about sixteen miles from Tiberias, lie the extensive and remarkable ruins of Um Keis. Three miles northward, at the foot of the hill, is the deep bed of the Shervit el-Manahîr, the ancient Hieromax; and here are still the warm springs of Amatha. On the west is the Jordan valley; and on the south is Windy el-Abôd, running parallel to the Marsh of Tiberias. Um Keis occupies the crest of the ridge between the two latter wadies; and as this crest declines in elevation towards the east as well as the west, the situation is strong and commanding.

The whole space occupied by the ruins is about two miles in circumference; and there are traces of fortifications all round, though now almost completely prostrate.

The first historical notice of Gadara is its capture, along with Pella and other cities, by Antony the Great, in the year B. C. 218 (Joseph. Ant. xiii. 3, § 3). About twenty years afterwards it was taken from the Syrians by Alex. Jannæus, after a siege of ten months (Ant. xiii. 13, § 3; B. J. i. 4, § 20). The Jews retained possession of it for some time; but the place having been destroyed during their civil wars, it was rebuilt by Pompey to gratify his freedman Demetrius, who was a Gadarene (B. J. i. 7, § 7). When Gabinius, the governor of Syria, chang'd the government of Judea, by dividing the country into five districts, and placing each under the authority of a council, Gadara was made the capital of one of these districts (B. J. i. 8, § 5). The territory of Gadara, with the adjoining one of Hippus, was subsequently added to the kingdom of Herod the Great (Ant. xv. 7, § 3).

Gadara, however, derives its greatest interest from having been the scene of our Lord's miracles in healing the demoniacs (Matt. viii. 28-34; Mark v. 1-21; Luke viii. 26-40). "They wore no clothes, neither asbode in any house, but in the tombs." Christ came across the lake from Capernaum, and landed at the southeastern corner, where the steep, lofty bank of the eastern plateau breaks down into the plain of the Jordan. The demoniacs met him a short distance from the shore; on the side of the adjoining declivity the "great herd of swine" were feeding; when the demons went among them the whole herd rushed down that "steep place" into the lake and perished; the keepers ran up to the city and told the news, and the excited population came down in haste, and "besought Jesus that he would depart out of their coasts." The whole circumstances of the narrative are thus strikingly illustrated by the features of the country. Another thing is worthy of notice. The most interesting remains of Gadara are its tombs, which dot the cliffs
GADARA

for a considerable distance round the city. They are excavated in the limestone rock, and consist of chambers of various dimensions, some more than 20 feet square, with recesses in the sides for lodges. The doors are slabs of stone—a few being ornamented with panels; some of them still remain in their places. The present inhabitants of 'im Kein are all troglodytes, “dwelling in tombs,” like the poor maniacs of old; and occasionally they are almost as dangerous to the unprotected traveller. In the Gospel of Matt. (viii. 28) we have [in the received text] the word Pepefxyotw (instead of Pabapomw), which seems to be the same as the Hebrew "מגש" (LXX. Pepef£ovs) in Gen. xv. 21 and Deut. vii. 1—the name of an old Canaan- itish tribe [Gassutes], which Jerome (Comm. ad Gen. xv.) locates on the shore of the sea of Tiberias. Origen also says (Op. iv. 140) that a city called Tepapv was anciently stood on the eastern side of the lake. Ever were this true, still the other gospels would be strictly accurate. Gadara was a large city, and its district would include Ger- gesa. But it must be remembered that the most ancient MSS. give the word Pogepxyotw, while others have Pabapomw—the former reading is adopted by Griesbach and Lachmann; while Schub [with Tisch. and Treg.] prefers the latter; and either one or other of these is preferable to Pepefxyotw. [Gerasa.]

Gadara was captured by Vespasian on the first outbreak of the war with the Jews, all its inhabitants massacred, and the town itself, with the surrounding villages, reduced to ashes (Joseph, B. J. iii. 7. § 1). It was at this time one of the most important cities on the west side of the Jordan, and is even called the Capital of Petra. At a later period it was the seat of a bishop: but it fell to ruin at, or soon after, the Mohammedan conquest.

The ruins of 'im Kein bear testimony to the splendor of ancient Gadara. On the northern side of the hill is a theatre, and not far from it are the remains of one of the city gates. At the latter a street commences—the riv recta of Gadara—which ran through the city in a straight line, having a colonnade on each side. The columns are all prostrate. On the west side of the hill is another larger theatre in better preservation. The principal part of the city lay to the west of these two theatres, on a level piece of ground. Now not a house, not a column, not a wall remains standing; yet the old pavement of the main street is nearly perfect; and here and there the traces of the chariot wheels are visible on the stones, reminding one

* Griesbach retains Pepefxyotw in the text (Matt. vii. 28), but marks Pepefxyotw as of equal or nearly equal authority. See the full discussion in his Comm. of the thoroughly of Pompeii. (Full descriptions of Gadara are given in Handbook for Syn. of Pal.; Buerkhardt, Syria, p. 270 f.; Porter, in Journal of Soc. Lat. vol. vi. p. 281 f.) J. L. P.

It is still a question whether we know the exact place where the Saviour healed the demoniacs, or the precipice from which the swine rushed down into the sea. The statement in the foregoing article that both these events occurred at Gadara, or in its immediate vicinity, is attended with serious difficulty. That city is ten miles inland from the lake, and is approached only by a toil-some way, whereas the evangelists seem to represent the miracle as performed at once on the Saviour's landing (Mark v. 2), and consequently, according to the
impression which the narrative makes on the reader, near the shore. Again, the mountain where the swine were feeding appears to have been near the lake; for they ran madly down the precipice (ἐγραυνοῦν) into the sea and were drowned. But with Gadara at such a distance, the miracle could not have been wrought till after some considerable delay, and still less could the swine have plunged directly into the sea. A recent traveller in that region, Thomson (Land of Bash, ii. 35), describes the interesting country thus:—First (as one goes inland), "there is a broad plain from Khirbet Soura to the Jerumak; then the vast gorge of this river, and after it an ascent for an hour and a half to Um Kais." Hence, if the swine started from the vicinity of Gadara, they would have to run down the mountain, ford the Jerumak (Hieromax) as deep and rapid as the Jordan itself, and then cross a level plain several miles in length before reaching the lake.

Under these circumstances the writer just named proceeds to a different locality, which agrees much better with the Scripture account. He reports his finding a heap of ruins on the eastern shore of the lake, near the mouth of Wady Sembkh, known among the natives as Kersa or Gera. Directly above this site stands "an immense mountain," where are also (as well as near Gadara) rock-tombs such as lustralies in the East sometimes occupy at the present day.7 The base of this mountain, though not directly overhanging the site, is so near the shore that the swine, rushing down the declivity (said to be almost perpendicular = καρά τοι ηπιμυνον, Mark v. 13), would be carried by their own impetus across the narrow strip of beach into the depths of the sea.8 He says further, that this Gerasa, as pronounced by the Arabs, gives back to us very nearly the ancient Gergesa or Gerasa. This may be the identical place of which Origen seems to have heard, and which he supposed to be the scene of the miracle. (See Reland's Paldestation, p. 807.)

One circumstance not unimportant to the discussion here has been overlooked by some writers. The evangelists do not mention Gadara or Gergesa (whichever may be the true reading), but speak only of "the country (region, ἡ χώρα) of the Gadarenes," or Gerasenes, as a general geographical designation.9 So far from naming that city, Lake (viii. 29), in order to give his readers an idea of the "region of the Gadarenes," merely defines it as opposite to Galilee (ἐν της περιοχη της Γαλιατος). Hence the city to which the Synoptists refer as the one to which the keepers of the swine fled in terror, and from which the people, on hearing their report, came out to Jesus (Matt. viii. 33 ff.; Mark v. 14: Luke viii. 34 ff.), is not necessarily Gadara, but may be any other city in the land of the Gadarenes, viewed definitely as the one associated in the writer's mind with these transactions. It is sufficient for the accuracy of the writers, if we find the scene of the two-fold miracle within the limits of the country of the Gadarenes or Gerasenes. The

evangelists do not in reality commit themselves to anything more definite than that.

It is gratifying to find that Mr. Tristram, who also visited the ruins of this Kersa or Gera, endorses Dr. Thomson's view. "The cliff behind is so steep, and the shore so narrow, that a herd of swine, rushing frantically down, must certainly have been overwhelmed in the sea before they could recover themselves. While the tombs at Gadara are peculiarly interesting and remarkable, yet the whole region is so perfolated everywhere by these rock-chambers of the dead, that we may be quite certain that a home for the demoniacs will not be wanting, whatever locality be assigned for the events recorded by the evangelists." (Land of Israel, p. 466, 2d ed.) Lord Lindsay, who went into that region, assigns the occurrence to Wady Feik, considerably further south on the lake (Letters on the Holy Land, p. 238). Stanley, at first relying on that writer, adopted the same view (Stu. & Pal. ch. x.); but now speaks of the impossibility of that identification (Notices of Eastern Localities, &c., p. 194). Captain Wilson's exploring party have visited this Kersa still more recently, and found it answering well to the conditions of the Scripture history.

H.

GAD\'DI ('73; ῥαδαί; [Vat. ῥαδαί; Gibbii], son of Susi; representative of the tribe of Manasseh among the spies sent by Moses to explore Canaan (Num. xiii. 11).

GAD\'DIEL (-webpack θητος [God the fortune-giver, Fürst]; ῥεδαδαί; Gibbii), son of Sodi; representative of the tribe of Zebulun on the same occasion (Num. xiii. 10).

GAD\'DIE (῾72; ῥαδαί; [Vat. ῥαδαί;] Alex. ῥεδαδαί, and ῥαδαδαί; Godi), father of Menahem, who seized the throne of Israel from Shallum (2 K. xv. 14, 17).

GAD\'ITES, THE (῾722; ὁ Γαδιτας, ὁ Γαδα; [Vat. F. -ας,] οἱ Γαδίτας; [Alex. in 2 K. x. 33, Vat. in 1 Chr. xii. 8; Gibbii; vers. 39; F. Παραβασί;] God, Gadites, Godi; Gibbii). The descendants of Gad and members of his tribe. Their character is described under Gad, p. 819. In 3 Sam. xxiii. 26 for "the Gadite" the LXX. have Γαλαδαδαί [Vat. -ει, Alex. Γαλαδο], and the Vulg. de Godi.

W. A. W.

GAHAR (῾722 [perh. burning, fire-brood]; ῥαδα; Alex. [in charact. minore] Γαδωβ; [Gen. xxii. 24]. No light has yet been thrown on this tribe. The name probably signifies "sunnburst," or "swarthly."

GAHAR (῾722 [healing-place, Gez.]; ῥαδα; [in Ezh., Vat. Γαρα; in Nez., Vat. F. omit: Gaher]. The Bene-Gachar were among the families of Nethinim who returned from the Captivity with Zerubbabel (Ezr. ii. 47; Neh. vii. 49). In the lists of 1 Esdr. the name is given as GEDDAH.

sense on their part of the vicinity of the mountain and the landing-place to each other. The hand points out the object, as it were, visible from the shore. H.

H. 

Tristram (Land of Israel, 2d ed., p. 455, note) says: "I have often met in the outskirts of Gadara 'Hafra, at the foot of Mount Carmel' a maniake who sells in similar tombs."
GALATIA

Roman writers call its inhabitants Galli, just as Greek writers call the inhabitants of ancient France Galatia. In 2 Tim. iv. 10, some commentators suppose Western Gaul to be meant, and several MSS. have Galatia instead of Galatian. In 1 Marc. viii. 2, where Judas Maccabaeus is hearing the speech of the Hasmoneans, desiring to know the answer to the query "What is this Galatia?", it is possible to interpret the passage either of the Eastern or Western Gauls; for the subjugation of Spain by the Romans, and their defeat of Antiochus, King of Asia, are mentioned in the same context. Again, Galatia is the same word with Kelt; and the Galatians were in their origin a stream of that great Keltic torrent (apparently Kynny, and not Gaël) which poured into Greece in the third century before the Christian era. Some of these invaders moved on into Thrace, and appeared on the shores of the Hellespont and Bosphorus, when Nicomedes I., king of Bitinia, being then engaged in a civil war, invited them across to help him. Once established in Asia Minor, they became a terrible scourge, and extended their invasions far and wide. The neighboring kings succeeded in repressing them within the general geographical limits to which the name Galatia is commonly limited. In Joseph. B. J. i. 20, § 3, we find some of the latter, who had been in Cleopatra's body-guard, acting in the same character for Herod the Great. Meanwhile the wars had been taking place, which brought all the countries round the east of the Mediterranean within the range of the Roman power. The Galatians fought on the side of Antiochus at Magnesia. In the Mithridatean war they fought on both sides. After the death of the last of the Republic Galatia appears as a dependent kingdom, at the beginning of the Empire as a province. (See Ritter, Erdkunde, xvii. 507-510.)

The Roman province of Galatia may be roughly described as the central region of the peninsula of Asia Minor, with the provinces of Asia on the west, Cappadocia on the east, Pamphylia and Cilicia on the south, and Bithynia and Pонтus on the north. It would be difficult to define the exact limits. In fact they were frequently changing. For information on this subject, see the Dict. of Geog. i. 390 b. At one time there is no doubt that this province contained Pisidia and Lycia, and therefore those towns of Antioch, Itronium, Lystra, and Derbe, which are conspicuous in the narrative of St. Paul's travels. But the characteristic part of Galatia lay northward from these districts. On the table-land between the Sangaarius and the Halys, the Galatians were settled in three tribes, the Tectosages, the Tolustophi, and the Troemi, the first of which is identical in name with a tribe familiar to us in the history of Gaul, as distributed over the Countries near Toulouse. The three capitals were respectively Tarvium, Pessinus, and Anticyra. The last of these (the modern Urgel) was the centre of the roads of the district, and may be regarded as the metropolis of the Galatians. These Eastern Gauls preserved much of their ancient character.

GALATIA (Γαλάται). It is sometimes difficult to determine, in the case of the names of districts mentioned in the N.T., whether they are to be understood in a general and popular sense as referring to a region inhabited by a race or tribe of people, or whether they define precisely some tract of country marked out for political purposes. Galatia is a district of this kind; and it will be convenient to consider it first ethnologically, and then as a Roman province.

Galatia is literally the "Galli" of the East.

a It is said erroneously in Kitto's Cyclop. of Bib. Lit. (5th ed. 1871), that Paul was then going "from Asia, on his second visit to Europe," v. 2., earlier than the actual time, and the opposite of the true direction.
and something of their ancient language. At least Jerome says that in his day the same language might be heard at Ancyra as at Trèves: and he is a good witness; for he himself had been at Trèves. The prevailing speech, however, of the district was Greek. Hence the Galatians were also called Gallo-Greek. 'Pagii dixi jam degeneres sunt; mixti, et Gallo-Greci vere, quod appellantur.' Mauclerc in Livy, xxxvii. 17.) The inscriptions found at Ancyra are Greek, and St. Paul wrote his Epistle in Greek.

It is difficult at first sight to determine in what sense the word Galatia is used by the writers of the N. T., or whether always in the same sense. In the Acts of the Apostles the journeys of St. Paul through the district are mentioned in very general terms. We are simply told (Acts xvi. 6), that on his second missionary circuit he went with Silas and Timotheus through τὴν Φρουριάν καὶ τὴν Γαλατικὴν χώραν. From the epistle indeed we have this supplementary information, that an attack of sickness (ἵπταται τὰς παροικίας, Gal. iv. 13) detained him among the Galatians, and gave him the opportunity of preaching the Gospel to them, and also that he was received by them with extraordinary favor (Gal. iv. 14, 15); but this does not inform us of the route which he took. So on the third circuit he is described (Acts xviii. 23) as διέρχομεν καθεδρι τῆν Γαλατικὴν χώραν καὶ Φρουριάν.

We know from the first Epistle to the Corinthians that on this journey St. Paul was occupied with the collection for the poor Christians of Judea, and that he gave instructions in Galatia on the subject (ἀπεστείλα τοῖς ἐκκλησίαις τῆς Γαλατίας, 1 Cor. xiv. 1); but here again we are in doubt as to the places which he had visited. We observe that the "churches" of Galatia are mentioned here in the plural, as in the opening of the Epistle to the Galatians themselves (Gal. i. 2). From this we should be inclined to infer that he visited several parts of the district, instead of residing a long time in one place, so as to form a great central church, as at Ephesus and Corinth. This is in harmony with the phrase ὡς Γαλατικὴ χώρα used in both epistles. Since Paphos is mentioned first in one case, and second in the other, we should suppose that the order of the journey was different on the two occasions. Paphos also being not the name of a Roman province, but simply an ethnographical term, it is natural to conclude that Galatia is used here by St. Luke in the same general way. In confirmation of this view it is worth while to notice that in Acts ii. 9, 10, where the enumeration is ethnographical rather than political, Paphos is mentioned, and not Galatia, while the exact contrary is the case in 1 Pet. i. 1, where each geographical term is the name of a province.

The Epistle to the Galatians was probably written very soon after St. Paul's second visit to them. Its abruptness and severity, and the sadness of its tone, are caused by their sudden perversion from the doctrine which the Apostle had taught them, and which at first they had received so willingly.

It is no fancy, if we see in this thickness a specimen of that "esprit impétueux, ouvert à toutes les impressions," that, "nobilité extrême," which Thiers marks as characteristic of the Gallican race (Hist. des Gaulois, Intro. iv.). From Joseph. Ant. xvi. 6, § 2, we know that many Jews were settled in Galatia: but Gal. iv. 8 would lead us to suppose that St. Paul's converts were mostly Gentiles.
positions themselves, or connected more or less directly with those who did. More important is it to remark on the large influx of Jews, which must have resulted Galatia owed to the intensive Ghassanid migrations. The Great had settled two thousand Jewish families in Lydia and Phrygia; and even if we suppose these settlements did not extend to Galatia, properly so called, the Jewish colonists must in course of time have overflowed into a neighboring country which possessed so many attractions for them. The country of Galatia afforded great facilities for commercial enterprise. With fertile plains rich in agricultural produce, with extensive pastures for flocks, with a temperate climate and copious rivers, it abounded in all those resources out of which a commerce is created. It was moreover conveniently situated for mercantile transactions, being traversed by a great high-road between the East and the shores of the Egean, along which caravans were constantly passing, and among its towns it numbered not a few which are mentioned as great centers of commerce. With these attractions it is not difficult to explain the vast increase of the Jewish population in Galatia, and it is a significant fact that in the generation before St. Paul, Augustus directed a decree granting special privileges to the Jews to be inscribed in his temple at Ancyra, the Galatian metropolis, doubtless because this was a principal seat of the dispersion in these parts of Asia Minor. Other testimony to the same effect is afforded by the inscriptions found in Galatia, which present here and there Jewish names and symbols amidst a strange confusion of Phrygian and Celtic, Roman and Greek. At the time of St. Paul they probably boasted a large number of proselytes, and may even have infused a beneficial leaven into the religion of the mass of the heathen population. The main features of the Galatian character are traced with great distinctness by the Roman writers. Quickness of apprehension, promptitude in action, great impressibility, an eager craving after knowledge, this is the brighter aspect of the Celtic character. Inconstant and quarrelsome, treacherous in their dealings, incapable of sustained effort, easily disheartened by failure, such they appear when viewed on their darker side. Fickleness is the term used to express their temperament. This instability of character was the great difficulty against which Cesarc had to contend, along with the prejudices of the Galatians. He complains that they all with scarcely an exception are impelled by the desire of change. Nor did they show more constancy in the discharge of their religious than of their social obligations. The hearty zeal with which they embraced the Apostle’s teaching, followed by their rapid apostasy, is only an instance out of many of the reckless facility with which they adopted and discarded one religious system after another. To St. Paul, who had had much bitter experience of hollow professions and fickle purposes, this extraordinary levity was yet a matter of unfeigned surprise. ‘I marvel,’ he says, ‘that ye are changing so quickly.’ He looked upon it as some strange fascination, ‘Ye senseless Gauls, who did bewitch you?’ The language in which Roman writers speak of the martial courage of the Gauls, impetuous at the first attack but easily mollified, is one that the Galatians well describes the short-lived process of these conversions in the warfare of the Christian church. Equally important, in its relation to St. Paul’s epistle, is the type of religious worship which seems to have pervaded the Celtic nations. The Gauls are described as a superstitious people, given over to ritual observances. The Gospel was offered to them, and the people of Galatia took their hearts by storm. But the old heaven still remained. The pure and spiritual teaching of Christianity soon ceased to satisfy them. Their religious temperament, fostered by long habit, prompted them to seek a system more external and ritualistic. ‘Having begun in the Spirit, they would be made perfect in the flesh.’ Such is the language of the Apostle rebuking this unnatural violation of the law of progress.”

II.

GALATIANS. THE EPISTLE TO THEE, was written by the Apostle St. Paul, not long after his journey through Galatia and Phrygia (Acts xvii. 23), and probably (see below) in the early portion of his two years and a half stay at Ephesus, which terminated with the Pentecost of A. D. 57 or 58. It would thus succeed in order of composition the epistles to the Thessalonians, and would form the first of the second group of epistles, the remaining portions of which are epistles to the Corinthians and to the Romans.

This characteristic letter was addressed to the churches of the Asiatic province of Galatia (i. 2), or Gallograecia (Strabo, xiii. 596)—a province that here in its name its well-founded claim to a Gallic or Celtic origin (Pausanias, i. 4), and that now, after an establisment, first by prophetic conquest, and subsequently by recognition but limitation at the hands of neighboring rulers (Strabo, 1. c.; Pausanias, iv. 5), could date an occupancy, though not an independence, extending to more than three hundred years; the first subjection of Galatia to the Romans having taken place in 189 B.C. (Liv. xxxviii. 16 ff.), and its formal reduction (with territorial additions) to a regular Roman province in 25 B.C. The epistle appears to have been called forth by the machinations of Judaizing teachers, who, shortly before the date of its composition, had endeavored to seduce the churches of this province into a recognition of circumcision (v. 2, 11, 12; vi. 12 ff.), and had openly sought to deprecate the apostolic claims of St. Paul (comp. i. 1, 11).

The scope and contents of the epistle are thus: (1) apologetic (i. ii.) and polemical (iii., iv.); and (2) hortatory and practical (vii. viii.), the positions of the former portion being used with great power and persuasiveness in the exhortations of the latter. The following is a brief summary:

After an address and salutation, in which his total independence of human mission is distinctly asserted (i. 1), and a brief doxology (i. 5), the Apostle expresses his astonishment at the speedy lapse of his converts, and reminds them how he had forewarned them that even an angel should not be trusted to them another gospel he was to anathema (i. 10-14). The gospel he preached was not of men, as his former course of life (i. 11-14), and as his actual history subsequent to his conversion (i. 15-21), convincingly proved. When he went up to Jerusalem it was not to be instructed by the Apostles, but on a special mission, which was performed in his own way, and not recommended by them (ii. 1-10); nor, when St. Peter dined in his communion with Gentiles, he rebuked him, and demost rate the danger of such inconsistency (ii. 11-21). The Apostle then turns to the Galatians, and urges specially the doctrine of justification, as evinced by the spirit (iii. 1-5), the case
of Abraham (iii. 6-9), the fact of the law involving curse, from which Christ has freed us (iii. 10-14), and lastly the prior validity of the promise (iii. 15-18), and that preparatory character of the Law (iii. 19-24) which ceased when faith in Christ and baptism into him were fully come (iii. 25-29). All this the Apostle illustrates by a comparison of the bondage of an heir with that of a son. The Law: they were now sons and inheritors (iv. 1-7), but they were then now turning back to bondage (iv. 8-11)? They once treated the Apostle very differently (iv. 12-16); now they pay court to others and awaken feelings of serious mistrust (iv. 17-21), and yet with all their approval of the Law show that they do not understand its deeper and more allegorical meanings (iv. 21-31). If this be so, they must stand fast in their freedom, and beware that they make not void their union with Christ (iv. 31-34): their perverters at any rate shall be punished (v. 7-12).

The real fulfillment of the Law is love (v. 13-15): the works of the Spirit are what no law condemns, the works of the flesh are what exclude from the kingdom of God (v. 16-26).

The Apostle further exhorts the spiritual to be forthcoming (vi. 1-5), the taught to be liberal to their teachers, and to remember that as they sowed so they would reap (vi. 6-10). Then after a noticeable recapitulation, and a contrast between his own conduct and that of the false teachers (vi. 11-16), and an affecting entreaty that they would trouble him no more (vi. 17), the Apostle concludes with his usual benediction (vi. 18).

With regard to the genuineness and authenticity of this epistle, no writer of any credit or respectability has expressed any doubts. The testimony of Irenaeus, Tertullian, and others, and the recent Beside express references to the epistle (Tremens, Her. iii. 7, 2, v. 21, 1; Tertull. de Praes. c. 60, al.), we have one or two direct citations found as early as the time of the Apostolic Fathers (Polyca. et Phil. c. 3), and several apparent allusions (see Davidson, Introduction ii. 318 ff.). The attempt of Bruno Bauer (Kritik der Paulin. Briefe, Berlin, 1850) to demonstrate that this epistle is a compilation, explicitly composed by one of those to the Romans, and the Corinthians, has been treated by Meyer with a contempt and a severity (Vorrede, v. vii.: Einleitung, p. 8) which, it does not seem too much to say, are both completely deserved. Such efforts are alike melancholy and desperate, but are useful in exhibiting the real issues and tendencies of all his torical criticism that has the hardihood to place its own, often interested, speculations before external testimony and recognized facts.

Two historical questions require a brief notice:—

1. The number of visits made by St. Paul to the churches of Galatia previous to his writing the epistle. These seem certainly to have been two. The Apostle founded the churches of Galatia in the visit recorded Acts xvi. 6, during his second missionary journey, about A.D. 51, and revisited them at the period and on the occasion mentioned Acts xviii. 23, when he went through the country of Galatia and Phrygia, ενθαυσαμένως πάντας τοις μαθηταῖς. On this occasion it would seem probable that he found the leaven of Judaism beginning to work in the churches of Galatia, and that he then warned them against it in language of the most decided character (comp. i. 9, v. 3). The majority of the new converts consisted of Gentiles (iv. 8), but, as we may infer from the language of the past, had considerable contact with Jews, and some familiarity with Jewish modes of interpretation. It was then 'all the more necessary to warn them emphatically against believing in the necessity of circumcision, and of yielding themselves up to the bondage of a Law which, however strenuously urged upon them by those around them, had now become merged in that dispensation to which I was once bound and prostrated myself.'

2. Closely allied with this preceding question is that of the date and place from which the epistle was written. If the preceding view be correct, the epistle could not have been written before the second visit, as it contains clear allusions to warnings that were then given when the Apostle was present with them. It must then date from some period subsequent to the journey recorded in Acts xviii. 23. How long subsequent to that journey is somewhat debatable. Conybeare and Howson, and more recently Lightfoot (Introduction of Class. and Sacred Philid. for Jan. 1857), urge the probability of its having been written at about the same time as the Epistle to the Romans, and find it very unlikely that two epistles so nearly allied in subject and line of argument should have been separated in order of composition by the two epistles to the Corinthians. They would therefore assign Corinth as the place where the epistle was written, and the three months that the Apostle stayed there (Acts xx. 2, 3), apparently the winter of A.D. 57 or 58, as the exact period. It is not to be denied that there is a considerable plausibility in these arguments; still when we consider not only the date of Gal. i. 6, οὖτος ταχέως, but also the obvious fervor and freshness of interest that seems to breathe through the whole epistle, it does seem improbable to assign to a later period the commencement of the prolonged stay in Ephesus. The Apostle would in that city have been easily able to receive tidings of his Galatian converts; the dangers of Judaism, against which he personally warned them, would have been fresh in his thoughts: and when he found that these warnings were proving unavailing, and that even his apostolic authority was becoming undermined by a fresh arrival of Judaizing teachers, it is impossible that he would have written, as it were, on the spur of the moment, in those terms of earnest and almost impassioned warning that so noticeably mark this epistle. We do not, therefore, see sufficient reason for giving up the anciently received opinion that the epistle was written from Ephesus, perhaps not very long after the Apostle's arrival at that city. The subscription Επιμαγεώ καὶ Ρούμη has found, both in ancient and modern times, some supporters but seems in every way improbable, and was not unlikely suggested by a mistaken reference of the expressions in ch. vi. 17 to the sufferings of imprisonment. See Meyer, Einleitung p. 7; Davidson, Introduction ii. 292 ff.; Alford, Epistle Galatians, p. 459. The editions of commentaries upon this epistle have been very numerous. We may specify those of Winzer (Lips. 1829 [4th ed. 1839]), Küchelt (Leips. 1831), Usteri (Zürich, 1833), Schott (Leips. 1834), Olshausen (Königsberg. 1840), Windischmann (Mainz, 1843), De Wette (Leips. 1845 [3d ed. by W. Müllcr, 1864]), Meyer (Göttingen 1851 [4th ed. 1862]), Turner (New York, 1855), and in our own country those of Elliott (London 1854, 4th ed. 1867), Dagge (London 1856), and Alford (London 1857 [4th ed. 1865]).
GALATIANS, EPISTLE TO THE

Bishop Elliott's view (stated above) that Paul wrote the Galatians from Ephesus, is the generally accepted one of the later critics as well as the older. So, among others, Winer, Hengsten, Aland, etc. There are, however, many considerations which alter this view.

The doctrinal and practical interest of this epistle has given it a foremost place in all ages of the church. It formed the battle-ground between Protestantism and Romanism at the time of the Reformation. Luther wrote and re-wrote Commentaries on it, which have been often printed, and translated into other languages. Of all the letters of this author, this one is more useful than the others, and it is especially instructive to the student of the New Testament.

The doctrinal passages of which so many occur in this letter, are specially examined in such works as Usteri's Paulin. Lehrbuch (Zürich, 1834); Grotius, De Paulino Epist. et delib. (1653); and Neander, "Der Brief der Galater," in the "Christian Church" by the Apostles: R. A. Lipsius's De Paulinische Rechtsgeschichte, Leipzig, 1853; C. F. Schmidt's Bibel-Thol. des N. T. 2 Aufl. (1859), pp. 472-598; Reuss's Hist. de la théol. chrétienne au siècle apostolique, tom. ii., 2 de., Strasbourg, 1860; and Messner's Die Lehre der Apo- stolische Kirche, Leipzig, 1856.
On the relation of this epithet to the theory of the Tübingen critics, see the commentaries of Meyer and Hofmann: Lechler's Das apostol. u. nachapost. Zeitschr., p. 235 ff.; Prof. G. P. Fisher's Essays on the Supernatural Origin of Christianity (New York, 1860), pp. 205-282 (from the New English for July, 1861); Lightfoot's Diss. iii., St. Paulus, and the Flavians, his Ly. to the Gal., pp. 283-307, 2d ed.; and especially C. J. Trümm's price-essay, Paulus und der Apostelgeschichte (already mentioned), which treats of many of the points in this controversy common to Acts and Galatians, and is a valuable contribution to the subject. It deserves to be translated into English. For the view of the Tübingen school, besides the well-known works of Haur and Zeller (see addition to Acts of the Apostles), one may consult the articles of Hugon in his Zeitschr. f. wis. Theol. for 1858, 1860, and 1866.

A fuller outline of the argument of the epistle than the one given above, will be found in the Christian Review for Oct. 1861, pp. 577-584. For the correction of errors in the A. V. relating either to the sense or the Greek text, see articles in the Bibli. Sacra, xxv. 211-225 and xxvi. 128-149; also Alford's New Testament for English Readers, vol. ii. Most of the changes there recommended are incorporated in the revised version of the American Bible Union. Winer prefixes an admirable Latin translation to his Pauli ad Galatians Epistola (4th ed., 1859).

GALBANUM (גַּלְבָּן גִּבָּן, chel'bân), one of the perfumes employed in the preparation of the sacred incense (Ex. xxx. 34; comp. Exclus. xxiv. 15). Similarly the Hebrew name to the Greek γαλβάνω and the Latin galbanum has led to the supposition that the substance indicated is the same. The galbanum of commerce is brought chiefly from India and the Levant. It is a resinous gum of a brownish-yellow color, and strong, disagreeable smell, usually met with in masses, but sometimes found in yellowish tear-like drops. The ancients believed that when burnt the smoke was efficacious in driving away serpents and grubs (Phin. xii. 50, xvi. 58, xxiv. 13; Virg. Georg. iii. 415). But, though galbanum itself is well known, the plant which yields it has not been exactly determined. Dioscorides (ii. 87) describes it as the juice of an umbelliferous plant growing in Syria, and called by some μετασυμφων: (cf. i. 71). Kühn, in his commentary on Dioscorides (p. 532), is in favor of the Fods ferulago, L., which grows in North Africa, Crete, and Asia Minor. According to Pline (xii. 56) it is the resinous gum of a plant called stagonila, growing on Mount Amnthus in Syria: while the metapikon is the product of a tree near the oracle of Ammon (xii. 49). The testimony of Theophrastus (Hist. Plent. ix. 7) so far as it goes, confirms the accounts of Pline and Dioscorides. It was for some time supposed to be the product of the Bidon galbanum of Linnaeus, a native of the Cape of Good Hope. Don found in the galbanum of commerce the fruit of an umbelliferous plant of the tribe Silicera, which he assumed to be that from which the gum was produced, and to which he gave the name of Galbanum officinale. But his conclusion was called in question by Dr. Lindley, who received from Sir John MacNeill the fruits of a plant growing at Durroad, near Nishapure, in Khurasan, which he named Opisthus galbaniferum, of the tribe Smyrnium. This plant has been adopted by the Dalman College in their Pharmacopoeia, as that which yields the galbanum (Pereira, Matth. Med. ii. pt. 2, p. 188). M. Bulcke, in his Persian travels (quoted in Royle, Matth. Med. pp. 471, 472), identified the plant producing galbanum with one which he found on the Demavend mountains. It was called by the natives khasoro, and bore a close resemblance to the Ferula erubescens, but belonged neither to the genus Galbanum nor to Opisthus. It is believed that the Persian galbanum, and that brought from the Levant, are the produce of different plants. But the question remains undecided.

If the galbanum be the true representative of the chel'bân of the Hebrews, it may at first sight appear strange that a substance which, when burnt by itself, produces a repulsive odor, should be employed in the composition of the sweet-smelling incense for the service of the tabernacle. We have the authority of Pline that it was used, with other resinous ingredients, in making perfumes among the ancients: and the same author tells us that these resinous substances were added to enable the perfume to retain its fragrance longer. For, "Resina ac quam adjunctor ad continentiam odorum in corpore" (xiii. 2). Galbanum was also employed in adulterating the opobalsamum, or gum of the balsum plant (Phin. xii. 54).

GALILEE (גָּלְיָלֶה, i. e. Gal-ed = heap of witness: [ver. 47, Bonnus μετρός: 48, β. μετρογεί: Alex. Β. μετρομεί: Acces. testimoni Galilaei]). The name given by Jacob to the heap which he and Laban made on Mount Gilgal, in witness of the covenant then entered into between them (Gen. xxxi. 47, 48; comp. 23, 25). [Gislead; Jegarshahditha.]

GALGALA (גַּלְגָּלָה, Galgola), the ordinary equivalent in the LXX. for Gilgal. In the A. V. it is named only in i Macc. ix. 2, as designating the direction of the road taken by the army of Demetrius, when they attacked Maschadd in Arbela — the way to Galgala" (דנָו תַּפְּרֶה כְּלָגָלָה). The army, as we learn from the statements of Josephus (Ant. xii. 11, § 1), was on its way from Antioch, and there is no reason to doubt that Arbela was meant by the place of name in Galgala now surviving as Ichbel. [Arbelha.] Its ultimate destination was Jerusalem (i Macc. ix. 3), and Galgala may therefore be either the upper Gilgal near Bethel, or the lower one near Jericho, which the route through the Ghor or that through the centre of the country was chosen (Ewald, Gesch. iv. 370). Josephus omits the name in his version of the passage. It is a gratuitous supposition of Ewald's that the Galilean which Josephus introduces is a corruption of Galgala.

* GALILE'AN OR GALILE'AN (גַּלְיָלָא or גַּלְיֶלֶא, Galilea), an inhabitant of Galilee (Mark xiv. 70; Luke xiii. 1, 2, xxii. 59, xxiii. 6; John iv. 45; Acts ii. 7; also in the Greek, Matt. xxvi. 69; Acts i. 11, v. 37). A.

GALILEE (גַּלְיָלָא, Galilea; [Vat. Γαλιλεᾶ: Galilæi]). This name, which in the Roman age was applied to a large province, seems to have been originally confined to a little "circuit" (the Hebrew word יִלֶל, Yil, the origin of the later Galil) like περιφοῦς, signifies a "circle, or circuit" of country round Kedesh-Naphthali, in which were situated the twenty towns given by Solomon.
to Hiram, king of Tyre, as payment for his work in conveying timber from Lebanon to Jerusalem (1 K. ix. 11; JXX. Galilee). They were then, and subsequently, occupied by the strangers, and for this reason Isaiah gives to the district the name "Galilee of the Gentiles" (NIV, Is. xi. 1). In Matt. iv. 15, Galilea took the emphasis in the Greek text. It is probable that the strangers increased in number, and became during the Captivity the great body of the inhabitants; extending themselves also over the surrounding country, they gave to their new territories the old name, until at length Galilee became one of the largest provinces of Palestine. In the time of the Maccabees Galilee contained only a few Jews living in the midst of a large heathen population (Mace. vi. 4). Strabo states that in his day it was chiefly inhabited by Syrians, Phoenicians, and Arabs (xvi. p. 769) and Josephus says Greeks also dwelt in its cities (vii. 12).

In the time of our Lord all Palestine was divided into three provinces, Judaea, Samaria, and Galilee (Acts ix. 31; Luke xvii. 11; Joseph. B. J. iii. 3). The latter included the whole northern section of the country, including the ancient territories of Issachar, Zebulun, Asher, and Naphtali. Josephus defines its boundaries, and gives a tolerably full description of its scenery, products, and population. He says the soil is rich and well cultivated; fruit and forest trees of all kinds abound; numerous large cities and populous villages, amounting in all to no less than two hundred and forty, thickly stud the whole face of the country: the inhabitants are industrious and warlike, being trained to arms from their infancy (B. J. iii. 3, § 3; v. 35, 45). On the west it was bounded by the territory of Ptolennis, which probably included the whole plain of Akka to the base of Carmel. The southern border ran along the base of Carmel and of the hills of Samaria to Mount Gilboa, and then descended the valley of Jezreel by Scythopolis to the Jordan. The river Jordan, the Sea of Galilee, and the upper Jordan to the fountain at Dan, formed the eastern border; and the northern ran from Dan westward across the mountain ridge till it bounded the territory of the Phenicians (B. J. iii. 3, § 1, b. 18, § 3; comp. Luke viii. 26).

Galilee was divided into two sections, "Lower" and "Upper," *η κατώ καὶ η ἐπάνω Γαλιλαία. Cyril says (c. Jul. iii. 2) ἐστίν γὰρ Γαλατσίων νόος, ὅπερ μὲν κατὰ τὴν Ἰουδαίαν, ὥστε μὲν ἐκτὸς τῶν φυλάκιων πάλην διαφεύγει τε καὶ γείτονα. A single glance at the country shows that the division was natural. Lower Galilee included the great plain of Esdracon with its offshoots, which ran down to the Jordan and the Lake of Tiberias; and the whole of the northern country adjoining it on the north to the foot of the mountain-range. The words of Josephus are clear and important (B. J. iii. 3, § 1): Καὶ τῷ ἐν ἐν κατὰ καλύμνουσιν Γαλατσίων ἀπὸ Τιβερίαδος καὶ Ζαβολοῦν ἦν ἐν τῷ παράλυβος Πολεμώδος γείτων τῷ μέγιστο ἑκτίγειται πλατύτατα δὲ ἐπὶ τὴν μεγάλη πεδιέ τινων κόμης ἡ Σαλαύ τελείται μέχρι Βασαρίνος. The village of Nahal is only the "broad place of Nahal." Josephus says (Joseph. B. J. iii. 12, § 4) he had situated at the base of Mount Tabor, on the northern border of the Great Plain (Porter, Handbook, p. 329). But a comparison of Josephus, Ant. xx. ii. § 4, with B. J. iii. 2, § 4, proves that Lower Galilee extended as far as the village of Genesa, the modern Jenin, on the extreme southern side of the plain. The site of the northern border town, Bersabe, is not known but we learn incidentally that both Arbes and Arsob lies between in Lower Galilee (Joseph. B. J. ii. 20, § 6); and as the former was situated near the northwest angle of the Lake of Tiberias, and the latter about eight miles north of Nazareth (Porter, Handbook, pp. 432, 377), we can conclude that Lower Galilee included the whole region extending from the plain of Akka, on the west, to the shores of the lake on the east. It was thus one of the richest and most beautiful sections of Palestine. The Plain of Esdracon presents an unbroken surface of fertile soil—so soft that we can enjoy it there, as Issachar condescended to a semi-nomadic state, and "became a servant to tribute." (Deut. xxxiii. 18; Gen. xlix. 14, 15.) With the exception of a few rocky summits round Nazareth the hills are all wooded, and sink down in graceful slopes to broad winding vales of the richest green. The outlines are varied, the colors soft, and the whole landscape is characterized by that picturesque luxuriance which one sees in parts of Tuscany. The blessings promised by Jacob and Moses to Zebulun and Asher seem to be here inscribed on the features of the country. Zebulun, nestling amid these "hills, offers sacrifices of righteousness" of the abundant flocks nourished by their rich pastures; he rejoices "as his going out," along the fertile plain of Esdracon. Asher, "he loves the abundance of the seas"—his possession skirting the bay of Haifa at the base of Carmel: and he "sucks of treasures hid in the sand," probably in allusion to the glass, which was first made from the sands of the river Beths (Deut. xxxiii. 18, 19; Phil. v. 19; Tac. Hist. x. 17). Asher, dwelling amid the hills on the northwest of Zebulon, on the borders of Phoenicia, "dips his feet in oil," the produce of luxuriant olive groves, such as still distinguish this region: "his land," the produce of the plain of Phenicia and the fertile upland valleys, "is fat:" "he yields royal dainties"—oil and wine from his olives and vineyards, and milk and butter from his pastures (Gen. xlix. 20; Deut. xxxiii. 24, 25). The chief towns of Lower Galilee were Tiberias, Tarichea, at the southern end of the Sea of Galilee, and Sepphoris (Joseph. B. J. iii. 25, 26, 29, 39). The latter played an important part in the last great war (Joseph. B. J. iii. 16, § 11). It is now called Tiberias, and is situated about three miles north of Nazareth (Porter, Handbook, p. 378). There were besides two strong fortresses, Jophatata, now called Jefer, and Mount Tabor (Joseph. B. J. iii. 7, § 3 ff., iv. 1, § 6). The towns most celebrated in N. T. history are Nazareth, Cana, and Tiberias (Luke i. 26; John ii. 1, vi. 1).

Galilee, according to Josephus, extended from Bersabe on the south, to the village of Baca, on the borders of the territory of Tyre, and from Melch on the west, to Teltah, a city near the Jordan (B. J. iii. 3, § 1). None of these places are now known, but there is no difficulty in ascertaining the position and approximate extent of the province. It embraced the whole mountain-range lying between the upper Jordan and Phenicia, its southern border extending from the northwest angle of the Sea of Galilee to the plain of Akka. To this region the name "Galilea of the Gentiles" is given in the O.T. and N. T. (Is. ix. 1; Matt. iv. 15). So Eusebius states: *ἡ μὲν Γαλιλαία ἐθνῶν εἴρηται ἐν ὄρισιν Τιβερίας πάρασκευασμένη, ἄμφω ἔθνων Ἀμαζων."
GALILEE

a few years afterwards the Gemara was added (Buxtorf, Tiberias, p. 19). Remains of splendid synagogues still exist in many of the old towns and villages, showing that from the second to the fourth century the Jews were as prosperous as they were numerous (Porter, Handbook, pp. 437, 440).

J. L. P.

* GALILEE, MOUNTAIN IN, where the Saviour manifested himself to some of his disciples (Matt. xxviii. 16, and probably 1 Cor. xiv. 6) after his resurrection. It is impossible to know what particular mountain is here referred to. Some of the conjectures are that it was the Mount of Transfiguration (composed of Tabor and Mount Serabicus, opposite the coast of the Jordan), or the Mount of Beatitudes in the vicinity of the Sea of Galilee. The singular opinion that it was the northern summit of Olivet is utterly indefensible. It is stated explicitly in Matt. xxviii. 16 that the disciples went into Galilee (εἰς τὴν Γαλααλαϊαν) to the mountain which Christ had appointed for the interview: and Galilee, according to the invariable usage of the N.T., denotes the province of that name. Undoubtedly the Saviour mentioned the place, but the Evangelist has passed that over.

H.

GALILEE, SEA OF. [GENNESARET.]

GALL, the representative in the A. V. of the Hebrew words מֶרֶדֶך (meredech), מֶרֶדָד (meredad), and risah.

1. מֶרֶדֶך (meredech) or מֶרֶדָד (meredad): כּוֹחֲנָה (kohonah) fil, anamuratho, visceua meoa denotes etymologically "that which is bitter;" see Joh xiii. 26, "thou writseth bitter things against me." Hence the term is applied to the "bitter" or "gall" from its intense bitterness (Joh xvi. 13, xx. 23); it is also used of the "poison" of serpents (Job xx. 14), which the ancients erroneously believed was their gall; see Pliny, H. N. x. 37, "No one should be astonished that it is the gall which constitutes the poison of serpents."

2. Risah (risah or rishah: כּוֹחֲנָה (kohonah) πικρα, ἵφωριον: fel, anamuratho, corpust, generally translated "gall" by the A. V., is in Hos. x. 4, rendered "hemlock;" in Deut. xxxii. 33, and Job xx. 16, "risah denotes the "poison" or "venom" of serpents. From Deut. xxix. 18, "a root that beareth risah," (margin "a poisonous herb"), and Lam. iii. 19, "the wormwood and the risah," compared with Hos. x. 4, "a judgment springeth up as risah." It is evident that the Hebrew term denotes some bitter, and perhaps poisonous plant, though it may also be used, as in Ps. lxxv. 21, in the general sense of "something very bitter."

CETULUS (Hierb. ii. 46-52) thinks "hemlock" (Conium maculatum) is intended, and quotes Jerome on Hosea in support of his opinion, though it seems that this commentator had in view the couch-grass (Triticeum repens) rather than "hemlock." Rosenmüller (Bibl. Bot. p. 118) is inclined to think that the Lolana tomentosa [darkened] leaf-edges pass with the passage in Hosea, where the risah is said to grow "in the furrows of the field."

Other writers have supposed, and with some as important for harmonizing the different account of the Saviour's appearances after the resurrection. There is some evidence that the northern point of Olivet may have been known as Galilee in a later age, because the Galileans usually crossed here on their way to Jerusalem (see Thoï's Cod. apoc. N. T. p. 619 f.).

II.

† Rudolph Hofmann, in his Uber den Berg Galilae (Meissen. 1535), maintains this view, and urges it

GALL
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reason (from Deut. xxii. 32, "their grapes are grapes of rish"), that some berry-bearing plant and not the intended. Gesenius (Thes., p. 123, L.) understands "poopis." Michaelis (Suppl. Lex. Heb. p. 2224) is of opinion that rish may be either the Lolium temulentum, or the Sudanum ("nightshade"). Gedeman (Ferd. Sem. pt. iv. c. 10) argues in favor of the Colesyath. The most probable conjecture, for proof there is none, is that of Gesenius: the capules of the Papaveraceae may well give the name of rish ("head") to the plant in question, just as we speak of poppy heads. The various species of this family spring up quickly in corn-fields, and the juice is exceedingly bitter. A steeped solution of poppy heads may be "the water of gall" of Jer. viii. 14, unless, as Gesenius thinks, the πάλιν might be the poisonous extract, opium; but nothing definite can be learnt.

The passages in the Gospels which relate the circumstance of the Roman soldiers offering our Lord, just before his crucifixion, a vinegar mingled with gall according to St. Matthew (xxvii. 34), and "wine mingled with myrrh" according to St. Mark's account (xv. 23), require some consideration. The first-named Evangelist uses ψάριν, which is the LXX. rendering of the Hebrew rish in the Psalm (ix. 21) which foretells the Lord's sufferings. St. Mark explains the latter ingredient in the sour vine drink to be "myrrh" (οίρος ἔρυμφωσ). For we cannot regard the transactions as different. "Matthew, in his usual way," as Hengstenberg (Comment. on Ps. xlii. 21) remarks, "designates the drink therapeutically. Always keeping his eye on the prophecies of the O. T., he speaks of gall and vinegar for the purpose of rendering the fulfilling of the Psalms more manifest. Mark again (xxv. 23), according to his way, looks rather at the outward quality of the drink. Bengel takes quite a different view: he thinks both myrrh and gall were added to the sour wine: "myrrha emolitio ex more; felle adulteratus ex petulancia" (Comment. Nov. Test. Matt. 1. e.). Hengstenberg's view is far preferable; nor is "gall" (ψάριν) to be understood in any other sense than as expressing the bitter nature of the draught. As to the intent of the preferred drink, it is generally supposed that it was for the purpose of deadening pain. It was customary to give such a draught to a patient before the execution a cup of wine with frankincense in it, to which reference is made, it is believed, by the αἵλιος κατατέιμων of Ps. lx. 3; see also Prov. xxxi. 6. This the Talmud states was given in order to alleviate the pain. See Buxtorf (Lex. Talm., p. 2134), who thus quotes from the Talmud (Sederot, fol. 43, l.): "Qui exit at occultia sex sententia judicis: poenam earn gravibus in poenam vivi at distractionem. Gesenius (Thes., p. 163) is of opinion that the myrrh was given to our Lord, not for the purpose of alleviating his sufferings, but in order that he might be sustained until the punishment was completed. He quotes from Apuleius (Saturnarch., viii.), who relates that a certain priest, disfigured himself with a multitude of bow's, having previously strengthened himself by taking myrrh. The latter circumstance in the Talmud, was supposed to possess soporific properties, or in any way to induce an alleviation of pain, it is difficult to determine. The same must be said of the αἵλιος λαμπροπορτιων of St. Mark: for it is quite certain that neither of these two drugs in question, both of which are the produce of the same natural order of plants (Amirydendron), is ranked among the hypnotics by modern physicians. It is true that Dioscorides (i. 77) ascribes a soporific property to myrrh, but it does not seem to have been so regarded by any other author. Notwithstanding, therefore, the almost concurrent opinion of ancient and modern commentators, that the "wine mingled with myrrh" was offered to our Lord as an anodyne, we cannot readily come to the same conclusion. Had the soldiers intended a mitigation of suffering, they would doubtless have offered a draught drugged with some substance having narcotic properties. The drink in question was probably a mere ordinary beverage of the Romans, who were in the habit of seasoning their various wines, which, as they contained little alcohol, soon turned sour, with various spices, drugs, and perfumes, such as myrrh, cassia, myrtle, pepper, d.e., d.e. (Dict. of Gr. and Rom. Antiq. art. Vinum). W. H. G.

* Rosenm. Let's supposition is not founded on a knowledge of the natural history of Palestine. No plant is more common in the fields than the Popover Sprayneum, which is a plant of the same genus as the opium plant, Popover somniferum. In places the Popover Sprayneum is seen in such profusion that the ground is covered with its red blossoms. The bitterness of the cochonky is proverbial with the Arabs, who speak of anything bitter as being like the μέλαν, but the fact that this does not grow in the furnows causes us to decide in favor of the former. G. E. P.

GALLERY. an architectural term, describing the porticoes or verandas, which are not uncommon in eastern houses. It is doubtful, however, whether the Hebrew words so translated have any reference to such an object. (1.) In Cant. i. 17, the word ῥάβδις (ῥapolis) means "pallining," or "fretted work," and is so understood in the LXX. and Vulg. (φιλοράπιον: homera). The sense of a "gallery" appears to be derived from the marginal reading ῥάβδις (ῥapolis, Keri), which contains the idea of "running," and so of an ambulatory, as a place of exercise: such a sense is, however, too remote to be accepted. (2.) In Cant. vii. 5, ῥάβδις is applied to the hair, the regularly arranged, flowing locks being compared by the poet to the channels of running water seen in the pasture-grounds of Palestine. (Hait.) (3) In Ez. xii. 15, xiii. 3, the word awtik (איהו) seems to mean a pillar, used for the support of a floor. The LXX. and Vulg. give in the latter passage ἀπάλασσων, and poricines, but a comparison of verses 5 and 6 shows that the "galleries" and "pillars" were identical: the reason of the upper chambers being shorter than the absence of supporting pillars, which allowed an extra length to the chambers of the lower story. The space thus included within the pillars would assume the corner of an open gallery. W. L. B.

GALLEY. [ship.]

GALLIM ( γάλλιμ) = keeps, or possibly springs: (in Is.) Γαλλήμ [Nat. Γαλλήμ; Ez. 1. Taalarem] (Gallim), a place which is twice mentioned in the Bible: (1.) As the native place of the man to whom Michal David's wife was given — "Thallith the son of Laish, who was from Gallim." (2.) The people of the land of the Philistines. (Judges. xvi. 21.)
The name of Gallio has not been met with in modern times. Schwarz (p. 131) reports a Beil-Djulun between Ramleh and Joppa, but by other explorers the name is given as Beil-Dejum. Eusebius, from hearsay (Aleph-θ), places it near Akaron (Ekron).

GALLOWS. [Punishment.]

GAM'ALIEL (ταύαμαλη: [Vat. Γαμαλης: Add.]: Alex. Ἁμαλη: Ἄμαλης), 1 Esdr. viii. 29. [DANIEL, 3.]

GAMALIEL (בגמאליא [God the avenger, Forst.]: Γαμαλιήλ: Gamaliel), son of Pedahzur: prince or captain (נערץ) of the tribe of Manasseh at the census at Sinai (Num. i. 10; ii. 29; viii. 54, 59), and at starting on the march through the wilderness (x. 28).

GAMALIEL (גמאליא: for the Hebrew equivalent see the preceding article), a Pharisee and celebrated doctor of the Law, who gave prudent worldly advice in the Sanhedrin respecting the treatment of the followers of Jesus of Nazareth (Acts v. 34 ff.). We learn from Acts xxii. 3, that he was the predecessor of St. Paul. He is generally identified with the very celebrated Jewish doctor Gamaliel, who is known by the title of "the glory of the law," and was the first to whom the title "rabbin," "our master," was given. The time agrees, and there is every reason to suppose the assumption to be correct. This Gamaliel was son of Rabbi Simeon, and grandson of the celebrated Hillel; he was president of the Sanhedrin under Tiberius, Caligula, and Claudius, and is reported to have died eighteen years before the destruction of Jerusalem. Winer says "after" (nach); but it is evidently a mistake, for he was succeeded in the presidency by his son Simeon, who perished in the siege (see Lightfoot, Centuria chorographica Matthæi promissæ, ch. xv.). If the identity be as assumed, there is no reason—and we should arrive at the same result by inference from his conduct in Acts (l. c.)—for supposing him at all inclined towards Christianity. The Jewish accounts make him die a Pharisee. And when we remember that in Acts v. he was opposing the then prevalent feature of Sadduceism in a matter where the Resurrection was called in question, and was a wise and enlightened man opposing furious and unreasoning zealots—and consider also, that when the anti-philosophical element in Christianity was brought out in the acts and sayings of Stephen, his pupil Saul was found the foremost persecutor,—we should be slow to suspect him of forwarding the Apostles as followers of Jesus.

* It is worth observing as a mark of Luke's accuracy that he mentions Gallo as a proconsul (διοικητης, Acts xiii. 12) in the reign of Claudius (Suet. Claud. c. 25); for under the preceding emperors, Tiberius and Caligula, Achaia was an imperial province, and the title of the governor would have been proconsul (αυτοκρατορος, προμηθευτης). See Lardner's "Credibility of the Gospel," p. 1. [DION.]. Luke does not mention Gallo's indifference to the dispute between the Jews and Christians to the advantage of the latter (Acts xvii. 17) in order either to commend or censure him, but simply as showing why the attempt of the Jews against Paul had such an unexpected issue. Luke's o'diēs τουτων ἱναλὲς, which furnishes this explanation, accords at the same time with Gallo's character, as his contemporaries describe it (see above); for this incidental remark about his carelessness reveals to us a glimpse of that easy temper which goes so far to make a man a general favorite.

H. GALLOWS. [Punishment.]

GAM'ALIEL (ταύαμαλη: [Vat. Γαμαλης: Add.]: Alex. Ἁμαλη: Ἄμαλης), 1 Esdr. viii. 29. [DANIEL, 3.]

GAMALIEL (גמאליא: for the Hebrew equivalent see the preceding article), a Pharisee and celebrated doctor of the Law, who gave prudent worldly advice in the Sanhedrin respecting the treatment of the followers of Jesus of Nazareth (Acts v. 34 ff.). We learn from Acts xxii. 3, that he was the predecessor of St. Paul. He is generally identified with the very celebrated Jewish doctor Gamaliel, who is known by the title of "the glory of the law," and was the first to whom the title "rabbin," "our master," was given. The time agrees, and there is every reason to suppose the assumption to be correct. This Gamaliel was son of Rabbi Simeon, and grandson of the celebrated Hillel; he was president of the Sanhedrin under Tiberius, Caligula, and Claudius, and is reported to have died eighteen years before the destruction of Jerusalem. Winer says "after" (nach); but it is evidently a mistake, for he was succeeded in the presidency by his son Simeon, who perished in the siege (see Lightfoot, Centuria chorographica Matthæi promissæ, ch. xv.). If the identity be as assumed, there is no reason—and we should arrive at the same result by inference from his conduct in Acts (l. c.)—for supposing him at all inclined towards Christianity. The Jewish accounts make him die a Pharisee. And when we remember that in Acts v. he was opposing the then prevalent feature of Sadduceism in a matter where the Resurrection was called in question, and was a wise and enlightened man opposing furious and unreasoning zealots—and consider also, that when the anti-philosophical element in Christianity was brought out in the acts and sayings of Stephen, his pupil Saul was found the foremost persecutor,—we should be slow to suspect him of forwarding the Apostles as followers of Jesus.

* Lewin's citations (Fasti Surti, p. 335 f.) show that Gallo was a victim of Nero's cruelty as well as Simeon, and was put to death after his brother. H
GAMES

Ecclesiastical tradition makes him become a Christian, and be baptized by St. Peter and St. Paul (Phot. Col. 171, p. 199), together with his brother Gamaliel, and with Nicodemus; and the Clementine Recognitions (i. 65) state that he was secretly a Christian at this time. Various notices and anecdotcs concerning him will be found in Conybeare and Howson's Life of St. Paul, vol. 2, vol. i. p. 69 ff.

For the alleged melanchohia in Gamaliel's speech before the Jewish Council, see THEODOSIUS. His recommendation of a lenient policy toward the followers of Jesus when the popular rage against them was so strong, is certainly remarkable. Neander (Pf. aug., i. 74 ff.) attributes to him something more than the discretion which secures the folly of conferring importance on what is insignificant, or of making fanaticism more violent by vain resistance. On the contrary, the manner in which the Apostles had spoken and acted may have produced a favorable impression on him, and so much the more because their strict observance of the Law and their hostile attitude toward Sadduceism may have awakened in him an interest in their behalf. It is by no means impossible that the thought may distinctly have occurred to him that there might be something divine in the cause of these persecuted Galileans. The Talmud, in accordance with this view, represents Gamaliel not only as a great teacher, but tolerant and charitable, far beyond the mass of his countrymen. See further Pressed's article on "Gamaliel" in Herzog's Real-Encyk. iv. 656 f., and especially Gindsay's article, "Gamaliel," in Kittto's Cyclo. of Bib. Lit., 3d ed.

GAMES. Of the three classes into which games may be arranged, juvenile, manly, and public, the two first alone belong to the Hebrew life. There are, as noticed in the Bible, being either foreign introductions into Palestine or the customs of the Canaanites. With regard to juvenile games, the notices are very few. It must not, however, be inferred from this that the Hebrew children were without the amusements adapted to their age. The toys and sports of childhood claim a remote antiquity; and if the children of the ancient Egyptians had their dolls of ingenious construction, and played at ball (Wilkinson, Anc. Egypt., abridgment, i. 157), and if the children of the Romans amused themselves much, as those of the present day — "Elders of these, pietiste adjungere mus, 

audere par impar, equidate in arameo longi,"

Hor. 2 Sat. iii. 247 —

we may imagine the Hebrew children doing the same, as they played in the streets of Jerusalem (Zech. viii. 5). The only recorded sports, however, are keeping tame birds (Job xii. 5; cf. Catull. ii. 1; "Passer, deliciue meae pulcher") and imitating the proceedings of marriages or funerals (Matt. xii. 16).

With regard to manly games, they were not much followed up by the Hebrews; the natural earnestness of their character and the influence of the climate alike disposed them to active exertion. The chief amusements of the men appears to have consisted in conversation and joking (Jer. xv. 17; Prov. xxvi. 19). A military exercise seems to be noticed in 2 Sam. ii. 14, but the term under which it is described (pallXXeX) is of too general an application to enable us to form an idea as to its character: if intended as a sport it must have resembled the HryaL, with the exception of the combatants not being mounted; but it is more consonant to the sense of the passage to reject the notion of sport and give nishob the sense of fencing or fighting (Theinuus, Comm. in loc.). In Jerome's day the usual sport consisted in lifting weights as a trial of strength, as also practiced in Egypt (Wilkinson, i. 267). Duce are mentioned by the Talmudists (Misna, Sand. 5, 3; Shabb. 23, 2), probably introduced from Egypt (Wilkinson, ii. 243); and, if we assume that the Hebrews imitated, as not improbably they did, other amusements of their neighbors, we might add such games as rod and even, more (the micros digitis of the Romans), draughts, hops, catching balls, etc. (Wilkinson, i. 188). If it be objected that such trifling amusements were inconsistent with the gravity of the Hebrews, it may be remarked that the amusements of the Arabs at the present day are equally trivial, such as blindman's buff, hiding the ring, etc. (Wellsted, Arabia, i. 160).

Public games were altogether foreign to the spirit of Hebrew institutions: the great religious festivals supplied the pleasurable excitement and the feelings of national union which rendered the games of Greece so popular, and at the same time inspired the persuasion that such gatherings should be exclusively connected with religious duties. Accordingly the erection of a gymnasium by James, which the discus was chiefly practiced, was looked upon as a heathenish proceeding (1 Mac. i. 14, 2 Mac. iv. 12-14); and the subsequent erection by Herod of a theatre and amphitheatre at Jerusalem (Joseph. Ant. xv. 8, § 1), as well as at Cesarea (Ant. xv. 9, § 16; B. J. i. 21, § 8) and at Berytos (Ant. xix. 7, § 5), in each of which a quinquennial festival in honor of Caesar was celebrated with the usual contests in gymnastics, chariot races, music, and with wild beasts, was viewed with the deepest aversion by the general body of the Jews (Ant. xv. 8, § 1).

The entire absence of verbal or historical reference to this subject in the Gospels shows how little it entered into the life of the Jews: some of the foreign Jews, indeed, indulged a taste for theatrical representations; Josephus (11. 3) speaks of an Allurus, an actor of Sicyon (µαιδαρος), who was in high favor with Nero. Among the targets at the stage the rage for theatrical exhibitions was such that every city of any size possessed its theatre and stadium. At Ephesus an annual contest (αγαθων και χρυσοστο, και μουσηκος, Theyn. iii. 104) was held in honor of Diana, which was superseded by others named Αειραίοι (Acts xix. 31; A. V. "chief of Asia"). (Asaeroxu.) It is probable that St. Paul was present when these games were proceeding, as they were celebrated in the month of May (comp. Acts xx. 16; Conybeare and Howson's St. Paul, ii. 81). A direct reference to the exhibitions that took place on such occasions is made in the term ενθρωποαι (1 Cor. iv. 32). The ενθρωποαι were sometimes professional performers, but more usually criminals (Joseph. Ant. xv. 8, § 1) who were exposed to lions and other wild beasts without any means of defense (Cic. Pro Sest. 44, Tertull. Apol. 9). Political considerations were so treated, and Josephus (R. J. vi. 3, § 1) records that no less than 2500 Jews were destroyed in the theatre at Cesarea by this and similar methods. The expression as used by St. Paul is usually taken as metaphorical, both on account of the qualifying words καί ἀνθρωπος, the absence of all reference to the occurrence in the
Acts, and the rights of citizenship which St. Paul enjoyed: none of these arguments can be held to be absolutely conclusive, while on the other hand the term ἐπιμοιασμός is applied in its literal sense in the Apostolical Epistles (Ign. ad Eph. 1, ad Trall. 10; Matt. Polyc. 3; cf. Euseb. H. E. iv. 15), and, when metaphorically used (Ign. ad Rom. 5), an explanation is added which implies that it would otherwise have been taken literally. Certainly St. Paul was exposed to some extraordinary suffering at Ephesus, which he describes in language borrowed from, if not descriptive of, a real case of ἐπιμοιασμός; for he speaks of himself as a criminal condemned to death (ἐπιθανατίως, 1 Cor. iv. 9; ἀπειρίως τοῦ βασιλέως ὑγίεια, 2 Cor. i. 9), exhibited previously to the execution of the sentence (ἀπεδίδετο, 1 Cor. i. 2), reserved to the conclusion of the games (ἐγκατέλειψε) as was usual with the thermonomices (ποιεισμοί εὐγείη, εὐκλεία βισταρίων, Tertull. de Paed. 14), and thus made a spectacle (θέατον ἐγκατέλειψεν). Lightfoot (Exercit. on 1 Cor. xv. 32) points to the friendliness of the Asiarchs at a subsequent period (Acts xix. 31) as probably resulting from some wonderful preservation which they had witnessed. Nero selected this mode of execrating the Christians at Rome, with the barbarous aggravation that the victims were dressed up in the skins of beasts (Tac. Ann. xvi. 44). St. Paul may possibly allude to his escape from such torture in 2 Tim. iv. 17. [Dict. of Ant. art. Bestiarii.]

St. Paul's epistles abound with allusions to the Greek contests, borrowed probably from the Isthmian games, at which he may well have been present during his first visit to Corinth (Connibear and Howson, ii. 290). These contests (ὁ αγών — a word of general import, applied by St. Paul, not to the fight, as the A. V. has it, but to the race, 2 Tim. iv. 7; 1 Tim. vi. 12) were divided into two classes, the panathenaic, consisting of boxing and wrestling, and the pentathlon, consisting of leaping, running, quoiting, hurling the spear, and wrestling. The competitors (ὁ αγώνιστας, 1 Cor. ix. 29; ἄνδρος τοῦ α. 2 Tim. ii. 5) required a long and severe course of previous training (cf. σωματικὸς γυμνασμός, 1 Tim. iv. 8), during which a particular diet was enforced (πάντα ἑγκρατεῖται, δουλαγωγές, 1 Cor. ix. 25, 27). In the Olympic contests these preparatory exercises (προγυμνασμοῦ) extended over a period of ten months, during the last of which they were conducted under the supervision of appointed officers. The contests took place in the presence of a vast multitude of spectators (περιπλῆκτος τίτους καθήμερον, Heb. xii. 1), the competitors being the spectacle (θέατον = θίασα, 1 Cor. iv. 9; θαυμάζοντος, Heb. x. 34). The games were opened by the proclamation of a herald (κηρύγας, 1 Cor. ix. 27), whose office it was to proclaim the name and country of each candidate, and especially to announce the name of the victor before the assembled multitude. Certain conditions and rules were laid down for the different contests, as that no bribe be offered to a competitor; that in boxing the combatants should not lay hold of one another, &c.; any infringement of these rules (ἦν μη νομίζων ἀδίκησιν, 2 Tim. ii. 5) involved a "cos of the prize, the competitor being pronounced disqualified (ἀδίκους, 1 Cor. ix. 27; indexius bruibo, Bengel.). The judge was selected for his spotless integrity (ὁ δικαίως κριτής, 2 Tim. iv. 8): his office was to decide any disputes (βραβευτής, Col. iii. 13; A. V. "rule") and to give the prize of leaves of wild olive at the Olympic games, and of pine or, at one period, ivy at the Isthmian games. These crowns, though perishable (φθαρόν, 1 Cor. ix. 2); cf. 1 Pet. v. 4), were always regarded as a source of unfading exultation (Phil. iv. 1; 1 Thess. ii. 19): palm branches were also placed in the hands of the victors (Rev. vii. 9). St. Paul alludes to two only out of the five contests, boxing and running, most frequently to the latter. In boxing (πομηκός cf. πομποσταί), 1 Cor. ix. 29), the hands and arms were bound with the στάχλιον, a band of leather studded with nails, which very much in-
Foot-race, adapted from a view of the Circus Flaminus at Rome. (Montfaucon.)

form at the other, along the sides of which were the raised tiers of seats on which the spectators sat. The race was either from one end of the stadium to the other, or, in the diaulos, back again to the starting-post. There may be a latent reference to the diaulos in the expression ἀγχώναι καὶ τελευτήριον (Heb. xii. 2), Jesus being, as it were, the starting-point and the goal, the hcom a quo and the hcom ol quem of the Christian’s course. The judge was stationed by the goal (σκοτόν; A. V. “mark”; Phil. iii. 14), which was clearly visible from one end of the stadium to the other, so that the runner could make straight for it (ἀεί ἐν διαλοίνει, 1 Cor. ix. 26). St. Paul brings vividly before our minds the earnestness of the competitor, having cast off every encumbrance (𝕕ύσκολο ἀπὸ τὴν πάντα), especially any closely-fitting robe (ἐντερίστατον, Heb. xii. 1; cf. Conybeare and Howson, ii. 543), holding on his course merrily (δίκω, Phil. iii. 12), his eye fixed on the distant goal (ἀφαπώτερον ἀπὸθέπνευ, Heb. xii. 2, 21; ἀεί ἐν διαλοί, Bengel), unmindful of the space already past (τὰ μὲν ὅπιστα ἐπιλαμβάνομεν, Phil. i. e.), and stretching forward with bent body (τὸ δὲ ἐπιστρέψομεν ἐπικεφαλῆς), his perseverance (ὑπὲρ ἀπώτερον, Heb. xii. 1), his joy at the completion of the course (μετὰ χαρᾶς, Acts xx. 24), his exaltation as he not only receives (ἤλαβον, Phil. iii. 12) but actually grasps (καταλαβὼν, not “apprehend,” as A. V. Phil.: ἐπιλαβοῦν, 1 Tim. vi. 12, 19) the crown which had been set apart (ἅπανταίηιν, 2 Tim. iv. 8) for the victor.

* Dr. Howson deduces the loss of four essays on the “Metaphors of St. Paul” (Sunday Magazine, 1865-67) to the illustration of Paul’s imagery derived from the Greek games (July, pp. 683-689). He reminds us that the athletic games of the Greeks, such as wrestling, boxing, and especially foot-races, with all the preliminary training, with the assembled and applauding multitudes while the contest was going on, with the formality of the heralds and the strict observance of the rules, with the emperors and prizes and eager congratulations

at the close, with the poems which perpetuated great victories like heir-loom, must have been very familiar to Paul’s thoughts. Though a Jew, he was born in a foreign city, and not only honored for the most part in places where the Greek population was predominant, but wrote his letters to Greek Christians or those who spoke the Greek language. In some of these cities, as Ephesus, Philippi, Athens, Corinth, and Rome, remains of the Gymnasium, for training the body, and of the Stadium, or the ground for running, are still to be seen.

The foot-race supplied many of the figures which occur in his speeches and epistles. Unfortunately, our ambiguous “course” (A. V.) conceals some of these from the reader. When in his sermon at Antioch in Pisidia (Acts xiii. 27) the Apostle speaks of John the Baptist as “fulfilling his course,” he means that the forerunner was hastening to the end of his appointed “race” (διαλοί), and that this race though brief was energetic while it lasted. So also in Acts x. 24, the substitution of “race” for “course” brings out a similar allusion in that passage to the struggle of the runner for the crown of victory. “I count not my life dear unto me,” he says, “that I may finish my race with joy.”

The comparison in Heb. xii. 2 gives special prominence to the immense concourse which the Greek spectacle called together, as well as the necessity of being free from every hindrance and of straining to the utmost every nerve, in order to obtain the heavenly runner’s prize. (See also 1 Cor. ix. 21; Gal. ii. 2, 7; Phil. ii. 16.) There was an officer among those employed in the supervision of the games “whose business it was with his voice or with a trumpet to summon the competitors to the exciting struggle.” Paul seems to refer to this practice when, in speaking of the possibility that some who have instructed and warned others may lose their own souls, he says (1 Cor. ix. 27): “I keep under my body and bring it into subjection; lest that by any means, after having been a herald (‘preached’ in the A. V.) to others (ἑλλήνως ἐκηρύγγας), I myself should be a cast-away.” The metaphor in this passage (taken from the boxer, not the runner) states strongly another significant thought: “So” (i.e. imitating the earnestness of those who strive for a corruptible (fading) crown) “fight I, not as one beating the air.” What is meant is that if we have really entered or the Christian warfare, having now to do with definite, formidable antagonists, we are not to trifle, but to be in earnest, like the pugilist “with whom is no more striking for striking’s sake, no more pretense, no dealing of blows in the air.” The apostle refers not to outward efforts for the advancement of Christ’s kingdom, but (note the context) its triumph in each one’s bosom over his own peculiar sins and temptations. The “bodily exercise” of which Paul speaks with so much disparagement (1 Tim. iv. 8) was not a species of religious asceticism, against which he would warn the self-righteous, but the severe training of the body, to which the athletes submitted for the sake of the rewards so worthless
and contemptible, though coveted so much, in comparison with those of the works of godliness; in which we should "exercise (or train) ourselves" — a service "having promise of the life that now is, and of that which is to come."

Possibly Paul means to imply that the Rock should be regarded as the hill-side there, full of eager spectators of combats such as he refers to in his letter to the Philippians: — Not as though I had already attained, either were already perfect: but I follow after.

... This one thing I do, forgetting those things which are behind, and reaching forth unto those things which are before, I press toward the mark for the prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus. (Phil. iii. 12-14.) The athlete in the scene which this figure so vividly depicts, forgetting the spaces of the race-course already past, and thinking only of those which lie between him and the goal, runs, as it were, with outstretched neck (ἐκτεταμένον τον ἱετό), in his eagerness to outstrip every competitor and arrive first at the pillar where the crown of the victor awaits him. For the Christian there is no looking back, no thought of giving up the struggle.

The whole energy of mind and body is bent upon success, and till success is achieved, nothing is done.

Once more, it is not to a fight or campaign, as the A. V. might suggest, but to a strife in the footrace, that Paul alludes in that outburst of exultant joy, on the eve of his martyrdom: — I have fought the good fight, I have finished my course (εὐκράστως); I have kept the faith: henceforth there is laid up for me a crown of righteousness, which the Lord, the righteous Judge, shall give me at that day.

(2 Tim. iv. 7, 8.) "The race is nearly run, the struggle is all but over; he is weary, as it were, and pants with the effort, but he is successful, the crown is in sight, and the Judge, the righteous Judge, who cannot make a mistake, is there, ready to place that bright weapon upon his brow."

The entire paper of which use has been so freely made in this account of Paul's apologetic figures, contains many good hints, both for the preacher and the general student of the Apostle's speeches and letters. The subject illustrates the dependence of practical exegesis on a knowledge of archaeology. It reveals also a harmony of language in what is ascribed to Paul as a writer and a speaker, which is not without its value as "one of the small collateral proofs of the genuine and honest character both of the Acts and the epistles." — H.

GAMADIMES (γαμαῦδη). This word occurs only in Ex. xxvi. 11, where it is said of Tyre, "the Gamadimes were in thy towers." A variety of explanations of the term have been offered. (1.) One class turns upon a supposed connection with ἄφιδ, a cubit, as though = cubit-high men, whence the Vulg. has Pagnini. Michaelis thinks that the apparent height alone is referred to, with the intention of conveying an idea of the great height of the towers. Spencer (de Leg. Heb. Rit. ii. cap. 24) explains it of small images of the tutelary gods, like the Lokes of the Romans. (2.) A second class treats it as a geographical or local term; Grotius holds Gamul to be a Hebrewized form of the name Assuan, a Pharonian town; the Chaldean paraphrase has Coppopcdinas, as though reading πόδις; Fuller (Miscell. vi. 3) identifies them as the inhabitants of Gamala (Pitn. v. 14); and again the word has been broken up into δᾶρφος, also the word of Mos. (3.) A third class gives a more general sense to the word; Gesenius (Thes. p. 292) connects it with ἄφιδ, a bough, whence the sense of brave warriors, hostis arborum under cedentes. Hitzig (Comm. in loc.) suggests deserters (Übersetzung) and draws attention to the preposition in as favoring this sense: he inclines, however, to the opinion that the prophet had in view Cant. iv. 4, and that the word δᾶρφος in that passage has been successively corrupted into δᾶρφος, as read by the LXX. which gives φόλαξ, and δᾶρφος, as in the present text. After all, the rendering in

![Castle of a maritime people, with the shield hanging upon the walls. (From a bas-relief at Komunjik, Layard.]

H.

GAMUL (γαμοῦ; γαμοῦ). [read, Ges.; hence one nature, strong. Furst]: ἄφιδες; Alex. Τατοαν: Gamul, a priest; the leader of the 22d course in the service of the sanctuary (1 Chr. xxiv. 17).

GAR (Ga). [Red. F.] Sons of Gar are named among the "sons of the servants of Solomon" (1 Kings v. 34). There are not in the lists of Ezra and Nehemiah any names corresponding to the two preceding and the six succeeding this name. It does not appear whence the form of the name in the A. V. is derived. [It was derived from the Aldine edition; see above.]

GARDEN (גֶּדָנ, גֶּדָנָּא; הָרוֹם). Garden in the East, as the Hebrew word indicates, are inclosures, on the outskirts of towns, planted with various trees and shrubs. From the allusions in the Bible we learn that they were surrounded by hedges of thorns (Is. v. 5), or walls of stone (Prov. xxvii. 31). For further protection lodges (Is. i. 8; Lam. ii. 6) or watch-towers (Mark xiii. 1) were built in them, in which sat the keeper (גֶּדָנ, Job xxvii. 18) to drive away the wild beasts and robbers, as is the case to this day. Layard (Nin. & Bab. p. 365) gives the following description of a scene which he witnessed: "The broad silvery river winds through the plain, the great rock casts its dark shadows in the moonlight, the light of the lodges in the gardens of cucumbers flickered at
our feet, and the deep silence was only broken by the
sharp report of a rifle fired by the watchful
guards to frighten away the wild bears that lurked in the
molen holes." The scavenger also was an itinerant
emporium (τοπηγανδρον, Var. vi.
70 [or Epist. of Jer. 70]).

The gardens of the Hebrews were planted with
flowers and aromatic shrubs ( Cant. vi. 2, iv. 16),

aside olives, fig-trees, nuts, or walnuts (Cant. vi.
11), pomegranates, and others for domestic use
(Ex. xxiii. 11; Jer. xxxix. 5; Am. ix. 14).
The quince, medlar, citron, almond, and service trees
are among those enumerated in the Mishna as cul-
tivated in the Mishna (Kid. 1, § 5; Kilo.
14, § 8). Herbs, or kitchen-gardens, are mentioned in
Dent. xi. 10, and 1 K. xvi. 2. Cucumbers were grown
in them (Is. i. 8; Var. vi. 70 [or Epist. of Jer.
70]), and probably also melons, leeks, onions, and
garlic, which are spoken of (Num. xi. 5) as the
productions of a neighboring country. In addi-
tion to these, the lettuce, mustard-plant (Luke
xiii. 19), cayander, oenole, one of the bitter herbs eaten
with the meal, and rue are particularly
spoken of in the precepts of the Mishna, though it is not
certain that they were all, strictly speaking, cul-
tivated in the gardens of Palestine (Kid. in. §§ 2,
8). It is well known that, in the time of the
Romans, the art of gardening was carried to great
perfection in Syria. Pliny (xx. 16) says, "Syria
in hortis opusissima est : undeque prope Greciam,
Milita Syrorum oblectat." and again (xii.
34) he describes the kibsum plant as growing in
Judaea alone, and there only in two royal gardens.
Strabo (xxvi. p. 761), alluding to one of these
gardens near Jericho, calls it τον βασιλικόν υπαγ-
δέων. The rose-garden in Jerusalem, mentioned in
the Mishna (Masse. vii. ii. § 5), and said to have been
situated westward of the Temple mount, is
remarkable as having been one of the few
gardens which, from the time of the prophets, existed
within the city walls (Lightfoot, Dom. Heb. on
Matt. xxvi. 36). They were usually planted with-
out the gates, according to the gloss quoted by
Lightfoot, on account of the feild smell arising
from the weeds thrown out from them, or from the
manure employed in their cultivation.
The gate Gethseman, mentioned by Josephus (B.
J. v. 4, § 2) is supposed to have derived its name
from the rose-garden already mentioned, or from
the fact of its leading to the gardens without the
city. It was near the garden-ground by the Gate
of the Women that Titus was surprised by the
Jews while reconnoitering the city. The trench by
which it was surrounded cut off his retreat (Joseph.
B. J. v. 2, § 2). But all of the gardens ofPale-

tine same is possessed of associations more sacred
and imperishable than the garden of Gethsemane,
based the oil presses on the slopes of Olivet. Eight
aged olive-trees mark the site which tradition has
connected with that memorable garden-scene, and
their gnarled stumps and almost leafless branches
attest an antiquity as venerable as that which is
claimed for them. [GETHSEMANE.]

In addition to the ordinary productions of the
country, we are tempted to infer from Is. xvii. 10
that in some gardens care was bestowed on the
rearing of exotics. To this conclusion the descrip-
tion of the gardens of Solomon in the Targum on
Ps. iv. 7, 6, serves to point. "I make the well-
cultivated gardens and paradieses, and sow there all
kinds of plants, some for use of eating, and some
for use of drinking, and some for purposes of medi-

GARDEN

chne; all kinds of plants of spicess. I planted
them trees of emptiness (i.e., not fruit-bearing),
and all trees of spicess which the spectes and de-
mons brought me from India, and every tree which
I would name." It is possible that the border wall
of the Citadel, which is in Jerusalem, by the waters
of Siloah, I chose reservoirs of water, which be-
hold! are for watering the trees and the plants,
and I made me fish-ponds of water, some of them
also for the plantation which rears the trees to
water it."

In a climate like that of Palestine the neigh-
borhood of water was an important consideration in
the site of the garden; and the importance of the
of the country has perpetuated this fact in the
name Gam-a'amon — the "fountain of gardens" —
the modern Gudm (of Cant. iv. 15). To the old
Hebrew poets "a well-watered garden," or "a
tree planted by the waters," was an emblem of luxuri-
ous fertility and material prosperity (Is. viii. 11;
Jer. xvii. 8, xxxi. 12); while no figure more graph-
ically conveyed the idea of luscious barremess or
"flowery garden" than "a garden of the Lord" (Is.
i. 30). From a neighboring stream or cistern
were supplied the channels or conduits, by which the
gardens were intersected, and the water was thus
conveyed to all parts (Ps. i. 3; Ecclus. ii. 6; Eclus.
xxiv. 30). It is matter of doubt what is the exact
meaning of the expression "to water with the foot"
in Dent. xii. 10. Nicandri (Brass. de P. Ant. p.
158) describes a wheel which is employed for irri-
gating gardens where the water is not deep and
which is worked by the hands and feet after the
manner of a treadmill, the men "pulling the upper
part towards them with their hands, and pushing
with their feet upon the lower part." (Robinson, ii.
220). This mode of irrigation might be described as
"watering with the foot." But the method
practiced by the agriculturists in Oman, as narrated
by Wellsted (Trav. p. 446) answers more nearly to
this description, and serves to illustrate Prov.
xiv. 1: "After ploughing, they form the ground
with a spade into small squares with lodges on
either side, along which the water is conducted . . .
When one of the hollows is filled, the peasant
stops the supply by turning up the earth with his
foot, and thus opens a channel into another." The
orange, lemon, and mulberry groves which lie around and behind Jaffa supply, perhaps, the
most striking peculiarities of oriental gardens—
gardens which Mu'minell describes as being "as
colfused miscellany of trees jumbled together,
without either posts, walks, arbors, or anything of
art or design, so that they seem like thickets
rather than gardens." (Early Trav. in Pala.
p. 446). The Persian wheels, which are kept ever
working, day and night, by mules, to supply the
gardens with water, leave upon the traveler's ear a
most enduring impression (Lynch, Exp. to Jor-
dan, p. 441; Selden's Memoir, p. 187).
The law against the propagation of mixed species
(Lev. xix. 19; Dent. xxi. 9, 11) gave rise to nu-
umerous enactments in the Mishna to insure its
observance. The portions of the field or garden,
in which the various plants were sown, were sepa-
rated by light fences of reed, ten palms in height,
the distance between the reeds being not more than
three palms, so that a kid could not enter (Kid.
iv. 1). The kings and nobles had their country-houses
surrounded by gardens (1 K. xxi. 1; 2 K. ix. 37),
and these were used on festive occasions (Cant. v. 1)
So intimately, indeed, were gardens associated with festivity that horticulture and conviviality are, in the Talmud, denoted by the same term (cf. Buxt-
torf, Lex. Toba. s. v. παρδαίς). It is possible, however, that this may be a merely accidental coincidence. The garden of Ahasuerus was in a court of the palace (Esth. i. 5), adjoining the banqueting-hall (Esth. vii. 7). In Babylon the gardens and orchards were inclosed by the city walls (Layard, Nin. ii. 246). Attached to the house of Joachin was a garden or orchard (Sus. i. 4) — "a garden inclosed" (Cant. iv. 12) — provided with baths and other appliances of luxury (Sus. 15; cf. 2 Sam. xi. 2).

In large gardens the orchard (παρδαίς, παρ-
δεσοι) was probably, as in Egypt, the inclosure set apart for the cultivation of date and sycamore trees, and fruit-trees of various kinds (Cant. iv. 13 Esth. ii. 5). Schroeder, in the preface to his Thes-
aeum Einige Arbeiten, asserts that the word "paradise" is of Armenian origin, and denotes a garden near a house, planted with herbs, trees, and flowers. It is applied by Diodorus Siculus (ii. 10) and Herodotus (quoted by Joseph. Ant. x. 11, § 1) to the famous hanging gardens of Babylon. Xenophon (Anab. i. 2, § 7) describes the "paradise" at Co-
lonce in Phrygia, where Cyrus had a palace, as a large preserve full of wild beasts; and Auhis Ge-
lus (ii. 20) gives a "paradise" as the equivalent of παραδεσοι (cf. Philostratus, Adv. Ignat. i. 38). The officer in charge of such a domain

was called "the keeper of the paradise" (Neh. ii.
3).

The ancient Hebrews made use of gardens as places of burial (John xix. 41). Manasseh and his son Amon were buried in the garden of their palace, the garden of Uzza (2 K. xxi. 18, 29; τὸν
λάμπον παραδεσον. Joseph. Ant. x. 3, § 2). The retirement of gardens rendered them favorite places for devotion (Matt. xxvi. 36; John xviii. 1; cf. Gen. xxiv. 63). In the degenerate times of the monarchy they were selected as the scenes of idolat-
rous worship (Is. i. 29, lxv. 3, xxvi. 17), and in-
ages of the kings were probably erected in them.

Gardens are alluded to in Job xxi. 18 and
John xx. 15. But how far the art of gardening was carried among the Hebrews we have few means of ascertaining. That they were acquainted with the process of grafting is evident from Rom. xi. 17, 24, as well as from the minute prohibitions of the Mishna: "and the method of propagating plants by layers or cuttings was not unknown (Is. xvii.
10)." Buxtorf says that παραδεσον, νησια (Mishna, Bikkurim, i. § 2), were gardeners who tended and looked after gardens on consideration of receiving some portion of the fruits (Lex. Toba. s. v.). But that gardening was a special means of livelihood is clear from a proverb which contains a warning.

a. It was forbidden to graft trees on trees of a different kind, or to graft vegetables on trees or trees on vegetables (Kilaim, i. §§ 7, 8).
against rash speculations: "Who hires a garden beds: who hires gardens, him, the birds eat." (Dukes, "Robbin, Blumendaal," p. 141). The traditional gardens and pools of Solomon, supposed to be alluded to in Ezek. ii. 5, 6, are shown in the Wady Urtas (i.e., Hortus), about an hour and a quarter to the south of Bethlem (cf. Joseph. Ant. viii. 7, § 3). The Arabs perpetrate the tradition in the name of a neighboring hill, which they call "Judah-la-Faradis," or "Mountain of the Paradise" (Stanley, 8, § 7, p. 106). Mannheim is skeptical on the subject of the gardens ("Joyce Ten" in Pol., p. 457), but they find a champion in Van de Velde, who asserts that they were not confined to the Wady Urtas; the hill-slopes to the left and right also, with their heights and hollows, must have been covered with trees and plants, as is shown by the names they still bear, as "pear-bush," "nut-vaIe," "fig-vaIe," etc. (St. "/Syr'ic & Pol., ii. 27.")

The "king's garden," mentioned in 2 K. xxxv. 4, Neb. iii. 15, Jer. xxxi. 4, lii. 7, was near the pool of Siloam, at the mouth of the Tyropoeon, near of Damascus, and was formed by the meeting of the valleys of Jeshaphat and Ben Hinnom (Wilson, "Land of the Bible," i. 498). Josephus places the scene of the feast of Adonijah at En-rogel, "beneath the fountain that is in the royal paradise" (Ant. vii. 14, § 4; cf. also ix. 10, § 4). W. A. W.

GARREB (גארבי, Garrib, Forsch.): [Rom. Vat. Pagan.] Alex. Pagan: Compl. Pagan: [Gereb], one of the heroes of David's army (2 Sam. xxiii. 38). He is described as the "A. V. 'an" Hurite, at op's Jethelites, Vulg. This is generally explained as a patronymic, son of Jethel. It may be observed, however, that Ira, who is also called the Hurite in this passage, is called the Jairite in 2 Sam. xx. 26, and that the readings of the LXX. vary in the former passage, 'Edymos, 'Edymos, and 'Edmenos. These variations support to a certain extent the sense given in the Syriac version, which reads in 2 Sam. xx. 26 גארת, i.e., an inhabitant of Jair in the mountainous district of Judah.

W. L. B.

GARREB, THE HILL (גארב, Garreb, in the neighborhood of Jerusalem, named only in Jér. xxxi. 39. [Jerusalem.]

* The prophet mentions this hill as falling within the circuit of the restored "holy" Jerusalem, which was to be built in the latter times. LXX., in view of the meaning partly (whipped off; washed) would identify Garreb with Lodada (garibbon) in the history of the Crusaders ("Pseudo-Christus," p. 485). Gesenius thinks it may have been the later Bezeia (ibid., ad Thucyde, p. 89). It is impossible to reconcile these opinions, unless Bezeia was outside of Jerusalem in the time of Christ. The supposed Bezeia is now within the city. [Jerusalem.]

GARRIZIM (גאריזים, Pagan: [Garizim], 2 Marc. v. 23, vi. 2. [Garizim.]

* GARRIZIM, the hill of flowers or chaste of flowers which the priest of Jupiter at Lastrae brought with even to the gates of the city when the people were about to offer worship to Paul and..." (Acts xvi. 13). The garlands were worn as a mark of respect, and perhaps, as De Flavio suggests, the head dress of the priest himself, and the altar. See John's "Field, Archael.," § 401, 5.

* That the garlands were not exclusively meant for the occasion seems probable from the Greek (ταγγυα και στενλματα, and not ταγγυα εστεμενων) [Browne, "Diadem."]

GARLIC (גראיל, זונה: τα σκόρπεα, allies), mentioned in Num. xi. 5 as one of the Egyptian plants, the loss of which was regretted by the mixed multitude at Taberah. It is the Allium uancum of Linnaeus, which abounds in Egypt (see Celsius, "Herbarst.," pt. ii. p. 52 ff.), a fact evident from Herodotus (i. 125), when he states that the allowance to the workmen for this and other vegetables was inscribed on the great pyramid. W. D.

GARMENT: [Dress.]

* GARMITE, BABYLONISH. [Dress; BABYLONISH GARMITE.]

GARMITE, THE [Garmite, the strong Feast:] [Rom. Abd. Pagan: [Vat. Ataxam: Alex. Ortaca: Geren]. Keilah the Garmite, i.e., the descendant of Jerem see the Targum on this word, is mentioned in the everlasting genealogical lists of the families of Judah (1 Chr. iv. 19). Kealh is apparently the place of that name; but there is no clue to the reason of the sobriquet here given it. GARRISON. The Hebrew words so rendered in the A. V. are derivatives from the root mitzar to place, erect, which may be applied to a variety of objects. (1) Mattithai and mattithiah (מַדִּיתָא, מַדִּיתָא) undoubtedly mean a "garrison," or fortified post (1 Sam. xxii. 23, xiv. 1, 2, 12, 15; 2 Sam. xiiii. 14). (2) Alex. (in Samuel) (in 1 Chr. xi. 16), but elsewhere for a column "erected in an enemy's country as a token of conquest, like the stele erected by Sesostris (Her. ii. 102, 106); the LXX. correctly gives ἀνάπτυχον (1 Sam. x. 5); Jonathan broke in pieces a column which the Philistines had erected on their way to field. (1 K. viii. 33. The Syriac, ancl elsewhere means "pillars" placed over a vanquished people (2 Sam. vii. 11, 14; 1 Chr. xviii. 13; 2 Chr. xviii. 2); the presence of a "garrison" in such cases is intended but not expressed in the word (comp. 1 K. iv. 17, 19). (4) Mattithiah (מַדִּיתָא) means a "pillory" in Ez. xxvi. 11, reference is made to the beautiful pillars of the Tyrian temples, some of which attracted the attention of Herodotus (ii. 44).

* There was a garrison at Jerusalem at a later period, variously known as the acropolis or citadel, Baris (Macdonald for over, see Wahl's "Chari Libr.," G. T. Apocyph., xiv.), tower of Antonius (Joseph. Ant. xxv. 11, § 4; B. J. i. 5, § 4), and castle of barracks (Acts xxvii. 34). It was built by the Macedonians and during the Roman occupancy was held by the Roman troops stationed at Jerusalem, or moved thither from Cesarea to prevent riots during the festivals. Its military use appears in its N. E. name, the ναομπολιανον or φως (Acts xxvi. 35, 36). It is especially memorable as having been the home of a remarkable richness and fertility. H.
refuge and prison of the Apostle Paul (Acts xxiii. 10). It stood on a rock or hill at the northwest angle of the temple-area. It had a tower at the southeast corner, which was 70 cubits high and overlooked the whole temple with its courts. At a moment's notice the soldiers in this garrison could descend by flights of stairs into the inclosure below and instantly suppress any tumult there which might be reported to the officer in command (Josephus, B. J. v. 5, § 8). This arrangement explains how the chieftain could interfere with so much promptitude and rescue Paul from the fury of the Jewish mob. It was from the steps which led up into this castle that the Apostle addressed the crowd in the adjacent court (Acts xxii. 3 ff.). The Turkish garrison stands at present very nearly on the site of the ancient fortress. If this garrison (as some suppose) was Platae's prætorium during its visits to Jerusalem, it was then the place where Jesus was arraigned before the Roman tribunal, and whence he was led along the Via Dolorosa to Golgotha.

The A. V. in 2 Cor. xi. 32 speaks of a "garrison" at Damascus as employed to prevent Paul's escape. But the Greek term (ϕηρεάς) states only the fact of the custody, not the means of it: the governor "watched or guarded the city." The watch on this occasion may have belonged to the garrison.

GASMU (גֶּשֶמ): [Comp. Alfd. with 7 MSS. פִּידוּי; VA. פִּידוּי] (Gesen.), Neh. vi. 6. Assumed by all the lexicons to be a variation of the name of Geshem (see vv. 1, 2). The words "and Gasmhu saith" are omitted in both MSS. of the LXX.

GATAM (גַּתָּם) [a valley burnt, Fürst]: גַּתָּם, גַּתְדָּם; Alex. [Gatham, Gathian.] Unter. Gathemet, the fourth son of Eliphaz the son of Esau (Gen. xxxvi. 11: 1 Chr. i. 36), and one of the "dukes" of Eliphaz (Gen. xxxvi. 16). By Knobel (Genesis, ad loc.) the name is compared with Jogash (םִּדוֹגָשׁ), a tribe inhabiting a part of the mountains of Sheba called Hiwath. But in this case the Ain in the original had probably been dropped, which is very rarely the case.

Rüßiger (Gesen. Thes. iii. 80) quotes גָּשֵּׁם as the name of an Arab tribe, referring to Ibn Duraid, 1814, p. 300.


The gates and gateways of eastern cities anciently held, and still hold, an important part, not only in the defense, but in the public economy of the place. They are thus sometimes taken as representing the city itself (Gen. xxii. 17, xxiv. 60; Deut. xii. 12; Judg. v. 8; Ruth iv. 10; Ps. lxxvii. 4, xxiii. 2). Among the special purposes for which they were used may be mentioned: (1.) As places of public resort, either for business, or where people sat to converse and hear news (Gen. xix. 1, xxiii. 10, xxxiv. 20, 24; 1 Sam. iv. 18; 2 Sam. xiv. 2, xviii. 24; Ps. lxxxix. 12; Neh. viii. 1, 3, 16; 2 Sam. xix. 1; 1 K. xxii. 10; Job xxxix. 7; Prov. xxii. 22, xxiv. 7; Jer. xvii. 19, xxviii. 7; Lam. v. 14; Am. v. 12; Zech. viii. 16; 1 Pet. xxv. 31). Hence came the usage of the word "porte" in speaking of the government of Constantinople (Early Trac. p. 349). (5.) Public markets (2 K. vii. 1; comp. Aristoph. Lys. 1243, ed. Bekk.: Neh. xxiii. 16, 19). (CITIES.) In heathen towns the open spaces near the gate appear to have been sometimes used as places for sacrifice (Acts xiv. 13; comp. 2 K. xiii. 8).

GATE.

Regarded, therefore, as positions of great importance, the gates of cities were carefully guarded and

Assyrian gates. (Layard.)

Egyptian doors. — Fig. 1. The upper pin, on which the door turned. Fig. 2. Lower pin. (Wikitexton.)

closed at nightfall (Deut. iii. 5; Josh. ii. 5, 7; Judg. iv. 10, 44; 1 Sam. xxiii. 7; 2 Sam. xi. 23, Jer. xxxix. 4; Judith i. 4). They contained chambers over the gateway, and probably also chambers or recesses at the sides for the various purposes to
which they were applied (2 Sam. xviii. 24; Layard, 
Nin., p. 67, and note).

The gateways of Assyrian cities were arched or
square-headed entrances in the wall, sometimes
flanked by towers (Layard, Nineved, i. 388, 395,
Nin., p. 231, Mos. of Nin., p. 1; see also Assyrian bas-reliefs in Brit. Mus. Nos. 49,
25, 26). In later Egyptian times the gates of the
"<image>

Modern Egyptian door. (Lane.)

Modern Egyptian door. (Lane.)

The gateways of royal palaces and even of pri-
ivate houses were often richly ornamented. Sem-

Ancient Egyptian door. (Wilkinson.)

Ancient Egyptian door. (Wilkinson.)

The gates of Solomon's Temple were very massive
and costly, being overlaid with gold and carvings
(1 K. vi. 31, 32; 2 K. xvi. 15). Those of the Holy Place were of olive-wood, two-leaved, and
overlaid with gold; those of the temple of the Ark (1 K. vi.
31, 32; Ex. xii. 23, 24). Of the gates of the
outer court of Herod's temple, 9 were covered with
gold and silver, as well as the posts and lintels, but
the outer one, the Beautiful Gate (Acts iii. 2), was
made entirely of Corinthian brass, and was con-
sidered to surpass the others far in costliness.
GATE, BEAUTIFUL

(300. B. J. v. 5, § 3). This gate, which was so heavy as to require 20 men to close it, was unexpectedly found open on one occasion shortly before the close of the siege (Joseph. B. J. vi. 5, § 3; c. Ap. ii. 9).

The figurate gates of pearl and precious stones (Is. liv. 12; Rev. xxi. 21) may be regarded as having their types in the massive stone doors which are found in some of the ancient houses in Syria. These are of single slabs several inches thick, sometimes 10 feet high, and turn on stone pivots above and below (Manudrell, Early Turn, p. 447; Shaw, p. 210; Burekhardt, Syria, pp. 58, 74; Porter, Damascus, ii. 22, 192; Ray, Coll. of Temp. i. 429).

Egyptian doorways were frequently ornamented.

The parts of the doorway were the threshold (ναῦς), the side-posts (στάθμοι: uterque postis), the lintel (ἀψιδή: superlunarium, Ex. xii. 7). It was on the lintel and side-posts that the head of the Passover Lamb was sprinkled (Ex. xii. 7, 22). A trace of some similar practice in Assyrian worship seems to have been discovered at Nineveh (Layard, Nin. ii. 256).

The camp of the Israelis in the desert appears to have been closed by gates (Ex. xxvii. 27).

The word "door" in reference to a tent, expresses the opening made by dispensing with the cloths in front of the tent, which is then supported only by the hinder and middle poles (Gen. xviii. 2; Burekhardt, Notes on Bed. i. 42).

In the Temple, Levites, and in houses of wealthier classes, and in palaces, persons were especially appointed to keep the door (Jer. xxxiv. 4; 2 K. xii. 9, xxv. 18; 1 Chr. ix. 18, 19; Est. ii. 21; 1 Macc. 17: φυλαττόν, portieri, juniores). In the A. V. these are frequently called "porters," a word which has now acquired a different meaning. The chief steward of the household in the palace of the Shah of Persia was called chief of the guardians of the gate (Chardin, vii. 598). [Constant: House; Temple.]

* GATE, BEAUTIFUL, Acts iii. 2. [Temple (of Herod), Cloisters.]

* GATES OF JERUSALEM. [Jerusalem.

GATH (ゲサ, a white press: গাঠ; [1 Sam. v. 8, Vat. गठ, Alex. গহা: vii. 14, আঘাঘা: xvii. 52], Alex. Πατ: 1 Chr. vii. 21, Alex. Παθ: Joseph. Γεθα: Γεθα, one of the five royal cities of the Philistines (Josh. xiii. 3: 1 Sam. vi. 17); and the native place of the giant Goliath (1 Sam. xviii. 4, 29). The site of Gath has for many centuries remained unknown. The writer of this article made a tour through Philistia in 1857, one special object of which was to search for the long lost city. After a careful survey of the country, and a minute examination of the several passages of Scripture in which the name is mentioned, he came to the conclusion that it stood upon the conspicuous hill now called Tell-es-Sijedh. This hill stands upon the side of the plain of Philistia, at the foot of the mountains of Judah; 10 miles N. of Ashdod, and about the same distance S. by E. of Ekron. It is irregular in form, and about 200 feet high. On the top are the foundations of an old castle; and great numbers of hewn stones are built up in the walls of the terraces that run along the declivities. On the N. E. is a projecting zucdeder whose sides appear to have been scarped. Here, too, are traces of ancient buildings; and here stands the modern village, extending along the whole northern face of the hill. In the walls of the houses are many old stones, and at its western extremity two columns still remain on their pedestals. Round the sides of the hill, especially on the S., are large rock-cut cisterns enclosed in the rock, and Gath occupied a strong position (2 Chr. xi. 8) on the border of Judah and Philistia (1 Sam. xxi. 10: 1 Chr. xvi. 1); and from its strength and resources, forming the key of both countries, it was the scene of frequent struggles, and was often captured and recaptured (2 Chr. xi. 8, xxvi. 6; 2 K. xii. 17; Am. vi. 2). It was near Shechem and Adullam (2 Chr. xi. 8), and it appears to have stood on the way leading from the former to Ekron: for when the Philistines fell on the death of Goliath, they went "by the way of Shunaim, even unto Gath and unto Ekron" (1 Sam. xii. 1, 52). All these notices combine in pointing to Tell-es-Sijedh as the site of Gath. The statements of most of the early geographers as to the position of Gath are not only confused, but contradictory, probably owing to the fact that there was more than one place of the same name. But there is one very clear description by Eusebius, translated without change or comment by Jerome.

It is as follows: "Gath, from which the Anakim and Philistines were not exterminated, is a village seen by such as go from Eleutheropolis to Dysopolis, at about the fifth milestone." — κατα παρακοπον ἀπὸ τῆς Ἐλευθερόπολεως πετάσαντων περὶ πέντε μισθῶν τῆς Ἐλευθερόπολεως (Oono. s. v. Γεθα). The road from Eleutheropolis, now Belt Jebel, to Dysopolis or Lydda, must have passed near Tell-es-Sijedh, which would be distinctly seen at some distance from the spot indicated. Eusebius mentions another Gath (Oono. s. v. Γεθα), a large village between Antiptarides and Jamnia, which he considered to be that to which the Ark was carried (1 Sam. v. 8), but this position, on the western side of the plain of Philistia, does not agree with the descriptions above referred to. Jerome, who, as stated above, translates Eusebius' former notice without change or comment, gives a perplexing statement in his Comm. on Micah: "Gath una est de multis quae in universa Judæen, quae sunt in fine et de Eleutheropolis cum ambitus Gacim, numque visus val maximus." Yet in his preface to Onah, he says that Geth in Opiter, the native place of the prophet, is to be distinguished: "Albarum Geth urbium qua juxta Eleutheropolim sive Dysopolim hodie quaque monstruantur." On the whole there is nothing in these notices to contradict the direct statement of Eusebius, and we may therefore, safely conclude that Tell-es-Sijedh is its site.

The ravages of war to which Gath was exposed appear to have destroyed it at a comparatively early period, as it is not mentioned among the other royal cities by the later prophets (Zeph. ii. 4; Zech. ix. 5, 6). It is familiar to the Bible student as the scene of one of the most romantic incidents in the life of king David (1 Sam. xxvi. 10-15), when to save his life he feigned himself mad, scribbled on the doors of the gate, and let his wife fall down upon his beard. A few years later he returned to the city, was well received by the Philistine king, and had Ziklag assigned to him as a residence. He then secured some firm friends among his hereditary foes, who were true to him when his
GATH-HEPHER

The secret of this unbroken history is to be found in the situation of Gaza. It is the last town in the S. of Palestine, on the frontier towards Egypt. Ἐχθρὴς ἡ λέγεται εἰς Ἀιγύπτιον δέντρα τῆς φυλακῆς ἡ πόλις ἐρήμου (Arrian, Ἑρ. Ἀλκ. ii. 26). It lay on the road which must always have been the line of communication between the valley of the Nile and the whole region of Syria. Even now its bazaars are better than those of Jerusalem. "Those travelling towards Egypt naturally lay in here a stock of provisions and necessaries for the desert; while those coming from Egypt arrive at Gaza exhausted, and must of course supply themselves anew" (Robinson, ii. 40).

The same peculiarity of situation has made Gaza important in the military sense. Its name means "the strong;" and this was well elucidated in its siege by Alexander the Great, which, notwithstanding all his resources of artillery, lasted five months. As Van de Velde says (p. 187), it was the key of the country. What had happened in the times of the Pharaohs (Jer. xvii. 1) and Canaans (I Sam. iii. 11) happened again in the struggles between the Ptolemies and Seleucids (Polyb. v. 68, xvi. 40). This city was one of the most important military positions in the wars of the Macedoeeans (see 1 Macc. xi. 61, 12, xvi. 43; Joseph. Ant. xiii. 5, § 5, and 13, § 3). By the Romans it was assigned to the kingdom of Herod (xx. 7, § 3), and after his death to the province of Syria (xvii. 11, § 4). Nor does the history of Gaza in connection with war end here. In A. D. 634 it was taken by the generals of the first Khalif Abu Bekr, though he did not live to hear of the victory. Some of the most important campaigns of the crusaders took place in the neighborhood. In the 12th century we find the place garrisoned by the Knights Templars. It finally fell into the hands of Saladin, A. D. 1170 after the disastrous battle of Hattin.

The Biblical history of Gaza may be traced through the following stages:—In Gen. x. 19 it appears, even before the call of Abraham, as a "border" city of the Canaanites. With this we should compare the descriptive words in Deut. ii. 25, where the name is spelt "Azzah" in the English Version. [AZZAH.] In the conquest of Joshua the territory of Gaza is mentioned as one which he was not able to subdue (Josh. x. 41, xi. 22, xii. 3). It was assigned to the tribe of Judah (Josh. xvi. 34), and that tribe did obtain possession of it (Judg. i. 18); but they did not hold it long; for soon afterwards we find it in the hands of the Philistines (Judg. iii. 3, xiii. 1, xvi. 1, 21); indeed it seems to have been their capital; and notwithstanding the gigantic efforts of Samson, who died here, Gaza apparently continued through the times of Samuel, Saul, and David to be a Philistine city (I Sam. vi. 17, xiv. 52, xvii. 1; 2 Sam. xi. 25; xv. 1). Solomon became master of "Azzah" (1 K. iv. 21).
But in after times the same trouble with the Philistines recurred (2 Chr. xxi. 16, xxvi. 6, xxviii. 18). In these passages, indeed, Gaza is not specified, but there is little doubt that it is implied. In 2 K. xviii. 8, we are distinctly told that Hezekiah "smote the Philistines even unto Gaza, and the borders thereof, from the tower of the watchmen to the fenced city." During this period of Jewish history, it seems that some facts concerning the connection of Gaza with the invasion of Sennacherib may be added from the inscriptions found at Nineveh (Layard’s *Nineveh and Babylon*, p. 144). We ought here to compare certain passages in the prophets where the name of the Philistine city occurs: namely, Am. i. 6, 7; Zeph. ii. 4; Zech. ix. 5. The period intermediate between the Old and New Testaments has been touched on above.

The passage where Gaza is mentioned in the N. T. (Acts viii. 20) is full of interest. It is the account of the baptism of the Ethiopian eunuch. The words in this passage: “Arise and go towards the south, unto the way that goeth down from Jerusalem to Gaza, which is desert” (παρείπε κατά κυριομενον, ἐπὶ τὴν ἄνω τοῖν καταδύομενον ἀπὸ Ιερουσαλημίας εἰς Γαζὰν αὕτη ἐστὶν ἔγονος), have given rise to much discussion. It is doubted, in the first place, whether they are to be attributed to the angel to the narrator. The solution of this doubt depends partly on another question, namely, whether ἔγονος is to be referred to the road or the city. If to the latter, the remark will naturally be understood as St. Luke’s; and we may suppose that he wrote the passage just after the beginning of the Jewish war (A.D. 65), when Gaza was actually desolated (Joseph. B. J. ii. 18, § 15). Others would refer us to a passage of Strabo, where he says that the town was ἔγονος after it was taken by Alexander, but the text of Strabo in this place is doubtful: and it is evident (see above) that the statement cannot be literally true. Pompeius Meges species of Gaza as "ingenia urbs et munia admodum,"

and it is prominently noticed in Pliny. Some suppose (as Jerome) that the site of Gaza was changed; and this may possibly be true: for Strabo says that it was only seven stadia from the sea, whereas it is now considerably more: and the encroachment of the drifting sand near the coast may have been a motive for the restorers of the city to move it further eastwards. The probability, however, is that the words ἔγονος ἐκτὸς ἔγονος refer to the road, and are used by the agent to inform Philip, who was then in Samaria, on what route he would find the eunuch. Besides the ordinary road from Jerusalem by Randel to Gaza, there was another, more favorable for carriages (Acts viii. 28), further to the south, through Hebron, and thence through a district comparatively without towns and much exposed to the incursions of people from the desert. The matter is discussed by Rummel in one of his *Beiträge*, incorporated in the last edition of his *Palästina*, also by Robinson in the Appendix to his second volume. The latter writer suggests a very probable place for the baptism, namely, at the water in the *Holy-land*, between Eleuthopolis and Gaza, not far from the old sites of Lachish and Ezion. The legendary scene of the baptism is at *Beth-sheer*, between Jerusalem and Hebron: the tradition having arisen apparently from the opinion that Philip himself was travelling southwards from Jerusalem. But there is no need to suppose that he went to Jerusalem at all. Lange (Apost. Zeitalt. ii. 190) gives a spiritual sense to the word ἔγονος. [See BETH-ZUR, AMER. ed.]

The modern Ghozeh is situated partly on an oblong hill of moderate height, and partly on the lower ground. The climate of the place is almost tropical, but it has deep wells of excellent water
There are a few palm-trees in the town, and its fruit-orchards are very productive. But the chief feature of the neighbourhood is the wide-spread olive-grove to the N. and E. Hence arises a considerable manufacture of soap, which Gazezeh exports in large quantities. [Astrus, Amer. ed.] It has also a trade in corn. For a full account of nearly all that has been written concerning the topographical and historical relations of Gaza, see Ritter's *Erkundige*, v. 45-60. Among the travellers who have described the place we may mention especially Robinson (Biblical Researches), ii. 34-43; and Van de Velde (*Syria and Palæstina*), ii. 172-188, from whom we have already quoted; also Thomson (*Land and Book*), iii. 331-343. The last writer speaks of the great extent of corn-land near Gaza, and of the sound of military in the town. Both these circumstances are valuable illustrations of the arts and sufferings of Samson, the great hero of Gaza. (On the site and ruins of Gaza, see also Porter's *Handb. of Syria and Palæstina*, i. 262 ff.; Sepp's *Israeliten u. das religions*, Landt, ii. 522 ff; and Gage's *Trans. of Ritter's Geogr. of Palestine*, iii. 265 ff. — J. S. H.)

**GAZARA** (גזרה, và Gazâra; [in 1 Mac, xiv. 28, 35. Alex. *Gaçárapa (gen.)*; Gazara], a place frequently mentioned in the wars of the Macabees, and of great importance in the operations of both parties. Its first introduction is as a stronghold (*oyezupea*), in which Timotheus took refuge after his defeat by Judas, and which for four days resisted the efforts of the infatuated Jews (2 Mac, x. 32-36). One of the first steps of Barchides, after getting possession of Judaea, was to fortify Bethsura and Gaza and the citadel (*dziga*) at Jerusalem (1 Mac, iv. 52); and the same names are mentioned when Simon in his turn recovered the country (xiv. 7, 35, 36, xxv. 28). So important was it, that Simon made it the residence of his son John as general-in-chief of the Jewish army (xiii. 34, xvi. 1).

There is a very strong belief to believe that Gazer was the same place as the more ancient Ga'zer or Gazarah. The name is the same as that which the LXX. use for Gezer in the O. T.; and more than this, the indications of the position of both are very much in accordance. As David smote the Philistines from Gibeaon to Gezer, so Judas defeats Gorgias at Emmanuel, and pursues him to Gezer (1 Mac, iv. 15). Gazara also is constantly mentioned in connection with the same coast — Joppa and Jerusalem (xx. 28, 35; iv. 15); and with the Philistine plain, Azotus, Abela, &c. (iv. 15, viii. 45, xiv. 34). [GAZERA].

**GAZATHTITES.** The *ẓaḥtite*, occurr. the 2 Axaltite: *ẓaḥaṭaṭe; Gezev, Josh. xiii. 3; the inhabitants of GAZA. Elsewhere the same name is rendered GAZETERS in the A. V.

**GAZER** (גזר; [jlicly, proun.]: *PaçIPA; Gezer; *Gezer*), in 1 Chr. xiv. 17; 2 Sam. v. 25; 1 Chr. xiv. 16. The same place as GAZER; the difference arising from the emphatic Hebrew seannot, which has been here rendered in the A. V., though disregarded in several other places where the same word occurs. [GAZER]. From the end of the LXX, both in the O. T. and the books of Macabees, David infers that the original form of the name was Gazer; but the punctuation of the Masorets is certainly as often the one as the other. (Ewald, *Gesch. S. 427 note.)

**GAZERA.** 1. (râ Gaçárapa: Alex. *Gaçárapa; Joseph: râ Gaçárapa: Gezer, Gezera*), 1 Mac. iv. 15, vii. 45. The place elsewhere given as GAZA.

2. [Kazárap: Ab. Alex. *Gaçárapa; Gezer*], one of the "servants of the temple," whose sons returned with Zondahel (1 Esdr. v. 31). In Ezra and Nehem. the name is GAZAZAM.

**GAZAH** [ם poor]: δ *Gaçárapa; [Comp. Gaz*], a name which occurs twice in 1 Chr. ii. 46 (1) as son of Caleb by Ephah his concubine; and (2) as son of Haran, the son of the same woman: the second is possibly only a repetition of the first. At any rate there is no necessity for the assumption of Houbigant, that the second Gazer is an error for Judah. In some MSS. and the Peshito the name is given Gazen. The Yat. LXX omits the second occurrence.

**GAZITES.** THE: *ゾ[チ]: roš *Gaçárapa: Philistiam*, inhabitants of Gaza (Judg. xvi. 2). Elsewhere given as GAZITIES.

**GAZAM** [ם poor]: ז *Gaçárapa; Gezer (Gezam)*. The Bene-Gazaean were among the families of the Nethinim who returned from the Captivity with Zerubbabel (Ezr. ii. 48; Neh. vii. 51). In 1 Esdr. [v. 31] the name is altered to GAZERA.

**GEBA** (גבע, often with the definite article as the kill: *Gaçárapa*). In this: Geba, *Geber*, a city of Benjamin, with the "suburbs," allotted to the priests (Josh. xix. 17; 1 Chr. vi. 69). It is named amongst the first group of the Benjamite towns, apparently those lying near to and along the north boundary (Josh. xviii. 24). Here the name is given GABA, a change due to the emphasis required in Hebrew before a pause; and the same change occurs in Ezr. ii. 29; Neh. vii. 30 and xi. 31; 2 Sam. v. 25; 2 K. xxii. 8; the last three of these being in the A. V. Geba. In one place Geba is used as the northern landmark of the kingdom of Judah and Benjamin, in the expression "from G. to Beer-sheba" (2 K. xxii. 8); and also as an eastern limit in opposition to Gazer (2 Sam. v. 25). In the parallel passage to this last, in 1 Chr. xiv. 16, the name is changed to Gibea. During the wars of the earlier part of the reign of Saul, Geba was held as a garrison by the Philistines (1 Sam. xiii. 3), but they were ejected by Jonathan, a feat which, while it added greatly to his renown, exaggerated them to a more overwhelming invasion. Later in the same campaign we find it referred to as the position of the two rocks which stood in the ravine below the garrison of Michmash, in terms which fix Geba on the south of Michmash on the north of the ravine (1 Sam. iv. 8; the A. V. has here Gibeah). Exactly in accordance with this is the position of the modern village of Jebel, which stands picturesquely on the top of its steep terraced hill, on the very edge of the great "Holy Fountaing", looking northwards to the opposite village, which also retains its old name of Michmash. The names, and the agreement of the situation with the requirements of the story of Jonathan, make the identification all but certain; but it is still further confirmed by the invaluable list of Benjamite towns visited by the Assyrian army on their road through the country southward.
to Jerusalem, which we have in Is. x. 28-32; where the minute details — the stoppage of the heavy baggage (A. V., "carriages"), which could not be got across the broken ground of the wadies — indicate that the passage of the ravine by the lighter portion of the army, and the subsequent bivouac ("belging," בּלָגֶה = rest for the night) at Geba on the opposite side — are in exact accordance with the nature of the spot. Standing as it does on the north bank of this important wadi — one of the most striking natural features of this part of the country — the mention of Geba as the northern boundary of the lower kingdom is very significant. Thus commanding the pass, its fortification by Axa (1 K. xv. 22; 2 Chr. xvi. 6) is also quite intelligible. It continues to be named with Michmas to the very last (Neh. xi. 31).

Geba is probably intended by the "Gilbeh-in-the-field" of Judg. xx. 31, to which its position is very applicable. [GEBAH, 6.] The "fields" are mentioned again as late as Neh. xii. 39.

It remains to notice a few places in which, from the similarity of the two names, or possibly from some provincial usage, "Geba" is used for "Gibeah." These are: (1.) Judg. xx. 10: here the A. V. probably anxious to prevent confusion, has "Gibeah;" (2.) Judg. xx. 39: "the meadows," or more probably "the cars of Geba." Geba may be here intended, but Gibeah — as in the A. V. — seems almost necessary. Owing to the word occurring here at a pause the vowels are lengthened, and in the Hebrew it stands as Giba. (3.) 1 Sam. xii. 16: here the meaning is evident, and the A. V. has again altered the name accordingly. Josephus (Ant. vi. 6, § 2) has "Gibazav, Gibea;" in this place; for which perhaps compare 1 Chr. xxvii. 15, 26, 35.

2. The Geba (בּגָּבָא; Alex. Taβαβ; [Sin. Taβαβ; Comp. Γαβα; Ahd. Taβαβ]) named in Jud. iii. 10, where Holonensis is said to have made his encampment — between Geba and Seythropolis — must be the same place, Babel, on the road between Samaria and Jenin, about three miles from the former (Rob. i. 440). The Vulgate has a remarkable variation here — "venit ad flumina in terram Gabaon." [GEBAH, 6, 10.]

GEBAL (גֵּבֶל), Gebal, from גָּבֶל, Gabal, to twist; hence גָּבֵל, Gabel, a line; hence גַּבֵּל, Gebal, a line of mountains as a natural boundary: [in Ps.].] תֵּבָא; [Vat. Sin. נבָא; Gebal; [in Ec., בֵּיבָא; Gibel]], a proper name, occurring in Ps. lxx. viii. 7 (Vulg. lxxviiii.) in connection with Edom and Moab, Ammon and Amalek, the Philistines and the inhabitants of Tyre. The mention of Assur, or the Assyrian, in the next verse is with reason supposed to refer the date of the composition to the latter days of the Jewish kingdom. It is insinuated, moreover, with the name of Asaph. Now in 2 Chr. xx. 14 it is one of the sons or descendants of Asaph, Jahaziel, who is inspired to encourage Jehoshaphat and his people, when threatened with invasion by the Moabites, Ammonites, and others from beyond the sea, and from Syria (as the LXX. and Vulg.: it is unnecessary here to go into the obscurities and varieties of the Hebrew, Syrian, and Arabic versions). It is impossible, therefore, not to recognize the connection between this psalm and these events: and hence the contexts both of the psalm and of the historical records justify our supposing the Gebal of the psalm to be one and the same with the Gebal of Ezekiel (xxvii. 9), a maritime town of Phoenicia and not another, as some have supposed, in the district round about Petra, which is by Josephus, Ensheba, and St. Jerome called Gebalene. Jehoshaphat had, in the beginning of his reign, humbled the Philistines and Arabians (2 Chr. xvii. 10-11), and still more recently had assisted Ahab against the Syrians (ibid. ch. xxviii.). Now, according to the poet’s language of the Psalmist, there were symptoms of a general rising against him. On the south the Edonites, Ishmaelites, and Haga- renes; on the southeast Moab, and northeast Ammon. Along the whole line of the western coast (and, with Jehoshaphat’s maritime projects, this would naturally disturb him most, see 2 Chr. xxviii. 19) the Amalekites, Philistines, and Phoenicians, or inhabitants of Tyre, to their frontier town Gebal, with Assur, i.e. the Syrians, or Assyrians, from the more distant north. It may be observed that the Ashurites are mentioned in connection with Gebal no less in the prophecy (ver. 6) than in the psalm. But, again, the Gebal of Ezekiel was evidently no mean city. From the fact that its inhabitants are written "Gibians" in the Vulg. and "Bibilis" in the LXX., we may infer their identity with the Giblites, spoken of in connection with Lebanon by Joshua (xxii. 5), and that of their city with the "Biblica" (or Byblis) of profane literature — so extensive that it gave name to the surrounding district. (See a passage from Lucian, quoted by Eusebius, Pheiiest. lib. i. c. xii. p. 238.) It was situated on the frontiers of Phoenicia, somewhat to the north of the mouth of the small river Adonis, so celebrated in mythology (comp. Ez. viii. 13). Meanwhile the Giblites, or Gibilians, seem to have been prevalent in the arts of stone-cutting (1 K. x. 18) and ship-building (Ez. xxvii. 9): but, according to Strabo, their industry suffered greatly from the robbers infesting the sides of Mount Lebanon. Pompey not only destroyed the strongholds from whence these pests issued, but freed the city from a tyrant (Strab. xvi. 2, 18). Some have confounded Gebal, or Biblans, with the Gegaba of Strabo, just below Laodicea, and consequently many leagues to the north, the ruins and site of a well called Gabal, are improperly described by Mannmell (Early Travel in Palas- tina, by Wright, p. 494). By Monani (Dioec. Egy. Eccles.) they are accurately distinguished under their respective names. Finally, Biblans became a Christian see in the patriarcate of Antioch, subject to the metropolitan see of Tyre (Eulapius’ Pheiiest. lib. i. p. 214 ff.). It shared the usual vi- cissitudes of Christianity in these parts; and even now furnishes episcopacy with a title. It is called Jebel by the Arabs, thus reviving the old Biblical name.

E. S. Ff.

GEBER (גֶּבֶר [men, hero]), a name occurring twice in the list of Solomon’s commissariat officers, and there only. 1. (םבְּש; [Vat. Alex. גַּבְּש; Bengeber,] The son of Geber (Ben- Geber) resided in the fortress of Ramoth-Gilead and had charge of Hareth-Ifin, and the district of Argob (1 K. xvi. 13). Josephus (Ant. viii. 2, § 3) gives the name as טַבָּגֶה.

2. (םבְּש; [Vat. M. omits: Geber.] Geber, the son of Uri had a district south of the former —

a As with us, Berkshire for Berkshire, Darby for Darby, &c.
the "land of Gilgal," the country originally possessed by Silon and Og, probably the modern Geelka, the great pasture-ground of the tribes east of Jordan (1 K. iv. 19). The conclusion of this verse as rendered in the A. V. is very unsatisfactory,—"and he was the only officer which was in the land," when both others are mentioned in 13 and 14. A more accurate interpretation is, "and one other officer who was in the land," that is, a superior (🗒🗒🗒🗒), a word of rare occurrence, but used again for Solomon's "officers" in 2 Chr. viii. 19) over the three. Josephus has εἰς τὸ διὸ τῶν εἰς πάλαν ἐπήλθονα, the πάλαν referring to a similar statement just before that there was also one general superintendent over the commissaries of the whole of Upper Palestine. G.

GEDIM (🗒🗒🗒🗒), with the article as probably the dudās [vulgar, spring]. [First]: the word is used in that sense in 2 K. iii. 16, and elsewhere; (גיטא) [gobim], a village north of Jerusalem, in the neighborhood of the main road, and apparently between Anathoth (the modern ˁAnūt) and the ridge on which Nob was situated, and from which the first view of the city is obtained. It is named nowhere but in the enumeration by Josiah of the towns whose inhabitants fled at Sennacherib's approach (x. 31). Judging by those the situation of which is known to us, the enumeration is so orderly that it is impossible to entertain the conjecture of either Eusebius (Onom. Gedin), who places it at Gela, five miles north of Gophna; or of Schwarz (p. 131), who would have it identical with Gol or Gezer: the former being at least 10 miles north, and the latter 20 miles west, of its probable position. "El-I larayk occupies about the right spot. G.

GEDALIAH (ג"ד), and ג"ד, i. e., Gedaliya [Jehovah is gracious]; ג"דלייר: Gedaliya, 1. Gedaliah, the son of Ahikam (Jerem. xxvi. 21), and grandson of Shaphan the secretary of King Josiah. After the destruction of the Temple, b. c. 588, Nebuchadnezzar departed from Judaea, leaving Gedaliah with a Chaldean guard (Jer. xli. 5) at Mizpah, a strong (1 K. xx. 22) town, six miles N. of Jerusalem, to govern, as a tributary (Joseph. Ant. x. 9, § 11) of the king of Babylon, the vine-dressers and husbandmen (Jer. iii. 16) who were exempted from captivity. Jeremiah joined Gedaliah; and Mizpah became the resort of Jews from various quarters (Jer. xli. 6, 11), many of whom, as might be expected at the end of a long war, were in a demoralized state, unrestrained by religion, patriotism, or prudence. The gentle and popular character of Gedaliah (Jer. xl. 16, § 1, 4, 6) and his treatment of the Jewish exiles (Rosenmuller in Jer. xxvi. 21), the prosperity of his brief rule (Jer. xli. 12), the reverence which revived and was fostered under him for the ruined Temple (xli. 5), fear of the Chaldean conquerors whose officer he was,—all proved insufficient to secure Gedaliah from the foreign jealousy of Hananiah, who became, as a member of the royal family of Judah (Joseph. Ant. x. 9, § 2), a Ishmael, 4. Gedaliah, generally refus-

GEDEON (ג"ד), with the article as probably the sheep (.ג"ד, ג"ד, i. e., Ge'den). Ge'den, a town of Judah in the Shefelah or lowland country (Josh. xv. 36), apparently, from the near vicinity of Azekah, Socho, &c., in its eastern part, near the "valley of the Tercehith." [Ezra. xxiv. 21]. This position agrees perfectly with that assigned by Eusebius (thommasan.) to "Ge'don," which he says was in his time a very large village 10 miles from Hasperopolis, on the road to Diospolis (Lydda); and also with another which he gives as Gidora, in the boundaries of Jerusalem (Elija), near the Tercehith. No town bearing this name has however been yet discovered in this hitherto little explored district. The name (if the interpretation given be correct), and the occurrence next to it of one so similar as Ge'dashaim, seem to point to a great deal of sheep-breeding in this part. G.

GEDEON (ג"ד), with the article as probably the sheep (ג"ד, ג"ד, i. e., Ge'den). Ge'den, a town of Judah in the Shefelah or lowland country (Josh. xv. 36), apparently, from the near vicinity of Azekah, Socho, &c., in its eastern part, near the "valley of the Tercehith." [Ezra. xxiv. 21]. This position agrees perfectly with that assigned by Eusebius (thommasan.) to "Ge'don," which he says was in his time a very large village 10 miles from Hasperopolis, on the road to Diospolis (Lydda); and also with another which he gives as Gidora, in the boundaries of Jerusalem (Elija), near the Tercehith. No town bearing this name has however been yet discovered in this hitherto little explored district. The name (if the interpretation given be correct), and the occurrence next to it of one so similar as Ge'dashaim, seem to point to a great deal of sheep-breeding in this part. G.

GEDEON (ג"ד), with the article as probably the sheep (ג"ד, ג"ד, i. e., Ge'den). Ge'den, a town of Judah in the Shefelah or lowland country (Josh. xv. 36), apparently, from the near vicinity of Azekah, Socho, &c., in its eastern part, near the "valley of the Tercehith." [Ezra. xxiv. 21]. This position agrees perfectly with that assigned by Eusebius (thommasan.) to "Ge'don," which he says was in his time a very large village 10 miles from Hasperopolis, on the road to Diospolis (Lydda); and also with another which he gives as Gidora, in the boundaries of Jerusalem (Elija), near the Tercehith. No town bearing this name has however been yet discovered in this hitherto little explored district. The name (if the interpretation given be correct), and the occurrence next to it of one so similar as Ge'dashaim, seem to point to a great deal of sheep-breeding in this part. G.

GEDEON (ג"ד), with the article as probably the sheep (ג"ד, ג"ד, i. e., Ge'den). Ge'den, a town of Judah in the Shefelah or lowland country (Josh. xv. 36), apparently, from the near vicinity of Azekah, Socho, &c., in its eastern part, near the "valley of the Tercehith." [Ezra. xxiv. 21]. This position agrees perfectly with that assigned by Eusebius (thommasan.) to "Ge'don," which he says was in his time a very large village 10 miles from Hasperopolis, on the road to Diospolis (Lydda); and also with another which he gives as Gidora, in the boundaries of Jerusalem (Elija), near the Tercehith. No town bearing this name has however been yet discovered in this hitherto little explored district. The name (if the interpretation given be correct), and the occurrence next to it of one so similar as Ge'dashaim, seem to point to a great deal of sheep-breeding in this part. G.
GEDEER THE

GEHENNA

GEHENNA [Greek representative of וְגוֹלָהּ, Josh. xv. 8, Neh. xi. 30 (rendered by LXX. Parévra, Josh. xviii. 10; more fully גֶּהֶנְנָה́), or גֶּהֶנְנָה́, 2 K. xxiii. 10, 2 Chr. xxviii. 3, xxix. 6, Jer. xix. 2, the "valley of Hinnom," or of the son, or "children of Hinnom," A. V.; or "the valley of the son of Hinnom," B. H. and D.], a deep gorge or cleft to the south of Jerusalem, where, after the introduction of the worship of the fire-gods by Abaz, the idolatrous Jews offered their children to Molech (2 Chr. xxviii. 3, xxix. 6; Jer. vii. 31, xiv. 2-6). In consequence of these abominations the valley was polluted by Josiah (2 K. xxiii. 10); subsequently to which it became the common iny-stall of the city, where the dead bodies of criminals, and the carcasses of animals, and every other kind of filth was cast, and, according to late and somewhat questionable authorities, the combustible portions consumed with fire. From the depth and narrowness of the gorge, and, perhaps, its ever-burning fires, as well as from its being the receptacle of all sorts of putrefying matter, and all that defiled the holy city, it became in later times the image of the place of everlasting punishment, "where their worm dieth not, and the fire is not quenched," in which the Talmudists placed the mouth of hell: "There are two palm-trees in the V. of H., between which a smoke ariseth . . . and this is the door of Gehenna." (Talmud, quoted by Barclay, City of Great King, p. 90; Lightfoot, Centur. Chorograph. Matt. Proc. ii. 200.)
GEHENNA

In this sense the word is used by our blessed Lord, Matt. v. 29, 30, x. 28, xviii. 15, 33; Mark ix. 44, 45; Luke xii. 5; and with the addition του χαιρετους, Matt. v. 22, xiii. 9; Mark ix. 47; and by St. James, iii. 6. [HELW; HINNOM, VALLEY OF; VINTH.] E. V.

There is a remarkable passage in the book of Enoch which deserves notice here, as it supplies the earliest example in Jewish writings of the representation of Gehenna or the Valley of Hinnom as a place of punishment for the wicked. The valley is not named in the passage referred to, but it is so unambiguously described in connection with Jerusalem and Mount Zion that its identity is unmistakable. After the description, the passage continues thus:—

"Then I said: What means this blessed land which is full of trees, and this accused valley in the midst?" Then Uriel, one of the holy angels with me, answered and said:—This accused valley is for those who shall be accursed to eternity: here must assemble all those who utter with their mouths unseemly speeches against God, and blaspheme his glory; here they are to be gathered, and this is the place of their punishment. And in the last times will the spectacle be given to the righteous of a just judgment on these for ever and ever: for those who have found mercy will praise the Lord of glory, the eternal King." [Ewald, c. 27; Dillmann, 26, Laurence.]

"This," remarks a writer in the National Review (xxiii. 563, 564), "is the earliest expression of the Jewish belief respecting the scene and mode of the Messianic crisis. The Judgment, it is plain, was to take place near Jerusalem: and while the temple hill was to be the citadel of reward to the pious, the punishment of the wicked, in order to be within sight [comp. Is. livi. 21], would take place in the valley of Hinnom below. This spot, it is quite evident, is not figuratively referred to, as furnishing merely a name and symbol for the invisible penalties of another world, but literally designated as their real topographical seat: precisely as the neighboring hills are taken to be the proper metropolis of the elect. Both physical and historical causes inclined the Jewish imagination to select the geographical valley for the fatal purpose. Stretching towards the volcanic district to the south, it is said to have emitted at times a smoke which betrayed subterranean fires, and which would receive from the Jew the same plain interpretation that his Scriptures had already put on the conceptions of the Aδιαφιλτη λυσις. And at the frequent scene of the rites of Moloch, it was associated with many horrors, and had received the curse of the prophets [comp. 2 K. xxii. 16; Jer. vii. 31-33; xxii. 25; xxxiv. 15, 23]."

For a fuller illustration of the subject, see Dillmann's note Das Buch H., pp. 131, 132, and comp. Ewald, ec. xxv. 26, 27, liv. 1, 2, liv. 3, 4 (for xxxiv. 34-37, liv. 1, 2, liv. 7, 8; in Laurence's translation). The conception of the writer appears to have been, that at the time of the Messianic judgment the wicked would be gathered in the Valley of Hinnom in the presence of the righteous, but the city would open, as in the case of the followers of Korah (Num. xvi. 30), and receive them into the fiery lake beneath. From this conception of the "accursed valley" as the gate of hell, the transfer of the name Gehenna to the place of punishment itself [comp. the Latin Juvencus] was easy and natural. Jodinon is the current Arabical name for hell, as Gehinnom is in the Farman and the Talman (see Bux. Lex. Tal. 205, and Lightfoot and Westein on Matt. v. 22). See also Jeremiaiah, VALLEY OF; A.

GELILOTH (גֵּלְלוֹת [circle, circuit]) = Ταλαϊδα: Alex. Αγαλαϊδα, as if the definite article had been originally prefixed to the Hebrew word: ad tammud, a place named among the marks of the south boundary line of the tribe of Benjamin (Josh. xviii. 17). The boundary went from En-sheshem towards Geliloth, which was "over against." (גֵּלְלוֹת) the ascents of Adamum. It is the description of the north boundary of Judah, which was identical at this part with the south of Benjamin, we find Gilgal substituted for Geliloth, with the same specification as "over against." (גֵּלְלוֹת) the ascent of Adamum (Josh. xv. 7). The name Geliloth never occurs again in this locality, and it therefore seems probable that Gilgal is the right reading. Many glimpses of the Jordan valley are obtained through the hills in the latter part of the descent from Ovdat to Jericho, along which the boundary in question appears to have run: it is very possible that from the ascent of Adamum, Gilgal appeared through the gaps of the distances, "over against," the spectator, and thus furnished a point by which to indicate the direction of the line at that part.

But though Geliloth does not again appear in the A. V., it is found in the original bearing a peculiar topographical sense. The following extract from the Appendix to Professor Stanley's S. O. P. (1st ed.) § 13, contains all that can be said on the point:—"This word is derived from a root גלל, 'to roll' (Gesen. Thes. p. 287 b.). Of the five times in which it occurs in Scripture, two are in the general sense of boundary or border: Josh. xvii. 2, 'All the borders of the Philistines' (םילול; Josh. iv. 3, 'All the coasts of Palestine' (תאַיָּלָא אַנְדֹּסֲאָו; and three specially relate to the course of the Jordan: Josh. xxii. 10, 11, 'The borders of Jordan' (תאַיָּלָא תַּוּר גְּלֶדֶשׁ; Ez. xlv. 8, 'The east country' (םיָטי תואַיָּלָא). It has been pointed out in ch. vii. p. 278 note, that this word is analogous to the Scotch term 'links,' which has both the meanings of Geliloth, being usual of the shore-like windings of a stream, as well as of the line of meaning of a coast or shore. Thus Geliloth is distinguished from Gecour, which will rather mean the circle of vegetation or dwelling gathered round the banks and reaches of the river.

It will not be overlooked that the place Geliloth, noticed above, is in the neighborhood of the Jordan.

G.

GEMAL'LI (גֶּמַלְלִי [camel-lord or camelkeeper]) = Παουαίας: [Vat. Γαουαία: Gemalii,] the father of Ameel, who was the 'ruke' (Νύξι) of Dan, chosen to represent that tribe among the spies who explored the land of Canaan (Num. xiii. 12).}

GEMARIAH (גֵּמָרְיָה [Jewed repute]) = Γαουαίας: [Vat. Γαουαία: Gemarius,] 1. Son of Shaphan the scribe, and father of Mi-
chelah. He was one of the nobles of Judah, and had a chamber in the house of the Lord, from which (or from a window in which, Prideaux, Mi-
chelah's Baruch read Jeremiah's alarming prophecy in the ears of all the people, v. c. 100 (Jer. xxxvi. 10-12, 25)]. Gemariah with the other princes
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GEMARIAH
heard the Divine message with terror but without a sign of repentance; though Gemarjah joined two others in attempting King Jehoklim to forbear destroying the royal which they had taken from Baruch.

2. Son of Hilkiah, being sent by C. 597 by king Zedekiah on an embassy to Nebuchadnezzar at Babylon, was made the bearer of Jeremiah’s letter to the captive Jews (Jer. xxix.).

W. T. B.

GEMMS. [STONES, PRECIOUS.]

GENEALOGY (Γenealōgia), literally the act or art of the γενεαλόγος, i. e. of him who treats of birth and family, and reckons descents and generations. Hence by an easy transition it is often (like ἱστορία) used of the document itself in which such series of generations is set down. In Hebrew the term for a genealogy or pedigree is יְשָׁבָה יְשָׁבָה, and γενεαλογία γενεαλογία, “the book of the generations;” and because the oldest histories were usually drawn up on a genealogical basis, the expression often extended to the whole history, as is the case with the Gospel of St. Matthew, where “the book of the generation of Jesus Christ,” includes the whole history contained in that Gospel. So Gen. ii. 4. “These are the generations of the heavens and of the earth,” seems to be the title of the history which follows. Gen. v. 1, vi. 9, x. 1, xi. 10, 27, xxv. 12, 19, xxxvi. 1. 9, xxxvii. 2, are other examples of the same usage, and these passages seem to mark the existence of separate histories from which the book of Genesis was compiled. Nor is this genealogical form of history peculiar to the Hebrews, or the Semitic races. The earliest Greek histories were also genealogies. Thus the histories of Aeschylus of Argos and of Herodotus of Miletus were entitled Γενεαλόγια, and the fragments remaining of Xenophon, Charon of Lampsacus, and Hellanicus, are strongly tinged with the same genealogical element, which is not lost even in the pages of Herodotus. The frequent use of the patronymic in Greek, the stories of particular races, as Heraclei, Alcmenei, &c., the lists of priests, and kings, and conquerors at the Games, preserved at Elis, Sparta, Olympia, and elsewhere; the hereditary monarchies and priesthoods, as of the Branchidae, Eumolpidae, &c., in so many cities in Greece and Greek Asia; the division, as old as Homer, into tribes, οικείων, and γένεσις, and the existence of the tribe, the gens, and the familia among the Romans; the Celtic clans, the Saxon families using a common patronymic, and their royal genealogies running back to the Teutonic gods, these are among the many instances that may be cited to prove the strong family and genealogical instinct of the ancient world. Coming nearer to the Israelites, it will be enough to allude to the hereditary principle, and the vast genealogical records of the Egyptians, as regards their kings and priests, and to the passion for genealogies among the Arabs, mentioned by Layard and others, in order to show that the attention paid by the Jews to genealogies is in entire accordance with the manners and tendencies of their contemporaries. In their case, however, it was heightened by several peculiar circumstances. The promise of the land of Canaan to the seed of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob successively, and the separation of the Israelites from the Gentile world; the expectation of Messiah as to spring from the tribe of Judah; the exclusively hereditary priesthood of Aaron with its dignity and emoluments; the long succession of kings in the line of David; and the whole division and occupation of the land upon genealogical principles by the tribes, families, and houses of fathers, gave a deeper importance to the science of genealogy among the Jews than perhaps anywhere else. We have already noted the evidence of the existence of family memoirs even before the flood, to which we are probably indebted for the genealogies in Gen. iv., v.; and Gen. x., xi., &c., indicate the continuance of the same system in the times between the flood and Abraham. But with Jacob, the founder of the nation, the system of reckoning by genealogies (יהוה יְשָׁבָה), or in the language of Moses, Num. i. 18, יְשָׁבָה יְשָׁבָה, was much further developed. In Gen. xxxv. 27-29 we have a formal account of the sons of Jacob, the patriarchs of the nation, repeated in Ex. i. 1-6. In Gen. xli. we have an exact genealogical census of the house of Israel at the time of Jacob’s going down to Egypt. The way in which the former part of this census, relating to Reuben and Simeon, is quoted in Ex. vi., where the census of the tribe of Levi is all that was wanted, seems to show that it was transcribed from an existing document. When the Israelites were in the wilderness of Sinai, in the second month of the second year of the Exodus, their number was taken by Divine command, “after their families, by the house of their fathers,” tribe by tribe, and the number of each tribe is given by their generations, after their families, by the house of their fathers, according to the number of the names, by their polls,” Num. i., iii. This census was repeated 38 years afterwards, and the names of the families added, as we find in Num. xxvi. According to these genealogical divisions they pitched their tents, and marched, and offered their gifts and offerings, and chose the spies. According to the same they cast the lots by which the trouper of Israel, Achan, was discovered, as later those by which Saul was called to the throne. Above all, according to these divisions, the whole land of Canaan was parcelled out amongst them. But now of necessity that took place which always has taken place with respect to such genealogical arrangements, namely, that by marriage, or servitude, or incorporation as friends and allies, persons not strictly belonging by birth to such or such a family or tribe, were yet reckoned in the census as belonging to them, when they had acquired property within their borders, and were liable to the various services in peace or war which were performed under the heads of such tribes and families. Nobody supposes that all the Corneli, or all the Campbells, sprang from one ancestor, and it is in the teeth of direct evidence from Scripture, as well as of probability, to suppose that the Jewish tribes contained absolutely none but such as were descended from the twelve patriarchs. The tribe of Levi was probably the only one which had no admixture of foreign blood. In many of the Scripture genealogies, as e. g. those of Caleb, Job, Lytes, and yevemah, as well as those who sprang from the patriarchs. The registers in Ezra and Nehemiah include the Nethinim, and the children of Seumon’s servant.\\n\\n---

a Ὁσα Ἐφθασε τῷ Ἀμανάρῳ περὶ τῶν γενεαλογίων ἡμερεῖας (Joseph. c. Apion. l. 8).

b Aeschylus, in his Ep. to Aristides, expressly mentions that the ancient genealogical records at Jerusalem included those who were descended from pros...
Segob, and the sons of Rephaiam, &c. In 1 Chr. iii. 21, it is quite clear that birth was not the ground of their incorporation into their respective tribes. [BEER; TALEL.] However, birth was, and continued to be throughout their whole national course, the foundation of all the Jewish organization, and the reigns of the more active and illustrious monarchs were often renewed by attention to genealogical operations. When David established the temple services on the festing which continued till the time of Christ, he divided the priests and Levites into courses and companies, each under the family chief. The singers, the porters, the trumpeters, the players on instruments, were all thus genealogically distributed. In the active stirring reign of Rehoboam, we have the work of ibid concerning genealogies (2 Chr. xii. 15). When Hezekiah reopened the temple, and restored the temple services which had fallen into disuse, he reckoned the whole nation by genealogies. This appears from the fact of many of the genealogies in Chronicles terminating in Hezekiah's reign [Azariah, 5], from the expression "So all Israel were reckoned by genealogies" (1 Chr. ix. 1); immediately following genealogies which do so terminate, and from the narrative in 2 Chr. xxx. 16-19 proving that, as regards the priests and Levites, such a complete census was taken by Hezekiah. It is indicated also in 1 Chr. iv. 41. We learn too incidentally from Prov. xxx. that Hezekiah had a staff of scribes, who would be equally useful in transcribing genealogical registers as in copying out Proverbs. So also in the reign of Jotham king of Judah, who among other great works built the higher gate of the house of the Lord (2 K. xx. 35), and was an energetic as well as a zealous king, we find a genealogical reckoning of the Levites (1 Chr. v. 17), probably in connection with Jotham's wars against the Ammonites (2 Chr. xxvii. 5). When Zerubbabel brought back the Captivity from Babylon, one of his first cares seems to have been to take a census of those that returned, and to settle them according to their genealogies. The evidence of this is found in 1 Chr. ix., and the duplicate passage Neh. xi.; in 1 Chr. iii. 19, and genealogies, vii. 5, and xii. In like manner Nehemiah, as an essential part of that national restoration which he labored so zealously to promote, gathered "together the nables, and the rulers, and the people, that they might be reckoned by genealogy," Neh. vii. 5, xii. 26. The abstract of this census is preserved in Ezra ii. and Neh. viii., and a portion of it in 1 Chr. iii. 21-24. That this system was continued after their times, as far at least as the priests and Levites were concerned, we learn from Neh. xii. 22; and we have incidental evidence of the continued care of the Jews still later to preserve their genealogies in such passages of the apocryphal books as 1 Marc. ii. 1-5, viii. 17, xiv. 23; and perhaps Judith viii. 1; Tob. i. 5, &c. Passing on to the time of the birth of Christ, we have a striking incidental proof of the continuance of the Jewish genealogical economy in the fact that when Augustus ordered the census of the empire to be taken, the Jews in the province of Syria immediately went each one to his own city, i. e. (as is clear from Joseph going to Bethlehem the city of David), to the city to which his tribe, family, and father's house belonged. So that the return, if recounted, doubtless exhibited the form of the old genealogies taken by the kings of Israel and Judah. Another proof is the existence of our Lord's genealogy in two forms as given by St. Matthew and St. Luke. [GEOEALOGY OF CHRIST.] The mention of Zacharias, as "of the course of Abia," of Elizabeth, as "of the daughters of Aaron," and of Anna the daughter of Phanuel, as "of the tribe of Aser," are further indications of the same thing. And this conclusion is expressly confirmed by the testimony of the apocryphal books, of which Josephus is the guide. There, after describing his own descent, "not only from that race which is considered the noblest among the Jews, that of the priests, but from the first of the 21 courses" (the course of Jehoiarib), and on the mother's side from the Asamonean sove-reigns, he adds, "I have thus traced my genealogy, as I have found it recorded in the public tables" (in quaes. bel. iii. 126, 475). And again, Contr. Apion. i. § 7, he states that the priests were obliged to verify the descent of their intended wives by reference to the archives kept at Jerusalem; adding that it was the duty of the priests after every war (and he specifies the wars of Antiochus Epip., Pompey, and Q. Varus), to make new genealogical tables from the old ones, and to ascertain what women among the priestly families had been made prisoners, as all such were deemed improper to be wives of priests. As a proof of the care of the Jews in such matters he further mentions that in his day the lists of successive high priests preserved in the public records extended through a period of 2000 years. From all this it is abundantly manifest that the Jewish genealogical records continued to be kept till near the destruction of Jerusalem. Hence we are constrained to disbelieve the story told by Africanus concerning the destruction of all the Jewish genealogies by Herod the Great, in order to conceal the ignobleness of his own origin. His statement is, that up to that time the Hebrew genealogies had been preserved entire, and the different families were traced up either to the patriarchs, or the first proselytes, or the heathens or mixed people. But that on Herod's causing these genealogies to be burnt, only a few of the more illustrious Jews who had private pedigrees of their own, or who could supply the best pedigrees, were preserved; and that in some of the chronicles, were able to retain any account of their own lineage among whom he says were the Despochtai, or brethren of our Lord, from whom was said to be derived the scheme (given by Africanus) for reconciling the two genealogies of Christ. But there can be little doubt that the registers of the Jewish tribes and families perished at the destruction of Jerusalem, and not before. Some partial records may, however, have survived that event, as it is probable, and indeed seems to be implied in Josephus's statement, that at least the priestly families of the dispersion had records of their own genealogy. We learn too from Benjamin of Tudela, that in his day the princes of the Captivity professed to trace their descent to David, and he mentions others, e. g. H. adumos, a descendant of the house of David, as proved by his pedigree, vol. i. p. 32, and H. Eleazar ben Tzemach, who possessed a pedigree of his descent from the prophet Samuel, and knows the melodies which were sung in the temple during its existence." ib. p. 100, &c. He also mentions descendants of the tribes of Dan, Zabulon, and Naphtali, among the mountains of Kinsawm, whose prince was of the tribe of Levi. The patriarchs of Jerusalem, so called from the Hebrew תֹּם יִשְׂרָאֵל, claimed descent from Hillel.
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the Babylonian, of whom it is said that a genealogy, found at Jerusalem, declared his descent from David and Abital. Others, however, traced his descent from Benjamin, and from David only through a daughter of Shephairah. But however tradition may have preserved for a while true geneologies, or imagination and pride have coined fictitious ones, after the destruction of Jerusalem, it may be safely affirmed that the Jewish genealogical system then came to an end. Essentially connected as it was with the tenure of the land on the one hand, and with the peculiar privileges of the house of David and Levi on the other, it naturally failed when the land was taken away from the Jewish race, and when the promise to David was fulfilled, and the priesthood of Aaron superseded by the exaltation of Christ to the right hand of God. The remains of the genealogical spirit among the later Jews (which might of course be much more fully illustrated from Rabbinical literature) has only been glanced at to show how deeply it had penetrated into the Jewish national mind. It remains to be said that just as much of the nature of the Jewish genealogical records are of great importance with a view to the right interpretation of Scripture. Let it only be remembered that these records have respect to political and territorial divisions, as much as to strictly genealogical descent, and it will at once be seen how erroneous a conclusion it may be, that all who are called "sons" of such or such a patriarch, or chief father, must necessarily be his very children. Just as in the very first division into tribes Manasseh and Ephraim were numbered with their uncles, as if they had been sons instead of grandsons (Gen. xlviii. 5) of Jacob, so afterwards the names of persons belonging to different generations would often stand side by side as heads of families or houses, and be called the sons of their common ancestor. For example, Gen. xlvii. 21 contains grandsons as well as sons of Benjamin (Bitlai), and Ex. vi. 24 probably enumerates the son and grandson of Assir as heads, with their father, of the families of the Korhites. And so in innumerable instances. If any one family or house became extinct, some other would succeed to its place, called after its own chief father. Hence of course a census of any tribe drawn up at a later period would exhibit different divisions from one drawn up at an earlier. Compare, e. g., the list of courses of priests in Zerubbabel's time (Ezra xii.), with that of those in David's time (1 Chron. xxiv.). The same principle must be borne in mind in interpreting any particular genealogy. The sequence of generations may represent the succession to such or such an inheritance or headship of tribe or family, rather than the relationship of father and son. Again, where a pedigree was abbreviated, it would naturally specify such generations as would indicate from what chief houses the person descended. In cases where a name was common the father's name would be added for distinction only. These reasons would be well understood at the time, though it may be difficult now to ascertain them positively. Thus in the pedigrees of Ezra (Ezr. vii. 1-5), it would seem that both Serahah and Azariah were heads of houses (Neh. x. 2); they are both therefore named. Hilkiah is named as having been high-priest, and his identity is established by the addition "the son of Shallum" (1 Chr. vi. 13); the next named is Zadok, the priest in David's time, who was chief of the 16 courses, sprang from Eleazar, and then follows a complete pedigree from this Zadok to Aaron. But then as regards the chronological use of the Scripture genealogies, it follows from the above view that great caution is necessary in using them as measures of time, though they are invaluable for this purpose whenever we can be sure that they are complete. What seems necessary to make them trustworthy measures of time is, either that they should have special internal marks of being complete, such as where the mother as well as the father is named, or some historical circumstance defines the several relationships, or, that there should be several genealogies, all giving the same number of generations within the same termini. When these conditions are found it is difficult to overrate the value of genealogies for chronology. In determining however the relation of generations to time, some allowance must be made for the station in life of the persons in question. From the early marriages of the princes, the average of even 30 years to a generation will probably be found too long for the kings. Another feature in the Scripture genealogies which it is worth while to notice is the recurrence of the same name, or modifications of the same name, such as Tobias, Tobit, Nathan, Mattatha, and even of names of the same signification, in the same family. This is an indication of the carefulness with which the Jews kept their pedigrees (as otherwise they could not have known the names of their remote ancestors); it also gives a clue by which to judge of obscure or doubtful genealogies.

The Jewish genealogies have two forms, one giving the generations in a descending, the other in an ascending scale. Examples of the descending form may be seen in Ruth iv. 18-22, or 1 Chr. iii. Of the ascending, 1 Chr. vi. 33-43 (A. V.); Ezr. vii. 1-3. The descending form is express by the formula: A, begat B, and B, begat C, &c.; or, the sons of A, B his son, C his son, &c.; or, the sons of A, B, C, D; and the sons of B, C, D, &c.; and the sons of C, E, F, &c. The ascending is always expressed in the same way. Of the two, it is obvious that the descending scale is the one in which we are most likely to find collateral descents, inasmuch as it implies that the object is throughout the East in those days, as it still is, to denote connection generally, either by descent or succession.

a Some further information on these modern Jewish genealogies is given in a note to p. 32 of Asher's Brus.

b Thus in the Targum of Esther we have Hannam's pedigree traced through 21 generations to the "impious Esaun;" and Mordecai's through 42 generations to Abraham. The writer makes 33 generations from Abraham to King Saul in the second century. See Selden, Opp. v. i. 4, l. p. x.

c The Jews say that only 4 courses came back with Zerubbabel, and that they were subdivided into 24, saving the rights of such courses as should return from captivity. See Selden, Opp. v. i. 4, l. p. x.
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The genealogies of Jesus Christ.

The New Testament gives us the genealogy of but one person, that of our Saviour. The priesthood of Aaron having ceased, the possession of the land of Canaan being transferred to the Gentiles, there being under the N.T. dispensation no difference between circumcision and uncircumcision, barbarian and Sythian, bond and free, there is but One whose genealogy it concerns us as Christians to be acquainted with, that of our Lord Jesus Christ. Him the prophets announced as the seed of Abraham and the son of David, and the angel declared that to him should be given the throne of his father David, that he might reign over the house of Jacob for ever. His descent from David and Abraham being therefore an essential part of his Messiahship, it was right that his genealogy should be given as a portion of Gospel truth. Considering, further, that to the Jews first he was manifested and preached, and that his descent from David and Abraham was a matter of special interest to them, it seems likely that the proof of his descent would be one especially adapted to convince them; other words that it would be drawn from documents which they deemed authentic. Such were the genealogical records preserved at Jerusalem. [Oxon. Mon. Soc.] And when to the above considerations we add the fact that the lineage of Joseph was actually made out from authentic records for the purpose of the civil census ordered by Augustus, it becomes morally certain that the genealogy of Jesus Christ was extracted from the public registers. Another consideration adds yet further conviction. It has often excited surprise that the genealogies of Christ should both give the descent of Joseph, and not Mary. But if these genealogies were those contained in the public registers, it could not be otherwise. In them Jesus, the son of Mary, the espoused wife of Joseph, could only appear as Joseph's son (comp. John i. 45). In transferring them to the pages of the Gospels, the evangelists only added the qualifying expression "as was supposed" (Luke iii. 23, and its equivalent, Matt. i. 16).

But now to approach the difficulties with which the genealogies of Christ are thought to be beset. These difficulties have seemed so considerable in all ages as to drive commentators to very strange shifts. Some, as early as the second century, broached the notion, which Julius Africanus vigorously repudi
The genealogies are imaginary lists designed only to set forth the union of royal and priestly descent in Christ. Others, on the contrary, to silence this and similar solutions, brought in a "Deus ex machinis," in the shape of a tradition derived from the Desposyni, in which by an ingenious fiction the law of Leviticus to unite brothers, whose mother had married first into the house of Solomon, and afterwards into the house of Nathan, some of the discrepancies were reconciled, though the meeting of the two genealogies in Zerubbabel and Salathiel is wholly unaccounted for. Later, and chiefly among Protestant divines, the theory was invented of one genealogy being Joseph's and the other Mary's, a theory in direct contradiction to the plain letter of the Scripture narrative, and leaving untouched as many difficulties as it solves. The fertile invention of An- nius of Viterbo forged a book in Philo's name, which accounted for the discrepancies by asserting that all Christ's ancestors, from David downwards, had two names. The circumstance, however, of one line running up to Solomon, and the other to Nathan, was overlooked. Other fanciful suggestions have been offered; while infidels, from Porphry downwards, have seen in what they call the contradiction of Matthew and Luke a proof of the spuriousness of the Gospels: and critics like Professor Norton, a proof of such portions of Scripture being interpolated. Others, like Alford, content themselves with saying that solution is impossible, without further knowledge than we possess. But it is not too much to say that after all, in regard to the main points, there is no difficulty at all, if only the documents in question are treated reason- sably, and after the analogy of similar Jewish documents in the O. T.—and that the clues to a right understanding of them are so patent, and so strongly marked, that it is surprising that so much diversity of opinion should have existed. The fol- lowing propositions will explain the true construc- tion of these genealogies:

1. They are both the genealogies of Joseph, i. e. of Jesus Christ, as the reputed and legal son of Joseph and Mary. One is only to read them to be satisfied of this. The notices of Joseph as being of the house of David, by the same evangelists who give the pedigree, are an additional confirmation (Matt. i. 20; Luke i. 27, ii. 4, &c.), and if these pedigrees were extracted from the public archives, they must have been Joseph's.

2. The genealogy of St. Matthew is, as Grotius most truly and unhesitatingly asserted, Joseph's genealogy as legal successor to the throne of David, i. e. it exhibits the successive heirs of the kingdom ending with Christ, as Joseph's reputed son. St. Luke's is Joseph's private genealogy, exhibiting his real birth, as David's son, and thus showing why he was heir to Solomon's crown. This is capable of being almost demonstrated. If St. Matthew's genealogy had stood alone, and we had no further information on this subject than it affords, we might indeed have thought that it was a genealogical stem in the strictest sense of the word, exhibiting Jo- seph's forefathers in succession, from David downwards. But immediately we find a second genealogy of Joseph—that in St. Luke's Gospel—such is no longer a reasonable opinion. Because if St. Matthew's genealogy, tracing as it does the successive generations through the long line of Jewish kings, not Joseph's real paternal stem, there could not possibly have been room for a second genealogy.

The steps of ancestry coinciding with the steps of succession, one pedigree only could in the nature of things be proper. The mere existence, therefore, of a second pedigree, tracing Joseph's ancestry through private persons, by the side of one tracing it through kings, is in itself a proof that the latter is not the true stem, while the former is the real one. We must now examine St. Matthew's list, to discover whether it contains in itself any evidence as to when the lineal descent was broken, we fix at once upon Jeconias, who could not, we know, be literally the father of Salathiel, because the word of God by the mouth of Jeremiah had pronounced him childless, and declared that none of his seed should sit upon the throne of David, or rule in Judah (Jer. xxii. 30). The same thing had been declared concerning his father Jełożakin in Jer. xxxvi. 30. Jeconias, therefore, could not be the father of Salathiel, nor could Christ spring either from him or his father. Here then we have the most striking confirmation of the justice of the inference drawn from finding a second genealogy, namely, that St. Matthew gives the succession, not the strict birth; and we con- clude that the names after the childless Jeconias are those of his next heirs, as also in 1 Chr. iii. 17. One more look at the two genealogies convinces us that this conclusion is just; for we find that the two next names following Jeconias, Salathiel and Zorobabel, are actually taken from the other gene-alogy, which teaches us that Salathiel's real father was Ner, of the house of Nathan. It becomes, therefore, perfectly certain that Salathiel of the house of Nathan became heir to David's throne on the failure of Solomon's line in Jeconias, and that as Salathiel was the last heir of the house of David, he was accounted as "sons of Jeconiah" to the royal genealogical table, according to the principle of the Jewish law laid down Num. xxvii. 8-11. The two genealogies then coincide for two, or rather for four generations, as will be shown below. There then occur six names in St. Matthew, which are not found in St. Luke; and then once more the two genealogies co- incide in the name of Matthew or Matthat (Matt. i. 15; Luke iii. 24), to whom two different sons, Jacob and Levi, are assigned, but only the second, grandson and heir Joseph, the Instead of Mary, and the reputed father of Jesus, who is called Christ. The simple and obvious explanation of this is, on the same principle as before, that Joseph was descended from Joseph, a younger son of Abiud (the Juda of Luke iii. 26), but that on the failure of the line of Abiud's eldest son in Eleazar, Jo- seph's grandfather Matthias became the heir; that Matthias had two sons, Jacob and Heloi: that Jacob had no son, and consequently that Joseph, the son of his younger brother Heloi, became heir to his uncle, and to the throne of David. Thus the simple principle that one evangelist exhibits that genealogy which contained the successive heirs to David's and Solomon's throne, while the other exhibits the paternal stem of him who was the heir, explains all the anomalies of the two pedigrees, their agreements as well as their discrepancies, and the circumstances of these being two at all. What must be added that not only does this theory ex- plain all the phenomena, but that that portion of it which asserts that Luke gives Joseph's paternal stem receives a most remarkable confirmation from the names which compose that stem. For if we begin with Nathan, we find that his son, Mattathia, and four others, of whom the last was grandfather to Joseph, had names which are merely modifica-
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ions of Nathan (Matthew twice, and Mattathias twice); or, if we begin with Joseph, we shall find no less than three of his name between him and Nathan: an evidence, of the most convincing kind, that Joseph was literally descended from Nathan in the line. St. Luke represents him to be (comp. Zech. xii. 12).

3. Mary, the mother of Jesus, was in all probability the daughter of Jacob, and first cousin to Joseph her husband. So that in point of fact, though not of form, both the genealogies are as much hers as her husband's.

But besides these main difficulties, as they have been thought to be, there are several others which cannot be passed over in any account, however concise, of the genealogies of Christ. The most starting is the total discrepancy between them both and that of Zerubbabel in the O. T. (1 Chr. iii. 19-24). In this last, of seven sons of Zerubbabel not one bears the name, or any thing like the name, of Rhesa or Abiud. And of the next generation not one bears the name, or any thing like the name, of Eliakim or Jeconiah, which are in the corresponding generation in Matthew and Luke. Nor can any subsequent generations be identified. But this difference will be entirely got rid of, and a remarkable harmony established in its place, if we suppose Rhesa, who is named in St. Luke's Gospel as Zerubbabel's son, to have slipped into the text from the margin. Rhesa is in fact not a name at all, but it is the Chaldee title of the princes of the Captivity, who at the end of the second, and through the third century after Christ, rose to great eminence in the East, assumed the state of sovereigns, and were considered to be of the house of David. (See preceding article, p. 882 b.) These princes then were exactly what Zerubbabel was in his day. It is very probable, therefore, that this title, Rhesa, should have been placed against the name of Zerubbabel by some early Christian Jew, and thence crept into the text. If this be so, St. Luke will then give Joannæa, Ιαοναπσίας, as the son of Zerubbabel. But Ιαοναπσίας is the very same name as Ἰαωναπιθ, Ἰναναπιθ, the son of Zerubbabel according to 1 Chr. iii. 19. [Hananaiah.] In St. Matthew this generation is omitted. In the next generation we identify Matthew's Abijah (Abiad), Ἱωαννιας, with Luke's Juda, in the Hebrew of that day Ḥiḏ, and both with Hophni, Ἰωναπιθ, of 1 Chr. iii. 24 (a name which is actually interchanged with Juda, Ἰουαναπιθ, Ezr. iii. 9; Neh. xi. 9, compared with Ezr. ii. 49; 1 Chr. ix. 7), by the simple process of supposing the Shemaita, Ἰουαναπιθ, of 1 Chr. iii. 22 to be the same person as the Shimei, Ἰουασίας, of ver. 18: thus at the same time cutting off all those redundant generations which bring this genealogy in 1 Chr. iii. down some 200 years later than any other in the book, and long after the close of the canon.

The next difficulty is the difference in the number of generations between the two genealogies. St. Matthew's division into three fourteen gives only 42, while St. Luke, from Abraham to Christ inclusive, reckons 56, or, which is more to the point (since the generations between Abraham and David are the same in both genealogies), while St. Matthew reckons 28 from David to Christ, St. Luke 43, or 42 without Rhesa. But the genealogy itself supplies the explanation. In the second tesseractode, including the kings, we know that three generations are omitted—Abaziah, Josiah, Amaziah—in order to reduce the generations from 17 to 14: the difference between these 17 and the 19 of St. Luke being very small. So in like manner it is obvious that the generations have been abridged in the same way in the third division to keep to the number 14. The true number would be one much nearer St. Luke's 23 (22 without Rhesa), implying the omission of about seven generations in this last division. Dr. Mill has shown that it was a common practice with the Jews to distribute genealogies into divisions, each containing some favorite or mystical number, and that, in order to do this, generations were either repeated or left out. Thus in Philo the generations from Abraham to Joseph are divided into three, and repeated once more, by the repetition of Abraham. But in a Samaritan poem the very same series is divided into two decades only, by the omission of six of the least important names (Vindicatio, pp. 110-118).

Another difficulty is the apparent deficiency in the number of the last tesseractode, which seems to contain only 13 names. But the explanation of this is, that either in the process of translation, or otherwise, the names of Jehoiakim and Jehoiachin have been omitted and expressed by the one name Jehonias. For that Jehonias, in ver. 11, means Jehoiakim, while in ver. 12 it means Jehoiachin, is quite certain, as Jerome saw long ago. Jehoiachin had no brothers, but Jehoiakim had three brothers, of whom two at least sat upon the throne, if not three, and were therefore named in the genealogy. The two names are very commonly considered as the same, both by Greek and Latin writers, e. g. Clemens Alex. Ambrose, Africanus, Epiphanius, as well as the author of 1 Esdr. (i. 37, 43), and others. Irenæus also distinctly asserts that Joseph's genealogy, as given by St. Matthew, expresses both Joakim and Jehonias. It seems that this identity of name has led to some corruption in the text of very early date, and that the clause Ἰαοναπσίας ἶποναπσίας of Matthew has fallen out between ιαοναπσίας and ἶποναπσίας, and added, in ver. 11. The Cod. Vat. contains the clause only after Badoiaério in ver. 12, where it seems less propa (see Alford's Greek Text).

The last difficulty of sufficient importance to be mentioned here is a chronological one. In both the genealogies there are but three names between Solomon and David—Boaz, Obed, Jesse. But, according to the common chronology, from the entrance into Canaan (when Solomon was come to man's estate) to the birth of David was 405 years, or from that to 500 years and upwards. Now for about an equal period, from Solomon to Jehoiachin, St. Luke's genealogy contains 29 names. Obviously, therefore, either the chronology or the genealogy is wrong. But it cannot be the genealogy (which is repeated four times over without any variation), because it is supported by eighty other genealogies of the Chaldean and Persian kings, which are well known and fixed by the Persians.
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Itogies," which all contain about the same number of generations from the Patriarchs to David as David's own line does: except that, as was to be expected from Judah, Boaz, and Jesse being all advanced in years at the time of the birth of their sons, David's line is one of the shortest. The number of generations in the genealogies referred to is 14 in five, 15 in two, and 11 in one, to correspond with the 11 in David's line. There are other genealogies where the series is not complete, but not one which contains more generations. It is the province therefore of Chronology to square its calculations to the genealogies. It must suffice here to assert that the shortening the interval between the Exodus and David by about 200 years, which brings it to the length indicated by the genealogies, does in the most remarkable manner bring Israelitic history into harmony with Egyptian, with the traditional Jewish date of the Exodus, with the fragment of Edomitish history preserved in Gen. xxxvi. 31–39, and with the internal evidence of the Israelitish history itself. The following pedigree will exhibit the successive generations as given by the two Evangelists:

According to St. Luke.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malelel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathutha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arpaxad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caleb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phale (Peleg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ragae (Reu)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>According to Matt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robohm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joatham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achaz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ezechias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manasses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jechonias (i.e. Jeboashiah)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jechonias (i.e. Jeboashiah)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salathel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zorahabel (the Prince or Rhesa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josiah (Hananiah, 1 Chr. iii. 10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ada (i.e. Jeboashiah, Childless)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melchih</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neri (Matt. and Luke)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eliakim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadoc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achnin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eleazar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mattithas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levi (Matt. and Luke)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job (Matt. and Luke)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus it will be seen that the whole number of generations from Adam to Christ, both inclusive, is 74, without the second Cainan and Rhesa. Including these two, and adding the name of God, Augustine reckoned 77, and thought the number typical of the forgiveness of all sins in baptism by Him who was thus born in the 77th generation, alluding to Matt. xviii. 22; with many other wonderful speculations on the hidden meaning of the numbers 3, 4, 7, 10, 11, and their additions and multiplications (Quest. Exeget., i. II. e. 6). Irenaeus, who probably, like Africanus and Eusebius, omitted Mattath and Levi, reckoned 72 generations, which he connected with the 73 nations into which, according to Gen. x. (LXX.), mankind was divided, and so other fathers likewise.

For an account of the different explanations that have been given, both by ancient and modern commentators, the reader may refer to the elaborate Dissertation of Patrizius in his 2d vol. De Evangeliis; who, however, does not contribute much to elucidate the difficulties of the case. The opinions advanced in the foregoing article are fully discussed in the writer's work on the Genealogies of our Lord Jesus Christ; and much valuable matter will be found in Dr. Mills' Vindication of the Geneal., and in Grothus' note on Luke iii. 23. Other treatises are, Comaratus, De General. Christi; Hottinger, Dissert. duas de General. Christi; G. G. Voss, De J. Chr. General.; Yardley, On the Geneal. of J. Chr., &c.

A. C. H.

from 1 Chr. viii. ix, and 1 Sam. ix; and that o Zabad in 1 Chr. ii.
GENERATION.

1. Abstract. — Time, either definite or indefinite. The primary meaning of the Heb. נֶחֱלָה is revolution; hence period of time; comp. περιοδίος, εὐναντίος, and αναν. From the general idea of a period comes the more special notion of an age or generation of men, the ordinary period of human life. In this point of view the history of the word seems to be directly contrasted with that of the Lat. sæculum; which, starting with the idea of breed, or race, acquired the secondary signification of a definite period of time (Censorin. de Die Nat. c. 17).

In the long-lived Patriarchal age a generation seems to have been computed at 100 years (Gen. xv. 10; comp. 13, and Ex. xii. 40); the later reckoning, however, was the same which has been adopted by other civilized nations, namely, from thirty to forty years (Job xii. 16). For generation in the sense of a definite period of time, see Gen. xvi. 15; Dent. xxxiii. 3, 4, &c.

As an indefinite period of time; for time past see Dent. xxxii. 7; Is. liii. 12; for time future see Ps. xiv. 17, lxiii. 5, &c.

2. Concrete. — The men of an age, or time.

So generation = contemporaries (Gen. vi. 9; Is. liii. 8; see Lowth ad loc.; Ges. Loc. better than "atena generatio," or "multitudo creditura"); postically, especially in legal formulae (Lev. iii. 17, &c.); fathers, or ancestors (Ps. xlv. 19; Hoseann. School ad loc.; comp. 2 Chron. xxxiv. 29). Dropping the idea of time, generation comes to mean a race, or class of men; e.g., of the generations of the Jews (Is. xiv. 5, &c.); of the wicked (Dent. xxxii. 5; Jer. vii. 29, where "generation of his wrath" = against which God is angry). In A. V. of N. Test. three words are rendered by generation:

(1.) _gamma, properly generation; but in Matt. i. 1 Biblios γενεας = γενεας γενεας γενεας = a genealogical scheme. (2.) Πατριαρχα, pl. of πατριαρχα. Matt. iii. 7, &c., A. V. generation; more properly brood [of ripers], as the result of generation in its primary sense. (3.) γενεα in most of its uses corresponds with the Heb. נֶחֱלָה [see above].

For the abstract and indefinite, see Luke i. 50; Eph. iii. 21 (A. V. "ages"), future: Acts xxv. 21 (A. V. "of old time"), Eph. iii. 5 (A. V. "ages"), post. For concrete, see Matt. xi. 16.

For generation without reference to time, see Luke xvii. 8, "in their generation" [A. V.], i.e. in their disposition, "indoles, ingenium, et ratio homini," (Schleusen); in Matt. i. 17, "all the generations:" either concrete use, so. "familia sibi invincc succedentia;" or abstract and definite, according to the view which may be taken of the difficulties connected with the genealogies of our Lord. [Genalogy.]

Y. E. B.

*GENERATION or GENERATIONS, as the translation of γενεας or γενεας, has these secondary meanings in the A. V.: first, a genealogical register (as Gen. v. 1); second, a family history (Gen. vi. 9, xxv. 19, etc.), since early history among the Orientals is drawn so much from genealogical registers; and third, a history of the origin of things as well as persons, e. g. of the earth (Gen. ii. 4). H.

GENESISareth. In this form the name appears in the edition of the A. V. of 1611, in Mark vii. 30 and Luke v. 1, following the spelling of the Vulgate. In Matt. xiv. 34, where the Vulg. has Genesis, the A. V. originally followed the Received Greek Text — Genesisare. The oldest MSS. have, however, Γενεσια or in each of the three places. [Genesisaret.]

GENESIS (הִנֵּה; Genesis: Genesis; called also by the later Jews הָרְיִילָה; הָרְיִילָה, the first book of the Law or Pentateuch.

A. The book of Genesis has an interest and an importance to which no other document of antiquity can pretend. If not absolutely the oldest book in the world, it is the oldest which has any claim to being a trustworthy history. There may be some papyrus-rolls in our museums which were written in Egypt about the same time that the genealogies of the Semitic race were so carefully collected in the tents of the Patriarchs. But these rolls at best contain barren registers of little service to the world.

It is said that there are fragments of Chinese literature which in their present form date back as far as 2200 years b. c., and even more. But they are either calendars containing astronomical calculations, or records of merely local or temporary interest. Genesis, on the contrary, is rich in details respecting other races besides the race to which it more immediately belongs. And the Jewish polities there so studiously preserved are but the connecting wherein is reared a temple of universal history.

If the religious books of other nations make any pretensions to vie with it in antiquity, in all other respects they are incomparably inferior. The Mantras, the oldest portions of the Vedas, are, it would seem, as old as the fourteenth century n. c. The Zendavesta, in the opinion of competent scholars, is of very much more modern date. Of the Chinese sacred books, the oldest, the Yih-king, is undoubtedly of a venerable antiquity, but it is not certain that it was a religious book at all; while the writings attributed to Confucius are certainly not earlier than the sixth century n. c.

But Genesis is neither like the Vedas, a collection of hymns more or less sublime; nor like the Zendavesta, a philosophic speculation on the origin of all things; nor like the Yih-king, an untestable jumble whose expositors could twist it from a cosmological essay into a standard treatise on ethical philosophy.

It is a history, and it is a religious history. The earlier portion of the book, so far as the end of the eleventh chapter, may be properly termed a history of the world; the latter is a history of the fathers of the Jewish race. But from first to last it is a religious history: it begins with the creation of the world and of man; it tells of the early happiness of a Paradise in which God spake with man; of the first sin and its consequences; of the promise of Redemption; of the gigantic growth of sin, and the judgment of the Flood; of a new earth, and a new covenant with

a * Meyer (in loc.) takes the Greek expression as meaning "in respect to their own race," i.e. their kindred in the moral sense. The worldly in their dealings with each other are wiser in worldly things than the children of light in spiritual things.

b Gfrerer, Ergischrifter, 1, s. 215.


d Gfrerer, ii. 270.

e Hardenr, Const. of Matter, ill. 1, p. 16.
must have a land, and the promise of the land and the preparation for its possession are all along kept in view.

The book of Genesis then (with the first chapters of Exodus) describes the steps which led to the establishment of the Theocracy. In reading it we must remember that it is but a part of a more extended work; and we must also bear in mind these two prominent ideas, which give a characteristic unity to the whole composition, namely, the people of God, and the promised land.

We shall then observe that the history of Abraham holds the same relation to the other portions of Genesis, which the giving of the Law does to the entire Pentateuch. Abraham is the father of the Jewish Nations: to Abraham the Land of Canaan is first given in promise. Isaac and Jacob, though also prominent figures in the narrative, yet do not inherit the promise as Abraham's children, and Jacob especially is the chief connecting link in the chain of events which leads finally to the possession of the land of Canaan. In like manner the former section of the book is written with the same obvious purpose. It is a part of the writer's plan to tell us what the divine preparation of the world was in order to show, first, the significance of the call of Abraham, and next, the true nature of the Jewish theocracy. He does not (as Tuch asserts) work backwards from Abraham, till he comes in spite of himself to the beginning of all things. He does not ask, Who was Abraham? answering, of the posterity of Shem; and who was Shem? a son of Noah; and who was Noah? etc. But he begins with the creation of the world, because the God who created the world and the God who revealed himself to the fathers is the same God. Jacob, who commanded his people to keep holy the seventh day, was the same God who in six days created the heavens and the earth, and rested on the seventh day from all his work. The God who, when man had fallen, visited him in mercy, and gave him a promise of redemption and victory, is the God who sent Moses to deliver his people out of Egypt. He who made a covenant with Noah and through him with 'all the families of the earth,' is the God who makes himself known as the God of Abraham, of Isaac, and of Jacob. In a word, creation and redemption are eternally linked together. This is the idea which in fact gives its shape to the history, although its distinct enunciation is reserved for the N. T. There we learn that all things were created by and for Christ, and that in him all things consist (Col. i. 16, 17), and that by the church is made known unto principalities and powers the manifold wisdom of God. It would be impossible, therefore, for a book which tells us of the beginning of the church, not to tell us also of the beginning of the world.

The book of Genesis has thus a character at once special and universal. It embraces the world; it speaks of God as the God of the whole human race. But as the introduction to Jewish history, it makes the universal interest subordinate to the national. Its design is to show how God revealed himself to the fathers and through them to the rest of the human race. He who in the midst of them, having chosen them to himself, that a nation must have laws, therefore He gives them a law: and, in virtue of their peculiar relationship to God, this body of laws is both religious and political, defining their duty to God as well as their duty to their neighbor. Further, a nation

ISAAC, its unchangeableness typified by the bow in the heavens; of the dispersion of the human race over the world. And then it passes to the story of Redemption; to the promise given to Abraham, and renewed to Isaac and to Jacob, and to all that chain of circumstances which paved the way for the great symbolic act of Redemption, when with a mighty hand and a stretched out arm Jehovah brought his people out of Egypt.
GENESIS

1. Adam.—The creation of the world, and the earliest history of mankind (ch. i.-iii.). As yet, no divulsion of the distinct families of mankind.

2. Noah.—The history of Adam's descendants to the death of Noah (iv.-ix.).—Here we have (1) the line of Cain branching off while the history follows the fortunes of Seth, whose descendants are (2) traced in genealogical succession, and in an unbroken line as far as Noah, and (3) the history of Noah himself (vi.-ix.), continued to his death.

3. Abraham.—Noah's posterity till the death of Abraham (x.-xxxvii.).—Here we have (1) the peopling of the whole earth by the descendants of Noah's three sons (xi. 1-9). The history of two of these is then dropped, and (2) the line of Shem only pursued (xii. 10-32) as far as Terah and Abraham, where the genealogical table breaks off. (3) Abraham is now the prominent figure (xii.-xxxv. 18). But as Terah had two other sons, Nahor and Haran (xi. 27), some notices respecting their families are added. Let's migration with Abraham into the land of Canaan is mentioned, as well as the fact that he was the father of Moab and Ammon (xix. 37, 38), nations whose later history was intimately connected with that of the posterity of Abraham. Nahor remained in Mesopotamia, and his family is briefly enumerated (xxii. 20-24), chiefly no doubt for Rebekah's sake, who was afterwards the wife of Isaac. Of Abraham's own children, there branches off first the line of Ishmael (xxii. 9, 10), and next the children by Keturah; and the genealogical notices of these two branches of his posterity are apparently brought together (xxv. 1-6, and xxv. 12-18), in order that, being here severally dismissed at the end of Abraham's life, the main stream of the narrative may flow in the channel of Isaac's fortunes.

4. Isaac.—Isaac's life (xxv. 19-xxxv. 29), a life in itself retiring and uneventful. But in his sons the gradual separation takes place, leaving the field clear for the great story of the chosen seed. Even when Nahor's family comes on the scene, as it does in ch. xxxix., we hear only so much of it as is necessary to throw light on Jacob's history.

5. Jacob.—The history of Jacob and Joseph (xxxvi.-1).—Here, after Isaac's death, we have (1) the genealogy of Esau, xxxvi., who then drops out of the narrative in order that (2) the history of the patriarch and his family may be continued, immediately to the death of Joseph (xxxvii.-1).

Thus it will be seen that a specific plan is preserved throughout. The main purpose is never forgotten. God's relation to Israel holds the first place in the writer's mind. It is this which it is his object to convey. The history of that chosen seed who were the heirs of the promise, and the guardians of the divine oracles, is the only history which interprets man's relation to God. By its light all others shine, and may be read when the time shall come. Meanwhile, as the different families drop off here and there from the principal stock, their course is briefly indicated. A hint is given of their parentage and their migrations; and then the narrative returns to its regular channel. Thus the whole book may be compared to one of those vast American rivers which, instead of being fed by tributaries, odd here and there, loses its branches or bayous, as they are termed, the main current meanwhile flowing on with its great mass of water to the sea.

Beyond all doubt then, we may trace in the book of Genesis in its present form a systematic plan. It is no hasty compilation, no mere collection of ancient fragments without order or arrangement. It centres by an internal principle of unity. In whole and part, it possesses a definite and clearly marked outline. But does it follow from this that the book, as it at present stands, is the work of a single author?

6. Integrity.—This is the next question we have to consider. Granting that this unity of design, which we have already noticed, leads to the conclusion that the work must have been by the same hand, are there any reasons for supposing that the author availed himself in its composition of earlier documents? and if so, are we still able by critical investigation to ascertain where they have been introduced into the body of the work?

1. Now it is almost impossible to read the book of Genesis with anything like a critical eye without being struck with the great peculiarities of style and language which certain portions of it present. Thus, for instance, chap. ii. 5-iii. 24 is quite different both from chap. i. and from chap. iv. Again, chap. xiv. and (according to Jahn) chap. xxiii. are evidently separate documents transplanted in their original form without correction or modification into the existing work. In fact there is nothing like uniformity of style till we come to the history of Joseph.

2. We are led to the same conclusion by the inscriptions which are prefixed to certain sections, as ii. 4, v. 1, vi. 9, x. 1, xi. 30, 27, and seem to indicate so many older documents.

3. Lastly, the distinct use of the Divine names, Jehovah in some sections, and Eleohim in others, is characteristic of two different writers; and other peculiarities of diction, it has been observed, fall in with this usage, and go far to establish the theory. All this is quite in harmony with what we might have expected a priori, namely, that if Moses or any later writer were the author of the book he would have avoided himself of existing traditions either oral or written. That they might have been written is now established beyond all doubt, the art of writing having been proved to be much earlier than Moses. That they are written we infer from the book itself.

Astruc, a Huguenot physician, was the first who broached the theory that Genesis was based on a collection of older documents. [PENNINGTON]. Of these he professed to point out as many as twelve, the use of the Divine names, however, having in the first instance suggested the distinction. Subsequently Eichhorn adopted this theory, so far as to admit that two documents, the one Eleohistic, and the other Jehovistic, were the main sources of the book, though he did not altogether exclude others. Since his time the theory has been maintained, but variously modified, by one class of critics, whilst another class has strenuously opposed it. De Wette, Knobel, Tuch, Delitzsch, &c., think that two original documents may be traced throughout the work, the Jehovist, who was also probably the editor of the book in its present form, having designed merely to complete the work of the Eleohist. Hengstenberg, Keil, Baumgarten, and Havernick contend for a single author. The great weight of probability lies on the side of those who argue for the existence of different documents. The evidence already adduced is strong; and nothing can be more natural than that an honest historian should seek to make his work more valuable by embodying in it the most ancient records of his race; the
higher the value which they possessed in his eyes, the more anxious would he be to preserve them in their original form. Those particularly in the earlier portion of the work were perhaps simply transcribed. In one instance we have what looks like an omission, ii, 4, where the inscription seems to promise a larger cosmogony. Here and there throughout the book we meet with a later remark, intended to explain or supplement the earlier monument. And in some instances there seems to have been so complete a fusion of the two principal documents, the Elohistic and the Jehovistic, that it is no longer possible accurately to distinguish them. The later writer, the Jehovist, instead of transcribing the Elohistic account intact, thought fit to blend and interspersel with it his own remarks. We have an instance of this, according to Hupfeld (Die Quellen der Genesis), in chap. vii. vv. 1-10 are usually assigned to the Jehovist; but whilst he admits this, he detects a large admixture of Elohistic phraseology and coloring in the narrative. But this sort of criticism it must be admitted is very doubtful. Many other instances might he mentioned where there is the same difficulty in assigning their own to the several authors. Thus in sections generally recognized as Jehovistic, chaps. xii., xiii., xix., here and there a sentence or a phrase seems to betray a different author. (xii. 5, xiii. 6, xix. 29). These anomalies, however, though it may be difficult to account for them, can hardly be considered of sufficient force entirely to overthrow the theory of independent documents which has so much, on other grounds, to recommend it. And certainly when Keil, Hengstenberg and others, who reject this theory, attempt to account for the use of the Divine names, on the hypothesis that the writer designedly employed the one or the other name according to the subject of which he was treating, their explanations are often of the most arbitrary kind. As a whole, the documentary character of Genesis is so remarkable when we compare it with the later books of the Pentateuch, and is so exactly what we might expect, supposing a Mosaic authorship of the whole, that, whilst contending against the theory of diferent documents in the later portions, we feel convinced that it is not an easy task so to treat the text as to make any sense. The Hebrew word rendered "generations" properly means births, and by metonymy a record of births, a family account. [GENEALOGY; GENERATIONS, Amer. ed.] In such a record incidents of family history would naturally be interwoven (as in ch. r, especially vv. 24, 29, and in xii. 27-32; xxxvii. 1-8, and hence the word came to express simply a record of such incidents. Thus in vi. 9 ff. and under the heading "These are the generations of Noah," instead of a list of births we find only the chief events of his own life and death, and the chief family history of Isaaac, and in xxxvi. 1 to that of Esau, and in xxxvii. 2 to that of Jacob. The birth

or origin of the one whose name stands as the subject of this word is seldom included.

Accordingly, we should expect here, under the superscription, "These are the generations of the heavens and the earth," not an account of their origin, but a continuation and further development of their history, in events connected with them as parts of the same divine plan. And this is what we find. The account of creation is here continued, but with special reference to man, for whom the heavens and the earth were made and in whose history the design of their creation is fully unfolded. Hence all the facts here related are presented from a point of view which has for its object, and hence the order of sequence here observed in narrating them.

The words, "when they were created," etc., show that the following account belongs to the same period of time as the preceding one, and is a continuation of the previous. In Genesis 1, where the account commences, we should translate: "And there was yet no plant of the field in the earth, and no herb of the field had yet sprung up."
(2.) Sections in which Jehovah occurs exclusively, or in preference to Elohim; iv. (Cain and Abel), and Cain's pietosity, where Jehovah 10 times and Elohim only once; vi. 1–8 (the sons of God and the daughters of men, etc.); vii. 1–9 (the entering into the ark), but Elohim once, ver. 9; viii. 22–25 (Noah's altar and Jehovah's blessing); ix. 18–27 (Noah and his sons); x. (the families of mankind as descended from Noah); xi. 1–9 (the confusion of tongues); xii. 1–20 (Abram's journey first from Haran to Canaan, and then into Egypt); xiii. (Abraham's separation from Lot); xiv. (Abraham's faith, sacrifice, and covenant); xvi. (Hagar and Ishmael), where xvi. 7–8 once; xvii.–xix. 28 (visit of the three angels to Abram, Lot, destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah) xxiv. (betrothal of Rebekah and Isaac's marriage); xxv. 19–xxvi. 35 (Isaac's sons, his visit to Abram's, Esau's wives); xxvii. 1–40 (Jacob obtains the blessing), but in ver. 28 his Elohim; xxvii. 22–43 (Jacob's bargain with Laban), where however Jehovah only once; xxxviii. (Judah's incest); xxxix. (Jehovah with Joseph in Potiphar's house and in the prison); [Ex. iv. 18–3 l (Moses' return to Egypt); v. (Pharaoh's treatment of the messengers of Jehovah].

(5.) The section Gen. ii. 3–iv. 24 (the account of Paradise and the Fall) is generally regarded as Jehovahic, but it is clearly quite distinct. The Divine name as there found is not Jehovah, but Jehovah Elohim (in which form it only occurs once beside in the Pentateuch, Ex. ix. 30), and it occurs 20 times; the name Elohim being found three times in the same section, once in the mouth of the woman, and twice in that of the serpent.

(4.) In Gen. xiv. the prevailing name is El-Elyon (A. V. “the most high God”), and only once, in Abram's mouth, “Jehovah the most high God,” which is quite intelligible.

(5.) Some few sections are found in which the names Jehovah and Elohim seem to be used promiscuously. This is the case in xxii. 1–40 (the offering up of Isaac); xxviii. 10–22 (Jacob's dream at Bethel); xxix. 31–xxx. 24 (birth and naming of the twelve sons of Jacob); and xxxii. (Jacob's wrestling with the angel); [Ex. iii. 1–iv. 17 (the call of Moses).]

(6.) It is worthy of notice that of the other Divine names Adonai is always found in connection with Jehovah, except Gen. xx. 4; whereas El, El-Shaddai, etc., occur most frequently in the Elohist sections.

(7.) In the following sections neither of the Divine names occur: — Gen. xi. 10–32, xii. 20–24, xiii., xxv. 27–34, xxvi. 40–43, xiii. 1–30, xxxiv., xxxvi., xlii., Ex. i. 1–22.

3. Authority. — Luther used to say, “Nihil praeter Genesis, nihil utilius.” But hard critics have tried all they can to mar its beauty and to detract from its utility. In fact the bitterness of the attacks on a document so venerable, so full of undying interest, hailed by the love of many generations, makes one almost suspect that a secret maliceulence must have been the mainspring of hostile criticism. Cetera it is that no book has met with more determined and unprovoking assailants. To enumerate and to reply to all objections would be impossible. We will only refer to some of the most important.

(1.) The story of Creation, as given in the first chapter, has been set aside in two ways: first by placing it on the same level with other cosmogonies which are to be found in the sacred writings of all nations; and next, by asserting that its statements are directly contradicted by the discoveries of modern science.

Let us glance at these two objections.

(2.) Now when we compare the Biblical with all other known cosmogonies, we are immediately struck with the great novel superiority of the former. There is no confusion here between the Divine Creator and his work. God is therefore all things, God creates all things; this is the sublime assertion of the Hebrew writer. Whereas all the cosmogonies of the heathen world err in one of two directions. Either they are Dualistic, that is, they regard God and matter as two eternal co-existent principles; or they are Panspheric, i. e. they confound God and matter, making the material universe a kind of emanation from the great Spirit which informs the mass. Both these theories, with their various modifications, whether in the more subtle philosophies of the Indian races, or in the rougher and grosser systems of the Phoenicians and Babylonians, are alike exclusive of the idea of creation.

Without attempting to discuss in anything like detail the points of resemblance and difference between the Biblical record of creation and the myths and legends of other nations, it may suffice to mention certain particulars in which the superiority of the Hebrew account can conveniently be called in question. First, the Hebrew story alone clearly acknowledges the personality and unity of God. Secondly, here only do we find recognized a distinct act of creation, by creation being understood the calling into existence out of nothing the whole material universe. Thirdly, here only is there a clear intimation of that great law of progress which we find everywhere observed. The order of creation is given in Genesis in the gradual progress of all things from the lowest and least perfect to the highest and most completely developed forms. Fourthly, there is the fact of a relation between the personal Creator and the work of his fingers, and that relation is a relation of Love: for God looks upon his creation at every stage of its progress and pronounces it very good. Fifthly, there is throughout a subtile simplicity, which of itself is characteristic of a history, not of a myth or of a philosophical speculation.

(3.) It would occupy too large a space to discuss at any length the objections which have been urged from the results of modern discovery against the literal truth of this chapter. One or two remarks of a general kind must suffice. It is argued, for instance, that light could not have existed before the sun, or at any rate not that kind of light which would be necessary for the support of vegetable life; whereas the Mosaic narrative makes light created on the first day, trees and plants on the third, and the sun on the fourth. To this we may reply, that we must not too hastily build an argument upon our ignorance. We do not know that the existing laws of creation were in operation when
the creative fiat was first put forth. The very act of Creation must have been the introducing of laws; but when the work was finished, these laws may have suffered some modification. Men are not now created in the full stature of manhood, but are born and grow. Similarly the lower ranks of beings might have been created in necessary conditions during the first stages of their existence, which conditions were afterwards removed without any disturbance of the natural functions. And again it is not certain that the language of Genesis can only mean that the sun was created on the fourth day. It may mean that then only did that luminary become visible to our planet.

With regard to the six days, no reasonable doubt can exist that they ought to be interpreted as six periods, without defining what the length of those periods is. No one can suppose that the Divine rest was literally a rest of 24 hours. On the contrary, the Divine Sabbath still continues. There has been no creation since the creation of man. This is what Genesis teaches, and this geology confirms. But God, after six periods of creative activity, entered into that Sabbath in which his work has been not a work of Creation but of Redemption.

No attempt, however, which has as yet been made to identify these six periods with corresponding geological epochs can be pronounced satisfactory. On the other hand, it seems rash and premature to assert that no reconciliation is possible. What we ought to maintain is, that no reconciliation is necessary. It is certain that the author of the first chapter of Genesis, whether Moses or none other, knew nothing of a certain or astronomical. It is certain that he made use of phraseology concerning physical facts in accordance with the limited range of information which he possessed. It is also certain that the Bible was never intended to reveal to us knowledge of which our own faculties rightly used could put us in possession. And we have no business, therefore, to expect anything but popular language in the description of physical phenomena. Thus, for instance, when it is said that by means of the firmament God divided the waters which were above from those which were beneath, we admit the fact without admitting the implied explanation. The Hebrew supposed that there existed vast reservoirs above him corresponding to the "waters under the earth." We know that by certain natural processes the rain descends from the clouds. But the fact remains the same that there are waters above as well as below.

Further investigation may perhaps throw more light on these interesting questions. Meanwhile it may be safely said that modern discoveries are in no way opposed to the great outlines of the Mosaic cosmogony. That the world was created in six periods, that creation was by a law of gradual advance with beginning with inorganic matter, and then advancing from the lowest organisms to the highest, that since the appearance of man upon the earth no new species have come into being; these are statements not only not disproved, but the two last of them, at least, amply confirmed by geological research and by the modern geologists.

(2.) To the description of Paradise, and the history of the Fall and of the Deluge, very similar remarks apply. All nations have their own version of these facts, colored by local circumstances and embellished according to the poetic or philosophic spirit of the tribes among whom the tradition has taken root. But if there be any one original source of these traditions, any root from which they diverged, we cannot doubt where to look for it. The earliest record of these momentous facts is that preserved in the Bible. We cannot doubt this, because the simplicity of the narrative is greater than that of any other work with which we are acquainted. And this simplicity is an argument at once in favor of the greater antiquity and also of the greater truthfulness of the story. It is hardly possible to suppose that traditions so widely spread over the surface of the earth as are the traditions of the Creation, the Fall, and the Deluge, should have no foundation whatever in fact. And it is quite as impossible to suppose that that version of these facts, which in its moral and religious aspect is the purest, is not also, to take the lowest ground, the most likely to be true.

Opinions have differed whether we ought to take the story of the Fall in Gen. iii. to be a literal statement of facts, or whether, with many expositors since the time of Philo, we should regard it as an allegory, framed in childlike words as beffited the childhood of the world, but conveying to us a deeper spiritual truth. But in the latter case we ought not to deny that spiritual truth. Neither should we overlook the very important bearing which this narrative has on the whole of the subsequence history of the world and of Israel. Deissmeyer says, "The story of the Fall, like that of the Creation, has wandered over the world. Heathen nations have transplanted it and mixed it up with their geography, their history, their mythology, although it has never so completely changed form and color and spirit, that you cannot recognize it. Here, however, in the Law, it preserves the character of a universal, human, world-wide fact: and the germs of Creation, the Redemption that is in Christ Jesus, and the heart of every man, conspire in their testimony to the most literal truth of the narrative." The universality of the Deluge, it may be proved, is quite at variance with the most certain facts of geology. But then we are not bound to contend for a universal deluge. The Biblical writer himself, it is true, supposed it to be universal, but that was days, does not seem entitled to speak with authority on the geological question.

As Professor Powell does, in his Order of Nature. I am aware it may be said that the trilobite which is discovered in the lowest fossiliferous rocks is not the lowest type of organic being; but lower forms may have perished without leaving traces behind them. And if not, manifestly in such a narrative as that of Genesis we ought not to expect minute accuracy; it is the main it is certainly true that, as we advance from the lower to the higher strata, we find a corresponding advance in organic deposits.
only because it covered what was then the known world; there can be no doubt that it did extend to all that part of the world which was then inhabited; and this is enough, on the one hand, to satisfy the terms of the narrative, and on the other, the geological difficulty, as well as other difficulties concerning the ark and the number of animals, disappear with this interpretation. [See xxvi. 1-4].

(3) When we come down to a later period in the narrative, where we have the opportunity of testing the accuracy of the historian, we find it in many of the most important particulars abundantly corroborated.

Whatever interpretation we may be disposed to put on the story of the confusion of tongues and the subsequent dispersion of mankind, there is no good ground for setting it aside. Indeed, if the reading of a cylinder recently discovered at Birs Njarid,6 may be trusted, there is independent evidence corroborative of the Biblical account. But at any rate the other versions of this event are far less probable (see these in Joseph, Ant. i. 4, § 3; Euseb. Prep. Ec. ix. 14). The later myths concerning the wars of the Titans with the gods are apparently based upon this story, or rather upon perversions of it. But it is quite impossible to suppose, as Kalisch does (Genesis, p. 313), that "the Hebrew historian converted that very legend into a medium for solving a great and important problem." There is not the slightest appearance of any such design. The legend is a perversion of the history, not the history a comment upon the legend. One of the strongest proofs of the bond, that historical character of the earlier portion of Genesis is to be found in the valuable ethnological extracts which are appended. Kuenen, who has devoted a volume to the elucidation of this document, has succeeded in establishing its main accuracy beyond doubt, although, in accordance with his theory as to the age of the Pentateuch, he assigns to it no greater antiquity than between 1200 and 1000 B.C. (4.) As to the fact implied in this dispersion, that all languages had one origin, philological research has not as yet been carried far enough to lead to any very certain result. Many of the greatest philologists enlarge for real affinities between the Indo-European and the Semitic tongues. On the other hand, languages like the Coptic (not to mention many others) seem at present to stand out in complete isolation. And the most that has been effected is a classification of languages in three great families. This classification, however, is in exact accordance with the three-fold division of the races in Sem, Ham, and Japhet, of which Genesis tells us.

(5.) Another fact which rests on the authority of the earlier chapters of Genesis, the derivation of the whole human race from a single pair, has been abundantly confirmed by recent investigations. For the full proof of this it is sufficient to refer to Pritchard's "Archaeological History of Mankind," in which the subject is discussed with great care and ability. It is quite impossible, as has already been said, to notice all the objections made by hostile critics at every step as we advance. But it may be well to refer to one more instance in which suspicion has been cast upon the credibility of the narrative. Three stories are found in three distinct portions of the book, which in their main features no doubt present a striking similarity to one another: See xx. 10-20, xx., xxvi. 1-11. These, it is said, besides containing certain improbabilities of state
dent. It is of course possible that these are only different versions of the same story. But is it psychologically so very improbable that the same incident should happen three times in almost the same manner? All men repeat themselves, and even repeat their mistakes. And the repetition of circumstances over which a man has no control, is sometimes as astonishing as the repetition of actions which he can control. Was not the state of society in those days such as to render it no way improbable that Pharaoh on one occasion, and Abimelech on another, should have acted in the same selfish and arbitrary manner? Abraham too might have been guilty twice of the same sinful covariance; and Isaac might, in similar circumstances, have copied his father's example, calling it wisdom. To say, as the most recent expositor of this book has done, that the object of the Hebrew writer is to represent an idea, such as "the sanctity of maternity," that "in his hands, the facts are subordinated to ideas," etc., is to cut up by the very roots the historical character of the book. The mythical theory is preferable to this; for leaves a substratum of fact, however it may have been embellished or perhaps disfigured by tradition.1

There is a further difficulty about the age of Sarah, according to which the time of the first occurrence must have been 65 years old, and the freshness of her beauty, therefore, it is said, long since failed. In reply it has been argued that as she lived to the age of 127, she was only then in middle life: that consequently she would have been at 65 what a woman of modern Europe would be at 35 or 40, an age at which personal attractions are not necessarily impaired. But it is a minute criticism, hardly worth answering, which tries to cast suspicion on the veracity of the writer, because of difficulties such as these. The positive evidence is overwhelming in favor of his credibility. The patriarchal tent beneath the shade of some spreading tree, the wealth of flocks and herds, the free and generous hospitality to strangers, the strife for the well, the purchase of the cave of Machpelah for a burial-place,—we feel at once that these are no inventions of a later writer in more civilized times. So again, what can be more life-like, more touchingly beautiful, than the picture of Hagar and Ishmael, the meeting of Abraham's servant with Rebekah, or of Jacob with Rachel at the well of Haran? There is a fidelity in the minutest incidents which convinces us that we are reading history, not fable. Or can anything more completely transport us into patriarchal times than the battle of the kings and the interview between Abraham and Melchisedec? The very opening of the story, "In the days of Amraphel," etc., reads like the work of some old chronicler who

---

1 If the view of Hitzig is correct, that vii. 10-20 is Jehovistic; xx., Elohist with a Jehovistic addition, ver. 69; xxvi. 1-13, Jehovistic, but taken from written documents, this may to some extent explain the repetition of the story.
and not far from the time of which he speaks, The archeic forms of names of places, Beia for Zoar: Chatatzou Tamar for En-gedi: Fimek Sharea for the King's Vale; the Vale of Siddim as descriptive of the spot which was afterwards the Dead Sea; the expression "Abraam the Hebrew:" are remarkable evidences of the antiquity of the narrative. So also are the names of the different tribes who at that early period inhabited Canaan; the Rephaim, for instance, of whom we find in the time of Joshua but a week remnant left (Josh. xili. 12), and the Susan, Eain, Chorion, who are only mentioned beside in the Pentateuch (Deut. lii. 10, 12). Quite in keeping with the rest of the picture is Abraham’s "arising his trained servants" (xiv. 14)—a phrase which occurs nowhere else—and above all the character and position of Melchisedec. "Simple, calm, great, comes and goes the priest-king of the divine history." The representations of the Greek poets, says Creuzer (Syst. iv. 378), fall very far short of this. And as Hiévernick justly remarks, such a person could be no theoretic invention; for the union of the kingly and priestly offices in the same person was no part of the theocracy. Lastly, the name by which he knows God, "the most high God, possessor of heaven and earth," occurs also in the Phcenician religions, but not amongst the Jews, and is again one of those slight but accurate touches which at once distinguishes the historian from the fauldist.

Passing on to a later portion of the book we find the writer evincing the most accurate knowledge of the state of society in Egypt. The Egyptian jealousy of foreigners, and especially their hatred of shepherds; the use of interpreters in the court (who, we learn from other sources, formed a distinct caste); the existence of caste; the importance of the priesthood; the means by which the land which had once belonged to free proprietors passed into the hands of the king; the fact that even at that early time a settled trade existed between Egypt and other countries, are all confirmed by the monuments or by later writers. So again Joseph’s priestly dress of fine linen, the chain of gold round his neck, the chariot on which he rides, the bodyguard of the king, the rites of burial and embalming (though spoken of only incidentally) are spoken of with the most correct accuracy, which can only be made on the mind as to the credibility of the historian.

E. Author and date of composition. — It will be seen, from what has been said above, that the book of Genesis, though containing different documents, owes its existing form to the labor of a single author, who has digested and incorporated the materials he found ready to his hand. A modern writer on history, in the same way, might sometimes transcribe passages from ancient chronicles, sometimes place different accounts together, sometimes again give briefly the substance of the older document, neglecting its form.

But it is a distinct inquiry who this author or scribe was. This question cannot properly be discussed apart from the general question of the authorship of the entire Pentateuch. We shall therefore reserve this subject for another article.

PENTATEUCH.

J. J. S. P.

The later works on Genesis, and, indeed, the later, are mentioned at the close of the article PENTATEUCH. The principal later works on Genesis are the following: Schumann, Genesis, 1829; Tiele, Der erste Buch Mose’s, 1836; Tuch, Die Genesis, 1833; Drecsher, Die Einheit und Echtheit der Genesis, 1838; Hangestenburg, Die Bücher Mose’s und Japhets, 1841, trans. by R. D. C. Robinson; Egypt and the Books of Moses, Andover, 1843; Baumgarten, Theol. Commentar zur Pentateuch, 1843; Schröder, Der erste Buch Mose, 1844; De Sola and Lindenthal, Heb. Scriptures with New Translational Notes, 1844; Knobel, Die Völkertheil der Genesis, 1850; Keil, über Gen. vi. 1–4 (in Zeitschrift für das luth. theol. u. Kirche, 1855); Kalisch, Hist. and Crit. Commentary on the Old Test., Exodus, Genesis, Leviticus, 1855–1857; Wright, The Book of Genesis in Hebrew, revised text, etc., 1859; Reineke, Die Schöpfung der Welt, 1859; Knobel, Die Genesis erklärt (Lief. xi. of the Kureg., exequt. Humbach), 2te Aufl. 1859; Auer, Die vägliche Offenbarung, 1861 (the portion relating to the first eleven chapters trans. in the Bibl. Sacra, 1865, pp. 395–493); Delitzsch, Comm. über die Genesis, der Ausg. 1860; Murphy Critical and Exegetical Commentary, with a new translation, Genesis, 1863, Exodus, 1866; Kittcher, Neue exeget-krit. Älterenlese, Abth. ii. 1863; Lange, Die Genesis, 1864 (Amer. ed. by Prof. Taylor Lewis, in press, 1867); Bosio, De Heemneem- en die Geologie, 1865; Schultz, Die Schöpf ungsgeschichte nach Naturwissenschaft und Bibel, 1865; Keil (in Keil und Delitzsch’s Bibl. Comm.), Genesis and Exodus, 2te Aufl. 1869; Quarrington, Genesis and its Authorship, 1890; Conant, The Book of Genesis, revised English version, with explanatory and philological notes (in press, 1867).

T. C. J.

GENNESAR, THE WATER OF (τὸ Ἕβαρ Γέννασαρ; [Alex. Sin.εα τον τον τον τον τον τον τον τον τον], Σιν. to [to](Jehrenlese, Comm.), Joseph. Ant. iii. 5, § 7, τὰ ἄδατα τὰ Γέννασαρ Ἀγγ. Aquar Genesiv), 1 Macce. xii. 67. [GENNESARET.]

GENNESARET, LAND OF (§ γῆς Περιπατήσεως; terrae Genesis, terrae Genesriv). After the miracle of feeding the five thousand, our Lord and his disciples crossed the Lake of Genesaret and came to the other side, at a place which is called the "land of Genesaret" (Matt. xiv. 34; Mark vi. 53). It is generally believed that this term was applied to the fertile crescent-shaped plain on the north of the Sea of Galilee, which can have no doubt been the scene of the miracle. "Mingh of the north on the steep hill behind Migdal on the south, and called by the Arabs el-Ghuneir, ‘the little Ghor.’" The description given by Josephus (B. J. iii. 10, § 8) would apply admirably to this plain. He says that along the lake of Gen nearart there extends a region of the same name, of marvelous nature and beauty. The soil was so rich that every plant flourished, and the air so temperate that trees of the most opposite natures grew side by side. The shady walnut, which delighted in cold, grew there luxuriantly: there were the palm-trees that were nourished by heat, and fig-trees and olives beside them, that required a more temperate climate. Grapes and figs were found during ten months of the year. The plain was watered by a most excellent spring called by the natives Capharraum, which was thought by some to be a vein of the Nile, because a fish was found there closely resembling the coryphaeus of the lake of Alexandria. The length of the plain along the shore of the lake was thirty stadia, and its breadth twenty. Making every allowance for the coloring given by the historian to his description, and for the neglected condition of el-Ghuneir at
the present day, there are still left sufficient points of resemblance between the two to justify their being identified. The dimensions given by Josephus are sufficiently correct, though, as Dr. Thomson remarks (Land and Book, p. 518), the plain is a little longer than thirty, and not quite twenty for- longs in breadth." Mr. Porter (Haboh, p. 429) gives the length as three miles, and the greatest breadth as about one mile. It appears that Professor Stanley either assigns to "the land of Gen- nesaret" a wider signification, or his description of its extent must be inaccurate; for, after calling attention to the tropical vegetation and climate of the western shores of the lake, he says: "This fertility . . . reaches its highest pitch in the one spot on the western shore where the mountains, suddenly receding inland, leave a level plain of five miles wide, and six or seven miles long. This plain is "the land of Gennesareth" (S. & F. p. 354).

Still his description goes far to confirm in other respects the almost exaggerated language in which Josephus describes the prodigality of nature in this region. "No less than four springs pour forth their waters into full-grown rivers through this plain; the richness of the soil displays itself in magnificent corn-fields; whilst along the shore rises a thick jungle of thorn and elder, abounding in birds of brilliant colors and various forms." Burckhardt tells us that even now the pastures of Kinn Minieh are proverbial for their richness (Syria, p. 319).

In the Journal of Classical and Sacred Philology (ii. 290-308) Mr. Thripp has endeavored to show that the land of Gennesaret was not el-Thau, but the fertile plain el-Thau on the northeastern side of the lake. The dimensions of this plain and the character of its soil and productions correspond so far with the description given by Josephus of the land of Gennesaret as to afford reasonable ground for such an identification. But it appears from an examination of the narrative in the Gospels, that, for other reasons, the plain el-Thau is not the land of Gennesaret, but more probably the scene of the miracle of feeding the five thousand. After delivering the parable of the Sower, our Lord and his disciples left Capernaum, near which was the scene of the parable, and went to Nazareth (Matt. xiii. 34; Mark vi. 1). It was while he was here, apparently, that the news was brought him by the Apostles of the death of John the Baptist (Matt. xiv. 13; Mark vi. 20). He was still, at any rate, on the western side of the lake of Tiberias. On hearing the intelligence "he departed thence by ship into a desert place apart." (Matt. xiv. 13; Mark vi. 32), the "desert place" being the scene of the miraculous feeding of the five thousand, and belonging to the city called Bethsaida (Luke ix. 10). St. John (vi. 1) begins his account of the miracle by saying that "Jesus went over the sea of Galilee." an expression which he could not have used had the scene of the miracle lain on the western shore of the lake, as Mr. Thripp supposes, at el-Thau. It seems much more probable that it was on the eastern or northeastern side After the miracle Jesus sent his disciples in the boat to the other side (Matt. xiv. 22), towards Bethsaida (Mark vi. 45), in order to go to Capernaum (John xii. 17), where he is found next day by the multi-

biles whom he had fed (John vi. 21, 25). The boat came to shore in the land of Gennesaret. It seems, therefore, perfectly clear, whatever be the actual positions of Capernaum and the scene of the miracle, that they were on opposite sides of the lake, and that Capernaum and the land of Gennesaret are not the same. Additional interest is given to the land of Gennesaret, or el-Thau, by the probability that its scenery suggested the parable of the Sower. It is admirably described by Professor Stanley. "There was the undulating corn-field descending to the water's edge. There was the trodden pathway running through the midst of it, with no fence or hedge to prevent the seed from falling here and there on either side of it, or upon it; itself hard with the constant tramp of horse and male and human feet. There was the 'good' rich soil, which distinguishes the whole of that plain and its neighborhood from the bare hills elsewhere descending into the lake, and which, where there is no inter-